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• • • on the air in 15 minutes

. .. anywhere
Simple controls and setting-up procedure enable the Plessey C50
UHF radio relay station to be fully operational in less than 15
minutes.
The C50 provides 12 channel speech (FDM) or 250 kilobit/sec data
(PCM) on any channel in the 225 to 400 Mc/ s band. Power output is
1OW but a 200W power amplifier is available.
Other features which contribute to the effectiveness and versatility of
th_is re lay station-now in service w :th the British Army after extensive
trials over the toughest terrain- include :
Full duplex operation using cross-polarised log periodic aerials.
Quick channel selection by 6-crystal turret or synthesiser.
Unit construction to simplify maintenance (fits 19" racks).
Satisfactory communications over circuits with 160 db path losses
(typical of 40 - 50 mile paths) .

Variations to layout can be made to meet particular operational
requirements. Write for further information to : The Plessey Company Ltd., Radio Systems Division, II ford, Essex. Enr.land.

_P_LE_S_S_E_Y~~~~~ ·
Electronics
~ Pf(E)I

.....
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Major •• Bob " Scouller, late ol H.q., rraln•
iag Brigade, R o g a l Sigaab, aow retired.
for his versatile pen as an author. He has written a novel
short stories, and even verse during his service bu~
recently published by the Oxford Un iversity Press is his
"magnum opus "-"The Armies of Q ueen Anne." H e
started on this volume some 23 years ago when stationed in
India. During the next 23 years he plans to work steadily
on a study of General George Monk. Between writing
books, he has been an efficient officer, and did much to
organise the last two Association reunions in Catterick.

MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

WIRE
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LOODED out? Yes, by the tremendous influx of units notes, articles
and other contributions from our many good friends throughout
the Corps. Support for "The Wire" during 1966 has been unprecendented.
Where we used to publish 40 or 44 pages we have generally had to
go to Press in 1966 with 48 and 52 pages-and then only after considerable
cuts by your Editor which give him no pleasure at all.
Why not continue with 48 or 52 pages you will rightly ask? The
answer, my friends, is that anything much more than a 40-page " Wire "
soon puts us rapidly and alarmingly in the red-and red was very much
the colour for 1966. Our economy is overheating- very fashionable
these days!
For 1967 a certain amount of brake must be applied. Your c~n
tributions are our very life blood but we would ask those who wnte
Unit notes to keep them within bounds. May we suggest, unless you
have something of special interest to put across, that your average
contribution per month does not exceed a column (800 words), plus one
or two good clear photographs if there are worthwhile subj~cts.
Occasionally we will give you a " splash " if you send us the nght
material but we cannot do this too often. Of course, if you do not contribute every month then " step up " your not~s correspondingly to meet
the average of a column per month if you so wish.
Let all those general interest articles about the Corps doing its job
in unusual situations or faraway places continue unabated-we can a~w~ys
use them. Many occur in unit notes and should not have any restnction
placed on them. They should not count against the target of a column.
Finally, rest assured we will continue to spare no .effort to l?roduce
for you a lively, informed and up-to-date Corps magazme, even if some
degree of brake bas to be applied.
P .S.: If you can increase your Unit bulk order, it would be nice.

F
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Special Mention======
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New Year's Honours
All will join THE WIRE in congratulating the following who received
awards in the New Year's Honours as follows:C.B. (CIVIL)
Brigadier C . C. Fairweather, c.B.E.,_ 1:.D., J.P., D.L.
(Chairman, T.A.F.A. N. Ridmg)
O.B.E.
L ieutenant-Colonel J. R. Long (TAR O)
L ieutenant-C olonel (Q.M.) G. Lynam
Lieutenant-Colonel G. Peat
Lieu tenant-C olonel A. T . Scott
M.B.E.
M ajor (T .O .T.) S. A. Bristow (now retired)
Captain P. D . E. C hase
C aptain L. W. M oran
B.E.M.
S ergeant J. R. G allagher
Corporal W. G . Lidster
THE WIRE JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1967

- - Signalman Clayton ol 25'? Squadron
for being the recipient of a token of appreciation from
the Ge~man Christian Democratic Party for the part he
played m the apprehension of a thief who tried to break
into the Party's offices. (See story in 257 Squadron notes
on page 34.)

Signalman Clayton seen here accepti ng a 'token of their appreciation' from a representative of the Christian Democratic Party.

-

Sergeant J. Akehurst, late ol the 4th Regl•
mPnt, now posted to the Royal IJliUtaru
Academy
for streamlined progress in the Corps.
Jim Akehurst
the Army Apprenti?Cs' S~ool, Harrogate (Term 58A),
m 1961, and after a bnef soioum at 23rd Regiment, Lincoln, where he became a Telegraph Operator III he found
himself with 4th ~egiment. He pulled Tg. Op. h in 1963
and Tg. Op. I m 1965, also full Corporal during this
period. H e has also played soccer, basketball and boxed
for the Regiment.
In 1963 he was runner-up in the
B.A.O.R. canoe championships and won this event in
1964. Now h e is posted to the RM.A. as Acting Sergeant.
Nice going!

~eft

Slgnalma• David Cummins, attached t o l st
Bnllallo• The Somerset a n d Co r nwall U g ht
lnlantr11
for being awarded the
Middle East Commander-in-·
ChiePs Certificate of Commendation. On several occasions Signalman Cummins,
by his utterly unselfish attitude, kept vital electric
security appliances working
- regardless of bis own
safety-to ensure the safety
of others, and he was often
called upon to move frequently-mostly at nightthrough the narrow streets
of the hostile township of
Sheikh Othman.
He worked long hours to
maintain electrical installaSignalman Cumm ins
tions at the four permanent
checkpoints that ring Sheikh
Othman; ~t. the Briti ~ Forces Broadcasting Station and
at the Military Intelligence H eadquarters. D espite the
considerable risk of being mined, grenaded or shot he
always remained cheerful, efficient and con~cientious:
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T h e radio d e tachment from thP 24.th R e g i.m ent
for providing and manning an unusual link. Armed with
C-42 and A.41 sets, tape recorders and other gear, they
provided the vital communication berween Donald
Campbell in Bluebird trying to beat the world water
speed record on Lake Coniston and a series of shore
stations. (Alas, sin ce writing Campbell met his death.Editor)

- - Lance-Corporals Jim W o otton, Bill Bree ze
Nick Adams and Signalm a n Bob Dale, aU oi
13th Regiment
for takin~ a ~et. with the rest of. the Re~ent that they
would, with limited money and m a certarn time obtain
the GQvernor of Pentonville Prison's signature, a receipt
from the London G .P.0. Tower, a "Bunny's" signature
from the London Playboy Club, and the Lord Mayor of
London's signature. In addition, one of the team had to
have his. picture published ~ a national newspaper. They
won their bet (£30 odd) which they promptly contributed
to the Wireless for the Blind Fund (see page 19).
- - Signalman P e t e r S ale, o f 262 Sqa.adroa,
C yprus
for setting an example of not only being an immaculately
turned-out soldier, bot also by bringing bis mini-bus up
to the same high standard-so much so that it is a byword
in bis unit. On top of that he is a first-class sportsman.
(See page 36.)
-

-

M inute 4 ( d ) o l t h e 90t h M e eti•g ol tlie
Corps Committee
for approving the recommendations of the Finance Committee that "£300 be paid annually by the Corps Yacht
Club to a Sinking Fund." THE WIRE has been asked
to state categorically that tbis in no way reflects on the
bouyancy of Corps craft.

- - R o yal Signals at Catterich
for entertaining a party of 6o officers and ratings from
H .M .S. Hermes during a two-day visit, during which
demonstrations were given of communication and crosscountry driving techniques1 and a number of sporting
events were staged. It will be recalled that the Corps
was wonderfully looked after by Hermes during a trip
to Gibraltar in August.
-

-

S econtl ·Lieutenants 1V. JJJ. Taylor, J. D.
Tydc nhana, R. A . C • •4nde rson
just commissioned into the Corps, for winning the following Corps prizes at Sandhurst:-W. M. Taylor: Royal
Signals Sword, The Wymyss Prize; J. D . Tydenham:
The Agar Memorial Prize; R. A. C. Anderson : The
Science Prize.

*

*

*

The fqyegoing in no way attempts to CO'Ver all items of
Corps news warthy of special mention. Something of
particular interest must ha'Ue occurred in Y OUR unit
station, or command. Write NOW and tell the Edito;
about it and so help to keep this a liue and interesting
column.
3

A LOOK AT THE FAR EASTERN SCENE.
ct

ct

The Wire v1s1ts Malaysian Signals
ITrLE mention has hitherto appeared in the pages of
" T he Wire " of the activities of Malaysian Signals,
L
previously known as Federation Signals.
A large number of all ranks of the Corps have served in
Singapore, Malaya and Borneo, and some actually with
Malaysian Signals. To many, knowledge of this sister Corps
may be confined to seeing mention in D.C.I.s, possibly calling
for volunteers for econdment, or to those who have seen the
silver " Tern," the equivalent to " f lDlDly," which was presented to Royal Signals in 1961 and is displayed in Headquarters

Mess.
It will be of interest to readers that there are currently
some forty Royal Signals Officers and senior ranks seconded
for employment with Malaysian Signals. Here are the first
impressions of " The Wire " correspondent.
Arrival in m o dern Kuala Lumpur
" After a long but uneventful flight in a chartered aircraft
we touched down at Sabang International Airport outside Kuala
Lumpur. Although rather warm, the weather was sunny and
I was pleased when I was greeted by Lieutenant Robert T eo,

T h e C.S.O. "'x1•loi11s
We made our way to the Ministry of Defence Officers' Mess
in its pleasant location overlooking the city and surrounding
area. Some may remember this as the H.Q. Malaya Command
Senior Officers' Mess; it is shortly to become the Officers'
Mess of Malaysian Signals. Here a welcome shower, change
and refreshment and to prepare myself to meet the various
members of Malaysian Signals.
My next call was to be to Signals Branch at the Ministry of
Defence. As I arrived at the vast hutted area I noted the large
multi-storey buildings under construction which are scheduled
to house the Ministry under one roof. On arrival at Signals
Branch I was taken to meet the Chief Signal Officer, Colonel
D . L. Sylvester Bradley, o.B.E.
The C.S.O. outlined for me the history of Malaysian Signals.
It apparently dates back to 1949 when a number of Royal
Signals sen:or ranks were serving with Battalions of the Royal
M alay R egimen t. In 1950 the first Sign al Squadron was for med
with men from the Malay R egiment; this Squadron, The 1st
Malay Infan try Brigade Signal Squadron, was formed at Kota
Bharu under the command of Captain S. P. Irwin. In 1952

Techni cians under inst ruction

Teleprinter upgrading

who anended 55A ' Q ' Course at Catterick. He was dressed in
the smart light green uniform, made of terylene, worn by the
Malaysian Armed Forces and wearing a stable belt in Corps
colours but with the addition of thin red and yellow stripes
denoting the connection with the Royal Malay Regiment.
After the usual customs formalities we mounted a Signals
Land Rover of the same light green as the uniform (PD green)
and were driven along dual carriageways, through rubber
plantations to K uala Lumpur half an hour's drive away. En
route we passed through the busy satellite town of Petaling
Jaya with its new houses and factories, many in course of
construction. Into K uala L umpur and here a mixture of old
and new, east and west. We drove across the recently built
flyover which runs above the picturesque railway station and
past the fine architecture of the new Mosque. Next, Kuala
Lumpur itself with its teeming traffic and people, American
cars and tri-shaws, sarongs and lounge suits, traffic lights and
advertis:ments for Coke, Tiger Beer and Tiger Balm. We drove
past the Padang overlooked by the Selangor Club, otherwise
known as "The Dog" where later I was to have many a
refreshing interlude. A1ong the narrower Batu Road with its
Indian clothing shops, Chinese bazaars interspersed with snack
bars and cinemas indicating the presence of Western culture.
A drive through the suburbs on the other side of K uala Lumpur
past the new Techn ical College, the Police D epot and we bad
arrived in the Ministry of D efence area.

the Federation Signal Squadron was raised in Port Dickson
under the command of Major R. A. H . Chapmen. Federation
Signals was officially gazetted on 15th November, 1952, and its
official h istory starts from this date.
In 1963 the Corps comprised four R egular and three T.A.
Squadrons but with the advent of confr ontation by Indonesia
and the establishment of Malaysia a great expansion of the
Malaysian Armed Forces began. ·Today the Corps consists
of two regular R egiments and one T.A. Regiment and a number
of independent Units. Signals Units are positioned all over
Malaysia which now includes the very large territories of
Borneo which have to be served by modern, efficient
communication networks.
I was most impressed as the C.S.O. outlined the plans made
for the intro:iuction of tape relay working, radio teleprinter
and the new range of sets and equipments being introduced.
After my in terview with the C.S.O. I met the various officers
in Signals Branch, including Major Jimmy James, shortly away
on inter-tour leave, Major Eric Fox, a recent arrival, Captain
Colin Ravner, Captain (T.O T.) Norman Cox and Captain
Ooi Ah Kiang, who has just returned from a Communications
Course in chilly Catterick.
A live Com ce11
I was next escorted to die Ministry of Defence Comcen, part
of the Ministry of D efence Signal Squadron of 1st Regiment,

which is within the Ministry Compound. I was met by the
quadro_n Commander, Major Arthur Schubert, who gave me a
h?~t brief on the Squadron's work. It is something of a smaller
ed1t1?n .of ou~ own _18th Regiment in that it provides commurucanons, !me radio and SDS for the Ministry of Defence.
The S9uadron also has responsibilities for communications at
Port Dickson and Batu Garrison and the RMAF bases at Kuala
Lu~pur and Alor ~tar. Th.e Squadron h~s a Comcen Troop,
Radio Troop ~nd. Arrfield Signal Troop with which to provide
these commurucat1ons.
. Licutenll?t P.eter Byers, who recently took over from Captain
Jun Cheshire, 1s the Chief Signalmaster and he rook me on a
tour of the . Comcen pointing out all the changes that have
taken pl~ce m the pa~t three years. The new Tape Relay Hall
takes pride of place m the Comcen and here I found W.0 .II
'.Y. of S.) Dere~ Boddington initiatin& newly trained operators
mto the mysteries of tape relay workmg.
In the Radio Receiver Room I met W.O.I ('i. of S.) Dennis
Bees wh? has at present .the responsibilities of running both
the r~ce1v.ers ~nd transrmtrers. The usual problems of frequencies, m~erference and discussion on the merits of different
antennas exist here too
Tr~ining play_s :in important part in the work of the Squadron
and m the .trai:img room I found W.O.II Desa (some may
remember him m . STC (FARELF) 1955-8) holding forth on
procedure. Captam Paul Webb, the Squadron Second-inCommand, was on the point of going home on R.H.E.; he has
been very much jack of all trades having done a tour in Borneo
and been employed variously in Signals Branch the Squadron
and standing-in for the Adjutant.
'
With the 1st R egime n t
Next a visit to the R.H. Q. of 1st Regiment in its new Headquarters where I met Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Flear who has
recently taken ov7r from Lieutenant-Colonel Dick Rahilly. I
gathered the Reg1I0ent had recen tly been r esponsible for the
Signals Indoor Display at a local stadium as part of the Armed
Forces Day Celebrations. An outside display of field equipments
was orgamsed by the 2nd R egiment.
Colo~el. Flear expla.ine~ that the 1st Regimen t in add ition
to proy1dmg commurucat10ns for the Ministry of D efence as
I had iust. seen ~or myself, was also responsible for th e tra~ing
of Malaysian S 1~ls tradesmen in the Signal School wh ich
'."'as part of .t~e Regiment. The remaining function of the Units
ts ~he prov1S1on of the ~ase T elecommunications Workshops
which. carry our base r~parrs for. the Armed Forces-Malaysian
Electrical and M echamcal Engmeers have no responsibilities
for Tels equipmen t.
I then met the Second-in-Command, Major K eith Watts who
has served with M alaysian Signals for five and a half ye~rs in
the last seven and a half year s. He took over Second-inCommand after a tour in Sabah and r eturns to U.K. next year.
Shou l~ he tell you t.ha~ he _killed a 15 ft. King Cobra in his
room m the !"1-ess this 1s qutte untrue-it was only 9 fe et long
and one of his fellow officers killed it while he gave encouragement from a safe d istance.
Before leaving R H.Q. I met the Adjutant, Captain H ew K im
Yew, and 0.C. H .Q. Squadron, L ieutenant Abbas both of
'
whom have attended courses at Catterick.
.\ miuiotu.re Catterick
Next I visited the Malaysian School of Signals now established
in. n ew accommodation with more scheduled to be built. I was
bn~fed by the 0 .C. School, Major Ronnie Trotman and the
Clu.ef Instructor1 Captain Peter Chase, who is banding over his
du ties to Captam Allen Lai, also a Catterick " Old Boy" in
preparation for his r eturn to U .K. early next year.
'
1?: ·p r·esent Signa_l School envolved from a small Signal
Trammg Troop and 1s designed to train all tradesmen for the
Corps, although currently it trains technicians and operator
trades only. In addition it runs upgrading courses and SSC
offi~crs and R egimental Signal Officer and Instructors Courses.
I t 1s also planning to run Yeoman of Signals Courses. Indeed
a Catterick compressed into Squadron size- a form idable task.
I was impressed t? learn tha~ in four years the School output
of tradesmen has tripled and smce 1963 over 800 recruits have
qualified as tradesmen.
I visited Technicians Training Group where I saw the Senior
Technican Instructor, W.O.II (F. of S.) Roy Lidstone instructing a XI course and later met his assistants, Sta.ff Sergeant
Mal~lm Wade, an old . s.tager in Malaysian Signals who also
organises adventure tra1rung as a hobby, and a new arrival,
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Staff S7rgeant (F. _of S.) Brian Maltby, complete with the whitest
knees m the Regrrnent.
The School general factotum is W.O.II Tom Burke who bas
beei_i. _Squadrol?- ~ergeanr Maj<;>r. and W.0. i/c Trade T esting in
addition to trammg and capta1rung a most succes ful Regimental
soccer team.
I~ the operator. Training Group I saw trainee Telegraph
Radio and 'fele~rmter Operators undergoing training unde;
the expert d1rect1on of W .O.II ('i. of S.) Ron Scrafton, who
repl:iced W.<;).lI (Y. of S) Charlie L eggett a few months ago.
~h1lst lookmg around the Radio Group I met SccondL1eutenant U ngku Bakar who has also recently returned from
'Q' Course.
Dose T e l s Workshop plays a big port
. My last visit was to the Base Tels Workshops where I was
given the low-down by Captain Dennis Bowden a recent replacem~nt for Captain Don. Herring. The. Workshops are
respon~1blc for the base reparr of all Tels equipment with the
exceptl?n of certain RMAF equipments, for the wh~le of the
Malaysian ~ed i:orces. !his in U.K. would be a R.E.M .E.
~ask but here 1s bemg efficiently tackled by Signals. It was of
mterest to not<: the a_.ffect of t he armed forces expansion on
the ~ork shops 1s that m four years, major equipments in service
hav~ m~reased _
from 4?0 to over 2,000 and that equipments and
ancillaries. reparred this year are in excess of 2,000, a hundred
per cent mcrease.
The Workshops also control the Tels Inspectorate Team
und er ~.O . II . (F. of _S.) Re~ Staniford which tours all over
Malays ia ·carrymg out mspectlons of all Units Tels equipments.
I was taken on a conducted tour of the air-conditioned Workshop and. noted that the technicians were a mixture of civilians
and soldiers, some of whom were engaged on rebuilding a
53 transmitter. Before leaving the Workshops I met W.O.I
(F . of S.) Yew whom some will remember on his Foreman's
Course at Catterick in 1g6o/61.
Finally-an anchor b eer
Out of the air-conditioned comfort into the warm humid
Malay atmosphere, I was assailed by a suddent thirst and so
back to the Mess for a welcome Anchor beer."

A G OOD FIUEND O F THE C O RPS RETIR ES

Exchange of messages between the Signal Officer-in-Chief and
General Sir Charles Jones, G.C.B., C.B.E., M.C., A.D .C.
Many in the Corps who were privileged to have contacts with
or to serve under General Sir Charles Jones will add a sincere
p~rsonal "and so say all of us" to what the S.0.-in-C. says in
his recent farewell letter to the retiring Master General of the
Ordnance.
From Major-General P. E. M. Bradley:
"The S._Q.-in-C. cann_ot allow you to leave the Ministry of
Def<:nce. without expressmg, on behalf of himself and of those
servmg m Royal Signals, our deep appreciation of the advice
the support, the kindness and understanding you have sho~
us ~' not only more recently as Master General of Ordnance
but. m the whole series ?f senior appointments you have hcl~
wh1c;h have brought you mto such close contact with our Corps
particularly as Commander 7 Armoured Division, Commandan~
?f the Sta.ff College, Commander 1st British Corps and G .0 .C.m-C. Northern Command. We are very, very grateful and we
shall miss you a great deal. However, we know that as Colonel.
C?mmandant Royal Engineers we shall never really lose touch
with you. May I, on behalf of us all, wish you and Lady Jones
the greatest of good fortune and happiness in the years to come."
From General Sir Charles Jones:
" Thank you so much for your nice letter wh ich touched me
deeply, though I feel that I hardly deserve the nice compliments
you pay me.
I am very grateful for the efficient cheerful support which
the Royal Signals have given me in the last 20 years of my
service and, as you know, I have the good of your great Corps
very much as heart.
I hope to see the Royal Signals go from strength to strength
and send you and all ranks every good wish for the future.
As you say, we won't lose touch."

s

==::::::===== Mo vem en ts
omcers
Lieutenant-Colonel G. Peat ...
Major P. Carr
...
...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Winn
Captnin H .
. Wilson .. .
. ..
Captain D. s. Hop'tins, M.8.E.
Captain P. S. Reader ...
. ..
Captain C. R. C. Bunce
Captain M. J. Pickard ...
Major S. P. Morrison ...
Colonel D. T. W. Gibson
Major S. A. Frost ...

Lieutenant R. W . Stark
Lieutenant P. B. Webster
Captain B. F. Allen
...
Major J. E. C. Stevens
Captain T. H. Wheawell
Captain R. Bell ...
Captain

J. B. J. Halford

Captain G. A. M. Holland

PRESENTATION TO ROYAL CA NADIAN SIGNALS
During his vi sit to Canada, the Signal Officer-in-Ch ief presented a
Royal Signals plaque to Colonel H.W.C . Stethem, OBE, CD, Commandant of the Royal Canadian School of Signals at Ki ngston.
Colonel Stethem served in Royal Signals from 1937 to 1948 in Africa,
Italy and the Middle East, before transferring to the Canad ian
Army.

Captirin I. R. D. Shapter

[Courtesy of the " Bvening Post," Yn-sq

Major-General A. C . Fuller, C.B.E.

======ROYAL SIGNALS FLYING CLUB======
One result of the notice on Page 378 of the September/
October 1966 WIRE was a letter from B;iga~ier A. C: Sykes,
c.B.E., n.s.o. Living in retiremc:m in W1ltsh1ri: he wntes:' When serving in the United States durmg the War, I
qualified for a U.S. pilot licence to fly light aircraft. At
that time twenty-odd years ago, it w as of a much higher
standard than the British 'A' licence then in force. My solo
flying was in a Piper Cub, and the charge was $3 for halfan-bour."
" I can think of nothing more enjoyable on a fine and
cloudless day than to get up to a couple of thousand feet
and away from everything. I loved it Hands and feet off 0e
Piper Cub would fly straight and l~vel, and I used to practice
landings at that height. Sounds silly I know but rather fun,
and all one had to do when the plane stalled and .the n?se
dropped was to push the stick forward and regam flymg
speed. As the Cub would almost fly itself one had to force
it into a spin-which of course formed part of the pre-solo
training."
.
.
.
« Apart from 61,000 miles including six ~tlantJc cr~ssmgs
on duty, mostly in stripped bombers, and with s<;>me tJme at
the he'm of a Dakota, I clocked up 1,500 miles solo as
recreation "
.
" I am really writing to give my very best wishc;s to. ~e
Royal Signals Flying Club from one who got his pilot s
certificate at the age of 53. Now, at 75, I wonder whether
there are any other retired Signallers of my age who have held
.
a licence at some time or other?"
Brigadier Sykes was interested to read that, because flvmg
costs some £6 per hour in U .K. in 1967, the Corps now off.ers
small grants and loans to All Ranks learning to fly or keepmg
up a private pilot's licence, and that 24 memb~rs have a!ready
been help&d towards a PPL. He supports the idea of trymg to
make light alrcraft piloting available more cheaply to the Corps
when the School of Signals moves to Blandford, and we wonder
how many in the Corps would be interested in such a venture?
The Secretary of the Corps Flying Club would be glad to
hear from those keen enough to write to him-c/o THE WIRE.

Upgrading Courses in Catterick
Line T ech
Lineman . ..
T elegraph Op
Driver R Signals
R T ech (Hy)
Telegraph Op

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

II - I
II - I
II -1
II - I
III - II
III - II

4th
4th
nth
4th
4th
18th

July,
July,
July,
July,
July,
July,

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

PRINCESS

MARY

MEDAL

COURSES
R.M.C.S. (19 Y.O.s Degree C'sc)
R. ~.c. s . (19 Y.O.s Degree C'se)
R .M .C.S. (Army S'ff C'se Div. I)
R.M.C.S. (Army S'ff C'se Div. I)
R .M .C.S. (Army S'tI C se Div. I)
Staff College (Army Staff Course
Div. II)
Staff College (Army Staff Course
Div. II)
S taff College (Army Staff Course
Div. II)
Staff College (Anny Staff Course
Div. Ill

A.G.11
Major D. R. Beadon
Major J. F. Blake ...
. ..
,.
Second-Lieutenant J. D. Cox
,\iajor (Tfc) V. R . Clarke
Lieutenant S. R. Carr-Smith
,.
Major D. A. L. Charles
Lieutenant J. Dean
,.
Major G . L. Davies
...
. ..
,.
Major A. N. De Bretton-Gordon
Major (TOT) J. F. Everard ...
,.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. Evans, M.C. ,,
Major J. A. D. Francis .. .
,,
Captain M . J. Ford
.. .
.,
Lieutenant G . 0. Fulton
,,
Major C. J. Gilbert
...
Major G. A. W . Hickman ...
,,
Lieutenant-Colonel R . J . Harvey
Captain P. J. Hodges .. .
.,
Major M. S. Jarrett
...
.,
Lieutenant M. S. Louden
,,
Captain H. A. Morrison
Captain R . F. Maynard
Major J. D . Morris
...
.,
Maior G. H. Peirson ...
Major A. G . Paris
...
Ma1or H . Mel. Paterson , M.B.E.
Captain F. V. B. Philp . ..
Lieutenant J . F. Storr ...
. ..
,,
Lieutenant H. G . S. Thomas ...
.,
Major J . N. Taylor
...
. ..
Major D. H. Thursby-Pelham
Major B. H. Townson
,,
Major P. C. Tripp
,,
Captain R . F. Wilford
,,
Major J . H. S. Weston
,,
,,
Captain B. I . Weston
Major A. J. Welch
,,
Major M . G . H . Wisc
Captain G . W. Young

262 Squa-dron
~ch~~f Signals

3 Div. HQ. and ignal Re
646 Troop
•. 257 Sqwidron
.. 655 Troc.•p
4 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
261 Squadron
210 Squadron
8th Regiment
11th Regiment
12 Inf Bdc H.Q. and Signal Sqn
,. 24th Regiment
24th Regiment
,, 21st Reg.mcnt
5oth Regiment T.A.
M.o.D.
., 11 In£. Bde H Q. and ianal Sqn
612 Troop
,. 655 Troop
., 8th Reg'mcnt
30th Regiment
14th Regiment
30th Regiment
School of S:gnal• (Cadre)
66 Regiment T.A.
539 Troop
14th Regiment
Battkcn
:z.r 6 Squadron
u Battken
H.Q. Maritime Group R .C.T.
., 2 Div. H .Q. and Signal Rcgt.
235 Sowidron
., 14th Reg' mcnt
,. Army Apprentices College
,, 18th Regiment
30th Rcg:mcnt
. . ., 26 r Squadron

T. J. Stcven5 ...
D. J. Loome ...
P. A. White ..
T. H. Dobson ...
Sc~geant L. C. Hall
Sergeant R. Cosser . ..
. ..
Sergeant E. L. Medway .. .
Sergeant P. R. Uttridgc .. .
Sergeant P. J. B. Tuppznncy
Scrgca:tt W. T . Goss .. .
Se~geant T. McEwan
.. .
A/Sergeant T. Vance ..
Sergeant A. G. Rose .. .
Sergeant G. D. Martin .. .
Sergeant r. T. Donovan
Sergca,t W. D. Carr
...
Sergeant A. W. A. Charlton
ergeant G. A. Downie .. .
Scrgce'1t A. F. Dyer .. .
Sergeant M. J. D. Groom
Sergeant R. P. Mortenson
Sergeant L. Sant .. .
. ..
Sergeant G. H. D. Ward
Sergeam N. D. Martin .. .
Sergeant N. C. Cowell .. .
Sergeant D. L. Challis .. .
Sergeant F. Joocs ...
. ..
Sergeant D . A. C. Jack ...
Sergeant G. Yule ...
Sergeant R . Goodwin
Sergeant K. R. McRae .. .
Sergeant M. G . Mcinnes
Sergeant G. M. Skill
Sergeant J . H . Phillips

Ro.D. D.c.c.

Training Brigade
11th Reg:meo t As. 2/i.c.
28th Regiment
52nd (L) R egiment
1st Regiment
M .O.D. ACEP
A .A.C. Harrogate
64th Regiment
222 Squadron
8th R egiment
208 (Comwel) Squadron
227 Squadron
M.O.D. (Signals 6)
13th Regiment
3 H.Q. and Signal R egiment
Ma-laysia
J.L.R.
661 Troop (H.M.S. Intrepit!)
M.O.D. Signals 35
School of Signals
10th Regiment
1st Regiment
19th Reg'.mcnt
249 Squadron
206 Squadron
A.A.C. Harrogate
H .Q . Southern Commend
M.O.D. D 124A
257 Souadron
24th Regiment
7th Regiment
M.alaysia
242 Squadron
l t th Regiment
1 Signal Unit R.C.C.S., Barricficld Camp, On1t1rio

\Vurruut

===

Earlier this year the Royal Signals Institution founded a
Medal of Honour to be awarded at the discretion of the Council
as a mark of special honour for outstanding professional,
scientific or historical contributions to the Corps. To commemorate our first and greatly loved Colonel-in-Chief-and
Patron of the Royal Signals Institution-the Medal was called
The Princess Mary Medal, with the approval of H.M. The
Queen.
The first two awards were made to Major-General R. F. H .
Nalder for "his conspicuous contribution to the history of the
art of signalling and of the development and work of the Royal
Corps of Signals " and to Major-Gen eral A. C Fuller for '.' his
outstanding contribution to the scientific advancement of signal
equipment."
General Nalder's medal was presented to him by the Master
of Signals at the Annual General Meeting of the Royal Signals
Institution on 25th November, whilst General Fuller's was
presented to him in Jersey by H.B. The Lieutenant Governor
of Jersey on 6th D ecember at a Bu~et Luncheon at ~e _Grand
Hotel St. Relier, which was orgamsed for the Insmuuon by
the J~rsey Branch of the Association.
.
Pictured are Generals Nalder and Fuller on the occasion
when their medals were presented.

Offic~ers

and Sergeants

W .0 .1 (Y. of S.) R. M. Ewens .. • To
W.O.I A. A. Hawke
.,
W.O.I S. Barrett ...
...
,,
W .0 .11 P . S. M. Johnson
.,
W .0 .11 A. E. Ki~gham .. .
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) B. Adcock
.,
A / W.O.II W. Forrest ...
.,
W .0.11 D. H . M . Rumsey
.,
W.0 .11 P . W. Gale
...
W.0 .11 B. Cleaver
,,
W.O.II B. V. Link
.,
W .0 .11 J . M. Shand
.,
W.0.II E. A. Holness
,,
Staff Sergean t C. Harding
. ..
.,
Staff Sergeant W. Y. N. Grierson ... .,
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) I. R. Holme .,
Staff Sergeant J. G. G. Pickard
,,
Staff Sergeant N. E. Ladds •..
.,
Staff Sergeant A. F. Horne ...
,,
Sta« Sergeant E . J. S. Baxter ..•
Staff Sergeant H. Simestcr . . •
,,
Staff Sergeant A. B. Turner .••
. •• .,
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S .) T . L. Brown .,
Staff Sergeant R. C. Nicholls .. .
,.
Staff Scrgea,t (F. of S.) J. E .
.,
Eclgington
...
...
...
. ••
SiaJT Sergeant (F. of S.) J. A. Callow ,,
,,
Sergeant G. Hanson
. ..
Sergeant P. J. Hamilton
,,
Sergeant G . Chambers ...
Sergeant R. Wade ...

28th R egiment
16th Regiment
261 Squadron
259 Squadron
1 Div. H .Q. end Signal Rcgt.
227 Squadron
237 Squadron
2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
8th Reg iment
71h Regiment
11th R egiment
225 Squadron
H.Q. A.E .R.
3 Div. H .Q. and Signal Rcgt.
111h Regiment
F.R .A.
12 Inf. Bde H.Q. and Sign!!I Sqn
4 Div. H .Q. and Signal Rcgt.
22nd Regiment
2 Div. H .Q. and Signal Rcgt.
9th R egiment
30th Regiment
24th Regiment
22nd Regiment
Army Apprentices College
14th Regiment
14th Regiment
208 Souodron
22nd Regiment
21 o Squadron
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A. P. Booth ...
. ..

F. Ward . ..

J. C Watkinson

Promotions
To W.0.1

To S Sgt .

T o W .0.1
To W .0.11

2548933
22212453
14441739
25496 18
22551000
22296836
22247675
22265884
22265059
22542850
2251 5635
22096416
2251 5448
22771398

OCTOBER
REGIMl!'...'TAL DUTY ROSTER
Lawry, R. A.
A/W.O.I
A/W.0 .1
Hoyes, L. A.
Templeton,
J. Y.
A / W .O .I
A / W.O.I
Lloyd, A. C.
A / S Sgt.
Stockwell, J. E.
Sgt.
Coleman, R. B.
Sgt.
Richardso!l, J. A.
Sgt.
O'Brien, F. C.
Simpson, E . J.
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Cockburn, R . J.
Sgt.
Merry, L. J. H.
Sgt.
Davies, L.
Ireland, B. D.
A/ S Sgt.
Sgt.
Searle, F . P .

1040
1050
10So
1070
4500
4510
4520
4530
4540
4550
456o
4570
458o
4590

2430
1510
7250
6590
4140
4070
8500
2470
8420

2549278
19037995
22771348

YEOMAN OF SlGNAU ROSTER
w.o .n
Leggett. C . W. J.
A / W .0.1
Loogstaff, E. G .
Hayler, P. D.
S Sgt.

470
48o
12)0

550
50
1140

180
5573
5840
5850
586o

330
ro630
11939
12551
12189

13550
1356o
13570
1358o
13590
13610
13620

26612
27400
2668o
26930
27180
24450
2496o

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Barrett, s.
2547337 W .0.11
Harries, D .
23746o16 Cpl.
Lyddon, R.
23220347 Cpl.
Quinlan, W .
23654875 Cpl.
23836825 Cpl.
Slrllllgwood,

T o W .O.I
To Sgt.

J.
J.
F.
G. G.

ROSTER
McOcnnid S. C.
Tookcy, A. J .
Backctt, K. B.
Warson, A. M .
Chick. R.
Mo"timer. N . E.
Peebles, W. P.

1430
66o
1550
1590

(Pd~

222o ~Tec

Tee
~Op

Op)
tp)
Op)
Op)
(Pd~

(Op

OPERATING

Major-General R. F. H. Nalder, C .B., C. B.E.

THE

To M.O.D. A.G. 11
School of Army Aviation
H .Q. Comcan as C.S.O.
M.O.D. (Q. Ops. & Plans)
M.O.D. (AEPIC)
H.Q. Ade, Bdc
H.Q. M.E. Command
H.Q. B.A.O.R. G2 (Int.) Signals
,, M. of A. DERD (Tl
S.R.D.E.
,, H.Q. Training Brigade (DAA
and QMG)

Sergeant
Sergeant
Scrge3'11t
Sergeant
Sergcont
Sergeant
Sergeant
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To Sgt.

237586o5
222659n
23675310
22557n6
23697551
23674680
229646o7

W.0.11
S Sgt.

Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.

DELETIONS
REGtMBNTAL D UTY ROSTER
258o
3210
1040
3170

W.0.1

FOREMAN
840

W.O.I

16o

OP

SIGNALS ROSTER

TECHNICAL ROSTER

To Individual

T

.~1abscrlber11

HE only way to be certain of receiving your

WIRE correctly addressed is to be sure and let
us know changes in your address, rank and such-like,
as llhey occur. We try to operate a detective service,
but it is fallible!

7

N OVE MBER
R EGlMENTAL O un· R OSTER
To W.0.1

To S Sgt.

To W.0.1
To W.O.II

Letter to tfac Editor
Old
N ew
S en. N o. Sen. N o.

P eberdy, S. B. C .
A / W.O.I
McLoughlin, T .
A / W .0 .1
Cantle, T . J.
A / W .O .JI
P earce, T . A.
A{W.0 .1
Aeon, R.
A / W.0 .1
Curley, D . A .
A / W .0 .1
Burns. A.
A / W.0.1
Catton, P. J.
A / W .0.1
Handley, D. R.
A / W .0.1
Bibby, R.
A / W.0.1
Morrison, J.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Chnmbe"s• G.
Grierson, W. Y. N .
Sgt.
Le -Quesne, E. H .
Sgt.
Lehan, R.
A / S Sgt.
G ibney, S. C.
A / S Sgt.
Hill, B. P .
Sgt.
Wheeler, W. C.
Sgt.
Ladds, N . E.
Sgt.
Meeson,
D. T .
Sgt.
FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER
King, C. A.
23oo8324 W.O.II
Berry, C. A .
2549517 S Sgt.
Walmsley, R.
23666239 S Sgt.

22281 64
22203213
14447564
21070334
225 15 168
2 n 87441
22272339
2549628
I4452I27
22202258
22569047
225I5978
22771351
22537376
222n631
22515936
22246oo9
22295497
23256451
22523761

YEOMAN OP

To W.0.1

19037995 A/W.O.I
22537286 A/W.O.I
22584424 A/W.O.I

To S Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
22321 IOI Sgt.
23044161 Sgt.
22J21085 Sgt.
22823478 Sgt.
22569904 Sgt.
23512271 Sgt.
23214031 Sgt.
22957633 Sgt.
22967489 Sgt.
22983581 Sgt.
22056o85 Sgt.
22537746 Sgt.
22845303 Sgt.

SIGNALS ROSTER
Lo-gs:aff. E. G .
Culbert, J. V.

Coe,

R.

w.

Coxon, W.
Rawlins, G . E.
Blakelock, P. G.
Ferguson, J. M.
Gray, P. C.
Tasker, A. C. T.
McBeath A.
Thompson, E. V.
Toll, J. R.
Holmes, I. R.
Cudlip, A. w.
Llewellyn, D. T .
Campbell, C.
Glenville, K.
Birkwood , J. W.

22547224
22771364

l08Q
1090

1780
1730
IIOO 1670
II 20 2070
1130 2084
1140 18IO
1150 1840
II6o 2o6o
1170 1830
1180 2100
46oo 8680 (Op)
4610 8670 (Op)
4610 7880 (Op)
4640 6950 ~Op)
4650 1550 Ad)
466o 1980 {Fd )
4670 187o(Tec)
4680 6230 (Op)
4690 3090 (Tcc)
4700 3504{Tec)
1100
1880
1910

1200
2690
I56o

48o
490
500

50
720
670

1340
1350
1370
1380
1390
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
146o
1470
1480
1490
1500

7o6o
8190
9440
976o
9850
9920
9970
10590
10530
11200
n830
n86o
6750
8820
9890

(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)

TECHNICAL/ ROSTER
To Sgt.

23515139 Cpl.
23675376 Cpl.
22999516 Cpl.
22296525 Cpl.
23846102 Cpl.
23845001 Cpl.
23782367 Cpl.

Forbes, I.
Rober1scn , J. A.
Morris, R. L.
Woodruffe, D. F.
Welsh, J. G.
Rippoo, M. W.
Herstell, R.

ADMINISTRATIVE

To Sgt.

23527614
23673577
23735743

8795
12615
12155
12130
11650
5900 n66o
5910 10767

ROSTER

Little, M. F. R.
Burg~ss . R. P.
Duke, J. J.

Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.

5765
5830
588o
5885
5890

3240 4354
3250 4590
326o 5258

DELETIONS
W.O.I
W.O.II

REGlMENTllL DUTY ROSTER
470, 490, 520, 570, 58o, 6oo, 620, 630, 640, 650, 66o
380
YEOMAN

W.O.I

OF

SIGNALS

250, 26o, 28o, 300

W.O.I
Sergeants

TECHNICAL ROSTER
16o. 170
3985, 4120, 5410, 5445
0PBRATING

Sergeant

ROSTER

1o640

ROYAL

SIGNALS CANOEING-THEATRE
REPRESENTATIVES

With effect from date the following officers have taken over
the duties indicated below: a. B.A.0.R. Representative for Royal Signals Canoeing.
Captain J. M. Gray, 2 Divisional H Q. and Signal
R egiment, B.F.P.0 . 22.
b. FARELF Representative for Royal Signals Canoeing.
Lieutenant C. W. Palmer, M.B.E., 18th Signal Regiment,
c/o G.P.0. Singapore.
Correspondence in connection wirh Corps Canoeing within
the theatres concerned should please be addressed to the officers
named above.
8

What is it?
Sir,We are now beginning to receive replies from WtRB readers
(not n ecessarily past m embers of J .C.U.B.) answering our
" what is it" photograph, w hich was shown on page 504 of
your Novem ber/December issue. As the Joint Communicatiom
Unit now consists of two officer s and three men in Singapore,
and will have disbanded by 12th D ecember, we feel the results
of our competition should now be published, if only to stem
the flood.
Our first letter was from Major A. R. McCreadie (T.A.) who,
in addition to giving the correct answer, told us that he was
in Labuan before J.C.U.B was formed. H e took over from
M aj or Fr~ ddie Speaks as .Assist~nt Project Officer in Febru~o/·
1964.
Major Mc ~ e adie enlightened us as to the ongm
of the name " F airyland, which caused us great amusement
and which we in fact did not know. We feel it may be of
interest to past J.C.U.B. members:
Apparently the Station Comman~er of R.~.F;, Labuan, a
Wing-Commander Thomas, went with the District Office~ to
visit the plot of land which has ~n leased as. the. transmitter
site. At that time the secondary iungle covering it had been
felled, but not burnt, and the transmitter site was just a mass
of fallen trees. His immediate remark was " Good heavens,"
this is · Fairyland ' "-and the name stuck.
As we received this letter the day before we left Labuan,
and as the Officer Commanding, Major J. F. Blake, feared that
the Admin Officer might embezzle the plaque, he a~arded
Major McCreadie an honorary pre-natal membership of
J.C U.B. and the prize was despatched.
.
We would also like to thank Lieutenant D. S. 0. White,
s EM. of 30th Regiment, Lance-Corporal Hedge (who, in bis
o~ ~ords, " was in the best Troop of the lot, ' Mike ' Troop ")
and Lance-Corporal Dutch. They will all receive a consolation
prize of a J .C.U.B. Christmas card. Also, our thanks go to
the many others who have replied and whose replies will have
been evaded before Tlrn WIRE hits the Far East.
The photograph, taken at "F~iryland,". shows the roof of
the R.A.F. Strategic Convoy vehicle bous10g a DS 22 transmitter which in Army terminology, is called E II . Mounted
on the roof ~e the aerial matching transformers, matching the
unbalanced and nominally 70 ohm output impedance of the
equipment to a balanced 600 ohm open wire feeder system.
Note.-The DS 22 offers either a bal~ced 6oo ohm
output or an unbalanced 70 ohm output. In this particular
instance, it was convenient to use the arrangement shown.
I am, etc.,
A. w. DE v. HUNT, Captain,
for Officer Commanding.
Joint Communications Unit, Borneo,
c/o 18th Signal Regiment, c/o G.P.O., Singapore.

SERGEANT
A

J.

M.

MAY

grt'at AssfJciation man finishes Regular
En.gagement

Serving from 1st January, 1940, to 7th January, 1967, "Joe~'
May first started his Association activities while he was with
the 56th London (TA.) where he started the London (S~u.th)
Branch . From its inception, due to "Jock" May's organismg
ability the Branch was a success and during his term. as
Hono!ary Secretary it attained over 300 members. FuntltiOJ?-S
wer.e held which covered a wide range of events s~ch as Civic
attendance at dances, and gala nights when the Dnll Hall was
so crowded that p~ople had to be turned away. On such
occasions " Jock " May alwavs had collection. tins out and the
Association Welfare funds did well from this and profits on
the events. After he left on posting to the Far East t~e Branch
struggled for a time but fiually had to close-proof mdeed of
bis leadership and enthusiasm.
.
. .
Sergeant May has no less than four sons m the Corps-it .is
thought that at the time of going to Press they are all 10
B.A.0.R.-a fifth son is in The Gloucesters.
"Jock" May has found himself a good job and a house near
his home town of Glasgow and all his many Co!ps _and
As5ociation friends wish him a long and happy career 10 C1vvy
Street.
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7v smart, alert and technically well qualified young men join the Corps. The senior team from the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate, pose
all smiles, with the Commandant and members of the staff. The Wire wishes them every success in their future careers.

ARMY AJ•PUENTIC:E COLLEGE
N ovember has been a busy month for e veryone at the College,
with the end of term trade tests, exams, exercises, champion
Squadron competitions and winter games against the Apprentice
Colleges of Arbor field and Chepstow filling the month's Forecast
of Events.

Stuff t"lumge s
There have been several changes among the permanent staff,
and more are planned for the n ear future.
Assuming the mantle of C.I., from Lieutenant-Colone! R. J.
H arvey, is L ieutenant-Colonel J . E. Evans, M.C., recently returned from the Far Eas t, via Canada. Lieutenant-Colonel
Harvey is taking up an appointment at M.O.D. (Army) and is
looking forward to the dubious pleasure of living and working
in London.

f '.S ..lU. Drawn, D.E.H.
C.S.M . Brawn, B.E.M., Welsh Guards, a well-known figure to
many Apprentice Tradesmen has left the College for civilian
life, after 29 years in the Army, but rumour has it that be is
not going far, as he intends to become the licensee of a local
pub. No doubt the Sergeants' Mess will have to
watch their profits, with such
a powerful rival in the area.
C.S.M. Brawn, B.E.M., was
posted to the College on 2nd
September, 196o, and took
over the post of S.S.M.
From
Recruit Squadron.
that date, 19 intakes of
recruits, a total of approximately 2,000, have passed
through his hands. If all
those boys r e m e m b e r
nothing else about their stay .
at Harrogate, at least the
memory of their recruit
[Photo by courttsy 'Harrogate Herald'
training under C.S.M. Brawn
Lieutenant-General Sir Geoffrey Musson,
must linger on.
K.C.B .. C.B.E .. D.s.o .. shaking hands
Many recruits who were
with C.S.M. Brawn, B.E.M. ScrgcancMafor Brawn w:a.s signed on in the Army
given to understand that the
by General Musson, when he was a
chance of their ever passing
Lieutenant, 29 years ago
off the square, let alone
passing out of the College, were slim, have now joined men's
service and are already high on the promotion ladder. No doubt
they would wish to join us in thanking Sergeant Major Brawn
for his hard work, patience and devotion to duty, and wishing
him good luck for the future.

Nortlteru Com111u11d night marches
From the start of the current term, in September, all squadrons
of the College trained teams to compete in the Northern
Command Night Marches. These marches are an annual event
open to all units within the command. Teams, of ten men each,
have to march approximately 20 miles, cross country, at night,
with the aid of maps and compasses. This College entered seven
teams.
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The training was strenuous, uncomfortable and invariably
unpopular, but, in the long run, proved to be more exacting
than the actual march. All teams from Harrogate marched on
the night of 4th November and did extremely well, proving
their ability to compete on equal terms with adult teams. Had
the course been over really wild country, and unfamiliar to all
competitors, the final results may well have been very different.
The fastest College time was that of Penney Squadron in
6 hours 16 minutes, their final position being 27th out of 144
entrants. They were closely followed by the other College teams.

lle1ne1nbra11ce Dny
Continuing our close association with the town of Harrogate,
we provided a contingent of apprentices to take part in the local
Remembrance Day service and the Brass Band, supported by
the Corps of Drums, supplied music for the occasion.
Visit
The annual administrative inspection took place on Thursday,
17th November, the inspecting officer being Major-General
Whitworth, C.B.E., G.0.C. Yorkshire District.
Sporting events
During the past month we have participated in two Winter
Games contest. The first was against Arborfield Apprentices
College on Saturday, 12th November, when we emerged as
victors after a close fought competition which included soccer,
rugby, hockey boxing and cross country running. There were
some particularly exciting bouts in the boxing match, the highlight being a sp...actacular k.o by A/T Little of Recruit Squadron.
We were not so lucky when we took on the Chepstow College
on 26th November and lost all the contests except soccer and
hockey. However, on both occasions a good time was had by
all, and it is the spirit of the competition rather than the results
which counts.
Canoeing.-A/T S.S.M. Cook and A/T Sherman, who were
second in the Junior section of the Devizes-Westminster race,
were selected to compete in the Inter-Service Canoe Championship in October and were awarded Army Colours for their
performance-assisting the Army to win the sprint and long
distance events .
Squash Rackecs.-An amenity we have long been waiting for
finally came into use on 29th November when Lord Zetland,
c.B.E., Vice-President of Great Britain Squash Rackets Association, officially opened our two new courts. As a former player
of ability, his short address was much appreciated, particularly
by the apprentices present.
Following the opening, exhibition games were played and
featured T. Pickering (Yorkshire champion), Mrs. F. Marshall
(a current International player) and Yorkshire Coun y players
P. Cotton and K. Davidson . It was a most pleasant and highly
instructive occasion and it is hoped that in the future many of
the Corps players will have learnt the game on the Squa h
courts of Harrogate. (Well capable of gi'l.lit1g an exhibition game
is Colonel Joe Eagle, the Commandant, wlw is no mean
performer.-Editor.)
Congratulacions.-Three former members of the College have
recently been selected for training as officers: Ex A/T Brill is
9

[Photograph by co11rttssy of" Th• Harrogau Hdrald"

Apprentice-Trainee Dillon-White, at the War Memorial in Harrogate, on Rememberance Sunday. In the background can be seen
the Commandant, Colonel J. W . Eagle MBE, ERO.

at present at Sandhurst on his commissioning course and was
the subject of a paragraph in the November-December copy of
this magazine; ex A/ T R.S .M. Hirst and ex A/ T Corporal
Swkoe will be commencing their training in January 1967.
Ex A / T R.SM. H irst (Rawson).-He joined the College in
September 1963 and left at the end of the Spring Term 1966.
During his stay here he became A/ T R.S.M., obtaining ONC
in Electrical Engineering and a City and Guilds Certificate and
qualified as a Class III Line T echnician . He was a model
apprentice and thoroughly deserves his success.
Ex A/T Corporal Stakoe (Scott).-John Stakoe arrived at
the College in January 1963 and, on completion of recruit
training, was posted to Scott Squadron. During his three years
at the College he attained the rank of A/T Corporal. He
obtained a City and Guilds Group certificate and qualified as
a Class II Radio Relay Technician. His younger brother,
Andrew, joins Scott Squadron on completion of his recruit
training.
Congratulations to all three, and best .wishes for a happy and
successful future.
Another ex A/T who bas a doubtful claim to fame is Corporal
J. M. Kirkman (Rawson), whose face can be seen peering from
some of the recruiting posters in the national press.

3rd REGIMENT, DULFORD CAMP
It's been a month when we have had a chance to ·take stock
and have a good look at ourselves. A month in which, with very
few exemptions our lords and masters have left us alone. (We
think it's because the cold weather is keeping them in their
offices!)
·
Nevertheless, the stalwarts of I and 2 Squadrons have still
been out on signalling exercises and on the now (in)famous
Jones's Jollity Jaunts in Welsh Wales.
Apart from the fact that it's cold enou~ to have the ears of
a brass monkey, people have enjoyed t:he more mobile type of
training they have been doing. (The JFHQ set-up was a trifle
static.)
Old time military s pirit abounds
It was a cause of shame to the R.S.M. that there was grass
growing in the middle of his square, but all that is past now.
We have finished one MPC III Course this month and the
MPC II is just entering its final week. The square has echoed
to the sound of raucous (and some cracked) voices but alas the
old satisfying crash of leather and steel on gravel has given way
t the slurp slurp of boots DMS.
This resurgence of old time military spirit led the C.O. into
having a good old poking session into every part of the Camp.
Spread over three mornings it proved all embracing and showed
that the ancient military accomplishment of being able to think
fast on one's feet and tell the most outrageous story with a
perfectly straight face is still possessed by the officers and
N.C.O.s of this Regiment. Actually it went off pretty well,
especially after the fust morning, when the word had gone round
that "He's hot on cupboards," "He's hot on locker tops," and
~o on.
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Captain R. Robinson, at the Palace, shows his MB E to his sister on
the left and Mrs. Ro binson o n the right.

Row to get off c hurc h par ade
Remembrance Sunday went off in the traditional manner
with a full tum-out of officers and men to church. In fact only
one Officer was excused and that for what must be ·t he best
reason ever offered. Cap tain Robinson was going to the Palace
to be invested with his M.B.E. He reckoned that wearing his
Sam Browne to church would take the shine off. M ind you,
you can't use that excuse too often. He came back after a couple
of d ays full of his experiences and how he had sho wn Jack
Brabham a new method of changing gear and how he had
done a couple of quick sketches for Mary Q uant's next collection .
Rugby player s enjoy robust f un
The old adage that Rugby players can only enjoy themselves
when drinking beer and singing doubtful songs was disproved
this month when the R ugby team held a most successful dance.
A most select company gathered together and though a lot of
beer was drunk no doub tful songs were sung. The team has
not done too badly so far, getting through to the third round
of the Army Cup. W e were beaten 19-0 by the School of
Artillery in a hard fought game in which the final score had
no relationship to th e run of play. In fact after t:he game the
referee said that we deserved at least two tries. S till it was a
good game and the School said afterwards that it was their
hardest game so far. During the m atch our hooker, LanceCorporal Brown, tried the kiss of peace on the opposing tight
head prop, a har d and heavy Gunner Sergeant-Major. His
reaction was to the effect that Brown was a " sex mad beast "
and that if h e didn't watch it he would get his head in his
hands to play with. And he was only trying to be friendly.
The soccer team's story is one of unalloyed success. Played
15, won 15. Through to the semi-finals of the East Wilts
League, fourth round Army Cup and quarter-finals of the
D ivisional Cup. Captain Swan the 0 .I.C. soccer and LanceCorporal Costi, who captains the team, are practically insufferable. Especially to the Rugby team.
Rallies, h o ckey and mini-skirts
The Rally experts, Lieutenant McCoy and Second-Lieutenant
Mackereth, entered as navigators in the 5 Star Rally. Their
drivers were Signalman Gill and Corporal Clarke. They did not
do very well and there is some doubt as to who was to blame.
The fact that both Signalman Gill and Corporal Clarke are
.going round muttering " Navigators, I've spit them," will leave
the discerning reader in no doubt.
Our hockey team met the 1st Oheshires in the second round
of .the Army Cup and made it the grand slam by beating them
r-nil. This means we have beaten the Cheshires in the Army
Cup at soccer, rugby and hockey.
After the mini skirts what next? Our t wo charming typists
who have been wearing mini skirts for some time have given
in to the severe weather we experience in Bulford. They now
come to work in slacks. Roll on sununer !
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" Against inte nse competition the BCC 30 has been
select ed to fill the A14 role for t he British Services."
The A14-BCC 30 is t he lightest, smallest, fully t ransistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver station
w it h a n o utput of up to 30 watts.
Fully a pproved t o British Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards a nd t o United States Mil. Std. 188B the A14BCC 30 has already been selected by t he British Services,
Commonwealt h, NATO and Unit ed States forces.
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We have a new C.0. in the chair and I was first made aware
of his presence when idly doodling on Exercise "Fallex 66 ";
I was brought down l'O earth with his, " You will be doing next
month's WmE Notes, lets have your draft, etc."
Where do you start I I haven' t done this sort of thing for
years. Where is last month's WIRE-full of the same stuff !Parades, visits, d etails of even ts long ·past. L et's try something
new.

I tem I
Exercise " Fallex 66." 4th D ivision " bought" this exercise
this year, and went out into the sweet little town of Rossing to
set up a Lower Control representing ourselves and our sister
Divisions. A static exercise for a change, and we were able ro
exercise our Comcen Operators to the full with something like
900 messages a d ay passing through the system.
Ite m 2
We welcomed our new C.O., L ieutenant-Colonel A. J . J ackson
in the usual B.A.O.R. manner. Five VIP visits and " F allex
66 " within his firs t month of office. Him and his °' I don't
know what you find to do out here !" H is desk diary is full
until February 1967. (No golf?-Editor.)
Item 3
I can't remember what it was! The C.O. said, " Put that in
your notebook as an item for WIRE Notes "-what was it .. .
oh, yes, administration (sorrv !), Fitness for Role Inspection.
We were 'done' by the G O.C., Major General M . Forrester,
c .B.E., n.s.o., M.C., on 3rd November, 1966. ~ must change
the date next year-there are too many leaves about; thev even
shampooed the pigs in the Regimental pig farm. The General
was so pleased that the C.O. gave us a 72-hour stand-down!

Item 4 (by Corporal Bill Mi1es)
It was a calm, peaceful dav in the 0 .L.C. The birds outside
were singing, the printers inside were quiet, only the sound of
snoring could be heard from the Operators inside. Suddenly
one of the printers began to leap into life. Azza Kalla Sahib
Saunders (named after his mother) lazily staggered over to see
what was being sent. On seeing the message he let out a bloodcurdling yell of " Flash," then fainted .
I mmediately there was a slight earth tremor, it could only
mean one thing, " L ightning Legs " Forster was on the move
again On hearing this one and all dived to the side of the
wa~n. H e came through the door like an express hitting the
buffers at Paddington. While two of the Operators were carefully removing Main Corps from his mouth, another one was
counting " L ightning's" tally of skittles on the wav down. I t
read: l Brigadier, 2 Maiors. l Sersreant and half a dozen
0 .R.s. Back in the wagon "Lightning" had recovered and with
sweat pouring down his jaw he watched the 'Flash ' as it came
through. " L ightning" had one bad habit, be would pull at the
tape while it was being transmitted; maybe it was because of his
keenness to get the message through, but all the same the
Ooerator at the other end seemed to sense this and he kept
pulling it back. How, I don't know, but be d id. Now we have
what is known as the battle for the 'Flash.' With one foot in
Sahib Saunders mouth and the other pushing against the teleprinter table, "Lightning" began to put up a great battle and
with a heave pulled the flash out of the printer. At this stage
we would like to sav bow deeply grieved we are on " Grottv "
H amilton's death. H e was flattened when " Lightning" pulled
out his tape but the 'Flash ' had to get through. L ike a shell
out of Big Bertha, " Lightning " took off on the final stage
of the journev. Meanwhile the people he had previouslv knocked
over were cleaning themselves up on the path . " D um D um"
Harrison took the score thi~ time. You guessed it: 1 Brigadier,
2 Majors. l Sergeant and 6 0 .R s !
Not onlv had " Lightnin2 " cleared the flash. he had cleared
the path. Shortly in the ACP 127 (C) there will aooear a new
amendment I t will be sOl'Tlething like this, " In future when
you send a warning for a flash, or receive one, also send out
a 'Lightning' warning." Then people will treat it like as an
'air strike' by getting und er cover.
Gov Fawkes Nl~ht
The popular story is that G uv Fawkes N ight com memorate~
an attempt to blow up the Houses of Parliament. An old
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soldier in the Regiment however, tells me that this is wrong
and that the following is the true story: Many years ago there was a wicked PRI in the Regiment
called Fawkes who found out that those who went on exercise
wished to discard their ties in favour of cravats. This PRI
discovered the cost of cravats and bought a third of the number
required. These he cut up making three from each one that
he purchas d and sold them at the original price. What he did
not realise was that when it rained the fakes would shrink three
times as quickly as the real ones. The result was that for an
administrative inspection many many years ago nobody could
wear his cravat. Poor Fawkes was therefore dragged to the
sports field and burned with the Top Secret Waste. And so it
is that in this Regiment Guy Fawkes is always celebrated shortly
after the Administrative (sorry, FFR I) Inspection.

But tlie lively 4tli Begi1nent take all in their stride

C:.C.R. Signals visit
Just in case there was a danger of the Regiment falling into
idle ways C.C.R. Signals (Brigadier C. E. Page, M.B.E.) paid us
his annual visit five davs after the FFR. One old soldier was
heard to say that two FFR Inspections in five days was pushing
our luck a bit! The Brigadier inspected a layout of main
D ivisional H eadquarters and the DDA on the square and reassured us that we are not like our sister regiment in Verden,
and so we remained content.
Other vis itors
The spate of visitors has continued and has included the
Corps Commander, the Director of Land Air Warfare, a F rench
G eneral and his staff and the D irector of Armv Catering. To
ensure we really do keep in trim t·he Corps Commander has
announced his inten tion of visiting us every Saturday morning
to practice on our indoor ski slope (see lat~r). Last. but not
least, our visi tors have included those important officers the
AAG of AGII and O .I.C. R oval Signals R ecords. We were
very pleased to en tertain the officers and senior N .C.0 .s from
our Brigades on these two occasions. Another very welcome
visitor was Colonel (T. A.) " T ed " Edwards, T.D., who was a
member of No. 4 R esettlement Panel which visited the Regiment
recently.
Sport
In the realms of sport we have been knocked out of the Armv
rugger and foo tball cu ps but have not disgraced ourselves. We
softened up 4 RTR in the semi-final of the D ivisional rugger
and our friends and neighbours in 7th R egiment went on to
beat them in the final. Many congratuJatiom ! What is more
important is that we are concentratin g on getting the maximum
number of men to take part and plav in these sports Our
hockey team beat the Coldstream Guards 5-0 in the first
round of the Army Cup.

n eaimental Ski School
In Hammersmi th Barracks, Herford. the R e2iment ha• got
what is undoubtedlv the best indoor ski school in the whole of
the British Army. It is housed in our verv large riding .~ chool.
The centre piece of the school is a ramp which stands some
twenty feet high and is fifteen feet wid e. The whole of this
ramp and the first part of the runout is cove r ~ in the latest
type of brush nvlon, which _was a gift of t~e Nuffield Trust. 1!1e
remainder of the runout 1s a large stnp of co-:onut mattmg
which continues to form an eightv metre cross-country circuit,
which itself incorporates three small hills.
The ski school is now in almo.~t full time use as we loan it
out to other Units in the area. In fact thev come from as far
afield as Wuppertal and Dortmund to use it.
H owever, the Regiment itself does not let it waste. Anv
evening of the week vou'll find someone like Signalmen Needham or the smiling N ewman banging on to the railings wh ~n
they have failed to make a turn and over•"ot the ed2e of the
ramp. Or there will be Lanc e~Corporal Wvh snownlou2hing
down with his right leg alwavs as stiff as when he does recimental policeman on the barrack gate. On the langlauf circuit
there will be Abdulrahman or Williams finn ing those littl~ hills
have suddenly grown overnight or wondering whv if thev d ig
their ski tpis in the ground and view .the world from between
their legs, everyone appears to be upside down.
T o fi nish off each evening we ioin in a series of party games
which our instructor calls exercises. The expressions on the
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Some moments martial, some relaxed, and some sporting -

1

sum up the month for 4/h Regiment

I. The GO C s pe aks to Gun ner Harte-Maxwell of the Flight. (Left to Right) Major N. Baldwick (Flight Commander). CO, (Lieutenant Co lonel A. J . Jackson), 21C(Major A. L. Dowell), GOC (Maior-General M. Forrester, CBE, DSO, MC,), RSM W. Aitke n ,
and Gunner Harte-Maxwell.
2. Rome o T roop lined up as for CO's Inspection; Captain Lavender in command.
.3. (left to Right) - The C.O. C.C.R. Signals, RSM Aitken and Bombadier Layton during an inspection by Brigadier Page.
4. Oh he llo cha ps! . .. still wa iting for these mini-skirts to pass byl
S. Second Lie utenant Browning having a go • • • on the unit indoor ski slopes.
6. Whoops!

face of Lance-Corporal Lawler towards the end of each exercise
hardly confirm the enjoyment he i getting out of it all. There
must be some nasty catch in these exercises as even LanceCorporal Elder, who plays stand-off half for the Regimental XV,
look--s as if he has been run over by the whole Wallaby pack at
the end of each training session.
We hope at the end of it all ro be able to send off a team
under Lieutenant R idlington and Second-Lieutenant Galloway
to represent us in the 4th Divisional ski meeting at Lermoo
followed by the B.A.O.R. and Army Meetings. Our aim is also
to get just as many men as possible from the Regiment out on
skis when the snow comes to Herford.
Arrivals--0ld and new ones.- We have had the inevitable
number of changes of late but we would particularly like to
welcome to our Divisional Flight Sergeants G . A. Blackman
and A. J. Stirling both of the Corps, who have just arrived
from pilot training.
Finally, congratulations to Major and Mrs. K. E. P. Andrews
(our .0.2 Signals) on the birth of a son w make it two of
each and to Lieutenant M. J. R idlington on the announcement
of his engagement to Second-Lieutenant Rosemary Ann Stuart,
W .R.A.C., at present serving with 28th Regiment.
Stop Press (Births).-A daughter, Samantha, to Bombadier
and Mrs. O'Rourke at B.M.H. Rinteln on 28th October; a
son, Eugene, to Bombadier and Mrs. Corbett at B.M.H. R inteln
on nth ovember.

7th
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William Aloysius Bowen (height 5ft. loin., weight IIst.
lolb). ~.fter a <iif!icult bir0 in India has been plagued by
tropical il~ess, mamly sleeping sickness and dropsy. Having
no educat10~ t? speak of and little ability was readily accepted
for a comm1ss1on. Spent several sombulent years in Welbeck
and . Sandhurst. .L!f<es: expensive foreign cars; drives cheap
foreign cars. Dislikes: bemg disturbed, good food and all
forms of radio and communications. T he consequences of h is
scheduled move to Shrivenham next year have not really been
grasped by him-<>r Shrivenham .
Keith Fiji Zoing (height 6ft. lin., weight 17st. 2Jb.). W eaned
on a diet of shipwrecked mariners; first played R ugby with a
coconut. Excelled at mission school. Crossed the great sea to
the land of the White Queen following the failure of the copra
harvest. Joined wrong queue in London and found himself in
the Army instead of the Labour Exchange. P roving h imself
to be an incurable layabout was m ade a technician. L ikes:
fire water and ju ju boxes. Dislikes: hockey players, Cassius
Clay, and rough games. Ambitions include becoming S.O.C.-in C:., F iji, growing his hair straight and doing one honest day's
work.
8th REGIMENT, CATTERICK CA1'll'

ADMIN. INSPECTION MOMENTS
"Well that's funny. It was full this morning sir !"

Reorganisation
November is always a quiet month, and this one proved to be
no exception. It started with the Administrative Inspection by
Brigadier C. E. Page, M.B.E., C.C.R. Signals r (B.R.) Corps.
Whilst preparing for this, the minor re-organisation of the
Regiment continued as shown in the simplified diagram below.

Ian McMurdoch Cairns (height 6ft. 4in., weight r6st. 8lb).
Born in Dundee and reared on jute and jam. First became
interested in Rugby when his father bought him a football but
was too mean ·to buy a bladder. Educated at Harrogate and
Catterick Camp (Sandes). Likes: Grand Opera, ballroom
dancing and good wines. Prefers the Kinks, twist and booze.
Ambitions : ·to model for Mary Quant and to feature in Playboy
Magazine.

Following the admin we received two interesting and informative visits, one from the AAG AG I I (0 ), Colonel G.
H. Hoerder, M.B.E., and the other from the 0.1.C. Records,
Colonel T. H. C. Grigg. The up-to-<late information which
they brought with them was much appreciated.

Robert Dempsey (height 5f.t. Sin., weight 12st). One of the
Yorkshire Dempsey's, whose family were cheated of their estates
by many years mis-rule by both Tories and Conservatives alike.
By dint of sheer personality dominated and defeated all-comers
in the Halifax and Urban Area Working Men's Club Bonny
Babes Contest 1958. Eaton and Cambridge were among the
many sears of learning that be did not choose to occupy.
D islikes: Lancashire hot pot, Southerners and Scotsmen.
Enjoys : Hookers with after shave, bawdy ballads, Wilfred
Pickles.

~l:nor

Occasions of interest
During the month both Officers' and Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess had Ladies' Guest Nights. The 'Gunpower
N ight' was in fancy dress and led to the total transformation
of the Officers' Mess. The Band of ·the r Bn. The Royal Scots
with dancers and pipers entertained the Regiment at a smoker,
as did the song sheet produced by Major Seymour.
21st ovember saw the return of a distinguished ex Commanding Officer. The S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. E. M.
Bradley, C.B.E., o.s.o., spent the morning with the Regiment
and was pleasantly surprised to find so many familiar faces
amono- the Civil Staff. Prominent among them was the redoubt7ible Fraw Brose. Mrs. Bradley meanwhile, had coffee
with the wives and visited some of the quarters.

John Christopher Robin Thomson (height 6ft. 2in., weight
r6st. 4lb.). Known to bis friends affectionately and rarely as
'Torno.' Claims that beauty is only skin deep. Has refused
offers to advertise soap (or use it!). Dislikes: having his ear
chewed. Likes: Sunday School, Nureyev, baby sitting and
other people's beer. Hopes to retain his current high position
with the Ministry of Defence (Army). Wants to be discovered
by Sadlers Wells. ·

Sport pros1•ers
In the field of sport it has been a month of steady achievement.
Rugby-Won 4 Divisional Championship.
Hockey-Through rst Round Army Cup.
Footba/1--Corporal Forrester captained B.A.0.R. Signalman
Etherington played.
Judo-Corporal Cairns Army Heavyweight Judo Champion.
In addition, eight players from the Regiment participated in
the Corps Rugby Tour after attending the trials at the beginning
of the month. For the final match of the tour in which the
R.E.M.E. were defeated 9-5 no less than seven players from
the Regiment were representing the Corps.
It has been the custom in recent years for pen-pictures of
players to appear in match programmes. In anticipation of a
demand from the Rugby Union we have produced a more or
less true picture of some of our players.
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1 DIVISION CHAMPIONS 1966
Standing: Signalman Linton , Corporal Zoing, SSI Dolphin, Staff Sergeant Breese,
Corporal Cairns, Lance-Corporal Thomson, Signalman Lloyd , Lance-Corporal

Drew.
Seated : Sergeant Hawkins, AQMS Thompson, Corporal Demsy, Lieutenant
Backhouse , 2 Lieutenant Bowen, Corporal Erasito, Corpora l Lester.
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Industr i al Catering Exhibition
The messing staff of the Regiment, led by L ieutenant D . A.
Godfrey, B.E.M., A.C.C., entered several cakes, joints and other
dishes for the Ind ustrial Catering Association Exhibition at
Bailiff Brid ge, Yorkshire. They won three ISts, a 2nd and a 3rd
prize, competing against master chefs from all over the North.
"Any complaints?"
N orthern f'ommand night march
After overwhelming successes in the Training Brigade Night
March the Regimental teams got I st, 3rd and 25th places out of
144 entries in the Command Competition. It was a gruelling
16-mile team race across country after dark, and the entries
were drawn from Regular Army and T.A. Units throughout the
Command. On 22nd November, 1966, the G.O.C.-in-C., Sir
Geoffrey Musson, K.C.B., C.B.E., o .s.o., came to the Regiment
and presented £ioo to the first team and £30 to the third. To
give an id ea of the experiences of the winning team, Sergeant
N. C . Cowell, its leader, bas written the following account of
the cvent : Once again it has been demonstrated that if it can be done,
8th Regiment will do it-and if it's worth doing, 2 Squadron
will do it well I
On this particular occasion, we supplied the winning NORCO
Night March Team. Ten men, of the two dozen who bad each,
over the previous couple of months, competed fiercely for the
prized places in the team which everyone knew (didn't they?)
would show the way home on the ' big night.'
These were the stalwarts who daily could have been seenby the light of the stars-with blue noses and bleary eyes,
pounding their heavy booted way off into the morning mists
around Scotton and Gandale, and, up to an hour later, flushed
and panting, dragging their weary bodies back towards Vimy
' C ' and breakfast, usually crowing 'Never again!' The same
who, when provided with an 'honourable excuse ' by virtue of
various injuries sustained as competition time drew nearer
and training increased in severity, could be found pleading for
the chance to prove a return to fitness.
In short, there was an abundance of the kind of spirit which
was to come in handy on the night of 3rd November when to
recall just one incident which strikes in the writer's mind, of
the many 'hairy' moments that night . . .
Coming up for the fourth attempt to regain an upright
posture in a thigh-deep sea of vicious, oozing, grasping ·treacle
-to be remembered evermore by all competitors as ' The Tank
Tracks.' Scraping mud from tired eyes and dimmed torch, to
discern vague writhing, gasping figures helplessly striving to
free boots already grown overweight during the last I 5 miles
or so, but now assuming gigantic proportions.
Eight other writhing, gasping figures, that is-plus the
demoniac form of one Lance-Corporal King, prancing crazily
back and forth across the treacherous mire yelling, "What the
. . . are you . . . s .. . ing about here for? It's only a . . . ing
little bit of . . . ing mud, for . . .'s sake!"
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The GOC in C. Northern Command, congratulating Signalman
McMahon on his performance in the winning "Night March" Team.
Also shown are Sergeant Cowell and Lance-Corporal King

We believed you, Dick
There's more-lots more, but I'm saving it for my memoirs!
How~ve~-,- while it would be wrong to select for special mention
any md1v1dual from what was essentially a team, all those who
actually 'i;narched' would agree that one in particular, who by
a mere hairsbrC3;dth didn't make the final selection, is deserving
a word here. Lieutenant Stather trained hard enough for two
and was a constant example to the other potential tea~
members, to say nothing of his " mothering " activities on the
competition night. In case we forgot at the time-thanks.
One last point, we were fortunate in having one of our most
serious challengers close by, where we could watch their progress.
They, of course, were the I Squadron 8th Regiment team who
had the bad luck to be pipped for second place by the Green
Howards by a mere 4-minute margin !
Dist Reghneut A.E.IL-' S11<'<'rssful Weekend "
Twenty officers, with 150 senior and junior ranks of 8rst
Regiment AER under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel
M. Heaton, gathered at 8th Regiment over the weekend of
12th/13th November, 1966, for training. Immediately they
arrived all ranks were divided into courses, by trade, for fast
moving refresher training that bad been planned to the last
minute by 8th Regiment Instructors.
We dare not show a heavily classified photograph of the
Officers shrouded in cloaks and daggers being led into Loos
Cinema by Major J. Handy, Chief Instructor of 8th Regiment.
During the weekend Lieutenant-Colonel Heaton was able to
tell most members of 81st Regiment that they were being
absorbed inro the T. and A.V.R. in April, 1967, and that the
majority of them would be able to continue to serve together.
0

81st Signal Regiment drivers being shown the way round Gandale.
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9th HEGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 53
A quiet month, with the Regiment i:ecov.ering from. its
exertions on the athletics fields and preparing itself for wmter
sports. However, the squash racqul!tli team, the cross-country
runners, the Saddle Club, and last but by n? means . least,
the Mercury Theatre Group, have all been active so, without
more ado, over to our correspondents.
Saddle Club
Never out of the new for very long, the M.:r.w.q., ~ .o.p
Jack Downes once more finds bi way into prmt; this time ID
the guise of the "Piggot of the Saddle Club." On Satur?ay,
29fu October he led his intrepid team of racehorses mto
battle or so i; looked from the stand, against the Saddle Clubs
of th~ island at Akrotiri Races. Before he left he assured
the author that " Gipsy" would win. Unfortunately, the l~ng
journey the unfamiliar course and the state of the gomg
proved 'all too much for her. She also lost four len~s at the
start . . . still, the Sergeant-Major is adamant that given another furlong she would have won.
.
" Tango " and " Mandy " were also entered by. the Regiment but met the same fate as "Gipsy." In fact, It appeared
to ~ a benefit fo.r the Royal Air Force, and eve.r yone except
the course bookmaker (provi~ed by . the .~egiment) seemed
to know all the winners-which, while givmg the crowd a
good deal of pleasure, ruined the " bookie's" morale completely.
.
b
d
bl
It is hoped that another meet!Dg can e arrange to ena e
him to recoup his losses!
Cross-country running
Early in October the team
travelled to Episcopi for the
annual Episkopi - Akrotiri
Road "Race. Arriving soon
after 14.30 hours, they were
only slightly amused to
find that the original format
of the race had been changed;
no longer a 4 x 2t-mile relay, the race h.ad become. a
straight ten nules. UndlSmayed we set off, but sad to
relate that was the last we
saw ~f the eventual winner,
until we reached journey's
end at Akrotiri some 70
minutes later.
Pilot Officer Dimmer {R.A.F. Pergamos)
The following week came
leads Signalmen Rous ham, 9th Regiment
the Ayios Nikolaos-Perg~m~s
in the Ayios Nikolaos-Pergamos Relay
6 x 3 miles relay. Agam 1t
Race
was hot, too hot perhapscertainly by U.K. standards-so all the more credit ~o the .Royal
Air Force team who covered the 18 miles in a combined ume of
102 minutes. The Regimental team trailed in a rather .r~mote
third, in 120 minutes. Yet, if keenness and team spmt are
any guide to future success, we should have a good season to
remember.

Squash
The Regiment has entered a team in the newly-formed
Squash League. The score sheet, to date, ~eads-play~ 5, won
4, lost 1; the only reverse being suff~red m the openmg game
of the season against the Royal Engmee~s. We are ~nfident
that in our next meeting the outcome will be rathe~ different.
Perhaps the best win to date was that over the District Pay
Office (who were previously undefeated), by 4-1. Staff Sergeant
Olink extended his unbeaten run to five games and, .at .the
time of writing, we see every P!ospect of the run .c ontmumg.
The remainder of the team is made up of Maior Aubrey
Rawson, Captain Val Dolan, Lieutenant Peter Webster and
Second-Lieutenant Geoffrey Vaughan.
~lercory

melodrama
The Regiment's Dramatic Society, The Mercury Players,
recently turned their hand to ~elodrama-a ?ew ve?ture for
them and if the audience reaction was anything to Judge by,
a m~st successful one! " Sweeney Todd-the _Demon Barber
of Fleet Street" was their selected play, which · gave them
ample scope for initiative in all the various facets of amateur
theatre. A cast of twenty, including, among others, a drunken
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parson, a madhouse ~eeper and, of c~urse, the traditional
hero and heroine, provided the actors wuh some good meaty
characters.
. .
The part of Sweeny Todd was played ~ith great ~~nv1cuon
by Corporal David Williams. He entered mto the spmt of the
part from the beginning, and gave a thor<?ughly " nasty." performance--hisses and boos from the aud1ei;ice every. ume . he
appeared showed just how much they. enioyed haung hJ.11?-.
Corporal William~ is no.w trying to conv~nce everyone that th1s
was not an inspired piece of type-castt?g>. ~nd that. he uses
an electric razor anyway! It would be mvidious to smgle out
other players fo! mention, but it would be churlish ?Ot to mention the amazing self-control of our T.O.T., Maior Douglas
Crookes who managed to keep a straight face every night,
when hi~ line " I love her " had everyone, including the cast and
backstage crew, in hysterics.
The Mercury Players have entered this production in ~e
annual Drama Competition, which is held for all dramauc
Societies on the island, and the a~judicator, Mr. Ge<?~rey
Staines (who is flying out here sp~c1~ly for the competmon)
is certain to award marks for ongmality and endeavour and,
we hope, for the undoubtedly polished pe~formances. and clever
stage settings which all go to make this production such a
successful one. But we don't mind betting that he'll be very
careful shaving for a few days afterwards!

aval engagements
Over the week-end, 3rd-6th December, the Regiment acted
as host to the officers and crew of the minesweeper H.M.S.
[.-everton, which was paying a short visit to Famagusta from
its home base at Malta. The activities included cocktail parties,
a curry lunch, social evenings in the Harewood Club and a
football march, which the Navy won, 4-3. A very successful
week-end, which left a number of the members of the Regiment
decidedly battered !

W .JLA..C. arrive
With the official arrival of winter came the Regiment's first
Troop of Women's Royal Army Corps. They :-vere ~ssured of
a warm welcome, and I'm sure they were not disappomted.
ow to the sports news of November.

I(.@ I 10th Regiment,

Football
This month we kick off, appropriately, with football. One
Regimental player Burr, of 2 Squadron, was selected to play
for the Army (Cy~rus) XI against the R.A.F. (Cyprus) .on Saturday, 3rd December. The match, played at 9th Regimen.t, . resulted in a 2-1 win for the R.A.F., large.ly due to the. brilliant
performance of their goalkeeper, who time and agam saved
them when all seemed lost.
Earlier in the week the 1 Squadron v. 2 Squadron needle
match bad been played. The pitch did scant justice to either
team, but nevertheless it was an entertain~g. match . for the
spectators who provided support far outwe1ghmg their numbers-especially for the referee! 2 Squadron eventually ran
out winners, 2-0.
Rugby
The November result sheet reads played 9, won 5, lost 3
and drawn 1; points for 139, against 49.
But this does not tell the whole story. The team has suffered
a number of injuries, the worst of whi~ wa;; the. broken leg
suffered by Charlesworth, which resulted. m him bemg casu~lty
evacuated. The accident occurred durmg the match against
Akrotiri Argonauts which ended in an 8-8 draw.
The next match 'saw the return of Squires to t?e half-backs
and a 42-0 win over the Ordnance Depot. This match was
followed three days later by a 29--3 win against. the Zebras;
and in the same vein, the Saturday fixture a~a1nst the 2~d
Battalion the Royal Anglian Regiment resulted m a 23-0 wm
for the R:gimental XV.
,
Unfortunately, Warwic~ of 3 Squadron, the XV s scrumhalf was injured and this has thrown the team out of gear,
sinc'e with Webster, Squires and Mayling, he made. up the
attacking strength of the team. The de~art~re of Lieutenant
Webster for the U.K. is imminent, and this will further weaken
the team-how seriously remains to be seen next month.
Saddle Club
We have a short note from the Saddle Club about the forthcoming Forces' Race at Nicosia. The race, run annually at .
the Cyprus Turf Club Racecours~, Nicosia, is. ~or horses from
the Saddle Clubs of the island, ridden by Bnus,~ Force~, personnel. This year the Home Club has ~tered. Ta~g'? and
"Cherokee," both of which have been m strict tramu;ig for
some time out on " the wadi." They a~e . both lo:w m the
handicap, but there is a great deal of opum1sm. behmd them.
The race over six furlongs, appears to be a little sharp for
them· at ieast they will be well-ridden by W.O.II Downes and
Lan~-Corporal Edwards ... and even " Arkle " was beaten by
weight!
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CrOHH•country running
The Regiment sponsored the league race on 19th November.
The state of the course was all too familiar to those of us used
to running cross-countries in the U.K., and at one point we
were met by 200 yards of water, which served to dampen the
ardour of even the most enthusiastic runner.
Squadron-Leader Pierce? of R.A.F., Episkopi, led from the
start and displayed a quite remarkable nonchalance towards
the conditions. He finished almo~t 30 seconds ahead of the
field. 9th Regiment's placings were Vaughan 15th, Carr 18th,
Cooke 24th, Joseph 27th, Rousbam 30th, Garrod 31st and
Benson 32nd. Since this race, the arrival of Radford in the
team has added depth, and now we can look forward to defeating at least one of the Infantry Battalions in the league.

Hounslow

This month the Regiment was delighted to welcome, on an
exchange visit, Captain F. Cellerier, from the French Signal
Corps He stayed with the Regiment for four days, seeing not
only the sight of Royal Signals but also th.e sights of London.

Sport
A new club in the Regiment, " The Beavers " basket ball
club1 has made a promising start this season. Playing against
civilian clubs in the Middlesex League, they have quickly
proved that they are a good match for most teams in the area
and have become a favourite opponent among the civilian teaITlS
owing to the excellent facilities for after-the-match "recreation."
Although organised by the Regiment, membership is open to all
military personnel working in Beavers Lane Camp and support
for this new venture has proved immense.
The football and hockey teams are also playing well. W.0.II
(S.S.M.) Peake reports that the football team won all its matches
during November.
This month a volleyball competition was held in the gymnasium and, once again, 1 Squadron carried the day, despite
strong opposition from R.H.Q. and 2 Squadron.

itching fingers among the technicians, but none succeeded in
picking up any free samples.

State Oceaslonl!I
Our "State Occasions" teams has been active again this
month providing communications for the Remembrance ervice
at the Cenotaph and The Commonwealth Visit of the President
of Pakistan. The occasion of the Commonwealth visit was a
case of "all hands to the wheel " as the Radio Net provided
consisted of eleven stations, some of which were required in
previously untried locations. However, after several rehearsals
and a "crash course" in Voice Procedure for linemen and
drivers all went well on the day.
Finale
Finally a special mention for W.O.II (0.R.Q.M.S.) Singer,
who believe it or not, is now being put through his paces every
day in the gymnasium, with a view to leading the DevizesWestminster Canoe Race at Easter.
11th REGIMENT, CATTERICK CAMP
A fnll and Interesting month
The discomfon caused by ' November snow' last year was
not repeated this year and Regimental activities have been able
to proceed unhindered. In addition to our usual pass off
parades and sporting activities there have been various visits to
the Regiment, there has been an exercise for 0.R. 1 Troop in
the Hebrides, a farewell to an ' old soldier ' and close friend of
the Corps, all of which has gone to add to a full and interesting
month.
Northern Command Night ~larch,
3rd/4th Nove:mller
Spurred on by the thought of £100 first prize, 1 Squadron
entered a team for the annual Northern Command Night March.
On the evening 3rd/4th November Sergeant Sells, the O.R. 1
Troop, together with three ' happy volunteers ' from Continuation Troop, all under the leadership of Lieutenant T. J. Starkey,
set off into the night at a steady gallop! The final scoreboard
showed the team to have been placed 41st out of 144 entries.
Many stories came back and advice on ' how to win ' is now
freely obtainable from all who took part and who will not be
here next year.
Our congratulations go to 8th Regiment for winning the event
and bringing the honour to the Brigade.
Pnss-off Parade, 11th N ove:mller
The inspecting officer on the pass-off parade on uth
November was the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
C. 0. Bound. Present at the parade was Mr. George Litchfield,
who had just retired from No. 2 (Depot) Squadron after 50

Personal
This month we said goodbye to Sergeant A. Patterson,
Sergeant Green, Lance-Corporal Buck and Signalman Main
and welcomed W.O.II (S.S M.) Grainger, Lance-Corporal Meah
and Signalmen Bullock, Morant, Harrison and Ogilvie. The
Regiment congratulates Sergeant and Mrs. Holmes on the birth
of a son and Sergeant and Mrs. Blackman and Signalman and
Mrs. Homer on the birth of their daughters.
We should once again, like to remind the Corps that the
Regimental Headquarters are situated very near to London
Airport, and in emergencies can provide accommodation for
other ranks (it is regretted that officer accommodation is
impossible). In addition, should personal travel arrangements
go awry, or sickness interfere, our telephone number is
HOUnslow 2371, and we will always give any assistance
possible.
I SQUADRON
Plessey visit
On Wednesday, 16th November, a most interesting and informative visit was paid to Plessey Electronics at Ilford. The
party consisted of an officer and seven technicians, all of whom
were loud in their praise, not only of the tour of the works,
but also the overwhelming hospitality provided. The SR C1,3
in its various stages of production was of particular interest, as
was also the latest range of test equipment. There were many
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Mr. George Lltc.hfield takes the Salute with Lieutenant-Colonel
C.O. Bound.
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They Bet the Regiment and Won!

years' service with the Corps. As the 40 recruits of No. S
Troop marched past, Mr. Litchfield. join~ the C.O. on the
saluting dais. Afterwards, at the pnze-glVmg ceremony, Mr.
Litchfield was presented with a clock as a token of our
appreciation. Details of Mr. Litchfield's outstanding s~rvice ~o
the Corps were given in
" Special Mention," December/January WIRE.

Signalman J. E. Beason

The best recruit on this
occasion was Signalman J.
E. Beason . After leaving
Bede Grammar School, in
Sunderland, Signalman Beason started work as an industrial chemist. He soon
tired of the con rant indoor
routine work and decided to
enlist. During his time with
the Regiment he was a
prominent member of the
Regimental rugby team. All
our good wishes go wirh
him to 8th Regiment, where
he is being trained as a
technician.

Visit-1'1r • .James Hoyden, M.P.,
Parliament.ary Seretnry (lUPBU")
On 22nd November, Mr. H. J. Boyland, M.P., visited the
Regiment. Mr. Boyland came to see the new Helles Barracks,
and particular emphasis was placed on the Instructional Wing
and the recruits' living accommodation. The Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State (Army) Mr. D. Ennals, M.P., was
unfortunately prevented from accompanying Mr. Boyland due
to ill health. The G 0.C.-in-C. Northern Command, LieutenantGeneral Sir Geoffrey Musson, K.C.B., c .B.E., o.s.o., the G.O.C.,
Yorkshire D istrict, Major-General R. H. Whitworth, C.B.E.,
and the Brigade Commander, Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.B.,
accompanied Mr. Boyland.
, .isit of Assistant C haplai n General,
Northern Command
The Reverend J. D avies, B.A., M.B.E., C.F., called on the Regiment on 23rd November. He was pleased to note that there
was an increase of padres' hours in the recruit training programme.
Pass-off Parade, 25th Novernber
Colonel W. D. S. Renton,
B.A., of the School of
Signals, took the salute at
the pass-off parade on 25th
ovember. After the parade
Colonel Renton spoke to the
parents and friends of the
young men of 3 Troop and
presented the prizes.
Signalman J. A. Trembeth,
from Liskeard, in Cornwall,
gained the distiriction of being the best recruit of No.
He showed a
3 Troop.
cheerful and keen approach
to all his training in the
Regiment. We all wish him
every success as a Comcen
Si,nalman J. A. Trem beth
Operator.
13th llEGIHENT, B.F.P.O. 40
Two pillars of the Regiment leave
Recently we have said goodbye to two prominent members
of the Regiment. R.S.M. C. W. Palmer has left to be commissioned and to become the M.T.O. of 18th Regiment. He
will always be remembered as a canoeist of above average
calibre and his work in this field did much towards making
the Regiment outstanding in this sport. Just before he left the
officers presented him with a sword in recognition of his outstanding services to the Regiment and his imminent c.ornmis-

Back Row : Corporal Lafferty, 16th Regiment, Corporal Tahany, 13th Regiment,
Corporal Simons, 217 Squadron , Corporal T horburn , 217 Squadron, Corporal
Cheeseman, 217th Squad ro n, Corporal Allum. 13th Regim ent.
Middle Row : Sergeant Walker, 28th Reg ime nt . Corporal Boston , 13th Regiment ,
Corporal Budd, 16th Reg iment, Corporal Banks, 21st Regiment, Corporal Rum·
ley, 16th Regiment , Corpo ral Clement, 60e Troop, Corporal Noonan, 217
Squadron , Sergea nt Davidson , 13th Regimen t.
Front Row : Sergeant Hearfield, 13th Reg iment, W .0 .1 (R.S. M.) Mcloughl in, Lieu•
tenant-Colonel Palmer. Ma jor White, Staff Sergeant Hill, 21st Regiment , Corporal
Sava.g e, 21st Regiment.

sioning. This event c.oincided with the award of the M .B.E.
made to him in the birthday honours' list.
We also said goodbye to Colonel Scott who goes to the SchO<?l
of Signals as an instructor. A number of events marked this
most popular officer's departure; a gift from the neighbouring
Anglo G erman Club, mementos presented to him at his dining
out in both the Officers' Mess and the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess, and finally on his last day, his ceremonial
removal from the Barracks. A wet and miserable October day
could not deter a large crowd from gathering to wish him well.
As befits the departure of two ladies who had done so much
for the social and welfare aspects of the Regiment, Mrs. Scott's
and Mrs. Palmer's going was not allowed to pass unnoticed by
the distaff side of the Regiment.
M.P. tests for aU units

We are privileged to haQdle Military Proficiency trairiing for
all Signal Units in the western half of B.A.O.R. This means
that we are lucky enough to entertain, for limited periods, a
number of visitors from other units who stay with us while
their training is taking place. Our picture shows such a
course. It also shows our new Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel P. H . Palmer, our new R.S.M., W.O.I McLoughlin,
our not so new Adjutant, Major K . G. White, and the M.P.T.
Permanent Staff, Staff Sergeant Hill, Sergeant Walker and
Sergeant Davidson. This Permanent Staff is found from other
west of the Rhine Signals units, as well as from us. It is under
the direction of W.O.II W. N. Dunn of 13th Regiment, who is
not shown on this picture as a result his contracting some illness
which we hope will be of a temporary natme only.

Regimental Cummerbunds &
Matching Bow Ties
Lend a truly dlstlngutshed appearance to
your evening dress ensemble. Avallable exstock In the colours of the Royal Signals,
other designs available on sueclal request.
Cummerbunds 35/- each. Bow Ties 13/6.
end cash with order to Deut. w.,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.

The spirit of adventure is not dead though it seems to be
pretty dormant at times. It takes an effort to get out of
comfortable circumstances and indulge in an adventure that
results in inconvenience, even hardship and fatigue. The fact
!ha~ an adventure was planned, ~rganised and executed by four
1unior members of the 13th Regiment with nothing more than
the blessings of their seniors makes the achievement so much
more noteworthy.
~ur reporter, Lance-Corporal Jim Wootton, an R.H.Q. clerk,
wntes:" On Friday, 26th August, at the begmning of the August
Grant, Lance-Corporal Bill Breeze, A.C.C., Signalman Bob
Dale, Royal S~g~~ls? Lance-Corpo~al Nick Adams and myself
tarted on an in1t1at1ve test. We did this in the form of a bet
a ·nst the rest of the Regiment; a bet that they would lose
ere we to succeed.
The object was to complete five tasks: I
To obtain the Governor's signature from Pentonville
Prison;
To obtain a receipt from the G.P.O. tower restaurant;
J. To obtain a Bunny tail signed by a Bunny from the
Playboy Club;
4. To get one of the team's picture in a national newspaper;
5. To obtain the Lord Mayor's signature.
These tasks in our opinion were all to easy.
T•·o tennis
We split up into two teams, and made our own way to
London. The main part of the distance was c.overed by hitch'liking, which was extremely easy due to the fact that we all
wore combat dress. We took no luggage except washing and
shaving kit. This made it all the easier for lifts. Most people
who stopped to give us a lift were very amused and only too
willing to help us complete our mission. In fact some people even
went out of their way to help. People stopped, even if it was only
o tell us their own experiences, and similar tests that they had
been on.
l.css tha11 a £1 a day
Once in London we had to live on less than £1 for three days,
plus the journey back. On arriving we made for the nearest
Police Station, which happened to be Bow Street. The Station
Sergeant roared with laughter but rang up the Mansion House
and asked if it had ever been known before for anyone on an
Initiative Test to ask for the Lord Mayor's signature. To this
they replied ' No,' but made an appointment for us on Saturday
at 10.00 hours. The signature so obtained meant that task 5
was accomplished.
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U ' e make• ti Dl'WSJH1pc•r
To our deli~ht, the Daily Mirror published a picture of two
of our team with a paragraph to explain to the nation what it
was all about. This meant we had kept our word as to task 4.
Those in the Regiment against whom we had bet gave us
best and so lost their bet. This cost them a total of about
DM.400 which we gave to the "Wireless for the Blind Fund."
l;:ith llEGDIENT, B.F.P.O. Off
Visit of

11.~l.S.

flcarlesN

The advent of the cooler season has brought
energetic sports back into the news again. The
fishermen are delighted to find that the new
Corps 18ft. fibreglass fishing boat has arrived.
This will save them some of their more precarious voyages on Arab craft.
H.M.S. Fearless, the Royal Navy's landing
Platform Dock, with Captain Vann's 621 Signal Troop on
board, has been with us for most of October and has become
a familiar sight in and just outside Aden harbour. Various
!ortunate pe?ple have been ~b?ard, and have come away reelmg from theu tour of two million pounds worth of communications equipment. We entertained and played games against
her company in various way-all highly enjoyable. We also
did some serious work with her, as related in 2 Squadron's
notes below.
Our new Seco 11d-in-Comma11d-welcom~ to the
joys of Aden

We welcome Major Akass, our new Second-in-Command,
and his wife, to the joys of Singapore Lines and the glittering
life of Maalla Straight. To his predecessor, Major Collins,
and his charming wife, both of whom have worked tirelessly
on behalf of our soldiers and their families, we bid a fond
and regretful farewell; but if anyone ever earned their RHE
and a good long leave, they did.

Two more tasks accomplished

After om first run of luck, we tried for the receipt from the
G.P 0. tower. We were told by the receptionist that we would
need suits to even get to the restaurant. So our answer to that
was we were in suits (combat suits), but she laughed and said
that wasn't quite what she meant. A bit of advice, "Don't
attempt to 'phone Sir William Butlin on a Bank Holiday;''
Nevertheless we did try, but got only the manager of the
restaurant, who said it was impossible as their books would be
out so our proof was a reStaurant menu. Task 2 accomplished.
A bit down-hearted we had a meal (a sandwich and a cup
of tea). Worried the other team hadn't made London we
continued to the Prison where we obtained the Governor's
signature quite easily and left for the Playboy Club and believe
us it's a long walk, but a little more easy than our Regimental
P.E. test. Task I accomplished.
.Jim the doorn1an
Can you imagine two soldiers in combat dress trying to dodge
the Rolls and Jags in Park Lane. As for trying to get into the
most exclusive club in London. One has to be 5 ft. 1 in. to
see over the pile on the carpets, or it's a case of " where the
hell are we?"
We had the for.tune to see Jim, the doorman. We explained
what we were doing and what it was for. So he helped us and
got us a tail signed by Sammy, 'one of the Bunnies.' Task 3
done. After thanking all concerned we started on our way back,
which was found to be the hardest part of our journey.
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.-\ Jon-= hike
The most difficult was getting out of London. After two
hours walking and two short lifts we hit the A.2. From the
A.2. at Londo!l to Cant:rbury was easy. Out of Canterbury was
a different thmg-we had a two hours walk. There was plenty
of traffic abo1:1t but most _of it w~s going the opposite way.
I had the idea of putting a sling on my arm, which I took
oi:it of the first aid kit we took with us. Before I had put the
slmg on correctly a car stopped and took us through to
Leopoldsville.
From there the journey passed slowly, or seemed to probably
because we were so tired, until we got in sight of Ca~p. From
the gates alJ we could think about was our beds.

2

SQI'ADHO:'.\'

'Ve sltould have guessed it • • .
We should have guessed, when Major O'Connor forecast
a nice quiet October to retrain and maintain ourselves in,
that this would be too good to be true. Granted, up-country
gallivantirigs have been fewer.
o exercises. Only one new
detachment of note-Corporal Chisholm and three others off
to Dhofar, sco miles up the coast, to make maps with the
Sappers-things looked set fair.
Till Fearless came. It began befor~ sh left Malta. We were
given about 24 hours to arrange a Du schedule with her.
More schedules followed, as she steamed down the Red Sea.
Then, when she reached Ad ~ n, we found ourselves handling
all her message traffic, using FSK. Next, we had to arrange
remote control circuits over Army and R.A.F. cables and radio
relay, and man those, with magnificent efforts by TM Troop .
Ai:d finally, a full-blown exercise, in which H.Q. 24 Infantry
Bngade embarked, and we manned remote controlled circuits
from H .Q., Middle East Command Joint Operations Centre,
using R.A.F. transmitters and receivers, as well as our own.
All very straightforward in theory, but as it had never been
done before in this Command, and our normal job is to provide Land Rover detachments, it tested our flexibil ity quite a
lot. We had been glad to hear, though, that our "customen "
on the staff approved of our efforts.
Lance-Corporal Wilson and his crew spent several weeks learning how to waterproof their tentacle Land Rover, and bow to
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drive on and off landing craft; but having embarked on Fearless, they never djd a b<>ach landing after all. However,_ they
seem to have enjoyed it, and they now roll around with a
decidedly nautical air.
.
The month's most unusual gambit was perhaps the work1_ng
of radio relay to Fearless, giving excellent telephone scrv.1ce
on to the Steame1 Point switchboard. When Fearl~ss was lymg
to a ingle anchor off Little Aden, there was a slight proble~
as a radio relayman had to dash u on. deck an~ turn the 1'.'ag1
everytime the ship swung, but otherw1~e the sunple _expedient
of parking a half-ton radio relay trailer on the flight deck
worked perfectly. So mu h so, that Corporal Blood, Signalman Payne and their station now appear to have beco~c permanently part of the ship's company, and have sailed for
·
Mombasa to sample the delights of Kenya.
For the future its back to Land Rovers again-and no more
rrusguided talk ~bout peace and quie~. ~e have to prep~e
CI 1 detachments to sail on Fearless m rrud-November;. r:am
in Trucial Oman, and finally land in Muscat ~n a~ amph1b1ous
exercise which will keep them away unul mid-December.
Perhaps' Christmas will be peaceful!

missed by the Regiment in general and by 2 Squadron in
particular. His steady good humour has done much to foster
the excellent relations between the " brown jobs" and the
"blue jobs " which is so important to us all. Our best wishes
go with him and his wife on their return to England.
Wives' Club
The Regimental \Vives' Club ran a "bring-and-buy" stall
for their members for Christmas, and a lot of thought and ingenuity was shown in the many excellent items produced.
With only the Laarbruch wives taking part, the cheque for
over £2I, sent to the Royal Signals Association was a measure
of their success. Well done!
(Thank you, Wives-a very splendid effort.-Editor).
AMONGST THE FLOWERS!
Miss Nancy Lee, WRVS and the Colonel

our aim in all Depts.:-

Superb Quality

21st IlEGDIENT, n.F.P.O. 43
Road Saiety Circus
Early in the month, Major West, R.M.P., brought his Road
Safery Circus from Dusseldorf. ~o. Laarbruch, and for a whole
day military, · air force and c1vil1an cars had doc~ments and
headlights checked, brakes tested and . ~oadworthme~s commented upon. This was followed b):' dr1vu;ig tests. designed to
show the driver's knowledge of his ve~1cle, width, len~,
turnmg-circle, and so on, for every cenumetre out, a point
was lost.
We are pleased to report that Si~alman Craig of the 1.:iT
section at Laarbruch set up an all-ume record by only loslll:g
Irr points (we are told that to date no one has equalled this
very low score wherever the circus bas . been). Our MT<?,
Captain G. W. Tacey, as was only fittmg, was top of his
class with 293 points against him.
S6 Respirator
There is no end to the way the Regiment is being moderrused,
what with 10-pair plastic cable (reported on last month) and
now-thls month-a brand new S6 respirator each; the only
thing that worries us is the fact that the haversack it is packed
in has a certain I9I4-I8 air about it! The fitting and gas
chamber test of thls respirator gave the opporturury for several
comments, such as "it deficitely improves your looks," and,
three days after the fitting one person was beard to say to another on entering his office "you know, you are allowed to
take it off now!"
Shooting
The Regiment is proud to arinounce that its shooting team
has won the Corps Shield and the First Army Cup (Other
Arms) in the Army Rifle Association Non-Central Championships, 1965/66. As a result of thls, we also have high hopes
of wincing the Royal Signals Urut Team Trophy. The team
was Jed by Lieutenant P. E. A. Chaddock who, with R.Q.M.S.
Turner and Sergeant Srruth, represented the Regiment in
both the SLR and SMG teams . Captain G. W. Tracey was
the fourth member of the SMG team and Corporal Williams,
Signalmen Yeomans and Herbert were the last three of the
SLR Team.
Cross-country running
The annual inter-Troop Cross-Country Competition was
run at Laarbruch, with over 70 members of all Troops taking
part. 0 L " Troop were winners for the second year ID succession.
At the moment the Regimental team is top of the Rhine
Area/R.A.F. Cross-Country League. They have taken part in
five meetings, competing against ten other teams, a total of
just under Ioo runners being involved, and have won three
events and been second in the remaining two.
Departures
We arc sorry to have to say goodbye to Major (Q.M.) Harry
Newsham, who leaves us after nearly four years. He will be
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GURKHA SIGNAL REGIMENT,
SEREMBAN
Visit of Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C:.D.E.
Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., Colonel Gurkha Signals
and Colone~ Co~mandant, arrived with us at an extremely
opportune tune, iust before Dashera, the Gurkha festival which
cel~brates the victory of the powers of light over darkness.
This meant that for the major part of his visit we were on
"holiday." This, in fact, was ideal, as he wished the visit
to be purely social, with a micimum of formaliry.
He arrived in Kuala Lumpur on 18th October by plane from
UK. and was immedfately whisked off to Seremban ID a Life
Guards' helicopter. The Tailor Master then spent the rest
of the night "runrung-up a little something " for the Colonel
to wear on parade the next morning. We had previously taken
:he precaution of updating his last taped measurements recorded
m 1963.
17th
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A twenty-hour day for the Brigadier
The next morning, as Colonel Gurkha Signals, he received
a parade in his honour. He presented, on behalf of officers
of the Regiment, five silver bugles to the drummers of the
Pipes and Drums. Also present at the parade was MajorGeneral, Brigade of Gurkhas, Major-General A. G. Patterson,
n.s.o., O.B.E., M.C. After a few cooling-down drinks in the Mess
he then went on to the U.K. Other Ranks' Club to meet the
members and their wives. Corporal Allen, the P.M.C., conducted thls with his usual aplomb
In the evening there was a cocktail party in the Q.G.O.s'
Mess, followed by the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
khana. Each Mess and Squadron holds its own kbana, or party,
immediately prior to Dashera, in order to entertain themselves
and immediate friends. With the sound of epali tunes playing on bagpipes ringing in his ears, the Colonel eventually retired at 3 a.m. the following morning-ms first 20-bour day
completed.
The following day was supposed to be a rest day, but not
for the Colonel, who slipped off incogcito to visit Royal Signals
officers working in the Ministry of Defence in Kuala Lumpur.
The " incognito " was to overcome the chariness of " the
authorities " in receiving a British V.l.P. in full dress.
n11slu•ra, Kalarutri Festivities
Friday brought the major party in the series of those held
during Dasbera, Kalaratri. This was sponsored by all the
Gurkha ranks of the Regiment. The entertaIDment ranged
from Himalayan Nautches (traditional Nepalj dances) to a
rousing performance by the "Himalayan Beatles." The food
was hot, too, ranging from chicken to goat. At mjdnigbt a
goat's head was cut to ensure victory in the battle to come.
After a few dances with the Marunis the Colonel was allowed
to leave at 3 a m. He was allowed to do so as he was an old
member of the Regiment; new arrivals had to wait until sunrise.
The next morning, Mar, saw the actual head-cutting. This
was at IO.IS a.m. and represented the victory of Ramacbandra
over Lachhmana, the evil one. The major sacrifice was a
bullock, followed by goats, sacrificed on behalf of the outSquadrons and by individuals. Lance-Corporal Sembahadur
Limbu performed the head cutting without a hitch which boded
well for the future of the Regiment. He was congratulated and
suitably rewarded by the Colonel. The rest of the day was spent
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A final "namaste" to the Gurkha Major' s wife on leaving the family
lines.

in a progression from Mess to Mess, finally finishing off ID the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
Sunday being a day of rest, the Colonel bad the day to himself . after be had read the lesson at the Regimental Church
~erv1ce. Monday was also fairly quiet with a cocktail party
m the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. There the
Colonel was presented with a silver chased rum casket (called
by som~ Ghee pot) from which he insisted on drinkjng nearly
half a pmt of Gurkha-type rum. He then departed having made
his official farewell speech to the Mess.
Tuesday and the Colonel went down to Terendak to meet
members ?f the Co~onwealth . Brigade. In the evening he
a~tended his last funcuon, the Ladies' Guest Night. As it was his
birthday, he was presented with a rather dubious condiment
set. He has promised not to show it to anyone outside the
Regiment, people might misunderstand the gesture.
Farewell said with garlands of Rowf'rs
Wednesday morning was th~ day of departure. There were
drinks first in Q.G.0.'s Mess at 07.45 hours where a small rum
was consumed. Thence to inspect a quarter guard and a visit
to the family lines. There he was garlanded by the wives and
presented with a Gurkha shoulder bag for Mrs. Tucke/ He
then drove out from the Regiment in a flower-bedecked Land
Rover along the road lined by members of the Regiment
preceded by the pipes and drums. As we rud not expect t~
escape comment if w~ drove the fancy vehicle through the town,
the Colonel was qmckly transferred to a staff car, the Pipes
and Drums to a bus and taken to the LZ. On the LZ, we were
early, the Pipes and Drums played a few tunes and then were
inspected by the Colonel. By this time the helicopter arrived,
by courtesy of 1 RAR, and the Colonel embarked for Malacca
airport. Unfortunately he had to leave his flowers behind as
the pilot did not want his craft to become ant jnfested.
So ended the visit, most memorable as it is the last time
Brigadier " Guy " will be with the Regiment as its Colonel. All
ranks, past and present, of Gurkha Signals, wish him well and
are extremely grateful for the amount of work and enthu iasm
he has expended as Colonel of The Regiment. Behind him
he has left many memories and two Cinamon trees. One planted
during this visit.

DEPARTURE
"ls the Brigadier's star not rather superfluous1"
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He plans to take advantage of all the water sports available
here, when he is properly settled.
Names from 224 Squadron? Captain Vincent (now retired)
and Staff McEwan were the ones he· m entioned.

Lieotena11t Jess Weir
He says he was " the Y coman " in 22nd Regiment, Lippstad t, where he was for "one year and one day." ·s ince then
he has been commissioned and now commands Communications Security Troop-with evident relish.
He didn't actually ask to come here; he was posted to
Borneo- unaccompanied. However, de-confrontation overtook
him and he was diverted to 18th Regiment and was allowed
to bring his family-soon to be increased.
Although surprised to be here, he is by no means a newcomer, having been the Chiaf Supervisor in the Signal Centre
from 1957-1960. He is pleased to see the old place again. He
even has an "old, familiar face " with him, in the shape of
W.O.II Agatsiotis-also ex-22nd Regiment.

Staff Sergeant Richardson (left) mixes it with Signalman McGee

18th REGIMENT, c/o G.P.O., SINGAPORE
Deepavalli
This Regiment has in it soldiers who are British, Mal:iy,
Chinese and Indian. This has many advantages, one of which
is that we all share one another's holidays. In the ~urse of
a year, therefore, there are man.Y of us w~o the ~nvilege of
being invited to join in celebratmg the vanous national occasions. Deepavalli is one of these.
.
Many, many years ago there was a Kmg named. Yoga
Swaran who ruled India. He was a cruel man and did not
like his' people to enjoy themselves. One day he was defeated
in battle and on his death-bed he decreed that hencef~rw~d
things should change and this his subjec~ should ."live 1?
lights and have good clothes .and be happy.
~ver smce, this
anniversary, called Deepavalli, the fesuval of light, has b~en
celebrated by Indians throughout the worl~, and the occaSJon
is one of happiness, rejoicing and good _things.
This year the Regimental _Deepavalh arrang~ments were
organised by Corporal Karam Smgh, and the ~".erung was filled
with interest and enjoyment for all those pnvileged to attend
it. First roe Deepavalli cake was cut by the Co mman d"mg
Officer's wife, Mrs. R. W. Millo, and. then. t~e excellent n;ieal
was eaten. This was followed by Indian smg1?g and dancmg,
and a highly entertaining play acted by Indian . me~bers of
the Regiment.
Finally, both the C.O. a~d his ';Ylfe. were
magnific~ntly garlanded by the youngest Indi~ rec~wt, Signalman Padman. Colonel Millo ended the eve~m.g with a speech
in which he expressed the thanks of all the _10v1ted guests for a
thoroughly enjoyable and memorable occasion.
Boxing
The erstwhile " noble art " seems a little out of. fashion
these days, particularly in Army sports, but we have iust had
our annual go at it with our ~ter-Squadron .Novices' Boxing
,
Competition. The ~vent .was li.t~r.ally a roarmg. su~cess.
We aro very limited ID fac1ltt1es, but roe JUO!Or ranks
dining hall was taken over for the day and suitably doctored.
The ring itself appeared enormous, lodged between the hot
plate and the verandah and other sinister items such as " blood
buckets," sawdust boxes and sponges seemed strangely out of
place in such familiar ~urroundings.. However, we toned do~n
the clinical aspects with gay buntmg. and more h~mely bits
and pieces until the hall really looked like a snug boxing venue.
There was a first-class turnout of novice boxers from each of
our four Squadrons with entries, too, from our attached friends
of 249 Squadron cFARELF!, who _joined. us for the eve~ing's
sport. The Regimental Boxmg Officer, Lieutenant P. Chilvers,
with R.S.M. I. Currie and W.0.11 (C.S.M.I.) France, ~.P . T~.,
got the evening's boxing off the ground nght on time with
a very large, enthusiastic and sportin_g audience.
.
.
The evening's boxing was outstanding fo~ the way m which
our novices, both B.O.R. an~ M.0 . ~.,. displayed gre~t guts
and determination, coupled with a d1st10ct lack of skill and
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Signalman Kairuddin (/e~) had a tearaway bout with Signalman
A. Jalil.

expertise! Each bout was ha.rd fought from start to finish, with
no one giving up! You will see from our photographs how
alternately ferocious and agonised our contestants were! Every
one of them, however, presented himself in good order to .our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-<;:olonel R_. W. M1llo,
although many were undeniably calhng on their last reserves
of endurance!
3 Squadron (Signal Training Centre, FARl?L~) won the
competition, and a very popular and deserved. wm 1t was. 1"11e
last people who exp..."'Cted such a result were 10 3 Squadron ·

"What. happened to Olli Nobby?"
Nobby, Ginge, Dusty, B~l, Pete-it doesn't mat~er w_hat the
name is, but how many times have w~ heard . this said, and
how many times has the an~wer been 1?formauve? . So often
a friendship ends on a po~tmg? and this seen:is a pity. One
of the functions of a magazme like nm WIRE 1s to k~p members of the Corps in touch with each. other, and so this month
we are employing its columns to do JUSt tha~.
.
.
Our correspondent recently spent a mornmg chatting with
some of our recent arrivals to find out where they_ had come
from and how they found their first few weeks m the Far
East.' Here is his report. Check the names-was he one of
your mates?
Signalman John Tregilgns
A real young 'un, only 17f , aD:d rec~ntly from .8th !legiment,
Catterick, where he has been ~omg his Cable Jomter s Cou~se.
He is now with 2 Squadron m UG Cabl.e Troop and p_uttmg
theory into practice. AlthoulF1 a new arnv~l to .the Reipmen!,
he is no newcomer to foreign parts, havmg lived with his
father in Singapore, Germany, Kuala Lumpur. and Kenya, before returning once again to Singapore. Bemg such. an experienced traveller, he knew . what ~o expect, and likes 0e
climate. He is also conveniently sited to see m~re of . his
father, who is now with the British Embassy 10 _Pek1f?-g.
Signalman" Tiger" Bennett w!ls on the co~rse at Ca.ttenck with
him, and is believed to be with 3rd Regunent.
Lance-C:or1•ornl Eddie Lloyd
After four years in the U.K. as a clerk in S.H.Q. of 224
Squadron, Loughborough, he reckoned he was due for a
change, and asked to _come to !1ARELF. Now, some 7,000
miles further east, he 1s the mamstay of S.H.Q., 1 Squadron.
So much for the change.
Arriving about a month ago with his wife, Marg~ret, and
his two small boys, he was a newcomer to the On~nt and
has since seen some of his illusions disappear. He likes the
climate and is agreeably surprised at the abse~ce of all the
snakes and scorpions be expected; however, he 1s not too sure
about the smells.
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ergeant De J,ecq Le Montais
He arrived a week ago from 21st Regiment, Geilenkirchen,
where, for three-and-a-half years he has been in charge of the
cable jointers on the airfield.
Immediately claimed by 2
quadron, he is now beginning to settle down in UG Cable
Troop.
He did six months in Borneo in 1964/65 and so has some
idea of what to expect out here. Although his wife, Emerald,
and the four children are at present in a guest house, they
should all be in a hiring shortly and settling down to a
good Far East tour. He says he likes the climate and the
money.
When he came out to Borneo his plane crashed at Istanbul,
so this time he was thankful for an uneventful journey.
He would like Sergeant Sheridan and his family, now in
8th Regiment to remember him.
Corporal Stuart Harvey
He has recently come from Catterick, where he spent six
months on his E Tech. II-I upgrading course. Before that
he spent five years in Celle with 639 Troop attached to 94
Locating Regiment, Royal Artillery. Now he is in_structing on
Power Supplies in 3 Squadron.
He asked to be posted to Washington so, narurally, here he
is in the Far East. Despite this small set-back, he seems glad
to be here-accom:ganied by Elsie, who be married in August
at the end of his course.
The " Mysterious East " is not what he expected. The
" romance" has been somewhat subdued by the smells again,
and he is surprised at the violence and resistance to law and
order which simmers beneath the surface in Singapore. He
is now used to the cltmate and is beginning to find his way
around with more familiarity.
Together on the course with him was Corporal John Ashmore,
who is now serving with the 15th/19th Hussars in Munster.
Signalman " 1'1ickey " Dos:nmab
Recently from 217 Squadron, H.Q., 7 Artillery Brigade,
Hubbelrath, where he worked in the comcen, he is now in
1 Squadron and working in the H.Q., FARELF Signal Centre.
He had heard about Tanglin when he was in Germanyi
and asked to come here so that he could get the experience
of working in a large, static, fully-equipped centre. Good allround training. He is therefore delighted to be here, and delighted to be in a sensible climate once again (he comes from
Guyat}a).
Wherr he has time, he hopes to see more of the area and
to play more sports-in particular cricket and athletics. So
far he is disappointed in what he has seen of Singapore.
Friends from the three-and-a-half years spent in B.A.0.R.
include Signalman Ginger Turner, Pete Mulligan, Nobby
Clarke and Corporal Alan Hill (now in Berlin).

KEEP US IN THE PICTURE
With several thousand individual subscribers THE WIRE
cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes in rank,
decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly.
Thank you.
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30th Regiment
BLANDPODD CAMP
1 SQVADUON
Assistance to UF Signal Platoon
Friday, 13th November, is a day which will not be forgotten
by I Squadron. Although it will not qualify for remembrance
as the " seige of Blandford Camp," it was the day on which the
Regiment was visited by 12 members of the Signal Platoon
from Allhallows School UF.
4 Squadron provided a slick Radio Relay demonstration by
Sergeant Turner and his crew. Being swtably irnpres ed by that
spectacle the Cadets moved on to the L.A.D. We are glad to
report that the Leyland Recovery Vehicle is still in working
condition.
The afternoon was spent in a "do it yourself" communications exercise with the aid of equipment from 640 Troop and,
of course, I Squadron. Having ensured that no Land Rovers
had been dismantled, the Cadets were topped up in the Cookhouse. They then set off back to School.
640 TllOOP
In common with the rest of the Regiment we have an interest
in School Cadet Corps, having recently assumed the task of
assisting Marlborough College C.C.F. Royal Signals Troop.
This go-ahead Cadet Unit appeared in nm WIRE earlier this
year and is the first of its kind.

The world to look after
In addition to this sideline we do have the rest of the world
to look after. This month we have sent Corporals Nixon, Porter
and Lance-Corporals Beet and Wiseman to the " Sands of
Aden " to join our representatives already there. By the time of
going to print, with the forthcoming move of Sergeant Dick
and his party, not to mention Sergeant Fowler and Sergeant
Davies both with ·parties of their own, its almost time we had
a branch office somewhere in that part of the Middle East.
Here in U .K., early December saw us involved in a radio
exercise dealing with the breakaway states of Devon and Yorkshire. Sergeant Dick is still trying to work out what he had
done wrong to deserve being run into by a breakaway tractor
in· Salisbury! As usual, the forces of law and order, wearing
their normal light coloured broad brimmed hats as in all good
Westerns, came out on top.
Au early but enjoyable party
The Troop had a very successful, if somewhat early, Christmas
Parry on 5th December. We held the party at this early date
because of the imnlinent departure of a number of our fellow
globetrotters. The evening's entertainment began with a darts
tournament, the result of which will unfornmately never be
known; Sergeant Dick entertained us with what we thought
was a Pakistani Lament, but we found later that it was called
" The road and the miles tae Dundee," of similar words. His
encore was a rather vigorous Scottish song which left in its wake
a stunned silence lasting all of 27 s~conds. On being asked to
sing a song popular in his young soldier days the S.S.M. sang
" It's a long way to Tipperary " or was it "Pack up your
troubles . . . ?" Perhaps he will tell us one day.
Top marks for versatility went to Signalman Harvey. Apart
from his reportoire of Rugby songs he performed a sort of
dance which we believe originated in his native St. Helens. His
finale was an excerpt, with complete demonstrations, from what
he assures us is a pamphlet called "Wheelchair Drill (all
Arms) 1836." After this he dare not fail his current military
proficiency course I

Coming and g@i11g
Arrivals in the Troop during the month include Sergeant
Davies, Corporals Bassford, Bowden, Burnham and Harrison,
Lance-Corporals Hall and Willock, Signalmen Perry, Farran
and Work. Du.ring the same period the following have left us:
Sergeant Moat, Cor:;><>ral Linton, Lance-Corporals Skinner and
Higgerson; we said a sp.cial farewell to Sergeant Sammut who
has now left the Corps after 21 years of cable joinring. I'm
sure many who have served in Air Formation Unit will
remember his cheerful face. We wish him well in civilian life
-still cable jointing.
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As related by Staff Sergeant H. Orton

TAFF SERGEANT H. ORTON, late of the Army InjormaS
t1on Office, London, E.7., is leaving the Corps after
years' service. A keen reader of THE WIRE, he believes there

::J.
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is a fund of stories, humorous, exciting, adventurous, told over
a pint of beer in the Mess which would make good WIRE
'copy.' He believes that Corps talent in this respect is practically
unlimited. So Staff Sergeant Orton starts the ball rolling with
this lighthearted story of an experience which be/ell him in
K orea-a story, moreover, which ends with the sort of situation
all of us, sooner or later, find ourselves in.
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" Linemen • . . some of tlle biggest rogues in tlle Regiment
in that lot-D.R.s with tlleir brains kicked out I always call
them!"
From my experience, such remarks are commonplace over a
beer or two in tlle Mess. But being an operator-type myself,
I just don't agree. You get a good line party and you will
generally get some of tlle happiest and willing lads you'll hope
to find in the Regiment. True, they will stick together and
stand by each oilier through thick and thin, bur you can
always be sure of a few laughs when you're out wim them.
For my part, there's times when I wouldn't have their job for
love or money; tlley certainly tend to get the thick end of
the wedge at times.
Did I ever tell you about the time it fell to my lot to do a
bit of line-laying? I didn't? Well now . .. (yes, I'll have another pint) . . . it was like mis . . .
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COVENT GARDEN, w.c.2
THE COMPLETE MAN'S STORE
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Open Thursdays till 7p.m.
Nearest station Leicester Square
Branches throughout the country
Pictured at Bishops Hull, Taunton, on the occasion of their regimental dinn_er are
the officers of 43rd (We .. ex) Signal Regiment (TA). The Master of S1gnalsj
Major-General Sir William A. Scott, KCMG, CB, CBE, who,. Honorary Colone
of the Reg imen t, presided at the dinner, and among the guests: w.e ~e. Maj~r
General M. c. K. Halford, DSO, OBE, BA, GOC 43rd . (We .. ex) D1v1S1o n District and Bri&ad ier T. I. G . Gray, Chief Signal O fficer at Southern Command.

or a Tale to/ti in tile Mess

We are official tailors to the Royal Signals
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It so happened tllat we were in Korea at the time. I was
doing Wireless Communications Sergeant witll 28th Commonwealtll Infantry Brigade Signal Troop. My O.C. at mat time
was Captain E. M. T. Grump-now I understand he is C.O. over
at 8tll Regiment. He was a good O.C., but he had to have
everytlling done just right, or else . . .
We were on the central front attached to 24tll American
Division, and at this time .the Brigade had just moved up
to advanced positions south of the Imjin. We'd spent all day
getting up into our particular positions and it must have been
near on ten o'clock .that night when we were finally getting ourselves sorted out into some semblance of a Brigade H.Q.
I was standing, I remember, outside the Signal Office waiting·
for tlle communication states to come in and then report to me
O.C.-when who should come bounding up but the O.C. himself.
" The Brigade Major wants a line tluough to ' B ' Echelon,
K.O.S B. "He's had that, sir," I answered smartly. "As you
know, we have two line parties out laying forward, and .they
are likely to be out all night, and Lance-Corporal Johnson and
his party have only just got their heads down. They have
been at it all day. After all, we have tlle rear link wireless
through and we can get in touch with ' B ' Echelon through
them."
"Look here, Orton," and tile 0 .C. bad a real touch of
asperity in his voice, " if the Brigade Major wants a line to
' B ' Echelon, me Brigade Major gets a line to • B ' Echelon . . .
now get cracking."
And, cracking, I got. lt was bad enough trying to find a
vehicle and driver, to say nothing of a "detaikd volunteer,"
but when it came to getting some cable, boy, was that a problem I I chased an over the camp trying to catch up witll the
indoor lineman (a Corporal Kitson- you may probably remember
him). Most of tile cable had been taken out by the two line
parties; all we had were some quarter-mile drums of D8-<>r
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was it D3 ?-so we loaded this on to the back end of tllc
jeep, helped, of course, by my "volunteer," Signalman Pratt,
and the driver-now what was his name? Hutchinson or
something similar. I ought to be able to remember him because he was as thick as a couple of planks, but witll a
veritable heart of gold.
Mind you, I was quick to check the mileometer, just to confirm how many miles we would have to Jay. By the time we
had clocked in to 'B' Echelon, K.O.S.B., it was obvious that
there was going to be ten miles of it. It did not take me
long, either, to find the exchange and tell the operator what
we intended to do. And then we tackled me job.
I got Pratt sat up on tlle right front wing of the jeep,
and by means of using a battery supponing hold as a spindle,
we set off down me road witll Pratt paying out and I laying
back at the rear getting on at a steady old pace. Soon the
first quarer-of-a-mile was laid witllout any problems (I even
remembered to carry out tile appropriate training of baring,
1tin. to 1jin. of cable ready for jointing and connected my
phone and made my first check through).
" That 'B' Echelon, K.O.S.B.? Right! Give us a ring back,
1ock. Right! That's fine. Will give you another ring later."
I remembered to bare tlle ends of the second drum in the
appropriate fashion; I even remembered the standard type
joint and tlle fact that tlle two joints should be staggered. I
taped each joint independently, starting from the centre and
working out, etc., etc. I put the tape around botll joints and
buried mem in the ground, holding tllem down witll tlle
. heaviest stone I could find, and then we set off merrily on
our way to lay the next quarter-of-a-mile.
" That 'B' Echelon, K.0.S.B.? Right. Give us a ring back,
1ock. That's fine. Will ring you again later."
The job was going fine.
But about a dozen drums later, when my hands were tllid::
with mud and covered in dye from cable, and witll finger tips
some from finding more steel cores than copper cores in the
dark, and me joints not by now so religiously staggered and
taped, we suddenly came to a shuddering stop up front.
••What's v.-rong, Pratt?"
" Looks like we've slipped up, Sarge. All tlle rest of me
drums are single cable and not twin.
My blood pressure suddenly shot up to the top.
"Well, you daft - - . Stick two drums on the spindle and
let's get cracking. This - - job is talcing a lot longer than I
expected."
On we plod tllrough tile night in me darkness. Then:
" Driver, put those blooming headlights on so we can see
where we are going; we can't see nowt witll mose sidelights
on."

So on we go until I began to get a little bit suspicious about
the continued silence of Pratt.
"What's up now Pratt?" have we run out of cable? (wim half
11 hope tllat we had).
Then Pratt's voice: "No, but I tllink someone's coming in
our direction, Sarge."
"How do you mean-somebody coming in our direction?"
"Well, it sounds like Chinese voices, Sarge."
"What?" Ir took me Jess time tllan mat to cover the hundred
yards or so to the jeep.
Switch off me lights. Switch off tlle engine. Listen.
Sure enough there were voices using a strange gutteral talk
(that was Chinese for someming or oilier-I never could understand Chinese), but it certainly was Chinese voices, and it
certainly did sotmd as though they were coming our way.
"You've dropped a clanger now, I mought. Yo~ see I .remembered these guerilla bands that had been operaung behmd
the lines. They've seen your ruddy headlights and tlley're
looking for you ! "
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• Right," I whispers. " Get your stens and ammo and let's
get on the other side of that ridge for goodness sake and don't
do any shooting unless we have to."
There they were again, the voices, getting nearer and nearer.
« They're sure to spot the jeep and it won't take them long before they find us, either," I thought. ( us ruddy " B " Echelon's
line!).
Then the penny dropped. "What a - - fool you are, Harry
Orton. These voices are corning from one of the planes they
use to call on the guerillas to surrender." (Do you rememb r
how they fitted them up with loud speakers, etc., and flew around
the rear areas?).
"O.K., let's get cracking l This job is going to take us all
night at this rate."
" Put those headlights out you soft - - ; we can well manage with the sidelights."
.
Now the joints are not joint.s any. more, but the. barmg of
ufficient line to do a quick twist, w1th perhaps a bit of extra
tape on to hold it .together. Anyway, it wouldn'.t be e~ected
to remain a long-term type lme, nor would 1t require recovering.
"'B' Echelon, K.O.S.B.? Give us a ring back. O.K."

--=

Mitltlle East Rountla/Jout

Nairobi, Aden, Bahrein, Kharg Island, Johannesburg .•. the
lads of 621 Signal Troop (H.M.S. "Fearless") certainly get
round, as our correspondent describes so well below.

0

*
now

*

2nd Regiments " secret place" in 1965.

*

"What's up
Pratt?"
"Which fork did 'we come down, Sarg, the right or left one?"
he shouts.
"How should I know? Don't you remember which one
Hutchinson?"
"No, I can'l remember, Sarge."
"'Fine - - - thing! Look, whilst Pratt and I do a road
crossing between these two trees, you nip off up the road and
see if you can see anything of Brigade Headquarters. I suppose
t·hey could have moved during the time it's took us to do
this."
Some road crossing that turned out to be-believe me(sling it over the highest branches and hope that it will stay
there!)
.
.
"Yes. Brigade Headquarters is abom three miles up on this
left fork," reported back Hutchinson.
"Fine. Have we got enough cable left, do you reckon? " I
enquired of Pratt.
"Just about enough, Sarge."
" Let's get cracking then; won't be long now before we've got
this job done, thank goodness."
Another quarter-of-a-mile laid ... tested ... NO REPLY.
" Oh no, don't say we've got a fault on it."
Ring. Rmg. NO REPLY. Seemed co be ringing out all right.
Must be O.K., couldn't bear to think of it being otherwise.
Keep ringing, Harry. R ing. R ing. Ring.
Yawn. "'B' Echelon K .O.S.B. replying."
" Where the ruddy hell have you been; must have been
ringing you for at least a quarter-of-an-hour."
"Well, I only just got your ring."
" O.K., give us a ring back. O.K . Now - - - well stay
awake. I'm not laying this line as an alarm call for you!"
" Och. I wema sleep, Mon."
"'B' Echelon, K O .S.B.? Fine I Give us a ring back, Jock.
Fine. I'm just outside Brigade Headquarters now, Jock, so
I'll give you another ring on c<mnecting you to the exchange.
There it was, that beaming face of Signalman Bryant the
exchange operator-always happy, that lad, I remember how
he once stood there laughing whilst the 'Q ' LCV burnt to
the ground .
" There you are then, Bryant ... line through to ' B ' Echelon,
K.0.S.B. Just check it then report it to the O.C. Tell the
O.C. I've gone to get my head down for an hour."
" O .K., Sarge."
Ring.
"' B' Echelon, K .O.S.B.?"
" Right. Thanks."
"Sarge."
"Yes."
" The line to ' B ' Echelon is O.K., but the operator says
they won't be needing it now as they are moving out in halfhour's time!"
Well! You can imagine how I felt, can't you?
Mind you, there are linemen and linemen. I remember . . .

SrafJ Sergeanr H . Orion, upon his retirement from the Corps,
wishes to say a "fond fareweU to the officers I have served
under, the many friends I have made in rhe Corps, both with
Regular and Territorial Units, and if this little message gets
back to my ex-Troop members in West Africa, to say so long.
It's been good to know you."
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With newly made. friends in Nairobi Game Park (Left to Right)
Game Warden, Signalman Haytree, Game Warden, Signalman
Agrell, Signalman Leitch.

Hot curry
The Air !?dia Bight from Nairobi to Aden was an experience
not to be missed. Some of our number were foolliardy enough
to accept ·the off~r of curry for the evening meal, but the discomfort brought about by the indiscretion was more than
compensated by the tender ministrations of the delightful sariclad hostesses.

llegnl splendour
It had been ant}cipated that ~e three days waiting in Aden
for the onward fitght to Bahrem would prove tedious; in the
event we were most comfortably accommodated in hotels and
one chap lived in regal splendour, the booking clerk having
conveniently mistaken his rank for the naval rank of the same
name but very different altitude.
We sailed from Bahrein in three coastal minesweepers of
the Ninth Coastal Minesweeper Squadron and were made most
welcome by the officers' and ships' companies of H.M.S.
Puncheston, Burnaston and Wiston.

"It does not matter how dry and hot it is, we can provide our own
ra in storm on our most modern ship"

"BLAST." It was hot in the " Argosy" and I had forgotten
to empty my pen and it had leaked all over my last clean shirt
and I had run out of cigarettes and we still had about two hours
in the air and I was about to ask the Yeoman for one when he
looked at at my blue-stained shirt with distaste and asked:
"That reminds me. Did you finish off "The Wire" Notes
before we teft?"
Well, there I was, stuck without a fag for ages and full of
remorse. We were on the way from Aden to Kharg Island by
way of Bahrein. The story goes like this:-

U nu.s uul assignment
Back in September we were asked if we could provide from
H.M.S. Fearless some communications assistance for the
Imperial Iranian Navy during Exercise "Midlink Nine." We
were asked •to man the communication centre at the R. Iranian
Navy base at Kharg Island. Kharg is about 200 miles northeast of Bahrein and about thirty miles off the Iranian coast.
When the time came to set off for the island, however, the ship
was in Mombasa having a run ashore after a fairly busy month
in Aden. Being a very joint concern the Kharg Island detachment of 621 Troop included a Petty Officer (Radio Supervisor)
and three Royal Naval radio operators. We left Corporals
Magowan and Shaw to look after the remaining eight and set
off from Mombasa on the night train to Nairobi. There we
had twelve hours to put off so we spent our time in the game
park. We took lots of photographs and hope to have seen some
of the animals permanently resident in the park for the next
issue.
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Font extraordinary
Kharg turned out to be a rather barren island about five miles
b~ three with a very up-to-dace oil terminal which can cope
with ~e largest. tankers and a rapidly expanding naval base.
There 1s one village and a couple of old .places of worship·
a mosque and a disused Christian church thought to have bee~
built about the fourteenth century. We were delighted by our
Iranian guide's description of the latter. When we came to
the font, he said "And this is where they used to drown
the babies!"

.t.q1u1 l.u.ng Di1•ing ofl tht• Italian coast

Exercise .. Sub·Sevenino" - An Adventure
in the True Spirit
BY S.S.l. J. D . DOLPHIN, A.P.T.C., OF 7TH REGIMENT
This exercise was the major expedition undertaken in 1966
by the Sub 7 Aqua Club about whose exploits much has been
written already in "The Wire." The chosen site was Follonica
on the west coast of Italy opposite the isla.n d of Elba.
Once clearance had been received from H.Q. B.A.O.R., passports brought up to date, equipment pr~pared and rations
drawn, a party of twenty club members climbed aboard the
R~giment's PRI bus and that of H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps plus four
private cars. The par.ty departed from Herford early on the
6th August to travel via the Brenner Pass, Bologna, Florenoe
and Pisa to Follonica.
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Almost a mystery tour
. It was with surprise and delight that R. S. Parkes and I
discovered on~ .~orning . s~me ten days later that we were on
our way to reiom the ship m South Africa. We learnt tlu.s from
a copy of a r:iewspaper we found in a B.O.A.C. VC 10 en route
from Na1rob1 to Johannesburg. Until that moment we thought
th.a t perhaps we had won a mys tery tour in a sweepstake. This
tnp adde? 544 Troop to our by now long list of friends in the
Co!J>s .. Smc~ we left U.K: we have had much to do with many
uruts_, mcluding o~ old friends from July in Gibraltar, 235 and
~34 m Malta, 259 .IJ?. Cypn~s, 210 Squadron and 15th Regiment
m f\den and. Bahrem. ~1s really needs rounding off but the
m~1l . close~ m a few m~utes .and Vfe sail for Singapore at
nudrught, m three hours ume; 1f I rruss the post again I shall
never be able to "borrow" another cigarette from the Yeoman.
Troop Jottings
. We congr~tulate Corporal and Mrs. Ned Magowan on the
b1rth of thC!I son this week-this is another troop first. His
friends will be int~rested to ~ow ~at Corporal " Big Bad"
Bert Shaw has decided to remam w1th us awhile longer.
That " Se<!ret pince " of 2nd Regiment!
The three ex 2nd Regiment (one of 1 Squadron and two from
2 Squadron) were amused to discover we know exactly where
I
Squadron went to camp this year). (See the October/
November WIRE). The photo above shows W.O.II
orris
<now S.S.M. 3 Squadron) and Sergeant Bell in the secret place
in 1965 !

A Busman's Uolida~· for th*' Vt>hit>le 1'ft>t>hnnles
D:uring the. journey, th~ P.R.!. bus, on Joan from H.Q.
Regiment, which was carrymg the bulk of the d ivers was hit
by an Italian coach and sustained damage to a ~udguard.
Fortunately, some ind~p-ndent witnesses intervened and the
journey was soon re-started. At almost the same time, one
of the private cars got into difficulties. However as both
occupants were vehicle mechanic by trade, they ~ere able
to und~!'take the replacement of a broken piston by one they
found m a scrap yard-a busman's holiday, really.
The club dive marshal, Staff Sergeant Ron StubberfUd, had
travelled down in ad vance of the main body to find a suitable
camp site. Unfortunately, all the sites were full and it was
necessary to extend the search beyond Follonica. Eventually
all but two members were squeezed into the Torre Mo~
camp; the others found a site n earby.

lrJsh Stew!
The main camp comprised one 160lb. tent, which was set
up in a small wooded dell, and numerous smaller tents which
were pitched in the surrounding hillocks.
As the vehicles
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were unloaded the newly-appointed ration storeman, LanceCorporal Jock' Dewar informed his sweating customers that
seventeen of the tVl~ty-three packs were " T" packs-and
this meant only one thing Irish Siew!
. .
.
Soon everyone began to think about d1vmg JOStead of
administration, and at once a problem appeared. The large
cylinders of air from which the aqua-lung bottles are normally
filled were unobtainable; therefore th~ bottles had to be taken
to a factory daily at 17.30 hours. Thls m~a~t that the numt><:r
of m mbers able to dive in one day was lmuted to ~en, as this
was the number of aqua-lungs taken on the exercise.The first dive took place on 9th August at a pomt some
twenty kilometres along the coast called Punta _Ala. Here
there was a small harbour made of rocks and a stnng ?f rocky
islands leading out towards the island of Monte Christo. It
was 15.00 hours when the two groups of divers entered the
water and went off in different directions. Unfortunately, by
this time a stiff breeze had sprung up which made the water
quite choppy, and this, in turn, churned up the sandy sea-bed.
As a result of this, visibility was reduced to about ten ~eet,
and so after thirty minutes both par~ie.s returned to shore m a
roughening sea, using snorkels and lifeiackets most of the _way.
Once back on shore the bottles were taken to be replerushed
and the suits washed in fresh water. If they are ~ot removed
quickly salt has unfortunate effects on the delicate deman
valves ~f the aqua-lungs and on the rubber suits.
Underwater lifc--a thrilling sight
The following day the weather was scorching hot. lll!d
the sea dead calm. It was hoped to dive off the camp site m
the direction of Elba. Two German divers, who knew the
area well gave the general direction of interesting spots. The
plan wa; to use a rubber dinghy to transport the lungs out
to one of these spots about 3,000 metres fr?m me shore an_d
then to dive off in pairs with a third man actmg as cover. This
worked very well, and Lance-Corporal Barry A~ins >yas
fortunate :to find an area from which he recovered eJght pma
mussels, all some 2ft. long and 7in. wide at the widest point.
These mussels are shaped like oar blades a_nd have m_other of
pearl linings. They have since been made mto attractive ~able
lamps. Throughout the dive cond~tions were i<:Ieal and divers
were tllrilled at the sight of myriads of mulo-coloured fish,
small octupuses and all manner of other sea creatures.
Towards the end of the dive, the dinghy, an old R.E. recce
boat took a distinct dislike to sea water and became porous.
As ~ result, it was necessary for the divers to. snorkel back to
shore still wearing the aqua-lungs, thus showmg how ~orth
while all the training and preparation had been. . In spite of
considerable effort on the part of the PR.I. bus dnver, LanceCorporal Jock Syme, i1 was never possible to use the dinghy
again.
Midnig h t s p eari ng
The following evening Lance-Corporal ~ck Graff and ~~rry
Pinches, of the R.A.F., organised a midnight spear expedltlon.
These two produced a " grosse " light measurin~ 3ft. loi:ig by
6in. in diameter, which they suspended from an mfiated mnertube and towed out to a small reef about 150 metres off shore.
With them went Lance-Corporals Dick Payne and Jock J\;1cKay,
with the idea of following the drifting lamp and letting fly
at anything that came within the circle of_ light. The full
story is not known, but :the team returned with o;11ly ~:me ~all
eel on the end of a three-pronged harpoon tWlce ltS SlZC I
Now that there was no dinghy an alternative had to be
devised. A solution was found by using a roof rack . an~
eight jerrycans. At the launching ceremony a bottle of ch1anu
was produced, but as broken glass would have proved a hazard,
it was decided to drink it instead ! The raft proved a great
success, and although it was heavy, it continued to be used
until the end of the expedition.
Diving continued daily until 15th _August 1 which w~s an
Italian holiday, and therefore no supplies of ~~ were availa~le.
Instead, a trip to Pisa was arranged, and a visit to the leanmg
tower proved very popular. The trip was marred for the
writer when the party stopped for a meal on the way back.
What did they order . . . spaghetti- no! . . . ravioli-no I
Nothing less than chicken and chips!
The s torm made t hi s a night t o r e m e mber
The night of 18th August will long be remembered by club
members. A ithunderstorm raged throughout the night and
by morning the 16olb. terrt had become the only roofed
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swimming pool for miles around. In no time the area was
surrounded by photographers trying to record the struggles
of those who were attempting to rescue their belongings.
There was one intrepid diver, for i:nst~nce, who donned. a
diving mask in an attempt to find his lighter somewhere inside the tent.
The twelve pearls
The end of the expedition was now almo~t in sight, and the
time for returning to Germany was drawmg near. It was
on the last dive of the exercise that Lance-Corporal Jock
Dewar discovered a medium-sized mussel which contained
no less than twelve pearls. One particularly attractive pearl was
red coloured and pear-shaped and about t~- in diameter.
The 1 100-mile trip back to Herford, earned out almost nonstop, ga;e everyone time to look. back on past events: Although
not without mishaps, the exercise had been .ta~en m the true
adventure training spirit and had proved limitless scope for
ingenuity. Apart from diving difficulties, one double-headed
boil was treated successfully, and a "gumrni-box' for underwater photography repaired without tools or proper spares.
Finally many good friends were made, not least by Corporal
Alex Kubu particularly when he learnt that "ciao" (pronounced
chow) me~nt "hello" and not "grub-up I"

Some Rear Li:nhing Experiences
in Southern Arabia among

UNCHARTED SANDS

*

Off-loading-a trick operation
WitJ:i some _reli~f, we eventually reached our landing-place,
Ras R1sut, which 1~ about 20 miles west of Salalah. The beach
here was comparatively sheltered from the heavy swell running
after. the storm, and there _was a small ramp built out of rock
running down the beach mto the sea.
There was .a _R .C.T. p!rty _with us on the L.S.T., who now
set about_ bu1Jdmg two Urufloat" ferries. These are a sort
of raft with a po~erful engine such as is used with a 10 kva
generat<;>r; the ~emes were assembled alongside the L.S.T. each
from nme sections which had to be lifted from the hold by
derrick and lowered into the water.
Our ~chicles were then lifted by derrick one by one onto
the. ferries and taken ashore. 'I}lis ii:i itself was not as simple
as it may sound. There was still qwte a swell even alongside
the ship, and the first " Unifloat " alone t~k 36 hours to
assemble.
One driver (not Royal Signals!) had a slight mishap when he
put a ~-tonner into gear to drive off the ferry, and went backwards mstead of forwards. The vehicle dived off into a couple
of feet of sea water and had to be winched out at low tide.
Eventually, though, we were all complete on shore. The
dnve to ~alalah, along the track locally known as the M.1, was
ea~y 1 particularly to Cooper_ and myself, whose last up-country
dnvmg had been on Exercise "Nomad Mercury" in August.

a noise like an explosion. In the small hours we. struggled to
secure the rest of it by sandbagging the bottom of the walls
and managed to keep it over us.
_But the. next day the rains came! It rained and rained and
ramed. ~mally, before we sank beneath the watery mud the
R.A.F. kmdly gave us shelter _in their. Dhobi Lines among the
laundry boys and the clothes lines, which by now seemed quite
luxurious after the last few days and nights.
We were joined in the Dhobi Lines by the whole S.A.F.
detachment of about 130 men. as their camp had been
completely wrecked by the storm and had to be rebuilt.
It t?Ok us _three days to clear up the stonn damage, including
rCJ?lacmg thirteen radio valves, which kept Lance-Corporal
Miller busy. In fact, however, we had never lost communication
except when the marquee had flattened poqr Ingledew.
All good things end
It was 9uite a disapopintment, having got everything back in
order aipm, to _have Lance-Corporal Howard and Signalman
Row ~rr1'.'e to relieve me and Ingledew, whose head was mending
by this time.
After a couple of days to hand over the stores we left
regretfully on a Beverley for Aden, and regimental routine once
more. Now, I'm looking out for the next detachment.
Apparently I'm booked for an expedition to Socotra in March
-'Yhere's that. map? (And please another of your interesting
write-ups.-Ed1tor.)

~lorse-

Many odd jobs come the way of the Corps. Being rear link
detachment to a Sapper survey party in the remote areas of
Southern Arabia has moments of excitement and · its own
peculiar attractions as Corporal Chisholm of the 15th Regiment
describes so well in this article.

*

despite the roll!ng and pitching. We got to know the Sappers
pretty well durmg that short voyage.

*

The Sapper surveyors based on Aden still _have a lot of w<;>rk
to do making accurate maps of South Arabia and the Persian
Gulf. We have mentioned in earlier reports some anecdotes
from our rear link detachments which accompanied survey
parties last year. Now, the mapping season is on again. H~e
is a report from our detachment based on Salalah, the capital
of the Sultan of Muscat and Oman.
Salalah is, by British standards,. no more than a village. It
stands beside the surf of the Indian Ocean among groves of
date-palms and vegetable plots. Bey;ond th~ is san~ and
gravel desert till the bare rock hills beg~ five miles or so inland.
This is country where the oil comparues are almost the only
outside visitbrs where a row of "thunderboxes" left at a
deserted oilme~'s camp site is a valuable land mark_ to the
survey parties who come after; where !ebels, supphed ~d
encouraged from outside, tried to ~ssassmate the Su~t~n six
months ago, and will snipe at or mme any unwary v~1t~s
especially British. Rear links matter here. No cornmumcatlons
could mean no rations, water, spares, or other. help.
The following report is from Corporal Chisholm, the first
commander of this season's detachment: Off straight into heavy seas

We embarked at Maalla Wharf, Aden, on the Ministry of
Transport L.S.T. Empire Guillemot, which is permanently based
on Aden for running military stores and vehicles up and down
the coast between here and Bahrein. My detachment consist_ed
of two mine-plated long wheelbase FFR Land Rovers, each with
a Cu. We also had an A13 h.p. and one L.P.-new toys to
us which were to prove invaluable. Besides myself there were
Siioalmen Cooper and Ingledew (Telegraph Ope:ators) ~d
Leyland (Radio Operator) and Lance-Corporal Miller (Radio
Technician).
The Sappers were a full troop of a Capta!zi and about I.7
men. They had a Cu and ~~ C13s of their o:wn, but their
signallers had virtually no ability at morse, which, over the
distances facing us would be very necessary.
The voyage to Salalah, about 600 miles, . should have taken
four days but in fact took two more owmg to heavy seas.
Ever beer: aboard a L.S T . in a gale? It's a memorable experience- they're built for cargo capacity rather than comfort I
The vehicle deck was continuously swept by spray, and we had
to stay cooped in our mess deck, trying to play cuds or read
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that would baffle lUnrcoui
Arrived at R.A.F. Salalah, we set-to with the Sappers to
erect tents, and had soon established a Signal Centre in half a
marq1:1ee _and made our first radio contact with Aden.
This link was to work daily schedules to Aden, while a
Sapper C13, operated usually by us, worked CW to the Sultan's
Arm_ed Forces post a few miles away. The SAF operators were
a rruxture of Arabs and Pakistanis, often using antiquated 19
sets. The whole t:affic. of their busy force, with posts separated
b~ hundreds of miles, is handled on a few CW links, apparently
with success-but we reckoned at times that Marconi himself
wouldn't have been able to read their morse !
Once camp was well established, Survey parties were sent
out to points around Salalah.
A 13 distinguishes itself

The next main event was a survey of the Kuria Muria Islands
about 135 miles east, sailing in the R.C.T. L.C.T. Agheila with
our old friends, Sergeant Barnes and Signalman Regan Telegr_aph Operators of 210 R~giment R.C.T. aboard. fugledew
wlth an A13 and Leyland with a C13 went on these amphibious
expeditions. We had expected that Ingledew's A13 would have
relayed through Leyland to communicate with Salalah, but he
managed to keep through direct on low power and an eight-foot
rod. After all, we were sold on the A13 !
I.onsy!
Leyland suffered one drawback on his little Paradise Island
-it was infested with lice, which turned out to be immune to
all counter-measures. We can now report, however, that Leyland
is once more rid of his tiny friends and fit for polite society
again (as fit for it as he was before, anyway).
Soon after this, Cooper was relieved by Salisbury and returned
to Aden and his unique combination of keeping boxing-fit while
apparently living at the !talian Club. He's got stamina, that boy!
The main survey party, with Leyland and Salisbury, now
moved up-country in earnest to the area of Marmul about 120
miles from Salalah, while Ingledew and I stayed at base to
communicate both to them and to Aden. Lance-Corporal Miller
commuted by Beaver aircraft whenever he was needed.

An excess of whul nnd water
The day after they left the cyclone began. The first day it
was just windy. The second day, however, it got much worse.
It brought down the marquee on top of Ingledew and the Cu.
The Cu on its table was flung IO yards and the R.A.F. Officers'
Mess lost its roof. Ingledew had -to have several stitches in his
head, while I and Corporal Winter, a Sapper surveyor, tried to
sort out the mess and contact the other stations to explain the
breakdown in communications.
We moved next to a 18olb. tent, but that night the winds
grew stronger still and the outer cover of the tent took off with
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Something they don't teach a.t Catterich

Ratio RelayGoes to Sea
BY

CORPORAL BLOOD OF THE

15m REGIMENT, ADEN

They don't teach Radio Relaymen at Catterick that they may
find themselves " all at sea " in the literal sense. But it can
happen as Corporal Blood describes so graphically below.
It never occurred to n1e
When H.M.S. Fearless arrived in Aden, with her strange
shape and landing-craft swimming in and out of her stern gate,
it never occurred to me as a Radio-Relayman that I might soon
be working aboard her. As she lay in the harbour, the Telegraph
Operators worked themselves into curious frenzies with D11's
and -teleprinters, and went about muttering about "side-bands "
and "FSK," but I was able to take a calmly detached view of
·things, though I wished I could get aboard to see the inside of
what must obviously be an interesting ship.
I had not long to wait. Quite suddenly (things always seem
to happen this way!) I was ordered to prepare one of our halfton radio relay trailers for embarkation and soon, myself, with
Signalmen Charles and Payne, were waiting at H.M.S. Sheba,
the naval dockyard at Steamer Point, with our trailer. We were
to go aboard, set up our station on the helicopter flight deck,
and provide circuits through another terminal at Steamer Point
into the automatic telephone system.
We drove the trailer onto a LCMG which came from Fearless
to pick us up. LCMGs are the large landing craf.t carried in
the sh!p, and can hold tanks. Ours took us into the dock within
the ship ~hrough the stem gate, from where the trailer was
driven out and up various ramps to the helicopter flight deck.
So, within twenty-four hours of returning to Aden and disgorging our infantry battalion, plus Signalman Charles who
could not resist the temptations of a MPC Course on shore,
Payne and I heard ' weigh anchor" again. We kept our circuit
going until Jebel Shamsan, Aden's highe~t peak, cut us off
from Steamer Point, and then switched off to become complete
sailors.
Mombasa, after .three days' steaming, was wonderful-so
green after the rocks of Aden. It seemed almost unreal. It was
also a wonderful change to be able to walk about the town freely,
after the IS restrictions and curfew in Aden. There were no
grenades waiting at street corners here. Shops, including many
with local carvings, and a sparkling night-life were among the
many attractions, but our money didn't last long!
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They cordoned a village and captured 22 dissidents without a
shot being fired, re-embarked and were. on ·th~ way J;>ack to
Aden by tea-time. We saw the full and impressive business of
personnel and vehicle landing craft, and helicop~er operating
intensively from the ship, radios ~but not ours) going full blast
in all directions, and the Operations Room fully manned and
working.
All this and Mombassn toot
By this time we had been aboard for nearly three weeks and
reckoned this was too good to last much longer. But our luck
was still in, for unknown to us, Captain Vann of 621 Tf?OP
had talked our O.C. into letting us stay aboard for the ship's
forthcoming cruise to Mombasa.

Getting around in the • Pearl of the Orient '

An ex-Harrogate Apprentice - now a
Lance-Corporal - lintls life moves pretty last
in Hong Kong
Lance-Corporal Studd of 253 Squadr.on- he only left . f!ie
Army Apprentice College, Harrogate, m August-finds life
moves pretty fast in his new enviro~ent and fi_nds !I var,iety
of interesting things to do as he descnbes below m this article.
SEABORNE RADIO RELAY DETACHMENT
The author, Corporal Blood, with Signalman Charles.
good reason to smile.

He had

. .,

Baek-six weeks and 3,500 miles Inter
After six days in Mombasa it was time to steam for Aden
again. By this time we had grown used lO sailors asking when
would we produce television from our Yagis.
Rounding Steamer Point again we picked up Lance-Cor~ral
Grozier's familiar voice long before we reached our mooring
(more frantic Yagi-twisting to finish-up with l) and a few days
later we were ashore again, in barracks, and Fearless had gone.
It had been nearly six week and 3,500 miles sailing since we
had first gone aboard. I will never forget my time aboard
Fearless, and particularly the friendliness of her ship's company,
including 621 Troop.
Our small radio relay troop, originally intended for airportable jobs, with spells of helping out 210 Squadron on their
detachments along the Dhala Road, can now claim to be seaborne as well !
J ust a f ew snags
Once on the flight deck, we had a few minor snags to overcome in setting-up. You can't drive pickets into a ship's deck
to stay a radio mast, and we couldn't run a generator of our
own, because of the fire risk. Mains of the right voltage were
hard to find, but eventually these problems were overcome.
Then, we had no 1 + 4, as ours were all in use elsewhere.
However, the technical wi2ards did some mysterious things with
a S + Dx which eventually produced a speech circuit from the
ship's telephone exchange to the one on shore, and thereafter
everything went fine.
We were quickly made at home by 621 Troop, who live
aboard, and who welcomed us w their mess. Payne had some
difficulty in adjusting himself to the daily grog issue. We
wondered if we would ever stop him talking.
We soon settled into the ship's routine. There was plenty
to see and to interest us, if only the novelty of looking at Aden
from the outside, as it were.
Front row sea ts for a mini-ope ra tion
Then, just as we thought we would be told to leave, because
Fearless was due to carry out an amphibious exercise in which
we were to have no part, a new surprise l Plans were changed
again, and we stayed aboard after all. F irst there was a vehicle
landing exercise just off Little Aden, in which we kept "-thi:ough "
to Steamer Point for most of the 24 hours, but had to remember
to nip up on deck and turn the Yagis every time <the ship did a
turn or swung at her single anchor ! Next, Fearless carried out
an operation which followed so quickly that there was nu time
to get rid of us beforehand. The ship steamed several hundred
miles up the coast and landed an infantry battalion at first light.
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USS CONSTELLATION - On flight deck
Lance-Corporal Studd is second from right

Lance-Corporal Clarke prepares a grilled steak assisted by Signalman
Farmer

·.s.

('onstPllation
hips of the U.S. 7th Fleet regularly visit Hong Kong for
R. and R. (rest and recuperation!) from Vietnam. Parties from
253 Squadron have rect:ntly visited the aircraft carrier U.S.S.
Constellation and the crui er U.S.S. Chicago. I toured the
~ons iellarion which is the largest conventionally powered ship
m the world. It weighs 80,000 tons, carries 90 aircraft and a
er~ of 5,000 men. The ship is 25 stories high and its quite
frightening to look over the edge of the flight deck. In fact
it is a small floating city with its own hospital, shops and an
automatic telephone exchange of more than 2,000 lines.
l '.

Sl"f•nrity Patrol
The remote parts of the Colony are visited at regular intervals
by patrols to make sure all is well. It was our turn 1:his month
and we visited a small peninsula not far from the Chinese
border.
The sea trip was rough and it wasn't Jong before a number
of heads were leaning over the side feeding the fishes. We

spent some time looking for a suitable landing place and
eventually found ~ne .wher~, although rocky we managed to
man-.handle our kit, mcluding Crr/R10 radio, ashore. The
remamder of the first day we spent setting up camp and drying
out.
Early next morning we set out for a round tour of the villages.
We ma~ch~d about 10 miles from valley to valley, over bare,
burnt hillside or through dense undergrowth. At each village
we stopped and talked to the people through W.O.II Chu, our
Hong Kong S.S.M., as interpreter. We heard tales about the
rice harvest, floods and hill fires. Some of the coastal villages
wer~ half deserted by fisher folk who found the life too hard or
had their junks and sampans stolen by their fellow countrymen
across the border. " Too close for comfort," they told us! After
a hot and exhausting day we were glad to return to base and
a welcome meal.
The last day we visited one or two more villages and then
r~turned by L.C.M. We arrived back wet, tired and a little
wiser about the problems facing the Chinese farmers and
fishermen .

Faraway Places! Unusual J obs! Why not send us your story?
T he Author, with Signalmen Newton and Peters, admires the view
F.U.;\.

Hong Kong, the " Pearl of the Orient," in autumn is a warm,
dry, sunny 80 °F . What a contrast to the cold Harrogate I left
in August when I passed out from the A.A.S . But it's not just
the weather that is hot in Hong Kong-life moves pretty fast
and there's a stunning variety of things to do.
Adventure Training- Lamma Island
We left the Barracks early one Saturday morning for Lamma
Island, about 5 miles off the mainland . The weather was bright
and sunny, and prospects of an exciting weekend lay ahead.
The L.C.M. took two hours on a blue sea under an even bluer
sky.
Once on Lamma a camp was quickly erected. I t wasn't long
before we had split into two parties and were climbing across
the hills. The views were great and the exercise gave us a good
appetite for the barbecued steak waiting for us back at base.
Sunday we spent swimming and canoeing round the coast, and
all too soon we had to return to camp.
S a n MigQe l Dre w ery
" San Mig " is well known to anyone who has been to Hong
Kong and a trip round the brewery has its own reward. _"J}le
transport was laid on for 2 o'clock but everyone was waiting
in high spirits at 1.45 p.m. J ust the smell of hops was enough
to give us a thirst and by the time we reached the Brewery's
bar everyone was ready for the free drinks which awaited us.
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'f'ec·h11it'ia11s galort•
Should her premier bard and distorter of history, whilst
churning out one of his more bloodthirsty breadwinners in his
haven by the Avon be believed, then one of England's distant .
monarchs who had yet to learn the value of man management
and military strategy must have cried, "A horse! A horse !
My kingdom for a horse!"
Doubtless, that same Shakespeare, in his etheral flittings
above us, is attributing in heavenly scroll a similar lamentation
of Major Frank Partington, monarch of the FRA Signal Squadron.
One envisages clouds full of cherubim and seraphim
fluttering with bated wings as the prose pours forth : "Radio
Technicians l Radio Technicians! My kingdom for some
Radio Technicians!"
The result has been magnificent.
Billboards on railway
cuttings have pleaded: " If you've got to transfer from the
Signals, go to the FRA ! " The Angel-in-Charge Royal Signals
Records, probably under the impression that every technician
sent to rhis location means a little more silver in the lining
of his cloud in later days, posted five men to the Force on
emergency tours. Personnel are now arriving in droves-in
such vast numbers, in fact, that the problem now is where to
house them. Perhaps those miraculous spirits who bent the
full power of their resources to solving our manpower problems could now travail afresh and secure living accommodation worthy of Royal Signals personnel.
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?mergency tour personnel, whilst not volunteering with
qwte the same fervour as normal conscripts are, nevertheless
impressing all with their excessive youthful energy. Kettles:
cups, coffee and rolls have now disappeared from the work
benches, to be replaced with resistors, nuts, bolts, and similar
terrifying paraphernalia associated with technical output.
T h e s o c ial s ide
<?n the soc!fil side, the outlook is bright, with sunnier
periods. Dominoes, draughts, chess and memories can all be
lovingly re-wrapped and re-stowed, as all join rogerher in
dimming the already tarnished reputation of the Force.
Corporals Mick Nixon and Bill Duncan have been contracted
to play football for the FRA, whilst Staff Sergeant Bob Wherry
in his forceful way, has invited Lance-Corporals Dave Bee:
and Dave Wiseman to play in his basketball team. Corporal
Bob Porter tosses a crafty arrow for the Jimmy Club darts
t.am, and Corporal Alan Logie Campbell is shortly expected
to leave personal memories on the rugby pitche of Aden in
his efforts on behalf of the Corps.
S po tli~ h t

on Corpor al Geo r dit• Jlnrris on
It is now some months since any member of the Squadron
suffer~d a portrayal of his character in the e columns. Variou
complaints from several vict:ms that their career prospects had
been eternally blighted by these masterly biographie , coupled
with threats of similar reprisals by a rebel band of WIRF
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'fitcrs has led to the omission of same for many weeks.
C.Orpor;u Geordie Harrison, however, is a person worthy of
mention, regardless of the cost.
.
.
Geordie i captain of the FRA football team, vice-captain
of its basketball team, captain of the Jimmy Club . darts team
and vice-captain of the FRA Club darts te~. W!th all th7se
activitie one wonders how time has permitted him ~o .enioy
the reputation he presently harbours am~ng~t the maionty of
Aden's restauranteurs. Once glance at h1~ lmle blu~ car. ~nd
the shutters go up l This, though, is caused by his nuxmg
with unsavoury company such as is evident in C.Orporals Lofty
Yates and John Ovenell, and 1:-anc7-C.O_rporal Alan Benson,
wh~never he embarks on a protem d1gest1on program~e.
Generous in the extreme with hfa fin9:11ces, GC?rd1e neve_rtheless likes to keep a careful watch _~n his ex~end1ture .. This,
in all probability, accounts for all v!Sltors to his !lat having to
sign 1033s for every ci~arette he offers.. S7rvmg the same
purpose is the Oxfam picture of a starvmg mfant above t~e
lot machine on his toilet door .. In on~'s i;noments of 9,Ulet
pensiveness one can imagine the sign attnbutmg to the childin the same way as the bard attributes ~?e horse .story to
R ichard III-the plea, "Please help ,me.. . qeord1e says:
".Would you Jeed that boy? Well, don t d1scnmmate between
him and me.
Rehearsals are now in progress for ~e du~logue he an~ his
wife Isobel are formulating called
A Midsummer Nights
scr:am " which is due for general release in late March.
His latest fad-<:hatting to grannie through th~ ?1ed~urn of
a tumbler and a complicated set of letters and d1~1ts-1s very
popular. C.Ordial invitations are tendere? to all with problei;ns
unsolved to partake of this brook of wisdom, on the prCIIll~e
that present actions may be goverened by knowledge of c~rtam
future events. Asked by Geordie if I should marry, a~d 1f so,
to name the date of marriage and the parmer, granme came
up trumps. I look forward to marrying a wench named Norma
on 5th February, 1944 l

Th~ Signals Adviser recently drew his. own beret fFOm the
stores and was unwise enough to menuon th~t he mten?ed
shrmking it. Receiving dire warnings that. this was agamst
military regulations, he proceeded so to d? 1 with the cag~y comment that the FRA did not follow Bnush Army rulmgs on
this point.
He looks fine to give him his due, in his snugly-fitting green
beret. The b;dge, however, ruins the effect, since it shows
distinct signs of ru t. This, thou~h, is i;io fault of the stores
section. H ad h e not rebuked his clenc so soundly a few
moments earlier Major Partington could well have dJScovered
in time that, w'hen shrinking bis beri:t it was ~ot ne~essary
to shrink the cap badge to correspondmg proportlons, smce 1t
was small enough to 'fit on anyway.
A lurki11g danger
As these notes are being scribed, news has been received
that the FRA Signal Squadron is no more. It has bee? replaced by the FRA Signal Regime?t. Doubtless th~re w~ be
a parade. Doubtless, too, there will be nume~ous mspe~ttons,
and doubtless, too, protocol will demand a lund descnpuon ?f
Arabs and British fainting in the sun as the speeches congeal m
the atmosphere. Heaven forbid that I shall write it, for to do
so I shall have to attend them l
:!lllllllllltrlllllllllllltUIUllllllllllHUUUlllllUtllllllllllllllllHllllUUlllfllllllllUllllllJ:
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Fnrewells in gny Jimnt:"' Club setting
The Jimmy Club recently set the scene for two farewell
parties. The first, in honour of Lance-Corporal and Mrs.
Trevor Burgess, plus son Barry, "'.ho ha~ b7en th~ Squa<lf?n
mascot since his arrival, was a typically hqUJd affair. Despite
their tour with the Squadron, Trevor and Audrey have held
a succession of extremely good parties. As a result, applications have always oumumbered invitations to celebrations at
the Chez Burgess and the rumour that Trevor was holding a
party produced a' scramble for tickets.
Variety has always been the keynote of their success. LanceC.Orporal Ted Wray, for jnstance, gave several demonstrations
of his diving <ecbnique at Trevor's Christmas party last year.
The fact that he was doing so from the 13th storey of a block
of flats added certain spices lacking from his more orthodox
displays.
But I digress, for the subject in hand sh~uld. be fa~ewell
parties in the Jimmy Club. The Burgess affair differed m no
respect from that of countless parties preceding it, and closely
paralleled its successor, which was a goodbye splurge for Staff
Sergeant and Mrs. Frank Williams. . On both occ~sions, be~rs,
spins, snacks and childre? all d1sappear~d w1rh . alarmmg
alacrity early in the proceedmgs, all reappearmg later m less refined states.
Ovenell in Oam4-'11
Possibly the departure of Frank Williams from the Gaysh
stirred painful pangs of parting in colleague John Ovenell's
breast, for he was blazing merrily in his bed when a passing
Samaritan, noticing the noxious fumes, and satisfying himself
that Ovenell's emporium was not in fact a crematorium, doused
the flames before they reached Ovenell's breath, with the deft
appb:ation of a dozen buckets of sand, which all but doused
John, too. John, inc!dentally, has recently ~ormed the habit. of
smoking his fountain pen when deep m thought, whilst
clipping his cigarette to his jacket 'PQCket, so it may well be
that he intends a Viking funeral at all costs.
Saga of a beret
The Force has recently been issued with green berets in
lieu of the regulation blue of the Royal Corps. One does, of
course, get black looks from all ranks of 45 Commando, R.M.,
but can save oneself any embarrassment when meeting tbe real
thing by looking the other way, as the necessity arises.
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209 SQUADllON, COLCHESTER
,\.11 exercise-but with that certain difference%

These notes come from the frozen " borderlands " of the
Otterbum training area, where the Squadron are at present
on exercise. T~e advance party moved up on 1st November
and the followmg day they had to cope with a blizzard.
Fortunately, this _is ~n exercise wit~ _a di~ercnce-we are doing
control commumcat1ons and admm1strat1on, and so can disappear at night to the warmth of coke stoves and heated
billets.
We have had several film shows, and untapped talent was
discovered in the Defence and Employment Platoon when the
~und failed, and after the expert had looked, Private Cooper
" poked a wire in the socket and out came the sound.' '
. · • rtln sidelights • • •
In the sporting line, the Squadron has unfortunately been
knocked out of the Army Cup rugby by the Grenadier Guards
but we aim to do better at soccer. An inter-Troop six-a-sid~
lmckey tournament was held in October, though the final has
sull to be played on return from Otterburn. We congratulate
Sergeant McLean on being selected to play for the Corps
Hockey Team this year.
On. our return . to Colchester, we look forward to starting
the wmter upgradmg courses and also, of course, our Christmas
leave I

E

Like the Dotlo we are now tleatl!
THIS is our last contribution to THE WIRE. We
finally disband on 12th Decem1?er and this i~ i;herefore a fitting time to review our history and origms.
We started as 6o6 Troop in Brunei, with ha small
detachment in Kuching. On 16th May, 19 64, t e troop
crossed · the water to Labuan to prepare for the build-up
of the Joint Headquaners. In July 1964 our members
swelled and we became 266 Squadron. Gradually we
were strengthened by Naval and R.A F . Signallers and,
in June 1965, became the Joint Commun!cation Unit
Borneo with off-shoots at Tawau and Kuchmg.
. tl
When one considers that our annual turnover was 1It e
under three hundred men, there must be many of the
Corps who can look back a little wistfully to their year
with the Joint C.Ommunication Unit in Borneo..
We would like to thank all those who by their efforts
made this integrated Unit a practical 3!1d effective wa_y
of providing communications for a Jomt Force. This
would not have been possible without the whol7-hearted
co-operation of the men from the three Services who
served in JCUB.
Like the Dodo we are now dead. However, most of
us realise that integration is here to stay and that some
of us may be reincarnated into another ' Joint Unit.'
Like S. A. C. Cassidy (see last month's WIRE) we hope
that this will occur in the Bahamas.
Finally, may we wish all of you a Happy New Year I
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H.Q. Royal Stgnals, Malta and Libya
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23:i SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. SI
Prt,sentntlon to l\fr. J. Jlnr111an on his reti.rentent
An unusual ceremony took place in the canteen, at Fort
Bingemma, Malta, on Wednesday, 16th November. The
Officer Commanding 235 Squadron (COMCAN), Major C. S.
Galbraith, was there to present a farewell gift to Mr. Jack
Hannan, a Malta-based Supervisor 'A,' who was retiring.
Mr. Jack Harman enlisted in the Royal Navy in 1922. During
his service he came to know and like Malta. At the end of 12
years service he left rhe Navy and, in 1955, settled in Malta
where he worked with various engineering firms.
In 1940 he answered an advertisement for employment with
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the ~tary, to work in the H.Q. Signal Office at Lascari . He
yery qm~l_dy made his _m ark and was almost immediately placed
m a pos1t1on of authonty and became responsible for the handling of official mail, a job which subsequently passed to the R.E.
From these modest beginnings, Mr. Hannan trained himself
in Signal Office working and, before long, found himself in
uniform once again. His experiences during the war, the many
Royal Signals personalities who must have known him at that
time, make another story which only he knows. However, it
is certain that he became a most important factor in the
efficient running of the Signal Centre.
After reverting to civilian status in 1946, he remained in the
same job and, at the time of the Suez crisis, was instrumental
in engaging additional civilian operator personnel. These times
were again hectic for him and be shouldered considerable
responsibilities, making great efforts to clear traffic which had
been channelled to Malta for the Units engaged in the operation.
There was much evidence at this time of his sound judgment
and initiative.
When the Tape Relay Centre opened at Fort Biniemma,
he did a tremendous amount to make it a going concern. Advised
in the first instance that there would be a 'settling-in' period,
he quickly became aware that this was not to be and the station
immediately began to handle traffic. Again, he showed a fine
administrative and technical control during this difficult period.
Of recent years he has been employed as a shift Duty Signal
Officer and, in this capacity, has shown both an excellent
knowledge of Tape Relay working and equally sound qualities
of leadership.
It is only advancing years which have now made Mr. Jack
Harman leave his present job. It is a fine record to have served
the Crown for 38 years and we feel that our parting gift to him
indicated not onfy our regard but also that of all signallers
who had known and worked with him during the last 26 years.
He was very surprised and deeply moved by the presentation
which consisted of a suitably engraved, sterling silver cigarette
box, a silver table lighter and two silver ash trays, each of
which had a reproduction of 1756 De Rohan Maltese coin set
in the middle.

2S3 S(tUADHON, D.F.P.O. J
Variety is the spice of life
Hong Kong provides many interesting aspects of line work.
This has been demonstrat d recently by recent tasks to repair
submarine cables across the harbour and laying cable in the
new road tunnel to the ew Territories
It's the first time our administrative officer, Major Hewson,
has held pay parade in a manhole and he tells the story
below:Of the nine "dragons " which separate New Kowloon
from the Tew Territories the most fearsome is Lion Rock.
This dragon now has a hole punched through its middle
giving direct access to Sha Tin. To add to the Lion's troubles,
it now carries two five-foot water mains (part of the Plover
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FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL
41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district, also sheet music and
musical instruments.
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OC 235 Signal Squadron (COMCAN)., making presentation to
Mr. J. Harman on his retirement. (left to Right) Mr. J. Harman,
Major N. Macleod, Major C. S. Galbraith, O.C. 235 Signal Squadron
(COMCAN).
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Signalman Farmer (back to camera), Corporal Wong Fook Yu ,
Corporal Poon Wai Yin and -Signalman Chung Yung Chuen
confer at the end of the haul
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Cove cheme) in its belly: these r un under the road in
concrete trenches, access to which is by removing concrete
blocks set at 500-yard intervals in the road.
F urther surgery was performed upon the luckless Lion by
K owloon Signal Troop (Workshops), who ran (literally, at
time !) a 54-pair armoured cable along the whole 1,500
yards of trench under the road.
From a layman's point of view, the operati n was fun to
watch. On arrival (with the all-important pay I ) the only
visible signs of activity were a cable drum mounted on its
jacks and T echnical Supervisor Wan Yung Gai, smiling as
usual. " Where are the men ?" I asked . The smile broadened
and Wan Yung Gai pointed to the hole in the road. With
some trepidation I lowered myself into the dark pit. At that
moment a whistle blew and the lion began to roar. Fifty
ghost-like forms peeled off a queue of men, each man in tum
grasping the cable, moving forward with it as it entered the
trench. T wo hundred yards were quickly run out in this way
before the man-power was used up.
From now on it was a long, steady haul, with the men
sharing the burden of some three tons weight. Eventually
Signalman Farmer hove into view with the cable-end over
his shoulder. The long haul was over !
Night C:lub party

Signalmen Peters and Hoare entertain
Little excuse is needed in Hong Kong for having a party. The
presence of Brigadier Tucker, Colonel Gurkha Signals, was
more than enough justification for having a night out. The
occasion was also used to raise some money for t he PR!.
The local NAAFI Club was taken over for the evening and
turned into a Night Club. A " with it '' group was hired from
1st Bn. The Queens Own Buffs and Signalmen Peters and Hoare
provided vocal numbers.
Many Penerous business people in Hong Kong had subscribed
to the Grand Draw and over thirty prizes were presented free.
These included a weekend for two at a local hotel, dinners for
two at other hotels, a flight over the Colony, and a telephone
call on Christmas Eve to U .K. Prizes were drawn at intervals
throughout the night.
The surprise of the evening was the cabaret. A charming
Japanese dancer showed us all the tricks of belly dancing. Since
then she has been in great demand at many military functions.
The Chung Ying Wong troupe and their children then gave
us half an hour's acrobatic entertainment. The children
especially were great troupers and received enormous applause.
What more can you want for $2.ooH.K. (2s. 6d.) entrance fee!

time, the inside of the T RC was enlarged so as to be able
to accept an 1 00 per. cent increase in equipment and personnel. As the dead line of 15th October approached vir in
to~er an? feeder route poles stood, but, due to the s~ame~'s
~mkc1d mSmus antennae ~ nd feeder ~outes. The stores arrived ·
m m1 .- eptember and. 1D 22 workmg days, 16 triple curtain
rhomb1cs, 13 caged dipoles and 33 feeder routes were constructed by a grand t~ am of antenna riggers consisting of our
fwn five, together with four from 14th Regiment and five
rom R.A.F., H enlow. This mixed bag worked enthusiastically
under. Sergeant Horne to antenna specifications calculated by
Captam (T.\).T.) A. Williams, and produced a well-constructed
and ~mpress1ve field. . In. all, the antenna project consumed
miles o~ copper wire, mvolved the riggers climbing a total
o eight mile~, and ? eces.sita ted our T.O:r. taking logs or antilogs 4,000 umes-1s this a record?

sr

A group from Garrison Signal Troop enjoy t he part y : (Left to
Right) Corporal Cunliffe, Mrs. Cowley, Corporal Cowley, LanceCorporal Dud ley, Miss Silsby, Signal man Hoare, Mrs. Cunliffe."
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Some p e r s onalltles w ho make this month's n e w s
Our notes this month feature personalities. First Signalman
Clayton, whose photogenic face appears in " Special Mention "
column, page 3. He is being given a token of appreciation
by the local representative of the Christian D emocratic
Party (CDU) for the pan he took in catching a thief who
tried to break into their offices. D enis Clayton was passing
the spot when he heard some glass smashed. H e chased the
thief away, raised the alarm and later identified the thief when
caught. When the O.C., having pointed out that the CDU
could be equated with the Conservative or Liberal Party,
asked Clayton which U .K. party he supported, he replied
" Scottish N ationalist." This was much appreciated by t he
CDU representative as a typical example of British h umour!
The latest arrival to make bis personality felt is S.S M .
"' Dai Boy" Bunston. Seniors' early morning drill parades
have ensured his popularity in the Sergeants' Mess, and Signalmen have been heard to talk about him after their parades
too !
Congratulations to Corporals "Tiny" Godwin and " Ossie "
Osbourne, who succeeded (where many failed) on their recent
line technician TI course. In the field of technical personalities
we have said farewell to 0.C. " M " T roop, W .O.II (F . of S.)
Mainwaring (he of the really comfortable caravan sometimes
disguised as a radio repair wagon) and Corporal "Tubby"
Matthews, who bas done much for the Squadron, both on
the exercise and rugger field.
Second-Lieutenant "' Danny" Fisher has fractured his finger
at rugger, which has cramped his style a bit at this aµd
other activities. One of these activities was his five-hour mapreading exercise last week which lasted from 17.00 until 12.30
hours next day-finger trouble?
SQUADRON (COMC:AN)
D.F.P.O. 53
As far as WIRE notes are concerned, we periodically come
out of a deep literary fade, print a digest of our latest achievements and then retire smugly. The urge to write again is upon
us (actually., we're being prodded), so here goes.
During the past eight months our TRC bas undergone extensive structural alterations, and our Receiver Site antenna
field considerably enlarged. These changes have been nece3sary in order to enable our R.A.F. counterpart (Comcen,
Cyprus) to remove from their site at Ayios Nikolaos and
colocate with us here in Episkopi.
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The New Antenna Field
Work commenced in February with bulldozers and operators
from 33 Field Squadron, R.E., clearing scrub for the new
antenna field.
The Sappers then became spider-men and
erected twenty-seven xsoft. and 105ft. towers. Art the same

orklng a link with 11.M.S. F earless
.During September we had an opportunity to work a link
wnh H.~.S: Fearless and. its associated 621 Signal Troop.
C~mmumcauon ~as established at a distance of 1,000 miles,
using a folded d ipole and 4 kw. transmitter A daily traffic
schedule. too.k place, usin!jt RATT and CW until Fearless reached
her dest11?at1on, 2,000 miles away. The exercise was successful
and t e link used to pass live signal traffic.
S porting R ecap
And now on .to sport and a !ecap of activity over the past
few months, which has res~lted m us once again coming second
m C.S.O. Cyprus Champion Squadron Competition.
~ugby.-Th~ Squadron, which has high percentage of
shift workers, 1s unable to field a full XV regularly enough to
ent.e r a. league, so the dc:votees of rugby play for R.A.F .,
Ep1skop1. In a . recent charity match, Episkopi versus Akrotiri,
Corpor~ Sc?zie1der and qor.i~oral I:-ewis were selected to play
for Ep1skop1, from all uruts mcluding United Nations Forces.
Hockey.- The season has started well with a total of 24
goals for and only 2 against in the firs{ five matches. The
stars have bec:n Staff Sergeant Angell, Mr. Bradwell (COM~ Te~cian) and Corporal White. Last year the team
did e yeryth~g except score, but a new forward line has
~emedied this.

Cricket.-The cricket team also did well to get to the
of the Minor Units Cup, and to come third in
the Station L eague, and the semi-finals of the Station Cu
Corporal Harper. and Corporal Linderbringhs were select~
for the .Army ~s. One match the Squadron did not win
was agamst the w1".es. As ~e picture shows, this was certainly
a move tow~ds bnghter cncket. The wives' teain also played
the R.A.F. Wl'~es and W.R.A.C., and although they were beaten
on both occasions, there was never a dull moment.
q u arter-~nal s

Tallpleee
We run several COMCEN operator upgrading courses each
ye~ and o~ depen?~ce. on the Boddington automatic routing
equipment TARE Justifies. a mention in the syllabus. As
the cartoon shows, we're a little hazy on its circuitry. (With
thanks to the artist, Mr. Parker).

,.. Soccer. -Here, .too, the season started with a bang, the first
league match being won 9--0. Four out of five friendly
matches have resulted in wins for the Squadron. Lance-Corporal
Whatmough, the captain, has already forged a team that should
have a very sucessful season. Corporal Linderbringhs, Corporal
Harper and Mr. Stuart (CqM~N Technician) were all in
the. t~ la~t year, and thelT skill has proved invaluable in
achieving this early success.
Sailing.-Corporal McCulloch has achieved his " A " helm,
and has done a great deal of work on the Royal Signals' Albacore. He has represented the Army (Cyprus) the Squadron
and the I.S.Y.C., Episkopi, in recent team ~atcbes. Staff
Sergeant Wh~eler, our new S.Q.M.S., came with an " A "
helm and will take over as syndicate leader on Corporal
McCulloch's departure. Sergeant Hanman and Corporal Hill
have shown much ~nthusi~ sm and will be taking their "C '.'
hc;lm tests soon . ~m ce wmter is .on us, the sailing fraternity
will soon start haVIDg to wear shirts against the chill.
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Climbing.-This activity is going from strength to strength
~ergc:iint Byr~e. and Sergeant Law have both shown great initia~
uve m organm ng meets. Now some thirty members of the
Squadron .have been on expeditions to Jameson's Rocks or
the Kyrema ~ange. _These expeditions last a week-end and include some s1ghtseemg as well as strenuous climbing. The
ch~ate and the ~xcellent P.R.I. tent equipment take all the
pam out of carnpmg.
'
.Swimming.--Since the C.S.O.'s Cup, the unit has entered
WI~ 26.1 and 262 ~quadrons, ~e Army (Cyprus) Major Unit~
Sw~g Compeuuon. _This combined team exceeded all
expectauons to come third. Corporal Linderbringhs and
Corporal. McCulloch showed their flexibility in coping with
a pool-side team selection.
Shooting.-In the Cyprus District Meet, on 11th November
the Squadron team .came fourth in the S.M.G. and seventh
overall, out of. the; e1ghtee:i;i t~a!Ils con:ipeting. Sergeant Ainge
excelled by wmrung the md1v1dual rifle competition.
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259 SIGNAL SQUADRON WIVES CRICKET TEAM

(Bock row) (left to Right) Mrs. Complin, Mrs. Symonds, Mrs. Scott,
Mrs. Conway, Mrs. Healey.
(Front row) (left to Right) Mrs. Linderbringhs, Mrs. Harper, Mrs.
Heath, Mrs. Hughes, Mrs. Brown.
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~ce _we bad arrived the work of restoration of cable com-

m~1cations

got .UD:<fer way. After a while Signalman Doig was
noticed to be m1ssmg. J:Ie was found standing on a roof with
~e gale. force (Olympus is 6,ooo ft. above) wind bowling around
him; said he w~uldi;i't crawl through a drain dragging a cable
for a nyone~dram size ? Oh, about 18 x 24 inches.
Sp~cul ation was rife over how long Corporal Woodward could
remam aloft on a very long .and shaky ladder in the strong
wind that was blowing. He was safe enough though who
woul9n' t be wi~b . Signalman Clegg (recently ~eturned from
marriage lea ve mc1dentally) providing the stabilizing factorwho says F ield Troop need extra P.T.?
A good day's work was rather spoilt by heavv rain at the
end . Ah well, back to the farewell parties and farewell parties
and farewell par-ties . . .

~

1

H.Q. MARITHD~ GROUP, R.(;.T.

The "Man" and his bus
(See Special Mention Column)
262 SQUADllOX

(CYPllUS)

From the sunshine of Cyprus we offer a brief insight into
three varied subjects of activity in'f~lving members of the
Squadron. Firstly by way of recogn1uon: -

The mini-bus and it's mru1
Mini-buses are very much like pet dogs. The ~p~essio~
they create on others is very much dependent on their man.
This is very true of our Squadron which has owned. a Nuffield
Trust Bus for quite some time. For a long ume it was unhealthy in appearance with a dull coat ca~sed by ~eglec:t. It
was more VOK, a term whi<;:h can be app!1ed -to carunes if the
word ' Veterinarily ' is subsmuted for vehicle.
It was an unpopular iten;i, lirtle _used ~d al;ways a problem.
The remedy seemed impossible unul the man was found who
proved that he had the same affection for mini-buses as a dog's
' man' has for canines.
.
Signalman Peter Sale took over the bus and ~e .i;r~sformauon
was remarkable. It's coat became glossy and _its iomts stopP"...d
creaking. It literally bounded about covermg hundreds of
trouble-free miles. Ir has only temporary VOR problems ~d
has more than paid its way. Alwa)'.S ~culate when appearing
on derails, its passengers ~e r_eadily Jropressed when they step
into its carpeted spotless mter1or.
.
.
What of the 'man' who has effected this tr~sformauon.
Signalman Peter Sale is a soldier of six years' service who. takc:s
the same pride in his personal apP"....arance as he does m J:iis
mini-bus. Not only does he give prompt and courteous s_erv1ce
ro all passengers bur he also eni;:o~ages further ~e of his bus
but knowing where to go and blS JOUfneys have b~en long and
varied making many passengers' knowled~e of Cyprus fuller
than it would otherwise have been. A radio-operator by_ trade
he is never happier than when he is at the wheel of his bus
with a fare-paying cargo. He is a keen sportSman whose effo~ts
on the field are as energetic and successful as !!hey are with
hisAsbus.
. efforts w h 1c
" h h a".e h elped
a unit we are grateful for his
to widen our shop window with his mini-bus. All this as you
may imagine has not yet been achieved wi,t hout a lot of hard
work, personal effort and, indeed, one may trutbfupy say,
affection, which makes the :vriter. feel he may be forg~ven . f~r
adopting bis theme and calling Signalman Sale our urut mm1buses 'man.'
Unique signals 1•ublic address system

Within the last year 262 Squadron (Cyprus) have r~ceived
the first of a new type of public address system for Service use
which is so superior to its predecessors as t? mak_e them .seem
by comparison totally inadequate. In fact this eqwpment is. •the
first of only three scheduled for world-wide issue and thus is at
present unique.
..
·
f
So far the equipment has been uuhz.ed at a large variety .o
functions with unfailing success meeung all demands on lts
performance. Those who . att~nded the Dhekelia Guy Fawkes
celebrations, the Cyprus District shoot or heard the C?mmi:ntary
at H.Q. Cyprus District (Rear) or the Red Arrow flymg display

A.LS. No. 23 - an excellent piece of equipment

will bear witness to i·ts effectiveness. Ir has also made appearances at Army meetings, unit swimmi~g galas, yacht club
regattas, 9th Regiment Jubilee celebrauo~ and a. CENTO
demonstration of air sea rescue and bombmg techniques.
To two members of 262 Squadron has fallen the duty .of
operation of !!he new equipment. The great .demand.s for ltS
use have been fully met by Lance-Coip<?~l Mo~ and S1~alman
Cowling mostly in their "off duty" um~ wh~ch has ~volved
considerable sacrifice on their part. Desplt~ this ~e equ1pment
is readily available for any suitable function subiect to early
booking. The fullness of programme c3:n be seen from the fact
that over one period of 20 days it was m use on IO.
For rhe technically minded the system is a modified ver~on
of a commercial apparatus manufactur~ by T~o_Y. It consists
of a 50 watt AF amplifier with movmg coil nucrophon~, a
100 watt tripod mounted horn speaker an~ two 20 watt _cab~et
magnet speakers which can be us_ed m any combmauon.
Alternatively the amplifier may be dnven by gr~mophone, tape
recorder or commercial receiver. It. has a maximum range of
clear speech in excess of a half mile over a fr~ntag~ of 300
yards-and this using only the horn sp~aker. It _is smtable for
both external and internal use from e1th~r roams or. ba~terr,
power. Due to demands for 1;1se and the n?n-rugf?;edtSat.ion
of the system it has 1;>een vehicle mounted with ancillary Hems
fitted in a trailer specially modified by 48 Command Workshops
R.E.M.E.
Lastly, one drawback to the user ~esul~ from ~e quality of
the system-good microphone techniqu~ 1s essential .for good
results. One word of warning also-switch o~ t~e microphone
when not in use-it is sensitive to speech withm a radius of
about I 5 feet-need more be said?
FIELD TROOP

Moments on the range
Field Troop has again had a busy month. 'rh;e ~th-10th
November saw us providing the: telephone commumcauons f?r
the Cyprus District Rifle Meetmg. The fact that other uruts
manned the handsets had some rather unforrnnate res~ts_. 1;
certain Infantry Officer was heard to complam of _a live
phone and •• faulty " line. It's a pity no-one told him not to
hold the terminals! Still, as our Squadron team later remarked,
he made a first class fig eleven 't arget.
At the start we had a great d~l of trouble with the main
line to Dhekelia Exchange. Complamts were showered upon us I
We would still like to know who drove that 3-tonner through
our carefully marked line !
Labour on Olym1•us
Help! came the cry from Olympus an9 on~<: again F~eld
Troop was on the ready-before dawi;i ! _Still spmts _were high,
but after a while on the narrow wmdmg mountam roads a
certain disquiet descended on the members of the Troop. After
all, these farewell parties do take a lot out of a chap!

W.0.11 G. Slater, i/c Royal Signals element, writes with a
pleasant touch of humour of signal affairs in his kingdom.
Assiduo~s perusal of T~ WIR~ has indicated that space is
at a prenuum these days, with a high standard of notes jostling
each other off the pages. I t-u-t the E-it-r -s n-t ruthless. To
work!
Although we have two vessels being de-barnacled, two more
vessels are struggling through the sort of weather normally
depicted on lifeboat appeal pictures.
Hazards of tile ocean
Far from skulking in Headquarters, most of our lads seem to
prefer the hazards of the ocean even if only to get away from
m~ ! There must be some other recompense, however, and I
thmk that one of the main attractions is the food (volunteers,
please note). It must be nourishing in the extreme (provided
that you can keep it down) and I can quote figures to prove it.
Si~alman Harrison's. figure and Signalman Le Breton's figure.
Signalman H. Harrison has to reverse out of the signals cabin
because if he tries to turn around he switches everything off!
Rumour has it that with a quick Spanish tango movement he
is on the distress frequency. However, with the 41 pounds he
recently donated to H.M. Customs and Excise I'm sure he feels
the difference in weight, even if only pocket-wise.
Always a suitable alibi
If 24th Regiment see, in January, a small snowball-like figure
rolling up for an All upgrading course, it will be Signalman
Le Breton, our Michelin man (if he is not too tyred). Please,
24, do nor deflate him too much !
With half our communication set-up in Gosport and half in
Portsmouth (awaiting the erection of a new Signal Centre to
house the who!:) it is an odd estabEshment to supervise. A
ferry ride between or a twenty-five mile road journey, but with
the able help of Sergeant "Larry the Lamb" McGonagle it
works with the minimum of hitches. There are compensations,
mind you. When someone wants me in Gosport, I'm in Portsmouth, and vice versa. Why couldn't such a situation exist
through the summer-my handicap would be on a par with
Palmer's.
On: of our vessels, the R.C.T. v. Agheila, is ploughing its
way from Aden back to U.K., racing against tide, wind and
the fates to arrive in good time for Christmas. Soon they will
be delving deep into their kitbags for their duffel coats. The
amazing, nay astounding, thing is that they are racing willingly
back to this weather. No accounting for tastes.
A clmllenging a11ngran1
We were interested to read in November/December WIRE
about Joint working and Penguins, Pongos and Fish Heads.
This caused some speculation in nam ing our Maritime Group
types and the obvious was a combination of Pongo and Fish
Head. We did consider including Penguin into this in respect
of the Hovercraft units but thought it not quite fair .
It was dec:d~d that the only recourse was to form an anagram
of the words " Pongo " and " Fish Head.'' Miss Prince of the
twinkling fingers came up with "Dashing of Hope "-good,
but a bit depressing. "Had sign of hope" was a progression.
Any suggestions?
Felicitar:ons from all at Maritime Group for the coming
festive season and the New Year.
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FORCE SIGNALS PRESENTATION
All Signallers of the Force recently contributed to purchase of a special bed for
the home for Cypriot children at Kyrenia. On 7 November, the CSO and Signals representatives of contingents pre.sented the bed. Our photo1raph shows,
uft to Right, the CSO lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Wythe, the Force Yeoman of
Signals, WO 2 H. Brown, the Gl Sicnals. Commandant E.T. O"Brien of the Irish
Signal Corps. and some staff and children. Unfortunately, Serceant P. W. Licht,
of the Danish Signal Corps, moved his head at the wron1 time l The younc lady
on the right.is NOT a member of the U.N. Force, althouch someone has lost
a hat!

644 TROOP, D.F.P.O. 667

Greetings to those who llave served with us
As personnel of 644 change at six-monthly
fl.-~
intervals there must be many who will read
~
these notes who have served with UNFICYP
~
recently. To those people we send greetings
, ,with these items of news.
The present ' rotation ' took up residence at
Nicosia airport at the end of June to begin their tour. We soon
found our way round: we had to, as our predecessors left us
within a week of our arrival, and we left on our own to communicate with the six different contingents in this United
Nations Force. This did not present any great problems, but
one or two of the operators wondered why they had Canadian
speaking Danes, Swedes and Finns until they were told about
the special rear link detachments with these contingents.
The troop said farewell to one or two old friends of the
previous rotation who had stayed on to look after us until we
were settled in. Commandant Noel Sloan of Ireland, the Gz
in C.S O.'s branch, was well and truly seen off the premises
of the Mercury Club in a very ' mercurial ' state. His splendid
plaque hangs in the Club now as a reminder to all who may
have known him, if that is necessary. Staff Wbitall and Sergeant
Webber left soon afterwards and we are all grateful to them for
showing us the ropes before leaving.
Our soccer gladiators do well
We have done well in our external activities and have formed
soccer, hockey and basketball teams. One or two of the soccer
gladiators have found places in the Force H.Q. occer team,
which plays a good standard of football against some of the
major units down in the Sovereign Bases.
The Mercury Club has had a face-lift since we arrived, and
all those who have had a hand in it are to be congratulated on
a very fine job. I think that our special thanks should be
recorded here to Captain McKirgan, the camp Q.M., who, as
a true m:mber of the Corps, has been so helpful to us. His
assistance in the Mercury Club has been invaluable.
On Saturday, 22nd October the club committee organised a
most successful all ranks' dance. This turned our to be the
social event of the half year, and was the subject of a aturday
'night out' programme on the B.F.B.S. It was reckoned that
almost 500 persons attended the event, which wa· held in the
dining ball. Again, congratulations are in order to Staff Sergeant
Brewer and the club committee for an excellent even:.Ug May
the many friendships made on that night prosper.
We were all v ry sorry when we heard that Major (Tfc) Clarke
had to leave us a little before the end of his si.."< months. We
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hope that the more temperate (?) climate of north-west Europe
in the winter will suit his particular complaint. We welcome
L ieutenant Reid who has come to take his .lace in the troop.
T ime marches on, and soon we too will b e leaving sunny
Cyprus. Mo t of us will be return ing to our parent units, but
one or two are staying on for another six or twelve mon hs.
Sageant Orton will never forget the urgent signal we had to
send to him by courtesy of 8th Regiment while he was on leave
in U.K. It is strange that a man of his experience should have
volunteered for anything, especially a posting. When he learnt
that it was to be another twelve months unaccompanied tour
omewhere else he immediately lost a stone in weight and
ettled for an extension at 644.
A few days ago we had a flying visit by Lieutenant Forge
who is to be the next O.C., in December. We now have a very
worried O.C. who is wondering what impressions of the troop,
the United Nations and Cyprus, Lieutenant Forge has ta.ken
back with him. In fact Captain Bygrave has been seen wandering
around the Headquarters humming •Will ye no come back
again ' for several days now: so are one or two members of the
troop who heard that Lieutenant Forge was going to give a
talk to the new troop on what to CAlJCCt when they get here.
If they enjoy their tour with the U.N. as much as most of us
have, then they will have a very good time and the satisfaction
of knowing that they are doing a worthwhile job of
communicating.

EX-BOYS'

REU1'""10N

An enjoyable evening with 160 present

The twelfth annual ex-Boys' reunion was held on the 22nd
October at the 41st Regiment (T.A.) (Princess Louise's
Kensington Regiment) T A. Centre in Hammersmith and was
a most enjoyable occasion.
The Master of Signals, Major General Sir William Scott,
was unfortunately indisposed and unable to attend. The
Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier C. H. Stoneley,
and Mrs. Stoneley were guests of honour. It was a great
pleasure to have them with us. We were very sorry that our
President, Colone.I J. R Piddington, was unable to join us owing
to ill health. All ex-Boys wish him a speedy recovery.

From fnr afield
Of the l6o P"'..Ople who were present, and correct, some had
travelled from as far afield as Cumberland, Yorkshire and Dorset.
Space will not permit me to name them all but the oldest, we
believe, was our indefatigable friend Jock Terrell and the
youngest, Signalman Pryor. Some of the other notable characters
were Colonel T . Boileau, Tommy Blades, Bill Solly, Freddie
Strange, who did so much in the earlier years to promote
successful gatherings of ex-Boys, Frank Mansfield, and a new
face at the reunions, well remembered by old " F " Company
Boys, Major " Skin" Turner, who came along with Major
Gatford.
It was a happy if nostalgic evening. The beer flowed freely
as did the conversation and there were many old friends with
so much to talk about. \Ve were pleased to see so many wives
present this year and the music provided by a Quartet gave
some of the livelier souls an opportunity to •shake a nifty.'
It was with sorrow that we heard that Ted Cornish who was
expected to attend the reunion bad suffered a stroke on the
morning of 22nd October and regret to report that he died on
24th October. A wreath was sent on behalf of the ex-Boys and
our condolences go to Mrs. Comish on this sad occasion.
Thanks
Our thanks go to the Chairman, Major (Q.M.) K . Uttley, for
all the work and enthusiasm he put into organising this
memorable evening. Our thanks are also due to LieutenantColonel K . D. Adcock, Commanding Officer of 41st Regimen t,
for kindly granting permission for us to use the Drill Hall and
also to the Permanent Staff for all their wonderful help.
I am sure that all ex-Boys and guests present at the Reunion
will join in a vote of thanks to the cooks who provided such an
excellent buffet.
Next year's Reunion will be towards the end of October
again and we look forward to seeing all the old faces and a lot
of new ones.

3 r d HOL DING B ATTALION AND MOBILIZATION
CEN TRE ( HOYA.I. S IGN ALS)
Hlgltly S ueeessful 21 st R e wdon
Well over a hundred members and friends in the village of
K irkburton, Yorkshire, attended the 21 st Birthday Celebrations
h eld recently of the 3 Holding Battalion and Mobilization
Centre, Royal Signals. And what successful celebrations they
were recalling as they did the r ather ianique beginning of it
all the way back in 1940 when the Army firs t arrived in
K irkburton one Sunday in June, 1940, in two trains from
Saltbum.
The only accommodation they had was an empty mill and
some bell tents.
But despite this grim introduction the 93,000 troops mat
passed through the Royal Corps of Signals 3rd Holding Battalion
and Mobilisation Centre at Kirkburton from 1940 to 1945
retained a warm memory of the village and its people.
The reason was simple-one could not find a closed door to
any Army personnel in the entire village. As the years went by
true friendsh ip grew as Kirkburton and the surrounding villages
went out of their way to make life for the troops as much like
home as possible.
And that was the beginning of what was to grow into an everwidening Reunion Association going steadily forward in strength
and with ever deeper and deeper ties as the years go by.
The Chief GueS{ at the Reunion was the Bishop of Pontefract,
the Right Reverend E. Treacy and the whole atmosphere of
the occasion was one of deep friendly informality and comradeship.
A toast to absent friends was proposed by Mr. David Walker,
a member of the general comtninee, and a toast oto the Royal
Corps of Signals was proposed by Lieutenant-Colonel L. D.
Goddard, the president.
Lieutenant-Colonel Goddard expressed thanks to all the loyal
staff, to the secretary (Mr. William V. Scales), to the committee,
to all those in Kirkburton who bad helped so much, and
especially to the cbu,rch (the Vicar of Kirkburton, the Rev. E.
Clarke, is Padre to the club and was, of course, present at the
dinner).

ASSOCIATION

FOOTBALL

Royal Signals 4, R.A.O.C. I
Played at Catterick on 9th November, 1966.
The ground was rather heavy after prolonged rainy periods
and the game started at a very leisurely pace, both sides fencing
for openings. Signals found the mark first and went ahead from
a fin~ 30-yard shot by Corporal Harvey of the School of Signals.
R.A.0.C. continued to play defensive football until just before
the interval and from one of the few visits to Signals goal
area forced a comer. The kick was very well placed and deceived
Signals defence to the extent that the Ordnance centre-forward
bad plenty of time to head the equaliser For a short period
after the interval Ordnance showed a slight superiority, but this
was short-lived. Signalman Downie gave a stolid performance
at centre-half and Signalman Appleton gave an equally sound
display in his debut at left-back. Corporal Harvey put Signals
ahead again in the 6oth minute after a solo run of 25 yards.
Corporal Clark, 24th Signal5, a veteran Corps player, also scored
on two occasions to give Signals the game by 4 goals to x.
Royal Signals gave a better display overall and deserved their
win, but require to show more ••bite" in their approach work.
This should develop as the individual loses his individuality
by becoming part of the team.

CORPS

SPOUTS

llESULTS

GOLF

Royal Signals 4, Staff College 4.
POLO
Royal Signals 7, R.E.M.E. (Aldershot) 18.

WATER

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL

Newcastle University 2, Royal Signals 3.
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U11defealed in November

Tour

Corps Rugby

well on tile
upgrade

Corpo ral D rika, 2 Lie ute nant Bowe n, Cor poral Dempsey, Corporal Kubu, Lance-Cor on.I T

(Secreur~~r:::.;~a:~~na~i.' s:~;:~~ta~h~:~le~~nce

IUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllll llllllllllllJllllllllllllll

Second Row : lieu te nan t Je nki ns
P
hompson C.
F
Sergeant Martin, Ser geant Bender St ff S
•
T ·Corporal Thompson, Corporal Cairns,
rant Row : Cor poral Hague , Li eutenant Byrom, Lance-Cor por;I S~eve~~geant hornbury.
.
Cor poral Mars hall. Signalman Ha·~;;ff Serge-ant Block. Lieutenant Backhouse,

U nde feated In November tour
This season Corps Rugby ·
b .
0
part
thirteen from B A.O~R~o~nd % eEb:iland. frSomUe thirty players,
at Blandford on 3rd November and,anceft othrm .Kd., assemb.led
and tra 1· ·
a er
ee ays of trials
touring ;~~~ /!e~~-t~: ~;~!~s were selected to form a
hlch
.
Absen t from the photograph
the last game are Captain Blackw':i1 Sig-:~s ta.kew·11J~st prior to
Corporal Zoing.
'
man 1 1amson and

~~:C!1"~tc~~einfir~

~l~t!d o~ ::°tr!~ af~~Jlor~ ::J

Royal Signals v. Royal Artillery, at Blandford. (Draw, 9-all.)
we~em~'innne~ s~ttled d_o wn ~mediately and in particular
Corps back g d " I? . ery_ qm~y m def~nce. This unsettled a
ivision m which handling was very
·
As ever in such circumstances the luck of the bo uncertam.
tbhye otpbposCoition, bbut
could excuse
e
rps acks.
mi~se~enalty, awarded to the Gunners after IO minutes was
la
, but soon after, a further infringement by a Co
P yer gave the Gunners their first three points
rps
Lf nJie-Corporal Thompson, the Corps full-b;ck failed to
1i~edia~els~o~~! ~m a penalty furafter 29 minutes, :ind almost
ther ahead with an uncon
d
unners went
verte try. The try came when the Gunn°rs burst throu
strong~¥ ~odt~e Corps 25 line and an unintelligent lock forwa;d
cross- 1c e or a try to be scrambled in at the comer The
~~m~s wer~d ~ell worth their six points led at this stage and
Ca.
rps . s1 ~ s morale was not improved when Co ral
1m s, their big b~ck forward bad to leave the field wl'Jili
r.
1
gashed e;:ebrow which required stitching.
"
h Immedia tely after the interval the Gunners went even furt e~ ahea? with another penalty goal, and the home su
~enved little ?lmfort from the fact that although th~PQ;:;~
a:a;as &~m& ?JOre ffsmootbly, final passes were still going
d .· . 1
. l!ns o the field the Gunners' pack were
om1_nat11~g the ~ne-out, but a strong Corps pack was ivin
~othmg m tbile Lat1ght. However, the Corps side was !nabl~
o score unt
nee-Corporal Thomson the other lock f
Tird, went over for a try with a quarter-~f-an-hour left to pl~~1e try was not converted and, as the minutes ticked
··
appeared that it •was to be the only score the Corpsaw~b:i/dt
muster.
Lan!-=e-Corporal . Stevens, . the open side way forward bad
sts
other 1?eas, a.nd with two mmutes left, he scored near the
kick failed, but at this psychological moment Co~rai
m~s returned. t9 the field for a brief moment until the
Medical Officer 1ns1sted that he was not fit to play. Neverthe-

i~~:gr

n~thing

~~~ilii~~

h

E?
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less,althe incident seemed to visibly lift the Corps fifte ,
· ·
·
th e game was snatched from en
mor
e and
trme,
thes
G
, ' in miury
ba~:drsthrgra;h when the Corps scrum-half, Corporal Kubu
Haguo
Thu 1 a ruck of players before passing to Corporal
beauti~fuuy b~fo~~te~w ht?e covering Gunner defence quite
nicety for th
.
g is P!1SS to Corporal Marshall to a
. e wmger. to cross m the corner. The conversion
~tt~pt failef ?alfet a_gfil1?-, but despite the rally by the Corps side
~a~.con
, Justice was _probably served by a nine-points-

ill

· pomt
· of drscussion
·
th The ma~
after the game centred around
Ce conversion attempt of the second Corps try, scored by Lanceorporal Stevens . The referee, after awarding a conversion
~as basked ab~mt a split decision by the touch judges whom
e t en quesuoned. It was in fact the Cor s touch ·ud
!ll~mberds othf the tour~g parry for the remainufg games, ~ha8~a~
m cate
at the kick had missed He boldl
·
guns a~d t~e refer.cc disallowed the. kick. To i'e~~tc~b~~
touc~ iudg_ was nbbec;I by the rest of the Corps sid f
th
rthema~dber o~ _the tour is not surprising, but it was alle d~~e m'e
e ng t spmt.

3;!

Team. - Lance-CorJ>?ral Thompson, Corporal Marshall
Corporal Hague, Capta:n Blackwell, Sergeant Bender Si al'
St~ff HaSrv.ey, CorpoBrlal Kubu, Sergeant Hall, Corporal Dem:eyergeant
ock, Corporal Cairns L
Co
'
Sergeant Ghaut, Corporal

~~~~on,

Zo~g, L~~~;~Co~~~~

Royal Engineers v. Royal Signals, at Chatham. (Win, 22-0.)
Those who know the Chatham ground will not b
·
that
a dry day, which had been frosty
the· was quite ea_vy. The Corps side looked anxious ~fter
La:Ce1-0i~p~a:t Ttamst thethGunners, but within two minutes
d th
~
omson, e full-back, bad landed a penalty
an k e .t~ns1on eased. It was soon apparent that the Sappers'
~ah ' widt a stro?g front row, was getting the edge in the
t1g t, an the stnke went against th head in th S
,
favour, a number of times. In the line~u '
e appers
the Corps pack gave nothing away. The~=~ ~~:etlt~~~evhlr,
Cpset th~ Sapper halves, and it was soon obvious that gth~
orps wmgers would be dangerous if fed
I
Bend~r•. on th e right wing, was running ~~k~~Jy ;cllgea9:J
was twice pu 11ed down close to the line after excitin 'runs
Lance-Corporal Thompson had a second penalty k,gk d ·
ected the wrong way by
d
ic
eflSapper
def
.
h ' b a p~m, ~n one felt that a sterling
ence, m w 1c thel! skipper and full back M ·
Jor~an ;as playing particularly safely, and collectedly ~~~
gettmg
e measure of the Corps attacks. Almost on half-

~lt~~ar

d~spi~e

~a~llirn~

0

39

time Lance-Corporal Thomson c;ollecte~ a Sapper kick for
touch, which fell bort and movmg quickly to the centre of
the field dropped a neat goal.
The change of ends gave the Sappers a wind_ advantage, :ind
for the first five minutes they seemed determmed to retrieve
the game. Then followed the golden spell of the game and the
tour. From a qu:c:dy-taken short penalty, Corporal Kubu made
one of his incredibly strong close runs. As he was stopped
the ball rolled loO'Se and Lieutenant Backhouse snatched up the
loose ball co score. The kick failed, but a few minutes later
ergeant Bender followed up a rolling ball very strongly to
kick through and score a second try, which Lan ce-Corporal
Thomson, the lock-forward converted. Within two minutes
Corporal Zomg the number 8 forward, collected a Sapper
penalty taken 'from near their own goal line, and strode
through the Sapper side with consumate ease to touc? down
near the posts. Lance-Corporal Thomson,_ lock, agam C?nverted, and the Corps side were now domman.t and playmg
attractive open rugby. The forwards were playmg their part,
particularly in the loose, and the team work was excellent.
Lance-Corporal Stevens, at open side wing forward, was
having the game of his life, in both attac;:k and defence.
Three minutes later an orthodox passmg movement gave
Sergeant Bender bis second try, !ind although this was tb;e
end of the scoring, the Corps side never _really lost their
dommance, despite a strong Sapper rally late ID the game.
The talk after this game amongst observers was centred
round the remarkable teamwork of the Corps side, and it was
obvious amongst the teain themselves that the team spirit was
back to last year's peak, and all players in the touring par ry,
selected or reserves, were contributing to this happy state of
affairs.
A very pleasant and convivial fork supper was shared by
the visiting Corps hockey side and their hosts, who had fared
better than the Sapper fifteen.
Team.-Lance - Corporal Thompson, Corporal Marshall,
Sergeant Martin, Captain Blackwell, Sergeant Bender, Lieutenant Backhouse, Corporal Kubu, Sergeant Hall, Corporal
Tunney, Staff Sergeant Block, Lance-Corporal . Thompson,
Corporal Cairns, Sergeant Ghaut, Corporal Zoing, L anceCorporal Stevens.
RE.M.E. v. Royal Signals, at Arborfield. (Win, 9-S.)
The Corps skipper, Captain Blackwell, bad r eceived a leg
injury during the closing stages of the Sapper game and the
team was skippered by Staff Sergeant Block who bas led the
forwards so ably for the past few years. The team has great
confidence in Captain Blackwell and it was no mean task that
Staff Sergeant Block was asked to undertake, but no-one else
could have bad the team more solidly behind h im.
An overcast day and a heavy ground did no t offer . the
prospect of a repetition of the open play of two days _previous
and it was obvious quite early on that the home side were
going to play the game as tightly as IX?s~i~le . Their_ backs lay
flat continually and the back row were JOl!liOg them m a determination to maraud as much as the offside-laws would allow,
particularly at the line-out.
The Corps side were not unnaturally anxious to open the
game up and Corporals Drika and Marshall both made strong
runs along the ]'!ft wing, being thrown into touch a yard from
the line. Sergeant Bender ran strongly on the right the first
time he reoeived the ball but the R.E.M.E. cover looked good.
Lance-Corporal Thompson opened the scoring with a penalty
goal aft'!r 16 minutes and a few minutes later hit the post
with a second attempt.
It was obvious from the fust half that the Corps side bad
the measure of the R.E.M.E. backs who were very orthodox and
that the Corps backs who were stronger running could don:iinate
the game if given a chance . . However, the R.E .~.E. sk1p~er,
Major Winchcombe, an experienced forward, was still managing
to close the game up and after twelve minutes of the second
half a defensive error let the R.E.M.E. halves through close to
the post for a try which was converted to give R.E M.E. the
lead.
The battle was now joined and for a while the R.E.M.E.
close-play tactics looked as if they might win the day but,
exhorted by a strong following from Reading and Blandford,
the Corps side threw everything into attack and strong runs by
Kubu and Zoing went verv clO'Se. At last an orthodox but fast
passing movement to the right saw Drika burst through to give
Sergeant Bender a try in the comer. Next, Drika and Thompson, the full-back, combined in an interpassing movement which

went the length of the field until a pass was adjudged forward
close to the R.E.M.E. line.
Finally Backhouse made a fine solo run from his own 25 line
to the opposition 25 and his final kick ahead resulted in a race
between Thompson, the lock forward, and Bender for the
touch down which the former surprisingly won. Aggression
bad won the day and the last fifteen minutes were a lesson in
determination to play open attacking football despite well coordinated and equally determined opposition. The Corps fifteen
was very much on top at the end but it had had a fright during
the second half.
Team.-Lance-Corporal Thompson, Corporal Marshall,
Sergeant Martin, Corporal Drika, Sergeant Bender, Lieutenant
Backhouse, Corporal Kubu, Sergeant Hall, Corporal Dempsey,
Staff Sergeant Block, Corporal Cairns, Lance-Corporal Thompson, Sergeant Ghant, Corporal Zoing, Lance-Corporal Stevens.
Stop Press.-We hear that the 7th Regiment was beaten 9-3
by the D.W.R. in the final of the B.A.0.R. Rugger.-Editor.

MAJOR Wll.L11Hf JORN (TED) CiOHl\'ISll

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funt/
Tiie fo/10tuing donations were most gratefully receitJtd during October :

£
2

Army Apprentice Co11ege
.. .
10
S gnals Win~ . School of ArtiUery . . .
.. .
. ..
Sig1J1ls ~raining . Wing, Royal Marines School
1
57th Reg:ment, T.A. ...
.. .
...
...
. ..
10th Regiment
...
.. .
. ..
...
...
. ..
...
. ..
2
47th Regiment, T.A., Chelsea (W.0 .s' & Sergewts' Mess)
2
47th Regime:n, T.A., " B " Squadron (W.0.s' & Sgts. Me~~}
1
54th Regiment, T.A. (W.0.s' & Se=geants' Mess)
...
. ..
11
53rd Reg:me:ll, T.A. (Warrant Officers' & Sergeants' Mess)
5
302 Squadron, T.A.
.. .
. ..
. ..
. ..
21
61st Regiment, T.A.
. ..
51
H.Q. Royal Signals, Land Forces, Ho~g Kong
3
Federal Re$ular Army Sig,al Squirdron
11
Various individual donations
. ..
. ..
Total receipts £122
Expenditure during Ocrober :

8.

2

d.

6

0 0
10 0
5 0
11

0

2

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

9

7

3

0
0

5

0
0

6

8

7

... £508 r4

8

Tiie following donations were mosi gratefully receitJed during NOtJember:
£ s. d.
10 0 0
r 5 6
29 17 0
70 0 0
2 6 2
72 16 10

nth Regiment . ..
. ..
J unior Leaders' Regimc:it
4rst Regiment, T.A. ...
...
. ..
45th Rogime'.lt, T.A. (Officers' Annual Ball)
r6th Reg'.mcnt . . .
...
. ..
21st R egiment (Laarbruch Pete)
9th Regime'.lt
.. .
.. .
. ..
Various individual donations

2 11

0

10 r3

9

£199 ro

3

... £904 13

5

Total receipts

Expendirure du ring NOtJember :

®bituatp
UEUTENANT-COLONEL T. A. D. LEA, M.M., T.D.
Originally a member of the Manchester Regiment T.A., he
was seconded to and later transferred to the R.F.C. H e was
later comissioned and trained as an Observer. As a Sergeant
machine gunner he was awarded the Military Medal.
When the T.A. was re-formed after the F ir st World War he
joined the Royal Signals T .A., 42od East Lanes Divisional
Signals.
In 1938 upon the formation of the second li?e, i.e. 66th
Division al Signals, he was transferred as Second-m-Conunand
under Colonel Woodham.
During the Second World War, Colonel L ea .served in Frai;ice
with Air Formation S!gnals, after a spell with 2nd Holdmg
Battalion, both at Scarborough and Catterick. Came "demob"
and he retum-ed to his duties under the Home Office, finally
becoming Chief Immigration Officer at Manchester.
Io 1952 Colonel Lea r eturned to command '12th (Withington)
East Lanes Bn. Home Guard, which was part of Manchester
Garrison "B" Sector H.G. His long period of service to his
country ended in 1958. H e held the T .D. and Two Bars. He
was a great supporter of the Corps and the Association and
many were saddened to hear of bis death on the 19th October.
Our deep sympathy goes to his wife and relatives.
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" Ted " Cor_nish joined the Royal Engineers in February
1920, transferring to Royal Signals in November of the same
year. Fo1:1r months 1!1ter he was posted to India and served
there until 1927, ha~mg seen active service during the 192 J/
1922 Malabar operations.
In 1~28. he ma~rie<;I I~ene, and again in 1931 found himself
on the B1~ Boat, this time bound for Egypt Signals where he
served until 1936.
He saw active service with the B.E.F. in 1940 and on his
re.turn to England w:i~ _commi~ioned as Lieutenant (TMO)
with lSt Arm_our~d D1v1S1ona! Signals, with whom he returned
to Nort~ Africa m 1941 _serving in the desert campaign. After
-~lls with 3 G.H.Q. Signals and the Sudan Defence Force
Signals he returned to U.K. in September 1945.
I~ Nov~m~er 1948 he was. a~ain .'en route' for overseas
rv1ce, this time to Malaya District Signal Regiment where be
spent. the next three ;:ears, retu~n:ng at the end of 195 1 to join
co_ms~ Coi;nmand Signal Regiment with whom he remained
until his retirement from the service on 2nd November, 1956.
Aft~r r~tiJ;ement: Ted became a Civil Servant and, still
handlm~
Signals, wa~ e~ployed at_ the Admiralty Signal
Cent!e m London until his final ret1rement in March 1966
nd 1t was barely seven months later that he so sadly died.
... 1:ed " Cornish was 3: grea_t Corps stalwart and he will indeed
missed by a very wide circle of Corps friends.
He leaves a widow, Irene, two sons and four daughters to
whom our deepest sympathy is extended.
'

R.S.M. J. II. TRANTER
THE WIRE regrets to record the death of R.S.M. John Henry
Tranter o~ the 2nd November at the age of 68. Towards the
close .of his _career J~ck Tranter was with Records in a civilian
C3;Pac1ty. His ~eep_ mter?st in everything pertaining to Royal
S1~ls was mamtamed nght to the last and he will be greatly
missed by all who had the pleasure of working with him.
John Henry Tr~nter enlisted into the Sherwood Foresters
at the age of 16 m October 1914 and saw active service in
Franc.e from December 1916 until he was made a Prisoner of
War m March 1918.
He , re-enliste~ in~o Royal ~igoals in August 1924 and after
~ per.od of service m the United Kingdom embarked for India
m December 192~ J:Ie se~ed with 3rd Indian Divisional Signals
~d Pesha~ar D1str1ct Signals before returning to the United
Kingdom ID Februar;i: 1932. He again embarked for India in
January 1937 on postmg to 1st Indian Divisional Signals On
the outb~eak of war in September 1939 he was recalled ·from
le~ve, bemg subsequently posted to 4th Ind ian Divisional Signals
with whom he saw service in Iraq fro m May 1941 until January
194~. He. t~7n serv~d with Northern Command Signals 23rd
Indian D1v1s:onal Signals and " R " L. of C. Signals' as a
Warrant Officer before e~barking for home in November 1943
as a W.?.I ~.S.M.). His final ~e~rs of service in the Corps
w7re. spen~ with 4 Trades Trammg Battalion and London
D1str1ct Signals before he was discharged to Pension in
December 1945.
Re~u.rning to live in Caversham he entered the Civil Service
a~d 1omed the Staff of Royal Signals Records where he contmued to serve until his death at the age of 68 on 2nd November
I~.
'
CAPTAIN l\r. SOl.1.Y, M.D.E.
~t. is with regret that we announce the death of Captain
William Solly, M.B.E., iJ?- Birmingham on 16th December, 1966,
aged 92 years: Captam Solly served as a member of the
permanent staff of the South Midland Divisional Signal
~mpany R.E. at Great Brook. ~tree~, Birmingham, before the
~irst World _War and after d1st10gmshed war service he was
m 1920 apoomt~ the first Adjutant of 48th Divisional Signals
Company R.E. ID the newly constituted Territorial Army. In
Jul_Y 1920 when the Royal Corps of Signals was created this
unit b_ecame the 48th (South Midland) Divi~ional Signals (T.A.).
Captau:i Solly was one of the original officers of the Corps
He ~etired from t~e Corps on 26th April, 1926, after 34 years.
service. Many will know his son Bill Solly to whom our
sympathy goes.
'
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MA..JOR STANLEY DllIAN f 'O'l'::\'E

S It is with much regret that we record the death on 28th
eptember,~f "Paddy" Coyne, at the early age of 53.
E Padddy ~yn7 had most of his early up-bringing in the
~s~ an enlisted 10 the Corps in July 1932. He was an electrician ~tter by trade and was in India from 1936-39 with "A"
Co~s Signals, se~ving in Rawlpindi and on the Frontier. It was
wLahhil- he was with the Internal Security Wirel:ss Station at
ore that he ~et and married Gladys, whose father was in
th~ ~my Educat10n Corps. He received an Emergency Comm:s~1on as l': T M.O. in 1942 and served on the Burma L of C
until retummg to the U.K. at the end of 1944· He tran~ferred
~o a Comb~tant S.S.C. (later E.S.C.) after the war and, followmg a tour m Germany, he returned to Singapore for six years
where he used his extensive knowledge of the local language
t<! g~ eff~ct. Throughou~ his service he was well known for
his. skill with a hockey suck, and latterly with the umpire's
whistle.
Follow!ng a tour with Eastern Command Signals and as
S.0~2 (Signals) H.Q. East Anglian District, his last appointrnn-t was as a Squadron Commander with 23rd Regiment
(formerly 3 TR). Her7 he commanded the detached Squadron
at Newark which tramed Radio and Communication Centre
Operators.
. He retired ~ 1962 to live in Colchester, where he took a job
m a local High School as a Hobbies Instructor. Our deep
sympathy goes to his widow, Mrs. Gladys Coyne at 6o
Magazine Farm Way, Colchester, and her two sons. '
'
STON~.-Major

J. Stone, on the 17th October at the age of 61
Maior Stone enlisted in the Corps as a Boy and served f~
30 years. He was a Life Member of the Association The
address of Mrs. Stone is "Barca," 15, Admirals Road· Park
Gate, Nr. Southampton, Hants.
'

KrLLf'.EN-~Major

Charli:s Joseph Killeen, on the 1st December.
Maior Killeen served ID the R.F.C. and then in Royal Signals
~rom 1925 to 1942. He was an annual member of the Birmmgham Branch. He leaves a widow, one son and a daughter
to whom great sympathy is expressed.
We sadly report the deaths of Lance-Corporals
D. Jodi-ell .and H. Marshall and Signalman P. W.
Tempest-~tchell, all of the 7th Regiment, in a road
traffic acctdent on the 19th December. All will grieve
~at these YOUJ?g lives should be lost under tragic
circumstances 1ust before Christmas. Our deep
sympathy goes to their parents and relatives.

OR I Troop I Ith llegimerat Visits DenbeeuJa
BY SIGNALMAN A. MCQUEEN
Benbec~la.
A waterlogged, windswept island set between
North UJSt and South Uist; the location for a sequence of
rugged marches and exercises.
C?n t~e morning of Tuesday, 16th November, we awoke in
Baliva~ch, our temporary home, to ~he sound and fury of an
Atlantic gale. We had reached the island the previous night
utterly ex~austed after the 28-hour journey, and in the grey
mornmg light we felt .no ~ore refreshed than eight hours before. Only_ the angelic twitter of Sergeant Peter's voice was
able to enuce us from our warm pits.
That day. was uncomfortably spent in a short (?) circular
to?! of the island-on foot, naturally-in the teeth of a biting
wmd. We were blasted to and fro across the 9ft. wide main
road and f?und 01;1rselves often inclined at a hazardous angle
to the honzontal m order to prevent ourselve being thrown
backwards. We slept well that night.

Our initiative. alas, is discovered
. " To ~angehead, to Rangehead ! Forsooth, we must practice sect10n attac'.<s ! "
Rangeh:ad turned out . to be not exactly ideal for practice
attacks. Al though a peninsula 11f South Uist, it bore one remark~bl e resembla?ce to Benbecula-it was saturated l
But
practice we must 1f :ve were to how our N .C .O. friends the
correct way to put m an attack.
We practi~ed, . got wet, and were given a route to follow
home to ~~hv~mch-on ~oot ! But being officer recruits, we
used our m1tat1ve and waited for the service bus I
.of(

Thursday rooming was spent at Rangehead, demonstrating
the perfect section attack to the MPT Course and then watching their attempt to imitate it. (While we sniggered, we wondered
what ours had looked like from the grandstand).
After lunch came disaster. In one word the ·wrath of the
almighty fell upon us. " Sherlock! "
Soon afterward s Sherlock returned with the sad tid ings that
our "in itiative" of the previous day had been discovered
and that we now had to walk back to camp via the correct route.
"Initiative is doing wrong and not getting caught-being
caught is sheer damned carelessness," someone observantly
commented.
So off we set. We made Balivanich in exceedingly good time!

The fictitious lighthouse keeper had
th answers%
"To the hills with your tents l"
Friday and Saturday were spent on a map-reading exercise
-with a difference. We were split into two sections and set off
from each end of the route, and to make sure we m et on
Friday night, only one group carried the food supply. Again,
to ensure that the most difficult route was pursued, each section
was to go to a lighthouse and find the answers to some obscure
questions-the answers to be given by a lighthouse-keeper who
turned out to be fictitious.
·
Our camp site, at an inlet called Prince's Cave, is perhaps
better left without description-except to say that we found
no cave and that if George had slipped much further downhill during the night he would have fallen a couple of hundred
feet into an icy sea.
Saturday lunchtime found us at our destination, tired and
hungry. We made the pre-arranged telephone call, to find,
as we had feared, that we were to make our own way back
to camp. Oh, alas and alack, not more walking! We managed
to get back.

Ereetio• of a. SatelU.te Communications
Earth Station

Men ol 64 7 Troop sucesslul/y tackle an unusuaJ
job - anJ a tricky one too
STORY BY CORPORAL M. S. STILL

647 Troop, under the command of Major J. M. Newman,
are responsible for setting up and the manning of an earth
satellite station in Singapore to be used in conjunction with
an American communications system.
After many weeks of false hopes (all of which were dashed
to the ground as swiftly as they had arisen) we finally set to
work. Despite our advert in THE WIRE for ex-fairground
riggers, we had to make do with four Marconi riggers and
about twenty men strong and true. After living a life of comparative ease, I honestly thought that to expect work out of
647 was beyond all hope.
Happy to say, I was shot
down in flames, the members of the Troop settling
to work with an almost indecent zeal. Our first job
was to inflate the Radome.
This is an eight-section, inflatable dome used to house
the parabolic reflector and
associated structure. Fortunately all the stores for
this operation had already
arrived on site, so we were
able to get to work without delay. Whilst this was going on, a
small party of men, ably led by Sergeant " Roger " Foster
were at the Naval dockyard supervising the unloading and
transportation of numerous boxes of equipment back to
base. Once the radome had been inflated, the Troop was split
up into groups of two or three men to different jobs, such as
unloading, unpacking, etc., of incoming stores. Thanks to that
law which states "Nothing will be as it should," we found that
stores wanted first were at the bottom -0f the holds covered by
those wanted later. Nevertheless, we pressed on regardless.

We go fis h ing-but t h e fis h aro warned%
The following two days were spent almost in leisure. A fishing expedition was organised, but the fish had been warned and
were exceedingly careful. The weight of the total catch was
not determinable as it was lost to the sea before being
landed. But the trip was enjoyable in itself, even if Neptune
didn't deliver the goods.
" Seek and ye shall find-if you listen hard eno ugh !"
The M.P.T. Course night exercise, for which we were acting
as the enemy, was to be the climax of our visit. However, our
spirit were dampened at the briefing when we were informed
that our blank ammunition and thunderflashes had been "lost
in the post."
The eX"...rcise went on with the eight thunderflashes that were
available and, although the N.C.O.s diverted from the pre-set
plan in the first phase, we managed to escape as planned .
(Although, had the thunderflashes been real, it is doubtful if
anyone could have survived-due to the precise aim of our
own men at u s).
The best was yet to come. We marched off into the sand
dun~s and set up a defensive position where we were to be
attacked . Naturally, we gave assistance to our " hun ters" by
lighting cigarettes and talkin g quietly.

The dish support structure nearly completed.

diffiGo. culo/ and the reflector took its final shape i e a half-size
onhilly, 4oft. in diameter, for all to see.
' · .,
~ that r~mained of the heavy work now was to lift the parametric amplifier on to the backing structure and secure them.
1(1ese amps are the first of the Rx stages and have to be as
ht~~e ~o th_e Rx horn as possible. Also, because of low-level
thmmg s1_gnals, the temperature has to be as low as possible
¥?ruse flnmJS.phlifiderths arehcooled to -253 • c. by a helium refrigerator'
·
e
e eavy work.
~t ~a~t Ide could come out into the broad daylight and lo
an
e o , o~er people had been working as well
This
fume as something of a surprise to us, as we were c~nvinced
at we were tht> only ones on the site and the rest of
the Trool? w~e on leave or something. The site had be
arranged !Oto 1~s final layout, with the exception of the co~
puter cabm which had not yet been despatched.

Lighting fires, dancing, and having a
sing-song
Four hours later we were lighting fires, dancing, and h aving
a sing-song and still they hadn't found us !
Eventually they were informed of our exact position and,
half-an-hour later they saw us. They advanced . Then, to our
defensive cries of " Bang, bang !" and " Clank, clank, I'm a
tank!" they charged and we were overrun. Our mission was
completed. Our task in the Hebrides was fulfilled. Now we
were free to return to the r elative civilisation of Catterick.

The fruits of our efforts begin to show
Once we had the azimuth gearbox (the one which moves the
reflector in the horizontal plan e) in its correct position, we
could start to lay the trac'.< upon which the system would
move. The track came in six sections which had to be manhandled into the radome and bolted together to form a circle.
This done, the stands for the track were positioned and the
track lifted on to them by a crane. We then connected the track
to the azimuth gearbox by means of the main support frames,
and this enabled us to turn the structure either by hand or
using a power drill. This was a major step forward, as we
we could see the fruits of our work actually moving.
We had been in the heat of Singapore for three months now,
and we all thought that we were acclimatised. We shortly
realised that this wasn't so. We were working for the most
part in the radome and, despite its size (approx. 6oft. high by
54ft. diameter) it soon became very hot and stuffy. It was
always possible to see where people were working aloft by the
pools of perspiration on the floor directly below them. This
caused problems other than a wet floor ' as was obvious by
the frantic cries of " Below " as spanners were dropped from
sweaty hands. Needless to say, many of the Troop took the
"sweat-rate" as a good excuse for consuming large quantities
of ale at night, and it was rumoured that the ., Phoenix Club"
profits for the month were double the previous month's. Despite our nightly revelries, construction proceeded at a steady
rate and our next task was to put the hub on. This is the
elevation gearbox which provides movement in the vertical
plane for the reflector. This was not an easy job as the men
who had to bolt the hub down had virtually no support and
had to rely on their sense of balance. But the job was done
without any loss of life.
A future ns circus tightrope walkers?
At this point I must make a mention of Sergeant Ken
Pilkington and his merry crew of press-ganged riggers who,
throughout the assembly of the structure, performed feats
guaranteeing them jobs as tightrope walkers with Billy Smart's
on their demob. (Watch out hairies, we are after your iobs).
On the track sections there are two cabins, one for the Tx
and one for the Servo control. Our next task was to put these
on. To do this the cabins wer-e put on to the back of a 3-tonner
which was reversed into the radome The Army had provided
a crane to lift the cabins off the lorries and on to the track.

We give thanks for the help reeeived and rnlae
a space-age query
The Author taking a breather during the erection

¥ ter seeing th.e crane and the size of the cabins I was a
little apprehensive as to whether it was suitable fdr the job
but as I am no expert, I kept my opinion to mvself. As it
happened the C!811e was quite adequate and the "cabins were
firmly secured m place.
As we disconnected the crane from the second cabin we
saw the effect of our . fantastic b~sh telegraph. There were
people everywhere l!ymg to get mto the cabins to see what
they w~re like. As 1f by magic, air-conditioning appeared and
the cabms became havens of freezing-cold air.

Success-after so1ne tricky moments
On completion of bolting the cabins into place we started
to put the backing frames for the reflector on to th~ hub Once
we secured the first one, the remainder were relatively ~sy as
we then ha.d I?lore support and we were all gaining confid~ce
aloft: This )~b took about . four days to complete, as the
~erv1ce~ couldn t supply us with a crane having a long enough
)lb to lift the 131~t . three or four frames into position, so we had
to .rely on a civilian contractor. Thanks to one of the riggers
b emg able to understand a mixture of Malay, pidgin-English and
double-dutch, "."'e manag.ed to convey to the operator exactly
what was req~1red of him. It was essential that we treated
~e operato~ r~ght, a.s we had need of him in the future, also
if he took it 1:11to ~s head to work of his own accord might
have resulted m senous damage to the equipment.
Eventuaµy we. completed the backing structure and work
could begm putun_g on the petals, i.e., the actual surface of
the .refl-ector. This was not a difficult job until it came to
puttmg on the outer petals, as these overlapped the structure
by about two feet .. Thanks to the ingenuity of the Marconi
boys and the suffermg of some of the Troop, we overcame the
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In addition. to the two. cabins previously mentioned, we have
a control cabm from which we can remotely control the movements of the :eflec.tor and the Tx power. In two other cabins
:re:~~ ~o 1denucal Rolls R:oyce diesel generators, either one
(19 KVA)IS caThpable of supplymg our total power requirements
?
·
es~ can also be remotely controlled from the
mamt~anc~ contamer. and it is in this cabin that we have to
p~e m with the. mams. Last, but by no means least is the
tr
c control vehicle-the ever-faithful 3-ton Commer. '
th 01J.tfinis~g this article, I must thank, on behall of the Troop
e
ar~oru staf! for all their help and advice, and also th~
many uruts on S!Dgapore Island who have helped us in many
ways. As a closmg note, a question was asked by a certain
melll:be! of 18th Regiment: If an N.C.O. of 647 h
one 1s 1t a space charge?
c arges any-
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The new MEL L556 /ooks the same-and
uses the same station units and harnessas the C11 equipment it replaces. Yet.
operating on s.s.b.. it offers twice the range.
eliminating the gap between ground wave
and 1st skip I Other features include
frequency coverage of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/s
steps. high setting accuracy and
electrically-locked final frequency. 120W
p.e.p. output. c.w. telegraphy, c.f.s. with
RTA type L607 and d.s.b. telephony
facilities available. complete
transistorization up to the final stage.

a complete station
.
Up-dating an existing C11/R210 stat1_on
is as simple as replacing the C11. making
a few minor modifications to the standard
receiver.

... with teleprinter if required I .
All the advantages of teleprinter operation
can be added to most vehicle-mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Military Radio stationsusing the new MEL L607 adapt~r_. Fully
transistorized. it enables the add1t1on of
facilities tor automatic coding and
decoding. and permits 750 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

As we go to press we were pleased to receive a copy of Mercury-the
journal of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society. This sparked a train
of thought in your Editor's mind and caused him to set pen to paper.
T he Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society is something which all in
the Corps should know about and indeed it is a Corps activity of which we
can be proud. Starting from small and certainly amateur beginnings it has
blossomed forth into a well established feature of Corps life. While very much
is due to intensive spade work throughout a number of years by certain
dedicated individuals such is the spirit prevailing in the 'ham' world that
these efforts have evoked an immediate and steadily increasing response.
Your Editor is no ' ham ' but he cannot help but be impre9Sed by the
enthusiasm and community spirit common to all who devote themselves to
this fascinating and useful hobby. It is probably not fully realised that the
Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society was allocated a place of honour at the
1966 International Radio Communications Exhibition held at the Seymour
Hall in London. There they were visited by Prince Philip and the public
in thousands swarmed over their efficient, interesting and friendly stand.
The Corps Amateur Radio Society is, therefore, now really on the map.
Elsewhere in this WIRE (page 77) will be found an article of singular
interest which epitomizes in your Editor's mind, the whole conception of
amateur radio. Endeavour, albeit thwarted, in establishing a station on a
remote island off the S. Arabian coast, practical application when amateur
radio communications were the only link to the outside world in time of
danger, and finally the generous spirit found amongst ' hams ' as exemplified
by the American amateurs who replaced as a gift all the equipment lost in
this undertaking.
Interested? Then get in touch with the Field Secretary, Major L. S.
Beaumont, 24th Signal Regiment, Catterick Camp, Yorkshire, and join
this elite band.

The Corps Cares For Its Own •

Assistant Editor :
Mr. L. Wood

All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
and SLOane 3477, Ext. 143.

Total amount expended on normal WeJfare grants . ..
Total spent on special Christmas grants

3

3

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

Number of Clothing parcels sent
Number of Christmas parcels sent

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 18/-; single
month, 1/6.

A Corporal, 12 years' service, was knocked down 3 years ago by a hit-and-run
car and sustained multiple injuries. He is now crippled and almost blind and will
never work again. He and his wife had struggled on without help for 3 years and
had only the clothes in which they stood, and had no blankets on their bed. Wheq
the Association heard of their plight it came to their aid with a substantial grant
for clothing and bedding. They are now on the Clothing List, parcels will be sent
whenever possible and a special watch will be kept on fheir affairs.

The M. E. L. Equipment Company Ltd
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Whether up-dating or installing n"e w
stations-contact MEL

25

Number of normal Welfare Cases during December assisted financially
Number of special Christmas grants

~looth•s
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C:Uses

Letters

The Corporal whose case is mentioned above writes:" I received your letter yesterday and was more or less stunned for the rest '>f
the day. The Committee's generous grant wa just hard to believe after the last
three years of struggle and making do. My wife broke down when she read your
letter. Thank you onoe again for your kindness, especially at this time of year,
when we didn't expect to be very merry at a "
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The Signal Offlcer-i1i-Cliief visits tlie llnited States

Crest ol the V .S. Signal
Corps

The SO-in-C accompanied by Major General Walter E. Lotz Jr.
(left} Chief of Communications Electronics, U.S . Army, chats with the
Vice Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, General Creighton W. Ab rams (right)

• • • the very r ol comradeship nnd understanding between the (J.S. nnd
British Annies and, in
particular,
between
the
(J.S. Signal Corps and the
Royal Corps of Signals,
was an unforgettable experience • • • "

«

Where the tonr really started in earnest. Washington's famous Pentagon
, ·iewed from tlae air.
ROM the 8th to the 21st October last year, Major-General P. E. M. Bradley made an exti;nsive tour of U.S. ~tary ~
stallat.:ons, with particular reference to communication-electronic activities. Throughout. this extref!Iely
F
he was rece:ved with the greatest courtesy. Noth:ng was too much trouble. Demonstrations and
l.ai.d on

well-org~sed v1~1t

displ~ys w~re
in
"T~e Wire" is privilege.d to

great detail; hospitality was unstinted, and frie.n dliness and kindness were the order of the day.
be able to report some of the highlights of the tour and is particularly happy to salute our good friends of. the U.S. Signal
Corps, with whom we have always enjoyed the closest of ties. We are indebted to the U.S. Army Photographic Agency for the
photographs that illustrate this article.

ARBIVAL
"'Put your hat on, Sammy, I've arrived." This was the
rather inausp!cious start to what was to be a really heart-warming and eventful tour. The S.0.-in-C. surprised his reception
party at the National Airport, Washington, by appearing unannounC"'..d and unheralded by the usually most attentive loudspeaker system. Order having been rapidly restored, the S.0.in-C. was welcomed by Major-General Walter E. Lotz, Jr.,
the Chief of Communications-Electronics, U.S. Army; Colonel
Harry Margolies his Chief of Administration (who is wellknown to Royaf Signals); Colonel Sam Brandle, on active
service with the British Army Staff in Washington; and Captain
Tom Barrett, U.S. Signal Corps, recently returned from Vietnam and thoughtfully provided by General Lotz to be the
S.0.-in-C.'s A.D.C. throughout his tour.

WASHINGTON
Sunday, 9th October was a comparatively restful first day-it
turned out to be the fast one, too I With Lieutenant-Colonel
R ichard Hamer, of the Defence Signal Staff, Washington, the
S.0.-in-C. made a brief visit to Virginia's famed Sky-line Drive
in the Shenandoah National Park. The autumn leaves produced
a riot of glorious colours whi'.:h had to be seen to be believed.
On Sunday evening the S.0.-in-C. met a number of friends
(includ'.ng Colonel Paul Smith of the Royal Canadian Corps
of Signals and Lieutenant-Colonel John and Heather Williamson
of the Australian Corps of Signals) who are on duty in
Washington, and some of General Lotz's staff who had been
concerned with the thousand-and-one arrangements for the
tour. The occasion was a buffet supper party at the Army

Navy Country Club at Arlington. Former residents of Washington will be interested to hear that the club has been completely and expensively renovated and is now quite a showplace.
THE PENTAGON
The tour started in earnest early on Monday morning with
a working breakfast with Major-General R. A. Fyffe, Commander, British Army Staff, Washingto~, and Mrs. Fy~e.
On arrival at the Pentagon, the S.0 .-rn-C., accompame.d by
General Fyffe, was greeted by General Lotz, ~is deputy1
Brigadier General Duffy Brown, and the Commandmg General
of the U .S. Army Strategic Communications Command, MajorGeneral Dick Meyer. This command is equivalent to COMCAN and although only set up in 1964, has risen from a
streng.th of 5,000 to 27,000 and will probably reach 35,000 in
1967.
STRATCOM provides the lion's share of the U.S.
world-wide Defence Communications System.
After an excellent briefing on the work of General Lotz's staff
and G eneral Meyer's command, the S.0.-in-C. had the honour
of being received by the Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army,
General Harold K. Johnson. This was followed by luncheon
in the Secretary of the Army's d ining room, at which the
Chief S'. gnal Officers of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, U.S. Navy,
and U S. Air Force, were among those present.
After lunch, G eneral Lotz made a personal presentation on
the communications build-up in Vietnam, where he was, until
recently, General Westmoreland's Chief Signal Officer.
Following a call on Admiral Sir Nigel Henderson, the Head
of the British Defence Staffs in Washington, and a discussion
with the Vice-Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army, General
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Creighton W. Abrams, Jr., a visit was paid to the STRATCOM
relay sta~ion at Fort. ~etrick, Maryland, about 30 miles north
of ~ash.:n~ton. This IS a brand new and very well equipped
stauon which serves the Washington area.
On Tuesday morning, the S.0.-in-C. was shown the
National Military Command Centre and the Army War Room
t?gether with their c:ommunications and other supporting fadli~
ties . . ~ollowmg a private lunch with General Lotz, the S.0 .-inC . v1s.1tec! the ~fence Communication Agency, a three-Service
organ1sat1on which manages the Defence Communications
System. Briefings on the activities of DCA were given by
Major-General J~hn B. Bestic, U.S.A.F., Deputy D :rector of
DCA; Rear-Adnural J?hn R. Wadleigh, U.S.N ., and MajorGeneral George E. Pickett, U .S. Army. A visit was paid
to the Control Centre, where the circuit state throughout · the
system js mo~itored.
Up-to-date, computer-<:antrolled, coloured visual displays can be selected at will by the Chief of
Watch, who is also responsible for taking the action necessary
to by-pass ?r re-r?ute faulty sections in the main system.
A very mterestmg aspect of DCA activities was seen in
the communications satellite section. Here the positions and
performance of the seven satellites in the Interim Defence
q:immunications Satellite Project. (IDCSP) are monitored and
displayed on a large screen. Positions of the satellites in orbit
and their availability to the various U.S. and U .K. earth
t~rminals are calculated and allotted for the very comprehensive test programme which is now in full swing.
On .Tuesday evening, . General a~d Mrs. Lotz gave a formal
recept:on for the S.0.-m-C. at historic Fort Mc air. The
ordeal of the "R:eceiving. Line" having been successfully endured, the S.0.-m-C enioyed the opportunity to chat with
the many office~ he . had met during ?is visit to Wash ington
and to meet their wives. The reception was honoured with
the preseace of Lieutenant-General H. J. Lemky Jr. D eputy
Chief of Staff for Military Operations, and Mrs. 'Le~ey.

FORT

MONMOUTH

In spite of a very early departure, Maj9r-General and Mrs.
Lotz and Colonel Harry Margolies were at Davison Army Airfield, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, to bid the S.0.-in-C. farewell and
God-speed on his journey by U.S . Army aircraft to Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. A very convenient flight plan and a clear
su~y day, provided a S,Plendid aerial survey of the breath~
taking beauties of Washington. After an hour's fl ight the
L-23 aircraft landed at the U.S. Navy Air Base at Lakehurst,
New Jersey. Older readers will remember that Lakehurst was
the airship terminal for New York and the scene of the
Zeppelin disaster in the 19305. The final leg of the journey,
from Lakehurst to Fort Monmouth was made by helicopter.
On landing at Greely Field, just outside Russell Hall the
S.0.C.-in-C. was met by Colonel Tom Bledsoe, Chief of'Staff
to the Commandant of the U .S. Army Signal Centre and
School, and conducted to the Headquarters in Meyer Hall.
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Rece iving Line at Fort MacNair - Major-General Lotz explains
protocol to the SO-in-C, much to the amusement of Mrs Lotz and
Lieutenant Colonel Frederick E. Clarron
u~s. Army

Signal Centre and School
During a very interesting and detailed visit to the School
the S.0.-in-C. was told that the number of students had rise~
t~ 6,~ (office~s. and men). The School concentrates on techmcal signal trammg and, in order to meet its present commitments, has been forced to go to a two- and for some courses
~ee-shift r~und-the-clock training. The S.0.-in-C. was vecy
unpressed with the alertness and enthusiasm of the instructors
and students with whom he talked.
The Signal Centre and School is now regarded as the home
of the U.S. Army Signal Corps and no visit to Meyer Hall
would be complete without a visit to the very large and
beautifu1Jy-arranged Signal Corps Museum. Here under
the devoted care of Mrs. Phillips, the Signal Corps 'displays
the ~any treasures and memories of its lo6 years of history and
tradition.
Lunch in the School Conference Room, at which the Mayor
of Long Branch was present, was a pleasantly informal occasion
and not even the prom.:nently displayed " order " on the evils
of over-weight could spoil the pleasure (or appetite) of those
present.
A~ternoon visits to the Communications-Electronics Agency
of the U .S. Army Combat Developments Command and the
U.S. Army Satellite Communications Agency were very interesting. At the former, Colonel Roy Tanner the Deputy
Commanding Officer, introduced the staff of th~ Agency and
explained that und!r the 1964 reorganisation of the U.S. Army,
Combat Developments Command was set up under Department
of the Army to establish doctrine and requirements. Headquarters of this command is at Fort B!lvoir but, like the Royal
Signals Planning W:Ug to which it is similar, the Communications-Electronics Agency is located with the Signal Centre and
School.
The visit to the U.S. Army Satellite Communications Agency
was conducted by the Commanding Officer, Colonel M.
Goldenthal, and it gave the S.0.-in-C. a most interesting view
of the cn'l·rol faciEries for the existing strategic communication
system, IDCSP, and a fascinating glimpse into a future tactical
system.
Like most British visitors to Fort Monmouth, the S.0.-in-C.
was entertained to dinner in the Monmouth Room of the Open
Officers' Mess at Gibbs' Hall The very evident debacle of the
British troops at the hand of Molly Pitcher as depicted on the
walls of the Monmouth Room did not in any way dampen the
now furn and long-standing friendship between the U.S. Signal
Corps and its younger cousin, Royal Signals.
U.S. Army Electronics Command
Tuesday, 12th October, was another sunny day for the visit
to the l!.S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM) and on the
onward Journey to Fort Bragg, North Carolina, Major-General
W. B. Latta, ECOM's Commanding General, rec.cived the
S.0 .-in-C. at the Hexagon (recently painted a delicate shade of

Honou r Guard Ceremony at Headquarter 82nd Airborne Division
Brigadier-Generals Paul Feyereisen and Wesley C. Franklin, MajorGeneral W. B. Latta (CG USAECOM) and the SO-in-C

green) and later entertained him to lunch in the Garden RO?m
at Gibbs' Hall. During his tour of the. ~COM laboratones,
the S.O -in-C. was escorted by Mr. William L,. Dox~y, the
Director of Research and Development,. Of paru~~ar 1;11t~st
were the briefings on the latest advances U: m1cro-mmiatur1sat1?n,
lightweight tactical tropo - scatter eqwpme~t, _dry ~attenes,
lightweioht hand generators, and a solar
suitcase
power
pack and fuel cells. Finally, the S.0.-in-C. "flew'', one ?f the
aircraft simulation models; he was awarded a pilots certificate
but was barred from carrying passengers!
Honour Guard Ceremony
The last engagement at Fort Mopmouth was an Honour
Guard ceremony performed by the Signal Centre and School.
The S.0.-in-C. was escorted throughout the ceremo~y ~y the
Commandant, Brigadier-General Thomas Matthew Rienzi; full
" Ruffles and Flourishes" were played by t!te Band and a . I3gun salute was fired. The whole proceedings were teley1sed
through the School'~ compreh~sive TV systen:i and a videotape was made and played back to tbe S.0.-m-C. after the
ceremony.

The SO-in-C obviously "gets through" on this switchboard

Honour Guard ceremony at USASC & S

John F. Kennedy Centre for Speeial Warfare
(Airborne)
Owing their existence to the late President Kennedy, the
Special Forces have dedicated ithis magnificent rraining centre to
his memory. After a general briefing by the Deputy Commanding Officer, Colonel John J. Jackson, the S.0.-in-C. was taken
by the Signal Offi~r, Major Bobby M. Gainey, to the Base
Radio Site of one of the Special Forces Groups to see their
signal organisation and equipment. Special Forces are being
very well equipped but, clearly, they would give their eyeteeth for U. .C.L E.'s pen-sized radio system. (U.K. Electronics
Industry, please note!).

Accompanied by Colonel Brandle and Captain Barrett (the
ADC), the S.0.-in-C. t~en flew from Lakehurst to Fort Bragg
in a U.S. Army L-23 aircraft.
FORT BRAGG
After a smooth two and-a-half-hour flight, the_ plane landed
at the Simmons Army Air Field where the S.0.-m-~ was welcomed by Brigadier-General Osmund A: Leahy, Chief of Staff
to the Commanding General, XVIII Airborn~ Corps, Colonel
Walter J. Harbort, the Corps Signal Officer, L1euten~t-Colonel
Dick Tuttle, U.S. Escort Officer at Fort Bragg, and L1eu~enant
Colonel Bruce Donald, the British Exchang~ Officer with the
U.S. Army Airborne, Electronics and Special Warfare Board
at Fort Bragg.
·
d
Following a pleasant and restful supl?er pa~ty with Bruce an
Joy Donald and their daughter, Anne, m therr v.ery comf?rtable
Army Quarter, the S.0.-in-C. retired for the mght to his VIP
quarters in Carentan House.

B.Q. XVIII Airborne Corps
Following a real Southern breakfast (hominy grits still ~oaks
and tastes like porridge but on the wrong plate I) the ~.0.-m-C.
paid an official call on the Corps Commander, L1eutenantGeneral Bruce Palmer, Jr. During .their v~ry friendly ~lk; the
S.0 -in-C. recalled his war-time service with the 6th Airbof!le
Division which was under command of 0e. U.S. XVIII Airborne Corps at Arnhem. His personal rem1.mscences of the first
Corps Commander, General Matthew Ridgeway, were very
much enjoyed.
.
There followed an excellent briefing by the . {f>_rps G-3
(Operations) Staff on their organisation, respons1bihues and
training problems. The Corps Si~al Office! t.hen gave a
summary of his very considerable signal orgamsation.

lhe SO-ln-C qualifying as a "simulated pilot"

H.Q., 02nd Airborne Division
On bis arrival at Divisional H.Q., the S.0.-in-C. was met by
the Depucy Commanding General, Brigadier-Gen~.a~ Edward P.
Smith (in the unavoidable absence <;>f the D1v1S1onal Commander Major-General Joe S. Lawrie). An Honour quard
was m~unted by 82nd Airborne Division's Support Bngade
commanded by Colonel Bill Hard, an old , fnend of. the
S.0.-in-C's. After a very well executed ceremony, the S.0.-m-C.
and his party were introduced to the Officers, W~r~a!lt Officers
and senior Non-Commissioned Officers of. the d1v1S1onal. staff.
Tue Division G-3 then gave an excellent bnefing on t~~ ~1story,
organisation, training and. read~ess ~ystem of the d1vm<?n: . It
was very evident that the illusa:1ous history of the 82nd D1v1~non
is secure in the safe hands of its present members.
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Brigadier-Gi;neral Smith, the SO-in-C and Colonel Brandle consider
a point

02nd Signal Battalion
In the shade of an enormous heavy drop parachute, the
S.0.-in-C. was received by Lieutenant-Colonel Paul Gentry,
the Battalion Commander, and his staff. Details of the divisional
signal battalion were ~xplained to the accompaniment of coffee
(or tea) and pieces of an enormous iced cake which the
S.0.-in-C. was invited to cut.
Half the battalion had been deployed by platoons and sections
on the adjoining field and .this gave the S.0.-in-C. an excellent
opportunity to see the equipment and talk to the officers and
m-en.
Parachute Packing Unit
The motto of this vitally important unit was set in large
letters above ·the main door of the Packing Shed-" Try Jumping
Without Us." All the packers and riggers are qualified parachutists and they can pack all types of parachutes and loads.
During lunch in the 82nd Airborne Division General's Mess,
ithe S.0.-in-C. was presented with mementos of his visit and
he and the G.S.0. I Signals were errrolled as Honorary
Troopers of the Division. Both thereupon exercised the
privilege of the Airborne challenge, "All the way,'' and the
reply, "Airborne."
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U.S. Army Airborne, Electronics and Special
Warfare Board
The last engagement on this very full day was a visit to the
U.S. Army Airborne, Elecrronics and Special Warfare Board.
After a briefing by the President, Colonel James M. S. Srrickland, the S.0.-in-C. saw the testing of the Canadian-Marconi
radio relay equipment (AN/GR C-103) and a helicopter-borne
command post. Project Officer for the radio relay set was
Lieutenant-Colonel Bruce Donald, Royal Signals, who has now
returned to the United Kingdom after two years as the British
Exchange Officer at Fort Bragg. The S.0.-in-C. made a short
trip in the helicopter (a UH-1D) with Major Roy Knight, the
Project Officer, and operated the UHF and VHF sets to a
number of stations on the ground.
On Friday evening, the Corps Commander and Mrs. Bruce
Palmer gave an official dinner parry at the Open Officers' Mess
at which fifty of his officers and their wives were present. In
their after dinner speeches, the Corps Commander and the
S 0.-in-C. both referred to the strong bonds of friendship between the U.S. and British airborne forces which have been
forged in war and tempered in peace. General Palmer presented
the S.O.-:n-C. with an XVIII Airborne Corps shield which
had been inscribed to commemorate his visit to Fort Bragg.
50th Signal Battalion
On Saturday morning, the Corps Signal Battalion and the
519th ignal Company (rear link communications) had been
deployed with their equipment on the Polo Field. Accompanied
by the Corps Signals Officer, Colonel Walter J. Harbort, the
S.0.-in-C. was received by the Commanding Officer, Major
John R. McCracken, and the Officers, Warrant Officers and
Non-Commissioned Officers of battalion headquarters. During
his walk round the battalion, the S.0.-in-C. was able to talk
to all the men and he took great care not to miss anybody. Ar
the end of ithe visit, the battalion formed up and gave the
Airborne salute--" All ~he way, sir "-to which the S.0.-in-C.
gave the correct reply-" Airborne."

the keenness of the students. The S.0.-in...C. · talked to many
of them and was very impressed with their esprit de corps and
the very high standard of training being achieved, particularly
on the Officer Cadet and Officer Basic courses.
On Monday evening (17th October) the S.0.-in-C. was
entertained at a private dinner party given by Major-General
and Mrs. Richardson in their lovely home on the Post. At this
very friendly and informal affair, the S.0.-in-C. was delighted
to be able to meet a number of Gen :r:i 1 Richardson's personal
friends, including Mr. George Sancken who was celebrating
his recent re-elect:on as Mayor of Augusta.
The following morning was notable for the 7 a.m. appearance
of the 493rd U.S. Army Band to play outside the S.0.-in-C.'s
villa. This was a very great compliment as well as a most
efficient and effective alarm clock.

The SO-in-C poses a serious question during his USASESS tour
The SO-ln·C tells a good one to Pfc Alvin Goolsby

The Gold en Knights
The U.S. Army Parachute T eam provided tw.o very convincing examples of their art of free-:fall parachuung. From a
height of 13,000 feet, two parachutist~ J~ped together but
"fiew" in opposite directions to land six nules apart. Then a
stick of four jumpers " fiew in formation" and passed a baton
between them. All four lande<l in the very small target area
and presented the S.0.-in-C. with the baton.
The Commanding Officer, Major Alfred E .. S. Burkhard, then
presented his team and conducted the S.O -m-C. on a tour of
his facilities. Two colour films were shown-<>n~ had been
taken in England during a visit of the Golde!1 Knights to our
own Red Devils. It was very clear th~t Maior Burkhard and
his team of enthusiasts are firmly dedica.te? to free-fall parachuting as a militarY art, as well as a thrilling sport.

FORT GORDON
On landing at Bush F ield, the S 0.-in-C. was met by Colonel
Ra mond H. Bates, the Commandant of the ~.S. Army South
Ea~tern Signal School (USASESS), and CaI,>tam Karl ~· Mhay,
the Fort Gordon Protocol Officer. After bemg settled 1:fitO is
VIP villa Gordon House, the S.0.-in...C. was entertained to
dinner at ~he Open Officers' M ess by Colonel and Mrs. Raymond
Bates.
Honour Gunrd Ceremony
After a very warm welcom~ by 'l'he Comrnandin~ General,
Major-General Walter B. Richardson, the S.0 .-m-C. wa
accorded an Honour Guard. This cer~o.ny was very ';NC1
performed indeed by students at the Trammg Centre, Officer
Cadets at USASESS and b.Y the 434th U.S. ~my :33n,~. Even
the salut:ng guns were sefVlced by volunteer gunn-rs . Afterwards, General R ichardson intr?d~ced the Officers, ~arrant
Officers and senior Non-Commissioned Officers of hi.s staff.
Mrs. Richardson, Mrs. Bates and a number of other ladies who
were present were also introduced.

i

1J.S. Army South-Eastern Signnl School
During his briefing, the Commandant surprised the v1S1tc;irs
when he told them that there were 38,_ooo students under mstruction at his School. Courses are bemg run on a 2- and 3shift per day basis and this places great de~ands on the zeal
and enthusiasm of the dedicated staff and mstructors and on

The free fall baton is passed t o the SO-in-C

S i gnnl Corp ~ Dinne r
On Saturday evening Colonel and Mrs. J. Harbort were
hosts at a Signal Corps 'officers' dinner which _was attended by
more than 200 officers and their wives. These mc.lu.d_ed Officers
from the l3oth Signal Battalion, 30th _Infan!rr D 1V1s:on (North
Carolina National Guard) which was m trammg camp at F ort
Bragg. The S.O_.-in-q. was :V~ry t~uched by_ Colonel Harbor~'s
gesture in allowing him to iom th1s U .S. Signal Corps family
party.

so

The Commandant USASESS, Colonel Bat es, looks on as t he SO-in-C
t alks t o an instructor
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FOUT RlJACRUCA
The eight-and-a-half-hour flight from Bush Field, Augusta,
to the Libby Army Air Field, Fort Huachuca, Arizona, was in
a special USAF C-131 aircraft. The first four hours were spent
above the rain clouds which obscured any views of Alabama,
Mississippi and Lousiana. However, clear skies reigned over
Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. With the help of air navigation maps, thoughtfully provided by the U.S. Air Force, the
passengers were able to check their progress and were ready at
all times to assist the p:Iot. He appeared to be satisfied with
his own navigational aids, both visual and electronic!
On arrival, the S.0.-in-C. was greeted by Colonel Nicholas
C. Angel, the Commander of the U.S. Army Electronics Proving
Ground (USAEPG), and by Colonel Peter Leney, the BLO at
Fort Huachuca, and conducted to his VIP quarters at Hazen
House.
Tombstone
No visit to Fort Huachuca is complete without a tour of
near-by Tombstone City. This was conducted by Mrs. Edna
Landin, who has "hung" several S.0.-in-C.s. She was very
distressed that, because of the lack of time, it would not be
possible to "hang" General Bradley. However, later, at the
party given by Colonel Peter and Mrs. Leney, Mrs. Landin
swore in the S.0.-in-C. as an Honorary Mayor of Tombstone
and presented him with the deeds of one square foot of ground.
1JSA.EPG
The visit to Fort Huachuca was made at the gallop throughout. Nevertheless, the S.0.-in-C. was able to get a very good
idea of the vastness of the test facilities and the wide variety
of activities being conducted. The S.0.-in-C. also paid brief
visits to the Automatic Data Field Systems Design Agency, the
Electronic Warfare School, the Combat Surveillance School/
Training Centre and the 52nd U.S . Army Security Agency
Special Operations Command (USASASOC). It was a great
pleasure to meet Lieutenant-Colonel Robert H. Jackson, the
Commanding Officer of 52nd USASASOC, who had recently
returned from a tour of duty in England. He had very happy
memories of the Army Apprentices College and the many
friends he had made at Harrogate. He particularly remembered
the occasion on which the College Band (pipes and all) played
for them on Thanksgiving Day l
The visit to the Combat Surveillance School/Combat Support
Training C.Cntre, commanded by Colonel Harold F. Via, provided
another instance of the enthusiasm and success of the U.S.
Army in setting up crash training programmes.
The long day ended on a very high note when the S.O -in...C.
saw the AN/GRC-108 undergoing testing bv a team led by
Sergeant Herbert L. Simpson. Sergeant Simpson is one of the
fast disappearing breed of old time radio sergeants. He has been
in the business so long he knows every kilocycle by its first
name. He and the S.0.-in-C. had a very refreshing and down
to earth conversation.
Before leaving Fort Huachuca, t'he S.0.-in-C. had the pleasure
of dining with all the senior officers on the Post in the very
beautiful Lakeside Officers' Club.
YlJMA
Leaving Libby Army Air Field early on Thursday morning
in a U.S. U-9 aircraft, the S.0.-in-C. landed an hour and a
half later at the Laguna Army Air Field, Yuma Proving Ground.
Here he was greeted by Major W. Johnston, Roval Canadian
Artillery, the Officer Commanding the Canadian-British AN/
USD-051 (Drone) Trials Unit. After flying by helicopter to
the Drone Complex, the S.0.-in-C. was briefed by Major
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Major Ronnie Cru mp RA, tells the SO-in-C which button to press
to launch the drone-Captain C. P. Sampson RA , seems a bit dubious!

Johnston and Major Ronny Crump, R.A., on the results
achieved so far. Both were happy with these results and very
hopeful for the future. During his tour of the Drone Complex,
the S.O.C.-in-C. saw part of a launch count-down and talked
with all the Canadian and British soldiers on duty. They were
all in excellent spirits and enjoying their life in the desert.
During the flight back to the Yuma Proving Ground Headquarters, the helicopter pilot, Lieutenant-Colonel Carillo, pointed
out many of the facilities and amenities of this remarkable
installation. Colonel Joe Cullen, the Commanding Officer, was
host at lunch in the Officers' Club. During lunch, an interesting
film on the very wide range of testing and proving carried out
at Yuma was shown.
The last leg of the tour was the flight from Yuma to Denver,
Colorado, in a special USAF C-131 aircraft. The last part of
the three-hour flight was over snow-covered mountains and
was somewhat bumpy. During a particularly severe bump, the
coffee cups took off, hit the ceiling and parted company with
their contents. The S.0.-in-C and his party, coffee-stained
but thankful-were duly landed at .the Stapleton International
Airport.
FAREWELL
After a restful night at the Brown Palace Hotel, the S.0.-in-C.
fiew on by civil air line to Ottawa to start his visit to the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals. Colonel Brandle and Captain
Barrett spent a weekend convalescing at Colorado Springs
before returning to Washington to their office desks.

P OSTSCRIPT
Thi s narrative has attempted to give some idea of the many
and varied places and people seen by the S.0.-in-C. in a very
crowded thirteen days. The success of such a long and complex
tour owes everything to the painstak:ng and detailed planning
carried out by General Lotz's staff, particularly Colonel Harry
Margolies, Lieutenant-Colonel Bernard F. Mewhort and Mrs.
Jean Lineaweaver.
The S.0.-in-C. received many beautiful mementos of his
visit and in return presented framed photographs of the H.Q.
Mess Cable Wagon to his hosts. These mementos provide the
tangible expressions of the goodwill with which the S.0.-in-C.
was received everywhere he went. But the heart-warming
friendship, personal hospitality and many kindnesses accorded
to him and his party need no mementos. This evidence of the
very real comradeship and understanding betwe .. n the U.S.
and British Armies and, in particular, between the U.S. Signal
Corps and the Roval Corps of Signals was an unforgettable
experience for all those fortunate enough to have taken part in
the <tour. This was eloquently expressed by the S.0.-in-C. on
several occasions when he told his hosts that he felt very much
at home, particularly when he talked to the officers and men.
Royal Signals are now eagerly awaiting a reciprocal visit to
the United Kingdom by the tJ S. Army, Chief of Communications-Electronics, Major-General Walter E. Lotz, Jr., and, we
sincerely hope, Mrs. Lotz.
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=====Special Mention
MONTHLY misc any of Corps happenings wh ich have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

A

- - Air Troop, 2 ·t9

quadron, Singapo1·c

for being the .first of the ~.t)~ Air Tr<>?ps and for quickly
proving its usefuln ess by a1rhftmg a radio relay deta0ment
on to the top of an inaccess~ble peak 3,500_ feet. high in
Malaysia, so enabling an effecuve commumcauon link to be
speedily established.

- - '\\' orront Officers' nnd Scr gean t8' M ess,
7 t h Rellhnent
for using closed circuit TV for viewer~ unable to find a place
in the main room at the annual Christmas Draw. F. of S.
Course instructors at Catteri<:k, iplease note.
- - Stnff Sergeant Roger Dree s e of the
7 tla R e gime nt
for being selected as a member of the Cambridge Exhibition
to the S.E. Sahara, June to August 1967.
- - Tlae F .R.A. Signal Regiment .
for setting up an all-time WIR~ record. by s~diou sly avoidin g
any reference to Chrisonas gomgs-<>n m their January notes I
- - 621 Troop
for overpaying their W IRE bill before they had e".en received
an accoun t and for sending THE WIRE staff a mce calendar
for 1967.

- - Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. M. Tighe, M.D.E.
for being Men tioned in Despatches for ~istinguished service
in the Borneo T erritories during the period 24th D ecember,
1965, to 23rd June, 1966.

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of special mention. . Something '?f
particular interest must h~e occurred in YOUR u!"it,
station, or command. Wnte Nf:!W ~ tell t~e Edi~or
about it and so help to keep this a live and interesting
column.

==Promotions==
DECEMBER

The Squadron Commander, Major J. M. N. Lyons, and Air Troop
Commander Captain J. R. Roberts visit the Detachment on Mount
O phir in the State of Johore

N ew
Old
S en. No . Sen. No .
To W .O.I

REGIMENTAL

DUTY

A / W.O.l

Stephenson, G . A .

22539358

ROSTER

1200

2170

FOREMAN OP SIG NALS ROSTER

- - The gen e rous m e mbe r s o f 2 62 Squadron,
Cyprus
for clubbing together to raise a sum s~ci~t to fly a _young
bride out to Cyprus to join her husband m ume f?r Chn~tmas.
Signalman Paul Clegg (ex Junior Tradesmen s R egiment,
Rhyl) had recently married Elaine Owens, daughter of S~aff
Sergeant Owens, A.C.C., stationed in Cy~~s, ~d ha_d applied
for a posting to Cyprus in order to JOID his bnde. Unfortunately unknown to him she had returned wi~ her ~~ren.ts
unexpectedly to the U.K. a few days before his arr_1val m
Cyprus. His dilemma was quickly resolved by the kindness
of the members of his Squadron.

To W .O.U

22307303
22289344
23201242
23200846

S
S
S
S

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Cordrey, J. A.
Cowan, N. H .
Cooper, J .
Lee, J. C .

1870
1890
1900
1920

2340
1540
1550
1590

TECHNICAL ROSTER

To Sgt.

23783893 Cpl.
23743842 Cpl.
23234341 Cpl.
23833053 Cpl.
23528426 Cpl.
23675442 Cpl.

Kidd, R. S .
Taylor, J. K.
Graham, C. D.
Hutchinson, A. H .
Upton. P. M . C .
Ellis, J. M .

5835 III43
5836 11142
5875 5690
5888 12871
5895 9513
5920 II795

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER

To Sgt.

23378590

Dehdashty, R. S.

Cpl.

3020

4050

790

1514

INSERTIONS
FIELD ROSTER

To Sgt.

22772254

Sgt.

Thompson, E . H.
DELETIONS

REGIMENTAL DUTll

W.O.II

150

W.O.I

88o

250

ROSTER

680

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER

900
CHIBP CLERKS ROSTER

W.O.I
S Sgt.

310
690

400 .
TECHNICAL ROSTER

Sgt.

3446

4635

588o

OPERATING ROSTER

Sgt
F.tELD ROSTER

A CHRISTMAS FAIRY STORY
Signalman Pau l Clegg and his bride Elai n ~
52

Sgt.

184
4100

Sgt.

12

240

2850

3810

4000

4010

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER

1990
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===== Movements
O tnccrs
FEBRUARY
MS POSTINGS
Captain W. ] . M. Michie
.. .
. . To D13cl.
Colonel (to be Bria.) D. P. K . Rennick ,, Directorate Com munications Ne twork (Army) (118 Controller)
Captain P . J. Rowla nd ...
Sig,als 36 a.
Colonel J. R . West, O.B.E.
Colonel, Tcchnicol Staff, Army
Communic:itiona
Equipment
Planning
AG 11 P OSTINGS
• ccond-L ieutenant W. J. Armstrong . .. ,, 7:h Regiment
Ca p tain (Q.M.) G . ]. Bevan , M.M. ..• ,, Reserve Army Trainina Centre
Ori>tain K. B. Bailey
Troodos Leave Camp
Captain C . A. Brown .
,, 8th Regimen t
M.1jor N. L. Baker
...
.. .
,. School of Signals
Lieutenant (TCc. J ] . H. Cotton
,, 245 Sq uad ron
Major S. F . Dunkley
,, 16th Regiment
Major A. C. Dexter
...
,, School of Signals
Major G . A. S. Exel! ...
,, 3nth R egiment
M ajor P . J. Evans . . .
. ..
.. ,, 4th R eg.ment
Capu.•;n (Tfc.) E. W . G. Hill
,, 161.h Regiment
U! ptain A. W . deV. Hunt . ..
... ,, A.A .C. , Harrogate
Captain N J. Har d s (Royal Ausualian ,, School of Signals
. ..
...
. ..
Signals) ..
L ieutenant A. J R. Jackman . . .
,, 1 rth Regiment
Second- Lieuten:rit W. V. Legge
. . ,, 7th Regiment
Captain R . J. Lettin
. ..
,, 7th R egiment
Captain R. S. Mansfield
.. .
,, 22nd Regiment
Second-Lieut.!Dant I. W . Morris . .. ,, 22nd Regim ent
Lieutenant (T.O .T.) S· R. Mingaud ,, 222 Squadron
Captain (Q.M.) T. McKirgan . . .
M.o.D. Signals 36 b .
M:rjor R. T . Martin
u
.M.a.laysia
Major R. K. Nice .. .
,, 7th Regiment
Major D. Pitkin .. .
,, 22nd Regiment
Major D . G P ratt
,, 253 Squadron
Major (T.O .T.) F. R. Pedley
,, Training Brigade
Major L . J . Parker
...
. ..
H .Q., Land r'orees, Hong Kong
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Rahilly
,, II th Regiment (H.S.)
M:rjor F . Ramsbottom
,, 57th Regunent (T .A.)
(to Command).
L ieu t. (T .O T.) N. A . V. Ribchester ,, 22nd Regiment
Lieutenant R. A . D . Siderfin
7th Regiment
Major I. E. Simpson
,, 261 Squadron
Major D . H . Scarfe
H.Q., B.A .O.R. (SX)
Major C. S. Tyson
...
. . ,, 30th Regiment
Cap tain R. D. K . Thompson
. . . ,, 8th Regiment
Captain P . Webb ...
,, 212 Squadron

Warrant Olliccrs and Senior N .C.O.s
F'EBRUARY
W .O.I (F. of S.) J. F. Green
... To 655 Troop ... . . .
W .O.I S. Barrett .. .
...
.. .
. . . ,, 201 Squadron
W .O .II (F. of S.) L. W. Leppington
5 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
W.O.Il S. McDonough
18th Regiment
A / W.O.II E. P. D. Howe ...
,, 2wd Regiment
W .O .II (Y. of S.) R. P. Loats
5 Inf. Bde. H .Q. & Sig. Sqn.
W .O .II R. A. Crampton
...
,, 235 Squadron
W .O.II (Y. of S.) H . Brown . ..
,, 248 Squadron
W .O .II A. A. Piper
...
...
,, 81.h Regiment
W.O.II (Y. of S.) W. G. Gwynne
,, 19 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
W.O.II W. L . Marchant
...
,, nth Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. G . Newbery . ..
,, 63rd (S.A.S.) Sjgnal Squadron
Staff Sergeant J. R. Jacobs ...
, . 19th Regiment
Staff Sergeant R. B. Coleman
,, 19th Regiment
Staff Sergeant E. A. Brewer . . .
,, 21st Regunent
Staff Sergeant V. J. Gambell
,, 8th Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. A. Richardson
,, 8th Regiment
Staff Sergeant H . A. C. Meckings . . . ,, 18th Regiment
Staff Sergeant T. E. Buckle ...
... ,, nth Regiment
Staff Sgt. ~F. of S.) B. T. O'Con.n or ,, 262 Squadron
Staff Sgt. F. of S.) J. C. Kirton ... ,, 216 (Para) Sig. Squadron
Staff Sgt. F. of S.) A. G. Norton . . .
59th Regiment (T.A.)
(for 33rd Regiment, T .A.V.R.)
Staff Sgt. (F. of S.) T. M. Stoddart ,, 52nd Regiment (T.A.)
(for 32nd Regiment, T.A.V.R.)
Staff Sgt. (F. of S.) A. J. Horton
5oth Regiment (T.A.)
(for 34th Regunent, T .A.V.R.)
Sergeant D. H. Elliott
,, 2IO Squadron
Sergeant A. McCabe
,, 5 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
Sergeant G. W. Wisher
57th Regiment (T.A.)
(for 37th Regunent, T.A.V.R.)
A/Sergeant D. L. Mcintosh
8th Regiment
Sergeant T. E. Faragher
13th Regiment
A/Sergeant R. Newton
,, 10th Regiment
Sergeant N. Wallace
.. .
,, 253 Squadron
Sergeant S. A . Waylin!! .. .
2 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
Sergeant E. H. D . B111ding
59th Regiment (T.A.)
(for 33rd Regiment, T.A.V.R.)
Sergeant A. Rae
..•
SHAPE
Sergeant J. Quayle
,, I 4th Regiment
Sergeant R. Bowe&
249 Squadron
Sergeant J. R. Mciver
,, 20d Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
Sergeant C. S. N. Bartlett
3rd Div. H.Q . & Sig. Regt,
Sergeant J. Stretton
...
. ..
49th Field Rcgt. Signal Troop
Sergeant A. M. H. Hamilton
224 Squadron
Sergeant D. E. Cheyne
...
,, 225 Squadron
Sergeant R. T. Howe
,, 45th Regiment (T.A.)
(for 36th R egiment, T.A.V.R.)
Ser11eant W. H. M . Feeley
59th Regimen t ~T.A.)
(for 33rd Regunent, T.A.V.R.)
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Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Se rgean t
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergean t
ergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

VI. H. Elliott

G. C. Maple
P . C. InaJU
M. H. Wade
J. S. Alyson
W. J. Braniff
J. B. Bums
W. D . Carr .. .
A . W. A. Charlton
G. A. Downie
A. F . Dyer
.. .
A. B . Gould .. .
M. J. D . G room
F . D . Howden
R . M. Limb . . .
R. P . MortcDJOn

J. S. Pearson ...

P. J. Peplow . .
A. J. Porritt ...
L . Sant . . .
. ..
F. Sims
.
M . A. H. Taylor
D . G. E . Treharne
G. H. D . Ward

QUICKSIL VEll

" 9th Regiment
cbool ol Siiinal•
.. School oC S1snaJ1
nth Regiment
H .Q., Land Forces, Hon1 Kona
2znd Regiment
,, 4th Div. H.Q. & Sia. Reat.
.. 8th Regiment
.. 30th Re11iment
., I 4th Regiment
30th Regiment
Army ~prcntiC<!t' Colleae

~~~~isnal•

. . ,, 3 Commando Bde. R. Marines
., 66th Re11iment (T.A.)
(for 40th Rcaiment, T.A. V.R.)
H .Q ., u Ena. Bde. Siaoal Tp.
.. ,, 3rd Div. H.Q. & S•a. Re111.
,, 246 (Gurkha) Si&nal Squadron
,, 24 r Squadron
,, 19th Regiment
,, ISt Div. H.Q. & Sig. Rcat.
, 7th Regiment
., 14th Regiment

J•flOGllA1'1HE

7th - 8th February

Catterick

17th - 18th May

Shrewsbury

26th - 29th May
1st - 4th June
15th - 18th June
21st- 22nd June
30th June - 2nd July

Leicester
Middlesbrough
Aldershot
Lincoln
Lichfield

5th - 9th July
13th - 15th July
18th- 20th July
28th- 29th July
3rd - 5th August
9th - 12th August

Exeter
Horsham
Peterborough
Southampton
Colchester
Newcastle

15th Aug. - 5th Sept.
30th Aug. - 2nd Sept.

Scotland
Sheffield

7th - loth September

Liverpool

13th - 16th September

Cambridge

1967
Recruiting
Convention
West Midland
Agricult. Show
Army Display
Army Display
Army Display
Lines. Show
Mercian Brigade
Army Week
Army Display
Local Show
Peterboro' Show
Army Display
Tattoo
Tyneside Sum.
Exhibition
KAPE Tour
Sheffield Army
Week
Liverpool Army
Week
Home & Indust.
Exhibition.

.l<'Oll

ROYAL SIGN.US GLmING CL1JB
General
The aims of the Club are: (a) To encourage All Ranks in the Corps to glide and reach
competition standard with the aid of financial grant .
(b) In conjunction with the Army Gliding Association to
help provide capital equipment thereby improving
facilities whilst keeping subscriptions and fees as low as
possible.
Gran ts
All Ranks of Royal Signals may apply for grants each calendar
year on production of receipted bills to: The Secretary,
Royal Signals Gliding Club,
3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
Carter Barracks,
Bulford Camp,
Wilts.
These bills must be presented in the calendar year in which
they are incurred, and should be accompanied by a summary of
achievements and total hours flown.
Grants will be made up to £10 per year based on these
factors.

Get witli it I Order y our Wire NO W I
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From our "In" Tray
ILl,EGITDl.\.TE ANCESTOllY C:LEAllED UP
ir,
It was very interesting to read more about the Royal Signals
Electronic Robot in "Teen-age Robot,'' December/January
issue of THE WIRE.
Certainly the questions and answers received and given by
Mr. Mametron were very amusing but what really interests
me is th~ answer he always gives when he is constantly asked
·•Who made you?" My spies report that, :-Vithout even ~l.ushing,
he replies, " I was made by Royal Signals Technicians at
Catterick."
I hope l haven't been dreaming, bur I can still r~ll llhe
day when in 1964, Major Maxfield, then TSO of 30th ReglIIlent,
walked into this L.A.D. at Blandford with the dimensions of an
A.43 (a B47 was later substituted) and asked, with tongu~. in
cheek if we could make a Robot for the Earls Court Exlubmon
later tliat same year. Nothing too elaborate of course, but he
would like it to nod its head, flash its eyes, open its mouth and
move its arm!
This seemed a little unusual, even for this L.A.D., which is one
of the best in R.E.M.E., but, utilising 3 wiper motors, 2 ball
bearings, 2 flasher units, 42 feet of dexian racking, 2 tail lamp
lenses, 3 sheets of aluminium, pulley wheels and a block of
wood, Magnetron was finally born and appeared at Earls Court
on schedule. He was conceived and built without specifications
or drawings and represented many weeks work by a dedicated
and highly skilled tradesman. Thar man was Mr. C. Berham, a
vehicle mechanic chargehand of this L.A.D., and he shared my
pleasure in noting that his " child " is still looking and
functioning as well as .the day he led him out to make his debut.
Mr. Magnetron is a most ungrateful son to forget his
parentage and I hope that when I next ask him " Who made
you?" .the correct answer will come forth loud and clear-" I
was made by the L.A.D. and T.M. Troop at Blandford and am a
perfect example of R.E.M.E. and Royal Signal co-operation."
Yours faithfully,
J. D. CooPER, W.0.ll, R.E.M.E.
L.A.D., 30th R egiment.
NOW WE

Ki.~OW!

Sir,
I was interested to see on page 530 of the December-January
1966 WIRE the photograph of Lieutenant-General Sir Richard
Goodwin, and the statement that the General made a name for
himself by passing a Telegraph Operator's Morse test during a
visit to 23 Training Regiment in 1959.
When the General, at the time Commander 1st British Corps,
visited 22nd Regiment in 1964 he took us by surprise and
demonstrated his prowess. You will be interested in the following extract from the December r964 WIRE describing the
General's visit to a course in the Training Wing of 22nd Regiment-" At one stage he demonstrated his knowledge of
signalling by asserting that the Morse he heard being transmitted
was 15 wpm and not 12 wpm as he had been told; furthermore
he could read it!"
ow we know the answer I
Yours faithfully,
A. J. JACKSON,
Lieutenant-Colonel, C.R. Signals, 4th Division.

ROYAL

1

SIGNALS

FLYING

CLUB

Captain P. A. Treseder, has taken over the duties of
Secretary, Royal Signals Flying Club, from Major D .
H. Scarfe as from 4th January, 1967.
Captain Treseder's address is:
Ministry of Defence (DI 3(dXA)),
Horse Guards Avenue,
Whitehall, London, S.W.r.
Telephone: WHitehall 7022. Extn. 6080.

COUPS BAND - AN APPHECIATION
ir
Congratulations to the Band once again I
A recent broadcast on 'Music While You Work' carried by
the Forces Broadcasting Service was an excellent example of
our Band's skill and ver atility.
My home town, Dunfermline, has had the Band for many
years as a regular part of the summer entertainment and high
praise is always lavished in the local press.
Feelings were, that with the end of National Service, military
bands would decline somewhat in standard. Our Band has
maintained, if not improved, their high tandard.
Yours faithfully,
D. Wooo,
R.Q.M.S., 16th Regiment, B.F.P.0. 35.

t.:AN ANYONE BEAT TJllSl'-SIX IN A llOW
Sir,
WIRE notes from the Squadron have, of necessity, been very
sparse due to the nature of its function. However, we consider
that the enclosed photograph (unfortunately too indistinct to
print-Editor) will be sufficient to cause ar least some comment
from the Signal Regiment that boasted a 1J1ere four W.0.I on
their strength.
Our "heavy brigade" as photographed are: W.O.I (F. of S.) N. Walker, W.0.1 (R S.M.) P. Catton, W.0.1
. of S.) G. Giles, W.0.I (R.S .M.) D. Handley, W.O.I (R.S.M.)
S. Halbert, W.0.1 (Y. of S.) B. Adcock.
Yours faithfully,
D. HANDLEY, W.0.I
227 Squadron (ALFCE), B.F.P.O. 6
Sergeant A. lHurkham, 7 Flight A.A.(;., writes: "With mixed feelings, I transfer into the Army Air Corps
Cadre w.e.f. 5th January and if you have a small space available
in your next issue, could I thank all who have helped me on in
my career and, inform all my friends in the Corps that I still
look forward to meeting them again. I am constantly visiting
Royal Signals Units at present in Malaysia, but shortly I e:x,pect
to be back in U.K. and perhaps attend the next reunion.
"With my present unit, 7 Flight A.A.C., being integrated
with 208 Squadron, I am kept fairly well in touch with Signal
matters and at happy hour sessions in the Sergeants' Mess, the
lighter side of signalling, but l have made my choice to remain
a "fly boy" rather than try to settle back into Regimental duty
and my old trade of lineman."

llllU..'\IEI& (OFFICE EQUll"lUENT) LTD.
Condor House, St. Paul's. I.011do11, E.C.4
Mr. R. Rimmer of the above firm has written to your Editor
as below:" Dear Brigadier Hobson,
I have been asked by Major F. C. Emery, of the Royal
Artillery Association, to write to you regarding discounts on
proprietory goods as offered to the Royal Artillery Association.
We can give your Association the same terms which are
less r 5 % off Retail Prices, plus tax.
We have a very wide selling range:-Television and Radio
Receivers, Radiograms, Record Reproducers, Tape Recorders,
Typewriters, Heating Appliances (Fires, Fan Heaters, Convectors, Radiators, Water Heaters, Heating Blankets, etc.),
Hardware, Camping Equipment, Electrical Appliances, including Culinary Appliances, etc.
These discounts can only be given to members of your
Association and not to individual companies for re-sale."
THE WIRE would particularly commend this firm. Mr.
Rimmer is an ex-Royal Marine Commando who served and
lived with the French Resistance during the last war. The firm
was founded for the purpose of supporting an orphanage for
some 220 children in France. All profits go to this cause.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH
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PLESSEY A1·3 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an . . .

all-purpose
communication
system
No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight military radio in quantity production anywhere
does all the things the A13 can do, in so many different roles. That's
why it's already been bought by armed forces on four continents. They
recognise the A13's unique flexibility as manpack, ground station,
vehitle station or marine craft set. They know it's proved in combat,
including parachute delivery.
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channels in the 2-8 Mc/s band
(selected without netting); a choice of phase or amplitude voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-µower
(20 watts) transmitter output; fully protected output circuits; and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, Essex,
England. Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166.

• PLESSEY Electronics
P~(E)SA

SCEN ES F B01'1 CATTEBICK DUBIN6 H.H.S. HEB1'1ES VISIT

who had come from the Northern Echo originally to capture
the antics of the sailors on the cross-country driving, was able
instead to produce a picture of the unusual sight of Leading
Seamen Davil Hill and Jim Mulgrcy in lheir naval uniforms
manning the radios of the AF V 432.
From the depths of the driving seat Petty Officer Roy . Kenworthy (used no doubt ro the 30,000 tons of space on H.M.S.
Hermes) was heard to remark that the 432 made a mini sub
he had tried out at H.M.S. Dolphin seem like a luxury liner. A
further example of the resourcefulness of the Signalman in war
was clearly demonstrated when the highly operational looking
Radio Rebroadcast Station cooked and issued sausages to the
surprised spectators.
At the film show, held in place of rhe chiving demonstrations,
Royal Signals took the opportunity to put over a little propaganda by including " Mercury " in the programme.
SporCOI Aftt•rnoon

Th!! afternoon was devoted to a full scale confrontation on
the sports field. The actual pitches all had to be changed due
to the weather, but in spite of this some very good games were
played. The Corps won the soccer, golf and hockey, the last
re;ult assisted cy the presence of Petty Officer Treabie in the
Corps team on loan from Hermes, but the Navy's ruggc:r team
played a beautiful game and richly deserved their victory. We
arc not quite sure who flattened Lieutenant-Colonel Crump,
<>UI rugger referee, at one stage of the game, but we have our
. uspicions.
In the everung, no respite was allowed for recovering from
the exertions of the afternoon, and the Ratings went to a dance
at the Harewood Club. The Petty Officers went to the School
of Signals Sergeants· Mess, and the Officers enjoyed "private
entertainment."
&veral visitors found it almost as difficult to find their way
home afterwards, as it had been on arrival-but this time British
R a!lways could not be held to blame.

I.
2.
3.
4.

There
There
There
There

were
were
were
were

demonstrations •.• Leading Seaman Hill and Mulgrey being shown the AFV 432 communications set up
parties ••• These sailors are a th)rsty lot
games ••• And sailors can play rugby too. A dangerous moment for Signals. Result-well t he sailors won
farewells ••• Commander Bradbury says goodbye to Brigadier Woodrow

Background to the viHi t
In the account of the trip the Corps made to Gibraltar in
H .M.S . Hermes (October-November WIRE) in August 1966,
mention was made of the preparations for a return visit to
Catterick. On 30th November and 1st December The School
of Signals and Training Brigade Royal Signals were delighted
to act as hosts on behalf of the Corps to Commander Bradbury
and his party of 18 Officers, 25 Petty Officers and 23 Ratings
from H.M.S. Hermes.

Entertainme nt
On the first evening a series of social functions ·were arranged
to introduce and entertain_ the guests. The Officers were !nvit~d
to a Buffet Supper in H eadquar ters M ess attended by Brigadier
J. D . 1'. Brett and Brigadier A. J. Woodrow and hosts from
m e School of Signals and T r aining Brigade.
The Peuy Officers attended a Sergeants' M ess Dance at
8th Regiment while the Ratings were entertained to a dance
in the Junior Ranks Club of 24th Regimen.t.

Welcome at Catterlek
Arrangements had been made to meet the naval party at
Darlington Station and, although the majority. were indeed
conducted safely to Catterick, those sailors who decided to come
individually had an interesting navigational exercise getting
themselves to their destination.
This situation was not helped by British Railways who, not
content with stopping all trains from Darlington to Richmond
at half-past six of a weekday evening, also failed to clearly
advertise this fact or offer suggestions on alternative travel
(For the attention of any future unsuspecting traveller-you go
to the Bus Station.)

Demonstrations
On the next morning Catterick's weather really excelled itself
and "down came the ra in." Regrettably some of the morning's
scheduled programme h ad to be cancelled. This possibly came
as a d istinct relief to the sailors a s part of this programme would
have consisted of them driving 3-tonner s over t he special hazard
section of the cross-country driving course on G andale Moor,
now unfortunately a sea of mud. Perhaps it was just as well
bearing in mind the previous evening's entertainment.
However the weather relented sufficiently to allow the
demonstration of signal equipment to take place and ,t he
AF V 432 (with Hermes painted in bold letters on the front)
soon became the centre of attraction. The Pre11s photographer
THE WIRE. FEBRUARY-MARCH 1967

Jo'arewell address
On the following morning the time had come to bid our
regretful farewells to the Hermes visitors. In his closing address,
Brigadier Woodrow said what a pleasure it had been for the
School f Signals and the Training Brigade to welcome the
party from Hermes on behalf of Royal Signals. He pointed out
that as all three Services became more inter-dependent on each
other, so it became more important for us to get to know each
other better. Visits such as this provided that opportunity. H e
hoped that a simple machinery would be set up in order to
ensure that Royal Signals units everywhere will always know
the whereabouts of H.M.S. Hermes so that every opportunity
could be taken of maintaining our close liaison in all parts of
the world. Royal Signals had enjoyed the hospitality of H.M.S.
Hermes on frequent occasions, and were anxious to return this
hospitality whenever clie opportunity to do so arose.
Commander Bradbury in thanking the Corps presented four
framed photographs of H.M.S. Hermes manoeuvring at speed as
a gift .ro vhe School of Signals and Regiments of the T raining
Brigade.
Fortunately, a small gift had been prepared against this
eventuality, and Major Ken Ferguson presented Commander
Bradbury with a framed cartoon. This depicted a naval officer
showing two Army officers round the bridge of a ship, saying
"Now you can see why you cannot sit at me Captain's table,
this is the Captain "-pointing to a large computer.
Finally the time had come for the sailors to climb into their
coaches for the journey h ome. The Corps Band quickly formed
up to play a farewell tribute and another memorable meeting
between Royal Signals and H .M.S. Hermes was over. Until
the next time.

CATTEHIC K

l!EU NION
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lt1ake " S1u•cial Notp and pass the word
Aro11nd!
It 1vill bP h e ld on the Weekend

2 ·1.th/26th JlJNE
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©lJituarp
URIGADIEll E. J.

~llillPDY,

C.D.E.

As we go to press we were saddened to hear of the death of
Brigadier Ted Murphy-particularly in view of his very close
connections with the Association as its General ecretary.
Edward John Murphy was born at Bangalore in 1892 and
enlisted in the 6th Inniskilling Dragoons in 19<>9. He wa~
appointed to a regular commission in 2xst (Empress of India's)
Lancers in 1914, seeing active service on the North West
Frontier in the Shabkadar area in 1915. He wa~ seconded to
the Army Signal Service in l9I7 and joined 1st Cavalry Brigade
Signal Troop and transferred to Royal Signals in 1922 and
served for a short time with "F" Indian Divisional Signals.
After attending 6 " Q " Course he spent three years in
Northern Ireland and two years in Aldershot Command Signal
Company. From there he became Adjutant "A" Corps Signals
from 1928-31 when he joined 3 Company Egypt Signals. In
1935 he was O.C. Mobile Force Signals based on Abbassia.
He returned to U.K. to serve with A.A. Group Signals in 1937
becoming O.C. A.A. Brigade Signals in France in 1939 and
C S.O. A.A. in 1940, being Mentioned in Despatches. Later in
1940 he became Chief Instructor (Wireless Wing) at the A.F.V.
School.
From 1941-43 he was C.S.0. Northern Ireland and in 1943
was appointed D.C.S.O. Allied Forces H.Q. in orth Africa
where he was aw.arded the C.B.E. From 1944-45 he was C.S.O.
Eastern Command and, when he retired in 1945, he was C S.O.
Home Forces. After r~tirement he was General Secretary of
the Royal Signals Asso:iation from 1946-1948. Here he did a
wonderful job in getting the Association on to its feet after the
War. He built it up again in every respect, including the republishing of THE WIRE and the re-establishing of its records
which had been partially destroyed due to enemy action on no
less than two occasions. His wife, Anne, will also be remembered with affection for h er splendid work on welfare and
prisoner of war parcels. The Association undoubtedly owes
a great deal to them.
Ted died on 21st January, 1967, having been in poor health
for a considerable time. The deep sympathy of the thpusands
who either served with, or were helped by him, is extended to
his wife Anne, daughter of the late Brigadier H. ClementiSmith, Colon el Commandant.

• ":\PTAIN'

·w .

A ••J UDGE, T .D.

THE WIRE regre ts to record the death, on 30th Dec:!mb~r, of
Captain W. A. Judge, T.D., at the age of 68.
On his retirement, th rough ill health, in 195r, mention of
Captain Judge's career was made in the May, 195I, i sue of
THE WIRE, under Southern Command (M) Signal Regiment
notes, from which the following is taken:
"We are sad to relate that Captain W. A. Judge, T.D., of
Aldershot Signal T roop is leaving the Regiment as a result
of a Medical Board. H e h as been with the Regiment since it
was formed in 1946 and, amongst other thing , will be remembered for his services r ndered on behalf of the Corps
with public address equipmen t, which has recently become a
responsibility of t he Corps.
Captain Judge pioneered the use of this equipmrnr in
Southern Command since 1945 to cover suc!:1 events a th~
Modem Pentathlon, the King's Birthday Parade and mo t Service sporting events in the district.
Captain Judge has been one of the mainstays of the Corps
in r ecent years, and some of us ex-Territorials can remember
in 1939, when, as T .M.0. with London D ivisional Signals, he
had the task of training driver with 3ocwt. civilian truck ,
when as many men as could be crammed for afety were
taken out in the streets of London to be taught the rudiment
of driving. In :iddition, he was responsible in thos: Jay
for the training of fitter s, electrician s and other potential trade men in considerabie numbers."
N ews of his passing will be received with sadn "S by many
old Corps friends, and T HE WIRE wishes to extend sympathy
10 Captain Judge's relatives.
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Certain

S11dnt>ss-

A LAMENT FllOiU THE 8ht REGDIENT, A.E.R.
Inspired by recent contributions to T~E WIRE, . we .have set
down the following doggerel. Come April, 1967, 1t will, sadly,
retain only a historic interest.
You meet some queer folk in the Army
All doing their bit to serve,
But the strangest by far are the fellows
Of the Army Emergency R eserve.
We come from all walks and all stations,
AU sorts, and all types, you will meetThe fat, and the tall, and the hairy
And a number with very flat feet.
We hail from parts distant and nearby
In Victor, or Rapier, or Jag.,
With our uniform draped on the back seat
And our toothbrush and soap in a bag.
[Photo Courtesy Spectator N ewtpapers, Ba11gor, Co. D (>fl)t1

Funeral of Corporal C. B. Lawrence

con1•onAL c. B. LA WREN CE
TuE WIRE regrets ro record the death on 2nd December at
the age of 48 of Corporal Charles B. Lawrence. Corporal
Lawrence's service stretched back over 30 years and ' Geordie,'
a be was widely known, was a very popular member of 66th
Regiment T.A. of Clonaver Park Camp, Belfast.
His service began when be joined the R.A.S.C. in 1936 and
he was in Palestine and .W. Europe and was at the D-Day
landings. He joined 66th Regiment T.A. in 1958 and remained
with the Regiment until his death.
He was accorded a Military Funeral by the Regiment at
which the 0.C., Lieutenant-Colonel J. E . Carroll, M.B.E., and
the R.S.M., W.O.I P. Harrison, was present.
He leaves a widow and four children to whom great sympathy
is expressed in their sad loss.

CAPTAIN'

G.

F.

.JONES

Captain Jones ("Jonah") was a subaltern in R.E. Signals
during the First World War. He then went to the Reserve of
Officers and served throughout the Second World War. During
the North African campagn he was .presented to General De
Gaulle Later he re-formed the 21st (N.M.) Corps Signal Regiment (T.A.)-now 46th (N.M.) Signal Regiment (T.A.)-and
served as H.Q. Squadron Commander until he retired in
1956.
He was a regular contributor to TuE WIRE some years ago,
writing under the name of " Scribe Jonah." Shortly after
moving to Bakewell to live, he served on the Bakewell U .D.C.
with the late Colonel V. C. Holland.
Captain Jones had many friends. H e was an unassuming,
\'ery loyal man of great ability, and he will be sadly missed.
STAFF

SERGEA..~T

n. n.

CROFTS

It is with regret that we announce the death, in D e rby,
on 4th January, of Robert Harold Crofts, at the age of 46.
Staff Sergeant Crofts rendered long and loyal service to the
Corps over 26 years. He enlisted in 1938 and saw service with
the B.E.F. in France, Iraq, N.W. Europe after D-Day, M.E.L.F.
and B.A O.R. He completed his 22 years' R gular service in
196o and joined the T.A. in October, r96r, and was still serving
with 46th
.M.) Signal Regiment (T.A.) in Derby at the time
of his death.
Our deep sympathy goes to his widow and three children.
COADY.-Mr. A J. V. Coady, of 22, D elaware Crescent, Shoeburyness, on 25th November, at the age of 52. Mr. Coady
was an ex-Corporal who served in Royal Signals from 1940
until 1946, and was later employed as a Clerical Assistant
with the Army Information Office, Southend-on-Sea. He
leaves a widow and family, to whom great sympathy is expressed.
EARY.-Signalman Ivan Anthony Seary, of 7th Regiment, as
a result of a traffic accident in Germany on 9th January.
Our deep sympathy goes to the next of kin.

Most of the Admin. is dealt with
In the evenings, and weekends, Chez Nous
With the dining room stuffed up with papers
And to ordina ry folk-' Taboo.'

70 GOOD MEN AND TRUE
Senior squadron march past the S.0.-in-C. at their graduation
parade

ARMY APPRENTICE COLLEGE

The writing gets done in the kitchen
In the wee small hours of the night
With the wife in bed calling "Come on, love,
Get <to bed and put out the light."

I

The CO.'s wife drives the Gestetner,
His children stick on the stamps,
The dog does a turn as a sentry,
Except when inspecting the lamps.
The Adjutant lives by the Mersey,
The C.0. finds Bristol the best,
O .C. 1, in the fiat lands of Lincoln,
O.C. 2, like a Lord, Queen's Gate, West.

The Corps held in high professional regard
In his speech at the pri2e-giving, which followed, General
Bradley congratulated the apprentices on their turnout1 and
~3!ing on parade. He had a special word for those graduating;
giving Dhem every encouragement in their service with the
Corps. H e also spoke of the high professional regard held for
the Corps by other arms, and stressed that this was the image
which they were to maintain.
The principal prizes presented were: Army Commander's Prize: "For all-round excellence" to
A/T R.S.M. P. B. Child.
Commandant's Prize: "For conduct, discipline and example,''
A/T S.S.M. L. W. Rule and A/T Corporal P. R. G. Cribb.
Colonel Commandant's Award: "Best all-round Soldier/
tradesman of the term," A/T S.S.M. L. W. Rule.
H is Worship the Mayor of Harrogate then presented the
Borough of Harrogate prize for the best essay on Local Government. This was won jointly by A/T Sergeant S. C. Coward
and A/T P. M. Dowdall.

So you see that we have quite a problem
Getting signals betwixt and between,
It's no good with flags or smoke signals,
And beacons would never be seen.
I suppose if we bad enough cable
We could fix up a 10-line U .G.,
With a Fullerphone keeping things secret,
We'd be happy as happy could be.
But we ain't got no phones, nor no cable
Nor switchboards neither, and so
We use letters, and even trunk dialling,
Three cheers for the old G .P.O.

REGULATION PATTERN

ROY AL SIGNALS ST ABLE BELTS
Home -12/- each plus 1/ 3 post
Abroad-10/9 each plus 1/ 3 post
Wall Shields 7' x 6• Royal Signals
Blazer Badges "Superior"
Pace Sticks ...
.. .
. ..
...
...
.. .
.. .
...
Sergeants Walking C anes, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested . Home
Abroad ...

Graduation Day-December. Visit of the S.0.-in-C.
Winter Term Graduation Day was on Tuesday, 13th
De<;ember, and on this occasion the Reviewing Officer was
!"'1aior_-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., o.s ..o, Signal Officerm-Ch1ef. The form of parade had been altered considerably from previous occasions. This was partly because of
the College re-building programme and partly by ~he wish of
the Commandant, Colonel J. W. Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D., to make
the occasion a family affair. After his arrival at the saluting
base the Reviewing Officer inspected the parade which was
followed by a march past. The Reviewing Officer then met
many parents of the apprentices who were gathered together for
coffee in the NAAFI lounge.

32/45/130/54/44/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specialist In the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone: ESHER 63705

Mountaineering
The College Mountain Rescue Tegm must be the first team
officially recognised which is now maintained by all Royal
Signals personnel. Led by Captain F. Smith there are twenty
members who specalise in fell rescue techniques. Well equipped
with stretchers, radio and heavy lighting equipment the team
is prepared to go out in all weathers to any part of the country.
The special training calls for a detailed knowledge of the fells
and lakes of Yorkshire and the Lake District. In an effort to
gain this knowledge the team goes out most weekends summer
and •winter. Although not out to break records, fast thnes have
been set up for Scafell, Helvellyn and the Three Peaks all of
which are popular walks with visitors. Speed is often e;sential
in rescue work and members are trained to travel quickly over
rough ground in bad visibility. First Aid training teaches them
to handle the simple sprain or the heavy fall and also how to
recognise shock and exposure.
THE WIRE, FE BRUARY - MARCH
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ON TOP OF THEIR JOB
A/T Colley, A/T Lance-Corporals Young and Waring of the Mountain
Rescue Team pause on Striding Edge Helvellyn

2nd IlEGDIENT, B.F.P.O. 22
Lord grant me the peace of a cool quiet stream,
Where calm and contentment reign supreme,
Here in solitude let me retire,
And gather some ground-bait to feed THE WIRE.
By our Angling Club
The

Birdwood

Barracks Christmas
Sports, 1966

Winter

Qualifying Round
The qualifying round in the Bunde Winter Sports started
as early as 9th December in the form of the all ranks' dance.
No doubt readers will be hearing of numerous other such
dances, so suffice it to say that everyone was there, and we all
had a «super party, chaps."
Junior Events
The first round proper started, perhaps, on 18th December,
when, for the ninth successive year, the Corporals' Club held
their annual Christmas party for fifty under-privileged German
children. The Burgermeister of Bunde, Herr Fricke, was present, .and in his short speech on behalf of the local people,
he said he knew of no better way for two different nationalities
to get together.
Corporals Porteous and Williams, together with a small committee of helpers, take the credit for some fine organising. The
R.S.M., with his eagle eye, observed that all the children
thoroughly enjoyed themselves, too !
The next round in the junior competition was the Regimental
children's parties, on 19th and 20th December. The two to four
and the four to ten-year-olds had their own meetings and,
after the "weigh-in " m both cases, subject to the normal
thrills and spills of Yuletide, the goodies disappeared at an
alarming rate, and the spectators had their sharr of the •.m.
~fojor

Events
The senior competitions started off, as usual, on Christmas
Eve, and continued for about four days.
Competitors of all ranks assembled on Christmas Eve for a
final spot of circuit training. This took the form of short sprint
from house to house, and included breathing and Jung exer-
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cises non-stop for three hours. It was called " carol singing "
and a few bottles of the C.O.'s " Christ~s ~pirit " sorted out
the men from the boys before the first c1rcu1t had been com·
h f
pleted.
.
D
The m<>ming event on Christmas
ay was a . mump
or
the living-in soldiers : the Senior N.C.O.s had pomt~ deducted
during their cross-country gunfire course (for r':lnmng out of
brandy), and the sol~iers we-i:e awarded · the trophies on account
of theit early mornmg stamma.

have to get up the next morning. We reckon that anyone who
gets through the pre-Christmas round of activities should be
excused PE tests.
A

The Di~light of the Jtleetlng
The highlight of the winter meeting was undoubtedly the
Downhill Bog-sleigh evenL The R.S.M., the first contestan~
down the treacherous 46o metre course, fro~ the Se:geants
Mess to the Officers' Mess, put up a good time on his 1965
E!san.
The Officers entertained the Wa:rant Officers and
Sergeants to some liquid refreshment at this stage, but more
fun was yet to come.

c.o.

Crashes
Colonel Cubberly undaunted by the R.S.M.'.s fast time,
bor'towed the R.S.M.'s bog sleigh (his own was m wo~kshops
having a reflush) and decided to tackle the course uphill. All
went well until he approached the notorious " V ".bend. H~re
the helmsman (the R.S.M . himself), with obvious ulterior
motives, ordered the Captains of the Regiment (who were
assisting on the left flank) to try a jump tum on the stream
side The Commanding Officer left the course at speed. The
wr~kage of the Elsan '65 was pronounced BER, b~t the C.O.
completed the course to the men's dining hall with a bent
chassis and a sore - - - l What courage 1.
At the dining hall, the Officers and Warrant _ Offic~rs suc~c:ss
fully completed a short resettlement course m wme waitmg
(draught beer and alcoholic Christmas pu_d), and the men
awarded the C.O. a boot full of "pils " for his. fine performance
on the slopes. The boot was handed around m tum to. all the
waiters who were rightfully jeered by the men for rruserably
falling to " down it in one.''
Other Events
The soccer match, arranged by Captain Muir, on B<?xing Day,
was a very energetic affair. The Scots and the Insh played
the English and the Welsh. The latter t~m w~n by seven
goals to three, despit~ Sergeant-Major Norns havmg to leave
the field at frequent mtervals for the nearest patch of bushes.
Capta:.O Swindells proved himself to be the king of. the ice
rink by slam.ming in two goals for the Officers agam~t ~e
Sergeants on the hockey pitch. The match ended happily, m
a draw perhaps the R.S.M. was the key to the success of the
Sergea~ts' side, if only because ae "dr~w " large numbers of
the opposition whenever he got possession of the ball.
Ten Taverns, 1966
Apologies to all those who have "done the moor" whilst
at Denbury, but the stamina required for this event was of a
similar nature.
Primarily a three-squadron event, lead by
the Squadron Leader Squadron Captain and O.R Q.M.S.
Feber the gallant four~een members of the Regiment broke all
exist~g records. Seven hours-the longest time ever taken .to
complete the normal ten-mile bash route. Even then, the arm
was not accomplished as two of the ten taverns were closed,
but fortunately it only happens once a year.
Future Even ts
The serious winter sporting season having now passed, as
usual, the Regiment is sending off parties to some of the more
" social " winter meetings.
Major C. J. 0. Phillips, 3 D.G., (occa_sion~y comman~
ing) 3 Squadron is, of course, away for his winter s~ason_ m
preparation for the Divisional and B.A.O.R. ski championships.
Posing as a professional gambler, and treating the entire
financial resources of the Central Bank and the P.R.I. "purely
as a commodity," we naturally assume that he will br~be ~e
organisers into awarding us at least one trophy agam this
year.
So much for 1966, the Regiment now begins something
of a reorganisation, and here's a warning for this time next
year-if you send anyone in this Regiment a Christmas card
to either "Alpha," "Bravo,'' " Charlie,'' "Delta " or "Echo"
Troop-he'll never get it.
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Dlghli~ht

One of the highlights of ~he Christmas act1v1t1es was the
Carol Service held in the Garrison Church on Thursday,
15th December.
The Church was decorated by a team from 1 Squadron,
led by Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Langford, and looked very
attractive with the candles and fairylights . The G.O.C., MajorGeneral A. J. Deane Drummond attended and read one of the
Lessons.
As their contribution towards the Christmas spirit, the
Wives' Club held a bazaar at which they made a profit of £48,
which was donated to the Eventide Home in Amesbury.
After that it was Lave; more parties, of course, but not quite
the same rush as previously.

The Commanding Officer Lieutenant Colonel J. R. Cubberley
greeting the Burgermeister of Bunde, Herr Fricke, at. the Corporals Club party for under privileged German children

3rd

REGIMENT,

BULFORD

C:AlUP

What a fortnight l
It was only half-a-month, but what a lot we cra~med ~to
it before we started block leave. Apart from vanous little
exercises and preparations for equipment inspections~ not to
mention various specialist inspections such ~s fire, hygiene and
messing, we had parties. Parties for the k1ds, for the Mums,
for the Dads and for the Mums and Dads, plus, of course, those
who are neither kids, Mums or Dads.
Taking them in the order in which they occurred, the. first
party was for the Wives' Club. It took the form of a dmner
in the Sergeants' Mess, followed by a " cabaret " laid on by
the spouses. If noise level indicates the success of a party,
t:his was a most successful one. The " hum " of conversation
from the dining room was in the +zo DB range.
The main item of this cabaret was a melodrama for four
players written, produced and directed by Captain Clive
Burnh;m (lntellioence Corps), with a cast of subalterns. The
female lead was played by an erstwhile prop-forwar_d who ~e
veloped a falsetto voice and bosom to match, to bnng realism
to his/her part. It went down very well, though the female
lead was not sure what to do with her bouquet. The other
attraction of the cabaret was Signalman Smith, of I Squadron,
s·inging to his own guitar accompaniment.
The children's Christmas party, as always, was a great sucThis year Father Christmas arrived, 'Predictably, by
cess.
helicopter. The kids all found it fascinating, especially as the
'chopper' let down very slowly, flashing all its lights. The
R.S M., who was marshalling in ~he a!rcraft, was stood out
in the middle of the square fiappmg his arms up and down
and, in his own words, " Feeling like a ' whee whee ' great
vulture trying to take off. If he had taken much longer I
should have met him half way.''
A very pl.ush do
Next came the aU ranks' Christmas dance, and a very plush
do it was. The Junior Ranks' Restaurant (our fancy name
for the d:ning hall) was transformed and connected to the
Triangle Club by a system of tunnels cunningly constructed
by 2 Squadron. There were three bands in attendance, two
pop and one trad., and a good time was had by all.
The Triangle Club draw took place the next night, when a
good crowd were entertaine~ by some professional ac~s fro~ d1e
Wiltshire-Hampshire area, m between bouts of drawmg tickets.
On the Friday night, after having served Christmas dinner
and seen the troops on block leave, the Sergeants' Mess held
their Christmas draw and dance. This year it was held in the
Junior Ranks' Restaurant, and a conservative estimate of
attendance would be about 350. This time only two bands
were in attendance, but between them they gave us music until
gone 2 a.m. Lots of people won prizes, some of nhem -;;er?
appropriate. But, oh, how lovely to know that one d1dn t
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Durmg all this festive activity the soccer team kept plugging
away. They are through to the 5th round of the Army Cup, and
o to Northern Ireland in January to p~ay 4th/7th Dragoon
Guards. The Soccer Officer's one complaint is that they lost
in the first round of the Divisional Cup Competition, which
he had set his heart (and some money) on winning.
Latest venture in the sporting world for us, was the aquisiuon of some canoes by O.C. 2 Squadron, Major Jones, from
friends of his at Dover, and the buying of some canoe kits,
which are being put together by Corporal Harrison and LanceCorporal Norman.
Lieutenant Cunniam and a few others have already had a
practise paddle in them, but the only report so far is that the
water is very cold.
Among those who have left us this month are W.O.II Tim
Lockley, Staff Sergeant Copley, Sergeants Potter, Saunders and
GTeaves, who have all gone to UNFICYP in Cyprus, and
Sergeant Wilf Schofield, who has left the Service to join
Diplomatic Wireless.
Welcome to the Corps
To balance this, we have had one notable addition to the
Corps. Captain Tom Swan, who was with R.E.M.E. and our
Records Officer, has achieved the ambition of his life and transferred to Royal Signals.

4th REGIMENT

B.F.P.O. 15

SMART AND SOLDIERLY IS THE WORD!
No. I Course M.P.C. 11-1 pose at 4th Regiment

Rugby
Our rugby team 1s still going strong this season but, unfortunately, have been knocked out of the Army Cup, losing
to our neighbours, 4 RTR, by II points to nil. We are
now concentrating on the B.A.0 R. Seven-a-Side Competition.
Sad news for old I:Jembers of the Rugby Club is that the
club house has now ceased to exist as such; 'after-match' entertainment now being held in the newly-renovated Regimental
Club. This news will be of particular interest to old stalwarts
such as Lieutenant J. Jenkins, at Blandford; W.O.Il J. Turner,
at Larbruck, and Sergeant (Taff) Edwards, at Catterick, all of
whom were in the original team that did so much to build up
club spirit. We send to them and to all other old members
our best wishes for 1967.
Sergeants• 1'1ess Notes
The Mess Christmas festivities got under way to an early
start, for on 7th December we entertained a theatrical group,
headed by comedian Al Read, after their show.
On 9th Decemb-r the Mess held a Chrisanas Ball, and the
Band of the 17th/21st Lancers provided an excellent evening's
entertainment. During the evening we were treated to a display of highland dancing by the Regimental Dancers of the
Ist Bn. Royal Scots.
Wednesday, 16th December, is now known in the Mess as
"Y.O.S. Day,'' as it was on this evening that the Mess held
its Christmas draw, and W.O.II ('l. of S.) "Chippie" WCXX:

The Porty's Over "
This was the title of a tune played for the Corporals'
Mess on the British Forces Broadcasting Service " Wireless for
the Blind" appeal on Christmas Eve to the pledge of DM6o6
and six shillings and fourpence; this title also sums up the ending of our more than hectic Christmas round of parties and
activities for 1966. Notes about Christmas do not make for
good read ing in February. Suffice it to say that our threeweek Christmas programme included the usual Sergeants'
and Corporals' Mess B lls, and draws, all ranks' dance, children's parties, Squadron and Troop parties, and a regimental
carol service. It is interesting to note that on his only night off
in three weeks, the Commanding Officer was introduced to his
first " Quicktrain," which came at 9 p.m. on 15tJi December.
Such is life l
tt

Ski-Ing
A team of six enthusiasts have, for the last three weeks, been
enjoying the slopes of Ehrwald, Austria, in preparation for the
The team, led by
B.A.O.R. Inter - Unit Championships.
Lieutenants M. Galloway and M. Ridlington, report good progress, and when joined by our Ski-ing Officer, Major J. Moore,
R.A., in a few days, have high hopes of a good place in the
Anot·her team, led by Second-Lieutenant P.
competition.
Dick and Sergeant Lockwood are at present at Silberhutte in
the Hartz Mountains; this team is the first of many we hope
to send there during the ski-ing season.
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DID HE GET THE ORDER RIGHT?
The Commanding Officer and Mrs. Jackson talking to Mrs. Val
Williams of the W.R.V.S. Head waiter-the R.S.M.-but who
looks on?
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won no less than six major prizes. W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Brian
Overland and his Draw Committee are to be congratulated on
a first class ffort in selling some 15,000 tickets. "Well done,
Brian I"
cru'.istmas D ay saw Sergeant Page marching some 80 ~fficers
and senior N.C.0 .s to the men's d ining hall _to serve Chr~ tmas
dinner after the officers had been entertained to Christmas
drinks' in the M ess in the traditional manner.
Wednesday, 28t>h D ecember, was teenage m ght, w~en
were
host to some 65 teenagers of the R egimen t for t?eir Chn~tmas
p arty. The younger generation really wen~ at It a~d en1oyed
themselves; the mu ic for the evemng being provided by a
local beat group.
· f
d
New Year's Eve saw the members of the Mess in ancy ress.
This was a most successful party, and th<: prize~ for the bC:St
fancy dress went to W.0.1 (F . of S.) Brian Flint, and Miss
Ina Aitkinson.

Soon after the interval the ball was again in the Warrant
Officers' n-t after Second-Lieutenant Vaughan had shot in from
twenty yards. Inexplicably the Padre disallowed the goaland a few moments later S.S.M. R ichardson palmed the ball
delicately, with the Padre unsighted, to W.O II Cooper for
the latter to beat the Officers· goal keeper, Captain Barnard. And
so the score remained, with the referee ever-ready to stamp out
every blatantly constructive attempt at football. Loudly
claiming a moral victory the Officers retired co the Sergeants'
Mess immediately after the fin al whistle to drown their sorrows.
As one of his New Year resolution s the Colonel has given up
football.

w:

Arrivals and D pnrturcs
The " turnover " this month has been large, even by our
standards (pc.Maps this will catch the eye of someone ~
AGII or the Records Office). Among others,_ we have ~aid
farewell to Major Frost, O.C. 3 Squadron; M aior D. Jenkins,
R.A.O.C, O.C. H.Q. Squadron; Lieutenant T. Nash, A.C.C.;
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) O'Connor, Staff Sergeant Duff and
Sergeant Kelbie, all of "Mike" Troop; Sergeant McMahon,
R.E.M.E., Staff Sergeant Rotherham, and Corporals Raynor,
.
.
Bates and Meyrick.
On the credit side, we welcome Maiors Hartnett and Ellis,
Captain Field Lieutenant Shuker, W.O.II (0.R.Q.M.S.)
Stroud, Serge:uits Cresswell, Hughes, Stirling, Blackman,
Leggott, Small, and Corporals Hope and Blench.
Births
Our congrarulacions go to Signalma!l and Mrs. Shrive on the
birth of a son, Michael, at B.M H., Rinteln, on 21st November.
7th
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If November was
made up for it and
(slightly delayed) by
Signals Records-4
wouldn't lee him go.
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a quiet month -t hen De~embe~ certa~y
opened up in true fas!:uon with a vmt
Colonel T. H . C. Gn~, 0.1.C. ~oyal
Divisional H.Q. and Signal Regiment

Courses% Courses! Courses!
The writer of · November notes did not qu!ce get his block
schematic correct, a Regimental Training School was formed
and ano.ther square should have appeared showing all reorg
as passing through the college? This is reflected in the proud
boast oLO C. 3 Squadron of having only I 5 men left to P3!3~e
daily. The courses begun and ended during th~ month w1~m
the Unit took approximately 200 men on vanous upgradmg
courses while 100 more went to o~her units.
The L.A.D. figured largely with their Annual R.E.M.E.
Administrative Inspection on the 13th and the magnificent
oollection of old toys which they renovated and finally presented
to Schonnar Orphanage. Even the M.P.B.W_. have t3;ken a?
interest in them and have now dug three massive ·holes in their
most excellent lawn.
Two Hportiug setbacks
Sportwise, a reverse of last month's successes put us firstly out
of the B.A.0.R. second round Army Cup Hockey Competition,
beaten 4-2 only in the last ten minutes by 14 Field Regiment
R.A. on an afternoon when only ducks should have been on the
pitch-did the hoses really need to be u~d in the morning to
wash away the leaves? Much credit to Mrs. Sherratt who
braved the storm to cheer on our team.
In the same week on Saturday, 17th, the B.A O.R. Rugby
Final took place at Bad Lippspringe and again only in the last
20 minutes did the " Dukes " manage to get on top and win
by 9 points to 3. Never mind, Lieutenant Bill Backhouse
"won" a rugby ball in the Sergeants' Mess Draw.
The regimental cross-country, on 9th December, was won by
Corporal Holden and the winning Squadron was 1 Squadron,
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Arthur Bramhall, H.Q. Squadron, took 1his
time and came a steady 209th out of 180 starters.
Exercise '"'Dry Drop" undertaken by the Sub-Aqua Club
took ph1ce in Keil on 12th December, the report on the
expedition prepared by S.S .I. D. Dolphin, A.P.T.C., will appear
in a later WIRE.
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GET THOSE PINTS READY
Left to Right : W.O.'s 11 Lindsell, Smith and Bell about to dismiss
after being presented with their L S. and G. C. medals by
Brigadier Page

ABO UT TO BURST INTO SONG
The singing waiters alias Sergeants Morgan , Robertshaw, Moody and
Loach

Sergeants' Mess
A busy period of activity organised by a hard-working entertainment committee of " Young Hairies " presided over by
W.0.11 F. of S. ("Geordie") Martin and Staff Sergeant John
Haydon.
The Christmas Ball held on the 10th D ecember, with officers
attending, was a huge success. Music for the night was provided
by nhe band of the Royal Scots. A feature of the night was the
100 yard " tunnel of love" between .the Mess and the Stock
Club where the buffet was provided. Constru::tion engineers
were John Haydon and Sergeant H arry (" Hedgehog") Birtles.
We were pleased to welcome to the Mess on the 17th
December the C.C.R Signals 1 (BR) Corps, Brigadier C. E.
Page, M.B.E., with Mrs. Page, for the Christmas draw. Mrs.
Page won one of the few prizes which did not go to Unit Pay
Office.
For those unfortunates who were s:tting in odd comers and
would not normally have seen the actual draw, F. of S. (" Nev")
Armitage ana his technical assistants provided an excellent closed
circuit telev.ision circuit. The cameras were trained on the
draw, the dance floor and the buffet room. An excellent night,
organised by the 0.R.Q M.S. (Doug Paterson). On a later date
a presentation was made by the C.C.R. Signals, Brigadier C. E .
Page, M.B.E., to the 0 .R.Q.M.S. in recognition of his services
to the Regiment, a handsome book entitled " How .to Win
Friends and Influence People."
We regret to announce the posting to U.K. of Sergeant Alec
McCabe, who has served long, late hours behind the Sergeants'
Mess Bar for six years. "Wee" Alec will be missed by all
members, in particular D.Q.M.S. "Digger." All members
would like to wish Alec every success in his new posting, and
longer service at shorter bars. (D.Q.M.S. = Dog Q .M.S., for the
uninitiated.-Editor).

m the driving rests. Whilst on th is subj ei:t congratulations must

Officers' Mess
Two funct ions held in the Officers' Mess on 9th and 31st
December were very successful and in particular the transformation into a Night Club of the Mess on New Year's Eve.
Major Ian Spear and his volunteers d:d a good job! On the
21st December the Wart ant Officers and Sergeants were entertained to drinks and a preview of the "Singing Waiters"Sergeants Moodie, Loach, Robertshaw and Morgan (who
surprisingly were the stars of the day wh'!n Christmas dinner
was served to the soldiers). But why didn't the R.S.M. sing?
Buffets have been all the rage and much has been done by
W .O II Machin and his cooks to ensure the great success of
this festive season. The Commanding Officer officiated at a
" spirit-adding" ceremony in the restaurant on the 6th
December and afterwards sat with the catering staff to have a
photograph taken.
A Road Safety Rally was held on 28th December organised
by 2 Squadron. S.S.M. 2 Squadron, W.0.11 Harry Bell, was
the overall winner with Major Holmes winning the road section.
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Mrs. Jane Garratt, wife of O.C. 5 Squadron, corning out on top
go to Lance-Corporal Fairmin er, of 5 Squadron, for his winning
poster in the B.A.0 .R. Road Safety Competition; it pays to
enter and win a nice DM 100
There is also a rumour that W .O.II Bramhall's car is in need
of its ninth res.pray !

Stop Pres s
It has just been announced that Staff Sergeant Roger Breese
has been selected as a member of th e Cambridge Expedition to
the South East Sahara 1967 from June to August.
~nrriages

W e offer our congratulations to Signalman Brock, married at
Fowry, Cornwall, to Vivienne Bowden, on 10th December.
Signalman M arks, married at Kingswood, Gloucester, to Pamela
Beavers, on 27th December. Lance-Corporal Robertson, married
at Edinburgh, to K athleen Ann Surry, on 3rd December. All
of whom took the plunge this month.

Postings 111
W e greet Captain R. S.
Squadron, and we also greet
L ieutenant R. A. J. Gardner
H igson, who have r _cently
Signals.

Mansfield who has gone to 4
Lieutenant A. J. Briggs, Secondand Second-Lieutenant B. C. P .
joined us from the School of

CYPRUS TOP GROUP
Lance-Corporal "Curly" Jones
leader of a Services group-now
very much in demand

M c N a m a r a • s Band,
formed in 1965 by LanceCorporal "Curly" Jones of
1 Squadron, ably ~upported
by Dave Foley, Stu Thomson, both of 2 Squadron,
vocalist D ! e Davison, R.A .F .,
and lead gui tar Paul Kelly,
Royal Anglian, were in great
demand over the festive
season. The group probably
ranks as the most polished
band on the island having
played many notable engagements, appearing on Cyprus
elevision, broadcasting on
BFBS, and playing in night
clubs in Nicosia and
Famagusta.

Dur competition
. The Bar Competition took place on the 23rd Dxember when
the C.O., accompanied by his panel of judges, sampled the
wares o.f each Squadron Bar and the R.A.F. Bar. With the
greatest diplomacy !'he award this year was presented to the
R.A.F. who had produced an imaginative bar reminiscent of
the Black Hole of Calcutta. After the judging, the Officers
Warrant Offi::ers and senior N C.O.s served Christmas dinner to
the men, who seemed to be overflowing . . . in praise for the
efforts of the cooks under the watchful eye of Captain Barnard
and Staff Sergeant Alexander!
Judo
Until the following information was handed to your correspondent, the existence of a Judo Club in the unit was completely
unknown to him, however, it would appear that they are a
thriving concern.
The club has gone from strength to strength under the present
instructor, Staff Sergeant Rainey, and regularly more than

PostlnJfs Out
Major Knott leaves us to join H.Q, B.A.0.R., and Sergeants
Uttridge and McCabe both leave for postings in the U.K.
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Annual needle game goes to officers-morally?
The highlight of December must surely have been the Officers
versus Warrant Officers football match. It was marred only by
an injury to rhe Adjutant, Captain Byrne, after ten minutes,
following some quite beautiful play down the right wing, when
he slipped on the Wembley-like turf of the regimental pitch
and was forced to leave the field. Courageously he did return
at the beginning of the econd half, and the Officers succeeded
in playing twelve men, until the severity of the injury brought
about ihis return to the m1iner's bench.
The first to score were the Officers when, following a pinpoint centre, the Colonel nodded the ball to Captain Ridger
who drove a powerful shot into the net.
Continuing to press, d espite the efforts of the referee, Padre
Carruthers, the Officers held their lead at nhe interval and,
suitably stimulated by Black Russians, the potent and infamous
cocktail prepared by the team manager D ave Mowrey, they
returned full of confidence for the seoond half.
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"CATCH THEM YOUNG "
SAY 9th REGIMENT JUDO INSTRUCTORS
This happy group of service youngsters obviously find Judo to
their liking
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Dev!zes to Westminster race. The club now possesses a total
of six canoes, two 14 ft. Granta canvas tourers, two fibreglass
16 ft .. tour~s and the .two Dolphin K2s. We are at presen t
!fammg with t~e K.2s !-Il the Chelsea Barracks swimtniog bath
m order to gam experience in handling what are for us very
fast but unstable canoes; the advantages of capsizing into a
heated bath being infinitely preferable to the River Thames
as W.O.II (O.R.Q.!\1.S.) ~inger and Lance-Corporal Bonne:
have learned to theu considerable discomfort.
We have recently welcomed the Corps Canoe Club to use
our clubhouse as a .base and . we look forward to seeing a lot of
Corps canoe. enthusiasts turrung !'P to train and compete in this
area . •At this stage we wo1;1Jd hke to point ut to any Corp
canoeist that. should ther wish to train or compete in this area
we •can provide help .with. accommodation for themselves and
!1'e1r .canoes an~ wdl give any other assistance possible,
mcluding a certain amount of transport.
The Regiment is ideally situated for canoe:ng on the River
Thames, being only six miles from the northern bank at
Chertsey. Should there be any canoe enthusiasts who wish to
have a go at the Thames and want assistance we will be
delighted to hear from them.

twenty boys attend the club. In the accompanying photograph
Staff Sergeant R ainey is in the centre with his 11ble ru;sistant,
Sergeant Welch, on his right.
N ext month it is hoped to have more inform11tion about the
activities of th club, which is an off-shoot of the Youth Club.
Squash Bacqut.•Cs
The regimental team bas continued on its winning ways and
now stands at the top of the D hekelia Squash Racquets League
. . . unfortunately the team has been depleted by the posting
of Lieutenant Webster to the U.K . and an injury to Staff
Sergean t Olink. However, there are. om e promising young
players in the unit as the following will show.
2 Squadron, drawn against 262 Squadron in the Minor Units
Knock-Out Competition, came unstuck at the fir t fence when
going down two ga mes to ·one. Second-Lieutenant Vaughan
opened for the borne Squadron and gave the team a good start
by winning in three straight sets. Arkley played next and
despite lack of practice took his opponent ro an extended five
sets before succumbing. L ance-Corporal Murray played number
three and while los:ng in straight sets never looked like giving
in, and continued to fight to the bitter end.
If only the unit had possessed facilities for practice the result
must have been a home win .. . but the venture was not
entirely unsuccessful since it produced two particularly
promising novices.

Corporals Huntleigh-Smith and Strange pose beside the new bar
which they built in the ' Bruno' Club

An uproarious party

2 SQUADRON
Visit to the Houses of 1•arliament
On the 12th December, O.C. 2 Squadron, M ajor Tom
Fortescue-Hi:chins, arranged a visit to the Houses of P arliament.
It was an o: casion that will be long remember ed .
Immediately after passing the first policeman one is impressed
by the grandeur of the building, the numerous stained glass
windows showing the Heraldic Arms of ~he Earls of the United
Kingdom and the unhurried dignified way the daily business
of the " House " is conducted .
At exactly 2.30 p.m. the Lord Chancellor, preceded by the
Mace Bearer, entered the Chamber. After seven minutes-the
time allott·ed for prayers, we split into two groups. One group
was escorted to a gallery of the House of Lords, where we could
look down and see, what at first appeared to be a small
gathering of members. There were in fact eighty-five members
present, including three Peeresses, during one d ebate!
The benches on which the members sit are on three sides of
a rectangle with the Lord Chancellor seated on the Woolsack
at the bead.
As each member enters or leaves he or she gives a slight bow
to the throne s:tuated behind the Woolsack. Above ~he throne
are, three magn:ficent stained glass windows, each depicting an
h istorical occasion.
One speech by Viscount Amory, a former Chancellor of the
Exchequer, r egarding changes in the structure of Local
Government in the Torbay Area, was parti::ularly interesting.
The second group was taken to the galleary of the House of
Commons. At first, ~be House was nearly empty, as Question
Time had only just begun, but gradually the benches began
to fill.
The M in ister of Labour, Mr. Ray Gunter, was first in the
firing line and we were all amazed at the number of questions
he and his team had to answer. It soon became obvious that
something big was about to happen as one by one the members
of the Government and of the Opposition Front Bench took
their seats. Looking at the programme we saw that a question
was tabled for Mr. Brown on his recent visit to Russia.
Unfortunately, the only person who did not arrive before we
had to leave was Mr. Brown. As we left the gallery it was
interesting to count the number of members who had apparently
lost interest in the proceedings-still, they do work long hours!
After ninety minutes in such an atmosphere it was an anticlimax to step outside and face the noise and bustle of
Parliament Square.

The Children's Party on the 15th was an uproarious affair
as some one hundred and forty children, aged 2-12, were able
to attend (as well as the parents I). The highlight of the afternoon was the arrival, by chimney, of Father Christmas (alias
Sergeant D. Tanner). A Huckleberry Hound film was enjoyed
by all present and our rather harrassed A/ Adjutant, Beverely
Simmons, led the carol singing.

f',a11oe Club
As mentioned in previous WIRE notes the Regiment boasts a
small Canoe Club whioh is based in an Annex of the Regim~ntal « Bruno" Club. As a result of a recent generous welfare
grant from Eastern Command, we have just purchased twoK.2
Dolphin canoes with which we intend to enter the forthcoming

[(@ [

10th Regiment, Hounslow

Gaiety was the word
Christmas started early this year. By the 6th D ecembe.r the
Bruno Club was decorated for the season of good cheer, thanks
to the hardworking team led by Corporals Huntleigh-Smith and
Strange.
At the all ranks' dance, on 7th Decembe.r, we were delighted
to welcome several of our civilian friends from the telephone
exchanges around the Command.
On the 10th December the Wafrant Office.rs and Sergeants
held their Christmas Dinner and Dance in the Bruno Club,
and kindly invited the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
J. R. Ellis, the officers of the Regiment, and their ladies to join
them.
As in the previous yearan invitation was extended to
include two members of the
Royal Hospital, Chelsea, and
we were extremely pleased to
see once again Colour
Sergeant King and Sergeant
Coles sitting down to dinner
with us.
After a few short and
seasonal words from the
R.S.M. and the Commanding Officer we waited, with
our hearts in our mouths,
we waited, and waited, but
for the first time in the
history of the Club, we were
not
rewarded
w1th
an
Second Lieutenant Beverley Simmons,
anecdote, related in a Welsh
WRAC, dances with Sergeant Coles of
the Royal Hospital, Chelsea , during the
accent, from our Chief Clerk,
Warrant-Offkers and Sergeants ChristW.O.II Singer, a mystery
mas dance
wh:ch he has yet to explain,
but probably the presence of
his wife may have had something to do with it; but, look out,
Hong Kong, there is a wonderful teller of tales coming your
way.
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I I th R EGIMENT, C:ATTERIC:K

CAMP

The !llonth ?f December began very forcibly with the Annual
Inspect~on which was conducted by the Brigade Commander
(Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E.) and his staff. After this the
month became more what one normally associates with December, namely Christmas and the festive season. By the middle of
the month. parties were in full swing and everyone was becoming
gradually imbued with the Christmas spirit.
The list of activities included the Corporals' Mess Dance and
Dra~, the Serg~a nts ' M ess Dance and Draw, and the children's
Chr~stmas Party ~s well as the Rugger Club and Wives' Club
parties. The Regimental Carol Service whioh was held in the
Garri~n <;:hurch of ~aint Martin _
was well supported by all
denommauons. The mne lessons bemg read by Methodists and
Roman Catholics as well as the Church of England members of
the Regimen t.
T h e Pm1s-Off Parade, 9th December
Major-General D . G. T. Horsfield, C.B.E., D.s.o., Commander
5oth (Northumberland) Division/District, took the salute at the
Pass-off Parade on 9th
D ecember. Twenty-six recruits of 2 Troop with their
Troop Officer, Lieurenant J.
H. Roberts, and Troop
Sergeant, Sergeant Hassett,
passed off the Square to the
strains of the theme from 'Z'
cars played by the Corps
Band.
After the parade
Major - General
Horsfield
spoke to the men of 2 Troop,
together with their parents
and friends who had watched
the parade, in the Junior
Ranks' Club.
Signalman Bellshaw, from
Plymouth, gained the distinction of being not only
the best recruit but also the
the marksman in 2 Troop.
No doubt his Territorial
Army Service was a help
S.igna 1man Be IIs haw
towards this achievement.
w.e all wi&h him every success in his career as a Corncen
Operator and are sure that he will maintain the high standard
that he has set for himself in this Regiment.
Pass-Off J•arade, 22nd Decemberthe • ~fagnificcmt Soven '
The " Magnificent 7 " Troop passed off the Square on 22nd
December. The inspecting officer on this occas ion was the
T~inin~ Brigad~ Commander, Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E.
Th1rty-s1x recruits were on parade with their Troop Officer
Lieutenant R. M. G. Orde, and Troop Sergeant Staff Sergeant
Gunderson, B.E.M. Signalman Barraclough wa~ chosen from
7 Troop as the best recruit. He is the son of an ex-Royal Naval
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Petty O~cer who is now employed as a civilian ins~uctor with
24th. Regiment. ~racl~ugh went to school in R ichmond and
~rlm~t<;m. We wish S1gnalmi.n Barraclough every succcs in
his trammg as a technician.
Army C u p R11gby
Disaster struck the regimental rugb y team in the third round
of the Army C~p aga inst the K OSB in th e form of six Army
player~, all playing for the other side! The team had entered
the third roun'!- of the Army Cup with great enthusiasm. Not
ev~~ th;, long iourn ey down to Folkestone could d ampen their
spmts, If we had got this f~, nothing could stop us now I"
However, the match ended with the KOSB gaining 42 points
to our 3, but everyone enjoyed the game very much and wish
the KOSB the best of luck in the next round of the cup.

Vis it of ~lajor-General P. E. IU. Bradley,
C.R.E., D.s.o., S.0.-in-C.
When the S.0.-in-C. visitt:d the Training Brigade on the
1 2t~ D ecember we were delighted that a brief visit to this
Regiment was included, during which he was entertained in
the Sergeants' Mess by the Warrant Officers of the Training
Brigade and School of Signals.
Found nt R.A.F. Denlow-Wbose is Jt?

A medallion inscribed "Rawalpindi 1930 Track Running 440
yards " and bearing the name and regimental crest of the Royal
Corps of Signals was found recently at RA.F. Henlow. If the
owner of this medallion or any one present at that sports
meeting is interested, the medallion can be claimed from the
Curator of the Royal Signals Museum.

13th REGDIENT, D.F.l•.O. 40
The Uegiment lUo,·ed nt Sudden Passing of
nn Old Frfond

C.S.M. BOB WOOLEY

It is not usual for 13th Regiment to contribute notes to
successive issues of THE WIRE but an event took place on
Christmas Day which justifies this break with the rule.
For three Christmasses now, a Chelsea Pensioner, C.S.M.
Bob Wooley, has been a guest of the Regiment. As each
Christm~s ca~e and .went the pleasure we all felt at the thought
of meetmg him agam grew greater. H is fatherly manner his
delight in children, his enthusiastic participation in an' the
Regimental activities endeared him to everyone. Christmas of
1966 was to be no exception and we were all delighted when
Bob Wooley was seen amongst us again.
On Christmas D3y it is traditional in the Regiment for the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants to assemble in the Offic:r ' Mes.s
before all go .to the J?llin dining_hall t~ serve the m. 's midday
meal On this occasion the semors, with Bob Wooley in mock
command, had just arrived at the front door of the Officers'
Mess when he collapsed and died almost immediately of a
suspected stroke.
(Con!inued on page 67)
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We know little about Bob Wooley as he seldom talked about
himself. We do know that he enlisted in the South Staffordshire
Regiment and, in the course of his service, transferred to tlte
York and Lancaster Regiment. He saw service in the First
World War. He lost his only son, aged 21, during the Second
World War and that he was a widower when he died at the age
of seventy-four. We do know that his death was deeply felt
in the Reg!ment and that many, particularly members of the
Wararnt Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, were very moved.
Nevertheless we have the comfort of feeling that his passing,
amongst the officers and seniors of ihe Regiment, who had
adopted him, would have been the one he most preferred.
14th REGIMENT, GLOUCESTER
Christmas and New Year over (who said thank heavens?),
, nd after the spate of parties and activities, we can concentrate
on forthcoming events. These are varied, to say the least. A
familiarisation course on strategic communications for university
students; a Regimental camp-at Monmouth, we hope, adventure training galore, and the Regimental Week. During the
latter we intend to exercise our privilege of marching through
the City of Gloucester with " swords drawn, bayonets fixed,
drums beating, and bands playing." This will take place on
Sunday, 8th May, following a Service of Commemoration in
Gloucester Cathedral at which the Bishop of Gloucester will
give the address.
I SQUADRON (GLOUCESTER)
The Squadron is now settling back into routine after the
Christmas break. Unlike most units, the Squadron never
closes down nor is it ever able to get together as a complete
unit, as the relay centre is always open.
Most of the unit, however, managed to get some leave in
during the period and there was the usual round of parties
m the Officers', Sergeants' and J.R.C. Messes.
We now settle back and prepare for the winter proper. We
are waiting for our new toy-a snowplough to clear the way
to the relay centre. The Commanding Officer has booked first
" plough " with it. This might even result in a " Reginiental
Ploughing Competition " up and down the square.
2 SQUADRON (DROITWICH)
From 2 Squadron's point of view, the highlights of the
festive season are undoubtedly the Christmas dinner-dance
and children's party, and this year proved no exception.
We held a dinner-dance on 17th December, which was
attended by a party from the County Youth Organisation of
Worcestershire, headed by Mr. G. P. Jordan, who presented
W.0.1 Barrett with a suitable memento in recognition of his
services to the youth of the county at the Sailing Centre, Upton
Warren, over the past two seasons.
The setting was, as usual, ideal. Our corps of interior decorators had transformed the Tudor Hall into a Christmas fairyland of paper chains, tinsel and lights; the dinner was excellent, well washed down with sherry, red and white Bordeaux
and port, and the speeches mercifully short. After such a meal,
in such a setting, the gaiety was truly unconfined.
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Party for orphans
The children's party, attended by about 120 children of
the unit, plus a number of local orphans, was even more redolent of the true spirit of Christmas. An hour of cartoon
films, a bumper tea, complete with crackers, balloons and
carnival hats, then Father Christmas (Corporal Bates) with a
present for all, attended by clowns (Lance-Corporal Whalley
and Mr. Ledger) and a Dalek (Corporal Stevens) made it a
day to rememb~.
Father Christmas and his entourage (less, of course, the Dalek)
then rounded off the day by taking the presents of some of the
orphans who were too ill to attend round to the orphanage
where they were rapturously received.
It was quite touching to see the tears in the eyes of some of
our ••hard bitten" sold iers when they recalled the plight of
those sick and homeless " kids " in the orphanage to whom they
had brought a brief glimpse of •What a real Christmas with real
parents in a real home might mean.
Messrs. KilEngbeck, Wadey, Gouldsmith and Collict produced
a neatly satirical and suitably slanderous " Cabaret" Show for
the Christmas parties which went down very well.
The last " official " party was the civilian staff party on 23rd
December which, alt·hough conducted with becoming decorum,
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was quietly enjoyed by all who attended. We couldn't even
persuade young Nita Miller, our switchboard operator. to ~v
us an encore of her spirited performance with the life-sized
Dalek which made last year' party so noteworthy.
f,ooklng back on 1966
As 1967 approaches, perhaps a look back at the highlights of
1966 from a 2 Squadron view point might be appropriate.
We enjoyed setting up our new Lecture Room with its curving
18 ft. by Io ft. map of the world-the scene of many happy hours
on Current Affairs lectures and presentations of the role of
COMCAN, and we have enjoyed explaining this to our many
visitors, including the C.-in-C. Western Command, G.0.C. 48
Division (T.A.), Commander 159 Bngade (T .A.), C.S 0. Western
Command, C.S.O. COMCAN and a host of others.
We enjoyed the " Freedom" Parade at Gloucester and all
the social functions that went with it. We have enjoyed all the
sporting activities but particularly the regattas on our own
"puddle "-from the first-ever Corps Regatta down to the
inter-Squadron events. A party of " afficionados " from the
Squadron revelled in the World Cup.

A sheer delight
The week's cruise in the S tella Lyra was sheer delight . . .
But perhaps the most satisfactory event in 1966 for us has been
the great effort made by MPBW to do all the things we asked
for. After some inital difficulties and delays our new cookhouse,
toilets, ablutions and baths are a source of the greatest and most
lasting satisfaction to all of us. And by the end of January
1967 we shall have had a complete interior (and exterior) redecoration throughout. So the toast is, "Well done, MPBW,"
with our special thanks to Mr. Jones of the Birmingham office
and Mr. Bradbury, our local Depot Superintendent.
Another highlight of 1966 was the official sanction of the
installation of gaming machines, thus ensuring a regular source
of income to Welfare Funds.
But s o me s adness, too
We've had our sadness, too. Due to the closure of the R.P.O.,
Droitwich, we are threatened with the Joss of our complete
Orderly Room Staff who must make way for more senior Civil
Servants under existing rules, and this has cast a shadow over
much of our seasonal rejoicing. We had two deaths in 1966,
Signalmen Hawes and Prior both losing infant babies during
the year. And, of course, the inevitable posting of old friends.
Most senior of these, W.0.1 Barrett goes to Cyprus, Sergeant
Miller to the F. of S. Course, Sergeant Brandon leaves the
Army and emigrates to Australia, all early in 1967. We shall
miss them all and take this opportunity of thanking them for
their effort on the Squadron's behalf. And, equally, extend a
most cordial welcome to their replacements.
3 S Q UAD RON (BA~IPTON)
R.A.F. Visito rs W elcomed
On 6th December, 1966, Air Vice-Marshal B. Ball, C.B., C.B.E.,
R.A.F., Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Signals Command,
visited the Squadron. The C.-in-C. was accompanied by his
Personal Staff Officer (Squadron Leader L. W. F . Wheeler),
Group Captain P. M . S. Hedgeland, O.B.E., 0.C C.C.C. R.A.F.
Stanbridge, and Wing Commander W. D. Reid, M.B.E., 0.C.
Engineering Wing C.C.C. R.A.F. Stanbridge.
On arrival the C.-in-C. was met by the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel F. D. Williams, M.B.E. The purpose of the
visit was two-fold, for in addition to an insp...'"Ction of the
Receiver Hall, the C.-in-C. presented the British Empire Medal
to Corporal B. J. Toynton, R.A.F., for meritorious service
whilst serving with a remote R A.F. detachment in the South
Atlantic.
The Quarter Guard was provided by 3 Squadron and the
Parade by 14th Regiment with representatives from 1, 2 and 3
Squadrons.
The visit was dlighly successful on all counts, even the
inclement weather responded to the occasion and the "wet
weather ' programme was thankfully disregarded.
On 7th December the O.C. was heard heaving great sighs of
relief as the long-awaited new Second-in-Command duly
arrived. We extend a hearty welcome to Captain "Bill"
Simpson and his family and trust that they will enjoy their stay
at Bampton.
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.2 Squadron had a hideous game of football on Boxing Day,
with (about) fifteen men per side, dressed mainly bathing
trunks, assisted from the touchline by another team wielding
a fire bell, a stirrup pump, with plenty of water, and a bottle
with plenty of rum. S.S.M. Laing, the captain of this Third
Force, made a brief but gallant attempt to help his Squadron
Commander's side by picking the ball up and running with
it. However, the opposition had a few rugger players, too, and
the ground was very hard indeed. Exit S.S.M. Laing for
treatment from the strrup pump and rum bottle.
We forgot which side won; by the end most people had
changed sides once or twice, anyway.
Then on New Year's Eve we were all back at the Kat Klub
again, for an affair which some thought was a masked ball,
some thought was a fancy dress affair, and some, very sensibly,
didn't think too much at all. The belly-dancer was splendid,
though it took Signalman James to bring out the best in her,
as you might say. She came from the Al Casino night club
across the road, and we'll have to make her an honorary
member of something (the R.H.Q. typing pool?), just so she'll
stay around.
[Photo by

COllr tesy:

T.A. Titherington, Witney, O;eford

The Commander-in-Chief Signals Command R.A.F. inspecting 3 Squadron Quarter
Guard Left to Right-Front row-Sergear.t Edwards, lance-Corp:>ral Watson, Lance·
Corporal Foster, lance-Corpor>I Sarahs, lance-Corporal Selby
Rear rank-Corporal Tuplin, Corporal Lloyd, Signalman Ellison

--- ------

----------- ---- -- -------

The new MEL L556 /ooks the same-and
uses the same station units and harnessas the C11 equipment it replaces. Yet.
operating on s.s.b., it offers twice the range.
eliminating the gap between ground wave
and 1st skip I Other features include
frequency coverage of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/s
steps, high setting accuracy and
electrically- locked final frequency, 120W
p.e.p. output. c.w. telegraphy, c.f.s. with
RTA type L607 and d.s.b. telephony
facilities available. complete
transistorization up to the final stage.

Thereafter there were scenes of great activity in the Camp as
preparations for the ChrisUnas festivities really got into full
swing. The Wives' Club held their Christmas Party on 13th
December and, judging by the amounts of delicious foods which
the ladies provided, a good time was bad by all.
Full credit also to Corporals Morgan and Cavill for the
organisation of the J.R.C. Draw and Dance on 16th December.
This function was very well attended, including a party of
nurses who had been invited from the Radcliffe Infirmary at
Oxford.
Saturday, 17th December, was Children's Party day, and our
thanks go to Sergeant Shears (A.C.C.) and his staff and to all
the volunteer helpers who made -this a really happy occasion.

I

•'

a complete station
Up-dating an existing C11/R210 stati_o n
is as simple as replacing the C11. making
a few minor modifications to the standard
receiver.

••• with teleprinter If required I .
All the advantages of teleprinter operation
can be added to most vehicle-mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Military Radio stationsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor_. Fully
transistorized, it enables the add1t1on of
facil ities for automatic coding and
decoding. and permits 750 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

Arcbneologicnl discussions
A further highlight during this busy month was the visit of
Brigadier T. I G. Gray, Chief Signal Officer Southern Command, on 19th De:::ember. The C.S.0. covered all aspects of
our work and enjoyed talking to everyone he met. In his
capacity as President of the Corps Archaeological Club the
C.S.0 . had interesting discussions with W.O.I Evans and Mr.
Williams of the Met. Service, R.A.F., who is secretary of the
Corps Club. W.O.I Evans explained the ramifications of his
latest invention-" a kind of archaeological sounder,'' but
more about this in a later edition.
Aladd,n's Cave
On 21st December the doors of Aladdin's Cave were thrown
open in the Sergeants' Mess to reveal a glittering array of
prizes for their Christmas Draw. Our Sergea nts' Mess may be
small in numbers but there is plenty of hidden talent there and
the surpr:se and success of the evening was the S.S.M.'s
Minstrel Band with the d escriptive title of t•he "Bumtones."
The festivit:es came to a close with drinks for the civilian
staff and a verv fine Chri•tmas dinner in the Dining Hall. Again
our thanks go to the Squadron culinary department for an
excellent menu.
Wher _upon th ey departed to their respective caves to wrestle
with "Christmas at Home,'' and peace fell upon Free Squad
in the land of BAM.

XV'

HHh REGIMENT,
top jingling tboHe bells

Whether up-dating or installing new
stations-contact MEL

The M. E. L. Equipment Company Ltd

Manor Royal Crawley Sussex England
Telephone Crawley 28787
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Christmas and New Year have passed-and
that just sums up December.
The Officers entertained the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants; the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
entertained the Officers. The Officers, Warrant
Officers and Sergeants, thus fortified, combined
to serve Christmas dinner in the cookhouse to
those inmates who were strong enough to tum
up-and it was a delightful surprise to see how many were
well enough.
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Farewell to Swaziland
The withdrawal of British troops from Swaziland, and with
them 544 Signal Troop, marks the end of a chapter of Corps
history, and of our most sought-after detachment. We cannot
dismiss it in one short paragraph, and the cloud of that New
Year's Eve party still hangs a little low over your correspondent,
but we promise you a proper "full-length feature" on Swaziland in our next issue.
Meanwhile, however, one aspect of that delightful station
is perhaps (?) illustrated by a statement extracted from an AF
Br 17 (Report on Injury or Death of Soldier) handed in on
arrival in Aden by a worthy telegraph operator who came back
to us via Durban and H.M.S. Fecrrless with the 1st Battalion
Royal Irish Fusiliers and a row of stitches in his head:
" I entered the Mozambique Restaurant in Manzimi, Swaziland, when I was immediately approached by a Portuguese
who began an argument about the British Army. I turned to
leave and was punched in the face and struck on the head
with a chain."
Like I keep saying-we do see life in 15th Regiment.
A spot of goodwill
Corporal Chisholm, lately back from commanding the rear
link radio detachment with Sapper Surveyors in Dhofar, about
which he wrote in our last report, volunteered, entirely on his
own initiative for duty as a Warder at the Al Mansurah
D etention Centre over the Christmas break, to save a married
N.C 0. having his family Christmas spoiled.
This was a pretty noble thing to do by any standards. He
received no extra pay, and had no other leave to compensate
him, and the work is far from exciting.
Incidentally, there are normally about three Royal Signals
Staff Sergeants seconded as warders to the Detention Centre
on short emergency tours from other theatres, helping to guard
~he detainees, who are all suspected terrorists or their associates.
As the Royal Signals warders change over frequently, it would
be pointless to give all their names; but they are alwavs welcome
visitors to our Enes and social functions (when they have time),
and it is heartening to hear from Corporal Chisholm that they
are held in high esteem at Al Mansurah, as, of course, we
might have guessed.
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A yelp - and you throw your "Wire" awayl
One of the many benefits of the British democracy, as you
are doubtless aware, is that the proletariat are allowed two glorious weeks of leisure in ex::hange for fifty weeks preced:ng them
engaged in sweating a crust from the managerial classes. Most
people slip away to some daringly, mystically, orientally exciting resort such as is the Isle of Dogs. You will also, in all
probability, have noted that although Britain's martial minions
are often called upon to make sacrifices above and b . yond the
normal call of duty, they are seldom requfred to make the ultimate one-to wit, they do not miss their holidays. Indeed,
it is not beyond the wildest stretch of human imagination to
assume that you are at this moment reclining at your ease be69

neath your umbrella on a mudbank on the Isle of Dogs, so:iking
up the summer cloudbur ts. Three things, however, will cause
an overflow from your cup of contentment. You. reach ~to
your travelling bag and withdraw your WIRE. Still reaching,
you grasp your flask. and p~ur. out a tot o~ tea, rem~ve y~ur
cigarettes from your 1acket, igmtc; the handiest ~nd s1gh with
plea ure. Co.mforted t~us, you idle your way ~rough ~e
regimental scripts on this, the fir t day of you.r holiday,_ until,
with a yelp of angui h, you throw the ~ffe~dmg magazme . to
the nearest jellyfish and dig deep once again m~o yo,~r ~ve.llmg
bag and immerse your elf in the " Readers Digest, or if lt be
your wont, the •Playboy."
« But why'' you ask me "did I throw my. WIRE. away
and reach for lesser magazines?" Because there 1s nothmg on
this earth that is more likely to ruin your hol~day 11?-ood ~an
to read ~hat 1001 Signal Regiment thoroughly enioyed it~ Chnstm:is and New Year's festivities and that R.S.M. Drinkwater
did his bit with the tea and rum on Christmas morning.

N o t o n l y to win the cu1•, but to retain it in
p erpetuity
'
You will be gratified to know that, a~ the call of th.e sun is
beckoning you and you answer affirmatively and happily, y~ur
mood will not be rudely dispelled by torrid tales of Yuleude
romance-at least not through these columns. You will read,
instead, of the F.R.A. darts team which, althou.gh not .normally
a subject to stir the hot blood of strong emouons, will arouse
you to fever pitch, when compared with R.S.M. Drinkwater's
Christmas exploits.
The F .R.A. dartS team, with strong Signals elements in . its
ranks, has won Section B of the Aden Darts League, ending
its run of triumph with an 8--o whitewash against R.A.F.
Saltpans. The Signal Regiment team, known as the Jimmy
Players is now second in a minor league, after a brief spell
of glory at the top of the league. Skipper Geordie Harrison is
confident, however, that a bit of strong finishing will return
us to the top of the table. This league, incidentally, has caused
Geordie to draw upon all his reserves of cunning, for when the
team was midway through the season, he pointed out that
since the run-down of British troops from Aden to pave the
way for independence early next year is already beginning, this
is the first and last time that the league would operate, and
therefore the team which gained possession of the winner's
cup would keep it for time eternal. Geordie further stated that
this was confidential information, and no opposing teams were
to hear a whisper of its content. The fact that every other
team captain in the league had already arrived at this conclusion did not deter him in the least, and accordingly, we
breathe not a whisper of information.
Dis missing th0 Camel Guard
Staff Sergeant Ian Holmes is now a member of the Regimen t
and has served in that capacity since New Year's Eve. It is
unfortunate that the two camels stationed outside H.Q. F.R .A.s
Sergeants' Mess on that night were placed there for an oncoming military cabaret act, although Ian cannot be blamed for
thinking them his Q uarter Guard and dismissing them . No
great harm was done, however, as most people present preferred
Sergeant Lou Lyddon leading the New Year choir singing to
any quicksteps that some camels could have rendered. But to
return to the subject, Ian is here to assume the appointment of
Yeoman of Signals. Exactly to whom he will yeo is not yet
clear, as the Force has had no British operators for two years,
and he will therefore presumably devote bis energies towards
making that happy little family known as the F.R.A. Comcen
Troop resemble what is expected of an F.R.A. Comcen Troop.
All I w a nt for Chri s tmas i s a po stin g
The most useful snippet of in~ormation to emerge from the
Second World War was that Mr. B. Crosby never gets White
Christmasses like the ones he used to have. Now, different
people have different ideas on presents for Christmas. During
the Borneo crisis, for instance, could be heard the dulcet tones
of Miss Dora Bryan asking for a Beatie for Christmas. South
Arabia is never too far behind the rest of the world when
something for nothing is being mentioned, but even so it came
as a severe shock to members of the Regiment to hear Corporal
"Lofty" Yates and Lance-Corporal "Pip" Hill getting hip with
Dora and Bing as early as last November. " Pip " could be
heard in the showers dreaming of a white woman, just like
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the one he used to know, whilst " Lofty's " sensuous foghorn
could be heard trilling that all be wanted for Christmas was
his wifey. This is all leading up to the fact that Mrs. Judith
Hill and Mrs. M avis Yates dropped from the clouds (by kind
courtesy of B.0.A C.) for the ho~c;laY period of ~966. A very
good time was had by both families, we very sincerely hope,
and possibly they did.
In any event, " Lofty" and " Pip" did not take kindly to
the farewells. Iron-willed though these men may be, they are
still displaying strong emotions at the sweet sorrow of parting
and, as these notes go to press, "'Pip" and " Lofty " can be
heard joining together-for once-in that grand old English
ballad, " All I want for Christmas is a posting "- a la Dora
Bryan, naturally.

Backing away indiscriminately
There are not many subjects which crop up in this magazine
as often as football. Every unit in the C.Orps, it seems, is robbed
in the finals of the Little-Trickle-in-the-Marsh Cup Final, or is
narrowly pipped to the league championship of the Bovington
Rural District Football League. Not so in the F.R.A. Our
team, after a slow start-we lost our first six matches-is now
clambering to the top of the Aden Minor Units Football League,
and has already moved from bottom of the league to next door
but one from bottom. Corporal Mick Nixon, one of our newer
arrivals, has scored in all seven league games in whi::h he has
played, and scored the winning goal against the league leaders
recen tly. This win, incidenta~y, moved ~he leader~ d?~ t!J
second in the league, but we mtend hacking away 10d1scmrunately at all the league leaders in the matches to come, in order
that 52 Command Workshops will not feel that they have been
picked on.
A transition that calls for a 1uarade
The Squadron became a Regiment very quietly last month.
So quietly, in fact, that no parades have been held, no presentations made, no speeches sprouted. So straightforward and
effective has this transformation been that it obviously cannot
last. Major Frank Partington, the British Major (Signals), can
occasionally be seen furti vely ringing the Officers' Mess 15th
Regiment with a view to setting a memorable parade to mark
the occasion in official records, and the writing is on the wall
for all to see. Tohere will be a parade, there will be a presentation, and there will be scores of speeches . Preparations are being
made by most members of the R~giment to avoid being collared
for even attendance at these functions. Some are reporting
sick with blistered feet, some with amnesia, and some with
battle fatigue. Others are pressing their reasons for serving upcountry with even more ardour than is normally di~played.
Several are lobbying support for a ban-the-official-function
movement, and meeting with small measures of success.
Someone has to report on all this paraphernalia. That someone is me. My excuse ·had better be excellent, so I'm not going
up-country, I'm not going sick, and I'm not going to war with
the establishment. I'm going home.

I 6th llEGIMENT, B.F .P.O. 35
Weddings
Being a mixed unit, weddings h ave always been a popular
Saturday sport for 16th Regiment, but we excelled ourselves
with two on one day
recently. The morning saw
Lance-Corporal Stan Berry
and Private Jane Evans,
W .R.A.C., married, while
the afternoon suited Corporal Roy Habcrgham and
Miss Wendy Thomas.
All four worked in the
Regim ent before their big
day and, we are pleased ,ro
say, still do. Lance-C.Orporal
Berry has been seen in the
Y.M.C.A., thumbing through
cookery books, choosing his
wife's Christmas present. He
should have used a check list
Co rporal Stanley Barry and Private Evans
before popping the q uestion.
at their wedding
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All for an outlay of
Exercise Break through- "a rough and to ugh exercise about which is it nice now
to reminesce over a beer"
The photo shows Cable Troops ambush. Signalman Stapleton and an uni dent ifiable ''esca pee .. in the foreground

On escaping
R ea~ing of the Chr~stmas jailbreaks rang a familiar notewe tned the same thmg from Stalag 16 in late November
There was a difference in that those who escaped in England
had a sporting chance.
It aµ started when. the iru:nates were allowed to creep through
the :-v1re a~ter ~ark 10 parties of eight. Partisan guides, some
looking a latle like our lady Comcen Operators led us trustingly
through the da!kness for eight miles to ~ RV with an
ambush neatly saed betwen a brick wall and a stream. Those
who th~ught to get away by diving to the left were picked up
u!1co,nsciol!s at the foot of the wall, those who went right
dido t. wait long before coming back.
Surprised and outorganised, the escapers were quickly trussed, blindfolded and
spread ?Ver the floor of a truck. Away to a cage and out for interrogation b~·" amongst others, the Medical Officer who had
'
for the occasion, renounce<!_ his Hippocratic Oath.
Ther~ followed an hour of acute discomfort, relieved by the
cage bemg over-r~ by !JUI friends, the partisans, who promptly
led us off and straight mto another ambush. This one was set
by Cable Troop w~o, after careful rehearsal, worked with the
5moo thness of C.O. s orders. The dose-of-play script allowed
a final escape and a welcome ride back to camp.
. In summll;r)'., a rough and tough exercise, about which it is
nice to remm1sce over a beer.
Dramatics
In early December, the S·tation Amateur Dramatic Club
mounte~ an excellent performance of "Keep in a Cool Place."
Th~ R~g1ment was well represented in the cast and the
~udience
. We hear and hope that another play is planned
ior the Sprmg.
619 Troop .
W~IC!Jme to Capta!n F. Brandreth, of 619 Troop, Bielefeld
wh? JOmed 16th Regunent from 7th Regiment on 3rd January'
Th JS renews an old association.
·
Early start
~e will be interested to hear if any other unit made an
ear~~r start to the New Year than we did. Our first "crashout was called at 020400Z Jan. Its nickname-" Happy Day."
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18th Regiment
c/o G.P.0. SINGAPOllE

vulture, dutifully and with no animosity, bit them. Lieutenant
Easson and Signalman Kang were amongst the casualties and
fortunately no real damage was sustained.
Then came the problem of what to do with it. Tht:re were
bids-is it true the PRI wanted it as a debt collector? Some
thought it would look good on a perch in a porch and a long
discus ion took place to d ecide whost: house would be most
enhanced by it. Eventually, however, it had to go to the SPCA
because it needed a special food-recently killed meat.

19th ilEGDIENT (Alll FOHlUATION),
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
The Regiment was honoured by a visit of a Colonel
Commandant of the Corps, Brigadier W. G. Tucker, O.B.E.,
during his tour of the Far East in October.
During bis visit to the Regiment he presented the L.S. and
G.C. medal to Lieutenant Wan Jalil Bin Ahmad, M.B.E.
Brigadier Tucker also presented the Koran reading prizes to
Kamarudin and Mariam children of members of the Regiment.

There was every form of enjoyment at the Christmas Dinner

As is usual at this time of the year the Regiment closes its

ranks and one and all embark into the hard task of making a
Happy Christmas, and indeed very little else of note went on
during the month.
Very early in the month pairs of ladies were out buying
presents for the hundreds of children who turru:d out to meet
Santa Claus (alias Sergeant Freeman, R.A.P.C.) on the 22nd.
Despite the appalling srorm which cont:nued all afternoon
the children still enjoyed .themselves immensely and each departed
clutching a gaily coloured parcel.
The Officers' Mess held a dinner night (party style) on the
21st which all the ladies attended, too. The occasion succeeded
in putting one and all into a festive mood and this is no mean
task when the climate is topsy turvy co that of the traditional
Christmas.
On the 23rd came the event which crowned them all-the
Sergeants' Mess Draw. The Mess was extended with a
temporary structure and gaily decorated to ·look like the real
thing. Well over five hundred members and guests were present
to be entertained. Well entertained they were too and of course
the lucky ones had that extra to take home with them. The
Committee under W.O.I (Y. of S) Coe and W.0.11 (S.S .M.)
Stevelman are to be congratulated for their fine effort and so
too is W.0.11 Massie, A.C.C., for the excellent buffet which he
and his staff prepared.
The British troops' dinner was another fine achievement for
the catering staff. It was amazing how everyone seated themselves as Squadrons-presumably so that their own offic~s and
N.C.0.s could easily find them, but we still don't know whether
Major D. Lycett-Gregson and his supporters found their one
solitary B~itish soldier.

The bird
Writing of dinners brings us to write about another bird.
Cable jo:nters have already been noted for their ability to
collect odd things and this proved to be true when one of the
U.G. parties collected a young vulture whilst working near
McRitchie reservoir. It subsequently turned out to be the first
of its kind ever caught in Singapore.
The party bore their prize jubilantly back to Barracks where,
contrary to all one hears about vultures, it sat quietly on the
grass. It made no attempt to escape and blinked at the onlookers in a most friendly way. However, when one spectator
bolder than most tried to pat its head, he was rewarded with a
hefty but ami::able bite for h is trouble.
This greatly pleased the owners who then invited all newcomers to pat the bird, bursting into peals of merriment, as the

International sport
La?~ -Corporal Mohd Ghani of 2 Squadron has been
prEact.tMsmEg uthnder ~e eagalle ey~ of W .O.I (A.S .M.) E. Spurr,
R . . . .,
e regiment
swunming officer Lance C
al
Mohd Ghani is the Singapore Op~n Area Diving Cb=~n
and has bi;en selecte.d to represe~t Smgapore at the Fifth Asian
Games bemg held m Bangkok m December. For the results
read the World Press.

Driving Competition
As well as giving the drivers a chance to improve their skill
at the wheel the recently held Regimental driving competition
provided an enjoyable morning's entertainment.
The competition was won by Corporal Hehir of 2 Squadron
with Corporal Chubb of M.T. Troop second and LanceCorporal Sulaiman of M.T. Troop third.

Golf
To golf, another story! We are pleased that Captain D. J.
W. Lampard,. R.A.P.C., our Paymaster, also captain of the
R.A.F. Chang1 Golf Club, has been selected to be a member of
the FEAF golf team to play the combined Services Hong Kong
and also the Royal Hong Kong Golf Club.
At rl?e ARoyal Signals ~ingapo~e Golfing Society meeting held
some. um~ ago, the ~egiment did well to win three of the five
trophies, namely the Tomtell Trophy,' which went to Captain
D: J. W. Lampa~d, the 'Milli Cliip Trophy,' won by Major P.
T1dev, and. the Du!fes .Cup.' went to Mr. Ivor Maxwell, a
G.P.0. engmeer servmg m Smgapore with the Regiment; Mr.
McGurk, also a G.P.O. engineer, was a memlxr of the runnerup foursome team.

llow n.ot. t.o 111ap read • • •
Have you ever been lost? Well not really Jost but slightly
confused . . Well tb~s happened to three S.N C.O.s on a recent
map readmg exercise; let me tell you their unfortunate story.
. On a mise~able, wet monsoon day, they set out from Singapore
mto . the wilds of Johore-namely Scott (the McGregor)
Cardmal (Tich) and Fison (the Brain).
'
~av ing been briefed they set their map got their bearing
which was conver.ted like lightening into mil.es by the "Brain ,l
(Ohl for a Foreman's training), the trio set out marching. An
h.our and three thousand :i:ards later-after crossing a large
nver, a patch of sei:ondary Jungle and many rises and falls in
the .ground, they arrived .on top of a hill, which our gallant trio
deci~ed w~s the locat!On.
But where was their vehicle?
Obvious_ly It had got lost, so the trio dec:ded to return to the
s~rt pomt, where there was a coffee stall. Four coffees later (all
paid for by. the wee ~kGrego:) they were rescued by Captain
P. C .. Seek!llgs and given their new location. Why is it that
there is onlr one village on the map, and on the ground there
are two? Five tracks, nor one, why?-to confuse poor innocent
travellers of ~ourse. To cut a long story short the innocents
were lost agam-although eventually they did find the location
only to find that they had been deserted and a message left
" find your way home "-they did and didn't get lost.
'

Work?
Ah yes, work!
I Squadron have completed more projects and laid some
~4,087 yards of UG cable in the last six months.
More than
m any similar previous period.
Can you beat that, 21st Regiment?
T_H E WI RE, FEBRUARY - MARCH
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free of Purchase Tax !

Lieutenant-Colo~~! (Q.M:) Glover joined us in October 1966
and 70mmenced sa1hng straight away (as usual) and went ahead
to wm t?e Far East Roral Signals Helmsman Trophy and then
to captam the !earn wh1c~ . ttled the R.E. and R.A. team in
th~ . annual ~nangular Smgaporc Match held at the Jurong
Sa1lm~ Club m December. There were many reasons, so we
are g1ve!l to understand~ why other keen sailing members of
the Regiment were not m the team.

Adventure Training
. Co!lfrontation over, ~dventure training goes ahead. As this
is bemg written, Exercise "Mantah Orang" is taking place in
a remote part of Malaya. The exercise personnel could only
travel by sea and air to their location, but more of this when
they return.
Stop Press.-Just heard, camp over-run by wild pig.

Prize winners in the Safe Driving Competition with the Command·
ing Officer Lieutenant Colonel R. H. Maxfield
Left to Right; Lance-Corporal Sulaiman, the Commanding Officer,
Corporal Chubb, Corporal Hehir.

1967 VAUXHALI VIVA

Soiling

Officers• nnd S.N.<:.O.s• Training
The following ar.ticle was written by a member of a less
successful map re~d~ng team which took part in a recent Officer
and S.~.C.O. trammg d~y held in Malaya organised by the
Second-m-Command, Maior F. B. Saul.

Brigadier Tucker presents Koran reading prize to Mariam-one of
the Regimental children
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REGIMENT,

D .F.P .O.
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Visits
.
Visitors to the Regiment thi ~nth have included the Chief
f
Air
Staff
Air
Chief
M
arshal
Srr
Charles
Elsworthy_,
G.C.B.,
0
BE D s .o.' M.V.O., D.F.C., A.F .C., M.A., who ~ook _a qmck look
~ .L.~arbruch Airfield Signal T roop, our Chief S1g:i:ial ~ffi~C:y
Brigadier P. F . Pentreath, M.B.E., who spent an efn1oya e d f
·th s combining business with the pleasure o a roun o
:lf ; the afternoon, the four be~g made up byT~e ~o~mili~~;
·
Officer Adjutant and the Umt Paymaster.
e . n_ga
~er driv~ off the ninth tee put h imhonf th~eendw~~~mbt~:
feet of the pin and secured the mate or
an
1
and ave a nice fini bing touch to a pleasant day. T he ffi~er
in..C:arge of Royal Signals Records, ('.olo_nel T . H. C . Grigg,
also spent a couple of days with us bnng1;0j?; us up to _date on
soldiers' careers, before dashing away to VJsit other regiments.

Entertainments
The festive season started off well with the Regimental all
ranks' dance held at Laarbruch, and we were i;>leased to s~e so
many members from " out troops." The everu~g went w1!f a
swin (or possibly a twist), the band excelled ltSelf (the db
outp~t " of the amplifiers was not far short. of 140), th.e dance
floor was a seething mass of gyrating boches. all everung, the
refreshments were just right and everyone enioyed themselv7s
thoroughly. A big vote of thanks was given to £!le PRI, eayram
P. Bolton, the RSM., W.0 .1 Cantle, and therr many be pers
for their much appreciated efforts.
ex Al Read arrived with his show for a '.' two-night stand "
and ju~ging by the main topic of conversa~on for some days
.
to follow was well up to the general expectation.
On a more Christmassy note, the B.F .E.S. School put on therr
best Nativity play for years, the Regiment being w~ll rep~es5nted
both on the acting and singing side; Lee Botten_ll an.
usin
Welton deserving a special mention for therr ruce so o
performances with the choir.
This was followed by the Laarbruch .Si?gers _who put on a
ro amme starting with carols and fimshrng 'Yith an excerpt
fro! Handel's "Messiah." Here also, the Regiment was ":Yell
represented both within the choir and amon~st the soloists,
Mrs. Leslie Botterill singing conrral!o an~ ~1gnalman .Garry
Reynolds tenor. Captain Tacey, besides srnging tenor m !he
choir organised che recording of the singers for broadcasong
over ' BFN during Christmas, a most successful and popular
venture.

The last exerelse of 1966
The festive season was preceded by a station alert . and
Exercise" Quicktrain" (both on the same ver_y foggy d.a y/mght)
and the sigh of relief when it was all over without accident was
plainly audible.
.
This final exercise of 1966, having been put beb1;0d us,
allowed everyone to laze up and look forward to the excitement
of Christmas.
2 Squadron-" Deaufighter Club "
Our most recent innovation in Squadron H eadquarters at
Wildenrath has been the setting up of a clubr~m known a~
the " Beaufighter " and let me hasten to assure Brown Jobs
everywhere that 'th~ na~e is ,no sop to the R A.F ., as anyone
knowing our formauon SJgn will realise. The measure .of success
of the club can probably best be as_sessed by t~e size of o~
monthly NAAFI bills, and we certainly must give a very big
thank you to the NAAFI for the excellent support and
encouragement we have had from ~em. The fact that ~he branch
manager is an ex Owl Royal Signals_bas got nothmg to do
with it-he says!
This ex Owl once Corporal Thomas Dodsworth of the Burma
Command Siioals Regiment, wishes to be remembered to
everyone of the old SEAC stations.
The "Beaufigbter " is now in regular use and the. ladies. of
the Squadron have done much in their way to make it a gomg
concern.
They provided and organ ised an excell~t .Christmas. party
for our children (85 in number). The h1ghhght of ~h~ s was
the arrival of Father Christmas (Corporal Dalton) by helicopter
kindly loaned by O.C. 131 Flight R C.T.; the excitement and
delight this caused the children was more than evident by the
noise they made.

Soccer
The Sergeants and Officers soccer match _after Christmas
helped to get rid of some of the surplu.s Chns~as pi:_d-the
Sergeants won by 4 goals to 2, but as 1t was d1scover~d ~hat
they had played 12 men in the first half a draw was agreed
upon and honour satisfied!
N e w a rriva l
Finally we welcome Lieutenant L. A. D. Hawkins, R.E.M.E.,
who take's over from Cap_ ta in W. H ., Wharton, R E.M.E., and
wish him a happy stay with the Regimen t.

30th Regiment
Dl..A~DFOBD

CAMP

Regimental " Scribe 7.967 " takes over from "~cribe, 1966 "
and pieces together from various sources the Regiment s story
of the month.
. " There will be a Handover /Takeover board of ~oth
Signal Regiment on 31st D ecember, 1966, between 966
Time F Clockwatcher BI and '967 T ime F (j unr) Clockwatcher BUI."
,
.
. Well '67 that completes my handover, Im now . lookm.g
forward to a well-earned rest, I'm fed up car.rymg, this
rid iculous hourglass around with me. The Regiments all
yours any last minute questions ?
67: Only' one thing worries me, I haven't yet seen the notes
you've prepared for the January WIRE.
66: Ah yes-well, you see-hm, bm, I've not actually got them
quite ready for d espatch. I have the rough notes h~re
somewhere so you'll be able to put them together quite
easily. M~t go now my hourglass is nearly empty.
(66 vanishes in an alcoholic smellin g cloud to the strains of
Auld L ang Syne).
.
Young 67 started sorting out the mass of paper left by h is
predecessor, muttering aloud at intervals.
.
67 : " Hm, they seem to have h~d th.e u~ual roun,d of Chnson:s
festivities here. Ah: whats this- Officers Mess Cygn~
dinner 9th D eC"...mber atte nded by the Prime Ward en and
Clerk to the Court of the Worshipful Comp~ny of D yers.'
Seems to be a P .S. here, 'Memo to Ad1utant: D yers
Company wish to send ind_ividual cards to all members of
Regiment overseas at Chnstmas. Get names from O.C.
640 and others soonest.' How very though tful. I'm sure
all t hose overseas appreciated this kind gesture.''
Amidst t he coffee cups and straightened paper clips, 67 foun~
another file marked " WIRE Notes " into which h~ put th is
article. A further investigation of the desk. revealed Hems submitted by members of the Unit from which he gathered that
there had been a successful Corporals' Club Draw and Dance
on 15th December and two days later an equ ally successful
Draw and Dance in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
I t appeared that the writer of the. it~m had .inte_nded to ma~e
a humorous commen t about not ~ID~IDjt a P.n ze 1f1 the draw m
spite of being sold a so-called wmnmg ticket by someone
called Yeoman Halliday.
On his way to .the R egiment that evening 67 had passe? a
" W ha t's on and Where " notice board and had seen advertised
the Regimental Carol Service of 22nd D ecember, b~t S? far he
had not found furth er references amidst the con m buuons left
by 66.
A subtle point of hearsay • • •
Just before 66 had yanished, he had me~ tioned Aa Military
Proficiency Course wh ich had taken place m D ec . mbe_r and
that there was an amusing Milita ry Law test answer which he
had thought worthy of inclusion in WIRE N otes 67 ev~tually
found a crumpled AB4 which appeared to h ave been wntten by
someone called ' 050.' The qu estion must have asked why hea!say was not admissible as evidence for the example quoted m
the answer read as follows : " Signalman Brown ran from the Railway Inn to find
Sergeant X at the Blue Boar. On arrival he told ~he. Sergeant
that Signalman Smith was in an urifit state at. th e r~ 1lway and
was making a nuisance of himself. Upon hearmg tih!S Ser geant
X ran, or staggered, to the Railway to find that Signalman
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Smit~ was just ~battin~ to a few '.birds ' in an orderly manner
and ID no way mcapac1tated by his alcoholic contents.
" Therefore in such a case, heresay took place and Sergeant X
Jost valuable drinking time."
Under a copy of Q.R.s 67 found some notes from 1 Squadron.
In early D ecember they had welcomed Second-Lieutenant P.
Arthur-Smith direct from Mons OCS . H e had joined Royal
Signals in July 61 (Ah yes, thought 67, that would be my great,
great, great, great grandfa ther that I have heard so much about),
from A.A. S. H arrowgate.

638 TROOP • • • OVER '.i"O Y OU!
There was a strongly worded article from 640 Troop who
were foaming at the mouth over an article in the previous
mon th's WIRE. In it 638 Troop had the cheek to call themselves
"The Globetrotters " when everyone knew that this was the
prerogative of 640 Troop, who really had been in most places
from 105° West to II0° East. Not like those copyists in 638!
67 laughed and thought the article worth including in the
Notes to see if it would draw a reply or an apology from 638
Troop . Apart from this outburst, 640 still seemed busy sending
detachments to all comers of the globe at all times of the day
and night. Propped up in a prominent place, Young 67 noticed
a lar ge reminder in red pencil that 4 Squadron had promised
the WmE Note Scribe an article "next month" (the reminder
was dated November). In spite of this 67 failed to find die
article in question. He did, however, find a snippet from the
foot ball officer which informed him that the R egiment was top
of the South West Services League with two games in band.
There was also a note from the Rugby officer. Enthusiastically
he told how the R egiment had got into the last nine of the Anny
Cup teams, only to lose against the Guards Brigade D epot in
a home match at Blandford on 16th December. By sheer determination the R egimental team had a nine point lead and then
suffered the misfor.tune of losing two players long before halftime. The side battled herocially but fi nally lost by 16 points
to 12. A narrow m argin after such a great handicap.

E nd of a dre am
Just at that moment, with a loud clat:er as his feet fell off
the footstool, the WIRE notes writer awoke with a start to find
himself in front of the Mess fireplace staring at a blank sheet
of foolscap, headed WIRE Notes-December, '66." How glad he
was to see the 4 Squadron scribe coming in the door with the
following item : -

4 (BRVIN T BIALS) S tlVA DRON
Bears may hibernate in the cold winter months, but not so
the busy boys of Bruin Squadron. While others may talk of
the T raining season and seek out the comforts of cen trally
heated offices and workshops as soon as October ends, we
continue to occupy lonely posts on the bare windswept hills of
Southern England. Throughout the winter, under terred by chill
long range weather forecasts, our little convoys will fight their
way to such places as Whitesheet Hill, Combe G ibbet, F arley
Mount, Plain Heath and Wether Down (why are Downs always
so UP?). There to suffer the roaring gales and clinging mud
as just part of the business.
Another dissimilarity between bears and Bruin is reflected in
the marriage rate of recent months. Not for them to await the
mildness of spring before seeking a m ate and shedding bachelorhood. T he following are among those who took the step in
recent weeks. Lance-COrporals Hillman, Smith, Carpenter,
McC!ucky, McDougall and Monaghan.
We wish them well.
D uring the weekend 19th/20th November, Sergeants Middleton and Croad-Brangwyn took part in Exercise " Five Star " at
Larkhill, an advanced driver training test in the form of a
motor rally. F rom a field of about eighty teams they came
fifth. Very creditable for a first effort.
T o launch the Christmas festivities the Squadron held its
own party in the Rugby Club on 8th December. This turned
out to be a very pleasant evening when a plentiful supply of
food and drink created an excellent foretaste to the season of
goodwill and guzzling which was almost upon us.

LIFE ASSURANCE
I TS FUNCTION. The main funr.ti on of Life Assurance is the protection of present or prospective dependants against
hardship resulting from your prema ture dea th and provision for yourself and them in later years if you survive normally.
INVESTMENT. Life Assurance, especially Endowment Assurance, is however also the best possible long-term investment, because the money is invested wisely, and partly in " growth equities," by the Life Assurance Company and
b eca use it is the only form of investment subsidised by the Government. The subsidy consists of Income Tax Allowance
on two-fifths of Premiums. For those liable to Tax at 8s. 3d. in the £ this means 16.5 %. Thus, a net outlay of £83 lOS.
a year provides a premium of £100 a year, which is 19.76 % increase.
SELfCTION. There is a deal of difference between Companies and between various types of Policy. Therefore, do
N OT deal direct with any Company or its representatives. You need the unbiased advice of a Broker specialising in
Service problems. I offer this advice without fee or obligation. I am not tied to any Company, and select the most
favourable for each type of risk .
INFORMATION REQUIRED. May I suggest you should let me know your date of birth, whether married or single
d ates of birth and sexes of ch ildren, rates of pay and next increase, and how much you can afford in addition to an}
exis ting outlay. If you have any Policies in force, I recommend you to let me inspect them and tell you whether they are
good value. In any case they m ay affect the type of new Policy you should consider. With this information, I can give
you recommendations which you can accept or reject as you please.
RETIRED or RETIRING OFFICERS are advised to consult me in regard to House Purchase, Investment of Capital,
and th e advantages of commuting half Retired Pay.
SURTAX and ESTATE DUTY. Suitable action can greatly reduce the burden. If these problems arc at all large let me
advise you how to increase your net income AND net estate.
GENERAL ASSURANCES. We also arrange Kit, Motor, Winter Sports and all other Insurances in the best markets.
Brigadier
R. T . W illiama

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Major

T . F. Willi.amt

2, Duke Street, Brighton
Telephone Brighton 28181 (2 Ilnes)

Incorporated Insurance Brokers
Member of the Services Insurance Brokers Association
Assisted by Major Q. St. 1. Carpendale (RTR Retd.)
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FAR AWAY PLACES--- UNUSUAL JOB§
Reports from the Outposts
Floods at Ahrotiri

Operation Noah s Ark
BY CAPTAIN RON CLAYTO ' 261 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Wnter Ev r;,,..where
R.A.F., Akrotiri, one of the largest R.A.F. stations in the
world experienced its heaviest rainfall for over forty years on
10th ' ovember. The whole of Cyprus received the tail-end of
·the recent storms in Italy. I t was. a tail whic;h wou1_d have
wagged any dog 1 Four-and-a-half mches of ram fell Ill oneand-a-half hours on to sun-baked earth and raced down from
Mount Olympus to the sea .
Water was everywher e. Station H eadquarters was flooded
-to the depth of a foot. Our sports field became a boating lake,
and from one boat in the centre of the field the depth was
measured as 4t fa thoms !
The water rushed across the station at such speed and with
so much force that tons of rock and mud were washed across
the airfield. The centre of the " drain " appeared to be the
runway. Hundreds of tons of rock, mud. and water forl!1ed a
barrier across the runway nearly half-a-mile long. All aircraft
were grounded and? as some ~anberra~ were . partially submerged in mud, flymg from this operational airfield came to
watery halt.
Access to the Sovereign Base Area was very difficult; all t•h e
roads were at least a foot under water and huge banks of
silt barred the way.
A State of Emergency
By lunchtime on 10th November, the pos10on had star ted
to show and the rain had stopped. The Station Commander
declared a state of emergency· and mopping-up started fonbwith.
The •blue jobs ' rapidly joined our ranks and, with spades
and picks, began to clear the runway.
Air Formation Signals, Cyprus, i e., 261 Signal Squa<lr?n
(Air Formation) drew in a deep breath and gathered the enttre
Squadron to Akrotiri (for irregular readers, we are normally
spread over the entire island). It was clear that .it would be
our greatest test.
The bill, in terlll8 of damage

All landing aids were out of action due to a break in the
perimeter cable. Water had forced an armoured joint box on
a 74-pair cable.
All communications to the alternate Headquarters and
Ground Operations Centre were broken due to a cabinet three
feet under water.
Our landlines in the Bomber Command Element, Strike Wing,
were all affected by pillars and cabinets and cables torri apart
by sheer weight of water and moving rocks.
Vital communications to Bulk Fuel Installations and Bomb
Dump areas were all out.
The Princess Mary Royal Air Force Hospital was isolated,
and of the essential residential telephones, nearly fifty were
affected.
More than twenty per cent of all subscribers were out of
action on our 500-line PABX No. 3 automatic exchange.
All bands te the pumps-literally
And so the gigantic mop-up started. Every cable jointer
in the Squadron was drawn into the net, and work forged
ahead twenty-four hours a day.
At one cabinet, officially called ATA, a fire engine pumped
the water from the pit.
Although Signalman Finney had
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gamely tried throwu. the water clear with a bucket, the engine
took 2t hours to pu.mp 75,000 gallons of water from the pit.
(We must note that Signalman Finney is ex-Infantry!).
At this cabinet the jointers had to join 600 pairs before all
faults were cleared; they bad to install tw<? new verticals .in
Meanwhile
the cabinet and re-jumper over 200 connections.
the linemen were laying copious quantities of 10-pair int.errupter cable to give the alternate Headquarters and t~e Hospital
vital communications. Bulk Fuel managed on four miles of D 10,
and our vital communications were all re-routed. The runway was cleared in 48 hours and flying. re.ady to tart. All our
lines were restored to the runway w1thm 36 hours, and so
as t•he aircraft w.re ready so were we.
Two wee k s s o li d
For two weeks all the jointers worked round the clock repairing the many joints,. ~abinets ai:id pillars.
Alon gside them, technicians and linemen tested, checked and
repaired all line communications. For those who have never
worked with Air Formation, this means not only telephones
but teletalk systems, telebrief sysems, private wires, radio relay
ta ils, transmitter, receiver and many other types of cables.
Back Co ntn-mnl-but wlmt an e ffort
I t was almost three weeks later when everything was back
to normal. Cables jointed, telephones repaired or replaced, and
all other facilities checked.
Most of the water has now receded and our winter rains returned to normal. The Squadron is dispersed over the islan d
once again and returned to normal day working.
All in all we had checked over 500 miles of underground
cable 10 a'iiles of overhead, 6oo instruments, and rejointed
2,ood pair s on cables ran~g from ~o to 1?4 pairs in size.
Every m an vehicle and piece of equipment m the Squadron
h ad been s~etched to the limit.

Doi~n under, rvith our Digger Friends

Prepnrntlons for Vletnmn
6 Task Force wa.s bei~g exercised in the principle of cordon
and. searc~ operations m preparation for duty in Vietpam.
Rad1? equipment freq~ently had to be manpacked into difficult
locations. i::wo occasio~s come to mind-Signalman Clarke's
walkabout with the P.ac1fic Island ~egiment, carrying over a
hundred poun.ds on his back,. and S 1~alman Binstead's party,
loade~ with eighty pounds apiece, gomg out with 3 Parachute
Battalion.
'.Whe!! th~ Task I'.orce was split during Exercise " Barra
Winga, the small Signals element located with the forward
base at Rasperry Vale was presented with an astounding workload. The radio detac~ents (Lance-Corporal Mathews and
Lance-Corporal Porter), Signal Centre Clerk (Signalman Baker)
nobly assisted by nhe Squadron Commander's batman (Signal~
man Barry), Cipher Operators (Signalman Keyes and Lola)
and. the !me party (Corporal True) deserve a special word of
praise for their hard work during th is period. Release of helicopters for A.D .S. eventually reduce delays in traffic clearing.
The arrival of ~einforcements from Rear, led by Staff
S~rgeant Barnes (Signal Centre Supervisor, Royal Australian
Signals) a_llowed myself and the overworked operators to enjoy
t~e beauties of '! he bush. U nfortun ately, we had neither the
time nor the equipment to do P.T. at 05.30 hours each morning
as wa~ the normal proce~ure in the Squadron (the absence of
Cap~m Ja m~s, Second-in-Command, may have had some
bearing on th is).
:uany n e w friend s
B~fore the end of " B~ra Winga" I rejoined 1st Regiment for
a brief stay before starting on the journey home. F . of S. Lee
an.d .Sergea ~t L ace had made many new friends, D iggers and
Kiwis, and introduced me to most of them. W.O.I L ees kept
a watchfu l eye on a very lively mess. Thank you, R.S.M L ees,
and all mess members, on behalf of Foreman Lee Sergeant
Lace and ~yself for a very enjoyable stay in the' Mess on
Taylor's H ill.
Our ret1;1rn journey . was fa irly quiet. We spent a day at
Sydney, window-shopping (oh, those prices !). We had a sixh.our stop at M elbourne and were treated to a coach tour of the
city. T he many ex-~r it ish Servicemen we met were happily
settled .d own and making a success of a new career in Australia.
I was i~pressed_ most by the wide open spaces, the delightful
fresh air, the lively, friendly and proud Servicemen I met
many; of whom were N ational Servicemen on their first
exercise.

\R.s_.M. E .. T. Lees, Royal Australian Signals, whose hospiis mentioned abO'Ve, was awarded an M.B.E. in the New
Y ear's Honours List.-Editor)
tality

AUSTRALIAN WALKABOUT ON EXERCISE
" BARRA WINGA "
By W.0.11 (RQ.M.S.) E. Thomas, of 253 Squadron

Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) J. C. Lee, of H .Q ., Royal Signals,
Hong Kong, and myself began our walkabout using more
modem methods than the native Australians. We trave~ed ~o
the " Barra Winga " Exercise area in Queensland, Au stra~a, via
Singapore Butterworth, Cocos Island, Perth, Sydney, Brisbane
and Rockhampton . Sergeant F . Lace, of 249 Squadron joined
us at Singapore and quickly became " banker " of the party.
A

• Terrible Vision '
We spent four days with 1 Armoured Regiment learning the
art of "umpiring." Here we also b~cam<: aware of the m.anpower shortage in the R?yal Australian. S_ignals.. The temble
vision of a Foreman dashing up mountams1des with an Infantry
section convinced me that our combined talents might be
better employed in the Signals organisation., . After some ~s
cus~ion, arrangements were made for 1:1s to JO!ll 1st Australian
Signal Regiment, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel K. J.
Taylor late of C .S.0.'s Branch, H.Q., Far East Land Forces.
For;man Lee was quickly snapped up by Technical Maintenance and soon became proficient with the electric washing
machine and a whole range of new U.S. equipment.
Sergeant Lace joined 130 Squadron, supervising the
Australian signallers and a small Corps detach.ment.
I joined 104 Squadron,_ commanded b_y ¥aior I. Codd~n,
and enjoyed 1he comparative luxury of life m the bush with
6 Task Force (miles of barbed wire, dust clouds, bush fires
and Australian field cooking!).
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A Harn ExpedU.ion to the Kuria M1ari11
Island Group

It sboultl have been a Sunshine Cruise hut all Hell hit them!
BY SERGEANT RAY VASPAR, OF 210 SQUADRON
. Sub-tided "How NOT to get to VS9H from Aden," this
is an account of just about the most uncomfortable week I
have ever spent; but let me start at the beginning.
In July, a proposal was put forward to mount a combined
Ama~e ur Radio and Signals Trials Expedition to the Kuria
Mun~ Island group.
The islands, apart from being very
:are m ?am circles, with no activity for four years, were also
ideally Situated for testing the Manpack SR A 13 over extended
ranges-the islands being some 780 miles east of Aden.
The amateur prefix for Hellenva (the largest island in the
group) is VS9H, and the full callsign to be used was VS9HRV.
On the trials side, 300 milliwatts had been used successfully
for contacts between Aden and U.K., therefore, with the
SR A 13 and a good selection of well-matched antennas, no
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This photo taken at normal horizontal level, shows heavy items o
mine sweeping equipment free and rolling with the tilt of the boat

real difficulty was expected during the period of the trials.
1:he four memb~rs from this Squadron, Lance-Corporal Corrie,
Signalmen Ackrill and Angell and myself, were joined by three
from R.E.M.E., one medical gentleman from the R.A.M.C.,
and a cook.
On 7th November, preparations were made to load our
stores and ourselves aboard H.M.S. Y arncon, a minesweeper of
the 540-ton class . By 11.00 a.m. all our stores were loaded
ac~ommodation sorted out, and the ship was made ready t~
s~.. We ey~ntually left Aden harbour soon after midday.
Sailing condltlons were excellent, and we covered 220 miles
in the firs! 24 hours. Members of the party were allotted set
watch<;S with the crew, and soon became competent at steering,
swabbmg the decks, and other duties peculiar to the Royal
Navy.
N_ormal ship's routine continued on 8th November, although
a. sligh~ swell developed that evening and gave most of us a
little discomfort. We had no idea, however, of the trouble we
were going to sail .into, and spirits remained high.
Thlngs begin to boil up
On Wednesday, the 9th, the swell had increased considerably
'.llld movement abo~t, the boat could only be achieved by hang~
mg <?n to the ships structure. In the evening the ship's
?IPtam gathered the crew together (Army party included) and
mformed us that all stowed equipment had to be securely
lashed and made safe, as we would be sailing into rough
weather for ~he next few hours (the understatement of the
century, as things turned out). As we were due to land on
Kuria Muria islands the following morning, this announcement
caused some concern, and gave us our first indication that all
w~s not well. By midnight, the swell had increased alarmingly
wmd speed up to Force 7, and the ship was making littl~
progress into the wind; we had jettisoned all our exp.."<lition
fuel and oil, and movement on the open deck was no longer
allowed.
All hell let loose

In the early hours of the morning of 9th November, we

appro~ohed

what turned out to be the main cyclone area;
the wmd was now up to Gale Force 10, waves had increased
~o 40 feet; most P.~ople on board were violently sea ick (including me!)_ and, with aL the passengers and crew hanging on
to anythmg that appeared secure, there was practically no
movement from inside the ship.
By mid:-moming on the 9th, all power had failed, the bridge
and steermg rooms were unusable and unmanned extensive
flooding had taken place in the engine room the WT room
and ~ ·mess d_ecks. Visibility was down to zero, and by the
evening the ship was completely at the mercy of the cyclone
and in radio contact with nowhere!
We had now passed through one side of the cyclone and

n

Bahrein informed H.M.S. Mohawk, a frigate operating in the
Gulf of our p!ight; we required food, fuel and a doctor. We
w re able to work to H .M .S. Mohawk in the 20 meter 'Ham'
b;nd and, as a result of our establishing this direct link with
the ship, we were able to arrai;ige an ~V . some hours later.
After being re- upplied, we contmued (hmp:ng at 8 knots) towards Bahrein.
On r6th November (up to when the ship:s o~y cornn;iunica~
tion had been via our • Ham ' set workmg m the Ham
bands), the ships own radio was repaired and dried _out after
the flood damage, and they managed, to co~tact ~ahrem on the
Our Ham station, therefore,
normal shipping frequency.
closed down and official networks took over. For four days
we had bee~ the sole means of communication with the outside
world for H .M.S. "Yarnton."
0

Holed and cracked deck boards above WT room caused extensive
flooding to ships lower decks
a short lull in the storm was expected. ~ large p iece of
minesweeping equipment had broken free of 1_ts moo~ings ~d
could be heard rolling around the deck, smashing against ca~in
walls and g-;:nerally causing extensive damage to anyth!ng
which happened to be in its way. L ifejackets were now being
issued. By 9 a.m. on the 10th November we. had passed
through the eye of the cyclone, and were making o~r :vay
through the " backside of the storm," so to speak. At this tune
the full fury of the cyclone could be felt, wind speed was
registering Force 12, gusting to Force 13, and waves were
reaching the incredible height of 55 feet.
Emergency stations
For the first time since we had entered the cyclone area,
the ship's company were warned for a possible stand-to at
emergency stations, and initial details given ll;bout rescue at
sea. This was very comforting! Later on in the_ d~y ~e
wind dropped a little, and this, we hoped, was an md1cat1on
that we were finally leaving the rear end of the s~orm. _By
midni!rlit t<he difference was quite noticeable, the wind having
dropp~d to Force 9 and the constant buffeting of the ship
by sea and wind was greatly reduced.
On the morning of nth November, we were able to go out
on the open decks for the first time sine~ the cyclone srruc~.
A quick survey of the ship showed very little damage to ca~m
walls but the guard rails and superstructure had taken quite
a bC.:ting. The minesweeping gear that had broken loose was
lying in a tangled, battered mess on the open deck, and had
to be forcibly jettisoned. Main damage was to open deck
Our
piping and conduit, hoisting gear and deck planks.
3 x 3.5.KVA generators were very badly damaged and have
since been " BLR'd." As all our stores were stowed on the
open deck, the entire gear was saturated, and even strong
packing cases were broken open and the contents strewn
around. (The photographs give only some idea of the sight
which met our eyes when we did our initial equipment check).
The military radio gear, r x Cu /Rzro Stn., and 2 x A 13 Stnsf.
"ere dried out and found to be functioning perfectly wel .
The PRI 'Ham' transmitter had been badly knocked about,
however, having been stowed in one of the boxes which had
been smashed open.
Through en 21>ft. of wire
The checking and cleaning up continued all the next day
(Saturday) and progress was made in the repair of the ship's
electrical system. By early afternoon the ship's 230 . volt AC
supply was restored. The Captain asked me if it was possible
to use the amateur band network to pass emergency traffic. This
was possible as our second home-built transmitter was miraculously still workin~. but at reduced power. A 25-foot piece of
wire from the cabin to the yardarm sufficed for an antenna.
Within five minutes of opening we had Aden, Sharjah and
Bahrein on the air, all traffic being handled as "Immediate."
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Help from A m erien
On 18th November we arrived at Bahrein, and, in view of
our lack of stores, we decided that the ":'isest c<_>urse was to
return to Aden, and start again for ~uria Muna at a later
date. On arriving in Aden, we were informed that. members
of the American Amateur Radio Society had monitored <_>ur
calls from the ship and, hearing of our trouble, were preparmg
to send us brand new equipment to replace the damaged
PRI set. (Bits and _pieces of the old station ~ill .be used to
make a linear amplifier, so watch out for big signals from
Aden! ).
Meanwhile, we are attempting to put Kuria Muria on the
air again during the first two weeks in January-God and
cyclones permitting.

Stop Press
Since writing the above, Sergeant Ray Vasper has left once
m<>re for Kuria Muria complete with the brand new transmitter/receiver donated by our friends in A!11erica.
The
generosity and kindness of th!lse who h:ive contributed towards
this gift is very much appreciated and ts a fine example of the
fellowship and goodwill which exists in the ' Ham ' world.

Somr. Corps Mrn in JHindrn get on their bll,rs •••

Anti it's Venice - Here we Come!
But i.t '""s not qn.ite so easu as that
Whecling their bicycles out of K;ngsley Barracks, Minden,
B.A.O.R., a team of four members of 211 Squadron waved. a
cheery goobye. They were off on the aptly-nam~d exerc.1se
" Gondola "-which translated meant an 800-mile cychng
journey to the canals and gondolas of Venice-in itself a
journey to cause a tremor in the stoutest heart. Added to
that, of course there was always the small matter of getting
over the Alps! ' But come what may, aching backs. achin~ legs,
mishaps, colFsions, they averaged nearly a hundred miles a
day and made it in great style, alfowing themselves to have
a three-day sightseeing tour of the city.

Planning
The purchase of four touring bicvcles from Nuffield Trust
resources, early in 1966, enabled planning to go ahead for a
long-distance adventure training exercise in September. After
many hours of rnap-studv, Venice was selected as the target.
Two weeks were allotted to the selected team to cycle to
Venice (some 800 miles) and rerum bv train. !J1eir reward was
to be an idvllic stav in sunny Italy, and its length would
depend entirely on the speed anc!. energy of the trip south.
There was no shortage of volunteers, and eventually SecondLieutenant Young, Corporal J. Ross, Lance-Corporal Cavacuiti
and Signalman Wilson were selected.
After some reluctance by the officer-in-charge of the party
to harden himself for the coming event, which resulted in
the attachment of a milometer to his cycle by a vigilant O.C ,
the team settled down to training throughout the month of
August. As the enormity of their task dawned on them, th~y
decided to navel light, purchase food en route and sleep m
barns or shelters along the way.
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The Log-Day-b9-Dtay E.~periences
Day ~ (90 miles). A determined party left Kingsley Barracks
at fifst light <_>n 1st September and, despite a head-wind, accom-.
pamed by .ram .throughout the morning, lunched in Paderborn.
That evenmg, tired, but pleased with our progress, we slept at
Arolsen.
Day 2 (92 miles). Large rats disturbed our sleep for most
of the night, and a rather tired party set off at o6.oo hours on
the second day. Lance-Corporal Wilson had the worst of an
enC?unter wit_h two civilians on the cycle path and finished
upside down m a large puddle, having imposed a severe strain
on Anglo-German relations. Reached Friedburg at 17.00 hours.
Day .3 (12_8 miles). Away_ at 05.00 hours, eager to increase
our daily mileage. The going easier today, and we decided
to push on with short breaks for meals. We reached tbe outskirts of Heilbronn after dark that evening.
Day .4 .(91 miles). The pac.e ~as beginning to tell, despite
?Ur trammg, and som~ determmatioi:i was required to keep going. We made a mistake by leaving the main road to bypass Stuttgart, for although the scenery was breathtaking we
hadn't any breath left as one hill followed another. L;nceCorporal Wilson collided with a milestone (it began to look as
though he preferred to stay in Germany). We cycled on after
dark and put up for the night in the village of Sulz.
Day 5 (89 miles). Another early start and we had crossed
the border into Switzerland by Ir .oo hours. After lunch we
skirted Lake Constance. The Alps, which we were dreading
loomed ever nearer. We arrived in K esswill at I 8.oo hour;
and stayed with an extremely hospitable Swiss family we met
there.
Day 6 (96 miles). Morale was high with everything going
well-too well! Although we couldn't blame him this time,

FOR YOUR NEXT LEAVE

- Calamity " Wilson was run over by a moped and his bicycle
badlr damaged. Luckily we found a nearby cycle shop and
r~pal!s were effec~ed very qmckly.
Incidentally, the moped
rider settled the bill. We pressed on that evening to Ticvencastel and slept beside the road in the open.
Day 7 (66 miles). The hardest day's cycling. Today we
had to tackle the Alps and hoped to reach Italy. After a
gruelling day with hardly enough time to take in the magnificent scenery, we reached the head of the Offen in the late
afternoon and free-wheeled down into Italy, covering a further
40 km. before settling down in a road side wood.
Day 8 (120 miles). We woke early, at 04.30 hours to be
exact, to find everything covered with frost. It was much too
cold to sleep and off we set again. We were on the downhill
stretch now, and our speed was much higher. Breakfast in
Merano, lunch in Trento, and on to Bellino where we slept
under the stars again.
'
Day 9 (76 miles). Today we knew would be the last and
although we were rather pleased with ourselves, we 'were
staggered by the enthusiasm of the cheering crowds lining the
streets of Bassano. Cavacuiti was smartening himself up for
the laurel wreath and comely kiss when the winners of the
local cycle Derby skimmed in; we slid away quickly and
quietly. We arrived in M estre, outside Venice, at 13.00 hours.
Epilogue • • • •
By upping our daily mileage we had gained ourselves a threeday stay in Venice. By pooling our resources and finding the
c~eapest _accommodation (a chalet in a small coastal camping
site) we 1ust managed to stay solvent whilst seeing everything
as well as recovering with a spot of gentle sea bathing.
The final stage was the overnight return to Minden on the
Alpine Express.

LET

Applications are invited from ex-Royal

Morleys of Kingston

Signals staff who have held an appoint-

RESERVE YOUR SELF-DRIVE HIRE CAR

ment as Instructor at the School of

800 Latest Morris and Ford De luxe Models
some with Automatic Transmission.
Saloons, Estate Cars and Vans .
4-berth Motorised Caravans.

Signals, Foreman of Signals, or Signal

From :

Winter £5 per week
Summer £10 per week

Including Insurance .

No charge for mileage.

FREE Personal Accident Insurance for Driver and
passengers. Benefits up to £1,000 or £10 per week

Centre

Supervisor,

for

challenging

civilian posts in West African Training
School.
Good salary, free family passages and
accommodation, eight weeks annual

Send for brochure to:
76 CAMRIDGE ROAD
Kl NGSTO N-0 N-THAM ES
Telephone: Kingston 9941 (10 lines)
Cables: •Karhire' Kingston-on-Thames

leave, three years contract in the first
instance.

also

Write with personal details to C.C.L.,

POVEY CROSS MOTORS

65-67 Stephyns Chambers, Bank Court,

Nr. Gatwick Airport

HOR LEY SURREY
I

Marlowes, Hemet Hempstead, Herts.

Telephone: Horley 5'461 (3 lines)
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IT WAS QUITE A DAY

W .O. 11 Piper and W.O. 11 Copestake
222

SQUADRO~

(AIR FORIUATION) ,
B.F.P.O. 69

Ir is a long time since " Treble TW? ". subm~rted ~ regular
contribution to THE WIRE. However, 1t is the mtentJOn . after
this " bringing up to date " set of notes that there will be
articles and comments from all parts of the far-flung Squadron
in the future, and that these will be published regularly.

SQUADRON HEAJHtUARTERS
A special parade
A good many changes of personnel have taken place during
the last few weeks and it was with pleasure that on Tuesday,
22nd November, just before he was due to leave . Adei:i,
W.0.11 Piper, the Squadron S.Q.M.S., was presented with ;his
Long Service and Good Conduct M~l by the Station
Commander of Steamer Point, Group Captarn C. E . Ness, O.B.E. ,
R.AF.
The day dawned, as always in Aden, with clear skies and a
bright sun and just a hint of clo_ud ~und tht; top of the Je~el
Sham San. The birds were twmenng, the iets were ~anng
and a B O.A.C. VC IO took another load of lucky leave-1tes for
thiee weeks in U.K.
After checking that there was no possible hope of the parade
being rained off those selected for the honour proceeded to
don best KD fuid their belts waist 37 pattern (whitened) and
brush the m~ths from their o. I dress hats.
The parade formed up under the watchful eye of the S.S.M.,
W .O.II Copestake, and afte r performing such intricate rituals
as right tum, halt and all. the othe.r. t~gs dear to the hearts of
Sergeant Majors, it was m a pos!tlon m the Squadron Headquarters courtyard mid-way between the fish pond and the
Admiralty Dockyard.
At precisely " H " hour minus 2t minutes, the par.ad~ was
handed over to Second-Lieutenant D. R. ~ks, Roy~l S1gn~s,
and all awaited with baited breath the arrival of the mspectmg
officer.
The Station Commander arrived, was met by the Squadron
Commander and after taking the salute, inspected ~he parade.
The Squadron Administrative Officer, Lieutenant D. J. Carnell,
then called W.0.II Piper to the "front and centre" and read
the citation after which the Group Captain presented the medal.
The parad~ once again saluted ~e inspectin~ ofl_icer, exec~ted
an immaculate right turn and disappeared m smgle file mto
the stygion blackness of the MT garage.
The ringing of the "' liberty bell " announced ~he drawing
of the shutters in the Gentlemen's Rest, whereupon the garag~
was emptied and the Rest was filled with a speed which makes
Olympic records pale into insignificance.
During the festivities that then ensued, both "Pip" and
Marianne Piper were presented with mementos of the S~uadron.
All in all a fi tting end to a two-year tour, and we wish them
well in their next posting-Catterick-brrr!

The b est pub In A d en--qu lte a n evening!
It is now necessary to move back in time to . the end of
August ! I t was then that the first sheet <?f the C hristmas Draw
was posted in the Gentlemen's Rest (which, for those who are
puzzled by nhe expression, is our Squa~on P.ub and the best one
in Aden) and a dice board compl~te w1~ d ice appear ed on the
bar. Every lunch time saw the dice rollmg for 50 fi;s a throw
(the cost of rs. ticket) and
the lucky roller of five aces
being rewarded with the
amount of the kitty in tickets.
Sheet after draw sheet became filled to the dismay of
the S.S .M. who was in
charge of the draw and had
much paper work to do, and
when the night of the draw
arrived a total of £425 had
been gathered in. Needless
to say there was a number
one shareholder, who was
Lance - Corporal
Mitchell
with about twelve hundred
tickets to his credit, and
several onher " also rans "
such as Sergeant Cole, Major
Impey (our departed T .O.T.)
The best pub in Aden
and Lance-Corporal Martin.
The draw was a great success, especially for Lanc~-Corporal
Mitchell who collected thirteen prizes, and the star pnze of £40
of Premium Bond s went to Lance-Corporal Daley. The .band
of the Royal Northumberland Fusiliers provi~ed the music f<?r
dancing and although the d rinks took a long WRe to make their
way from the bar to the tables a good ~e se~ed to be .had
by all. To ease the bored<?J:?> if any, wh1l.e waiting for drinks
to arrive a strange competition was organised by so!Ile of the
Squadron. I t was easy to play and all that was reqwrc;? was ~
great groaning table full of food and someone to shout buffet.
Upon the announcement of tha.t magic word there was a great
scramble and the winner was the one with the most food on
his/ her plate. It was difficult to spot the winner because so
.
many seemed to excel at the ~port!
We will not bore you all with an account of Christmas D~y
because d!roughout the world it is much the same, but we will
just mention that the minimum temperature for the day was
g3 °F . and that in order to keep reasonably cool the fans _w~re
all going flat out. No doubt some of you were complammg
about the cold weather in Europe!

" K " AIRFIELD TROOP
Arrivals /Departures
We welcome to our ranks Corporal Spooner (yet another
ex 4 Division), Lance-Corporals Smith and T anfield t? th~ ~T
and Lance-Corporals Symonds and Buckley to the intricacies
of the Auto Exchange.
.
Corporal and Mrs. Chillery are to brave the rigours of life
at SHAPE whilst Sergeants McMullen and Rotherh am are off
to the School to face the holiday of a F . of S. course-they do
say that the School is moving to Blandford soon, or so they
told me when I began my tour there in I959·

with fish pond and bushes . The last roll call of the pond staff
gave us 3,726 "'mollies," which we are thinking of selling at
3d. per 100. Any offers?
The upkeep of s~id. oasis is becoming a minor problem but,
thanks to the unstinting efforts of our garden staff, 3 senior
N.C.0.s, I 5 L inemen , 4 Drivers (qualified operators lawn
mower) and Abd ul, we are persevering.
'
The local shops are doing a roaring trade as members of the
Troop do their last minute shopping prior to " Repatriation "
of families-the most popular lines in the souvenir trade being
"Camel Car ts c /w Cam els Single H ump, 7 D ay" and plastic
imitation 36 grenad es (made in Hong Kong) inscribed "with
love from Mohd Bin Ali."

205 SQUADRON, TIDWORTll
Hut it only co1nes once a year • • •
As u sual, the parents thoroughly enjoyed the children's
Christmas party, though one or two said that the cartoons this
year were r ather juvenile.
The annual Officers v. Sergeants soccer match took its normal
deadly earnest course and, happily, resulted in a 4- 4 draw.
Our photograph shows the substitution of champagne for
oranges at half-time. At rhis juncture the Officers were losing
4-1, 'nough said!
R.S .M. Simpson showed little embarrassment at the Sergeants'
Mess Draw when his wife repeatedly picked h is own tickets.
Those who voiced everyone's feelings were quie tly removed.
Sergeant Gadman, Sergeant Jones and Lieutenant Jackman
apP"..ared to win most of the other prizes.
• • • a nd now bac k t o bus iness
We fin ished .the military season with three ghastly days on
the Sennybridge T raining Area, during which time it hardly
stopped raining. Corporal H odgkiss, wh o commands our Rebro
detachment managed to get to most of the places to wh ich he
was sent by Signalman Lindsay but had to walk for assistance
when the time came to get out! Lance-Corporal Gaynor was
in charge of the rum issue and it is noticeable how many
J . Snooks and A. N. Others we have in the Squadron!
Many of the Squadron have left for upgrading courses at
Catterick and the remainder will be spend ing most of January
and February in the classrooms. At t•he end of F ebruary we
start working-up for our big exercise in March-and so the
big wheel keeps turning. Lieutenant Ken Wr-ight has joined us
from 7 Armoured Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadr on and he
now looks after all our train ing headaches; by the rime this is
published his family may have joined us in T id worth. We
also extend a welcome to Second-Lieutenant K eith Butler
who arrived from Cat terick just before Ohristmas, he is
preparing ro relieve L ieutenant M ike M ar vn in " B " Troop.

Sport
A successful season of cricket was culminated by an equally
successful games evening and now the pa~ s are excha!1ged for
shin guards as the football league comes mto full sw1':1g. .we
are also making our mark in •hockey and basketball; swimmmg,
of course, has no season, we do it all the year round.
Social
The Gentlemen's Rest has been the scene of games evenings
of late with the Troop challenging our R.A.F. counterparts of
K.hor~aksar the result of this particular evening being decided
by the Ofli~er ~mrnand~g R.~.F .. Signals, Squadron Leader
Burke swaying m the n ght direction as he let fly on the
finishi~g double. 16 (Air Dispatch) Squadron R.C.T. are next
to come under the hammer and a projected evening versus IO
Field Squ.:idron R.E. is being planned.
General
Thanks to the asistance of the MPBW in fencing us in we
have converted a patch of waste ground into an oasis, complete

C ha mpag ne r e places th e hair-t ime oranges. A nice innovat ion du rin g the
Office rs v. Se rgea nts socce r match
Those in w hi te incl ud e Staff Sergeant W il liams, Se rg eant McCa r t hy. Staff
Serceant T hornbu r y, R.Q . M.S. Steph e ns and Staff Se rge ant Raku
Th e rem aind er includ e Second -Lieute nant Jonas, Captain P. R. Dav ies, Lieute na nt
Martin , Second-Lie utenant Butl er. Officials are Corporal Wau,h and Corporal
Mumford
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2 4 9 S QUADRON, c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
O ur appearances in T HE WIRE have been fa irly sporadic in
{be past but you'll be delighted to hear that that's all over now.
Oh! yes. You see, I walked into his office the other day and
he said, "Can anyone in here write ?" Well, there were only
the .two of us and as he had spoken last I felt it was my turn
so I said, "Er . .. well, er . .. I have been known to do
. . ." " Oh I good," h e said. "Congratulations," he added. I
forgot what I went in there for, but I'm now a scribe So here's
the first monthly seri es to a magazine which, incidentally, I
th ink of late has become very alive and worthwhile.

s.n.q. T ROOP
Exercise ' ' N o rth ern Echo "
The recent C.S.O.'s exercise "Northern Echo " saw most of
the Squadron H .Q. members deployed in the field carrying out
their duties under the S.S.M. Although basically a commun:cations exercise, "Northern Echo" also tested the Squadron's
reactions to a guerilla-type thieat. Realism for this was achieved
by deploying a "live" enemy consisting of members of Air
Support Troop under their new O.C., Captain Cullen. Despite
atrocious weather conditions the exercise went well and special
praise must go to the Squadron cooks who managed to produce
well disguised hot " compo " meals on time to the ever-hungry
troops.
The exercise was a " blooding " for some of our " behind-thescenes " types. Sergeant Morter, R.A.O.C., was deployed with
his FATSO/FAMT O and thought the field experience "Well
worth while despite t he fact that I only issued two items of
stores. A wry one, our Sergeant Morter! "
Yeoman McPherson showed th at even rhe brainier ones are
with it. He stalked Dhe action wearing bis six-gun low, looking
for trouble He certainly found plenty in the rain-soaked knitting
centre (oops-sorry I ), swi tchboard at Gong K edah.
The newly arrived T .O.T., Captain John Greene, didn't think
much of the w eather and flew out by Beaver aircraft half way
through the exercise. However, he made his presence felt
con siderably and was instrumental in having the Comcen tent
pulled down and re-positioned-all during heavy rain. No doubt
Comcen Troop were glad to see him go despite the fact that
he may have saved many of them from be:ng electrocuted l
D uring the exercise, the Squadron was visited by C.R. Signals
Singapore, Colonel D. G. Jones. All in all a successful exercise
- we may even get the H .Q. clerks out on the next one I
Christmas activities
A very successful children's Christmas party was organised
by the Adm:nistrative Officer, Major Jack Hart. An audible
sigh of relief was heard from him when the number of presents
was found to coincide with the number of children. The
arrival of Father Christmas in one of the Squadron helicopters
was greatly appreciated by the children. "Cor, look l Father
Christmas be.longs to Signals. He's got a Jimmy on his
helicopter."

AIR SUPPORT SIGNAL TROOP
Exercise " Barra Winga "
Sergeant Frank Lace and nine intrepid " red handers " helped
to provide close air support communications for this exercise
which took place in Queensland, Australia. The three detachments were taken there on H .M .S. Bulwark and discovered early
on that washing down an FFR Land Rover with sea water does
nothing for its complexion I Sergeant L ace arrived convinced
he was going to enjoy life as some form of umpire. His rude
awakening took the form of an educational seven weeks as
Troop Sergeant with 1st Regiment, Royal Australian Signals.
It was a hard but enjoyable exercise. The only war casualty
was Corporal " Ginger " Shorting who re turned with a broken
arm as a result of some hilarity on a roller skate I After the
exercise had fin ished we hasten to add.
Un ~or tunately, the full story of most of the other Troop
activities wouldn't get pasr the Editor of this magazine. Of
them all, the story of the evening spent saying farewell to the
Troop Commander, Captain Roger Thompson, was easily the
social highlight. Opinion has it that he has missed his vocation :
h e would have had a great future as a strip-tease dancer I
Intriguing: Staff Sergeant " Mick" L ea is 35 on the day of the
P .E. Tests. Wonder if he'll have to do all the training before
smugly opting out on the day? Heh I heh l
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COMCE"l\' TBOOP
Business in the " message parlour " trade has been fairly brisk
during the past f.ew months. In between the normal Squadron
exercises we have been manning Comcens at Klua_ng an_d
Penang, whilst ~ur Gurkbali friends were steeped ID theu:
"Dash ra " Fesuval.
Having ju t completed a glorious Christmas we are pleased
to record that the froop has been well to the fore a_t all the
functions, particularly at the Squadron draw, where S1gnal!llan
Charlie Dry waltzed awa7 with n? few~ than seven prizes.
He ended up as a most non-dry Charlie~ be was damp on
the outside from walking to and fro the prize place, and very
damp on the inside from celebrating!

H.F. TROOP
Without any doubt, H.F. T roop were by far the most
aggressive unit taking part in Exercise " orthern Echo." ~his
fact was borne out by the incident of the fighting patrol agamst
the nasty enemy's camp led by our gallant Ti:oop S~gean~,
Sergeant ~dley. Past members of the Troop might think this
strange until they hear that the aim was : " To capru:e the
enemy's beer stocks! The enemy had left onlY: two soldiers to
guard his camp. Well! I ask you l A grand ume was had by
everyone-er . . . except by the two guards, who didn't ~o
much on it at all. We got our own back. We went bump 1Il
the night. We shouted. We went bang you're dead and come
here you . . . (censored). Oh! it was great. We're no~ heartless
though. We did at least share the enemy's beer with them!
The exercise was marred (did someone say 'made ') by Captain
Scarff and Mr. Dakin b!ing "polished off" in an ambush while
intrepidly leading a swimming parry.
ice touch that, swimming-<iuring the exercise 6.5 inches of rain fell in the area.
We were adjective swimming all the adjective time.
P.S. : We communicated, too.

B ADIO R ELAY T ROOP AND AIR TROOP
It js fitting that .these two Troops should be mentioned together. Much will be found in these notes about Exercise
" Northern Echo,'' but there was a greater significance for the
Corps in a "' preview " exercise for it when a Radio Relay
detachment was positioned on top of Mount Ophir in the State
of Johore by a Sioux of Air Troop. The d~ta~hment was i;esupplied by air for four days, and then arrlifted out agalil.
Captain Tony Edmonds led the " air effort" supported by
P. O Parry (il.N.), Col'porals Grundy, Gambrill and Craftsman
Jones, all R.E.M.E., and operators Lance-Corporal Mansell and
Signalman Sykes. On a site some 3,500 feet higher were
Sergeant Shah and Lance-Corporals Jennings and Roberts of
Radio Relay Troop, with Captain Tony H ervey in attendance at
Base Camp.
A total of ten sorties were flown to lift the Detachment into
position lifting a total of 3,410lb. of stores. These comprised
(41s, R 222s antenna sections, a 3.5 kva generator, fuel, water,
rations and the like. The lift was completed in 4 hours' flying
time.

T he exercise was an undoubted success, and confirmed earlier
trials showing that Radio Relay Troop need no longer look for
hilltops with Class 1 roads running o~er the top o~ them _for
relay sites. T h e Air Troop has scored its first mark m showrng
that it can help the Squadron communicate.
Although the A'.r 'Iroop was mentioned briefly in the
November-December WIRE, this is the first report of its doings
to appear.
It is hoped to give a more comprehensive account of the
beginnings of the Corps' first air unit later on.

DEAD«t1JARTERS, 1'1ALTA AND LIBYA
234 sqUADRON, B.F.P.O. 51
Water Polo
After the resounding sports successes which we were able to
report in our last notes-mainly in football, water polo and
swimming-it is only fair to report that the " bubble of
reputation " bas eluded us in the last few months. In spite of all
efforts our football team has not yet climbed more than halfway up the league table mainly due to losses and injuries. To
be fair we must also give credit to the o;>posit:on. The two
Battalions here have strong teams and have had better opportunities than last year of fielding full sides. In the case of one
of them, being able to play Private (ex-Signalman) Dymond,
one of the main stays of our team last year, may also have
helped! We hope he is enjoying his new surroundings.
The hockey team has also been playing hard, though without
spectacular success, and we have ac9uitted ourselves creditably
in the Command Small Arms meeung and ·22 league.
The nautical slde nourishes
The Squadron appears to be going rather nautical. We now
possess no less than five assorted boats. Two six-oared racing
gigs, two canoes and by no means last a brand new speed boatthanks to the Nuffield Trust. As soon as the 55 h.p. motor
arrives from the States we can start training the large number
of volunteer drivers. As not one of them has ever been in a
speed boat before and as the boat can be a lethal weapon i?
inexperienced hands there is clearly a good deal to be done if
we are to be able to discard our " L " plates by the time the
summer arrives.
Farewell
November saw the departure of Major and Mrs. Treglown
after three years of tremendous and suc:essful effort which he
put into the Squadron ably and indefatigably aided by Mrs.
Treglown, to whom the Wives' Club in particular and the
families in general have every reason to be very grateful. Our
best wishes go with them. In their place we welcome Major
and Mrs. Woods who we hope will enjoy their stay here as
much as we like to think their predecessors did.
We much regret having to report that Mr. ("Chalky ") White
became very seriously ill some weeks ago. However, we are
glad to say he is now improving. The many friends he has
acquired during his 18 years in the Comcen will doubtless join
us in wishing him a complete recovery as soon as ,may be
possible.
Ar c hbisho p causes protocol puzzle
A party of the Squadron was recently honoured (as well as
rather intrigued) by a visit whilst on the rifle ranges from the
Archbishop of Malta and Gozo. This led to a little head
scratching to decide what compliments were suited to the
o:casion. Our Headquarters has since re-published a letter issued
by the G .O.C. in 1801 stating that His Grace should receive
"compliments appropriate to a Brigadier (Sic) General." To
bring matters up to date, "Major-General" has now been
substituted. So now we know.

THE CORPS DO ES ITS OW N AIRLIFTING

Sergeant Shah and Lance-Corporals Jenn ings and Rober ts of Radio
Relay Troop, who were airlifted t o a 3,500 foot peak t o establish
a "rebro''
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A r e port to be proud o f
Our final item is the Annual Inspection which was carried out
by the Deputy Commander, Brigadier The Lord Grimthorpe,
o.B.E., A D .C., who-though we say it ourselves- presented us
with a report the Squadron is proud of. The occasion terminated
in a splendid curry lunch prepared by the ladies of the Squadron
(who were kept firmly-if a little ungallantly-in the background and not allowed to enjoy the fruits of their labours).
Whether it resulted from the lunch or the inspection or both is
hard to say, but before leaving the D eputy Commander made
what in politician's language co uld only be described as an
TH E WIRE . FEBRUARY - MARCH
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"' intentiona~ leak " regarding the chances of one of his race
horses. This resulted in a financial improvement at odds of
ro to I fo~ those. present who took the hint. What better way
to end an mspect1on?

23G S«t1JADRON (COMCAN), B.F.P.O. ul
Festivities
_Our Christmas fu~ctions began with the Ladies' D inine:-in
Night for the Officers Mess on 3rd D ecember and finish ed with
~he Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess New Year's Eve
1~formal party: Betw~en these days there seemed to be so many
differ~ nt func·ions gomg on that it would not be reasonable to
mennon _them all. In any case such events are repeated in most
other umts. Suffice to say that a very enjoyable Christmas was
sp ent by all and, for myself, the thing which "impressed" me
most of all was the high noise level of "The Count Five" who
played at the W.R.A.C. party.
A change • • •
Rec~n~ly a small party from the T.R.C. Troop went on a visit
to Ban m Italy on board H.M.S Stubbington a coastal minesweeper from the 7th Minesweeper Counterm~asures Squadron
~sed o~ Ma!ta. This party consisted of W.O.I (Y. of S.)
Paddy
Sti:mger, CorP?ral D ennis Croot, Signalman Fred
Bryson and Signalman Keith Turner-Howe. Having been given
ample "refreshment" they set sail at 23.00 hours (how many
bells is that?) on a stormy Sunday, 20th November. It was not
long after the start w~en Si_gnalman Fred Bryson left suddenly
and was not seen agam until the next day. The trip itself was
uneventful and UD;fortunately. had to be considerably shortened
due to the a~pallmg floods m Italy at that time. Our chaps
stood watch wiji the rest of the crew and carried out the normal
routine of the ship. The thanks of all concerned in this venture
go ~ut to the " skipper" and crew of H.M.S . Stubbington for
makmg them feel so welcome and it is hoped that more
attachments of a like nature shall be arranged.
Beefcake /Pulchritude
There is little to report in the way of sports except that our
~ockey team is currently at the top of its league. However, it
1s a tough_ fight with 234 Squadron snapping at our heels so
that anythmg could happen.
. The Squadron "Troop Sports " are in full swing. These are
aimed at getting the " rabbits " out and they produce some
unexpected and amusing situations. The six-a-side W.R.A.C.
soccer team is really something to see and a certain senior
m~mber of ?ie T.R.C. Troop, who was beaten at darts by
Pnvate Ma vis Jackson, W .R.A.C., is still wondering how it
all happened.
Get it out of the system
One reads in the national press about the large sums of
money which are paid to artists who paint cars in a distin:tive
design, whi:h is loosely rermed an expression of "pop art."
O~r Lance-Corporal R'.chardson of M.T. Troop (R.H.E.) has
wielded a crafty paint brush on his 1950 Ford Prefect. The
res.ult is . som7What striking. All panels and wings have been
painted. m different colours. There are a 1so neatly painted
mstrucnons h ere and there such as "Air Conditioned Areado not open " on one door, which, I believe, has no handle.
S? that no one shall be in anv doubt, the words ,. Ginger
Richardson" flow in bold script along the side . of the car. He's
away to Germ.any now, where I feel sure he will advise anyone
who want their Mere, Taunus or Kapitan a one-off paint job.
Success stor y
We congratulate Sergeant Torn Fayres, now R H.E. and
subsequen tly for 7th Regiment, for winning third place in the
Corps photographic competition. He has recorded on film
~any VII'. vhits and important Squadron occasions during
his tour wtth us and we feel sure that he will actively continue
with his hobby in Germany.
The job
The last three months have been verv successful from a
~urse/trade uograding po:nt of view.
Par•icular congratulations are proffered to Captain Janet Hill, W.R.A.C. for her
"A" pass in the Service (Non-Public) Funds Accounting
course.
Other successes on various courses were made by
W.O.II (S.S.M.) W . Mcin tosh, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. L.
TH E WIRE , F EBRUA R Y - MARC H
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Tricker, Staff Sergeant R. Montgomery, Sergeant G. E . w.
Fren ch, Sergeant M. A. White, Sergeant P. Churchfield, Sergeant
R. H. Sutcliffe, Corporal M. M. Roberts, Lance-Corporal P. C .
K . Cooper, L ance-Corporal B. J. Leaman, Lance-Corporal J.
A. Long, Lance-Corporal W. Richardson, Lance-Corporal E.
W . .J. Aston and Lance-Corporal D . Gomershall. In our experience there has never been a greater interest shown by indiv_iduals in . obtaining higher military qualifications than at this
time. This augurs well for the Corps.
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Our own New Year's Honours List
It can truthfully be sa!d that the success of any unit, in what~ver field of activity one may be able to quote, usually lies
m .the eff!lrt.s of a very small number of the members of that
umt. Th:s 1s also very true of its failures, though it is seldom
that such events are publicised, and appropriately they are preferably forgotten.
Operat:onally, successes depend on the know-how of the
p_lanners, and thi_s is no less true when one refers to social and
suntlar type un t ventures. With Christmas approaching it
became the responsibility of the few " willing h orses " to
plot, plan and execute.
Christmas Planners
Some of the planning for Christmas in the Squadron took
place as long ago as 5th November, when cunning guile,
and ~ lot of persuasive qualities raised suffici !nt funds f;om the
public to finance the Squadron's children's C'.hristmas party from
the. proceeds of the urut stall at the Dhekelia fireworks display.
This meant that the party was eventually held at no cost to
parents or P.R.I. Recognition in this plot is due to Captain
and Mrs. Ham:Jton, Captain and Mrs. Loudoun, W.O.II and
Mrs. Hehir, Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Foster, Corporal and Mrs.
Mawby, C:Jrporal Collison and Private Millington (soon to beco~e Corporal and Mrs.), who between them did the fund
ra1smg.
Furthei: plan~ing and logistical effon went into the organising
of the urut Chr:stmas dance and draw. It can honestly be said
that 90 per cent of the work-and it was not a light task-fell
pretty squarely on the broad and capable shoulders of Staff
Sergeant Chris Speight, who was, and always is in such affairs
ably assisted by his "Man, Monday to Saturd~y,'' Lance-Cor~
poral Pete Walker. Others, of course, did assist and the efforts
of Mrs. Speight and the ladies of the W.R.A.C. in decorat:.Og
the hall; ~rporal ~dred 8:nd many _others in the bar, stocking
and keep:ng; the. :s.S.M_. m prepanng the hall, and Captain
Loudoun for helpmg behind the scenes, on the floor and behind
the bar have not gone unnoticed.
'
A festive event
Yet another festive event was the comb'.ned Comcen and
Technical Troops' outing, when 54 operators and technicians
together with wives and " stead:es" or "intendeds" d :ned and
danced at the Globe in Famagusta. Subtle diplomacy was dis~layed by Staff S~rgeant Foster, who helped to express appreciation for past services, and we feel, ensure the future good services
of the_ Clerk of Works, Mr. Ted Neal, by inviting him along.
Organisers here were Staff ~ergeant Foster, Sergeant Pratt,
~.R.A.C. (Comc~n Troop cashier), Lance-C:Jrpora1 Mills (Techru~ Troop cashier) and Capta'.n Loudoun (inspirationist).
F:eld Troop, although small in number. held their ' smoker '
on 21st December, and the success of this party was due to
the efforts of Second-Lieutenant MacGregor and Sergeant
Tryner. An unexpected guest at this event was Officer Cadet
Sandy Brill, who arrived that day for a short stay with the
Squ'ldron. Perhaps he can be persuaded to write of his exper'.ences whilst here in Cyprus now that he is back with the
RM.A.
Tb_ese events, perhaps somewhat stereotyped and peculiar to
the wne of the year, are by no mean the only field of ociaJ
activity entered into by "the few" of 262. Voluntarily or
was i~ '.'volunteered," ~he senioi: o_f the Squadron rook on' the
orga~1smg and execuuve comp1lat:on and complet:on of the
Garnson Sergeants' Mess Christmas draw. No mean feat and
one which involved several hundred pounds cash and aimost
three hundred guests at the event. Once more the names
Hehir, Speight, Foster and Walker are well to the fore. Need
we say that the evening was successful--completely-and in
fact, w ords of thanks were expressed by the G.S.M. on' the
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evening. A touch of feminine charm was added by the ladies
of Comcen Troop, who acted as waitresses. The writer does
not know who thought of this one, but can he guess-" Q "?
A kindl.· net
Separately r~rted in "Special Mention," page 52, is
the Squadron's method of " looking after it's own " in a slightly
different way, but lest it is forgotten, it is felt that Corporal
Spink is very much responsible for this panicular piece of
uccess, and his name is therefore emphasised.
In summing up the events of December, it would be unforgiveable if no recognition was made of Staff Sergeant
Pankhurst inspired Unit Call programme, which raised the
handsome figure of £42 for the Wireless for the Blind Appeal.
This figure, by the way, unassisted by P.R.I., exceeded that bid
by at least one major unit on the island who shall remain nameless. Long before the serious planning of the programme
started, Foreman Mick Pankhurst prepared the financial footings and stood at several pay parades collecting from, with only
one exception, every member of the 91-strong subscribers. With
financial success assured, the detailed work of progranune
planning was begun. A consensus of opinion was sought, the
form agreed, and the final script and music thrashed out. Once
more the Foreman, assisted by his wife, did most of the spadework, and with only slight help by Captain Loudoun, the programme was ready for the green light. Comments from all who
listened were flattering, and even BFBS staff said that they
thought it was the best they had heard for a number of years.
The script, wh:ch took the form of acknowledgements to all
other units, was in verse form, and was presented by Captain
Loudoun, Staff Sergeant Pankhurst, Sgt. Tryner and Sara (aged
8) Loudoun. The latter now awaits an invitation to present
the Cyprus link of the next three-way Family Favour:tes.
In reiterating my opening statement that it is " the few" who
we rely on, let it not be assumed that we do not acknowledge
the willing suppon of the many, w:thout whose loyalty no event,
however well organised, could succeed, but it just so happens
that the New Year usually brings a review of the old. and
the writer has been struck with the regular frequency of just
those few names wh:ch are always prominent, whatever the
venture, in our Squadron activities.
Success in our work, too
The Christmas dance was succeeded on the following dawn
by a rather strenuous exercise, "Holly Berry." A D.O. to the
O.C. from the Deputy Commander, couched in acceptably favourable terms, proves that we are capable in both work and
play, even when the former follows most inconven:ently close to
the latter.
Note by the O.C.
In dubbing these notes as the unit's "New Year's Honours
List " I feel that acknowledgement should also be given to
those who have been regular originating scribes of the unit's
WIRE notes. Although there are several who occasionally get
the urge the most frequent subscribers have been Staff Sergeants
Speight and Pankhurst. Second-Lieutenant Pearson (now
departed and in El Adem with 261 Squadron) and, the author
of this month's notes, Captain Loudoun. I am sure that other
Unit Commanders will agree that it is a pleasant and satisafctory
state of affairs when WIRE notes offer no problem. As unfortunately my tour with the Squadron is coming to an end
and I depart soon after the notes are despatched I hope that
they will continue their good work so that I can follow the
Squadron's fortunes in the months to come (So do we-and
many thanks.-Editor.)
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TROOP, ATT. I K.S.L.I.,
c/o G.P.O., SINGAPORE
By No. r Peon (B.B.)
Yet again we submit our journalistic genius to our Corps
Magazine with high hopes of publication.
.A new syst'!m <?f instruction has been _invented, but not yet
med. Our N.C.0.-m-charge, Sergeant Stone, had a brainstorm of
an exceedingly high standard by arranging for the elite of
the Troop to give lectures and instruction on the pet subject
of each of us.
However, due to the fact that 1st K.S.L.I. need more moral
and physical support than our "Jocks" did, we have as yet
.
been unable to put this into practice.
We must announce with great sorrow (and sighs of relief)

that our only " Sparks," Corporal Red Parker, has been ordered
to report elsewhere after only a short stay with us.
As was anticipated in our last mention, "our Neil" did, in
fact, return in triumph from his upgrading course, and is now
No. 4 operator.
Our Technicians, Paddy and Taffy, virtually won the Highland Games for "H.Q." Company on their own.
Corporal (Diesel) Phillips was turned down as anchor man
for the tug--0f-war team because he was too light, only a mere
r6t stone.
Since our last report, A. N. Other has arrived in the body
of Lance-Corporal Eddie Briers. He was officially handed over
from Carlsberg Brewery to Tiger Brewery on 12th September,
and feels much better for it.
The Regimental Signals have recently had their first taste of
the "Ulu," but are obviously not up to the standard of us
Borneo veterans (no comment). We bear from usually reliable
sources that one of them was frantically trying to establish
communications with a gap of approximately ten inches of
good clean air between his antenna and set, wondering why
he was not through.
Our mascot, Corporal Sandy, has been entrusted with the
job of looking after our two technicians whilst Sergeant and
Mrs. Storie are on leave in Australia-if indeed they reach their
destination.

•

TROOP, D.M.S. FEARLESS

All at sea
Have you ever gone for ten days without
seeing a new horizon, a n ew face, or even
a n'!Wspaper? I hadn't, until Fearless sailed
from Aden on the night I last wrote these
notes. By the time we reached Singapore,
I think most people were ready for a run
ashore, but we managed to entertain ours.elves during the passage. We had a hearty
carol party one night and our Christmas
socfal on another. The social was similar
to a Regimental smoking concert-if slightly less relaxed-after
all, we were at sea and could not afford to sleep it off. We
also had " Radio Fearless" to help us while away the long
hours; this is our own pirate radio, which plays requests, runs
quizzes and advertises all manner of odd attractions--0r so
it seems-with such announcements as " Rum issue will cease
in five minutes time" and "Tombola will be played in the
Junior Ra tings' Dining Hall at 19.30."
Our eight "mislaid " members from Exercise " Midlink" were
restored to us in Aden, having had a patently idle time sunbathing and swimming while waiting for us to arrive. However,
they spent some of their accumulated energy in giving the
Assault Operations Room a much-needed facelift before the
assault of a vast number of visitors on our arrival in Singapore.

Singapore docs ns proud
As a Troop, we have always been well looked after in each
port of call, but here, perhaps particularly because of the time
of the year, we have found the hospitality quite superb. Only
those who were on duty lived on board at all over Chrisrmas.
Signalman Agrell could hardly wait to accept a very warm invitation to spend the Christmas break with his old unit,
1st K.S.L.I . His account of his visit, and those of the other
twenty-nine "Fearlesses" who were entertain'!d by the
Battalion, was exceedingly enthusiastic, if somewhat incoherent. Another three of the Troop went to 249 Squadron
where, they claimed, it was impossible to empty a glass, so
rapid was the refilling!
New Year was no less festive an occasion for the Scots. As
I approached the gangway, somewhat sleepily, at 06.55 on 2nd
January, I was greeted by Messrs. Mair, McLeod and Leitch
returning from their party. We all managed to get on parade
by 07.10, but perhaps we were all glad of the Tropical Routine,
·
which allowed us to finish work at lunchtime.
After all th is jollification we know our way around Singapore
and are meeting our opposite numbers of all Services. We are
looking forward to exercises with 249 Squadron and the Brigade
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1967
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SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND

AND

Ths following donaii<ms ruere most SfTalefully received durinl[ December,
1966:
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46th Regiment (T A )
8oth Regiment (A.'E.R.)
319 Squadron (T.A.) . ..
. ..
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. ..
...
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··•
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Lanc~rporal Tom Haines, who recently transferred from an
R.E. and A.E.R. Regiment. He has settled down well and is
doing a good job with the Pumey Troop of " D " Squadron.
We also rec-ncly paid our farewells to Lance-Corporal "Jock"
Stewart who has ' signed--0ne ' with a wife and has crossed back
over the bord:r co set up home.
Our stalwart Documentation N.C.O., Sergeant Fred Goodland, has had a reasonably busy year and ur to the end of 1966
be either completed, or vetted, documents for some 75 recruits.
In December we said farewell to Sergeant John May, one of
our P.S.I.s. John May, after 28 years colour service has finally
accepted a bowler hat and now taken up r.:sidence in Glasgow.
We wish him and his family well for the future.
28t.b

llEGDIENT,

B.F.P.O.
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Look at Lile - No. 11
(The Editor fran(kly) foimd it difficult to fit this in)

JlOYAL SIGNALS DETAClllUENT,
4th FIEl.D llEGIJUENT ILA., D.F.P.O. 30

Signalman P. Lynch with commendable spirit has written
to the Editor on the happenings within his small troop since it
was formed in 1964. Founder members included Staff Sergeant
Horton (now F. of S.), Lance-Corporals Diaz, McEwin, Hill and
Hopkins as well as Signalmen White, Checksfield, Selcraig,
Holtham, Gillespie and Signalman Lynch (our correspondent).
Hardly had they begun to sort themselves out before they
were off to Borneo split among the Batteries of the Regiment.
Still good friends and being Signals they hung together and
managed to meet up on the odd rare occasion. Manning a C.II
radio link between Kuching, Brunei and Tawau and exchange
operating kept them busy and interested. However, time rolled
on and they found themselves U.K.-bound for Bulford. Here
some of the original members left and newcomers jo!ned them
and they reorganised themselves in time for yet another move
to BA.O.R.
The Troop has now run down to a detachment consisting of
Sergeant Canale, Lance-Corporal Hopkins and Signalmen
Lynch, Holtham and Reynolds, recently joined by Signalman
Donovan.
Signalman Lynch concludes his letter by saying, "Well,
that is that-we just hope chat snmeone somewhere thinks of
us.',
Well, you are not forgotten here by THE WIRE and our best
wishes go to you for 1967.

GIFTS
Since the beginning of November, 1966, gifts of clothing,
toys, books and Christmas donations of money have been
received from the following:
SH ADES O F FRANBERG-FA REW ELL TO THE FRANBURGERMEISTER
Early in November we bade farewell to Lieutenant Colonel A. Pagan, M.B.E.
the .. franarchy t ecc" of so many of our achievemencs during the past two and a

half yei.rs. During the hand-over period, he made some fairly unconventional
exiu from Francis a Barricks and we picture one and hope he enjoyed these
Franspectaculars as much u we. To Lieutenant Colonel T. N . Skelly a most
sincere welc.ome

Major R. 0. Wilson
F . S. Adams, Esq.
Miss E. Wall
Major D . S. A. Hutley, G.M.
Mrs. M. S. Wheatley
Major J. H. Wi.lliruns
Mrs. Whiting
Mrs. W. Caulfield
Junior Leaders' Regiment
Maior J. H. Lea
Cap ::ain C. R. C . Bunce
Mrs. E. A. Reavley
W. E. O sborne, Esq.
Major-General and Mrs. G . G .
Rawson
G . E. James, Esq.
W.O.II rd Mrs. C. A. Smith
F. C. Wilson, Esq .
A. Walsh, Esq.
A. E. Stead , Esq.
G. Dore, Esq.
Brigadier C. H . Stoneley, O.B.E.
Lieut. -Colo:iel G . M . Welsford
La:lce-Corporal J. A. Lund
Mrs. Sanders
Mrs. l. G . Swan
R.S.M. and Mrs. Evis
W.O.s' & Sg:s.' Mess, 14th Signal
RJimcnt
Major . L. Donne
M:s.
. Church
Major T. W. Hackwonh

M iss S. Bentley
W.O.I F. Stockdale
E. C. Partridge, Esq.
Sergeant R . Woods
Mrs. West
L ieut ...COlonel P . G . G oodeveDocker
Major N. L. Baker
Yeoman Warder W. J . R ussell
" A" Squadron a~d R.H.Q., 47th
Signal Regime nt (T .A .)
Mr. and Mrs. J . Benson
Wives' Club~_25 9 Sig. Squadron
Colonel W. H. Lamb, T.D.
W.O.I Evans
Mrs. T . Cadec
Lieut.-Coloncl and Mrs. J. N .
BoyLa- d
Miss Angela Boyland
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. M organ
Misses Carole and Joan Morgan
and Mr. Ian Morgan
Major and Mrs. R . Lawrence
Major R. T. Hone
Mrs. G. S. Power
CoJo~eL & Mrs. J. J . H . Swallow
Captain and Mrs. G. W. Young
M.iss Joan Douglas
U. Olivtt, Esq .
Brigadier C. Vincent-Smith, T .D.,
T.P.

F. Veness, Esq.,

M .B.E.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:FRANSKl-1967.

Look us up if you are in Bavaria dur ing February.

We tak th is opportunity to wish all readers the best of good future in 1967.
During January and February, 60 of us un dertake FRANS Kl with GEBIRGS FERNMELDE BATTALION 8 but that's a Frantale for the future.

T o Individual Sub scribers
HE only way to be certain of receiving your
WIRE correctly addressed is to be sure and let
us know changes in your address, rank and such-like,
as they occur. We try to operate a detective service,
but it is fallible!

T
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Superb Q uality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
(Controlled by Jacksons the Butc!J.crs Ltd.)

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
Established
DARLINGTON
2955
1894
Seventy Years Satisfactory Service
"WE BUY THI! BEST"

"WE SELL TH£ BEST"

DALLY DELIVERIES IN YOUR DISTR ICT
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" Against intense. competition the BCC 30 has been
select ed to fill the A14 role for the British Services."
The A14-BCC 30 is the lightest, smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver station
with an output of up to 30 watts.
Fully approved to British Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards and to United States Mil. Std. 1888 the A14BCC 30 has already been selected by the Britis Services,
Commonwealth, NATO and United States forces.

The Herald opens up- saves time, bother, expense.

"Against intense compet ition the BCC 30 h~s been
selected to fill the A14 role for the British Services."

The Triumph Herald 1200 hides nothing
U ndo one spring-loaded clip each side of
the Herald's bonnet and the whole
caboodle, lights and all, lifts completely forward. If the engine were
mounted on a bench, it couldn't be more
accessible.
You can examine your battery without
groping with a torch. Check the oil
without dirtying your cuffs. T ake the
stones out of the tyres without getting
down on your knees.
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Step inside. The doors are 44 inches
wide! They prop themselves open. So
men don't bark their shi ns and women
don't ladder their stockings on shopping baskets.
Sit in the driver's seat. You'll notice the
Herald has glass where other cars have
blind spots. Technicians calculate 93 %

a/I-round visibility.
To boot. Accessibility is the key word
for the boot, too. It opens high, wide

and handsomely to reveal 13 cu ft of
space. Maximum opening width, 43 inches.

From top to toe the Herald hides nothing. That's why it has a lot to declare.
Any Standard-Triumph dea ler will give you a
free trial drive. Take him up on it. And find
out about the tax concessions for overseas
postings. If you prefer to shop by post, write
for a catalogue to Standard-Triumph Sales
Ltd., Personal Export Division, Coventry,
England, or Berkeley Square, London.

IJTRtUMPH j
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The A14-BCC 30 is the lightest, smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver station
with an output of up to 30 watts.
Fully approved to British Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards and to United States Mil. Std.188B the A14BCC 30 has already been selected by the British Services,
Commonwealth, NATO and United States forces. -

•

===Special Mention=======

~
~

A

- - Corporal W. VenU8 of the 3rd Regiment
for being the first man home when the Army cross-country
team scored an outstanding victory in their annual match
with Wales at Cardiff on 4th February.
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Shortly after this " Wire " is published the Reserve Army, as we h ave
known it for so many years, will cease to exist. A n ew concept comes into
being and a new Reserve Army rises from the ashes of its predecessor.
We write with admiration-and indeed affection-of the loyal and
dedicated service rendered by our comrades of the A.E.R. and T .A. They
have served Royal Signals well. Their enthusiasm has been remarkable.
Their morale and pride of Corps inspiring.
We write with sadness of units that will be no more, of comrades who
must part, of hallowed customs that must change and of the will to give
service that can no longer find on outlet.
But the new Territorial and Army Volunteer R eserve is born in far
happier circumstances than at one time seemed likely from the Corps point
of view. Very many of the old Regiments remain reflected in title and
tradition in Squadron form. Purpose and role is more clearly defined. Chain
of command has been improved. The numbers " signing-on " have been
excellent. Modern equipment is on its way and has even arrived in some
cases. The operation has been painful but the future is bright.
We salute the Reserve Army that has passed as we salute the new one
that takes its place. One thing is certain-whatever else has changed the
same spirit will march proudly on.
Something
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-

Co rporal J. r. Gannon (lat e ol the Jlth R e gimen t ) and S i gnalman D . S alter o f t h e l J t.h
lle gime nt
for receiving the G.O.C.-in-C.'s Commendation for gallantry in dealing with a fire at Catterick Camp and saving
the lives of two children (see story on page 109).

-

S ignal"'"" Hill, attache d to the J st Regimen~
Ro9al Hors e Artlller11
for gaining a C.-in-C., Middle East, certificate of commendation. For 16 months Signalman H ill had been a
rear link operator with the Regiment working to upcountry locations in South Arabia. His citation reads:
" In what are frequently most difficult operations he has
shown a tenacity and determination to establish communications and pass and receive the daily messages, far
beyond what one would normally expect from a junior
Signalman. Throughout he has been utterly reliable and
has shown tremendous patience and devotion to duty. He
has set a fine example to all other radio operators and has
been laigely responsible for the smooth and efficient
working of the Regimental rear link."

•• Old 'Vns"

On another page Mr. W. T. Bevan writes to the Editor on the lack of items
of interest in THE WIRE for the older, retired members of the Corps. He
agrees that basically THE WIRE must cater for the younger, serving generation of the Corps (which is our policy), but feels that there should be a
small comer for his generation, too. Perhaps we have not stressed it
sufficiently in the past, but we are always happy to publish something for
the "old 'uns." They must, however, produce the material themselves. We
cannot manufacture it here. Accounts of branch activities will always find
a place in THE WIRE, but please, they must be as up-to-date as possible.
Reading about the Christmas social in the late spring takes some of the
interest out of any write-up. And don't forget photographs. A face seen
in a photograph will often evoke memories which a name might fail to
do. Accounts of the Corps doing its job in the past (humorous or serious)
are also very welcome. They should be lively, to the point, and at all costs
should avoid the "grip " technique, i.e., the long, drawn-out personal
reminiscence which many will have experienced when trapped by a wellmeaning, but loquacious individual-usually armed with a pint!

The Corps Cares for its Own •••
Number of cases assisted financially
Total of grants and loans made .. .
Number of clothing parcels sent .. .

62
£863
22

I

IO

One of the Month's Cases
A serving Lance-Corporal was knocked down and killed by a car just
before Christmas. His mother, left quite alone in the world on the death of
her only child, suffered severely in health and was compelled to cease work
for the present. The Association helped her with a substantial grant to
relieve her of financial worries until she is well enough to return to her job.
One of the Month's Letters

:MARCH/ APBO.

- - rhe Yo u th Club of the 9th R egiment, C,,prus
for becoming so popular under its chairman, R.Q.M.S.
Rushbrooke, ably assisted by the Secretary, Signalman
Mont, as to build up membership from an original 17
teenagers to the latest figure of 95. There is now a waiting
list for membership of this flourishing club.

My wife and I would like to express our thanks to you for the help you
have given us to clear off our Hire Purchase. I don't think you will ever
know what you have done for us. We have been struggling for such a long
time, and your help has boosted our morale and made us feel up to facing
the future with confidence.
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1967

-

Tise Corporals of the 4th Regiment
for a most generous donation of £45 to Association
Benevolent Funds.

-

- The Corps Cross-Country ream found mosau
lrom the Bt.h Regiment
for their fin e victory over R.A.F. Signal Command.

- - Captain (T.O.r.) J. H. Nixson ol Gurkha
Signals
for studying successfull y for his Higher National Certificate
while serving with the 8th Regiment, gaining distinction
in all three subjects for the final year, e.g. Electrical
Engineering A2, E l e c t r o n i c Engineering A2 and
Mathematics A2. As a result he was considered by the
I.E.E. for the award of the Gold Prize for 1965. Although
not finally selected for his prize he was awarded a certificate
of merit and a cash prize.

l.l(>uienant-Coloneb Evans and M eers ol

n.A.M.c.

lu•

for saying the life of Lieutenant-Colonel Geoffrey Homer of
the Corps by performing a throat operation against a twominute deadline with a kitchen knife and the plll!tic barrel
of a ball point pen. Colonel Homer while at home in
Singapore developed a sudden and fierce reaction to a throat
infection resulting in the blockage of the windpipe, loss of
consciousness and cessation of breathing. The two R.A.M.C.
officers, next-door-neighbours who were by a stroke of luck
at home at the same time, rushed round to perform an
emergency operation with the first implements that came
to hand. Seconds were vital to prevent death and the resouicefulness of Lieutenant-Colonels Bob Evans and Peter
Meers undoubtedly saved L ieutenant-Colonel Homer's life.
Sixteen days later he had made a complete recovery at
the B.M.H.

MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happening which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

A Salute to the Reserve Anny

THE

-

-

- Lance-Corporals F. lVaters aad H. Jacobs
and Signalm e n P. Carr and D. Pellegrinettl,
all of 2nd 11.egiment.,
for all getting into the finals of the Army Individual Boxing
Championships held recently at Aldershot. Only one of
the foui-Signalman P. Carr- reached championship status
when he easily beat his opponent in the Bantamweight
Class, the referee stopping the fight in the second round.
All in all a very creditable performance by the boxers of
the Regiment.

- - Corporal R. Clark (229 Squadron) and
Corporal J~ Fenge (49th Regiment T.A.)
for both adding a little lustte to Corps sport. In the Army's
first badminton championship-which attracted an entry of
over 400-Corporal Clark, partnered by a Corporal from
the Corps of Royal Military Police, went on to win the
Open Doubles Championship, and Corporal Fenge has been
awarded the exceptional high rating of 9th in the Pole
Vaulting Class in the "Top Fifty" annual ranking list
which embraces all athletes-both Army ·and civilian-on a
national basis.
- - Ale.uznder Gibson, late ol the Corps Band
(1945-4?) and liow ri.sen to high level in
the music world as Coad11ctor of the
Scottish National Orchestra
for being awarded a C.B.E. in the New Year's Honouis
List.

- - Sergeant. Dale (?th Reglmeat), Signalmaa
McGowan (21st Regiment)~ Corporal Coldwell (?th. Regiment.) Major Harinet.t (4tla
Regiment.), Lie11tenant. .Ulen ( at.td. l 8t
flu.een's), Captai• McLackie (1st. Regi.ment)
for being selected to play hockey for B.A.0.R. in one or
other of the first two B.A.O.R. games-Coldwell, Hartnett, Allen and McLuckie being selected for both games.
Nearly half the B.A.O.R. team found from the Corps-<tUite an achievement.

- - Signalman Chris Burr ol the 9ih Regiment
for winning the Army (Cyprus) Cross-Country Championships. In 1966 he also won the Army (Cyprus) Mile. He
also plays regularly for the local Army football team.

- - Major Gordon St.okoe and family
for being a loo% Corps family. Elder son John, now at
Sandhuist, plans to join the Corps on "passing out" as
a Commissioned Officer. He was an Apprentice at Harrogate, as is his younger brother Andrew, who is studying
ther now. G<>rdon is a well-known Corps stalwart on the
Q.M. side and, bel.reve it or not, Mrs. Gordon Stokoe is
ex-Signals A.T.S. and a Life Member of the Association.
Beat that if you can I

- - Mr. J. Balrru~r, Head of the School ol Signals
Academic Siaff,
for being selected to umpire hockey at the Pu American
Games to be held in Winnipeg in July and August this
year. John Balmer umpired at the 1964 Tokyo Olympic
Games.

- - Major A. F. JleeUng, Corp8 T.A. stalUJar~
193?-52, and promiaent. member of tit•
Bath Branch of the A101ocladoa where lte
has done invalraable wellare work
for parading at Buckingham Palace in February to receive
a well-deserved C.B.E.
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From our "Jn" Tray
.n•

IOR

1.1~.\DEru

LAST GRADUATION DAYAN IN\'ITATION

Sir,
Reports of Royal Signals units disbanding have appeared . in
WIRE note in the past, and doubtless many readers are bracmg
them elve to read the last regimental notes of famous and
honourable units of the T.A. But they will speak for themelves and we can console ourselves in looking forward to
reading of the progress of the new TAVR units in the future.
This is a difficult letter to write, because one's first effort at
anything usually is, and sad because of the circumstances that
have brought it about. The Junior Leaders Regiment Royal
ignals is to disband this year, bringing to an end a unit which
can trace its history back to Maresfield (was it "K" Company?)
in 1920, and which has provided the Corps with so many of
iis sons.
Downhearted we may be, but determined to go out with a
bang! A the R.S.M. (and not an ex-Boy) I am constantly
amazed at the miracle of Graduation Day, when all the panic
and problems seem to melt away. Our last Graduation D ay
(August 1967) is going to be extra special, and to ~his end
thinking caps have replaced the orthodox headdress m many
comers of Denbury.
The word has already started getting around (another secret
of ex-Boys!) with gentle hints coming in for invitations to the
August Graduation Day (probably Friday, rrt h August, 1967).
We'll all be delighted to see you ex-members of the RegimentStaff and Boys alike. But please help us t o make your visit a
pleasant one by dropping a line now if you're contemplating
the trip down. Which reminds me-Devon in August is something that I'm going to have to do without, somehow.
Yours faithfully,

M. F. B.

GARLAND

Regimental Sergeant Major,
The Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals,
Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot, Devon.
23rd January, lrftl.

FROM MAJOR THE EARL OF ANCASTER,
L.L., J.P., T.D.
Sir,
We believe that readers of THE WIRE could and would wish
to help BLESMA in our search for limbless ex-Service men and
women who can benefit from our specialised services; which
services are freely available to them whether or not they are
members of BLESMA.
Our aim is that no limbless ex-Service man or woman should
suffer undue or unnecessary hardship and we can today provide
financial help where the need exists. We also help in the
provision of aids and amenities within the home, and our three
BLESMA Homes at Blackpool, Crieff and Portsmouth are
available for rest, recuperation and permanent residence. We
are constantly finding large numbers of limbless ex-Service men
who are not in receipt of their full entitlements of pension and
allowances, and many today are benefining from the help and
advice they have received from BLESMA in their individual
cases. Our help, financial and otherwise, is also available to
the widows of limbless ex-Service men.
There must be many of the surviving 24,000 limbless exSer ice men who are known to your readers but who are not
yet in touch with BLESMA. Would you please help by bringing
the Association's services to the attention of your readers and
inviting them to inform the General Secretary, BLESMA, at
the address below of any former members of the Royal Signals
who are limbless but not in touch with BLESMA so that we
can make our services available to them?
Yours faithfully,
AN CASTER,
National President.
British Limbless Ex-Service Men's Association,
Frankland Moore House,
185-187, High Road,
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
2nd February, 19&1.
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From our "In-Tray" - Continued • . •

SKYWARDS IN SINGAPORE

~

•• . . . IJNDEH TllE KIND SllEl,Tlm OF
IUllTISll OF•·((;ER . . . , .
The letter below received by the C.O. of a R egiment overseas
has its humorous side, but all who have served in India and
the Far Bas~ will reme m~er with affection the loyalty and
devoted service of th e Unit Char Wall.ah who produced his
rather original cups of tea at all times and under all conditions
with a charming smile. THE WIRE salutes this worthy band who
fallowed the British Army so faithfully net only m peace but
al~o through all the rigours of war.
'

*

*
C~hnr

SOMETHINf,; FOR THE •e OLD 'UNS "
Sir,
As a staunch ex-Corps member I have long felt that something should be done to bolster up the Association. What bettCT
way than through the media of Tim WIRE?
I know it is very easy to say but a lot harder to put into
practice. I had, therefore, to ask myself some searching questions. Why did I buy THE WIRE? Was it because I enjoyed
reading it? No. Because it was interesting? No. Nostalgia?
Possibly. Loyalty to and duty to the Association? Yes. In this
respect I know I am not alone.
Since I have retired THE WIRE has ceased to be of interest
to me. My generation has ceased· to appear in print. No longer
do I see names that ring a bell; no longcr do pictures of far
away places bring back memories (they have all changed). In
short, Mr. Editor, TuE WIRE caters for the present-day Corps
not the past. Please don't misunderstand me, this is as it should
be. I do feel, however, that a small comer could be devoted to
us " Old 'Uns," after all we are the ones that have given our
best to the Corps. I would like to suggest that we start the
ball rolling with a short article or story (there must have been
some hair-raising experiences or really comic stories), or a photo
that could be compared with one of 1967 vintage. How about
it, chaps! I also feel that, due to Anno Domini, faces and names
tend to fade, therefore, I would suggest that the contributors'
regimental number and present address be included.
Is it possible to make a small annual award for the best
contribution to THE WrRE as a whole?
It is of little use my telling things if I don't contribute myself.
I am enclosing a story that tells of the experience of part of
the Hong Kong Signal Company 1942 vintage. (See page II8).
Yours faithfully,
w. T . E. BEVAN (2325210)
ro, Hilltop Crescent,
Harrogate, Yorks.

Staff-Sergeant Harry Staite shows Army Press Officer Terry Coombs
investments which will enable him to retire to a villa in Spain
later this year
" People often say to me: ' What about the war years?' Well
I have always looked on the good side of my Army career, never
on the bad. I think this is how it should be."
In fact it Is this kind of sensible reasoning that today puts
Harry in a position to be able to bring to fruition an idea which
materialised while on a continental tour six years ago.
For several years now he has been successfully investing in
the stock market. Asked just how much he had made with his
"dabbling," Harry laughed and kept mum. However, he did
let slip that one investment alone had brought him over £1,000
profit in a couple of months.
And the moral to the story? Why surely, make the best of
the opponunities offered.
Said Harry in closing: " This may sound crazy but I can
honestly say that if I died tomorrow I would be satisfied with
the life I have had so far."

The Royal Corps at the Tower of LonJon

( "ORPS STAFF SEllGEANT RETillES TO A ,'ILL.\
(Story courtesy Public Relations Service, Cyprus)

(There is much in what Mr. Bevan says-but if we have to
have something for the " old 'uns " it is up to them to produce
it-see Editorial Column.- Editor.)
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*

ir,
& fore I proceed furthcr I beg to demand an apology as l
m cncrouching up on your precious time for my own sake.
I the above named, am a professionl.11 Canteen Assistant and
Char Wallah. I have been with British Unit in India and in
Malaya as well. You will be glad to know that in capacity as
Char Wallah my service record has been very brilliant throughout. I feel pride, pleasure and consolation when I recall that
I had been in the battle field and I am proud to supply requirements on the demand of kind officers during the critical time.
I have passed my whole life under .th{ kind sheltcr of .British
officer. Recently I have been with British units in operation
fields in Sarawak and Borneo. It is my pride that I have
received every facility, co-operation and support from the British
officers. I have been under the support and benign hands of
British officers and supporting my dependant through this
humble means.
Now Sir, I have been experiencing daily torture of unemployment and atrocities of unfavourable days. I am living at hand
to mouth. Seeing no other way finally I decided to knock your
benign door for help and assistance.
Under the above salient facts, I am your faithful and obedient
employee beg to say Sir that I deserve your kind attention.
I need nothing but to grant me chance to serve as Char Wallah
under your benign shelter. I humbly expect that you will
oblige me by granting me change to serve under your kind
command as a Char Wallah.
In case I am fortunate enough to get this chance, I beg to
assure vou Sir that I shall pay rebate as P.R.I. Fund.
I shall honour the time of NAAFI in every respect and will
not intervene.
Your time help to me will be a great solace to me as far as
my present position is concerned.
Thanking you.
With sincere regards,
Yours faithfully, ·

What more appropr iate gesture could be made by the C.-in-C. Far
East, Air Chief Marshal Sir John Grandy, K.C .B., K.B.E., D.S.O.,
R.A.F., as he visits Major John Newman and 647 Signal Troop
(Satellite)!

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!

*
Wallah

'

To own a villa on Spain's C.Osta Del Sol must surely be the
pipe-dream of a great many people, but for non-smoking, teetotaller Harry Staite, of the Garrison Administrative Unit,
Dhekelia, this is no flight of fancy but an ambition realised.
At the end of April, on his 55th birthday, Harry-a Royal
Signals staff sergeant-finishes with the Army after 35 years'
service, and it is then that he will set out on an eight-country
overland drive beginning in Beirut and ending at Stites, 30
miles from Barcelona, where he intends to build his own house
and settle down to a well-earned retirement. Not that Harry
particularly wants to leave the Army mind you I
" I have really enjoyed my time in uniform and would love
to stay on," he said when being interviewed this week. '°But
there it is; all good things come to an end, unfortunately."
Speaking of 'the present day attitude to the Service shown
by many youngsters, he went on: "They don't seem to
appreciate what a wonderful life it is and just how much they
are missing. I would certainly do it again if I had the chance.
"Take travel for instance. What a tremendous educational
value this has. Every time I look at a newspaper I can reminisce
on a part of the world I know about first-hand. How else could
I possibly have hoped to do this?
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1967

[Courtesy London Illuslrat•d NtnDs

Yeoman Warders A. Dodsworth, C. Loates, W . Russel and G. Gavey
have 113 years of army service and 32 medals between them. All
are late of the Corps
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Movements
.Otneers
A..\.\ENDMENTS-JANUARY LIST
. . . T o 2nd Scot G uards
Lieutenant M . J . Lance ...
ADDITIONS-} ANUAR Y LIST
Lieuu:nant-Coloocl R. J . H aney
To S .O . 2 (S:goals) (N. Cmd.)
Lieutenant J. F. Storr . ..
,, md Regiment (Aust.)
Ueute:iant H. G . S. Thoma
I Devon and Dorset
Captain B. F . Carrel .. .
28th Regiment
Majoc J. F. Cbccsewright
S .0. II Signals C.I.C .C. West
Admin Wing, R.A.C. Centre
Captain A. J . Cornwell
Bovington
Capmin C. J. Crow
...
•.. ., 640 Troop
Scco:td -Licutc, aiu M . D. Cunniam
3rd H.Q. and Signal Regiment
Second-Lieutcnsnt W. J. L. Fjskcl
13th Regiment
Captain E . A.. Gamble .. .
1st D ivision H .Q. and ig. Rcgt.
, 8th Regiment
Major C. E. H. Mawson
Lieutenant A. A. J . Recd
...
. •. ., 13th Regiment
Sccood-Lleutcnant R . F . Willsher ...
248 Gurl<ha Squadron
FIRST COMMISSIONS
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutcna:tt
Second-Lieutenant
Sccood-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Ueutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Sccond-Lieute• ant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Sccond-L!eutenll".lt
Second-Lieutenant

H. M. Adams . ..
R. A. L. Anderson
C. W. Bone
P . J. Bonser
R. G. Drake
L . G. French
T . R. Morgan
P . J . Myatt
C. Needham
I . C . Pattison
E. M. Powell . . .
K. H. Rowbory .. .
J. C . B. Simpson
W. M. Taylor
P . Thompson ...
J. D. Ty~e.man ...
N .. 0. Williams .. .

,.
,,
,,
,,
.,
.,
.,
,.
,.
,.
.,
,,

School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School

of Signals

of Signals
of Signals

of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals
of Signals

ADDITIONS-FEBRUARY LIST
Captain A. B. Atkinson .. .
. ..
Lieutenant R. M. Carr-Smith ...
Second-Lieutenant S. A. Coltman
Second-Lieutenant P. A. Crane
Major S. G. De Clive Lowe ...
Second-Licute~ant G. R . Farrell
Sccond-Lieutcnant R . P . Harrison . ..
Captain R. A. Higham ...
...
. ..
Second-Lieutenant A. K. McLaughlin
Scco•d-Licutcnant D . F. Moir
Major R. J. Savage
. ..
. ..
Lieutenant R . W. Simmons, B.B.M.
Lieutenant C. E. Timson
.. .
Second-Lieutenant C. J. Witt .. .

.. D epot and Training Bn. A.C.C.
., ISt Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
,, 22nd Regiment

,, Held strength II th Regiment
,, S9th Regiment (T.A.)
·
16th Regiment
., 28th Regiment
7th Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
., 7th Regiment
1 rth Reghnent (held strength)
,, 229 Souadron
,,

21st

Regiment

I I th

Regiment (held Strength)

MARCH L I ST
M.S.
Major J . R. Crowe
., School of Army Aviation
Major A. L . Dowell ...
...
... ,, H.Q . 1 (B.R.) Corps
Ucutcnant-Colonel E. J. Bardell, O.B.B. ., M.O .D. as Colonel G .S. (Signals)
Colonel P. D. Vaigncoun-Strallen
12 Group AVR as Comd. (Brig.)
...
M.O.D. (DI 24 A) as Col. G.S.
Colonel P. E. Hutchins ...
Major F. G. Boonart
,, SHAPE (AG Div.) as G .S.O. I
A.G. 11
Captain I. F. Bird ...
., IIth Regiment (HS) (au. RAPC)
Capta".n T. H. Blashill ...
School of Signals
Major (T.0.T) W. Brcwin
,, 10th Regiment
Major R. Benbow ...
2JY7 Squadron
Ma~r W. Batt.Y
...
,, 252 Squadron
Maior M. C. Barrett ...
17th Gurkha Regiment
Lieutenant R. B. H. Cox
9th Regiment
Majox J. D. Cathcart .. .
226 Squadron
Lieutena'"lt M. J. Cartwright
., 15th Regiment
Major W. J. Clapp
...
15th Regc. (255 Sqn., Bahrain)
Major A. A.. Dacre, M.B.E. . . .
. . . ,, School of Signals
Majox J. S. N. Dale .. .
...
.. . ., 10th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel G. B. Donald · ... ., Regular Com.missions Board
Majox S. F. Dunkley
14th Regiment
iajor J. Fender .. .
. ..
...
. .. ,, H.Q. Scottish Command
Lieutenant D. G. D. Gray ...
... ,, 18th Regiment
Captain (T.0.T.) C. G. Hooper ... ,, 16th Regiment
Lieutenant A. M. P. Howie, B.B.M. ,, 18tb Reg' mcnt
Major H. A. Johnstone, M.B.E.
. .. ., British Mil. Delegation to France
Major K. F. Lloyd
.. .
...
13 Group TAVR
Lieutenant (Tfc) P. F. Metcalfe
16th Regiment
Lieute!':rnt M. L. Mar.tin
59 AYT
Major C. B. Mercer
...
...
I I Group TAVR
Lieutenant-Colonel K. S. Newell
., C AFSO NEAP
Captain J. W. Oliver ...
15th Regiment
Majot R. F. B. Power .. .
.. .
... ,, Centro! Vol. H.Q. & Trg Wing
Captain (Tfc) J . C. Pendock .. .
... ,, 10th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant B. P. D'A. Ryan ., nth Regiment
Major W. H. D. N. Robotham
224 Squadron
Capmin F. Smith ...
...
4th Regiment
Major J. B. Stewart
.. .
,, SHAPE (H.Q. Army Elemcn.t)
15th Regiment
Licute-9'1t T. N. Singleton
Major (Tfc.) A. Sawyer
., H.Q . 1 (B. R.) Corps
Captain N. A. Va.,dyck ...
4th Regiment
Majoc M. L. Willway . . .
M.O .D . (Signals 6)

Lieutenant P. B. Wymbs
.. .
Major P . J. L . Wickes ...
. ..
Lieutenant P . J. Whitehead ...
Captain D. C. Whitehead
•••
Cap!Ain (T.O.T .) A . Williama

21st Regiment
,. 59tb Regiment

,,

,, 11th Regiment
,, :210 Squadroa
,, School of Signals

T<l W.O .ll
·ro Sat.

22250055
23675320
23194694
23675315
23 820105
236571 75

T llCHNlCAL ROSTl!R
S Sgt.
Davies, N. D.
730
570
Cpl.
C rawley, T .
5865 11390
Cpl.
Bradshaw, A. H . R. 5868 12320
C pl.
Fountain T. J.
5905 Il370
Cpl.
Scott, I . B.
5950 13015
Cpl.
Moorcroft, M.
S96o 12705

ro

gt.

23479076
23073350
22212 173
22365450
23347314
23491033
23213732
22307883
23545347
23710209
22776987
22550373

C pl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
Cpl.

To Sgt.

23507242
234638 56

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER
A/Sgt.
Locker, W. J .
A/Sat.
D uncan, E. D .

Wnrrnnt Officers and Senler N.C.O.s
•..
W.O.ll R . Cockroft
.. .
W .O.ll F. G. Wilson ...
. ..
W .0.11 R. Jagger .. .
...
. ..
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) A. Leitch •..
W .O.II D . G. Boughton .. .
W.O .II E . J. B. May .. .
W .O.I (Y. of S.) R . W . Coe
W.O .II D . J. M. H u ghes
W .O.II R. W . Steadman
...
W .O .II CF. of S .) J . G . Bradford
W .O .ll E.T. Boll ...
.. •
•..
W.O.II D . W. M ershnll
Staff Sergeant B. F. Gooding ...
A / Steff. Sergeant J. L . Sutton
Staff Sergeant J. W. Taylor . . .
Staff Sergea nt D . F. Wilson .. .
Staff Sergeant A. P. G . H atcher
Staff Sergeant R. D . J . Burne tt
Staff Sergeant G . Penman . ...
. ..
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) M . E. Rowland
...
.. .
...
...
. ..
Steff Sergeant (F. of S.) D . R . Timson
Steff Sergeant (F. of S .) M. Langford
Staff Sergeant J. R . Holtum .. .
Stoff Sergeant I . Galbraith .. .
Staff Sergeant R. H . M anson .. .
Staff Sergeant J . E . Nightingale
Staff Sergeant A. Smith
...
Sergeant F . C. Brudcnall
Sergeant D . T. Salt
..•
Sergeant E . C. T ibby .. .
Sergeant E . Ainsworth .. .
Sergeant L. F. Saxby .. .
Sergeant T. G. Fayers .. .
A / Sergeant P. Hardwick
Sergeant M. J . Sheridan
Sergeant J. P. F. Nay .. .
Sergeant W . C. Donkin .. .
Sergeant F. Hunt .. .
.. .
Sergeant A. Shah .. .
Sergeant A. F . Huet
Sergeant R. H. Gurr
Sergeant D. S . J. Wootten
Sergeant J. C. T. Richards
Sergeant J. E. W...-mby .. .
Sergeant J. Thompson . . .
Sergeant B. B. Cairns .. .
Sergeant H . J . F . Brooks
Sergeant L. G. H. Storey
Sergeant H. F. Haynes .. .
Sergeant J. F. Gayther .. .
A / Sergeant D. W. Martin
Sergeant R . M . Adey .. .
Sergeaot F. T. Costello .. .
Sergeant J. B. Firth
. . . , .••
Sergeant C. H. W. Gardner ...
Sergeant R. J. Hamilton
Sergeant D. Oliver ...
. ..
Sergeant G. Shepherd .. .
.. .
Sergeant R. L. Suet
Sergeant H. E. Hearns
Sergeant T. L. Nicol
Sergeant J. B. Mackie
Sergeant R. Rowbcrry .. .
. ..
Sergeant A. G. A. Bdttendcn
Sergeant J. R. Jarratt ...

To 15th Regiment
,, 243 Squadron
14th Regime nt
28th Rcgi~mcnt
n Inf. Bdc. H .Q. & Slg. Sqn.
SS (U .N .) Squadron (AVR)
235 Squadron
14th Regim ent
,, uth Regim ent
2 Div. H .Q . and Sig. Regt.
,, 24th Regiment
H.Q . Northag (B.E.)
,, 30th Regiment
632 T roop
,, 18th Re11imcnt
9th Regiment
,, 2 24 Squadron
,, 3 D iv. H.Q. and Sig. R egt.
,, J 4th Regiment
,, Fed . Army Sig. Sqn ., Aden
,, 47th Regiment T.A.
63rd R egiment T .A.
,, 5 10 T roop
,, 24th Regiment
,, H .Q . 2 S!g. Gp. (AVR)
R S:gnals Records
,, 7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
261 Squadron
15th Regiment (3 Squadron)
,, I 9th Regiment
14th Regiment
4 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
7th R egiment
15th Re11imcnt
,, 8th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 16th Reglment
4 Div. H .Q . & Sig. Rcgt.
,, 8th Regiment
9th Regiment
,, 1'!orthag Air Support (Radio
Sqn.)
RM.A., Sandhurst
14th Regiment
,, 65th Regiment T .A. for R.A .
Signal Troop, Grove Park
,, 24th Regiment
,, nth Regiment (CADRE)
4 Div. H .Q. & Sig. RegL
13th Regiment
,, School of Signals (CADRE)
,, 224 Squadron
,, 224 Squadron
H.Q. R. Signals, Malta
., 245 Squadron
,, H.Q. 1 (B.R.) Corps
,. 35 (S.M.) Squadron (AVR)
nth Regiment
·
,, 15th Regiment 3 Squadron
226 Squadron
SS (U.N.) Squadron (AVR)
., 3 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
., 249 Souadron
., 8th Regiment
30th Regiment
School of Signals
R.A.F. Stn, Biggin Hill

====,romotions ====
REGIMBNTAL

DUTY ROSTER

New

Old

Sen. No. Sen. No .
To W.O.I
To S Sgt.

14456390
22537552
22807652
22537092
22265995
22296o2 I
22958519

A/W.0.1
Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Gibson, E.
1

5: ~~i1:·p~

I IIO

700

22548632
~2515876

W.O.II
S Sgt.

Moore, G .
Bradford, J. G.

7930 (op
108o(Tcc
132o(Tcc
6340 (Op

1110
1930

1300
1610

CHIBP CLERKS ROSTBR
To S Sgt.

22569004 A/S Sgt.
23234656 A/S Sgt.

Studd, P. D.
Jepson, P. E . .

soo

W .0 .1
W .0 .II
S Sgt.

76o
1330

w.o.u

ll40

ROSTER
WaUace, J. B.
Dodd, A. D .
Joyce, J .
Taylor, S.
Pope, F. C.
Westerman T.
Crabtree, M.
Johnson, R.
Poingdestre, T. A.
Shah , A.
Anderson, F. F .
McLeod. D . W.

4770
4790
48oo
4810
4830
4840
4850
486o
4880
4890
4910
4920

3750
4000
4240
4280
5570
4040
4430
4520
4830
498o
5170
518o

3270
328o

5400
5420

X.230
1240

216o
226o
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Not quite. Pictured below is Lance-Corpmal Stuart harp,
one of a party of soldiers from the 28th Regiment, enjoying
ten days at this beautiful and well known tourist resort learning
to ski under Anny auspices-an example of the wonderful
opportunities that Service life provides practically cost free.
The Corps with its world-wide role stretching from Hong
Kong to the Bahamas is particularly fortunate in this respect.
Make the most of it while you can get out and about. Do
things and go places.
L ance-Corporal Sharp when not ski-ing represents his
Regiment in the 110 yards relay, water polo and swimming.

DELETION S
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
no
2410
~86o

SIGNAL CENTRE SUPBRVJSOR ROSTBR

at.

2270

TECHNICAL R OST1!R
3 I 30
4370
488o

Sgt.

t050

F tHLD ROSTER
2250

CORPS BAND
SUMMER ENGAGEMENTS
.\.iay 5th-Gloucester Hospital.

Corps Dance Orchestra.
May 6th-Gloucester.
Retreat at 14th Siana! Regiment.
May 7th-Gloucester. F reedom of Entry to Gloucester. Commemoration
Service in Gloucester Cathedral, followed by March through
the City.
May 8th-Gloucester.
Concert in the Guildhall.
May 9th-Cheltenham. Concert in the Town Hall.
.\iay 1otb- Parade at Marlborough College.
.'-Uy 12th- BuUord.
Concert at 3rd Signal Regiment.
May 14tb-2otb-Bournemoutb. Pine Walk Gardens and Fishermans Walk ,
Southbowne.
,\iay 21St-J une 3rd- Eastbourne. Grand Parade Bandstand.
J une 10th-Leeds. Queen's Birthday Parade.
J une 11th-17th-London.
Victoria Embankment Gardens.
June 24th-25th-Catterick.
Old Comrades' Reunion Weck-end .
June 26th-July ISt-BuUord.
3rd Signal Regiment.
June 3oth-Hurlingham Club Indian Army Garden Part)' .
July 2nd-6th-Eastbourne.
July 7th-10th. Loughbocou8h 224 Signal Squadron .
July 11 th-15th-Eastbourne.
July 19th-Lancaster Universicy.
Fanfare Trumpeters.
Jul y 20th-Marton Show.
J uly 31st-August 5th-Dunfermline. Music Pavilion, Pittencricff Glen.
Augusl 6th- Kirkcaldy.
Beveridge Park and in Ravcnscraig Park, EdinburRb.
August 7th-13th-i!dinburgh.
Ross Bandstand, Princes St. Gardens.
August 27th-September 1otb- Folkestone.
Lcll'S Cliff Bandstand.
September u th-16th-Blandford. 30th Signal Regiment.
September 17th-3otb--Eastboume.
Oo May 24th a separate section of the Corps Band, consisting of the Light
Orchestra and the Fanfare Trumpeters will also play at the Corps
Dinner in London from 17.15 to 21: oo hours.
On May 25th a Military Band section will also play at the Hurlingham
Club, London, from 16.00 - 18.00 hours on the occasion of the Corps
Garden Party.

!~~~ ~~~ ~g~!

Bram, E.
4740
Gun;lerson, A. F. J. 4750
Irons, A. J. E.
476o
Dodman , R. A.
4770

FOREMAN OP SJONALS ROSTER
To W .0 .1
To W.O.II

F IBU>

Wealthy young man about town enjoying
a ski-ing holiday at fashionable
Garmisch-Partenkirthen in Bavaria?

REGULATION PATT ERN

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Ho me -1 2/- each p lus 1/ 3 post
Abr oad-10/9 each plus 1/3 pos t
W all Shields 7• x 6• Royal Sl a nals

31/-

Bla:ze r Badaes " Sup e rio r"

3rd DIVISIONAL SIGNALS R EUNION CUJD
The annual Reunion Dinner is being held at the
Victory ex-Sei:vices Club, London, on Saturday, 22nd
April, 1967.
The usual notification is being sent to Club Members
but any other ex-member of the Regiment interested
should contact Major K. N. Smartt, 1508, Greenford
Road, Greenford, Middlesex (Tel.: 01-422 8464), for
further details.
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Pace Sticks . . .
.. .
.. .
.. .
...
.. .
Se r gea nts W alki nc Ca nes, Ball, Pear o r T himble Cap,
C res t<id. Hom e
...
Abroad ...

-45/-

130/54/44/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specialist in the supply of Military

Requlsi~s

EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGAT E, SURREY
Telephone: ESHER 63705
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Royal Signals Motor ( ycle Display Team
Season 1966
In this article Signalman D. G. Marr of the Royal Signals
Motor Cycle Display Team looks back at the season just
pa ed and recalls some amusing incidents and some not so
amusing which happened to this famous Team as it toured
around the country giving its now well-known exhibition of
daring trick riding.
A very warm appreciation is also made of the skill and
dedication to the team of Staff Sergeant Jim Raffan, who is
leaving on posting to 7th Regiment after a five-year tour with
the team. Signalman Marr writes:Having completed my trade training at Catterick, I applied to
join the Signals Motor Cycle Display Team. I was accepted
and joined the team as they were putting the finishing touches
to a very daring and polished display before starting their
summer tour. I may add that watching this for the first time
my heart was in my mouth on more than one occasion and I
thought that I would never be able to stick to it.
The season started with the annual Press Show. Owing to
adverse weather conditions the venue bad to be changed from
Central SpQrts Ground to Marne Hockey Pitch. The Press
coverage was very good and we made the back page of The
Times. At the end of the Press Show, Staff Sergeant Jim
Raffan was presented by Triumph Engineering with the 500 c.c.
Trophy Machine which he bad been riding for the past five
seasons.

At Wembley
Our second show took us to Wembley Stadium, where in
front of an enthusiastic crowd of school boys, we did a show
modified to avoid the perfect turf, before the start of the
international schoolboy match, England and Germany.
Nei..1: was Woburn Rally where the British Motor Cycle
Federation hold their Annual Rally in the grounds of the Duke
of Bedford's estate. This Rally had everything from rug-Q'-war
to moto-football. All the lads enjoyed this show because of the
wide range of motor bikes on view.
The summer continued with a number of one-<lay shows,
some come to mind : Scarborough Tattoo, for its torrential rain
on the first night; Maryport "Dogs for the Blind " where, in
a thunderstorm, we performed in front of no more than 20
spectators sitting huddled round the arena in their cars.
The end of June saw us at the memorable "Old Comrades'
Reunion " at Catterick. This show is one that we always like
to do well at, and in my opinion this one was the best show
of the season, so far. Mr. Hargreaves, a D.R. from World War I,
was given a resounding cheer as he made a run around the
ground on the team's vintage Triumph Model H.
July came, and with it the Royal Tournament at Earls Court.
This was the highlight of the season and with three weeks in
London everyone was out to make the most of it. The Tournament went very well except for the occasional spills and the
time when Signalman " Pinky " Pinkus fell off in front of the
TV cameras. Everyone thought this very amusing, except poor
"Pinky,'' when it was shown on television the following
Saturday, still with the horses of the Royal Artillery churning
up the ground beforehand he had an excuse.
Honoured hy the S.0.-ln-C.
We were all very honoured on the 27th July when LieutenantColonel W. A. Sykes gave the Royal Tournament Dinner for
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Brigadier and Mrs. Woodrow, and
other guests from the Corps and Triumph Engineering. It was
a memorable evening, even if Captain Grist is still working out
how most of the guests arrived without meeting the elaborate
system of guides placed strategically about Earls Court.
While in London we made an appearance on the Billy Cotton
Band Show. The evening was made all the more enjoyable
by the personal appearance of Miss Dusty Springfield.
After the last show at the Tournament we loaded the bikes
on the lorry and set out on the long trek nonh to Turriff,
Aberdeenshire. On arriving, we then had to wait six hours for
the lorry which had tried to go across the not-then-opened
Tay Road Bridge.
Probably the most pleasant week of the season was spent at
Cardiff. With only having one evening show a day we had all
day to ourselves. With the weather being as good as one could
hope for we managed a few trips down to Barry Island. The
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odd member of the ream regretted over-<loing the sunbathing
when it came to the six-bike fan in the evening.
The season ended with a number of one-<1.ay shows. To my
mind in particular is the Watford Gala where we did the second
show in a deluge of rain and ir was impossible to see any of
the trick going round. We left that arena like a lot of motorised
drowned rats.
We concluded the season with a two-<lay Tattoo at Sheffield
and then back to Catterick to clean the bikes before taking
them back to Triumph Engineering at Meridan just outside
Coventry.
I have now completed a very eventful and enjoyable season
and am winter training on the moors at Gandale.
I look forward to next season with the possibility of a visit
to Berlin and the Continent very much to the fore in everyone's
mind.

Calling all Keen Motor Cyclists!

BY A SQUADRON CoMMANDER OF

DISPLAY TEAM VETERAN

His knowledge of the art of show production and of tattoos
was outstanding, and as a trick rider, he was second to none; if
necessary, he could take over for any member of the team in
any event. He passed on his vast experience to five young
O.C.s, who must all have been thankful for his kind word
just before many a fire jump.
Jim Raffan was very well known in show circles and had
many friends across the country who were attracted by his
exemplary performance and showmanship. He is one of those
uncompromising men who drive themselves and those under
them until they gain the high standard they demand. H is
winter training programme, on the moors behind Catterick, has
been responsible for the ability of the team to cope with some
grounds on which the lesser riders would call off the show.
He is a glutton for hard work. In the season he seemed nor
to require sleep; he would drive the team bus for hundreds of
miles and then do two shows without showing any signs of
weariness.
All members of the ream will miss " Staff " in coming
mon~s; we hope t? see him in the pits if we go to Germany,
but m any case, his example of "Team before Self" will be
·
remembered by all.

A high-grade perfectionist

Do you see yourself in this lot 1 Then read on

About October each year there are vacancies for some ten
new members of the Display Team. Many apply, but few are
chosen. Nevertheless, do not be downhearted; if you are really
keen to ride with the Display Team, these are the requirements.
(a)

You must be in the top flight mentally and physically.

(b)

You military conduct must be very good or excellent.

(c)

You should be an experienced motor cyclist and hold
a U.K. licence.

(d)

Beginners are accepted, but if you have taken part in
trials or scrambles, your chances of being accepted are
higher.

(e)

Every applicant is given a test and interview at 24th
Signal Regim ent, Catterick Camp. This may take up
to two weeks.

If you think you can measure up to this requirement, then
apply through your O.C. for consideration. He will pass on
your request to 24th Regiment or Records, if he agrees. If
you happen to be on a course in Catterick, grab the opportunity
to apply for a test then. Once the test and interview is
passed, R ecords will post you when you can be spared. We
hope to receive numerous applications this year.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

A month later, having forgotten all about the visit, the Squadron Commander was telephoned by the DADPR, and just remembered not to say " What photographer?" At their subsequent meeting the DADPR explained that the photographer
was a very high grade and highly-paid man who knew exactly
what he wanted and was a perfectionist. He said also that
the photographer had visited many units in B.A.O.R., some
of which had been rather unimaginative, whereas some were
very helpful, and one C.0. had even taken his complete unit
into the field so that its photograph could be taken in front
of an old German barn. The Squadron Commander hastily
said r,hat the particular dates of the visit was not convenient
for his Regiment to have its photograph taken in front of a
barn.

Fellow Squadron Commanders, a cunning lot
The Squadron Commander pondered the problem and
decided that as he did not have any budding David Nivens,
he had better CO-Qpt a few others into the scheme. He wrote
a memo to his fellow Squadron Commanders, asking for their
assistance with film stars and equipment. Just to be beastly,
he nominated the Adjutant as one of the stars. His fellow
Squadron Commanders, who were a cunning lot, instead of
refusing by memo, waited until they could catch the impressario in the coffee room and said: "I'm sorry old boy,
Snooks is ski-ing, Snodgrass is on leave, and I haven't the
technical equipment you wanted, and if I had I wouldn't know
what to do with it."
Staging the show
The poor Squadron Commander was left with his own
vehicles, a couple of stray subalterns, some helicopters, the
Adjutant and his dog. The next problem was when to stage
the show. There seemed to be two alternatives : camouflage
the vehicles in a good location, where there would be nothing
to photograph, or do not camouflage the vehicles and let people
complain that the situation was not realistic. The by-now
harrassed Squadron Commander decided it was afl too difficult
and decided to site the vehicles near a local short range and
hope for the best. He crossed his fingers and ordered a Saracen
down a road with a i t -ton weight limit and told his SergeantMajor to send some soldiers the following morning for group
scenes.

Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax

each 9/5
" 10/1

(Poltap Extra)

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER

(Comi11ued on 11ext page)
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" Dad tidings, be want.~ Homethlng or be
has lost his dog "
As one of the Squadron Commanders was dolefully playing
patience with the holes in hjs establishment and trying to
find yet another Regimental policeman for the Adjutant, there
was a knock at the door. It was the Adjutant. Now to see the
Adjutant in one'1> office can mean but one of three things:
he brings bad tidings, he wants something, or he has lost his
dog. On this occasion he smiled and said: " Sir, I wonder
if you would mind organising the visit of a Central Office of
Information photographer, who is coming to take some officer
recruiting pictures. I t is quite easy, really, as here is the list
of photographs to be taken, and they are nearly all applicable
to your Squadron." As it looked easier than finding a Regimental policeman, and no action was required for some time,
the Squadron Commander readily agreed and put the list of
photographs in his pending tray and made a mental note
to ring the DADPR one day to fix the details.

.t'urewell to Staff Sergeant Jbn Baffan
Staff Raffan left rhe Display Team on posting to 7th Regiment
at the end of this last season after a five-year tour with the
team. This covered three Royal Tournaments and hundreds
of shows up and down Great Britain.
He was with the
team on their extremely successful visits to Berlin in 1962 and
to Australia in 1964; that was where he experimented with
jumping through oil drums when the brick wall was not
available.

•

Officer Recruiting - a Birtls Eye View
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The great day
On the great day the photographer turned up and, with the
Squadron Commander, flew in a helicopter to the picture
site, where the vehicles, stray subaltern, Adjutant and his dog
were waiting. The other stray subaltern got lost on the way.
The photographer took one look at the Adjutant and said
"No ordinary officer would wear a tailor-made combat suit."
The Adjutant's dog would have bitten the photographer, but
he hadn't any teeth. Fortunately, the photographer didn't want
any camouflage.
He pulled out his Hasselblad and said
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" Nothing is a problem with this, I can photograph your face
in focus from a couple of feet and have the houses on the
other side of the valley in focus as well." H e snapped away,
and it was reassuring to see that flash guns fa il, even in the
best of circles. A squad was lined up to defend a vehicle
with their rifles pointing at the enemy and the labels certifying
t hat the magazines were in workshops, shining in the sun.
The photographer d ecided that the two soldiers who were purchasing their discharge the following day were the most photogenic.

The aftermath
At the end of the session the photographer assured the dog,
the Adjutant, the stray subaltern, the soldiers and the Squadron
Commander that, of course, his photographs would come out.
He was careful to point out, however, that the Central Office of
Information developed and printed the film, and then he fled .
Two months later th e Squadron Commander found the
Adjutant and his dog in tears. The Adjutant's elbow was out
of perspective in a photograph-and in his tailor-made combat
suit, too. Nobody had told the photographer that perspective
is determined only by viewpoint.
The result was that the Squadron Commander had to write
this article--but the Adjutant still has not got his R egimental
policeman.
(Sorry, no photographs of the Adjutant and his dog)

Second-Lieu te na nt P. R. Dick, Royal Signals, br iefs Lieutenant R.
Kieth , AAC

SCHOOL O F SI G~ AL S, CATTE RICK CAMP
Vis it b y M a s t e r of S i g nals
The School was honoured on 6th F ebruary by a visit from
the Master of Signals, Major-General Sir William Scott,
K.C.M.G , C.B., C.B.E. A presentation on the move of the School
to Blandford was followed by coffee in the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess. H ere the Master showed great interest in
some of the newer medal ribbons worn by members of the
Mess and spent some time discussing the campaigns concerned.
After coffee, he was taken to the Computer Room. A short
demonstration programme concerned with volumetric calculations was fed into the machine. Switches were thrown-buttons
were pressed-the computer clicked into action , but somehow
could not digest the tape which it was being forced to consume.
Eventually, the trouble was traced to a damaged input tape,
whereupon, this having been put right, the computer churned
out a rapid answer. Commen ted the Master, «I could probably
have done it quicker in my head ! "
The morning ended in the Junior Ranks' Dinin g Room where
the soldiers' lunch was being served. Once again the uniformly
high standard of m essing achieved by the Army Catering Corps
was evident.
Our photograph shows Sergeant N . W. C lifton, A.C.C.,
discussing the menu with the Master.

The result of the Squadron Commander's
Labours

Second-Lieutenant P. M. Taylo r siting a radio re lay terminal

Faraw.ay

The Mast er discussing the menu w it h Sergeant N. W . C lifto n ACC

Second-Lieutenant I. D. Reading goes into action

Place s !
Un usu a l J obs !

Why not send us your story?
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I t •s " Blandford, hel"e we con1e "
Foremost in the mind s of those at the School of Signals at
the moment is tlie move to Blandford. Planning and preparation
have been progressing steadily and recent feverish activity has
resulted in the d etailed plan which bas now been issued. At
the end of 1966 one of our photograJ?hers flew over Blandford
Camp in a h elicopter and took a sen es of photographs of the
new School buildings and th e surrounding camp.
These were shown to a very interested audience from the
School with their wives, when the Commandant and his
principal staff officers ga ve presentations in North Hall, to brief
those who are taking part in the move.
The Planning Wing now called the Planning and Combat
D evelopment Team (ah n ine of them) and the Royal Signals
Work Study T eam are already at Blandford.
The first move durin g 1967 was the High Power Radio
Group, now there is a gap until Easter and then the main move
will start. It is planned that by the middle of May the School
will be well installed with only a small rear party remaining
in Catterick to complete the hand-over of Barracks there.
To quote Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. Richards, the energetic
editor of the many informative family bulletins: "For forty
years the School of Signals has dug its roots deep into the
North Riding of Yorkshire. Uprooting the School with all its
families over a distance of 295 miles to the uplands of Dorset
will be no mean undertaking."
Farewell to the bleak Catterick winters is an optimistic
thought; as with Spring around the comer, the School fa ready
to move.
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SCHOOL FOOTBALL XI IN ACTION AGAINST DARLINGTON
From Left to Right (White Shirts) Corporal Harvey, Lance-Corporal
Mayles, l ance-Corporal. Robertson (partly hidden). Lance-Corporal
Cameron . Corporal Harvey in scheduled for an Army Trial!

Association Football
We think it can be fairly stated that the School XI has now
established th emselves as one of the best Army sides in the
United· Kingdom. Undefeated in Service football this season
we head the Yorkshir e D istrict League by a clear margin, have
won the Yorkshire District Cup, beating A.A.C. Harrogate 3-0,
and have reached the second round of the Northern Command
Cup. In addition, and most important, we have reached the
semi-finals of the Army Challenge Cup (U.K. Section) and
meet I Kings in Ballykinler, Northern Ireland, on Thursday,
16th F ebfuary, 1967, for a place in the final.
On our way to the semi-final we have beaten: -224 Squadron
10-2 (after a 3-3 draw), A.A.C. Harrogate 4-1, Depot and
T.E. RA O.C. 10-1, ISCL 8-o, 4/7 D.G. 2-0 - which we
consider a fair bag containing as it does teams from every
command ill the U.K. It should also be noted that none of
24th Regiment's Army Cup winning team of last year are in
the School side. A healthy sign for Corps football.
The majority of the team have bad the honour of representing
the Corps during the current season and Corporal John Harvey,
our goal-scoring outside-right (85 to date) is shortly to have an
Army trial. As the Army is apparently desperately looking for
a goal scorer, for a tour of the Continent later this year, it looks
as if Corporal Harvey may well get his chance.
Perhaps the most satisfying success, however, was in winning
the District Cup for the first and last time. The first time since
it was offered for competition in 1929, and the last time because
we move to Blandford in Southern Command later this year.
An appropriate farewell gesture to Catterick we feel.
One of the highlights of the early part of rhe season was a
friendly match with the D arlington F .C. Third Division side.
Played at their request the Darlington team contained eight
players which, two days earlier, had been in the team to beat
Brighton 3-1. Although we lost by the same score, we were
by no means disgraced and have been offered a return match
at Feethams later this year. We look forward to it.
Hockey
We have again entered the Yorkshire and Northurnbrian
District League and have played 15 matches to date. We are
currently lying second in the table having won 10 games,
drawn 3 and lost 2. The total number of goals has been 41
for and 23 against. Main scorers for the School have been
Captain Oeblers, Ir goals. Corporal Aspinal, 9 goals, and Staff
Sergeant Grierson, 8 goals.
We have about 30 player , all of whom perform at Regimental
standard, and in this respect we are fortunate, having no
problem in replacing I st XI players who are not available
through duty, courses, leave or sickness. In spite of the large
number of players it is not practicable to field two teams on a
Wednesday afternoon owing to availability of pitches and lack
of opponents.
We played 8th Regiment in the first round of the Army
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Hockey (Command stage) on the 30th November, winning 4-2.
In the second round and quarter-finals of the cup we met
3 Engineer Regiment on 1st February. As their grass pitch
at Ripon was unplayable it w.1s agreed to use our hard ground
at Le Cateau. In spite of having this territorial advantage and
being 3-r up about six minutes from full time, the School
team faded at the same moment as the Sappers made a comeba , and the score was 3-all at full time. In a period of extra
time each team scored once more and a replay was necessary
with the result 4-4.
The second " outing " against the Engineers was scheduled
for 8th February and the venue again at Catterick. The play
ran similar to on the first occasion with. !Jle School being 2-0
in the lead half way through the second half. Again the Sappers
put on the pressure and again the School defence found themlves under heavy pressure with the forwards unable to hold
the ball from clearances from the backs. The Sappers scored
three fairly quick goals and the result at full time was 3-2.
It was a fair result and 38 Epgineer Regiment were worthy
winners.
Major P. Wetherill is captain and secretary of the Royal
Signals Hockey Club; Captains Lee and Oehlers have been
selected to represent the Corps but were unfortunately committed
to playing in a cup game during the period that the Corps side
were on tour in Aldershot.
Mr. J. Balmer (head of Academic Staff), Sergeant Tickner
and Lance-Corporal Thompson have all offered their services
as umpires. We are particularly fortunate to have John Balmer
at the School who had the honour of umpiring at the 1964
Olympic Games in Tokyo and has been selected to umpire at
the Pan American Games to be held in W innipeg, Canada,
during July and August of this year.

AR.HY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, HARROGATE
Norwegian Trip-Scott Squadron
During die Christmas leave period, a party from the College
visited Norway. A party of .three officers and twenty-six
apprentices from Scott Squadron visited Voss to learn to ski.
This year Major Stackhouse and Captain Fisher (the O.C. and
Second-in-Command) rook a party of thirty-one apprentices
(including thirteen of last year's " survivors " and two " guests "
from other Squadrons) on a similar visit.
This time the party was divided into two groups for instruction-the would-be eiqx:rts and the novices. Once more,
the majority of the novices passed the " one star " ski test, and
the " experts " at least showed some sign of improvement.
During their week's stay in Voss, small parties went to a
Folk Lore Evening and to a Troll Evening, held in a mountain
lodge about fifteen miles from Voss. One intrepid pair went
on a day-trip by train to Finse, at 4,009ft., the highest point
on the Bergen-Oslo railway. Unfortunately, when they got
there everything was closed for the winter and, with the
temperature at -14°C, they had a rather cold wait of three
hours for the returning train. On the last day of their stay
in Voss, the British-Norwegian Ski Club organised a downhill
ski race for beginners. The party like to think they excelled
themselves by taking the first three places.
En route for Newcastle on the return journey, they spent
a night in Bergen. They were accommodated in a very comfortable five-star hotel, where full use was made of telephones for
room service.
A good time was had by all.

A/T R.S.l\f. A. C. Armstrong
Allan Armstrong is A/T
R.S.M. this term. He joined
the College with Intake
64B on 12th May, 1964. His
father, Major C. S. Armstrong, is still serving in the
R A.E.C., so Allan has
already had experience of
Service life.
Allan was educated at
Colchester Royal Grammar
School. He has G.C.E.s in
English, Maths., Art and
Technical Drawing, and has
passed Army Senior. He is
training to be a Radio
A/T R.S.M. A. C. Armmonc
Technician (Light). He plays
1-00

rugby for his Squadron, Rawson Squadron, and for the College.
With his heavy responsibilities, he hasn'.t much time for other
hobbies, but when on leave he spends a bit of his time gameshooting at his home in Dry Drayton, near Cambridge. Already
Allan is a much-travelled man, having been to Germany, Malta,
Venezuela, Spain and Portugal. Having seen much of the
Western Hemisphere, he now hopes he will get posting to the
Far East.
Junior Leaders from Denbury
As the Junior Leaders Regiment at Denbury is closing down,
thirty-nine junior soldiers arrived at the College on 9th
January to train as apprentices. They were attached for a
month, and now they have passed the probation period and
are fully-fledged A/Ts. Eight are now training as Technicians
and thirty-one as Telegraph Operators. One of them, A/T
Martin Western, of R awson Squadron, describes his feelings
on joining us.. He is training as a Technician.
"We left Denbury with mixed feelings; some of regret, some
of happiness, hoping that it would be different from the Army
life we had known. It was a bit of a setback, moving into a
different camp, after having settled down at Denbury, but we
all sub-consciously wanted to go. When we entered the camp
we were amazed at the vast size of the newly-constructed
accommodation which, of course, was totally different to the
buildings at D enbury.
We all thought our first day would be like Recruit Squadron,
with the rest of the boys ignoring us, but we were very wrong.
We were very quickly accepted by the boys and adopted their
way of life.
At Denbury, trade isn't usually started until the fourth
term, so we had not experienced this type of education before.
We were all proud to have been accepted into the College, but
we knew the work would be hard so we buckled down to it
and soon adapted ourselves to it. The atmosphere here is very
pleasant. The training we have experienced is so far hard, but
very worthwhile."
We all welcome this advance guard from Denbury, and
though we are sorry to see such a fine Regiment disband, we
hope that the remainder coming will settle in as happily as
Martin and his friends.
Farewells
This month we say farewell to three officers who have
contributed much to the College while they were here.
Major John Knights, 6th Queen Elizabeth's Own Gurkha
Rifles, O.C. Recruit Squadron, has had about five hundred
boys through his charge in the last eighteen months. Many
A/Ts, their first time away from home, have been glad of his
fatherly ministrations. He has, among other duties, been Officerin-Charge Angling Club, during which time the stories have
not been much longer than the fi sh ! He is also a collector
of Lepidoptera ! He tbas enjoyed his stay here. He and his
wife, Pat, now return to Malaya to rejoin the 2nd Battalion
at Kluang.
Major John Worthy, R.A.M.C., has, for the last eighteen
months, been diagnosing, repairing and sorting the ill from
the think-ill, as O.C. the M.R.S. He has played both tennis
and golf for the College and won the Northern Command
Doubles Championships with Major J. R. Roberts, last summer.
We are sorry to lose such a magnificent bridge player. He and
his wife are off -t o Colchester, where he is to be Second-inCommand, Field Ambulance, 3rd Division.
Last, but not least, Captain Frank Smith and his wife, Sue,
leave us for Germany this month. He has, as far as we know,
broken all records for Royal Signa1s officers for length of stay
here. He has, for most of the time, been Officer-in-Charge,
Basics Group, looking after 1st Year Technician Training. He
has run the Mountaineering Club and has spent many a weekend with members of the dub on the higher parts of England
in all types of weather.
We wish them and their wives all the best in the future.
Exe1rclse " Pewter Pot "
An airborne spearhead of the 65th (City of London) Signal
Regiment (T.A.) "dropped in " on the Ripon area for the
weekend 13th to 15tll Tanuary in an attempt to separate Harrogate from Catterick for a couple of days.
NoNhern Command :sent crack troops from the Army
Apprentices College to round-up this force;: of parachutists,
and a report of the proceedings is given below by members
of the home side's patrol commander.
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ALERT FOR ANY ENEMY
A/T Corporal Hedley leading his patrol
H1•port bf/ Patrol Commander·-

PRISONERS NOT TOO DEPRE~SED
Captured include Captain G. Green (Enemy Commander) Sergeant
Bilsby and Corporal Cutmorf

A/T CoRPORAL ANDREW McBAIN (Rawson Squadron)
•e A Game of • Tag . . . you"re dead ' "
Said a certain A/T N.C.O. to a local farm worker: " Have
you seen any paratroops?"
The confused young man looked up into the sky, ro hours
too late, and his answer was an obvious "No!"
That was one of the many incidents which took place when
the Army Apprentices College went to war against the 65th
Parachute Signals Unit (T.A) It was held on the weekend
13th-15th January.
The parachutists were dropped from a Royal Air Force
Argosy. at I o'clock on the Saturday morning, which the
apprentices watched, and then started off to complete their
This was to make contact with several civilian
mission.
couriers, and also to proceed to Gouthwaite Reservoir and
blow it up.
A force of fifty apprentices, all volunteers, provided the defending troops. They were armed with S.L.R.s, though, unfortunately, no live ammunition! These defending troops were
formed into patrols, and with their own transport, were sent
out to different sectors to guard, and also, if lucky enough, to
capture the highly-trained airborne invaders. The first night
was a bit chaotic for one patrol. The A/T .C.O. in charge
could not discover where he was and, after a long conversation
with a duck, a trip through a hen coop, and an argument with
a collapsib!e gate, the patrol finally made its way to a road.
Incidentally, the M.0. was just as lost as the patrol commander!
On the Sunday morning the patrols were sent out aga in
and, to the surprise of many apprentices prisoners were brought
in to be interrogated. They included a courier who repeatedly

stated that he was stationed at Catterick and was out that
weekend to recce the area for an exercise to take place in
September. Later on in the day, more and more prisoners
were brought in, and to his disgust, one ,'para was captured
twice, almost at the same point on the map each time.
Still later that day, when darkness was falling, three members
of the College managed to capture the eneQ:ty Commander and
seven of his party, but the guard left with them was " bumped
off" by an irate Scots Commando, who had jumped over a
wall at the sight of our Land Rover. He was later captured
tip-toeing through the back door of a public house.
At the end of the exercise only two of the enemy remained
free, and the apprentice force drove back to College elated
with their success. When the de-brief ~as held, the paras
were compliment¢ on their magnificent drop, and in return,
they thanked the Apprentices for providing the opposition.
A/ T Sergeant Anthony Home's patrol was the most successful. Having already captured four paras, his patrol were in an
action that couldn't be bettered, by even " Z" Cars."
We were heading back to base in the Land Rover, and within
a mile of our destination, a stroke of luck came our way, and
four more paratroopers, boarding a country bus, were spied.
We drove on to a wider part of the road, turned round, and
hastily followed them. The next stop for the bus occurred in
a small town called Laverton. Seizing this opportunity with
both hands, we skidded to a halt in the path of the bus and
quickly, but not without incident, dragged the bedraggled paratroopers from their nice, warm, comfortable eats on to the
pavement. There, to put it politely, a struggle occurred, but
with the aid of the driver, we managed to overpower them
and escorted them back to H.Q.

.JUNIOR LEADERS' REGIIUENT,
DENJIURY CAIUP
Graduation Day aud re-organisation
During the Christmas term we received definite news that
this Regiment would be dosed at the end of 1967. The Christmas Graduation Parade was, therefore, a regrettable milestone
in that it was the la t parade of this Regiment in its old form
since, due to the coming run-down, all future parade will be
smaller. The reviewing officer, Brigadier J. H. S. Majury, M.B.E.
Commander, Devon and Cornwall Sub-District, prai ed the
Regiment for the work it has done and congratulated all on
parade for their smarmes and steadiness. Immediately afterwards, Junior R.S.M. Dyer who had commanded the parade,
complained of " feeling funny" and was admitted to hospital
with pneumonia. A good example, we feel of teadin"ss on
paracJ.e. When the Junior Squadron Pass-off Parade took place
in the afternoon, another regrettable milestone was passed a

there will be no more such parade ince th~r~ are to be no
more intakes.
Later that day, in his address to parent , th~ Commanding
Officer told them of the coming closure of the Regiment and
future plan for the Junior Leaders. Boys are now grouped by
outputs which simplifies administration for the remainder of
the life of the R egiment but entailed considerable re-organi ation
at the very end of bst term. After a trial period. approximatdy
forty Junior Leaders have b::en accepted for transfer to the
Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate.
For the grand finale of Graduation Day, instead of demon trations by th Corps of Drums, the Pipe Band the Highland
Dancers and the Gymnasts during the afternoon a Searchlight
Tattoo lasting about an hour was presented on the main Square
during the evening. In spite of heavy winds (which made it
impossible to erect the canvas ca tie back-cloth) and rain, it
was a great success and all credit is due to Drum-Ma1or Yates
and all who took part.
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GRADUATION DAY
Brigadier J. H. S. Majury, M.B.E ., speaks to Junior Pipe Major
Waddell, English Junior Champion piper

The DraDJ.a {;btb
At the end of last term, the Drama Club presented a pantomime "Aladdin," written and produced by Major "Dusty"
Miller. It was seen and enjoyed by three very good audiences
and in particular a large party of old age pensioners who came
along on the Saturqay night.

At long last those of us who had discovered that the R.S.M.
had a new bowler hat and a rolled black 'brolly' hidden in his
cupboard were to be disappointed; these two items had been
purchased in order that the Mess could present them to Captain
Symonds. Amidst loud cheers the presentation was made and
we all roared our approval of the wearing of a black bowler
with Mess kit. In addition, Captain Symonds was presented
with a photogyaph album with the names and signatures of
all members on the first two pages, the remainder of the album
being empty in order that it could be filled with the many
photographs we intended to have taken that night.
The "presentation spotlight " was then iturned on the
Adjutant, Captain Cornwell, as he was presented with the
C.D.M. (Cadbury's Dairy Milk-for our overseas readers) which
was made up of a large coloured garland with a half-pound bar
of chocolate and Captain Cornwell's long-awaited G.S.M.
(Radfan) attached. I should say at this stage that the G.S.M.
arrived several weeks earlier and was skilfully hidden in the
Orderly Room, leaving the Adjutant to wonder why all the other
personnel entitled to the G.S .M. (Rad.fan) had received their
medals but not Captain Cornwell.
Coffee was waived as we were all eager .to get down to cc bare
facts " and we quickly left the dining room.
Much to many people's surprise, the lounge was found brimfull with one hundred members of our Joint Leaders Corps of
Drums and Pipe Band who struck up with great gusto as the
Quartermaster entered. It was indeed very fine and Captain
Symonds was obviously much moved by this gesture.
Drink flowed fast and furious, but was at one stage interrupted
when the Quartermaster was requested to take the salute on
the drill square whilst the band marched past in a final tribute
to him.
More stories, more jokes and more drinks followed until
everyone had disappeared into the night. I think I remember
locking up the Mess at something like 04.30, thus ending a very
memorable occasion.

The East.er terDJ
The Easter Term is now well advanced and the Junior
Leaders have quickly settled down in their new Troops and
billets. So quickly in fact that this term is now running its
normal course.
On the sporting •side quite a lot of success is coming our
way. Having been knocked out of the Army Junior Soccer Cup
last term, the soccer ream is now doing very well in the South
Devon Youth League and are to be semi-finalists in the Youth
League Cup in the near future.
The Regimental basketball team has recently won the SouthWest District Army Junior Major Units competition and in the
Minor Units competition " B " Squadron were clear winners
with "A" Squadron runners-up. The Regimen tal and both
Sqnadron teams will now play in the Southern Command finals
of both the Major and Minor Units competitions.
The hockey team has had a successful season and is now
through to the semi-finals of the Army Junior Hockey Cup,
whilst the rugger team are quarter-finalists in the Artny Junior
Rugby Cup.
Let us hope that we can report continued successes in our
next notes.
Sergeant.8' ~fess
A cc Night to Remember" it was intended to be, and a "Night
to Remember " it turned out to be-that was the night the
Sergeants' Mess dined out our retiring Quartermaster, Captain
(Q.M.) G. B. Symonds, M.B.E.
Originally a member of the Royal Norfolk Regiment, Captain
Symonds joined the Royal Signals on Ist April, 1941, and served
a total of 25 years, probably the most memorable of which were
served in the Junior Leaders' Regiment, Royal Signals, from
March 1962 to December 1966.
And so to dinner, with the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel D. E. Higgins, M.B.E., Captain (Q.M) Symonds, M.B.E.,
Captain A. J. Cornwell, R.S.M. M. F. B. Garland and R.S.M.
A. Burns all seated at the top table, with fifty Mess members
resplendent in Mess kit, occupying two adjacent tables.
The 'ice ' of this formal occasion was broken even before
grace could be said when W.O II Osborne-our Junior Leadersized Squadron Sergeant Major-was unable to find his seat
and, amid laughter and remarks such as "' Throw him across the
table-mind he doesn't drown in the soup!" the evening
commenced. Good humour prevailed along with excellent food
and it was with difficulty that the Mess was " shushed " to
silence in order that the speechmaking could begin.
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3rd

REGIMENT,

PN'H01uallty parade
Devotees of rifle shooting will be interested to hear that
Major "Mike" Jarret, Secretary of the Rifle Association is
now with us as O.C. 1 Squadron.
.
'
For hockey fans, the latest titbit of news is that Captains John
and. Peter Goldney 2!e to play roger.h er in the Corps game
against R.M.C.S., Shnvenham. Captain John is our Adjutant
and we only mention this as he seems to have been rathe;
neglected in our WIRE notes of late.
A party of six went down to Brixham to spend a day out on
the trawlers. This was another of Major Jones's ploys. It was
a very rough day. Four were seasick, but all enjoyed an interesting day.
That is our news, in brief. C:We do read the Editorial Page).
(Don't overdo the briefness.-EditO'f).

BULFOllD
Major D. Jones, quietly confident as the C.R.A. questions Signalman
Foster. Corporal John and Corporal Edwards wait their turn.
No they are not going on a weekend but are ready for an airmark

UPGRADING COURSES IN CATTEBICK
15th Aug., 1967
Class II - I
Radio Relayman ...
Class II I - II 30th Aug., 1967
Telegraph Technician
Class III - II 30th Aug., 1967
Radio Relay Technician
1st Aug., 1967
Class III - II
Radio Technician (Lt.)
Class III - II 30th Aug, 1967
Qerk, Royal Signals .. .
5th Sept., 1967
Class II - I
Electrical Technician .. .
5th Sept., 1967
Class II - I
Telegraph Technician .. .
5th Sept., 1967
Class II - I
Radio Technician (Lt.)
Class III - II 26th Sept., 1967
Line Technician* ...
Class III - II 3rd Sept., 1967
Telegraph Technician ...
Class III - II 26th Sept., 1967
Telegraph Technician*
Class III - II 3Id Sept., 1967
Radio Relay Technician
Class III - II 26th Sept., 1967
Radio Technician (Lt.)*
* Two courses
Staff-Sergeant Hammond-Hailey, Sergeant Ballard and Sergeant
Evans showing off their L.S. & G.C. Medals prior to "wetting"
them in the mess

:\

good going-ovei•
The month started with preparations for the Fitness for Role
inspection, which was complicated by troops still going out on
exercises and adventure training. Nonetheless, on 26th January
we were ready for the visit of Brigadier D . A. D. J. Bethell,
C.R.A., 3 Division, who was our Inspecting Officer.
We had a quarter guard, and Long Service and Good Conduct
Medals were presented w Staff Sergeant Ken Hammond-Haley,
Sergeant " Taffy " Evans and Sergeant Max Ballard, Lancashire
Fusiliers. The Brigadier saw the Regiment in the airportable
role and in 'the deployed role. In fact we got a good going-over,
and anyone with any imagination knows what it all entails.
However, we got a long week-end out of it, so we could not
have been too hairy. That brings us to the end of the month.
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Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
(Controlled by Jacksons the Butchers Ltd.)

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
Established
DARLINGTON
2955
1894
Seventy Years Satisfactory Service
"WE BUY THE BEST"

"WE SELL THE BEST"

DAILY DELIVERIES JN YOUR DISTRICT

T H E W I R E , M. A R C H - A P R I L I 9 6 7

4th

llEGIMF..NT,

B.F.P.O.

JG·

Thf'y re off!
0

As the New Year unfolds, the hurdles, large and small, arc
be":ig taken more or less in our stride. The pace, of course,
varies, but so far we haven't had a cc run out " let alone a
"refusal." A choice combination of horse, rider, and ' purs,'
once a week minimum at the C.O:s conference (Author? perhaps 'choice ' isn't quite the right word-·let's look it up.
'Choice-best, select, rave, priceless, superfine, excellent, crack,
tip-top, matchless, peerless, worth its weight in gold . . . . '
Oh yes, that's all right!)
On the whole it has been an interesting period, the highlight
of .which has been the Unit Equipment Inspection (U.E.I.).
This, we understand, from our local A.E.C. has resulted in the
collection of a whole new chapter for the Oxford Dictionary of
English Slang l Other points of interest, in addition to our
usual run of sport and training have been bottle P.T. for us
all, staff officers included, the U.E.I., ski.Jog, and winter warfare in the Hartz, the U.E.I., and an amusing visit from the
Central Office of Information photographer, who came to
photograph our young officers with a view to recruiting.
Fortunately, the visit was confined to photographs, and no statements were taken. In addition to all this, of course, we had a
U.E.I., details of which (distorted) follow:

The U.E.1.-A worm's eye view, by a
Troop Officer (No names 110 pack driU!)
" Troop training,'' said the Squadron Commander, but before
we could move out and about, we had to satisfy the U.E.I.
team from 4 Armoured Workshops, R.E.M E. "I know it's
clean, but it's got to be the cleanest clean it's ever been!"
Our daily quota of vehicles paraded each morning at 07.00
in black darkness, sleet and snow, to be attacked by our M.T.O.'s
team of "checkers "-Sergeant Jessop, Corporal Carvell and
Lance-Corporal Sanderson. Several reasons were put forward
as to why it all had to start in the dark. The young soldiers
said it was to make it easy to check the lights. The old soldiers
said that, as always, it was just the Jaw of maximum cussedness
working. The most plausible theory, however, was that the
M.T.O. and his staff, working for so long on documents by
· night, and down an inspection pit by day, had all gone blind.
This theory gained ground on the first morning when, in the
pitch black, it was realised that no one had a torch and one of
the " checkers " started to read engine numbers with his
fingers!
There was the odd minor crisis when the area became the
scene of frantic furtive activity. Troop Commanders in overalls and M.T. N.C.O.s scurrying to and from the M .T.O.'s
office carrying piles of brown and blue documents and muttering in M.T. code language such things as cc AB 572 Sect I Code
13046 - AB 74, 446 Sect 2 UM! ! ! ! .... * ... the old so-andso has found something else wrong." However, despite the
hard work and the crises, we seem to have survived, and are
all now awaiting the results with quiet confidence. (Author?
cc CONFIDENCE trust, presumption, sanguine expectation,
fervent hope, faith . . . ! "-Yes, that's all right). By now,
our M.T. offices are more or Jess normal. The steam cleaning
garages in Herford have done a roaring trade; the MT.O. and
. his staff are now being quietly reintroduced to their wives and
families, in easy stages, and we troop officers have learned
something, even if it is only that a plant document is not a
record from Kew Gardens.
It is also interesting to note that the Inspecting team Senior
N.C.0. was Staff Sergeant Starkey, B.E.M. (R.E.M.E.), who
only recently left the Regiment after 41 years in our L.A.D.
(How's that for pre-planning!).
Winter Warflre - Silberhutte
The group consisted of Second-Lieutenant P. R. Dick,
Sergeant C. W. Lockwood, Signalman N. H. Haughton, Signalman A. C. McGhee, Signalman A. A. O'Hara, Private C. Sellers
and Signalman B. S. Stocks.
Having sp~n · the previous week collecting exciting ski wear,
such as drawers, pyjama, three pairs, the seven of us found
ourselves at Herford bahnoff, ready to embark on what the
G.R.O. described as " A spartan course, with few home comforts and little rest.''
The aim of the course (from the same source) was cc To introduce soldiers to cross-<X>untry movement. patrolling and Jiving
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This " rest " consisted of a complete day of excellent downhill ski-ing on the Braunlage run which had a splendid ski
lift, for which w paid 20 per cent of civilian fares. At least if
we soldiers this day, didn't learn much ski-ing, the locals
learned to dodge the flying debris, and all-in-all we had a
splendid time!
And now the Doctor says I must go to the theatre to have
my other leg set, and so eventually, back co work.
Rugby

AT SILBERHUTTE
Le(t to Right: Sergeant Lockwood, civilian spectator, Klaus (ski
instructor), Signalman B. J. Stocks, Ski stick, hand and body of
Second-Lieutenant P. R. Dick, R. Signals

The first fixture of the year, at home, to 42 Medium Regiment, R .A, was unfortunately cancelled, but we were lucky
enough to obtain a fixrure away, against R.A.F., Gutersloh,
which we lost 17-8.
An imprompru fixture, against 2 Division H.Q. and Signal
Regiment, away, on 7th January was cancelled, due to the
ground being hard, as was the home fixture against l I Brigade
H .Q. and Signal Squadron, due to be played on rrth January.
On 21st January we entertained B.M.H. Rinteln at home to
our "A" XV and, after a game which could have ended either
way, we won II-O. Our backs' handling was poor for most of
the game but they displayed some first class open play whilst
beating r Divisional H.Q. and Signal Regiment at home 29--8
on 28th January.
Hoeke~·

in snow or winter conditions. ' What it didn't say was that all
hi , including the living, had to be done on skis!
We arrived at Silberhutte and were expertly shepherded
into huge donnitories (herein after called " home ") and after
a meal, the ceremony began called " drawing of kit." Kit consisted of a whole range of items, from Balaclavers, through
skis, to
ansen sledges, and eventually home looked like a
government surplus stores. At this point we were introduced
to the rest of our squad of twelve, from 2 RTR .
And it came to pass that the course d id start, and the
King ' KLAUS,' called ski instructor, did say t o his followers
" Thou shalt ski " and they could not! At least for the first
few days they could not· spending most of their time on their
base and elbows.
The first few days on the nursery slopes, mastering the inuicacies of snowplough rurns and traversing, etc., surprisingly
turned out to be the easy part of the course, and on day five
the King said " There is work to be done-in the killer mountains called Sonnenberg." Thus, on the fifth day, all rucksacks from the team were heaped upon a sorrowful, lowly
Nansen sledge and were heaved, pu~hed, cursed and cajoled
over approximately eight kilometres of country, and this wat>
called "sledge race." (It looked more like the reueat from
Moscow I). On the sixth day we learned how to build snow
shelters and snow huts and-<iare I say it?-say it? I shout it,
IGLOOS-yes, those funny round things, made of snow, wiv
an 'o!e that you only ever see in books or on the telly.
Then came the "living" bit. The next .three days were
pent living out in the snow on Exercise " Mountain Goat "
(why not "' Polar Bear" or " Snowball "). This included towing our sledge up a 4-in-r hill to our camp site, and making
igloos, snow shelters/snow huts. We started a snow hut and
an igloo, but discovered to our consternation, that somebody had put a 'iil where our higloo oughr to be. As a result,
our igloo wasn't, and the whole squad slept/ dozed in the snowhut like sardines,- except that sardines have room for oil. On
top of this, one of our gallant band weighed close on 15 stone
(that was the bloke called Slim-'cos 'e wasn't-see? ! ).
On the following day we uavelled a 17-km. course, with tests
These consisted of such
interspersed at regular intervals.
delicacies as 'orientation ' and ' Deps and Bumps ' and dragging
' Tich' Haughton for a kilometre or so on a ski stretcher- UP
HILL! Eventually, at last, at last!! we packed up and moved
back to our big warm, cosy, BEAUTIFUL HOME. Here
endeth "Mountain Goat."
The tenth day of the course consisted of a 15 km. crosscountry race over a summer walk, which took in some of the
most beautiful views in he Hartz Mountains; if the snow had
no cut the visibility down to a few yards, I'm sure we would
have enjoyed them.
On the eleventh day they 'did rest, as it was the last day,
and all had been completed.
I 0<4

During the course of 1966 we lost a few good players. However, this season has brought us some new blood. Major Hartnett
recently arrived, and before he had any say in the mat·t er he
was in the team and is now our skipper. Major Moore, R.A.,
is now a regular player when he is not ski-ing. Other new
players are Major Andrews, Captain Hale, W.O.II Dickson,
W.O.II Waghome and Second-Lieutenant MacDougall the
hockey officer. We still have Major Gregory and Corporal Hines,
together with a few faithful players and reserves from last
~ason.

We have had a full season of fixtures, so far interrupted by
snow. A convincing win of 5-0 against the Coldstream Guards
saw us through the first round of the Major Units Draw 4
Division Area. A win of 2-1 against the 3rd Caribiniers saw
us through the second round. We now face 14 Field Regiment
in the semi-final on the uth February.
Football
Al!, we go .to press, we have reached the halfway stage of the
season's fixtures . Although we made a rather early exit from the
Army Cup, at the hands or should I say feet, of the Royal
Sussex Regiment, we can look back with a certain amount of
satisfaction at our strong league position. With most of our
tougher games behind us we are lying second.
The furure indeed looks rosy as we have .rhe old head of
Sergeant Bill Couperthwaite to general our defence and back to
his usual top form our scheme Sergeant " lay em on " Lockwood,
so we should, by the end of the season, have maintained our
reputation as the Northern League's top team.
Ski-in~

We have just heard that our Regimental team have come
third out of 24 in the Over-all Military Combination of the
Divisional Competition of the Divisional Championship. More
news of this in next month's issue.
Arrivals and Departures
During the month we have said farewell to Major I. Hartigan,
R.A., Captain Vickers, R.E.M.E., W.0.II Grant, R.E.M.E.,
W.O.II Everard, R.A.M.C., Sergeant Anderson, R.A.P.C., and
Corporal Truding, R.E.M.E., and welcome to the fold Major B.
K. Warner, R.A., Captain ·Grove, R.E.M E., W.0.11 Jones,
R.A.M.C., Sergeant Ramsay, R.C.T., Staff/Sergeants Murray,
Ladds and Sergeants Loome and Frazer.
Flash
Our congratulations go
stalwart of the Regimental
represented the Regiment
whilst on leave in the Fiji

out to Lance-Corporal Thoman, a
lst XI football team, who has also
at boxing-on his recent marriage
islands!
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• • • on the air in 15 minutes

... anywhere
Sim ple controls and setting-up procedure enable the Plessey C50
UHF radio relay station to be fu lly operational in less than 15
minutes.
The C50 provides 12 channel speech (FD M) or 250 kilobit/sec data
(PCM) on any channel in the 225 to 400 Mc/s band. Power output is
10W but a 200W power amplifier i3 available.
Other features which contr:bute to the effectiveness and versatility of
this relay station-now in service with the British Army after extensive
trials over the toughest terrain-include :
Full duplex operation using cross-polarised log periodic aerials.
• Quick channel selection by 6-crystal turret or synthesiser.
• Unit construction to simplify maintenance (fits 19# racks).
• Satisfactory communications over circuits with 160 db path losses
(typical of 40- 50 mile paths) .

Variations to layout can be made to meet particular operational
requirements. Write for further information to:-

=~!!:::::dio Sy"~

Divi,ioo.

llforo.

•~.
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News from tho Clr&bs

Saddle Club

THE WINNING COMMAND CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
left to Right Back Row: Signalman McGarry, Signalman Spicer, Signalman Jacklin,
Sig nalman Watson , Signalman Poulter, Signal m an Davey, Signalman Law. Front
Row : Signalman Davis , Signalman Ellis. Second-Lieutenant Baynes, Signalman C lick

8Tll

REGIMENT,

C.ATTERICK

CA~IP

Sporting Achi.cv4'ments in Jan11nry
Cross-country
The Regiment sponsored, and provided about half the team,
for the annual match, Royal Signals v. R.A.F. Signals C.ommand, run this year at R.A.F. Digby. Ro}•al Signals had a
convincing win by 62 points to 89; the individual winner being
Second-Lieutenant Baynes, of this Regiment.
The Regiment is also proud to have won the Northern C.ommand Cross-C.ountry Shield for the fourth year running.
Boxing
In addition to sponsoring the Northern C.ommand Boxing,
the Regiment provided three of the finalists. Signalmen Watson
and Sutherland were runners-up in the lightweight and lightheavyweight; Signalman Sutherland being unforrunately prevented from fighting in the final because of an injury received
in the semi-final. Signalman L awrence had a resounding win
in the light welterweight class.
Badminton
C.ongratulations to the two Signalmen Ellis (not related) for
winning the Northern C.omrnand Unit Doubles and being
runners-up in the Open Doubles; good luck to t·hem in the
Army Championships.

On 30th Dec.ember, the
Regimental Saddle Club
held an Island-Wide Gymkhana. There were 175
entries for the 14 events,
which ranged from a gymkhana event for six and
seven-year-olds, to an open
jumping event. The number of spectators was ample
proof of the popularity which
the club enjoys - and especially pleasing was the number
of
youngsters
attracted.
The winner of the open
event was W.0.ll Jack
WO II Jack Downs
Downes, who proved him~elf
to be as much at home with
the transport of a bygone era as he is with an M.T. Pool.
He is, of course, our M.T.W.O. In the photograph he is seen
receiving the cup from Mrs. 0. J. Peck, the wife of our Commanding Officer.

. \Ydouble_______
the _range
s1mP

-------------

Slot Cnr Club

Having just celebrated its
the Slot Car Club received a
Staff Sergeant Simpson, the
and though as yet small, the
than compensates

-----------------------'

first anniversary, it is high time
mention in these notes. Run by
club has had a successful year,
enthusiasm of its members more

,~

The cars raced are home-built to a scale of l : 32, and scale
speeds reached are an awe-inspiring 300 m.p.h. Like the cars,
the track is built by members, and is being expanded from its
present Soft. to a hoped-for 12oft. When this is completed it
is hoped that an all-island league can be started, and then,
perhaps, the supremacy of the R.A.F. can be overcome.
Cross-c·cu111try running

The Army (Cyprus) Championships were held on 21 st
January at Dhekelia. As usual, .the morale of the Regjmental
team was high, even if its chances of success was, to say the
least, remore.
What then, could have been more pleasing to your correspondent, who was among those competing, than to hear over
the public address system, while he was several miles from
home, that a green vest of 9th Signal Regiment was leading
as the first group came into sight. It was, in fact, Signalman
Chris Burr, of 2 Squadron, enjoying his first cross-country since
he won the C.S.O.'s Cross-C.ountry Cup last year. In the final
half-mile he was far too strong for the Army (Malta) Champion,
Patrick, of the 4th Royal Anglian Regiment, and increased his
lead to win by 12 seconds, in a time of 41min. 33sec. for the
6! -mile course. C.onsidering the few times he has been able
to run, Burr has had a remarkable year. In addition to winning
the C.S .O.'s Cup, he also won the Army (Cyprus) Mile last
season. He is, of course, a regular member of the Army (Cyprus)
football team, but, unfortunately, he soon leaves us for the
U.K. to join a course for prospective members of the A.P.T.C.
No doubt he will do equally well in the U.K., so be warned!

The new MEL L556 looks the same-and
uses the same station units and harnessas the C11 equipment it replaces. Yet.
operating on s.s.b.. it offers twice the range.
eliminating the gap between ground wave
and 1st skip I Other features include
frequ ency coverage of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/s
steps, high setting accuracy and
electrically-locked final frequency, 120W
p.e.p. output c.w. telegraphy. c.f.s. with
RTA type L607 and d.s.b. telephony
facilities available. complete
transistorization up to the final stage.

a complete station
Up-dating an existing C11/R210 station
is as simple as replacing the C11. making
a few minor modifications to the standard
receiver.

.•. with teleprinter if required I
All the advantages of teleprinter operation
can be added to most vehicle-mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Military Radio stationsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor. Fully
transistorized. it enables the addition of
facilities for automatic coding and
decoding, and permits 750 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

Youth Club

Signalman Ellis (142) receiving the Unit Badminton Doubles Cup
from Colonel Gillett
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The club, under the watchful eye of Chairman R.Q.M.S.
Rushbrook, has gone from strength to strength in the few
months it has been open The first meeting on 29th April last
year anracted 17 ·teenagers, the latest 95 ! In fact, so great has
been the response that the club is now over-subscribed and has
grown too large for its present accommodation in the "Elephant
and Castle.'' The club secretary, Signalman Mount, tells me
it is open to all children over the age of .ten . . . is selfsupporting . . . meets every Friday . . . and has for the time
being closed its membership. It is certainly filling a long-felt
need, more power to the Chairman's elbow.
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. Whether up-dating or installing new
stations-contact MEL
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The M. E. L. Equipment Company Ltd
Manor Royal Crawley Sussex England
Telephone Crawley 28787
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10th Regiment, Hounslow

2 SQUADRO N
January has been an unusually busy month· a number of
unexpected commitments have taken many of the Squadrons
on various detachments. As a result the Squadron has reverted to three-shift working, but despite the extra load, we
still manage to make time for recreation.
Congratulations to Corporals Watkins Patterson and McVey
on passing their Comcen Br Course, and to Sergeant Mackay
on passing ACE I.
We welcome Sergeant Bower, Corporals Hall and Bisset,
Lance-Corporal Wilsher and Signalman Taylor to the Squadron.
Among the new arrivals, we congratulate Lance•Corporal and
Mrs. Butler on the birth of a daughter· Lance-Corporal and Mrs.
Wi e, a daughter· and Signalman and Mrs. Poile on the birth
of a son.
Marriages
We wish every happiness to Signalman K. D. M. Drysdale
on his marriage to Miss Joan Townley.
lltla REGIIUENT, CATTERJf'K CAMP

A LONG RECORD OF LOYAL SERVICE
Mr. L. C. Colgan (left) receiving presentation tankard from Major
G. A. Stanley, D.C.M.
HETmEHE~"T

OF

~ID.

L. C. COLG.\N

On 20th January, the Regiment said goodbye to Mr. L. C.
Colgan, who is retiring, due to ill-health, at the age of 70.
Mr. Colgan has been associated with th e Corps since its
infancy. He joined R.E. Signals in 1916 and served in France
where he was taken prisoner, remaining in a P .O.W. camp until
he returned home in 1918. He remained in the Service until
1923 when, as a civilian, he was employed by the then, Eastern
Command Signal Company. He rejoined the Corps on the outbreak of the Second World War arid served for a further nine
years, receiving a "Certificate of Appreciation" from the G.O.C.
Eastern Command for his services. Once again a civilian, he '
took up employment as a telephonist at the Chatham Military
Exchange and received the Imperial Services Medal in 1962
from Brigadier E. C.R. Blaker.
All who know him are keenly aware of the high example
he has set in loyalty and reliability. We are sorry to see h im
depart and wish him many happy years of retirement.

The old order ehangeth
The beginnfug of January this year proved not only to be a
time to welcome in the New Year but also a time to welcome
three new officers into the Regiment. Major D . A. L. Charles
arrived to take over as Second-in-Command of the Regiment
from Major M. L. Willway, Major M. G . H. Wise took over
from Major P. C. Tripp as O.C. r Squadron and Captain E. H.
Condor, R. Anglian, came to take over from Captain J . A. W.
Holmes, R. Worcs, as the infan tJy adviser. We wish all every
success in their change of appointments.
Pnss-off Parade, 13th .Jn11m1ry
The salute at the Pass-off
Parade of number 4 Troop
on the 13th January was
taken by Lieutenant-Colonel
W. A. Sykes, the Commanding Officer of 24th Regiment.
After the 32 men marched
off, Lieutenant-Colonel Sykes
presented prizes to the best
shot, the best recruit at P.T.
and to the best all-round
recruit.
Signalman G . F. Dyer,
who comes from Bath, won
the best recruit prize. Before
enl isting in the Almy, SignalSignalman G . F. Oyer
man Dyer spent five years
travelling around the world with •t he Merchant Navy. He now
goes on to train as a Radio Operator and hopes to join the
Parachute Squadron. '

Basketball
The Regimental Basketball Team, formed at the beginning
of the winter season, is already chalking up successes. On
25th January it won the London District stage of the Almy
Basketball Championships, defeating 2nd Bn. Coldstream
Guards, Home Postal C.C.D., R.E., and, in the final, the
Royal Horse Guards.
This win qualified the team for encry into the Eastern
Command final pool, which was held on 8th February. The
team was runner-up to 36 Engineer Regiment, and now go forward to the Army Championships, to be held in Aldershot next
month.
Much hard work has gone into the preparation for these
competitions and, in particular, we are grateful for the services
of W.0.11 (S.Q.M.S.) Smith, R A.P.C., and Corporal Evans,
from Eastern Command, and Lance-Corporals Blackley and
Raines of the Regiment.

Xorthern Commantl Boxing Championship
On Friday, 20th January, two men from 5 Troop entered the
ring in a bid for honours in the Northern Command Boxing
Championships. Signalman G. W. A. McHale was beaten early
in the competition but Signalman C. S. Hough became runnerup in the welterweight class.

Seec.-r
The Regimental Soccer Team is also showing great promise,
having progressed to the semi-final of the Eastern Command
Minor Units Cup, the quarter-final of the London District
Challenge Cup, and to second place in the 2nd Division of
the Mid-Week League.

Visit--3 Royal Signals Officers
Major D. C. Hibbert from 14th Regiment, Major J . H. K.
Findlater from 30th Regimen-t and Captain N. Crabtree from
243 Squadron visited the Regiment on the 24th January. Again
the aim of the visit was to see the training methods and systems
used in dealing with recruits and course students.
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Visit-Lleutenant...Colonel R. A. Clarke,
Royal Australian Signals
On the 19th January Lieutenant-Colonel R A. Clarke came
to see the organisation, the methods and the equipment we use
in recruit and continua-tion milit~ry training. The visit began
with a discussion with the Commanding Officer and concluded
with a tour of the Regiment.
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Pal!IS•Off Parade, 27th January
Group Captain D . Roberts,
M.B.E., M.M., the Station
Commander of the R A.F.
Regiment Depot, took the
salute at the Pass-off Parade
on the 27th January. Group
Captain Roberts spoke after. wards to the parents and
friends of the 30 men of
5 Troop in the Junior Ranks
Club.
The best recruit on this
occasion was Signalman M.
P. J. Collins, whose father is
serving in Germany in 21st
Siinalman M. P. J. Collins
Regiment. After leaving the
Windsor Boys' School in
Hamm, Signalman Collins tried civilian life for a while but
then decided to follow his father into the Corps. He has been
selected for 'potential officer' training in nth Regiment.

4'ontinuntlon Tralni11" Trou1•
The training in Continuation Training Troop, where soldiers
spend their time between passing-off and the start of trade
courses, is varied and constructive. Although there appears to
be a bias towards physical fitness, the Troop Commander,
Lieutenant E. Summers, M.B.E., strongly denies that -this has
anything to do with his recruiting for parachute duties.
During January six soldiers from the Troop attending a
Fencing Course at the School of Physical Training at York and
all qualified for the Bronze Medal Award of the Atnateur
Fencing Association. Twenty-six members of the Troop also
qualified for a swimming award, the bronze award for proficiency
in personal survival.

Hockey
January has definitely proved to the 'less enlightened '
members of the Regi ment that our hockey team is now a force
to beware of. At times it has proved difficult to field our full
team because of training commitments, (',orps matches and the
like. We have, however, now reached the Northern Command
semi-fin al by defeating the Yorkshire Brigade Depot 5-r. We
now look forward to our clash with 49th Regiment Royal
Artillery to decide who reaches the final. Viewing the players
on hand, six of whom are past or present Corps players, we
are at least optimistic about our chances.

General Officer Commanding-in-Chit>f's
Commendafioll for Gallantry
Since the last WIRE notes were written we are very pleased
to be able to write that Corporal J. T . Gannon, now with 4
Guards Brigade, and Signalman D . Salter, of this Regiment,
have received the General Officer Commanding-in-Chief's
Commendation for Gallantry.
At 20.1 5 hours on the 4th October, 1966, Corporal Gannon
and Signalman Salter were informed that there was a fire in a
quarter in Scotton Gardens and that although there were no
adults in the quarter there were two small children asleep
upstairs.
They tried several times to reach the bedroom of the house
by way of the stairs but were prevented from doing so by the
dense smoke. They realised that they could not get into the
bedroom from the front of the house and ran around to the
back. By using an outhouse roof they were able to break a
window and get into the bedroom. Corporal Gannon entered
the bedroom and by groping around in the smoke found the
cot and bed in which the children were sleeping. He was then
able to pass them out the window to Signalman Salter on the
outhouse roof.
Signalman Salter noticed that the first child to be rescued,
a baby girl, was frothing at the mouth and was having difficulty
in breathing. He gave her mouth to mouth resuscitation and
revived her.
There is little doubt that the initiative, determina tion and
courage of the two soldiers saved the lives of the two children .
1..ndl"s' Dhuu•r Nlghc. 27th Jn1111nry
A ladies' dinner night was held in the Officers' Mess on 27th
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January. The evening was a great success and much credit
must go to the Corps band for helping it to go so well.
Major and Mrs. M. L. Willway were dined out on th1
occ~sion .. Lieutenant-Col~nel Bound, in a short speech thanked
Maior Willway for all his hard work as Second-in-Command
over the .P~St three years and paid tribute to Mrs. Willway for
all the surling work she has done for the Regiment and Garrison
and as someone always willing to help with the numerous
domestic problems that arise in a Regiment with married
soldiers. Mrs. Willway received a bouquet and Major Willway
a t~kard .to ~k their <l:epartur~. We all wish them every
happmess m thel! new statlon. (Smee changed from Singapore
10 Ministry of Defence-Editor).
l~th
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Social
For those who could not believe our last report--or who were just unimaginative--that our
New Year's Eve party in the Kat Klub was enlivened by a most attractive belly-dancer, we now
produce her portrait. Sorry it took so long, but
frankly, we never expected the photographs to
t urn out so well, what with the photographer's
hand shaking so much every time she . . . well, you know!

Sport
We don't usually say much about our sport, because scores
are much the same the world over and are apt to make dull
reading. We must, however, proclaim a few facts at long last.
First, in athletics, Lance-Corporal King was first in the mile
an? second in th~ 3-mile in the M.E.L.F. Individual Championships. He was picked to represent the Army in the Middle East
Command Inter-Services Championships and again won the
mile in fine form.
Then, on the football field things are getting tense. Having
slipped-up in allowing our rivals of 60 Squadron R.C.T. to
take the cup off us, we are running neck-and-neck with them
for the League. It may well be a tie, to be decided on goal
average.
In rugger, we ·had four players given an Almy trial. Lieutenant
Walters was selected to play full-back, and Lance-Corporal
Davies played on the wing, against the Royal Navy.
Our hockey team continue to be brilliantly unpredictable.
We have confused the League by beating some of the best
teams in it, but in between these triumphs we have not shone
brightly.
Then, we entered for the annual race up Jebel Shamsan,
the highest peak in Aden, and a hard scramble up to the top,
r,800 ft. above the start at near sea-level. To pick our team
we had a regimental competition first, with team from Troops
and Messes. This was won by Lance-Corporal King with
Sergeant Ryan second.
Internal security and all that
The Cameronians, who have for seven months so ably
protected our families living in Maalla, gave us a treat when
they handed over that part of their parish to the newly-arrived
South Wales Borderers. Unannounced-for security reasonstheir Pipes and Drums suddenly appeared in our midst one
afternoon at about families' tea-time and gave a stirring farewell performance in the street, to the astonishment of the local
natives, no doubt. It was a tactical as well as ceremonial
operation, as was shown by the swift efficiency with which the
protective cordon moved. The performance was repeated three
times down the long street, so that we could all see and hear,
and it would have been a cold heart that wa not stirred by
the crash and swing of that proud music. It was a heartening
reminder that, though we may be leaving Aden for political
uasons, the present incumbents intend to keep a firm grip for
some time yet.
Soon after, we bad a General Strike-on 19th January, to be
e act-to mark the anniversary of Britain's annexation of the
former colony.
There was in fact, very little real popular support for a
strike, but intimidation did its ugly work, and crowds of workle s
Atabs are easily incited to violence. Lieutenant Hallchurch's
Aden Brigade Troop had a busy day on their nets. The civil
police did a fine job, however, and although there were a lot of
bangs and rock-throwing, the main trouble was confined to the
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Signal.men in faraway plact's-Dotswana n11d

IJ'ork_, Sport_, or Play - The l8tli Begi1nent sliow the

1v11,g

:Itta urlti us
Two of "J " Troop's detachments seem destined never to
return. At Francistown, Botswai;ia (lately Bech~a~aland), ther~'s
a 'hole in the runway,' preventing us from rehevmg anyone till
heaven knows when. Signalmen Thompson and Charles are
already overdue, and we fear will soon go completely native.
After all, you can't be expected to stay stuck on the edge. of
the Kalahari for long without going a little strange. Meanwhile,
our detachment in Mauritius, with the Royal Navy, sound
ominously happy. They're obviously up ~o ~o good, missing
M.P.C. courses and I.S. patrol and suchlike ioys.
Jlelico1•terlng

" K" (Radio Relay) Troop are deep in upgrading, but are
also getting rather broody and secretive . ab~u~ helic<?pte~s.
Lieutenant Walters gave us all a few mommgs mstrucuon tn
loading helicopters and waving OJ.Ir arms at th~m ~eaningfully,
and most Radio Relaymen have now bad a flight m one. We
hope to have an 'interesting development' in this field to tell
you next month.
:Jlueh involved with loud 1m1l sea

ADEN HAS ITS LIGHTER MO MENTS

Scene at Kat Klub New Year's Eve Party

" L " Troop (Aden Brigade), now containing all the Radio
Operators and therefore twice its intended size, has brancbc;d
out into the amphibious business round the harbour~ in
company with an assortment of Royal Navy, Royal Mannes,
and other organisations too numerous to mention. LanceCorporal Buck never knows from one minute to the next
whether he's afloat, ashore, on single-service or joint procedure,
and ·has been heard to say its time he was paid for his stripe.
Considering he's trained the Royal Pioneer Corps and the R.A.F.
both to work the A13 on his net, maybe he has earned something.

native quarter of Crater and Sheikh Othman. It served to
remind us, however, that next time could be a lot worse-and
longer-and those who had neglected such matters as steel
helmets respirators, and the spare pair of boot laces in their
small pack, had a hard day of it when the 0.C. tested their
operational readiness two days later.
2 SQVADRON
Signalman Drmn.mond has a bullet through his
aerial

We were going to have a gentle desert exercise to celebrate
the New Year and initia te new arrivals into "life out there."
However, we found that: I. Any new arrivals seemed to have found out already, by
being pitched-in to earlier exercises, and
2. 3 Wing, Army Air Corps, wanted help on a much more
interesting exercise.
So we cancelled ours and joined theirs instead. This took a
few Land Rovers out surprisingly (to us) close to the Yemen
frontier, where (besides communicating, driving, cooking,
guarding and all the rest) they helped to establish and o~erate
a number of small landing grounds for fixed-wing aircraft and
helicopters. Signalman Drummond returned from this jaunt in
fear and trembling, having had one of his telescopic masts punctured by a dissident's bullet. Ir wasn't the dissident that
frightened him, of course- Drummond has been up-country
before-but the prospect of a NMD Report from T.M. Troop,
who have been a bit niggly of la te. On this occasion, however,
we managed to pacify them, and Drummond is getting a n ew
mast, free. Almost as good as a Corn Flakes advertisement,
isn't it?
"ft' ith a DI I i11 the desert
" J " Troop, who are now the Telegraph-Operators-onlyTroop, are following up with an exercise in carting a Du
Airtech station out into the desert on the backs of two RCT
3-tonners with a mass of assorted gear, to work to Bahrein
using 80-foot inverted-vee antennas. it needs a sizeable piece
of desert to erect such beasts. They looked glad-they usually
are-to leave barracks, but they are so few in numbers due to
other commitments that they may be equally glad to return
after shifting a few of those m:tsts. See our next report for a
full account.

Applications are invited from ex-Royal
Signals staff who have held an appointment as Instructor at the School of
Signals, Foreman of Signals, or Signal
Centre

Supervisor,

for

challenging

civilian posts in West African Training
School.
Good salary, free family passages and
accommodation, eight weeks annual
leave, three years contract in the first
instance.
Write with personal details to C.C.L.,
65-67 Stephyns Chambers, Bank Court,
Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

I. VISIT OF THE CHIEF OF GENERAL STAFF. General Cassels has a word with Corporal Bannister.
2. VISIT OF COLONEL J. FISHER, O.B.E. Private Porter tries to convince Colonel Fisher that she really does know what all
the rubber stamps are for !
3. 1st XI Hockey Team: Back Row: Lance-Corporal Cootch, Signalman Yusoff, W.0.11 (Y. ofS.) Brice, Signalman Beh, Signalman
Idris, Sergeant Forster. Front Row: Corporal Sidek, Corporal South, SE>rgeant Hyde, Corporal Sardul Singh, Sergeant
Markwell.
This team almost pulled off-a "never before" double championship win. They played and won through to the finals of
the FARELF and the Major Units championships. Having beaten 19th Signal Regiment in the semi-finals of the Major Units
Cup, they lost to them in th~ FARELF Cup final.
4. HARi RA YA PARTY
S. THE C.O. •YAM SENGS' AT THE CHINESE DINNER PARTY
6. THE LIVING-IN MALAY SOLDIERS HARi RAYA PUASA DINNER
(See notes over/ea()
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30th Regiment

18th Regiment

BLANDFORD CAlUP

c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
In retros(H't>t
Our WIRE notes for December, 1966, wound up another
su cessful year for the Regiment. In work training and sport
we maintained the usual high standard throughout the year.
Multi-racial festh•ities
As Royal Signal members serving in_ ~~ parts ?f t~e world
enjoy the Christmas and New Year fesav1aes, we m Sm~pore
have the unique experience of enjoying the New Year with a
real national flavour. We shared the "Hari Raya " festival
with the Malayan soldiers and their families· the "Deepa':'ali "
festival of lights with the Indian soldiers· and the Chmese
"Kong Hee Fatt Choy" (Happy New Year) with the Chinese
soldiers. For the Chinese, this is the year of the goat or ram.
It is interesting to note that the dates of the _Chinese Ney.'
Year only coincide with those of the Malayan Har1 Raya once m
a hundred years. What better incentive for a profitable year
of ambitious endeavours in all fields of R~gimental life.
'\'\'e look ahead
The seasonal rain did hamper celebrations slightly, especially
for the Malayans. However, the spirit of all the festivities was
in no way affected. Everyone has since recovered an~ ~e 3!e
looking forward to a new cycle of twelve months soldiermg m
the Far East.
Time waits for no one, though. We come and go; say our
respective ' Hellos and "Goodbyes,' with happy memories for
those of us who are leaving this sunny and prosperous island
and a wealth of anticipation for those new arrivals, especially
the young ones.
Our Commanding Officer has probably witnessed the last of
these annual celebrations. The tone of regret he voiced in his
greetings during these eventful occasions was one which all
Commanding Officers must needs experience.
Sad-nayregretful goodbyes such as these, are always the result of happy
and successful tours. However, come March/ April, when these
notes are published, it will be time enough to express more farewells and hellos.
We take this opportunity in the New Year to wish all our
readers the fulfilment of their ambitions and good luck for the
future. After all, who knows what this year may portend.
" Burra sahib! You very lucky, I tell your fortune?''

21st REGlllENT,

B.F.P.O.

Highlights of the month have been the arrival of our two
W.R A.C. Officers and a large demonstration of signal equipment, mainly for the benefit of the Staff College at Camberley.
Full reports on both of these events are to be found below.
In early January the Regimental grapevine gave news of the
forthcoming arrival of two W.R.A.C. Officers in the Regiment.
By mid-January this news had developed into the presence of
Second-Lieutenants P. G. Lewis and A. P. Noble, to the relief
of many, including THE WIRE notes scribe who looked upon the
occasion, from •t he hopeful viewpoint that perhaps he could
badger the new arrivals into the production of an article for
the next edition of Tull WIRE. Here you see the unexpurgated
views of our W.R.A.C. Officers.
First ID111ressions
"Do you mind if I go at 4.30 on Friday?" I asked my boss,
the Adjutant of 30th Regiment.
"Not at all-on the condition that you and Miss Lewis come
back on Monday morning with a contribution for THE WIRE
about your first impressions," he replied.
Hurriedly I rang Extension 38 to break the terrible news to
my fellow trail blazer; gloom began to descend over the weekend. Needless to say we left at 4.3o--0nly dust could be seen
as we left Blandford for the bright lights!
It was on the evening of 15th January that we arrived at
30th, which must surely take the prize for making people feel
welcome. Our first morning consisted of an interview with the
Commanding Officer followed by a grand tour. "Would you
like a cup of coffee?" "No thanks, we've already had six!"
seemed to be the cry of the day. At 14.00 hours we returned
to the Colonel to be told our fates-or was it theirs? "Miss
Lewis, you are to assist the Adjutant." We were then escorted
to our offices-they obviously believe in splitting up trouble!
Their early hospitality was reinforced by the way in which we
were received by our colleagues-help was readily available on
all sides. In conclusion all we can say at this stage is if all
W.R.A.C. Officers are received by Signal Regiments in the same
way in which we were, they are more than lucky.

2 Lt. P. G. Lewis W.R.A.C. at
work as the Unit education
officer. What odds we become
the most highly educated unit
in the area1
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This month "L " Troop, at Laarbruch, added its efforts
towards the station's " 1 " grading for its annual tactical evaluation; the very last Cable Jointers' upgrading course to be run
by the Regiment came to a successful conclusion, and the
basketball team maintained its place at the top of the Rhine
Area League.

Cross-cow1try
The Rhine Area Cross-Country Championships for x966/67
were held at Birgelen on nth January, with a total of seven
major units, comprising 108 runners, taking part. The Regiment's team won this major event at their first attempt, taking
3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 12th, r7th and 18th places, totalling only
77 points against them (the lowest in this competition to date
so far as we can ascertain). They are now carrying out even
more dedicated training under W.O.I (R.S.M.) Cantle, with
their sights set on acquitting themselves honourably in the
B.A.O.R. Championships on February 9. The Regiment wishes
them every success.
O.C. L.A.D. turns publleun
It was with regret that we said farewell to Captain W. H.
Wharton, R.E.M.E., and his wife, Reenie, who left not only us
but the Service, to run a pub " somewhere in England." He
and his L.A D. have served the Regiment extremely well during
his final tour with us, and we thank him, not only for this,
but also for his promise of an eight-figure map reference to
his pub, which will mean that his links with the Regiment will
not be entirely severed.
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f'.amberley D4"111onstratio11
For weeks the demonstration team had measured sawn
painted a~d planed . Other~ involved with demonstrati~n pre~
pared equip ment, learnt s~ripts, rehearsed and rehearsed again.
By 22nd January everythmg was ready at Camberley for the
annual demonstration to students of the Staff College and Royal
~ilitary Academy. The d~monstrators answered many quesuons but on a few occasions found themselves without an
answer. A few of the reasons why they were dumbfounded are
shown here: Qne-8tlons ar"" tmusoal
Interested stude~t vie:-iving vehicle mounted radio relay equipment complete W1th raised antenna mast: " Tell me, do you
have much difficulty using this on the move?" Earnest student
looking at VHF radio set: " I see how you can get an increased
range with height, but how do you erect a 5,000 ft. antenna?"
One of the most perplexed Officer Cadets was the one who
went to remove his "test Card " from a map-<:opying machine
only to find that his pound note had mysteriously turned into
what he thought wa confetti. A grinning operator was craftily
replacing the chad chatching pot on a nearby teleprinter . . .
The demonstration was made an even greater success by the
presence of our W.R.A.C. Officers who, with Captain M.
Patterson, acted a Conducting Officers.
610 Troop
The Yeoman is proud to report that the O.C.'s dog is now
up to 6 w.p.m. and hopes to classify at a Radio Operator BIII
in the near future. In view of our continual globe trottings we
hope this latest addition to the troop will be able to lend a paw
if necessary.
Apart from demonstrations, overseas detachments, exercises
on Salisbury Plain, the annual VEI, assistance to C .C.F., its
been a peaceful month l
Arrivals during the month have included Lance-Corporal
Johnson and Signalman Wood and we have said farewell to
Corporal Jones and (after many delays) Corporal Denton.
Rugby
J.J. writes :-Following our unfortunate defeat in the fourth
round of the Army Cup we have lost a number of our original
rst XV, some on posting, some on courses. All this has combined
to make something of an anti-climax. Nonetheless we are
continuing 10 meet our fixtures which run to two or three games
each week.
We are looking forward to the second of this season's Corps
trials which takes place in early March. We look forward, too,
to seeing again some of the weirdies described for us in a recent
WIRE issue by 7th Signal rugger correspondent. Now, mounted
in the Rugby Clubroom is the very grotty cap presented by
Corporal Cairns during his last visit.
Saturday fixtures are a struggle. Having built up a list with
local civilian clubs we are finding it difficult to field fifteen
pJa.yers at weekends. However, we feel we must keep it up in
the belief that next season there should be enough enthusiasts
in the School to make it worthwhile. Perhaps there is someone
at the School who would like to contact us on this point!
FEDERAi,

REGULAR ARMY
B.F.P.O. 69

Will this year pro,·e to be our

Our new Ass istant Adjutant,
2nd. Lieutenant A. P. Noble
W.R.A.C. gets stuck into the
paper work - and the best of
luck to her
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REGHIENT,

~reatest

tritunpla?

The Federal Regular Army of South Arabia is a compact,
alert Force of dedicated and professional soldiers. We of the
British element like to think that this toughness and military
efficiency has been engendered by the examples which we
tirelessly and continuously set. Accordingly, it is with some
trepidation that we view the advent of our annual range classification and P.E. T ests . We fervently hope that our Arab pupils
will not begin picking up any tips from our shooting performance, for example, which we shall be demonstrating next
week. Last year the Regiment gained an excellent report from
the 16 per cent of us who gained 3rd Class Shot awards, but
this year, we fear, will not be the same. We do not have
enough raw material. Insufficient men of steel nerves and hawklike eyes abound in the unit. Ont! cannot expect one's char
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to prepare a banquet fit for a Iring and, similarly, one cannot
c:cpect the personnel of this Regiment to hit stationary, mansize targets. At least 30 per cent of us would feel it incumbent
to resign from the League Agaiast Blood Sports. Another
third would want to go shooting every day until they all became ~asualties. The remainder would have to rise so early
~n their great day that they would perform like zombies, remainmg totally unaware that they had classified until several hours
after their cessation of hostilities with the butts. Major Frank
Partington is, however, refreshingly confident of success. He
~as ~vc:n gone so far as to state that an 18 per cent pass mark
1s withm our grasp. As one of last year's 84 per cent failures,
I ask of him: "You wanna bet?"
Our new equipDlent arrives-some jubilation,
turmoil and lot"' of overtim4"!
The radio technicians of the Force are in turmoil. Never
in their history have they been called upon to work such long
hours. The untimely arrival of some rwo hundred manpack
radio sets-which form part of our re-equipment programme-has occasioned not only a full and conscientious working day,
but. d7mands for _overtime, too. The Signals Adviser, always
a v1cam of emoaons contrary to those rampant amongst his
juniors, feels mild jubilation at the arrival of this, a good percentage of our complete order, plus spares. This is quite
a. success story .as far as procurement goes, and credit must be
given to the manufacturers, Messrs. Racal Communications
Limited, and to the Crown Agents, who are responsible for the
contract arrangements. It also shows what success a small
organisation such as ours can achieve.
The equipment for trial arrived in South Arabia in the
second week of July, 1966, and the trials ended on 6th
September. Final aPRroval to go for the set-subject to certain
modifications-was given shortly afterwards, and an indent on
the Crown Agents was placed on 5th October. The contract
was signed on 27th October, and the first batch of over a
hundred sets arrived in Aden on 23rd January. It is hoped that
by the time these notes appear in print that over half the requirement of these manpack sets will have been deployed and
th<!t the troops on the ground will have them in full operational
use.
•• Snowy " is n smash hit with Britnin·s
" dizzy females "
Corporal " Snowy " Holloway recently returned from sixtyone days' U.K. leave and has been regaling us all with thrilling
tales of British womanhood.
He, maintains that with his
beaverskin coat, cascading with leopardskin wallets, and snappy
calfskin boots, agleam in the British winter gloom, he was a
smash hit. Apparently, big white hunters are still popular
among Britain's dizzy females.
He tells the tale of the narrow escapes from the inhabitants
of a girls' college in Manchester University. "Snowy," so the
story goes, was visiting his younger sister, who wears the habit
of this order. Deeming it necessary to take a shower there,
his native cunning advised that he go during the dinnertime
evening recess. It is perhaps unfortunate that the cupboards
were bare when the girls got there, for they returned to their
rooms just in time to catch sight of " Snowy" emerging from
their showers. As one, the fever of the chase gripped these
gorgons, and they went a'hallo'ing at a rate of knots after
"Snowy," who was also travelling at a rate of knots through
murky corridors. Flip-flops and a towel-albeit monkeyskinare not the best apparel for racing in, but fear lent him the
wings of Mercury, and "Snowy" retreated intact.
It was a very shaken Mr. P. V. Holloway who booked into
a nearby hotel some hours later, having, as he later put it,
shaken off his pursuers by the skin of his towel. The Signals
Adviser was horrified when he heard of this saga, but predicts
a sharp rise in the profits of his monkey kin rug and towel
manufacturing combine.
Some candid rcOe •tiou on the .'\.rrlvnl and
Departure Colo10n
I always like the arrival and departure column, because at
least someone, somewhere, knows and loves the people of whom
I make mention. Some, possibly, may detest the mere sound
of the names they read here, but at least they know that LanceCorporal Mick Kent has been posted to the F.R.A. Signal
Regiment. It is up to you to say either: " Well, blow me l
Fancy Mick going to the F.R.A. I I'll puJ in for that mob, too"
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--<>r, "Thank goodness he's in the Middle East. I can be
happy in Catterick now!" For me, I'm happy he's here, and
I'm even happier that his football boots are, too, and I'll be
even more ecstatically happy if he puts two shots in the opposition's net every time we play football, as he did recently.
It is likely that the departure of Corporal Lofty Yates for a
tour with 24th Regiment, in the Training Brigade, will also
cause a few misgivings and expressions of delight. His remarkable ability to arouse strong emotions from such normally coldblooded and expressionless personalities as Major Frank
Partington and Staff Sergeant Bob Wherry has been a joy to
behold, and I sincerely yearn to develop that gift-for which
he has reached unit stardom-in my own bumble breast, as I
wend my Cinderella-isb way through the snares and pitfalls of
the British Major's office. Is it too much to ask that I, too,
shall, with the utmost dignity be able to refuse to obey the
most bumble of requests with such force as to arouse feelings
of self-revulsion in the breast of the questioner? Perhaps I,
too, can follow up my advantage with a waggling forefinger
and a "Who the 'ell d'you think you are then? Napoleon?"
The point I am trying to make, in case you are still fathoming
it out, is that Lance-Corporal Mick Kent is now a member
of the F.R.A. Signal Regiment, and Corporal Lofty Yates is
not.

FAR AWAY PLACES= UNUSUAL JOB
Reports from the Outposts
Art•a of responsibility .'160,000 square dt?sert.

miles

The Royal Air Force
El Adem Desert Rescue Team
BY LIEUTENANT GEORGE F'uLTON,
LATE OF

C:ATTERIC:K

REUNION
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COVENT GARDEN, w.c.2
TBB COMPLETE MAN'S STORE
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Nearest station Leicester Square
Branches throughout the country
We are official uzilors to the Royal Signals

I had been commanding the Airfield Troop at El Adem for
just over a year and was, by this time, getting a bit fed-up
just seeing the airfield at El Adem and the nearby town of
Tobruk. It was time to see a bit more of Libya, so I asked to
join the Royal Air Force's Desert Rescue Team. To my surprise
I was accepted. I'm not quite sure if I was accepted because
I was a signaller or because it was thought that a "Brown Job "
would be a useful person to have around! I started oft as a
humble team member and second signaller, and after three
months was elevated to Deputy Leader and second Navigator.
Voluntm.· y
The Royal Air Force El Adem Desert Rescue Team is wholly
voluntary, and part of the Royal Air Force's Search and Rescue
organisation in the Mediterranean area. This consists of
Canberra and Shackleton aircraft based .i n Malta, a ParaMedical Team and a Mountain Rescue Team in Cyprus, the
Desert Rescue Team in El Adem, helicopters and marine craft
at all three plac...'"S. The control of all these teams is carried out
by the Rescue Coo-ordination Centre in Malta. So, if you happen
to be unfortunate enough to get lost in the Mediterranean area,
there is a large organisation to come to your aid.
The Desert Rescue Team is a highly mobile unit of four
specially equipped Land Rovers and ten men. Their role is to
find, with the aid of aircraft, and rescue anyone who has come
down or got lost in ~he desert. As the area of responsibility of
the El Adem team is approximately 36o,ooo square miles, this
is no mean .task !

Moss
Bros
Please note our Sam BrOfllM
bdu can ba broktn in
"I"" requm

261 SQUADRON (AIR FORMATION)

BLAZER BADGES
TIES
Terylene 12/6
Silk 10/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 57/6
Silk 19/6
Cuff Links 25/- & 53/6 Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Car Badges 35/- & 45/Crested Tankards
50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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Well equipped
All .the vehicles are long wheel base L and Rovers, shod with
Michelin sand tyres, which have proved to be the most suitable
for the various terrain conditions of the desert. All have sun
compasses and magnetic compasses fitted, fuel for 700 miles,
food and water for the team and a limited number of survivors
for eight days, and A43R radios for inter-vehi~e and ~und
to-air communication . In addition each veh1cle carnes an
emergency pack, which is sufficie~t to l.ast ea~ crew. five days
if they themselves get into difficulu.es. Lightweight sand
channels and shovels are, of course, standard equipment, which
are much used where the de ert is all sand.
Two of the vehicles are normal cargo type, and the others are
a specially equipped ambulance, and an " estate " type radio
vehicle. The cargo vehicles each carry a crew of three men,
and the bulk of .the crash and rescue equipment. They are al o
the principle navigating vehicles, with more accurate compass~s
and sextants for the Leader and Deputy Leader. The radio
vehicle; besides having an A43R, has a Redifon . G~ 410. This
radio is a civilian version of the C 14. SSB Voice 1s normally
used and CW if conditions get too bad. Providing the sand
can 'be kept out of the relays, the set gives . extremely good
results. The aerials used are an 8-foot rod during ~he day, a~d
a quarter-wave End-fed at night. A range of 900 miles on voice
with the 8ft. rod has been achieved on several occasions!
The ambulance is equipped for two stretchers, and two ot>hers
are carried. It has sufficient medical equipment to handle all but
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the largest of emergencies. Both ambulance and radio vehicles
carry a crew of two men.
N'avigatio11 a problem
The Leader and the Deputy Leader are both normally
officers. Their task, besides organising and planning the training,
is to navigate. This is no easy task, as the maps of Libya arc
almost completely unreliable, having " limits of reliable information " printed all over them, and are virtually blank pieces of
paper with latitudes and longtitudes printed on them. The
remainder of the team is comprised of MT drivers and fitters,
medical orderlies, a radio operator and technician, and an
armourer whose special task is to deal with ejection seats, as
well as all the pyrotechnics carried by the team.
As the team is a purely voluntary one, most of the training
is carried out in the members' own spare time. There are
classroom lectures covering basic navigation, first-aid lessons
being given where possible on the airfield. Also every member
of the team has to do the "Desert Survival Course "-a few
lectures on ihow to survive, then three days of actual "surviving." An excellent way of gaining knowledge of the desert.
Twice a month the team go out for a weekend training
session of driving and navigating. These trips are generally of
two days' duration and of about 4-00 miles. Generally, they go
to some place of interest that was connected with the last war,
or to a petrified forest to bring back a load of much sought-after
stone " wood."
The Libyan Desert is only part true " sand " desert, the
major part is solid rock covered lightly with sand. In general
the terrain is flat, intersected by numerous gullies or wadis,
Further south, however, the area becomes mountainous, and still
farther south is Dhe Great Sand Sea, with dunes up to 400
feet high. Therefore these frequent trips are necessary because
of the diversity of the ground making navigation and driviJ:lg
very difficult.
Longer trips
Twice a year longer trips are undertaken, their duration being
about 10 days. I have omitted to say before that the team is
Air Portable, and these longer trips are used to practise this role.
These major exercises usually start by the team being called
out, and being transported by Beverley aircraft to the Kufra
Oasis, some 6oo miles south of El Adem. From there the team
set off .to their objective, which may be up to 400 miles from
Kufra. The Malta based Shackletons now join in, re-supplying
the team when and where necessary. After gaining their
objective, the team proceeds back t<? El Ade.1!1 overland. As you
can see these trips can be 6oo miles by atr and up to 1,400
miles by Land Rover, over uncharted terrain.
-~

special hazard
Team work is essential throughout, but, although hazardous
at times, great enjoyment is obtained by all members doing
nhis work and there is no lack of volunteers. A hazard I have
not mentioned previously are the numerous minefield left from
the last war-still causing havoc to the unwary. Part of the
team's job is to acquaint themselves with what is known of their
positions in order that they might themselves pass safely, and
so guide others also.
A well • •orH1whllP attnehme11t
My period of work with t~is team is now at an end, .owing to
the completion of my tour ID El Adem. However, Lieutenant
Peter Pearson, who took over the Airfield Troop from me, has
also followed in my footsteps where desert rescue is concerned,
and I wish him all the enjoyment I myself gained as a member
of this well worthwhile and exclusive team.

I IS

How to g#'l '" tight •• witho11t touching a dr·op!
Oil EXERCISE
BY

S.S.I. D.

" DRY

DROP

'~

DoLPHI , OF 7TH REGIMENT

This exerci e was undertaken by the ?ub-Aqua qu_b of 7~h
Regiment on 12th December, and coos1sted of. a v1s1t t<>_ the
German N aval Institute at Kron hagen, near Kiel, for a s1~~
lated dive to 25oft. in a recompressio~ _chambe! and a v1sJt
to the factory of Tauchtechnik Ltd., divmg eqmpment manufacturers.
A word about the recompression chamber: It is a large
steel cylinder about ix feet in diameter and twe~ve feet long;
seats are fitted, and there is enough_ space for nme P<:<>Ple to
sit in the one at Kiel Compressed arr can be p~ped mto the
chamber to raise the pressure on the J:?CO Ple . mside, so. t?at
the same effects of pressure are felt as if a diver was div_mg
to depths in excess of xooft. This is called ' nitrogen narcosis."
It is caused by a build-up of nitroge_n in the bloodstream
and the effect is of drunkenness. . Tbfs can, of cour~e, be
dangerous when experienced by a diver 10 water, and this was
the main reason for our expedition-to enable divers to ~x
perience n itrogen narcosis in the safety of the recompress1on
chamber so that they will recognise the symptoms should they
occur when actually diving.
Now to the expedition itself. We set off from H~ford at
07.30 hours, and the journey, via the a~t.obahn, to Kiel, some
200 miles, was uneventful. Our first visit was to. ~e Tau<;htechnik factory, where we purchased some new d1vmg eqwpment and had a conducted tour around the workshops to see
how the rubber diving suits are cut out and sewn together,
and to watch the manufacture and assembly of demand valves
and aqualung bottles. Altogether a very interesting visit.
Next a short drive to the German Naval Institute, where
we we:C welcomed by Commander Seeman, who is the doctor
in charge of research there. He took us along to the room where
the chamber is located and, having taken off our watches and
discarded Biro-type pens and cigarette lighters, we climbed ~to
the small steel chamber. Only the Dive Marshal, S.S.!. Dolphm,
A.P.T.C., had been in a chamber before, and for th e rest of us,
well, let's say we felt just a little apprehensive.

with us and was able to call on his own experiences to answer
all our' questions, and this was, indeed, time well spent.
A Problem of JUilitnry Lnw

The ascent finally finished, and we were back to _normal,
and after thanking our host, we started the re.turn iourney.
There was much discussion in the bu on the way back, and a
certain Lance-Corporal, who shall be nameless, asked the
Staff Sergeant what would have happened if, under nitrogen
narcosis he had " taken a swing at h im," was told that he'd
have to' duck pret~y quick to avoid the counter-punch I
A Senior Cadet frorn Sondhiirst goes

on ·tour to Cyprus-

anti is very impressed watching the
Corps at work there
Senior Cadet C. J. Brill, of the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, who hopes shortly to be commissioned into the
Corps recently took advantage of a scheme operating at the
Acade'my enabling Cadets to go overseas to see the Corps
actually at work. Cadet B~ went to Cyp~s! . and below ~e
writes of the welcome he received, and the facilities offered him
to see all phases of the Corps at work-and at play. And Cadet
Brill was suitably impressed, as his article shows.

Equalising the pressure
Commander Seeman then gave us instructions to keep the
pressure equalised on the inner and outer ear by hol~ng the
nose and blowing; this was nothing new, as we do th1s when
diving anyway, and if for any reason the _ears wouldn't clear,
to signify by holding up a han~, and ~e descent :-vould be
stopped. Everybody grasped their noses 10 prepara~100, then,
with all our eyes glued on the depth gauge dial, the mlet valve
was opened and with a noise like a vacuum cleaner, we were
on our way down.
At 6oft., Lance-Corporal G!ll, of II,
Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron, had trouble clearmg, so the
descent was stopped and he moved out into a small air lock
at ~he end of the chamber, and the descent continued for the
remaining seven members of the team.
At 25oft. by which time it was very warm indeed, a halt
was called ~nd we let go of our noses which, up to this time,
we had been blowing frantically every second or so.

So this is Cyprus
The passenger lounge at R.A.F., Akrotiri, at 4 a.m., is hardly
the place to confirm all those travel post_ers which 3!<7 now
appearing in Britain. After three frustratmg days wa1tmg at
Lyneham and twelve ear-shattering hours in a Hastings, my
mood could hardly be described as enthusiastic as I waited
for an attachment to Royal Signals in Cyprus, in the Christmas
vacation, to begin.
H appily, relief arriv~ in the font: of
Captain Henry Scott, from H.Q., Royal Signals, who swiftly
removed me to the Akrotiri Airfield Troop for refreshment
before moving on to Episkopi. I now knew my attachment had
begun. F irst I met the Chief Signal Officer, Colonel M. J.
R. Fletcher, M .B.E., CAFSO, Lieutenant-Colonel A. Lamb,
M.B.E., and the other officers in the Hea~quarters, and th~n
Second-Lieutenant 'Mac' MacGregor arrived from Dhekeha
to take me to 262 Squadron in the eastern sovereign base
area.
There, under the direction of the Squadron Commander Major C. B. Mercer, I was shown all the things this
busy u~it has to do. During the next few days I spent some
time with the mobile Field Troop and learned a lot about the
tasks which would have to be undertaken in an l.S. situation.
I also had an opportunity to study the workings of a signal
centre and to see the very impressive tropospheric scatter
equipment which is undergoing service trials in Cyprus. There
was an opportunity to visit R.E.M.E. Command Workshops,
where our Bluebell friends were busy keeping the Army's
equipment ticking over.

All very gny
Speech, at this simulated depth, is very d istorted, as the air
is much denser. The sound that comes out when you talk
is very similar to nhe "Chipmunks " records. The strange
sounds, coupled with the feeling of light-headedness, caused
by the nitrogen narcosis, caused us all to laugh at almost anything. Whistling is also impossible, and a very gay party of
divers sat and giggled at each other; then began the ascent to
atmospheric ipressure.
As the pressure decreased, it was
accompanied by a drop in temperature. Very soon the chamber
was filled with "fog"; it was just like a Chinese laundry, but
very cold.
It was necessary to make two decompression stops on the
way up, one at 6oft., where we stopped 10. minutes,. a~d a
15-minute stop at 10ft. These stops are required to elimmate
excess nitrogen from the body tissues and to avoid the
"bends."
During these stops, the group was able to ask Dr. Seeman a
host of questions pertaining to the effects, pressures, and treatment of divers who had got the " bends." I should perhaps
have mentioned that the doctor was sitting in the chamber

Traditional festivities can be nu exhausting
business
For the actual Christmas break, I returned to Episkopi,
where I found that the traditional Christmas festivities in th e
Army abroad can be quite an exhausting business. I soon
learned that my hosts had nominated me to be the centreforward in a fancy dress football match and that I was expected somehow to live up to a line of propaganda designed
to demoralise the opposition, to be provided by the Army
Sergeants' Mess. However, my lack of skill was not exposed
because a torrential downpour led to the cancellation of the
match. The Chief Signal Officer invited me to join the officers
in serving the Christmas dinner in the mes ~ hall, . atl:d I must
apologise to 259 and 261 ~quadrons for b~mg !111~1~ected to
serve the airmen! On BoXJng Day the Ep1skop1 Sailing Club
invited me to join them for their lunch and draw, which
turned out to be a very jolly occasion, and here, as a result of
an ill-considered remark, I found myself having to have a
swim to uphold the honour of the Royal M.i.litary Academy. I
am most grateful to the Chief Signal Officer and many others
for making Christmas, 1966, so enjoyable for. me.
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Having a look round the island
The _festivities over, I was given a chance to see something
of the isl.and, and I was glad my full programme allowed time
to see the impressive amphitheatre and temple of Apoilo at
Curium, and the remarkable mosaics which have been uncovered at Paphos. I had not realised th:it Cyprus was so
rich in antiquities. A trip to the village of Polis gave me an
excellent idea of life in the more remote areas. ·I must say
that a more tortuous road I have never known. It had more
hairpin bends per mile than I thought was possible.
To round off my tour in Episkopi, I spent several hours
with 259 Squadron (COMCAN), where I was initiated into
the mysteries of a Tape Relay Centre, and then on to see
its associated transmitter site, with its high powered sets, made
my intimate knowledge of the A41 look a trifle inadequate.
I had time for a quick visit to 261 Squadron (Air Formation)
and a rewarding call on the nearby R.E. Survey unit to see
something of the fascinating work the Sappers do for the three
Services in providing up-to-the-minute maps and finding that
they assist Royal Signals from time to time, when accurate
survey work is required for tropospheric scaaer and radio relay purposes.
To the top of Mount Olympus
Back again to the Dhekelia base and the routine of 262
Squadron, but not for long. I was whisked up to the summit
of Mount Olympus (6,406ft.) to ~ee the Army radio relay detachment and the Royal Air Force installations. It was a
change to be trudging through deep snow after the summerlike weather which those who are stationed there call winter.
My last excursion was to see the United Nations Force,
where the Chief Signal Officer of UNFICYP, LieutenantColonel A. R. Wythe, Royal Signals, and the O.C. 644 Troop
kindly arranged for me to see something of the soldiers of
many nations who are engaged in keeping the peace during
the current difficult political situation.
The fascinating work of lJNFICYP
I shall never forget the work being done by this Signal
Troop at the centre of a communications network in a Force
containing so many national contingents. My visit to them
ended with the most unlikely and invigorating experience of a
sauna bath, provided by the F innish Battalion.
After seeing the New Year in at Dhekelia I reluctantly said
goodbye to 262 Squadron and set out for Akrotiri in the hope of
returning by R.A.F. Argosy. Unfortunately it had to be diverted
causing me considerable anxiety as to whether I could be back
in the Academy on time. However, a B.E.A. flight was available
from Nicosia and I returned to work on time having had the
wonderful opportunity of seeing ·the Corps, into which I hope
to be commissioned shortly, at work at its varied tasks. which
the situation in Cyprus presents.
Corp11 Omcer gets on the rocks at

The French Alpine School - Chamonix
By Lieutenant D. J. Walden, of I Ith
Infantry Brigade n.q. & SJgnal Squadron
Isn't h marvellous! Back in the spring, at the idle-chatter
stage of a dinner night, I casually menti.oned to 0e 0.C. th~t
although I did not know much abou~ it I was mterested m
rock-climbing. Now there are rocks m the French Alps, but
there are a lot of them and they are rather big-certainly a
lot bigger than the things I had in mind; a point of view I
expressed with convincing logic when I saw that I had been
nominated.
.
There must have been something lacking in my logic for,
come September I found myself on a course at L'Ecole
Militaire de Hau'te Montagne (E.M.H.)· a "Brit" among 60
French soldiers at Chamonix.
For othree weeks I was to find " beaucoup de travail," much
of which caused "anxiete," but all of which was "bon."
Long days nnd hard work-the for"cast was
accurate!
The first day as on most courses, was devoted to admin!stration; giving oul: particulars (in which theY_ showed an om1_nous
interest in next-of-kin details) and drawmg an extraordmary
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Les Gaillands

amount of kit-my share alone must have put French defence
costs up by 10 per cent. The day ended with an address by
the Commandant, who promised long days and hard worka. remarkable example of accurate forecasting. The instruction,
which was shared by experienced military and civilian alpinists,
was divided into two parts-rock-climbing and the ice and
snow conditions.

the te4!hniqoes of different skills
The first ten days were spent trying to master the te~iques
of these different skills. The rock climbing was mamly at
l'Ecofe d'Escalade des Gaillands and du Brevent, though we
also scaled l'Index and Jes Grands Montets.
During this
period I came to understand the importance of ' !'assurance ' a
I swung gently in the breeze at the business end of a 5oft.
rope.
Le mer de Glace (Montenvers) and le Glacier des. Bossons,
where, tragically, one of the c~urse fell an~ was killed, saw
· us trying to master the techmque of walking on crampons
and the different uses of the ice pick. We then practised these
techniques on a series of short expeditions, the most exhilarating
and testing of which was the ascent of Moot Blanc Tacul.
~fastering

High altitude efleets
The last stage of the climb, to the summit, was the first time
I had experienced high altitude effects. The snow had frozen
in places and <the wind had driven away the last of the powder,
leaving the surface like a sheet of glass, although every now
and then you found yourself d~ep in soowd~ifts. Cr~mpons
were therefore essential, and this, together with the d1fficu_lty
of breathing at this height, ITl!1de progress . ve ~y slow. Reach10g
the summit gave you two thrills- the re.alisal!on that you could
see three countries at the same time, and the more personal
thrill of wondering how the heck you were going to get down
again.
This was the climax of an excellent course, and I returned
to my unit, having learn-d a lot; not on~y ~bout ~he techniques
of climbing but also about the way of life m a d1ff rent Army.
I also mad~ many friends and I learned a lot more new French
words, even if my pronunciation remained atrocious.
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tllere!-• old ' na r 1>ca lls a harrowing

episode In the war with Japaa

The Torpetloing of the Lisbon Maru
Mr. W. T. Bevan who, in 1942, was with the Hong Kong
Signal Company, and was taken P .O.W. by the Japs, recalls
a singularly grim and harrowing episode in his war experience.
Transported from Hong Kong as a P.O.W. in a small cargo
ship and battened beneath hatches with eighteen hundred
others, the ship came under torpedo attack . . . . But let
the author tell his story.
P:lace: Sham Shui Po Ca.mp, Hong Kong.
Tim: September, 1942.
There were five thousand of us crowded into a camp only
large enough to house a mere battalion, and in such conditions,
dysentry and diphtheria were rampant, and the mortality rate
was rising-now it was up to seven men a day. Rumours, of
course, swept through the camp like wildfire and affected our
morale, which rose and fell like a mercurial yo-yo. Was it
true that the Chinks were only twenty miles from the bord er ?
Could it be possibly true; as some of the rumou rs persisted;
that the J erries had packed in? All such things were, of course
without any substance . . . just little bits of wishful thinkin g,
helping to keep the small flame of hope flickering. But all of
us had one predominant question in his mind: " Would we
ever see home again?"

Portents of t;bings to come
Theo, as it ·had happened many times before, the bloody
Japs had us on parade. What the hell was it for this time?
"You are going to a beautiful island where you will be well
looked after and you will work for the Imperial Japanese."
That was how the Japs put it-and, of course, we had heard
it all before. But this time they meant it. We had to pack
and get ready to move. Where to? Formosa, Singapore ?
And so, by the 28th of the month, we were making our way
out of the harbour to board the cargo ship the Lisbon Marua ship even at first sight far too small to accommodate us but,
nevertheless, we were crushed aboard her, 1,800 of us. The
holds tiered off in three layers, just 3ft. by 6ft. for one man
and his kit. In the front hold the Royal avy, in the second,
the Middlesex, Royal Scots, Royal Corps of Signals and Hong
Kong Police. Amidships, the R.A., all interspersed with elements of rank and file of odd units. The rear of the ship was
for Japs only.
Harrowing conditions
We set sail for an unknown destination on 29th September.
For latrines1 there were planks of wood jutting out parallel to
each side ot the ship, with a small roof over the top. A most
precarious position to be in, made all the more so when a
lot of chaps were suffering from dysentry and were consequently
weak. She was armed fore and aft with what loooked to u s
like pea-shooters; nevertheless, being so armed put her in the
armed merchantman class with all that implies.
The rest of that and the following day was uneventful; the
weather was good, and the wind chutes dropped into the hold
kept the temperature about bearable; most of us were just
wearing a pair of shorts. rst October, my birthday, by the way
(not that I was likely to ger any presents), we had just shaken
ourselves from sleep and were preparing to receive our meagre
ration of rice. The rime was 07 oo hours, the sun was streaming into the hold, and our position was about four hours from
the entrance to the Yangtze Kiang.
Torpedo t
Suddenly there was a gigantic thud and the ship lurched
and came to a stop. For a second there was silence and then
pandemonium broke loose. The Japs were screaming their
heads off.
A torpedo had struck the ship.
The Japs were trying to get the guns working and two of
the enemy appeared over the edge of our hold pointing submachine guns at us menacingly.
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Crushed together in the hold, we could hear the ominous
hiss, growing louder every second, as another torpedo made
its way towards the ship. Our fates could now be decided
one way or another by seconds. But there was no shock or
crash-the torpedo must have missed us.
'TI1en things quietened down.
The ship was stationary and we could not at first feel any
listing. Later in the afternoon the Japs took out the air chutes
and battened down the hatches. God, they are going to leave
us to drown like rats! It gradually got hotter. On into the
night; no food or water, just fitful sleep. One thing we did
not not know until later was that the Gunners amidships,
were working like nigg~rs manning the pumps. This they did
all night; they pumped until they dropped. During the night
tapping on the bulkh ad from the forward hold. "We have
got a dead man here." Hell I We've got one, too, and many
more to follow.

The ni g h t of t h e butc h e r 's Jutives
M orning of 2nd October. The ' D iehards,' true to their tradition were not going down without a fight; during the night,
with butcher's knives, they had cur round the canvas of the
hatch covers. Daylight flooded into the hold; rifle shots cracked
and panic struck. Meo were screaming, fighting to climb up
the wooden staircase to the deck. I saw one man crash from
the top of the stairs to the bottom of the hold, another had
an arm grotesquely twisted around a ha ndrail; others just sat
on their bunks placidly waiting-for what? Only those who
lived can tell. I eventually got on deck, the ship was b adly
down by the stem and was settling further into the water.
There was no sign of any Japs on board; they had all been
taken off during the night, leaving a couple of sentries, who
were soon despatched to their ancestor by the " Middies "- hence the shots.
P.0.W.s were milling around, some h ad jumped into the
water, others wer e raiding the cabins for food and anything
else they could find.
~faking

n swim for it
To port were some islands, about four or five miles away;
I was wearing a pair of shorts and had the presence of mind
to pick up my water bottle. My strength was low, but I knew
if I stayed I would not stand a chance; how long the ship
would stay afloat was difficult to guess. I d ived overboard and
struck ou t for the islands. After about half-an-hour I trod
water and looked around, it seemed as if I was glued to the
side of the ship. I struck out again and kept going until I
felt weak. Looking round, there was no sign of the ship, she
had gone. By this time I was in amongst bodies both live and
dead; one or two chaps were shouting encouragement to each
other. I thought this is it !-the islands or else. I need not
have worried, for three Jap patrol vessels appeared on the
scene. At first there were some rifle shots, then these vessels
came around us picking men our of the water. It was later
learnt that the shots came from some Jap soldiers on board, who
were ordered to stop firing by the ships' commanders. For
three days and nights we patrolled the islands, picking up survivors and potential escapees, until our vessel had 300 survivors on board.
During these three days the Jap soldiers on board did all
they could to relieve our suffering. They gave us food, milk,
what spare clothing they had and what cigarettes they could
spare.
Only half of us survived
Eventually, we were landed at Shanghai. There, a roll call
was taken. Out of the 1,800 who started the journey, barely
900 survived (Hong Kong Signal Company lost 50 out of IOI).
We were kitted out with some lousy (literally) clothing, given
some food and put on another cargo boat bound for Japan.
This time1 thank heaven, there were rats on board, both two
and four-legged ones; a few days later we arrived at Moji,
and from there we went by train to Osaka
But that is another story . ..
.. obtainable from Mr. W. T. Bevan, IO, Hilltop Crescent,
Harrogate, Yorks. (Anny No.: 2325210).
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Thinkin g of Plaaning an Adventur1> Training
Expedition to Norway?

THIS AllTl(,'J.E MAY DEl.P
SUBMITIED BY CAPTAIN SYMES, R.A.0 C., ATTACHED A.A.C.,
I I INFANTRY BRIGADE H.Q. AND SIGNAL SQUADRON
S~ many exc.e~ent articles have been submitted recently on
previous expeditions to Norway that much of what we experienced has already be~ _described. We thought, therefore,
that we would keep description to a cryptic minimum but add
a few details of the proc~ures we had to follow and some of th e
problems we had to overcome in the hope that they might be of
value to Units planning "first time efforts."

Plannin g
JANUARY-Decided to send party to Norway. Sent for maps
through normal channels. Wrote Norwegian Tourist Bureau
for brochures.
FEBRUARY-Read brochures, studied maps also read 1 (BR)
(Corps), Adventure Training Brochure' (July 1965) and
'
decided on scope of exercise as follows: Purpose: Trekking.
Party: One Officer and eleven men.
Vehicles: One X 3-ton Cargo; two X t-ton Cargo.
Outl!ne Plan:_ D rive . to Frederikshavn; ferry to Larvik;
dnve to Gjendesheun (set up Base Camp)· daily treks
fr?JD Base Camp (6 days); six-day trek tru'ough mountams; return to B.A.O.R. over same route.
Specia_l Poin ts: P~trol coupons ~ithin German y; petrol
earned for use m other countries; ration allowance in
lieu of rations.
Other Points: F irst-aid training; first-aid kit.
Submitted application fo r political and financial clearances
to D ivision as per H .Q. B.A.O .R. GRO 582 (April r965)
Annex B.
MAY~Political and financial clearances given. T eam selected to
cover wide selection of skills available within the Unit : Captain Symes, R.A.0.C. (Pilo t); W.O.II Stephenson
(R.Q.M .S.); Lance-Corporal Turaga (R. T ech.); L aoceCorporal Freeman (R. Op.); L ance-Corporal McGurk (R.
O p); Lance-Corporal Murray, I BW; L ance-Corporal Nuttall
(Int. Corps); Signalman Staines (Dvr); Signalman Learoyd
(D vr); Craftsman Graham (V. M ech.); Gunner Kemley
(Flight); Private Wakeman (A.C.C.).
Mm-MAY- Training started. 06.00-08.00 hours daily plus
Wednesday afternoons and occasional o~her afternoons.
MAY-JULY-Passports checked. Kit bough t as follows:Trekking boots, trekking trousers, Yukon rucksack (per
member); 3 X 150 ft. nylon ropes; short ropes; karabiners.
• • • and now a description of the actual e.\:ercise
given In the lor1n of a day-to-day log.
Day One. Left Minden 06.00 hours. Crossed Danish
frontier at Krusaa at 14.00 hours. Spent night in a barn 6o miles
over Danish border.
Day Two. Started early. Reached Frederikshavn 16.45
hours. Saw the town whilst waiting for ferry. Boarded ferry
22.30 hours. Crowded, slept on floor. Sea smooth and green;
Freeman not so smooth but very green.
Day Three. Arrived Larvik 07.15 hours. Drove from
Larvik to Gjendesheim. Roads difficult, bumpy and twisting.
Several bridges on recognised trunk route too low for 3-ton
Bedford-necessary to back-track four or five times. Nearly
half-way when Bedford rounded comer and hit boulder left
over from landslide. One tyre burst another tyre ripped. Only
spare used to replace burst tyre-ripped cyre completed drive
on a tliread and a prayer. Reached Gjendesheim at 17.30 hours.
Large lake with bleak surroundings. Occasional fishing huts
and a youth hostel at head of lake. Set up base camp one
mile from youth hostel. Mountains looked high but where
there were fishing lodges there should be fish.
Da,, Four. Used ·the day to get organised. Improved
Base Camp. Urgent phone call to unit for two new tyres.
Neare&t fresh food, Vogo, 50 miles away. This is a bit of a
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Lance-Corporal Nuttall abseiling

shock as petrol not calculated to cope with this. First attempts
at fishing, but no one able to cast far enough out. Learoyd
and Freeman try to reach fish on a lilo but fish are not
impressed.
Day Five. Divided party into patrols for trekking and
practised rope t echniques, safety drills and first aid; previous
training not forgotten. Cloud lifted a bit-1llountains even
higher than we thought and snow on the tops.
Day Si.\:. Three patrols on different routes. Returned late
afternoon. So far easier than our training periods in Minden.
obody distressed except Learoyd who twisted ankle. Early
afternoon tried fishing again! only catch--0ne boulder which
got away with one set of tackle. Went to youth hostel in
evening. Organised improvised dance to music of Fr~ eman's
portable record player and six portable records; ended with
camp fire sing song.
Day Seven. Three patrols on longer treks with some very
hard climbing. (This is summer?) R.Q.M.S.'s party tried to
reach glacier but too far in time allowed. Views magnificent.
Day Eight. Whole party attempted to reach glacier. Took
ropes but no packs; glacier still too far. (Someone said they
move-obviously this one is heading away from us).
Day Nine. Again attempted to reach glacier. Succeeded
but long distance and difficult going-all felt really tired for first
.time. Crossed glacier roped together in most professional style.
Dancing led that evening by R.Q.M.S. (also most professional
style}-he never seems to get tired.
Day Ten. Rest day. Prepared patrols and equipment for
six-day trek starting tomorrow.
Day Eleven. Gjendesheim to Glitterheim (7 hours).
(Times in brackets are par for the course according to tourist
guides). First party left 09.00 hours. Reached Glitterheim I4.00
hours. Freeman cut foot badly and had to be ordered back after
two hours. Second party left 12.00 hours, after arrival of new
tyres, and reached Glitterheim at 19.00 hours. We were grateful
for the previous training and made good times over rough going
(wondered how Sunday Express reporter would have fared on
this buckshee holiday. Doubtless he would have shown us how
easy it was!
Day Trvelvc. Glitterheim to Spitterstulen (5 hours).
Pouring rain, poor visibility and very cold. This became a race
to reach our goal and get warm and dry again; largely successful
except for Lance-Corporal Turaga who went through the snow
and ended up waist deep in the river. Morale restored by hot
meal of curried chicken; our funds cannot stand much of this I
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D 11 Thirtt!en. Joined local guide to visit Svellnos Breen
Glader-mo t impressive. Went deep inside glacier through
large creva es. It was 450 ft. deep and moves 70 ft. a year.
If only it moved a bit faster in the right direction it might have
aved us a walk.
Day Fourtee,.. Spitterstulen to Gjendebu (8 hours).
Long fiat trek. Started 09.00 hours arrived 16.15 hours. Turaga,
L~aroyd and Wakeman limping badly with sprained ankles.
Learoyd's main progress is on one foot; perhaps someone else
should carry the ration I
Day Fifteen. Gjendebu to Gjendesheim (9t hours). Last
and longest leg. Pouring rain and mist. Local guides advise
route is dangerous with packs. Turaga and Learoyd not fit to
walk-sent by boat with packs. Remainder ran most of the way
in order to beat the boat. Started 10.30 arrived 15-40. Glad to
o
be b:ick at Base Camp but very low on food and funds.
success with fishing either.
Day Sl."\:teen. Rest day-rested!
Dall Seventeen. Pa::ked up. Sad farewell and dance;
those six records wearing a bit thin in more ways than one.
Dau Eighteen. Returned by same route, arriving Minden
Wednesday evening.

Lessons for tlie· Future
Trarasport
Bedford 3-ton was uneconomical. Mainly used to carry its
own fuel! Land Rover t-ton with trailer would have been more
suitable as third vehicle.
Ratio as
Compo is too bulky to carry and we could not get any pack
rations. We therefore drew cash in lieu but ration allowance
on its own is insufficient. The area is expensive and with hard
daily exercise appetites are above average. We believe there is
an element of travel allowance allowed, which we have claimed;
if this is not allowed, extra money for food must be provided
from somewhere.
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Foremen of Signals, an R.Q.M.S., a Sergeants' Mes, Junior
Ra°:1<~ ' Club, a School, to say nothing of five mini buses, in
addition to over ~oo other umts of M.T., and even a pig farm.
We recently said farewell to Major and Mr . Peter Wickes,
~hose NATO travel order to Holland was exchanged for a boat
ticket to the U K. on their being promoted to command a
T. ~ AVR R::gin_ient. We extend a welcome to our new O.C.,
Ma1or Gordon Hickman, who hasn't had time or reason to unpack his highly mobile suitcase of car and trailer and who is
already seekiJ?g some old soldier's advice on the best technical
way of wearing two hats. The welcome is also extended to
Yeoman Brian Adcock from Junior Leaders' Regiment and
. ergeant '.'Paddy" O'Riordan from 16th Regiment who have
JUSt had time to say hallo and goodbye to France before mo\'ing
to Holland.

Arrh'nls nnd departures
Since our last notes we are pleased to report that Corporal
Smales and the members of 524 Troop have returned to our
midst having been the last serving Royal Signals soldiers in
Guyana. We also welcome the members of 4th/7th Dragoon
Guards Signal Troop now stationed in >the more temperate
climate of Ulster after a year's duty in the Aden Protectorate.
If you desire an overseas tour with a difference Liseneally
Barracks, Omagh, is eighty miles into the very heart of Ireland
where you really can get your feet under the •table.
During December we bade farewell to our Commander,
Brigadier C. Blair, O.B.E., M.C., and the Brigade Major, Major
J. G. F. Dixon. However, what could be a more opportune
time than Christmas at which to greet Brigadier J. M. Strawson,
O.B.E., and Major A. S. J capes, M.C. Also depi!rting after very
active tours are Sergeant Wade and Corporal Holdsworth.

The ~lount.nins o( lUourne
Brigade Troop have been " Mourne Bashing " again. More
properly called orienteering, we have been enjoying a few more
exercises " Where the Mountains of Mourne go rolling down
to the sea." After these experiences we can certainly confirm
that there is no foundation in the belief that it is often harder
going down than going up. Just to make sure that we don't have
too much of a good thing, Staff Sergeant Thompson has been
volunteering for an airportability course.
Training
Essential trauung has not been forgotten and a Class II
M.P.C. Course has just been completed. All .the students were
successful in passing the course and the accompanying picture
appears to indicate that it was enjoyed by all.

(Continued on next page)

H.Q. & 213 SIGNAL SQUADRON-M.P.C. COURSE CLASS 11
Bock Row Standing Left to Right : Driver Smith , Lance-Corporal Minter. Lance Corporal Arundel, Signalman Lee, Signalman Bell
C_entre Row Standing .Left to Right : lance-Corporal Braham , Signalman Jones,
S1.r:nalman Haynes, Signalman Gyamfi, Si1nalma.n Johnston, Signalman Levett,
Lance-Corporal Darling
Front Row Sitting Left to Right : Corporal Moore . W.0.11 Markham, Major B. O.
Haw, W.0.11 Coram, Corporal Robson

HEAD(lUAllTEllS UHYA AND • IALTA
245 SQUADRO~

Sports
Apart from winning the Troop trophy for orienteering,
Corporal Daly also led the Unit cross country team to victory
~ the ~mmand Cross-Country Championship. Congratulations to Signalman Blowers on being chosen to represent the
Corps at <hockey against Royal Military College of Science
'
Shrivenham, and the Royal Corps of Transport.
Also congratulations to Lance-Corporal Ng, one of our new
arrivals, on being chosen to represent Northern Ireland
Command in the Army Badminton finals.
227 SQUADRON, D.F.P.O. 6

House
purchase
Inade
easy
When writing for a House
Purchase Plan, please give
the following details : 1 Rank, name and address
2 Date -of birth
3 Place of house (approx)
4 Loan required
5 Date of intended purchase
6 Details of Endowment
policies held.
7 Other details which you
con ider will assist.
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Widespread publicity was recently given to the acute shortage of funds for house
purchase loans, the position being that those who did not plan well ahead for house
purchase found it difficult to obtain loans or even the promise of loans in the near future.
It is possible that this situation could be repeated - and without advance warning.
U you take our advice there is no reason why you should be placed in a position of
being unable to obtain a loan for house purchase in the future. Those who have taken
our advice in the past and require a loan today are now amongst the lucky ones who are
in the fortunate position of being able to buy the house of their choice.
We can not overstress bow vitally important it is for any one contemplating house
purchase sometime in the future, no matter whether it is one year or twenty years ahead,
to set in motion a flexible House Purchase Plan as far in advance as possible of the
intended purchase date. The Plan just cannot be started too soon. The earlier YOU
start the easier it becomes for you to obtain the house of your choice and at the lowest
possible cost to yourself. Moreover, the longer the Plan is in force the higher the loan
obtainable, (i.e. up to 100 %) and the more economic the purchase.
Let us advise you, therefore, by using our expert knowledge of every type of House
Purchase Plan available today. Most of us Principals are ex-Service, which means that
any Plan we devise for you will take full account of your Service activities, tailored to
your precise needs and circumstances and will be the best in the market for your age.
Every Plan will show (a) bow you can save hundreds or thousands of £s (depending on the
price of the house you intend to buy) by adopting the method of purchase we recommend
(b) how you will get a substantial cash sum for yourself when the loan is paid off and (c)
how it will give full financial protection to your dependants at no extra cost in the event of
the worst happening to you before the loan is discharged or before any actual Joan is
taken. This protection gives full cover against Service or War Risks.
No matter where you are stationed, no matter when or where you intend to buy,
WRITE N OW for advice and a fu lly detailed H ouse P urchase Plan to : LT.-CoL. C. B. JOHNS, RAOC (Retd), Services Advisory Bureau Manager

H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
38A Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks
Telephone : Reading 56226 and 56227
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces.
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\Ve are on the U1ove
J:?uring the early days of February, a British Aimy Signals
Uru.t. advanced from the line of the R. Aisne, to take up new
posittons on the R, Maas. The move was unopposed and there
were no casualties! "True or false?"
In 1914 this would have been utterly impossible, despite the
fact that we were Sappers-in those days anyway I In 1944 a
heck of a race and not really feasible. But in 1967 it's true.
227 Squadron, or at least the international "slots" thereof,
vacated its long-held position in the battlefields of two world
wars and moved to Holland, leaving behind many friends in an
area dominated by the thousands upon thousands of monuments to the agonies and terrible loss of life suffered by our
forefathers-" Theirs is the Glory."
In the midst of this upheaval and despite the weather our
"specialist powerman," W.O.I Phil Catton, managed to run
the Unit's first M.P.C. Course; and so, perhaps for the last
time, British soldiers wer~- firing (blanks) on this well-known
battleground. Past members will of course realise that the
,Squadron has already taken part in its last Aimistice Day
Parade at Soissons and the many ceremonies that take place
on the "Chemin des Dames."
We are a proud n nd h n ppy Uni t
We are a proud and happy Unit because, like so many of our
~rother Units in the Corps, we are unique. We are national but
mternational, we share our trials and tribulations with American
and German members of the internationally controlled Communications Unit to which we mostly belong and of which our
O.C. is the "Chief" (unable to say exactly what we do!), and
at the same time we endeavour to retain our identity as a
Squadron of the Corps. This, in effect, produces one or two
two-hat jobs for the Squadron, and our O.C. is already thinking
of doing a •• Montgomery and I " with a suitable headdress, if
he can find room for Jimmy and both "Eagles." Actually I
think we· must be a Regiment dressed up in Squadron clothing
as we can muster two R.S.M.s, four W.0.Is Yeomen and
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HALF SEAS OVER !
Corporal Milnthorpe, Lance-Corporal Pratt and Lance-Corporal
Merri ck of Line Troo p at work during the floods

Since our last notes to the Editor a lot of water has passed
under the bridge--and talking of water, those who believe North
Africa to be a holiday paradise in the sun can think again.
Floods make line work in Benghazi more like a job for frogmen
as our sub-aqua expen Lance-Corporal Pratt can easily
substantiate.

Special praise f&r the Ind ies
I am sure that the Squadron will agree that this edition of
our notes deserve a special mention for our Wives' Club. The
good ladies having worked v~ry hard over the past few months
produced a wonderful selection of items for their sales of work.
Mr . Martin, the Aiea Commander's wife, opened the sale to a
large gathering of other wives' club members, and invited
guests.

::u .P .C. Clo ss II n nd I D Course
Congratulations to Signalman Brecken and to Lance-Corporal
Bugeta, 234 Squadron, Malta, on obtaining an 'A' grading oo
their Class II results. This course, run by the Squadron, is
one of several reciprocal courses run between the three Signal
Squadrons in rhe Malta and Libya Command. Amongst this
course was a representative from Area Headquarters, LanceCorporal Watts, who was selected to take the Pass-off Parade
taken by the Area Commander Colonel, A. J. S. Martin, o.B.E.
121

and Hutchings, Lance-Corporal Button, Signalmen Bottomley
.
'
Buchanan and Streeter.
We welcome: W.0.1 (F. of S.) Kimber W O II (R Q M s )
Peat, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Ferguson, Corpor~ Hagge;, Lan~
Corporals Chalmers, Hood and Port, and Signalman Pickles.
Ou~ congratu~ations to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Smith on
the birth of their daughter, Sharon Mari~, on Boxing Day, and
to Corporal and Mrs. Lumley, on the birth of their daughter
on 24th January.
'

2'52 SQUADllON (CYI•JlUS). D.F.P.O. 53

G.O.C.'s FAREWELL VISIT TO 245 SIGNAL SQUADRON (CYRENAICA)
left to Right: Suff-Sergeant Harrison, Staff-Sergeant W ade, Sergeant Crossley,
Sergeant Bishop, Major G . N. Jenkins (O.C.), Major-Gener>I J. D. Frost , C.B.,
D.S.O .. M.C., Colonel A. J. S. Martin, 0.8.E., A.D.C. to G.0.C., and W.0.11
Stear

S.S.M. GILLS HARMONICA BAND
{Left to Right) : Corporal Barnett, Corporal Brown, S.S.M. Gill,
Signalman Kirkham, Corporal Harper, Signalman_.McMillan

The shape of things to eome
Our annual Administrative Inspection, a weatth of exercises
-averaging about five a month for Radio Troop, adventure
training-including a Cambridge University Expedition to
Tebesti, and a combined exercise with the American 6th Fleer
sometime in July, lie ahead of us.
The year was rounded off by the farewell visit to this
Squadron of Major-General J. D. Frost, C.B., D.s.o., M.C.,
G.O.C. Malr.a and Libya.
252 SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. I
T h e gay life
We must crave the readers' indulgence if some of the events
below appear to be history-but we are only called upon to
submit WIRE notes once a quarter. It has been a very full
quarter, and if all items below seem to reflect a gay abandoned
life- it's not true.
People will keep sending signals and using t~lephones and
this, of course, do=s interfere with our gay social round. However, as the social calender for December was rather full
people had to start early to squeeze all the events in. On 2nd
December, the Squadron Wives' Oub proved they do not
just " knit and natter " at their monthly meetings, by holding
a first class dance . The combination of candlelight, soft music
a hot curry, and strong drinks is one to be recommended fo;
a successful evening.
The 9th December was the occasion for one of the best
attende? all ranks' dances ever. Once again the ballroom of
the Chma Fleet Oub was packed to capacity. The highlights
of t~e evening were the debut of W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Gill's Harmoruca Band, and what is fast becoming a tradition for C.R.
Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel N. G. Gallyer leading a spirited
" Conga " to round off the evening.
23rd December was a day to remember: Officers to the
Sergeants' Mess at lunchtime, children's party in the afternoon, living-in members' Christmas dirmer in the evening
f~llowed by a Headquarters, Land Forces, all ranks' dance at
rught.
The children's Christmas party, organised by our new
R.q.M.S.1 "f10.11 A. W . Peat, went with a real swing. Sergeant1'1aior Gill~ ~and cove!ed themselves with glory, and cream
pies, entenammg the children. The question was who enjoyed
it most, the kids or the band? Note to the cd,k Sergeantbecause of possible danger to the band (and spectators) the
cream was removed from the outer pastry casings. It was
thought that the pastry, if thrown, would have the impact of a
25-pounder shell. There is no truth in the rumour that one
of the casings is still being used to prop open the door of the
Junior Ranks' Club. After a film show and tea Santa Claus
performed, though slightly out of breath-after ~ing squeezed
through a fireplace put together by " M " Troop--and per122

WIVES CLUB DANCE
(Left to Right) : Mrs. Borman, Corporal Borman, Lance-Corporal
Ki lmartin, Mrs. Kilmartin, Corporal Payne, Mrs. Payne

spiring heavily behind his cotton wood beard. Note to the
P.R.1.- Santa Claus has still not received the money for the
liniment used on bruises sustained in the line of duty. It is
amazing how much energy these youngsters can generate.

SportiJag suecesses
For the first time ever, we managed to win the combined
Major/Minor Units Hong Kong and Kowloon Garrison
League Basketball Shield, in the process, beating our old
adversaries, the Hong Kong Military Service Corps. We are
eagerly looking forward now to March, when the top four
Garrison tea_ms play off against the top four from 48 (Gurkha)
Infantry Brigade for the Colony championship.
The football team hit one of its rare days "on" and beat
our old rivals, 253 Squadron, convincingly by five goals to nil.
Unfortunately, in the return game, 253 had an "on" day
and ran out winners by five goals to two.
The ~guadron provided .a team in the Garrison Orienteering
Competition We came sixth out of the twenty teams which
took part, being third in the Minor Units section. Those of
you who, have not encountered Orienteering have a treat in
store, suffice to say that our team of seven men spent six hours
running up hill and down dale t0 win fourteen bottles of
beer, which they demolished in five seconds fiat.
It may
be of interest to note that of the seven, apart from O.C.
Radio Troop and one H .K.O.R. radio operator, the other five
were all technicians. Nobody is safe I
Coming and going
There has been quite a large turnover of personnel d uring
the last quarter. We have said farewell ·to: Corporals Atkinson
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Coaxing the octopus from his hide
At the time of writing Cyprus is literally suffering the effects
of an unusually cold, cold spell. Local farmers are being
compensated by the Government for frost damage and 7 RHA
~ara) out here from Aldershot, are complaining of the cold. It
1s ~easonable to assume that the shepherds envy their flocks
their ~oolly coats as _they, the shepherds, huddle under a
mountam of extra clothmg.
. It is even t~ cold for fishing, although the hardier types can
sull be seen ~u1tably gar~ed standing heron-like at the water's
edge. On this r,~eme quite a lot of fun can be had coaxing
octopus from their rocky hides at this time of year. If you are
fortunate enough to catch ?ne on the rocks where he/she (how
can one tell?) may be feasting on some luckless crab, quite a tug
of war can be en1oyed befc_ire y~u let them win. Not everyone's
type of spon, but then neither is football, but don't say this to
F. of S. Pankhurst who writes: Footbnll--nuother flr111t!
To the delight of all members of the Squadron we have at
l~st broken our hoodoo in the C.S.O.'s Cup by, for die first time
smce the Squadron's formation, winning a match in this
competition-thus adding to the ' initial' successes of last season.
The first round of this year's cup saw a victory by 5-2 against
261 Squadron, only achieved after extra time, in a most exciting
and kee~y fought game. Now we look forward to the semifinal agamst 3 Squadron 9th Regiment with high hopes.
League- wise, results have not been as good as last season
mainly due to some indifferent performances early in the season.
We can plead though, that we were rarely able to field a full
strength team during those days. We lie fourth in the league
at present, but with only a slim chance of ultimate success.
. However, in addition to the C.S.O.'s Cup we are still involved
m two other cup competitions, having reached the quarter-finals
of the Army_ Cup and the semi-finals of the League Cup. Again
hopes are high of further success. It is difficult to single out
any individuals for praise and so our team shall be namelesswe do promise a team photograph though if we achieve further
success.
Incidentally, we will have a vacancy in our defence soona new centre-half is required. We can't offer transfer or signingon fees, of course, but any volunteers may apply to Recordswe can offer a lot of sport in Cyprus.
And from the Foreman back to the Squadron-I wonder if
his appeal for a centre-half will be heard?
Coming and going
During the month of January we suffered?-enjoyed?endured ?-what is the ' write ' adjective when you go through
a change of command? What 'ere it may be we said our ' farewells ' to Major and Mrs. Mercer who leave us to obtain at
first-hand a ticket to 'ferry 'cross the Mersey' from their
Liverpool unit. A<t the same time we welcomed Major and
~rs . Beadon who will, we hope, enjoy their two-year stay here
m Cyprus. From ~ C.D.S.O. notes consist of just 'Reinforcements urgently required.'
Perhaps a little enlargement is warranted. With three weddings in the immediate past and offing it is not surprising that
shiit juggling is now a requisite art for any aspiring C.D.S.0.
Wedding bells have rung for Corporal John Collison and Private
Sandra Millington; will ring soon for Private Mavis Spencer
and Lance-Corporal Wally Whiteman, all of the Squadron,
while our Private Sue Headland deserts the Corps to marry
Private Kidd of the R.A.0.C. As Captain (Temp Dad) Loudoun
said at the wedding of Corporal and Mrs. Collison, " No one
can say that we in 262 are inexperienced in the ceremony of
marriage."
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LANC.E-CORPOllAL J. E. MUllRA Y
It is with deep regret that we announce the death of LanccCorporal John Edward Murray, at Troodos, on Sunday 29th
January.
'
_Lance-Corporal Murray, an ex-apprentice who, many readers
will remember, was a member of 262 Squadron (Cypru )
Mount Olympus Detachment. He had served with this
d~tachment smce September 1965.
On the night of his
death he was returning on foot, having missed the bus to hb
detachment a!~er having visited friends in nearby 'Platres.
Weather conditions, which at the start of his walk were already
bad, worsened considerably with heavy snow and high winds
and John collapsed with fatigue. He had died from exposure
when assistance reached him.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to his parents, M r. and
Mrs. J. A. ~urray, of Thorpe Bay, Essex, who flew to Cyprus
to attend his funeral.

621 TllOOP, ll.M•• FEARLES
At sen
Tonight we are at sea for the first time for
a whole week. Our last trip was to Penang
where we did an exercise with the Greenjackets and rode around in trisbaws. This
time we have embarked the H.Q. of 3 Commando Brigade, R.M., and elements of their
gunner regiment and 40 and 42 Commando,
not to mention their own Royal Signals
elements such as Radio Technicians and
Cypher Operators. We are in company with H.M.S. Bulwark,
the commando ship, and the L.S.L. Sir Lancelot.
We are on the way to somewhere or other and we expect
we are doing another exercise. We shall tell you where when
we have been!
Teclmicians of the Corps have been seeing a lot of us of late.
Sergeant Hartland and Corporal Howes of 237 Squadron have
been helping us with an installation or two and we had LanceCorporal Cope of 3 Guards Brigade working all day last Sunday.
What with this and the great speed of Signalman Brown's
vehicle (both of 249), who together just got the O.C. to the
jetty in ~e to see the ship leaving her moorings this afternoon
(it was all right really: almost planned), we have, as ever, a
great deal to thank our fellow units in the Corps for this month.
This jaundice thing is becoming a habit. On the first day
Signalman Haytree was out of bed the Surgeon Lieutenant
said: "You know I have had to put Signalman Standley on
light duties" (Skiver's arm); well now I am sending Corporal
Hill to hospital with jaundice." I ask you I And this three
days before the exercise. However, the buzz is that someone
might get promoted, so every cloud . . .
Lieutenant Weir and his stalwarts, Yeoman Hitchcock and
Sergeant Burt (all of 18th Regiment), consider themselves much
in favour as they have lent us Corporal Ficke to replace Corporal
Shaw who is not much with us at the moment. Thus we have
Signalman Haytree swanning in some heavenly convalescent
establishment, Signalman Leitch (who is Signalman Leitch's
brother) on his way but not arrived and a quite excellent
Corporal in lLu (that does not imply he is seasick), not to
mention the chipped elbow. Four down and twelve to play.
We are hoping that we shall all be alive to go upgrading,
P.E. test:Og and so on, together in the summer when the ship
has a short refit. Word has it that the Yeoman is leaving us to
run the SDS office-<>r was it the coke machine-at 18th Regiment but we are confident O.I.C. Records has not approved
that one. We think he really might be going to Fesjon. What's
that? Tell you next month.
(WIRE typists' s lament: Suffering snakes! Please do find that
typewriter by next month!)
Serious note: We extend our sincere ympathy to Corporal
Shaw and Signalman Morrison in Jleir recent bereavement.

BIRTH
LowE.-To Sheila (nee Sherson), wife of Lieutenant-Colonel
G F. Lowe, Royal Signals, in Paris, on Christmas Day, a
daught r.
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trade training weekend
'' Hello 46 thi is Zero, Radio Check, over " was the start
of the 1967 ~ut-of-barracks tra.de training, ~ weekend with the
aim of instructing all operators rn the new v01ce procedure, ready
for 1st April, and ~tness training for the Para assault phase
of an airborne exercise.

Faults ore placed in the equi1m1ent
At 19.00 hours on Friday, 20th January, the soldiers
assembled at Duke of York's Headquarters. Crew Commanders
were briefed by Lleutenant Oliver, on radio and vehicles, and
Lieutenant Beattie, on maps and routes. In Lecture Room 26,
Corporal Seery (from 216 Signal Squadron, Para Brigade) had
set out the radio kit and equipment for Crew Commanders to
check and take on charge. For the first test, the Foreman of
Signals, W.0.II Fowler had removed an item of equipment
from each crew and placed two faults in the Cn/R 21os, without warning Crew Commanders.
At 20 30 hours, the 4 Para, 10 Para, 15 Para, rear link detachments, moved out of barracks, and the remainder followed
at 20.45 to commence a controlled move to Crowborough
W.E.T.C., using communicatio~ on the move. ~t "W~sp
Jam" the nickname foi Edenbndge, there was an mstrucnon
from " Zero " to stop for liquid refreshment.
The F. of S. was able to teach the second lesson at this
point by removing one work ticket and key from a Land
Rover left parked during the half-hour stop.
The radio detachments arrived at Crowborough W.E.T.C.
at 23.45 hours, where Corporal B....oe<:h indicated the billets to be
used.
" Brush up your griddle ''
On Saturday, Corporal Trevitt gave a lecture on the new
voice procedure, illustrated with examples from a tape recorder;
this proved amusing and effective. Captain Shoolbred then
gave a " Brush up your Griddle " lecture, followed by Corporal
Munton, who outlined the crews and detachments for ~e
Saturday communications exercise. He then gave an outline
of the enemy forces, based on the SGF Orbat pamphlet, applicable against the 3 Para Battalions (4, 10 and 15).
At 1040 hours Zero gave «Tune Anterrnas "-an~ the next
radio exercise had begun. The griddle and map-read10g proved
successful, the communications got off to a good start, b~t
were disappointing, even though there were a lot of pylons m
one area. At 16.oo hours, all detachments, including Zero, had
moved to the car park at Tunbridge Wells, and from there all
ranks moved to the local indoor baths. With a temperature of
78°F., the swimming baths proved to be a popu!ar way of
getting some exercise and a break from communications. Back
to Crowborough by 17.35 hours for P.O.L., then into a billet,
where Corporal Trevitt gave a de-brief on the communications
exercise, with the use of the tape ~ec_order, whi~ had recor~ed
the major part of the day's transmissions. The tnne now bemg
18.15 hours, the meal was ready. A charge of 6/3 per person
covered Saturday breakfast and supper and Sunday breakfast.
After the meal all loose kit was removed from the vehicles
and after de-gunging, Exercise "Passion Wagon" and "Pint
Pot" were carried out at Tunbridge Wells.
Ac-Id%
Sunday: Reveille at 06.30 hours, breakfast, then crews and
detachments were formed for a 62 set manpack exercise, which
covered six miles wd the communications went well. This
time no dramas. 'Last time, a soldi:r carrying a battery slipped
and the acid went down his trousers. Even after pouring the
contents of several water bottles down also, he had only the
elastic top of his undeepants left-and was that soldier red
in the face as well!
On return from the manpack exercise, which it is hoped
will be the last using this ancient set, the kit was put back
on the vehicles and a briefing was given for the final radio
exercise back to Chelsea.
The rendezvous for detachments after leaving Crowborough
was Biggin Hill. There a model plane display was in pro-
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gress. The Cu proved disastrous; one plane plunged ~traight
into the deck and another two were last seen headmg for
Boulogne!
.'\ mixture of hard work mtd llgltt relief
All kit was checked into the stores by detachments back
at barracks, and the final instructional point was put acrossthat of reporting duff and missing kit.
The training week-end proved very popular and was consequently well attended. The planning and preparation had
been carefully worked out the weekend before, and th e programme included a mixture of hard work and light relief. The
points of soldiering, checking kit, testing equipment, removing
work tickets and keys from vehicles must make the regular
wince, but the part-time soldier is not slow .to pick up .the
correct drills, and an out-of-barracks weekend 1s the best tune
to teach them.

®bituarp
BlllGADIER A. c. SYKES, C.B.E~ D.s.o.,
F.R.G.S., F.I.E.E.
Arthur Clifton Sykes, who died on 26th January, was one
of the most valuable founders of the Corps. Born in 1891,
and educated at Wellington College, he entered the Royal
Engineers from the ' Shop' in 1910. In the spring of 1914,
he joined the 41st Wireless Signal Squadron, Sappers and
Miners, Indian Army, which was then three years old. On
mobilisation, half the Squadron went t_<> Fra_nce _ro. sc;rve the
Indian Cavalry Corpsbthe other half, 10cluding Bill Sykes,
accompanied I.E.F. " " to Mesopotamia, where he remained
until after the Armistice. The unit provided wireless at all
levels from Brigade backwards, and on ships operating in ~e
Tigris and Euphrates. As General Nalder has recorded m
" The Royal Corps of Signals," wireless was succe~sful fro_m
the very beginning in Mespot, and was the only medium available to bridge the considerable distances between the component parts of the force and its base .. Th~ staff cal!le to
regard it with the utmost confidence, and m this respect It was
almost unique.
Having helped to launch wireless in a major war, Sykes
continued to serve in the same Squadron until 1917, when be
became Assistant Director of Army Signals (Wireless) at G.H.Q.,
Baghdad. He was awarded the D.S.O. and 0 .B.E. By this
time there were beginning to be frequency problems and
security raised its ugly head. The Tu~ks used one of o~r ~ts,
captured with a grounded gunboat, to 1am _our comi;n~canons
until the transmitter packed up, when they mdulged m mterception for intelligence purposes.
On his transfer to the Corps, Bill served in the Aldershot
Command Signal Company, at that time perhaps our most
technical unit, until 1925, when he became assistant to the
C.S.O., Aldershot Command.
He was then DAAG, AG-],
the equivalent in those days to AGn.
In 1931 he was back on wireless with the ~moured. Fight~
ing Vehicle Signals at Tidworth. He ~as d~h.g~ted m. 1935
when he was given command of 3rd Indian Div1S1onal Signals.
C.S.O., Southern Command, when the war broke out in 1939,
he went to France as C.S.O. 11 Corps. At Dunkirk he was in
charge of the La Panne beach, being awarded the C.B.E. In
1942 he went to Washington as D.D. Signals, British. Army
Staff and this was his last appointment. He was appomted a
Commander of the Legion of Merit.
On his retirement, to Wiltshire, he studied painters, and was
himself an artist. Bill was an invigorating commander, with a
good sense of humour and great professional ability. His kindly,
but firm, nature endeared him to his soldiers- British and
Indian.
He was a Life Member of the Association, to which he gave
his full support, and in his will he left a very generous donation of £100 to it.
In 1919 he married Miss Loma Stanier of Isleworth. They
had two sons, one of whom, Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Sykes,
is at present commanding the 24th Signal Regiment. The deep
sympathy of the Corps is extended to Mrs. Sykes and her
family.
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Pointer of Famous Corps Picture Dies
. The death <?f Franc; P. Mart.in, soldier ~ war, telegraphi~t
m peace and gifted artist at all times, has deprived the Corps of
an influential character who never in fact wore our badge. When
~e painted his. famous p~cture " !hr<?ugh ." he was a Sergeant
rn the ~:E. Signal Serv1c~, servmg .m his second major war.
Th~ spmt of t~e R.E. Signal Service, the splendid work of
which c_aused Kmg George V to grant the title " Royal " to our
Corps1 1s ~or ever C0!11ffiemorated for u.s, and our successors, in
Francs
picture. This act of self-sacnfice by a lineman who
could neither see, nor be seen by those for whom he was working, m:ide a stro?g i~press~on on churchmen throughout the
world, and the wide ctrculauon of the early reproductions of it
created. a kindly climate in which the new Corps could form.
It provided a ready-made and beautiful tradition on which to
build.
Franc's S?bse.quen~ success as an artist, and he was recognised
as a l~ader m his native Scotland, was due n_ot only to his ability
to pa10t, b?t largely also to the underlyrng thoughts which
prompted hun to try to convey them on canvas. Every picture
had an inward significance which gradually dawned on the
viewer.
The sympthy of the many members of the Corps who loved
his work, and those who had the pleasure of ·his friendship goes
to Mrs. Scott, his daughter, with whom he lived for th~ last
years of his life. At his funeral on 22nd December, 1966, the
Corps was represented by Lieutenant-Colonel J. B. Johnston
C.R. Signals 52nd (Lowland) Division.
'

Division of the Inter-Services Research Bureau which h ndled
the resea~ch, development and production of special radio equipment. Bill was devoted to the Corps and was a familiar and
regular attender at the Corps Dinner and the Officers' Buffet
Supper. He was of a very friendly and warm-hearted nature
~d ~ill be sadly missed by many. Our deep sympathy goes to
his wife and to his son, Major Tony Dennis, who is currently
on the staff of the Royal Military College of Science.
f,JEIJTENANT~C:OI.ONEL

A. D. D. Ll,EWEllYN

Many will be saddened to hear of the death of LieutenaatColonel Howard Llewellyn on 28th January at the early age
of 63.
Howard Llewellyn joined the Corps in 1940, received an
emergency commission in 1941 and was commissioned as a
regular officer in 1946. During the war he spent most of his
time with a Light Scout Car unit and in 1949 completed one
of the earlier Long Telecommunications courses. After a period
at the War Office (Signals 3) he did a tour of as O.C. Malaya
Signals Squadron. However, he will probably be remembered
as the C.O. of the 18th Army Group Signal Regiment (19571959) and for his work as a G.S.0.1. on the B.J.C.E.B. He
retired in January 1964.
Howard was a personality. He had a quick and agile brain
and a sound grip of the technical side of his job. He established
good relations with the local population in Essen when with the
18th Army Group Regiment and was involved in the hand-over
of the Berlin Cable Bear and the acceptance of a replica.

J. DEWSNAP
MAJOR P. W.

PDELLP~

M.B.E., D.C.M.

THE WIRE sadly records the death of Major P. W. Phellp,
on IS! January, at his residence, St. Ann's Hotel
Bll'Xton, Derbyshire, where his widow, Mrs. Phellp, still resides'.
He was a character well-known in his day throughout the
Corps, which he joined in 1919. He made his mark in many
fields and particularly at sport, as a cricketer and hockey player.
1939 found him as Orderly Room Sergeant with the 3rd
Divisional Signals, Bulford. On the outbreak of war he was
promoted W.0.11, with command of the Reece Regiment Signal
He served with the B.E.F. in France and was
Section.
awarded the D.C.M. when, with the 9th Infantry Brigade
(commanded by Brigadier Horrocks later to become General
Horrocks) he was involved with communications covering the
3rd Division's withdrawal to Dunkirk. He was commisisoned
in 1941 and was Adjutant, and later Admin Officer, with 3rd
Divisional Signals. Later he saw service in the Middle East
and Italy.
Since 1950 he had been "mine host" at Old Hall and St.
Ann's Hotels, Buxton. He was a founder member of the 3rd
Divisional Signals Reunion Club, and whenever he possibly
could, he attended the club's annual dinner, where he was a
popular and respected member.
M.B.E., D.C.M.,

llEUTENANT-COLONEL W. E.

D~"JS

As TuE WIRE was going to press, the sad news of the death
of Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Dennis came to our notice.
Bill Dennis has had close connections with the Corps over a
long period although, being a non-regular officer and involved
with " special communications,'' this fact was not realised by
all.
He saw service in World War I and in 1915 transferred to
the R.E. Signal Service. In 1917 he found himself in wireless
observation groups and finally commanded a wireless section
in the loth Corps Signals. For these services he was Mentioned
in Despatches.
At the end of World War I he resumed his profession as an
electrical engineer, but kept his Corps connections through the
T.A. Later he was in India, where he was commissioned as a
Lieutenant-Colonel into AIRO (Signals). In 1942 he commenced his connection with " special forces " and soldiered in
India, Burma and China.
January 1944 saw him as C.S.0. Special Forces and later as
C.S.0. Force 399. After several first-grade staff appointments
he finished with responsibility for the Radio Communications
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1967

Many ex-Corps members will hear with sorrow of the death
on 27th January, 1967, of Joe Dewsnap. He was a pre-war
member of the North Midlands T.A, embodied at the outbreak
of war and served until October 1945. On his return he and
others of Glossop and District who had served together decided to form a branch, which they ~ated to the Association. Joe was their first Honorary Secretary, a post he held
until forced to resign through ill health in 1963. He was
always genial, efficient and popular, and it is largely due to
the ground work he put in at the start that the branch still
flourishes. From 1963, until his deaJh this year, Joe was in
and out of hospitals and suffered much pain, but in spite of
this he was always prepared to help the branch in any way he
could. He is survived by his wife and one son, to whom the
sympathy of all who knew him will go.

CORPS SPOllTS RESULTS
Football
Corps 1, R.E.M.E. 4.
Corps 2, Hull University 1.
Squash
Corps o, Household Brigade 5.

ALDERSDOT BllANCH
The Aldershot Branch will hold its annual dinner on 13th
May at the Masonic Hall, Farnborough, Hants. Tickets from
A. V. lent, Esq., l II, Gloucester Road, Aldershot, telephone
Aldershot 23658.

Do Yoursell a Favour!
U you are serving and have a standing order for
"The Wire, please keep us informed well • advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.
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CHESTER ln&Al\Tll A..~NUAL DINNER
Seaetar}•:

R. lil GE, ESQ., 63, Green Lane, Vicars Cross, Chester.

The 21st annual dinner of the Chester Branch Royal Signals
Association was held at the Oaklands Hotel on Friday, 27th
January. Over 130 sat down to a superb dinner. Among the
guests were Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., General Secretary
Royal Signals Association, and Colonel K. E. Recs, M.B.E.,
Chief Signal Officer at HQ., Western Command. After the
Loyal Toast, the Royal Signals ~sso::iation was proposed ~Y
Captain R. D . Hardy, a Vice-Pres1~e~~ of the Branch, and. m
his speech gave a resume of the acuvmes of the branch durmg
1966 and hoped that they would continue to prosper: Among
other things the proposer had to say was an exhortauon to ~e
visitors to insist that their sponsors brought them to all SOC1al
functions and trips. In welcoming the General Secretary, who
had come from London for the dinner, Captain Hardy mentioned that this was the third year running that Brigadier
Hobson had come to the dinner, and asked if this was a record.
Sueees of the Day's Pay Scheme
Brigadier Hobson, in his reply, said that as far as be could
remember, Chester Branch was the only branch that he had
visited three years running, which was proof that he always enjoyed himself. Brigadier Hobson told his audience that the
voluntary contribution of a day's pay per year by all ranks for
benevolence had been a marked success, as far as the Royal

Signals was concerned. Over 70 per cent contributed, and this
bad been the subject of a special congratulation from the
Adjutant General.
The Chairman, Captain L. R. Jackson, then rose to propose the toast to the guests, and in a lively and entertaining
speech, said how nice it was to see so many friends.
Colonel Rees, in his reply, thanked t·he Chairman for his
remarks and in another eloquent speech, told us that the
Territorlal Army had not died in the reorganisation, but had
been re-born and showed every indication of being once again
an important' adjunct to the Service.
The decks were then cleared and everyone got down to the
frolic, to the strains of the resident dance band. Captain K . R.
West, T.D., who had arranged the dinner, carried out the duties
of M.C., and at approximately I a.m, everyone departed,
thoroughly satisfied with the evening. Well done, Keith!
As an afterthought, it must be noted that not for the first
time an old member, Syd Pointon, travelled all the way from
Bristol for the dinner.
HUDDERSFIELD BllANCH
Secretary: M. T. MELLOR, Lea House, Shepley, Huddersfield, Yorka.

The Branch bas been having quite a busy period. On 19th
January we held our annual meeting at which fourteen memben
were present, includ~g Bill Howells, Colin Downey, Giles
Harrison, Harold Ellis and Bill Sharman.
In November we enjoyed the hospitality of the Leeds Branch
who made us very welcome at Gibraltar Barracks and we spent
a very pleasant time meeting old friends. Then, in December,
we held our annual dinner at which twenty-four members with
their wives and friends were present. This function was a great
success and all of us had an excellent evenirig. Now we look
forward to seeing friends at the Catterick Reunion and so for
the time being it's " Salaams from Huddersfield."

11/\RTl,EPOOl,S & DISTRICT BRANCH
SccretarY: MR. S IRVIN, 32, Hiah Street, Greatham, West Hartlepools.

The annual general meeting of the Branch was held on
Friday, 13th January, in West Hartlcpools.
The meeting was well attended and there was a considerable
amount of business including the Secretary's report on the
minutes of the 46th annual general meeting of the Association.
The business of electing the officers {pr 1967 rcst1lted in the
following being elected to serve during the current year:
President: Mr. W. Nicholson, "Palace Hotel"
Vice-Presidents: Mr. W. Mossman, 77, Lansdowne Road;
Mr. W. McPherson, 88, Stockton Road.
Chairman: Mr. E. T. Waite, M.B.E., Chez Nous, Stockton Rd.
Secretary: Mr. S. Irvin (address shown).
Treasurer: Mr. V. Ward, 136, Stockton Road.
P R.O.: Mr. B. Howell, 81, Layburn Place, Peterlee.
P.R.0.'s note: My appointment being justified in so far that
it enables the Secretary to leave the free press publicity and
WIRE notes officially to someone else I This additional activity
whi::h the Hartlepool Branch consider well worth the time and
trouble to shoulder is proving itself by the steady increase in
active members-letters from WIRE readers and such like.
A ladies' night was arranged for Friday, 27th January, and
a dance for the 14th April.
Mr. Bob Paxton was thanked in his absence for his work for
so long as treasurer of the Branch, a position he had to foresake
on moving .to Scotland.
The Chairman wound up the meeting commenting that
1966 had been financially, membership-wise and socially, a
very successful one. The spirit of comradeship and a helping
hand was reflected in that success. The Branch hoped to
increase the attendance at the Old Comrades' Reunion at
Catterick at which the Branch was always well represented by
both members and their friends.

A tip to Branch SPf'retaries

TUE VAl,lJE OF PUBLICITY
BY B. HOWELL,

Hartlepool and District Branch

One of the best, if not the best, means of increasing
active membership of Association Branches, is for
members to "spread the gospel" of their Association
activities.
At least two methods are open to any Branch, and
both are free except for the cost of stamps, and a little
time to write out brief reports to send to THE WIRE and
to the local Press.
Invariably the editors of both will dot the " eyes " and
cross the "tees" before publishing, so that it does not
require any exceptional talent to draft a few lines. An
article written to the local paper in the Hartlepool area
not only did the necessary but went one better and made
the main theme of a very ordinary report on our annual
meeting an open invitation to serving members past and
present to contact our Branch Secretary.
Within two days of publication several enquiries were
received.
This useful activity could well be taken up by some
member of the Branch other than the Secretary without
interfering in any way with his official capacity. That
is why the Hartlepool Branch boasts a P.R.0. amongst
its appointments list for 1967.
P.S. Please note w.e.f 1st April, the twin towns of
West Hartlepools and Hartlepool come under one name:
Hartlepools.

(P.R.0.'s note: Yes I it's all 'go' at Hartlepools.)

BY APPOUM'KBHT TO

•

BATrBRS

DO THE CLOTHES
MAKE THE MAN ?

Tradition in the modern m a nner
H.J. are well known to all regiments as
makers of fine Service caps, but not everyone may know that we also offer a range of
quality soft felt hats. In fact, we are very
proud of our "softs", and for many years
they have been the choice of discerning
gentlemen who like to feel as correctly-yet
comfortably-dressed off parade as on. We
supply hats to suit every occasion and
taste. Why not call and see the full range?
Or write for an illustrated brochure.

Gieves say they certainly can. And everything that bears
their label, whether it's hand-tailored, ready-to-wear, plain
clothes or uniform, bears them out. This sports jacket for
instance: cut from top quality tweed, priced from £12.10.0and looking elegantly tough.

Gieves
LIMITED

Appointed Tailors and Outfitters to the Royal Signals
I High Street, Cam berley. Tel. 3659
27 Old Bond Street, W.I. Tel: HY De Park 2276/9
PORTSMOUTH EDINBURGH PLYMOUTH CHATHAM WEYMOUTH CHESTER
BATH SOUTHAMPTON HARROW DARTMOUTH CRANWELL WINCHESTER
BROCKENHURST CAMBRIDGE (A.G. Almond) WNDONDERRY GIBRALTAR
MALTA

+

Civil and Military Hatters
40a LONDON RD., CAMBERLEY (Wednesday afternoons only)

38 NEW BOND ST., LONDON , W.I. TEL : MAYfair 71n
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Do you qu!llify for
tax concessions
on the Rover2000?

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
TAXFREE PRIVILEGES

BUY AFORD OF BRITAIN CAR!·
You do if you are serving overseas
or going overseas in the next six months,
for that automatically qualifies you
for purchase tax concessions on this
renowned car.
Buy it overseas, or buy it in the UK
(where you can use it for six months
if you wish) and ship it later.
Rover will take care of that for you .
And look what you get: rigid cage
safety construction; scientifically
designed form-contoured seats; real
leather where it matters most;
Rover's unique development of allround suspension that swallows
bumps and curves; spirited overhead

camshaft engine . . . plus many other
thoughtful Rover features.
And they're all wrapped up in one.
of the most stylish bodies in the wodd.
You can choose from the TC
(Twin-carburettor) version or the
Single Carburettor (Manual or
Automatic) version.
There is a Rover Distributor where
you are serving who will be pleased to
assist and advise you in this special
kind of purchase which is your privilege:
Or write to: The Rover Co, Ltd,
Solihull, Warwickshire.
.,,.4...
. ;,.

ROVER 2C>C>C> I c;

~~'

'~
~·-:'.;..
-:;~~·-· ~
....

Makers of fine cars, gas turbines and the world-famous Land-Rover ·~!~~ ::.<.::;::;:~';:;::-
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You can't beata Ford of Britain car. They' re famous all
over the world for their versatility and reliability. They
take everything in their stride, give you mile after mile
of comfortable, economical driving. Autobahn, dirt
track, city street, country lane - a Ford of Britain car is
always at home. And you get delivery priority of any
car in the superb Ford range if you're posted abroad.
NO BRITISH TAX TO PAY! You can enjoyyourFord
in Britain for up to six months before you leave, or you
may qualify for up to twelve months'tax-free privilege
between overseas postings. Alternatively Ford will

sh ip your car direct to you. Hire purchase facilities
are readi ly available.
TAKE YOUR PICK FROM THE FABULOUS FORD
RANGE. The complete range of exciting saloons,

estate cars and GT cars is yours to choose from.
Automatic transmission is available as an optional
extra on all models from Cortina up, and of course you
get the added bonus of world-famous Ford service
and replacement parts wherever you go.
For full details of any model(s) contact your local
Ford dealer, or fill in this coupon:
Fto8

Please send me without obligation, full details of the Ford of Britain model I have ticked below and of your personal export scheme.

NAME .............................................................. ............................. .........................................................................................................................................
FULL ADDRESS .. ..... .... ........................................................................................................................................................ ~· ······ ·· ·· · ··········· · ·· · · ··· ··· ·········
I AM BEING POSTED TO ............................................................................... ............................. ............................. ......................... ........................... .

0 ANGLIA

0 CORTINA

0 CORSAIR V4

0 ZEPHYR

0 ZEPHYR V6

0 ZODIAC

Cut out this coupon and post it to Dept. 12, FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD., LONDON SALES, 88 REGENT ST., LONDON Wl ·Telephone: REGent 7272 . , . , .
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simply double the range
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The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor :
BRIGADIE R P. M . P. DOBSON,
D.S.0.
The new MEL L556 /ooks the same-and
uset the nme station units and harnessas the C11 equipment it replaces. Yet.
operating on s.s.b., it offers twice the range.
eliminating the gap between ground wave
and 1st skip I Other features include
frequency coverage of 2- 1 6 Mc/sin 1 kc/s
steps. high setting accuracy and
electrically-locked final frequency, 120W
p.e.p. output. c.w. telegraphy, c.f.s. with
RTA type L607 and d.s.b. telephony
facilities available, comp lete
tranaistorization up to the final stage.

a complete station
Up-dating an exi sti ng C11/R2 10 station
is as sim ple as replacin g t he C11. making
a few minor modifi cation s to the standard
receiver.

A ll the advantages of teleprinter operation
ca n be added to most vehicle - mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Military Radio stationsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor. Fully
transistorized. it enables the addition of
fac ilities for automatic coding and
decoding. and permits 750 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

l'2\
'!V

CD '-.V
E

(4\ \!_)
(5\

CD
y

CDQ®ma

)@QCDCDC
Whether up-dati ng or installing new
stations-contact MEL

Assistant Editor :
Mr. L. Wood

... with teleprinter If required I

The M. E. L. Equipment Company Ltd
Manor Royal Crawley Sussex England
Telephone Crawley 28787

All correspondence and matter f01'
publication in T HE WlRE, should be
addressed to T HE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W .3. T el. Nos. SLOane 4129
and S Wane 3477, Ext. 143.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): T welve months 18/-; single
month, 1/6.

Pictured above is what would seem to be a senior officer making an
ordinary telephone call. In fact at 10 a.m., local time, on Sunday, 12th
February, 1967, it was the S.0.-in-C. who was talking on this telephone in
Singapore. He was speaking to Christchurch, England, loud and clear over
a satellite link, via the Anny's first ground satellite station, now being
operated in Singapore by 647 Signal Troop. General Bradley's comment
was : " It was a perfect circuit, and I might have been speaking to a man
in the next-door room."
Here is a striking example of recent evolution and change that has
been taking place in the world of service communications. Most of it
seems almost to have come up on us overnight. Apart from the improvement
in all types of individual equipment, we have become used to such modem
developments as automatic processing of message-traffic in our COMCAN
network, the airportability of long range H.F. radio stations, the use of
tropospheric scatter techniques and the employment of closed circuit television for the better exercise of command. Furthermore, the Corps now
possesses the first of its Air Flights, and such problems as siting personnel
and equipment in normally inaccessible places can be taken in our stride.
Finally, on the human side, the integration of all three Services at
comcentre level has worked well, and indeed with positive enthusiasm in
Bahrein and Borneo.

APIUL/MAY
Vol. 21

•

(New Series)

1967

No. 4

What does all this mean? If nothing else, that the Corps, stationed as
it is all round the world, and performing its vital service, must offer a
highly attractive and exciting career to any forward-looking young man
imbued with imagination and the spirit of adventure.
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=====Special Mention======
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
cam e to our ears or have been sent in by our readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.
- - l l '.0.1 n. ( '. E v ans ol the 14t h lle gi111 ent
for being elected the first honorary member of the Royal
Signals Amateur Radio Society in recognition of his
ster ling service to the Society, particularly in bringing it
credit amongst the civilian amateur fraternity.

-

- Signalman D. Salter ol the 11 tla R e gi111e 1d
(pietared befom)
for receiving a certificate from the Society for the Protection of L ife from F ire at Richmond Court from the
Chairman of the M agistrates, Mr. R. W. Waldie, who
referred to "this excellent piece of gallantry" (see account
in the March / April WIRE).

FORMATION OF THE TERWTOWAL AND ARMY
VOLUNTEER RESERVE
H.M. THE QUEEN' S MESSAGE
F rom : T he Representative Colonel Commandant,
Royal Signals.
To: The Private Secretary to Her Majesty The Queen.
On the occasion of the formation of the Territorial and
Army Volunteer Reserve, all ranks of Royal Signals units in
that Reserve, being successors to units of the Army Emergency
Reserve and of the Territorial Army, present their humble
duty to Her Majesty and take this opportunity of re-affirming
their loyalty.
They assure Her Majesty of their resolve to strive continually
to maintain the high standards set by units of those disbanding
Forces.

When communication
/ f\ _¥.
is vi ta I . ... . .

Racal rehab1hty /
matters most

ii,~

I\:

~a - -

To : The Representative Colonel Commandant, Royal Signals.
Please convey to all ranks of Royal Signals units in the
Territorial and Army Volunteer Reserve, on their formation,
my warm thanks for their kind and loyal greetings, which
I deeply appreciate.
ELIZABETH R.
3rd April, 1967.

From our "Jn" Tray
NOW 1'1IL MAGNETRON WRITES TO THE
EDITOR • • •
Readers will recollect that in the February/March WIRE,
W.O.II J. D . Cooper, R.E.M.E., of the 30th Regiment, L.A.D.,
gently took Mr. M agnetron to -task for proclaiming that he
was made by Royal Signals T echnicians at Catterick, and
pointed out that he was the child of both R.E.M.E. and
Royal Signals. Mr. M agnetron, who can type-albeit it will
be seen with certain limitaitions-has now written to the Editor
on his origins.
Incidentally, your Editor seems to remember a Mr. Magnetron
at the Catterick Camp Fairs of 1947 and 1948, an elder
brother of the present-day Mr. Magnetron, nurtured in the
then lst Training Regiment. Can an y reader confirm?

- - Stall Sergeant R. ltrherry and Sergeant ii.
Scott (R.A.0.C.) , both seconded to the
P.n.A. Sigaal Regi111ent (S. Arabia)
the former for being awarded a well deserved Order of
South Arabia for his services to the Federal Regular Army
and the latter for his sterling work in running the Signals
Telecommunications Store for the whole F .R.A.- no less
than eight Battalions ·to say nothing of Armoured and
Artillery supporting units.

- - Captaia G. A. E. Gav e y, late Yeoinma Warder
of th.e Tower of London
for 50 years' service to the Crown, first in the Infantry
then Signals and finally as Yeoman Warder in H .M .
Tower of London. Captain Gavey originally enlisted on
the 6th March, 1917, in the 6oth Rifles and transferred to
the Indian Signal Corps on the r st J anuary, 1922. From
there ne came in to the Corps, serving in India until 1930.
Shortly before the War, in 1938, he reached the rank of
R.S.M. and in 1940 was commissioned Lieutenan t. Later
he was involved in the Crete operations and was captured
by the Germans. H e served on after the War until finally
released to civilian life, in the rank of Captain, in 1948a total of 31t years' Army service. H e then took up an
appointment as a Yeoman Warder in the Tower of London,
also performing the duties of Sexton to the two Chapels
Royal. On his retirement, in April this year, he completed 18t years' in the T ower-so reaching the half-century
m the service of the Crown. A fine record . All will wish
him the best of good fortune in his retirement at Flat
Gn, Le Squez Estate, St. Clements, Jersey, C .I .
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1'1r. 1'fagnetron writes:
dear sir,
far from being an ungrat eful son, i am fully aware of
the debt i owe to my ' parents.' however my primary
functi on is to promote the interest of the royal signals, and
to this aim all other loyalties ·take second place.
i am grateful that such an excellent job was made of my
outer shell but may i point out that the ingenuity of
my insid e and the brains from which i draw my information, are cer.tainly r oyal signals. when i reply °' i was made
by royal signals at blandford " (catterick was never mentioned), i am both fulfilling my main task in life
and telling most of the truth. after all, if i was to tell
all of the truth i would have .ro say "i was made by a
civilian mechanic, mr. barbam of the 1.a.d., 30th signal
regiment, in conjunction with f. of s. jenkins of t.m. troop
and modified by captain dudley . . . etc."
with due
deference to the feelings of wo11 cooper, this would be too
much of a mouth-full.
electronically yours,
- - - magnetron - - FAUEWEU ON llETIREMENT
Sir,
May I, through the columns of THE WIRE, say farewell to
the hundreds of officers I have had the honour and pleasure
of •• looking after " over the past years.
T o all serving officers of the Corps I would send my best
wishes for the future, at the same time regretting most sincerely
that the penalty of having been born in 1900 precludes me
from further service as M ess Steward in the new H eadquarters
Mess at Blandford.
F. B. CuMBERS,
H .Q . Officers' M ess,
M essines Lines, Catterick.
THE WIRE , APR I L - MAY 1967

/EiC11.J~C.JU. / THERACALTRA906PACKSET
0
0

SSB/AM/CW
LIGHTWEIGHT
[J LOW COST
0 SIMPLE & RELIABLE
0 29 CHANNELS
0 WATERPROOF
Squadcal' combines all the advanta9es
of SSB transm ission with robust desig n
and light weight. Designed specifi ~ally
for operation by complete ly unskilled
personnel, 'Squadcal' p~ov ~~es opera tional flexibility and reliab11ity at low
cost. 29 operating channels are available
and compatibleAM operation is provided
in addition to SSB voice and telegraphy.

liJBBBIJ

a name to communicate

RACAL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
Western Road, Brack nell, Berks. Tel: Bracknell 3244. Telex: 84166 . Cables: Racal Bracknell
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ORP. ' Gl'EST XI .eT,

n.q.

MESS

Lieutenant J. D . Hutchinson ... :··
Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. D ..Hawkin s
Lieutenant-Colonel S. P. Irwin
Second-Lieutenant W . J . ~odson
Captain (Q.M.) J. V. Hardin g
...
M.ajor (Q.M.) W.
Howirrd ...
. ..
Captain (T .O.T.) . C. Hooper
...
Captain ~Q.M.) M . Ham
...
..
Captain Q.M.) R . E. Howard , 8.B .M.
Captain Q.M.) F. Lindley ...
•..
Major P . H . Massie
Major J. A. Monta-gue .. . .
Captain J. G. M. McLuck1e ...
...
Captain (Q.M.) H. B. S. MacMorran
Major D. J. Macintyre ...
...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel D . C. Newman
Major (Q.M.) H . w, Newsham
Lieutenant R. E. Oliver, B.B.M.
CapUlin (Q.M.) S. Ormond ...
Lieutenant-Colonel F. Parker ...
Captain (Q.M.) F. ~· Pavey ...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel . R . T . Patenon
\ajor (T.0.T.) A. . Render ...
...
Major P. E. Riding . . . .
...
...
Maj0< F. St. C. Robmson
.. .
...
Major E. L. Rogers
...
.. .
...
.'v\ajor H. S. de N. Rogers . ..
. ..
Meior (Q.M.) W. A. Rowbory
econd-Lieutenimt B. H. Rowe
,\Aajor H. Rothwell
...
...
. ..
Se~ond-Lic utenant N. G. Reynolds ...
Lieutenant-Colonel F. Ramsbottom
Major J. A. P . Russell ...
Captain R . S. Rowland . . .
Major R . J. Savage
...
...
second-Lieutenant A. J. Spillane
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q .M.) R. L . T
hove
...
...
Captain A. F. Seymour
MaJOr C. M . Sinclair . ..
...
...
Captain (Q.M .) A. F. Stubbs, M.B.B.
Major (Q.M.) J. Smith ...
...
...
.
C.aptain D. W . Stubbs ...
Lieutniant-Colonel B . 0 . Sl1l.lth,

l.

VISIT OF MASTER OF SIGNALS TO STH REGIMENT
General Scott has an informal chat with the corporals during" coffee
break"

Pictured above, at the final Corps Guest Night to be held in
Catterick Camp before the move of the School of Signals to
Blandford are (left to right) Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson
(Representative Colonel Commandant 1967), the Signal Officer
in Chief and the Master of Signals.
This was a special occasion, and amongst the distinguished
guests were the Adjutant-General, the C.-in-C., orthem Command, and the G .O.C., Yorkshire District. Also present were
a number of Colonels Commandant and a representative crosssection of Corps Officers, serving and retired. Officially being
"dined-in " on this occasion were the young officers of 63
Course.
Altogether a memorable evening, which will be recorded for
posterity, as Colonel P. E. Hutchins (our own Corps artist)
was present with the particular purpose of painting a picture
of this special occasion in Corps history.

Movements
Officers
ADDITIONS--OECEMBER LIST 1966
A / C&ptain M. L. Forge
•.. To H.Q. UNFICYP (644 Troop)
ADDITIONS-JANUARY LIST
Captain (Tfc Offr) F. Brandreth
,, 16th Regiment
Captain K. G. Doyle .. .
,, No. 5 Signal Comms. Course
Captain D . H. !Rsall ...
. ..
,, No. s Signal Comms. Course
Lieutenant V . de Witt, M.B.B.
,, Held strength I I th Regiment
ADDITIONS-FEBRUARY LIST
Major H . D . V . Chappell
.. .
.. . ,, 14th Regiment
A / Captain R. C . Etheridge .. .
.. . ,, nth En~ineer Brigade Sig. Tp
C aptain (Q .M.) J . V. Needham
. . . ,, 30th Regunent
ADDITIONS-MARCH LIST
Licuenant C. D . Evis . ..
...
4 Div. H.Q. & Signal R egiment
Captain (T .O.T.) D . P. Herring
H.Q. AFCENT
Lieutenant G . C. Saunders ...
School of Army Aviation (held
strength)
Major C . B. Ward
,, 3rd H.Q. & Signal Regiment

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
N umber of cases assisted financially
Number of clothing parcels sent
Total of grants and Joans made

44
39

£859 19 7

APRIL LIST

M.S. POSTINGS
M ajor J. G . Crowe

...
Colonel E. McK. Erskine
Major J. P . Brian .. .
M ajor P . Carr

3 Flight A .A.C.

~ ofifakSS~P T & A VR

A ve11'. pr~sing Junior Leader, who developed an
obscure infecuon, as a result of which he is able to
wa~ with crutc;hes only. ~ter 18 months in hospital,
he is horn~ :1:gam and looking for suitable employment.
The Assoc1anon made a grant to provide him with a
portable cypewriter in the hope that it would enable him
to become an efficient cypist.

One of the Month's Letter s
Your letter has left me speechless. I cannot commit
to paper my gratitude to you and all concerned. This was
indeed more than I had ever hoped for, and I am truly
grateful. You will know that it has .taken a burden so
gtt.at in my present circumstances off my shoulders and
now perhaps my health will also improve.
'
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,, 39th Regiment (V)
H .Q . F .E. Command
,, 28th Regiment
,, M"1aysia
,, 3rd Regiment
,, H.Q. FARELF
,, 245 Squadron
,, 24th R egiment
34th R egiment (V)
36th R egiment
,, 632 Troop
., 1 uh Regiment (held strength)
,, x Gordons
,, nth Regiment (held streasth)

4oth Regiment (V)
H.Q. Berlin (Brit. Sector)
641 Troop
School of Signals
SS (Mersey and Thames) Signal
Squadron (V)
Lieutenant-Colonel P . G . Curry, o.B B
School of Signals
Major (Q.M.) J. A . Dunbar, M.n:e:
32nd Regiment (V)
Lieutenant-Colonel G . L. Davies
32nd Regiment (V)
Major R. A. Dominy . . .
···
H.Q. 12 Signal Group
Major ~ G. Fleming . ..
37th Regiment (VJ
Major
. B. Foote
...
...
. . . ,, 33rd Regiment (V)
Lieutenant J. B . Fiugerald ...
24 MSL Regt. R .A . Sig. Troop
Major (Q.M.) R. G. Furtado, B.B.M.
33rd Regiment (V)
L!eutenant (T.O.T.) J. D. Ferguson
24th Regiment
38th Regiment (V)
L1eutcnant-Colonel J. A . D . Francis
Captain (Q.M.) J. C . Gosling
...
22nd Re,pment
Captain (Q.M.) G. H . Graham, B.B.M.
39th Regiment (V)
•.•

•.•

,,
,,
,,
,,

School of Signals
11th Regiment (held strength)
3 rst R egiment
37th Regiment (V)
37th Regiment (Y)
30th Regiment

,, 361h Regiment (V)
32nd Regiment (V)
1l th Regiment (held strength)
34th Regiment (Y)
,, 38th Regiment
School of Signals
,, 3ISt Regiment (Y)
H.Q . COMCAN
,, 35th Regiment
,, 4oth Reg iment

SCHOOL OF SIGNALS T .E. COURSE
Lieutenant M. J . M. Alden ...
Captain P. J . Brunton ...
Lieutenant P. L . Bye . . .
...
Lieutenant P. E. A . Chaddock
Lieutenant C. G. Cruickshank
Captain R. Dorrell
Captain D . G . Dudley ...
Lieutenant I. S. Durrell
Lieutenant G. 0 . Fulton
Lieutenant I. B. Kerr .. .
Lieutenant W . Roper .. .
Lieutenant A. R . Seward
Lieutenll"Rt T . J . Starkey
Lieutenant M . G. Taylor
Lkutenant R . T. Westerman

School of Signll'is T.E. Course

•• .

Major (Tfc) N. J . Cowley
Major J. Cooper . . .
. ..
Captain I. J. Crouch . ..
Major S. G . de Clive Lowe
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W.O.I C. Howes . ..
W.O.I R. G. Robinson
W.O.I R . Marriot
W .0 .I A. Burns .. .
W .O.I B. Webb . . .
W .O.I D. A . Curley ...
W .O.I R. J. Wombswell
W .O.I C. G. Johnson ...
W.O.I P. Harrison
W .O.I R. A. Mirrgerrison
W.O.I J. J. C . Finch ...
A / W.0.I J. R. Overton
W .O.II CF.of S.) E. E. Nugent
W .0 .11 T. G. Richardson
...
W .O.II B. C. Cole
.•.
W.0.II D. W. M arshall
W.O.II E . J. Mann
...
W .0.II L. N . D. Collins
W.O.II D. K . Earnshaw
W.O.II V. F. M . Thom
W .O .II N. Murray
W.O.II K. Nichols
W.0.II H . W . Jones
W .O .II J. Drummond
A / W .O.II J . C. Mead
A / W .0. II B. W. Tune
W .0.ll S. Finll))<SOn
W.O .II A. E. Pugh
W .0 .II D . A. Jones
W.O.II J. Hawey ...
. ..
A / W.O .II A. J . Butler
W .O.II J. Green ...
W .O.II J. C. Pedder

., 28th Regiment
., 18th Regiment
13th Cadet Tr11. Team
., 229 Squadron
N. Ireland Cmd. R & LS
., 361h (Eastern) Rest. T & AVR
36th (Eastern) Regt. T & A VR
371h Regt. T & AVR
,, 217 Squadron
22nd Re11iment
,, nth Regiment
33 (L & C) Regt. T & AYR
33 (L & C) Rest. T & A VR
,, 71h Regiment
63rd (S.A.S.) Sqn. T & AVR
3211d (Srottish) Rest. T & A YR
,, 38th Rcgt. T & A VR
,, 227 Squadroo
391h (City of London) T & A VR
,, 11th Regiment
4oth (Ulster) Regt. T & A VR
351h (SM) Regt. T & A YR
,, 18th Regiment
210 Squadron

W.O.II
W.O.ll
W.0.Il
W .0 .II

A. Charlton
.. .
J. A. Morris .. .
S. C. Armstron11
G. M. Baigent
w.o.n J. J . Green
W.0.11 H. C. Yittery
W.0 .Il N. R. Little
...
W .O.II J. L . Crane
..•
A/W.O.II T. Quinn
...
W.O.II D . 0. Bushnell
W.0.11 R. Sugg
...
. ..
W.0.II H. A. Hemming
W.O.II A. Whalley
.. .
W .O.II A. Y. McKay .. .
W.0.II J. W. Gray
.. .
W .O.II C. D . Godden .. .
W.O.Il S. A. G. Hulse . . .
W .O.II A. Nirolson
W.0.11 F. W. Jones
W.0.Il R. A. Rankin
W.0.II G. A. Aven
W .O.Il T. E . Hall
W .O.II J. P. M11rtell
W.O.II M. J. Rose
W .O.ll J. E. Snell
...
W .O .II (Y. of S.) K. French
W.O.ll H. K. Boyle
...
W .0.II (Y. of S.) C. Heaps
W .O.II T. Stephenson .. .
W.0.II T . N. Bennett . . .
W .0 .11 W. F. Hammond
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Sta11"
Staff
Staff
Staff

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergean t
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

",, 15th
~~~.-r.¥.W.~k.
Regiment

... To 33rd (L & C) R egt. T & AVR
. .. ,, 33 Cadet Training Team
34th ( N ) Regt. T & A VR
32nd (Scottish ) Rest. T & AVR
,, 361h (E ) Regt. T & A VR
,, 31st R cgt. T & AVR
23 Cadet Training Team
381h Regt. T & A VR
4oth (Ulster) Regt. T & A VR
,, 16th Regiment
341h(SM) Regt. T & A VR
39th Regt. T & A VR
C.V. H.Q. & Trg Wing
8th Regiment
18th Regiment
H.Q. NORTHAG
222 Squadron
5 Inf. Bde H .Q. & Sig. Sqn
33rd (L & C ) Regt. T & A VR
33rd (L & C) Re~. T & AVR
3 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
14th Regiment
361h (Eastern) Regt. T & A VR
7th Regiment
381h Regt. T & AVR
38th Regt. T & A YR
31st Regt. T & AVR
18th Regiment
71h Regiment
341h (N) Regt. T & A VR
341h (N) Rest. T & A VR
28th Regiment
341h Regt. T & A VR
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17th (Gurkha) Sig. Regiment
Squadron
16th Regiment
10th Re11iment

,,

229

,, 21st Regiment

K. Evans
.. .
W . K. L. Bell . . .
B. P. Teehan •..
R. E. Keeler ..•
C . R. Brotherton
R . A. C . Magnum
K . Cowburo
...
W. A. Rodger

55th (UN) Sig. Sqn. T & AYR
H .Q ., Tels. Group., B.A.0.R.
,, 28th Regiment
35th (SM ) Regt. T & A VR
35 th (SM) Regt . T & AVR
,, 8th Regiment
,, 104 Lt. AD Rest., R.A., T &
AVR
,, 19th Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
7th Regiment
,, 20th Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn.
,, 24th Regiment
,, 13th R egiment
,, 7th Armd. Bde. H .Q . & Signal
Sqn.
,, 28th Regiment

Staff Sergeant D. Ross ...
. .•
Staff Sergeant J. H. Nelson . . .
Staff Sergeant G . P. Selwyn .. . .
A/Staff Sergeant B. A. Thomn
Staff Sergeant F. C. O 'Brien ...
Staff Sergeant E . Brant .. .
. ..
A / Staff Sergeant F. Williams

Staff Sergeant A . J. Sharp ...
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) F. P . R.
18th Regiment
Garvey
.. .
. ..
. ..
,, 3rd Div. H.Q. & Sig. Rest.
Staff Sergeant W . C. Wheeler
School of Signals
Staff Sergeant W. G . Ayres .. .
7th Regiment
Staff Sergeant R. J. Jud11e
.. .
uth Regiment
Staff Sergeant R. F. Knight ..•
. .. ,, 19th Regiment
Staff Sergeant G. J. Holland •..
CV H.Q. & Trg. Wing (For
Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) J . D. Knox ...
8th Regiment)
Staff Ser~~,~~· o~.~-> ~: w:. ~ ·
Staff Sergeant (F. of S) M. D.
Thornbury
...
. .•
• •. "
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) G. Geldard .. .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) E. W. Wisc
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) B. Jepson ...
Staff Sergeant J. Carrington . . .
•.•
Staff Sergeant I. D. C. Macmillan . . .
Staff Sergeant D . Parker
Staff Sergeant R. Gilmour
Sergertnt A. D . Dodd .. .
,,
Sergeant R. F. Dixon . . .
Sergeant J. S. Ball . . .
. ..
Sergeant W . G. Thomas . . .
,,
Sergeant H. C. Stanley . . .
Sergeant P. G . Alford
Sergeant G. R. Spooner
,,
Sergeant T . Balch
,,
Sergeant R. A. Norris
,,
Sergeant J. K . Roberts
,,
Sergeant T. McGrath
Sergeant B. Ashton
,,
Sergeant P. J. Cunniff ...
,,
Sergeant J . A. Robertson

...

" ·nrrnnt Officers nncl N.C.0.s

Major M . G . Adams
Major M . Allen ...
Major B. M. Ashcroft . . .
Major D . F. B . Anthortisz ...
...
Captain (Q .M .) M . A . Barnes Murphy
Captain M . E . Bradbury
...
. ..
Second-Lieutenant H. B. Bennett .. .
Capt&fo D . M. A. Burridge
Major G . C. Bead le
...
...
•
Major (Q .M.) F. P. Barry ...
Captain J. D. Bromley . ..
. ..
Captain A. K. M . Bristow . ..
Lieutenant R . M . Carr-Smith
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Cleland ...
Lieutena nt-Colonel J. E . Carroll,
M.B.E .

a·: Shi~ids

Major (Q.M.) J. A.G. Stokoc .. .
Major (Q.M.) A. E. Smith .. .
C&ptain D. Turner
...
Major (Q.M.) K. L. Uttley ...
Major (Q.M .) H . Waterworth
\fajor (T.O.T.) J. U. Wolfenden
Captain G . Wilkie-Snow
Major M. J . H . Williams

",,

,, 15 Flight A.A.C.

A .G .ll POSTINGS

One of the Month' s Cases

C.ap~i:'(Q.~J.MD. ·M.

,. 55 (Mency & Thames) Sig. Sqn.
M. of A . E.I.D.
,, 34th Regiment (V)
3rd Reg.ment
,, 30th R egiment
,, 33rd Reg:ment (Y)
,, 18th Reg.ment
,, 4oth R eg.ment (V)
,, 35 1h Regiment ((YVJ)
,, 36th Reg '. ment
,, 34th Regimen t (Y)
strength)·
I uh R cg:ment (held
,. 1st Regiment
,. 371h Regiment (Y)
,. 22nd Rc~mcnt
39th Regiment (Y)
,, 381h Regiment (Y)
,, 235 Squadron
31St Regiment (V)
nth R egiment (held strength)
,, 32nd Re~irncnt (Y)
,. 31st Regimen t (Y)
,, 20d Regiment
,, 63 S.A.S. Squadron (Y)
,, 32~d Regiment (V)
,. 361h Regiment (V)
,. 38th Regiment (V)
28th Reg:ment
3rd Regiment
,, 14th Regimen t
24th Regiment
37th Regiment (V)
,, 211d Regiment
,, 234 Squadron
33rd R egiment (Y)
School of Army Aviation

Sergeant I. Holmes
...
Sergeant G. W. Bulman
Sergeant M. J. Blay
Sergeant S. W. Richens ...
Sergeant R. Constantine
Sergeant A. A. WinstADley
Sergeant A. S. Carr
.. .
Sergeant J. A. Marr
.. .
Sergeant J. M. Craig .. .
Sergeant W. Clemson
.. .
Sergeant R. Boulton-Lear
Sergeant D. Boxall
.. .
Sergeant R. W. Cox
.. .
Sergeant R. E. W. Growns
Sergeant J. E. T. Mellett
Sergeant 'r. Tanner
...
...
Sergeant H. J. A . Homewood
Se rgeant W. R. D. Couperthwaite
SergellTlt D. Phillips
Sergeant R. Gartside
...
Sergeant H . A. McHugh
Sergeant A . T . Green
Sergeant R. Watson
Sergeant F . J. Lace
Sergeant H. D udley

4th Div. H .Q. & Signal Reat.

191h Regiment
210 Squadron
30th Regiment
Army of the Fcdn. of Malaysia
249 Squadron
520 Troop
18th Regiment
Army Apprentices' College ...
222 Squadron
647 Troop
School of Signals
rst Div. H.Q. & Si!!Dal Rest.
11th Regiment
401h (Ulster) Regt . Y & AVR
School of Signals
242 Squadron
653 Troop
7th Regiment
21st Regiment
1sr Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
1st Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
CV H.Q. & Trg. Wing (Fnr
8th Regiment)
507 Troop
14th Regiment
,, 15th Regiment
15th Regiment
,, 17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
647 Troop
Cadet Training Team No. 26
513 Troop
3rd Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Rest.
3rd Div. H .Q. & Signal Rest.
1st Div. H .Q. & Sipial Regt.
24th Regiment (Cad.I e)
24th Regiment (Cadre)
16th Regiment
15th Regiment
4th Div. H.Q. & Sipial Reat.
7th Regiment
71h Regiment
7th Regiment
7th Regiment
71h Regiment
:22nd Regiment
220d Regiment
s lof. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
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Scracant H. Parkinson ...
Scr1!cant C. L. Brown .•.
Scrircant M. J. Fcathcratooe
Sergeant J. H. Moraan . ••
Sergeant B. E. Dyer
...
Sergeant A. Aitken
ergeant
crgcant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Scriieant
Sergeant
Sergeant

T . McCrcavy .. .
P. M. Sneddon
J. Waldron
.• .
N. A. Sheard ...
F . B. G . Hawkes
W. J. Duncan ...
P. Carter
•.•

Sergeant T. H. Robinson
A/Sergeant P. D . Sprat ..•
A / Sergeant R J. M. Shaw
Sergeant M . J. Cann •. .
A/ Sergeant K. A. Brooks
Sergeant D. L . Edwards
Sergeant D . Drane
Sergeant T. Sharrock

Sergeant A. S. M ullins . .•
Sergeant F . W. Edwards

t 3th Regiment
18th Regiment
,, 229 Squadron
,, 4/7 Dragoon Gds. Signal Tp.
CV H.Q. & Trg. Wing (For
8th R egiment)
,, 72 ~.Jk Rcgt. Sig. Tp. T &

FIELD ROSTER

..

,, 14th Regiment
SS (UN) S ig. Sq n . T & AVR
S30 Troop
512 Troop
.. 40 Field R egt., R.A., Sig. Tp.
,, 5o6 Troop
CV H .Q. & Trg. Wing (For
24th Regiment)
,, 10th Regiment
,, 10th R egiment
:z Field Regt., R.A., Signal Tp.
31st (City of London) Sig. Regt.
T & A YR
17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
H.Q., FARELF
,, 210 Squadron
,, 20 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Sqn.
,, 229 Sq uadron
,, =
Squadron

To Sit.

:u546:z90
:z2776987
:u550373

Cpl.
A/S gt.
Cpl.

MacMillan, C. C.
Anderson, F . F.
McLeod, D . W .

4900
4910
4920

5000
S I~

SI

e. Light Aircraft Pilots
Volunteers arc required for training as Light Aircraft
Pilots.
Applications should be for warded to OIC Record s in
accordance with D CI (Army) 41 I 64.

INSERTIONS
T o S Sgt.
To Sgt.

TECHNICAL ROSTBR
22289302 S Sgt.
C ull, M. A .
23546836 Sgt.
Callan, S. J.

To Sgt.

22482133

Stit.

FIELD ROSTER
Shirley, P. W. F .

770
4559
2424

828o (Op)

DELETIONS
Rl!GIMBNTAL D UTY ROSTER
W .O .I
S Sgt.

610
330

890

Sgt.
W .O .I
Sgt.

890
4210

W.O.I
S Sgt.

340
690

Nem
Old
Sen .No. Sen.No.

T o S Sgt.

68o (Tee)
2750
276o
820

3850
386o
3870
3880
3890 20SO
478o 18r4 (Ad .)
4790 ss8o (O p)

F OREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTBR
To W.O .I
To S Sgt.

22772128
22563131
22309296
22548968
22821046
22526358
22983121
23220784
23213941
23234379
23527409
22s24866
23251329
235 r4r50
23701239
:u713999
2353498o

W .0 .II
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Kimber, B. A .
Downie, G. A .
Treharne, D . G . E .
Pearson, J. S.
Groom, M. J. D .
D yer, A. F.
CharltonMA. W . A.
Taylor,
. A. H.
Sant, L .
Porritt, A. J.
Alyson , J. S.
Braniff, W . J.
Mortenson , R. P.
W ard, G. H. D .
Carr, W . D .
Limb, R. M.
Gould , A. B.

II40
2870
288o
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
296o
2980
2990
3000
3020
3030
3040

Volunteers required by 0

SECONDMENTS
Volunteers in the ranks and trades shown are required to fill
vacancies in the following F orces/Units:
1.

a. British Military Mission, Libya (Tour 3 years)
Sgt R T ech (Lt)-1 NOW
T erms and conditions of service m ay be obtained from
Command H.Q.
b. Trucial Oman Scouts (Tour 18 months)
Sgt Cop
Cpl C op (or 2 Cpls)-Dec 67
L cpl Clerk Tech- 1 Jun 67
c. British Army Training T eam, K enya (Tour 2! years)
Sgt/Cpl R Tech (Lt)-2 NOW
Sgt/Cpl R Tech (Lt)-1 Mar 67
Sgt/Cpl R T ech (Lt)-1 May 67
(Cpls must be qualified for promotion in all excopt time).

YEOMAN OP SlGNALS ROSTBR
To W.O.II

23237559
228441 52
22296s64

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.

2297727 1
22569uo
23251376
23s 16403
23782172
23231557
23505139
23697508
23657 179
228o2615

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Brooks, E. J.
Cox, D . E. P.
Newell, D . A .

1240
I2SO
126o

1250
1220
1210

5907
5909
5915
5925
S926
5930
S932
5940
5945
598o

u395
7308
8788
8848
to66o
n980
II990
12331
l056o
1206o

d . Zambia Army (Tour 2t years)
Sgt R T ech (Lt)-2 NOW
Sgt R T ech (Hy)-1 May ff]

TECHNICAL ROSTER
To Sgt.

Hall, N. C .
Gumbrill, A .
Bone, J. J.
Hudson, B. M.
Meaney, J.
Killick, M. J.
Stokes, D. K.
Morris, T. R.
Lewis, H. R. J.
Allen, R. A . G .

e. Army of the Federation of Malaysia
WOI F of S-1 Apr 67
WOII F of S-2 Aug 67
f.

2.
OPERATING ROSTER
To Sgt.
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23297280
22569741
23248707
• 22776195
23661977
23154677
22s 37218
2277s168
23220430
23 236497
22983408
22983838
23528556
23682717
23487274
2n25727
23537250
23537921
23557953

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A/ Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.

RickardTK. A. W.
Lynn,
. J.
Guest, T.
Grey, D.
Acey, J. R.
Tapp, C . J.
Rollings, B.
Mor~, J. H .
Leslie, T .
Boaac, P.
Hagley, H .
Crabtree,
R.
Ashman, . M.
Birrell, L. R.
Chcesmani. W. J.
Duo can, .
Quinn, F. A.
Hague, J. R.
Jenner, B. N .

r

13630
13640
13650
1366o
13670
1368o
I 369o
13700
13720
13730
13750
1376o
13770
13780
13800
13810
13820
13830
13840

8810
9820
1469o
14710
16370
16610
17246
17330
15520
18850
21710
2196o
27050
21970
2436o
25776
25912
26o50
26310

;t, Recon/s

(as at Ist March. Certain of these vacancies may now be filled)

1470
2130 (Tee)
2172 (Tee~
2420 g:ec
269o cc
3194 g:ec
3344 ec)
3507 (Tee)
3550 g:ec)
4315
cc)
4330 (Tee)
458o (Tee)
4590 ~Tee)
4640 Tee)
4935 Tee~
4940 (Tee
5505 (Tee)

Army Department Cons tabulary
Vacancies occur periodically in the Force for WOs and
Senior NCOs who are about to leave the Service.
DCI (Army) 32/64 refers.

2-15MHz
(o r 4 -25MHz without top section)

ll590

CmBP CLBRKS ROSTBR

RBGIMBNTAL D UTY ROSTER
Tompkins, P J
Gray, J. W .
Withal!, E. H. T .
E ldridge, D . N. M.
Appleby, J. B.
N elson, S.
L akey, J.

62I Signal Troop
Tg op Cpl
Tg op Lcpl 2
Tg op Sig
6
1
R op Cpl
R op
Sig
3

15 month Tour

468o
F OREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTBR

= = Pro111otions = =
2S49323 S Sgt.
19138530 A W .O .II
22396480 S Sgt.
15002551 S Sgt.
:u728798 S Sgt..
22548o31 A / S. Sgt.
22274914 Sgt.

f.

TECHNICAL ROSTBR

0PBRATING ROSTBR

To W.O.II

d. Army and Special Recruiters
Sgts (or Cpls recommended for promotion)
Any trade (except T trades)

Sudunese Armed Forces (Tour 18 months)
S sgt F of S-1 Sep 67
Volunteers are also required to fill the following vacancies:

a. 264 SAS Signal Squadron (ACI 227 / 63)
F of S-1 NOW
Tg op-20 NOW
Cpl C op-2 NOW
b. Gurkha Signals
Cpl C op-1 Apr 67
Cpl C op-1 May 67
Cpl C op-1 Jun 67
Cpl C op-1 Jul 67
Cpl C op-I Aug 67
c. Army Apprentices College
Platoon Sergeants-2 Dec 67
(Any trade except T ·trade or Clk)

rPGHADING

COURSES

CATTEn H ;K

E Tech . . .
Class II - I
5th September
Tg Tech . . .
Class II - I
5th September
Class II - I
5th September
R Tech (Lt)
*L Tech . . .
Class Ill - II 26th September
Tg Tech
Class Ill - II
3rd September
*Tg Tech
Class III - II 26th September
RR Tech
Class Ill - II
3rd September
*R Tech (Lt)
Class Ill - II 26th September
Class II - I
19th September
Lineman
Class II - I
5th September (2 courses)
Comcen Op
Class II - I
5th September (2 courses)
R Op
12th September
D vr R Signals . . .
Class II - I
ED
Class II - I
5th September
C Op
Class III - II
5th September
Clerk T ech
Class III - II
5th September
Class III - II
5th September
ED
Dvr R Signals . . . Class III - II 12th September
* Will contain additional instruction for conversion to
new technician structure.

======

======

REMOTELY CONTROLLED
NEAR-CENTRE LOADING
YIELDS EXCEPTIONAL
RADIATION EFFICIENCY
These fibre-glass constructed
whip aeria ls are primarily intended
for vehicle use but are also ideal
for fixed installations where an
inconspicuous aerial is essential.

ENGINEERED TO
TROPICAL
MILITARY STANDARDS

T. W. T llElUAIN
I t is with regret that we report the death of Thomas Walter
Tremain, at West Ayton, near Scarborough, on 27th February
at the age of 70.
To his many friends in the Corps he was affectionately
known as "Fairy" Tremain. He served throughout the First
War in the R.E. Signal Service and was a very efficient telegraphist. He was extremely proud of the inscription " Boy '
Tremain on the reverse of his 1914 Star. H e was a member
of the " Old Contemptibles."
He will be well remembered and sadly missed by all who
knew him, especially all old " Founder member s " of the Corps
at Maresfield, Crowborough, Egypt, Palestine, and, of course,
5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
He left the Corps as R.Q.M. S. at Catterick in D ecember 1935
and joined the Civil Service from which he retired in 1961.
Both he and his wife, Rosa, loved this part of the country and
on his retiremen t bought a bungalow at West Ayton.
Unfortunately, " F airy " n ever really enjoyed the best of health.
For his long, distinguished r ecord of service to his country
he was awarded the Meritorious Service Medal.
Deep sympathy is expressed to his wife, Mrs. Rosa T rema in,
whose address is Wynberg, Garth End Road, West Ayton, near
Scarborough.

Labgear Ltd.

f::11lling St1all Se1·gcttnt 1• ..gh (Cattcrick, 196lJ)

CROMWELL ROAD • CAMBRIDGE • ENGLAND
Phone OCAJ-47301
Telex 81105 LAB.

Power Rating 100 watts P.E.P.
Nominal Impedance
75 ohms
Control Supply
12V d.c.

LTA/7 LTA/6
Boot
mounting

Chassis
mounting
(hydraulically
damped)

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS

Trooper Oliver, "B " Squadron, Sth R.T.R., Bhurtpore
Barracks, Tidworth-an old friend-would like to get in touch.
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to the floor more quickly than they were raised, red-streaked
clothing, and if you were in doubt, by canoes festooned on
racks, trestles, the floor and the grass outside.
.
We possess about forty canoes of various shapes and sizes
but please note that all are immediately ready for the water, and
all have their uses; some are sp ecialist racing canoes, some
slalom kayaks, and other s are slightly dated racing boats which
are used for training.

THEY DO A GREAT JOB FOR THE CORPS

CONVENTION OF CORPS RECRUITERS AT CATTERICK 7th/8th FEBRUARY
Back row from l• ft to right : Sergeant T. R. Thurley, Sergeant K. T. Derr ick, Staff-Sergeant L. L. Spooner, Ser gea nt E. A. Pe arso n , W .0.11 . W . F. W ill is , Sergeant T. W .
Coulson , Sergeant C . Widdowson , Sergeant R. J. Woods, Ser geant T. H. Southgate , Sergean t G. Harwood, Se r gea nt K. W . Griffit hs, Staff-Serge ant W . N ais m it h, W .0 .1 1
R. H. Stein, Sergeant G . H. Littl e
Front row, from left to right : Sergeant M. A. Thurgood, Sergeant S. H. Lee , Sergeant J. R. Redgrave , Sergeant D. H. Brown, Se r geant C . H. Rollinson , Sergeant P. W .
Cole , Staff-Sergeant J. R. Healey, Sergeant J. Joyce, Sergeant N . Wallace , Sergeant D. H. Coll ins, Staff-Sergeant J. A. McSo r le y, Sergeant H. Wr iggl esworth

The first Recruiting Convention was held at Catterick on 7th/8th February. Attending were all Home Command
C.S.O.s,. !raining Brigade, AA.C. Harrogate, and School of Signals representatives, and all those at the ' sharp end '
?f recrwung-the Youth Team Commanders and the Corps Recruiters. A strong team from the Ministry of Defence
included the heads of the Officer and Soldier Recruiting Branches of the Director of Army Recruiting's Directorate
and our own Directorate.
~~e con~e~tioi: opened with a visit by the S_O.-in-C., and the first day was taken up by presentations of the
rec~1~mg pos~uon m the Army as ~ whole, and the Corps in detail, followed, on the second day, by a visit to the
Tr~g Re~~ents.
The convention finally ended with a visit to the Army Apprentices College, Harrogate, thus en-

ab1:llg the v1s1tors to see for themselves the environment in which the young entrant into the Corps is received and
tramed. A worthy venture, to be repeated in 1968.

(Might we add that it is due to the loyal and persevering efforts of those pictured above-and their predecessors-that the
Corps is well up w strength with such excellent young soldiers.-Editor).

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

Opening of swimming pool
As new buildings are completed, the more we are realising
what wonderful facilities are going to be available to members
of the College. The latest building to be handed over by the
~ntractors is the swimming pool. Until now, swimming trainmg and enjoyment has been limited by the necessity of using
local swimming pools in Leeds, Ripon and Harrogate. The pool
was officially taken over by the Chief Instructor who to ensure
all was quite correct, took the plunge! The swimming pool is
connected direct to the gymnasium via showers, changing rooms
and squash courts.
What lVe Do!
In this and future editions of " The Wire," we hope to show

you differ~t aspects of College life. In the College there are
many hobbies, and one of the most thriving and active is the
Canoe Oub run by Captain D. Braund, R.A.E-C., and Mr.
Hopper.

The fine new swimming pool
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Of interest to all amateur canoe builders
Captain Braund here describes how the members of the Club
make their own canoes, a task requiring skill, patience and hard
work.
" Most visitors to the College find that during their guided
tour they are taken to the Canoe Club, easily identifiable by the
strong smell of fibreglass, the clank of weights being returned
(Continued on page I39)
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J'lbr.-glass the modern way
At least three year s ago we built our last lath and canvas
canoe- these are out of d ate now and take far longer to build
than fibreglass canoes. We have two complete canoe moulds,
one for a slalom, the other for a white water racer, IS feet long
and 24 inches in beam, and moulds for a 3 ft. yacht and a 6 ft.
model of H.M .S. Hood, recently made by Sergeant Coventry
and his Provost staff.
Fibreglass construction is easy once you have a mould. The
mould is clean ed, polished with a wax polish, then coated with
a thin covering of release agent, which when dry, covers the
mould with a thin film which prevents the canoe being built
from clinging to the mould. Next a gel coat is painted on;
this is a thick r esin, heavily pigmented with a colour of the
builder's choice (we use red-it shows up well in the water) to
give a good exterior appearance. When the gel coat is dry,
pre-cut chopped strand mat is laid onto the mould in layers,
each layer b eing saturated with resin, until the required thickness
is reached. When the saturated mat is " green" (sufficiently
hard to cut with a Stanley knife) it is trimmed at the edge of
the deck and hull moulds, and brackets for a footrest are fibreglassed to the hull.
.:\ question of moulds
Hull and deck moulds have flanges and these are now placed
together and bolted, then resin-wetted strips of chopped mat
are dropped onto the inside of first one gunwhale, then the
other with a fong stick, there being a pause whilst that on the
fi rst gunwhale cures. Now the hull and deck are joined inside
the moulds. The cockpit hole has to be freed at the edges, so
the Stanley knife finds the inside edge of the mould and is carefully run around, freeing the newly-made canoe from the mould,
and air is allowed to enter between canoe and mould through
the insertion of thin strips of ply or veneer. The hull and deck
moulds are forced apart, until the deck mould is released from
the canoe, then the hull mould is taken off, by inserting thin
ply strips from the gunwhale between hull and hull mould.
A seat is made on a seat mould, then is tied into place also,
forming the cockpit coaming. A thick mixture of resin and
precipated chalk is poured on the inside of the canoe around
the cockpit hole to seal the gap between the hole and the seat
mould and this holds the seat in place.
To complete the canoe a footrest is made, and resin is poured
into bow and stem which are drilled to take rope painters.
There is some cleaning up to do, the release agent is washed
off, the canoe is polished, and buoyancy (exanded polystyrene)
is fitted.
Four n1en and one day equals one canoe
A team of four could complete a canoe in a day given good
conditions- A warm room is necessary so that the resin will
" cure " fairly quickly and well. The resin is made in relatively
small quantities as it has a limited pot life, dependent on
temperature and the amount of accelerator added to quicken the
cure. A catalyst is mixed with the resin to enable it to cure.
The cost of a fibreglass canoe is about £12. It is very easy
to repair, is "soldier proof," and ideal for Adventure Training.
The mould is the expensive item and is usually difficult to
obtain, but we have supplied many units with one. Canoeing
is now a Corps sport and undoubtedly many of our exApprentices will represent the Corps in the future. Units who
wish to participate should seek advice before buying craft or
equipment, or money will be spent unwisely. As I have indicated, canvas canoes are not comparable with glass fibre ones,
and wooden canoes, made by joining strips of thin ply with
copper wire and running fibreglass tape along the joints, though
better than canvas, are not as strong and durable as fibreglass. We bought four fibreglass K2s in I9(iI and they are
still in good condition: they have done the Devizes-Westminster
Race every year, and are regularly paddled by a variety of
Apprentices twice each week. This, I hope, illustrates the
virtues of fibreglass.
THE WIRE, APRIL-MAY
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Corp ef drams
Since last mentioned in THE WIRE last term, the Corps of
Drums has had only one 01.:tside engagement. This was on
Sunday, 13th November, when they once again, with the aid
of the Brass Band, provided the music for the act of Remembrance at the Cenotaph in Harrogate. This has become a
regular engagement for the College bands and we always do
our best to put up a good show- Incidentally this was the last
time the Coulam-Maroney duo were to play the Last Post
and Reveille for the people of Harrogate.
Last term we said goodbye to Bugle Major Maroney who has
now left the College for Germany. Since joining the band m
1964 he attained the rank of A/T Bugle Major and also won
the Commandant's Silver Bugle. His place has been taken by
A/ T Sergeant Coulam who has now been appointed Bugle
Major.
This term we have bad several members of the 2nd Term
join their ranks but we are still looking for more. When the
Junior Leaders Regiment at Denbury disbands we hope to get
a lot of their band equipment, including Fanfare Trumpets,
Bugles, Cavalry Trumpets, Drums and Scarlet Tunics. This
will ensure that any A/T joining the Corps of Drums in the
future will be adequately equipped with first-class instruments
and first-class uniforms.
Looking forward to next term we are all eagerly awaiting our
band engagements at Butlin's Holiday Camps, where a good
time will be had by all!
Apprentiees graduating-Spring Ter1n
There are eighty Apprentices graduating at the end of this
term. Of these sixty-six are technicians who have qualified
as follows : Class II
Complete

Electronic Technicians
Telegraph Technicians
Line Technicians ·· ··········
Radio Relay Technicians .. .
Radio Technicians Light . ..
TOTAL

s

Clf>Ss . II Class III
Principles
I

4

8
7

Total

IO
IO
I4
7

2

I
6
3

2

II

I2

2s

II

22

33

66

2

Fourteen Telegraph Operators are passing out this term:
nine as A2 and five as A3.

One day pay s-cheme
All the Apprentices passing out this term have joined the
" One Day Pay Scheme," thus maintaining the College record
of IOO per cent of apprentices entering Royal Signals electing
to join the Scheme. This will ensure undivided loyalty in this
matter in the Corps of the future.
Football
The College supports two teams, both are entered in the
Senior and Junior Yorkshire District Leagues. At the time of
writing the first XI are second in the league to the School of
Signals and the second XI are sharing top place with R.A.F.
Catterick in the Junior League. Both teams are within striking
distance of winning their respective leagues, but the first XI
must overcome the School of Signals at home and away to
carry off the title, whereas the second XI have already beaten
their league challengers and must be considered to have a good
chance of winning the Junior League.
Success bas come to the College in cup football too. We
reached the final of the Yorkshire District Cup, but went down
3-0 to the School of Signals. We play 19 Tank Transporter
Company R.C.T. in ih~ semi-final of the Northern Command
Cup and hope to report a win in the next edition. The other
semi-finalists being the School and 8 Signals. Could it be
another College v. School of Signals final?
The Apprentices XI in the Winter Games series have excelled
themselves, having beaten the colleges at Carlisle, Chepstow
and Arborfield with a goal tally of IS for and one against. (Is
this a record, all three Colleges in one season?)
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B.F.P.O. 32
These notes are designed to cover a period of three months,
in the hope that we can give a reasonably comprehensive picture
of life in the 1st Regiment. The winter is the time for individual training and planning, and the opportunity has been
taken of reorganising the functions of the Squadrons in the
never-ending urge for more efficient living and working.
Exercises have not been completely forgotten, but memories
tend to dwell on the lighter side of Regimental life.
In festive mootl
The Christmas season was well and truly celebrated in the
Regiment in a series of parties, larg and small. A notable
event was "Aladdin" written and produced (with help) by
Lance-Corporal West. This was an excellent entertainment,
produced entirely by Corporals, Lance-Corporals and soldiers,
although some heavier guns were brought to bear at the last
minute to overcome a few obstacles. All costumes were made
by wives and girl friends of the cast, and all who contributed,
as well as their audiences, thoroughly enjoyed it. Inspired by
success, greater things are planned by this enterprising group
for March and April.
The traditional Christmas draw in .the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants' Mess was given additional attraction by the completion of major improvements. An excellent evening is always
to be eirpected on this uaditional occasion, but .this year all
previous standards were surpassed, and a really outstanding
evening was enjoyed by our four hundred members and their
guests.
The Corporals' Mess gave their now traditional Christmas
party to the local orphanage, and all ranks played .their various
parts in bringing the local townspeople into our Christmas
celebrations.

The Corps
puts on

its skis
The 1st and 28th Regiment enjoy all the
thrills of a continental
winter.
GOODWILL
Corporal Cheetham at the German Orphans' Party

An unusnal ceren1onial oceasio11
On 9th December, a rather unusual parade was held, at
which the Commanding Officer presented badges to those
members of our M.S.O. Defence Sub-Unit who had completed
twenty years' service in the M.S.O. Twenty-two badges were
awarded, and the Regiment was assembled as a tribute to
these stalwarts, many of whom have spent all their service
with the same unit.
~- inter

s1•orts
(See piciures, opposiie)
With very little skill, but considerable enthusiasm, we began
in October to plan for conquest in the Divisional and B.A.O.R.
Ski Championships.
We were producing a team to compete in these for the first
time in two years; all of us new to the demands and .technique
of Langlauf ski-ing. Having been bullied into shape by S.S.I.
Barnes, " dry " training every afternoon for a month, the team
travelled down to Mittenwald, Bavaria, in the second week
of December. There we lived in a wooden building at a
winter caravan site, which by no means provided five-star
The heating was
accommodation, but proved adequate.
temperamental and minor problems were eicperienced-a damp
pair of shoes was found firmly iced to the floor on one
notable occasion, when the outside temperature recorded -25°C.
Outside door handles were too cold to touch with a bare
hand, and on attempting w swing the engine of the. Land
Rover, Craftsman Mills was left holding only half the P,andle,
which had sheared. Cooking was taken in turns, and valiant
attempts were made to vary the taste of compo Irish stew,
until a breakthrough was finally made by brewing it up with
half a litre of local wine, in a way Mrs. Beaton would no
doubt have disapproved.
Mittenwald is a first class area for Langlauf ski-ing, with a
varied countryside. During the time we were there we were
fortunate to have a good deal of sun and snow and, needless
to say, took maximum advantage of this. Our ski lessons
came to rather an abrupt end when the instructor, who was
rated high in the area police team broke his leg. From then
on we were self-taught, which gave rise to some astonishing
individual habits. Signalman Davies could be seen performing
some magnificent feats of balance on one ski as the other
slowly rose forward in a graceful arc until perpendicular to the
ground, generally effecting the well-known horizontal position
of its owner. Second-Licurenant Cox never did accomplish
a telemark!

BETROTHAL
Mrs. West, Corporal Jeffries, Lance-Corporal West and Signalman
Somerville in traditional Aladdin Wear

And so to the Divisional Meeting, held also at Mittenwald,
during a week when the weather alternated between cold, icy
days and a rather humid thaw. In the first race, the 15 kilometre individual, there were 150 starters. Our first four competitors were Second-Lieutenant Maclean, 26th (15 minutes behind the winner); Second-Lieutenant Cox, 38th; Corporal
Crowe, 39th; and Signalman Grey, 44th. None of the remainder were worse than half way down the list. The four
already mentioned entered the 4 x 10 km. relay, being placed
ninth out of 23, and our "B" team did well ·t o finish 15th.
In the patrol race, which includes a 20 km. circuit, with shooting on the range, we came in for some bad luck. A member
from another team fell down and, unable to avoid him, we all
piled into him, Second-Lieutenant Maclean finding himself with
a broken ski, having 18 km. still to go. Signalman Hyland was
the next casualty, breaking .:>ne of his skis during an argument
with a fir tree. We reached the finish with only five skis between the four of us still intact, and were lucky to make
12th place.
We then moved to Oberjoch for the B.A.0.R. and Army
Championships, where we competed in the same three events.
During the two weeks we were there, the temperature was
rarely below freezing point during the day and consequently
(Coniinued on page 142)

I. THE SETTING: Top of the Zugspitze in view
2. THE THRILL: Lance-Corporal Robertson 28th Regiment poised for the start of a downhill race
J. INSTRUCTION: The ski-instructor teaches a squad from the 28th. Regiment
4. RELAXATION: The Skiers of the 1st Regiment take time off - a happy camaraderie from C.O. to Signalman
s. POISED: The First team of the 1st Regiment ready for the "off" on a langlauf race. (Left to right) 2nd Lieutenant Maclean,
Corporal Crowe, Signalmen Gray and Hyland
6. STANDING BY: 2nd Team and reserves of the 1st Regiment. (Left to right) Lance-Corporal HiJllmDanC, Craftsman Mills,
Signalmen Davies and Cotogreave, Staff.Sergeant Fenney, 2nd Lieutenant • • ox.
I
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the snow became very slushy. In the 15 km. race, Corporal
Crowe achieved the highest placing of 55th, and SecondLie.utenant Maclean was 57th. There w ere, however, 248 comp-utors. In the 4 x ro km. race, Lance-Corporal lllman took
cond-Lieutenant's Cox' place, and Corporal Crowe, who raced
in the first stage, put us 15th out of 30, which, unfortunately;
we could not hold against the stronger and more experienced
team . Our final placing was 23rd. In the patrol race we made
up for a s.low time by some first class shooting. We finished
the 17! km. c.ourse in l hour 52 minutes, which was considerably better than our performance at Divisional level. Our
position once again was 23rd. Second-Lieutenaut M aclean
wa awarded the Burgomaster's prize for the best all-round
performance by a novice
In retrospect, our inexperience was more than m ade up
for by the enthusiasm and spirit of the teams. As we were
~ noyices, we did well to reach the B.A.0.R. championships,
m which next year we shall be a force to be reckoned with I

The Pnge Trophy
The winter stage of the Inter-Troop Sports Competition for
the Page Trophy is moving towards its climax at Easter.
' Alpha " Troop have won the basketball and, after two of
the four cross-country runs, Comcen One, Comcen Two, and
cc Alpha " Troop are well placed. The soccer is still open, and
will probably decide the final positions.
Lieutenant R. W. Simmons, D.E.IU.
Mr. Simmons first enlisted as an Apprentice Tradesman at
Harrogate on 9th September, 1951. He was trained as an
Operator, Wireless and
Line, and was posted as a
Biil tradesman to the
Berlin Independent Brigade
Signal Squadron in September, 1954. He rose to the
rank of Sergeant during
three years in Berlin, and
then alitended t he first
Radio Operator Br Course
at 4th Training Regiment in
Catterick. He stayed with
the Training Brigade as an
instructor and then joined
3rd Infantry Brigade Signal
Troop in Cyprus during the
emer~~ncv.
He was Acting
Staff Sergeant, oommanding
the Troop for three years
SUCCESS STORY
in Cyprus and was awarded
Lieutenant R. W . Simmons, 8.E.M.
the British Empire Medal
~ for outstanding service as
commander, when no officers were available to fill the officer
vacancies.
From Cyprus, Mr. Simmons was posted to the Royal Military
Academy at Sandhurst, first as a Sergeant Instructor, then Staff
Se:geant Instructor, and finally as Sergeant-Major of the Signal
Wmg.. ,Ii;i 1965 he was posted as Squadron Sergeant-Major to
rst ~1vision H .Q. and Signal Regiment was granted a Shott
Service Combatant Commission on 10th' February and posted
to 229 Squadron, again in Berlin, at the age of 3o.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
(Controlled by Jacksons the Butchers Ltd.)

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
Es~~~
DARLINGTON
29SS
Seventy Years Satisfactory Service
''wE BUY THE BEST"

"WE SELL THE BEST"

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR DISTRICT

28th REGDIENT, D.F.P. O. :JS
Look at L ife

N o. l fl

Frnn frul!ltrntlo11
~arly in 1966 we established a Regimental Ski Centre n ear
W_mter~erg . All our efforts and expen se were countered by a
mild wmter a!'.ld little snow. This is history, but we r esolved
to do better m 1967.
Frnus ki (See pictures, previous page)
By . courtesy of the Bundeswehr and G ebirgs Fernmeide
Ba ttal ~on 8 (G erman Mountain Divisional Signal R egiment)
Bavan a h~s been our hunting ground in recent weeks, and
three parties of 20 h~ve travelled sou~ to Murnau, adjacent
to the well-known . ski resoI\t of G armisch Partenkirchen. En
rou te, we stayed with the Americans in M annheim- no language problem there!
Tito Slopes
The mild winter forced u s and our experienced German instructors to the slopes some 5,000 feet above sea level in the
shadow of qermany's highest mountain, the Zugspit;. The
spectacular views and exhilerating air were ·tremendous. The
slopes ~ere our challen ge, and slowly, but surely we mastered
t~e . busm~s of sta~g upright. This was an 'exercise in a
lifet~I?e which we enjoyed to the full- in the best cc Franciscan "
tradit ion.
211d REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 22
After the Winter Sports, the Spring Sales
We hinted last time at reorganisation and can now reveal
that hard bargains are being driven in a secret place. The
current market value of three D.M.s and four Telegraph
Operators seems to be two 3-ton containers and two drivers·
a f~ of us ar~ making a profit but most of the Regiment ar~
w~g on their hands until they find somewhere safe to put
their feet.
Ev~n the midget tape-rec.order left in R.H.Q. by a visiting
Russian has stopp~ or so w~ assume, as senior _officers recently
attended a cocktail party given by our Russian neighbours.
We hope they are now as confused as we.
. All that is certain is that the cc master plan to ruin Bruin "
nicknamed "Harrisons Rear," has been shelved because of 'a
lack of frequencies for the infra-red cookers in the new Bruin
Cookh~use . (The present ones trigger off all electric alarm
clocks m the Headquarters).
'
Not a great season, but an interesting one
. J?e.spite th~ !-lsual disappearance of the Regiment into the
md1v1dual trammg machine we have managed to play a little.
Inter-Troop basketball has been thriving as an evening league
and as we write Charlie One lead the table, pursued by innumerable Alpha Troops. In the shooting the machinations of
R.H.Q. were no match for the organised flair of S.S.M. Norris
and 3 Sq,uadron gained a handsome victory in the final. The
Corporals Mess beat the unteroffiziere of the Biinder
Schiitzenverein in an international event.
Stop Press. The Officers' Mess have just beaten Soxmis at
shooting! No comment.
Hockey and boxing successes
The Regiment reached the divisional semi-finals of the Army
Cup hockey and were unfortunate to lose to the Devon and
Dorsets by the only goal scored.
In boxing, four men from the Regiment reached the finals
of the Army Individual Championships; Signalman Waters
(f~the:), Lance-CorJ?Oral Jacobs (welter), Signalman Pelegrmettl (he~vy) and Signalman Carr (bantam). Carr, after being
runn.er-up m the ~.A.0.R. championships, won his title fight
and 1s Army c~mp1on. AH four have been selected to represent
the Army agamst the Royal Navy. Congratulations and good
luck.
Not Angles but Engels?
S~tion has been rife this winter as to .the real origin of
the Regiment. Two local councils have invited the Regiment
(Continued on page 143)

to lectures by learned Germans who believed that the original
Angles and Saxons came from the nearby town of Enger and
paraded e>n the site of our barrack square before setting off .for
England. The legend was that c.onfusion was caused by a noisy
circuit and that the leader, ordered to remain in " Enger-land "
set off for " England " and duly raised his flag on Thanet wh~n
he should have been attacking Rome. The race he established
in England (having learnt to communicate) has now returned
to its origin to the joy of the Germans, and of the R.S.M., who
finds that 1,100 years have made little difference to the square.
We are now waiting for an explanation of how ~ome of us got
dark skin on the way over! Some of us wonder if the months
e spent last year on the Hannover-Hoxter road will be proved
by historians to be a memory of the years we once spent on the
Andover-Exeter road.
· p and Ont
We bid farewell to Staff Sergeants Cox and Youngman, who
between them supplied us with pigs, beds and vehicles, for over
fifty years. They have our best wishes for civilian life.
We congratulate W .O.Ils Hutson and Rand on finding another way past Staff Sergeant, and also Lieutenant Cartwright
who has been finally allowed by the Anglo-German Council
for the protection of German antiquities to leave for Aden.
R.Q.M.S. Timpson has left us, to arrive at 21st Regiment as
Lieutenant Timpson, and we c.ongrarulate him too.

1•ost Script
Remember we promised that your next Christmas cards would
never get here? Try this. A letter addressed to cc Mrs. X, c/o
Mr. X, 2 Div. H.Q . and Signal Regt." finally reached Mr. X
at the Officers' M ess, marked cc ? Lcpl X, 3 Sqn " ; cc ? Radio
Tech, 2 Sqn "; " posted from 2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt. ";
cc ? Comcen Op II-I, 24 Sigs "; ••redirected by 8 Signal Regt."
Quoth the post N.C.O., " I am sorry, sir, I did not know Officers
of your age were allowed to get m arried."
3rd ll.EGIMENT, DlJLFOllD
When you think of the type of weather you get in the
cross-<:ounrry running season, it's not at all surprising that
long distance runners are lonely. But this year, just to upset
everything, the weather for three of the main cross-country
events, all run at Bulford, has been bright, dry and sunny.
The Regiment's team did very well, being second in the
3rd Division elimination for the Army Championship and
four th in the Southern Command Championship.
LanceCorporal Venus was fust and second respectively.
The
runners, spurred on by the example of Lieutenant Almonds,
who runs to and from his hiring daily, have had a pretty
good season and all feel disgustingly fit.

whilst the girls of Sc.otland are full of Highland reserve, those
of Voss are full of Scandinavian promise. Irre pective of the
v7n~e, the warfare tactics required, I gather, were remarkably
similar.
As is happening in nearly all Signal units at this time of the
year, trade training is going on apace, but we have one group
doing trade training which is probably unique in the Corps.
We have our own Pioneer Section, they only joined this month
but we had them on training straight away, and we :reckon they
are settling down and beginning to en joy themselves.
cc Fo,xtrot" T~oop (wh?t a name for linemen I) went off
on a little exercise of their own. Funny how linemen always
seem to prize their independence and how C.0.s always seem
disposed to give them so much latitud e. It must be because
that deep down, everybody knows that linemen are the finest
group of men to be fou nd anywhere. (Needless to say, the
writer is a Lineman H a l)
During the cross-country meetings, " C " T:roop (what a
proud name for the Air Support Troop to acquire) provided
c.ommunications, helped by the rest of I Squadron and " M "
Troop, of course. But there was a twist this time, and we
provided commentary which was relayed over the P.A. system.
We've got some budding John Arlots and Raymond Baxters
here in 3 H .Q. and Signal Regiment.
T he officers went on a visit to H .M .S. Mercury. We would
like to tell you about it, but the officers won't let us; suffice
to say that they all looked a trifle fragile the next day.

4th REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 15
It has been a month of great activity. In the sporting field,
the Regiment was represented for the first time at the Divisional
and B.A.O.R./ Army Ski Championships, held in Austria; our
hockey team has reached the final of the Divisional Competition; in basketball, our team has reached the quarter-final of
the Divisional Competition; and our cross-country team was
11th in the Divisional Meeting. We have also found time
to cc shake ourselves out " and have enjoyed two exercises.
Our A.C.C. personnel also seem to have risen to the occasion
by winning three major prizes at the Divisional Cookery Competition.
Yes, all in all, a busy month indeed. Major Dowell left
at the end of the month and has joined H.Q., Royal Signals at
I (BR) Corps; we welcome in his place, as Second-in-Command,
Major P. J. Evans. Another notable departure during the
month was our popular W.R.V.S. member, Mrs. Val Williams,
who has now rejoined her husband in the sunny climes of
Malaysia.

Only the soccer tenm is in the money
Of the rugby, soccer and hockey teams, only the soccer
team is in the money. They have just drawn the final of the
East Wiltshire Services League with the School of Army
Aviation, and the replay is not until early March. They also
meet 5th R.T.R. in the final of the East Wiltshire Knockout
Cup. The rugby and hockey teams are having a fair to middling
season, enjoying themselves, but have nothing startling to report.
On tlie other hand our basketball team have done extremely
well. They won the 3rd Division Inter-Unit Championship
and came fourth in the Southern Command eliminating heat,
when the first three went through to the final rounds of the
Army Championships. Mind you, if there had been a special
prize for the smallest team, we should have walked it. Our
biggest player is Sergeant French, about 5ft. nin., the rest
are round the 5ft. 7in. to 5ft. 9in. range, but they nipped in
and about their opponents like terriers chasing deer.
Highland Reserve and Seandinnvian 11rondse
Winter warfare training has been going on apace this month
with one party going to Norway on Exercise cc Hardfall," and
two parties to the Cairngorms, in ~cotlan?. In both cas.es,
winter warfare would seem to be a slight misnomer, and whilst
everyone worked extremely hard by day, they trained equally
hard by night for another type of warfare. I am assured that

SKIERS ALL

Left to Right: Captain K. P. Burke (Adjutant), Signalman T. Needham,
Lance-Corporal R. Lawler, Lieutenant J. C. Galloway, LieutenantColonel A. J. Jackson, Lieutenant M. J. Ridlington, Signalman D.
Williams, Signalman R. Lee, Major J. A. G. Moore.
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D o e k ey New
Our hopes are high, now .that wi; have reached the. final . .of
the 4th Division Area MaJor Umt Hockey Ch~p1onships,
which game is scheduled for the .4th March, agaf!lSt the 4th
R.T.R. With players such as ~aJOr H artnett, MaJor Gr~gory
and Corporal Hines, .together with other players of expenence,
we have our fingers crossed!

In th fl Id agad
The Regiment too to the field early this year with a
Divisional CPX, " Snow Shoe," on 7th/8th February. Sergeant.Major Williams, of I , quadron, had quite an exciting time with
Rover Group and learnt a few usef 1 !es ons, as they say I
Communications worked well, possibly because the C.O. had
taken us out on a Regimental communications exercise,
Exerci e ' hakedown," from 1st to 3rd February. Everyone was gkd to get out of barracks a.gain and we were
lucky to have fine weather for both exercises. At the moment
we are all concentrating on the Divisional study period, Exercise
"Full Pitch," which takes place in our gymnasium at the end
of the month. They are even cutting the gra s- in February!
Banishing sparrows from the vicinty of the gymnasium is
another major preoccupation, and the C.O. bas threatened to
bring his 12-bore if they don't lay off! The Divisional Staff
are very envious of all the gold lettering the R.S.M. is scattering
around the barracks.
SKI-ING
The following is an account by a team member of their
experiences during preparation for the Divisional and B.A.O.R./
Army Championships.
Journey down
Wednesday, 14th December, saw us packing the mini-bus,
and after some last-minute shopping, we left for the snows of
Austria. After sixteen hours' driving, with stops every three
hours, we arrived in Ehrwald at or.oo hours, 15th December,
where, even after much pushing, the mini-bus was unable to
climb the last hill out of Ehrwald near our gasthof. So our
first night in Austria was spent in the mini-bus!
Training
We eventually arrived at our guest house and then got down
to training, all and every day, every week, including Christmas
Day and ew Year's Day. No drinking nor smoking! It was
hard driving oneself to die limit on fitness and training, and
a little monotonous on the technique training track, where we
spent hour after hour until we got it right. Mr. Galloway lost
over a stone in weight by the time the Divisional Meeting
started.
We spent relaxing days on the downhill slopes, but were
now a much wiser team and ready for business. For the last
week of training, our Team Captain, Major John Moore
arrived. Of this we were all a little apprehensive, but his training methods did not turn out to be quite so gruelling as
expected.
4th Division Championshi1•s
The first competition we entered came all too soon. With
a fine effort from the whole team, including Signalman Ricky
Lee, the team did very well in the 4 x 10 km . relay. Everyone
entered the 15 km., as there were team and individual placings.
We did very well at this event, only to be pipped to second place
by only six ~conds. There were many disappointed faces, beO!use we rrussed a cup by so little, but still our spirits were
~1gh.. The patrol race was next and,_ ski-ing well, our team,
including Corporal Bob Lawler and S1gnalman Dave Williams
were very tired at .the finish. The sun surely was shining on
us at Lermoos in more ways than one, for, as well as our healthy
r.:ins, the t!!B~ made thir~ place overall in the Military Combina~n, ;;<> wmnmg '.1 place m the B.A.O.R. and Army Ski Championships at Obetjoch, a very good effort for a team of novices
led by an old hand. The photograph shows the team at
Lermoos with the C .O. and Adjutant.
B.A.0.R. &

Army Ski Championships

Wi; knew only too . well that _we wou1~ get no glory at
Obetjoch, but the experience we gamed was mvaluable. Waxing
was a pr~bl~, and althou~ we may never get conditions like
them agam, if we do w7 will certainly know how to manage.
However, we were not disgraced, and came 17th, 19th, 20th, in
the Io km. and 15 km. and patrol. In t he latter 12 minutes
faster would have given us fourth or fifth place. Atremendous
effort for a first year, and we look forward with anticipation
to next season.

FAREWELL TO POPULAR W.R.V.S. LADY
Corporal B. Miles (Left) presents the b_o uquet to Mrs. Val Williams
-looking on Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Jackson-Commanding Officer

Teams were chosen from Major John Moore (R.A.),
Lieutenant Mike Galloway, Lieutenant Mike Ridling.con,
Corporal Bob Lawler, Signalman Richy Lee and Signalman
D ave Williams.

w.n.v.s.
Our club room was in mourning during the early part of
the month when our "Lady in Charge," Mrs. Val Williams
decided that the calls of a Serviceman husband had now become
stronger than the calls of our happy integrated club. On the
eve of her departure, a large ga.thering of club members were
present to hear the Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel
A. J. Jackson, speak of the good that Mrs. Williams had done,
and the ease with which she had carried out a difficult task.
The Commanding Officer then presented Mrs. Williams with
an inscribed silver candelabra and Corporal B. Miles, on behalf
of all club members asked her to accept a bouquet of flowers,
shown in the photograph. We understand that Mrs. Williams
has since placed an order with the Editor for her own individual
copy of THE WIRE and intends to keep in touch via this
medium.
Goodbye to a good friend and good luck. We
would like .to welcome Miss H elen Stobbs, who has arrived
as the new "Lady in Charge."

Basketball
The Inter-Troop League for the 1966/67 season came to
a successful end in the first week of February. The winning
team was °' Bravo" Troop, who narrowly beat Admin. Troop
on points; the Sergeants' Mess team corning a close third.
Having lost the gymnasium for some weeks, due to the 4th
D ivision Study Period, the Regimental •t eam have only had
~way fixtures dur~g the month.
The next important fixture
1s versus 3rd Regrment, R.H.A., at Herford, on Friday, xoth
March. This is the 4th Divisional quarter-final, and in this
game we shall again be relying on old stalwarts such as LanceCorporal Lewis, Corporal Miles and Lance-Cotporal Cossou
to take us through to the Divisional finals.
4th Dh'ision Cross-Country (;hnmpionshi1•s,
1907
These were held at Barker Barracks, Paderborn, on Wednesday, 1st February, 1967. Conditions for these championships
were good, the weather being dry and cold. The course consisted of a seven-mile route over fairly flat country, including
tank tracks and ploughed fields, which made tlie going very
heavy and a real test of stamina. The first man home for
4th Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment was Second-Lieutenant
MacDougall, who finished 37th; he was followed very closely
by . Corporal Miles, ~oth 1 and Lance-Corporal Anhoury, 41st.
ThlS was good runnmg m a field of some 16o runners. The
Regimen t finished uth in a large field.
(Continued on page 145)

Jla « •b es, Matches, Arrivals & Despatches
Hatches.-A son, John Andrew, to Lance-Corporal and Mrs.
Taylor, at B.M.H., Rinteln, on nth February.
Matches.-Congratulations are offered to the following on
their recent marriages : Coi;poral Monkman, R.E.M.E., to
Fraulein Margarete Bau ta, at Scarborough, on 28th January.
Driver Young, R.C.T., to Valerie Rosemary Stock, at Greenwich on 21 st February; and Lance-Corporal Smith to Mararete Bruston Mofat, at Kirkalthy on 20th January.
Arrivals.-We welcome Captain F . Smith from the Army
Apprentices' College, Harrogate, and Captain M. F . Andrews,
ho has joined the Flight, which now boasts three Royal
ignals pilots.
Despatches.-We have sai~ goodbye to Ser~eants Hardwick,
Drummond, Hessling and Riley and Bombardier Kane.

FLASH
A fine effort by our Cooks
It was suddenly decided that our cooks should prove that
they were not just a bunch of pretty faces. On 23rd F.ebruary,
under the guiding hand of S.Q.M.S. Hothersall, assisted by
W.O.I Earle, A.C.C. we entered for Table d'Hon_eur of the
4th Division Cookery Cham~ionships. To the. deh~t o~ the
new Messing Officer, three pnzes were won-Pnvat~ Pisa~ and
S.Q.M.S. Hothersall were first and second, respecttyely, m die
confectionery class, with Privat<: And~on close behl_nd. ~ die
meat dishes class, Corporal King, with a game pie, clinched
second place. We all hope that they have the same success
in the B.A.0.R. Championships in April.
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UNITED KINGDOM
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
Are you
*Leaving the Service in the next few months?
*Looking for an interesting job in a challenging
new industry?

ELECTRICIANS
and
INSTRUMENT MECHANICS
are required for future vacancies at Dounreay
Experimental Reactor Establishment, Thurso,
Caithness, Northern Scotland, for work
associated with research on nuclear reactors.
We need

7th REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 15
We are still wondering what has happened to y.rinter ~s
year. Despite a few small Squadron/Troop exerclSes (which
should have resulted in record low temperatures and sno~faµs)
we have enjoyed a ~d spelL .wi: ~ave been kept ~usy finishing
off our winter trainmg for md1v1duals and sortmg ourselves
out for the heavy exercise programme forecast.

Comings and Goings .
During February we said farewell to our old 4 ~quadron;
they have gone to 22nd Regiment with our best. wis~es. We
have welcomed our « new " 4 Squadron under M~JOr Nice from
22nd Regiment. The original concept of changmg Squadrons
on an Autobahn Layby was abandoned: ~d for the ~d day
both Squadrons milled around the Umt lines. We think we
have finished re-forming (higher authority please note !). The
Adjutant has been persuaded to destroy his draft Part I Order
which rea~ " Any soldier who does not know wh~,t Squadron
he is in, or who he is, should report to the R.S.M. -<>r,.words
to that effect. This change of Squadrons led to several Farewell" and "Welcome" parties in the various messes.
Exercise •• Winter Sales "
We had a couple of days in the field with the Corps Staff on
a general " shake down " exercise. Many old lessons were
remembered and the whole exercise voted as mo.st valuable (~d
successful). Heavy gales were experiei;iced durmg the exercise
and numerous Officers were seen wearmg .steel h~ets .as protection from falling roof tiles. Some soldiers sleepmg m tents
in the woods were surprised to see very large trees !Jlown down
a little too close for comfort. On return to barracks it was fo?Dd
several small "local manufacture" huts had been blown mto
the Zoo next door and the sacred hockey goalposts blown off
the square. It's rough with rear details!
Ski-ing
On the 25th February a party of fifteen all ranks u_nder
Captain Lenthall, our Ski-ing Officer, left for the I I Engmeer
(Continued overleaf)

*Electricians:
fully time-served men with
experience of installation and/or maintenance work.
*Instrument Mechanics: skilled craftsmen experienced in servicing any of the following
types of equipment:-

!. Relays, Uniselectors, Solenoids, Pressure, Level and Flow Gauges,
Temperature Indication and Chart
Recorders.
2. Radar, Radio Communication Equip-

ment, Television or experience of
electronics generally.
We offer
*Sickness Benefit and Superannuation Schemes.
*Housing for married men- hostel accommodation for single men.
*As istance towards cost of removal.
Application form:; and further details available
from:Labour Office, D.E.R.E ., Dounreay, Thurso,
Caithness, Scotland.
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Brigade ski but in Zwiesel, a small dot on the map in Bavaria.
It i hoped that whilst there for nearly three weeks all members
will become proficient cross-country skiers.
Other small par i from the Regiment have been ski-ing to
Silberhutte in the Harz Mountains and to Winterberg, for
varying periods.
( 'orporaJs• ;,1.. ss
With quite a lot of "new blood" in the Mess appointments,
many new ideas are coming ro light to revive the Mess from
the " po·t-Cbri tmas " lump. The first (for some time anyway!) ex-Boys V R egulars games evening was held recently.
The Regulars won by 18 points to 16 but as the ex-Boys'
remark on the score are unprintable a return match has been
quickly arranged. I t is hoped from these matches to train and
elect a team to take on the Sergeants' Mess as well as producing
a team for a Corporals' Mess d ar ts league to be star ted locally.
A successful dance to say farewell to 4 Squadron was held on
4th F ebruary when " The Group " (consisting of members of
the out-going 4 Squadron) gave their services free of charge.
Our thanks and best wishes go to them and also members of
the old 4 Squadron. At the same time we would like to welcome
the new 4 Squadron and indeed all who have joined us in the
past month or so. A Games Night on the 3rd M arch and
Birthday Party/ Dance on the 4th, a soccer match on the 5th
against the local W.R.V.S. team, darts against the Imperial
Club on the 10th, an inter-Squadron snooker championship (by
kind permission of Corporal Andy Hunter who presented a
trophy) in the near future, a firm promise of a trebling of our
rebate from P.R.!. and the gradual introduction of Mess dress
Ooca1 Messes please note) should point out to one and all that
the new committee is not entirely dormant.
To all who have left us go our best wishes wherever their
next port of call.
Sub 7 Aqua Club
~t was' hoped to take a small party of senior divers to a
swcable sire for an" under ice" dive in January but the weather
has been too kind to us, and this hasn't been P<>ssible as yet.
The training scheme for the year was presented for approval
by the Unit, and was finally fitted in between numerous schemes
and exercises. The broad outline is that a new group of novices
will be trained during the early spring and summer so that they
rea~ 3~d class diver, ~ritish Sub-Aqua Oub standard, by July.
!his will me:m attend1Dg . lectures an~ passing qualifying tests
ID the local 1Ddoor pool ID <the evemngs and attending weekend open water dives later on in the season.
T?o e wh? qualify will be. ~nsidered for inclusion in a party
of divers go1Dg on an expedmon to the south of France in July
-"You can go afier the Morrison Cup, but you must be hack
before Exercise " Small Slam " on the 23rd Staff I " We hope
to . get. some of this year's recruits up to 2nd Class standard on
this mp, so that we can recommend them for a Dive Marshal's
Course in the autumn.
A club dinner was arranged to cele_brate the formation, just
a year ago, of the club. The club oh31Iman, Major Parkes and
Mrs. Parkes, were invited as guests and a party of 18 divers
and their wives went to the " China" restaurant in Beilefeld.
Lance-Corporal Clarke, one of our stalwart enthusiasts ordered
"seaweed soup" saying, "Well, it is a Sub-Aqua Clu'b dinner
isn't it?" Some others chose shark fin soup, but most others
weren't so brave and were content with the less exotic dishes.
A most enjoyable evening, with table talk to astonish the
G~rman speaking Chinese waiters, and perhaps some of the
wives as well.
The club has agreed to supply the instructors for the under
water swimming section of the advanced military swimming
cou:se in Be.rlin, from the 4th-18th March. Four of the club's
beginners will be attending the course and will get a flying
start towards becoming qualified divers. It is hoped that more
wo~ld be able to go, but-you guessed it-there's an exercise on
dunng the second week of the course.
Hockey
<;>nee aga!n this In<?nth the hockey team has been extremely
acuve, luckily not without success. Of the six games played
five have beei: won by margins of one to four goals; in the
other one, agamst R.A.F. Guterslon, we lost r-o. In four of
the games the defence once again managed a " shut out" such
a commonpl_ace occurrence in this season's games that it tends
to go unnouced.

Of late some of the team members have developed some
outstanding tricks. Notable dribbles down the left of the field
with feet, and staunch tackles-with the wrong side of the stick
-have kept our supporters SJ?ellbound. Unfortunately, these
?rts have not been perfected quite enough to delight the umpires
m the same way; however, as the old addage goes, practice
makes perfect !
The team is now benefiting from the strict eye of our umpire,
Major Etherington, and golf shots on the field have become
less frequent.
With the posting into the Regiment of " The New Four
Squadron " we have been lucky in that several good hockey
player~ have ~rived with 0e Squadron. Although one or two
are still suffer1Dg from their hecnc games with 22nd Regiment
this new strengthening bodes very well for the next year's Army
Cup competition. The team, in the broade t sense of the word
now being about eighteen strong, has its sights firmly set already'
so other regiments beware I
'

which have brought him into the limelight, for after finishing
second in the C.S.O.s mile at the C.S.0.s Athletics Championships last September, the following month he went on to. win
the Army (Cyprus) Mile Championship after leading virtually
the whole way. With his football commitments during the
winter months of 1966/&, he was unable to run for the Unit
in the Island Cross-Country League, however, he was available
to run for the regimental team in the Army Championships.
The field for the Army Championships was unusually strong,
but Burr was not under great pressure at any time during the
race and came first in a most impressive manner. This was
proved two weeks later, to be no flash in the pan, when the
Army 'met the R.A.F. for the annual Inter-Services CrossC...ountry Race. Burr, running well within himself, came home a
comfortable winner once more.
It is on that note that he leaves us, and 13th Regiment, when
he eventually joins, can count themselves fortunate to have such
a versatile athlete.

11 th REGDIE.'.\'T, C \. TTEllU'.K C \.MP

Apart from a freak snowstorm on the evening of Wednesday,
22nd February, when three inches of snow settled in about
two hours and then disappeared just as quickly, the weather
in Catterick has been kind to us, although surrounding areas
have at times been hard hit. A full, uninterrupted programme
has consequently been possible.

9th REGilUEN T , D.F.P. O. 33
Sig1ualu1nn " Chris " Burr-all-round s ports anan
" par excelle n ce "

Signalman Chris Burr collecting his disc as he runs in winner at the
end of the Army (Cyprus) Cross Country championships

It is appropriate that l'his month we should devote our notes
to one of our Signalmen: Chris Burr of 2 Squadron. He leaves
the Regiment. during ~ch for training at the A.P.T.C. Depot,
Aldershot, pnor to posnng to 13th Regiment. It is as a sportsman that he has really made a lasting impression. In fact, to
some he appears to spend more time on ·the sports field than at
work! When he arrived in 1964 he was immediately fastened
upon by the regimental soccer team and since then he has never
been _out of the XI. It wasn't long before he attracted the
attention of the Army selectors and during the first season he
became a regular player for the Army (Cyprus) side. Later in
the 1964/<>5 season he was chosen for the Combined Services
(Cyprus), a team for which be has continued to play and
with l'hem toured the Lebanon.
In tihe Spring of 1965 he ran third in the C.S.O.s CrossCountry and during the summer twice sailed on the yacht
Goldammer to Beiru~ . He was also a member of the 2 Squadron
?Jg of war .ream which won the Army (Cyprus) Championship
ID consecutive years, 1964/65.
Again, throughout the 1965/66 football season be represented
both the ~my and Combined Services, touring witJi ,t he latter
to Tel A.v1v and Damascus. Stepping up on his performance of
the prev.1ous year he won the C.S.O.s Cross-Country in 1966,
beaung m the process Lance-COrporal Skinner of 3 Squadron,
a regul~ runner .for the Army and the Army (Cyprus) Individual
Champion. Durmg the summer of 1966 he toured Malta witlb
the Combined Services (Cyprus) soccer ·team, and on his return
began playing cricket for the Regiment as an all-rounder.
Latterly, however, it has been his performances as an athlete

10th Regiment, Hounslow
J<'arc>well
This month the officers of the Regiment held a farewell
luncheon on 17th February for three colleagues. Major " Spike "
Stanley, D.C.M., and Captain Georg~ Scott have left o~ retirement and Major Bert Sawyer will shortly be lcavmg the
Regiment on posting to Germany. The Regiment are sorry to
say goodbye to them and wishes them every happiness in the
future. At the same time we welcome Major J immy Dale,
Major Geoff Par is and Captain Joe Pendock to the Regiment.
The finals of <the regimental shooting competition were held
this month, and once ag~ll:1 Eastern Comma~d Signal Tr<>?p,
captained somewhat susp1<:1ously by the Reg1i;nental Shoonng
Officer, Major Sawyer, earned the day by defeatmg Q.M. Troop.
The Regiment is playing " host " to the Signal Platoon of
the 2nd Bn. The Coldstream Guards who have been undergoing a twelve-week Signals Classification Course prior to
attending the Guards Signal Concentration at Wl!fren ~p,
Crowborough. The ~egirnent is ~lied ~pon to prov~de sp~1alist
equipment, the occas10~a_l tec~mcal ~s.s:stance and m pa~cular
the training and adrrumstrat1ve facihnes and general S1gnals
atmosphere.
The Regimen t congratulates Corporal and Mrs. Phillips and
Corporal and Mrs. Charlesworth, both on the births of daughters,
and Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Maxwell and Signalman and Mrs.
Kershaw, both on the births of sons.

Bargain Basement?
The P.R.!. of this Regiment holds a large stock of shoes of
the Veldstchoen pattern, suitable for wear by officers and
warrant officers. They are hard-wearing and are priced ~t
£3 15s. od., which is half the price for which they are sold ID
the shops. The P.R.!. will accept orders for th~ shoes from
any reader and will send ~hese shoes anywhere !n the U.~.
and to any military camp in the world. Cash with orders 1s
appreciated.
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RESERVE

AHlUY

OFFICEllS'

HALL

The A.E.R. Officers' Ball, which has taken place an!lually
for the past 14 years, will be re-named. in 1967 to um.te ~
officers of the active Reserve incorporated ID the new Terntonal
and Army Volunteer Reserve.
The ball will be held in Friday, 9th June, 1967, at the
Royal Artillery Mess at Woolwich, at 8 p.m. for 8.30 p._m .
and until 2 a.m. Tickers will be £2 xos. od. per perso~, IDcluding wines at table and ~ratuities. D:i~ks will be available
at mess prices. There will be two smmgs for . supper,. at
approximately 9 p.m. and ro.45 I?.m. Further 1Dformauon
can be obtained from the Royal Signals member of the Ball
Committee: Colonel I. W. K. Smith, E.R.D., Ignors, Compton,
Nr. Guildford,' Surrey, and Major A. Herbert, Hollowtree
House, Croft Road, Woldingham, Surrey.

The Master of Signals poses with two of the Corp, oldest members
and one of the youngest

,.isit of the

~laster

of Sigm1Js

The Regiment was very pleased to welcome the Master of
Signals Major-General Sir William A. Scott, K.C.M.G ., C.B.,
c.B.E.,. ~n the 7th February. Prior to his arrival in th~ Regiment, the Master inspected a guard of honour o~ts1de the
Brigade Headquarters which was made up of soldiers fr?m
this Regiment. After a brief discussion with. the Command?1g
Officer the Master visited o. 2 Leadership Course which,
at the 'time, was involved in ' lecturette instruction.' A tour of
the Regiment then followed .
Whilst visiting the sports store, the General met Mr. Alfred
Button and Sergeant Jack Berry, two of the oldest members
of the Corps, and Signalman James Webster, the youngest and
newest recruit in the Regiment (see below). The tour concluded with a visit to the Sergeants' Mess.
Two old •nus and a young ·u.u
Mr. Alfred Button enlisted on 15th October, 1927, t!ien
aged 22, into Royal Signals. He trained as a Horse Dnver
and was a member of the Display Team, 1929-1933, at that
time a combined motor cycle and horse display. From 1935 he
.worked as a civilian in Catterick until re-call~ to the. Colour.s
in 1939. He was employed as a storeman m Ca~ter1~k untµ
transferred to R.E.M.E. in 1943, when he saw service ID In~1a
and Burma. On his release, in 1945, he returned to Catter1ck
as a civilian storeman and has since been employe.d by _the
School of Signals, the All Arms Wing, Office_r Tra1D1ng Wm~,
H.Q. Mess, and finally in 1959 by IIth Regunent as tht: urut
sports storeman. He has been a member of the Royal S1gn_als
Association since 1927 and for the last twenty years has earned
the Standard for the' Catterick and District Branch.

Sergeant Jack Berry enlisted in 1938, aged 17, in Royal
Signals, and was trained initially as a draught~~3?· He . went
to France with the B.E.F. as a part of 3rd D1V1s1onal Signals
and became a D.R. and was an outrider to Gc:neral .Gort.
After Dunkirk he was posted to 13th A.A. Brigade H .Q. Signals
and accompanied them to lnd~a and Bw:ma, wh_ere he. was
Mentioned in De patches for his conduct m a s~nous. r~~way
accident.
He was later posted to 23rd (Ind~a) D1vmoll!'l
Signals and was part of the invasio? for~e which ~anded ID
Malaya in 1946 and later accompamed his C.O., L1eutenantColonel Atkinson, to Java. He returned to U.K. as a Staff
1'47
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rgeant and was demobilised in 1946.
He re-joined the
Colours in 1950 as a Signalman and bec~me a clerk. He
saw service in U.K. and Malaya, and whilst on secondment
ro the Federation Army he received a second Mention in
Despatches. He then saw service in Germany and Cyp~us
before taking up his present post as a Sergeant tester with
the P.S.O. team in 1964.
Signalman James Web ter joined -the Royal Signals on Monday 30th January, 1967, at the age of 17 years, 5 months. He
coO:es from a Jong line of soldiers. His great-grandfath~r was
an R.S.M. in the R H.A., his grandfather an R.S.M. m the
Green Howards and his father re ired as an R.S.M. in Royal
Signals in 196/ H e now wants to follow in his father's footsteps and become a radio_ operat?r an~ to ea~n pro~o.tion to
W.O.l, which would be m keepmg with family tradmon.
Visit of Uoyal

ignals Recruiters

On 9th F ebruary, Royal Signals Recruiters and members
of the Royal Signals Army Youth Teams visited the R egiment. Some of the visitors, it was discovered, had previously
served in the Regiment, but all seemed most impressed with
the standard of accommodation and of the amenities with
which the Regiment is so fortunately blessed .

Pass-off Parade,

Pn!o!s-off I•arndt>, 24th February
On the pass-off parade
on 24th February, the
salute was taken by Colonel
J. W. Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D.,
C o m m a n d a n t , Army
Apprentice College, Harrogate. Colonel Eagle spoke
to the parents and friends
of the 26 soldiers of 2
Troop in the N.A.A.F.I.
after the parade and the
presentation of the prizes.
Signalman E. Higgins
won the prize for the best
recruit. Prior to enlisting,
ignalman Higgins, who is
a keen cyclist and hockey
player, worked in an office.
He became bored with this
Signalman E. Higgins
life and sought the more
varied career that the
Corps offers. We wish him every success in his training as a
ignals technician.

IOrh February

Colonel C . J. C. Moss, M..B. E., of the School of Signals, took
the salute at the pass-off parade on 10th February. After the
parade Colonel Moss spoke
to relatives and friends of
the 23 men of 3 Troop
and then presented the
prizes.
The best r ecruit on this
occasion was Signalman R.
D. O'Donoghue.
Signalman O'Donoghue is an
Irishman but he now lives
in Huddersfield . Prior to
joining the Army he wor ked
in the building trade, bur
r ealising the lack of a secure future, decided to
seek a worthwhile career in
Royal Signals. He displayed a keen and conscientious approach to all
aspects of h is train ing. We
wish him every success in
Signalman R. D. O ' Donaghue
the Corps.
omcers and s .x.c.o.s Training
Major W. J. Perry, the S.P.S .O., must be thanked for the
most interesting presentation he gave to the Officers and
Senior N.C.O.s of the Regiment on Saturday, 11th February.
It was most gratifying to note that nearly everyone present
ended up with an S.G.r grading in a small, condensed test
which was given.

N orthe rn Commm1d Hoc k ey F inal
After beating the 49th Regiment, R.A., by one goal to nil,
in the semi-final stage of the Norrhem Com mand Section of
the Army Cup, we bad to fight out the final again st 38th
Engineer Regiment on 8th March, and a very hard game
developed . The result was: 11th Regiment 3, 38th Engineer
Regiment 4.
One-n il down after one minu te, two-nil down after nine
minutes, three down after 20 minutes, four down after 29
minutes, and a final score of 4-3 very m uch tells the story
of the match on its own. T he Sappers, with the sun behind
them were very much on top in the firs t half.
The Regiment, however, then came back with a goal from
a penalty after r r minutes of the second half, and fro m then
on always looked dangerous.
Attack after attack wen t in,
and right up to the last moment anything could have
happened . One felt that with just an extra five m inutes the
Regiment might have been able to pull it off.
Many congratulations to the Sappers; we shall watch their
progress in the Army Cup with interest.
Judo

.

Congra tula tions are offered ro Signalman Lutz and Dyer on
gaining Yellow Belts, and to Signalmen Bennisan, Egan,
Whittall and McLean on gaining White Belts on a judo course
held at Northern Command School of P.T. in F ebruary. All
are members of Continuation Training Troop.

" The Wire " is written by the Corps . . . .
... to be read by the Corps.

Visit, N o. 2 R e fr esh er Course
The 14 Officers of No. 2 Refresher Course visited the Regiment on 22nd February. A panel of officers from the Regiment sat and answered the questions fired at them by the
course students. These ranged from the fitting of cap badges
to Army policy in recruit regiments.
Civ il Award for S i g nalnmn Sa lte r
Readers will remember that an account appeared in last
month's WIRE of how Signalman Salter and Corporal Gannon
gained the G.O.C.-in-C.'s Commendation for Gallantry for
their part in rescuing two children from a burning quarter.
Signalman Salter was further honoured on Tuesday, 28th
February, when he was presented with a certificate from the
Society for the Protection of Life from Fire. The presentation was made at the start of the Court in Richmond by
the Chairman of the Magistrates, Mr. R. W. Waldie, o .B.E.
Corporal Gannon will receive a s~mila r award in Germany.
l..S

Regimental Cummerbunds
Matching Bow Ties and
Gold Cased Cufflink
Le nd a truly distingui sh ed appearance to
your e,·enlng dress c n~e mbl e. Available extcll'k In the colours of tile Royal Signals,
other designs available 011 sneclal request.
Cummerbunds 35/-. Bow ties 13/6cl. Cuffllnks 25/-. Send cash with order to: Dc1>t. 0 ,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oa k Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorksh ir e.
Telephone: Queensbury 24i1 .
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PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an . . .

all-purpo~e .

COIDIDUDICalton
system
No crystal tuni ng
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight military radio in quantity p_roduction anywhe~e
does all the th ings the A 13 can do, in so many different r_oles. Thats
why it's already been bought by armed forces on four continent s. T_hey
recognise the A 13's unique flex ibility as manpack, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know it 's proved in combat,
including parachute delivery.
.
M I b d
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channels in the 2-~ cs a_n
(selected wit hout netting); a choice of phase or ampht~de voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watt_s) ~r h1gh- po"':"er
(20 watts) transmitter output; fully protected output c1rcu1ts; and a wide
ran e of accessories. Please write for a copy
.t~e A13 brochure.
Th; Plessey Company Limited , Radio Syst ems D1v1s1on, llford, Essex,
England. Telephone: llford 3040. Telex : 23166.

o!

[Courtesy: T. R. Becketr, Gloucester

Presentation of Sword by Officers Warrant Officers and Sergeants,
14th Signal Regiment to R.S.M. C. D. Evison Comission ing. Left to
Right: R.S.M. Evis, Major D. C. Hibberd , R.Q.M.S. J. Smith, LieutenantColonel F. D. Williams, M.B.E., R.S.M. R. Jagger, Sergeant A. Colne
Sergeant M. Phin

14th

REGDIE..~T

GLOUCESTER

Colonel West lea, ' es after period of mo111entous
.-.han ge
A period of change for the Regiment. We have said farewell
to Colonel J. R. West, M.B.E., from the post of Chief Signal
Officer COMCAN, who for the past three years or so has been
closefy associated with the momentous occurrences that have
affected the Regiment. These have included the installation and
bringing into service of TARE and the peripheral equipment
involved; the granting of the Freedom of Entry to the City
of Gloucester to the Regiment; the introduction into service
of the D13 (Air-transportable) stations and the forming of
645 and 646 Troops, and many other projects that have required
his guidance and interest. We wish him a happy tour in the
M.O.D. and welcome to the post as his successor Colonel E. J.
Winn.
w ell- e arned sword is 1•resented
We are also in the midst of hand-over between the Secondin-Command, Major D. C. Hibberd, to Major H. D. V.
Chappell, who in addition to the multitudinous duties of Secondin-Command will be writing these notes w.e.f. date. At the
same time R.S.M. Jagger is taking over from R.S.M. C. Evis
who has been selected for commissioning and is busily packing
?P to move to. B.A.0.R. R.'.).M. Evis has been deeply involved
m all the Regrment's COllllllltments and both he and Mrs. Evis
have played their full part in their successful outcome. We are
all delighted that he is to get his commission and to mark the
h~>nour:, the Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants presented
hrm ".'1th a sword. A most memorable Dining-Out Night was
held m the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess which culminated in R.S.M. Evis being rowdily- conveyed 10 the Officers'
Mess on the fire hose trailer and unceremoniously dumped in
the . Entrance ~al~. ~e wish him and bis family a very happy
penod of service m his new rank.
A

S portsm e n c o llect t h e s ilver
Rather quietly the regimental sportsmen have been busy
laying claim to various items of silverware. The basketball team
have won the 43 (Wessex) Division/District Minor Units
Championship and the rugger and soccer teams are both in the
respective Division/District finals-well done, indeed.
Fifty miles from t h e X ort h Pole ?

Our n e w
' H a mming " Club impresses
We ~e a~tomed to hearing the sound of hammering from
the umt hobbies room, but nowadays the only things being

ISO

[Courtesy: T. R . B eckett, Gloucesrer

W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Caplan in action in the 'Shack'

hammered are morse keys. The new occupants are the members
of the Amateur Radio Club. Having acquired a " rig" through
the good offices of the Catterick club station, they are now
busily engaged in antenna erection. We were duly impressed
to hear that their first contact was with a station at the North
Pole. It now appears that they were exaggerating-the gentlemen contacted was at least 50 miles from the Pole. Still, they
reck'on that's pretty good and hope to do even better when they
get the antenna up. W.O.I (Y. of S.) Caplan, the licence-holder,
says that several members are already studying for their
"tickets." The station call is GJWAA. To publicise the opening
of the club, R.S M. Evis invited a representative of the local
press to visit the " shack." A charming lady reporter and a
photographer duly arrived and seemed surprised to learn that
a ham station had no connection with pig farming.
Still with the amateurs we were very pleased to hear that
W.0 .1 R. C. Evans had been elected the first honorary member
of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society, in recognition of
his efforts on behalf of the society. An " old-timer" in the
best sense of that well-known amateur phrase, W.0.1 Evans
has done a great deal to bring credit to the society amongst
the amateur fraternity.
3 SQVADICON

January and February are usually months when we can retire
and consider the Christmas bills and wonder if it was all worth
it. Not so here at Bampton, the first seven weeks of the year
have been extremely active.
Firstly we had a visit from Colonel J . R. West, M.B.B., on
18th January. There was a degree of sadness about this occasion
since it was Colonel West's farewell visit as C.S.0. COMCAN.
During his tour Colonel West gave us some good advice on
how to obtain a good report on our Annual Administrative
Inspection. We took his advice, we got a good report. Thank
you, Sir!
The rest of ·t he activity in January was connected with the
annual inspection, with the usual inspections by staff officers
and heads of Services. Those who haven't visited us for some
time :might be forgiven for thinking they had come to the wrong
camp. An excellent team of painters has given the place such a
face lif.t that it looks good for another twenty-five years. Since
the long-awaited re-build appears to have been "frozen," this
is probably just as well.
On 14th February we welcomed our new C.S.O. COMCAN,
Colonel E . J. Winn. We hope he enjoyed his time with us and
look forward to seeing him again in the near future. Perhaps
our cabin cruiser may prove an additional inducement to visit us.
The G.P.0. is known to excel in the delivery of incorrectly
addressed mail, but a postcard delivered the day after posting,
addressed to: Sgts Mess, 3 Squadron, 14 Sisters Residence,
Bampton, must have tested them. Since then, tbe R.Q.M.S. has
been appointed Matron, but has been forced to admi<t a
deficiency of 14 Sisters.
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Leaving Signals?
ELECTRONIC& RADIO TECHNOLOGISTS & TECHNICIANS
Do you intend to continue to be operational in your field when you leave Signals ?
E.M .I. Ltd., an expanding international organisation manufacturing a wide range of products
from complex electronic equipment to gramophone records has a number of interesting
vacancies in Research-Development- Inspection & Test, at thei r establishments at Hayes,
Feltham, Wells and Treorchy, which would be suitable for men with Foreman of Signals
and Class 1 and 2 trade qualifications.
The Company's forward thinking personnel policies ensure good starti ng sa laries and
conditions of employment and the re are excellent career opportu nities for the right men.
Please write giving brief personal and career details and ind icate the fi eld in which you
would be interested to :-

D. J . ASHINGTON · GROUP PERSONNEL DEPT.
E. M.I. LTD · BLYTH ROAD · HAYES· MIDDLESEX
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2 Squadron Beach Party. The sand castle Competition (a change
from digging defence positions !)

EXERCISE " FAR CRY "
D II station in two 3-tonners, working from Aden to Bahrein
(1,000 miles)

2 SQUADRON
In 2 Squadron, radio and radio relay have been, if anything,
even more hectic than usual.

ABOARD H.M.S. FEARLESS
Photograph taken by our Radio Relay crew aboard, during an
anti-dissident operat ion against a coastal village

15th REGDIE:\'T, B.F.P.O. 69
Our Twenty-fifth Birthday

While devoting a good deal of planning effort
and other thought to the melancholy prospect of
British withdrawal from Aden, and of our own
consequent disbandment, some time in the next
twelve months, we are also concerned with a
much happier occasion-the celebration of the
Regiment's Silver Jubilee.
By the time this is in print, we shall have celebrated the
25th anniversary of the formation of 15th Signal Regiment,
with its famous badge, the Egyptian Cat, and of its subsequent
service, entirely in the Middle East.
About the Silver Jubilee celebrations, as yet beset by the
uncertainties of a very active operational theatre, we will give
an account in a later number of the WIRE.
The last month
You will have read in our recent contributions to THE
WIRE of some of our recent doings. In work or play, life is
seldom dull with us. February has been no exception.
The Aden element of the Regiment was fully extended, both
in communicating and otherwise, by the general strike and
attendant disturbances of communications.
The Squadrons
can tell their separate tales; but a heavy extra burden of other
duties fell mostly upon junior ranks, who bore it with their
normal st-adiness. The already frequent guards on Singapore
Lines increased with the withdrawal of the Infantrymen, who
usually help out by day; we provided picquets on local vulnerable points, intensified our patrolling against mortars; and last,
but least welcome, had to do the chores left undone by local
civilian employees who were intimidated into striking.
MeanwhiJe, grenades were being tossed about too often for
comfort. Sergeant Woodhead's wife was hurt by fragmentsfortunately, not seriously.
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First an exercise
We started with Exercise "Far Cry," in which a Du Airtech Station, mounted on two 3-tonners, moved out into the
d~ert .to work to 3 Squadron in Bahrein, using Soft. invertedvee antennas. Only a handful of men could be spared for a
task that needed twice as many. The few that went had a hard
slog to erect masts, set up the Drr station and run it, dig and
man defences, cook, and the rest. Despite the chronic ailments
that all Dn enthusiasts learn to live with, the results were encouraging, and, of course, instructive.
That exercise finished on a Saturday. Before the party
had returned to barracks, the Squadron Commander was briefing .the few men who were available to listen, for the nextentirely different-exercise, appropriately called " Sharp
Chopper," and due to start on Monday morning, aimed at
moving radio relay by helicopter.
Then a live job
It says a lot for all concerned that on Monday morning a
vehicle party left barracks, having returned from Exercise
" Far Cry," unloaded, reloaded, refuelled and reorganised for
the new job. A suggestion on Thursday that we should return
a day early to stand by for trouble in Aden, made both vehicle
and helicopter elements take a " crash " move in their stride,
and by next morning, Friday, we had again reorganised to provide extra communications for H.Q., M.E.L.F., and Aden
Brigade, to control what promised to be a large-scale intemaJ
security operation.
_\ud som.- football
However, lest we have given you the impression that we
think of nothing but work, the Squadron football team is
active In what are laughingly called "friendly" matches, against
anyone who will take us on. The last count showed seven
Regimental players in it.
Corporal Jinks has distinguished
himself in local motor cycle trials; he was first overall and in
his class at the Gold Mehur Trial. (Holmes, now back from
Swaziland, also rides very hard, but has removed most of his
skin again, taking a corner too fast to impress the " bird " on
the pillion). Sergeant-Major Laing and his astonishing team
of organisers managed to lay on a wonderful beach party the
other week-end, despite all the I.S. business; we had good
food, lots of cold beer, shelter from the sun, the Regimental
boat and games of every sort; and now everybody is asking
when the next party will be. So we have our fun as well.
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Faraway places-unusual job!>!
But we digress. As this is a Jubilee number, we must remind you of our far-flung activities. We are trying to relieve
our men in Botswana and Mauritius, but as we all know,
"Time to spare-go by air." The last lot to go to Mauritius
got stuck for IO days in Nairobi, a fate reserved for far too
few of us. The Sappers are asking for operators for a party
surveying islands in the Persian Gulf. Corporal Chisholm is
soon off for his three-month expedition to Socotra. We hope
in early March to fly radio and radio relay to Perim Island, to
work back to Aden and Bahrein for a few days.
Perhaps it is not surprising that a number of soldiers are
volunteering to serve with us for longer than the now-normal
twelve months; fitting, too, that if we must disband in this,
our Jubilee Year, we look like doing it in an operational
crescendo that will give us a fund of stories to last us many
years.
16th REGHIEN"'r, D.F.P.O. 35
The Cycle
There is a theory, with much to support it, that the life
of a Regiment resembles a continuous film show. One is
posted out and, years later, posted back only to find that, in
spite of much intervening toil, the scene is familiar. Certainly,
old stagers from 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment's days returning
to 16th Signal Regiment, would accept as normal the dispersal
of the Regiment around B.A.0 .R. Donmund, Bielefeld, Sennelager and Munster are the latest points added to the outstation
lists. Incidentally, our February notes were intended to welcome ALL of 619 Signal Troop to the Regiment, and not just
the O.C. We apologise for the omission.

Singapore Army Yacht Club Boat Shed

18th Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
In our last notes we wound up 1966 and welcomed 1967 with
the festivities and our combined New Year resolutions.
February has certainly come and gone swiftly, but not
without a lot of action. All Squadrons have tackled their
routine administrative and technical tasks with vigour. Communicating, training, recreation and, of course, the inevitable
combat in the inter-Squadron arena, not forgetting the advent
of the annuaJ Administrative Inspection, left little time for
much else in this short month.
One common factor has, however, "endeared " us to each
other-the annual inspection-which took place on 28th
February. The big build-up prior to the inspection was, we
feel sure, amply rewarded by the smoothness with which the
programme was conducted. Two highlights during the big day
are worth mentioning. The first was a very realistic demonstration of an I.S. platoon in action, complete with Jive casualties,
explosions and wild screams-all this staged by 3 Squadron
(S.T.C.). The second was a top-class inter-Squadron Assault
course competition, hard fought, with a convincing and deserving win for I Squadron.

Back to tho Cor1•s
Back with Royal Signals after an absence of ten years is
S.S.!. R . B. Moon, A.P.T.C. He joined the Corps in 1951,
transferred to A.P.T C. in 1957, and has now joined 16th
Regiment. In the old days he represented Royal Signals at
soccer.

Th Monsoons really hJt u t
The monsoons really hit Singapore during the month.
Heavy tropical rain paralysed vehicuJar traffic all over the
town. Most of the main roads were impassable for at least
48 hours after each downpour. For those who remember the
Bukit Timah Road, near the junction of Stephens Road, rainwater rose to six feet overall. Shops, dwellings, small farms
and factories suffered in the affected area .
A cenain amount of juggJing had to be done to maintain
the Comcen shifts and the daily unit ferries. There is no
doubt that 2 Squadron were worst hit, with their overhead
and UG line parties working areund the clock. All credit
to them that not even one major prolonged failure in the line
system was evident. 0.C. H.Q. Squadron too, with hi very
large area of real estate, had to cope with flooded playing fields
by solving the jig-saw of a very full sports fixture list. However, all's well, and our thoughts are hooting forward to
March.
Our Personality Parade shows four of our stalwart whose
varied soldiering so far would certainly stimulate, if not overshadow, the contents of a best-seller. Space does not permit
elaboration; suffice to say that by the look of them they are
fit and ready for another Jong tour of service.
(Held over 10 next WIRE for space considerations.-Editor)

Awny to Singapore
With regret we bade farewell to W.O.II (Y. of S.) A. M . P.
Howie, B.E.M., shortly to appear in 18th Signal Regiment as
Lieutenant A. M. P. Howie, B.E.M.
Our loss, their gain;
doubly so, as he took with him one of the prettieS£ W.R.A.C.
Sergeants ever.

SAILING
Those of our readers who have sailed in Singapore may
be interested to see our pictures of the new Army Yacht Club
and its boatsheds.
These are in the Jurong area, Army Yacht Club owned,
and we share our facilities with the R.S.Y.C. Having moved

An end

to iniquity
An R.S M. is always worthy of study-many ordeals, long
service and Coca-Cola have left marks, even on the man of
iron. The most recent and daring Army experiment is to
send R.S.M.s on Christian Leadership Courses.
We wait,
with eyes and ears wide open for W.O.I Dathan's imminent
return from his course.
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" A breather "
" Real jungle stuff "
Singapore Army Yacht Clubhouse

with the times, these initials now stand for the Republic of
Singapore Yacht Club. The Army Yacht Club, of which our
C.O. is the Commodore, has about 50 dinghies, a membership
of some 250, excluding wives and families, with a good cross
section of ranks, starting with the C.-in-C., the Anny Com·
mander and his Chief of Staff, right down to a good smattering
of Private soldiers.
Our Perso n al Column
We extend our sincere sympathies to M.rs. Meyer and
family.
Sergeant Meyer, A.C.C, suddenly passed away on
Tuesday, 7th February.
Congratulations to Lieutenant and Mrs. Jess Weir on the
birth of their son, Roger David, born on 30th January-a
bouncer of 8tlbs. !
Congratulations are also extended to Sergeant and M.rs.
Crawley on the birth of their son, John Michael, born on
24th January; to Corporal and M.rs. Malpas on the birth of
their daughter Paula Anne, born on 8th February, and to
Corporal and M.rs. Lee on the birth nf their daughter, Karen,
born on 28th January.
Wedding bells have rung for Corporal Leck and Signalman
Fudge; we wish them and their brides happiness and bliss.
19th

REGDIE~T ,

E xer c i se

c /o G.P. O. S INGAPORE

" Mantah

Orang "

SUBMITTED BY OPERATIONS TROOP

" . . . The effort put into the venture was well worth it
. . a couple of dozen men showed they had guts, energy
and detenni.nation . . "
-~

plan i s born
It is the custom in Operations Troop to hold a monthly
durbar, when administrative and social matters are discussed
and general information on policy can be given out.
In September, last year, a member of the Troop suggested
that we spend a day on one of dle local islands. Stores, one
loaded ice box and a picnic hamper; activities, swimming,
fishing and emptying the ice box and hamper. A quick survey
of the offshore islands did not produce the ideal locale for
such a venture, so it was decided to go a little further afield.
This, of course, would have meant spending rather more money
than we could afford, and to make it worthwhile, more time
would be needed than the one day originally planned .
After some staff work at Troop level, a proposal for a
week's training camp was put forward. A location in South
Jobore was made known to us by Captain David Miller, of 18th
Regiment, approval was given by the Commanding Officer, and
the planning and organisation went ahead .
It was planned to use R.C.T . water transport to move
vehicles and stores to the base camp location and move per15-4

"A long way to go, but nice open country "

sonnel by Belvedere helicopter. This was necessary as there
is no way into the area by road.
A1h·i111e•• parfy nwny

The advance party, with transport, moved by Z craft from
Singapore on 5th December, after half-an-hour's sailing time,
a rapidly-moving lighter came up on the port beam, a sharp
hard to starboard and full astern by the Z craft skipper narrowly
averted disaster. Could be the local pirate taxi drivers are
taking to the water now that the police are chasing them off
the sueets of Singapore!
At the end of a five-hour voyage, the Z craft gently nosed
its way on to the beach, the ramp rattled down and the
vehicles drove off and away to the base camp site. The camp
was soon established, radio relay communication made with
Changi, and it was all hands to swim on one of the most
glorious beaches on the coast of West Malaysia.
Hot telephone calls from Seletar, the day after, produced
the information that there would be some delay over helicopter
availability to transport the main party over to the base
camp. After a definite regret from 66 Squadron, R.A.F., a
couple of air sea rescue launches were pressed into service
and we were well and truly under way. When everyone was
settled in, we got cracking immediately on the training programme and refresher talks on first aid and hygiene were
given .
" H u p, two, thr ee, four "

On the second day the birds were awakened to the sound
of Signalman Hutchinson and "it's hup, two, three, four,
slowly back . . . " The tranquil beach became a maelstrom of
fast-moving bodies and flying sand. Then it was breakfast,
battle order and map-reading. Two sections were taken out
by transport, dropped off with orders to fix position and march
back to camp. Success all the way; casualties, a few blistered
feet, which were attended to by "Doctor" Harge, who pronounced the owners fit ... for the jungle navigation venture on
the following day !
The only incident on this lll1Ss1on was the disappearance of
mountains and the appearance of tracks not marked on the
maps. It must be seen to be believed, how surface mining
operations can change ground features.
The effect of this
earth moving gave the sections some difficulty in pin-pointing
their start point, which had to be accurate, as they were required
to march out on a compass bearing. This exercise coincided
with a visit by the Commanding Officer, O.C. 2 Squadron, and
the S.S.M., 2 Squadron, who came over on a Whirlwind helicopter. In the space of about five hours they hunted wild
pig, visited a bauxite mine1 enjoyed a curry lunch and a
scramble on to a rocky headland.
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.h1nJ(lf> rendezvous
The _climax of the week came ~>n the f?urth and fifth days,
when 1t was planned to land 10 the iungle by helicopter
ind m ar~h ~ut to an LZ, after spending a n ight in the jungle.
One Wh1rlwmd came out from Seletar to shuttle twenty men
from the base camp to the jungle start point. Because of the
fuel . weight, it could carry only two passengers on the first
sorue, so the Troop Commander and Signalman Flintham
climbed aboard and took off. They were put off at the required location and the helicopter went back to base camp
for the second chalk.
The jungle was wet, there was a lot of low cloud on the
hil!s and it was silent and very forbidding. They put a ground
smp down to mark the LZ, checked ·the direction for the
march-out and waited and waited and waited. Our helicopter
eventually re-appeared, but no troops jumped off; the pilot
was unhappy about the serviceability of his aircraft, and it
was back to base camp for them.
A quick change of plan and we decided to move up into the
jungle by road transport-different methods, same effecttrog, check position, rest, until the light started to go, then
harbour up for the night.
A flurry of activity, building
poncho shelter, then settle down for the night . . . but this
was not to be; a couple of men loomed up out of the darkness
carrying a very frightened dog, rifles and torches. Afte.r a
brief conversation it was learned that a lone tiger had been
seen in the area and that these gentlemen were out to get
him . With a "goodnight, see you in the morning," they we.re
gone into the darkness. As a result of this encounter, one or
two men did a hasty re-location of bedspaces, and remarks
were heard such as " we four will sleep tied together, and if
one gets dragged away he won't get far" and "let's leave a
can of chicken supreme open for him, that will keep him busy."
However, tiger was a minor discomfort during the hours that
followed, mosquitoes were by far the biggest menace-they
swooped, bounced and bit all night long; some men slept,
some swore and some brewed up.
At daybreak we had breakfast, packed up and flogged on.
We didn't see the tiger gentlemen before we left, though some
of the men said they heard a couple of shots during the night.
l,uneh nod tbPJ1 t b t> b (>a e h
We marched on until we reached good tracks and asked for
transport by radio--then it was back to base camp for a good
clean up, de-brief, and tbe beach.
On the return journey the helicopter lift went off without a
hitch-two sorties and rwenty men were back at Seletar. The
rear party, with loaded transport, suffered a three-hour delay
on embarkation.
When they finally embarked, the Z craft
struck a mud bank and they were left high and dry for five
hours. They got back to Singapore at midnight.
The effort put into the venture was well worth it; we
didn't conquer a mountain; we didn't canoe down fast-flowing rivers or sail single-handed over great oceans; but a couple
of dozen men showed that they had the guts, energy and
determination to withstand hardship, maintain a sense of
humour, and in so doing, renew confidence in themselves and
each other.
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21st llEGUIENT, D.F.P.O . 43
This month has been schizophrenic to say the least of it.
Rosenmontag carnival vied with preparations for the Ad.min.
Inspection, Lanc.e -Corporal X's " cri de coeur " produced an
avalanche of perfumed replies, the cross-country team has had
its ups and downs, the Rhine Area Commander cam e to us for
a morning and the C.O.C. Troop of the A.S.S.U. came to us
for good.
How to win frieudH iu1d lose u 1•os t Cor1•orul
During the pop record programme on Radio Luxemburg
an announcement that "Lance-Corporal X of 21st Regiment in
Germany was lonely because his girl friend had not written
to him for some time " resulted in a flood of letters. The
envelopes were covered in hieroglyphics such as SW ALK
BOLTOP, ITALY, BIBBY, H OLLAND, T DDU P, etc. The
post Corporal had to have liniment for his back and LanceCorporal X drops for his eyes.
The ~culty wa~ to di!ferentiate between the genuine offers
of hospitality and fnendsh1p and those letters written by hirsute
ABs enclosing photographs of their sisters or the local beauty
queen!
It all proves the power of commilnications !
Cross-co un t r -v

B.A.q.R. Ch~pionships. In the B.A.O.R. championships
the regimental team was beaten into 5th place despite getting
five runners in the first 40 home. Two of the team were suffering from tummy disorder but bravely completed the course
however, not being at the top of their form certain ly cost u~
a place.
Rhine A rmy /R.A .F. Ge rmany Leal(ne
This quote from the R.A.F. Laarbruch Bulletin speaks for
itself:CRoss COUNTRY
At Wildenrath on 22nd February, the Laarbruch cross-country
team competed in the final meeting of the season in the Rhine
Army / Royal Air Force Cross-Country League. By winning
· this meeting the team rounded off a splendid season in which,
of the twelve matches held, the team recorded nine wins and
three second places. As the league was Eiecided on the best
eight results Laarbruch won with the highest points possible.
Each match has been keenly fought out and our runners have
had to maintain their best form to hold their po ition in the
league of 17 teams.
The following runners have represented R.A.F. Larbruch
and are congratulated on such an outstanding season:Corporal Wilkins, Corporal Howard, Signalman Colaton,
Corporal Storer, Corporal Bighton, Corporal Grimson (R.A.F.),
Corporal Oyedepo, Signalman Fry, Corporal Brown (R.A.F.),
S.A.C. Russell (R.A.F.), ignalman Brown.
Of the above Corporal Storer was second overall individual
in the league, which speaks highly of his fitness and
determination.
~ew

arrh·als
Finally we welcome both Lieutenant C. E. Timson, who
takes over "L" Airfield Signal Troop, and W.O.II Brewer who
steps into the shoes of S.S.M. 3 Squadron, and wi h them both
a happy tour with the Regiment.
ISS

22nd JlEGDIENT, B.F.P.0. 16

Tbt" thrustt>rs t ke up the cudgels
The Thrusters on more take up the cudgels at the start of
what promises to be a somewhat hectic-but we hasten to hope,
unchaotic-training season. Some '· it is alleged to have said
that the gilded Staff are dedicated to the service of the units
and soldiers whom they serve! Judging from what is in store
for us during the ensuing months we treat all such remark§ with
a good d al of suspicion. However, we plan to fool their
dastardly plots by not only surviving but flourishing.
Of note this month bas been the reorganisation of our sister
Regiment and ourselves, the result of which has been the loss
of Major Nice and his merry men of I Squadron in exchange
for which we have received Major Pitkin and his Squadron.
We were sorry to see the former go, wish them the best of luck
in their new station, and we welcome the latter and hope they
enjoy th ir time in Lippstadt.
Exercise •• \Vhitetlarust "
"It's not the ski-ing that tires you out, it's picking yourself
up afterwards!" says " Whitethrust ' Leader 1967 (and he
should know ! )
With only one ski course outstanding, it is possibly fair to
say that our bumper ski season is over. We will have put 30
soldiers through the r Corps Winter Warfare Centre by the
end of April, a most interesting course, requiring great mental
and physical toughness. The RTU rate is high, and you either
survive or fail. It says much for our first and second course that
everyone made it except one who broke his ankle. O ur most
attractive " .r hrust" however was to the School of Signals,
Norway. Here in the beautiful woods around Lillehammer,
stamina of a different kind is required! Norwegian hospitality
has to be enjoyed to be believed. The wonderful people at
J!.'lrstadmoen gave us a fortnight we will never forget. I suppose
it is right to add that every member of Exercise "Whitethrust"
earned a medal for ski-ing, Signalman Bowstead achieving a
"silver." Lest you are breathless with our achievements,
patience, there is more to come!
The Regiment organised a most successful ski hut at Hildfeld,
near Winterburg. Four courses of a fortnight each were run
and despite die Spartan conditions everyone had an enjoyable
(if somewhat bruising) time. While we were there our sister
regiment, 7th Regiment, sent a party to share the fun.
Finally the regimental ski team. The "Valiant 8" starting
from scratch proved that with a bit of effort miracles can
be performed. Despite the doubts about their chances, they
trained hard, and although they lacked the financial backing
and expensive training of some of the other ski teams, they
took eighteenth place in a field of <hirty-two in the 4th
Divisional Championships.
Properly equipped, though they were, the team desperately
needed the time on the snow that others had had. This was
our "recce in strength "; next year we will be competing in
earnest. The team captain, Lieutenant Wilson, made copious
notes about everything to do with langlauf while we were in
Norway and has even gone to the lengths .of filming Norwegian
"masters" at work. We are alread y training and planning for
next year's competitions!
All in all an eventful mo n ~h . Watch out next month for
Major Blackfoot's babblings and n otes on the Lippstad t
Volunteers.

ROYAL SIGNALS GLASS ASH TRAYS
Price 7s. 6d. each (25 to 49 less 5 per cent discount,
5? and over less Io per cent d iscount). Postage 6d. extra.
Six or more sent post free.
These trays are distinctive in their app earance. T he
Corps badge is fully illuminated and reproduced on a
dark blue background . They are suitable for use in unit
mes~es as well as making ideal gifts and prizes. The
fragile appea~ance of the trays is deceptive as they are
made of specially toughened glass to withstand heat and
general usage.
If desired we shall be pleased to send a specimen tray
on approv~I: Payment can be made if the tray is retained.
Enqumes to : Gale & Polden L td ., The Wellington
Press, Aldershot, H ants.
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U.q •• ROYAL SIGNALS. 1'1ALTA &

LIBYA

Mercury
Airways
lttl.

Having thoroughly enjoyed (and survived) the rigours of the
Malta island Christmas, the Headquarters settled down to more
than its usual share of "jointery." Pride of place in this connection goes to the visit of Air Commodore (now Air ViceMarshal) A. Foden, C.B., c.B.E., Controller of the Defence
Communications Network, and his successor, Colonel (now
Brigadier) D. P. K. Rennick. Heading a large party of representatives of all three Services, they made time (being a long
way from being able to "find" it) to make exte.nsive tours
of all communication installations on the island, and to look
into the communication problems that will confront us in Malta

Alias Air Troop,
249 Signal Squat/ran
By Captain J. R. Roberts

The Corps' first Air Troop is
now well established in Singapore.

Captain Ron Roberts, its

enthusiastic O.C., tells us something about how it was formed
RATI O NALISATION IN MALTA
Air Comodore A. Foden, C.B., C.B.E., Controller Defence Communicati ons Network (now A.C.D.S. (Signals)); Lieutenant-Colonel J. N.
Burrell, M. B.E., Chairman Joint Signal Committee (Malta); Colonel
D. P. K. Rennick, Controller Designate of Defence Communications
Netwo rk (Now Brigadier and Controller)

when the scheduled run-down does begin. The occasion was
not only one for an outburst of social activity, but also a
useful introduction for all .t hose concerned in Malta with the
problems of long range communication to the personalities
and ways of the DCN, which organisation will play such an
increasingly' important part in the life of our GOMCAN units
in the future.
Coinciding with the conclusion of the rationalisation
planning was the political crisis resulting from the proposed
Defence cuts in Malta. The crisis, of course, affected all three
Services and the Joint Signal Committee (Malta), under its
Chairman, Lieutenant-Colonel J. N . Burrell, M.B.E., Royal
Signals, has been kept extremely active with current and future
planning. It is, of course, an anxious time for all, Maltese
and British alike, but particularly so for our Maltese comrades,
and we hope sincerely that a solution which is satisfactory to
all will be achieved.

Do Yourself a Favour!
If you are serving and have a standing order for
" The Wire," please keep us informed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.
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and what is going on.

WHAT IS IT!
A whisky distilling plant? Advanced meccano kit? No - nothi ng like t hat at all cylinder supercharged Lyco ming en gine of a Sioux helicopt e r.

My previous article for THE WIRE (" More Wings for
Mercury," May/June, r966) was written in my room at Headquarters Mess, Catterick Camp. A high-banked fire did its
best to produce a kind of warmth, whilst outside the window
howled the storms and snow of January, 1966. I wrote then
that the Corps' own Air Troop was to be formed soon.
As. I write now, the warmth rates at 80°F., though there is
n? hmt of a fire; the only snow to be seen is on a calendar
picture on my desk; and that noise in the background is one
of my Siouxs running-up for a sortie. What was an idea
is. now a .reality, the Corps has its first Air Troop of three
Sioux helicopters. We are based on Singapore Island and
are part of the Corps Theatre Reserve, and thus under command of 249 Squadron, and situated at Calcutta Camp on
Dover Road.

llarkground
Until two years ago, army aviation was confined purely to
Army Air Corps units, which were divided into Reconnaissance
and Liaison Flights. The Flights performed the varied tasks
suggested by their titles, and the pilots in these units were
drawn from all Arms and Services.
Then came an expansion of the whole concept of " Army
Air." There were formed Integrated Air Troops/Platoons, the
first of their kind being with Armoured Car units in B A.0.R.
The
and equipped with Saunders-Roe Skeeter helicopters.
R.A.€. Air Troops were the beginning of a programme to
equip selected units of the R.A.C., R.A., R.E., Royal Signals
and Infantry with light helicopters which are under the com!'Iland of their parent unit, established to assist the unit in
Its task, and flown by pilots wearing the cap badge of the unit
or Corps concerned. The Skeeter was subsequently replaced
by the U.S.A. Bell Company's OH 13, the Sioux, built under
licence by Westlands of Yeovil.
The original concept of the Sioux's roles in support of the
Cor]'s was as follows :
I.

Logistic Supporc.-Minor forms of logistic support, including casualty evacuation.
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me rely the six

Exercise of Command.-To assist command and control
by air movement of commanders and staff, and by
acting as air courier.
3. Tactical. Movement.-To improve mobility by air movement of small specialist parties.
4. Reconnaissance.-To improve local recce ability.
2.

It naturally follows that the emphasis and priorities of these
tasks will vary, according to the theatre and type of operations.
Ffu•ming u11
The Troop began forming in early September, 1966, with
0e arrival of Captain Tony Edmonds, who came across the
island from rst Bn . Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders Air
Platoon.
ot long afterward s the ground crew arrived, headed
~y P.O. Ron Parry of the Royal
avy (on loan to Army AviaU?n) and three brand-new helicopters from Yeovil, delivered
. via 389 M.U., R.A.F., Seletar. Within another week or so,
myself and my third pilot, Captain Mike Orwin arrived, thus
making the Troop an apparent entity, but of short duration,
for we were soon off on courses, which are mandatory for
pilots arriving in the theatre. More of these anon.

Stores i n d rib s a n d drabs
Naturally, despite planning and some vigorous lobbying by
myself some seven months earlier, hardly any of our stores bad
arrived. G1098 equipment is based on the Infantry Air Platoon's
scale, and came from BOD's in U.K., very much by dribs and
drabs. All aircraft equipment and air publications come from
the R .A.F ., placing upon the Q.M . staff the burden of getting
to know another Service's system and forms. Finally there
were the odd ancilliary equipments such as survival kits, radio
installations, etc., which had to be dealt with.
ior t h e q .~l.
It all added up to a Q.M.'s nightmare, and I would here
m~ntion Captain (Q .M.) Bob Knight and W.O.II (RQ.M.S.)
Bnan Fisher for the cheerful and patient way in which they
tackled their task. They were and are of inestimable value in

S liof' l l
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TAKE OFF
The Air Troop Commander, Captain Ron Roberts, lifting off with
two passengers for a reconnaissance sortie
unravelling the problems which seem to att~nd ev~n the m<;>st
carefully planned " Q" operation. Not enurely without pain,
though. A friendly Sioux came to visit us one day and parked
on our square displaying its "foreign " identificaition nurn~.
Much later, whilst the pilot was being properly refres~ed with
coffee in our crewroom, the Q.M. rushed out of bis office
clutching a sheaf of papers and wearing a worried expression,
and finding Captain Mike Orwin near the aircraft called
out, " For God's sake where did you get that: It's not one that
Ron signed for!" But he's much calmer these days.
« • • • ,,1. dark green, soggy, sweaty place • • • ,.

During November both Mike Orwin and myself attended
theatre familiarisation and jungle survival courses, both of
approximately a fortnight's duration. The first is to instruct
pilots in the specific problems of flying in very hot and humid
conditions; beth aspects affect the aircraft's performance and
the course covers route flying, load lifting, mountain flying
and operating into and (one hoped) out of jungle clearings.
The necessity for the second course must be obvious to all
who know the Far East and it would be gruesome to dwell on
the need for it. It consisted of a week of lectures on fundamental
techniques and four days " in " the jungle, which is a dark,
green, soggy, sweaty place. Moving through it at any sort of
pace is a trial and about a 1,000-yard trek was enough for all
of us in any one day. What's more, it rained. And how! We
had little or no food, the theory being that we lived off the land.
Well, it didn't quite work out that way. We are told that when
under stress one must have something to live for in order to
maintain the will to survive. Well, the cwo of us were sitting
in front of a reluctant fire on the third night, as clean as we
could be, wet, and under a partially-successful shelter, when,
after a long and introspective silence, Mike Orwin said, " Guess
what we're doing tomorrow night." Without any hesitation I
replied, "We're going to Foster's for the biggest and juiciest
steak they have in the fridge." And he replied, "You're
right," or words to that effect. And we did. It was superb l
WorkU.g ap

Having got all the diversions out of the way, we got down to
work. I decided that ahead of us were three main tasks:
To train and exercise the Air Troop to perform its role in
all the field conditions likely to be met with in the theatre.
To examine the role of every Troop in the Squadron and
determine how best we could support it.
To educate the remainder of the Squadron in handling and
dealing with helicopters, and the capabilities and :limitations of
the Sioux.
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TOUGH GUY
Captain Mike Orwin poses beside one of Mercury Airways Ltd. craft
All three programmes are proceeding satisfactorily and will
be completed soon.
Successful airlifts

The second programme led quickly to successes in air-lifting
detachments of Radio Relay Troop into locations and resupplying them. This programme started with loading trials
off the local playing fields where we examined the problems
of lashing loads to litters (cargo platforms on the side of ~e
aircraft), and carrying equipment in nets slung under the arrcraft. In 249 Squadron notes (February<-March WIRE) will be
found an account of our success on Mount Ophir in Malaya
where we lifted a detachment of Radio Relay Troop 3,soo ft.
on to a mountain top for an exercise.
Valuabfe experience

Shortly afterwards there was a major Squadron exercise called
" Northern Echo," to which we all sallied forth bravely, albeit
interrupting our training to do so, and supporting it nontaotically. If you'll forgive a pun, it was almost a "wash-out."
Some 6t inches of rain fell in the area during the exercise week,
causing a remark by our Signalman Bill Sykes, " I'm glad they
said bring your swimming costumes!" As it was, we were able
to give logistic supi}ort to Radio Relay Troop at Kuala Selangor.
We flew the Squadron Commander, Major Neville Lyons, to
the exercise area after his attendance at an important function
in Singapore, flew him again from Seremban to one of the radio
relay sites in the Cameron Highlands, and subsequently back to
Singapore, and as an air unit gained valuable experience of
navigational and administrative problems along the eastern seaboard of Malaya. Our sorties with the Squadron Commander
enabled him to visit all the elements of his Squadron strung
out over the face of Malaya, an achievement never before
accomplished.

MIND WHERE YOU STEP
Lance-Corporal Gambrill, Corporal Grundey and Craftsman Jones,
all R.E.M.E., mollycoddling one of our beasts
The controllers at Paya Lehar, Singapore's international airport,
are beginning to realise that the aircraft calling for clearance
" to Dover Road at 500 feet " is not a Boeing 707 with a
neurotic captain in charge, but an innocuous Sioux going home
to bed!
Dramatis Personnae

There are so few of us that it is worth a few lines to say who
comprise the " select band of gladiators."
Troop Commander: Captain Ron Roberts. Has been a pilot
for five years. Before this tour flew Scouts in 21 Flight A.A.C.
with 16 Parachute Brigade. Flown in U.K., B.A.O.R. and
Cyprus.
Second-in-Command: Captain Tony Edmonds. Has been a
pilot for one year. Has flown Sioux in Borneo before returning
to Singapore with Air Troop, 1st Bn. Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders.
Third Pilot: Captain Mike Orwin. Joined the Troop extraining at A.A.C.C. Made Flight Safety Pilot for the Troop
for his unknown sins I
Artificer Aircraft: P.O. Ron Parry, R.N. On loan from the
Royal Navy as part of an A.A.C. scheme. Served with Aircraft
Workshops in Borneo and Kluang before joining the Flight. Not
so sure he doesn'it prefer a flightdeck to jungle underfoot.
Troop Sergeant: Sergeant Dave Weighall, R.E.M.E. Aircraft
Technician Class I. Served in U.K., Aden and Kluang. Shortly
returning to U .K. on his Artificers Course. We wish him good
luck and ~hank him for all he's done for us.
Aircraft Technicians: Corporal" Nudge" Grundey, R.E.M.E.,
A.T. Airframes and Engines, Class II. Comes from Maidstone,

DELICATE TOUCH
Sergeant Weighall, R.E.M.E., puts the finishing touches on the Corps
flash that he installed on an aircraft
Kent. Has served with a Brigade Group in B.A.O.R., U.K. and
Kluang. Not only aircraft, but a red-rod motor-cyclist too.
Corporal Bob Gambrill, R.E.M.E, A.T. Airframes and Engines,
Class II. Comes from Folkestone, Kent. Has served in U.K.
and Kluang. Another motor-cyclist; he took Captain Orwin
as pillion passenger to Kluang recently to collect an aircraft.
Captain Orwin stated that he flew both ways!
Lance-Corporal "Taff" Jones, REM.E., A.T. Radio, Class
II (a " Greeney," as they're called in the trade). Comes from
South Sommercoates, Lines. Has served with the Gurkha
Engineers, Kluang. Thought he'd chosen an underworked trade
until he came to 249 !
Royal Signals Ground Crew: Lance-Corporal Ed Skivington,
Clerk Technician BIII. Has served in U.K. and B.A.0.R. In
sole control of the FAACO and stores. Lance-Corporal "Taff"
Mansell, Radio Operator BIL Has served in U.K. and B.A.0.R.
Not only runs our C.P. but teaches First Aid on the side.
Signalman Bill Sykes, Radio Operator BIL Single-very l
Has served in U.K., Bahrein, Aden. Apart from mutterings at
the radio occasionally is the unofficial Troop jester and soothsayer!
So there! We're on the Signals "map" and until such time
as we can justify another " spread," I would ask all our friends
to keep an eye on 249 Squadron's notes in this magazine for
further news of our progress.
Tailpiece

One last word to all those S.N.C.O.s and Senior Corporals
to whom I directed my remarks the last time I wrote. We now
HAVE an Air Troop, and in the predictable future, will have a
firm need for S.N.C.O. pilots. It could be a very rewarding
and stimulating part of your career, and is well worth the
effort and determination required of you. Why not read up
·ncI 41/64 and think about it? Now you must excuse me.
I've got to go flying. Care to come?

Other Hying

During the period of collecting stores and initial ground
training, sorties from outside the Squadron were of course
accepted in an attempt to achieve maximum flying hours per
pilot. The more notable of these to date have been gettmg
C.R. Signals Singapore, Colonel F. G. Jones,_ about, ~a.mply,
during "Nonthern Echo," and ·the C.S.O.'s flight to vmt the
Comcan Receiver site at the time of the G.O.C.'s visit there.
We have also flown the Director of Signals, Australian Army,
and the C.S.O. Nepalese Army on the occasion of their visits
to these climes.
Living and flying on Singapore island is the Army helicop~er
pilot's idea of a nightmare due to the number of active arrfields and consequent large extent of controlled airspace. This
makes a short trip from one end of the island to the other a
rigorous exercise in voice procedure as one clears from one zone
to the next. However, one of the problems is diminishing.
(Continued on page 154)
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Ex.~rd

" •· , harp Clwppt'r ·• rl'as a Jubilee ")' ear

Moving a complete Radio Relay Troop by Helicopter
to a distant Desert Peak
In terrain potentially hostile anti inaccessible
The Relay Site
At the Re lay Site.

Remoting a C42 antenna

th~y

using his Sioux, and generally made us more familiar with life
among the whirly-birds. With the help of these friends, and
a helicopter handling course, attended by Lieutenant Walters,
the Troop Officer, most of -the Radio Relaymen and a sprinkling
of others, were trained in helicopter loading, marshalling and
suchlike tricks of the trade.

EX. SHARP Q-lOPPER.
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From the time when our small Radio Relay Troop was
first formed, last July, we have wanted to try moving a
terminal around the South Arabian mountains by helicopter.
Everybody knows that half-ton radio relay trailers can be
moved by large fixed-wing aircraft; many people have recce' d,
resupplied and visited isolated sites by helicopter. But as
far as we know, no one had yet done a tactical move of such
a detachment by helicopter, still less to a potentially hostile
and otherwise inaccessible site in these parts. Most of the high
ground in South Arabia is inaccessible to heavy equipment
such as radio relay, except by helicopter. Most of the same
mountains are at least potentially hostile; but by quick helicopter movement. of the detachment, the threat of attack
would be much reduced. After a few months of gradual development, by helping 210 Squadron with their C41 system
on the Dhala road, work on our own static system, between
Aden and Little Aden, and preliminary discussions · and trials
with 3 Wing, Army Air Corps, we decided to have a go in
the final week of our New Year upgrading course.
Planning the operation-and we JH(•('t
ergeaut ltllke Jones
I t was in this early planning stage that we first met Sergeant
M ike Jones, Radio T echnician, Royal Signals, and Scout helicopter pilot with r3 Flight of 3 Wing, who soon became our
adviser and a lead ing light in the. whole show, as you will
r~ad .
We m?St also thank Captain Peter Jones, also Royal
Signals, who 1s currently commanding the Air Platoon of our
near neighbours, the r st Battalion The Royal Northumberland
Fusiliers, who helped in teaching us to handle helicopters,

The bare bones o f t h e plnn
The exercise plan was to move a terminal out by " chopper "
to the Jebel K haraz, an impressive massif with peaks rising to
over 2,500 feet, about fifty miles west of Aden. It would work
back to Little Aden via a vehicle-borne relay on a smaller
feature, Jebel Am Binkah. The Little Aden terminal would
be connected to the Little Aden exchange, and communication
to the main Aden telephone system could be obtained over
the static {41 link already mentioned. The field circuits would
have to be of good quality, therefore, if they were to work
satisfactorily into the static system, and the whole would be a
fitting climax to an upgrading course.
W e were told that we might get an R.A.F. Wessex helicopter,
if one was available, as well as an A.A.C. Scout; two sorties
each would move the eight-man detachment and all the equipment, including an A13, A4I and A43 for alternative communications. H owever, Wessex are always in short supply,
as they are in he~vy operational demand elsewhere, so we
had to be prepared to do the whole job in five Scout sorties
instead.
Hair-rais ing d escriptions of like l y s ites
Lieutenant Walters did a helicopter recce of Jebel Kharaz
and came back with hair-raising descriptions of the likely sites.
On Saturday, 4th February, the Squadron Commander briefed
those of us who were not still out on a D u exercise. No
written orders could be distributed until "Sharp Chopper"
began on Monday; helicopter availability would be uncertain
up to the last minute, and every man had to be on h is toes
to cope with qu ick chan ges of plan.
That weekend we finished loading vehicles for the relay
party, includin g swaddling th e C4rs and R222S in rubberised
ha ir. You can ' t tow trailers in our desert, and, as usual, the
mineplated L and Rovers were pretty overloaded by the time
we had finished.
As the veh icle r elay detachment Tolled out of camp on Monday morning, the first --Scout appeared overhead. The Signal
Instruction had been handed out a few minutes beforehand,
but we knew it all by heart anyway.
We toil along townr1ls .Jebel Am Dinkah
For the rest of that day, as the vehicles toiled along the
beach and through the dunes towards J ebel Am Binkah, the
helicopter party finally perfected their drills in a trial move to
Little Aden Airfield. To make sure that they could cope with
any combination of W essex or Scout for the main move to
J ebel Kharaz, Corporal Blood practised his men by shouting
"One Wessex" or " One Scout, One Wessex," whereupon

all had to jump in the required direction and stack the
equipment-and themselves-into the right "Chalks."
By
the end of Monday, they could have done it in their sleep.
Meanwhile the relay party had reached Jebel Am Binkah and
were working back to Signalman Lockyer at the Little Aden
static terminal, as well as being through on their Cu to
Squadron H.Q.
Tuesday had been left spare, in case of unforeseen snags
with helicopter loading; but there were none, so we all had
to be patient and look forward to Wednesday, when the really
" Sharp Choppering " was to begin!
It went like clockwork. The Wessex arrived from Khormaksar dead on time. It and Sergeant Jones's Scout were away
in minutes, watched by the Squadron Commander's rover group,
with whom the Scout was communicating by B47-C42.
The chosen s ite-first awe -ins piring vi e w of
Jeb e l Karaz's blac k c rags
It was a grey, overcast morning, and as the helicopters neared
their destination from low across the sandy desert, the Radio
Relaymen had their first awe-inspiring view of Jebel Kharaz's
black crags, the highest lost in the blanket of cloud. Their
chosen site, Point 382, rose before them, but they hadn't long
to admire the view before they were down on it, and tearing
back and forth in a deafening dust-cloud to unload. Thenchoppers away again-and welcome peace and quiet on the
silent mountain, except for their own bustle to sort out equipment, while a wary sentry took post.
As the helicopters took off on their second and last sortie,
the Rover Group also set off to join the relay party, in touch
with all by HF and VHF.
By the time the Rover Group reached Jebel Am Binkah,
soon after mid-day, Lieutenant Walters had long ago telephoned
the C .S.O. in his office from Jebel Kharaz, and reported the
circuit well and truly established.
The relay detachmen t provided an afternoon's unscheduled
entertainmen t which kept the Squadron Commander from h is
intended mug of coffee-with-sand for some hours after arri".al.
In order to gain h eigh t for their an tennas, they had to drive
up a long slope of soft drifting sand wl}ich ha~ piled up
against a rock ridge several hundreds of feet high. Land
Rovers, even mineplated and overloaded as ours were, coul~
negotia te the soft slope- just. But not the 3-tonner of helicopter fuel, which had accompanied the Rover Group. So
seventeen 40-gallon drums had to be transferred, three at a
time, to a L and Rover, in which Signalman Forster proudly
demonstrated how an expert could drive over dune sand.
N ext morning, the Jebel Kharaz station, which had by now
proved able to work to Little Aden direct, if necessary, was
due to do another h elicopter move to a second (as yet unrecce'd) site on the mountain. This short "hop" was to
be by Scout alone.
Sergeant Jones's arrival was monitored at the relay statioI?,
by A4I, and we heard him deliver a blistering rebuke f?r their
failure to produce coloured smoke promptly. We hastily prepared our own 83 grenades for his visit to us!

K .-eping our boots clean?
Having recce'd a new site with Lieutenant Walters, and
moved the detachment in four more quick flights, he was
buzzing down to Jebel Am Birkah, panting for fuel. The
first smoke grenade failed to ignite-panic-then the next one
billowed beautifully into bright green, and he was down,
bringing with him Major Akass, the Second-in-Command of
the Regiment, and Sergeant-Major Lain g, who had come to
see if we were keeping our boots clean. M ajor O'Connor had
also arranged to change places with L ieutenant Walters on this
flight, having grown jealous of the la tter's moun tain isolation.
Meanwhile, a Slidex message from Aden
exercise should end that d ay instead of the
threatened gen eral strike. After a quick
decided that if the choppers could come
ready.

suggested that the
next, in view of a
conference it was
for us, we were

Our Cat-puzzle for the nrchat-ologiHt"i of
the futur
For the next few hours, the Squadron Commander, on his
peak, was in touch with his office in camp by a perfect telephone circuit, and Captain Panther and he were able to settle
a few administrative details in preparation for return. The
airmen said they could produce both Wessex and Scout agai n.
The terminal was now working direct to Aden, and the relay
party was preparing to move. On the mountain, as we awaited
our helicopters, Major O'Conner led us with pick, shovel and
boots D MS in hacking the Squadron's title and the Cat Badge
out of loose rock. W e fi nally produced a very passable inscription on the tiny plateau, which shows up well from the
air. I t may puzzle the archaeologists in a few hundred years'
time; or even the Egyptians quite soon , as someone wryly remarked as he surveyed the finished job.
But we hadn' t much longer for meditation. As the helicopters
-approached we arran ged with Sergean t Jones over the A.p
that the essential radio relay and the A4r, with Major O'Connor
and three men, could stay until the second sortie. This meant
that we would communicate right up to the end. In the
first sortie could go half the men and all the other kit, such
as camp gear, jerry can s, and the Onan gen erator.
Our wo11derful littl(• Honda I KV.\. ge11l"rntor
Here we must mention our wonderful little Honda I KVA
generator. Bought for a trial, and unfor tunately not robu t
enough for general Army use, it chugged a\~ay happily throu <>hout this exercise and powered the C41 with no trouble. As
it is a quarter of the weight and has a quarter of the petrol
cosumption of the "li~htw ei~h t" 3t KVA Onan , it was perfect
for helicopter work like this. The Scout appeared hke an
angry little bee in the sky followed by the Wes x.
Sergeant Jone tried fir st to r ~st his machine on a_n impossible saw-tooth of rock almos t above our heads, wh ile the
Wessex loaded; but he had to try a econd perch before fin ally
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coming to rest on a little outcrop out to one ide which, to
an ordinary ea.rthman, appeared h ardly less unsafe.
The
moke grenade ignited all right as the Wessex swept down,
b1;1t far from indicating any particular wind-direction, it simply
dispersed every 1 y at once in ·the mountain eddies. Undeterred, the We ex came straight in, and we were again tearing back and forth in that awful roaring dust to load her up,
while the pilot sat and grinned from his perch in the cockpit
and his Q.M . neatly stowed away our piles of gear as we flung
them aboard. Signalman Pearce followed, and then the Wessex
was away and Sergeant Jones took its place, to collect three
more men.
Peace and qu iet again. Circuits-radio relay and A4I-still
through. The relay parry now well on their way back, but
easily workable still from the A4r at that heigh t. Sergeant
Jones swung right and down over the vehicles as they churned
through the costal dunes, to check on their progress. Lieutenant
Walters, by now conversant with airmen's radio jargon, called
him on his (42: "Hello 43 for Alpha 23. How do you read?"
and was momentarily puzzled by the smart reply : " L eft to
right and down the page."

jump from the ai!craft, in order to obtain better accuracy.
This system provided some extremely good results.
How
pleasant it was not to hear the incessant cry of " Go " in one's
car.
In addition to parachuting we were taught in detail the French
techniques of dropping jeeps, trailers and heavy loads by platform. Although to us they seemed very crude in their methods
they were surprisingly effective.
All too soon our three weeks came to an end and we returned
to Aldershot via Paris, wearing the cherished French parachutists
wings (the Brevet), presented to us by the Commandant of the
School, Colonel Merglen.

*

A s po t o f bother
The vehicles were having a spot of bother, as the tide had
come up ~he beach earlier than expected, and they had not
used the inland track before. Lieutenant Ventham leading
them, was gla<;l to have confirmation from the sky' that all
~ould be w~ll if he turned left through the dunes. As it was,
his party did not finally get on to the tarmac road at Little
Aden until well after dark, af.ter picking their way carefully
through the last few miles of salt-fiats, which can be treacherously soft.
It was nearly 21.00 hours before we were all back in barracks. But not to rest much. Personal kit had to be sorted
out . again and prepared for any eventuality on Internal Security
dunes next day. And, though we were caked in sand, the
water supply had been cut off; we had to do our best in the
fire buckets !

('orps Ollleer goes on an •• E x change A u Pair "
u:ith the Fre n c h Airborne Forces

anti untlergoes some realistic training
BY LIEUTENANT

C. R.

TREEBY,

216 PARACHUTE SIGNAL

SQUADRON

After three days' acclimatisation in Paris

Lieutenants C

F. Budd (Para), B. J. Dickson (R.A. 0 .C.) and myself travelled
down to the French P arachute Training School in Pau in
~he south west of France. Pau is perhaps the fi nest place
m Europe for parachuting because it is sheltered by the Alps
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O'Connor was happy with his mountain
a 1ul (o,Tely circuits
It was about 16.00 hours when the helicopters returned to
Jebel Kharaz for the second and final lift. Major O'Connor,
happy with his mountain and his lovely circuits, was perhaps
reluctant to disconnect one and evacuate the other, and
watched the aircraft approach with less than the necessary
alei;tness.
The earphones were still clamped to his head.
Thmgs then happened very quickly; the Wessex, knowing its
way by now, swung round behind and was down before the
happily dreaming major expected. It landed about rotor-length
away, blowing him and the A41 bodily over towards a long
drop over the rocks and deafening him in the usual Wessex
way. qn the distant (42 Lie_utenant Walters heard a strangled
cry which could well have mcluded something about " helicopter " and " Closing down,'' drowned in an even funnier
and lounder noise, which could have been anything.
The C41 station was dismantled very fast indeed after that.
Soon there was just Sergeant Jones again. We had a last quick
search for left-behind kit and then climbed aboard with the
faithful and battered A4I. As we took off, a last approving
glance at the inscription on the ground, and then we were
away.

*

Supply drop leaving the aircraft

of the Pyrenees and very rarely is the weather bad enough for
parachuting to be cancelled.
Blowing up the railway bridgea mission is completed
The first few days were taken up with a tour of .the school
and a b_rief inU:oduction to _French methods of parachuting,
parachutmg _vehicles from aircraft, and air despatch.
We
were then kmed-up and flown west by helicopter to join a
group of young officers. They were on their final one-week
exe~cise, at the end of _
t hree months' training, prior to joining
their own parachute unltS. They had been split up into Commando groups of eight and had been given specific tasks of
a_ S.A.S. type, namely, blowing up bridges, gaining information _on troop movements and evading the enemy. The enemy
~ons1sted of a. local ~achute battalion, two companies of recce
ie~ps, three light ~elicopters and the local gendarmerie.
We
JOme<;f a patrol on 1ts fourth day. After a very rapid briefing
we discovered that we were due to " blow up" a railway bridge
th~t 11:i ght.
We set <?ff at a good marching pace towards our
obJecnve, carrying with us explosives in addition to all our
per~nal kit.
These explosives had been dropped by air
earlier that day. After some two hours' marching in very heavy
rain~ we r~ached the bridge to find it unguarded!
The explosives laid and the task completed, we made for our hideout for the night. This turned out to be a barn which although
not luxurious, was a considerable improvement on boles and
The next day
the rare trees found on Salisbury Plain.
dragged as we lay up in hiding. On the morning of the last
day we were told to move to a point some ten miles away
where we would be picked up by helicopters and flown out of
the area. Mission completed, despite the pilot, we returned
to our base in Pau.
N o s oft landi11gs o n t h ese parach ute d r o ps
T~e next two _weeks were devoted entirely to parachute
traming and techniques. To us, accustomed to .the strict aircraft driµs and t~e pleasan~ pastures of English DZs, French
parachutmg provided i: strict contrast. Instead of avoiding
b~oken ground an~ w<?o<1s, they te.nded deliberately to drop
sucks of parachutists m those very places to provide more
realistic training. On one occasion it took us three-quartersof-an-hour to. get ~ieutenant Dickson down from the top of
a 6oft. tree, m which he had been lodged at the end of his
parach?te. To ~urtht;r our somewh~t stereotyped parachute
education , when Jumping on to restncted dropping zones it
was frequently the parachutist himself who decided when' to
(Continued on page 163)

A File c oile d •• Honours nnd A wards"
Sitting in .che filing cabinets of all self-respecting military
establishments is, you will perhaps grasp, a mass of files.
Possibly you may con sider that this vast conglomeration of
technical instructions, security instructions, standing operational
instructions, and instructions on the correct use of instructions
is one huge funeral pyre of paper, of energy, of resources and
of intelligence, and the select band of brethren who produce
and amass them will be of the first to agree with you. However, the clerical beings who daily employ themselves amongst
this debris view it with the eyes of discernmen t, and d ifferentiate between :the degrees of flotsam they represent. "Leave
manuals," they migh t say, and regard such documents as
precious. And so they proceed down through the strata of data
until, having plumbed .che very depths of written matter, they
emerge with a file called " Honours and Awards."
Honours and awards. W hat does this conjure in your mind?
Does your fancy picture sheaves of letters concerning countless Royal Signals personn el who have, over generations,
wreathed them selves with glory? Do you imagine stirring sagas
of operators risking the ultimate as they struggle to get their
messages .through?
Maybe you do, but imagination is not
fact. What is a fact, though, is that the F.R.A. Signal Regiment Honours and Awards file has at last broken its duck, and
now con tains a commendat ion. For his services to the Federation in general, and to the Federal Regular Army in particular,
Staff Sergeant Bob Wherry has been awarded the Order of
South Arabia, and all tender t heir warmest congratulations
upon his achievemnt.
It is the firm desire of us all that the good ship "Reward,"
blessed .twelve months past by Major John Agar with his
officership of the Order of South Arabia, and launched by Bob
Wherry down the slipway of success with his membership of
that same Order, will not founder upon the hidden rocks of
routine. If reports trickling in from unnamed sources concerning the nocturnal security activity presently being employed
by Staff Sergeant Ian Holmes during his warden duties in
Ma'alla are to be believed, then we have nothing to fear.
S11urtsn1en at ease
On the athletic side, it appears that th~ honoi:rs !iJe will
remain embarrassingly empty. I record with trep1dauon that
cer.rain of the Squadron wives show more enthusiasm rnwards
good health than their sporting counterparts within the football and basketball teams. Indeed, whilst our sportsmen take
slumbrous journeys to the Land of Nod each afternoon, .t he
young ladies may be seen partaking of circuit training in the
gymnasium of a local infantry unit. For every husband's snore,
they shin up the ropes twice, for each mutter of unrest
occurring during the sleep, these ladies perf?rm a press-up.
The na·tural consequence is that at all athletic meetmgs, the
supporters' club :resembles a gathering of Amazons, whilst me
players, discussing pre-match plans, can pass muster as a
businessman's convention. Results do tend to prove not only
this, but also that the supporters' club is just as wa~ted on
the touchline as the players are on the field of battle, smce the
football team finished well down in its league, whilst .the basketball team fared even worse.
Nows darts is a game which does not call for excessive
physical fitness, and our results have ~erefore been far more
impressive in this sphere-cups, medallions .and su?drY other
junklets being abundant. The team won its secuon of the

Aden Darts League and came third in the knockout competition of the same league, furnishing, incidentally, the player
who won most games during the league season. The same
team was beaten by points average only into first place in a
local league, and is a finalist in that league knockout cup. This
is definitely good going for a unit that bas never previously
concerned itself with winning anything in serious, competitive
games, and demonstrates clearly what can be achieved when
Spar.ran exercises are not demanded for success.
A s 11eeial f a rew4'11
In the best traditions of the Regiment, farewells were bade
to Sergeant and Mrs. James Scott with a Jimmy Club party.
Goodbyes are seldom pleasant, and this has proven especially
true of the Scotts. Jim has run the Signals T elecommunications Store for over three years, and I can truthfully state
that he has not been known to make a single error in that
time. Aided by two Arab tribesmen whose education has
aiways been so incomplete as to render them neanderthalic in
their approach to storemanship, he has, of necessity, had to
administer single handed the efficient running of a store which
holds some three-and-a-half thousand items, feeding eight
In fantry Battalions, p lus Armoured and Artillery support.
Monumental concentration to the most minute d etail is only
one of his assets, however, since his dry humour and impertubability have made him extremely popular with u s all.
H is r erurn to his par ent Corps, the R.A.O.C., is our loss,
although the advent of Sergeant Bob Doyle, in his place, will
do much to diminish the departure.
Signal Adviser heavily laden down
Major Frank Partington is currently swanning his way around
the Middle East. To be more precise, it is hoped that he is
now employing himself usefully with liaison duties between the
Jordan Arab Army and rhe Federal Regular Army. He
gambolled joyously into his office recently, waving one hundred
pounds with gay abandon, and stated that this was for travelling
expenses. We hope he has a good ride for his money. It is
intended that his return to Aden will herald an epidemic of
training pamphlets to the Artillery School, the Signals School,
t he E.M.E. School, the Medical School and possibly Sunday
School, with a subsequent more sophisticated training syllabus
for each department concerned. One cannot but admire the
wholehearted fashion with which the British Major (Signals)
has consented to fulfil the Goody Two Shoes-nay, Father
Christmas role his acquaintances demand he portrays whilst
serving in Jordan. If he returns to Aden with all the presents
he has promised at various times to purchase for everyone, then
one must expect him to return to Aden by private meanspossibly riding a donkey via the shores of Galilee-whilst the
aircraft supposedly bringing him back to Aden will return
bearing camel saddles for Colonel ~ogey, jewelry for Colonel
Blimp and rugs for Major Fortescue. Anybody want to buy a
genuine imitation copy of the Dead Sea Scrolls?
Assiduous " " ' ire " correspondent signs off
Time, ·they say, and tide, await no man. VC 10s are likewise
famed for their punctuality. This happy state of affairs determines that, assuming my seat on flight number A670 of the
.23rd March is assured, the Federal Regular Army Signal
Squadron of the Amirates of Sou~ Arabia may breath~ ~ sig?
of relief and return to the mercifully peacefully oblivion lt
enjoyed before notes from this unit showered so profusely upon
that much maligned man, the Editor. May I, then, bid you
Masallama?
(We will miss our correspondent who has brought cheer into
1l1e Editor's n·zare gloomy moments, albeit occasionally causing
his hll11d to reach swiftly for a red pencil to delete some of his
more unlicensed remarks!-Editor).
KEEP US IN TOE PICTURE
With several thousand individual subscribers THE WIRE
cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes in rank,
decorations a arded. If you are going to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRl:. properly.
Thank you.
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There is no truth in the rumour that this was so called because
the new Commander was accustomed to eating &aff (and
Signals) Officers before breakfast.
.
Two contingents from this Unit have been on ••Change of
Air " to the Cameron. Highlands and whilst in this balmy
climate have been sub1ected to much physical exertion with
P.E. tests, patrolling and fieldcraft, continually harassed by
ambushes from our D. & E. Platoon.
Alpha Troop, under Lieutenant Willis, disappeared from sight
in the middle of February for adventure training at Marang on
the east coast of Malaya. This involved a road move of 300
miles through some of the most beautiful countryside of Malaya.
The journey was punctuated by the usual vehicle breakdowns
and the odd contretemps with a wandering water-buffalo. It is
thought that. the latter were intentional attempts to supplement
the meat ration.

Our Doxt-rs sa,•e tlte dny
After disappointing results at soccer and hockey in the
B.A.0.R. competitions, it was lef~ to the boxers .to make our
name in the sports world for 1966/67. Entermg the new
1inor Units Boxing Championship, very much with tongue
in cheek we have so far won the 4th Division stage and now
contest rlte B.A.0.R. final against the winners of Rhine Area
v. 1 t D ivision. This final is to take place on 16th March.
The win over 4 Armoured Workshops R.E.M.E., in the
Divisional final at Detmold on 24th January produced an excellent evening's entertainment. Our team were spurred on
by a good number of spectator who made the long journey
from I erlohn, and such was their vocal support that many
'Vho did not know be~ter, thought that we were the home
team. Colour Sergean t Joslin, Welsh G uards, no mean performer in his day, is to be congramlated on turning out such
a fit and confident team.
How t ile bouts went
Feacherweight.-Signalman Donoghue won by a first round
knock-<>ut against Corporal Church; no doubt encouraged by
the MC. introducing him as " Guardsman," despite his " four
feet nothing."
Lightweighc.-Signalman Donnelly was despera tely unlucky
not to be given the verdict against Lance-Corporal Clark after
a very close contest.
Light lVelterweight.-Guardsman Burman gave a polished
display to beat Craftsman Peverall.
Light Middleweight.-Lance-Corporal Smith knocked out
Craftsman Zarnmitt with an excellent first round combination
punch. He had to get it over quickly as he was currently
attending a judo course, and could easily have got his sports
mixed up.
Midd/eweiglu.- Lance-Corporal Wilmore won by a knockout, with only one punch, against Private Knowles.
Light Heavyweiglu.- Sergeant Blight, after a plucky display,
lost the verdict, on points, to Lance-Corporal Gitties.
lVelterweight.-Signalman Byrne was unlucky enough to
meet a very experienced opponent in Corporal Flemming, who
beat him on a first round knock-out with an excellent body
punch.
We now look forward to the B.A.0.R. final.
Stop Press-DAOR Final
We are delighted to report a resounding win for 204 Squadron by six bouts to one.-Editor.
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agili ty
The fact that we have just won the 5 Infantry Brigade R ugger
Cup may be attributed to the coincid ence that the G .S.O. 3
(Ops) is Brigade Rugby Officer, is Royal Signals (Captain P . R.
Davies) and, of course, plays for us. However, our success is
also due to the agility with which L ance-Corporal T yler can
travel to Catterick to play soccer for the Corps, attend an u pgrading course, play Rugger for us and play soccer for Salisbury
-all in one week. All the other members of the team can
claim equal merit and ·they are anxiously awaiting the Brigade
Seven-a-Side next week.
(Flash! The Squad ron won this.-Editor).
Coming and Going
Corporal Mumford leaves us on promotion soon and everyone
in the Squadron will miss him. Indeed it is a month of sad
departures of long established members of the Squadron.
Lieutenant M. L. Manin reports to an Army Youth team in
the Midlands having been relieved by Second-Lieutenant K.
Butler; Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) M. D . Thornbury will soon be
in Singapore having handed over to W.O.II (F. of S.) Leppington and Staff Sergeant ('f. of S.) G. P . T . Raku has been called
forward to join 17 G urkha Regimen t and his place has been
taken by W.0.II (Y. of S.) L oats.
All of the above departures take place after the highlight of
the Strategic Reserve Military Calendar, Exercise " Stardust."
Unfortunately one key figure couldn 't be kept any longer and
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Dow wrong ean they gee!
G.O.C.- in-C. meets Corporal Mumford , Lieutenant M. L. Mart in in
the background

we said "Goodbye" to our very popular R.S.M., W.0.I F. P.
Simpson. The ladies of the White House Club expressed their
gratitude to Mrs. Simpson by presenting her with a table lamp.
We wish them both an enjoyable stay in Portsmouth. W e now
extend a cordial welcome to W .O.I and Mrs. Collins and hope
they will be happy with us.

Vil it.ors
Our photographs record the visit to the Squadron of ·t he
G.O.C.-in-C., Lieutenant-General Sir G eoffrey Baker, K.C.B.,
C.M.G., C.B.E., M.C. Later that month we were also visited by
the G.O.C., Major-General A. J. D eane-Drummond, D.s.o.,
M.C., who set a precedent by arriving by helicopter on J ellalabad
Square, driving himself. The visit by Colonel J. R. Piddington,
o.B.E., M.c., to our Divcomex camp in Cornwall was unnecessarily
unnerving when a pony walked across .the landing strip in front
of ·the C.S.O.'s oncoming Beaver aircraft.
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The cycle turns
The two-year cycle has come round and this heralds in this
Brigade a change-over of both key appointments and nationalities. The two that affect us intimately are those of the Brigade
Commander and O.C. Brigadier T. D. H. McMeekin, O.B.E.,
has left to take up his new appointment as D.P.R. in Whitehall
and has been relieved by Brigadier P. L. Tancred, o.B.E., whom
we welcome from Australia. In the O.C. apopintment we have
changed from a "Digger " to a " Pammy " once more. Major
D . J. Commerford, Royal Australian Signals, left on 1st February
for leave in Australia prior to taking up a Staff appointltTlent
with H.Q. Australian Force, Viemam. We wish him the very
best of luck and thank him and his wife for all they have done
for the Unit in their two and a half years tour. His relief,
Major C. J . Gilbert, having winged his way from Whitehall,
just managed to arrive in time for a five-day hand over (including
a weekend). We hope both he and his wife enjoy their tour in
Terendak.
We also say farewell to Lieutenant B. Willis, Royal Australian
Signals, and his wife, who have returned to Au stralia and wish
them success in their new posting.
In the sporting field we continue to compete in most events
with varied success. Congratulations to Captain (Q.M .) S. G.
Barnes and W.0.I (R.S.M.) R. A. Lawry who were selected to
umpire both the Major and M inor Units finals in the 17th
Division/ Malaya District Hockey Championships.
N o t ru t h in t lli s ru111our!
There has been a slight lull in the exercise com mitmen t since
just before Christmas and by me .time this goes to prin·t we will
have completed two Major Brigade exercises. The firs t has had
many changes of n ame, the curren t one being "Carnivorous."
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The weather •pundits forecast a " sun that would fry you to
a crisp during the day " and a "cold night that would freeze
you to the marrow" How wrong they were. Apart from the
first morning when Sergeant Stewart put the Troop through
P.T. which everyone thought was physical training and turned
out to be physical torture, the sun never shone. A brief
synopsis of the weather and events follow: Monday--Overcast, Force 5 wind, huge waves no fishing.
Tuesday.--Overcast, Rain, Force 5 wind, gigantic waves, no
fishing.
Wednesday.--Overcast, t orrential rain, Force 6 wind. 0 .C.
"A" Troop attempts to launch assault craft!
Thursday.-Black, torrential rain, Force 6 wind and rising.
Decision to return to Terendak.
However, it would be unfair to end this diary of misfortunes
without one note of success. The C .15 link to Terendak worke<l
all the time.

209 S(tUADRON, (;01,(;HESTEll
Winter Survival Course
Very little has happened since our last notes. We passed
over the crisis of U.E.I., and our Admin. comes later this
month.
Lieutenant Gus Vigurs was sent on a Winta Survival Course
in the Cairngorms, and writes :
" Due to very bad weather, the main scheme of the course
was not undertaken. This was to spend two nights out in snow
holes on the Cairngorrns Plateau, at about 2,500 feet. However,
all the basic training for this was done, and this included two
days on snow and ice climbing techniques, one day on avalanche search and rescue, using the dogs from the Glencoe
mountain rescue team. The evenings were spent listening to
very good lectures on the weather, avalanches, survival, mountain rescue and first aid, and also a lecture by Dennis Gray
on the 1966 Andean Expedition to climb Alpamayo. The
main purpose of the course was basic training for the Scottish
Winter Mountain Leadership Certificate. The weather was so
bad on the last two schemes, the wind was gusting 140 knots
on top of Cairn-Gorm, that we retired to various " bothies "
(wooden mountain huts) in the area. I found the course very
well run, very interesting and very hard work. They say that
at that latitude at this time of year conditions are sub-Arctic."
Later this month Lieutenant Vigurs is taking a group mountaineering in. North Wales, and we hope to give a full report
in the next issue.

We do well nt S(tort
On the sports side we are doing well in hockey and soccer.
Our congratulations also go to Private Townsend, R.A.0.C., on
getting into the Army Boxing Semi-Finals, and Signalman
Mackay for getting into the quarter-finals.
We welcome Captain R. P. Shiner to the Squadron and
congratulate him on being selected to represent the Corps
in their rugby fixtures later in March.
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N o tes s ubmitted bg Cor poral Tar - r

THE NEW

1967 VAUXHALL. VIVA
free of Purchase Tax !

The brand new Vauxhall Viva•• from £470 Voux hal l Victor from £370.
Six-cyl inder models fro m £809 .

Export home delivery-preferential financial treatment
If you are being posted abroad or returning to England
fo r re-posting overseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax.
Free of P.T. to all eligible serving men.
H ire Purchase and Insurance facilities arranged.
WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

E. J. Baker & Co. Ltd.
BIRCHETI ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telephone Aldershot 24242
Also at: Dorking, Guildford , Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines
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Whilst reading the " Wire," a certain N .C.O. was heard to
remark " Why are we never reported in " The Wire."' Unfortunately for the N.C.O., this aggression fell up on the ears
of an officer. The said chieftain then afflicted a three-word
punishment upon this miserable minion.-" You write 'em!"
I write: Since our las t message, sent out in a bottle in
November, the Squadron has worked and played hard. Christmas and New Year gyra ted in a riot of sun, duties (it was
rough) and parties. The " pads " here call this period ••Invasion Time," as all the living-in members chose to invade
the " pads " on the pretext of " spreading the spirit of Christmas." R eal reason was that the club was closed and the
" pads " had all the hooch !
The true spirit of C hristmas, I think, was brought home
to us when it was lea rned .that at least six of the Squadron
hard-head s visited " Silent Valley" to say a silent prayer for
those who missed it all.

Anothe r menace descended upon u s
When hangovers were just on the retreat, another menace,
in the form of an exercise, descended upon us. Everyone took
out long-stowed equipment and brushed off cobwebs. We
de-rusted the appropriate gear and begged, borrowed and recovered that which had been lost. R.Q.M.S. MacDonald (210
Memory Man) was asked all sorts of questions like " Got any
camp beds?" and " Have you seen my --?" "Can you get
me?" and so on. The wise one answered such queries with a
knowing smirk and laughed behind our backs, with good reason.
He was to 0e left out of battle.
The S.S.M. di not help matters by telling all and sundry,
" Oh ! they're good in the field though!" Signalman " Chalkie "
W hite looked dolefully at yours truly and said " I s that a fact,
or an orde.r?"
Nevertheless, in the field, either by design or accident, we
were successful, and everyone had a wonderful time. We
"cammed-up " our Land Rovers to look like three-tanners,
cleaned weapons and mad e sandy coffee. Oh yes, and " Alpha "
Troop communicated . I sn't it marvellou .
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Squadron t:lnb lt"ts new look
The quadron Club ha been rejuvenated and renamed.
The dank, cave-lik hovel which old 210 members grovelled in,
no longer exists. In its place is a palatial night club-like bar
with lights und er which new young bloods can now be seen
enjoying the beer. It i even strongly rumoured that the barman, Pop Hutchings, will replace the old compo tins with
gla ses. This new, clean, den of iniquity has been renamed the
"Rosebowl "-it reeks of S.S.M . influence.

Bas ..bnll fans take the field
Apart from our normal run of luck in football (we keep
losing) and the same type of luck in basketball, we maintain
an interest in all forms of sport. One bright Saturday morning
two gangs left 210 gates bound for the square. Each member
was dolled-up like Joe Di-Maggio on Independence Day. The
Chiefs and Indians baseball match was on. The team came out
in fine style, riding a tractor and trailer and screaming " Kill
the Umpires!" (Corporals Frank King and Alan Bailey). The
Chiefs batted (or slogged) first. Their big name boys being
Captain " Slogger" Saville, Sergeant "Killer" Kibblewhite
and Sergeant "Grilla " Gray. Play was reasonably fair until
Staff Sergeant " Basher " MacBeath started to trample the
fielders into the sand. The lot were caught out with a score
of 65 (a fiddle). The Indians were harangued right from the
start, a non-playing chief muttered an incoherent statement
about extra duties!
obody knows who said it, but our O.C.,
Major Brown, had his hand to his mouth at the time.
There were plenty of good 'uns on our side like Corporal
" Babe " Hutchings, Corporal " Clog " Cleary and Signalman
'Booze" Tooze, but we were caught out with a score of only
48. (At that -time the umpires were Indians).
A.ntongst those coming nnd going
Sergeant Garside, our M.T. Sergeant, left quietly in
December, and about three weeks later, the R.Q.M.S. Department found out why he had left quietly. It Sergeant George
Garside found any motor bikes, etc., in his M.F.O., would
he please return them to the R.Q.M.S.; Sergeant Donkin also
left in January and suddenly 45 Commando, R.M., stopped
borrowing from us. Three members who did not leave so
quietly were Signalman "Scouse" Manifold, Signalman "Gats "
Gatenby and Signalman "Sandy " Milne.
Our new arrivals are many, and have brought with them
a dreaded air of "efficiency." We have Sergeant Gray in M.T.
~ccounts; Sergeant Dobson in M.T. Section; Corporal Bailey
10 M.T. Stores, and Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) (Trouble) Glenville
as Training Officer. This efficiency disease must be contagious,
even F. of S. Nixon's Technical Workshop has been made
to work.
As I finish these notes we are plunged into a shroud of
misery as we have learnt that we are shortly to lose our beloved S.S.M., W .0 .II Rose, fondly titled by his charges as
"The Hatchet Man." 210 send their condolences to his future
unit.

12 INFANTRY BRIGADE B.Q.
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. 36
Jara"4rf1 •• Fitaess Month. ••

Dedicated m.en
Remember that fabulous Christmas dinner, that enormous
roast turkey, followed by that equally large portion of Christmas pudd~g and mince pie? Remember those all-night parties,
not forgettmg that oh-so-appropriate welcoming-in of the New
Year, and how incapacitated it left us? Well yes, of course we
do; but we must admit that our physical state did leave a lot
to be desll-ed.
Therefore, with this in mind, the Squadron Commander,
Major Alan Yeoman, decided to hold a "fitness month,"
aimed at bringing everybody in the Squadron back to some
semblance of physical efficiency. Supervision of this task fell
to the Second-in..COmmand, Captain David Whitehead now
~n his way to Aden, and repla~ed by Captain Paul Webb: who,
like everylx?<fy else, was suffering from an excellent Christmas.
However, s10ce the .f<?rmation of the new Troop was not yet
effected, the newly-Joined subaltern, Second-Lieutenant Chris
Wollaston, was assigned to assist in this gargantuan task, it
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being believed (quite wrongly, of course) that after three weeks'
leave and fifteen weeks at Cattcrick he was bound to be superhumanly fit!
Cl e nrln~

the c obwt•b!fe

And so it began· with a ten kilometre march, " just to clear
the cobweb ," in the words of one of those officiating. There
was naturally, maximum attend ance--even from Officer s' Mess
taff, who felt they owned some exemption, although they could
not really explain why. However, it was sad to note that,
throughout the first week even, the " ever pressing work "
diminished the seniors' attendance, day by day, until our
youngest officer found himself alone.
The programme for the week was as varied as possible, with
an aim to r eaching a general fitness, as opposed to a specific
whipcord one-event-type of fitness. On Mondays the D .W.R.
kindly lent the Squadron their assault course for afternoon training, buc the inevitable frost and hard ground hampered its
use. Fortunately, serious injury was restricted .ro one broken
wr ist sustained by L ance-Corporal Robert Heron, who, I am
sure, looked upon the occurrence with mixed feelings I Signalman "Chalky" Whyte spent a short time in hospital with a
recurrence of an old knee injury which disagreed with the
water jump! Tuesdays saw th e Squadron down at Roberts
Barracks Gymnasium for P.T., potted sports and indoor assault
course competitions, under the auspicious eye of S S.I. Woods,
A.P.T.C. and his staff. Wednesdays were taken up by Squadron and Troop sports-mostly soccer and hockey, which were
looked upon as a relaxation than anything else. Thursdays
were dedicated to potted sports, log work, road running, and
the occasional cross-country thrown in for good measure.
Special mention must go to S.S .!. C. Beaty, A.P.T.C., Corporal
J. Glasby and Lance-Corporal J. J . Flaharty, from D .W.R.,
without whose help these sessions would have had little value.

Financial gain lures the111 on
At the end of each week some form of competitive mapreading exercise was devised to mix in a certain element of
initiative into the training. It is amazing how a soldier's mind
springs to life when it can involve the shortening of walking
distance or a financial gain for the fastest team. The first of
our Friday exercises was won by Corporal Tony Lowry and
his team, Corporal John Tapscott and Signalman Alan Marsden,
made a good appreciation of the task set them. The last afternoon exercise, which required more precise map-reading, was
won by Corporal Ingle's team, comprising Signalman Mick
Reynolds and Signalman "Jammy" Chivers. Congratulations
to all those who took part in these afternoon jaunts and for
the enthusiasm shown.

The cul111hurtion
Finally, we come to the culminating exercise of the month;
the final trial, designed to test all factors required of junior
N.C.O.s and the men in their charge. Exercise "Frostbite,"
held on Friday, 27th January, was a night movement and
evasion exercise, instigated by Captain Whitehead, who put
much time and effort into making the narrative and situa·tion
entertaining, as well as realistic. Twenty teams took part, each
group being commanded by a Lance-CoTporal or Corporal,
The
with officers and seniors incorporated in the squad.
object was to march to a given point, avoiding evening patrols,
provided by The Duke of Wellington's Regiment, where the
leader would receive another grid reference and information on
enemy activity from his " agent." One piece of splendid mapreading managed to land Lance-Corporal Earnshaw back at
camp before finding the first point, so he went to bed!
(Initiative comes in many forms). However, Corporal Jock
Rennie's group (CoTporal Peter Bunce, Signalman Eddie Askew,
Signalman " Scouse" Olsen and Lieutenant Forbes Stuart),
after a hard 1St-mile bash, some of it through marshland,
reached the guarded bridge which was their objective. Having
slipped through the screen of Dukes, the bridge was duly
blown with a well-placed ·t·hunderflash. Throughout the remainder of the morning gloom, furtive groups of soldiers silently
broke cover to blow their objective sky high, and thus end a
rewarding exercise with a decisive bang! At the final rendezvous
a welcome cup of hot soup was waiting for the weary marchers.
The more wayward groups, having been rounded up, the
Squadron returned to barracks, tired, but happy in the knowledge that it had been able to achieve a difficult task.
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They rose to the occasion-of c ourse
. Finally, in retrospect, it i.s pleasin~ to note that Signalmen
m general, although not .~amed specifically in the way of the
Infantry, are capable of rmng to the occasion when called
to do ;io.
However, during this month of titan actiJh°
our achievements were not restricted to the map and com y,
Sergell?t. ~ ack S~agg an~ his merry men were busy winninf~~
2n~ p1vmon Minor U m ts C'.ookery and Best D ining H all Compeuuons-a noteworthy achievement.

216 PARACHU TE SQUADRON, ALDERSHOT
D eta c h e d
On the very day of writing, Lieutenant Woodhouse and his
merry band of wanderers r eturned from Bahrein with 2 d
Bn. The P arachute Regiment with whom they have served fur
a year. All have now departed on a tough six weeks course
of leave.
When these. notes ai;>pear in print, L ieutenant Swainson,
Corporal Ke ~g~on, Signalmen Wells and G riffiths will have
completed a tram10g course in Malaya with " D " Company
the P~trol C'.<>mpany of 1st Bn. The Parachute Regiment 0 r{
Exercise " Tunber Trek."
'
A composite force from the Parachute Brigade consisting of
"D " Company, 3rd Battalion, 9 lndepend~nt Parachute
Squadron R.~. and I (Guards) Independent Company, comma~ded by L1eutenan.t•Colonel Tugwell, C .O. of the Parachute
Regime n~ Depot, has JUSt completed training in Kenya. Because
of t.he d iverse character of ~he force, the administration was
~arne~ out by a cross section of volunteers from all units,
mcludu;1g Sergeant Andreou of this Squadron. Each of the
sub units had a d<:tach~ent . from u~ working back to H .Q. and
thence to. a base m .Nairobi. Judging from the almost legible
l~tte~s written 1?)'. Lieutenant McLean, in charge of our men,
life_ !DcludeEi v~sns to r:serves and other places of interest,
tr~mmg, patrollm~ and big game hunting. Some of those who
enioyed the sunsh10e are Corporals Angus, Zimmer and Cheney.
.The Squadro~ Comman4er has stated categorically that be
w~ l get every smgle man 10 the Squadron overseas sometime
this year, come wha~ may. To date progress, if not rapid, has
been steady and lookmg at ·the calendar as it stands, there should
be no problem.

216 PARACHUTE SIGNAL SQUADRON
RUNNERS-UP ARMY MINOR UNITS CROSS COUNTRY
Lance-Corporal Wells, Signalman Hughes, Lance-Corporal Stallard,
Signalman Shaw, Signalman Moss, Sergeant Kadwell. Captain Robins,
Sergeant Cowell

for with us in the Squadron for five months has been a real
Royal Marine who, hav~g qualified at Abingdon, in turn
aS;Sumed the temporary ature of the Red Beret. Lieutenant J.
Fisher, R.M., . has n~w left to assume an appointment in 3
C'.<>mmando Bngade Signal Squadron. We have enjoyed having
bun. Apart from working reasonably hard at times he has
played some good Rugby and achieved the fairly rare distinction
of helping an Army Unit to reach the fourth round of the
Am:Y Cup; the Squadron. Commander had, strangely enough,
achieved the same by reach10g the R.M. Cup Final when playing
for 43 Commando R.M. Lieutenant Fisher also led another
trainin~ course ~ Gl~~e before Christmas. The I.Q. of this
was said to be high; 1t 10cluded S Q.M.S. (Foreman of Signals)
Jackson and a number of technicians.

Sport
Trade Training
. T~ ~~ civilian 0ere. must be times when he might wonder
if his mcome tax 1s bemg spent wisely. In this Squadron we
feel that he would have no such doubts. 1966 started with a
para~hute exercise in January and finished with fairly tough
Radio and Telegraph Operators' upgrading courses in which
some twenty o~ twenty-two were successful. To complete the
courses by Christmas, a twelve-hour working day was generally
necessary.
With our recent successes in education we can fairly claim >to
~e one of the best, if not the best, educated (theoretically) units
m the Army. Only one of one hundred and twenty-six is at
present unqualified for the next rank. Who can beat that record?

The future
. At last we possess our own C42 VHF sets and Foreman of
Signals Jackson, having given them frequent and rigorous tests,
allowed Communication Troop to use ·them. We have obtained
some. startling results, since proven to be lclO mere fluke. Now,
our sights are set on the new and better HF signalling equipment, no longer a pjpe dream, so we are told. The professional
~tandards of the Squadron remain high but can always be
unproved upon. Some of the newest arrivals in the Squadron
are almost certainly going to prove to be the best material
ever. For the first time since 1951 ithe Squadron is up to
strength and every man must fight all the time to stay in the
Squadron. Those not up to standard, regardless of rank, are
moved on quietly but quickly. To wear the wings and the
Red Beret should signify that the person is a high grade
professional soldier.
Just Retribution
In 1965 the Squadron Commander removed his Green Beret
on his return to the Squadron. "Just retribution" is the cry,
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Our sport proceeds at a steady pace, each week equally sportpacked. Three sports, however, are worthy of mention.
Soccer. We recently achieved a new record by filling five of
the eleven places in the Corps team. Those who have played
thjs. season f?r the Corps include Lance-Corporal Dove, Corporal
T1dirnan, Signalmen Thompson, O'Rourke and Wilson.
Rugby .. In th<; Army Rugby Cup, as previously mentioned,
we comb10ed Wlth the Parachute Brigade Headquarters and
produced a reasonable .team. We won the first round against
R.A.9.c. Blackdown without a great deal of effort by 12 points
to nil. The second round was won rather more convincingly
by 17 points to nil against R.C.T. Training Centre. We lost
the subsequent round by 3 points to nil in what was described
as one of the hardest games seen in Aldershot in years. The
victors were another minor unit of the Brigade, 9 Independent
Parachute Squadron R.E., who had already played the second
round three times before defeating 5 R.T.R.
Canoeing. A sport fast growing in popularity, particularly in
this Brigade, is canoeing. The Brigade canoe race this year
was held over a thirty-eight mile course with twenty-four
portages. Only three teams of the whole Brigade finished with
all three boats, one of those being the Squadron team. LanceCorporal Davis and Signalman Naden were placed sixth,
Corporal Hart and Lance-Corporal Maddison thirteenth
and Lance~Corporal Speakman and Signalman Dillon a
very gallant fifteenth wi:h a badly leaking boat. We have one
boat entered for the Devizes/Westminster race, driven by
Signalmen Naden and 'efcon who holed their canoe short of
the finish last year.
Cross-country. With two fairly high grade runners, Sergeant
Cowell and Lance-Corporal Stallard, and a number of bighearted stalwarts, the unit cross-country team for the first time
ever has reached the Army Cross-Country finals. We were
placed second in the District stage and second in the Southern
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Wedding of Lieutenant R. J. H. Swainson, Royal Signals to Miss
Sylvia Rhys at the Garrison Church, Aldershot, on 10th December

Command stage. In the Army finals we were again second, but
nearly four hundred points ahead of our nearest rivals and
nearly one hundred points ahead of the nearest major unit. Let
it be noted that this team was not in any way " packed." They
merely trained very hard and mostly in their spare time.
In brief
What a way to play rugger! The Squadron Commander and
Signalman Koto were included in a Brigade representative
rugby side which parachuted on to the Jersey beaches on a
recent Friday, played rugby Saturday and Sunday, returning
Monday morning. It was a tough weekend for both, but in
particular for Koto who received a boot in the mouth when
parachuting, resulting in three stitches, and then broke his
ankle on the Sunday in the second game! He returned to
Aldershot on a stretcher.
Marriage. Some fifteen per cent of the Squadron were married
in the last twelve months. Rumour now has it that Captain
Robins is getting married. There must be a reason--any
connection with parachuting?

Wedding. Despite the above remarks, an officer who gets
married whilst with the Squadron is rare. Very many congratulations to Lieutenant R. J. H . Swainson on his marriage
co Miss Sylvia Rhys. A guard of honour was provided on the
great occasion by the Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s of
the Squadron.
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Courtef)!: S. 7ardine, Blandford Forum

VERY MUCH ON THE UP
Recent M. P.C.I. cou r se held by 243 Squadron
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Since last going to print the Squadron has moved its Headquarters to: Drake Lines Blandford Camp, Dorset.
There has been quite a few changes in personalities of the
Squadron. To quote a few, we now have Captain A. F. N.
Crabtree as our econd-in-Command, and Sergeant-Major F.
G. Wilson has relieved Sergeant-Major T. Stephenson, B.B.M .,
on posting to 229 Squadron (Berlin).
The Squadron is still enthusiastically commanded by Major
J. L. McKellar, assisted by his Administrative Officer, Major
(Retired) H. Carr.
The names of these personalities should ring a bell with most
long-serving members of the Corps, if only for Major McKellar's
prowess on the golf course and Major (Retired) Carr as one
of the Corps Regimental Sergeant-Majors.
The Squadron's Command Recruiting Display has recently
been refurblished and is always in great demand.
The Public Address system vehicle has recently been fitted
out with new sophisticated AUDIX equipment which no doubt
will produce even better results than in the past. The Squadron
has recently completed its twelfth Military Proficiency Course
which was of Class I standard. The course consisted of twenty
students and the pass-off was taken by Colonel J. A. S. Fearfield,
M.B.E., who is Station Commander.

249 SQUADRON, c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
(Notes written early February)
When I produced my cat-of-nine-tails this month most Troops
bleakly said: "Nothing to report!" What they really meant was
that they were so exhausted by the alcoholic endurance test of
a Christmas in the Far East that they could not raise the energy
to think. Particularly as the Squadron Commander thought it
fitting to hold our annual P.E. tests fairly early on. That sorted
out the hangovers with a vengeance I Oh! the method of it all.
The most gruesome aspect of it was getting up in the middle of
the night (5.30 a.m. ! ) to escape the heat. Heat, did I say? It's
all relative. January is the Jean month here, the rains are on,
the wind up, and the temperatures are well down from the
nineties. Your correspondent well remembers a January day
during a .previous tour which caused a momentous heading in
the following morning's Straits Times:-

" SINGAPORE SHIVERS: TEMP DROPS TO 70° F."
Two births to record. Our congratulations to Lance-Corporal
and Mrs. Mansell of Air Troop on the birth of their daughter,
and to Corporal and Mrs. Audusley of ' 0 Assu " Troop on the
birth of their son. Assu Troop had another personal matter
to report as well. They offered condolences to their Judo
expert Signalman Garrity, who took one fall too many and broke
his collarbone. From his hospital bed he stoutly denied that he
had tripped on the end of the mat I
Signalman Garrity thus missed Assu Troop's CI I I SSB
Trials. This exercise was designed as a comparison trial between
the CII and Cu/SSB. The Cu/SSB was also tested in its
RATT mode. Locations were chosen up the entire west coast
of the Malaysian peninsula. The original out-station location
gave a link from Singapore to within fifty miles of the Thailand
border, a distance of 500 miles. The results were most .promising,
both RATT and voioe being " solid " throughout. Air Troop
helped at one stage. Conversation piece: Assu Troop Command : " Will you please go now to fetch
one of those sets back to Singapore."
Air Troop Command : " But it's Wednesday lunchtime I"
Assu Troop Command : " It's vital to the success of the
exercise."
Air Troop Command: " But you know it's the only lunchtime session the pilots attend."
Assu Troop Command: "My heart bleeds. It's impGrtant."
Air Troop Command : Sigh!
The Squadron welcomed H.M.S. Fearless into Singapore
waters during the month, and many an exchange visit occurred,
both for work and pleasure. The soccer match between the
ship's company XI and the Squadron was unfortunately rained
off, but an "operator exchange" cemented relations, and at
the time of writing we have two R.N. and four Royal Signals
operators with us in the Squadron.
Air Troop continues to disappear for days at a time on their
own sudden exercises, and return brown and jubilant heralded
by the clatter of their Siouxs. The quick way to dampen them
down is to ask whether the aircraft have the end urance to fly
to Thailand I Their latest effort, though, was the Squadron's
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Exercis~ " Gofdfinger II " in support of a radio relay chain
from Smgap_ore to Bu_t~e~orth in the far nor.th. Results are
ex~ellent._ A1.rcraft pos1t1001ng and resupplying, voice and telepnnter c1 rcu1ts through. Smiles all round.

Ttuailand he-re we come • • • Cor! • • •
El_ements of th~ S3uadron are now preparing to sail for
Tba1lan~ on Exercise . Crown Astra." No one has yet managed
to exp!am _why Captams. Tom Scarff and John Green are going
to arnve m Bangkok s1xte~n days before the exercise starts.
Ask O:,e~, and .you get an auy reply: " Tides." Hah I " Crown
Astra 1s certam to b~ the main feature of our next contribution
probably complete with photos of Thai maidens. Needless t~
ay, they won t g7t much _further than your contributor's picture
gallery. .<Or _mme.-:-Ed1tor.) They normally gi"'" rise to
conversation pieces like: "That one's a Thai schoolteacher."
"Corl"
Some people have all the luck.
2G9
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The past few months have been a very busy time for us
the move-in of R.~.F. Co1;11cen, CyJ?ruS~ has been completed:
and the work contmues without maior mterruptions. In the
autumn we expect to be faced with the turmoil of disbandment
but that remains in the future, and right now it is the a~
of all ranks that whe.n the final axe falls, the Squadron will be
better, from a .techn.1cal an~ operating standpoint, than it has
ver .been . Thus, mnovauon does not seem pointless to us
and, m fact, has progressed more rapidly since we are working
against the clock.
In February we were visited by Colonel Rennick and a
team fro~ H.Q. Defence Cori:1mun!cations Network, Major
Shore, Maior. Cooper and Captam Mitchell, representing H.Q.,
COMCAN; it was most valuable to have their views on our
work and we await their final report with interest.

BAOR. • • • • ?•
-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
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The exchange scheme-a great success

W7 ~ave st~rted an exchange scheme with 235 Squadron
and 1t 1s provmg a great success. To date, three W.R.A.C.,
three Comcen Operators and one Technician have visited
Malta and six W.R.A.C. and one Technician have visited us.
The liaison value of these visits is high, and the personnel inv?lve~ have h_ad a unique opportunity of exploring another
h1stoncal Mediterranean island.
The all ranks' Christmas
dance was deemed the best
ever. The meal was accompanied by an excellent floor
show by the "Great Rahma,"
who amazed the Squadron
by his feats with broken
glass and fire eating.
As
Corporal Coltman, Comcen
Operator, he uses a more
orthodox procedure when
dealing with tapes.
After
the meal the festivities
continued to an excellent
band, w h o s e repertoire
ranged from the quickstep to
beat.

Corporal Coltman as the "Greilt
Rahma" giving a 1 broken glass' 3nd
'fore eating' display at 259 Signal
Squadron Christmas Dinner/ Dance

A sword f or W .0.11 \Vy mbs
The Officers and Senior N.C.0.s dined out W.0.II (S.S.M.)
Wyrnbs at the Alasia Hotel in Lirnassol and presented him
with swords, plastic, in lieu of swords, officer (the genuine
article being somewhere in the sea-mail). The presentation
was made to mark his commission ing in the near future. At
the same time, the opporrunity was taken to welcome W.0.II
and Mrs. John son.
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Our comings and goings include Captain Wilford, who has
left for 24th Regiment and Captain (T.O.T.) Williams, who
is off to ·the School; goodbye and good luck to you both. In
their place we welcome Captain (Q.M.) Howley and Lieutenant
(T.O.T.) Jupe and hope they enjoy their stay.

Very new ad d itio ns- in order o f a p pearance
Talking of new arrivals, our heartiest congratulations to the
following productive members of the Squadron and their wives
(in o!der of appearance): Sergeant Bolarn, a daughter; Mr.
Renrue, a son; Mr. Fenner, a daughter; Corporal James, a
daughter.
The Squadron has been active in other spheres, too, despite the well-known difficulties posed by shift work.

Ski-htg
The Troodos Mountains are only an hour's drive away, and
the ski-ing facilities have been improved this year. S.Q M.S.
Wheeler, Corporal Nuttall, Lance-Corporal Kingdom and
Private Blackbum have attended courses, and many have been
up for a day's ski-ing.
Anta teo r R atlio
It is only in this activity that one can be a professional and
an amateur at. ~he same time. Our station, ZC4TX, regularly
enters competltlons and has contacted a total of 150 countties.
Sergeant Healey is in charge of the station and Lance-Corporal
Howarth, Lance-Corporal Price and Mr. Ashby are active
members. We are especially keen to make Royal ignals contacts, and as most of the Corps is DX, let's hear from you.
H o ckey
Last season's endeavour laid the foundations for this season's
success. The addition of Staff Sergeant Angell and Corporal
White to the team have made all the difference to our scoring
power. We are currently second in the Minor Units League
and through the first round of both the Major and Minor
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Units Cups. Both Staff Sergeant Angell and Corporal White
have been lected to play for the Army (Cyprus) and Mr.
Bradwell also plays for R.A.F ., Epi kopi.

dmner and social evening, presided over by Major W. G. Heaton,
on 4th February, before re-organisation into the new
Regiment of Volunteers.

oceer
After a string of league succes es, the soccer team was unfortunate to be knocked out of C.S.0.'s Cup in a high-scoring
game. Sergeant Ainge and. Corporal Doherty ~re pl~ying well
this season in the forward line, and Corporal Lmdebrmghs and
Mr. Srewart (goal) form the basis of a good defence.

New C.0. an old friend

Rug y
We still cannot produce a regular fifteen, but generally provide at least half the players for R.A.F., Episkopi. Sergeant
Lewis and Corporal Schneider have played for the Army,
and clearly walk with the rugger giants of die island.
ROYAL SIGNALS TROOP ATTACHED
3rd n.T.n., D.F.P.O. an
BY SIG, ALMAN

R.

J.

SNOW

Five less t hree!
Remember Signalman P. Lynch's brief article in the
February/March WIRE about life in a Royal Signals Detachment with the 4th F ield Regiment, R.A., B.F.P.0.; about how
Royal Signals hung together and managed to meet again on
rare occasions, and about how the Troop had been run down
to a detachment? Well, Signalman R. J. Snow, of Royal Signals
Troop, anached to 3fd Royal Tank Regiment, in a cheerful
account to the Editor, thinks Signalman Lynch has really
nothing to worry about. Not compared with what is happening
in his Troop.
" Can you beat this record," he asks. " Soon our Troop
will be down to two of us-myself and my ham mate, Signalman " Geordie " Gibson. The rest have gone and lef.t us.
Signalman Smith is off to Norway on a ski-ing trip, Signalman P. Cranswick has gone h ome on leave, Corporal J. Barkins
is in U.K. on his B. 1 course, and Lance-Corporals L. Cooper,
B. Roberts and T . Henson have all been taken over by R.E.M.E.
And we do miss Sergeant D. Knox, who has been posted to the
School of Signals.
" So there are only two operators left now, walking round the
tank park with " Jimmies " in their hats!
And things do
happen to us. I am still trying to fathom why my HF walkietalkie set, on a set frequen cy of 26.125 m/cs, got tangled up
on the Admin. frequency of 50-70 m/cs on VHF. And there
were other things too . . . so we have problems as well."
" When the three d eficient chaps arrive back, we will have a
grand total of five. Our T roop then will be : Corporal Batkins,
Signalmen Cranswick, G . G ibson, D . Smith and myself. In
the meantime, we could do with a few hands to help us with
the fatigues we keep getting. But a T roop of five, less threewell ...
" Anyway, we will keep on the air to the end.''
(T hank you, S ignalman Snow, for writing to us so genially
abOUL your problems-we are very pleased to hear from you,
and your Troop is certainly not forgotten.-Editor).

46th (N.M.) REGIMENT ( T .A.)
A matte r

of p r ide
It is with great pride that the Regimen t has learned that
the Certificate of the Lord Lieutenant of D erbyshire bas been
awarded posthumously to Staff Sergeant R. H . Crofts who died
suddenly on 4th January. The Certificate is to be presen ted
to his widow on 12th M arch by the Chief Signal Officer 49
D ivision/D istrict, Colonel J. R. S. Grimwood-Taylor, T.D., D.L.,
in his capacity as D eputy Lieutenant. At the same parade the
Territorial Efficiency Medal is to be presented to Corporal
Carnell, the caretaker of the D erby T .A. Centre, who has
rendered such long service to the R egiment.
The Annual D inner of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess was held on 21st January at D erby and, although it was
tinged with an air of sadness, it was greatly enjoyed . It was
presided over by R.S.M . Hoyes and was the last M ess occasion
for W.O.II Boldison , B.E.M., who has served in the Regiment
since 1947·
The Leicester Squadron of the Regiment held their final
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The Regiment is unique in the Corps in that it is comi>osed
of three Signal Squadrons each possessing distinctive uniform
embellishment_s and with their own distinctive and historic
reg~~ental traditions. 83 (London) Squadron, although inhentmg a former A.E.R. Regimental number, preserves its
connection with the old 47th London ignals in which many
of its senior ranks served, by continuing to wear the " Dutch
Tile" flash, former divisional sign of the 47th London Division.
The new Regiment also .rakes into its ranks many volunteers
from the A.E.R., 332 (City of London) Squadron, and 316
Squadron, and will be shaking down at Annual Camp at
Scarborough from 3rd-17th June, 1967.

T.D.,

The Regiment in conjunction with 64th Regiment (T.A.) has
since the beginning of the year started training for its role in
the new Reserve as the 38th Regiment (Volunteers). It was
with great joy that the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel L. W. Wright, T.D., welcomed on 7th February the
Commanding Officer designate of the new Regiment, LieutenantColonel J. A. D. Francis, who served as Adjutant of the
R egiment from 1953 until 1955. Events of this nature make
the transition from the old to the new much easier and more
orderly.

409 S(t UADRON (PAllK) , A.E.Il., BROMLEY

Association Branch revived

Five years to the day-a sad occasion

On 14th February at a meeting presided over by the
Commanding Officer the D erby Branch of the Royal Signals
Association was revived. On the motion of the Commanding
Officer, Colonel A. K. Haslehurst was elected President; Captain
J. H . T asker, Chairman; Staff Sergeant Limbert, W.R.A.C.,
Hon. Secretary, and Sergeant-Major Cook (W.R.A.C.) Hon.
Treasurer. The Branch should be of great value in holding
together past and present members of the Regiment.

The weekend 25th/26th February saw 409 once again at
Donnington, and it happened five years to the day that the
Squadron was fol1Illed. This was a sad occasion, however,
as on Sunday morning, the 2~ February, the Squadron
paraded under the command of Major E. J. Kelly, E.R.D., for
the las t time. After a ceremonial parade, during which the
A.E.R. Efficiency Medal was presented to W.O.II T. E. Owen
and Staff Sergeant S. Thompson by Lieutenant-Colonel W. N.
Lang, E.R.D., the C.0. of 83rd Signal Regiment, A.E.R. The
Squadron pennant was trooped by Lieutenant D. Hill, supported by Sergeant Baker and Sgt. Crowley. After the marchpasr, when the salute was taken by Li!!utenant-Colonel W. N.
Lang, the Squadron attended church and the pennant was laid
up for safe keeping. The service was conducted by the Rev.
I. C. Garrett, B.A. R.A.Ch.D., and included in the special
service was the Corps Collect. Attending me service were
members of the Donnington Garrison, including the Garrison
Commander. Also present were Major W. E. Fill (Retd.) and
Mrs. Fill, as well as friends and relatives of members of the
Squadron. After <the paiade and service an informal reception
was held in the Officers' Mess, when goodbyes were really
the order of the day.

Honorary Colonel returns from

~lalta

Colonel G . J. Underwood, c.B.E., T.D., D.L., the Honorary
Colonel, has spent much of the winter in Malta, G.C., and these
notes provide a fitting opportunity to thank Major C. S. Galbraith of the Corps and his Officers for the very kind attention
they have paid to him. As even ts .turned out, Colonel Underwood
had cause to return home for a short while and we rejoiced
at his presence at the last regimental dinner held at the Peverilof-the-Peak Hotel, Dovedale, on 25th February.
Amongst the guests were Brigadier A. F. Freeman, M.C.,
Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command, and Mrs. Freeman,
Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., General Secretary of the
Royal Signals Association, Brigadier R. J. Wilkins and Colonel
R. C. Glanville, o.B.E., M.c., the pas.t and present Secretaries of
the Derbyshire T. & AF.A. and their ladies, Lieutenant-Colonel
and Mrs. J. A. D. Francis and Mrs. Valerie Lloyd Williams.
There were present, too, many past Commanding Officers,
including the District Chief Signal Officer, Colonel J. R. S.
Grimwood-Taylor, T.D., D.L., and many retired officers and
their ladies.
A

t rib ute to services well rendered

The Commanding Officer paid tribute to the service of those
Territorial Army Officers who were leaving the Regiment: the
Rev. C. F. Cl III W. A. Speirs, R.A., Ch. D., Captain M. B.
Rothwell, Captain E. Williams, R.A.P.C., and Major J. P. M .
Kenle, Captain S. M . Tyler and Lieutenant D . Wood, of the
W.R.A.C. He congratulated Major G. E. Atkin on his appointment as Unit Administrative Officer to the Derbyshire Battalion
of the Sherwood Foresters (T) and Captain Williams on his
transfer to Royal Signals to command 931 Troop (T) with
effect from 1st April. To his indefatigable Adjutant, Captain
D . Turner, his Quartermaster, Major W. A. Rowbory, and his
Permanent Staff Officers, Major G. E. Atkin and Captain Pauline
Veitch, W.R.A.C.; he paid special tribute for their sterling
service to the Regiment. On behalf of the officers, the Honorary
Colonel presented inscribed silver salvers to the retiring officers
and permanent staff.

Presenta t ion to Lieu tenant-Colonel .Leslie W right
Colonel U nderwood <then referred in glowing terms to the
long service which the Command ing Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
Leslie Wright, had rendered to ·the Regiment. In this he took
great pride because he had personally recruited him at Glossop
in 1939 when he raised the second line of the R egiment and
because he had served with the Regiment ever since its reformation in 1947. On behalf of the officers, he presented an
inscribed silver entree dish to the Commanding Officer and a
bouquet to Mrs. Wright.
In his reply the Commanding Officer expressed his great pride
in the Regiment and the part it had played in raising the 38th
Regiment (Volunteer). To the North Midland Signals Trust
he presented a silver rose bowl, thanking the Honorary Colonel
and all ranks of the Regimen·t for their devoted service.
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Colonel J. R. S. Grimwood-Taylor, T.D., D.L. , Chief Signal Officer
49 (W. R. & N.M.) DIV/ DIST, presenting, on behalf of the Officers of
46th (N.M.) Signal Regiment T.A., an inscribed silver entree dish to
Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. Wright, T.D., Royal Signals T.A., their
Comma nding Officer. In the centre, Captain D. Turner Royal
Signals, Adjutant of the Regiment

It gave the Regimen t great pleasure to have Brigadier Hobson
present on this occasion and here it is right and fitting that we
should thank him and his staff for the ready assistance they
have invariably given us.

End of an era
And so we reach the end of an era as the North Midland
Divisional Telegraph Company, R.E. (T); 46th (North Midland)
Divisional Signals (T) North Midland Corps Signals (T .A.),
21st (North Midland) Corps Signal Regiment (T .A.) and 46th
(North Midland) Signal Regiment (T.A ). And we look forward
with confidence to the beginning of a new era as the 38th
Signal Regiment (Volunteers).

(Continued overleaf)

FOR YOUR NEXT LEAVE
LET

•

47th R EGIMENT T . A.
MIDD LESEX YEO HANHY
(The D uke o f Cambridge's Hussars)

Uequlem to a R egim ent
All good things invariably come to an end and this has proved
the case with · 47th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A. On
31st March the Regiment finally disbanded, though the Middlesex Yeomanry tradition continues through a Squadron in the
new 31st (Greater London) Regiment (Volunteers).
Most of the " old sweats " have disappeared after many years
of loyal service to both the Regular and Reserve Armies. Our
thoughts and best wjshes go with them wherever they may be.
Your scribe over the last 16 months is one of those who moves
to pastures new, and takes with him many varied memories of
life as a Regular Soldier serving with the Reserve &my.
31st (Greater L ondon )

lle gime n t

( Volunteer s)

Dirth of a n e w R el(ime n t
31st (Greater London) Regiment (Volunteers) was formed
on Ist April and comprises: R.H.Q. and H.Q. Squadron based at Hammersmith and
Southfields.
41 (Princess Louise's Kensington) Squadron. Based at
Hammersmith and Coulsdon.
47 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Squadron. Based at Harrow.
83 (London) Squadron. Based at Southfields.
Regimental Band. Based at K ingsbury.
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Morleys of Kingston
RESERVE YOUR SELF-DRIVE HIRE CAR
800 Latest Mor ris and Fo rd Deluxe Models
so me with Automat ic Tra nsmiss io n.
Saloons, Est ate Cars and Vans.
4-be rth Mot orised Carava ns.
From:

Winter £5 per week
Summer £10 per week

Incl ud ing Insu ra nce .

No charge fo r mi leage .

FREE Personal Acciden t Insurance for Drive r and

passengers. Benefits up t o £1 ,000 o r £10 per week

Send fo r brochure to:
76 CAMRIDGE ROAD
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
Telephone : Kingston 9941 ( 10 li nes)
(STD Code 01-546-9941)

Cables: •Karhire' Kingston-on-T hames
also

POVEY CROSS MOTORS
Nr. Gatwi ck Airpo rt

HORLEY, SURREY
T e le phone : Horl e y 5461 (3 lines)
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On the Saturday evening a social for all ranks was held
in the Junior Ranks Club, and it must be said how we all
appreciated ex-members of the Squadron attending; some of
them came from Bournemouth, two hundred and fifty miles,
and some from Northern Ireland. Certainly it was a very
nostalgic weekend.
La tly, we feel that thanks must go to all members of the
unit for the loyal support that has been shown by each and
every one. It would not be right -to single out any individual
for particular mention, as the Squadron has been a « team"
during the whole of its existence.

COUPS

SPORTS

RESULTS

Jlootllfdl

Royal Signals 2; R E. 5.
R.A. 6; Royal Signals 2.
Hockey

Royal Signals l; Newcastle University 3.
Royal Signals (Officers' XI) 3; Welbeck College 3.
Corps successes in Inter-Service Boxing
Championships

The Army beat the Royal Navy in the Inter-Service Boxing
Championship match, and Corps representatives scored some
successes. Signalman F. Carr (2nd Regiment) won on points
in the bantamweight class, and in the second string of the
welterweights Lance-Corporal R. Jacobs (znd Regiment) also
got the verdict on points. Among the heavyweights, Signalman ·
D. Pelligrinetti (znd Regiment) came out an easy winner,
the referee stopping the fight in the second round.
The Army narrowly managed to hold off the challenge of
the R.A.F., who they managed to beat in further Inter-Services
Championships, and there were two successes for the Corps,
Lance-Corporal Jacobs and Signalman D. Pelligrinetti both
winning their respective bouts. Signalman F. Carr, however,
had a points reverse in the bantamweight class.
A rm y Cro ss- Co untry Championships

216 Parachute Signal Squadron gained second place, with
476 points, in the Minor Units Senior Team Championship,
and in the Senior Individual Championships, Corporal M.
McGue (13th Regiment) came 9th and Corporal W. Venus
(3Ed Regiment) 10th-both very good placings in a field of
200.

Corps Rugby - More Successes
All will be glad to hear that the Corps team has continued
its very fine season by two important successes.
On 13th March the Corps beat R.A.F. Signal Command by
16 points to 5 and followed this up by a victory over the
Royal Military Academy, on the 15th March, to the tune of
16 points to nil.
Fitness, enthusiasm and team spirit have been most marked
in all matches.

D ARTLEPOOLS & DISTRICT BRANCH
Secrerary : Mr. S. Irvin, 35, High Street, Greatham,
West Hartlepool.
Mr. B. Howell writes:
A monthly meeting, held in the A.E.I. Sports Club, was
anended by 17 members. Ted Waite, M.B.E., presided, with
Stan Irvin, as usual, doing the necessary scribing of the
minutes, reading of correspondence (intermittent, of course,
during outbreaks of lurid reminiscing, elbow-bending and refilling of pint pots!) whilst keeping a watchful eye on the
normal monthly "fiddles "-football sweeps, bingo cards, etc.,
going the rounds during the proceedings in aid of charity.
The branch was pleased to welcome one new member, exW .0.I Buscall, ex-Junior Leader and a Life Member of the
Association, on transfer from the Bournemouth Branch. Mr.
Buscall has now made his home at Horden, Co. Durham.
Also attending the meeting was Sergeant Thornley, from the
Army Information Centre at Middlesbrough.
The branch
warmly welcomed him as a temporary member during his
stay in the north east, on duty from the Regular Army.
Sergeant Thornley gave the meeting a very interesting talk
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on the breakdown of the new trade structures in the presentday Army as applicable to Royal Signals. (I fear that much of
this went straight over the heads of the " wire and pliars, and
kick it and see if it works experts " of yesteryear! But nontheless they were deeply interested).
Encouraged by a rather inflated bank balance, the branch
proposed and passed unanimously that the sum of £15 be
sent to the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund, and as a mark
of appreciation for services rendered to the branch, a cup was
donated to Associated Electrical Industries Sports Club
(Horticultural Section).
The meeting could therefore boast that in addition to
receiving two very welcome faces, "flogging the kitty " to two
very good causes, to have enjoyed a meeting with fifty per cent
of its membershij> aotually being present at a routine meeting.
(P.R.0. Note: The branch carries no members on its roll as
"sleeping" members; all on the roll attend at one meeting or
another).

The tried and trusted
Triumph Herald is Britain's
most advanced family car

Most active an.d successful year in

(And that's not a lot of bull!)

Branch History

When a car that's been around for nine years claims that it's the mo t advanced family car in Britain, you can be sure it's rather special. So let's lay
the Triumph Herald out for your inspection. And remember, these are
just some of the things that keep this beautifully engineered car years
ahead of its time. A steel girder chassis that means strength with a low
centre of gravity for sports car handling. All independent suspen ion
for adhesive road holding. A robust engine with extra middle speed
punch to clip vital seconds off overtaking time. The protection of a telescopic steering column. 93 %
visibility to cut down blind spots. An incredible 25 ft. turning circle to get you out of the
toughest tough spots. A driving seat with
72 positions. And a bonnet that opens
right up-lights and all-for the serviceit-yourself enthusiast.

NORTH LONDON BRANCH
Hon. Secretary: Mr. H. Gillibrand, 21, Falkland Avenue,
New Southgate, London, N.1 I.
We are never quite sure whether the A.G.M. signifies the
end of one year or the beginning of the next, so we can
only say that the meeting in February was either a very
good wind-up to last year or an excellent start to this one.
The attendance was surprisingly good, and this is all the
encouragement the comminees need to spur them along for
a further year.
In a very comprehensive Chairman's Report, Bob Shields
left no doubt in anyone's mind that 1966 had been the most
active and successful year in the history of the Branch.
(We expect 1967 to be even bigger and better, of course).
The average attendance at all meetings reached new heights
and we also had record attendances at the annual dinner, the
Christmas party and at Catterick. Other outstanding events
included ladies' nights, the Middlesex O.C.A. challenge night,
and the representation of the branch at the Donkey Derby,
organised by the Borough of Harringay and held on the
Alexandra Racecourse.
This latter event, held in aid of mentally handicapped
children, was highly rewarding, since the Tote, where our
members manned the windows, was alone responsible for a
£z50 profit. No mean achievement for one afternoon's work.
There was a steady flow of new members during the year
and our circle of non-member friends seems to increase
annually. Several of these are proving to be almost as branchminded as we ourselves.
This is good, and we greatly
appreciate their interest, help and encouragement.
Frank Bridle produced a healthy-looking balance sheet after
his first year as Treasurer, and has proved himself a worthy
successor to Reg Wilkinson, from whom he took over. As
a result of the happy state of our finances, we have been
able to send a cheque for £zo to H.Q. Benevolent Fund; of
this, £10 came from branch funds and £10 from the "Benevolent Box," which is available at all meetings.
As Entertainments Officer, Wally Cray.theme reported that
everything is under control for the dinner, which is a complete
"sell-out." He also expressed great pleasure at the splendid
support which he and his committee get from the members
for the functions which they arrange. He spoke, .too, of our
gratitude to the ladies, who do so much towards making these
events so successful.

Overseas posting? Save tax!
If you are being posted abroad you can take
advantage of generous tax concessions. Ask
your Triumph Dealer about them. Or write
fordetails(anda freecatalogue)to: StandardTriumph Sales Ltd,PersonalExport Di vi ion
sTANDARD-TRIUMPH 1 TERNATIONAL LTD
Coventry.
BERKELEY SQUARE, LO

DO

• ENOLA . 0

(The ab01Je was extracted from "Intercom " - the liuely newsletrer of
this go-ahead Branch.- Bditor).
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Make a Special Note and pass t.lte word
A r oun d!

lt will b e h eld on the Weeke n d
24th/2Gth JVNE
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Triumph puts you safely ahead
17)

Spetial Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings wh'ich have

A come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of Special Mention.

- - The Junior LPaders llegiment lor their part in
Opcr·11tion ••Mop 1Jp"

for being the first Army unit to get into action helping the
authorities to fight the battle iigainst oil pollution as a
result of the Torrey Canyon disaster. With the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. S. Higgins, and a number of
staff, the Junior L.aders set up a forward control headquarters at Truro and provided the communications vital for
quick action and co-ordinated effort. Deserving of Special
Mention was Sergeant Mick Palmer who was responsible
for all the administration at the forward control headquarters, and Junior Sergeant Bob Sparks and Junior
Corporal Tony McClumpha who had the important job of
manning for very long periods the teleprinters passing vital
messages.

Recently the Welfare Branch of the Association has been sadly involved
in three cases concerning widows of soldiers who have been killed or have
died while ~ctually serving. As happens so often in these cases, an urgent
and very difficult problem arises as to where the widow is to reside after
vacating Army q~arters. While relatives and in-laws may provide a temporary
but usually unsausfactory, solution, the long term problem inevitably remains
a source of considerable worry.
.Let it. be quite clear that local councils are far from happy to accept
soldiers' widows at short notice for consideration for housing within their
areas and the only hope is for the soldier to have previously registered with
a housing authority.
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We would, therefore, urge every married soldier to register for a council
house at .the ~arliest opportunity.. Even then, so~e councils will not accept
suc.h reg1s.trat1.o~ unless the app~cant can qualify by a period of former
residence m their area. Others will not accept an application until a man is
reaching the end of his service.
A standard letter of application has been agreed between the Ministry
of Defence and the authorities concerned and applications may be made to
more than one authority where there is doubt about future residence.
The above by no means solves the problem but, at least, may make the
solution easier. Full details can be read in D.C.I. n6 of 1964 and Services
Resettlement Bulletin No. 3 of 1964, usually obtainable in any unit orderly
room.
Apart from the problem of widows, the resettlement of the married
soldier and his family into civilian accommodation on completion of active
service is a matter for serious and early consideration, and the above quoted
references will amply repay careful reading-in fact they are a must for any
married man.
I~ particular, the " Save while you Serve " scheme for future house purchase 1s strongly recommended. Not only can a soldier build up a useful
capital sum with an approved building society under this scheme, but he also
build s up a " status" with the Building Society as a thrifty and reliable
personality, which will greatly help him to obtain a fumre mortgage loan
against the cost of purchase of a house.

1Uont h 's

Number of cases assisted fi nancially
Number of clothing parcels sent
Total of grants and loans made

n.q.M.S.

Edwards and Sf'rgeant J"lervson
ol thf' llor1al Signals Band

for their display of calm stoicism when, after being presented
with their Long Service and Good Conduct Medals, they
observed custom and retired to the Sergeants' Mess to buy
a round of drinks for all, and remained unmoved when
they found that there were an extra 44 throats to be
moistened as not one of the 44 R.S.M.s attending a
convention had yet left to go back to their units!
- - Corporal .Allan \l'oodrvard~ 262 Squ11drf>n

for putting the Corps on the map in the word of karting.
He was selected for the Cyprus Services side, a team drawn
mainly from the R.A.F., which visited Kuwait for a series
of races against the local Ahmadi team. Although the
Cyprus side lost the series Corporal Woodward received
a trophy as the most our.standing visiting driver.
- - The School ol Signals Footbalt Xl
for ~signing off" in their last season of competition football

in Northern Command by winning both the Yorkshire
District Oiallenge Cup and the Northern Command
Challenge Cup, for the first time.
- - Corporal Smurthwaite of 647 Troop

for earning such high praise for his football ability from
no less an aumority than the manager of the Czechoslovakian side, Spartak, who said of him: " Smurthwaite
is an outstanding player and would even earn a place in
our team." Very high praise indeed from such a shrewd
expert. Corporal Smurthwaite plays for the Joint Service
side which recently played against the Czechoslovakian
Club. Recently he received his Joint Service Cap.
- - 49th (Yorkshire) Signal Regime n t (T . A.)
for their smart turnout and military bearing in what was

one of the most memorable days in their history. It was
the unit's last day as a T .A. Regiment and it was also the
day when tb.e Freedom of Entry ·into th~ City of Leeds
was conferred upon them by the Lord Mayor. Full report and pictures in our next issue.

The Corps Cares for its Own •••
J,a st

-

Figures

40
59
£812 2 10

One of t h e Month•s (;m~es
Sergeant, 33 years' service and an ex-P.O.W., died shortly after leaving the
Army. His ex-A.T.S. widow at once went out to work and has struggled for
four years to bring up their three children without help from anyone, and to keep
up mortgage payme!l'ts on the house her husband bought before his death. The
Army Benevolent Fund, A.T.S. B::nevolent Fund and our own Association toge~er paid off the balance of the mortgage and so relieved the widow of a great
anxiety.

This is her letter : I keep reading and re-reading your letter, as I just can't believe my good
fortu ne. Your help has just left me breathless, and it has taken ·these last two
days for it really to sink in. It seems impossible that this burden has really been
lifted. Thank you all so very much.

From our "In" Tray
('aptai11 C. D. Symonc!s, ~l.B.E., recc>ntly rt"tir.-d,
writc>.-1'1:
" I thought you might be interested to hear that I have just
joined the Sultan of Muscat's Armed Forces and am going out
on the 2nd May to take up an appointment as Quartermaster
of an Infantry Battalion-there will always be a bedspace and
a pint for any member of the Corps who finds himself within
hailing distance of Muscat.
We have heard that
Lieutenant-Colonel Ronnie Postill retires from Headmastership of Victoria College, Jersey, in mid-April to Lavender
Cottage, Charlton Adam, Somerton, Somerset, where it is
unders-tood he will be taking up an appointment at Millfield
School. Ronnie Postill, as many will know, has been a prominent
member of the Jersey Branch over the past years and a great
supporter of the Corps.
Major (T.O.T.) L. S. Pettlfer, Retired
Major (T.O.T.) Leslie Stuart Pettifer is to be ordained as
Deacon by the Lord Bishop of Winohester at Winchester
Cathedral on 21st May. He will serve subsequently in the Parish
of Ringwood-address after the 21st May: 14, Gravel Lane,
Ringwood, Hants.

Success story-or what bappens to Cor1•s mu leians
when they retire?
Some time ago, writes a correspondent to the E_ditor,. I
was listening to the Corps Band and the thought did stnke
me as to what happens to members of the band when they
leave the Service. Do they give up music and go into some
other line of business-or what? It is so obvious t1uu there
are so many individual talents in the band which go to make
up the high standard of the whole.
Our correspondent need have no fear on that score. Talent
will always find a way. For instance there hi Vince Hill, who
some little time ago was lying fifth in the " Top of the Pops "
chart with his song "' Idleweiss." Vince was with die Corps
Band in the 1950s and it is said he learnt all his singing with
the· Band. He often ~ang in the H.Q. Mess at Catterick.
Two ex-members of the Band now occupy positions as reSeveral are
cording managers for gramophone companies.
music masters at public schools, and three at least sit at the
organs of some of our largest and famous cathedrals; two exmembers play in the South African Symphony Orchestra, and
there are ex-Corps musicians to be found in most of the brass
bands of note in the country.
But there is one exception to this. One ex-member of the
Corps Band is said to be diving for pearls off the coast of
Australia!
INTER ESTED L~ T IUS ?
A vacancy exists for a Staff Sergeant Signals Instructor, on
consolidated rates of pay, for service with 970 Signal Troop
(Volunteer), Training Centre, Horfield Common, Bristol. The
post would be suitable for an ex-Warrant Officer or Senior
.C.O. Telegraph Operator, and the consolidated rate is £1,005
p.a. Applicants should be under 45 years of age.
Early application is advised and should be addressed to O.C.,
· 970 Signal Troop (V), Training Centre, Horfield Common,
Bristol, 7.

- - Corporal John llarve r1, School o f S igna ls

for scoring a vital goal which helped to pave ·the way for
the British Army soccer team to beat the Royal Navy
and Royal Marines in rhe Inter-Services Soccer Champi?nship recently. The avy took the lead, but an equaliser
by Corporal Harvey, eventually led to the Army c~inch
ing the issue by 3-I. Corporal Harvey had prev1ously
played for the Army Eleven against the suong amateur
side, Tooting. and Mitcham, and was iD: both games against
the French Army and Belgian Army m March. He was
also in the Army representative side which toured B.A.0.R.
- - Majors JU. A . T . Har t n ett, P . D. E . GrPgo r"
and C orporal H i n es, of 4th Regimen t

for being chosen to play in the B.A.0.R. hockey trials.
Eventually Major Hartnett and Corporal H~nes were chosen
to play for the B.A.0 .R. team. Major Hartnett has also
been chosen as tour manager for the team when it visits the
UK.

REGULATION PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Hom e - 11/- each plus 1/3 pos t
Ab r o a d-10/9 e ac h p lus 1/ 3 pos t
W a ll Shi eld s 7• x 4• Roy a l Si1 na ls
Bl a:z:e r Ba d ges " Su pe r ior"
Pace Sti cks ...
. .
...
...
...
.. .
...
...
Se r1ean ts W alkl nc C a nes, Ba ll , Pear or Thimble Ca p ,
Crested . Ho me
Abr t1ad ...

32145 'l30 r54/-

4'4/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specialist in the supply o( Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, CO MM ON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, S URR E Y
Telephone: ESHER 63705
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R.S.M.s' Conven tion, 1967
Co//edively they travel/et! over 20,000 miles anti their combined service exceeded 1,000 years!
Once again the pavements of Catterick trembled as forty-four R.S.M.s assembled for their sixth convention on Sunday
evening, the 19th March. There were representatives from Regiments from all over the world including, for the first time,
R.S.M. Tulbahadur Rana of 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment and, as a special concession, a technical type, W.0.1 (F. of S.)
Davies from the Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate, was allowed to participate in thcr deliberations of the mighty.
With his usual skill, R.S.M. Kirk- the host R.S.M. of 11th Regiment- had arranged to make the visitors, who had travelled
over 20,000 miles and whose service totalled more than 1,000 years, very welcome and this year he was assisted by our good
friends, Messrs. Whitbreads--an important aspect of this occasion.
The formal opening of the Conve!llion took place on Monday
morning with an address by the Signal Officer-in-Chief, after
which General Bradley had a talk to every R. S.M. The R.S.M.s
then saw an equipment display by the School of Signals and a
display of teaching machines by 8th Regiment. R.S.M. Wallis
of 28th Regiment tried out one of the teaching machines of
the push button sort-it was not certain which button be pushed,
but judging by the smoke and sparks produced it was thought to
be the wrong one !
Glll'k.ha R.S.M. 1ms:tie ularly w e lc ome d
Ten representatives of the major national dailies and local
newspapers talked to the R.S.M .s and provided useful comment
on the convention in the national and local press. R.S.M.
Tulbahadur Rana caused considerable Press interest and you
may have noticed in the photographs that appeared in the
national press, he was always to be found heading the formation
of R.S.M.s photographed. If he was perturbed by the publicity
he did not show it, and alway$ did exactly what tlle press
required-usually with a wry smile on bis face-evidence of
the ability of a Gurkha to keep cheerful under pressure. Before
the convention, R.S.M. TuJbahadur Rana had called upon
the Mayor of R ichmond and be also appeared on a Tyne Tees
Television newscast, together with Captain (Q .G.O.) Hankabirgurung, Gurkha Signals.
Bat tle joine d with muc h gus to
The R.S.M.s enjoyed their traditional lunch as guests of the
officers of the Corps in the Headquarters' Mess and soon afterwards were being briefed on the defence of a communication
centre by L!et1tenant-Colonel Bound, the Commanding Officer
of IIth R~gunent. Dressed in combat kit, some of which had
been obtamed locally and did not have quite the immaculate
appearance that only R. S.M.s can produce with their uniform,

the R.S.M.s travelled out to the Feldom training area, where
under fairly severe weather conditions they saw a demonstration
on the ground. The attacking force mounted in FV 432 mistook a signal from a Tyne Tees Television cameraman, who had
got loose on the perimeter, and the attack was launched some
time ahead of schedule. The defenders were not caught out and
the battle was joined with tremendous gusto, much to the
delight of the TV cameramen who were ignorant of the pan
they had played. Later that evening the R.S.M.s returned to
the training area to see a further demonstration of an attack
by night, which included a most impressive display of pyrotechnics that would have been the envy of any Regiment on
5th November. During the discussion period on the principles
involved in the defence of a communication centre, the R.S.M.s
put in a spirited verbal attack on some of the views expressed.
At the end of this discussion a Lieutenant-Colonel on the
convention staff was !heard to say, "Give me 44 Generals anytime, they would be easier to handle than this lot!"
T alks n n d ps:osontatio ns too numero u s to mo11tio1a
The convention continued with a series of talks and presentations too numerous to mention in detail. Mention must be made
of the presentation by R.S.M. Templeton of 3rd Division on
the operations of a strategic reserve, which provided one of
the highlights of the Convention. He explained the tvolution
of the division as •the strategic reserve force and expla•ined
the problems that were met, not only single service but those
concerning operations between R.N., R.A.F. and Army which
appeared quite baffling at times. To have a naval rating whip
off his hat at a pay parade and expect to have the money dropped
inside took some getting used to! It was very clear from this
presentation how far we have progressed in mutual understanding of the other Services' problems in order to work together in ha rmony as an efficient team. It was also clear that
the Corps were well in the van of this progress.

TETE-A-TETE
The Signal Officer-i n-Chief in conference w ith R.S.M. J. Y. Temple•
ton (3 Di visi on H.Q. an d Signal Regim ent)

S p a e e age problt>mH too
The presentation on satellite communica ~on s by Major Prince
. timulated no end of discussion. He des~nbed how 18 mont?s
of experiments with a skeletot?- joint ser~1ce netw~rk of satellite
stations linking the United Kingdom with the Middle and .Far
East have proved highly successful. He referred to the Stations
located at Christchurch, Cyprus and Sin~apore operated by the
R. N., the R.A.F. and the Army respe~uvely, u.nder an agreement with the United States by which use is mad~ of 15
American satellites orbiting the earth some 20,<J?O miles out.
One R.S.M. was heard to remark he reckoned this was too far
to visit any detachment that might be located there to check
haircuts and turnout, and was relieved to hear that the e were
unmanned satellites.
A memorable evening and farewell
The dinner night in the Sergea~ts' ~ess of IIth Regiment
was a memorable occasion and Bngad1er W~ow, who ~as

directing the convention on behalf of the Signal .Officer-mChief, and Lieutenant-Colonel Bound the Command.mg Officer
of IIth Regiment, were the guests. To say that nothing ~f note
happened would be untrue, but there hes another story. The

REFRESHMENT
R.S.M.'s Gi bson, fi nch and Hoyes enjoy a cup of tea.
press notice board in rear was full next day

T he blank

INSTRUCTION
R.S.M. H. Webb (54th Signal Regiment T.A.) being shown how to use
a teaching mach ine by Mr. R. Arnold, an instructor at 8th Signal
Regiment

following morning discussion periods finished and it wa time
for the closing address by Brigadier Woodrow who thanked the
many people involved who had all hel~d to make the convention the success it was and he passed on a message from
General Bradley to th~ R.S.M.s and all their units to. which they
were returning. The senior R.S.M. at the conventJon, R S.!"'1.
Currie of 18th Regiment, made a very pleasant speech thanking
the convention staff for the efforts made on behalf of the
R.S.M.s, and the sixth convention of Royal ignals R.S.M.s
was over.
Footnote
At a recruit pass-off parade on Wednesday morning, 22nd
March, R.Q.M.S. Edwards and Sergeant Hewson of the Royal
Signals Band were presented with the If>ng. S~rvice and Good
Conduct medal. After such a presentauon It .1s customary fo~
the recipients to buy a round for all those m the Sergeants
mess. It says much for the custom and the individuals that,
on finding that there were an extra 44 throats (not one R.S.M.
had left by then), the round was still bought.

The School of Signals recently sent Lieutenant-Colonel V Edward~.
Senior Instructor in A.D.P.S. and Dr. K. L. Hunt, Senior Lecturer to
the U.S.A. to study A.D.P.S. in the U.S. Forces. This photograph
was taken at a briefing given at the Automatic Data Field Systems
Command, Fort Belvon, Va. The visitors were accompanied by
Colonel A. V. Brandle, M.B.E., G.S.0.1 Signals, British Army Staff,
Washington, D.C.
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ll' arrnnt 0111.cers and Sergeants

DELETIONS
PRO~n·l,GATIO~
PRO, OTIO~S

OF OTHER RANK
IN" " THE WIRE '

" It is anticipated that the 1967 edition of the Blue
Book will reach units by mid-June, 1967.
No further details of promotion for promulgation in
TuE WIRE will therefore be submitted until early June,
1967. This list will rover promotions authorised in the
period of April and May, for publication in the July issue
of TuE WIRE."-Extract from letter from O.i/c Records.

REGIMBNTAL DUTY ROSTBR
W.O.I
W.0 .II
S Sgt.

480
1870
340

3r8o
1280

w:o:n

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Sg1.

45;0

Sgt.

12780

Sgt.

II4

Sgt.

70

4720
0PERATrNO ROSTBR
FIELD ROSTER
2840

2350

ADMlNISTRATIVll ROSTER

Promotions
New
Old
Sen. No. Sen. No.

To S Sgt.

22537134
::93043t
22233078
=42575
22212319
2549770
22049267
=96445
23097793
22774748
22522747
225266o2
22537997
23090411
22542375

Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt .
SS~ .
A
.O.II
S Sgt.
A / W.0.II
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
S Sgt.
A / W.0.11
S Sgt.
S Sgt.

228453r4
22582367
22547532
22265996
22170334
22212855
22771407
22845369
22550217
23256985
22771396
22265654
22450456
22966450

S Sgt .
Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
gt.
Sgt.

Richardson, C. H.
tyles, B. J.
Champion, A.
Jones, D.
Hutson, N.
Brewer, E. A.
Williams, C. H .
Millington, A . B.
Toddh P. W .
Speig t, C.
Webster, A. D.
Knight, R. F.
Cooper, E.
Rand, D . B.
Postlethwaite, R. B.,
B.E.M.
Breese, R. C.
Horne, J.
Cummins, J.
Johnson, E. H.
Tyrner, D. J .
Young, F . M .
Common,\ F.
Harris, . J.
Gardner, F . R .
Kennington, M .
Goldsmith, P.
Thomas, B. A .
Heath, A . R.
Bedwell, c. c.

3910
3920
3930
3940
3950
3900
3970
398o
3990
4000
4010
4020
4030
4040

3410
3420
336o
3310
3140
288o
3130
1020 (SCS)
3470
3450
3500
3870
3480
3920

4050
4o6o
4070
4080
4800
4810
4820
4839
4840
4850
486o
4870
4880
4890
4900

4070
4080
2030
3940
223o(Tech)
5040 ~Op)
96oo Op)
8830 (Op)
2720 (Fd)
8900 (Op)
324o (Tech)
8850 (Op)
2664 ~Fd)
2620 Fd~
7890 (Op

1 120

n30
II 50

126o
1325
1320

510
520
1270

620
6oo
1200

Fiann, G. E.
410
Curtis, L . F. c.
420
Bellamy-Wood ,
C.R. 126o
McEwan, M . M
1270

550
710

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
To W .O .I

2549520 W .0 .11
22537743 W.O.II
22309274 W .O.U

Flint, B. T .
Murray, A . J.
Lund, R.

YEOMAN OP SlGNALS ROSTER
To W.O.I
To W.O.II

22983981
2547295
22515878

W.O.Il
A / W.O.I
A / W.O.II

Scrafton , R.
Reed, D .
Kelly, v. G .

CHlEP CU!RKS ROSTER
To W .O .I
To S Sgt.

19131390 W .O.Il
22448o16 A / W .O.I
23327146 Sgt.
22669028

A / S Sgt.

2400
2380

TECHNICAL ROSTER
To Sgt.

23657149 Cpl.
23675452 Cpl.
237u771 Cpl.
22548437 C pl.
23487263 Cpl.
23534914 Cpl.
23820529 Cpl .
23722974 Cpl.

Jessop, E.
Kelly, P. J .
Burnage, D.
Caple, B. R .
Dutton, J. R.
Theaker, R .
N ich oll, W. J.
Finn, R. P .

5912
59 17
5919
5923
5924
5935
6ooo
5938

12336
11335
10170
3210
7890
10896
12385
13oo6

OPERATING R OSTER
To Sgt.

22776oo7
23710 132
23547409

A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.

Wells, D .
Jones, P . S.
M cMillan, A.

13710 9830
13740 19630
13790 22850

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTBR
To Sgt.

23642461
22772077
23734630

A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.

Martin, J. N
Phillipson, J.
McClu•key, D . L.

3290
3300
33 10

5580
5672
5720

INSERT IO NS
ADMINISTRATTVI! R OSTER
To Sgt.

23473094

S Sgt.

Kimber,

v.

J.

,300
730
(Chief Clerks Roster)

Movements
Officers
MAY LIST,
To
Mirjor J. N. Taylor
...
Captain H. A. Morrison
,,
Captain A. J. Sammes ...
,,
Major J. F. Cheesewright
,,
Major M. R. C. Weiner .. .
,,
Captain R. F. Hills
.. .
,,
Major J. T. Treglown .. .
,,
Major G. C. Gorden
Second-Lieutenant H. M. Adams
Second-Lieutenant P. Thompson
Second-Lieutenant W. M. Taylor
Second-Lieutenant E. M . Powell
,,
Second-Lieutenant J. C. B. Simpson ,,
Second-Lieutenant T. R. Morgan ...
Second-Lieutenant C . Needham
,,
Second-L ieutenant N. O. Williams
,,
Second-Lieutenant C. W. Bone
Second-Lieutenirnt I. C . Pattison
,,
Second-Lieutenant K. H. Rowbory
,,
Second-Lieutenant J. D. Tydeman ... ,,
Second-Lieutenant R. A. L. Anderson ,,
Second-Lieutenan t L. G. French
,,
Second-Lieutenant P. J. Myatt
Lieutenant M. M. Aynon
Major J. B. Atkinson ...
Major M. Allen ...
...
Ma-jor R. C. Anderson ...
...
.. . ,,
Lie utenant-Colonel A. A.G. Anderson
Lieu1enan1 A . R. Bailey
.. .
Second-Lieutenant P. J. Bonser
Second-Lieutenant R . I. Brazier
Major D . M . F. Barker ...
L ieu tenant P. C. Bums .. .
. ..
... ,,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C . Bate, M.B.B.
Major W. Bell
...
...
...
,,
Major (Tfc) F. H. C. Bamford
,,
Captain D . L. Copeland ...
...
,,
Second-Lieutenant R. G . Drake
,,
Major A. R. B. B. Dale
Captain (Tfc) D . Duncan
...
. •. ,,
Major (Q.M.) R. G . Furtado, B.l!.M. ,,
Second-Lieutenant R. A. Frotsham-

Majo~r(6.M.) .. A. M.

s.

BLANDFORD REBUILD

'f

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
To W.0.II

To 19th Regimc."lt
,, 655 Troop
School of Signals
,, 243 Squadron
,. 8ih Regiment
,, 15th Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt .
7th Regiment
... ,, School of Signals (No. 13 Y. of S.
Course)
., 13 Cadet Trainin~ Team
W.O.II R. Sugg ...
.. .
Junior Tradesmen s Regt., Troon
W.O.II S. R. Norris
.. .
,, nth Ri!giment
W.O.II A. E. Maskell .. .
28th Regimen:
W.0.II P. W . V. Hammond
30th Regiment
W.O.Il S. W. Halbert
14th Regiment
W.O.II A. J. Simpson
,, 2~3 Souadron
W.O.ll G . E. Morrill
22nd Regiment
W .O.lI G. W. Mercer
., 30th Regiment
W.O.II J. E. Taylor
,, 208 Squadron
W.O.II (Y. of S.) w.
L~cch
School of Signals (No. 13 Y. of S.
taff Sergeant M . Harrison ...
Course)
taff Sergeant H. A. Sankey .. .
262 Squadron
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) E . Milne
,, 9th Regiment
Staff Sergeant F. M. Young ...
t Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
t.afi Sergeant D . C. Prescott
,, 10th Regiment
A/Staff Sergeant S. Jacobs ...
24th Regiment
Staff Sergeant R. D . Cox
2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
Staff Sergeant S . F. Bloom ...
,, 19 Inf. Bde . H.Q. and Sig. Sqn.
Swff Sergeant C. C. Bedwell ...
,, School of lnfanuy (Warminster)
Staff Sergeant R. Blohm
,, 253 Squadron
Staff Sergeant L. D avies
9th Regiment
taff Sergeant (Y. of S.) R . M. Frost ,, Federal Army Malaysia
taff Sergca!lt A. D . Bermingham
,, 261 Squadron
Staff Sergeant H. R yall ...
...
,, 21st Regiment
taff Sergeant H . G . Davies ...
. .. ,, I 1th R egiment
Staff Sergeant W . W . Scott ...
... ,, 3 Div. H .Q. and Signal Regt.
Staff Sergeant G. H. Youngjohns ...
19th Regiment
Staff Sergeant ~ - of S.) R. K. Owen ,, 13th Regiment
Staff Sergeant F. ofS.) R. C. Saunder
15th R egiment 3 Squadron
Staff Sergeant F. of S.) G . Keeton ...
SHAPE H .Q. Command and
Support (B.E.)
,, 14th Regiment
Staff Sergeant D. K. H. Wilkins
19th Regimen•
Staff Sergeant A. Constantinou
,, 7th Regiment
Staff Sergeant D . G . Perry

W.O.I (F. of S.) J . A. Milton .. .
W.0.l (F. of S.) G . Moore .. .
W.O.II (F. of S.) R. Lund .. .
WO II (F. of S.~ N . H. Cowan
(F . of
M. D. Cherry
WO.II (F. of S. E. Doe
...
. O.II J. E. P . Uffield ...
. ..
W.O.II H. A. Simons ...
. ..
W.O.II J. H . Coleman

F;cnch;··u.s.M:
Captain G . R. Funnell ...
Captain D. C . N . Genders ...
Second-Lieutenant T . J. Hendren
Major J. W . lngledow ...
Captain R. A. Hoghton . ..
Major J . H. Hild ...
...
Lieutenant A . G . Ingham
Maior D. C. Hibberd ...
Captain A. Kendrick
...
Major M . V. Keeling ...
Captain (Q .M.) T. Jones
...
...
Lieutenan t-Colonel A. Lamb, M.B.E.
Captain P. B . Leonard .. .
. ..
.. .
Major (Tfc) E . A. McLoughlin
...
Second-Lieutenant N . A. 'Mackereth
Captain T. J . Moynan . ..
Major J. A. Montague .. .
Major W. MacDonald ...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) J .
Rogers
...
...
...
Captain (0.M .) A. F . Stubbs
Major (Q .M.) J. Smith ...
Captain H . Scott ...
Major A. V. Swindale
Cap tain D . Tumer ...
Major R. Trelawny
Major P. D. Tidey
Captain (Q .M.) E . R. C. W all
.. .
Cirptain E. G . Williams .. .
Major (Q .M.) H . Waterworth .. .
Lieu tenant 1'. A . Wood house .. .
M ajor W . L . Wood
Captain A. M. W illcox

1967
12 Infantry Brigade
H.Q. Div./ District
School of Signals
H.Q. British Forces, Cyprus
Royal Radirr Est.
S.R.D.E.
Ministry of Defence I. of E.
S.R.D.E.
17th Gurkha Regiment
17th Gurkha Regiment
249 Squadron
210 Squadron
15th Regiment
7th Regiment
7th Regiment
22nd Regiment
2nd Regiment
2nd Regiment
2nd Regiment
2nd Regiment
4th Regiment
4th Regiment
216 Para Squadron
3rd Regiment
H.Q. M.E.L.F.
A.A.T.T. & D.C.
M.o.D. Signals 36
18th Regiment, as C .O .
I I th Regiment (Cadre)
261 Squadron
22nd Regiment
205 Squadron , as O .C.
24th Regiment
9th Regiment, as C.O.
School of Signals
To retire
H .Q . M.E.L.F. (Bahrcin)
16th Reiiment
Ist Regiment
7th Regiment
21st Regiment

ergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
ergeant
Sergeant
ergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

R. H. Phippard
G. P . Britt
.. .
P . A . J. Pratt .. .
C. A. Swift .. .
H . G. Houston
T. J . M. Peters
W . E . Metters
R. W . Mansfield
R . A. Finch
J. B. Graham
L. A. Coote
R. Chick . . .
P . Sharpe
T . Cockerill
G . A . Adlington
R. L. Gardner

W.
F.
M.
E.
J.

,,

J. Kirk
D . Rogers ...
C . O ' Donoghue
W. Delamare
J. McElvogue
A.

J.

,,
,,

R idley

Sergeant E. H. W ebley .. .
Sergeant B. D. Mallett .. .
Sergel1Dt D . R. Heyes .. .
Sergeant L. V . Lawbuary
ergeant H . A. Docherty
Sergeant R. A. Baker .. .
Sergeant R. G. Stanley-J ones
Sergeant J. T. Cross .. .
Sergeant R. Lynch
ergcant J. Brunt ...
Sergeant J . T. Noon
Sergeant J. Morrissey
Sergeant I . M. Baynes
Sergeant K. Owens
Sergeant I . S. S. Burnham
A I Sergeant R. Freeman
Sergeant C . H. D avidson
Sergeant C . J. G ood ridge
Sergeant D. E. H older ...
Sergeant J. B. M orris ...
Sergeant J. W . Tempest ...
ergeam T. A. P oin gdcstre

School of Signals
(No. 13 Y. of S. Course)

Are you buying a house ?

.WILSON & CO
(INSURANCES) LTD

• •• I

Sergeant R. J. Isaac
Sergeant R. D. Price
Sergeant J . Philemon

ergeant C .

,, H.Q. Signals Command R.A.P.
,, 19th Regimenr
4th Regiment
30th Regiment
2nd Regim ent
H.Q . Western Command
t 1th R egiment
14th Regiment
24th Regi m ent
7th R egiment
llth R egiment Cadre
249 Squadron
J .C.C. Bah rcin
200 Squadron

"

Sergeant H . Johnson

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

T: ,,

...
:::\"

ergeant K. J . Orton

Sergeirnt B. Ellis

8th Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
6o2 Troop, as O.C.
19th Regiment
22nd Regiment
35th Regiment
6o4 Troop, as C.O.
JSSC
,, Sultan of Muscats A.F.
,, 10th Regiment, as C .O.
,, 24th Regiment
,, School of Signals
,, IIth Regiment
,, School of Signals
u 2nd Regimen t
,, School of Signals
,, 15th R egiment
H .Q. UNFICYP
,, 233 Squadron, as O.C.
H.Q. 54 Div./Disttict

School of Signals
,, 222 Squadron
,, 501 Troop
,, 508 Troop
216 (Para) Signal Squadron

,,
,,
,,
,,

13th Regiment
NORTHAG Air Support (Radio
Squadron)
NORTHAG Air Support (Radio
Squadron)
7 4 Antrim Artillery Engineer
Regt. Signal Troop
14th Field Regiment Signal Tp.
1 t Div. H.Q . and Signal Reist.
CV H.Q. and Trg. Wing (for
24th Regiment)
CV H.Q. and Trg. Wing (for
24th Regiment)
4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
516 Troop
249 Squadron
249 Squadron .
Army Apprenuces College,
Harrogate
Army Apprentice College,
Harrogate
10th Reg!ment
10th R egiment
School of Signal s (Cadre)
524 Troop
6th F ield Rcgt., R .A., Sig. Tp.

" ~~~h TCa~~t Trg. Team
,, 22nd R egiment
,, 18th R eg\ment
,, 24th Regiment
20th Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig.
SquS"dron
,. 249 Squadron
15th R egiment
Jun. Tradesmen's Regt., Rhyl
,, 653 Troop
., School of Signals
18th Regiment
,, 13ih R egiment
School of Signms
12th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Signal
Squadron
28th R egimen t
208 Sq uad ron

Have a LOCAL Advisory Service
that can give you skilled and compreh ensive assistance at all stages
of your house purchase problem

----------- ------To: WILSON & CO. (INSURANCES) LTD.,
House Purchase Advisory Service,
27, NEW STREET, SALISBURY.

Please send m e, without obligation, full details.
N AME . .. ...... . ........ . ... . . . .... ................................. .
ADDRESS

... .. ..........................•.......••.•..............

·························································
··· ····· ······ ···········································
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very exciting and close game. This earned them the _Command Trophy and qualified them for . the Ar!11Y, semi-final.
At this stage they were beaten by the Ju01or oldiers Company,
Lancastrian Brigade Depot, 28 to 22. Alth~ugh they were
denied complete success, this was a very creditable effort.
In the Major Unit championship, the C~llege team reached
the Army final at Aldershot for the first ~1me for four ye.ars,
winning the Command-stage final by beaung A A.C., Carlisle,
on the way.
Their championship opponents were A.(\.f::.,
Arborfield. Our team never played harder !han they did m
this final, and, after a disappointing start, .with Arborfield 14
points ahead, they narrowed the gap unul there were only
four baskets between them.
Hope soared, but they. were
unable to reduce it further. Good play by Arborfield ID the
last minutes of the game gave them an_ increased lea? and the
match finished with a score of 57 points to 34 pomts. N.o
team could have tried harder, and the College team and their
coach, C.S.M.I. Proctor, are to ~ congratl~lated on a very fin~
effort. The team in the Major Urut ~mpeuuon was as follows'.
A/Ts Monahan (captain), Hall, Ridley (Penny Squadron),
A/T Corporal Smith (Scott Squadron); A/T Lance-Corporal
Robinson (Rawson Squadron); A/T Lance-C;<>rporal .B~ll,
A/Ts Dinsdale, Heywood, Kelly, W intrip, Lmle (Phillips
Squadron.

AR.)n.· A PRE:\"TU 'ES COLLEG~ H.\RROGATE
''isit ol Parllamf'ntar~· t:ndt"r Set•retary
On 9th March we were visited by Mr. J. H . Boyden, M.P.,
Parliamentary Under ecretary of State for Defence for the
Army. H e wa accompanied by Brigadier . N. Floyer-Acland
Brigadier A/Q, Northern Command, representing G.0.C.-inC.
ORCO. After lunch in the Mess, Mr. Boyden had a
quick tour of the College, seeing the different aspects of
college life.
ft' ltat

1cP

do

(2) -

~liUtnru

Training

Military Training is one of the many important parts of
the moulding of the Apprentice Trade man for his future
military career.
.UDJJ)•

DCLh• itie~

At Harrogate, the term Military Training covers a variety
of activities. In addition to instruction in weapon training
and fieldcraft, apprentices receive coaching and tuition in all
major game and activities. The recent acquisition of a new
gymnasium, complete with a heated swimming pool, squash
courts and fencing salon increases the scope and provides even
more spheres of interest.
Adventure tramiog, with changes of emphasis on content, is
a major college activity. Every year selected apprentices attend
Army and civilian outward bound courses, and we have an
impressive record in the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme.
In 1966, two expeditions were made to Norway, and plans are
now in hand to send parties exploring in Switzerland and on
the • orfolk Broad this summer.
This may be an opportune moment to mention that the
Military Training Officer Major Hardman, was a member of
the British Sand Sailing team which crossed the Sahara in
sand yachts earlier in the year.
L e ade r s hip, seU-re limace, as well ns tennawork
a nd c o-operation

Designed to develop qualities of leadership and self-reliance,
as well as to demonstrate the advantages of teamwork and
co-operation, training is progressive throughout the threeyear apprenticeship. For most of this time the responsibility
for instruction rests with the Squadron, whose Permanent Staff
are representative of All Arms. Warrant Officers and Sergeants
from the R.A.C., R.A. and Infantry provide a wealth of varied
experience, which is of great benefit to their charges. Their
presence and influence also helps to make our outlook less
parochial and inward looking.
Formal military training is diluted in several ways, but instances of Squadron ingenuity are too numerous to be mentioned here. All Apprentices will have attended several weekend camps during their time at the College. They will have
also gained an impression of the roles and capabilities of other
arms, having visited local Infantry, Sapper and Armoured units
during training.
Cl ti z e n s hi p
Their status and duties as citizens are amplified by including
lectures by the heads of local government departments in the
syllabus, whilst an attempt is made to stress the need for thrift
and financial security by inviting representatives from Cox &
Kings to talk about banking and insurance.
Tl_ie Champion Squadron Competition, held each term,
provides an opportunity for Squadrons and individuals to
demonstrate their progress. The scope of the competition includes games "a la saison," shooting, P.T., drill and the
obstacle course, dreaded by competitors but relished by
spectators.

Last te rm
During their last term, apprentices undergo an intensive
weapon training and revision course, prior to sitting MPT II
test. Most of them are successful, and with their trade and
education background, are then well qualified for promotion.
There is litde doubt that the average graduate from Harro·

ga.t~ is well endowed with qualifications and has a good basic

military background.

However, he is lacking in experience.

FEARED BY COMPETITORS. RELISHED BY SPECTATORS
The obstacle course at the Army Apprentices College

It is to be hoped that he has the commonsense and humility
to appreciate this shortcoming and adapt himsell accordingly.
Visit of College Officers to U.S. Station,
l'Henwith Hill
Ten officers visited the U.S. Station, Menwith Hill, for an
evening in the bowling alley, at the invitation of Mr. H. S.
Erskine and his staff. As the majority of us were new to the
game, we were a little apprehensive, but the warm, friendly
welcome we received soon dissipated any unease, and we
were quickly initiated into the mysteries of the game.
Fortunes varied, but, needless to say, we were soundly
beaten, as expected, although the Chief Instructor displayed
a surprising (?) amount of low cunning to achieve his very
respectable score. It is also relevant to record that the Paymaster nearly lost his fingers picking up a moving ball.
After three hours' bawling we were exhausted but enthusiastic,
and had learned a great deal of the art. The rest of the evening was spent convivially over a meal in the club, and we
were most sincere in our thanks as we said goodbye to our
hosts at the end of a most enjoyable session. Wonder if they're
any good at cricket?
'\Vives' Social Club
On Wednesday 8th March, the ladies of the College entertained twenty ladies from. the U.S. Station, Menwith Hill, .r.o
tea.
During the afternoon they had an " Easter Bonnet "
Competition. The American ladies made some most amusing
and ingenious hat-s, giving Major Colin Barrow, a very difficult
task choosing the prizewinners. The guests won the first two
prizes, and Mrs. Evans won the third prize.
(See photo on page 181)
lle-01•e 11i 11g of "·.o.v.s. Youth Club
The 7th March was the long-awaited day for the re--0pening
of the W.R.V.S. Youth Club, run for the Harrogate Apprentices, now situated at 1, Park View, Harrogate. Major-General
R. H. Whitworth, c.B.E., M.A., G.O.C., Yorkshire District,
officially opened the club. The Mayor and Mayoress of Harrogate were among the many guests invited. Six A/Ts were
also present to represent the College, and after the opening
speeches, the " girls in green " tempted everyone to sherry,
and it was good to see how happy the W.R.V.S. were ro
act as hostesses in the club in which they had worked so hard
over the last few months.
We are sure the Apprentices will make full use of all the
facilities provided, and the chip-frier will no doubt be in
continuous operation.
The evening was completed by a dinner in the Mess at
the invitation of Colonel Eagle.
As members of the Service, we can but admire the wonderful work that this W.R.V.S. does, and thank them once more
for this added facility provided by their organisation.

Cycling
A/T Morton won the Junior ro-mile cycle race at Arborfield
on 19th March.

WIVES SOCIAL CLUB
Mrs. E;igle (Easter bonnetted) presents a prize to one of the competi·
tors in the Easter bonnet competition

Squadron Activities-Dawson talk ol theirs
The Apprentices in _the College a~~ administered and father~d
by their Squadrons; ID a later ediuon of THE WIRE we will
show the big job this entails. Rawson Squadron here cover
their term's activities for the benefit of any recent ex-Rawson
Squadron members in the Corps.
Another term nearly completed, and the senior term have
learnt their fate, both trade and posting-wise. There. were ~me
or two glum faces when S.S.M. Ramsay gave out therr destmations-Bahrain being, for some reason, ~e most unpopular.
One would think that any opportunny to serve overs~s
would be jumped at, since, in the foreseeable f~ture, there Wl!J.
be less and less chance of doing so, and this, after all, is
what most men join the Army for .
However, th e majority of Rawson Squadron, 9th Term,
were posted to the theatre they had ex~ressed prefere.nce for
and no doubt they will soon be renewmg old acquaintanceships over gla'sses of Anchor, Tiger, Carlsberg, or "'.hatev~r
the local brew turns out to be. Best wishes to them m their
future careers.
th
The term has been fairly uneventful; there have been . e
usual casualties from winter ailments, but, fortunately, nothmg
serious. The sports programme has gone ah~:J:d more o~ less
according to schedule and, at the time of wntmg, the wmner
of the Inter Squadron Championship is undecided. Rawson
has acrually managed to win two of their three..22 match~s, an
unheard of feat of arms lately, and once agam were winners
of the Assault Course Competition.
.
A very successful Squadron dance was held on _Friday, 17th
March, and perhaps some of the lady. guests will eyentually
become wives of ex-Harrogate Apprenuces-at least it looked
like that the other night.
.
d
The Squadron Permanent Staff remams un~hanged,. an
at various times can be seen carrying out the d~ues of. drill c;ir
weapon instructor, referee, . umprre, coach, advisor, dnver-m
fact, you name it, they do 1t t
PORT
na~k .. tball

The highlight of the game this term has been o~r progress

in the Army Junior Championsh~~s. We c~~peted m both t~e

Major and Minor Unit compeut1ons. Phillips Squadron did
very well to reach the Minor Unit semi-final ~ith a team
which they produced virtually from scratch. !'.hell' b~sc game
was undoubtedly the Command-stage ~al, JI! which they
beat Ritchie Company, Junior Tradesmen s Regiment, after a

Farewell a11d '\'\" elcome
We say farewell this month to our Pa~e, Rev. J. C.
Bickerdyke. He is retiring an? is . now g01~g !O teach at
Launceston in Cornwall. We wish hun and his wife, Betty, a
happy retirement in that lovely part of England.
Our new Padre Rev. C. Rawlinson, has just arrived back
from Aden; we w~kome him and his wife to the College and
wish them a long and happy stay.
SCHOOL O F SIG.:\'AJ,S
Retirement of ~Ir . f'umbers- ::U ess S t e ward

u.q.

Mess

Freddie Cumbers was in
the Army at the end of the
First World War. He left
th~ Royal West Kent Regiment in 1918, was called up
in 1939, and joined the
School of Signals in 1940.
Twenty-seven years later
the picture shows him. checking the inventory while preparing the Mess for the
move to Blandford.
So many things have
happened in those twenty·
seven years and Freddie
Freddie Cumbers
Cumbers has a vast store of
. memories. "It began," he said, "when ;v1aior Ted Price--now
retired-ordered me to act as Officers Mess steward for . a
month. He has not yet rescinded the order and I am still
waiting to stand down!"
He recalls the wedding of the present CommandantBrigadier J. D. T. Brett, o.B.E.-when he helped to pull the ropes
of the car from the Church ~o ~e School Mess. He has kn?WU
the so -in-C. designate, Brigadier J. E. Andc:rson1 C.B.E., smce
he w~s ~ Major and knows nearly all the officers 10 the Cor_Ps·
He remembers the day he asked to be exempt from promonon
to the rank of S.Q.M S., on the grounds that th~reafter. he
would forever be known as " Cucumbers,_" and he is. certamly
vegetable. On another occasion he enlightened an !n'>urance
00
agent that "Major James Mercury" cou~d not pos ibly have
applied for a policy as he is already well msured.
He calls to mind the officer who came back. after ten years
to collect his case left on the doorstep-~nd snll laughs about
the occasion when all the Q Course mysteriously bereft of the fly
buttons on their mess kit retaHated by wi~drawing all boot
laces of the officer cadets, who were on cxerc1 e at o6.oo hours
the next morning.
181
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'fwice pr nrcd to H .R.H. The Princess Royal, he was
delighted :n 1901 when H.R.H. said he had met him before
an~ h nded him tpe table decoration of a horse shoe and her
ra mg colom , which he had prepared for the Royal Visit. The
next \\eek, after a long run of Jo ses, the Princess Royal's horse
won a gold cup at Redcar.
Qui~t, kind and helpful, Freddie Cumbers has worked long
homs m the Headquarter ' Mess, with a devotion to duty which ·
has been unsurpa ed.
His care and concern are almost paternal and to many officers
he ha helped to make the Mess the home of the Corps.
. Freddie Cumbers i shortly to retire from the Mess when
1~ mo~e to Bla~dford and will stay on in Catterick for a short
ume m an adv1 ory capacity in the Royal ignals Catterick
Mess.
Afterwards-he thinks he might yet make his way southpercha~ce to Dorset, to be within a stone's throw of his main
great mtercst-the Headquarters Mess of the Corps.
(fo token of his long and loyal service, a Testimonial Fund
for ~fr. Cumbers has been ini;tiated.
Anyone wishing to
contnbut_e towar_ds a farewell gift through this fund should
se"?1d their donation to the Corps Treasurer, H.Q. Mess, Royal
Signals, Blandfo:-d Camp. Cheques should be made payable
!f the. Roy!" Signals, H.Q. Mess General Fund and endorsed
Testimonial Fund "-Editor).

.1.-NIOR
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I.EADERS

•• Torrey

UEGDIENT,
CAMP

Canyon. "-Fine
LeaderN

work

DE~ BURY

by Jr1.nior

Spring Term is drawing r apidly to its close, 66 Junior
Leaders are graduating to Man's Service, and we shall expect
about 250 Juniors to return after leave for what will be our
la t term in Denbury.
Junior

Leaders-

Sport

Rugby
We were beaten, but not disgraced, by the Junior Leaders'
Regiment, R.A.C., who went on to win the Army Junior Cup.

VISIT OF THE COMMANDANT ROYAL CANADIAN SCHOOL
OF SIGNALS TO THE SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
In the photo: Brigadier J. D. T. Brett, Colonel H. W. C. Stetham
and the S.0.-in-C.

•
Do you recognise
any of these?

Hockey
After playing about twice as many games as any other competing team, we were put out of the Army Cup semi-final
by the Junior Sappers. Hockey officers note well the name
" Howie." We think he's a good one and should make his
name in due course.

Boxing
An Army Champion-J/Signalman Patterson (8 stone) and a
runner-up, J /Signalman Sayer. They, together with J /LanceCorporal Short were Southern Command Champions.
Cross-country
A slight improvement on last year in the Army Junior
Championships, but still well out of the hunt. However, we
had a marked success in the Devon Boys' Club race and eight
Juniors were selected to represent Devon.

Table Tennis
I/Signalman Rufler won the Devon Boys' Club junior singles,
J/ Corporal Ebbage was runner-up.
Food
Visitors to Denbury have always been impressed by the high
standard of meals prepared by our cooks. We know they are
good, but to prove it to the rest of the Army, a team consisting
of W.0.11 Malpass, Lance-Corporal Wild and Private Dick, won
the 43rd District Cookery Cup. In the Southern Command
competition, Private McC!ory replaced Private Dick, who
was sick, but it made no difference and we rook that cup as
well. We wish our team success in the Army Finals at Aldershor on 10th May,
\

•• TORll.EY CANYON"
There can be few who have not heard of the large oil
tanker which went on the rocks off the coast of Cornwall on
18th March, and of the efforts to stop the thousands of tons of
crude oil which threatened the beaches of South-West England.
The 21st March was our Administrative Inspection Day and
preparations were well in hand to received Brigadier Majury,
Commander, 2nd Infantry Brigade and Devon/Cornwall SubDistrict. However, ·the Brigadier took charge of the Army operations to save the South West beaches, and our Administration was tasked in quite a different way. To run any military
operation a Commander must first have communications and,
being the only Signal Unit in this part of the country, Brigadier
Majury requested our assistance. The Regiment quickly deployed radio detachments and comcen personnel and got a
network going. It proved invaluable in the first stages, and
great credit is due to the P.S. Sergeants and their crews of
Junior Leaders who worked so hard.
The Brigade also asked for a Liaison Headquarters to be
sot up at Truro. The Commanding Officer, with three young
Signals Officers, set this up and manned it through the following ten very harrassing days.
At Plymouth H.Q. things were buzzing and two R.A.E.C.
Officers were detached for watch-officer duties. Meanwhile, at
Denbury, the remainder of the Regiment was by no means
idle. At a few hours' notice to move, the Regiment drew
spray equipment, protective clothing and boots and prepared
itself for exercise "Mop-Up." Now all this was taking place
towards the end of term, and over Easter as well. Trade Tests
and education examinations were looming up, and the Instructional Staff were showing due concern.
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Just in time, however, the Regiment was stood down. The
H.Q., Truro, 2nd the signals commitments were handed over
and a very tired C.O. and his staff returned to Denbury on
xst April.
Messages of congratulations and thanks for the work done
were received from the Army Commander and Brigade Commander.
3rd REGl~IE:\'T, IJUl,FORD
Ob to bf' in Bulford now that 8(tring is here!
Spring is rustling its way through Carter Barracks, and people
are all reacting to its invitation in different ways. The riflemen
are busy fussing about with their weapons and chatting up the
armourer for that new butt or a new foresight which is just
what they need to make all the difference to their score. The
sports storeman is oiling cricket bats and whitening pads. The
soccer, hockey and rugby players are thinking of end-<>f-season
socials though they have all got some important games to play
yet. The athletics officer is snooping around with a predatory
gleam in his eyes and the sailors are re-reading the "Rules for
Safety and Collision at Sea." But we still managed to get
through a fair amount of work. Good chits were received for
vehicles and Tels equipment from the UEI. So, to chase away
the smug look off the faces of M.T. Troop and M Troop we
went out on Exercise " Stardust."
Exercise "Stardust" anti the air is full
of helicopters
This exercise was to investigate the problem of mounting
and resupplying a Brigade operation by helicopter; and aircraft
from all ·three Services were brought in to provide the required
lift. For some few days the air over Salisbury Plain was rarely
free of helicopters floating about on some job or other. The
Troop at the Air Maintenance Area complained that they could
not sleep at nights because of the aircraft noise. (It's dog rough
a-t the AMA.) We had some distinguished visitors to JFHQ on
this exercise.
On Monday, 13th March, Major-General Bradley, the
S.0.-in-C, accompanied by General Lotz the S.0.-in-C. of the
American Army Signal Corps, visited the exercise and on the
following Thursday the G.O.C. Southern Command with the
Permanent Under-Secretary of State for War dropped in for
a flying visit.
The C.0. finds " C '' Troop e11jo~-111g li.fe
"C" Troop (Air Support) went off to B.A.0.R. to take part
in Exercise " Skywave 18 " and by all accounts are acquitting
themselves well. Lieutenant-Colonel Webb, the C.O., took
time off from 3 Division Rugby Club's highly successful tour of
B.A.O.R. to visit " C" Troop and found them enjoying life
to the full.
_\re all soldiers 1nasochists?
The C.O. also managed to wangle a trip to Cyprus to v1S1t
644 Troop, our detachment with the U. . Force. Some of
them are actually looking forward to coming back to Bulford.
Perhaps they miss the joys of adventure training in the Welsh
· hills. This goes on continually and people volunteer to go. We
thought it a bit of a skive and investigated it. But it was no
skive, just damned hard graft and discomfort. It isn't for the
Welsh night life either, for that consists of a couple of homs
in a remote pub on their last night. We've come to the conclusion that all soldiers are masochists. However, to show some
appreciation for their hard work and effort that had been put
into ·the courses the C.0. presented awards to Corporal Wardle,
the only student to get an ..A" grading, Signalman Sadler, the
best student on Course 2, Signalmen Bragger and Allen, who
with Corporal Wardle were the only team on Comse I to finish
the final trek, and to Signalmen Celino and Hardy, the leaders
of the teams on Course 2.
On the same occasion the C.0. presented awards to Corporals
Gosling and Perkins who were 2nd in Class E of the British
Army Motoring Association's Spring Rally. The 4th pair in
the same event, Corporals D ause and WiliOn, also received
awards. We hope the Editor will have room to publish Corporal
Wardle's racy if somewhat wry account of his visit to Wales.
(It's on page 200.-Editor).
(Contirmed on page 184)
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Th.- wi v es s p4'nd a happy afternoon
The Wives' Club decided that, as an aid to spring cleaning,
they would hold a Jumble Sale. The result was a profit of
£14 17s. 9d. for the Wives' Club, and the wives spent a happy
afternoon swopping each others junk. We are now the proud
owners of a wooden elephant (no tusks), a pair of silver plated
corset lace tightening hooks, and a china ash tray engraved
" Stolen from the Pier Hotel, Wigan."
So far, apart from a dozen or so chaps working printers, we
have not been involved in the oil clearing work in the West
Country. No doubt they will have a tale or two to tell when
they come back.
Just to round off we enclose some extracts from a course
report don: by the students on Lieutenant Almonds, the chief
instructor on the adventure training.
" Leadership ": Good, led us all a merry dance.
" Determination ": G<x>d. Was determined to kill us.
"Ability " : Excellent-almost succeeded.

4th REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 15
w ..

play-and wurk, too!
As is usual at this time of the year, the numerous winter
competitions draw to a close, and we find ourselves well to
the fore and taking our fair share of honours and awards.
The following is a summary of our achievements in the sporting field during the month.
Hockey
Winners of D ivisional Championship
Winners of the B.A.O.R. semi-final.
Two players chosen for B.A.0.R. XI.
Fencing
Winners of the Di11isional Championship.
Rugby
Two players chosen for B.A.O.R . XV.
Basketball
Runners-up in the D ivisional Championship.
Table Tennis
Winners of B.A.0.R. Men's Open Doubles.

Racal is a world .leader in solid state HF communications receivers and systems.
N~me y~u~ requ1re.m~nt and ~acal can meet it. Any facility which you require
exists within the brilliantly des1g~ed modular equipments which Racal produces.
The comple~e system of your choice with its adaptors, synthesizers and ancillaries
ass~mbled into a c_abinet of the highest professional standard can be made
~va1labl~ to you quickly. The Racal name in Communications stems from the
internationally famous RA.17 series of receivers. Its successor the all solid state
RA.217, forms the basic receiver for future Racal receiver ~ystems. Like its
predecessor, the RA.217 series has the same unequalled standard of receiver
performance. A standard of performance chosen and preferred by major users In
almost every country of the world.

THE RACAL
RA.1217
SOLID-STATE
COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

(rack version ofRA .2fl}
1 to 30 MHz, DSB,
SSB, MCW, CW, fully
transistorised high
sensitivity stabi/lty
and setting accuracy,
facilities for external
frequency control

Wherever communication is vitalchoose Racal. You'll choose wisely.

liltilBtil/J

Raca/ Communications Limited,
Western Road, Bracknell, Berks., England.

In case we give the impression that life in 4th Division is
all play and no work, we hasten to add that we have also
during the month found time to complete two exercises, " March
Hare," a regimental communications exercise, and "Eagle Eye,"
a Divisional CPX, and, for good measure, we staged a wor~h
while and informative R.S 0.s' Day on 9th March, which
was attended by some si.xty Royal Signals Officers and Regimental Signal Officers from within the Divisional area. We
were delighted to have the G .O.C., Major-General M. Forrester,
c.B .E., n.s.o., M.C., and C.C.R. Signals, Brigadier C. E. Page,
M.B.E., with us for most of the day.
Also we were glad to
welcome Lieutenant•Colonel D. B. Emley from the R.A.C.
Centre, Lieutenant-Colonel M. H. Broadway from the School
of Artillery and Lieutenant-Colonel D. H. Baynham from the
School of Infantry, all of whom gave presentations which did
much to provide talking points and to bring us up-to-date on
their respective arms,
The Herford Players Dramatic Society have also been active,
and on I 6th/ 17th March staged a very successful performance
of " Down the Hatch." The leading parts we.re filled by
Captain Walsh, Second-Lieutenant Reading, Second-Lieutenant
Dick and Captain Taylor.
Hockey
We became 4th Division Champions by beating our nei&"hbour:,
4 RTR in what proved to be a hard game. Followmg this
success, we went on to beat H.Q., B.A.O.R., in the B.A.0.R .
semi-final which was held at Dusseldorf on 17th March. We
now eage'rly await the B.A.0.R. final, when we pit our wits

THE FENCERS OF 4th REGIMENT-THEY WON THE DIVISIONAL
INTER UNIT TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
Bock Row : (left to right): Second Lieutenant R. M. L. Collins A.C.C.,
Lieute'lant M. J. Ridlington , Royal Signals, Lieutenant J. Barcock,
R.A.E.C. Front : (left to right) Major J. A. G. Moore R.A., Major R. A.
King, Royal Signals, Sergeant M. S. Frazer
against the Devon and Dorset Regiment at Rheindahlen on
8th April.
Late News: The Regimental Hockey Team eventually fought
its way through to the final of the Army hockey but, alas,
were be.aten 2-0 a1 Aldersho1 by the R.A.P.C.-EditOT
We also report that three of our team, Majors M. A.
T. Hartnett and P. D. E. Gregory and Corporal Hines
were chosen for the B.A.O R. trials, Major Hartnett and
Corporal Hines being subsequently chosen to play for the
B.A.0.R. team. We have also beard that Major Harmett has
been appointed tour manager for the B.A.0.R. team for
their forthcoming visit co U.K.
Feneh1J(
The Divisional Fencing Championships were held on 6th
and 7th March. The two-day meeting was very well planned
and organised and we were all very well pleased to end the
meeting as Divisional Inter Unit Team Champions.
Four teams of six fencers (two in each weapon) competed
in the final. Our team consisted of: Sergeant M. S. Frazer
and Lieutenant J. Barcock, Foil; Major R. A. King and
Lieutenant M. J. Ridlington, Epee; Major J. A. G. Moore
and Second-Lieutenant R. M. L. Collins, Sabre.
The standard of fencing was quite high and each match was
fought in a highly competitive and tense atmosphere. No
team stood out above the rest, and due to this and the large
number of bouts involved, it was not possible to judge the
state of play until the last fight was over. A expected, our
' experts ' performed well, but the results were very clo.se, and
special congratulations must go to our representatives m each
weapon who fought hard and aggressively throughout the meeting to bring the championship to the Regiment.

Basketball
The eliminating stage of the Army Championships Ba .c:etball Championships was heJd in our gymnasium, Hammersmith
Barracks, on 30th March.
The draw for the semi-final was: 4th Division H.Q. and
Signal R egiment v. 17th{21st Lancers· 22nd ignal Regiment
v. 14th FieJd Regiment, R.A.
Our team won their semi-final match with a score of 47 to
35 and went through to the final. 22nd Signal Regiment lost
against 14th Field Regiment, R.A. and so at last we knew
who our opponents were.
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The> 'ft"estmin...,c.er-De , ·izf"S Canoe Race
Three crews from the Regiment entered the Devizes-Westminster Canoe Race this Easter. Se:rgant W iddicombe and
Sergeant Albon, in a collapsible canoe, entered as a Royal
Signals individual crew. Unfortunately they were forced to
retire from <the race at Old W indsor through sheer exhaustion .
The Regimental team consisted of two crews--Sgt. L eggott and
Signalman Homer in the Sloop 1ohn 1efJ, and Lance-Corporals
Bonner and Bottoms in a Tyne fibre-glass canoe. S_ergeant
Leggott and Signalman Homer completed the canal secuon and
reached Reading; Lance-Corporals Bonner and Bottoms . were
less lucky. They reached Newbury, where they capsized mto a
sluice and lost a paddle, which disqualified them from continuing in the race. This was our first attempt at the race,
and we congratulate the crews on doing as well as they did .
We welcome to the Regiment Major (T .O.T.) W . Brewin and
Captain B. C. Carpenter and hope that their tour will be a happy
one.

At 15.30 hours the final commenced. We were in with a
hance of going forward into the B.A.0.R. Major Units Final.
The game started well, with teams scoring basket for basket,
and at one stage we had our nose in fron t. Then 14th Field
Regiment marked Lance-Corporal Lewis, our free-scoring right
am1 ·, right out of the game and started piling on the pressur e
and try as we may, ove could not get the basket so desperately
required to keep in this game with a chance. TI1e final result
was 46 to 28 for 14th Field Regiment, RA., who go forw ard
into the B.A.0.R. Championships.

Rugby
Congratulations to two of our players, Captain P . K. Burke
and Signalman Gillespie, who have been selected to play for
the B.A.O.R. XV again t R.A.F., Germany, on 1st April.
Table Tennis
This is a very popular, but little publicised sport within
the Regiment, but nevertheless, our sma!l band of enthusiasts,
led by Lieutenant J. Sweetman, entered for the B.A.0.R. open
competition at Rheindahlen on 30th/ 31st March.
Captain
C. Clarke and Corporal Madely were worthy winners of the
mens open doubles competition, and Corporal Madely reached
the semi-final of the men's singles. Our team consisted of
Captain C. Clarke, Corporal Madely, Corporal Le Carpentier,
Lance-Corporal Brookes and Lance-Corporal Cossou.
A r rh·al s and Departures
The turn--over during the month has again been as large as
ever, and among others, we have said farewell to Captain D.
Hollington (R.C.T.), O.C. M.T. Troop, who joins 200 Signal
Squadron in the same capacity; Lieutenant J. Hutchinson to
Thames and Mersey Signal Squadron, T. & A. V.R.; W.O.I
Parkin (R.E.M.E.), W.O.Il Clegg (R.A.M.C.), W.O.II Taylor
(M.P.B.W.), Staff Sergeant Balch, Sergeants Smith, Steele,
Philemon, Drane and Burnham.
On the credit side we welcome to the fold Captain N.
Vandyck from S.A.S,, Lieutenant R. Garside (R.C.T.).
Lieutenant C. Evis, W.0.I Padkin (R.E.M.E.), W.O.II Tooke
(R.A.M.C.), Sergeants Saxby, Leggatt, Willcox and Brooks.
Ser geants' Mess
A dinner was arranged during the month to say farewell
to two of our" oldest" members, W.O.I Ted Parkins (R.E.M.E.)
and W.O.II Clegg (R.A.M.C.). Eighty members sat down to
dinner, and our guests included Lieutenant-Colonel A. J.
Jackson, Colonel H. 0. P. McSheehy (A.D.M.S.) and, representing C.R.E.M.E., Major A. E. Baxter. The Cambrai Band
of th<: Royal Tank Regiment played during the dinner. Presentations were made to the departing members and it is sad
to say that we will no longer hear Ted Par~s and Roddy
Clegg saying it wasn't like this in '62, etc.
.~e Mess is at present going through a change of personaliues, as we also lose Staff Sergeant T erry Balch to 242 Signal
S9uadron and Sergeant Ken Smith to "Civvy Street." We
wish them all the best of luck in their new surroundings.
The Mess darts team is going from strength to strength in
the Bielefeld League. We have only lost two games out of the
twenty pl_ayed, and if we continue to play as we are now, we
~hould ""'.lll the league. The Mess football team is still oiling
its creakmg bones, and we are looking for additional fixtures
in the Garrison Area.
·
E xer c i s e " Easter Jamboree "
Over Easter, a party from " Zulu " Troop went to the Eifel
to camp. They stayed in the village of Korperich, on the
German/Luxembourg border.
Despite the rain, we had our fair share of sunshine and
completed our rigorous programme without incident.
Arriving late on Good Friday afternoon, camp was quickly
established and after a hurried meal, everyone departed <to sample
the fruits of the locality.
The n~t day saw twenty soldiers walking along the River
Our (which forms the boundary in the ar ea) visiting the old
Chateau Falkenstein, K eppeshausen (where we were allowed
to cross over <to Luxembourg to have a pint) and so up
to Gemund where, after basking in the sun, they returned to
camp.

BASKET BALL TEAM-RUNNERS UP 4 DIVISION COMPETITION

Back Row (Left to Right) Lance-Corporal Lewis, Craftsman Bassett,
WO II (YOS) Wood (Team Captain) Lance-Corporal Cossou,
Sergeant Stark, Front Row (Left to Right} Signalman Holmes, Sergeant
Blackman, Sergeant Coole, Lance-Corporal Bayes

Easter Sunday was left for individuals to do what they
wanted. After a quick lunch, a party of four went over the
border and explored Vianden .
On Easter Monday the majority went to Trier to visit the
Roman ruins. Lance-Corporal Rattray and Signalman Phillips
went to Luxembourg City and managed to ge t shown around
Radio Luxembourg.
After a quiet (rainy) night three parties, each of a LanceCorporal and four, set out on what was intended to be a fortymile hike.
The maps were not very accurate, and after
some good adventures, everybody appeared back at base by
6 p.m. on Wednesday; Lance-Corporal Land's and LanceCorporal Eastley's parties having received great hospitality from
the owner of a gasthaus in the middle of nowhere for the
night they were out!
After spending our few remaining
pence that night, everyone packed up and we returned to
Herford the following day.

10th Regiment, Hounslow
We say farewell • • •
The officers of the Regiment held a farewell luncheon for
Major (Tfc.) Norman Robinson and Captain Carl James on
30th March, who are both retiring this month. We wish them
both all success in their future careers. Major Robinson has
gone to take up a position with NAGCO and Captain James
has left to take up teaching.
This month has been a very busy one for 1 Squadron. The
London District Guards Signals Concentration was held at
Crowborough Warren Camp from 4th to 24th March, at which
O.C. r Squadron was responsible to C.S.0. London District for
all training arrangements and exercise control. The R egiment
also provided reinforcements to the permanent camp staff and
various training aids.
· The Squadron provided instructors for the Eastern Command Cadet N.C.0.s' Leadership Course at Thetford. Sergeant
Yates, Lance-Corporal Wise and Signalman Jackson instructed
in motor cycling and Sergeant Beadle and Lance-Corporal
Jackson in radio communications. This was Sergeant Yates'
fourth year at the camp-and we hope, for his sake, his last.
_The MPT Class I Course passed out on 17th March.
Lieutenant-Colonel J . Y. Ferguson was the Inspecting Officer.
Nineteen students attended me course, of whom twelve were
fro m oilier un its.

Visit to the D.D.C. Main Television Centre
Every job has its "perks." Many of our "educational visits"
are enhanced by our nearness to the big city . . .
Our latest visit was to the main B.B.C. Televmon Centre at
Shepherd's Bush. Through the kindnes.s of Brigadier ~uc~er,
Senior Liaison Officer of the B.B.C., nme of us were mvited
to a conducted tour-they wouldn't trust us to wander aroun~ !
W e underestimated the capabilities of our drivers to cop~ w1th
the L ondon traffic and arrived over half-an-hour early; this was
spent in the reception hall in " ornithology," or, as ¥le told
ourselves examining the outfits worn by the showgirls. off
stage, so' we were able to give advic:e on the latest f~s~ion~.
Mr. Graham Phillips, a senior engmeer, ".'ihose speciality IS
U HF propagation, met us and was our guide.
.
Up the cantilever ~taircase, :vb.e re one actually walks o_n alf,
into the high-speed hft, and wlthm seconds we were lost in the
complexities of the circular building.
Brushing by "Dr. Finlay " and many othe~ well-known TV
personalties, we visited the St_andards Co?vers10? Are11 and saw
the Eurovision and Early Bird conversion uruts-;-press three
thousand buttons and 625 becomes ~5. or 525 line. On. to
the International Operations Control; this IS a spect~cular vers!Qn
of ten of our system controls rolled in~o one; . i~ w_as b_emg
run up ready to control several countnes parucipatmg m a
. .
live discussion programme.
The studios themselves were next shown to us-I?ickie
H enderson was rehearsing "Show of the Week" w1th a
gorgeous mini-skirted. cast, and tl_ie " Softly, Softly" produ_cer
was having trouble with the finale lead who found a 303 ~
cult to hold in the murder scene-our offer to help as techmcal
advisers was politely declined.
Colour TV was demonstrated to. us-spiced for our ~nefit
with Guardsmen in full ceremomal dress. The qua_lity of
the colour was unbelievably good-perhaps our P.R.I. will produce £300 for our set later tllis year.
.
In the scenery department an enormous Umon Jack, 30 yar~s
x 40 yards was being painted· '!'e began to wonde~ _by ~1s
time if our visit was planned like an annual Admirustrauve
Inspection.
·
b
Leg weary we examined the props department 10 the asement-the B'.B.C. ' Q' Stores. Furniture, ash trays, baby elephants a;nd sanitary ware, cave. man to 2000 A.D. style were
available at a few moments notice.
Finally, afternoon tea !n on~ of _the :i;iany .restauran~s,
and over it a lively senu-techmcal discuss10n with Captam
Steel Yeoman Davies Foreman Noakes, Sergeants Noakes,
Serg~ants Yates and Ralph, Corporals Milne and Tanner all
··
li
joining in.
,
As we left we were told there was a year. s _wa1tm1? st,
so we shall be putting 10th Regiment down again immediately.

CATTER ICK
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Make a S p ecia l N o te and pass t h e ' " ord
A rou nd!
I t will b e h e ld on t h e W eek e nd
2 4th/25 th J VN E

I Ith llEGIME. 'T , ( '. ATTERICK CA1'1P
March was a wild month so far as weather reports are concemed.
We encountered all the bi~terness of 'Ca.tterick
weather ' with gale-force winds blowmg almost contmually
throughout the month, together with sleet and hail, but all the
time the sun shone brightly! Not only the weather went to
make the wild month but the month's events piled themselves
into an ominous heap', with the leadership course, ~e R:S.M.s'
Convention and various visits all to be crammed m, with the
thirty-one days of the month cut down to twenty-five day
because of the Easter break. However,, w~ have weath.ered the
storm and can only hope that April 1s less hectic.

Pass-off parades
This month saw forty-five recruics pass off the square and
on to trade training. On me 15th, twenty~ne men of No. 7
Troop with their new Troop Officer, Lieutenant A. J. R.
Jackrn:m, paraded on the square as Brigadier Armitage, M.C.,
B.R.A.C., took the salute.
The second pass-<>ff parade
in March was on Wednesday 22nd. The Inspecting
Offi~er was Brigadier A. F.
Freeman, M.C., Chief Signal
Officer, Northern Command.
The Troop passing-off on
this occasion was No. 4
Troop, under the command
of Lieutenant G. D. Rates.
Of the twenty - four men,
Signalman M. S. Smith w~s
chosen as the best recruit.
Smith is twenry--one years
old and before he joined the
Army he was a Telephone
Signalman M. S. Smith. chosen as the
Engineer with the . G.P.O.
best recruit
in Sunderland. This valuable experience should stand
him in good stead in his future career as a Technician .. Smitp
has our congratulations and good wishes, not only with his
career, but on his recent marriage.
L.S. and G.C. Presentation
This parade was also a special occasion for two ~embers
on the Cadre, with the presentation of the Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal to W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) M. G. A. Edwards
and Sergeant Hewson (Royal Signals Staff Band).
Instructional Wing
It is not very often that we stop. to think and give. credit
to a part of our Regiment that trams not only_ recrwts but
Junior N.C.0.s and Staff Sergeant~ as well. This very h:!:fdworking group of officers and seruor N.<;:.O.s of~en go Wll~
out credit they are the staff of Instrucuonal Wmg or, as It
is often known, "Obstructional Wing."
MPT courses drill and weapon training courses, Staff
Sergeants' cours~s, as well as recruit trai~g, all make hard
work for the wing's five officers and seven senior N.C.0.s. Ho"".ever, they are all exceptionaµy pleased when one. of thell'
students obtains an " A " grading. Sergeant Darbyshire of 4th
Guards Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron, who attended nth
Signal Regiment's Staff Sergeants' Course
o. _25, was first
to be awarded an " A " grading in the present series of courses,
which commenced in May, 1964.
, .isit o f Colo nel 1• . E. Du1•la,-. J<'rt'nch lUilitar,Attach e
Colonel Duplay, who spent the day w!th die _Regi_ment _on
8th March has seen a great deal of vaned service, mcludmg
service in 'Indo-China, the United States Sta~ College for
Leavenwortll, the United Kingdom and Algeria, as we.ll. as
having attended the French Staff College. The Colonel vi.s1~ed
all parts of the Regiment and saw all aspects of the trammg
within the Regiment.
After lunch Colonel Duplay was taken to see the Regiment
play 38th Engineer Regiment in the North:ro Command stage
of the Army Hockey Cup. The team, _which has played very
well all season, unfortunately chose this match to tart new
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t cti · ·...·hich did not meet with any degree of succe s. and by
half-t~e they_ were 3-1 down. In the second half, more conservauve tacuc were employed, and after a very c.xciting
match the final score was 4-3 to 38th Engineer Regiment.

U "hi<"h translated means a11 account ol the No. 2
Lt'ndf!rship Conrs" at Catterick-irith, ol conrse,
so1nt> humorous undertones

• • • but soon we nre Bushed wi•h triumph
Flushed with. uccess. we returned to camp triumphant, and
as we went although 1t may have been our imagination the
'
moors eemed to heave a sigh of relief.
Our adventure training was noteworthy mainly for the way
we exercised our initiative. Having seen the state of the
skies we alm~st invariably found a barn to sleep in, although
on one occa ion the spectacle of two people chasing a tent
across the moors, in a blizzard, at four in the morning te stified
to partial fa ilure.

The course opened for mo t of u with our arrival at uth to
find a warm and homely atmosphere. Beds were made down
for us, there were arm-chairs in the studies, we had our own
television room, and some of us were lulled into looking forward
to a " cu hy " six-and-a-half weeks. This impression was
heightened when we met our friendly and beaming course
officers, Major Wise, Major Holmes and Lieutenant Collier.
Their appearances later proved to be deceptive.
Any hopes of a "cushy " time were dispelled the very next
mornn;ig when we made our first acquaintance with the
Cattenck area roads. Thus began the course; thus it contained·
and thus is derived our motto: " Per Ardu ad Blisteria."
'

The end-and we sny a sincere •• Thank you "
.l\.ll good things must come to an end, and it was with mixed
emotions that we watched the close draw near.
To da.te, two of our number have passed RCB and we
feel that .these, and any further successes will be larg~ly due to
the unstinted efforts of all those concerned in running the
cour e.
To these we offer our sincerest thanks, to our future C.O.s,
our most heart-felt sympathy.
Per Blisteria ad Astra

PEil

\.HBC\
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BLISTElllA

The map of Cat.terick engraved for ever
on our minds and feet?
If the course did nothing else it left us with a marcher's
~P of Catterick engraved for ever on our minds and feet: but
1t wasn't all physical. Besides our marching, assault courses
(three), adventure training, log running . . . though some
amongst. us ,n~ver did _manag~ co run with a log . . . we had
some hair-raising experiences m front of a black-board searching
for a word . . . any word with which to continue our lecturette.
The R.A.E.C. gave us an excellent series of lectures on
current 'Yorld affairs, and a test that they gave us revealed
Commun1sts, Fascists, an Atheist and militant Nationalists in
our midst. All the Nationalists seemed to speak with a Scot's
accent. Nowhere was this diversity of opinion brought out
more th~ in our group discussion, which provided an excellent
opportunity for the course to be acquainted with the views of
at least four of us.
Our Command tasks-and the C.O. is amused
co~8l!d tasks provided Lieutenant-Colonel Bound and
Maior Wise with. endless amusement as we valiantly struggled
~o cross gaps usmg poles and logs which were invariably an
inch or two shon. Thus were many of us introduced to the
art of swimming whilst supporting a valuable antique tractor

qur

tyre.

Catterick weather was completely in sympathy with our
l~ette attempts-bags of wind-and after watching our
crossmgs of rbe assault course water obstacles evidently decided
that rain was largely unnecessary.
The obstacle race-could the Boy Scouts
have done it?
Our " piece de resistance " was a mammoth obstacle race
across ~e deepest ~e-entrant within 50 miles. Our initial attempt
was wimessed (with oaths) by Brigadier Woodrow and one
team managed die feat in 48 minutes, when it w'ould have
taken any self-respecting Boy Scout team at least half an houri
. Having ?een intr~uced to ol!r railway sleeper, and various
~Its and pieces laughmgly described as aids, we were re.leased
~e eager greyhounds at. the r~-entrant, which was trembling
with fear, or maybe shaking with laughter. The downhill trip
was relatively easy-we could not have stopped even had we
wanted to-and cross_ing the stream required only ingenuity,
but on the upward climb someone was heard to exclaim "For
sake help me, I'm just about . . . ed."
. Pntlments now wildly expressed were:
" I ' m just about • • • f
W~ ev~ntually bro~e the J:alf-hour record, and then went on
to pit might ~d mmd agamst equally devious tasks. One of
th~ mo:e amusing of these, the following day, when we were all
reiteratmg the senuments of " I'm just about . . . ed," was
o!lr attempt .to take three perforated oil-drums two miles to a
nver, and l;irmg them back full of water. This task was partially
successful 1!1 that o~ our return two of them were almost full
and the third contamed enough water to drown a fairly large
sparrow.
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SllDlmiug up the month
" Daddy," said my young son the other day, "What is the
March Hare?" "W.ell, my son," I replied, "speaking regimentally of course-it's been one hell-uv-a-b . . .. y hair-raising
March." Its nothing of the sort, I know, but that is another
story . . . . For all of us without exception in the Regiment,
March has b-oen a "snorter."
The anticipated spell of calm and relaxation-that even the
Bootboy and Dho?i expect-after :in annual inspection, was
almost on-:st. R~mental ~tock-taking Board convening orders
were published in a flourish of well-prepared appreciations.
There was n9 defensive evasion, just the execution-so on we
went counting, checking and re-checking-'°Chairs S.O.B."" Bins Q.M. (spec)"-" joints pigtail double-ended" and
thousands upon thousands of various other items big and small
-part numbers, quantities-1014s-the lot! That was March
that was!
2\"o. 3 sqvADHON

(TRAINING)

A new S. T .C. Is born

_Those who associate. the Signal Training Centre (FARELF)
with Calcutta Camp will be pleased and interested ·t o hear that
the School is now "in situ" in its new location in Meiktila
Barrack . Improvisation, resourcefulness, imagination and a
lot o~ clever and hard work by the P.S. boys soon solved many
teething troubles. The result is very satisfactory, well-fitted,
up-to-da~<: classrooms and a S.T.C. ready for all training
eventualities.
Course~,

Courses, Coursesf
The training year is ending and the Staff are looking forward
to a well-earned spell o: " stand-down " before ,t he new school
te~ begins in the April. For the interest of all concerned
~erving on the FARE~F circuit in need of upgrading or smartenmg up on MPT, a list of courses to be run in July, August and
September is shown below.

1ULY
MPT III ...
Comcen Op
ED
Lmn
Tech Stmn

III-II
III-II
III-II
II-I (MOR)
AUGUST

R Op Basic
MPT II
Lmn
II-I
R Op
III-I
Pre F of S Exam Course
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GOOD LUCK TO HIM
La nce-Corporal Latham leads his M.P.T. II Course on the pass·off
parade in 3 Squadron. He re-enlisted in the Corps in 1963 after two
years in civvy street. His prior service as an Electronic: Technician
from 1957 saw him in Cyprus and B.A.O.R.. He is now a Telegraph
Technician serving with 237 Signal Squadron (COMCAN). His
ambition-F of S! He is married with two children

SEPTEMBER
III-II

L Tech
Tech Strnn Basic ...
Tg Op
MPT I
MPT III
Comcen Op

III-II

III-II

SEClllUTl" TROOP
An exclusive Troop
This elusive or should I say exclusive Troop has been
operating in many locations for some eight or nine years. They
are now well settled with their Receiver Room and a small
workshop in the Tanglin complex and the office and srores in
Meiktila barracks. The Troop is commanded by Lieutenant
Jess Weir with two stalwarts in close support, namely W.O.II
('l. of S.) "Taff" Hitchcock and Sergeant Alan Burt. It is
interesting to note that the Troop also boasts eight ex-Boys.

district joint-Service> flavour
Their main task of ir.onitoring HF and VHF radio now has
a district Joint Service flavour which makes their role much
more worthwhile. This has been amply justified by the trials
and exercises they have taken part in with the avy from the
Naval Base, Kranji, and the R.A.F. with 315 Signal Unit from
R.A.F. Changi. The most recent exercise, "Forex," produced
a new and unique experience which really needs separate
mention. Suffice to say, however, that operationally, it was a
success and nautically-because the Troop embarked on H .M.S.
Fearless-they were in a real "chip-eight" sorting out
"Forrads" and "Afts "- Ports" and "Starboards""Bells " and " hammocks." They now know what and who a
LPD, LCM, EWO and MCO are-is I
Readers will remember the article in the January/February
(1966) WIRE when the r presentative Colonel Commandant
attended the commissioning of H .M .S. Fearless and the adoption
by the Royal Signals of this versatile Assault Ship. In conclusion All Ranks of Security Troop send their best wishes to
all hands of H.M.S. Fearless. Thank you, shipmates. We hope
there will be many more associations!
A

Get with it I Order your Wire NOW!
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IlEGIME~T'S

PEHSO~ALITY

PAH.~DE

Lieutenant Peter Chilvers
is the Assistant Adjutant.
He joined the Corps in 1942,
served with War Office
Signals during 1943 and
then with a medium wireless section in Italy on the
Apriatic coast. A short
spell with a beach signal
troop and then on to Cairo
with 1st Division Signals,
where some nice " cool "
desert - bashing across the
Sinai landed him in the
campaign against the terrorists in Palestine and
Transjordan.
After a wee demob spell,
during which time he became a London Bobby, he
Lieutenant P. Chilvers
rejoined the Corps and was
back again in Egypt with
Air Formation Signals trying to lay UG faster than the
" Gyppos " could steal the stuff! Back to Blighty to Northcom and then on to Kenya, to deal with the Mau-Mau lark
as S.S.M. of I Squadron, King's African Rifles. Then back
home to the Junior Leaders at Denbury. Promoted R.S.M.
and posted to 21st Regiment, he then had a final spell with
the T.A. before being commissioned in 1965.
Lieutenant Stewart Dunlop
is the Admin Officer in 3
Squadron (S.T.C.). He joined
the Boys' Company in 1942.
His first posting after completing Boys' Training was
with War Office Signal Regiment until 1946. A short
spell with the School of Signals
and the Depot in Pocklington, then to 7th H .Q. Regiment in El Ballah (Middle
East) in May, 1947, for three
years.
Back to War Office
Signal Regiment for a full tour
and so to I I th Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment
Lieutenant S. Dunlop
until 1955. From B.A.0.R.
he found himself based in
Cyprus and on his wa_y to EgyJ?t, assisting in han~g
over camp to the Egypuan Army in 1955 before rerurrung
to Cyprus. Back to U.K. with the T.A. in 'B<?nnY Scotland!'
and then a tour with the School of Infantry m Hythe until
1963. A final posting to Catterick as R.S.M. of the Depot,
where be was commissioned in 1965.
Lieutenant Frank Richardson joined the Corps in
1946, trained as an OWK in
Catterick. He was posted to
the 32nd High Speed Wireless Squadron in Ceylon until 1950. By now be was a
Sergeant and serving in the
Canal Zone. It was here
that he became a Pay
Sergeant (Clerk). His next
move was a Chief Clerk in
No. 2 War Office
ignal
Regiment, and by 1952 he
was overseas again, in Nairobi with Comcan. Back
home to 3 Training Regiment as an instructor and
then as a taff ergeant in
1956 to 4 Training Regiment. By 1959 he was a
W.O.II at War Office. Further promotion and a postLieuten:int F. Richardson
ing to H.Q., B.A.0.R, in
1963. He was coin.missioned
in 1965 and now serves the Regiment as Admin. Officer of 1
Squadron.
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L i e u t e n n n t " Clem "
Palmer, M.B.E., is the M..T.O.
of the Regiment. He concrol a large M.T. complex.
After enlisting in the Royal
Berkshire Regiment in 1947
he was po ted to the 1st
Devonshire as a LanceCorporal and then seconded
:o Special Branch of Malayan Police. He transferred to
Royal ignal in 1949 and
1om~d 26th (Gurkha) Infantry Brigade in Malaya.
By 1952, as a Sergeant, he
wa voluntarily posted to
1st Commonwealth D ivisional Signal Regiment in
Korea. H e also served with
Infantry
25th
Canadian
Brigade. Between 1953 to
1957 he served with 16 Independent Parachute Brigade
Lieutenant c. W . Palmer, M.B.E.
Signal Squadron in U.K.,
Cyprus and Suez. By now he
was W.O.II 1957-58 found him in the Persian Gulf States
Bahrein, Muscat and Oman. A tour with 14th Regiment the~
on to the Junior Leaders Regiment until 1962. He was J,osted
to 21st Regiment as. R.Q.M.S. and Ief.i: in 1964 to be promoted
R.S.M. of 13th Regiment. He was commissioned in 1966 and
posted to this Regiment. Lieutenant Palmer was awarded the
M.B.E. for his services in 13th Regiment.

The rec~t weeks have been rather hectic due mainly to the
yearly sprmg-clean for the Annual Administrative Inspection
and our many successes on the sporting field. March the 15th
dawned bright and clear and the C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel W.
G. Neilson, set off in good heart to meet the Deputy Commander Rhine Area, Colonel H. J. Bartholomew, O.B.E., on
arrival in the Unit lines. The Deputy Commander inspected
the Quarter Guard, commanded by Sergeant D. Monteith. The
C.O. then explained the role of the Regiment and from there on
for the rest of the day the Deputy Commander saw the Regiment
at work and play.
(:Oml11gs and Goings
We welcome the following to the Regiment and hope their
stay with us is a pleasant one. Lieutenant C. E. Timson, W.0.II
Brewer, Corporal Patterson, Corporal Barron, Corporal Hefferan,
Signalman Ross, Signalman Bellamy.
Our departures include: Lieutenant W. J. Hodson, Lieutenant
P. E. A. Chaddock, W.O.II Fletcher, Staff Sergeant Sutton,
Sergeant Sheridan, Sergeant Edwards, Corporal Sutton, Corporal
Watts and Corporal Sanders, all stalwarts of the Regiment, to
them we say thank you, for a job well done and good luck in
the future.
Wedding b••lls
Our special congratulations go to the following who have
taken the matrimonial plunge: Corporal Moloney and Miss
Brenda Peters; Signalman Patterson and Miss Kerry Sharpe;
Signalman H amson and Miss Christine Jackson.
A noteworthy event albeit away from the Regiment was the
marriage of Corporal Davies who travelled all the way to
Singapore to marry Miss L. Welsford whose father is at
present serving with t he R.C.T.

SUWI SANA (Here and. There)
Our b ig chief
We caug~t a glimpse .of ~ur S.0.-in-C. the other day. He
was otherwise deployed m Smgapore. However it was nice to
see him looking so fit and well.

Hoy, was my fnc•u r.-cl!
On Friday, 31st March, I (please respect my anonymity!)
came out of R.H.Q. to find the Bisley team-Lieutenant Peter
Chaddock, R.Q.M.S . Turner and Sergeant Smith, etc., resplendent and complete, all bright and shining with their oiled
weapons. They were waiting to have their photograph taken·
and the arrival of the C.O. was imminent.
Now with photographs it is no good being sorry afterwards;
minor errors of dress, equipment, hit you straight in the eye
in the print so en passant I stopped and said, "You chaps wait
to make quite sure everything is correct, safety catches applied,
buttons fastened." I went on in this vein for some time, corrected
a few minor things, straightened the odd tie . . .
Then Sergeant Smith thought ·he had sruck it long enough.
"Excuse me, sir," he said almost in a whisper, "but your
Jimmy's are the wrong way round!"
. . . and by golly he was right, too! If I had a batman I
would have sacked him. So it was a case of: "Exit the fatparty " embarrassed.

T h e gi rls
Our W.R.A.~. lasses, though administered by a W.R.A.C.
Co?Jpai;iy, contmue to add that pleasant essence of femininity
which JS always reflected so vividly in the appearances of the
lads in the Comcen and the Exchange!
.~d~·enture

Lieutenant Clem Palmer is back from his first (this tour)
adventure training session with some of the lads. The Malaysian
boys call him the " Orang outan " (Jungle Man) not to be
'
confused with Darwin's!
port
Thi; _hocke:r sea_son c~axed in the Singapore Hockey
Association Six-a-side Festival. The soccer season is now
" swinging along " under the expert guidance of Captain Tommy
Thompson, R.A.P.C., our worthy Paymaster.· We have chalked
up our firs_t yi_ctory, a 2---0 win over 40 Commando in the finals
of the D1V1s1on I Challenge Cup. Judging by the team's
performance we are certainly in for a good and, we hope
successful season.
'
l"e r s onal c olumn
Our sincere a;id sympathetic condolences to Mrs. Doreen
Hudson and family on the recent death of Corporal Jim Hudson
w~o was. killed while competing in the Motor Cycle Grand
Pnx of Singapore.
Co~gratulatio~s to Captain Ron and Mrs. Lynn Finister on
the b1r•h of therr son, Michael William, born on 29th March
ai;id to Cor!J?ral "Paddy" and Mrs. Valerie Mangan on th~
brrth of ~err son, Ross Joshua, born on 24th March. Our
C?ngratulations also extend to Mrs. Geraldine Meyers on the
birth of her son, Colin, born on 24th March. A bouncer of
1o!lb.-Boy, oh boy!
A long life of bliss and happiness to our newly marrieds-Captain and Mrs. O'Donnell, R.A.M.C., and to Corporal R aymond and Mrs. Rose Daws. Both couples were married at St.
John's Chu~ch b;: our Padre, the Rev. Bill Mitchell. Corporal
D~w m~med Private Beryl (Rosemary) Evans, W.R. A.C. The
bndes~a1ds were Lance-Corporal Ann.: Waterworth and Private
June Richardson.

Buy your
better clothes
at

Moss Bros

SPOllT
Rugby
A very successful Seven-a-side Inter-Troop R ugger tournament was held on Tuesday, 4th April, for the Homer trophy.
The eight teams that took part gave a fine display of enthusiasm
(notably ' D " Troop) and some a very high standard. The
combined team of R.H.Q./Q./M.T./L.A.D./M. beat" L" and
3 S.H.Q. in a very exciting final by I I points to six. "K"
Troop bea·t « H" Troop by 3 points to nil in the final of the
losers draw.

Bedford Sr., w.c.2. Covent Garden 4567
Open Thursdays till 7 p.m.
Nearest station Leicester Square
Branches throughout the country
18 oz. Scotch Saxony £37.15.0.

Football
At present our football team are third in the Rhine Area
League and we have high hopes for promotion to the 1st D ivision
for the first time. We are also top of the Station Cup and have
reached the final of the Station Knock-our Competition.
We congratulate Corporal Hedgecock on being selected for
an Army Trial and Signalman Petrie for having been selected
for Rhin e Area team to play M .E.A.F. (Cyprus).

BaHketbnll
The Regiment was recently eliminated from the Rhine Area
Basketball Knockout Cup by 16th Regiment. We had not forgotten this and were still smarting from our defeat when we
played them again in the Rhine Area Basketball Lc..-ague. The
Regiment won this exciting game to win the League Cup.
During the series of twelve league matches, all of which were
won by our team, we scored four hundred points and two
hundred and fifty were scored against us. A notable achievement from any point of view, especially as some of our members
had large distances to crave! from other airfields.
The season was finally wound-up with an excellent dinner
laid on by the team and enjoyed by the members, the wives
and all who attended.

30th Regiment
BLANDFORD CAMP
Visit of the S.0.-in-C."s .\merica11 01•1•ol!jitt• 11umbPr

Early March saw a good deal of bustle, as we prepared at
very short notice to receive a visit from Major-General Walter
E. Lotz, Junior, Director of Communications Electronics,
United States Army.
Readers of the February-March "Wire" will remember how
well the U.S. Army Signal Corps looked after our S.0 .-in-C.
on his recent visit to America, and we determined that we must
really do our best to honour Major-General Lotz on his surprise
return visit.
boisterous -gale
The day dawned anything but bright and clear, but we heard
about 09.00 hours that the helicopter had been able to g::t up to
London, and that the flying programme was on, so we hoisted
the windsock over our Regimental Flag and pulled our hats
well down against a boisterous gale.
There was a last minute panic at about 11.00 hours when
the Middle Wallop control room told us the helicopter was
fifteen minutes· ahead of schedule; but the Guard of Honour
was successfully rounded up from the N.A.A.F.I. and we manned
the square. The pilot was a better navigator than his Controller,
however, and the VIP helicopter appeared from behind a cloud
exactly on time.

A

Bugle salutP b:r dm1ior Lende r s
The Guard of Honour was provided by No. I (Trials)
Squadron, and was commanded by Lieutenant (now Captain)
D. G. 0. White, B.E.M. The Guard was entirely armed with
SMG, as
o. I Squadron was rehearsing for the annual
administrative Inspection; the Squadron has a high technician
strength, and the few soldiers normally armed with rifles had
been 'converted ' for the occasion. General Lotz was received
with a General Salute, sounded on bugles by ten Junior
Tradesmen and spare-time trumpeters from the Royal Signal,
Junior Leaders Regiment at Denbury. He inspected the guard
and talked with several of the Junior Leader before driving to
the Conference Cencre to be briefed.
General Lotz was accompanied in the helicopter by the
Signal Officer-in-Chief and by Colonel McNeil, U.S. Army
Signal Corps. They were met by the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson, who was accompanied by
Blandford's resident American Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel W.
F. O'Meara of the Royal Signals Planning and Combat Development Team, Major D. J. Macintyre, 0.C. 4 (Bruin) Squadron,
and the Adjutant, Captain D. W. Gent.
« U.r1d11 °· systf'm

d t•n1011s • r ated
A briefing on the Bruin Communications System and Trial
was given by the Commanding Officer and by Major D. J.
Macintyre, after which Major Macintyre conducted the vi-itors
round the Brigade, Corps and Divisional Communication elements, currently under trial. The General also saw a demonstration of the erection of the new Clarke Mast, with a C70
antenna; the very cold and windy day proved a real test
for the detachment, who were trying hard to break their O\Vll
four-minute record.
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F.R.A. SIGNAL REGIMENT
D.F.l•.O. 69
Defe(•tion in the l&ank!ii?

BUGLE SALUTE
Major-General Lotz talks with trumpeters from Junior Leaders
Regiment

Afcer
and his
by the
C.S.O.,
Colonel

chis very short introduction co Bruin, the S.0.-in-C.
American opposire number were entertained to lunch
officers of 30th Regimenc; Brigadier T. I. G. Gray,
Southern Command, and the Station Commander,
J. A. S. Fearfield were also guests of the Regiment.

T o-ur or 11ew Cam p
Afrer lunch, the visitors were given a quick tour of the
new Headquarters Mess, where they met Lieutenant-Colonel
J. W. Elston of the Blandford Project Scaff, and the Site
Architect, Mr. R. Thresher. Time allowed no more than a
quick visit to 640 Troop, to see the map of the world on
which the far-flung members of the Troop record cheir travels,
and a Spearhead Bactalion Rear Link Detachment kitted-up
ready for emplaning, before the visitors had to board their
helioopter again to take off foi;. 3fd H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
on Exercise "Stardust."
Annual Insp ection
After General Lotz's visit, the next highlight was our annual
inspection by Brigadier T. I. G. Gray, Chief Signal Officer,
Southern Co?IB1and. The day was dry, but very windy, and
we were qmte glad to get off the square after the formal

HOLE IN THE GROUND
640 Troop far-flung cable jointers on the job in Bahrein
PRESENTATION
C.S.O. Southern Command presents L.S. and G.C. medals to
W.0.11 (O.R.Q.M.S.) Jays and W.0.11 (Y of S) lver~on

parade in the morning. During this parade, the Brigadier presented Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to our Chief
Clerk, W.0.11 (O.R.Q.M.S.) Jays, and to W.O.II (Y. of S.)
I verson.

'\V.0.11 ( O.R.Q.lU.S.) .Jays
" Q" Jays enlisted in 1948. He did three tours in Singapore and Malaya, reaching the rank of substantive Sergeant
in May, 1964. From 1959 onwards, he spent four years with
Royal Signals Records and at the War Office, by then as a
Staff Sergeant. He completed the Chief Clerk's Course and the
Royal Signals Staff Sergeants' Course during a tour with
21st Air Formation Signal Regiment in Germany, and then
served as acting W.0 .11 with 2nd Divisional Headquarters
·and Signal Regiment before joining 30th Regiment at Blandford , in September, 1966. During his service in Germany,
he was commended by the Commander-in-Chief, R.A.F., Germany, in recognition of meritorious service rendered to the
Royal Air Force whilst serving in R.A.F. , Germany.
'W . 0 .11 (Y. of S:) P. JI. lvPrsou
Yeoman Iverson has 23 years' service. He enlisted as a
boy in Maidstone in 1944, and entered man-service in 1946.
He was promoted Sergeant whilst serving in Korea (1953-54)
with the British Communications Zone Signal Squadron. He
then served in Hong Kong and B.A.0.R. and became a Signal
Centre Supervisor. H e served with 9th Regiment, completing
the Royal Signals Staff Sergeants' Course in 1962. He was
promoted W .O.II in July, 1964, whilst serving in Germany
with 7th Regiment. He has now become a Yeoman of Signals
and joined 4 (Bru in) Trials Squadron in April, 1966.
OCl1er prese11t;1f ion!ii
The Brigadier also pre-sented the Commander-in-Chief's
Commendation, earned by Signalman Cummins of 640 Troop
whilst serving with the Somerset and Cornwall Light Infantry
in Aden during 1966. After the parade, the C.S.O. presented
Sergeant Franklin, Royal Australian Corps of Signals, with the
framed certificate he eam-d on the Foreman of Signals Course
at the School. Sergeant Franklin is the first Foreman of Signals
student to obtain an " A" grading for a number of years
and he is at present serving a short attachment with 30th
Regiment.

DISCUSSION
Major Mcintyre describes. Gene ral Lot z liste ns. T he C.O., Maj o r
Exell, the S.0.-in-C., C olonel McNei l stan d by. Li e ute nantColonel Bill O 'M eara is momentarily diverted

The Uri gadi er's a n111111J s n r Jtrise
This was an imaginary operation for which we received
substantially more than the usual three hours' notice. 640
Troop and 3 Squadron were warned to provide a strong party
of reinforcements and contingency detachments for an airtran sported operation somewhere west of the Lizard. After a

short period of packing, preparing load manifests, documentation checks, and other controlled hysteria, a large body of
men and equipment appeared in the square and were responsible for at least an hour's delay to the later stages of our
programme.
640 Troo1•
News this month from one of our many overseas detachments. Sergeant Davies and his band of cable jointers, linemen and others in Babrein have found enough time to come
up out of their cable pits to tell us of th~ir activitie_s., There's
never a dull moment in 640. At the time of wntmg, some
of the troops are actually airborne, en route to Aden to
assist in the work of clearing up after the freak floods.
Recent comment overheard in the Troop office: " o wonder
Mr. Wilson is planning to bring so many troops home from
overseas; with so many of 640 abroad, there's no work for
anyone else!"

S1tort
Sailing. Sailors in the Corps will be pleased to ~now ~e
Stella Lyra was put back on the water on 3rd April, _and 1s
now ready for another season's hard work. .At the time of
writing there are still a few unchartered days m late May and
September.
For those who are interested, the . charterin_g
contact is the Yachtmaster, Stella Lyra, c/o 30th Signal Regiment, Blandford Camp.
Shooting. With the recent arrival of Major G .. Exell and
Captain D . Insall, the Regiment is actively_ preparmg for the
forthcoming season. Shots echo from the mdoor r~ge at all
hours of the day and night, and figures are seen domg IJ?key
drill in the most unusual places. If we don't walk off with a
reasonable number of trophies, it won't be for the lack of
trying.

Faraway Places !
U n usual Jobs!
Why not send us
your story?

There is a minor war being waged among the British element
of the Signals Regiment and the inspiring battle cries from
each warring section are'" Arte et Marte " and " Certa Cito "
respectively. Roughly translated "Arte et Marte" means "B_y
skill and by fighting" (or so we are told). The cause of this
minor conflict is due to the fact that Corporal " George " Grant
(the mini-mech) and Lance-Corporal " Mac " McDermott have
transferred to the R E.M.E. in accordance with the Army's
latest policy on R.E.M.E.-Signals radio technicians.
. .
This move has made them the targets for a lot of dens1on
from the "Patriots" as the "Cerra Cito" supporters have
named themselves. 'George, ever ready, with. a qui.ck retor~:
defends himself with " It's all part of the Bram Dram,. mate,
whilst Mac being one of those unpertutbable Yorkshiremen,
tells his att;ckers that "After all we're still in the same Army ";
this seems to deflate his antagonists for a while and they slink
off with mutters of "'Traitors" and "You'll be sorry."
George and Mac received a certa~ amount of support from
the Electrician Drivers who, some ume ago wer~ take_n . from
undei- the wing of the Signals and somewhat 1gnommiously
removed to the R.E.M.E. Workshops to make up for the lack of
R.E.M.E. type electricians. As if to pile humiliation upo?
humiliation, our poor Electrician Drivers were de.frocked as 1t
were, of their Signals lanyards and fined out with works_hop
lanyards which as Corporal "Lofty" Yates so aptly descn.bed
them " Look llke an explosion in a dye works." One bnght
fella~ (Author?-Typist! ) realised that as the. workshop la~
yard was worn on the left shoulder it was possible to wear his
Signals lanyard on the right shoulder a~ we~, but unfortunately
people in high office bore down on his ga~ly bedecked youn~
man and he was obliaed to take off his Signals lanyard until
such time as he retu~s to the comparative tranquility of a
Signal _unit.
.
.
.
.
Even Major (Wakil Qa1d) Frank Partmgton, Signals Advisor
to the F.R A., was not above a bit of " Micky taking" and
would greet an E.D. with "Have you ordered your copy of the
' Craftsman' yet?" Although it was noted that he never asked
any of them if they would like to withdraw their WrRi:: c~n
tributions-and so the war goes on, th?ugh \~e wc:iutd ~till like
to know what George and Mac did with theu thlfty pieces of
silver?
~fajor

c om 1•l 1•tes sueet•ssf ul t o 111:'
Major Frank Partington has returned fr_om Jordon not, as
Corporal Ovenell predicted on a camel with a plan~-load. of
genuine imitation Dead Sea Scrolls to follow, but with bn_efcase over-flowing with minutes of met:tings, :re., a~d glowmg
reports of the hospitality shown to him durmg his sray. _In
addition to top level discussions with top level ~e<?ple Maior
Partington visited the Signal School Armoured Trammg Centre,
School of Infantry, School of Artillery Ba.se Wor~shops and
the Royal Jordanian Police Academy. In ~1s summ1~g up, he
advised that "Liaison Visit " should be ga1d every six months,
so perhaps he do~ have visions of a Buy your Dead Sea
Scrolls here ' business, after all. (~ot at all-but p)ease addre s
all enquiries to: Major F. M. Parungton, Royal Signals, Office
of the British Major (Signal ), Federal Regular Army, B.F.P.O.
69, and enclose S.A.E.-Typist ! ).
Fa r 1•well t o an 011 ts ta 11clin ~ 1· h nriwtt•r
Here is sad news for tho e of you who, in the pa t have
eagerly canned your copy of THE WIRE for news of the F.R.A.
Signal Regiment, and perhaps ind~lged in a few merry c~ortles
at the humour which flows so easily from. the late authors pen
-Corporal "John" Ovenell-whose literary ~alents have
received much praise, hns exchanged. the undulatmg ~ds of
South Arabia for the equally undulatmg greenery of Sah b~ry
Plain. John not only fulfilled his po~ition as ignal clerk with
extreme efficiency he also ex~-lled m u~h sports. a football,
basketball dart elbow bending (mo tly m the Jimmy Club)
and his ~abaret' act at social functions wa se<;and to none.
During the three years or so that John spent w!lh the F.R.A.
he acquired a great number of friends and made more than a
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lar~
contribution t the upkeep of morale throughout the
unit. W'e shall miss Jolin and we wish him and the 3rd Regiment

the t'c:ry be. r of luck. (So shall we in a sense-he called in here
to see us the other day-Editor.)
AnOl:her recent farewell was that of Corporal "Mick " Nixon
who although " press-ganged " as it were from 640 Troop, did
ome very valuable work out h ·re and also enabled our football
team to make a devastating comeback· we also wish Mick the
very best of luck and thank his wife and childr n for letting us
have him. Their lo s wa our gain.
With the r st of 640 Troop Detachment returning to U.K.
in the latter part of April "days to do ' seems to have become
a bv word among t u . Even Mrs. " Geordie" Harrison seems
to have been bitten by the bug, but in her case the happy event
is the patter of tiny feet and a line full of nappies-the baby
hould have been born some nine days ago (late March) but
babies, like women, never seem to turn up on time!

S11ort
In the field of sport there are only two events worthy of
mention, the F.R.A. football team which is predominantly
Signals played their first match as a team under floodlights and
won 2-1 against 303 Signal Unit (R A.F.). We also came
runners-up in the Minor Un its Darts League by a defeat of
3-4 in the finals.
0

All and sundry were suitably impressed by the Squadron
team's fimess and creditable performance, and our victory
reflected very commendably on Colour Sergeant Joslin (Welsh
Guards) who veritably put the fire in their bellies !
\·o"elsm•lof Tralnl11J(
The Squadron have just returned from Vogelsang where one
week was spent on the ranges and each man fired two 3·5
rockets and threw two 36 hand grenades. In addition everyone
went through the very sophisticated battle inoculation course
and practised night firing. Interest was added by the three
inches of mud covering the whole training area and the four
days of rain and two days of snow.
It was a great day for a certain Sergeant who took the
memorable declaration at the end of rocket firing, " I have no
Jive rounds or empty rockets in my pockets "I
P.S. We enjoyed it o much that we are hoping to go again
later in the year.

20,t

Sf~L\DllftO~,

lloxing-w.. win a

B.F.J•.O. 21
Cbam1•ionshi11

On r6th March at Aldershot Barracks, Iserlohn, we won the
1967 B.A.O.R. Inter Minor Units Boxing Championship by
beating 65 Corps Field Park Squadron R.E. by six bouts to
one.
Here are some of the details: Feather: Signalman Donoughue, after going down in the first
minute to a blow when off-balance, choked the Sappers' cries of
"Easy, Easy" by KO-ing his opponent ten seconds later-r- o.
Lighc: Signalman Donnelly made up for his bad luck in the
emi-final round with a second round K0-2- 0.
Light \Y7elcer: Another polished points win by Guardsman
Burman made it 3-0. Burman was, in fact, an ex-Corps Junior
Leader who was claimed into the Guards by his brother.
Light Middle: Lance-Corporal Smith kept up his KO record
with another first round win-4- 0.
Middle: Lance-Corporal Wilmore (RMP) produced another
good punch to gain a first round K0-5-0.
Light Heavy: Sergeant Blight after a rugged first round
produced the KO punch to make it 6-o.
Welter: Signalman Byrne, who had spent three days in bed
with flu in the previous week, gave a plucky display only to
lose on points making the final score 6-1 in our favour.

" Stardust

··-:to

su1•1•ort beUeoptf'rH

The success of Exercise " Stardust" has faded into insignificance compared with Torrey ~anyon,_ but it was a very enjoyable exercise. For the first ume this season, the ~eather
was kind to us. The exercise involved th~ use of approx1mately
5o support helicopters and the interest this generated can be
imagined-we had to put ';IP with. the noise, which, when
night flying is in progress, 1s a senous problem.

Over 35's BE Tests. Th~ day chos.en for this l~ttle, outing
was the hottest for a long time and Lieutenant Wrights forethought in arranging for the Y.M.CA. canteen to be present
was greatly appreciated.
Promotion. Sergeant Bedwell arrived a short while a~o a_nd,
having been promoted, is on the move once more, thlS ume
to Warminster.
Title. Our title has changed once again-this is almost a
quarterly occurrence and is very expensive in headed writing
paper.
Sport.
Second-Lieutenant Butler escaped being plunged
rudely into the West Country by being on the 3rd ,pivisio?,
B.A.O.R. rugby tour. This was preceded by a rather bogus
Isle of Man wur during Easter.

\\. elc>omc~
We would like to welcome to the unit Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
" Mike " Rowlands, Corporal " Mick " Court (nice chapTypist!), our new clerk (and curiously enough typist) LanceCorporal " Geordie" Hyland, as Technicians' Storeman and
Corporal ' Mick ' Barlow, whose wife set an all-time record
by following him out here almost immediately .

Stop Press
Son, 6t lb., to Corporal and Mrs. "Geordie " Harrison on
6th April, 1967.

Exc,rc~ise

~lisc>ellmay

Tec•bnienl
On the technical side we are till very busy with the radio
technicians putting in long hours on shift work to clear the
initial testing of another large batch of our new manpack radios
which arrived recently. Also our three new Area Workshe>ps are
beginning to take shape and there is much work to do before
they satisfy the exacting stand ards of the Foreman.

.\ request
Finally, we ·would like to make a forma l request ~o Staff
Sergeant (Y. of S.) "Ian' Holmes. " Please stop 'shooting up '
Ma'alla to and from work, you're getting us a bad name, getting
y<>ursdf a Wild Bill Hickock reputation, and it doesn't help
Angle>-Adenese relationship. Signal Adviser's final remarkr42nd fastest gun in South Arabia !

about 15 minutes to put through h.is first call; but this was
rapidly down to par the same evenmg.
We worked closely with the G.P.O., who maintained their
high reputation and worked until 5 a.m. one morning to put
through the lines of the Ministry when they moved offices.
At the time of writing, the Squadron is still deployed in
the West Country, but this must cease by next week-end as
the Wives' Club members are taking their husbands to the
theatre at that time.

EX STARDUST
2nd Lieutenant Jonas, Signalman Anderson , Signalman Lawrence,
Signalman Roszkowsk i, Lance-Corporal Tyler and Lance-Corporal
Tipper waiting to emplane in a Whirlwind helicopter
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Hel1•i11g 011 the anti-oil OJJerntlon
The Torrey Canyon disaster was really a Junior Leaders'
operation, as they responded to the first call for signal assistance. However, over Easter, the Squadron was recalled from
leave to go down to the West Country to relieve the detachments from Denbury.
We arrived in Plymouth prepared for any even tuality, and
as it was snowing, we were relieved to learn that our accommodation was in buildings-with the notable exception of
Corporal Paddison and Signalman Hutchinson, who had to
rough it in a r6olb. tent. Corporal Hodgkiss, Signalman Bruce
and Signalman H all found a disused building up on the
moors in which to site the Rebro.
1·11fumiliar c•e1mm11uic•utio11s soo11 mastered
The Squadron was placed in support of H.Q., 2 Infantry
Brigade, and had detachments in Plymouth, Truro, Penhale,
Culdrose and Exeter. Soon after our arrival, the Ministry of
Housing and Local Government moved into our location and
we found ourselves communicating for them, principally a teleprinter to the Home Office and a telex terminal as well. Being
thrust in at the deep end on T elex and Tass was exciting,
but hazardous, 10 say the least. Corporal Pinkney and LanceCorporal Kendall ran the two Plymouth comc::ns, while Corpora!
Hackett and Corporal Waugh supervised the work at Exeter.
Signalman Flint, faced for the first time with a PABX at
Exeter Military, with all the civilians having gone home, took

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Terylene 12/6
Silk 10/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 57/6
Silk 19/6
Cuff Links 25/- & 53/6 Wall Shields 32/6 to SO/Car Badges 35/- & 45/Crested Tankards
50/- & 65/.
Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7

lillilBlilll
Due to continued Company expansion vacancies exist for:-

ELECTRONIC TESTERS
Progressive positions for electronic tester~ engaged . on wide
range of communications equipment, including transrrutters ~d
receivers. Applicants should have technical knowledge eqwvalent to C. and G. with previous experience of testing communications equipment.

Appl/cations enclosing brief details of qualifications and
present salary to:-

CONTRIBUTORY
SUPERANNUATION
SCHEME
HOUSING AVAILABLE TO
MARRIED MEN

PERSONNEL MANAGER

RACAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
WESTERN ROAD · BRACKNELL· BERKSHIRE· ENGLAND
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FAR AWAY PLACES=- UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts

Karts in Kuwait
BY CORPORAL ALLAN WOODWARD

(262

S QUADRON, CYPRUS)

Corporal Allan Woodward is able to indulge in one of his
favourite pastimes-karting-when a chance comes up tc fly
all the way to Kuwait, in the Persian Gulf, to represent
Cyprus Services versus a local team, Ahmadi Kart Club.
Altogether a very enjoyable trip, as Corporal Woodward describes below:
As a keen karter it is u nderstandable that when the prospect
of membe~ ship o~ a team to visit K uwait arose as a possibility,
I was qmte an.xious .1 st I should prove to be disappoi nted .
All expenses ~aid, T ndent transport, and three days in another
part of the Middle East, now famous for its oil, was indeed an
attractive plum.
Sole .;\rmy re1tresentative
.All . the . administratiye arr~ge men ts were made by R. A.F.,
N1cos1a, ID co-operation with the Ahmad i Karr Club of
Kuwait. Of our team of nine, I was the only Army r~pre
sentative, all the oth ers coming from the R.A.F . kart clubs
of Akrotiri a~d .E piskopi. . Understandably, I felt not only
pleased at this S1Dgular achievement, but a little proud also.
All we required co take in the way of eq uipment was our karts,
and these totalled five which, at the given signal on the dark
stormy night of our departure were quickly loaded into the
rear hold of the Kuwait Oil Company Trident at N icosia
Airport. The end of a very smooth one-and-three-quarter-hour
flight found us at Kuwait Airport, where we were met by our
hosts, who quickly allocated us to our various hosts and despatched our karts to the clubhouse.
p lendidly laid-out circuit
It was ten o'clock the follo wing morning, after a restful
night's sleep and a sumptuous breakfast, before we saw either
the karts or the circuit. A walk round the splendidly laid-<>u t
circ~it confirmed that we were geared correctly, as long as t he
engmes would stand the length of the straight, at the end of
which was a 180° hairpin ben d.
Practice was fraugh t with surprise-s, not the least of which
was the information that we would be expected to drive anticlockwise, as well as in the usual clockwise direction. Practice
over, lunch was served in the Hubara Club; Kuwait being a
prohibited state, we settled for coffee after our curry. The
schedule was rather tight, and much as we would have liked to
ha"'.e stayed and enjoyed the casual atmosphere of the club,
racmg was to commence at 14.00 hours.
Team racin g was first on the programme, sub-divided into
teams of three for th e heats. We had good competit ion from
t~e Ahmadi drivers especially from John Longley, who was
vm;.ially unbea table. The home team won by 48 to 42 points
after an exciting afternoon's racing.
.\n <"ven l nl! 011 •• Flash •• and « Sl u dge "

We were wined ( ?) and dined tha t evening by our hosts at
the guest house where pennants and va rious momentos were
exchanged, we th en retired to the house of Mr. and Mrs. Tydeman, where home-bre wed " hooch " and beer were the order of
the day. T he local home-brewed alcohol goes by the nam e of
' F lash," into which is added gin essence for gin and an assortmen t <_>f odds_ and ends, including oak chips for a whisky
flavoun ng, which, I was told by my host, tastes like drinking

oak chips! The beer is a full bodied and po ten t liquid which
is called " Sludge."
Breakfast on the following day consisted ot trying to recover
from the effec ts of the prev ious evening's entertainment.
l nd h •i d u a l CV<"U C,<i
. 1.0 . o'clock saw us sizing up the opposition for the day's
md1viduals races. Three hearts and a 20-lap final completed th e
programme. The presentation of trophies then took place at
the club house.
Th.e t~3:m awa~d and cup went to the Ahmadi Kart Club.
The md1v1dual prizes ""'.ere Ahi_nadi K art Club best driver, John
Longley; second, M aurice D avis. The Cyprus team best driver
Corporal Allan Woodward; second, Corporal Fred Harvey. All
of whom were presented with an en scribed pewter beer tankard.
\Vonderful hosts
. After lunch we d e~arted for the airport and much to the
dismay of all, the T rident was in perfect shape to whisk us
back to Cyprus.
Th ~ 1":1animous d~ision of the team was that the hospitality,
organisation and racmg left nothing to be d esired .
We shall now have to wait until the Ahmadi team can once
again visit us. I hope we can provid e them with something
approaching the attention given to us.
For my part I would like to express my deep appreciation
to Mr. and Mrs. Ivor Charlton for being such wonderful hosts.

Winter Welfare Course
B Y SIGNALMAN ALLEN HILL,
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Finding our feet
I ar!ived at Pine T rees . H oliday Camp, reported to the
Reception Office and was given accommodation, meal tickets
~ nd a l i~t of rules. D espite the rules on dress, we wore combat
iackets, ieans and ca ps comforter. The working day was to have
commenced at 08.20 hours bu t due to the difficulty of rising
early, caused undoubted ly to the fresh, sharp moun tain air the
chief instructor changed the reporting time to 09.00 hour~ .
On the first day of instruction all were in troduced on a
christian name basis. Our instructor was introduced as Jim
H ard y. The serious business then began, learning to ski. We
learn t how to fa ll and get up again. This trai ning was most
usefu l throu ghout the rest of the course !
Tea consisted of a piece of toast, a cream bun and a cup of
the weakest tea I have ever come across, and I regret to r eport
that the food was not up to the rest of the course.
After br ea kf~ ~t we went to th e ski slopes and began ( O learn
the schuss posmon and balan ce. We spent an hour on this and
then went on to d itch crossings. We had two ladies in our class
an officer's wife and a m ember of the W .R.A.C. from Dhekelia'.
The ladies spent anost of their ti me Qn their backs and were
eventually relega ted to another class.
Af'.ter lunch, ~e revised earlier lessons. This day's ski-ing,
I thmk, was en)oyed by all members of th e class-<lespite the
many bruises obtained by falling.
Jim, the instructor, spread our lessons over fiv e days with
plenty of revision. By Friday evening I was fairly confident so
I went along to the ski stores and arranged to hire a pair of
skis over the weekend.

All g oing well-t b Na diHnHtt>r
On Saturday, with two friends, I headed for the bills. On
arrival we decided walking up and ski-ing down the slopes was
using too much of our energy, so we three agreed on the crosscountry course. T he course is about two miles long, downhill
runn in g all ,t he way. The second half is a n ice fast, flat run but
has hazardous turns. At one of the turns disaster struck. We
were travelling fast. The leader decided he could not make
the corner and stopped. The second man fell over to avoid
collision. To my horror I saw my way completely blocked.
Rather than fall I went over th e edge, down a steep slope. A
huge pine tree loomed up in front, I n eatly side-stepped around
it only to find a smaller tree immediately behind it. I opened
my eyes, my hands and face were fr eezing cold, and saw a
bright blue sky. My friends were laughing too much to help.
So after I had climbed out of the ditch we continued on our
way. I then in sisted on taking the lead .
The next day our transport was delayed by a road block. A
civilian car was stuck in the centre of the road. Our course
offe red to help, they lifted the car to the side of the road. With
the civilians' thanks ringing in our ears we continued on our
way.

It wm; b eco min g <"X tte n s h ·e
On receipt of the final result I was top of our group but
third out of the course. Actually I was pleased in some ways
to see the end of the course as Jim, our instructor, insisted on
our buying him a beer each time we fell over and it cost us a
fortune.

V •de r the blac k vel vet c ,,prus •iglat Rtrufded
with stars • • -

BY CAPTAIN NORMAN PARKER
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Captain Parker describes an interesting and imaginative
development in Cyprus--c:oncerts of recorded music played
by moonlight in the romantic setting of an ancient Greek open
air theatre.
A traveller in Cyprus bound for Paphos, in the west,
journeys by road over the foothills of the T roodos Mountains
and then across a plain to the north of Akrotiri. The road
then climbs several hundred fee t and follows the coastline toward s the garrison town of Episkopi. At this higher level,
overlooking the sea, is the site of Curium- an ancient Greek
city. Severe earthquakes during the past two hundred years
have reduced a once populous area to rubble, but some of
the more impressive sites have been excavated and rebuilt. The
most important of these is an open-air theatre. Although not
the largest in Cyprus, is has a seating capacity for two thousand
people and, in conjunction with a villa of similar size, is
sited facing on to the sea, which is several hundred feet below
and about half-a-mile away.
In 1965, the Royal Air Force decided to inaugura~e a series
of classical music concerts at the Curium. To heighten the
dramatic effect, the concerts were arranged to coincide with
the moon phases and, as you know, there is no problem in
Cyprus in guaranteeing warm dry evenings during the summer
months. So began a most successful series of summer concert
now known as " Music by Moonlight."

Relaxed and informal
The concerts are well-attended, averaging four hundred
people for each performance. The atmosphere is relaxed and
informal. Parties of concert-goers arrive loaded with li-los
(for sitting on stone seats) and baskets of cold chicken salad
with bottles of wine. Young couples even bring small offsprings, who are parked in their prams around the upper walk
behind the seats. The interval, of twenty minutes, is punctuated
with the popping of corks and the conversation level, steadily
rising, only ceases at the warning chime of a bell which is
given on the loudspeakers to announce the start of the second
half of the concert.
The concerts are not in any sense an exclusive British
Services' affair. The local Cypriot people are attending in
greater numbers each year, and the United Nations Foroes,
in particular the Danes and Swedes, who seem to take their
music most seriously, are regular visitors, from as far afield as
Nicosia.
A new season, the third of this series, is due to commence
in May, and already we are keenly anticipating the first concert.
There is an atmosphere pervading each performance, due in
part, of course, to the music itself, but in essence, resulting
from the uniqueness of the site and the moonlight.
A mngic in the air .
As the warm evening passes, the moon, fairly full by now,
slowly moves across the scene.
The black velvet sky is
studded with brilliant stars and the shadows of the ancient
stonework, clear and stark, begin to move slowly, but inevitably,
· across the floor. In the quieter moments, the mind becomes
aware of the sound of a distant sea breaking on the beach; a
shepherd, moving his herd of goats and sheep to their resting
place, plays a few bars of shrill calls on his pipe, and every
person in his turn is filled with the timelessness and sublimity
of the occasion.
At the end of the performance, when the lights go on
and we gather up the remnants of our meal and our cushions,
prior to leaving, we are hushed, still captured by the magic of
" Music by Moonlight."

The finest equi1tnu•1at 1n'ailable

During a summer season it is possible to arran.ge eight concerts. The music is generally chosen from the period of Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven, but in addition, a children's concert is
included, with "Peter and the Wolf " 3:11d other sp~i3;1ities,
and there are two evenings of opera music. The music is recorded on tape and using the finest commercial . equipm~nt
available in Cyprus, it is played-back over a high fidelity
amplifier system. The loudspeakers are sited on the floor of
the amphitheatre, but artistically screened and therefore unobtrusive.
0
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THE RIGHT SETTING FOR FINE MUSIC
The open air amphitheatre at Curium (3 miles from Episkopi)romantic setting for "music by moonlight"
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T o l ndlvid a td Sab scri ber s
HE only way to be- certain of receiving your
WIRE correctly addressed is to be sure and let
us know changes in your address, rank and such-like,
as they occur. We try to operate a detective service,
but it is fallible I

T
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Corps children invade Hermes at Malta
The
Hermes
Story

A Nava l Officer writes
of Corps h ospitalily
al Gibra ltar,

~Vaples,

All aboard

Ma lta ... as Herme

Lieutenant-Colonel Burrell helps the children into the launch

I

heads east wards
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Hermes exercising off Malta

Regular readers will have seen through
the medium of THE WIRE how H.M.S.
Hermes commenced her third commission on 14th May, 1966, at a ceremony
attended by Brigadier C. H. Stonely,
O.B.E., the Representative Colonel Commandant, how a parry from the Corps
were taken on a cruise and visit to Gibraltar in August, and how Royal Signals,
Catterick entertained a parry from the
ship on 30th November/1st December
last year. This commission has approximately reached its halfway stage, and a word about some of the 'Hermes Happenings'
since we left Portsmouth on 16th January, 1967, on the foreign
leg of our commission might be of interest to readers of
THE WIRE.

6 4 2 Troop pro,·ide a warm w elco me
In February we spent a two-week self-maintenance period
in Gibraltar, and we had not long been secured alongside before
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd) James Edgar, who commands 642
Troop, was providing a land line carrying the BFBS programmes
right into the ship. This was very much appreciated, as was
the kindness of BFBS (which is run by 642 Troop) in broadcasting a request programme for the ship, recording the ship's
concert and conducting a party from the ship's internal broadcasting department round their station. As well as Colonel
James, our thanks are d ue to Miss Marjorie Hoare and Mr.
Stan Challenor of BF BS for their kind assistance.
Wearing the flag of C.-in~C. Mediterranean we paid a short
visit to Naples from 24th to 27th February and during this
time a number of the ship's officers were delighted to accept the
kind hospitaliry of Colonel George Blackbume (ex-Royal Signals)
who is on the staff at APSE.

Pla11e loads of Corps wh·es aud cldldren meet us
at ~falta
After a ra-ther intensive period at sea, during which time
Flag Officer Aircraft Carriers put us through our paces, we
were happy to put inco Malta for self-maintenance during the
last two weeks of March. Some members of the ship's company
were even happier than others about this as two plane loads of
wives and children came out from U.K. to spend Easter with
their husbands/fathers.
In Malta the affiliation between Hermes and Royal Signals
really flourished. Lieutenant-Colonel John Burrell, the C.R.
Signals, and the Royal Signals officers in Malta (of whom the.r e
are not that many, I'm sure) set the pace by very generously
entertaining the Captain (Captain T . T . Lewin, M.v.o., o.s.c.,
R.N.) and a number of the ship's officers and their ladies at a
very successful cocktail parry. The succeeding days will be
remembered by many for a steady interchange of visits between
the ship and 234 and 235 Squadrons at all levels. We were
unfortunately only able to arrange one sporting fixture in the
form of a hockey match which was drawn 1-1, but having
heard all about their water polo team it is probably just as
well that the season hadn't started in March.
We were glad to be able to show a party of Royal Signals
children round the ship and entertain them to tea. They all
showed great interest in everything they saw, and more's the
piry there will be few aircraft carriers about when some of
them are old enough to join the Royal Navy. (Yes, I suppose
they could join ·the Army instead of the Navy. It depends upon
what seeds our tame pongo, Major Gordon Cathcart, sowed in
their young minds).

Complete Removal Service· Ho!lle or <?verseas
Road/ferry service to and from the Continent, E1re & N . Ireland

PICKFORDS

Tha11k y ou, M alta
As we head our ship further east our thanks go out to Royal
Signals Malta for your generous hospitality and friendship and
we look forwa rd to seeing you again when next we sail your way.

Consult your Telephone Directory
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.td1·ratrart> Tralaing .1rd HegirneKt stylr

Trekking over the Welsh Mountainsanti the weather threw the whole book
at them!
( STORY CONTRIBlITED BY CORPORAL WARDLE, I

QUA ORO:-:)

It wnsn•t so bad-not uow in ret.rospeet!
A week later and with the sun shining warm weather and
most of the aches and pains gone, it is very easy to sit down
and say how easy and enjoyable the adventure training course
was. So I will not.
This latest morale booster was an invention of 2 Squadron
and a great deal of hard work and organisation went into making
it a very difficult and dangerous task. The teams of instructors
was headed by Lieutenant Almonds (fresh oft a S.A.S . Course)
and several Corporals, all of 2 Squadron.
Borrowing a fe"· l\"elsh n1ou11tains nud bogs
Firstly they arranged to borrow a few Welsh mountains and
bogs qlled the Brecon Beacons and then they spent the rest of
their time acquiring the most vicious weather I have every come
across. This weather included rain, snow, hailstones, mist, gales
and of course bitter cold.
The next requirement on their agenda was to find victims
on whom they could use this fiendish weapon. The victims
turned out to be four teams of men from r, 2, 3 Squadrons
and an AAC team. Some of these men were actually volunteers
(who have since been to see head shrinkers).
A briefing was held and we learned that we had to carry all
we would require to live for a week, a distance of eight miles
from our dropping--off point, to base camp-sounds easy!
This march included going over the two highest mountains in
Wales during a gale-bur of course we weren't told of this
either until twelve gay, lively happy men dismounted from the
transport and it began.

The ever optimistic Signalman Braggen tries to dry his boots by a
Tommy cooker

• • • on the air in 15 minutes

mistake which cost us about an hour-it rain ed all day and was
very windy. We spent that night in a hut in the middle of a
forest.

... anywhere

l\"e thought be wns just kaddiug!

At 5 o'clock p.m., twelve miserable, tired, soaking wrecks
reached the base camp and were given their only luxury-a
nissen hut and bed frames each together with 7 X 24-hour
ration P2Cks each-then we began the course in earnest. Another briefing from Lieutenant Almonds giving safety instructions and telling us that every morning at 6 a.m. we would leap
out of our beds and run a mile (actually less). This was greeted
with several smiles and remarks such as " He's kidding," also a
few unprintables.
6.00 a.m., pitch black-rain lashing down-twelve men
running-some only in underclothes to keep marching clothes
dry. He was not kidding. Still, morale was good and we weren't
too tired. This was our first day.
The first three days were mainly map reading instruction
and being taken over the more dan~erous parts of the course,
and of course our morning constirucionals. Still we got cold
and wet and tired, but always seemed to manage. The worst
part being climbing into wet clothes in the mornings .
After 2:'0
lies the blisters began to show
By the third day we had covered about 25 miles and the
blist~ were beginning to show, tempers getting shorter-it
was also possible to spot the odd skivver here and there. Thursday was the beginning of rhe big test-this was what the whole
course was about. A 40-mile march, carrying all supplies, etc.,
to survive--we were well briefed and then we were on our own,
in sections of three men, slogging from check point to check
point.

Our party
in two days,
The first
included the
200

had decided to try and complete the forty miles
but this later was amended.
day we covered about seventeen miles, which
highest mountain in Wales; we made a slight

Stamina and couragf' is (tut to the t.-st

At half-seven the ne:<t day we were on our way again. It
was snowing heavily and we were freezing-after a couple
more mountains we came to what we all agreed was the worst
part of the course, ten miles of knee-deep bog and marsh-this
stopped us finishing the course that same day-by the time it
was behind us we were very cold, wet, tired and sore. We had
now covered 33 miles and it was four in the afternoon when
we found a deserted farm house, "borrowed" some straw, dried
our clothes by a fire, fed well and decided to spend the night
there.
It was at this point that we found out there was no other
team within ten miles of us and of their various troubles. A
member of the AAC had slight exposure- another group had
run ou·t of food and the last had thrown in the towel.
This boosted us a lot and we finished the course by 10.30 a.m.
on the third day with six inches of snow on the ground.

Simple controls and setting-up procedure enable the Plessey C50
UHF radio relay station to be fully operational in less than 15
minutes.
. .
,
The C50 provides 12 channel speech (FDM) or 250 kilobit sec cata
(PCM) on any channel in the 225 to 4~0 Mc/s band. Power output is
10W but a 200W power amplifier is available.
..
Other features which contribute to the effectiveness and versatility . of
this relay station-now in service with the British Army after extensive
trials ·over the toughest terrain-include :
Full duplex operation using cross-polarised log periodic aerials.
Quick channel selection by 6-crystal turret or synthesiser.
Unit construction to simplify maintenance (fits 19'' racks).
Satisfactory communications over circuits with 160 db path losses
(typical of 40- 50 mile paths).

l

quadron prove they are the • top!ii '
We had covered the course in sixteen hours of marching
time. We were the only tea m to complete the course and once.
again I Squadron had proved they were rhe ·tops, it.he team
being Signalman Allen, Signalman Bragger and Lance-Corporal
Wardle.
That night we all had a celebration drink down town, happy
with the thought that it was all over and there were lots of
others who had still to go through it.
In conclusion it is fair to say that the instruction was first
class, thanks to Lieutenant Almonds & Co , also everyone learnt
a great deal about their own potentials when it comes to
survival, but I can only wonder what 3 H.Q. and Signal
Regiment will think up for us next rime!

Conforms to DEF 133 where approp:iate.

'"i i

Variations to layout can be . made t.o me~t particular operational
re uirements. Write for further information to .-

=~:!:::::d;o s~~
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"This is our operational set up"
left to Right: Lieutenant Michael Rowbory, Major Alan Yeoman,
Brigadier C. E. Page M.B.f., Captain Paul Webb, Second Lieutenant
Christopher Wollaston, Sergeant John Atkin
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Exercise •No Chance"
The climax of the Subalterns' trammg cycle within 2nd
Division was to be the Subalterns' tests, designed to assess
their ability and initiative at various military skills, such as
weapon handling, vehicle driving and maintenance, map-reading
and radio procedures.
Lieutenant Forbes Stuart, Lieutenant Michael Rowbory and
Second-Lieutenant Christopher Wollasron, from the Signal
Squadron, and Lieutenant David Hudson, R.T.R., from 5 Flight,
A.A.C., joined together to make a team of Subalterns from the
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
A shroud of mystery surrounded the tests from the very
first grape-vine murmurings, and, apart from knowing that
they would be the only non-Infantry team taking part in the
tests, organised by the Duke of Wellington's Regiment, and
that the tests would be run in the form of a competition, they
knew very little.
A briefing was held the evening before the dreaded day of
the tests, but this was in no way enlightening. To their surprise, all the teams were woken at 2 a.m. that morning, and
by 2.30 a.m. our four found themselves marching briskly across
the local training area and realising wha{ was meant when
they had been told at the briefing earlier that all times were
subject to alteration.
At the first RV the four found transport as promised, but
at the same time, to their surprise, their transport for the
second leg of the test; it was a Land Rover which had been
tampered with; but it was not long before the missing wheel
had been replaced, without the aid of a jack, and numerous
electrical faults were rectified.
Over the next 200 miles their driving, vehicle map-reading
and radio procedures were tested. The comfort of the Land
Rover, though, was all too soon over, and they found themselves on the march again. Without maps, the team were now
faced with a night compass march across difficult and unfamiliar country, with only the aid of some rough notes describing what would be encountered en route. Unfortunately,
their confidence in the prismatic compass had waned since
their officer cadet days and so, by the time they eventually
reached their next RV, they missed their scheduled rest, and
after . quick briefing were on the march again.
The G.O.C. sees for himself
During the afternoon of this die second day the teams were
watched by the G .O.C. 2 Division, Major-General J. A. T.
Sharp, M.c., the Brigade Commander, Brigadier H. M. G. Bond,
and numerous Directing Staff, who had come to see a river
crossing on craft built by the teams from an assortment of
jerrycans, old h?xes and pieces of wood. The Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron team followed the maxim of

" Slowly but Dryly" and managed to ge t across safely. To
make everyone's afternoon an enjoyable one Subaltern from
anothe.r team overbalanced and fell in.
While this part of the test was taking place a weary four
!11anag7'! to . get their heads down for an .hour an~ a hairs sleep
m anuc1pat1on of the last and most difficult night. For this
stage the team split in half. Lieutenant Forbes Stuart and
Lieutenant David Hud on set off to collect a locked metal box
from a given location while the other two, Lieutenant Michael
Rowbory and Second-Lieutenant Christopher Wollaston, carried
all the kit to a predetermined RV. The box was found and
after being chased by the enemy across several fields, through
numerous streams and over many barbed wire fences, they all
met up again. On arrival at their final RV they were given the
key to me box which when opened was found to contain a
cold roast chicken, a bottle of wine, bread rolls and an alarm
clo:::k ticking away merrily. The team subsequently. found out
that if they had been slow over this last leg the alarm clock
would have gone off and .rhe box would have been confiscated
by the Directing Staff.
The final day was designed to test weapon handling. After
assembling various small arms in a blacked-out room, zeroing
weapons and firing on the open range, our team gained the
most points.
The tests were a great success and were enjoyed by all,
especially the Directing Staff. When the scores from the various
legs of the Tests were finally totalled up, the Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron teams came a very close second
in an otherwise all infantry field. Well done!

Corps Commander, Hoyal Sigmals, visit
On the 22nd March the unit welcomed the Corps Commander
Royal Signals, Brigadier C. E. Page, M .B.E., on his first visit in
his official capacity.
Brigadier Page was met at 11.15 a.m. by the Officer
Commanding, Major Alan Yeoman, and the acting R.S.M.,
W.O.II (F. of S.) Bob Thornborough, and escorted to the
Sergeants' Mess to meet, over a cup of coffee, the senior nonCommissioned Officers and Warrant Officers of the Brigade
H eadquarters and Signal Squadron.
After coffee a short briefing by the Officer Commanding was
followed by a tour of inspection of the unit. Both the static and
mobile Signal Centres of " J " Troop were visited, the latter
being part of a demonstration in conjunction with "A" and " B"
Troops of the Brigade Headquarters operational complex. A
visit to the Foreman's workshop preceded a look at lunch being
served in the Dining Hall where Sergeant Jack Stagg, A.C.C.,
proudly had on display his recently acquired catering trophies.
The magnificent menu at the D ining H all made all the
officers' mouths water and this was an apt time for them to
adjourn to the Officers' Mess where Brigadier P age and the
Signal Squadron Officers were joined for lunch by the Brigade
Commander.
After lunch Brigadier Page had a short discussion with the
Brigadier Commander and then took his leave of the unit to
return to Corps Headquarters.
Congratulations
To Captain David Hodges on becoming the father of a son,
born at B.M.H. Munster on 22nd March, and also to Sergeant
Bob Oharles whQ is also t he proud father of a son born at
Munster on 14th March.
To 'Sergeant Jack Stagg, A.C.C., in gaining first prize in the
individual Table d'honneur class of the B.A.0.R. Catering
Competition.
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Rain, rain, rain%
At one minute past midnight on 1st April, "K" Airfield
Troop ceased to belong to this Squadron and came under
command of 15th Regiment. At approximately 7 a.m. on the
same day it began to rain in Aden-an unusual sight at any
time, and on many occasions .people have been heard to say
that it would be nice if it rained. However, on this occasion
the weather decided to make up for lost time, and it just
rained and rained and rained, until those people who had
previously voiced their opinion about the joy of seeing rain
had been considerably dampened-and so had everyone and

everythlng else, too! There was no let-up at all until late in
the afternoon, and long before that time most of the Aden area
was under at least two feet of water. The normal 15-minute
run by a vehicle from Steamer Point to Khormaksar took the
O.C. an hour-and-a-half, and numerous vehicles, ~oth military
and civilian which had boen abandoned by their European
or Arab drlvers were passed during the journey.
The effect of all this rain was considerable, both on property
and communications, and as far as line communications were
concem:d they about ceased to exist until various measures
were carried out. The mobile exchange was installed by the
Squadron Headquarters element to replace the washed-out one
at H .Q., Middle East Command, and the Squadron Commander
was sent to R.A.F. Khormaksar to take over the area as far as
Royal Signals resPonsibilities to the R .A.F. were concerned .
Thus within hours of handing over •• K" Airfield Troop, the
Squadron 1ook the Troop back again and began to put right
the damage done by the floods.
(;able 1•its full to o'·erRowing

Four thousand gallons of water were pumped out of one
cable pit alone, and gives some indication of the problems !O
be ovecrome. Because it never rains more than ~ fe~ drops m
Aden- never in living memory has there been ram like that on
April Fools' day this year-any flaws in cables are not
normally revealed because no water seeps through the sheathing. However, this time many faults throu~ seepage of "".'a!er
became evident, and the work began locatmg the faulty JOUlt
or pick hole in the cable where a local labourer had been
digging up the area subsequent to the cable lay. It was a
hard slog and a long one too, but after one week of all-out
effort the situation was just about back to normal and the
Squadron Commander handed back " ~ " Airfield Troop and
the area of responsibility to 15th Re&U'!1ent and returned to
Squadron Headquarters at Steamer Pomt.

Still bard at it
Squadron Headquarters suffered durin~ the storm, to~>, ~d
the Orderly Room became a river, with water flow:111g m
through one door and out of the other. Much moppmg up
had to be done, both in that and other rooms. Before the storm
hit Aden it travelled down the coast of Muscat and Oman
and the East Aden Protectorate and left a tra!l of damage and
cable problems in its wake, which result~d m a lot of extra
work at Masirah and Salalah-both outstaUO?S o~ the ~quadro?·
At the time of writing these notes~ wo~k 1s still gomg on ID
these areas in order to restore the sirnauon to normal.
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Spreading of Wings
February saw the Squadron emphas!sing its. theatre-wide
role by scattering its forces far and wide. Air Tr~p and
Radio Relay featured in Exercise " Goldfinger Ill " which provided a radio relay chain from Singapore to the Thai .border.
Mount Ophir was again the temporary home ~f a radio r~y
detachment, and another was on top of Buk1t Ke~unmg,
near Chukai, on, the East Coast. . _In effect, on~ . helicopter
covered the entire exercise, combmmg the quahues of the
It was
Scarlet Pimpernel and that of a Jack-in-the-Box l
engaged in the positioning, re-supply ~d rec~very of both detachments. "' Dingbat" and "Blue-tailed fly were among t~e
more polite descriptions heard! Not all the members of Rad io
Relay Troop ha<ve quite accepted the idea o~ fly~g yet, th?ugh
you can spot them fairly easily when they. climb m.to the S1~11'.'·
You know; you've seen it, that fixed sickly sm~e, the. rigid
body! It's the knees that give. the trouble. Pr~c1ous mmutes
can be lost whllst a worried pilot searches engine and transmission for the knocking! Such a one must have J;>een the
minstrel who strolled into camp after the ex:erc1se and,
strumming on a spare yagi array, s~g the follo~g song so
well that the Squadron Sergeant-Maior, W.0.Il En~ Webster,
stopped his pre-Admin. quarter guard rehearsal to listen:
On "Goldfinger III," supported. by air,
Our dets.; Radio Relay, ha~ pr~1ses to spare,
For the ubiquitous 'chopper. which sped round the land
Delivering goodies to our hilltop band.

They saw it at Chukai from morning 'till 'noon,
All the loads of our station were down very soon,
At Ophir that same day it. was d~~ing the cloud
And we'd finished by tea-tune as 1t had avowed.
Oh! wide is our range now we're ba~ked up ~y air,
We can choose any mountain and they JI fly us m there,
The ways of their doings are " Certa " for sure,
But I'd like much more " Cito " before I'll take the lure.
The other exercise was called "Fino," in .exotic-soundmg
Thailand. HF and Comcen Troops lorded their way u~ there
by sea spent some time in Bangkok and went wearily on
to "clown," an R.E.-built airfield deep in the country. Not all
of them though. A detachment from both Troops spent all
their ti~e in Bangkok, living in style at the Graad Hotelthough broke after the first few days, they say.
I sent out my armed narks and report~rs to get the story,
but not a single Thai word was forthcommg. The. whole lot
of them are cagey. "Wait until next month," they said, '"'when
the pictures are developed," Wheee !

Honie to roo!it
They all came straggling in to .seek i;>eace and quiet u_ntil
the next outing. They were all d1sappomted. .we were mto
that Admin. programme so fast that the whole thmg was almost
painless! The final operation happened on 30th March. It
went well.

WHAT GOES UP MUST COME DOWN
D II transmitter in cabin mounted in trailer takes off during air lift
trials at Seletar

Culle•l

from

the

Troops

ASSU Troop
ASSU Troop say their "El Supremo" has go.ne. Th~y
meant Corporal Pete Harbord, who hl':s left ~ff. ~emg a radio
technician and started a course on bemg a civilian. He had
a unique first-line tool kit-a crystal ball that he found on
the beach at Kuantan !
The Troop laid on a football match an~ drinks session with
HMS Victorious recently. Monsoon rams not only wa~hed
o~t th~ game, but marooned the sailors as well. Be~g flexible,
the Troop celebrated all by themselves, and swe.ar i~ was the
finest soccer fixture ever, despite the O.C., Captam Jun Cullen
and Staff Sergeant Mick Lea being undefeated on the darts
board all night.
Con1ce11 Troop
Comcen Troop are aware that it is spring. Not o~ly was
there muttering about •· spring cleaning" fo~ the Admm., but
they all want to get married. Lieuten~n.t D~v1d . Case (O.C.) ~ets
starry-eyed talking about it, and Y!e JOID bun m con~at~tmg
Corporal Bob Williamson on reachmg .the bells and ;vh1te nbbon
stage and Corporal and Mrs. Pickermg for reaching the next
stage' and producing a daughter!
(Contim1ed on page 204)
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Somethin about u!ol
We were formed as the Signal Troop of 27 Guided Weapon,,;
Regiment, R.A., in January, 1958, in Oswestry. In ept:m~r,
196o, we had a radio relay troop added and were ~hen designated 257 Signal Squadron. We came to Germany in.January,
1961 and provided communicat_ions from the Regiment .to
l Artillery Brigade H.Q. (622 Signal Troop) .. Together ~1th
1pth Regiment (256 Squadron) the Brigade . provide~
NORTHAG's medium range nuclear support with their
" Corporal " missiles.
In 1964 the communications system was rationalised and
both Squ;drons were taken from ~he Regi~nts, combined
with 622 Troop and amalga mated with the Bngade H.Q. So
we became a very large Squadron indeed.

After an BOft. mast has been successfully erected by a Wessex of
72 Squadron, R.A.F.. final adjustments are made by (from left to
right) Corporal Goodchild , Corporal Dewhurst and Captain Forge.
Corporal Sinclair, Signalmen James and Scriven support safety guys
An elevated position for 644 Troop Commander, prior to removal
of the mast for repair. Arrow indicates Troop Commander

644 TROOP (UNFIC\."P), B.F.P.O. 667
INSCRUTABLE EAST
"When the "Compo" runs out ..... "
H.F. Troo1•

H.F. Troop ,say farewell and good luck ro Sergeant Sharpe
on his Yeomans course, and to Signalman Browne, in B.A.0.R.
Wekru:ie ro Sergeant. Bowes, Corporal Stevens, Corporal Webb
and Signalman Penis. Congratulations to Mrs. Ridley and
Mrs. Baynes on the birth of their offsprings.

Radio Relay Troop
Radio Relay Troop recently hired three P.R I. buses and sped
off to Jason's Ba:,; on the east coast of Johore Srate. Corporals
Powell and Mencan found a new way of clearing a stretch
of beach by practising archery down it! Miraculously successful. Corporal Powell was also featured in the Troop tug-<>fwar team that pulled the opposition all over Dover Road sports
gIX?und at the recent Squadron sports, the other " heavies "
being Messrs. Innes, Walke_r, Barnes, Gray, Appleton, Clancy
and Parker. The other th~g of note that morning was the
way our Lance-Corporal Dnng not only ran away with the
5,000 J'!letres race, bur lapped the O.C., Captain Tony Hervey,
three umes. Ha ! H a! (Hum-sorry).
Tallpleee
I did find someone to tell me the stories thar emerged
from ~xercise "Fino," in the person of our Squadron T.0.T.,
Captam John Green. Unfortunately, none of them are printable.
Corporal Jim Hudson

Corporal Jim Hudson Just before ridinc
in the Grand Prix

We are deeply shocked to
report the death of Corporal
Jim Hudson in a motor cycle
accident in the Singapore
Grand Prix on 26th March.
" Soapy " Hudson, as his
friends knew him, was a very
enthusiastic Scrambles rider,
who this year was making his
first attempt at road racing.
Always smiling and with a
cheerful word for everyone
he met, Jim will be sadly
missed in the Squadron.
He leaves a wife and three
young children, to whom we
extend our deepest sympathy.

The new rotation of 644 Troop has been installed at United
Nations Headquarters, Nicosia, for almost three months at the
time of writing (mid-March). Eighteen soldiers have opted to
extend and so can look forward to at least twelve months'
service with the Force.

Signs of trouble, but
Our ~st signs of tro_uble on an otherwise quiet front appeared
at ~he village of KophIDou six weeks ago. Since that time, one
radio detachment has been continually deployed there working
HF and VHF back to Nicosia, 24 hours per day--a good effort
for a crew of two. Recently the local inbabitan·ts there have
proved more than belligerent and this detachment is currently
guarded by a platoon from the Isr Battalion The Black Watch,
two Scout cars from "A" Squadron, 5th Inniskilling Dragoon
Guards, a?d one ~lsatian of swarthy countenance, loaned from
tb.e Swedish contmgent headquarters in Famagusta, complete
with handler.
Sport nourishes
Sport flourishes, in spire of hectic and irregular working hours.
The Troop football team have developed a reputation for solid
play again~t all odds, whilst the hockey team are currently in
the lead ~ the H.Q. hockey competition. Lance-Corporal
Harvey, Signalman McCormick and Signalman Stuart have
rperesented H.Q. U.N. at soccer, whilst Captain Forge Corporals
Coulson and D ewhurst and Signalmen James and Knox play
regularly for the Headquarters hockey team.
~rporal Graham, a member of the last rotation, from 1st
Regunent B.A.0.R., ran a most successful sailing course in
January for newcomers to the Troop, just before returning to
Germany. As a result, Corporals Coulson, Green and Sinclair
and.Lance-Corporal Morley were awarded their" D" helmsman
certificates. Corporal Coulson has since been upgraded to class
" C," and several other soldiers have started sail training.
The Troop has b<;en represented in two cross-country events.
The first was a straight-forward cross-country race for all units
of the Force, but the second, euphemistically called "The Walkabout Trophy," amounted to a fifty-mile race from Episkopi to
the leave centre at Mount Olympus and back. Lance-Corporal
Ross, our telegraph technician, captained both teams and is
now a wiser and fitter man.
'
The C.S.O. now bas a newer car!
We have had our lighter moments . The Chief Signal Officer's
staff c~r; with Lieutenant-Colonel Wythe aboard, was rammed
broads1ae on by a Land Rover early one morning, whilst moving

sedately from one side of the H .Q. ro the other. The Land
Rover driver later claimed complete innocence of the affair as
he had been unable to see anything-h is vehicle's windows
were misted up. Fortunately there were no injuries, though
the Chief Signal Officer now sports a newer car!
The Troop Commander's Land Rover spent fifteen hours
over-night in a bog, in the ma in Turkish enclave, as a result of
a cloudburst. The local Turkish soldiery upheld their nation's
reputa.tion for hospitality by trying in vai~ to recover the vehicle
with their own men and equipment. Although this attempt was
unsuccessful, they visited the vehicle regularly throughout die
night, to feed the guard, Signalman McKnight, who as a result
of this was unable to get much rest.

I•·s the little thin~s whieh gh·e us nwa~·
A Tramps' Ball, held in the Troop Club, produced a scru.ffier
collection of individuals than one would have thought possible,
including several representatives from ot!her units of ·the Headquarters. Corporal Sims, the Club P.M.C., was judged the
winner having such realistic garb that he wo~ld haye ~een
considered the real thing had be first removed his service issue
socks.
Driving instruction is carried out when local conditions permit.
So far, Lance-Corporal Ross, Signal!Dan. Smart and. ~ignalman
Stuart have passed their tests, which IDcludes dnvIDg down
Ledra Street, better known as " Murder Mile," a term very
suited to local driving habits. Several others have started
initial training.

Some of the p••rks • • •
Arrangements have been made to hire a minibus 0!1 a 19ng
term basis during the period of the warm weather. This vehi~l.e
is due at the end of March and should enable everyone to vmt
most places of interest before. the end .of ~eir ~ours. Current
plans include week-long campmg and climb.m g trips and regular
use of the facilities provided by the Dbekeha Yachr qub. S~ch
perks highlight the advantages of the unusual and mterestIDg
work carried out by Royal Signals attached to the U.N. Force
in Cyprus.
257 SQUADRON, U.F.P.0. 33

G.r f•at Changes
We have recently, and most thankfully, left the splendou~s
of Dortmund-steelworks, breweries and. all-and ~re now . ID
Hildesheim which certainly appears .to hve up to its descnption as the' best garrison town in Germany. We. have moved
following a change of r~le of .our. parent format1on-H.q., l
ATtillery Brigade. A brief umt history may not be amiss at
this stage.

It was at this time that a German " Sergeant" battalion,
150 R ak Battalion, joined the Brigade. with their n:i~re modern
missile system, and thus we were given an addmonal communications commitmen t. Throughout the years '64, '65 and
'66 the Squadron provided C4 t radio relay circuits to all units
and backed these up with Du radio. However, from late 1965,
the writing was on the wall as " Corporal '.' came to an . end
of its useful life. May, 1966, saw our last tnp to the H ebrides,
which was much enlivened by one missile dropping three miles
behind us instead of 30 miles out to sea. We continued to provide communications for I 50 Battalion, both rearward and internally. A close liaison grew up between the two unit under the
guidance of "our man in 150 Battalion," Sergeant "Splodge."
Malone. Some of us recently visited l 50 Batt.alien in ~elt
smart new barracks and were very well entertaIDed. DurIDg
the visit both units exchanged plaques, and some very ad hoc
parades and translation was put on at short notice.
The Brigade was transferred from its old role at the en~
of the year and now commands two heavy gun (175 mm.~ regiments and the locating regiment. So we are now back ID the
steam radio business, much smaller, and, we hope, more strell!Dlined than before.
All sorts of new techruques are being
learned like voice procedure, ski-ing and riding horses, and
we hope to put some of them to good use in t~e near future.
The reorganisation bas meant that many old fnends have left
us and both to them and all the past members of the H .Q . and
Squadron we wish the very best of luck.
Surprisingly cheerful looking Troop Commandery ha~
penned a few lines of appreciation to dear departed friends ID
the old Troops. They are:

"J"

Troop -

Set•ond-Lieutenn11t Danny Fisher

December, 1966, Y"as the month when the infamous, lightfingered, bard-drinkmg "Lazy J " ~gan to fa~e ~rom 257,
rhe Squadron it once dominated ~y Its succ.ess m ns chosen
fields of communications and thirst-quenching.
No lon?er
would the Bueckeberg Ridge be blasting forth mess~ges whilst
Lance-Corporal "Willie John" Douglas was ch~tung~up the
landlord's daughter fair. No more would tr0ph1~~ <l;is~p~
from German hostelries under a flurry of J-type hames.
By mid-December the empire was crumbling. Gone were
such characters as Fred Oates (leader of. men? );_ "Maggot''.
Archer, professional crounger and so~ume ~ac;ho rela~,
Sivewright and Hamilton (drained brains to JOID the bramdrain ?)· Denvin Bros-perhaps to play rugby league. Gone
were P~ddy "Orangman" McKnight to join a Papist monaste!}';
Scouse Sim (believed to want a tran fer to a Guards Battalion
to promote " bull "). Ritter brewery shares crashed as Tony
Williams and his pals moved to the U.K. (look out 655 Troop)
and Watney's shares soared.
By Christmas, the gay fighting sp~it w~s gone; only a fr:w
surred and eventually,
remained·' down in· the cellars somethmg
blinking at the bright December smog, Sergeant "Wal"W"his ~
emerged from the stores to find the Troop gone. Sergeant
" Mac " Mcintosh now sadly filled in a ration return of. five
(it still took him all day). Corporals Bruton and M~IDdle
fought a rearguard action into rhe New . Year, making up
deficiencies at other people's expense, whilst Lance~Corpo!1i1
"Bones" Jones enjoyed some local leave, _to remain acuve
on the Dortmund social scene. But was this the end of the
great tradition? No-read on in our rn:xt WIRE notes under
"what ever happened to Lazy ' J '."
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•·a..

~r ep SM•ond-Lil'uf.-nant ··.,ho •• ~forgnn
From the old " R "-nee "A," "E ' and "F ' Troops-a
new Troop has been formed. We say farewell to Corporal
George Fenn and Lance-Corporal Lawton who, together held
the tore from the " J " Troop kleptomaniacs, for which heartfelt thanks from m e a penniless subaltern. Farewell, too, to
Corporal Edwards, our gallant M.T. N.C.0 ., whose life was
spent d a hing between M.T.O. and Troop office-or so he
said when I tried to find him.
ne cannot forget the indomitable Lance-Corporal Jim Lucas, whose folly, in the form of
a very bent one-tonner, wa at last towed away, looking a little
bit better than he did after his last rugger match. And our
thanks to Tim Curran who managed to bend a few of " J "
Troop whilst upholding " R " Troop's name. Finally, goodbye
to that staunch supporter of R itter Breweries Paddy Galvin,
and Cabby May, champion clock beater.
In our next thrilling instalment you can read what Sergeant
Ken Adams has in store for the new boys.

.. o ·• Troop - t.:a1••ain Hill ~forgan
Gone are the TEV's. The TIOo's are silent. The grey
boxes that produced secure circuits from match splinters tape
and cigarette papers have been lovingly packed . Y. of S. Loates
has hung up his parka for the last ti me. Sergeant Frank
Ward has left for FARELF, leaving a blank clearance chit and
a forwarding address.
The " 0 " Troop boys were a quiet lot-they worked a lot
in off-duty hours.
Lunch time and after work, the " 0 "
Troop patrol went quietly round the vehicle park, stores and
offices, picking up and looking after the odd item of ki t that
people had left for them.
It was a gentlemanly way of
doing things.
Sergeant Booth has gone. He d iscovered the best way of
avoiding P.T. was to run it, and this he did well. LanceCorporal Lund, our storeman, was more rotund than Sergeant
Booth, due to h is weeks of lazing in the cellar, guarding the
G1098. He discovered during the last d ays of "0" Troop
that a ro-line mag. exchange ha s a Tele L as well-even
O.C. " 0 " had to go foraging that time!
The dulcet tones of the Troop moaner, Signalman Swift
will now be heard in Soltau instead, probably accompanying
Signalman E vans' belly dance, when Evans gets there. Evans,
does your wife-to-be know of your talent?
" 0" Troop men have been posted far and wide. We hope
that they will remember the days when every fifth message
was ••FLASH," when the B.M. exhorted them far into the
night with cries of "get that - - - light out." Well, you are
all supposed to be touch typis-ts !
Thanks for your help-<lon't forget the days of 257 Squadron, it wasn't as bad as all that, and I am sure we all learnt
a lot.
" ~f "
Troo1•
Any resemblance to the old " M " Troop is unintentional
and only Fozz Jack Gardener, Corporals Walker and Cooney
made the hectic Journey from B.F.P.O. 20 to 33.
Some of those who left the Troop, and may now have to work
for a living, include: Signalman " Splodger " Malone Corporals
" Smudger " Smith, " Bluey " McPhee " Flannelling " Flynn
' Bouncer" Jefford-Home, " Mick ,: Staples
"Tubby ,l
~thews, "Tipy " Godwin, "Ossy" Osborne: "Douggy"
Sqick and D avid Waterhouse, to mention a few, but good luck
to them all, wherever they may be, and thanks for all the good
work.

"11.Q."• Troop
Ken Bailey (outgoing); Captain Ernest Jordan
(designate); Captain Paddy Kenrick.
The winds of change could be described in the beginning
as a "gentle breeze" that wafted freshly through the solid
ranks of "H.Q." Troop. Initially, there were but few casualties
but as the breeze bec'.11Ile a hurr~cane, it tore great gaps ~
our ranks, and after Jt had subsided there was little about
H .Q. Troop tha.t resem~led the all-powerful and untouchable
Troo~ tha~ earned on Its broad shoulders the administration
load 10 Brigade H.Q. and 257 Squadron.
Th~ mos~ prominent casualty was our Troop Commander,
Captain Bailey, for whom we had such a warm regard. He
left u.s all too ~n. J:Ie wa.si:i't allowed to stay long enough
to enioy th e fruits of his unt1rmg labours and to enjoy a more
(Continued on page 207)
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relaxed tour at Hildesheim. He was, however, generously cnmpensated by going to a " plum" job as Camp Commandant of
the leave centre in the Troodos Mountains of Cyprus.
Sergeant Redfearn, too, was high on the list of casualties. We
sha·ll miss him very much, particularly in the field, wh.erc looked
after our M.T. interests so well.
W.0.II Crampton, our R.Q.M.S., and also our very able
A/R.S.M. for so long, has left us for Malta. Other great
losses to the Q.M. Department were Corporal Orr, LanceBombardier Wearing and Lance-Corporal Ernraz-all went to
U.K.
Sergeant Jones and his A.C.C. team were completely disper ed. He himself remained in B.A.0.R., also Lance-Corporal
Reacock Lance-Corporal Canlett and Private K.T1ight. Corporal
Staddon' left us for " Civvy Street." Lance-Corporal McGregor
and Lance-Corporal Clifton returned to the U.K.
Thanks to all of you for the good food .
Our pay team is no more. Sergeant Chapman has left us
for the School of Infantry, Hythe. Corporal McFaddon shortly
goes on discharge.
We now look to 32nd Regiment, R.A., to look after our
pay and messing interests in Hildesheim. Corporal Belton, our
patient and Jong-suffering Squadron Clerk N.C.O., has gone, but
remains in B.A.O.R. We shall miss his smiling face and neverfailing sense of humour in the Squadron Office.
LanceBombardier White, our post N.C.O., Corporal ~edrnore,
R.E.M.E., and all his fitters, have returned to therr parent
~m.
.
Signalmen Walker, Simmonds, Butterworth, Collier; Gunners
Smith Thomas, Burgess, Webster, have all gone to pastures
new and are widely disper ed throughout the Army world.
On looking back on a memorable year, we have many happy
memories and a few unhappy ones. As w~ loo~ to t_he fut~e
from our much more congenial surroundings m Hildesheim,
at a time when we are extending a welcome to those newcomers who have recently joined us, we say goodbye and
jolly good luck to all of you who have left us. . Thank you
all for the hard work. We wish you every succ~ss ID your new
jobs and we hope you will not forget thooe friends you have
left behind in the old H.Q. T roop of 257.
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621 TROOP, H.:H.S. FEARLESS
OTES COMPILED BY THE YEOMAN

Greetings once again to all readers, an~ a
special welcome to 661 Troop, now servmg
in our sister ship, H.M.S. " Intrepid." We
wish you a happy commission and trust ~t
all units of the Corps that you meet up with
will be as friendly and helpful to you as
they have been to us.
At the time of going to press, ~e ar~ .P!eparing for a month's grand cruise, v1s1bng
Okinawa, Hiroshima ~d Inchon, but more
about this in the next issue.

Welcome and goodbye
With every issue it would appear that we are either wel~min_g
one of the Troop back or saying goodbye to another; ID ~s
issue we do both. First, welcome back to ~rJ;X>ral Pete Hill,
who has been away in hospital and. recuperauoi:i ID the Cameron
Highlands. He especially cut his recuperauon , short, as _he
said: " I might have tnissed Hong Kong, but Im no.t gom.g
to miss out on Japan. The Troop are glad to see hlIIl well
again.
On Easter Monday, the day we sail, we .say goodbye to one
of the old stagers, Corporal ed Magowan 1s o~ to 249 Squad:ron; we wish him all the best in his new ~un~ and trust it
won't be too long before Sue ~d da~ghter JOID h!ID; we know
that with his Irish blarney he will fit mto the Squadron.

ENGINEERED TO
TROPICAL
MILITARY STANDARDS

Boot
mounting

ORIE NTAL MYSTIQUE
621 Troop meet up with chupatti makers

T2LBPHONB: RICHMOND 2348

CAMBRIDGE • ENGLAND
Telex 81105 LAB.

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

A Fleet Exercise
Judging from our recent not~s, .you n:a.y all I>:; suffering
under the misapprehension thac life 1s all v1s1ts and make and
mends." It's not like that at all; last week was Fleet spo~s,
that was different. We had five of the Troop represenung
50
the ship in various sports~ so naturally, the others wen~ al<?Ug
to give support (which they did from the nearby swmumng
pool).
.
Actually, we have just completed a ~ar East Fleet ExerCise,
and althou<>h
for most of the exercise we travelled as an
0
amphibious group with H.M.S. Bulwark, R.F.A._ Oleande; and
escorts H.M.S . Brighron, Leop~d, Kem ai:d Chichester, _it was
surprising that at a brief halt m the exercise (for ~ecreauon ~
the Island of Langkawi) there were 30 to 40 ~1.Ps anch~
in the bay. On cur return _p~ssage we . had a visit by T . u
Abdul Razak (Malaysian Miruster of Finance), also ~ landmg
of the md/ 6th
ueen Elizabetl_i's O~ Gur~ Rifles was
carried out by helicopters. Durmg this exercise \~e bad the
good fortune to have on board Lieutenant .Jess ~err, Y._ of. S.
Taff Hitchcock and Sergeant Alan Burt with therr morutonng
team. They must have had a very good haul ~ they asked for
six bodies to help take their gear off-or was It our gear you
cook off?
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Lynx Club
The Lord Mayor visited the: Lynx Club where he met
membei:.s of the Guard and others informally. I~ the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess he presented the City <;>f London
award for meritorious service to Sergeant J. Collin~ before
·oining the Officers for dinner in the Mess. After dlllll:er he
~poke of our " Lynx"' with the 9~ t~rough t_he Skmners
Company and of the Volunteer trad111on 10. th~ City. He .also
paid tribute to those not present, the Territorial ~y wm:s,
without whose assistance the T.A. could not funcuon. The
guests then returned to the drill ball .which had been transformed into an ante room for the occasion.

In the sporting world
In the sporting world Major ewman sailed for the Army
in the Inter-Services Regatta and for the successful Corps team
in the Triangular match. Corporal Smurthwaite has continued
to play for the Joint Services football team, and has recently
received his Joint Service Cap. We feel that a quote from the
Eastern Sun of 19th February is worth repeating here. After
the recent game between the Joint en•ices team and Spartak
of Czechoslovakia the manager of Spartak, Mr. Alben Glatt,
is reported to have said, " Smurthwaite is an outstanding player
and would even earn a pince in their team." \l(TeJI done, Corporal
Smurthwaite.
Finally we are bidding farewell very shortly to Corporal and
Mrs. Samuel, who are returning to civilian life and we wish
them all the best for the future. Also leaving us are Mr.
Nightingale and Mr. Coleman of the Marconi Company who
have been with us for the past six months to help us in
familiarisation with the Station and getting the initial "Bugs "
out of it. A heart-felt thank you to both of them; we don't know
bow we would have managed without you, and we hope to see
you again somewhere.

6G:J TROOP, MANORDIER

This is the first time that this Troop bas appeared in THE
WIRE. The writer must now admit that the Troop was formed
in October 1965.
The Troop is part of the School of Artillery, Manorbier, and
is responsible for supplying and demonstrating the c;ommunications for the Thunderbird II Air Defeoce System. We spent
our first year in Pembroke Dock and have now moved to the
School. We are hoping that we will shortly be fully equipped
and then we shall be ready in all respects to do our job.
Our first year in existence saw the formation of 654 and 655
Troops, also in Pembroke Dock. We wish them both well in
their new stations.

Final discussions before Corps history is made. In front of the
Radome - the S.0 .-in-C. , C.S.O., FARELF, Major Newman and
F. of S. Taylor

647 TROOP, e/o G.P.O.

S~GAPOHE

Corps bislory is m~de
On the 9th February a small piece of Corps history was made
when for the first -time telephone communications were established, on a Satellite Communication System, berween Great
Britain and Singapore. The U.K. end of the link was manned
by the Royal aval party at SRDE Christchurch, while this
Troop manned the Singapore end of the link. (March/ April
issue THE WIRE.)
As luck would hav.e it we were due to receive a visit from
the Signal Officer-in-Chief just three days later on the 12th
F7bruary, and on this occasion we were able to provide him
with a long telephone conversation with Lieutenant-Commander
D. Charlton, R. ., the 0.C. of the Chriscchurch station. The
time in U.K. then being 02 30 the S.0.-in-C. decided not to
avy for
wake anybody else up. Our thanks to the Royal
providing this circuit in the middle of the night, U.K. time.
During bis brief visit to us the S.0.-in-C. inspected an M.O.R.
Guard of Honour provided by Receiver Troop of 237 Squadron
and then had a few words with everyone on the station.
. !Jie. S.0.-~-C.'s visit was the culmination of a long series of
v1s1ts, mcludmg among many others the C.-in-C. Far East and
the C.-in-C. Far East Land Forces.
Prior to 9rh February we had achieved minor successes such
as back to back working through a satellite, and one-way only
communication with both Christchurch and Cyprus, but when
we reached the point of " check speech and ringing both ways "
we really felt that we had something to celebrate.
Pf>rsonal
Apart from work there are several other events which should
not pass unrecorded. Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs.
Foster on the birth. of twin daughters, Sergeant and Mrs.
Campbell on the bmh of a daughter. To Private Tasker
<W.R.A.C.) and Corporal Still on their recent engagement.

Sport
Although the Troop has had representatives in the School's
cricket, hockey and rugby sides our real claim to fame is on
the soccer field. During our first season of playing we joined
forces with 654 Troop to win the School inter-Troop football
competition. This year we have tied for first place and although
we have a better goal average than our rivals we may have to
play off to decide the winners. We normally fill ~ix places in
the School's Ist and 2nd teams playing in the Pembrokeshire
League. Our captain, Corporal McGeny, has been chosen to
play for the Corps side on several occa sions.
Training
In our first year we won the School Drill Competition, unfortunately this year we only managed to come fourth . We
have run an M.P.C. III course and done a lot of first-aid
training as well as training ourselves as a new Troop.
If any members of the Corps should find themselves near
Tenby in Pembrokeshire they can be assured of a welcome if
they care to look us up.
661 TilOOP, H.M.S.

l~THEPID.

D.F.P.O. SHIPS

" The Wire " gives a special welcome to the first notes from
a new Troop--661 Troop-aboard H.M.S. " Intrepid," recently
commissioned and now in service.
Her sister ship is, of
Life
course, H.M.S. " Fearless," with 621 Troop aboard.
was a little strange at first but now the new Troop are settling
down. To 621 Troop they send greetings, but with the added
proviso, " We must learn from their mistakes!"
H.M.S. Intrepid has now been commissioned
and of course this means that another Royal
Signals Troop comes into being. H.M.S.
Intrepid is the sister ship of H.M.S. Fearless,
whose progress around the world bas been
well logged in the pages of THE WIRE, and in
whose path we hope 10 follow. After training
ashore for a couple of months we are settling
down •to life on board. Like 621 Troop we
are completely integrated with the communications department of the ship and in fact Corporal Taylor i!
" Leading Hand " of one of the Mess Decks. Life is strange

THE NEW 661 SIGNAL TROOP ABOARD H.M.S. INTREPID

At rear (left tc right) : Signalmen Doyle and Rix ; Standing : Lance
Cor poral Rule, Signalmen Gillison , Weston , Barraclough, Thompson ,
Sommers, Campbell
Seated (le~ to right) : Corporal Hunt, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) J. W .
Birkwood, Captain R. F. Maynard, Corporal Taylor, Lance Corporal
Game. Front : Signalmen Mullen and Lockett

and very different on board, but there is a very happy atmosphere in the ship and we are looking forward to many pleasant
times ahead.
We would like to thank 30th Regiment for all th~ir assistance
in our formation and training, and we would like to thank
Brigadier Gray, C.S.O. Southern Command, and Mrs. Gray,
who came all the way up to Glasgow to represent the Corps
at •t he commissioning ceremony.
We have been racking our brains for a suitabl.e message . for
our friends in 621 Troop, perhaps with our greeungs we rru~t
relay part of the address by our Captain to the assembled sb1p,s
company when he said, " We must learn from Fearless s
mistakes." Over to you 621 !

39fh

(C:ITY OF J,O~DON) SIGNAi. llEGIHE~T
(VOLl,~TEERS)

" Lyn.'11: " with the (;fty

Last November a regimental detachi_ne,nt too~ part i? .t?e
Lord Mayor's procession. A float dep1cung various acuvmes
was most ably driven by A.Q.M.S . C. Heywood, R.E.M.E.-not
an easy task.
Lord Mayor and Sheriffs enterfained
On 1oth February the Regiment entertained 0e Lord M ayor
of London Sir Robert Bellinger and the Sheriffs. Our gu~sts
were provided with a motor cycle escort from the Mansion
House. We were particularly impressed by ~e ~ac~ that the
Lord Mayor, who had received an unexpected 1?v1rat1on to the
Soviet Embassy to say farewell to Mr. Kosygin, . ma:get td
change in five minutes and arrive on time. On arnval. 7 dor
Mayor was met by the Mayor of Hackney and. was invite . to
inspect the Skinners Guard commanded by Lieutenant M11e
Brooker After inspecting a W.R.A.C. detachment he was we corned to the Officers' Mess and ~er ?t~er guests. We were
delighted ro have Major-General Su W1ll1am SGt~ ~e /;a~ter
of Signals Major-General B. 0. P. Eugst1~r, the · · ·
n on
D. ·
Mr M Oldfield from the foreign office and Messrs.
B~~ctBlackb~ and Tom Conniff from the U.S. Embassy
among our guests.

lleorganlsntion
This will be our final contribution to " ~he Wire," the
Regiment having suffered the fate of all ~.A. uru!S· Fo~nately,
however the spirit of the Regiment will continue with 39th
(City or' London) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) our suc~e sor
unit We have been more fortunate than any other Regiment
in that less than three dozen of our volunteers have not been
selected for the Volunteers. The brunt has be~n borne by !he
Officers' and Warrant Officers' and Sergeants Messes losmg
,
.
14 and 12 members respectively.
A high proportion of those leaving have many_ )'.ears se1!'1ce
in the Corps and W.R.A.C. On our final trammg evenmg,
Thursday, 16th March, Mr. '\if· ~· Sharpe! O.B.E., the first c.9.
of the T .A. Special Comrnu01cat1ons Regiment, presented ~1ty
of London awards for meritorious service to 22 ?f those leavmg
with a total of over 250 years voluntary service, the longest
being Major L . D. Procter, T.D., with 19 years, followed cl<?~ly
by W.O.II G. C. Sampson with 18 years 11 months ..In add1uon
Mr. Sharpe presented R.Q.M.~ .. R. S. :i:1arrow. with a co~
munications receiver in recogIUUon of his serv1c~ . to Special
Communications through 17 year~ of opera.tor trammg. Later,
personal presentations were made 10 the vanous mess.es to those
leaving. Those who remain must thank ~em .for theu ~elfish
effort and assure them that all was not m vam. The Regiment
raised by Mr. Sharpe in 1947 made ~ready progress, notably
d ing " the recruiting years " under Lieutenant-Colonel E. W.
~llner, o.B.E., T.D., when the Regiment represented the Territorial Army at rhe Radio Show and the Corps at the Royal
Tournament, a task that has now been ~ccepted by. the Reg_ulars
of the Corps, and the years of emphas1S on techmcal efficiency
under Lieutenant-Colonel J. 0. Hunte!-, M.B.E. The last year
has been one of consolidation unde~ L1eutenan.t-Colonel D . C.
Newman, our first regular C.0., 10 preparauon for the reorganisation.
Farewell
On Friday, 31st March, past and present, members of the
Officers' and Warrant Officers' and Sergeants ~esses . of both
6sth and 39th sat down at dinner 180 strong with r.he1r guests
to commemorate the passing of the ol~ and the buth of ~e
new regiments. In bis final speech at dmner, the . Comrnand~g
Officer announced the impending dep~rture o~ MaJor Don Reid,
T.D., our Second-in-Command, as Maio~ Cyril Burgess, E.Rp.,
could now accept a Category IIA commitment !Ind the jjpo~tment of Second-in-Command of 39th Regiment.
ancmg
ed h
followed the Dinner.
As the evening wore on more and more peopl~ appearColw
had been unable to make the dinner. At rrudnight
.on
· Hunter proposed a toast to 65th (City of London) Sign.j.1
Re anent and the T.A. and this was follo'Yed by Serg~ant .
An~ews sounding the La t Post and Reveille, after which the
Honora
Colonel, Colonel T. B. Lang~on, M.C., proposed a
roast to 19th (City of London) Signal R egiment and all members
d
b
of the T . and A.V.R.
The spirit of the evening could well be ~e up Y a
telegram received from the Master of the Worshipful Company
of Skinners-" Vale Atque Ave. '
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.Uart'la Tour

Sut-t'eSSPS

Corps Rugby
The March tour commenced with a trial game at Blandford.
It was good to see many of the s· ccessful November tour side,
a ·.d it promi ed well for the coming fixtures .

•·1rst game , . rsus H.A.F. Signals G'omnuuul
The first game took place at Leighton Buzzard on 13th
March. On a heavy ground and against a strong wind, it
was some time before the Corps fought their way into the
R.A.F. territory. Then, after 17 minutes, we were awarded a
penalty two yards from the R.A.F . line.
O ver-eagerness
muffed the chance and once again the airmen were able to
kick deep into our half.
After 25 minutes, Doherty, the R.A F. fly-hal f, cut a wide
gap in the Corps defence for his wing to fight through two
tackle and score under the posts. Conversion was a formality.
Th• Corps then seemed content to close the game until halftime, when they would have the advan tage of wind and slope.
However, there was always the fear tha t the opposing halves
would once again find the gap; in fact at one time they had
the Corps line at their mercy, with two for the overlap and
only Hague, the Corps centre, to beat. It wa a let--0ff for
us and they seldom came again.
With the re-start, the wind dropped, but the considerable
slope advantage remained. Within two minutes Thompson
went very near with a penalty kick, but it was another ten
minutes before the Corps made their first score. Zoing, playing
at No. 8, crashed over the line for a try wide out, which
Thompson converted. Five minutes later, from a set scrum,
Zoing picked up and again crashed over in almost the same
spot as his previous try. Although this was not converted,
we were now in the lead, and our attacks became even more
persistent. With 15 minutes remaining, Drika, on the wing,
finished an orthodox back movement with a try in a good
kicking position and Thompson made no mistake. Shortly
after, Bowen, at full-back, bravely a ttempting a m ark, was
hurt and was taken off the field.
Ghaut moved from the
pack to full-back.
In injury time came the best move of the game. A Corps
passing movement going to the left wing was held, but the
movement was then taken across 'the field to the right wing.
Forwards and backs alike handling beautifully, until finally
Bender, the right wing, was over to complete the scoring with
the result: R.A.F. Signals Command 5 points (1 goal); Royal
Signals 16 points (2 goals 2 tries).

Second game ,·ersus R.~l.A., Camberley
Two days later, at Camberley, on a dry sunny day, with
little wind, the Corps faced the R.M.A. One change had been
made in the side which defeated the R.A.F. team. Stephens
had come in at open side wing forward to replace Kubu, who
had been struck with tonsilitis.
With what advantage the wind offered again&t us, the Corps
earJy started to win the set scrums until Dempsey, the hooker,
dislocated a finger. This injury did not delay play for long,
but we no longer seemed to have the advantage in the set
scrums, and it was apparent that the Corps were prepared to
hold the fit and speedy RM.A. side until some of their
steam and gone. Except for one good run by Armstrong and
Hague, there were few thrills for either side, and the first
half ended with honours about even.
Within seven minutes of turning round, the Corps went
ahead with a penalty kick by Thompson. From then on we
w~re able to dictate play, but it was not until the 23rd
nunute that we crossed the Sandhurst line. In a good movement, Hague gave to his winger, Bender, and crossed behind
~im to take the ball again and whipped through a gap to score
m the comer. Thompson converted. After a further ten
minutes Ghaut dribbed over and touched down but was recalled. The Corps was not to be denied, and from a set
scrum. ?oing came down the blind side, hammering down the
opposmon for twenty-five yards before scoring a try. Thompson converted once more.
With two minutes to go came the score of the match.
Drika, near the left touchline, picked up and started a passing
movement. Against desperate defence, the ball was passed

across the field, being handled by most of the Corps side
before Zoing threw himself over near the corner. This time
Thompson's attempt to convert missed narrowly, with the
final result: RM.A., Sandhurst, nil; Royal Signals, 16 points
(2 goals I try, I pen.).

The Team
The team was the ame for both games, except for the open
side wing forward position.
Corporal Kubu played against
RA.F. Signals Command and Lance-Corporal Stephens played
again t RM.A.S.
Lieutenant Bowen (7th Regiment), Sergeant Bender (14th
Regiment, RA., Signal Troop), Sergeant Hague (224 Squadron),
Gaptain Blackwell (capt., R.M.A.S.), Corporal Drika (7th
ignal Squadron),
Regiment), Captain Shiner (19 Brigade
Ser~ant Armstrong (4th Regiment), Staff Sergeant Block (238
Squadron), Corporal Dempsey (7th Regiment), Sergeant Hall
(8th Regiment), Lance-Corporal Thompson (7th Regiment),
Corporal Cairns (7th Regiment), Lance-Corporal Stephens (3rd
Regiment), Corporal Zoing (7th Regiment), Sergeant Ghaut
(School of Signals).

@bituat!'
LIEUTENANT-COI.ONEL E. BEVERLEY
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M.) Edmund (Ted) Beverley joined
the Royal Corps of Signals at Maresfield in 1921 and retired
on 7th January, r958.
During his service, Ted Beverley rose from the old rank
of Drivers (H.T.) to become one of the few Lieutenant-Colonels
(C.Q.M.) in the Corps. He died suddenly in the garden he
loved at Painswick (Glos.) on the evening of 15th March, 1967,
at the age of 64.
For about ten years Ted knew that he had to "take things
easy," but he insisted on working long hours in his garden. He
also kept in touch with very many of his old Corps friends
and was a regular visitor, with his wife, Jess, to the Old
Comrades' Reunion at Catterick.
During his service, Ted
Beverley served abroad in Aden, Palestine, India, Burma and
Germany.
The funeral took place at Cheltenham Crematorium on 18th
March. Among the wreaths was one from The Gloucestershire Branch, Royal Signals Association, and among the
mourners were Brigadier F. S. Straight, Chairman, Gloucestershire Branch, and Major W. C. Barber, Hon. Secretary;
L ieutenant-Colonel W . J. Morris, M.C., and Major Williams.
The sympathy of all is extended to his widow, Jess, whose
address is Elrnleigh House, Stamages Lane, Painswick,
Gloucestershire.
~m.

R.

n.

RICKETTS

Mr. R. R Ricketts, who died recently, was a dedicated
musician throughout his service life, and a former Director of
the Royal Signals Band.
His service life began when he joined the Royal Irish Regiment in 1900. In 1903, while at Kneller Hall as a pupil, he
won the Cousins Memorial Medal. H e served in the band of
the Royal Irish Regiment, reaching the rank of Sergeant in 1910,
when he went to Kneller Hall for training as a Bandmaster and
won the Bronze Medal. After three years at Kneller Hall,
he was appointed Bandmaster to the 2nd Battalion The Essex
Regiment.
On his return to England in 1926, he was appointed Musical
Director to the newly-formed Royal Signals Band. On several
occasions the Band played before royalty; the first time was
at the opening of the Kelvin Hall Housing Exhibition at Glasgow, by the then Duke and Duchess of York, later to become
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth. Again in 1934, the
Band accompanied the Royal Signals Display Team to Belfast,
where they performed before His Royal Highness The Duke
of Gloucester. In 1937 they ferformed before H.R.H. The
Duke of Kent at the opening o the new wing to the hospital
there.
He remained with the Band until January, 1939, when it
became officially recognised. On his retirement he received many
presentations, including a signed portrait of H.R.H. The
Princess Royal, the Colonel-in-Chief, together with a letter of
appreciation.

Mr. Rickert's first composition was the march " Contemptibles" written and published in 1918. Since then he has
had ~any works published. He composed under the penname of Loe Stanley. The Corps slow march, "H.R.H. The
Princess Royal," attributed to him, is probably one of the finest
slow marches written.
The funeral was attended by Lieutenant-Colonel J. Ellis,
representing the Master of Signals, and Captain C. H. Pike,
the Director of Music. Sergeant J. J. Greer of the Corps Band
sounded "Last Post" and "Reveille."
Sinoere sympathy is expressed to Mrs. Riel< tts in her sad
bereavement.

members the branch Jacks neitheT enthusiasm nor loyal support.
Meeting regularly on the firyt .Tuesday of ~ach monl;h at
8.15 p.m., it enjoys the hospitality of Mr. Dick Grandin at
the Cosy Comer
Branch omce-r1o1, 1967-68
President: Colonel I. Gordon-Hall; Chairman and Standard
Bearer: Mr. E. A. Warren; Hon. Treasurer : M. H. Jones; Hon.
Secretary: Mr. E. A. Strutt, M.S.M.
lll'DDERSFIEl,D

DllA~f' D

Hon. Secretary : MR. T . MELLOR, Lea Ho.use, Shepley.

1'111. W. A. GOOD

We are sorry to have to record the death, at the age of 56,
of Mr. W. A. Good. "Bill," as he was affectionately known
to a very large circle of friends, served in ~he C?rps from 1928
until 1948, retiring in the rank of S.S.M. His regunental m~m~r
was 2319654. In the Second World War he saw service m
Palestine and Egypt.
.
Bill and his family moved to Thursley, near Godalmmg, 19
years ago and for 18 years of that time he was the local Branch
Secretary' of the British Legion; he ~as also a ".er.Y loyal and
indefatigable member of the Royal Signals Asociauon. . About
three years ago Bill suffered a sad. bere~vement whe~ his only
son who was in the Army, was killed ID a road acc~dent.
The standard of Thursley British Legion was earned at the
funeral, which was conducted by the Vicar of Tbursle~ (the
Rev. A. W. Mills). Aldershot Branch of the Royal Signals
Association was also represented by Messrs. Green, Goodman
and Atkinson, and the Hon. Secretary of the Branch Mr. V.
lent.
.
.
d I ·1
Great symparhy is expressed to his widow an am1 y.
·• A TOKEN OF _,FFECTION A.ND ESTEEH "

1•rese11tntion to Lieute1umt-Colo11el R. Postill
at ,Jersey Branch Dinner
Secre tary: M.R. E . A. STRUTT, M.S.M., 3, Grouville Arsenal, Grouvill , Jersey

The presentation of a suitably inscribed tankard by the
President, Colonel I. Gordon-Hall, to one of ~e founder
members of the branch, Lieutenant-Colonel R. Postill, was one
of the highly appreciative highlights at the .ve!y successful annual
dinner of the Jersey Branch of the Association recently held at
the usual venue, the Hotel Savoy, Jersey.
There were twenty-five members of the branch present and
the arrangements made by the Vice-Chainnan, Mr. E. J.. (Ted)
Queripel more than ensured that everyone had a very enjoyable
evening. ' In fact the cry: " Leave it to Ted " is synonmo~s
now with a long succession of highly successful branch social
functions.
f J
"F
Grace was said by the Very Rev. the Dean o ersey- or
good food and good fellowship we thank Thee God." Both
were in evidence. For some years the D ean has been padre to
the branch.
d
The presentation of the tankard marked the final atten ance
of Lieutenant-Colonel Postill who in .reply very ,warmly tha?ked
the President for this momento of his 17 years membership of
the branch. He recalled some of the happy years he ha? been
associated with the members and the many very enioyable
occasions and unfailing bonhommie provided by .another founder
member, Mr. Ted Queripel. Now he ~s movmg to Somerset
and he was very much going to miss the monthly branch
meetings.
. d.
..
h d
ented the
Members were sorry that .m 1sposmon a pr~v
f th
attendance of their guest-Maior H . Le Brocq, _President 0 life
e
R M.I.J. Association. Missing, too,_ through illness, was
member Captain (Centenier) Jack Richardson.

Genergo) front Guernsoy
From Guernsey for the occasion came branch member Majord
General R. T . O . Cary. In previous years, the General ha
attended branch functions as an honoured . ~est. R~cently
" signing on " as a life member of the assoaanon, he is now
very content to be considered as a rank and file memt;>er of. the
branch crossing from Guernsey as and when the occasi~n ~nse:>.
association. is
F oun'ded in 1950 the Jersey branch of · the
Iand's ex-Service
numerically one of the sma11 er o f t he is
organisations. With an average monthly attendance of I 6

.

The Branch has now been re-formed and 1s now very acuve,
meeting on the third Thursday of each. month. at the Hoyle
Ing Club, Linthwaite, under the Chaumansh1p of Mr. S.
Rose, 292, Reinwood Road, Quarmby.
The. bran~h have
obtained a Standard and it ~s hoped to have this. dedicated at
Catterick on 25th June, during the annual reumon.

The Association Thanks You
CLOTDl~G

Since the begin~ing of the. year, gifts of clo~ng.' toys, books, etc.,
h:rve been most gratefully received from the following . Royal Signals Association, North
47th Regiment T.A.
London Branch
A. Walsh, Esq.
A. E . Stead , Esq.
The late Brigadier A . C. Sykes,
Major
R . T. Hone
C.8.E., D.S .0.
Major A . Laing
Major and Mrs. G. Corden .
Colonel
P. R. Hoskins
Major and Mrs. K. A. C. Wilson
A. Stokes, Esq.
Major R. M. Lustig
Major
W.
G. Cunningham
Colonel G. H. T . Sbrimpton,
Seriieant G . Parsley
C.B.E., T.D.
Ma1or
T.
F.
Jenkinson
Major J. H. Lea
..
The Thrift Shop, Cattcrick Camp
Anonymous Donor, M1rustry of
Junior
Leaders
Regiment
Defence
Sergeant Upton
.
Mrs. J . St. C. W. Rob~son
Major A . H. Dcnrus
Wives' Club, 28th Reguncnt
Major-General
and
Mrs.
G. G.
Captain and Mrs. J. L . Bayfield
Rawson, C.B. , O.B.B., M.C.
Anonymous Donor, Camberley
W.O.Il
A.
Humphries
W. E. Osborne, Esq.
Brigadier C. H. Stonelcy, 0 .8.B.
Major I. E. Simpson
Mrs. W . J. Evendcn
Captain C. E. N. Pilkington
Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Sykes
W.0.1 F. Stockdale
Mrs. B. L . McDermid
Captain and Mrs. N. Gavey
Captain and Mrs. R. S. Rowland
Major and Mrs. R. L~•••Tence
R.Q .M .S. and Mrs. M . E. Wi.IJon
Major A. G . MacTavtsh
Yeoman Warder W. J. Russell
Corporal James
Brigadier E. A. James, 0.8.E. ,
Mrs. A . Murphy
T .D., D.L. , J.P.
Staff Sergeant and Mrs. K. M.
.\.Ujor D . S. A. Hutley, G.M .
Slaughter
Mrs. M. S. Wheatley
Captain and Mrs. J. Potts
Colonel D . R. W. Thomas, M.B.B.
Th e following donations were most graufully rei:eived during the period
Jan1tary IO March, 1967, mclu•we:-

£ s. d.
II th

Regiment
Army Apprentices' College
49th Regiment T.A.
...
. ..
...
,
)
9th Regiment T .A. (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants Mess
4
5oth
Regiment T.A.
.. .
. ..
. ·;
...
...
.,. .
..).
oth Regiment T.A. (Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess
5
H .Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals (Wives' Club) . . .
. ..
...
·· ·
10th Regiment
...
···
47th Regiment T.A ., Chelsea
. ·;
.. .
...
;· ·
···
47 th Regiment T.A. ~Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess)
47th Regiment T.A., 'A" Squadron ...
. ..
· ··
···, ···
47 m Regiment T.A., "B" Squadron (Warrant Officers and
Serge3flt • Mess)
. ..
. ..
54th Regiment T.A. (3 Squadron). ...
...
:··
···
nd
Regiment
(Part
Procccds--Kohima
Celebrauons) ...
2
4th Regiment (Corporals' Club) . ...
..
···
··
6th InfantrY Brigade H.Q. and S1gns1 Squadron
210 Squadron
. ..
...
245 Squadron (CyrCllllicn)
245 Squooron (Wives' Club)
Federal Regular Army Signal Sguadron ...
: ·
H .Q . Royal Signals. Cyp:us (Miscellaneous Uruts)
9th Regiment
···
· ··
· ··
...
17th Gurkha Regiment (British Ranks)
Brigadier A. C. Sykes (Legacy from Estate)
Northern Ireland Branch
...
.. . - · ·
ewark Branch
. ..
...
···
· ··
···
Mrs. M. v. Burnett (ii:> memory of the late LieutetulnlCotonel W. E . Denn•~
.. .
Various Individual Donauons .. .
Total receipt
Expenditure duri11g Ja1111ary I967
Bxpor1dit11re d1trir1g Fcb"'ary
Expcndiuirc d11rir1g March

IO 19

0

2

0

6

[

[

1

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0

I

2

3 16

3

0

17

8

5

2
0

0
0

2

0

0

2

IO
I66 I9

I
4

45

0
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0
7

0
0

5
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n

t9

0
0

2

I9

IOO

0
0

6

7
0
0
0
0

0
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6
4
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15

4

0
0
0
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2

2

41
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£521

0

4
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859 t9
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How paying by cheque
helps your pay go further

Do you qu~lify for
tax concessions
on the Rover2000?
You dd if you are serving o".erseas h
or going overseas in the ne-:rt six mont s,
for that automatically q~alifies yo~
for purchase tax concess10ns on this
renowned car.
. . h UK
Buy it overseas, or buy i_t mt e
(where you can use. it for six months
if you' ish) and ship it later.
Rover will take care of_t~at for you.
And look what you get_: ng.1d cage
safety construction; sc1enufically
designed form-contoured seats; real
leather where it matters most;
Rover's unique development of allround suspension that swallows
bumps and curves; spirited overhead

Lloyds Bank offers full banking services to all Majesty's Forces, or, if you like, write to Mr.
ranks of Her Majesty's Forces.
E. S. Keyworth, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's
When you have a bank account, you'll find and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.
that paying by cheque, automatically having a He is specially concerned with liaison between
record of your outgoings, never carrying un- the services and the Bank.
necessary amounts of cash on you-all help you
to have a clear view of what you're doing with
your money. Help it to go much further.
Lloyds Bank has a long tradition of service
to the army, so you'll be welcomed at any branch.
Ask for our free booklet which explains FOR GOOD AND HELPFUL SERVICE
bow Lloyds Bank can help members of Her

~

LLOYDS BANK

camshaft engine ... plus many other
thoughtful Rover features . .
And they're all wrappe~ up m one
of the most stylish bodies m the world.
you can choose from ~he TC
(Twin-carburettor) version or the
Single Carburettor (Manual or
Automatic) version.
There is a Rover Di~tributor where
you are serving who 'Ytll b_e pl~ed to
assist and advise you m this spec1~l .
kind of purchase which is your pnv1lege:
Or write to: The Rover Co, Ltd,
Solihull, Warwickshire.

O,~vTER~c::>C>C>
es
~

b.
Makers of fine cars, gas tur m

Q;;t

~

I

c;

and the world-famous Land-Rover

. . ...~-......,.,..:-,... ~
-·~:w ·£'::::-
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Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by our readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

A
-

Recent suggestions made through official channels in respect of THE
WIRE include the following: . . "Unit notes .are dull. Administrative inspections, mess parties, parades,
vlSlts and such like are of no real interest to the general reader. News of
unusual extra-mural activities are of interest. It is strongly recommended
that articles be more akin to those acceptable for publication by the national
newspapers and magazines.''

WIRE

THE
THE

ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:
RRIGADIEll P • .H. P.

HOBSO~,

D.s.o.
Assistant Editor :
1'1r. L. Wood
AU correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
and SLOane 3477, Ext. 143.
MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 18/-; single
month, 1/6.

We agree very much but here we are in the hands of our contributors.
We will always happily collate and touch-up contributions but the basic theme
and presentation must be with the original writer. It is not always easy to
keep off the more mundane events of unit life but with imagination and early
thought-avoiding the last minute rush-we believe that urut notes can be
more lively and attractive. The same, of course, applies to articles of
general interest of which we have been receiving an encouraging number.
In parti~ular: good clear photographs can do much to bring !if~ to any type
of contnbut1on. Here once again the formal mundane subject should be
avoided, i.e. inspections of guards or posed groups on completion of M.P.T.
~o~s~s. The unexpected close-up shot of an individual or a group of
md1v1duals caught in some unposed activity can often be most effective.
" ' Wire ' notes should be firmly limited to a haH page for Regiments and
a quarter page for Squadrons. A lot of interesting information could be
more economically covered on the lines of the ' Special Mention ' page."
. ~lea~e see the Editorial in the January /February WIRE where we urged
a lmutauon on average to a column of written matter for any unit-quite
often ~ Squadron or even a Troop will have more of interest to report than
a Regiment. T~e "Special Mention" page is for items of general Corps
news but there is no reason why urut notes should not have a similar section
for their own local items. Incidentally the Editor would be grateful for
more contributions to the " Special Mention" column which he is hard
pressed to fill at times.
"A Letters to the Editor column should be introduced."
Friends, there is one. Please see "From our In-tray" now featured for
some months. We have been receiving quite a number of letters to the Editor
and we hope this trend will increase.
" Consideration should be given to some form of competition."
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-

Major Peter Davis
for the award of the M.B.E .

-

Sergeant Leslie Poole (late of the Corps) 11ow
Ro9al Mal.a911ian Police
for the award of a B.E.M.

-

Major Peter Baldwin and Corporal CoU11
Shields
for having been Mentioned in Despatches.
All the above in respect of operations in Borneo and West
Malaysia during the period 24th June to uth August, 1966.

- - Lieutenant Howel Thomas, Ro9al Signals
for winning the 6th Infant.rY Brigade Subalterns All Arms
Skills Competition. The standard was high and some 70
subalterns ex>mpeted. Lieutenant H. G. S. Thomas is at
present R.S.0. of the 1st Battalion Devonshire and Dorset
Regiment, one of the Battalions of 6th Infantry Brigade.

- - The team of tcch11ici.a.ns in 235 Squadron
Workshops
for completely overhauling a Creed 7B Teleprinter in just
over six man hours. Read of their open challenge on
page 249.
- - The • Shades of Bl11e ' Heat Grorap of 200
Squadron
for putting the Corps way out in front ' beat-wise' by
being the first winners of the Am1Y Beat Group Challenge
Cup. In the face of some very first-class opposition, they
carried off the trophy at the B.B.C.'s Playhouse Theatre
by the unanimous decision of a panel of judges whose
In fact, in
names are well-known in the beat-world.
the opinion of the judges, the group were good enough
to make the pop charts. Lat~, the group went on .to
appear in the Royal Variety Command Performance 'Fall
in the Stars ' at the Victoria Palace, London, in aid of
the Army Benevolent Fund, and at which Princess
Alexandra was present.
- - T o those of 15th Regiment (Aden) who can
tiport the coveted • Grenade Tic '
for taking in their stride those occasions when terrorist
attacks get a little bit close. The Regiment has now 18
members qualified to wear the tie, including the Commanding Officer, his driver and escort, who were the targets
of a grenade whilst travelling down the Ma'alla Straight.
It may be added ·that acquiring the right qualifications to
wear the tie are very much coveted 1 (See unit notes for
more about this).
-

Send us a good one and we will publish it. We regret we have neither
the skill nor the time to initiate one here.
" Consideration should be given to seeking contributions from wives."

.IUNE/JULY

l..icutenant-Coloncl John IJadcock
for being selected to command the 2nd Infant.rY Brigade.
This appointment will be a source of much satisfaction to
the Corps. His many friends-particularly those in the
4th Signal Regiment, which he recently commanded-will
be delighted.

. We have had quite a few in the past and let there be no doubt that
wives are alw~ys welc.ome contributors to THE WIRE or for that matter anyone
conn~cte~ with or interested in the Corps . We have recently received
contnbu:1ons from _a Brigade Major and an officer of the Royal Navy, 50
the net 1s spread fairly wide.

• Jlcsscy ' -the

valiant old vetl'ran of lhP
Display Tcam-norv no 111ore
for carrying the Royal Signals Display team, with their
kit over 100,000 miles to the four comers of the landand this in wha.t for her was comparative old age. She
was a 1949 ' Bristol' bus, acquired by the team in 1962,
and since then each year he had averaged 20,000 miles,
crammed into the fiive months' ·touring season. But her
health began to fail; her wheezes became consistent, and
she had bad attacks of flat battery trouble resulting, on
one occasion, in the final indignity to her pride-she had
to be pushed I Now, in her place, is a beautiful new
filly-a streamlined 29-seater Bedford Plaxton.

- - LieutPna1.t-Colo11el C. V. Wol#la, who h - doae
110 much for ('orp11 Shooil11g
for adding lustre to the Corps shooting reputation by being selected for the rifle team which is to represent Great
Britain at the forthcoming Dominion of Canada Celebrations in August. The lively interest and good wishes of the
whole Corps will be with him when he goes to Canada.
- - The Corp11 Dand
for a memorable performance when in concert with the
full choir and organ of Gloucester Cathedral, all combined under the baton of Captain Cliff Pike, to render
music of outstanding quality at the service commemorating the granting of the Freedom of Gloucester to the 14th
Regiment.
The Cathedral organist, Dr. Sumsion, a
distinguished musician, said that he had never enjoyed a
service so much. An old lady with tears in her eyes told
the Director of Music that she would always remember that
afternoon. The elegant music of the Fanfare Trumpets
and the sonorous and majestic rendering of the Bach
Toccata and Fugue in D minor were quite wonderful
in the splendid surroundings of this beautiful cathedral.
- - A/T Brian Kenneth DiU.sbPrry ol the Army
Apprentices' College
for being a worthy recipient of the Royal Humane Society's
Award, which was presented to him by .the G.O.C., 3I'd
Division, Major-General A. J. Deane-Drummond, D.s.o.,
M.C., at the Graduation Day Parade at the College recently.
A/T Billsberry went to the rescue of a child who was in
" imminent danger of drowning in the River Deben, at
Bawdsey, Suffolk, and whose life he gallantly saved."
(See page 225).

From our "Jn" Tray
We were glad to hear recently from Lieutenant-Colonel David
Polley, who is commanding the 15th Regiment in Aden. He
writes, in reference to the 25th Anniversary of the Regimental
birthday:
" We had prepared a fairly ambitious series of celebrations,
only to have them utterly disrupted by the biggest floods in
the history of Aden, and as if this were not enough, we had,
at the same time, an iniense period of I.S. activity as a result
of the U.N. visit. Little wonder that the beginning of April
is generally referred to as 'The Week That Was."
However, in the best traditions of the Corps, we did a1J
that was asked of us, and still managed a jolly good parade
and some social events fitted in between crises. As always,
the men's morale was terriffic they seem to thrive on a diet
of long days, short nights ana1 a background of ll'~tomatic fire
and grenade bursts. If anything, this period increased the
number of officers and men asking permission to stay with the
Regimenc until the end. It is most 11eartening."
THE SECOND JXC::ARNATION OF
lUR. MAG~ETRON

Sir,
I can indeed confirm t.he presence of Mr. Magnetron at the
Catterick Camp Fairs of 1947 and 1948. As you suggest, he
was at that time sponsored by rst Training Regiment, and
you are probably aware that the conecting link takes the form
of Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Maxfield (now commanding 19th
Signal Regiment) who was in those days Adjutant of 1st Training Regiment and who was T.S.O. of 30th Regiment at the time
that Mr. Magnetron began his second incarnation.
Yours .aithfully,
A. H. DENNIS, Major.
Royal Military College of Science,
Shrivenham,
Nr. Swindon, Wilts.
3rd May.
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The Signal Officer-in-Chief
reviews Corps affairs
ONCE again on the 22nd April the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General
P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., D.S.O., was kind enough to talk to a representative gathering of the Royal Signals Association on " Corps Affairs."
We are always delighted to publish this annual talk exactly as it is given
as it provides a UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY for all, from the latest joined
Signalman upwards, to hear DIRECT from the head of the serving Corps
himself just how things are going with the Corps.

Introduction
This is <he third time that I have had the honour to address
this gathering and it is an opportunity that I welcome and look
forward to, not only because I like seeing you all, but because
it gives me an opportunity to talk to you and, through you, to
the whole Corps.
In a sense, today, I must give you some account of my
stewardship because, as you know, time for me as Signal
Officer-in-Chief is running out fast and I band over to Brigadier
John Anderson on rst August.
I suppose the last two and a half years could be regarded as
a time of change, or rather promised change, in the Army. There
has been talk of shrinking world commitments and financial
stringency, in the Press and elsewhere. It has undoubtedly, seen
some reduction in the size of the Army, particularly the Reserve.
To what extent this procession of change will continue I do not
know. I believe it may, because no organisation can remain
static and men are often more expensive than machines.
The Army will adjust i{self to changing circumstances and
changing times. An Army and a Corps that remams static and
does not evolve will wither on the limb.
The s-hape of the Corps
The Corps is, of course, ubiquitous and any change in
organisation anywhere in the world affects it. Such things as
the alterations in the Command structure in the United Kingdom, and the formation of an Army Strategic Command, will
have an effect on us, as did the re-organisation of the Reserve
Army.
The intended rundown in Aden and the recently announced
reduction of the Brigade of Gurkhas, and any other worldwide
change will, of course, affect me shape and organisation of the
Corps.
Furthermore, there is the re-organisation which will result
from the rationalisation studies that are being conducted in the
Ministry o~ J?efe:nce. StudiC:S aimed at preventing duplication
and even tnplicatton; such thmgs as the Defence Communication
Network, which I mentioned briefly to you last year. All this
al~s. the shape of the Corps but we must not regard this as
an lllJury but as a means to enable us to face the future in a
better condition. This, indeed, I believe to be true. Throughout it all, the Signal Officer-in-Chief must have certain basic
aims. I have mine and I am not ashamed to state them.
Firstly:! consider it the task of the Corps to construct, engineer
and maintain Army communications, as a minimum from
unit rear links back into the Defence Communication
Network.
Secondly:! _believe ~e have a great part to I?lay in the joint field,
particularly m ground to ground tactical communications.
Thirdly:! believe that the Corps' tasks should include the provision
of all the means of command and control for commanders

and staff from the moment that the cllought or idea leaves
their minds to the moment that it is presented to the mind
of the commander or staff officer at the far end.
Lastly, and perhaps the most important of all, I am certain
that we, in the Corps, are, first and foremost, soldier engineers.
This means that the members of the Corps, officers, warrant
officers, N.C.O.s and men, must all be true professionals.
Professional soldiers and professional communicators both.
I do not for a moment say that these aims have all been
achieved, nor necessarily that t hey all will be achieved. But
they have been ~Y aims cllroughout the last two and a half
years and I have no doubt that they will remain the aims of
my successor.

Satellites
I told you last year that we were on the threshold of military
satellite communications. I would say to you now that that
threshold ihas been crossed and, indeed, as the latest WIRE tells
you, when I was in Singapore a few weeks ago I had ·the pleasure
of talking on 647 Signal Troop's satellite earth station to Christchurch in England. Again to quote me in the WIRE: " It was
like talking to the man next door." You may be assured that
this is only ·t he beginning and that we foresee, within a comparatively short •time, satellite communications becoming the
principal means of longhaul communication.
Whether a senior officer in London will be delighted to be
rung up at r.30 in the morning by a senior officer in the Far
East who has just reached his office at nine o'clock, after a good
breakfast, I do not know. Like General Simpson in the Crimea,
he may feel that "the electric telegraph has ruined it all."
That, gentlemen, is progress l We have gone a long way since
battJ.es in remote comers of clle globe took place months before
Whitehall knew about them. The corning of the satellite era
will undoubtedly reduce the need for the same quantity of long
haul HF Radio, but a back up will always be required to deal
with emergencies, breakdown of earth stations, or even the
catastrophic loss of ithe satellite itself.
Furthermore, 'there must always be anchor stations into which
the mobile HF stations, which are coming along, as I mentioned
to you last year, can work because, although we shall, indeed,
have mobile satellite stations, it is doubtful whether one could
ever hav~ enough to deal wi-th each and every contingency that
might anse.
Tropospheric Scatter
You may i'emember last year I told you of the tropospheric
scatter link we had set up for -trials in Cyprus. After many
~onths of providing most important operational communications,
it has now been taken out of service and is being refurbished,
with the intention of sending it to the Far East for further trials
in that env~onrnent. This, again, is another important equipme~t of w~1c~ we shall s~e J?Ore in the future, enabling u s to
achieve a s1m1la;f commum~atton system to radio relay, but over
much longer distances, without the necessity for intermediate
relay.

Equipment In general
New equipments c;ont i~ue to come into serv~ce regularly ~d
the next year or so lS gomg to see very great unprovement~ m
our communications, particularly in British Army of the Rhme.
M~h ~

.

You will remember I told you last year that our future radios
are under development. This development is continuing
satisfac:torily.
You will have read in the papers, under a Washington dateline that Britain was apparently not to participate initially
with Canada, Australia and the United States, in Mallard-a
tactical trunk communication system for the future. I do not
intend to comment on this.
I do say, however, that the Signal 9t1icer in Chie~'s aim is,
as it has always been, to ensure that, m the correct ume frame
in t!he future, there are available on the shelf, from which my
successors can choose, the most mode m equipme:nts, designed
as a digitally switched system, capable of meetmg any contingency which may arise and of interoperating with our Allies.
How mis aim is achieved is not en tirely my business.

Automatic data proesslng systems
Computers are alread y in use by the Army in the United
Kingdom. They are being used by the R.A.0.C. to automate
stock-holding, issues and demands; by the R.A.P.C. to hand.le
both officers' and soldiers' pay; by R.E.M.E.; and by Stats m
the Ministry of D efence.
The first field Army-computer, as you will have seen in the
Press will be FACE (Field Artillery Computer Equipment)
desi~ed to speed up and simplify the computation of gun data
at battery level.
Much thought is being given to a general purpose ADP system
for command and control and I hope we will see trials of some
simple system taking place in the not too distant furu_re.
Initially, such a system, of course, would ~ off line but I
believe that 1n the end we shall see a fully mtegrated Staff,
ADP and communication syfttem. In time, I visualise administrative and operational data being passed via the sa-tellite links
to and from the U.K. and overseas theatres and units. Already
it is forecast ,in the United States that the requirement for ~ata
circuits will outstrip that for telephone and telegraph · combmed
by 1970.
I am glad to say that the School of Signals !s in the: forefront of computer training in the Army and, mdeed, m ·0 e
Services. It is vital that we in Royal Signals become deeI?lY mvolved in the development and operation of computers m the
Army. We must ensure -that our officers, technicians and
operators are trained in compute! te~hniques: The ~o~puter
provides a new method of handlmg mformatton. This is our
business.
Reserve Army
Last year I explained to you the new organisation of the
Reserve Army and the comparatively large part which w~ shall
play in it. I am glad to report that the ten volunteer reg_iments
are now raised and are all going strong. The new equipment
which was promised is very largely with units.
.
The Representative Colonel Commandant 3:0d S.0.-m-C. l~k
forward to visiting, between us, all these units at camp durmg
clle summer. My general impression is that now the reorganisation and the upheaval it caused is over, our Volunteer
Signal Regiments will go from strength to strength.
The Odling ConunJttee's reeo111me11datio11
I mentioned last year the arrangement whereby R.E.M.E. was
to •take over responsibility for the repair of other Arms telecommunication equipment.
.
This is progressing and we agreed to extend the period of
volunta1'y transfers to R.E.M.E. to 31st March this year. The
final number of these transfers is 142. This has reduced our
loan of technicians to R.E.M.E. to 83. The loan will definitely
come to an end by 31st March, 1970, by which time we shall be
completely clear of the commitment.
As an aftermath of this re-organisation, we have now had
agreement t? re-absorb _me R_oyal Si~als Troops, providing u~t
rear links mto formation Signal umts. These Troops remam
under the' operational c~mmand. and administration o.f the Arms
units supported but their technical control, and particularly the
selection of suitable soldiers .to be detached to other Arms,
has once again become .a R_oyal Sign3:1s unit com~ander's function. I am sure this is nght and lS more effiCJent than the

posting of men directly into these Troops by the Officer in
Charge of Records. It also furthers the vital close liaison
between Royal Signals and the other Arms.

The Trade Structure
Over t he past year I have been studying the tra<;Ie S!-fUCt!-1.J:C
to ensure that it meets the needs of the future, bearing m mmd
the increasing complexiry of communication equipJ?ents ~d
the grad ual elimination of the operator by the automatic machine
in certain fields.
.
.
The technical roster will be re-or,gamsed on a 3-group basis
in place of the present six groups of trad~s.men. There will. be
a rad io technician, a radio relay techrucian and a termmal
equipment technician only.
Recently we have been examining a similar streamlining and
rolling together of the operating trades and our present ideas are
that we might have two main operating trades : A T elegraphist - who would more or less incorporate the
present telegraph operator, ndio operator and ~adio _relay man.
A Telecommunication Operator - who nught mcorporate
the Comcen operator and the cipher oper ator.
Both these main trades could contain A level and B level
tradesmen with clear opportunities for the B tradesman to
move to the A level at any stage in his career. This would .be
done not so much by improving current skills but by adding
new ones. With this new flexibility, I would see de.tachments
being made up of a suitable mixture of A and B operating trades,
thus spreading the expertise more widely than at present.
I must emphasise most strongly that these. pro~sals are only
ideas and if, in the end, they, or something like th~, are
accepted, they will be introduced 5? as to .ca~se the nurumum
disruption to the career of the soldier. It IS mtend~ that one
of the main results will be to broaden the opportunities for the
long service operator and to offer him a full care~r. I shall be
considering these ideas further at my conference m May.
Junior Leaders
To our sorrow, clle Junior Leaders Regiment at Denbury
disbands at the end of this year and those Junior Leaders ~ho
have not completed their training will do so at the Apprentices
College at Harrogate. Now that we have lost th~ Junior .1:-c;aders
Regiment we must make full use of. Harrogate s cap'.l~ihttes._ I
am sure that the College will meld its own fine traditions with
those of the Junior Leaders Regiment, which has such a long
and distinguished history of service to the Corps and to the
Army.
Manpower
Two years ago I told you that we were short of a large numb~
of officers, although we were more or less up to strength m
warrant officers, N.C.O.s and soldiers. I am most glad to say
that the officer shortage bas virtually been oyercome, although
there will be a shortage in the rank of Captam for some years.
That we have overcome the shortage is very largely due to
the efforts of the Corps itself, both serving and retir~. I am
very grateful to each and every one who has conmbuted to
this su~s.
.
Please do not relax your efforts. The search for swtab!e young
men to be officers in the Corps must go on, always, ~'1th foresight and energy.
Although we are up to strength in otht!! ra~ks and,_ in f~ct,
slightly over-strength numerically, thc:re is still a slight l.Dlbalance in trades of other ranks. In part1cula.r, there are surpluses
in radio operators, linemen, clerks and dnvers and defic1ences
in Comcen operators, radio relay men and, of course, Yem~en
of Signals. I hope that any new operator trade s~cture, w~ich
I mentioned earlier, will be designed to help put this last serious
deficiency right.
I do not want the fact that we are up to strength to lead t~
complacency in our recruiting. True, it has the g~eat mer.t
that today we are aiming for quality rather than quantity. Howev r we must bear in mind that the young men who we have
recn'uted in the last four to five years will soon be coming to
the six-year point in their career. It is these young men whom
we hope will serve on in the Corps and whom we mu t encourage
with all our hearts.
l'tfove of the School
Despit the inevitable slippages in completion of buildin!fs and
married quwters, the move of the School from Cattenck to
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Blan ford is taking place at this very moment. My latest
information is that all is going according to plan.
Every time that I go to Blandford to see progress I get more
and more heartened. Gentlemen, if you have heard rumours
that our new School of Signals and our new Headquarters Mess
are not first cla s, disregard tho e rumours. I can assure you,
not only that the School is better than one could ever dream
of but that the Headquarters Mess is of equal excellence.
Maybe the design of both is modern but they are both designed
for a modern age and not for the more deadbeat, such as Signal
Officer -in-Chief, who have. nearly finished their tenure.
p rt

In previous year it bas been the practice for the S.0.-in-C.
to list the highlights of Corps sport during the year to this
m -ting. I have decided not to do this this time because, quite
honestly, almost everything that I can say to you has already
appeared in THE WIRE and if the Editor of THE WIRE so wished
he could publish a complete list of successes together. However,
I must mention three things.
The first is on spooring, where the real highlight is that
Lieutenant-Colonel Walsh has been selected for the Rifle Team
to represent Great Britain at the forthcoming Dominion of
Canada Centenary Celebrations in August. Nobody has done
more for Corps shooting than Colonel Walsh and the whole
Corps will be thrilled at this news.
Secondly, again we are in the final of ·the Army Hockey Cup
and 4th Regiment, who won the B.A O.R. Hockey Championships, play in this final on Tuesday next, 25th April, at Aldershot. The game begins at 2.30. The more support the Corps,
past and present, can give, the better.
Thirdly, the fact that the " Shades of Blue " from 200
Squadron won the Army ' beat group ' contest this week is, I
believe, in keeping with the modem and forward looking attitude
of Royal Signals today.

Honours and Awards nod Colonels Commandant
Again, in previous years it has been the S.0.-in-C.'s practice to
give an account of the Honours and Awards received by the
Corps during the year and mention the appointment of any new
Colonels Commandant. Again, this has already appeared in
THE WIRE and I feel I would be giving you stale news if I were
to do so.
The S.0.-in-C.'s travels
When I last spoke to you I told you of my many visits to
Corps units all over the world. In the past year, whereas I
have, indeed, continued my visits to Corps units and now can
say that I have visited most of the Corps wherever they may
be serving, I have had the oppportunity to visit not only the
Commonwealth Corps in Canada, Australia and N. Zealand, but
the Un~ted States Signal Corps as well.

You will have read in a recent WIRE of my visit ·to the United
States. I could not have been more kindly or more wonderfully
received. The visit was of absorbing interest to me and of t!he
greatest value. I think the account that appeared in THE WmE
speaks very well for itself and there is little for me to add.
On my visits to the great Commonwealth Corps, I think
perhaps what impressed me most of all was the great passport
this (ie we wear is to friendship and understanding. Our
problems are so often similar and each has so much to learn
from the other. There were many times ID these visits when I
truly wondered ·to which of the Commonwealth Signal Corps
I myself belonged. So great was the welcome and so kindly
was I identified wit!h their own life and problems. l ·t is something which, at times, makes one very bumble.
During these visits I met all sorts of old friends, many of
whom asked to be remembered to their friends in the Corps
and all of whom were immensely kind to me. To mention names
and places would be not only invidious but well-nigh impossible.
Sufficient to say tfiat these men who have served in our Corps,
and now live all over the world, some in civilian life and some
in the armies of me countries of their adoption, have a universal
regard and many happy memories of Royal Signals. Equally,
they are happy and con·tented in the great countries to which
they have gone to live. Often I was told : " If there is anybody
in the Corps who, when he finishes his time in Royal Signals,
is interested in further service in one of me Commonwealth
Corps, advise him to have a go. This is what we did and we
love it."

Conclusion
I believe I have said enough. All told, and I say this quite
openly and unashamedly, because the reasons for it lie in the
work and planning of my predecessors and not through any
effort of mine, this Corps of ours has never been better than it
is today and I say that, as one who was born in the Signal
service and has ~n in the Corps ever since. Whatever changes
the future may bring, I believe that the Corps is well poised to
meet them and will, I am sure, emerge with its position and
influence in the Army strengthened. Professionally, our officers
and men have never been better and they are equipped with
me tools for the job. Whereas, in days gone by, the bottleneck
in communications was in the Signal Centre, I believe it will
be true, in a very short time, if not already, !!hat the botrleneck
will have moved from the Signal Centre into the offices of the
Staff, and it is this problem that jointly faces S·taff and Signals
today which must next be tackled and solved.
May I end, for a moment, on a very personal nete, and
through the medium of this talk to you, may I say " thank you "
to the Officers and Men of Royal Signals, past and present, who
have given me the strength that I have needed as Signal Officerin-Chief. No man cotdd have had greater support and greater
loyalty from All Ranks and I am truly grateful. Thank you.

SOLDIERS' DAY, 4th JULY, 1967

m:uanku if(unatuit

Death ol The Colonel-in·Chiel .Malay8ian Signal8

The Royal Coffin borne on a gun carriage drawn by soldiers of the
Royal Malay Regiment. In the foreground the Guard of Honour
from Malaysian Signals rest on their arms reversed

e.n.H. took great interest In the Corps
Malaysian Signals have been in mourning ~or meir Colonelin-Chief His Royal Highness Tuanku Munawir, wh? was Yang
di-Pertu;n Besar of Negri Sembilan. His Royal H1¥hness had
been ailing for · some time and died on the 14th April;
.
The Royal funeral was held at the r?yal t?wn of Sr.1 M_enanu
on the 18th April. Officers of Malaysian Signals mamtamed a
Vigil Guard during the Lying-in-State and the Corps mounted
a Royal Guard of Honour at the Istana on the day of the fu?era!.
The Chief Signal Officer, Colonel Sylvester. Bradley, p~id his
last respects on the morning of the 18th April accomparu_ed by
Captain Ooi Ah Kiang. He later attended the proclamation of
the new Ruler and me procession to the Royal Mausoleum.
His Royal Highness Tuanku Munawir was appo~ted Colonelin-Chief of Malaysian Signals in 1966 and immediately t~k a
great interest in his Corps. He was keen to learn somethmg ?f
all aspects of the Corps' activities and, until prevented by his
final illness, he was regularly invited to th~ Istan~ detachmen~
of me Corps to demonstrate and expl~m their work.. His
informal manner and personal interest quickly endeared him to
all ranks.
.
Negri Sembilan is a Co?federacy. of nme s.n;iall States or
tribes the Undangs and Chiefs of which elect their Ruler. The
late Ruler's younger brother, Tuanku Ja'afar, has been elected
the new Yang di-Perman Besar. It is no~ kno~ yet whetJ:ier
he will also be appointed the next Colonel-m-Ch1ef of Malaysian
Signals.

De1dgned •Walkie-Talkie' He
1936
Marlborough C:Ollege Combined Cadet Force first had a
signals section in 1885. Until the early 193os, ~lag~ lamp and
field telephone were the only means of commun1cauon. Then
came the era of wireless and, led by an expert amateur, Mr.
A. R. Pepin the boys became enthusiasts, trained as morsc
operators and set up two transmitting stations, one stati~ and
the other mobile. Under Mr. Pepin they founded the Wireless
Society, became exceptionally coi;iipetent designers S?d mechanics and produced in 1936, their famous home-designed and
home-made five-m;tre 'walkie-talkie ' sets. These were the
first used in the British Army. For his successful pioneer work,
Mr. Pepin was awarded the M .B.E. in 1~39.
During World War II the signal~ section was atta~hed to
the 6th Wiltshire Home Guard Battalion, and many ex-signallers
from Marlborough served with the Royal Corps of . Signals
and with the Royal Air Force.
One was responsible for
choosing the call sign AOX, formerly used by .Marlboro~gb
College O.T.C. Signals Section, for the secret wireless station
set up in Stalagluft III in Germany, a camp for R.A.F
prisoners-of-war.
. .
After the war the Army gave considerable he!~ by prov~~g
and servicing wireless sets for the use of the secuon. Tra1Il1Dg
was geared to national requirements and ~esigned to produ<:e
potential officers for th<: Royal <?>:11's of Signals. . During this
period the signal secuon's acuv1ues have fiounshed under
the officer-in-charge, Alderman Captain H. E. Lansley, the
present Mayor of Marlborough.

Royal Signals Assotiation anti Benevolent Funt/
The following donations were most grate/111/y receit>ed during April, 1967:
[, • d.
7 7 0
43rd Regiment, T.A. .. .
...
.. .
.. .
&··scrg~ots;··M~;)
2. o o
47th Regiment, T.A. (" B" Sqn. W.0.s'
1 6 0
54th Squadron (T.A.V.R)
10 0
9th Regiment
...
IO 10 0
Bath and District Branch
30
0 0
Shrewsbury Branch
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
2.1
0
0
Glossop and District Royal Signals O.C.A. . . .
.. .
...
· ··
3
0 0
Mrs. D. L. Powell (in memory of the late Brigadier A. C. Sykes)
6 0 0
M. C. Stanley, Esq. (Deed of Covenant)
13 1 0
Various individual donations
Total Receipts
{,94 14 o
Expenditure during April, 1967:

.. .

.. {,568

12. II

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially during
April
Number of clothing parcels sent
Total of grants and loans made

45

52
£568 12 11

One of the Month's Cases

•

On the 4th July the Army Benevolent Fund is
launching the first fund raising day for Army
Benevolence held in this country.
It is hoped to make this an annual event but for
this year-which is rather in the nature of an experiment-collecting will only take place in the Central
London Area.
While a large proportion of .those selling flags will
be Servicemen in uniform it is very much hoPed that
Association members and retired members of tfie Corps
and their families and friends will give a hand.
Would anyone who reads this and feels he or she
would like to help, please get in touch as soon as
possible with Association H.Q., Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea, S.W.3. Phone SLOane 3477, ext. 143. Your
aid will be invaluable in helping Army Benevolence
and indirectly your old Corps.

~JS..J!}.

11\"DIAN SIGNALS DINNER
The twentieth reunion of the Indian Signals Association was
held at the Duke of York's Headquarters on Saturday, 22nd
April. Brigadier F. J. A. Allen presided and the Guest of Honour
was Field Marshal the Viscount Slim.
The S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. E. M . Bradley, C.E.B.,
o.s.o., Major-General R. J. Mobedy, c.B., o.B.E., and MajorGeneral C. M. F. White, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., were among the
one hundred and forty-seven guests who sat down to dinner
and this figure included thirty-eight ladies.
Brigadier Allen gave an interesting sketch of Field-Marshal
Slim's career and the Field Marshal who had met many old
friends, in reply made a cogent and suitable speech in his
inimitable manner.
The event provided a very happy evening indeed- an unforgettable evening, meeting very old friends full of nostalgic
memories, some gay, some sad, but all wonderfully worthwhile.
Twenty-five new members have joined the Association during
the year. The Association Secretary is Lieutenant-Colonel G.
R. Gould, 65, Angel Hill, Sutton, Surrey, and the subscription
fee is 5s. per year.
Salaam Alekum, Ram Ram, Sai Siri Akal, Starre Mashe.

S.0.-in-C. Inaugurates new Royal Signals Troop
at Marlborough College
The Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. E .. M. Bradley,

c.B.E., o.s.o., recently inaugurated the first Royal Signals Troop

in the Combined Cadet Force of Marlborough College. The
General himself was educared at Marlborough College, and
presented badges to successful cadets.
The Royal Signals' Troop has been ~ormed with the object
of making signal training more attracuve. to the cadets and
to interest boys ID the Royal Corps of .s1~als, .so that they
may be encouraged to seek regular comm1ss1ons, either throu~h
Sandhurst or the universities. It is hoped that ot~ers . 'Y~
maintain their interest in the Signals Troop of the uruvers1t1es
Officer Training Corps and in .the volun~eer regiments of the
Corps, 10 of w?ich a~e located m the rnaior centres of populattion in the Uruted Kingdom.
The 30th Signal Regiment, at. ~landford, Dors~t, is he~p
ing with the training of cadets, givmg valu~ble assistance Wlth
instruction and equipment. Two courses, m pro~~ss, are designed to train cadets as operators and as techmCians.

Ex-Sergeant who has been very erio!JslY ill f<;>r the last
four years, nursed by his ex-WR S wife. Durmg recent
months the wife's health has suffered, and debts began to
accrue. The As ociation, with the WR ? Benevol~t
Trust made a joint grant to set them straight and give
them 'some encouragement in their long ordeal.

One of the Month's Letters
• I should like to take thi opportunity of thanking ~ou
on behalf of my wife and myself for the generous donauon
I have received.
It makes me even more thankful and proud to know
that, even though so long h_as _elapsed s!n~e I was a servi~g
soldier, we · ave an Association o willmg to help u m
our time of need."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
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=====Movements
n ·arront Olfif't>rs and Senior N.C.O.s
W.O.II J. Cummins
.. .
W.O.II J. B. Appleby . . .
W.O.Il J. Blacklock
W.0.11 G. G. B mes . ..
~ .O.II D. W. M . Howes
~ .a.II (Y. of S.) J. Halliday
.O.II E. H. T. Withal!
W.O.II R. M . Jones
W.O.II J. D. Laing
W.O.II A. D. Mean
ll.1 .Q.II {Y. of S.) P. B. R. Kent

W.O.II K. Hadfield
...
...
W.0.II (Y. of S.) G. A. Hayes
~ .O.II ii. Davies
...
.. .
W.0.II (F. of S.) J. H. Lawrence
Staff Sergeant R. S. Bresloff ...
Staff Sergeant W. J. Beddingfield
Staff Sergeant C. D. Jones . . .
Staff Sergeant H. A. Sankey . . .
Staff Sergeant A. B. Fugi.11 .. .
.. .
Staff Sergeant W. K. H-=mond-Haley
Staff Sergeant G. Gilder
Staff Sergeant R. Hills .. .
. ..
Staff Sergeant J. H. Cblpling
taff Sergeant R. J. Davies .. .
Staff Sergeant R. A. Dodman
. ..
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) D. L. Bassett
Staff Sergeant G . A. Howie ...
Staff Sergeant J. A. McSorley
...
taff Sergeant (F. of S.) B. D. ~lxon
Sergeant E . R. Jenninp . . .
Sergeant W. C. Stagg .. .
Sergeant D . H. Ainge
Sergeant M. J. Cawte .. .
Sergeant D . B. Smith .. .
ergeant R. C. Brodie .. .
Sergeant D. A. Ewer .. .
Sergeant C. E . Homewood
Sccgcant J. G. Mays
Sergeant A. Markham
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

To 21st Regiment
15tb Regiment
13th Regiment
7tb Regiment
17th (Gurkha) Signn-1 Regiment
6o2 Troop
.. Anny
Apprentices
College,
Harrogate
15th Regiment
,, 3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
., 7tb Armd Bde. H .Q. & Signal
Squadron
,, 13tb Regiment
., 28th Regiment
., 11th Regiment
1otb Regiment
,. School of Signals

S. Elliott
G Miller
D. Speirs
F. Cokayne
D. Grey ...
C. Pritchard
C. Moore
J. R. Dykes
...
D. Whirtingham
M. J. Hanlon
P. J. Fcrnie
J. F. Milton
D . C. Parry
...
F. K . Campbell
J. R. C. Wheatley

Sergeant A. Macrca
...
A/Sergeant P. Muxworthy

,, 14th Regiment
r5th Regiment
., 30th Regiment
,, 262 Squadron
,, 224 Squadron
,. 28th Regiment
,. 18tb Regiment
., 2 1st Regiment
., 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
., 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, J.C.C. , Bahrain
., 6th Inf. Bdc. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
,, 11th RCl{imeat
., 21st Regunent
,, 8tb Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
., t 8th Regiment
,, 14tb Regiment
,, 645 Troop
,, C.R. Signals Gull
,, Jun. Tradesmen's Regt., Rbyl
,, 39th Regiment (T. & A.V.R.)
7th Regiment
,, H.Q., R. Signals, Cyprus
,, H .Q., B.A .O.R. (for 131 Flt.,
R.C.T. , B.A.O.R.)
,, 249 Squadron
,, nth Regiment
,, 20d Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
28th Regiment
Cadet Training_Tcam, No. 17
12 Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
,, 20 Armd. Bdc. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
,, 243 Squadron
227 Squadron
532 Troop
,, 28tb Regiment
,, Jun. Tradesmen's Regt. (Troon)
,, Cadet Training Team, No. 15
,, rst Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
Royal Monmouthshire Royal Eng.
(Militia) Sig. Tp., T & AVR
9th Regiment
Army
Apprentices
College,
Harrogate.

Captain M . J. McCann
Major P. H . M assie
.. .
. ..
Major A . W. McL. McKinnon
Captain C. R. M. Noonan
Captain J. R. S. Ovenden
Captain l!. W. Penny .. .
Major H . RothwcJlt.. M .B.B.
Lieutenant (Tfc.) .K. Reid
Major W. G . Robinson ...
Captain (Q .M .) R . R. Rose
. ..
Second-Lieutenant A. J. Saunders
A / Captain J. R. Selby
Major M . Thorman

.. 3rd H .Q . & Signal Regiment
H .Q. Northern Command
213 Squadron (as O .C .)
School of Signals
,, 18th Regiment
,, A .A.C., Harrogate
28th Regiment
. , 262 Squadron
H.Q., FARELF
Far East Training Centre
224 Squadron
252 Squadron
8th Regiment

Major-6eneral W. E. Lotz visits the 3rd Regiment

AlllDORNE SIGNALS TIE
The Corps Committee has approved the design and production
of a tie for 216 Parachute Squadron. This tie, however, may be
worn by all present or past members of Airborne Signals
(Regular or T.A.). To qualify, the member must have worn a
'red beret ' and be a qualified parachutist.
The tie is of dark blue terylene with alternate figures of
Pegasus and Me.r cury in silver. The cost is eleven shillings and
threepence per tie (including ninepence postage). Cheques or
postal orders, crossed and made payable to PRI, 216 Parachute
Signal Squadron, should be sent to the Administration Officer,
216 Parachute Signal Squadron, Arnhem Barracks, Aldershot,
Hants. Enclosed whh the cheque or postal order should be the
details of where and when the purchaser served with Airborne
Signals.

Mae Wests are the order of the day-"just in case we ditch in the
Thames, sir." Brigadier Gray checks over the engine

The Second-in-Command explains. Lieutenant Clave is quite clear
but what of the C.S.O.?

216 PARACD1JTE SQUADRON SCRAP BOOK
A scrap book is being compiled by 216 Parachute Squadron
covering its activities from its formation in August 1948 until
the present day.
Would all past members of the Squadron please search for
any photographs, newspaper cuttings, cartoons, etc., which
may be in their possession, and which they can spare, and
forward them to Captain (Q.M.) R. D. Laing, 216 Parachute
Signal Squadron, Arnhem Barracks, Aldershot, Han~.

CYPHER VACANCIES IN
DIPLOMATIC WIRELESS
SERVICE

Lieutenant Tim McCoy of line system control explains his "knitting"
to an impressed audience

A last li ngering look by one of General Lotz's staff-"quite a tangle
but I expect they know what they're about"

We were delighted when the S.0.-in-C. U.S. Army, MajorGeneral W. E. Lotz, accompanied by our own Major-General
P. E. M. Bradley, and C.S.O., Southern Command. Brigadier
T. I. G. Gray, paid a flying visit to the Regiment earlier this
year as part of a general tour of Corps units in the South.
We were providing the communications for Exercise "Stardust " which was a 5 Brigade shake-down exercise after their
sojourn in Borneo. lt was remarkable in that, for the first time
in living memory, the combined helicopters of the three
Services we.re available to support a Brigade exercise at the
same time. The sky was dark wi!:h choppers as the Brigade
flew in and was maintained by air. The S.0.-in-C.'s pilot was
so concerned with all this sky traffic that he refused to land
where our C.S.O., Colonel J. R. Piddington, was heading the
reception party, instead, he narrowly missed two transmitter
masts and landed at the opposite end of the camp.
Luckily this was spotted by two vigilant field officers. The
G.S.O. 2 (Signals), Major Bob Pope, departed at a ponderous
double to fetch the C.S.O., whilst our Second-in-Command,
Major Derek Hall, lightly skipped in the direction of the
visitors.
They all met up at the briefing and !:hen on to the Comcen
where Lieutenant Pat Dickenson, with the aid of Y. of S. Dewis,
baffled everyone with the new joint message handling procedures.
General Lotz, who had just visited Vietnam, took a real interest

and asked lots of pertinent questions; he nodded his entire
agreement when the problem of forgetful staff officers speaking
over radio relay lines was mentioned.
The entourage then wended its way through miles of neatly
spaced 10 pair to visit Lieutenant Tim McCoy, our "Lines
King." They were shown the new line frame and test set
designed by our friends in 638 Troop Air Formation Signals
R.A.F. Tangmere, which was in one of our new 9 ft. x 9 ft.
tents mounted in its trailer (the tent was to keep the linemen

Offleers
AMENDMENT TO MAY LIST
Second·Lieutenant R. J. Brazier

... ,, No. 64 Qualifying Course, School
of Signals

ADDITIONS Lieutenant A. G.

Ingham ...

Second-Lieutenant E. H. Sambcll
Lieutenant R. J. H. Swain son

MAY LIST
,, Sult3n of M uSC!rts Armed Forces
(Secondment)
,, No. 64 Qua.lifying Course, School
of Signals
,, Signal Wing , School of Infantry,
Hythe

JUNE LIST
Captain J. J. Bally
. ..
Major (Tfc.) R. Barrett
Captain A. R. Bushell . . .
...
Captain C. R. Crew . ..
.. .
Captain P. D . E. Chase, M.B.I!.
Major (Q.M.) J. W. Douthwaite
Major A. L. Dowell
...
...
Major P . S. Davis ...
...
...
Lieutenant J. W. Enson
..
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Ellis.
Major K . W. E. Fergll$0n . . .
Captain D. W. Gent
...
. ..
Captain J. L. E. Gryspcerdt
Captain (T.O.T.) A. N . G. Gent
Captain (Tfc.) P. H. Grant . ..
...
Second-Lieutenant D. G. Halliburton
Lieu1enant G. W. Howard
Captain K. B. S. Kent
Major C. N. Last
...
Captaoin W . R. Mayne ...
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,, 8th Regiment
H.Q., A.F.N.E.
,, 220d Regiment
206 Squadron
,, E2 Cadet Training Team
,. 320d (Scottish) Regiment (V)
,, 22nd Regiment (to command)
,, 2n Squadron (as O.C.)
,, nth Regiment
,, MOD DSS
,, 2nd Rcgimen1
,, 9th Regiment
t4th Regiment
,, 28th Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
,, tst Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
t7th (Gurkha) Regiment
,, 216 Para Signal Sqn. (as O.C.)
16th Regiment

VACANCIES EXIST IN LONDON for men and
women (particularly ex-Service personnel) with
recent experience in cypher work, including teleprinting.
Candidates should be between 21 and 45 years
old, although consideration will be given to exceptionally well-qualified candidates over the age of 45.
Salary is on a scale rising to £1,077. Conditions of
service include acceptance of overseas duty and night,
Sunday and shift duties, which attract additional
allowances.
Candidates and both their parents must have been
British subjects at all times since birth.
All first appointments are on a temporary basis
with a possibility of establishment later. Opportunities
exist for promotion to higher grades.
Apply, giving details of qualifications, to: The
Personnel Officer, Diplomatic Wireless Service, Hanslope Park, Hanslope, Wolverton, Bucks.
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radio stations and crews were visited briefly, and all
systems were "GO." The C15 being an American Collins set
was an old friend, and !:he Du/R230 was also known, so as
time was short !:he party moved on to Radio Relay.
Perched on the high ground, !:he party saw systems and
terminals which were ably explained by Lieutenant Rodney
Clare. The General was most interested in our method of
path plotting, which does vary in small derails to that taught
at the school, and promised to send us a new French slide
rule which works out intervis.ibility problems and fresnel wnes
in a twinkling.
T.be General was in high spmts throughout and left by air
with the S.0.-in-C. leaving behind a very good impre sion of
high raliking U.S.A. officers. Brigadier Gray stayed on for a
further chat and then departed after two quick circuit of the
camp, driven as usual by his two W.R.A.C. drivers!
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A Momentous Day for 49th (Yorkshire) Signal Regiment, T.A.

lightweight Terylene
fashion from Gieves

CITY OF LEEDS
confers

Lightweight two-piece uit in 9 oz. Terylene*/ Worsted
(55 %/ 45 %) ready for immediate wear, £29.10.0.
Single breasted two or three button, centre vent.

Freedom of Entry
Honour
on their fast day

.,. _.,.,.Ill,
,..,.,..'°'"" ~n
lf4DlJL(OfUJIHtY• (.>O
, ......0-~ ~ ~·K1"1'T•

"O . .•....,n'nl1<C<Nt, ..

... ~ • \ <iOVotn_.,

Tailors and Outfitters to the Royal Signals

as a Regiment

I HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY

Tel: 3659
27 OLB BOND STREET, W.I

Tel: 01-493 ll76/9
Edinburgh
Plyniourh
Chatham
Weymouth
Chester
Southampton
Bath
Harrow
Darrmcurh
Cranwell
Winchester
Brockenhurst
Cambridge (A. G. Almond)
Londonderry
Gibraltar
Malia

The Scroll being paraded through the ranks

Whichevet way you look back on the 1st April, it was a momentous day for the members of the 49th (Yorkshire) Signal
Regiment (T.A.). On the one hand the Regiment was granted the Freedom of Entry into the City of Leeds, and on the other it,
along with all its sister regiments, ceased to exist with the demise of the Territorial Army.

• Tery lene is the registered trade mark of IC I

The cheapest and most convenient way for you, your family, and your car to go home on leave

travel on a British ship by tbe FREE ENTERPRISE Line
CONCESSIONAL FARES FOR. H.M. FORCES
Reduced Driver and Passenger fares are available on Townsend
Car Ferries, Zeebrugge/ Dover and Calais/ Dover, to personnel
and dependents of British and Commonwealth Forces and
attached civilians, serving in Belgium, Germany, Holland and
Luxembourg. ASK FOR. FULL DETAILS

--f"

Enquiries and Bookings from MILATRA VEL Offices, local
travel agents, General Steam Navigation Co., m.b.h., Dusseldorf, lmmermannstrasse 23, Postfach 3432, Furness Shipping
Line, Groenplaats 42, Antwerp or Townsend Car Ferries,
Car Ferry Terminal, Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais

~

Ze~e
--e

Dusseldorf •
Brussels

[Courtesy The Yorkshire Post
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TOWNSEND &m~t8rF CAR FERRIES Zeebrugge to Dover &Calais to Dover

'

U.K. Bookings through your nearest Motoring Organisation, Travel Agent or the Townsend Offices at:199 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.I. or P.O. BOX 12, DOVER

1st April in Leeds was extremely cold and windy, but without
rain, when the Regiment marched out of its old home, Gibraltar
Barracks, for the last time behind the Corps Band, led by the
Second-in-Command, Major C. W . W. Smith, T.D. Four
Squadrons in all took part, two male, one W .R.A.C. and one
A.C.F.
Retired and serving members who had been to the Civic
Lunch joined a large crowd at the Town Hall for the conferring
of the Freedom by Alderman J. Walsh, Lord Mayor of Leeds,
who made his second of the day very warm speeches about one
of d1e oldest volunteer units in the Leeds area. The Town
Clerk then made the entry official by reading the parchment,
which was accepted on behalf of ·t he Regiment by LieutenantColonel A. D . Hewitt, T.D., the latter having received the
personal honour of Brevet Colonel upon his retirement.
After the Scroll had been paraded through the assembled
ranks, the Regiment fixed bayonets and exercised <the privilege
it so recently had conferred upon it.
A fitting climax was the march past the Lord Mayor in quick
time, and a final return to Gibraltar Barracks, soon to come
under the demolition experts hammer in the inexorable march
of progress
The Corps was represented officially by the Representative
Colonel Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E.,
E.R.D., and by the multiplicity of O.C.A. banners, badges and
Corps ties, including the Leeds Branch standard of the Royal
Signals Association.
Truly a great occasion which was sealed by some glorious
music from the Corps Band and Fanfare Trumpeters.
Having the day's events GS a warm-up, dinners and parties
were the order of the evening, again with the accent on « Farewell ~o Gibraltar Barracks." Hon. Colonel, C 0. and fourteen
Officers being dined-out at one tremendous sitting-some handsome silverware being given and received.
The younger end of our W.R.A.C. came up trumps as usual
in ·the very competent way they waited at table, as they did yet
again at the last Cocktail Party on the Sunday lunch-time-an
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exercise laid on to show that the Regiment was not going down
or out with anything less than a very fitting bang!
And now what? Out of the past we are reborn, properly we
feel, in a new Barracks. The remains of the Reginlent is now
stationed at New Harewood Barracks, Leeds 7, where the Corps
flag now flies, as a Squadron of 34th Regiment, part of 12th
Signal Group ('I) and it will continue to maintain <he traditions
built up and sustained in 1o6 years of soldiering, which started
with the 2nd West Riding Royal Engineers Volunteers, and has
now gone full circle to emerge as 49th (West Riding) Signal
Squadron (Volunteers).
Need one say more?

[Courtesy The Yorluhirt Po1t

The Town Clerk of Leeds reads the Freedom Parchment
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(tUA RON MEN ADVENTURE
•<\MONG T HE HIGH PEAKS

.tnd 111 Ethiopia Th f'l/ M eet t h e T hirty Armed
B a ndits

The adventures encountered by two mountaineering teams
from 210 Squadron, B.F.P.O. 69, are described for us by
Lieutenant P. C. Burns. The first party h ad as its objective the
ascent of Mount Ras Dascian (15,200 ft.), in Ethiopia, and this
meant travelling through country infested with armed bandits.
Laier a second party left Aden by air for Nairobi. Their
plan-to make an ascent of Mount. Kenya (17!500 ft. ). Indifferent weather, however, made this a very difficult undertaking.
The ascent of ltlount Bas Dascian

It was decided during September that the Squadron should
ascend the highest hill in Ethiopia. A quick look at the map
showed that mis was named Mt. Ras Dascian, located in the
northern territories. The heigh t was 15,200 ft.
The mountaineers were Signalman Hodgson, Lance-Corporal
Pearson, Sergeant Ryan and Lieutenant P . C . Burns. 27th
November saw the party at the primitive village of De barak
some 6o miles to t!he west of the hill but nonetheless the last
point of civilisation nearest to the summit.
Two horses and a guide were hired-total cost of these services
was twelve shillings and si>..-pence a day. These hills are still
infested with bandits and another 24 hours discussion with the
Governor produced an armed military escort to accompany us
(no charge). On 28th November we took to the hills with seven
days' provisions and some rock climbing gear.
To cut a long story short, we attained the summit four days
later without any great drama. On the day of the final ascent,
however, we walked into a gang of thirty very heavily armed
thieves. Both parties were walking round opposite sides of a
spur in the hillside towards each other and met at the turning
point.

The thirty armed thieves look us over
It was impossible to say who was the most surprised, but it
was the •enemy ' who reacted first, quickly deploying scouts to
see if we were being followed. Luckily, this was the one day
on which we were not accompanied by our escort and when
the gang realised that we were not being followed, they relaxed
a little. I'm afraid we were completely awestruck; I have never
seen men festooned with as much ammunition as these. They
were armed with stolen Army rifles. All this took place at a
height of 15,000 feet, so we were not in very good physical
shape, and I was relieved when, after a brief conversation in
Fxench/English, we were allowed to go (I recently read that
three years ago a European party of six were murdered and
mutilated in this area).
Four days later, we had established ourselves in the Ethiopia
Hotel in the town of Gondar. Eight days were spent rock
climbing in the hills around the town and we then enjoyed a
week relaxing in Addis Ababa.
Travel from Aden to Addis Ababa was by air to Djibouti, then
by train to the capital city, then by bus north from there.
We are greatly indebted to the Royal Signals Games Fund
for a generous grant towards the travel costs of this expedition.

a rendezvous with another Army expedi tion on a different part
of the mountain to collect ice axes and crampons .

ROYAL SIGNALS MOTOll CYCLE DISPLAY T EAM
Goodby e " Besse y "
In the March-April 1967 edition of THE WIRE we said farewell to one Display Team veteran-S taff Sergeant J im Raffan.
Now it is time to say goodbye to another of our veterans.
Since 1962, .t he D isplay T eam 's mode of transport has been
" Bessey," a 1949 " Bristol" bus. The average yearly mileage
covered by the Team has been 20,000 miles, crammed into a
five-month tour ing season. All the team and its kit had to
be crammed into " Bessey " who gallantly stuck to h er job.
However h er health was failing fast and as a result of a bad
attack of flat battery last season, the members of the T eam
had to push h er on more than one occasion. Now she b as
retired, bless her.
" Bessey's " successor is a n ew and beautiful creature, so far
unnamed, which is a 29-seater Bedford Plaxton, rst Division
Football Club type coach, painted in Corps colours. (United
have nothing on this). Yes, the new coach certainly is a
comfor.table and •reliable ' means of transport. The purchase
was made possible by a loan from Corps funds which the Display
Team will gradually pay back.
Any suggestions for a new name?

We dispense with porters and move our own gear
On 27th February a temporary base bad been established at
approximately 12,000 feet. A long stay on the hill was anticipated
and we set about moving three weeks' supplies to a base hut at
14,000 feet. It is possible and indeed normal -to employ porters
for this operation, but because we had ample time we packed the
stuff up the hill ourselves, hoping thereby to improve our degree
of physical fitness and become thoroughly acclimatised to the
altitude.
It took four days to establish the base camp. We then made
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(Courtesy Northern Echo )

ADM IRING TH E SCROLL
Brigad ier J. D. T. Brett with so me of the officers and me n of t he
School of Signals take a look at t he Scroll presented to the School
by the Richmond Rural Council-the School's departure fro m
Catterick to Blan dfo rd breaks a close association stretching back
ove r 42 years

Dep a r t ure from (;utterlc k-a Scroll is presented
A scroll recor ding the close association between the School
of Signals at Catterick Camp and the Richmond Rural District
over the past 42 years was presented at Richmond on Wednesday
to mark the School's departure for Blandford in Dorset.
The presentation was made by the chairman of the Richmond
Rural Council, Mr. John Pigg, who spoke of the loss to the
district occasioned by the School's move.
Receiving the scroll, the School's Commandant, Brigadier
J. D . T. Brett, said that Catterick Camp had become very much
a second home to members of the Royal Signals. The School
was moving to Blandford because the other Arms Schools were
in the South, and it was desirable for all the Schools to be
close together. H e said the move did not apply to the Royal
Signals Training Brigade which with its 2,500 men and women
would con tinue at CaHerick.
The School was aware of the tremendous help given it by
the Rural Council and was most grateful.
Rec alling the Catterick of 1925
The presentation was formally proposed by Councillor L. R.
H all, a former chairman of the Council, who was o?e of the
original instructors when the School moved to Cattenck Camp
in 1925 . He recalled m ir early days at Catterick, when they
were accommodated in wooden burs.
G radually civilians had ·taken over as instructors, and the
need for housing by these instructors was the first effect of the
School's presence felt by the Council. In the past ten years
the Rural Council had gradually assum ed administrative duties
for merly done by !!he Army, such as drainage, scavenging, etc.

O n the left "Bessey" the old 'bus which has carried the Royal
Signals Display Team over 100,000 miles, and the new young fllly a
29 seater Bedford Plaxton which is t o replace her. If old buses
could only talk what would "Bessey" be saying about this young
charmer!

36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment, T. & A.V.R.
have a vacancy for a Territorial Instructor at Bedford. The
salary is £975 per year, Upper age limits: on appointment,
45 years; fox retirement, 55 years. Would suit ex-Warrant
Officer or Senior N .C.O.
Full details may be obtained from: Administrative Officer,
36th (Eastern) Signal Regiment, Signals House, Selsdon Road,
Wanstead, London, E.rr.
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ARHY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, H ARROGATE
Grad u atio n Day
Graduation Day for the Spring Term was held on Wednesday, 12th April. The parade was reviewed by Major-General
A. J. Deane-Drummond, o.s.o., M.C., G .O.C. 3rd Division.
T he parade, under command of A/T R.S.M . A. Armstrong,
was held on Hildebrand Parade Ground in sunny, but brisk,
weather.

Our aim was not achieved
The n ext few days were spent practicing rope work, rock work
and glacier climbing. Supplies were then moved to the top hut
(16,000 feet) and af.tcr a routine ascent of the third highest point
(Pt Lenana, 16,500 feet), some climbing was done on the summit
rocks. Howe ver, indifferen t weather conditions combined with
the inexperience of the party conspired against us, and after
two weeks and two d ays on the hill, we retired without having
achieved ·the aim. Some useful experience was gained, however,
and I have every intention of having another crack at this hill as
soon as circumstances permit.
The expedition was concluded wim a week of relaxation in
Nairobi.

The ascent of Mount Kenf1a
In December the Officer Commanding decided to send a

climbing party to Mount Kenya. The aim was to reach the
summit, which is 17,500 feet.
The party travelled by air from Aden to Nairobi on 24th
Febn ary. The mountaineers were Signalman Fishwick, Signalman Spencer, Corporal Bryars and Lieutenant P. C. Burns.

CDOOL 01'' SIGNALS, BLANDFORD CAMP

Farmers and Soldiers-have they something
in common?
Councillor Colonel Hall remarked that of the past five Council chairmen, four had been farmers, and it had always appeared
to him that farmers and soldiers had a lot in common-they
were outdoor people and they were always fighting something.
As a result they got on well together.
The presentation was seconded by Councillor J. R. W.
Calvert, one of the Council's longest-serving members and a
tenant farmer of W.D. land for the past 40 years. He said the
School bad done a great amount of good in supporting local
sport.
The scroll states that while at Catterick Camp the School
has played a major part .in the. training o( all ranks of the
Royal Signals for both peace and . war. It has also trained
aU ranks from Signal Corps of the Commonwealth and NATO.
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Four members of the College Staff were presented with
medals:
Sergeant J . G allagher- British Empire Medal.
R.Q.M.S. H . Leonard-Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal.
C.S .M . S. Hyde-Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
Staff Sergeant A. W ilson- Meritorious Service Medal.
Major-General D eane-Drummond had a particular interest
in the College, having been commissioned into the Corps in
1937 and being a Colonel-Commandant of the Royal Corps of
Signals. The General, in his address at the prizegiving ceremony, therefore was able to give the Apprentices some sound
ad vice regarding their place in the Corps and confidence in
their future careers.
The following A/Ts won the major awards :

Army Commander's Prize-A/T R.S.M. Armstrong.
Commandanz' s Prizf!-A/T S.S.M. Duncan.
Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award-A/T Weaver.
Colonel Commandanz's Award-A/T Sergeant Bromidge.
Commandant's Silver Bugle-A/T Smith.
The Borough <>f Harrogate Prize, presenzed by His Worship
the Mayor of Harrogate for the best essay written on
Local Governmenz-A/T Corporal Whitbread.
The General also presented the Royal Humane
Society Award to A/T
Billsberry. The inscription
on the parchment presented
reads:
" It was resolved unanimously that the Honorary
Testimonial of this Society
inscribed on Parchment be
hereby given to Brian Kenneth Billsberry for having
on the 16 August 1966 gone
to the rescue of a child
who was in imminent danger
of drowning in the River
Deben at Bawdsey, Suffolk,
and whose life he gallantly
saved."
A{T 8. K. Billsberry-presented with
Royal Humane Society's Award
Last, but by no means
least, the General made a
persentation on behalf of all the Apprentices and Staff of the
College to Brigadier R. Trainer (Salvation Army). The presentation was a token of appreciation of the very valuable service
Brigadier and Mrs. Trainer have contributed to die life of the
College in running the Red Shield Club over the last four years.
The Brigadier retires after 45 years' service.
After lunch, Major-General Deane-Drummond visited the
Hobbies and Trades Exhibitions. Later he left by helicopter,
which made a spectacular ending to a momentous day.

Senior Term welcomed to the CorJtS
On Thursday, 6th April, a dinner was held for the Senior
Term, at which members of the Royal Signals Association,
serving officers and Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.0.s of
the Corps, with .their wives, acted as hosts.
The function started with minks; after which everyone sat
down to a first-class meal, during which music was played
by the College Band.
In the opening speech, the Commandant, C.Olonel J. W.
Eagle, o.B.E., T.D., welcomed the Apprentices to the Corps. The
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The Army Apprentices have a big day at Harrogate as the G.O.t 3rd Division reviews Graduation Day Parade
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These alert young men, well trained and technically qualified are Senior Term Graduates of the Army Apprenti~es College about
to start their careers with the Corps. They are photographed here with the Commandant, R.S.M. and Senior N.C.O.s and
the Wire, on behalf of the Corps, extends to them a warm welcome and wishes them the best of luck

Secretary of the Association, Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.s.o.,
reminisced and added his welcome. Finally A/T R .S.M. Armstrong thanked, on behalf of the Senior Term, the hosts for
the dinner.

Gliding Club
The Gliding Club at the College is a small but select band
of about three officers and twelve apprentices who fervently
pray each weekend for fair weather. Recently fresh blood joined
the club, .two of whom have had experience before, in the
A.T.C. By ·t he end of the term A/Ts Taylor and Johnson
had obtained their A and B Solo Certificates and we hope by
the start of summe.r term A/T Hansford will also be flying
solo. The club flies with the R.A.F. at the R.A.F. Cleveland
Gliding Club, which is now situated at R.A.F., D ishfor.th. As
members of the Yorkshire District Gliding Club and trained
by RAF. instructors at the Oeveland Club, the apprentices
are lucky to have such an early start in th.is exhilarating sport.
College Rugby
Although we lost all three fixtures against Arborfield, Carlisle
and Chepstow, in the winter games, our season otherwise bas
been a successful one, with only three other games having been
lost by .the A/T rst XV. The mixed PS/ A/T XV, which
had ten games in the course of the season, was not quite so
successful, as for the greater number of these games we rarely
were able to call upon more than five P.S. to supplement
apprentices in these games, which were principally against
neighbouring RA.F. and Army sides, which were rather
stronger and more experienced.
In the Northern Command Cup we beat Chilwell 9-6 in
the second round, having had a bye in the first round, and
were unlucky to lose 5-3 to 24th Signal Regiment in the semifinals, playing undei; appalling ground conditions.
The representative sphere was significant this season by the
absence of any A/Ts in the Army Junior XV, although A/T
Corporal M. Pawlak (Phillips Squadron) and A/T C. Robinson
(Rawson Squadron) both reached the final .trials for this team.
A/T Robinson also reached the finals for the· Yorkshire Colts.
Lieutenant A. I. MacKay, RA.E.C., bas played at centre for
the R.A.E.C. in every Corps fixture this season.
Among the P.S. who have turned out for the College nhis
season we were grateful for the presence of two ex-Royal
Signals players in Major J. N. Taylor (.temporary Military
Training Officer for three months), and Corporal C. Georgeson,
who has recently been posted in.
ll6

Penney Squadron, which won the Inter-Squadron . R!-lgby
Competition in the Winter Term, won the unit's prelmunary
round of the Army Youth Challenge Cup Competition, only
to be beaten in tbe semi-final by " A " Company Army
Apprentices College, Chepstow, 8-3, who won last year's
competition.
A feature in the laaer part of the season has been t!he
setting up of a Rugby Committee, under the Officer-in-Charge
of Rugby, Lieutenant K. C. Robinson, R A.E.C., consisting of
the team captain and vice-captain, A/T Corporal Devereux
(Penny Squadron) and A/T Lance-Corporal James (Penny
Squadron), and A/T representatives from each ~f the Squadrons. This has assisted largely with the selection of teams,
liaison between A/T rugger players and the rugger officer.
We are pleased that at .the time of writing we have a full
fixture list for tlie 1967 /68 season, including over 50 games
for the rst XV and 35 for the 2nd XV.
Top scorer for the season is the inside-centre and team vicecaptain A/T Lance-Corporal 'Jimmy' James.
We bid farewell this term to most of the pack, including
A/Ts Devereux, Casburn, Meakes, Rowland-Jones, Wisely,
Nason and Boast, and to second team regulars Bradford and
Edwards. We wish them every future success, both on the
field and off.

Canoe Club
We took four crews ·to Devizes this year for the DevizesWestminster Canoe Race, although we had done no recce of
the course as we were considering stopping the annual pilgrimage. Results were consequently not as good as usual, but we
were extremely pleased with the young crews, who gained
13th rs·th and 25th places, A/T Corporal Nation and A/T
McMahon winning the trophy for the fastest home-built canoe.
The fourth crew, Cook (626) and Bowman, paddled well to
Teddington, but unluckily were driven under a launch at the
start of the final day in the darkness existing at 05.45 and lost
their canoe in the strong tidal ebb.
It has been very pleasant to see old club members recently.
David Lunn, Mike Harrison and Ray Storer have popped in
to see us and paddle whilst on No. 2 Leadership Course at
Catterick; Mick Pawlow, on leave from Aden, came in to introduce his wife, and Duncan Wink, Ginger Wood and Frank
Barber met us at Marlow, having to ' stash' whilst paddling
in the D/W with the team from 2 H.Q. and Signal Regiment.
Paul Child drove over from Gloucester to see each day of the
race at Easter, and rounded off the usually hectic weekend
l:)y putting his A.40 into the boot of Captain Braund's Rover!
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I . Shows the Senior Term
marching pas~the Reviewins
Officer. l. The presentation
of medals to the College Staff
(see Unit notes).
3. The
departure of General Deane-Drummond at the conclusion
of a very impressive and
happy day. But all Is not
parades and training at the
College, there are opportunities for wide activities and
photo 4 shows part of the
Hobbies
Exhibition,
and
Sport Is not forgotten. Photo
5 shows Actin& Tradesmen
Taylor ( Penney Squadron)
who has recently received
his A and B Solo Certificates
for Gliding and finally 6 the
Senior Term having a "Welcome" drink with Brigadier
P. M. P. Hobson, General
Secretary of the Association
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FOllR SA~DHUR.ST OFFICER CAD ETS
'\'ISIT I st REGI~ ENT AN D SAY • • •

4th REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 15

Tltaak l ' ou for a l ' ery E1Sjoyable T i me

( TORY

BY

OFFICER

CADET

G. J . THOMAS)

Four Sandhur t Officer Cadets, Don M unro, Graha m Thomas
Pocer Todd and Graham Elliot, didn' t know how lucky they
were with their very enjoyable and instructive attachment to
1 Divisional H.Q. and Signals Regi men t at Verden until they
returned to the new term at Sandhurst, and discovered their
friends had not even managed to get out to Aden or Cyprus
for their attachments.

B.A.O.ll. H o c k ey Ch n mtti om; and Army lluune r s -up
Our WIRE Notes for April/May wound up by saying that our
Regimental hockey team were winners of the 4 D ivisional
Championships and th"ey were looking forward to the B.A.O.R .
semi-final versus H.Q . B.A.0.R. Well, we won the semi-final
3-1 and in fact fin ished up by winning the B.A.0.R. Championship by beating the D evon and Dorset R egiment 3 goals to 2
in extra time in an exciting game at Rheind ahlen on 8th April.
On 25th April we met last year's winners of the Army Cup,
" R.A.P.C . Worthy D own," in the final for the Army Cup at
Alders hot.
Our hopes received a shattering blow when we arrived ·to find
the grass pitch was waterlogged after 24 h ours' continuous rain
-a far cry from the tarmac pitch we play on here in B.A.0.R.
But the match turned out to be highly exciting, and the better
team won. At half-time there was no score. Then R.A.P.C .,
who had ten of their Corps players in their side, scored two
quick goals. After tha t we pressed hard and our centre-forward
scored a good goal. I n the las t 15 minutes we were on top and
might have equalised on several occasions. However, it was
not to be, and the R.A.P .C. ran out worthy winners, largely due
to their better stick work in the trying conditions.
We were deligh ted to see and have the suppor t of so many
retired and serving mem bers of the Corps for the match.
Im mediately after the m atch a convoy of cars left for Dover
and Ostende on the way back to H erford. The C.O. brought up
the rear! - to make sure we all got back because two days later
the Regimen t had to d eploy on two exercises simultaneously,
Exercise " Roadmas ter " and " Blue Grass " (C.C.R. Signals'
annual exercise).

••No-one lll' enrs hnts like those ••
One sunny afternoon the foursome found themselves s tanding
outside Bremen Hauptbahnhof and wondering if (dare we say
it?) a signal had gone astray, and no-one knew they were
coming; when behind them a voice said, " No-one else wears
hats like those--you must be from Sandhurst." Our saviour
was Second-Lieutenant Derek McLucky, who had come with
one Land Rover (short base) and one Army Mini, to collect four
large Cadets and dleir luggage (of which there was plenty)
. . . We soon settled in at Shiel Barracks, however, and met
our ponsor officers, Second-Lieutenants Mike Billett, Humphrey
Vines, Derek McLucky and Nick Mayne, who were to take
us and show us the working of their Troops. We met the
Officer responsible for our visit-Major W. G. Cunningham,
Royal Signals, and he soon arranged for us to meet the C.O.,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Borthwick, who welcomed us and told
us what we would be doing during our ten days with his
Regiment and wished us the best of luck.

Looking at the everyday running of the unit
For the next few days we saw in detail me everyday running
of the Troops. One of our number even found himself checking
stores . . . We did some helicopter training in a Wessex too-learning who sits where, and then, a fiight out to Scharnhorst
about 5 kms. away. It was, however, only a one-way trip; it's
a pleasant little jog back from Scharnhorst to the outskirts of
Verden.
Our thanks are also due to Captain Barratt, A.A.C., who took
two of us for a fiip in an Alouette, a very light and manoeuvreable
" chopper " apt to leave stomachs behind.
To round off our visit we went on exercise. Three went
north to Schleswig Holstein where there was great excitement
when a Soxmis car was spotted by our detachment, and the
other went south to the Rhine. On the Saturday before we
were to return to England the Sergeants' Mess played the
Officers at football. A very entertaining match this, with bottles
of beer as much in evidence as slices of orange, and all agreed
it was a good hard game.
Our thanks to all concerned for making it such a pleasant
stay in Germany, we all agreed that it was a very worthwhile
way to spend our leave.

3rd

llEGI~IENT,

BULFORD

Exercise c Sunspot '-'the name was more
opthnistlc t.ban justified?
One would think that in May the weather should be pretty
rea!'Qnable for an exercise, but how wrong you would be.
For three weeks beforehand, the sky had been blue and the
air balmy, then on rst May, 3rd H.Q. and Signal Regiment
moved out on Exercise "Sunspot "-an optimistic choice of
n~me not justified by events. It was cold, it was wet, it was
wmdr. In fact the weather was so bad that it prevented the
S.0.-m-C. and our G.O.C. coming to visit us at Nesscliff,
near Shrewsbury, not, I hasten to add, because they had forgotten their raincoats, but the helicopter just couldn't fly that
day. Nonetheless, Brigadier T. I. G. Gray, C.S 0. Southern
Command, came up by road and had a good look round.
~mmunications were working very well, and he seemed pleased
wnh what he saw. The Battalion rear links were situated about
three miles from lo.int Force H.Q., but their signals to ].F.H.Q.
went from Nesscliffe ·down to Brigades at Salisbury and Cornwall.
From there the signal was passed back to J .F.H.Q.
and then on to Malta, who passed it back to Western Com228

The C.O. presenting Sergeant McKenzie-Captain of "D" Troop
team-with the silver Troop Soccer Cup, "D" Troop being victors
in the Inter Troop Competition final, beating LAD by the only goal
scored

mand. They then delivered back to J.F.H.Q. It all reminded
me of the ' Oopala' bird, which, as you know, flies round in
ever-decreasing circles ... but, of course, you know the story!

Difficult to malntalu a decent social life
But enough about exercises. It seems that everybody 1s
just going, jw.t been, or is on exercise. It is very difficult to
maintain a decent social life . . .
However, we did manage to go down to 38 Group, R.A.F.,
at Tangmere, and have a games day with them. We are informed that we won the outdoor games and that the R .A.F.
won the indoor ones. The Officers and Sergeants shared a
coach coming back (remember, don't drink and drive), and
the student of psychology would have been interested .to note
that whilst the Sergeants sang songs all the way back, the
Officers talked shop. Incidentally, a couple of junior ranks
who had found pressing reasons to stay a bit later than the
others in Tangmere, and who had wangled a lift on the coach,
slept all the way back.
The soccer season ended with a bang. First of all, on the
19th April we beat 5th Royal Tank Regiment at the Oval in
Tidworth, 5 goals to 2 to win the East Wiltshire Cup. Then
the next evening saw a hard-fought game between L.A.D.
and •• D " Troop in the final of the Inter-Troop Competition.
" D" Troop won by the only goal scored, but it was a very
close game indeed.
The hockey season finished with an ' Inter' Squadron Six-aside Knockout Competition, which after some hard-fought
games, was eventually won by ' The Flamingoes,' alias 2
Squadron.

"l' i11it of \Velbeck Cadets

On attachment for the first two weeks of April the Regiment
received I I cadets from Welbeck College.
The aim was to show them something of how a Divisional
Regiment works both in Barracks and in the field . The first two
days were spent taking a look around the Herford area and
touring the Regiment with explanations of the functions of all
the Troops.

Visit of Wei beck Cadets-just prior to being taken for a quick helicopter
"cabbie" by 24th Flisht
Standing left to right: Major Baldwick (0 .C. 24 Flight), Cadet Crampton, Cadet
Wh ite, C•det Corpor>I Paterson, Sergeant-Piiot Stirling, Cadet Lance Corporal
O'Leary, Cadet Corporal McVittie, Cadet Kirby, Serge•nt-Pilot Blackman,
Cadet Dixon
Kneeling left to right: Cadet Hutt, Cadet Sergeant Burrows, Cadet C.S.M. Noble,
Cadet Lance Corpor>I Vickers
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the end Second-Lieutenant Browning, Signalman Sewell and
Signalman Stevenson were picked to be the lucky ones.
The course was organised by Headquarters Army Aviation
4th Division. There were three flying instructors who came
from R.A.F. Gutersloh and two of ·them had to give up their
leave to attend the course. Once bitten by the flying bug it
becomes an obsession.
It was fortunate in a way that the weather was too bad for
winch launching on the first day of the two-week course. This
meant that they had to start the introduction with avco tours, a
much more gentle way to be launched than by a piece of wire
connected to an old VS Chrysler engine mounted on the back of
a BER 3-ton Bedford. Not to mention going up at an angle of
about 80° when all one can see is the sky above and the dials in
the cockpit, rather like an astronaut's launch. On the second
day the weather was fine and most of the course were fortunate
to soar to over 1,000 feet.
By the end of the first week Second-Lieutenant Browning and
Signalman Sewell, who both had had about 28 launches, had one
of the most exhilarating experiences of their lives; as they went
off on their first solo fiight. On the following Monday, Signalman Stevenson also went solo, but please, dear readers, do not
ask him about his 36o turn on the approach!
Our three recce flyers were now in possession of their British
Gliding Association "A" and "B" Certificates and were looking
forward to plenty of good weather before the end of the course
so that they could graduate to the single seater Swallow. However, in spite of breaking all local records with 84 launches in
one day and three morning starts at 05.00 hours, the weather
was master in the end.
The Eagle Gliding Club of Detmold now has three new but
very keen members from Herford and they will be down there
at the earliest opportunity to continue their training in the hopes
of one day getting their Diamond Height, which, to those of
us who stick to sending radio waves into the air, means a gain
in height of 5,000 metres.
Our new glider pilots would especially like to thank Norman
Smith, Bob Kirkland, Peter Kelly, Collin Evans, of R.A.F.
Gutersloh, and Alan Seemberville, of 4 Armoured Workshops,
for making the course so instructive, enjoyable and worthwhile.
0

Informal visit by the Master of Signals
On 28th April, Major-General Scott, the Master of Signals,
paid us a short, informal and unexpected visit. Needless to
say, we were very pleased to see him, and he seemed pleased
to see us.
One of the more important social occasions was the annual
dinner of the 3rd Divisional Signal Reunion Club, held in
London on 22nd April. This was attended by the C.O. and
a goodly representative party from the Regiment. The C.O.
got a couple of good after-dinner storizs from the R.S.M. to
tell at the dinner, but after due consideration, decided not to
tell them. On th: subject of funny stories, what about the one
when the R.S .M. sent off the transport, leaving behind Captain
Bonaker, who was officer-in-charge?
FARAWAY

The Regimental Inter-Squadron athletics-Mrs. A. J. Jackson, wife
of the Commanding Officer presents a prize to Corporal Duncanson
(H .Q . Squadron). In the picture also Captain J. Walsh and R.S.M.
Aitken

j

J,ucky Signalmen cl1ose11 for Gliding Course
There was no lack of prospective fliers from the Regiment
for ·the first Gliding Course of the year to be held at Detmold.
Unfortunately :there were only :three vacam;ies allocated and in
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Athl0tics-promislng results
The 14th April fell on a rather dull and chilly day in Herford
at the Garrison sports ground. It was a case of greatcoats and
mufflers for the Regimental Inter-Squadron Athletics meeting.
However, a good crowd braved the cold and gave good voice to
their respective teams and despite the weather some good
performances were recorded in both field and track. Signalman
Simpson, 2 Squadron, ran a very good 5,000 metres romping
home an easy winner, and Second-Lieutenant MacDougall in
the 1,soo metres dashed away in the last 200 yards to win an
exciting race.
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The chain-of-command race wa won by 2 Squadron, where,
despite the bottleneck at the last lap, Captain Burge breasted
the tape foaming at the mouth to win by a gulp. In all, .a
successful meeting and a good insight to the at!hletic potential
f, r the forthcoming !llson.
The champion Squadron for 1967 was H.Q. Squadron by one
point over 3 Squadron. The trophy and prizes were presented
by ~. Jackson, wife of the Commanding Officer.
The following week on 2rst April all four Squadrons entered
teams in the 4th Division Artillery Sports Meeting held at
Dortmund. This competition consisted of six-a-side hockey,
football, sevens at rugger, tug-of-war and cross-country and
basketball.

.\rrlvals and Departures
For us a quiet month with fewer changes than usual. We
have said goodbye to Staff Sergeant Fewster, Sergeants Philemon, Drane, Burnham and Binks. At •t he same time we welcome
ro the Regiment, Lieutenant R. Garside, R.C.T., our new O.C.
M.T. Troop, Staff Sergeant Charlton, Sergeants Hurst, Homewood, Rawding and Watt.
Flash
Our congratulations go out to our Assistant Adjutant,
Lieutenant M. J. C . Galloway, Royal Signals, on his engagement to Miss Marian Fairnie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M.
Fairnie, Sacriston, Co. Durham.
7th REGIHEI\'T,
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CoDlcen Squadrons Create a n e w record!
In the past few weeks the Regiment has done its fair share
of exercises; 'Cleft Stick,' ' Quick Step,' ' Hot Spot,' ' Spring
Sales' have all served to keep the NAAFI rebate down and
the L.A.D. busy. The Comcen Squadrons situated on the tops
of soft and muddy hills have helped to create a new record in the
Regiment-the Scammel's winch has now done twice the mileage of the Scammel itself.
Other Squadrons of the R egiment tend to be a little luckier
in the allocation of exercise locations and usually bask in the
comparative comfort of farmyards. These locations are quite
naturally leading to an increasing interest in farming by many
of the men. During one of the exercises several men were
inv.ited to watch the birth of a calf, resulting in stewed steak
not being quite so popular on the menu of late. The techniques
of milking, feeding and ' mucking-out ' have also been witnessed.
Trade tests for the secondary ttade of Farmer (Assistant) Blll
will be held during the winter months.

Th••

Sporting

ll' orld

Somewhere in the odd days between exercises, the Regiment
has managed to keep the sporting flag flying.
We reached the semi-finals of the 4th Division Six-a-Side
Hockey Competition and won the 4th Division Rugby ' Sevens.'
The ame team then went on to win a competition organised
by the Javelins' at Bielefeld. Corporal Cairns and Corporal
Kubu continue to maintain their plac;e in the BAOR rugby
side, and Lieutenant Bill Bowen has joined them for three games
at full-back until injury intervened.

Full bore sbootlut(
The Regiment sent six representatives to the Corps full bore
meeting at Verden, organised by 1st Regiment, during the
period roth to 13th April.
They all enjoyed themselves,
although we did not achieve any noted success, other than
Signalman Durrant sharing the 'Pool Bull.' We are hoping
·to stimulate more interest in the sport within the Regiment,
in spite of the difficulties of range allocation and difficulties of
getting men, due to heavy exercise commitments. As is usual,
the keener shots are the key men on exercises.
Free-fall 1•arachutiug catches on
We have a number of keen free-fall parachutists within the
Regiment, and within " F " Troop of 3 Squadron, in particular.
Most week-ends enthusiasts appear at the DZ at Bad Lipspringe in the hope that the weather will be favourable for
jumping, and that the aircraft from which jumping takes place
Recruits are
will be able to raise itself from terra firma.
coming forward at a surprising rate to 'have a go,' due mainly
to the propaganda value of Signalman Roberts and LanceCorporal Moores casll:allY saunt~ring around the camp carrying
parachutes, or repackmg them m the corridors of meir liv.ffig
accommodation.
Doubtless, stories in the NAAFI and the
Corporals' Club are also playing a par.t in building up an
interest in this comparatively new but fast-growing sport.

THE NEW

1967 VAUXHALL- VIVA

Sergeant Martin and Lance Corporal Mann show off the cups won
by the victorious seven-a-side Rugby team. The team won the
Northern Command and Catterick Area Cup

Uth JlEGIMENT, CATTERICK CA1'1P
The Under Secretary is Interested
The Regiment was visited by a large number of people last
month among them the Under Secretary of State for the Army,
Mr. J.'Boyden, M.P. Mr. Boyden, v:ihose co~stituency is nearby
at Bis.hop Auckland, took a great mterest m the work of the
Regiment, and talked to staff and trainees.
Cong.ratulations to the Regimental 7-a-si~e rugby team on
winning the Northern Command and Cat.t~nck Ar_ea Cups.
Trainees who have been through 8th Regiment will remember
the spring escape and evasion exercises with the Territorial
Army Parachute Brigade. This year the site was changed to
the Tebay/Sedburgh area, and it was held a few weeks late.r
in the year, so earning a change of name from March to April

Everything is changing ...

free of Purchase Tax !

l\' heu propriety i s sometimes

' hnpropriety _~

Propriety forbid s us to mention the name of the soldier who
decided to fill up a latrine trench with leaves instead of soil,
with the admitted intention that one of his beloved officers or
senior N.C.0.s should fall in it, and then promptly stepped in
it himself.
Propriety similarly precludes naming the young A.C.C.
N.C.0. of the Regiment who, instead of boarding a slow train
to Verden to attend bis Corps R.ifle Meeting, travelled instead
on the Trans-Europa Express to Verdun, complete with SLR
and SMG and no border pass. The R.H.Q. staff who made out
and signed rhe railway warrant are currently spinning coins
to decide who shall pay rhe difference in cost. Strange how
the junior ranks seem to be t>he unluckiest l

opening a current-account or a savings-account
payments by means of bankers' transfers
expert advice on all questions of profitable capital investment
and last not least: personal and courteous service

We are at your disposal wherever you may be stationed; more than
460 branches of our bank in the Federal Republic of Germany
including West Berlin are at your service. In all these branches
individual attention will be paid to your personal requirements.

~ SINCE1870
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The brand new Vauxhall Viva.. from £-470 Vouxhall Victor from £570 •
Six-cylinder models from £809.

Export home delivery- preferential financial treatment
If you are being posted abroad or returning to England
for re-posting overseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax.
Free of P.T. to all eligible serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facilities arranged.
WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS
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J.

Baker & Co. Ltd.
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COMMERZBANK
Palntedlronmoney-cheat, 17th century.

BIRCHETI ROAD, ALDERSHOT

Head Offices in OUsseldorf · Fr~nkfurt a.M: Hamburg.
In Berlin: BERLINER COMMERZBANK
Representatives in Beirut · Buenos Aires·
Johannesburg· Madrid · Rio de Janeiro·Tokyo ·Windhoek.
Interests in banks in 14 overseas countries.

Telephone Aldershot 24242
Also at : Dorking, Guildford, Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge.
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines
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Hare. It was, however, as tough as ever, and not many paratroops got through. Those who were caught did not find much
comfort, nor get a chance to escape.

Finance also has become more modern and adaptable. Services
are more varied,advisory services more comprehensive, which we
can offer you as a modern major bank. That means:
•
•
•
•

Well • • • w e hove never heard of that one yet!
Two junior N.C.O.s of 3 Squadron recently gave the excuse
for being late on parade on an exercise as " the young milkmaid kept walking through the room we were sleeping in
and we were afraid to get out of bed." It was accepted as
being at least original.
Our new Padre makes a point of visiting the Regiment on
exercises. On his first visit he unfortunately arrived in one
echelon area when seventy hungry men had just discovered
.that only forty rations had been brought forward. He is now
a little wary of the text "man sh111l not live by bread alone."

THE REGIMENTAL P.O .W. CAGE FOR EXERCISE APRIL HARE
. .. this exercise was as tough as ever, and not many paratroops
got through and those who were caught did not find much comfort
nor get a chance to escape
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THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL 2 SQUADRON FOOTBALL TEAM
Back row : Murray, Andrews, Foley, Burr, Thompson, Etchells,
Groves, S.S.M. Richardson (Manager)
Front: Williamson, Green Hamilton, Littler, Pope, Torbett

9th llEGDIENT, U.F.P.O. 53
The papers have announced that a run-down in Cyprus is
in progress-this is confirmed by echoes, that reach us, from
the humming activity in the halls of the great.
The island is certainly becoming less crowded-at our end
at least-but the Regiment carries on and even manages to
achieve some building improvements in spite of the everdecreasing size of the mesh in the finance controller's sieve!
As always, we have plenty of work on hand but you won't
want to read about that and so--to sport!

Units Cup, with once more 262 Squadron taking an early lead.
Again it was Andrews who put the home team back in the
game. F.rom that point it was only a matter of time but, as in
the first encounter, an extra thirty minutes was needed to score
the decider-Andrews scoring a second goal.
Incidentally this was the first year that 2 Squadron had
contested the Dhekelia Cup, and the third successive year <that
the team had carried off the Chief Signal Officer's Trophy.
Later in the month the Regimental Team reached the final
of the Army (Cyprus) Knockout Cup, where they came up
against the Royal Engineers. The Sappers drew first blood and
held their lead till half-time. At this stage one wondered where
the usually vocal team manager of 9th Regiment was . . . .
looking hard he could be seen huddled beneath a trilby, and
sporting a large pair of dark glasses, an anonymous spectator
no less . . . . but all this changed when five rninut s from time
Green scored a great goal for the Regiment, and so to extra
time once more when Green, again, made it 2-r. The man of
the match, by general consent, was the 9th Regiment's centrehalf, Williamson, who broke up countless attacks and throughout
played with outstanding assurance and calm. Perhaps equally
outstanding was the fact that 2 Squadron provided seven
members of the team, including Williamson and Green.
Water Ski·ing
Pure coincidence or not, when Fr~d Everson opened the new
water ski-ing season on 1st April he found one of his beloved
boats .ten feet below the surface of Famagusta Harbour. From
that ominous start though the Club has once more become a
going concern. In fact the interpid leader all but went when
he misjudged the speed of the turn during his final run, skidded
onto the beach, was projected from his skis, and with extraordinary presence of mind continued to run at great speed up
-the golden sand, corning to rest hard by the Kalamies Bar . . .
al-so known as the Scyx . . . had he crossed tihe Styx dien who
knows!
But a great showman is Fred and his unusual brand of ski-ing
has attracted further support for the Club, which now numbers
thirty paid-up members.

Goll

The annual Corps Championships were held on 14th April
in the Elephant grass at the Join t Services Golf Club, Dhekelia.
Major Dick Carroll led the way in the Scratch Championships
pursued by our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 0. J.
Peck, o.B.E. The Second-in-Command, Major Aubrey Rawson,
was there but found his score card inadequate to cope with the
conditions, and came back muttering that Squash had ruined his
back-hand. But he got round. Eddie Byrne was last seen disappearing into the rough behind the first tee, having played
off in the wrong direction .
The Handicap Competition was fought out on the same day,
and resulted in another inspiring win for the Regiment. The
winner was Mr. H. Nuttall, and the runner-up Mr. D . Ross,
both of the Unit.
Then came the event for which we had all waited for many
a long day and sleepless night . . . the foursomes. Major
Carroll, with the solid assistance of Captain Eric Gill, romped
away with the first prize. Eric, who at times has been compared
to: (a) Arnold Palmer, (b) The Third Man, (c) Eddie Byrne,
modestly puts his success down to a sensible diet.
Football
2 Squadro~ con~luded a highly successful campaign by taking
both the Chief Signal Officers Cup and the Dhekelia Minor
nits Cup in early April. In both finals tlle opposing team was
262 Squadron, and the score on each occasion after extra time
was two goals to one. In the first match, the Chief Signal
Officers Cup at Dhekelia, 262 Squadron were the first to score
and at half-time they fully deserved their lead. As the second
half wore on, however, the tremendously active vocal chords
of our 2 Squadron trainer, W.0.II Richardson, began to take
effect. Gradually the team pulled itself together and it came as
no surprise when Andrews levelled the scores. Nevertheless,
extra nme was needed to settle the issue, and Williamson put
the result beyond all doubt with a fine opportunist goal.
It was much the same story in the final of the Dhekelia Minor
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Hockey
On 7th April the final of the Army (Cyprus) Hockey Knockout Competition was played at H appy Valley, Episkopi, between
9th Regiment and 259 Squadron. At half-time the prospect of
a 9th Regiment win appeared remote, with 259 having enjoyed
most of the play and fully deserving their two goals to nil
advantage. But the effect of the half-time oranges was electrifying, and a complete transformation took place . From being
entrenched in defensive positions <the Regimental Team threw
everything into attack and in the final twenty minutes shot in
four goals: three by Major Murray, the skipper, and the other
by Staff Sergeant Williams. The suggestion that some kind of
dope had been inserted in the Regimental Team's oranges is
probably without foundation .
Saddle Club
A Gymkhana was held at the Unit Saddle Club on Saturday,
15th April. Who enjoyed it most, spectators or participants, is
difficult to say but several of the horses appeared to take offence
at being set to jump obstacles in public. Strangely, affected
most were those ridden by W .O.II Downes and Lance-Corporal
Edwards, the latter's mount refusing to take a single fence. The
winner of the Open Jumping Event was Stan Saunders on
Sunset and the same horse finished third, ridden by Corporal
Wareham. It is unfortunate that there are not more opportunities for Sunset to show his ability because he is a natural
fencer and he stays really well, and much the same could be
said of Jack Downes, who after the abrupt refusal of Little
Richard at tile first hurdle, accepted the challenge himself
and landed clear on the far side! To be fair, inspired by this
unselfish example, this unparalled devotion to duty, the horse
made a good attempt to clear the obstacle at the next time of
asking but, admittedly, with no more success. The day as a
whole, however, was certainly not unsuccessful, and doubtless
the Saddle Club will as usual have come very well out of it
financially.
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Pass-•fl Paradei.

10th Regiment, Hounslow
On the 30th April the Regiment were hosts to the Hounslow
Road Safety Committee who held their annual Safe Driving
Competition on the Square. There were seventy-<>ne entrants,
military and civilian, and the day was voted a complete success,
with most of the contestants proving to be above-average drivers.
Sport
Football has at last given way to cricket and the Regimental
Cricket Officer, W.O. (Y. of S.) Davies, has a problem-not
whom to play, but whom to drop. There has been a hearty
response to the Yeoman's appeal for "personnel interested in
playing cricket" and the team, captained by Sergeant Blackman,
is determined to do well this season-so, watch out, local
opposition.
Personal
Congratulations to Corporal and Mrs. Patterson on the birth
of their daughter.
We welcome W.O.II Hammond, Staff Sergeant P.rescott and
Sergeant Webley to the Regiment and hope their tour will be
a pleasant one.
11th REGllUENT, CATTERl{;K

CA~U•

Tennyson had a word for it
April saw 'the order changing and yielding place to new'
(with apologies to Tennyson), the old order of H.Q. Yorkshire
District in Catterick became the new H.Q. Northumbrian
District in Catterick. Within the Regiment the Officers' Mess
was handed-over to the R.A.M.C. and the officers moved to
the recently opened 'Royal Signals Mess Catterick.' A memorable month tinged with sadness in that aspect; however, as
Tennyson continued ' and God fulfils himself in many ways,
lest one good custom should corrupt the world.' There must be
a lesson m this for the less forward thinking amongst us. The
Regiment continued more-or-less as normal with the usual
round of visits, pass-<>ff parades and sporting events, to stimulate
the training programme. With two exceptions: on the 21st
April and 1st May the snow fell thick and fast, so much so
that one Sergeant-Major was heard to remark 'the Summer
training programme may have to be curtailed due to heavy falls
of snow.' (That's about the best one we have 1zeard about
Catterick weather for a long time!-Editor.)
Our visitors-111any and varied
On IIth April there was the visit of Major A. A.G. Anderson,
the Commanding Officer (designate) 18th Regiment, who .came
to see how we run the military training side of the Regiment
to give him some ideas for the training carr~ed out by ~ Squadron
18th Regiment. Also on the 11th Apnl the Regiment was
visited by Major D. F . Jones, S.0.P.T., Northern Command,
and the Master-at-Arms, Captain G. R. Norman, A.P.T.C.
This was a routine visit by these two officers, but they were no
less welcome than Colonel H. W. C. Stethen, Commandant of
the Royal Canadian School of Signals, who visited the Regiment
as paI't of his visit to the School of Signals, half of which was
then still in Catterick and part in Blandford. Colonel Stethen
inspected the Quarter Guard, mounted in ~is honour._ He als?
saw O.R. 1 Troop training ~nd, was very mtc:rested m recr;.iit
training as well as the sol~ers :i-ccomm<?<lation and messmg
facilities. On the 25th April, Maior Cossma, the head .of the
Ghana Fire Service, visited the Regiment as part of his tour
around Northern Command. While in England, Major Cossina
is being shown how the Bri.tish Army p_rotects itself fro;n. the
risk of fire. He was very impressed Wlth the new buildings
that make up Helles Barracks and their fire precautions. Capta~
M. L. W. Jennings visited the ~egiment on the. 28th Apnl.
Captain Jennings is the Royal Signals representa~ve at Mol!s
Officer Cadet School .in Aldershot; he was most mterested m
the potential officer training carried ont in O.R. I Troop. More
of the members of O.R. 1 Troop go to Mons O.C.S. than the
RM.A. Sandhurst because many of them are too old for entry
into Sandhurst.
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On the 14th April the
Pass-off Parade for 5 Troop
was taken by LieutenantColonel P. J. E. Durant,
M.B.E., who is the G.S.0.1 at
Headquarters Northumbrian
District. Lieutenant-Colonel
Durant saw 35 men pass off
the square, later he spoke to
their parents in the J uoior
Ranks Club before going to
the Officers' Mess for lunch .
The parade was also watched
by the officers of No. 63
" Q" Course, who were visiting the Regiment, to see some
' real ' soldiers. They were
all very impresed to see what
this Regiment could achieve
Sicnalman Reay
in six weeks' training. The
best of the thirty-five men on
parade was Signalman Reay. He is a southerner, who hails from
Kent and who was educated at Faversham Grammar School
where he obtained passes in seven ' Ordinary Level ' subjects in
the General Certificate of Education. After leaving school he
started work as a trainee engineer with the local water authority.
After trying several other engineering jobs, Reay decid~ .~at
the Army had more to offer him than the monotony ?f civilian
life. He is now going to 8th Regiment to be tramed as a
Technician, and we all hope that he will find training there as
interesting as in this Regiment. We wish him every good luck
and hope that he never finds Army life tedious.
The Pass-off Parade on the 28th April was taken by
Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. A. Gingell, O.B.E., 1st Royal Tank
Regiment. Lieutenant.-C:Olonel Gingell is the Commanding
Officer of the Royal Armoured Corps Training Unit in Catterick
and as such he was very interested in the way that the Royal
Corps of Signals train their recruits. After the parade of thirtytwo men from 3 Troop, Lieutenant-Colonel Gingell spoke to
parents and families of the soldiers in the Junior Ranks' Club
then had lunch in the Royal Signals Mess. In the afternoon h.e
visited the Weapon Training School and saw o. 7 Recruit
Troop . firing SLR's and also the members of o. 26 Staff
Sergeants' Course who were 'brushing-up ' their knowledge of
weapons. Lieutenant-Colonel Gingell next saw O.R. I Troop
combatting 'The Wall,' one of the Command tasks, and then
he visited Inst11.1ctional Wing and 2 Squadron.
The best recruit from 3
Troop on this occasion was
Signalman Elliot.
Elliot
comes from Scotland. He
attended Perth High School
and while he was there he
was a very enthusiastic
member of the ACF in
Dunkeld . He is a very keen
sportsman and has attained
the Gold Medal in the Duke
of E d i n b u r g h ' s Award
Scheme.
He is to be
presented with the medal by
the Duke of Edinburgh
sometime in July. After he
left school Elliot spent his
time helping his father, on
an estate outside Perth,
where his father is a Gamekeeper. Elliot is now posted
Signalman Elliot
to 8th Regiment for training
as a Radio Relayman. We
were very pleased to see . Mr. and M;'s· Elliot at the pass~ff
parade, and we all wish Signalman Elliot every good fortune m
his chosen career.
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Twenty-five Years Service

in /he Middle East

Corps Santi
Creates a TremenJous
Impression
as

15th Regiment
celebrates
•
a unique
Silver Jubilee

14th Regiment
Commemorate
Granting of
Freedom of Entry
of Gloucester

[Courtesy: Glo11cestcr Citizen mtd 1ournal
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Very erect and very smart the soldiers of the 14th Regiment created the best of impressions as they marched
past the Mayor at the Guildhall after the Cathedral service

S one who was present at the magnificent commemorative service held in Gloucester Cathedral, your Editor must report
A
that this was quite outstanding as a Corps occasion. In a sermon that will long be remembered, the Bishop of Gloucester
drew a simple and compelling comparison between the duty of the Church in faithfully communicating the word of God and
that of the Corps in respect of the word of man.
The Corps Band, playing in concert with the full Cathedral choir and organ, attained a musical standard that would be
difficult to surpass, and which drew very many appreciative comments afterwards. Altogether a day to go down in Corps history.
Do not, if you ever talk to the Corps Band about their
1967 visit to Gloucester, do NOT, we suggest, let the conversation get round to the weather.
Retreat
Regimental Week started on the evening of Saturday, 6th
May, with the Corps Band playing Retreat. Against a background of intermittent showers and a dubious forecast, it was
decided that our many guests would prefer to chance the
·weather rather than miss this annual event for ill-founded
reasons. And so it was that the familiar ceremony, started in
fitful sunshine, the Band, as always putting on an immaculate
performance, but after nventy minutes, Captain Pike very
properly sought permission of the Representative Colonel Commandant to curtail the performance. By that time the rain
was sheeting down and, in their own words, the Band got
wetter quicker than ever before.
After which a very bedraggled assembly of hosts and guests assembled in the Officers'
and Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Messes for cocktails.
Su11da~.

7th ~lay
On this day the Regiment actended a service m Gloucester
Cathedral in commemoration of the granting of the Freedom
of the City last year. This was held in the presence of the
Mayor, supported by the City Council, and the Representative
Colonel Commandanc, who read the Lessons.
This most stimulating service was particularly memorable
Gloucester
from two aspects: the music and the sermon.
Cathedral has long had a fine reputation for its fine music.
Right through, from the Band's Voluntary (Bach's Toccata and
Fugue in D Minor) to the Dr. Gordon Ja::ob's arrangement
of the National Anthem, the whole performance was most impressive. Particularly telling were the Farfare Trumpeters and
organ heralding the arrival of the civic procession, and the
choir's anthem, "I was glad."
After the service the Cathedral organist remarked that he
had never enjoyed a service so much. From a man with the
reputation and experience of Dr. Sumsion, this was a tribute
indeed. Similarly, an old lady, with tears in her eyes, approached
the Director of Music and said she would always remember
that afternoon. Indeed there were a number of people in the
congregation who had come to the service who had by chance
visited the Cathed.ral during the Band rehearsal the previous
day and were so unpressed that they made a second visit on
the Sunday.

2H

The Address was given by the Bishop of Gloucester. Taking
his text from the Lesson previously read by Brigadier Robinson,
he used Sr. John's phrasing " the words that I speak unto
you I speak not of myself" to draw a very pointed comparison
with our own necessity to handle with speed and accuracy
the messages it is our task to deliver. He later said he rejoiced
in the fact that the Regiment publicly acknowledged its conviction to seek God's help in carrying out its task.
After the service the Regiment exercised its right to march
through the City with swords drawn, bayonets fixed, drums
beating and bands playing. By this time, the Mayor, attended
by Brigadier Robinson, had taken up his position at the
Guildhall. Led by the Band, the Regiment, with the Scroll
vehicle-borne, and escorted by twelve N.C.O.s, and followed
by a detachment o(. the Royal Signals Association, swung into
Westgate Street in an ominous drizzle. Barely had we cleared
the saluting base when the heavens opened, and the citizens of
Gloucester, who had turned out in surprisingly large numbers,
We are
considering the weather, very sensibly departed.
told by those who should know, that the march was good
by any standards. This gave us added satisfaction, as many of
those on parade met each other for the first time at the
·
one and only rehearsal that morning.
Later, the officers entertained the City Council and Cathedral
clergy to tea; for the second time in 24 hours, the atmosphere
in the Mess was sufficiently steamy to be reminiscent of
warmer climates.
In lighter vein
On the Monday evening, the Band gave a concert, and in
the comfortably-full Guildhall, was able to demonstrate its
sheer professionalism by switching from the previous day's
Bach to such tunes as "Puppet on a String," the announcement
of which drew a satisfied sigh from the gallery and a refusal
f~om Captain Pike to remove his boots. " This most entertaining performance " was highly praised by the Mayor in a
short speech at the end of three days, which sealed the Band's
position in ·t he eyes and ears of the City.
At the time of going to press, more domestic functions con~inue, and the week will finish with a Regimental regatta at
Droitwich, and an athletics meeting at Bampton. These we
will report next time; for the moment we will merely predict
that I Squadron will win the sailing and that Sid will win
the old soldiers' race.
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The Regiment on the Silver Jubilee Parado?
lliHtu1·f1 oi the llcginient

On 1st April, 1967, the Regiment celebrated twenty-five
years of service in the Middle East. With the exception of
a two-year break, these have been continuous years of service.
Although there are Regiments which can claim longer periods
of existence, it is probably unique for a Regiment to spend
the best part of 25 years on operations.
Formed in April, 1940, the Regiment spent the war in the
Western Desert and Nile delta. When hostilities ended it
spent two years in Cairo before moving to the Canal Zone,
where it was engaged in Internal Security Operations. Later,
a move to Cyprus produced no change, with the Regiment fully
committed during the EOKA/ENOSIS period. The re-formation in Aden, in January, 1965, was against a background
of civil unrest and terrorist attacks.
And so today the Regiment looks back over 25 years in this
theatre, the great majority of which time has been spent on
operations.
The Anni,ve,.sa1·y

The present situation in Aden did little to make the celebration of our Silver Jubilee easy. Originally it was decided to
hold appropriate celebratfons on 1st April. However, the
planned arrival of the U.N. Mission, coupled with a general
strike and increased disturbances, necessitated a change of
date.
The anniversary parade was brought forward to 30th March.
This took place on the Regim~tal Square, Singapore . Lines,
where, just over ·two years previously, the ceremony markmg the

Some of the Regimental Silver being admired at the Officers' Mess
Reception during Jubilee Celebrations
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formation had taken place. The three Aden-based Squadrons
of the Regiment were each represented by 51 all ranks, together with the Band of the Royal Northumberland Fusiliers.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to include representatives
from 3 Squadron in Bahrain. The parade, commanded by the
Commanding Officer, was inspected by the Chief of Staff,
M.E.L.F., Brigadier R. C. Gibbs, o.s.o., M.C. Despite all the
many difficulties present in Aden, it was an excellent parade,
watched by wives and families.
In the evening the anniversary got well under way with an
all ranks' dance in the Kat Club. This was voted a great
success, not least being the excellent buffet provided by the
Command Catering School.
Those who have been present in Aden at this time will remember the p~riod for other reasons as well. Without exception, every soldier was called on to work long hours under
arduous conditions. This was rhe result of a deteriorating
security situation connected with the arrival of the U.~.
mission, and, dominating all our thoughts, the torrenual
rains of 1st April.
Internal Securitff

The threats to greet the U. . m1ss1on with unprecedented
violence were dampened by the storms of 1st April. However,
with a strike paralysing Aden, the violence mounted. With
this the operational commitment increased and the Regiment
placed on stand-by mobile radio detachments to support Aden
Brigade. These were soon in action, providing vital convoy
escorts, thus releasing Infantry for tasks elsewhere. With the
breakdown of a major part of the telephone ystem at thi
critical period, No. 2 Radio Squadron were fully stretched.
The Radio Relay Troop was deployed, despite the obstacle
of the rocks of Aden, to fill the gap until certain telephone
ystems could be 'dried out.'
A recent innovation in Aden Brigade is the Grenade tic.
This is awarded to those within the Brigade who have been
the target, and within wounding range of a terrorist attack.
The Regiment now has eighteen qualified members. The mo t
recent additions came when, in the middle of the night, our
living accommodation was hit by two rockets. Fortunately
and indeed miraculously, only one Signalman was slightly
wounded. The remainder e caped with a covering of plaster
and brick dust. Another rocket lodged itself in the back of
on~ of the radio vehicles of the Brigade Signal Troop. This
failed to explode and was, in fact, driven and bounced around
during the night by Lieutenant Hallchurch and his crew, who
little knew what shared their Land Rover. On discovering the
rocket the following morning the driver picked it out of the
vehicle, deposited it in the centre of the square, and departed.
The othe.r reciJ.>ients of the tie were the Commanding Offic~r,
who, with his driver and escort, were the target of a grenadier
whilst travelling down the Ma'alla Straight.
(Continued on pages 237, pictures on page 236)
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A page of pictures from 15th Regiment which tell a tlay to tlay story . ..

The following soldiers are now qualified to wear the tic:
Corporals Cawfield, Adams, Denton, Harvey, Ginty, Hamilton,
Lance-Corporals Phillips, Hunter, Price, Longley, Strawn,
Signalmen Walker, Skidmore, Riddle, Duncan and Holmes.
The • Ffood '

The conditions of Aden are such as to make it unnecessary
to worry about heavy rain. This applies to all aspects of life,
from buildings and drains to electricity supply. The effect of
the rain of Ist April was disastrous; there was a major breakdown in the military telephone system. Buildings leaked and
flooded and the exchange at Steamer Point was found to be
built in a natural water course, previously dry. The whole
of Aden, including all our cables seemed to be under water.
The storm waters rushing over the loose ground carried surface sand, rubble, rocks and moveable objects with them, exposing, and in some cases damaging cables. In addition, the
exchanges flooded and leaked and there was widespread power
failure. The task facing us immediately following the storm
was approximately 70 per cent of all subscribers, and a majority
of trunk and distribution cables faulty.
Maximum manpower was immediately brought into use, and
work commenced on a dawn to dusk basis, and on all too many
occasions throughout the night. Personnel in the Regiment
attending linemen courses and M.P.T. training were used to
meet the emergency. Foreman Johnson, en route to U.K., and
passing through Aden, was held because of his knowledge
originally obtained in installing the automatic system. Working
such extreme hours, the speed of restoration was limited by
the fatigue of cable parties. Despite this, at the end of one
week the system was largely restored to a satisfactory state.
We ~ow continue the tidying-up process.

Air .Formation Signals
The celebration of our 25th birthday and the rains coincided with .rhe Army assuming responsibility for all Air Formation Signals commitments in Aden. The storm damage on
the Khormaksar airfield placed a great burden on K Airfield
Troop. During . .the em~gency. it was sh?wn that by cooperation on an mter-Service basis, and the mterchange of resources the transfer of responsibilty produces greater, rather
than le;s, support for the R.A.F. The integration of K Troop
into the R egiment has gone smoothly and occurred at a
memorable time.
S port
The Regiment is proud to have upheld the name of the
Corps in 4:he sphere of spor~. In the s?7cer leagu~ we ~merged
with the cup, thus upholdmg a tradi.uon of this unit, commenced in Egypt. In hockey we reached the Army final, regrettably to be defeated in a very close and hard game by I
R H .A. Following this, W .0 .Il D ady, Staff Sergeant W . B.
Brown and Sergeant Campbell were selected to play for the
Army against the R.A.F .
Corporal Baker also put up a fine display in the Int~-Service
Fencing Championship when he won the Epee outnght and
only lost the Master at Arms title to a Royal Marine Sergeant
by one hit.
Th e Future

Operationally we began and operationally we shall end in
the Middle East, and to all who have served with 1;1s, we. se~d
our best wishes and a solemn promise that we will mamtam
the traditions and high standards of the Regiment you created,
until that moment arrives when it is decided there is no
further requirement for us in this theatre, in which we have
served such a long, hot, dusty, happy twenty-five years.

overpowering perfume. Subsequent tests proved that it was his
new shave lotion, kindly given by Private Well , presumably
for after-dark identification.
Such actlvityt
· After some doubts we have settled down in the Regimeru to
the Social Club in place of the J.R.C. A mixed unit offers special
problems if areas are allotted by rank and the free mixing in
the Social Club is much preferred. Standards of decor (selfhelp) and dress in the Club have lifted to the poin t where the
Sergeants' Mess had to be given emergency treatment to maintain the proper order of things. The new Sergeants' Mess bar
is quite a place, again achieved by self-help. The Officers, not
willing to be left behind, are giving their Cellar Bar a major
renovation. Such activity!
A summer inovation this year is to be softball. After a carefull check we have discovered no opposition in B.A.O.R. and so
will be cup and league winners. We are not quite on our own
as we are friends with 4 Squadron, Korbecke, and they, it
seems, know the rules.
W e ddi n g
Never a month goes by without at least one wedding in the
Regiment. This month Corporal and M rs. R. Breakwell received
their certificate from Padre John Scammell. C.Orporal Breakwell
is a Radio Relay T echnician in 2 Squadron with his home at
Bushberry, Wolverhampton. Padre Scammell is well-known
on the British Forces radio network in B.A.0.R.
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-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
and interested in a new:-
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I. Dawn stand to-a very real necessity 2. What happens to the unwary when they hit a Mk. 7 Mine-note the protection
1iven by the mine.plating modification. 3. Anti-Terrorist mortar search. 4. Lieutenant Cartright in vehicle on right in
pourln1 rain-just on the scene of an Incident. 5. H.M.S. Sheba-a naval shore establishment-back In Its natural element!
6. And still the ralna came!

• • • we nre very luc ky in Krefeld
We think we are very lucky in Krefeld. With . th e bloss_om
out, the willows weeping, the W;R.A: C. operators. m the swimming pool and the R.S.M. dozmg. m the sunshme,, B!adbury
Barracks is a place of beauty. Occasionally the peace is d!sturbe~
by 2 Squadron leaving for or r eturning from an exerC1Se. It s
regrettable that the Squadron r ecce officer has such rural
instincts; he always goes for a faro: a.nd the rest of u s kno~v
about Jt when they come back. ~1unkI?g of smells, the C.0. s
nose twitched when he climbed mto his Zephy the oth~ clay
and he challenged Lance-Corporal Bardsley to explam the
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the tenth, causing a loss o~ tw~ laps. . He ~oi~ ~e race
at the eighteenth lap and, m spite of his engme nu.s?rmg, ~c
lost no time in working up through the field agam. His
determined hopes for a high placing in the race were soon
shattered when, on lap thirty-four, his brakes fa.iled, with . a
subsequent loss of fluid. Undaunted he kep~ gomg, ~d did
exeraordinarly well to be placed fourth behmd a twm-cam
Marlyn (R. Seow), a Lotus 23 twin-cam (A. Poon) and a
Lotus 41 twin-cam (D. Laurel).
The three cars driven by Major John Harwood were entered
by the Mercury Stable, a racing team originat~d by fo~er
Corps member Major A. M. R. Mallock, who 1s still highly
respected in U.K. and the Continent.

The attractive ladies of 18th cake on the W .O . and Sergean ts Mess at Football
and the resu lt was never in doubt for 3 moment. After a spectacular match
producin1 a combination of soccer, basketball, rugby, barracki!i:g ::t.nd many a
tussle, the Lad ies emer&ed victors, as pretty a nd as cool as ever.
Ladies in the photo: Sitting {left to right) : Mrs. Brice, Lee, Richardso n, Hadfield,
Jepson, Brown, Jessop, Stevelman, Jones, McPhajl, Pfejffer. Standing: Mrs. Cushen
and Mrs. Greenbrook

18th Regiment
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
The Reghnental Athletics Competition
The competition took place on our recently-completed bitumen athletic track. The track is located alongside the Dover
Road Swirnmmg Pool, and has been built surrounding the floodlit football field. The whole Dover Road area is now sports
complex. The fields nearest the Kent Cinema are used by
the Warren Golf Club as a driving range.
The a-thletics meeting was keenly contested in the presence
of the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Millo and Mrs. Millo, together with many members of the Regiment and independent
Squadrons and their families and friends.
It was a gay
and auspicious occasion, enhanced by well-decorated and ample
seating accommodation with handy beer and ice stalls by
NAAFI, thanks to the organisation and efforts of Major Fred
Stork, Captain Alistair Ainsworth and their hard-working
team from 2 Squadron.
The competitors were 249 Squad-ron (FARELF), 237 Squadron (COMCAN) and H .Q., 1, 2 and 3 Squadrons of 18th
Regiment. Although no outstanding records were broken, the
team spirit, fitness, strength, and speed of the contestants,
gave us all a tremendous thrill and an enjoyable afternoon's
sport.
249 Squadron won the overall competition, closely
followed by 237 Squadron, with 1 Squadron third, but first
in the Regimental Inter-Squadron Competition. 2 Squadron
were fourth, followed by H .Q. Squadron, and finally sixth were
3 Squadron.
The knock-out rug-of-war produced a lot of thrills, spills
and screams. In the final, 249 Squadron pulled I Squadron to
win the cup. The old soldiers' race needs mention for its
build-up and performance. Many side-bets were placed; certain
crafty old 'uns were seen in running shoes, looking unconcerned, but with a will and determination only an old soldier
can detect and disguise. A very fast 80 yards dash ensued,
won by the old man of the Regiment, Major Gordon-Jones,
closely followed by Lieutenant Dai Rees and Captain Frank
Richardson and, of course, large quantities of iced beer afterwards.

Cllmltlng Club
It all started with Lieutenant David Case presenting himself
to the P.R.I. and saying " Please sir, may I have an allowance,"
and promptly being told to try his bank manager I Actually,
he was after a grant for climbing equipment.
The C.O.
blessed the deal and hey presto! the gear, ordered from U .K.,
arrived, was taken on charge and issued to the newly-formed
Regimental Climb Club. Here is their first story:
Except for the few of us who bad climbed before, for the uninitiated it was a derisive laugh-" what? rock climbing in
Singapore!" However, the spell was certainly broken when we
stood before the Bukit Tirnah granite quarries, rising a sheer

THE SINGAPORE GRAND PRIX
Major John Harwood negotiating Hairpin bend at speed in the Lola
Ford No. 103

55oft. Previous blasting has created beautiful climbing hazards
of sheer faces of jagged rock and angular slabs from zero to
3ooft. Much of the quarry is in an extremely dangerous condition, but we soon found a favourite corner, untouched, providing us w.ith several pitches of 6o .to Soft. of varying grades of
climbing.
Needless to say, the initial climbs, no less the easier ones,
have provided enthusiastic tyros with plenty of ~xciternent.
Climbing feats, lashed with beer at the club after climbs, produce many hair-raizing accounts of stirring efforts. Sergeant
Donnithorne and Corporal Hillis, of 3 Squadron, have proved
themselves budding " Tigers " after only a few sessions, while
other members, notably Corporal Cheetham, continue to burl
themselves, with v.igour, at anything climbable. Maintaining
the strictest of safety measures, including ,t he wearing of helmets,
we are often bugged as ' pot-holers.'
Our greetings to members of 6o4 Climbing Club. Corporal
Watson enthrals us with reminiscences. It can confidently be
said that the same enthusiasm and camaraderie prevails here
as it did w.ith Captain J. P. Brown's motley crew in Germany
and Norway.
We hope to be able to give more ambitious accounts of
ourselves with the coming of our next expedition to Malaysia
to conquer Gunong Korbu, in Perak State, adding interest with
suitable photographs.
Safe climbing, mates!
(We shall look forward to seeing
this.-Editor).

The Singapore Grand Prix
These notes will certainly interest the many car racing and
motor-cycle fans and enthusiasts in the Corps. This power
sport is fast developing into international S·tatus. The many
club road races, hill climbs, rallies and scrambles organised
throughout the year in Singapore was climaxed by the 1967 Singapore Grand Prix. The meeting this year attracted about 25,000
spectators, which included the local populace, Servicemen and
their families, and many overseas visitors. It was altogether
a most picturesque and exciting experience. Besides the main
Grand Prix events for cars and motor-cycles, there were many
supporting events for sports cars, saloons, old-timers, and the
lower c.c. motor-cycles.
Thrills and spills galore!
We highlight this short article as a .tribute to our Major
John Harwood, an avid racer and expert mechanic, who xaced
with the best from four continents with a good measure of
success. He entered for three events, ·driving in turn, a Mazda
saloon 800 c.c. with an eight-speed gearbox; a Lotus XVII,
with a Climax engine, for the sports car race, and a Lola Ford
for the Formula Grand Prix. He was placed third in .t he
saloon and sports car race, and overall fourth in the main
event. The Lotus claimed ovei:all six·th, in spite of the engine
having the second smallest capacity in the race.
Major John bad an adventurous, if disappointing race, in
the Grand Prix itself, a 6o-lap race of 180 miles. He held
fifth place for nine laps and developed electrical trouble on

(Continued on page 239)

Warrant Officers' and S•~rgeant8' ;!'less
The Mess is enjoying a thriving Mess life. On Sunday, 30th
April, armed with my camera .I walked down to the soccer
field to witness a Sunday mornmg spectacle and perchance to
take a few interesting shots for THE WIRE. The first foo~ball
match was a high class tussle with the Mess versus a Combmed
School Teachers' XI, ending in a win for the Mess 2--0.
I was to my chagrin, invited to referee the second match
which ~as a Mess Ladies' XI versus all the sundry Mess
members. A combination of soccer, basketball, rugby, b:i-rr~ck
ing and many spectacular tussles and falls! It was a hilanous
affair and a tough experknce, but v~ry enjoyable. Lots. of free
kicks anywhere and penalties were unP?sed. mostly agamst the
• He's.' The ladies, of course, were v~ctonous . and the game
closed amidst much shouting and chasmg. I disappeared hotfoot back to my quarters and a welcome pint of iced. noon-day
ale and a two-hour "charpy bash." Very refreshmg ! Unfortunately I was not able to ·take the. shots I bad int~ded to
but I did get some group shots which show the victors as
pretty as ever and the vanquished none the worse for the wear
and tear.
21st REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 43

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:

Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement. -::::~i~~~
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers ' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holidays,
Hunter. Transit, Television, etc.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. l TD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.

We really must apply somewhere for an extra issue of days
for these ridiculously short months! (Maybe the Quarte~\er
knows the source or the Paymaster could quote an authonty · ).
Looking back at April, which anyway is a whole day " under
issued," it is beyond me how we managed to cram so many
events into suoh a--(on second thoughts, per?aps on~ of our
officer-s experienced in such matters could wnte to his M.P.?
" Short time unacceptable "-"Ration of days well below the
national average I ")--But to proceed:

M.P.T.
The seventeen soldiers attending the first M.P.T. course of
·t he year passed out with ten class lls, and seven . class Ills, ~f
these Signalmen Harber, Green and Turner qualified for ~err
class II from scratch and are to be congratulated on producmg
this high standard.

R.c.z.

Shoot
The fortunes of the Regiment took a tumble during the
R.C.Z. Shoot where, for the first time, we play~ host to our
sis-ter regiments in the R.C.Z. and .to a representative team from
I (B.R.) Corps.
. .
S
S 'th
Our only successes we re ind1v1dual ones, ergeant m!
winning the S.M.G. Class A and Signa)man Yeomans die Rifle
Class B individual awards.
d d 'd
However, the R.A.F. at Bruggen, whose range ~e use , 1,,
us proud in eve:ry way (even to the extent of the . Met man
laying on three glorious days for the event) and Lieutenant R.
D Allen wi.th " H " Troop excelled themselves. 1fie range
organisation, under tlie capable guidance .of Cap~n P.d H.
Bolton, contributed greatly to a most en)oyable
ree ays
shooting.

Courage
is the Word for Beer

S1•ring Exercise
With the cry "io the woods" the Regiment rushed o.ff on ~e
annual Spring exeroise. The weather, always fickle m April,
proved itself up to the s~tua~ion and the temperature ~opped
like a· stone! A light sprmklmg of snow was even provided on
the final day I
· CAFSO
Once more communications ran well until
.
put .a
adlock on either end of the exchan&~an .effecuve b~, as 1~
~roved, rather drastic method of prov1dmg light entertammen·i ,
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and even "D" Troop found tha{ they did not know all the
answers to laying ten pair cables I
Ah! well-mey say experience is cheap at the price!
port
The finals of both the inter-regimental hockey and football
leagues were played off this month. "H" Troop kept the
hock y trophy with their second successive win, beating R.H.Q.,
and " L " Troop won the football trophy for the third year
running, also beating R.H.Q.
In the Laarbruch station football league we were beaten
into second place by one point; however, we were successful
in winning the station knock-out competition for tlle first time.

22nd REGDIENT, D.F.P.O. 16
"TuE WIRE notes," said the Colonel. "Whose tum is it
to write them this month?"
< Mine,' said I, all eager to go!
Once more that resigned look clouded the C.O.'s face as
I explam~d my idea of writin,g them out in the field on
Exercise " Blue Grass.''
"~ter all," I said, " it should be possible to write a few
amusmg words about the early stages of the exercise.''
It should be, but I hadn't reckoned with HIMSELF whose
exercise it was! Spare time, to date, has been non~xistent,
and the incidents, which are printable, few and far between.
How on earth C3.? on~ write about the senior officer arriving
at th~ square asking hls whereabouts, having run off the edge
of his map? 0/ery nasty for one's spinal column!)
That
wouldn't be good for one's career, would it?
~C!~aps I co.uld write about O.C. Echelon's tree-felling
acnviu:s. Seemingly, the Sergeants' Mess tents were pitched
the tables and chall:s set out, tabl.ecloths on, the tea poured;
an~ officers . and s:ruors were relaxmg, spinning tales like only
helicopter pilots and; Q-!"1.-types can, when an ominous creaking
was heard. .Invesuganon sh?wed that an adjacent tree, split
do~ the rruddle, .was swaymg alarmingly towards the tent.
ln~is1v~, as on_ly Echelon can be (I6 hours' sleep each day!),
this h1ghly-pa1d group of potential lumberjacks moved the
double tent bodily to one side out of harms way while the
'copte~ pilot and his Irish accomplice set to work' felling the
potential hazer?. After a lot of hard work, their final reward
~s to see this rather large and majestic tree topple slowly,
fair and square across the centre of the newly-erected mess tent!
What a mess!
A jerrican would have marked the spot !
9ur new O:C., LA.D., Major Ron Moyes has settled in
qwckly and will clearly be a great help in the future. Who
else. would, when appealed to by a distraught 0.C. Mobile Bath
Unn_, whose vehic!es .were sinking out of sight in the mud,
ask if a. rope and ierncan were available. Upon receipt of an
affirmanve, he ~dvised tying the jerrican to the rope and the
rope to the vehicle, so that the jerrican could act as a marker
after the vehicle had disappeared!
A ful~ report on the exercise, together with pictures, will
app~ m next month's notes.
. Since ou~ last contrib~tio.;i, much hard work has taken place
m preparation for E:cerc1se Blue Grass," ·however, we continue
to hold our own m other fields.
Holding our own
Corporal Dau, A C.C. attached, did well in both the 1
(BR) . Corps B.?d B.A.0.R. Co<;~ery Compet!t~on, coming second
rn his class 10 both compeuuons.
His 1cmg picture of the
~lone! . Commandant of the Army Catering Corps was most
impressive .
. Corporal Robert.s, R.A.P.<;:. attached, won the B.A.O.R. individual table tc:mi1s championship and has since represented
~.A.<?.R. He is,. of coursi:, the guiding light in the Regiment
m. this .field and JS responsible for the revival of <table tennis in
thlS UDJt.
.F~ly, the s:ven-a-side rugby team retained the 4th
Div1S1on seven-;a-s1de ru.gby runners-up trophy. The final was
between our sister Regiment, the 7th, and ourselves, and reluctantly ~e have to a~knowledge that they deserved to win.
Of the urut team, special mention must be made of Scullion
whose fire and speed about the field was frightening Th~
r~ of the team all played their hearts out and gave nobly of
their best.
All in all, quite an eventful and exciting month.

BRUIN
ON
PARADE

Senior Wardens
and

Wardens
required

for

Lon~on,_

comm~nc~g

the

new

Jewel House, Tower of
approximately April, 1967.
Apphcauons are mvited from serving or retired regular
commissioned or non-commissioned officers of H.M.
Forces, preferably between the ages of 40 and 55.
Must be of good character and have held a rank,
preferably not below Sergeant (or equivalent) for at
least one year.
Starting salary: Senior Wardens
£14 6s. 6d. p.w. (rising by two annual increment;
to £15 3s. od. p.w.); Wardens £x3 4s. 6d. p.w.
(rising by two annual increments to £x3 15s. 6d. p.w.)
for 44-hour week, averaged over the year. These
rates "".ill be increased by I8s. and I8s. 6d. per week
respecuvely from lst July, 1967; in addition an allowance of £I Is. od. per week is paid. Some Sunday
duty in summer at overtime rates.
Annual leave
two weeks three days, plus days in lieu of attendance
on Public and Privilege Holidays. Uniform provided
free. Secure, long term employment is offered for
suitable men with prospects of Establishment conferring non-contributory superannuation b~nefits.
Applications to reach Ministry of Public Building and
Works, E.D.2, Room 312, Lambeth Bridge House,
London, S.E.1.

BlJYIN6 A HOIJSE
£5,000 to £50,000
WE HAVE SPECIAL FACILITIES
for arranging House Purchase loans at
normal rates for the officer in the higher
income group, e.g. 95 % up to £18,000,
90% up to £25,000, 85% up to
£30,000, etc.
For details, write in corzfidence to:Lt. Colonel C. B. Johns, RAOC (Retd.)
Services Advisory Bureau Manager

H. R. MARTIN & Co., Ltd.
38 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks•
Brokers of Insurance to Members of H.M. Forces

Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227

•
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30th Regiment
shows its wares

Generals in profusion-a galaxy of two and three stars totalling 74 stars in
this picture ...

April 25th, 1967, was a day which we in Blandford will
remember for a long time. The Signal Officer-in-Chief had
invited the M.G.O., the D.C.G.S., the V.Q.M.G. and D.Q.M.G.,
and many Arms Directors and senior officers from the Ministry
of Defence and H.Q. Southern Command to a demonstration
and presentation of the new BRUIN Communications System
for I (BR) Corps.
A new eomJDunieation co11eeptio11
As many readers of TuE WIRE will already know, BRUIN is
a new communications system which is nearing the end of its
trials. It is a fully engineered system in newly built signals
vehicles. 4 (Bruin) Squadron is justly proud of the work done
over the last eighteen months, and we were delighted when the
SO.-in-C. asked the Regiment to arrange the presentation to so
many senior officers.
Helicopters and scurrying stnJI ears
The great day dawned very bright and clear. Unfortunately,
it did not remain so, but nobody ever actually got wet. Zero
hour was II.IS, when the Army Commander was due to land
from Salisbury, with C.S.O. Southern Command in his helicopter. He was then scheduled to welcome the other senior
generals as they arrived on the helicopter pad. Needless to say
this was the first thing to go wrong. A brisk north-easterly
wind speeded the passage of the senior generals from London,
and all three helicopters touched down in perfect formation
slap on II.IS. By accident the Commanding Officer was standing opposite the Army Commander's helicopter but the others
were welcomed by scurrying staff cars ra.rher than by disciplined
military formality. There were seven staff cars and three
captains on the square, so the move to the Conference Centre
went smoothly. Within a minute or so of arrival, the bus
party, consisting of those generals who had travelled by rail
f.rom London, arrived from Salisbury Station and the party was
in full swing.
Torrey Canyon stuft
One general had had his trousers sprayed with oil by a
faulty helicopter, and the Adjutant had dry cleaning fluids and
cloth very quickly on the scene, but otherwise me party were
in good order.
Musical chairs
After coffee, came the move to the Conference Room. This
had been very carefully arranged for the rehearsals. The
problem was to seat no less than 23 generals, each with a good
view of the viewgraph screen and the rear projection screen
for tran-sparencies. The practical solution to this problem was
to obtain the services of 22 soldiers to act the part of the
generals, while the Commanding Officer and Second-inCommand moved from one seat to the other altering the

arrangements until they were reasonably satisfied. In rhe event,
very few visitors found it necessary to move their chairs, but
anyone considering such an assignment should leave several
hours for the necessary general post.

The system revealed
After a presentation on the system, lasting about half an
hour, there was general agreement when the Commanding
Officer suggested that some of those present might have found
what he said not completely clear to them. However, a visit
to the fir&t stand was made before lunch 1 and once the visitors
had seen some of the equipment and triea out the new facilities,
they found it much easier to ask the ·r ight sor-t of questions
in the Mess over· a drink before lunch.
Lunch went down well-literally
The visitors were entertained to lunch by the Officers of
30th Regiment, and although room could not be found for
every officer in the Regiment, we were able to give each of
the guests an individual host. The Mess staff, under the direction
of our Steward, Mr. Annetts, put on a really fine lunch, and
it was just as well that we were keeping the visitors on the
move for the first hour or so of the afternoon.
During the visits to s-tands in the afternoon, we were able
to take each party in their minibuses past the new buildings
of the School of Signals and the Headquarters Mess. Tea was
served in the Officers' Mess before our guests had to depart
by train, car and helicopter.
Quite a bag really
While 30th Regiment has never been shy of putting on an
" Open Day " to demonstrate a new piece of signal equipment,
this occasion must have been unique in the history of the
Regiment. Indeed few, if any, Regiments of the British Army
can ever have entertained so many senior officers in one day;
our eventual bag was one General, two Lieutenant-Generals,
eleven Major-Generals, an Assistant Chief Scientist, an Air
ViC'!-Marshal, three Brigadiers, an Air Commodore, a Captain,
R.N., together with three M.A.s, who came with their Generals.
The M T.O. has calculated that to have provided each of these
officers with his own staff car would have required 74 stars.
Fortunately we had planned to do most of the movement by
minibus.
Appreciation
One of the more pleasant aftermaths of such an event is the
large number of '" thank you " letters which v. received. These
are being bound into a proper cover with photographs of the
event and will be presented to the Bruin Trials Squadron as a
momento of the occasion. There is no official confirmation of
a rumour that the Squadron is to receive the battle honour
"Blandford 1967."
2'41
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BRUIN ON PARADE (continuetl)
F.R.A. SIGNAL REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 69

RELAXE D
Major Arch ie Birtwhistle was " en rapport" with his party

CANADIAN ENCOUNTER
The S.0.-in-C. has a word w ith Corporals Luten and Manns of the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals

INSTRUCTION
The C.O . gets down to the " nuts and bolts" of the problem

2'42

An Englishman's home is his castle, or so we are told, and
to further this belief the British bachelor element of the FRA
Signal Regiment, along with all the other unaccompanied Junior
Ranks, have recently moved inro some new accommodation.
This consists of a three-storey block of flats previously used for
married families. As our previous accommodation started life
as the Arab servants' quarters for the Sergeants' Mess, the move
was more than welcome. However, the move which was under
the control and direction of the British Administrative Staff,
just haJ!)pened to take place during the height of the worst rain
storms in Aden in living memory. The fact that it was All-fools
day, did not make us feel any better at all. However, not to be
daunted, and aided by the havoc caused by the rains, the fiats
alloMed to Signals personnel managed to acquire some extra
armchairs, carpets, coffee... tables, and even a telephone extension, installed while our brothers from 15th Regimen t and 222
Squadron were waging war against the havoc caused to their
automatic .telephone system. To digress, it was a shame that
tlleir s terling work was never publicly acknowledged. We were
all asked to give pats on the back to the Sap pers, the Pioneers
and even to the MP:BW, whose chief gave the finest performance of ' own trumpet ' blowing over -t he r adio we have
heard for many a long d ay. Having no linemen/cable jointers
in this Regiment we feel we are licensed to say, " Well done"
to our ' hairy ' comrades who we know hardly saw their beds
for over a week. The acquisition of the extra ' home comfor ts '
gave rise to a major battle b etween the power s that (may) be
and t he flats. The outcome was not too successful, though we
can still lay claim to the 'phone.
Better mnJute11anee and repair fnellities
for op-country teebnieinns
On the technical side, great steps have been made over the
last few weeks in the direction of better maintenance and
repair facili ties for the up-country garrisons. This bas been
done by withdrawing technicians from battalions, and concentrating them into Area Workshops, which now have a
number of battalions, gunner troops and armoured sub units
in their care. These workshops hold the same equipment as a
mobile tels workshop (R.E .M E .) of the British Army, with
.the result ·tha-t the work load of the base workshop has been
reduced substantially. Except fo r major repairs all equipment
up-country can now be handled in these Area Workshops. The
first workshop to be established was at H .Q. West, and thanks
to the continuous hard work of Corporals " Snowy " Holloway
(can we have our South Arabian Star now, Sir?), Bill Duncan
and mini-mechanic George Grant, all of whose efforts came
close -to piracy, H .Q. West workshop is now firmly established.
I t is h oped to have the remaining two Area Workshops fully
operational shortly. We are now turning our attention to
enlarging and modernising the Force Comcen and establishing
the new transmitter station.
How to make a m i llion!
Since most of .the work is now done up-country, the downcount.ry technicians have been looking for new ways with which
to pass their much increased leisure time. Without a doubt,
Corporal Ted Edwards has been the one to make the most of
rhe opportunity, and has managed to find three ways to pass
this erua time, and each <me very lucrative. First of all he
managed to persuade Alan Logie-Campbell to give up his job
as 'Jimmy Club ' barman and t hen promptly stepped in.to the
vacancy. He then applied fo r the job as minl<o-bus driver and
got it, the aim all the time being to secure the job for the 10s.
a run paid ro the driver. H aving had .t hese two jobs for a
couple of weeks, he started looking for some way to spend his
new-found wealth. H e joined forces with " Snowy " Holloway
and they bought themselves a small. motor boat. At first everyone was baflled, as it couldn't be seen how he was going to
make any money out of it. He soon enlightened us all on that
for he quickly pointed out that as the Arab fishermen charge
10s. an hour for fishing <trips h e would start a cut-price war by
only char ging 7s. 6d. an hour, plus the 1os. he would earn if
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PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an . . .

all-purpo~e

.
co11un1cat1on
system
No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweig ht military radio in quantity p_ro duction anywhe~e
does all t he th ings the A 13 can do, in so many diff erent role s. Thats
why it's already been bought by armed forces on four contin ents. T~ey
recognise the A13's unique flexib ility as manpack, grou nd station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know it' s proved in combat,
i ncluding parach ute delivery.
.
Th e Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete chann els in the 2-~ Mc/s ba_nd
(select ed wi thout netting) ; a cho ice of phase or am pht~ d e voice
modu lat ion, or hand- keyed CW ; standard (2 watt_s) ~r h1gh-po~er
(20 watts) transmitter out put ; fu lly prot ected output circu its ; and a wid e
range of accessories. Please writ e _for a copy
.t~ e A13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems D1v1s1 on , llford, Essex,
England. Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166.
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be could persuade bis customers to go to the boat-yard in the
mini-bu . All in all, it loo s a though Ted will have the
required amount of money for the spons car he hopes to buy
hen he leave Aden in July, especially as " Snowy" spends
mo t of his time up-country.

H.Q..
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"' • hello • nnd some sad farewells

ince the la t set of WIRE note , we have had pleasure in
extending a warm welcome to Corporal Keith Reader who
as he ha been in Aden before, was quickly despatched upcountry, and Lance-Corporal Dave Saunders who has gone
traight on to an M.P.T. Course in order to qualify for his seaond
tape.
For the first time in a very long time, the number of departures in a month have far outweighed the arrival . We have
said farewell to Lance--Corporal D ave Wiseman, who went a
couple of weeks early a his wife had unexpectedly presented
him with twin girls-congratulations, Dave. Corporal Bill
Duncan and Lance-Corporal Dave Beec have left also after a
six-mon th emergency tour; and Lance-Corporal John D unn was
unforrunately casevac'd after an accident at football in which
he broke rus ankle. We hope you are now on the mend, John.
It was also with much regret that we h ad to say farewell to
Lance-Corporal Alan Benson whose presence in the unit is
already sadly missed. H e was a loyal and staunch su pporter
of the Jimmy Club' and Ted is alread y saying that things
" ain't wot they used to be when Alan was here " and bar
profits were far grea ter than they are now. In the next few days
there will be two more departures for the U.K ., namely Corporal
mini-mechanic George Grant, who on leaving here has also left
the Corps, and transferred his allegance to R.E .M .E ., and LanceCorporal • Pip ' H ill, who is going home to wifey after a
single tour of eighteen months d uring which time he helped to
introduce the joys of E . & M. to our Arab technician students.
In closing, men tion must be m ad e of the fact that Ian (Wild
Bill Hickcock) Holmes is still performing most nights of the
week in M a'Alla Straight, and since last going to print has
collected a few pieces of grenade shrapnel through his windows.
Though he has been able to do more of his fancy shooting, he
has still to score a d irect bit.

FORCES U.K.
TRADE-IN SCHEME

the weekend 22?d and 23rd April, Royal Signals
units m Cyprus were delighted •t o have the opportunity of
entertaining parties of officers and men from H.M.S. Hermes.
IQ reverse, from 19th April, numbers of Royal Signals personnel had visited the aircraft carrier and watched her crew
in operation wirh aircraft taking off and landing.
On Saturday, 22nd April, each unit arranged to play a team
from H.M.S . Hermes at a chosen game and entertained the
naval players and spectators for the evening. 9th Regiment won
at soccer and 259 Squadron at hockey; 262 Squadron lost
their game of softball, but it is understood that the Navy
were slightly assisted by the W.R.A.C. members of the Squadron!
The Hermes team had a convincing win at cricket
against 261 Squadron; the sailors, having declared at 100 for
6, the Squadron team came in to bat after the break for tea
and were all out for 19 runs.
9th Regiment and 262 Squadron entertained their visitors
'at home,' while 259 and 261 Squadrons chose the Romantic
Restaurant, Limassol, for kebab. C.P.O.s and P.0.s were well
en tertained in the Garrison Sergeants' Mess, Episkopi-a highlight to the evening being the presentation of a plaque to the
Mess by Chief Gunnery Instructor Bowden. S.S M. Bailey,
261 Squadron, returned the compliment by presenting a
plaque to the guests on behalf of Royal Signals.
Episkopi-based Royal Signals officers and their wives invited
a number of naval officers to sample Mezze at the Kifissia
Restaurant in Limassol.
O n Sunday, 23rd April, the visitors <o 9th R egiment and
to 262 Squadron made their way, by coach, back w Akrotiri
~ft~r spen<;ling th~ night at their respective host units, so en~
)Oymg a s1ght-seemg tour of the eastern end of the island.
It was a memorable weekend for the Royal Signals and the
ship's company of H..M S. Hermes alike, and a particularly happy
one for our C.S.O., who has the distinction of having proposed
the affiliation-long may it continue.

B.q ., ROYAL SIGNALS, MAL TA AND LIBYA,
D.F.PO. 51
Visi t

of

B.M.S.

• 'B e rDies '

The Aircraft Carrier H ermes, which is, of course, affiliated
the Corps, graced M alta with her presence from F riday
17th March to 30th M arch. I t proved to be a time of grea~
activity for Signals personnel.
Shortly after berthing we had a visit from Major Gordon
Cathcart, Royal Signals, w ho is the C.B.G.L. O. on board. H e
to

If you are to be posted overseas
soon and wish to dispose of your
present car, we will give you a high
trade-in figure now against any
future purchase

RADIO T ROOP
The G .O.C. inspecti ng Radi o Troop accom panied by Major C. S.
Galbraith, O .C . Squad ron , W.0 .11 (S.S.M.) J. Copley, speaking to
Lance Co rpo ral Underhill.
left to right: Sergeant Hu ghes, Corporal s England, Denton, Roberts,
Lance Corpo ral Un der hill, Sergeant Yule

had, of course, written to us well before the arrival of ~e
ship, which had enabled us to prepare a programme of soaal
evenings and games (football, hockey, etc.) for some of the
ship's company with the two Malta Signal Squadrons. From
all accounts, they were a great success.
In addition, we entertained the Captain, Capt!lin T. T.
Lewin and his wife, plus some 25 officers and wives of the
Hermes to cocktails at St. George's Mess on Monday, 20th
March; a very enjoyable evening.
In return, the Hermes arranged for small _Parties of. Signals
personnel to visit the ship, where they were given very mter~st
ing conducted itours. This also applied to a party of 19 children, who had been specially invit~. They were lucky and
had the addtional pleasure of staymg on board for tea.
On 29th March Hermes gave a farewe~ cocktail P!ll'~ to
which all Royal Signals officers and wives yvere mv1ted.
Judging by the vast n umber of people assem~l~ m the hangar,
it looked as if the whole of Malta had been mvtted. H owever,
there was plenty of space, and from the n?ise and chat~er which
was going on, everyone seemed to be havm g a good tune.
On the morning of 30th M arch, Hermes put to sea to ~ke
part in an exercise, prior to going to the Far East for a period
of duty.
We wish her bon voyage.
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The oil--en d of O pera t ion ' 1'fop-up '

For lull details, write to, or telephone:

The remnan ts of the Squadron that were still deployed in
Cornwall for Operation ' Mop-up ' were q~ietly withdrawn on
19th April, h aving spent three weeks helpmg to clear up the
oil around .the south-west coast. I t had been a pleasant change
for all of us and had given us an insight inw the civil communication system , of which very few of us were aware how
it actually did operate. Some of the Squadron were very loath
to leave ' swinging' Plymouth and Truro, but more mundane
matters were waiting back at T id worth.

WEIR LODGE GARAGE
Bridge Road, Chertsey, Surrey
Tel : Chertsey 4264/2047

And t h e b eginning o f Ope ra t ion ' S un Spot

WEIR
lODGI

Children hav ing tea aboard H.M.S. Her mes

Those who had spent the whole time down in Cornwall
were rewarded with leave until the following Monday, before
getting down to work again. The following week was spent
getting ' into gear ' again, tidyin g up from our O?mwall exploits and preparing for exercise ' Sun. Spot,' wh1~h was to
be held in Comwall--0f all places. U nlike our previous wi;eks
in Cornwall, the weather for this exercise was none too kmd,

and we had an assortment of rain, hail, snow and howling
winds, which did not help the exercise at all.
We again
learned how difficult it is to work HF radio 24 hours a day,
and need at least another exercise in which to fully prove ourselves.
The exercise finished on Friday, 5th May, after four days
in the field; this left us only Monday and Tuesday to clear
up, sort out our stores and equipmen t and tidy up before the
O.C., Major P . A. C. Baldwin, carried out his last inspection
before the new 0.C., Major D. M. F . Barker arrived on 11th
May.
The Squadron basketball team, under Corporal H earns (now
Sergeant) won its way to the fi nal of the M inor Un its Cup,
which it eventually won by defeating 7 Squadron, R. C.T .
On 10th May, a Comcen complex, part of ' Bravo ' Troop,
is visiting the R.M.A., Sandhurst, to form part of a Royal
Signals demonstration, to be given on 12th May; the more
knowledgeable members of the Troop are going down 10
answer any awkward questions asked by the cadets. The
contingent includes Corporals Flanagan, McLoughlin, Pinkney
(still waiting for his Easter leave) and Styles (the expert at
talking his way around anything by saying " they can' t touch
you for it ! ")
'Alpha' Troop are off up 10 Otterburn on 13th M ay with
most of the Brigade Staff to act as control and enemy VHF
radio links on Exercise ' Staghunter.'
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What is n Soldie r?

(Please do n't blame the Editor fo r this/)
Between the security of childhood and the
insecurity of second childhood, we find the
group of humanity called 'soldier.'
They
come in assorted sizes, in trucks, in dirty
denims, in barrack rooms, in love, in pubs and
always in d ebt.
Girls love them, officers
t olerate them and the government supports
them. A soldier is laziness with a pack of cards,
bravery with a tatter ed Hank Janson, and the protector of
.the nation with a dozen pints inside him. H t; has the ~e~gy
of a ·tortoise, the slyness of a fox, the brams of an idiot,
the stories of a sea captain, the security . of. a born liar ~
the inspiration of a casanova Some of his mterests are grr~s,
women, females, dames, birds, bits of s~ an~ the opJ>O:itte
sex. He d islikes answering letters, wearmg uniform, reveille,
and the m:iit provost corporal. He likes spending bis money
on girls, on beer, on the JX!OlS and on ~e ~orses. ~e
rest h e likes to squander foolishly. A soldier 1s a magical
creature-you can Jock him out of your home but not out of
your heart.
This message appeared mysteriously on the last day of our
exercise and on further investigation, the rumour that it was
written 'by our new 0 .C., M ajor R. Benbow, has since proved
false-unlike the story, oft times repeated, that ~ignalman
Craggs has at long last had to call on the assistance of
L A.D . after blowing the gaskets on his FY432, and thus
~ds h is record of 925 days in this unit without a breakdown
- bad luck!
We apologise to the C.S.O., B.A.O.R ., for not being able to
find us when he was looking for us on Exercise ' Blue Grass,'
but the C.C.R. Signals, 1st British Corps, and .the Master
General of Ordnance had more luck. We. saw little ?f our
rebroadcasting stations under Corporals Hamilton and Surzakec
on ' Blue Grass,' but they said that they had been kept
busy sending grid references and P OL requests.
The sport side has also been going_ :veil. Th~ rugby team
had an enjoyable and adventurous v1s1t to Berlin, thanks to
229 Squadron, won the rst Divi~ion Seve~-a-side Plate q>mpetition, and were. runners-up 10 the ~ngade seven-a-s1~.
Corporal Mate agam showed how ea~r. . 1t was to ~core tnes.
He asks if we could have some more F1J11llns posted m, then we
might try for the Army Cup!
The hockey team d id ~ell, winning the 1st. D ivision Minor
Units Trophy after beatmg r I Infantry Bngade H .Q. and
Signal Squadron in the semi-.final, ll?d the foot~all team. also
ran, but did their noble part m helpmg us to wm the Bngade
Winter Games Trophy.
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"''elt-om
Apart from welcoming Major R. Benbow as our new O.C.,
we also extended our greetings to Captain
immonds as
Adjutant, Staff Sergeants Smith and Williams llnd Sergeant
Kemp.
Our congratulations to Captain and Mrs. Verdon, LanceCorporal and Mr . Mc ulty, Signalman and Mrs. Ellis, on
producing baby girls, and to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. JonesLock"tt on a 9lb. 1302. recruit for the Army.

Calm sens or troubled w ters?
Activity is intense at the moment as we prepare to go
overseas in May to do our Regimental and dismounted training. Well, Stanford P.T.A. is overseas if you happen to be in
Northern Ireland!
At the present time, sailing, cricket and tennis are beginning
to come into their own. In particular, the Squardon Enterprise
and GP14 dinghies are now in fine fettle for a season's sailing
on Laughs Neagh, Erne and Strangford.

(AIRPORTAllLE) SC!UADllO~.
f'OLCIIESTER
Since our last notes we have had our annual Administrative
Inspection, our U.E.I. and a ten-day exercise in South Wales,
so life has been quite full. The future programme is also
full; we have Exercise " Baker's Dozen," on Dartmoor, and
then an exercise on board H.M.S. "Intrepid."

Goings and (•omings
Squadron departures over the past few months have included
Signalman Harrison (to Cyrenaica), Lance-Corporal Lucas and
Taylor to Cyprus), Corporals Cowley and Watkinson (to
Aden), Signalman Glover and Simmons (to Catterick). We
wish good fortune to Corporal Munro and Signalman Tisdall,
transferred to the R::serve Army.
Our n.w arrivals include Corporal Fenn and Lance-Corporals
Morris, K elly and Black (from Germany), Corporal Allison and
Signalman Bogaert (from England).
Also posted recently was Signalman Levett, but not before
being married in the Garrison Church to Private Manning,
W.R.A.C.
Signalmen Beck and Mason were both married
locally to Lisburn girls on nth March.
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Eve• ii we were acting as guinea pigs-it turned
oat to be the happiest week of mf1 Army life • • •

says Corporal Peter Hall about a trek in the Welsh Mountai11s
"We left camp at 08.00 hours on nth March, and it took
until 17.00 hours to arrive at the Ty-Gwyn, at Bets-y-Coed.
Saturday was finished by setting up camp and getting acquainted
with the locals at Ty-Gwyn, which is never very hard to
do over a couple of beers.

A ll ready t o net os m omatain goats
Everbody was ready on Sunday morning to act as mountain
goats and stan climbing mountains, but by the time we were
half-way up Moel Siabod we didn't feel quite so good, and at
the top we were all wheezing like old men, and when we
met a bunch of school kids running around up there, it really
made me feel old. Coming down wasn't so bad and we had
the breath to at least talk. At the bottom we stopped at
the Pen-y-Gwyrd Hotel for tea and toast, which never tasted
so good, until we received a bill of 30/- for nine of us; still, we
soon learned from that mistake. We arrived back at base camp
at 17.00 hours feeling 'dead' but happy.
W e all thought we were on top of the world
Monday, in my opinion, was the hardest of all the walks
because of me very high winds, which kept blowing us off our
feet making it dangerous on the ridges. The walk to the base of
Craig-yr-Ysfa took rt hours and by this time Signalman Bob
Alexander's knee was giving him a lot of trouble so he was
sent back with Signalman Rod Beard by Lieutenant Vigurs to
the mountain rescue post which was our pick-up point for the
3-tonner. The climb up to Craig-yr-Ysfa was pretty hard into
the snow-line but when we reached the top and saw the valleys
below we all thought we were on top of the world. From there
we walked up to Carnead-Llynelyn where we had a cold and
blowy lunch. The walk over Craig-Llugwy wa~ dangerous as
the wind was blowing snow into our eyes and we had to use
ice-picks to keep from getting blown off the ridge. We had a
great time sliding down the hills on our rucksacks which was
Signalman Steve Docker's idea af.ter falling over and sliding
down.
Craig Llugwyn leads up to Carnead Dafydd and even though
we were all tired it was too cold to have a rest so we plodded on
to Penyrolewen. At the top of Penyrolewen we could see the
3-tonner waiting at the mountain rescue post, which didn'·t
look very far away until we started the 2,000 foot descent, then
we realised that it was harder going down than up; in all it
took over an hour to reach the truck and a ride to a cafe in
Bethesda.
Monday night was very quiet in the Ty-Gwyn and we were
all in bed (sleeping bags) by about 20.00 hours, from the lack
of energy in our legs.
Tuesday morning was about ·.the windiest and our route was
to be: Tryfan, Glyder Pach, Glyder Fawr and Y-Garn, but
by the time we had got over Tryfan the wind was so strong
and dangerous that we turned and went down to the pick-up
point past suicide wall, even so it was a stiff climb and walk.
T a ekllng t h e S now don Horseshoe
Wednesday was the day that we were all dreading the
Snowdon Horseshoe. By the time we had gone about 'three
miles up the pig-track leading to Crib Coch, Signalman Rick
2"46

The Brigade Commander (Brigadier R. J. Bishop) presents the LS.
& G.C. Medal to: left to right: W.0.1. Tovey (Bde. Headquarters
Chief Clerk), W.0.1. (A.S.M.) Jackson, W .1. i/c LAD, and Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) Rowland

Dowling had bad cramp in his right leg and had to drop out so
once again somebody had to drop out with him, this someone
being Lance-Corporal Nick Nicholson; it was a pity they had
to drop out as it was one of the most rewarding of all the
climbs, as it was a clear day and we could see the sea from the
top of Snowdon.
We left the pig-track, which is the tourist track to Snowdon
and climbed onto Crib Coch. When I saw the ledge we had
to cross I started getting worried, both sides of the ridge
dropped sheer away for about 200 feet and the ridge top was
only about two feet wide. Some of the lads walked upright
across it, Signalman Rod Beard went across on his backside;
I started walking across but finished up crawling the last roo
or so yards.
From Crib Coch 1t was an easy walk up to Snowdon over
Crib-y-Ddysgl but we were all pretty tired by the time we
reached the peak. As I bave said it was a really clear day and
we ha<! a beautiful view of the other mountains.

••• it was fun slipping and sliding
The climb down Snowdon is about 600 feet sheer down the
track, across Y-Lliwedd most of the slope was covered in a
blanket of snow so it was fun slipping and sliding down, but
it was hard on my ankles so by the ti me we got to the top of
Y-Lliwedd I was about all in. The weather didn't help much
when it started to snow, which made us worry a bit in case we
got be-nighted up there, so corning down from Y -Lliwedd we
were just about running to get down in time. When we got
back to the truck Lieutenant Vigurs took us to an old cafe
called Wendies only to find that it was closed so he wasn't
very well liked until we got back to camp and had a cup of
tea. Still, even officers can't be right all the time.
On Thursday Lieutenant Vigurs wanted to do the Tryfan
climb that we had tried on Tuesday but as he wanted to do it
fast he asked for volunteers. Signalman Mac MacLean and
"Jock" Donnelly went with him. They climbed Tryfan,
Bristly Ridge, Glyder Fach, Glyder Wawr and J,;>evils Kitchen
The rest of us cleared up the camp and went for a walk around
Bets-y-Coed.
Friday we hadn't got anything worked out so five of us went
rock-climbing. As the British Mountaineering Club rules say
that only three climbers can go up with one instructor we
took along " Pete " from the Ty-Gwyn to act as one instructor
and Lieutenant Vigurs acted as the other.
Lieutenan<t Vigurs led Signalman Mac MacLean and Steve
Docker up Milestone Ordinary and "Pete " led Lance~Corporal
Nick Ni:::holson and myself up Rowan Route finishing on Milestone Chimney.
The ha11piest week I hove SJtent in the Armyf
The climbing was the best part of the week, but it is a bit
scaring at times. Taking it all round I think ,t hat it was one
of the happiest weeks I have spent in the Army, as after you
have climbed a mountain you feel a great sense of achievement
especially when you do it the hard way and not go up the way
rhe tourists go.
Even if we were acting as guinea pigs it was really worth
going.
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HEADQUARTERS & 204 SIGNAL SQUADRON
WINNERS B.A.O .R. INTER MINOR UNIT TEAM BOX ING 1967
Standing: C/Sergcant Joslin, W .G., Guardsman Burman, Coldstream Guards,
L•nce Corporal Smith, Royal Signals, Lance Corporol Wilmore, R.M.P .• Serge•nt
Blight, Roy•I Signals. Signalman Byrne, Royal Si1nals. Craluman Devlin, R<E.M .E.•
R.S.M . A. C. Lloyd, Royal Si1nals
Sitting : Signalman Donoughue, Royal Signals, Major D. H. A. Lewey, Coldstream
Guards (B.M .). Brigadier D. A. H. Toler, O.B.E., M.C., Commander 4 Guards
Brigade, Major J. R. Burrows , Royal Signals, Signalman Donnelly, Roya l Signals

213 SQUADllON, I.ISHUllN, CO. ANTRIM
Gales iu Ireland
The wind of change has finally reached Northern Ireland
'officially.' On 8th February 213 Squadron joined the ranks
of the integrated Squadrons, although for many years it has
b::en integrated as a matter of necessity rather than design.
The headquarters has been, as ever, having a busy time with
a fair round of Squadron and Troop exercises, inspections and
sporting events. Of particular note was Captain Mills' successful ski-ing trip to Glenshee, in Scotland, during February.
The unit has participated, with some degree of sporting
success in the Northern Ireland Command six-a-side hockey <
and seven-a-side rugby comp::titions. In the Command Minor
Units Squash Competition, all credit must go to the winning
team from the unit, the Brigade Commander, Brigadiex J. M.
Strawson, o.B.E., Corporals Munro and McF~ul. and Lan~
Corporal Ng. Lance-Corporal Ng was also the iun1or champion
in the Command Individual Competition.
A.S.M. gets ~l.S.M.
St. Patrick's Day was celebrated in true military style
with a G arrison parade. On t!his occasion the Brigade Commander presented W .O.I Hanrahan, the A.S .M . in charge of
our L.A.D., with the M.S.M. on me completion of 27 years'
service.
The unit administrative inspection took a somewhat novel
turn this year, and a s~or~ 9:11d lance .c:ompetition was held
in the form of a one-day mltlat1ve and military knowledge exercise. The Squadron was di~ided .into small ~earns which ~ere
then given the task of locatmg nme stands situated at various
map references throughou the P.rovince.
~ubsequent tasks
ranged from river crossing to carrymg and setung up a rebroadcast i;tation on a mountain. Congratulations ·t o Sergeant Baxter
and his team for ~heir winning effort; our admiration also goes
to Corporal Blackett for getting most of his t::am to take to
swimming before Eas-ter !
• Out for the eount '
On 2nd April we spent a weekend working w~th the. new
T.A. and A.V.R. organisations, in particular 74 (Antrim Artillery)
Engineer Regiment (V). The aim of this was .to demonstra~e a
withdrawal through a minefield ~elt, and this was. com~med
with blowing up one of the Antrun County Council Bridges,
for real.
Later in April the Squadron showed its mettle in the Br!gade
Stretcher Bearer Competition and led the way. borne w1~h a
narrow margin of two points over our nearest nyals I Kings.
Congratulations a.re due to Lance-CorJ?O~al Widdowson ?ur
' Hairy' Team Captain, and the Tra1mng Sergeant-Maior,
W.O.JJ R. G. J. Coram.
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Stop press
Very many congratulations to Staff Sergeant and Mrs.
Thompson on the birth of a son-Matthew Jonathan James, on
rst April
Congratulations also to Signalman Blowers on being awarded
his Corps Hockey Colours for the 1966/67 season.

216 PAllACDlJTE SQUADRON
Visit by H.M. The queen aad H.B.H. Prince Philip
In 1856 H.M. Q ueen Victoria rev:ewed her troops in the area
of Aldershot. On the 24th April, 1967, H.M. The Queen
accompanied by H.RH. Prince Philip visited that same area
and the same piece of ground to review, for the first time in
the life of a reigning sovereign, the 16th Parachute Brigade.

Arrival to o 21-gun solute
At 05.00 hours there was not a .breath of .air, at IO:O? hours
forty..seven minutes before her arnvii:l the w1;11d was rmng and
gusting to twelve knots. As she arnv~ to mspect the Guar~
of Honour provided by the 2nd Battalion the Parachute Regiment and closely tailed by Check Point A vehicle;, Cor.poral
Davis a twenty-one gun salute was fired and as if a signal,
the wind dropped. From Headquarters 16th Parachute Brigade
the Royal Party moved out to Long Valley, this time shadowed
by Corporal Thornton and Corporal .Shearer, who were to
remain in her wake throughout, reporung movements one by
one to the Central Control Tower in which were to be found
the B.M. and Squadron Commander.
A moss drop of 540 Paratroopers

On arrival at the Royal Stand at Long Valley the display
started with a low level photographic flight by two Royal ~
Force Canberra aircraft. (Later the Queen was presented with
a copy of the photographs taken of ~er by these aircraft.)
Immediately following this an Argosy flymg at 12.00 ft. released
twelve free fall parachutists who on landing marked the J?Z
for <the mass drop of five hundred and forty paratroopers, wh1<;h
was to follow. Every unit in the Brigade was represented 10
this drop. Among those who dropped was our Chief Clerk,
Staff Sergeant P. D. Studd, who managed to affect a perfect
landing on this occasion after two spectacular performances on
dress rehearsals when he landed in a pond and a large puddle
respectively. On landing, the tr<><>ps got out 01 their harnesses,
unpacked their containers and carried out rendezvous procedure.
The Queen then saw a demonstration of the new ~efoil (three
in one) parachute which enables the paratrooper to iump safely
from a height of 400 ft.
(Continued 011 page 24i)
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Current TrainJnJ(
Exercises " Santas Requiem I and II " were realistic field
firing xercises held in the well-known village of Imber for
the 1st and 3Id Battalions The Parachute Regiment. These
involved mortar and MMG fire, simulated shell fire and some
horrifying realistic casualties. The Squadron, in addition provided rear links for the Battalions, and a control and safety
net for the live firing.
Exercise " Whisky Galore,'' the annual Brigade Administrative units exercise, provided for the first time this year an opportunity for an element of the Squadron to parachute into an
exercise in Stanford. One interesting aspect of this exercise was
a trial of. a logistics Regiment, a proposal for which bas been
submitted by this Brigade and may well be adopted by the
Army as a whole in the future.

Smilingly H.M. The Queen and H.R.H. Prince Philip depart after
receiving three cheers from the whole Brigade

Signal G k.w. generator dropped
As soon as the DZ was clear of troops five Beverleys dropped
guns, Land Rovers and trailers and a Ferret scout car each
mounted on a platform. This drop included a Signal Squadron
Land Rover and 6 kw generator which was prepared for
dropping n,ost successfully by Corporal Mills. An explanatory
commentary of the complete parachute assault was expertly
given by Captain W. J. P. Robins. This did much to improve
the enjoyment of the viewing spectators. After the parachute
drop, the Queen saw units in action in the field. This demonstration included those who had dropped.

A massed assault
At the end of the tour Her Majesty arrived at a second Royal
Stand at Caesar's Camp. From this vantage point she witnessed
a joint assault by paratroopers supported by R.A.F. aircraft.
This began with a strike by eight Hunters, followed by
a simulated bombardment by artillery which accompanied live
medium machine-gun fire from the flanks. A Company of
paratroopers were then carried to their objective in Wessex
helicopters backed up by the parachuted element. Having
landed the troops, the helicopters flew out and returned with
under-slung loads of guns and vehicles.

Ju brief
The Squadron Sports this year proved that the standard of
athletics has vastly improved since last year, and high hopes are
now held for the Army U .K. Minor Units Championships in
which we came third last year.
Sadly, Lieutenant T. A. Woodhouse left the Squadron on
21st April to take up a new appointment with 249 Squadron
in Singapore. We wish him the very best of luck in the future.
Second-Lieutenant F. P. Wilkinson has recently completed
his Parachute Selection Course-<lespite breaking a bone in his
leg on the last day he completed the course. Fortunately, he is
a qualified parachutist and he now only has to complete a short
parachute refresher course.
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Visit of the G.O.C.
After a very hectic period the General Administrative
Inspection was quickly upon us. The Inspection was carried
out by Major-General A. R. Leakey, C.B., D.S.O., M.C., G.0.C.
Malta and Libya.
After the parade the General visited all out-stations of the
Unit, which involves a good deal of travelling. S.H.Q. to
T .R.C., 4 miles; T.R.C. to Receivers, 2 miles; Receivers to
Transmitters, r6 miles; Transmitters to S.H.Q., 12 miles.
Malta is only 7 miles by 15 miles, so you can .see that a visit
to our unit gives you a comprehensive tour of the island.
Perhaps this is why nearly every V.I.P. visiting Malta descends
upon us.
We discovered during the parade that Lance-Corporal Lee
is contemplating a re-write of the Drill Manual. His new
'Present' obviously has a Corps flavour. If the Corps fail to
approve this movement, Corporal Lee informs me that he will
try to sell it to a Scottish Regiment.
H.M.S. Hermes paid a visit to Malta, and like all Royal
Signals units here in Malta we entertained them, and of course
they reciprocated the hospitality.

Departure
The demonstration over, H.M. The Que.en and H.R.H. Prince
Philip departed to the sound of three rousing cheers from the
whole Brigade assembled at the far end of Long Valley.
As Peterborough of the " Daily Telegraph " reported on the
24th April, all this was the result of the most painstaking and
detailed planning which involved a complex system of
communications provided in the ma:n by this Squadron.
H.M. The Queen and Prince Philip then honoured all Unit
Co_mmanders and their wives by lunching with them in the
Bn~ade Mess. After lunch th~ posed for a photograph with
Urut Commanders, a most fitt.mg and happy climax to a great
day.

Other News from The Squadron
Overseas
With the ret';lm of the d~tachment s from ~abrain and Malaya
~e Squadron ts complete ID Aldershot agam for the first time
ID over five years. However, not for long. During May the
lst Battalion the Parachute Regiment are to move to Aden for
an ei:nergency tour. Two detachments including Corporals
Kenrungton and Speakman, Signalmen Dillon, Williams, Wilson,
T~>V~y, Nash and Campbell plus two radio technicians, Sergeant
Killick and Lance-C-orporal Bailey, will accompany the Battalion.

We shall miss these two •
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' M-ess was particularly
active during the visit of H.M.S. Hermes where many friends
were made and old friendships renewed.
A formal dinner was held in the Sergeants' Mess to say farewell to two of our best members, W.O.I (Y. of S. S.M.)
"Paddy" Stringer and W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Wally Hammond.
" Paddy" has left for 14th ~egiment and Wally is leaving the
Corps after a short stay with roth Regiment. We wish both
••Paddy" and Wally and their families a fond farewell. They
will be sadly missed.
We welcome W.O.I (Y. of S. SM.) Bob Coe and W.O.II
(R.Q.M.S.) Ron Crampton and hope that their stay will be a
pleasant one. The Mess also welcomes new members, on
promotion, and these are Sergeants Dave Burnage, Marty
Wilson and "Jock" Mackie (R.A.0.C.).
The Squadron soccer and hockey teams have done well, as
usual. Wally Hammond represented the Army in the InterServices hockey competition as did Lance-Corporal Henry
Kernohan. Well done!
W.0. (F. of S) Pete Hutley and Corporal Everett a·r e to be
congratulated on their selection to represent the Army in
small bore shooting.
Lance-Corporal Bryson completed our hall of fame. He
represented the Combined Services Malta in cross coun-try
running.

Our ' Marriage Lines ' are : NEWCOMERS : Lance-Corporal Sutton-Hibbert to Margaret
Hardie McCallurn; Corporal Barrowman to June Newcombe;
Lance-Corporal Clark to Anne Wallace McKie.
OLD TIMERS: Captain and Mrs. M. R. Adams, a son; W.O.II
and Mrs. W. Mcintosh, a son; Lance-Corporal and Mrs. M.
Lunt, a boy and a girl; SeTgeant and Mrs. S. Doyle, a girl;.
Corporal and Mrs. H. Elder, a girl; Corporal and Mrs. M .
Walker, a son.

To the Knfra Oasis
The Squadron is organising a Royal Signals (Malta and Libya)
adventure training exercise to the Kufra Oasis and this happens
in May, so our next notes will have some fine tales to tell. To
ensure that we know where we are when we are lost, six
members of the Squadron are taking an ' Astra-Navigation '
Course at R.A.F. Luqa. W.O.II (S.S.M.) Jack Copley is 'fixing'
our Navigators' wings and he's also hoping to do relief
Navigator on a Comet. As he has failed so far to •fix' his
position in Malta you can tell which type of Comet he'll be
on. Actually, it is rumoured that he has absolute faith in 'fixing'
Malta-when he's in Libya!
Finally, some of the experts might like to challenge Captain
Leo Lees and his merry men to battle. Just read on.

A challenge to any T.M. Workshops
How quickly can your " Mike " Troop completely overhaul a
Creed 7B Printer? Perhaps you would like to have a go at
beating us!
Sometime ago a slight difference of opinion arose between
our R.A.F. counterparts and Mr. Peter Denmark, who runs
our Telegraph Workshops, on exactly how long it would take
to strip, clean, replace unserviceable parts, lubricate, reassemble,
adjust and out inspect a 7B. The R.A.F. reckoned on about
14 to 15 man-hours, we said under eight .hours.
So we
decided to see just how long it would take us.
Accordingly, a team was selected and work got under way.
Team: Mr. Peter Denmark (capt.), U.K. based (G.P.0.);
Lance-Corporal ' Scouse' Collyer, T.G. Tech. T3; LanceCorporal Dave Johnstone, T.G. Tech . T2; Mr. 'Yankee'
Attard, L.E. Tech.
Official Timekeeper: Stafi Sergeant (F. of S.) D. G. Goodwin.
Date of Trial: Thursday, 2nd March. Jackets off, tea-cups
away: 09.00 C.E.T.
The following times were Tecorded : 09 oo start; 09.04,
machine stripped; 09.20, Main base finished; 09.47, Combinaion head finished; ro.oo to 10.20 coffee break; 10.28, Keyboard
finished; 10.30, Receiver and 'Scouse' finished; 10.36, Carriage
finished; 10.37, Dave finished; 10.45, 'Yankee' finished; 11.34,
Peter and machine finished.
Analysis of the time shows: Lance-Corporal Collyer, lhr.
romins; Mr. Attard, xhr. 25mins.; Lance-Corporal Johnstone,
1hr. l7mins.; Mr. Denmark, 2hrs. l41Dins.; total, 6hrs.,_ 6mins.
The point is that we can beat the R.A.F., do you think you
can beat us? We agree we have an advantage in Mr. Denmark,
but you are quite entitled to use as many technicians as you
like! Those fortunates who no longer have Creed machines
would perhaps like to have a go at a Siemens on a similar
basis, we think we can beat any time set up, so does our T.0.T.
(Captain A. J. Lees).
By the way, the machine was put into System Control on
the same day and is still there.
(We can do a Reperf in 2hrs. 18mins., if you don',t fancy a
7B).
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CROSS COUNTRY 1966/67 CHAMPIONS
Signalman Barber, Signalman Hughes, Corporal Toole, Signalman
Sanderson, Lance Corporal Peel, Signalman Learoyd, Captain
Marples, Private Scully, Signalman Braley

Rugby. Anny Cup.-Runners-up : 1 Divisional Championships having beaten 11th Hussars 0-9, 4th Field R egiment
R.A. 11--6, 1 Royai Green Jackets 3-0. We were, however,
well beaten in the final by a very strong 2 RTR team by 33-3.
Cross-country.-Wirmers: l l Infantry Brigade Minor Units
Qiampionship; Wirmers: 1 Divisional Minor Units Championship; Rwmers-up: B.A.O.R. Minor Units Championship.
Hockey.-Winners: I I Infantry Brigade and Minden Garrison
All Units League. Due to play the Royal Scots Greys, wirmers
of the 7th Armoured Brigade League in the Divisional Cup.
FooibaU.~Wirmers: I I Infantry Brigade Minor Units Cup;
Wirmers: l Division Minor Units Cup; Runners-up : B.A.O.R.
Minor Units Competition.

Shooting.-Wirmers: 1 I Infantry Brigade Minor
Smallbore; Third: B.A.0.R. Minor Units Smallbore.

Units

29

Sporting achievements, 1966/67-a fine record
We are very proud of our sporting achievements this year
and consider that a resume of our successes over the last twelve
months are worth publishing and will be of more interest than
monthly notes.
Achlecics.- Winners: I I Infantry Brigade Minor Units
Ohampionship; Runners-up: 1 J?ivisio~ M inor Un~t~; . Winners:
The Morrison Cup Minor Units; Winners: 1 D1v1S1on Royal
Signals triangular.

FOOTBALL-CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS 1966-1967
Stondin2 left to right : Captain Aird, Signalman Mus1n&ham , lance Corporal Park,
Lance CCU"poral Freeman, Lance Corponl McGurk , Signalman Millward, Sicnalman Morris
Kneeling left to right : Scrseant Jobes. and Son. Sisnalman Fraser, Signalman Child,
Sergeant Barlow, (Capnin), Signalman Denny, Si1nalman Bradley
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:i32 TROOP, e/o

G~P.O.,

36 (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
T.A.V.IL

HALACCA

B.B. writes:
Since our last WIRE noLes we have moved, in company
with the Battalion, to 28th Commonwealth Br.igade, Tercndak
Camp, Malaya. We had barely settled in when we moved
again, on o Exercise ' Camiverous,' foll wed by Exercise
' Fa t Move' and Exercise 'Empathy.'

Our surroundings-entirely to our satisfoction
On completion of these exercises we found time to take
note of our surroundings, and found them entirely to our
satisfaction.
When we first arrived we found an additional peon, living
under the illusion that he was a technician. He has since become very adept as carpenter, painter and first aid expert.
He gained his knowledge of first aid w)lile he was repairing
his thumb during carpentry. Welcome, Lance-Corporal Jones
(R.E.M.E.).
We take this opportunity of welcoming Mrs. Moss to the
fold, and we hope that her stay will be both long and
pleasant. Since her arrival we have not seen Lance-Corporal
Moss.
Doping for o mirocle?
Sergeant Storie has high hopes of qualifying for a place in
the Corps Display Team, having acquired a 1938 motor bike
equipped with latest chain drive.
After Neil and Melvin
have managed to start it, to a background of noises consisting
mainly of Lance-Corporal Law shouting "This ain't no ruddy
garage," be wrestles with it for I 5 minutes to engage first
gear, then finally disappears, leaving a cloud of blue smoke
and obnoxious smells, to cabby happily around the garrison
for the next few hours.
I t was nice knowing you
By the time this is printed, we will have said goodbye to the
backbone of the Troop, namely, Sergeant and Mrs. Storie
(what a party!). H e is going to the School of Signals. Almost
at the same time, Lance-Corporal Law is going to 640 Troop
and Lance-Corporal Sloan to H .Q., 3rd Djvision and Signal
Regiment. We all hope they enjoy their new postings as much
as they have done this one.

.\bout ourselvt"S and our new role
The Regiment, formed on 1st April, recruited from London,
· Kent and East Anglia. The three operating Squadrons, 44
(Cinque Pons), 45 (Essex) and 54 (East Anglia) are formed
primarily from the three T.A. Regiments which bore those
titles, although a fair number of all ranks of ex-A.E.R. members
and some volunteers from other arms have been included.
R.H.Q. and H.Q. Squadron are based at Wanstead.
Fortunately, ·t he Commanding Officer, Lieutenant--Colonel
E. 0. Smith, M.B.E., D.C.M., had been commanding 44th Regiment and was able, with · the co-operation of the other Commanding Officers, to get working in ~heir new role by the
end of 1966, elements designated to form 36th Regiment.
This task was helped by .the appointment as Training Major
of Major E. L. Rogers, then in the same appointment in 45th
Regiment, and as R.S.M. of W.0.1 Webb, R.S.M. of 54th
R egiment.
A

good send-off

Officers of the new Regiment attended a weekend at Westcliff in January to study the establishment and role. This proved
an excellent opportunity to get to know each other and to
get to grips with tile problems of reorganisation. The embryo
Squadrons held field exercises in March. This preparation ensured that the Regiment got off to a good start.
April was spent deploying and fitting new equipment and
commencing concentra.ted trade training. Each Squadron is
mounting a full field deployment exercise in May, and with
annual camp at Nessc!iffe at the end of June, a very full programme is in prospect for everyone.
Colonel Sir D erek Greenaway, Bt., T.D., J.P., previously
Honorary Colonel of 44th (Cinque Ports) Regiment, has been
appointed Honorary Colonel of the new Regiment, and we
are already reaping some of the benefits of his appointment.
44 Squadron, camped on part of Sir Derek's land one weekend recently, were greeted by Sir Derek's manager, loaded
with the most enormous tins of beer they had ever seen I
A good exercise was had by all.

SPORT
Cross Country: In the Inter-Unit Championship on 12th
April, Lance--Corporal L aw won in 29min. 26sec. This was
a last-minute spurt to give the Battalion an overall win, as
the first three all finished within seconds of each other.
Golf: The Troop is now taking a great interest in golf,
which was started by Sergeant S tor~e -and Corporal Phillips.
Neil was beard muttering in a dark comer, " I would n't play
that stupid game," but he d id manage to get round 18 holes
in II 2, and is now able to offer in"Struction at a nominal fee.
The T roop has completed the annual classification with
very satisfactory results, the majority managing to get marksmen.
As we are all in strict training for our P .E. tests, I
will close before my sweat and blood drips on to the page.
Cheers, 'till next time.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in a/I Depts. :-

Superb Qualit y

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
(Controlled by Jacksons the Butchers Ltd.)

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Eatablisbed
Telephone
DARLINGTON
1894
29SS
Seven t y Ye ar s Sa t i sfa c t o r y S e r vice
''wE BUY THE BEST"

"WE Sl!LL THE BF.ST"

DAIL Y DELIVERIES JN YOUR DISTRICT
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ROYAL SIGNALS RESERVE ARltlY TRAINING
CENTRE
'
Bur n iston B arracks,
Scarborough

In these, our first WIRE Notes, we bid farewell to Major (Q.M.)
A. E . L unn on his retirement, and welcome Major (Q .M .) and
Mrs. Pat Bevan.
..
A farewell Spring Ball was held for the departing O.C. and
we wish him and his wife, Jean, a happy time in Scarborough,
where they are settling down.
The Royal Signals Association, Scarborough Branch, hold
their monthly meeting and social in the barracks; these gettogethers are quite popular, with an excellent curry supper served
up (with such stalwarts as Lieutenant-Colonel Teal, Major
Mansfield, Major Davidson, Mr. Ti!tman and Mr. Pearson, no
wonder!).
We are now looking forward ,to the n ew camping season. Old
members of l!he Territorial Army will find many improvements
since they were last here--gas, central heating, the kitchens and
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess modernised; also all the
accommodation has been re-decorated, the new dining room for
the Officers' Mess is now under construction and should be
com pleted by July.
Our friends on ·the M.P.B.W., Mr. McCallan and Mr.
Valentine, have done stirling work. There's even talk about
rugby posts being erected, and the permanent staff, Staff Sergeant
Rigby, Sergeant Wilmot, Corporal Evans, Corporal Worrall,
Corporal Baker and L ance-Corporal Wright, are already showing
a keen interest in rugby.
No doubt if <tth e regiments camping here have any explosive
problems, ·the R.E. detachment of the bomb d isposal under
Sergean t Webster w ill be only too glad to help.
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Regular Forces Employment Association
The above Association does a fine job in trying to find
the ex-regular employment when he leaves the service. There '
are branches in most of the leading cities and towns of the
U.K., and each year some 400 to 500 members of the Corps
alone obtain employment with the assistance of these branches.
Repeated below, from the annual report of the Regular Forces
Employment Association, 1966, is some very worthwhile advice
on leaving the service and taking up employment:

G.-neral odvice 011 leoving the Service
Before finally making up your mind to leave the Service,
give very careful thought to the wisdom of doing so before
you have qualified for a pension. Remember that the rates
of pay and conditions of s.rvicc in the Armed Forces of the
Crown, including pensions, have improved considerably, and
starting rates of pay in civilian life may be much lower than
th~e to which you have become accustomed during your last
ye<1rs in the Service.
If you have finally decided not to re-engage, then think
carefully of your circumstances and ask yourself certain
questions, which slitould include the following:
(a)

'" Am I skilled, and have I taken steps to join the
Service Branch of the Trade Union to which my trade
is related?" (Ask for the appropriate Defence Council
Instruction).

"What is my accommodation problem after I have
been discharged?"
This, of course, depends on whether you are married or
single. A single man has no serious accommodation troubles;
there are always hostels or rooms to be found . Married accommodation is, however, difficult, and the housing situation in the
country needs no elaboration here.
(b)

"Am I leaving the Service on the strength of promised
employment?"
Well, are you? This is where the Regular Forces Employment Association comes in.
Go and see its Employment
Officer Gobfinder) in your area before you are discharged,
check up on your promised job or your prospects of employment, and discuss your problems with him.
Although he
can't solve your accommodation problem, he can, at any rate,
give you sound advice, based on years of experience of Service
life in general and of jobfinding for the R.F.E.A. in particular.
An interview with him should help you to make a wise decision.
If you are not a tradesman or your Service trade is one
which has no counterpart in civil life, don't forget the
Government Training Courses which are conducted at Government Training Centres, at Technical Colleges or in employers'
establishments. You are strongly advised to apply for one
of these. If you are selected, you will get expert individual
training, designed o give you a substantial amount of basic
skill in the shortest possible time. Selection rests with the
Mini try of Labour and will d epend, amongst other things,
on you, the number of vacancies in the class, and on the
chances of employment in your choice of trade in your particular
district.
During your trammg and until you are eligible for the
skilled rates of pay, you will get allowances which are graded
according to whether you are single or a married man with
children. You also get a supplementary allowance related to
your Service earnings. These allowances are not ungenerous.
Don' t be put off by the first sight of them, as they are. not
subject to Income T ax and you do not have to pay National
Insurance contributions while training. Further, at the end
of your training, to enable you to start work, you will be given,
free of charge, a kit of tools of your trade, if it. is a. trade
in which it is customary for the workman to provide his own
tools.
If you already have a trade or profession, you are not eligible for further training to turn you into something el e.
There are, however, two invaluable courses now open to tradesmen. One is a 'refresher course' for men whose skill may
have got a bit rusty, perhaps tlrrough having been employed
in administrative or advisory posts in the Service. The other
is a 'conversion course,' designed to adjust and supplement the
Service qualifications of a skilled man where, through overspecialisation for instance, he would not, without such a course,
fall into line with his civilian counterpart.
(c)
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Apart from Government Training Centres, some industries
and employers run their own training schemes, and your local
Jobfinder can advise you on these.
Discuss all these possibilities witli the local Jobfinder, who
will be able to help you decide which best suits you and tell
you how to set about applying for it.
Remember that the wage rate for the job varies considerably according to the district. Employer , generally speaking,
are not prepared to offer high initial pay, but if men are ready
to accept a lower wage to start with, there are very often good
chances of advancement.
When you have talked over a job with the Jobfinder and
have agreed with him what you want, and arrangements have
been made to meet a prospective employer, do not, at the last
moment, fail to keep the appointment. You will never be
rushed into accepting a job, the Jobfinder will not mind bow
undecided you are or how Jong you take to make up your
mind, so long as you keep him informed. He is your friend
and is there to help, but sometimes men agree to start work
and then do not tum up. This sort of thing brings discredit
on the ex-Regular and makes the employer chary of engaging
another.
Finally,- the Regul.ar Forces Employment Association keeps a
permanent interest in you. If your first job does not suit you,
come back to your Jobfinder. It is immaterial whether the job
is one found for you or one which you have found yourself.
The R.F.E.A.'s help and advice costs you nothing.

Dints 011 taking u p e mpl o y m e nt
Don't under-or over-estimate your value.
Don't think when you leave the Service that your wage will
be based on the size of your family or personal commitments.
It's the value of your service to the employer which will earn
the higher wage.
Don't expect to start at the top.
Don't turn down a job because of an apparently low starting
wage. When you have accumulated skill and experience, higher
wages will follow.
Keep up your educational standard . Don't allow yourself to
get rusty in maths or spelling, for instance. Many a good job
is lost by failure to pass a simple educational test.
If you are a tradesman, apply for Trad e U nion membership
while still serving, and make certain your Trade Certificate is
included in your documents.
When told about a job, go after it at once. You may not be
the only one who knows about it.· If you delay, you may lose it.
Consider such jobs as the Post Office. It assures a good wage,
security, prospects and a pension.
Don't be misled by high wages in jobs of uncertain duration
or by prospects of overtime.
The Regular Forces Employment Association has a permanent
interest in you.
'\Vith t h e T e rritoriol Army re-organis ation
in mind, THE WIRE jumped the gun a bit and credited the
notes of 65th (City of London) Signal Regiment, T .A., to 39th
(City of London) S.ignal Regiment (Volunteers); they were, of
course, the notes of the old 65rh Regiment, T.A.

REGULATI ON PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home - 12/- each plus 1/ 3 post
Abroa d-10/9 each plus 1/ 3 post
W a ll Shields 7' x 6' Royal S icna ls
Bl axer Badees " Superio r"
Pa ce Stic ks ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.. .
Se r g eants W a l ki ng Canes, Ba ll, Pear or T him b le C a p ,
C r e s t e d . Home
Abroad ...

32/45/130/54/44/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specialist in the supply of Military R<quisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone: ESHER 63705
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Association News
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~·ouTUAlUPTON

BRANCH
Hon Secrerary: MR. L. W. ILLINGWORTH, 52, Parkside Avenue,
Millbrook, outhampton.
The vitality of the Southampton Branch of the Association,
the atmosphere of close comradeship and the very strong ties
binding them together-what better proof could th:re be. than
was -o happily reflected at the 21st annual reunion dinner,
held recently at the Blighmont T.A. Centre. Over a hundred
members sat down, and some of them had come long distances
to attend. There was, for instance, Mr. Frank Bratt, from West
Bromwich; Mr. Percy Anyon, from Blackbum; Mr. George
Hawkins, from Kempsey, Worcestershire; from Essex came Mr.
Len Joughlin, Mr. Bob Warren, Mr. Jim Franklin; from Plymouth, Mr. ' Bunny' Austin and Mr. Ron Parsley; from Torquay, Mr. Gordon Martin, Mr. Norman West, and from Totnes,
Mr. Roger Culverhouse; hailing from Sussex were Mr. Tom
Foley, Mr. Ron Sturgess, Mr. John Rees and Mr. Bill Evans·
from Orpington, Kent, Mr. Peter Furguson; from Luton, Mr.
Norman Williams; from Bradford, Mr. A. Fielding, and Mr.
E. Parker, fro m K ingston-upon-T hames.
The guest of honour was Brigad ier T. I. G. Gray, C.S.0.,
Southern Command .
The Loyal T oast was proposed by the Chairman, Colonel
J. H. Collins, who thanked members of the committee who
organised the reunion.
The toast to " The Association " was proposed by the guest
of honour, Brigad ier Ian G ray, who reminded the gathering
that 1970 would see the 5oth anniversary of the Corps, and
spoke of the plan s for a special celebration.
In reply, M ajor J. A. T aylor, T.D., P resident of the branch,
expressed his satisfaction at such a large anendance, and the
state of branch fund s.

It is with regret that we record the death of W.0.I Leonard
Bray. To his many f.riends throughout the Corps he was kn<YWD
as "Dickie " Bray. He was a founder member of the Corps
having been transferred from R.E. Signals in 1920. From then
his service was very wide and varied. He served both in India
and Malaya and in 1947 he was appointed R.S.M. of the Signal
Reporting Regimen·t at Hammersmith, later called the Army
Phantom Signal Unit T.A. He was very interested in his later
life ,in the ex-Boys' Reunion Dinner. He retired in 1954· His
awards included the L.S. and G.C. Medal and the Meritorious
Service Medal.
He was a Life Member of the Royal Signals Association.
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Mil. J. E. BRA.BLEY
School of Slgnals--Civll Administrative Officer
John Esmond Bradley, who died on 2nd May, was Officer-inOharge Civilian Administration at the School of Signals in
Catterick from 21st April, 1963, until his sudden death, due
to a heart attack in Catterick Military Hospital.
He served the School with great loyalty and hard work,
which included the smooth transfer of civilian employees to
otlier posts in the recent move of the School to Blandford.
John Bradley had given 24 years' military service, enlisting
in the Royal Tank Corps in 1925. Af.ter a varied career, which
included a posting to India in 1935, he retired as a Cap.rain
(Q.M.) in 1949A Requiem Mass was said for him by Father J. Johnstone,
at St. Joseph and St. Francis Xavier Church, Richmond, on
Saturday, 6th May.
The Commandant, School of Signals,
Blandford, was represented by Lieutenant-Colonel V. Edwards,
who was accompanied by Major D. S·haw and Major B. R.
Jacob. The bearer party was provided by the lSt Royal Tank
Regiment, and the interment ·t ook place at Hipswell Military
Cemetery. The coffin was draped with the Union Jack and the
flag of the Royal Tank R egiment Old Comrades' Association,
Richmond Branch, of which John Bradley was a member.
The deep sympathy ·of the Corps is extended to Mrs.
Bradley in her sad loss.
HA.JOR G. G. F REEMANTLE

A GREAT NI GHT AT SOUTHAM PTO N
At t he Southampton Branch Dinne r- Left to right : Mr. Bryn Parry
(Treasurer), Mr. L. W. lllingswo rth (Secretar y), Major J. A. Taylor,
T.D. (President) , Brigad ier T. I. G. Gray and Colonel J. H. Collins
(Chairman)

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up a.r required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax

each 9/5

" 10/2

(Pootap htra)

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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His many friends will be saddened to hear of the death of
Major ' Gerry' Freemantle on 20th May.
' Gerry ' was a great Corps stalwart, ·having originally enlisted in the ranks in 1921 and received his training at M aresfield. F rom 1922 to 1939 he served in India in Peshawer
and Jubulpore; 1936 found him attached to the Egyptian Army
and in 1940 he was commissioned. His war service included
the assault on Sicily, and later he was in the Normandy cam paign, where he was O.C . Signals at G enera:! Eisenhower's
H .Q. He was Mentioned in D espatches. In 1953 he retired
and took up employment as a local government officer until
his final retirement.
H e was a keen sportsman in his day and a great supporter
of the Association, of which he was one of th e original L ife
Members. H e took a great interest in the North London
Branch of the Assocition, in which he had held office as Chairman and then as Vi~-Presiden t. Our deep sympathy goes to his
wife at 3, Heath D rive, Ware, H erts.

Regimental Cummerbunds
Matching Bow Ties and
Gold Cased Cufflinks
Lend a truly dlstlngutshed appearance to
your evening dress ensemble. AvaUable exstock In the colours or the Royal Signals,
other designs avaUable on soeclal request.
Cummerbunds 35/-. Bow ties 13/6d. Cutrllnks 25/ -. Send cash with order to: Dept. 0,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Br adf ord, Yor k sh ire.

Solid State
U.H.F. Fixed Station
for 450 to 470 Mc/s

*Choice of control systems.
*Elimination of relays in transmitter with the
The new Pye F450T u.h.f. base station has a
exception of aerial changeover.
fully transistorised transmitter and receiver,
*Output stage protected against 'no-load ' condi tions.
for maximum reliability and minimum size.
*High-stability receiver squelch
The equipment is frequency-modulated, operates
circuit el iminate background noise in
from 450 to 470 Mc/s, with 40 to 60 kc/s channel the absence of a signal.
*4W nominal r.f. output.
spacing, and is suitable for use with mobile
*Remote control facili ties.
and Pocketfone radiotelephones.
Pye Telecommunications Limited
Cambridge, England. Telephone: Cambridge 61222. Telex: 81166.

Telephone: Queensbury 2471.
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The Signal
Officer-in-Chief
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BLACKPOOL, BOURNEMOUTH, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, CATTERICK,
CHELTENHAM, CHESTER, CHESTERFIELD, CHISLEHURST, CROYDON,
DARLINGTON, DERBY, GLOUCESTER, HARROGATE, HARTLEPOOLS,
HUDDERSFIELD, HULL, JERSEY, LEEDS, LEICESTER, LIVERPOOL,
LONDON, LOUGHBOROUGH, MANCHESTER, MIDDLESBROUGH,
NEWARK, NEWCASTLE, NOTTINGHAM, OLDHAM, PORTSMOUTH,
PRESTON, READING, SALISBURY, SCARBOROUGH, SHREWSBURY,
SOUTHAMPTON, SWANSEA, TORBAY, YORK?-
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THEN YOU REALLY OUGHT TO JOIN THE LOCAL BRANCH
OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION WHICH EXISTS IN EACH
OF THESE CENTRES. (See page 292 for addresses of Branch Secretaries.)
"What do Branches of the Association achieve?" you may ask.
The answer is that they provide an effective outlet for several highly-commendable purposes.
SOCIAL. If you have enjoyed the comradeship, loyalty and spirit of
service experienced during your time in the Corps, you will find these
qualities reflected in the Branches of the Association. You will have opportunities of widening your circle of acquaintances and making good friends
with those of similar outlook and experience as yourself. In particular you
will have the opportunity of rendering service to others. The strength of
any Branch depends on how much individual members are prepared to
put into it for the benefit of the Branch as a whole. Service to a Branch
can be both rewarding and positive in its results. Remember, too, there is
a warm welcome for wives and families of Branch members. Some of the
Association's greatest supporters are to be found amongst our womenfolk, and
they can play an important and very useful role in Branch life.
1VELFARE. It is the tradition of all Branches to interest themselves
in the well-being of any members of the Corps family in their own area.
Advice, help in obtaining employment, visiting the sick, are some of the
practical ways in which this aim is achieved. Where financial worries loom
large, a Branch can often give immediate help on a small scale, but more
important, it can draw the attention of Association Headquarters to such
cases, so that the question of assistance can be gone into thoroughly. Often
members of Branches are men of considerable local standing and influence
who can do much to help in connection with local problems.

So there it is! If you are shortly leaving regular service or you have
already done so, do give this serious consideration. Branches need new
blood-they need YOU. In return, you can derive much pleasure and also
make a useful contribution to the community by supporting your local
Branch.
GET IN
page 292).

TOlJCH

WITll

THE

SECRETARY

NOW

(see
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visits
New lea/anti
Close Ties between Signals
renewed
MOUNT COOK
New Zealand's vivid and breathtaking scenery was a highlight during t he tour.
from the S.0.-in-C's plane

SOVTH ISLAND
Arrival
The Signal Officer-in-Chief arrived on 22nd February from
Australia at the International Airport at Christchurch. Here he
was greeted by the District Commander, Southern Military
District, Brigadier W. R. K. Morrison, o.s.o., o.B.E., and
L ieutenant-Colonel S. W. Brackenbury, M.B.E., Director of
Signals, from A:rmy Headquarters, who had flown in from
Wellington to accompany the General throughout his tour.
Soon after arriving in Christchurch the General was off on
the first part of his itinerary to visit Burnham Camp. This
camp is the largest of the two military camps in the Christchurch area and about one hour's drive through the delightful
and most English of New Zealand cities and out on to .the
edge of the Canterbury Plain, known to most people as the
source of the renowned Canterbury lamb and the prolific cereal
crops which have earned the region the title of "New Zealand's
Granary."
At the Officers' Mess the S.0.-in-C. was entertained to dinner
by the officers of the Southern Military District. These officers
had previously planned to dine in their new D istrict Commander
who had recently aMived from Fiji, where he had commanded
the Fiji Military Forces. The gesture of asking the S.0.-in-C.
to dine with them on this occasion as their guest of honour was
indicative of the spirit and feeling of warmth and friendship
that was so evident throughout the whole of the tour.
IDIJs of historic significance
The following morning, accompanied by Major R. E.
Chambler, R.N.Z. Signals, tlle District Signal Officer and a
Yorkshireman, the General was conducted on a tour of the
Port Hills which overlook Christchurch and the entrance to the
Canterbury Plain. Apart from their scenic beauty, these hills
have much historic significance to New Zealanders and particularly to the South Islanders. The hills separate Christchurch from its port, Lyttelton. It was between 16th and 27th
December, 1850, that the "first four ships," the Charlotte 7ane,
Randolph, Sir George Seymour and the Cressy, arrived at
Governor's Bay, Lyttelton, with 782 settlers. At first housed
in primitive buildings erected for them, the pioneers made their
way along the bridle track over the Port Hills, where they viewed
the expanse of the Canterbury Plain and the future site of
Christchurch which had been previously planned in England in
every detail by the Canterbury Association, but which at that
time was nothing more than a flax swamp. The bridle track
trodden by these men, "\VOmen and children carrying with them
their baggage, could be seen by the S.0.-in-C., winding its way
down rhe valley into Christchurch. It is, of course, preserved
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Mount Cook as seen

as a monument to these first brave and resourceful settlers and
the General was able to appreciate the difficulties which must
have faced them as they struggled up over these hills. Today,
apart from the road through Evans Pass, road and rail tunnels
connect both Lyttelton and Christchurch and the journey, which
must have taken the immigrants at least two days, is now a
matter of minutes.
.Z.f.nny ex-Corps men in B.N.Z. Signals
Th_ tour of the Port Hills was followed by a visit to the
second of Christchurch's military camps, "Addington Camp."
The troOps of R.N.Z. Signals located on the South Island are
stationed in this camp. It was unfortunate that the General's
visit to New Zealand coincided with the end of one full scale
Army exercise and the preparations for the next. In consequence
the majority of the Signals personnel normally in Christchurch
were either on leave or in the North Island preparing for the
second exercise. However, those troops in station had assembled
in the Junior Ranks' Club and the General was able to sample
his first New Zealand beer and to be introduced to every man.
Whilst talking to them the S.0.-in-C. discovered that there
are many e."-Royal Signals personnel serving with R.N.Z.
Signals. This fact was to be emphasised throughout the whole
tour.
Scenery beyond descri11tion
After an excellent lunch in the Addington Officers' Mess the
General departed for the Wigram Air Base of the R.N.Z.A.F.
where he was greeted by the Base Commander and escorted to
an aircraft for a scenic trip of the Southern Alps and for onward
flight to Wellington. The Chief of the Air Staff had very
kindly placed his own Devon aircraft at the General's disposal
for the flight. Anyone who has flown in a Devon will know of
the excellent observation windows that have been built into it.
It was obvious as the flight progressed that the crew intended
to provide the General with an experience he would never
forget. The scenery was beyond the description of the writer,
who wondered with a sense of awe of the forces that had
sculptured this land. The architects were, of course, the glacic;rs,
which had retreated many thousands of year~ ago and wh1ch
could still be seen high amongst the peaks of these great Alps.
After flying for about two hours amongst the e mountains, the
aircraft turned east over the Kaikoura Peninsular and then north
along .the beautiful sandy and deserted coastline where seals
could be observed basking in the sun. Finally, we flew out
across the Cook Straits which separate the two main island and
we could see our destination, Wellington, in the distance.
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NORTH ISLAN D

At Wellington Airport the G eneral was greeted by Colonel
Denys ~ harry, late R.A., the Senior British Army Liaison
Officer from the U.K. H igh Commission. In the evening the
General dined with Colonel and Mrs. Wharry, and met Colonel
S. M. Reynolds, the Colonel Commandant of R.N.Z. Signals,
and Colonel John Pascoe, late Royal Australian Sign als, the
Australian Militar y Liaison Officer from the Australian H igh
Commission. ome read ers will remember Colonel John as the
C.S.O. B.C.F.K. in Kure, Japan, during the Korean War.
A.H.Q. Signal Centre
The next morning the S.0.-in-C. visited Army H eadquarters
to meet the Chief of the General Staff, Major-General W. S.
McKinnon, C.B., C.B.E., for a brief discussion. This was followed
by introductions to members of the Signals Directorate, including Major Ross Clarke, who until last August had served as a
member of the General's own staff in London. Before leaving
for the U.K High Commission the General visited the Army
H.Q. Signal Centre where he again talk~d to all of the personnel
on duty.
At the High Commission, General Bradley called upon H.E.
Sir Ian MacLennan, K.C.M.G., and met the Service members of
the British Defence Liaison Staff, including Captain P. S.
Beale, R.N., brother of Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. Beale, Royal
Signals.
With an eye forever on the time, Colonel Brackenbury conducted the S.0.-in-C. to the Ministry of Defence, where he
met the Chairman and remaining members of the Joint Communications Committee, who had met together primarily to
greet the S.0.-in-C. The General was asked many questions of
mutual interest, with particular reference to the future plans for
the British military satellite programme.
A magnificent training area
Lunch followed at Fort Dorset, a military camp on the outskirts of Wellington. In the very comfortable Mess the General
was entertained by members of the Army Board. Also attending
the. lunch was Lieutenant-General L. W. Thornton, c.B., C.B.E.,
Chief of the Defence Staff, who had been specially invited by
the Army Board to meet General Bradley. There was, of
course, much to talk about of mutual interest, and the time
quickly passed. It was not long before the General's party was
h~ding north for Waiouru Camp, 180 miles from the capital
city. Throughout the three and a half-hour journey the
S.0.-in-C. was able to observe much varied scenery ranging
fro~ the rugged w~t coast, north of Wellington, a constant
remmder to the wnter of the north Cornish ooast, typical
sheep country of the Manawatu Plain, with the Tararue and
Ruahine Mountain ranges in the background, and finally a
mountain plateau with its vast expanse of tussock grass in which
the Army has magnificent training grounds, including armoured
and artillery ranges.
Corps ConneetloDB
We arrived at Waiouru Camp still in daylight and were met
by the Chief Instructor of the School of Signals, Major Dan
~odda . After a quick change out of uniform, the General found
himself amongst a welcoming party consisting of the officers
and senior ranks .of Signa1s stationed in Waiouru Camp. Two
officers from outside of the Corps had been invited to this party
to meet the General. The first guest was Major Jim Barker
R.N.Z.I.R., second son of the late Major-General Barker who~
many older Corps members will remember was a New Z~ander
~d who served with such distinction in our own Corps. Readers
will know Major Mark Barker, who is Jim's brother and who is
still serving in Royal Signals at this time. The older generations
of Corps members will also wish to know that Mrs. Barker
(senior), whom the. w_riter visited recently and who is living in
the South Island, is m good health and would be delighted to
h~ from old friends in the Corps. The other guest was SecondL~eu.tenant John Tulloch, R.N.Z.A., who was recently comffilSSIOiled from the Portsea Officer Cadet School in Australia is
the holder of the Sword of Honour for his course, and wh~ is
the ~on .of Co.lone!. John Tulloch, ex-Royal Signals, who is
fanrung m Ken Keri, Bay of Islands, in the P!l'Ovince of North
Aucklan~. It was a kind of gesture on the part of the officers
and senior ranks of the School of Signals to invite these two
offic~rs and. it . was mu~h appreciated by the S.0.-in-C,
parucularly m view of their own close family connections with
Royal Signals.
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The SO-in-C puts over a point of mutual interest at an informal
gathering in Papakura Camp

Insubordinate fish
The following morning heralded the weekend and a day's
fishing in the worTd-famous Lake Taupo. Trout up to a record
catch of 26 lb. have been killed in this lake and it is quite normal
to catch a trout of 5 to 6 lb. Enthusiasts will wish to know that
fish under fourteen inches long must be thrown back. The
Waiouru Camp Fishing Club had very kindly loaned their
fishing lodge to the General for the duration of the visit. This
lodge is situated near the mouth of .the Tongariro River, where
it flows into Lake Taupo. Accompanied by two real experts
from the School of Signals, W.O.I J. O'Brien, B.B.M., now commissioned as a T.0.T., and W .O.I R. E. White, B.E.M., the
.party drove out along the Desert Road past the magnificent sight
of Ruapehu, an active volcano whose crater lake is warm
although it has not erupted for many years. It was a magnificent
day, and once the party bad settled in the boat on Lake Taupo
the hours soon sped by. It was most unfortunate t hat neither
the General nor any other member of the party had any success.
We rolled, we fished wet and dry fly, we tried everything, but
the fish were just not interested.
After a hearty meal we retired to our bunks to sleep and
dream of the one that got away.
Nothing like it anywhere in the world
On Sunday we woke to another splendid day and drove off
to the Thermal area of the North Island in the Rotorua district
about sixty miles north of Lake Taupo. There is nothing like
this area anywhere in the world. Of course, there are other
thermal regions in Japan, America, in Iceland and Italy, but for
sheer variety, for the range of attractions in a relatively small
compass, that of Rotorua is unique. As we entered the area,
the first sight was the amazing Geyser Valley of Wairakei, where
deep steam bores roar and the geo-thennal project has harnessed
the unusual and spectacular source of power to .provide a
valuable contribution of electricity for much of the Nor.th
Island. The next stage was to visit the Waiotapu thermal valley
where colourful pools effervesce, churned up by steaming jets
and outhursts of boiling water, mud pools and porridge pots,
geysers sending forth great clouds of steam so regularly .t hat
watches can be set by them, and yellow sulphur caves which
fill the air with sulphuric gases. A little further and we were
at Whakarewarewa on the outskirts of Rotorua where there is
a replica of a traditional Maori village for.tified in the ancient
manner. Frnm here the tour rook us to the shore of Lake
Rotoma to another well-known Maori village, Ohinemutu this
time an inhabited one. Although it can boast of no geysers
there ~re holes in the road from which steam gushes, and wher~
food is cooked. The houses have their piped hot water and
private bathing enclosures, and all mod cons.
The day did not seem long enough and reluctantly we found
we had a schedule to keep, so we started on the last leg of our
journey n~~ th;ough the Waikato or King Country, famous for
the Maon King1te Wars, and so to Auckland where we arrived
in the early evening.
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Geothermal power project at Wairaki. The Main Highway No. I
passes over the pipes wh ich t ake the steam from the bores to the
main power station

A stimulatinJ( meeting with D.E. The Governor
Gen e ral
_Th!it evening the General was en tertained to dinner by the
District Commander of the Northern Military District,
Brigadier R. B. D awson, C.B.E., o.s.o., whom the General had
previously known and who many of you will have met as a late
Commander of 28 Commonwealth Brigade at Terandak Camp,
Malaya. Brigadier Dawson has, since the General's visit, been
appointed Chief of the General Staff, with the rank of MajorGeneral.
On Monday, after a formal visit <to ·the District Commander,
and accompanied by Captain J. Wilson, R.N.Z. Signals, who
had been selected as the General's ADC for the period in
Auckland, the General visited the Signal Centre at the Headquarters and talked with all personnel on duty. This was
followed by a visit to Government House to call upon His
Excellency, Brigadier Sir Bernard Fergusson, the Governor
General, who was staying at his summer residence in Auckland.
The Governor General is always extremely keen to meet all
British senior officers visiting New Zealand and the General spent
what he afterwards described as a most stimulating time with
His Excellency.

A plaque is presented
There followed a pleasant drive south along the Great South
Road for about 20 miles to Papakura Camp. Here lunch had
been arranged by the Officer Commanding, before a tour of
die camp.
During .the afternoon, before an audience of Signals personnel,
the S.0.-in-C. presented to the Director of Signals a plaque
commemorating the occasion of his visit. The plaque now
hangs in a place of honour at the School of Signals.
Entertained by " old timers "
When the General's visit was first planned, members of the
Officers' Club in Auckland, both past and present, quite spontaneously invited the S.0.-in-C. .to a reception. This club is
primarily a club of ex-officers, although, of course, most Regular
and Territorial Force officers are members. It was here that
he was enthusiastically welcomed and invited to address a very
mixed audience of veterans of .the Boer War and the First and
Second World Wars and Korea and serving officers. The reception was followed by a dinner given by the Regimental Associa.t ion of the Royal New Zealand Signals, and here the General
met Lieutenant-Colonel C. R. Bassett, v.c., the only living
member of Commonwealth Signals who holds the Victoria
Cross. During dinner the S.0.-in-C. was able to express his
sincere thanks to the Chairman, Colonel G. L. Agar, o.s.o.
O.B.E., and to all members of the Associa.rion for the warmth
of their welcome, and to give an account of the future of
communications in the Army.
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A Corps Plaque was presented by the Signal-Officer in Chief, when
he visited Papakura Military Camp. It was handed over to the
Director, Royal New Zealand Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel S. W .
·
Brackenbury
Goodby~nd

may there be more visits
Tuesday heralded the General's departure and it was from
the ~ternational Airpon in Auckland where we said goodbye
to huni reluctant to see h~ go, but hoping that he had seen
somethmg of the R.N.Z. Signals in the short time available
and that the coloured photographs taken will be a constant
reminder of the "Land of the Long White Cloud."
It is the earnest desire of all member and ex-members of
Royal New Zealaitd Signals that now the precedent of General
Bradley's visit bas been established, the succeeding Signal
Officers-in-Chief will visit this country to nurture and maintain
what is regarded here as a closer relationship between the two
Corps than exists between any other part of the British and
New Zealand Armies. Of course, we are confident that a certain
ex-Director of New Zealand Signals will wish to inspect bis
late Parish during the next three years.

Very Certa Cito!
A .Lieutenant-Colonel of •the Corps, along with three
Amencan officers, was making a round of visits to various
units in connection with planning an exercise.
One unit visited was a certain distinguished Parachute Signal
S9uadron in Aldershot. After some discussion, an American
Lieutenant-Colonel said to the 0.C.: "If I said go now how
long would it take you to be operational and our of barra'cks?"
The r.e.ply was "40 minutes," which obviously much impressed
the v1s1tors.
At this moment the 0.C. pulled our his handkerchief and
out fell his toothbrush! The effect was terrific, and the visitors
left marvelling at such detailed personal arrangements for
a sudden "stand-to."
It is rather unfair, therefore, to reveal that the toothbrush
was in the O.C.'s pocket because he was returning it to the
chemists, from where he had just bought it, because the
bristles were coming out.

DAY'S PAY SCHEME
A Commanding Officer in B.A.O.R. writes as follows:" I would like to thank the Committee for their
sympathetic consideration of this particularly deserving
case. It is yet another example of generous assistance
made possible by soldiers' contributions under the ONE
DAY'S PAY SCHEME.''
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From our "In" Tray
To the Editor
IT'S Mil.

M.'Ui~

ETRON AGAIN!

You have probably had full informatioD: from ~ther sources
by this time, but I have just seen the April/ May issue of THE
vt'rRE and thought I would use Mr. Magnetron as an excuse
to write to you.
I was a trainee radio mechanic in 2 Squadron, I Training
Regiment at the time of the 1947 Catrerick Fair and having
a broad 'scots accent, the N.C.O. in charge of Magnetron
thought it would be amusing if I provided one of the voices.
As far a I remember, Mr. Magnetron was a large robot-like
figure without moving J.i.?ibs. The voices ~at in the s~rts
pavilion connected by radio and we were adv1 ed of the acnon
around lVJ.!. Magnetron by the N.C.O. in charge (probably
through a larynx microphone). This enabled Mr. Magnetron to
identify passers-by much to their mystification and they would
then frequently be persuaded to make a donation which, in turn,
entitled them co converse with Mr. Magnetron.
I wpuld stress that most of us were less sophisticated than
our modern counterparts and the conversations were banal and
the object-laughter.
Just writing this has brought it back more vividly than I
would have thought possible, perhaps larger than life, but we
were young and it was a very fine summer.
R. S. COLVILLE, Major R.P.C.
4 P.C.L.U.,
B.F.P.0. 40.

SIGNAL

OFFICER-IN-CHIEF'S VISIT TO
R.lU.A., SANDHIJRST
The Signal Officer-in-Chief visited the Royal Military
Academy during the weekend roth/uth June, and was invited by the Commandant to take the salute on the Academy
Church Parade on Sunday, nth June. After the parade he
was present at the service at the Chapel, where the preacher
was the Rev. Arthur RobeI\t Selby-Wright. This was a unique
occasion from tl!.e point of view of the Corps, as we believe
it was <the first time •the Signal Officer-in-Chief has been asked
to take the Church Parade.

===Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

A

- - • C ' Troop, 3rd Begiment
for well deserving the all-round praise for their work in
providing communications throughout the meeting of
the National Gliding Championship. Always a rather difficult job, it was made even more difficult by the adverse
weather conditions, which necessitated many changes of
routes and plans.

- - Corporal W. Venus, 3rd Begiment
for keeping the Corps flag flying in a triangular athletics
match at Sandhurst, in which the Army beat the Metropolitan Colleges and the Royal Military Academy. The
Army finished first in ten of the sixteen events, and Corporal
Venus carried off the two-mile event in very · creditable
style. Corporal Venus was also 3.ll)Ong those who made
new Regimental records for 3rd Regiment at the Regimental Sports Day, when he won the 880 and mile event.s.

To the Editor
•• THE WIRE " BRINGS A PLEASANT SURPRISE
Thank you very much for the copy of THE WIRE which I
received yesterday. A patient in this ward was looking at it
and he was surprised and delighted to see his son's photo on
page 209---Lance-Corporal Game with 661 Troop. This ward,
as you may know, is the ward that deals with the ailments of
ex-Far East P.O.W.s-mostly tropical diseases obtained during
the years of imprisonment. Mr. Game-looking at the notes of
621 Troop, was interested to see. that his son would soon be
visiting places such as Okinawa, Hiroshima and Inchon-places
which he himself visited under vastly different circumstances as
guests of the Imperial Japanese Army.
Thanking You,
A. R. BOYES
Ward R,
Queen Mary's Hospital,
Roehampton.

To the Editor
"WBEATll-LAYING AT DlJNKIRK MEMORIAL"
Despite torrential rain all day on Sunday, 28th May, in
Dunkirk, all Services were carried out. These ·took place on
the famous beaches, Allied War Memorial, and also in the British
Cemetery, British War Memorial.
A wreath was laid by me on the British War Memorial ,t o
the fallen comrades of the Royal Signals in my capacity as
Vice-President of the London Branch of the Dunkirk Veterans'
Association and an ex-member of the Corps.
Among those present were Major-General D. A. L. Wade,
c.s., O.B.E., M.C. (late Royal Signals), the Mayor of Dunkirk,
Deputies of the Council of Dunkirk and over two hundred
veterans and wives.
Many members of the Corps were present among the veterans,
proudly displaying their Royal Signals blazer badges.
It is regretted that owing to inclement weather no photos
were taken.
These men paid homage to their comrades. They remember
the past, so the present can enioy the future.
Yours sincerely,
15, Capel Gardens,
FRBD STIIBL,
Seven Kings,
(Vice-President, London Branch,
Ilford, Essex.
Dunkirk Veterans' Association).
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- - Signalman Parrott, of 257 Squadron
for being selected to represent western counties of Germany
against western counties of France in the 10,000 metres
race in Paris. Also for winning the Westphalia crosscountry championships.

- - The -Corps Shooting Team
for winning the R.E.M.E. Invitation Match Meeting against
some very strong opposition, which included Naval Air
Command, Royal Marines and Green Jackets teams.

-

- The HuddersReld Branch of the AHocladoa
for a good example of how the Corps can help the Corps.
Notified by Association H .Q. of a Lance-Corporal in
their area who was completing his regular service, they
swiftly made personal contact with him and enrolled him
as a branch member. Through the good offices of the
Branch Chairman, he was found satisfactory employment.
Result: a Life Member and, doubtless, a keen supporter of
the branch.

-

Lance-Corporal P. Ascough, ol l 0th Regiment
for being one of the outstanding riders in the Army
Cycling Union Track Championships, held recently at
Alexandra Park, Portsmouth, where all the Army 'crack'
cyclists were on show. Lance-Corporal Ascough won the
sprint and !the 1,000 metres time trial, and was runner-up
in the 4,000 metre pursuit and the five-mile ·point-to-point.
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Mrs. A. Martin
A. Walsh, Esq.
Mrs. P. A. Dalbr
Lieutenant-Colone G. M. Welsford,
T.D.

E.

Lieutenant-Colonel

for producing an extra loud P.A. system to drown-out
the anti-Government propaganda being blared out from a
certain Bank in Hong Kong during the reoent troubles.
Their programme of Chinese opera eventually won the day
and the propaganda P .A. 'retired hurt.' Surely a unique
job for the Corps! (See page 285.)

*

*

*

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
C1YTps news worthy of special mention. Something of
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR unit,
station, or command. Write NOW and tell the Editor
about it and so help to keep this a live and interesting
column.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in May
Number of clothing parcels sent .. .
Amount spent in grants and loans .. .

28
36
£422 0

being made by all concerned to obtain a house for this
young man, with his wife and baby, and the Association
has made a substantial grant to furnish the new home.

"YOUR letter advising me of the Association's help
arrived the same day as a notice calling me to
attend hospital for further tt.reatment as an in-patient.
You will appreciate, therefore, how welcome was the
n~ws of :the Association's generosity. This, in addition
to solving our immediate worries, will allow me to spend
the lonely hospital hours in a more settled frame of mind.
My wife wishes to add her heartfelt thanks to mine."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

We thank you!
ROYAL SIGNALS ASOCIATION AND
BENEVOLENT FUND
The fo llowing subscrip1ions were mos1 vatefully received during M,zy,
1967:-

Total Receipts

Expenditure durinz May, 1967
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Mrs. A. Pagan
Colonel and Mrt. ]. H. H. Swallow

J. Young, Esq.

Mrs. M. S. Wheatley
Brigadier and Mr•. F. W. P.
Bradford
Mrs. J. Wcmyss
Colonel A. J. G. M cNair
Signalman M . S. Poile
Wive.' Qub, 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal
Regiment

Mrs. B. H. P. Barnes

BIRTllDA"l:- HONOURS
All will be pleased to hear that the following received awards
in the recent Birthday Honours List as shown below: -

B.E.M.
Lieutenant R. D. Allen
W.O.II C. N. Armitage
Mafor J. M . Ellingworth
Major C . N. Le Gassick
W.O.II S. E. Savage

OLD MARLBURIANS AND A NE"' ROYAL
SIGNALS TROOP

One of the Month's Letters

£

•. d

10

0

0

5 0 0
7 16 0

s

0

0

0

0
0

0

3
6

3

0

2

6

£52

7

0

£422

0

9

IO

M .B.B.

Day,

B.E.M. (Civil)
Mr. F. B. Cumbers (late Mess Steward H.Q. Mess,
Catterick Camp)

IGNALMAN, serving on long-term engagement,
S
suddenly taken very gravely ill, and is now being
medically discharged seriously disabled. Great efforts are

5
5

Serr;eant Mackay
Ma1or and Mn. R. Lawreocc
A. Stokes, Esq.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. D . Parr,

M.B.E.
Corporal A. J . Oldham

9

One of the Month's Cases

42nd Regiment T.A. (Officers' Mess--2 Squadron)
4oth (Ulster) Rc11iment (V)
2ut Regiment
15th Regiment
Birmingham Branch, Royal Si1t11als Association
Garrison Church, Dennington
H . R. W . Marsh, Esq. (Deed of Covenant)
Captain C. ]. D . Robinson
Various individual donations ...

G.

Mr. °a:t&i;~~·A.
lent
Anonymous donor, Ministry of
Defence
Mrs. S. Church
K. C. Howard, Esq.
Sergeant Johnson
Sergeant A. W. Galland
Mrs. E. R. N. W . Nanney-Wynn
Mn. Garton Jones
Major J. L . Donne

V.

- - 252 Sqiiadron, Hong Kong

- - The Junior Leaders Regiment
for once again showing their high calibre in organising
the Ten Tors Expedition across Dartmoor-the last they
will organise as a Regiment, and certainly their toughest
yet, as only about half of the Regiment were available,
and the weather conditions were the worst experienced for
many years. So hard-pressed was the Regiment that for the
first time they were unable to enter teams. From the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Higgins, as
Chief Controller, down to the youngest Junior Leader on a
check point wireless set, there were hundreds with vital
jobs to do--<:hecking, recording, message-taking, giving
first aid and typing the certificates as the successful walkers
reached ·the finish. Of the 330 or so teams which entered,
only eighty teams finished the course, among them being
8th Regiment's team.

CLOTHING
Since the beginning oC April aifu of clothio11, etc., have been gratefully
received from the foUO"Wing: -

0

As already reported in "The Wire" in our June/July issue,
a new Troop of the Corps was recently formed at Marlboroush
College. We are obliged to Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson of the 30th Regiment for the following detailed account
of the occasion.
On Wednesday, 10th May, 1967, the Signal Officer-in-Chief
inaugurated the first Royal Signals Troop in the CCF oontingent
at his old school, Marlborough College. The Signals Section d.
the Marlborough College CCF has had a distinguished career
since it was formed in 1885, and this year's ceremony opened
yet another chapter. It is hoped that the experiment will be
the fore-runner of similar schemes in other Schools.
Until the early 1930s, flag, lamp and field telephone were
the only means of communication; then began the wireless era.
The Officer-in-Command, A. R. Pepin, has been an enthusiastic
and expert amateur for about 10 years and had been interesting
his signallers in wireless, and training them as morse operators.
The Wireless Society wa founded in about 1934. A large hut
(on the site of the new Physics Labs) was lavishly equipped,
most of the wiring, etc., being done by the members themselves. A G.P.O. transmitting licence was obtS:ned and two
stations were set up-G 5MC was static and G 2MS was
mobile. The section, the society, and Mr. Pepin between them
created a group of e."<ceptionally oompetent designers and
mechanics, and in 1936 they produced their famous homedesigned and home-made 5-metre "walkie-talkie " sets. These
sets were the first VHF manpack sets to be used in the Briti h
Army. They were taken to Palestine by a Regular Battalion,
and were in actual use for some time. The schoolboy designers
of these sets are now eminent in the tele communications
industry, and at feast two of them, one at SRDE ind one with
BBC, are concerned in the design and development of the new
Clansman range of equipment for the Services.
After the War the Army once again gave considerable help
by providing and servicing wireless sets. Training was geared to
National Service requirements and designed to produce potential
officers for the Royal Corps of Signals. The inter-school net-
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W .0.II A. D . Webster .. .
.,
W .O.II R. J. Bell
.,
W.0.II E. D. Izod
.. .
,.
W.O.II L. H. Devine-Jones
,,
W.O.II J. Oxberry
A/W.O.II R . G. R oss
,,
W.O.II P. Smith . ..
W.O.II A. Champion
,.
W.0.II D. Green brook .. .
.. .
,.
W.O.II (Y. of S.) G. S. Heasman
,,
W.O.U R. F. Pearsall ...
...
W.O.II (Y. of S.l R. G . Coaker
,,
W.O.II B. J. Styles
...
...
,.
W.O.II T . Burke ...
W.O.II A. L . Singer
Staff Sergeant B. A . C. Hardy
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) W . K.
Hammond-Haley ...
Staff Sergeant R. Lahan
Staff Sergeant J. Franklin
,,
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Steff
Staff

Group taken on the occasion of the inauguration of the new Marlborough College Signal Troop. Included in the group are the S.0.in-C, Brigadiers Warburg, Hancock, Birkett, Page, Gribbin and
Colonels Gibson and Renton-all Old Marlburians

work was revived and the Signals Section activities now flourish
under the officer in charge, Captain H. E . Lansley.
The enormous enthusiasm shown by A. R. Pepin resulted
in a large number of boys from the Signal Platoon joining the
Corps in the years just .before the W~r. 1:oday there are two
Major-Generals (the Signal Officer-m-Ch1ef and . G.0.C. 3
Division), six Brigadiers (Price, Warbur~-, Hancock, Birkett, Pa~e
and Gribbin), and two Colonels. (Gibson and Renton) still
serving as well as numerous ren.red officers. Of these, only
Generai Deane-Drummond and Brigadier Price were unable
to attend the inauguration ceremony.
Ralph Hill from SRDE, and Messrs. Quartermain, Babcock
and Fletcher' were able to be there. Babcock and Quartermain
were captured early in the War and operated the famous undercover radio station from a German prison camp. They used the
call sign ' AOX ' which had formerly been used by the Marlborough College Signal Section.
The newly formed Signal Troop is well equipped with
modern radio and radio relay equipment, but they still use
what must be the oldest Number One set still actually working.
The wall behind the set is liberally papered with QSL cards
from the ACF /CCF National Wireless Network. Last year the

Corps Trumpete rs play a Fanfare in the grounds of Marlborough
College

School obtained an Advanced Certificate m the ' Lucky Jim '
competition of the network.
The new Troop is concentrating at present on the production
of radio operators with a high morse standard (12 words a
minute at Class 2, and 18 words a minute at Class l). There
are also ·t wo .technicians in training, and later this year radio
relay techniques will be attempted using SR B10 and ACT l
+ 4 Mk II.
The Troop is commanded by Captain Howard Lansley who
has just completed a year in office as Mayor of Marl.b orough,
and is himself a keen radio man and an ex-officer m Royal
Signals. The Army helps with instructors f~ ~40 Tr.~p who
visit the School occasionally to carry out specialist trammg.
At the inauguration ceremony, the GCF contingent paraded
complete before the pillars of the old Inn around which the
School was built in 1843. The salute was taken by the Signal
Officer-in--Chief who later presented badges to the seven boys
who had qualified as Class I or Class 2 radio operators a few
days earlier. Later, the visitors saw a very full programme of
training in progress, and were able to talk to the boys. One
of the Signallers on parade was Brigadier Hancock's son, and
his father was later able to see him operating a wireless set in
the training area.
After the parade the Corps Band played ' Retreat ' on the
grass court, heralded by the fanfare trumpeters.

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergemt

J. R. White ...
...
(F. of S.) H. J. Paul ...
(F. of S.) R. A. Jeffrey
(F. of S.) W . L . Benson
A. Leach .. .
.. .
D. A . W . Nichols
D. Pollard

Sergeant T. P. Constable
Sergeant R. H . Sutcliffe
Sergeant B. M. H udson
Sergeant L. G. P . Collie
Sergeant M. C rab tree
...
Sergeant R. W. Henson ...
Sergean t R. D. V. Feder!
Sergeant R. D evey
...
Sergeant L. Price .. .
.. .
Sergeant R . H. Marchant
Sergeant J. C. Blake
...
A/Sergeant K . C. Stewart
Sergeant F. F . Anderson
Sergeant S. Hargreaves ...
Sergeant J . T . Warrol .. .
A / Sergeant J . C. Tait ..•
Sergeant A . C. Esplin ...
Sergeant C. E. Homewood
Sergeant T . S. Langley .. .
Sergeant F. Smithurst .. .
Sergean t A . MacDonald .. .
Ser geant F . Nuner
Sergeant W . Dewhirst
Sergeant M. R. Back
Sergeant A. Golledge
Sergeant T . Martin
...
Sergeant T . Gracie
.. •
Sergeaont A. J. Playford .. .
Sergeant G. W . T. Dowdle
Sergeant J Hall ...
Sergeant T . E . Canale
Sergeant S. Gardiner
Sergeant K . Sixsmith ...
Sergeant D . H . G . Snell . ..
Sergeant E. D. Little ...

.. .
• ..
.. .
...

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

19th Regiment
11th Regiment
t5th Regim ent
21st Regiment
371h (W. &. W.) Signal Regt. (V)
9th Regime::n
14th R egiment
9th R egiment
10th Regiment
School of Signals
34th Regiment (V)
14th Regiment
28th Regiment
30 th R egiment
H .Q., Land Forces, Hong K ong
4 Gds. Bde . H .Q . & Sii:nal Sqn.
28th Regi ment
1st D iv. H .Q . & Sign:;! R egt.
Royal Signals Reserve Arm y T rg.
Centre
4th D iv. H.Q . & Signal R egt.
n th I nf. Bde. H.Q . & Sia. Sqn.
222 Squadron
H .Q.t T rg. Bde., R oyal Signals
510 roop
30th Regiment
503 Troop

,, 509 T roop
,, 28th R egiment
,, 518 Troop
H .Q ., F ar East Command
,, 8th Regiment
,, 15th Regiment
,, 234 Squadron
,, 21 st Regiment
,, 1 uh Regiment
,, 2ISt Regiment
,, 4 Gd s. Bde. H .Q. & Sig . Sqn.
,, 11th Regiment
11th Inf. Bde. H .Q. & Sig. Sqn.
,, 71h Regiment
6th Inf Bde. H.Q. and Sig. Sqn.
nth Regiment
2nd Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
,, 7th Regiment
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 18th Regiment
,, 18th Regiment
41h Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
6th I::if. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
,, 255 Squadron
,, 16th Regiment
,, 15th Regiment
1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.
F .V.R.D.E.
,, 28th Regiment
,, 229 Squadron
,, 4oth Regiment (T. & A .V.R.)
., 240 Squadron
,, Cadet Training Team, No. 25
,, 514 Troop
,, 529 Troop

The New Trade Structurl? for Royal Signals
Technicians

===~~Movements
Offi.eers
JULY LIST

MS
Major M. G. Panton .. .
Major C. N . Le Gassick .. .
Major M. H. W. Cooper

AG l l
Lieutenant A. J. Bailey ...
Capt2in (Tfc.) F. Bran.d reth
Captain P. R. Buchanan
Lieutenant M. L. P. Brock
Captain M. F. Collins . . .
Maj°" G. J. Chitty
...
Captain M. E. G. Chandler
Major P. S. Davis
.. .
MaJOt' M. C. Devcrill . . .
Lieutenant A. M. Elliott
Captain C. H. Glydon .. .
Captain K . G. Goulding
Captain W. A. C. Griffiths
Lieutenant D. Hunt
...
Lieutenant T. T. Hallchurch
Lieutenant D. J. Henning
Captain J. F. Higton ...
Major (T.0.T.) J. Harwood
Major B. 0. Haw .. .
...
. ..
Captain R. B. Ingram ...
.. .
Lieutenant J. H. Lowe ...
...
Major (Q.M.) D. A. L. Murray
Captain M. Marples
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... To H.Q. FARELF
,. M.o.D. Signals 32
,, M.o.D. Signals 31
,. 257 Squadron
,, 18th Regim~nt
,, W? Squadron
,, 14th Regiment
,, B.D.L.S., Australia
,, B.M.M., Libya
,, 1st Regiment
,. 2 I I Squadron (as O.C.)
,. 9th Regiment
8th Regiment
,, 22nd Regiment
11th Regiment
uth Regiment
,, ut Regiment
,, 2:id Regiment
,, 237 Squadron

,, 211 Souadron
,. 21st Regiment
H.Q. M.E.L.F.
,, A.A.C.
,. 4th Regiment
,. 30th Regiment
,. R.M.A.S.

Captain D. S. Mullineaux
.. .
Lieutenant J. M. Messer-Bennetts
Captain G. A . Maude ...
Lieutenant J. Neeve
Major J. D. Plummer ...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel 0. J. Peck
Lieutenant-Colonel F. Parker . ..
Major C. A . M. Robertson .. .
Lieutenant A. L . W. G. Steane
Lieutenant R. W. Stark ...
Lieutenant R B. Smith .. .
Captain R. Saville
.. .
.. .
Major B. C. Toy ...
.. .
...
Caprain (T.O.T .) R. S. Todd .. .
Major (Q.M.) K. L. Uttley . ..
Lieutenant N'. F. Wood ...
...
Major R. M. Wright . ..
.. .
Lieutenant (A/Capt.} M. P. Walker
Lieutenant P. B. Webster
Lieutenant R. M. Volland

,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,.
,,
,.
,,
. .. ,.
.. . ,,
... ,.
.. . ..
... 4:h

200 Squadron
uth Regiment
15th Regiment
H.Q., British Gurkha L. of C.
Northag Air Sup. Radio Sqn.
H.Q. , Eastern Command
H.Q., N. Ireland Comd. as C .S.O.
228 Squadron
uth Regiment
15th Regiment
22nd Regiment
R.M.A.S.
H.Q., B.A.O.R. (SX).
18th Regiment
J.T.R., Rhyl
Attached 264 S.A.S. Squadron
8th Regiment
30th Regiment
9th Regiment
Regiment

Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s
W.O.l (F. of S.) D. P. Alblas
W.O.I (Y. of S.) A. Stringer
W .O.II (F. of S.) F. M. C. Stock
W.O.II (F. of S.) G. J. Wright
W.O.II (F. of S.) I. R. Lidstone
W.O.II (F. of S.) A. Sharp .. .
W.O.II (F. of S.) D. D. Clarke
W.0.II J. A . Dady
.. .
W.O.II H . A. Simons .. .
W.O.II C. D. Edgar ...
. ..
W.O.II (Y. of S.) D. A. Newell
W.O.II B. D. Horton ...

To
,,
,,
,,
,.
.,
,,
,,
,.
,,
,,

School of Signals
14th Regiment
Army Apprentice Col., Harrogate
252 Squadron
Insp. of Trade Training
Fed. Armd. Forces, Malaysia
237 Squadron
1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
7th Regiment
224 Squadron
7th Regiment
r4th Regiment

New Technical Tratles
Why a 11ew trade structure ?
A new trade structure for Royal Signals Technicians has
been authorised and will come into effect on 1st October this
year. The present Technical Roste~ of six serarate trad:s was ·
introduced during the days of Nanonal Service, when It was
necessary to train a large number of men for a limited amount
of service.
Times have changed and, with an all-regular
Army, consisting of long t~ soldiers, the opportunity exists
to improve upon the trammg, employment and the career
prospects of our tradesmen.
As well as the changes which have taken place in the general
make-up of the Army, we have also seen over the past few
years, some preHy fun~amental o~ange~, not only in equipment,
but also in the techmques of s1gnallmg. More changes are
to come and it is important that in bringing our tradesmen
into lin~ with the current requirement, we should also take
into account the needs of the future.
In general t=s, the changes about to be n_iade ~ the
Technical Roster can be summed up under three mam headmgs:

x.

What has been the effect of recent developments on the
work of Technicians?

2.

How many Technician trades do we need?

THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1967
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3.

What improvements can be made in tfl e general pattern
of T echnician Training?
Recent developments and fu ture trends in the design of
equipment point towards the grouping of equipment into complete 'systems.' To deal with this situation, Technicians are
required to have training in a wider range of equipments
than heretofore. All this runs contrary to the high degree of
specialisation which is inherent in the present six-trade structure.
W ithout suggest ing that technicians are at present falling over
each other, it <;loes appear that unless we rationalise ~eir .responsibilities, we shall be let in for a good deal of duplication.
In considering what form this rationalisation should take,
it was hoped that it would have been shown possible to reduce
the roster to two types of technicians only--0ne ' Radio ' and
one ' Line.' This had to be rejected because of the growing
commitment towards radio relay and the introduction of
satellite and tropospheric scatter systems.
The new trades
J.t was decided that the minimum number of trades to which
the roster could be reduced was three and that the most
satisfactory combination was as follows:
Present Trade
Radio Technician (light) }
Radio Technician (heavy)
Radio Relay Technician }
Line Technician
Electronic Technician
Telegraph Technician

}

New Trade
Technician Radio (Tech R)
Technician Radio Relay
(Tech RR)
Technician Terminal Equipment (Tech TE)

Trade Test Summaries covering the new trades have already
been circulated and are now in the possession of units.
As regards the other main aim of the revision-improving
the basic and advancement training, it has been apparent for
some time that, whereas there are many advantages to be gained
from achieving the Class II standard on the basic course at
&th Signal Regiment, not all of the recruits selected for training
as technicians find it easy to take such a big first step, and as
a ,r esult, a number fall by the wayside. To prevent this wastage,
it has been decided, whilst retaining the year's course, to offer
an alternative course of instruction lasting only six months
and aimed at achieving the Class III standard. Technicians
trained on the shorter course will, after having gained a Class
III rating, be posted to a unit where they will be given ?ie
oppor.tunity to gain some practical experience before attempting
to qualify for their Class II trade rating.
There will be no change in the courses conducted at the
Army Apprentice College, Harrogate, other than the introduction of the new Technician Trades.
What does this mean to Technicians in the Field ?
First of all, the following dates are important:
rs.t, April, 1968-the date on which the present trades become obsolete.
lst October, 1968-the end of the period of grace given to
achieve conversion to the new trades. (The old trades
cease to qualify for trade pay after this date).
It will be seen that there is no time to waste. As from
lst October of this year, all technicians on graduating from
8th Signal Regiment or the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate will hold the new trade ratings. As regards up-gra~i;rs;
starting now, all up-grading courses conducted at the -r:rammg
Brigade will be extended by two or three weeks wtth the
intention of qualifying all students in the new trades.
Technicians not due to attend an up-grading course during
the next 12 months will be given an opportunity to convert
to the new trades within their own units or under arrangements to be made by the Chief Signal Officers. It will be
necessary to train and to be tested only in those items appearing on the new trade not covered in the trade test summary
for the old trade.
Provision is being made for technicians who are genuinely
unable to reclassify by the 1st October, 1968. The Officer-inCharge, Royal Signals Records, will be prepared to coosidt;r
any case where it can be shown that, throug? no fault ?f ?1s
own, a technician has been prevented from taking a reclass1fymg
test.
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STARTING DATES OF UPGRADING/ CONVERSION
COURSES
Individttal
Starts
Course N o.
3rd October, 1967, to
T ech RR ... Clas II-I
1/ 14
2nd May 1968
znd October, 1967, to
T ech R
Class II-I
1/17
2 6th April, 1968
Tech R
24th October, 1967, to
Class II-I
1/ 42
23rd M ay, 1968
Tech TE ... Class III-II
14th November, 1967
2/30
Class III-II
Tech R
14th November, 1967
2/ 16
Tech R
Class III-II
31st October, 1967
2/41
1/ 18

RRMan

Class II-I

1/41

Lineman

Class II-I

1/24

C Op

Class

1/12

Clerk Tech

Class II-I

1/58
1/59
1/36
1/37
1/26

R Op

Class

II-I

Tg Op

Class

II-I

2/17
2/38
2/44
2/45

II-I

Driver
Class II-I
R Signals
Clerk
Class III-II
R Signals
Class III-II
ED
Tg Op

*

Class III-II

16th October, 1967, to
1st December, 1967
14th November, 1967, to
22nd M arch, 1968
24{h October, 1967, to
15th December, 1967
31st October, 1967, to
22nd December, 1967
31st October, 1967, to
* 19th January, 1968
3rd October, 1967, to
* 19th January, 1968
7th November, 1967, to
19th January, 1968
31st October, 1967, to
15th December, 1967
31st October, 1967, to
22nd December, 1967
3rd October, 1967, to
* 19th January, 1968

Two courses

Peak fitness. stamina. militaru elTU!ieneu
aad knowledge • • •

All these anti more were neetletl on the high
powered exenise ''Roat/master IV"
and Corps

~fen

acquit themselves well in the
five gruelling days

BY MAJOR R. A. KING, 4TH REGIMENT

Exercise " Roadmaster IV "-To the rest of the world it
meant driving day and night for five days and coping with all
the tests an Army Driving Championship could produce. To
4th Regiment it meant all of this and in addition, ' a radio net
of fifteen Dlls, working continuously for nine days.' "Is this
a record?" (More pictures page 269).

The Challenging Aim of the Exercise
Exercise "Roadmaster IV" was the 1967 Army Driving
Championships and this year 4th Division was responsible for
the organisation of all aspects of the competition. The aim of
the exercise was " to test all the skills required of a military
driver " and the whole competition was presented as a challenge
to each member of each team. Above all, the emphasis was on
good . driving and road safety, with speeding very heavily
penalised. It was a gruelling test requiring fitness, stamina
military efficiency and knowledge. It was a military exercise and
not a motor rally.
A goed example of Corps planning
Planning for the exercise started early in the year when a
provisional route some 1,200 miles long was decided upon. This
rout~ started and finished at Sennelager and bordered France,
Belgmm, Luxemburg and East Germany. It was split into
262

' Sectors,' and each Sector was made the responsibility of a
Battalion/Regiment of the Division. In February, a detailed
recc:e and test run was carried out and the route was finalised
by the Clerk of the Course, Major J. A. G. Moore, R.A.
accompanied by Second-Lieutenant G. R. Browning, Roy;J
Signals. During this recce, Second-Lieutenant Browning had
the additional responsibility of siting each Sector Con trol Headquarters with a view to providing communications from Sector
Control H.Q.s to the many check points along the route, and
from Sector Control H .Q.s to Exercise Con trol at Sennelager
-a good example of Royal Signals entering the plann ing stage
of an operation from its inception.

T h e c ommunic a tion sid e o f the E:xerclse

ERCISE ROADrvtl\STER IV
ROAD SECTION
N

'

The c ompe tition
Each team was made u p of three vehicles, two 3-tonners and
a :l-tonner with trailer. Each vehicle carried a crew of three,
only one of whom was senior to L ance-Corporal. In each case
the nominated driver was a Lance-Corporal or below. The team
cap tain was an officer not above the rank of Captain and the
remaining eight could include a Sergean t or Staff Sergeant and
one Corporal or rwo Corporals. The rest of · th e team w ere
Lance-Corporals or below.
T eams assembled at Sennelager on I st May where their
vehicles and documents were scrutinised and the team captains
received their road books and were briefed. The competition,
they were told, was to take the form of five • Road Sectors '
each terminated in an ' Activity Area.' Progress along the road
sectors was to be recorded at ' Control Points ' along the route.
At the end of each sector competitors would enter the Activity
Area, where they would be tested in the various skills required
of a Military Driver. Competitors were to start with no points
and for each infringement of regula-tions, points would be
awarded. The team with the lowest number of points at the
end of the competition would be adjudged the winner. Points
were to be awarded for arriving early or late at control points
on the road section, for failure to observe road signs or for
incorrect driving procedures at "Road Courtesy Check Points,"
and for speeding. Penalty points would also be incurred at the
various Activity Areas.
The first of two h1t11dred vehicles passes the
start line
At one minute past midnight on 1st May the first of the 200odd vehicles, a 3-tonner, passed the start line of the road section
of the exercise. Thereaftel' at one-minute intervals a 3-ton
vehicle from each team set out followed by all the t-ton vehicles,
.then the remaining 3-ton vehicles-a four-hour nose- to-tail
vacket!
After travelling approximately 210 miles in Sector A, competitors arrived at the first 'Activity Area,' Wasserkuppe, where
·they were required to dismount from their vehicles and, carrying
their rifles, complete a 2t-mile cross-country run. The competitors then entered Sector ' B ' and drove a further 200 miles
to the Hockenheim ' Activity Area ' where •t hey had to carry
out a regularity test on the Hockenheim Ring and a First Aid
test.
Sector 'C' was approximately 150 miles long, after which
competitors were required to drive ten miles across country on
the Baumholder Activity Area.
Sector 'D' involved a drive of approximately 165 miles to
the Vogelsang Training Area, where there was a serond crosscountry driving test, during which respirators were worn.
The last stage of the road section Sector ' D ' was a drive of
approximately 250 miles, which brought the competitors back
to Sennelager where they refilled their vehicles with petrol.
The vehicles were again scrutinised and the nominated driver,
tired and exhausted, completed a fault finding test.
On Friday, the 5th May, each team was required to complete
four tests. The first of these was a manoeuvring test, during
which the nominated driver of each vehicle had to drive through
a series of obstacles. All the members of a team were then
required to fire their SLRs on an electrical target range, where
the object was to knock down all their targets with the minimum
of rounds. A written road safety test was then completed on
similar lines to the BFG Matrix Test and finally teams were
required to complete an Assault Course with seven obstacles
in under seventy seconds !
All in all, as the Press reports said, " A tough and hectic five
days during which weather conditions varied from torrential
rain, snow, gale force winds and, in the latter stages of the
exercise, blazing sunshine! "
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THE DRIVING TEAM ATTHE END OF A GRUELLING FIVE DAYS
Left to Right: Craftsman Beeton, Corporal Jordan, Signalman West,
2nd-Lieutenant Taylor, Signalman Beyer-Kay, Driver Kitchen,
Sergeant Moat, Driver Passmore, Driver Nock

latter stages of the exercise some sub-stations were acting as
a most useful R.E.M .E. recovery net whilst the rest of the net
was passing exercise results!

Getting over some of the •niuor crises

200

The initial requirement was for 24-hour HF communications
backed by DBP telephones, from each of the five Sector Control
H .Q.s to Exercise Control at Sennelager, plus a secure link from
Sennelager to Herford. In addition, an exchange/message
centre facility, local lines, and a complete PA 'set up ' was
required at Exercise Control at Scnnelager.
Shortly before the "off" however, the staff requirement
mushroomed and additional links to each Sector Activity Area
were called for. The final requirement was for 15 self-contained
Du detachments. As the Regiment was also to be deployed on
Exercise " Blue Grass " over this period, detachments from
11 Engineer Brigade Signal Troop and from 200 and 204
Squadrons were placed under command for the exercise.
In view of the distances and the locations involved, each
detachment had -to be completely self-contained and this posed
sizeable manning and logistic problems all of which were ably
and accurately resolved by our O.C. • Z' Troop, Lieutenant ].
M. Sweetman. The time available to meet the new requirement
was shon and it was not possible to do any pre-training with
the detachments newly placed under command. Thus the net
shown in the diagram deployed four days before the exercise
was due to start, opened on schedule and, like the Windmill,
never closed.
The time prior to the exercise was spent working the net on
voice and telegraph and finding out which of the frequencies
allotted would give optimum working conditions at the times
when results were expected. Surprisingly, the practical results
coincided well with the predictions carefully worked our from
the charts by our O.C ... B " Troop, Second-Lieutenant P. R.
Dick. Liaison with the staff at Control Headquarters was good
and procedures 'for meeting their detailed (and in some cases
non-standard) requirements were also agreed and practised
during this period. Thus at midnight on 1st May when Exercise
"Roadmaster IV" started we had a full Dr I net working voice,
all stations '0.K.,' operated remotely from the Exercise
Recording Centre some 2,000 yards from Radio Village.
As expected, as soon as the results started to come in, so did
the interference!; but by changing sidebands, mode of transmission, and in some instances frequency and working to TSBs,
the net was kept usable and the exercise results were received
and processed, in all cases without delay. Indeed during the
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There were of course one or two minor crises . . . Lieutenant
Sweetman on a 6oo-mile return journey through the night with
a generator for a detachment which had run out of powerconrod pistons and all t ••. Corporal Spearpoint fault-finding
over the air to repair a Du by remote control! . . . Signalman
Deakin coping with the generators when the mains supply at
Sennelager took a plunge! . . . F.O.S. Flint, Lance-Corporal
Coles and Mr. Carpenter doing on the spot repairs when the
locally supplied power for their PA equipment was switched
from 230 to 415 volts by a local R.E.M E. technician who
" hadn't realised!" All these problems (and one or two more)
were resolved by a combination of pre-planning, adequate reserves and having a key man on the spot at the right time.

Contntunication pl.a n effective aud successful
To the outside world, however, all was serene and the
communication plan was effective and successful.
Detachments were visited and used regularly by senior members of
the Divisional Staff throughout the exercise, and their comments on the detachments and the communications provided
were, in all cases, wholly favourable.
The success of this operation says a Jot for the effectiveness
of the operators and Signals Staff at Control Headquarters,
under the guidance of Y. of S. Wood, and also, for the selfdiscipline, determination and good operating of all the substation detachments, some of whom, under command for the
first time, were working to an ' unknown ' control organisation.
Our week was made when the Corps Commander, at prizcgiving, commented on the effectiveness of the communications
and the smooth-running of one of the largest DU nets in
B.A.0.R.
The team consisted of: Second-Lieutenant P. M. Taylor,
Sergeant Moat, Signalmen Beyer-Kay and West, Drivers Nock,
Passmore and Kitchen (R.C.T.), Craftsmen Beeton and Jordan
(R.E.M.E.).
All thorou.e:hly enjoyed the hectic and strenuous five days.
The team completed the course and acquitted themselves well,
narrowly missing the Royal Signals Trophy by some 40-odd
points in 2,500.
Our congratulations go to 200 Squadron
who " carried it off " from under our nose. The overall award
for the winning team went to 1st Division Regiment, R.C.T.

(Author's noie for 'next time '-Many of the teams had had
training /or four momhs prior to the championships,
and some, longer than this!)
FULL TIME
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ARMY AP PRENTICES' COLLEGE, llAIUlOGATE
R.S.M. D. Evans, Welsh Guards
Though a large number of Permanent Staff in the College
are from the Corps we also have many from other arms who
contri~ute in just as great a way to the Apprentices' training.
Until very recently the R.S.M. of the College was R.S.M. D.
Evans, Welsh Guards, who, on the 8th May, retired to civilian
life afte: some 23 J:Cars ii: the service. He is now living in
Godalming, commutmg daily to London where he is working.
R.S.M. Evans has been College R.S.M. for three years, having
previously served at Mons O.C.S.
The Sergeants' Mess held a "Farewell Party" on Saturday,
6th May, for the R.S.M. and his wife, and it was obvious
from the numbers that attended, and their feelings, that they
will be missed at any future socials.
W.O.I Evans was a quiet, confident and popular R.S.M. 1111d
must have influenced the Army career of a large number of
A/T by whom he will be long remembered.
As with many Welshmen, he was a pillar of strength in the
College Rugby team and in .the summer mon ths played cricket
fo~ both College ai:id Sergeants' Mess as openin g batsman.
His greatest love bemg golf, he was never happier than when
out on his local course where we are sure he will also be missed.
To him and his wife we say, " All the best in the fu ture
and come and see us."
R.S.~I.

D. Doak, Wels h Guards
RS.M. D. Boak takes up the reins in June, having joined us
from the Guards Depot at Pirbright. We wish h i.T. and his
wife a happy stay here.

A / T R.S.M. ll. M. ll. Graham
This term R.M.R. Graham
is A/T R.S.M. He is 19
years old and was educated
at Trinity Academy, Edinburgh, where he obtained
his Scottish Leaving Certificate. He bas spent most
of his boyhood in Edinburgh. His father was a
Major in the Royal Scots
who retired in 1962. A/T
R.S.M. Graham has qualified
as a T elegraph Operator All
and has passed his Army
Senior. He plays hockey for
the College and bis Squadron
(Penney). He has already
travelled with friends in
A /T R.S. M. R. M. R. Graham
Germany, Holland, France and Belgium and hopes to get a
posting to Hong Kong.

The Royal Corps of Signals have
more than enough to do, with
sites to reconnoitre and stations
to position.
Continuous automa tic navigation is vital. Time spent off the
air is time wasted.
Sperry Navigators offer selfcontained automatic position
fixing, visibility rega rdless.

ON THE NORFOLK BROADS
Latter day sailors! Left to right: AfT's Shaw, Curle, Hartley, Boor,
Gallagher, Willmott, Captain Hunt, A/T's Wright, Hardy

Northern Co111mand Goll
The Northern Command Golf Spring Meeting was held at
Strensall, York, on 28th April. R.S.M. D. Evans and Q.M.S.I.
T . Bawden won th~ Regimental Foursome Stableford with 41
point s.
To catch a crab, or not to catch a crab! A/T's Shaw, Boor, Curle

Norfolk Broads Expedition
At the end of the Spring Term, sixteen A/T from Penney
Squadron departed for a week on the Norfolk Broads. The
trip, organised by the Squadron Commander, Major P. Hartshorn, Royal Signals, proved to be a great success and not
without humour. Here are some examples:

NAVAL & MILITARY GROUP
SPERRY GYROSCOPE
Division Sperry Rand Limited

Stonehouse, Glos. England
Telephone: Stonehouse 2231

Ac:r I SCENE I

The Royal Signals are
NEVER lost ... well, hardly ever!

Casual A/T appearing from aft to speak to Major Hartshorn.
"Excuse me, Sir."
No reply (30-second interval).
"Excuse me, Sir" (slightly more urgent, but not very).
"Yes?"
"Excuse me, Sir, but A/T Sim has fallen overboard."
ACT I SCENE II

"Fend off! "-Roar from cockpit.
A/T jump.$ off boat on to wharf, pushes strenuously and
disappears between wharf and boat.

Ac:r I SCENE III

A new fibreglass motor boat has just been launched for the
first time. It lies by the side of the wharf with the owner
gazing at it proudly. Suddenly it is struck by a passing launch
with Captain A. W. de V. Hunt, Royal Signals, at the helm
(there are mitigating circumstances I). Captain Hunt moors the
launch and returns to swop names and Insurance.
"Can I have your name?"
" Captain Hunt."
" Captain . . . . " pause for thought, slight hesitation, and
then with some incredulity:
' 0 You're not a Naval Captain, are you?"
FINALE

The two launches have just been tied up. It is the end of
the voyage. The past three hours have been spent in a frantic
cleaning and tidying up. They gleam immaculately. As the
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la t piece of deck is scrubbed to perfection, a troupe of char"' men armed with buckets, brushes and dusters descend on
the boats and disappear down the hatches. Thirty seconds
later they reappear •reathed in smiles and walk off-<>penmouthed a toni hmen !

Ft>nt•ing
The hobby, port or pastime of fencing has been followed,
played or indulged in for many terms at the College. On t wo
evenings a week, the gymnasium would echo with the ring of
blade clashing against blade. Nowadays, the gymnasium is
empty of fencers-they have moved into a salon of their own
where serious training can be folowed, techniques improved and
ability furthered.
At the time of writing, the College Junior F encing T eam is
undergoing a rigorous " crash " training course in prepar ation
for the Army Junior Inter-Unit Team Championships (Foil)
to be fem;ed at Aldershot on 3rd June. The team won the
Command stage of the championships by beating the Army
Apprentices' College, Carlisle. This was an e.xceptionally close
contest, the winner being decided only by the last hit of the
final bout.
The team consists of A/Ts Franklin (Captain), Wheatley,
Dymock, Ball and Blackwood-all Training Operators except
Dymock.
While talking about the Northern Command stage of the
Championships, mention must be made of A/T Bradley, a
technician now in his last term. He was runner-up in the
Command Senior Individual Championships (Foil) and, by
virtue of this success, has gone forward to the Army Individual
Championships, to be fenced on 6th June at Aldershot.
The College is, therefore, making its mark in the Fencing
world-we have a developing Junior team now with new fencers
coming along to take their place as the present Juniors become
too old for that classification.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the Fencing bobby
here is that rhe boys enjoy their fencing and the bard work
they put in: dley are learning that success does not come easily
and that practice can be enjoyable.
~Ion

LEADERS

REGDIENT,
CAMP

Footnote
In case anyone reading the above is unaware of what
Ten Tors is all about, here is a brief description. It is an
expedition for boys and girls between the ages of 14 and 20,
and they are required to follow a prescribed route across Dartmoor of distances from 35 up to 6o miles, according to their
age and sex, in a period of 36 hours. The route takes them
to ten of Dartmoor's hills (called tors). Complete teams who
cover the course are awarded team medals and individual certificates. Members of incomplete teams who finish in time are
a'.\'8fded certificates.
Easter Graduation I•arade, 1967
The reviewing officer at the Easter Graduation Parade was
Major-General E. F . Foxton, o.B.E., B.A., who is the Director
of Army Education. Unlike the previous year, when there was
a deluge of rain, the parade took place in cold but dry conditions. Sixty-five Junior Leaders graduated, leaving 250 boys
to complete the last term that this Regiment will be in
existence.

DENB11RY

Food
The Regimental Cookery Team, comprising W.O.II Malpass,
Lance-Corporal Wild and Private Dick, maintained the high
standard of cookery that won first prize in the Southern Command Cookery Final by gaining second place in the Unit
Competition of the Army Cookery Competition.
Cross-country
We have had a very successful cross-country season. The
highlight and climax came when our team won every trophy
and medal (except four minor ones) in the Devon Youth Clubs'
cross-country race. As a result, eight members of our team
were selected to represent Devon in rhe Inter-Counties Junior
Cross-Country Championships. Those selected were: J /Sergeant
Dempster, I/Signalman Davidson, I/Signalman Granitza,
J/Corporal Lumgair, I/Signalman Foster, I/Signalman
Lawrence, J /Lance-Corporal Fuller and J /Signalman Neighbour.
The success of our team is due largely to the efforts of
Serge~t Evans. Special met?-tion must also be made of J./Corporal
Lumgarr, who was placed m the first three in all but one race.
TE~ TORS,
1967
P!eparations for Ten Tors, as usual, began quietly before
Christmas and gathered mo?1enrum until Friday, 26th May,
when Denbury Camp was mvaded by 2,000 boys and girls
all eager to take part in the eighth expedition on Dartmoor. '
No SO?ller had everyon~ retired to !!heir tents, pitched on
our pl~ymg fields, than pipers were to be heard rousing the
competitors at 04.30 hours on Saturday. This was followed
by the shouts of Sergeants Byrd and Eouzan reminding everyone that die buses left the square at 05.30 hours.

3rd

REGIM:ENT,

DULFORD

THE G.O.C. LOSES A BIT OF IDS WING!
Our G .O.C., Major-General Deane-Drummond, was in the
news again during the National Gliding Championships at
Lasham, when he collided in thick cloud with another glider.
The G.O.C. lost about four foot of his wing but carried on
regardless and lande<l safely. "C" Troop, under Captain P.
Goldney, another gliding fan, and Sergeant French, earthbound, provided communications throui:hout the meeting in
their usual efficient manner and earned much praise for the
way they coped with what proved a difficult job due to adverse
weather conditions which necessitated many changes of routes
and plans.
2 Squadron-a little private exercise o( their own
2 Squadron managed to acquire .t he services of some R.A.F.
helicopters and ran a little private exercise of their own which
involved just about everyone in the Squadron being airlifted
out of camp. You'd think ·t hey would have bad enough with
me normal exercise but they are gluttons for punishment.
I Squadron, what with °' C " Troop away on the gliding and
" B " Troop down on Dartmoor on Exercise " Bakers Dozen,"
were content to let "A" Troop have a well-earned breather.
Apart, that is, from a few odd jobs ~uch as helping to provide
communication for the Army 3-Day Horse Trial at Tidworth.

Cor poral Davis of I Squadron receiving one of his many prizes
from Mrs. Webb at the Regimental Sports meeting. Corporal
Davis was Viger Ludorum
1 Squadron, the 440 yards by Private McCann of Divisional
H.Q. Squadron, the 880 yards and mile by Corporal Venus of
2 Squadron and in the heavyweight stakes Captain Bonaker,
the Athletics Officer and organiser, won the weight with a new
Regiment record, and Colour Sergeant Le Prince beat his own,
last year's record with the hammer. There was ·me usual skullduggery in the Chain of Command race, but this time Divisional
H.Q. Squadron did not win. No doubt due to the warnings
broadcast about their nobbling last year.
Two other semi sporting events which also had a good military
reason behind them were rhe Safe and Skilled Driving Competition and the Inter-Squadron Rifle Meeting. The Safe ·and
Skilled D riving Team event was won by M.T. Troop 3 Squadron with L A.D. runners-up, but the individual winners were
the Pay Office crew.
The Regiment shooting trophy was won by 3 Squadron
team and the individual winner was Major D. Hall with W.0.II
(Y. of S.) Dewis equal in points scored but missing out on ~e
nominated eliminator. The match was held on the Electnc
T arget Range and though this type does save time and manpower the dispensing with the butts and moving people up and
down the range it does pose its own special problems in manning
the consol board controlling the targets. It takes a lot of
concentration and some pretty slick switch work to carry out
some of the practices and we hope we have managed to train
a good team to run the board for the_Southern Command and
Corps Rifle Meetings due to be held in Buiford in June.

TESTING

ovn

AIR PORT ADILIT}'

To round things off we went out on another regimental
exercise. This we called "June Planet," to test our airportability
drills and our ability to carry out a progressive build-up of
communicating for a JFHG. Because we in 3 Division always
work on the airportability basis we rend to forget that it is
not the normal way of moving and perhaps readers might be
interested in a short description of what this entails.
We are always at seven days' notice to move, so the first
thing that happens is we are put to 72 ~ours' notic~. The
planning s·taff allot the amount of men, vehicles and freight we
can take and the communications which are required at the
distant end. They also tell us the type and numbers of aircraft available a.t this time. Our Unit Emplaning Officer and
the Squadrons then work out their sums and detail of me

Have you placed a standing order for
New- reghnental records at the S1•orts Day
Then suddenly it was Regimental Sports Day, with all the
Squadrons down at Tidworth competing for the Inter-Squadron
Ohampionship. Once again 1 Squadron emerged the victors
after a fairly close contest. Several new regimental records were
made, notably 100 yards and 200 yards by Corporal Davis of

a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now?
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various Chalk Numbers. (A Chalk Number is the name given
to all the passengers, vehicles and freight in any one aircraft.)
For the normal exercise we don't actually get any aircraft
but we simulate by carrying passengers and freight in 3-ton
vehicles.
When your chalk is called forward you move to the Unit
Check Point where a Movement Control T eam checks the
freight, the vehicles and the p assengers just as though they
were going on to an aircraft. (Even if it's just on exercise, if you
haven't got the current forms, m edical or other, you don': get
past the U CP). Then its onto the 3-tonners and Chalk No. 123
is airborne at 30 m .p.h. out of Bulford.
At the destination you are met by the Unit Freight Officer
who has set up a Reporting Centre where, in theory, the aircraft
has taxied to a stop. Freight and passengers are unloaded here
and the 3-tonners go back for more. The ~ -ton vehicles on the
chalk can then motor to their final locations.
The passengers have to walk with all their kit. The U.F.O.,
of course, takes a sadistic pleasure in making the Repo[lt Centre
as far away from the working location as he can! The freight
gets shifted about the simulated airfield by the airlifted forklift tractor and trailer. A normal sort of build-up would be
about six chalks in the first day and about the same the next
and then as more R.A.F. Transport Command aircraft become
available from their routine jobs a gradual increase.
But remember the whole Division has to be lifted on these
aircraft, so to begin with the priority would be to the Infantry,
and Signals have to manage on a pretty tight budget, so it may
take up to a week before the full equipment and men are out.
During this period, of course, communications are vital
It takes a lot of hard work and long hours on the part of the
first few chalks to maintain communications in the early stages.
The new range of aircraft becoming available to R.A.F. Transport Command should ease things a bit by providing more lift
in the initial chalks. That's how we do it. If you fancy being
dumped at some remote spot on Salisbury Plain in the middle
of the night, being met by a hideously cheerful U.F.O., being
told "Right, pick up your kit and follow the guide, it's not
too far " and then plodding half a mile or so to be met by the
Y. of S. who says, "Dump your kit here and get stuck in at
putting up the comcen " . . . well, join us!

The first buslood of walkers reached Hayror, the start
co find that visibility was down to about fifty yards and tha~
the rain was falling in torrents. H owever, d espite a caution
from us about the difficulties of trying to n egotiate D artmoor
in such weather, no team refused the documents issued at the
start. It was discovered later, however, that several teams fell
out two or three minutes after leaving the start.
The ' fall-out ' rate this year was very high compared with
previous years, when conditions were ideal. R ain and mist
persisted most of the time, with only a few clear periods on
Sunday. Of the 330 or so teams that started, only 80 (18 girls'
37 boys', 22 youths' and 28 men's) teams finish ed. Another
228 competitors, travelling in incomplete team s, completed the
course in time and so won certificates. Owing to the disbandment of the Regiment, this was the last T en Tors that we
shall organise; it was also our toughest, for previously we h ave
had a complete R egiment available, while this year we had
less than half the man / boy power at our disposal. So precious
was labour, that for the first time we were unable to enter
teams.
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ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
BLAZER BADGES
TIES
Silk L0/6
Terylene 12/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 57/6
Silk 19/6
Cuff Links 25/- & 53/6 Wall Shield 32/6 to 50/Car Badges 35/- & 45/Crested Tankards
50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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4th REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 15
Dusti and b ustl e
The month began with a good deal of hustle and bustle
as we prepared for the annual Corps Signals CPX Exercise,
' :Slue G rass,' which took place from 28.th April to nth May,
and simultaneously, 3 Squadron were deployed on providing
communications for Exercise ' Roadmaster ,' the 1967 Army
Driving Championships which this year was the responsibility
of 4th D ivision. We also found sufficient men and vehicles to
enter a team fo r this event. The ream was commanded by
Second-Lieutenant P. T aylor, and a report on ' Roadmaster'
appears separately as a special article on page 262 .
Unlike the U.K, with its new-type ' Spring Bank H oliday,'
we in B.A.0 .R. celebrated the traditional Whitsun break, which
was triggered off by the usual mass exodus from barracks by
private car train and coach, as people departed to spend the
break in pfaces which included a coach trip to U.K., W .R.V.S .
coach trip to Rudesheim, on the Rhine, and a 2 Squadron
camping expedition to Bernkastel, on the River Moselle.
Returning from our break, we were once more given
' sufficient ' time to prepare our ' rolling stock ' for another
exercise, this time a Divisional CPX, Exercise ' Gilt Edge.'

Exercise • Blue Grass '
The long procession of villagers, dressed in Sunday best,
filed through the streets in the May sunshine. The village
band blared bravely at the head, the -tassels on the yellow
panoply above the parish priest fluttered gaily. They moved
slowly past the Signalman, standing carefully in the shadow of
a barn, vigilant and watchful for any sign of saboteurs and
rioters I Above, a helicopter busily clattered across and down,
bearing C.C.R. Signals to visit us, on this Ascension Day in the
middle of bis Exercise ' Blue Grass,' the annual Corps Signals
CPX.
This was to be the third of many villages who were our
hosts during the exercise. They all had one thing in common-the warmth of their welcome.
They lent us their
churches for services, entrusting their precious nineteenth
century organs to our Commanding Officer; for one service
they provided a choir, soloists and the Sunday School .r:o swell
our numbers. We moved .into their barns and guesthouses, then,
as quickly, moved out again, leaving 0.C. H.Q. Squadron with
his bag of money to smooth away any slight difficulties.
We were also visited by Brigadier-General M. Grunwald,
C.S.O., Northern Army Group, Brigadier P. F . Pentreath,
M.B.E., C.S.O., B.A.O.R., and by Mr. M. Mitchell, M.B.E.,
E.R.D., H.Q., Telecommunications Group.
Another welcome
visitor was Lieutenant-Colonel D. H . Clark, Royal Australian
Signals, from London.
The Il.S.lU. gets • zipped '
Two stories from the exercise are perhaps worth telling.
The first is about the R.S.M., who, after wining his visitors
very well in the Mess, and when waking up in the middle of the
night, for an urgent reason, discovered the zip on his sleeping
bag had stuck fast . . . The other tells of a Radio Troop
Sergeant who collapsed exhausted into his bedd ing roll and
who woke hours later to find his detachment had moved.
They had taken with them his clothes, boots and equipment
and had left him •in the field' in his underwear. They had,
of course, put a camouflage net over him, and tliey weren't
really very far away.
Communications? We reckon we communicated-after all,
we ger plenty of practice I
W.R.V.S.

TRIP

TO RUDESIIEHI, ON TUE
BRINE
Early on Saturday, 13th May, a happy band of enthusiastic
' wine-tasters,' led by our W.R.V.S. Organiser, Miss Helen
Stobbs, boarded the coach which was to take them on their
long-awaited ' attack ' on the Rhine.
The trip down took seven hours and included a tour of the
airport at Frankfurt/ Maine. The time on the coach passed
quickly, as we were well entertained by Signalman Dooley, his
guitar and his newly-formed ' Magnificent Seven.'

We arrived at Bingerbruck, on the opposite bank of the
Rhine to Rudesheim, at approximately 7 p.m., where we were
welcomed by our hosts at the guest houses that we.re to be
our base for the n ext fe w days, and then-with little thought
for or time for a meal- it was a quick clean-up and off to
explore the beauty of the Rhine and its surrounding villages,
in particular the beautiful wine-growing town of Rudesheim,
with its famous ' Drosselgasse.'
During what proved to be a wonderful and hectic weekend, we took trips on the Rhine to St. Goarhausen, where we
saw the legendary " Lorelei,'' and on the evening dance ferrJ
to Frankfurt.
Some of us tried to hit the many wine bars of the ' D rosselgasse' as hard as we could, but I'm sorry to say that those
wine bars were more experienced and hit back even harder,
as we discovered to our cost on the following morning!
Many friends of all nationalities were m ade d uring our stay,
including American, German, French and Belgian, and quite
a number of them turned up on the Monday afternoon to see
us off as we reluctantly boarde-d the coach for the return
journey. Many promises were also made to " see you on the
August break," and we then depar-ted, travelling up the left
bank of the Rhine to Bonn, and from there a quick journey back
to bar.racks.
W e eagerly look forwa rd to another trip to Rudesheim in
August, and in the mean time are concen trating on "being
good." (Anyone wan ting a U .S.A. flag, a French Army beret,
and an assortment of white straw hats, please apply to P.R. I.).

A m onth of 'Hustle and Bustle' for 4th Begiment
First there was Exercise " Blue Grass " and at the same time 3 Squadron were being deployed on providing communications for
Exercise " Roadmaster IV " and providing the men and vehicles to take part in what was a five days' gruelling test of peak fitness,
stamina and high skills. Major R.. A. King writes a special article, with diagram and a further photograph on this Exercise
on page 262

Photos 1 to 4 show the assault course test on 'Exercise Roat/master'
Takin1 part ( I) Si1na lman West,
Corporal
Jordan
and
CrafUman
Beeton. (2) Ser1eant Moat, Driver
Nock and Driver Passmore (3) Show•
the team enjoyln1 a well earned rest.
('4) 2nd-Lieutenant Taylor,
Driver
Ki t chen and Sl1nalman Beyer-Kay (5)
El1ht men and a dos or the Reslmental
Command Post after the end of 'Blue
Grau'. (Left to richt) Sisnalman
Shrive, Captain K. P. Burke (Adjt.)
The Commandln1 Officer,
LanceCorpor al Plckards, W.0.1 (R.S.M.)
Altken, Drivers Hayes and Rltchin1 and
Major P. J . Evans M.B.E. (2 l/c). (6)
'That was a 1ood onel'-a photo taken
at the dinner held to say farewell to
W.0.11. (R.Q.M.S.) Chesham, M.S.M.,
R.A. on his departure after thirty-two
years service. In the picture R.Q.M .S.
Chesham, standinr~ Bricadier G. de E
Collins, M.C., the R.S.M ., and Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Jackson, Com ..
mandlng Officer.

Golf
With most of the win ter sporting competitions no w closed
for the season, we fiel ded a team in the B.A.0 .R. Inter-U nit
Golf Championship, which was held at Bruggen on Wednesday, 17th M ay. Our team, wh ich consisted of LieutenantColonel A. J. Jackson, Captain T . Field, Captain T . Gowan,
and Corporal Minogue, were beaten in the firs t round by the
Rhine Area team. Although our -team won by two matches to
one, with one halved, the actual result was worked out on
holes won/lost, and this gave Rhine Area victory. We now look
forward with enthusiasm to better things during the coming
season!

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Shooting
L a n c e - Corporal M .
Provart, of ' M ' Troop,
who we congratulate on being the winner of the I (BR)
Corps Invitation team event
of the B.A.O.R. Small Bore
Mee.ring.
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Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. 0. J. Peck leave the Regiment in style!
I see Arthur's using the new fibreglass pole ! !

"Yes Sir!" "I'll see if there is some coffee!"
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Lighter moments in the field
The early days of May saw us in the field on Exercise " Blue
Grass." Contrary to the usual rules, -the weather was fine; the
communications mostly so, which gave our artist in the Regimental Command Post scope to record his impressions of the
exercise.
At the end of the month a part of the Regiment took part in
Exercise "Hunter's Moon" with U.S., French and German
Servicemen. This gave us a good opportunity to see the equipment of our allies, and several soldiers were able to 'cabby '
in their tanks and helicopters. Once again there were amusing
misunderstandings with our allies, even when we shared the
same native tongue. For example: '
U.K. Officer to U.S. Operator: "Are you through?"
U.S. Operator: "No, Sir."
U .K. Officer: '·' Why not?"
U.S. Operator: "Our orders are to continue working all
night."
Even the local barber was affected by the U.S. presence.
Corporal Edwards (3 Squadron) visited him; and returned very
closely cropped, with his slight shortage of hair on top he was
accurately described as "Short, back and bumpered." Some
items of U .K. equipment were very popular, and a whole U.S.
sub-unit decided to invest in blue berets for use on· exercise.
Athfoties too eau be lighthearted
As we mentioned above, the weather was gloriously fine for
the first three weeks of May. Except for one day-the day of
the Regimental Athletics meeting, then it poured with rain
throughout. This affected the athletic performance of most
individuals but not their enthusiasm. It also added an element
of risk, especially for those hurtling down the flooded pole vault
approach. Subsequent flight paths were unstable, the most
distinctive being that of W.0.11 Bramhall of H.Q. Squadron.
Our artist has also recorded this, and again, we hope it can be
pr.inted. Afte~ a hard fought contest, 4 Squadron emerged as
wmners, and then capped the performance by winning the
rug-of-war. The athletics officer has now seized on the talent
revealed by the occasion, and we are hoping to build a good
team for the Morrison Cup.
lluJ(by-we more than held our own
The second half of the season has brought with it a good
deal of. success. towards the end. After rather a long period
when little of 1Illportance happened we wexe forced to realise
that the Sevens season had arrived and so muddy boots were
dragged out and some serious t!hought given to training. With
two of our stars away in Catterick on upgrading courses the
future looked black, but nevertheless our team travelled to
Lippstadt for the 4th Division Sevens with great expectations
The start was almost disastrous and we only •ust beat 2~
Armoured Brigade HQ. and Signal Squadron aft~ the referee
had threatened to abandon the game because the forwards were
fighting a separate battle of their own. However, from that time
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onwards ,t he play improved and in an all Signals final we beat
22.Ild Regiment by a good margin.
The next highlight was r<> be a mere four days later when we
travelled to ·the Javelin Invitations Sevens in Bielefeld. The
team for this tournament was much changed, there being two
injured and two representing B.A.O.R. against the French Army.
Nevertheless the spirit prevailed and another cup returned to
the safe keeping of the Regiment, this time for the third
successive year.
After two glimpses of glory we were firmly put in our place
by the Duke of Wellington's Regiment in the semi-finals of the
B.A.O.R. Sevens. After a first half in which we held them to
3-0 the overwhelming speed of the Dukes proved to be the
deciding factor and the final score was 23-0.
This we all thought was the end of rugby for 1966/7 but
the C.0. ha<;J. other ideas and we were contracted to play the
German National XV at Gutersloh in an invitation game during
the Gutersloh Anglo-German celebrations. For .the game we
decided that we needed xeinforcements to make up for our
weaknesses caused by injuries, postings and courses. Eventually
we borrowed five Royal Signals players and -they were:
Lieutenant Bill Backhouse, Sergeant Pete Bender, Corporal
George Mate, Corporal Norman Siggs and Lance-Corporal
Arthur Lee . . Wi th the spirited help of these players we took
the field agamst the Germans. The result was a win for our
team 5-3.
So ended a thoroughly enjoyable rugby season. We now
look forward to success in the next season with the Dukes far
away in England and the arrival of some useful talent from
Blandford which will be moulded into shape under .the critical
eye of our next rugby officer, Major Archie Bir·twhistle.

Vis ifs
In addition to the many notables who visited us on exercise,
we welcomed the visit of the Colonel Commandant of the Royal
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers on the 24th May. Judging
by the ~mile on the face of Captain Bert Kelly, our 0.C. L.A.D.,
everything went well on the day. We would like .t o pay tribute
to ·the lads in our L.A.D. for their sterling work on exercises.
Really it is quite easy to get the best part of a Comcen bogged
down on the top of an inaccessible hill, but quite another to
get 'em all down again.
Warrant Offiee:rs' anti Sergeants• Mess
Exercises have somewhat restricted our social activity lately,
but we recently held a successful Games Evening in the Mess.
The darts competition was hotly contested, the final ba·ttle being
between the R.S.M. and Sergeant Jimmy Rhind, the latter was
victorious by two straight games, this being a rather undiploma·tic
triumph, perhaps giving an indication of who does what all day!
Sergeant George Storey won both :the snooker and crib competitions, hut no-one seems to know the identities of his
defeated opponents.
On 13th May we held an informal Whitsun Dance. An
outside group played some really hot stuff for us and S.S .M.
Br~mhall again distinguished himself by his with-it style of the
twist.
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the wicked fairy in " Sleeping Beauty"; as a horseman . . .
but a halt must be called somewhere!
We all, but our families in particular, will sorely miss Mrs.
Peck, who brought into all her many and varied activities a
warmth and sincerity that meant so much-especially to the
newly-arrived and to .those in difficulty. The influence of her
interest and enthusiasm brought about such a lot that will
live on for us to remember her by.
As they leave, for the Colonel to take up his next appointment at H.Q., Eastern Command, they take with them our
best wishes for the future.

Hello
And now we welcome Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. A. C.
Bate to the Regiment and hope that they will find their first
tour in Cyprus an interesting and enjoyable one.
Hell Tea? ••. We 'aven't got no tea ••• Sir! I
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Corporals' Mess
Every Friday night 1s a Stag Night, the main feature being
a darts competition. Teams visit us from other units in the
area, and we have only lost once in the last four games.
Our Saturday evening dances have been hotted up recently
by a group led by Corporal Bellamy of 4 Squadron. Other
units in the area may like to note :that ·the Group is available
for engagements. We would also like our Sergeants' Mess to
note that we have a competent football team ready to take on
others.
9th REGl.HENT, B.F.P.O. 53
Goodbye to Lieutenant-Colonel and 1Urs.
O ••J. Peek
We have just said farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
0 . J. Peck, who have left us after n'!arly three years.
His final two weeks with us were as full of incident and
activity as they could be, ranging from his being dined out
by the Warrant Officers and Sergeants, which started the programme, through his dining out in the Officers' Mess, his
farewell speech at the Harewood Club to all those who bad
come to wish him and Mrs. Peck good luck, to his final departure from the Regiment on 26th May, when, as shown,
he and Mrs. Peck were rowed out of the gate by .the traditional
manpower.
We were very sorry to see them go. Apart from the fact
that the Regiment has prospered exceedingly under his command, Lieutenant-Colonel Peck took a leading part in many
other activities. As Commodore of the Famagusta Services
Sailing Club, the Corps yacht Cito became his flagship on
Regatta day; as Chairman of the Army (Cyprus) Golf Association, he blasted his way round the island's courses in many
matches; as Chairman of the Mercury Theatre Group, he was
never, unfor.tunately, allowed to achieve his ambition of playing
THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1967

C.S.0.'s Shooting Competition
The annual championships were held on 9th May on the
Dhekelia Ranges, bringing together the three Squadrons of the
Regiment with 259, 261 and 262 Squadrons. The first shoot,
for the Rifle Team Championship, was won by 2 Squadron,
the best individual Regimental performance being put up by
Staff Sergeant Geere of .the Squadron, who finished third. In
the Young Soldiers' Championship, the Regiment achieved
second place through the efforts of Lance-Corporal Radford
of 3 Squadron.
Later the same morning, the LMG Pairs Competition was
fought out and resulted in a win for the I Squadron team, with
W.0.11 Mason and Lance-Corporal Grandy taking third position
overall.
Following lundl, the SMG Championships were held. LanceCorporal Bradshaw, of 3 Squadron, was the individual winner,
the team prize going to his Squadron also.
The final event of the day, as usual, was the Falling Plate
Competition. Once again, the teams drawn on the right were
at a considerable disadvantage, with the wind blowing in from
.the sea from left to right across the butts and obscuring their
targets with the dust kicked up by the opposition. 2 Squadron
finished second to 261 Squadron. The 2 Squadron team of
Lie'Utenant Cox, Staff Sergeant Geere, Staff Sergeant Smith,
Corporal Robinson, Lance-Corporal Wareham, Fishenden,
Trask and Bowles, eaded up as overall winners of the competition.
Crleket-Averoge J .fS.5 !
In the Minor Cricket L ague, which began its season six week
ago, 2 Squadron have to date played six matches winning ·hem
all comfortably. Outstanding has been the captain, Green, who
has a ba~ting average of gargantaun proportions-145.5 !
This month we have only room for a report in detail on one
match, that in the Knock-out Cup versus Garri on Administrative Unit. The match was played at home and the heavily
watered pitch appeared to uit the Squadron team rather better
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than th ir opponents. Batting first, 2 Squadron .were off to a
tart with McNaughton and Emmo tt pu~{.mg on 37 for
the fir t wicket when M Naughton was deceived by a ball
which dipped and was out for 2I. Good joined Emmott :l;Ild
run
ntinued to come quickly, with both batsmen playmg
with great confidence until Good having reached his half
century relaxed and w~s bowled. Eighty-six for two and Green
came to the wicket. Continuing to push tl.e score along Emmott
wa even tually out for a finely hit 59. Green now took over as
anchor man and scored freely, while Luckett came and went
for 9 Andrews for 18 and Power for 6. At this point Green
d<!ciru'.ed the inning closed, having scored 31 not out of the
roral 199 for 5.
The Garrison Administrative Unit were soon in trouble on
the re umption, and lost their first wicket to Luckett's accurate
fast medium bowling for II. The next wicket fell at 21 to
H erstell, and then five wickets fell while the score remained
stationary on 39. To all intents and pur poses that was the ~nd
of the opposition and the visitors were all out for 62. A fa u ly
comprehen sive victory and a good start to the new season.
good

Dhekelia Gymkhana-Field Day for Katherine
Katherine Methven had a field-d ay at the Dhekelia Gymkhana
on Saturday, 27th May. Not only was she in the winning
relay team but she went on to w.in two of the remaining three
children's events, the sack race and the obstacle race. Kate, the
daughter of Tom M ethven of our Civilian Wing, then rode
Sunset in the under-22s show jumping even t, and finished an
ein:remely creditable 4th out of 35.
Sunset distinguishes himself
Sunset himself h ad a very successful day too and took the
open jumping with W.O.II Downes up. The Open was unusual
in that it was a " choose your own line " event; where after
jumping the first circuit the rider chose his own fences and
continued jumping until three minutes had elapsed. W .O.Il
Downes elected to jump only three of the twelve fences and
made some half-dozen rounds of this mini-circuit without
mishap, before being halted by the clock. He scored 105 points,
which was far ahead of any other rider.
Sunset also distinguished himself in the cross-country event,
finishing 4th out of nearly 40 entries with a total of only nine
faults over the 16 fences. His rider on this occasion was Signalman Smith of 2 Squadron. Two days later W .0.11 Downes
proved he is equally at home with the other variety of horsepower when he drove his Wolseley to victory in the Dhekelia
Motor Trials.
Tonanti Theatre Group
Due to the run down of Dhekelia Garrison this group has
been furced to close down. With its theatre just across the road
from the Regiment it bas provided sparkling entertainment
during its life and we know that the Ordnance Depot, whose
child it was, decided on its demise with great reluctance. The
group will certainly be missed for, although small, it provided
stern competition for our own Mercury Theatre.

Vislt.<1

On the 12th May Mr. W. H. Hornby, the Conunand Secretary,
visited the Regiment. He was shown all the ways in which the
Army not only trains recruits but accommodates and feeds
them in the best possible way. He also included in his visit
a stop at the Medical Centre and rhe.n he watched the Pass-Off
Parade of 2 Troop.
On the 17th May M ajor E. L. T. Capel Glosters, visited
the Regiment. Major Capel is on the Staff of MP6c, as a Project
Liaison Officer. H e spoke with the Commanding Officer and
the P.S.O. Staff at great length, learning how we in Royal
Signals allocate trades. All the time doing the best possible
to put the right peg in the right hole!

A rmy Apprentices College, Harrogate
Do you know ?
Cl

that the A.A.C., Harrogate, offers apprentice
training for all Royal Signals Technician
Trades and for Telegraph Operators up
to Class II level.

•

that the target training figure each year is
for no less than 220 technicians and 170
telegraph operators.

•

that the telegraph operator apprenticeship is
for two years.

•

that hand in hand with technical training
goes a high level of leadership training.

•

that the A.A.C., Harrogate, recently rebuilt,
is probably the m ost modern S ervice training
establishment in the U.K.

Pass-off Parades
The Pass-Off P arade on the 12th May was taken by Brigadier
A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., Commander T raining Brigade, Royal
Signals. Mr. Hornby, the Command Secretary, who was visiting
the Regiment, watched the parade and saw a presen.ration of
an L.S. and G.C. Medal to W .0.I Rowe of 8th R egimen t.
The T roop passing-off the square on this occasion was No. 2
Troop, command d by L ieu tenant J . H. Roberts, Royal Signals.
The best recruit taken
from the Troop was Signalman A. R . G arrow. G arrow
is a Scot from Dingwall in
Ross and Cromarty. H e
went to school at D ingwall
Academy where, as a keen
sportsman, he represented
his
school at
athletics,
basketball, cricket and soccer.
On leaving school in 1962
he worked as a clerk in a
solicitors office and then with
the North of Scotland Hydro
Electric Board. On 13th
March h e enlisted int o the
Royal Corps of Signals in
search of a more varied and
Signalman A. R. Gar row
out-door life. H e has now
gone to 8th Regiment .to study as an Electronic T echnician,
in which we wish him every success.
The P ass-Off P arade on 24th May was taken by LieutenantColonel W. A. S ykes, Commanding Officer, 24th Regiment. The
Troop passing off the square was 7 Troop commanded by
Lieutenant A. J. R. Jackman, Royal Signals. In the absence of
the Corps Band, the b and from R.A.F. CaHerick were invited
to play. Unfortunately, for the first time in many months,
there were heavy falls of rain during .rhe pass-off. The best
recruit on this occasion was Signalman Brant who comes from
Washington, County Durham. Brant was a shop assistant before
he joined the Army. But he felt that he could have a more
interesting life as a soldier. Now he is going to 24th Regiment
to be trained as a T elegraph O per ator. W e wish him every
success in his future career in the Army.

Do you know a good thing when you
see it? Of course you do
An App rentice Tradesman Telegraph Operator uses a TIOO Telepri nt e r t o transmit messages over a radio link provided by a station
radio D. 11

Regimental athletics
11th REGDIENT, CATTERICK

CA~IP

Arrivals and dt-partures
The major change in the Regiment this month was the
arrival of a new adjutant, Captain A. R. Bailey, Royal Signals.
Cap.rain Bailey arrived in the Regiment from Cyprus where he
had been serving with the 1st Bn. The Black Watch in the
U.N. Force. He came to take over from Captain J. H . T.
Nealon, Royal Signals, who is leaving the Regiment after three
years in order to go to the Staff College. Another officer to
leave was Major J. Telfer, Royal Signals, who is retiring from
the Army after many years in the Corps. His place in 2 Squadron bas been taken over by Major R. Trelawny, Royal Signals.
This month the Regiment also said goodbye to W.O.II
(R.Q.M.S) Mercer, who went to 22nd Regiment, Staff Sergeant
Gilder who went to 18th Regiment, and W.O.II Nock who
went to 4 Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment. To all those
who have left the Regiment we wish every success and hope
they remember that a new posting can only be better than .the
one before I This of course applies equally to those who have
just come to join the Regiment.
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The regimental athletics were held on the 31st M ay. The
stars of the day were the I Squadron team who just managed
to become the overall winners against fierce competition from
an amalgamation of H.Q. Squadron and Instructional Wing.
In the three miles Storer (O.R. 1) managed to lap every other
competitor in the race except the second man. The high jump
was won easily by Corporal Nutbrown of Instructional Wing,
who is employed as an assistant physical training instructor.
He won with a final jump of 5 feet I I inches, four inches over
his former bes.t. Another event that was worth watching
was the ' chain of command race ' in which .the Adjutant,
Captain Nealon, and O.C. 1 Squadron, Major M. G . H. Wise,
were both outstanding members of the teams entered. The
prizes were ·presented very graciously by Mrs. C. 0. Bound,
wife of the Commanding Officer.

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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The Army Apprentice College has a fine swimming pool amongst
iu many sports amenities

A Van de Graff Spark Generator is used for a basic electricity and
magnetism demonstration

If you have a relative--son, brother, nephew-who is keen to join Royal Signals as a young entrant (IS to 17 years) make
sure he specifies a Royal Signals trade when he applies to enlist at his nearest Army Careers Information Office (if in U.K.) or,
if overseas, through your unit.
Further details on request from either Commandant, A.A.C., Harrogate, or Recruiting Co-ordinator, Royal Siirnals, Room OSA,
The Old War Office Building, Whitehall, London, S.W.I.
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As we saw it ... 16th Regiment photographers retortl the higb spots of the month

Jle~imenfal

Fete

In spite of the met man's forecast, the sun shone and we
were away to a flying start with the fete. Weeks of work,
culminating in three hours of entertainment and fund raising.
Good for many laughs was the greasy pole, prepared by
Cable Troop-over 3,000 gallons of water were used. Shown
on his way down is Signalman David Mulloy (3 Op. Troop)
leaving behind a perplexed Signalman Ian Pickthall (T.M.
Troop) who had just coughed-not a blow had been struck.
Much of the pleasure at the fete comes from amusing the
children. The photographs by Corporal Perkins of bowling
on the barracks square catches the young ones approving a
very good shot. In charge are Signalman Grier and Signalman
Gibson.
The men, W.R.A.C. and families, by their efforts, all make
the fete the success it is. To them all we are grateful. T he
profits, this year £300, go to Cancer Research in memory of
General Swainson and others whom the Corps has lost.

The Wire must commend the amateur photographers of the 16th Regiment for the high quality of their work. The photos
reaching us were all large, clear, glossy and all natural action studies-in fact the type of photos the Wire is always on the look
out for!

Kref4'1d S••..,1ery

As proof that the scenery in Krefeld is as attractive as we
claim, we show a picture of Private Maureen Denmead relaxing at the swimming pool in the barracks. Private Denmead,
aged 19, is an operator jn the TRC, Krefeld, comes from
Portsmouth, and enjoys dancing, darts and ice skating.

v

18th Regiment
c /o G.P.O. SIN GAPORE

"Some proof" says 16th Regiment "that the scenery in Krefeld is
as attractive as we claim. In the picture Private Maureen Denmead
relaxing at the swimming pool in the barracks

16th HEGD!ENT, B .F .P.0. 35
With the co-operation of our amateur photographers, we are
making this month's " Wire " contribution a pictorial one.
Shutters have been clicking away and many prints of a very
high standard were offered; regretfully, not enough space is
available for them all. (See page opposite).
• Blue Grass '
Although this was a communications exercise, a Troop Staff
Sergeant must be prepared to tum bis band ·to administration.
Caught at work on Signalman Michael Falla is Staff Sergeant
Whalley, intent on producing a near image of himself. Staff
Whalley's only qualifications for the job were his appointment,
intuition and a pair of scissors. No further photographs of
Signalman Falla will be allowed for three months, lest there
be trouble with the R.S.P.C.S.
Quietly confident while lining up the C41 is Lance-Corporal
Jack of Radio Relay Troop. Confident, too, is Captain Carling, ·
one jersey on, a TSB on his sleeve, explaining to Corporal
Altham and Corporal Smith how the C.S.0. has b~ n given
the wrong grid reference and so will never find 2 Squadron
before his helicopter runs out of fuel. (Fact, not fiction!).

THE REGIMENTAL FETE-(1) Bowling on the barrack square and the youngsters very much approve this good shot -(2) T he
greasy pole and on the way down Signalman David Mulley brought about by just a cough by Signalman Ian Pickt ha ll also o n
the pole.
ATHLETICS: The Regimental Athletics produced an exceptionally close finish (3) Corporal Taylor and Lance-Cor poral Butcher
neck-and-neck over the hurdles.
EXERCISE 'BLUE GRASS' (4) Captain Carling, (one je1sey on, a TSB on his sleeve) explaining a point about the exercise to
Corporal Altham and Corporal Smith and (5) Caught at work on Signalman Michael Fella is Staff Sergeant Whalley obviously
intent on producing a near image of himself and (6) quietly confident Lance-Corporal Jack lini ng up a C41.

Af.h letics
Life became serious as the time for athletics came round
again. We learned once more the misery of success. In 1966
we were a very good third in the B.A.0.R. athletics, and the
theory is, if you can do it once, you can do it again.
There's a fallacy somewhere, but no time to find it.
Over the hurdles go Corporal James Taylor (1 Squadron) and
Lance-Corporal Peter Butcher (Training Wing) in a fine
action shot by Corporal Wood.
The Regimental Athletics produced an exceptionally close
finish this year, the three Squadrons scoring 64, 63 62, with
one result to come. H.Q. Squadron emerged winners and
Corporal Lori Vula (Fiji and T.M. Troop) received the Burke
Trophy from Mrs. Lucas, wife of the Commanding Officer.

(;IJa n "e o i com1na11d
The Officers and their ladies bade farewell to LieutenantColonel and 'Mrs. Millo and welcomed Lieutenant-Colonel and
Mrs. Anderson at a Ladies' Guest ight on the nth May.
In keeping with their active role in the Army Yacht Club and
with Lieutenant-Colonel Ntillo's former post as Commodore,
the departing Commanding Officer and his wife were seen off
from the steps of Princess Mary Mess by way of temporary
landing stage and a t-mile voyage in an officer-propelled GP 14
sailing dinghy. The occasion of the change in command was
also marked by a memorable formal dinner at the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess at which no less than 126 Mess
members entertained the old and the new Commanding Officer.
~len ud erings

The month of May has gon- swiftly by. On reflection 1967
so far has been a period full of action with very little time to
spare. The communication centre has found traffic level
creeping back to those usual during confrontation levels because
of recent exercises and we hope that the ever-increasing administrative role of the Regiment bas reached its peak. One is
certainly .taken by the thought that May will prove to have
been a turning point. A 350 yards drive down the centre of the
fairway with one putt for an Eagle!
During the month H~adquarter Squadron succeeded in winning both the inter-Squadron drill and assault course competitions against very fierce opposition. As it stands they have a
good chance of retaining the champion Squadron lance for
an other quarter.
The Regiment's Koran reading team, which included some
of our Malay soldiers' wives and children as well as men,
succeeded in winning the Singapore Inter-Unit Koran Reading
Competition for 1967 for the :first time, and ~rgeant Murad of
M.T. gained third place in the ame competition as an individual.
The competition involves intoning a pa sage from the Koran
in Arabic for six minutes-which tho who have served in the
Middle Ea t wiJI appreciate is no mean feat.
J uu l(l e worfart•
Captain MiJJer led yet another jungle warfare training exercise
for the current MPT I Course. Perhaps the most hair-raising
experience for those who took part was the journey to and
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Apart from providing demonstrations; starting Class III to II
upgrading courses for both Linemen and Drivers, and rehearsing
the guard of honour for the coming A.0.C.-in-C.'s inspection
of R.A.F., Laarbruch, the month has been relatively quiet.

Lieutenant-Colonel R.. W. Millo speaking to the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants Mess on his dining out night. Left to right: R..Q.M.S .
D. Greenbrook, W.0.1 (Y. of S.) W . A. Littlejohn, Major M. S.
Gordon-Jones, the C.0., W.0.1 (R..S.M.) I. D. C. Currie and
Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. G. Anderson

from Johore by R.A.F. Whirlw~d. Mark I~ heli<:<>pters. which
wirhout warnin<> combined the airlifr operation with their own
tactical flying e~ercise on both journeys: They flew at ze~o feet
up the River Santi following eve_ry twm an~ turn look1Dg ~p
at the river bank I As S .S.M. Richardson said afterwards:
I
could have picked the coconuts, exc~t ~at they were t?O hi~h."
The course did two days jungle tra1D1Dg under Captam Miller
and Sergeant Wise. It all went with a swing despite torrential
downpours. Once the students got themselves sorted out (which
was very soon) they kept their staff on the ball, to the point
where some idle D.S. taking a short-cut found themselves
ambushed and charged by an alert secrion. One-up to the
course.
The expedition used the new lightweight, dehydrated rations

19th llEGllUE~T, c/o G.P.O. SING.\POllE
The Saga of Ten.gah Troo11

Before the saga of Tengah Troop begins several questions
must be answered: It's a troop (independent we like to think)
of 19th Air Formation Signal Regiment. It is located on the
Royal Air Force Station of Tengah (there are two other R.A.F.
airfields in Singapore but there again they, Changi and Seletar,
are only transport airfields and are not really in the field as
airfields go). Those of you who have been lucky enough to
serve with Air Formation Signals before, know what we do;
those of you who have not, well the following might help to put
you in the picture.

ThPre is a Troop O.C. • • •
There is a Troop O.C.-he indulged to Bisley last year, and
he is doing the same again this year so most of his time, so
the Foreman say, is spent on the range.
• • • and there is F. of S. PPte Gill •
Next there is the F. of S.-Pete Gill. He has been here
2t years now and from various reports has spent most of his
time boating. He has given up sailing for some months now
ever since he caught CAFSO and the C.0. on starboard during
the regimental sailing match. Rumour has it that the R.S.M .
(Reg) Williams, was blackmailed in to buying his boat (the
Foreman's old one painted a different colour), but it is now
confirmed that the boat went to Bangkok. (Note for Captain
Boyle in Bangkok, it was sold in good faith-we suggest you
put some oil into the gear box next time you take it out). Pete
Gill has been responsible for laying over 22,000 yards of cable
on the station during his tour. It was not for the remarkable
fact that he has actually been able to get C.Orporals Ghani,
Hellipha and Mat Abu to do as he wanted, not as they wanted,
not to forget C.Orporal Sheikh Ali and Mr. Ithnin of our Records
Office, there is no saying what horrors would have occurred (why
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Visit of U.K. Headmasters
Two 'waves' of U.K. headmasters, housemasters and careers
officers visited R.A.F., Laarbruch, during the month. As a result of the first visitors' request, ' L ' Airfield Troop laid on a
small demonstration of their job on the airfield, the most
popular 'exhibit ' being Signalman Harber and C.Orporal Kehoe's
practical demonstration of ' plumbing' and cable jointing; we
now know that a fair percentage of those who watch "'the hole
in the road " must be schoolmasters!
At the dinners given in their honour, officers of the Regiment
put in a good word for Service life in the Royal C.Orps of
Signals, as it appeared too good an opportunity to miss; we
hope th~ Royal Air Force will forgive us for succumbing to this
temptauon.

INSTRUCTION ON THEM 16 AR.MAUTE RIFLE
Sergeant Jepson teaching (left to right) Lance-Corporal Richardson
(I Sqn) Corporal Walder (3 Sqn) and Corporal Murphy (2 Sqn).

for the first time, which produced plenty of laughs. How do
you make scramble eggs without t~ose ~ard yellow lumps? ~t's
just as well S.S.M. Richardson isn't m charge of des1gnmg
rations as one would only get oatmeal blocks and apple flakes,
and apple flakes, apple flakes and . . . . apple flakes I
The course returned S'<!fely despite the efforts of the R.A.F.
to dislodge Captain Miller, who sat with his feet .o.ver th~ sill
of the aircraf·t with a crewman. The whole exped1uon en1oyed
some worthwhile training, together with a welcome break from
the barrack square.

Dam radio-good 1u•ws to Hie S.-yehell.-s
Captain Passmore, the adjutant, ~s both congratulated on h~s
engagement to Miss Jane Mactav1sh and on the use of his
amateur radio station (Call sign 9 V r N K) to pass the good
news to his parents in the Seychelles I slands.

is it that rumour has it that Sergeant Sta Maria's quarter has a
telephone when everyone else on the station, including some
angry Squadron Leaders, are continually fig.hting for an exte~
sion in their bedrooms. None of the ten projects completed this
last year mention Sta's instrument).
Anyway F. of S. Gill is off to 37 Wessex and Welsh TAVR
in Bristol. Be warned he has a habit of putting down h~
thoughts not on paper but with chinagra-ph on the O.C.'s Talctopped desk. Our very best wishes go with you Foreman and
we only hope for your new comrades' sake, they too can
lose you on a boat now and then.
We recently said farewell to Staff " Jock" Scott and welcomed
Sergeant Ted Tibby to his office by the standby generators.

The O.C. says • No ' and Sergeant Tibby snys
•No,' so • • • ?
Having guided the Troop team to a win in the Inter-Troop
Drill Competition and to second place in the Inter-Troop
A:thletics C.Ompetition (though in the latter we had to check the
Adjutant's adding up). Sergeant Tibby is now coping with the
annual CIV. C.Oping is probably not the correct word. ~e
cleaning side of the CIV is ably controlled by Omar and his
band-but the lack of vehicles (put off the road by the O.C.)
results in the Troop going to work on foot. F. of S. Gill's
replacement, Staff "Mick" Thornbury, hates walking, Pete
Gill refuses to use Corporal Kohn's bicycle or for that matter
any of the three 'sit up and beg' issue bicycles we have, with
the resuit that a stalemate exists. Ser11;eant Tibby says nothe O.C. says no--Omar politely tells them to go away and the
two Foremen are forced to walk (we have yet to see them carrying a ladder as up to now they have always managed to con a
passing R.A.F. driver to do that for them).
Sergeants Illias and Lai (the latter's recent promotion was
celebrated in the correct manner) and their band of technicians
toil away quite happily in Fault C.Ontrol. Their air conditioned
accommodation is the envy of all, though they spend most of
their time off on courses of varying descriptions.
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TENGAH TROOP
Winners of the 1967 Inter Troop Drill Competition

The primeval hill dweUers
We have in the Troop a small tribe of primeval hill dwellers
ably led by that Gombakian King, Sergeant C.Over!ey. Bukit
Gombak is the domain of the Radar boys and to keep their
telephones going (or not going as happens whenever the O.C.
or Sergeant Tibby try to contact the Bukit Gombak Fault
C.Ontrol) are a small band of British Technicians. Willi Henderson (our star football player (I wish he would play like a star))
ably joined by Corporals Lightfoot and Thomas, and of course
Cliff Cover!ey, are the mainstay of our football team-Omar,
Sta Maria, Aziz, Padman (Batman, as Sergeant Tibbs calls him),
being a few of the other stars. Along with the football playing
element there are C.Orporals Yeoman, Palmer (still trying to sink
the group yacht), Hirst and Binstead. Binstead, by the way,
recently conned the O.C. and his wife into joining the Tengah
Sub Aqua Club with disastrous results. The next project to be
produced for the pool area will include a telephone at the
bottom of the deep end.

The work load is, believe it or not, slightly less
I have already mentioned the fact that over 22,000 yards of
UG cable have <been laid.
Now that confrontation with
Indonesia is over the workload is 'slightly less ' (R.H.Q. please
note: New arrivals on initial interview are not to be told
(please) that they have a quiet life at Tengah). The new Foreman arrived with his deck chair and swimming costume on bis
first day after receiving that bit of news. After two weeks here
his only comment is, thank goodness this is a long handover.
The R.A.F. have a wonderful habit of moving their flying .
squadrons around the airfiold willy rully. For example, 20
Squadron moved from the southside of the runway to the northside, back again, back yet again and back yet yet again all in
the space of three weeks. C.Orporal Ghani gave up in the end
and decided to install their phones and Hadleys as per the
initial works order for their first move. " Let them sort it out "
was his comment.
Well thats the news from 19th Regiment-there are other
troops and they do some work now and then. See the next
issue of THE WIRE for tales (mostly hairy no doubt) of 2
Squadron's expeditions into the wilds of Malaya.
VISITS. The C.S.O., Brigadier Brindley, accompanied by
Mrs. Brindley, paid a short visit to the Troop unexpectedly.
We hope your journey to the U.K. was not delayed by an unserviceable aircraft on Tengah too long, Mrs. Brindley.
LECTURES. The C.Olonel's presentation for Exercise "Winged
Heels" included as its Supporting Star, the Foreman. One
of the extras was the O.C., whilst Foreman Sugden of R.H.Q.
played the part of an American N.C.0. in charge of a Troop
station, to a tee.
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Athletics
The Regimental athletics meeting was held at Laarbruch,
and though it was a cold day, the rain held off most of the
time. The •old firm ' of C.Orporal Brighton, Signalmen Fry
and Gumbs showed that they were in good form on the track
and were this year joined by Sergeant Goss and Signalmen
Turner and Hutchinson.
We missed Signalman Kirk in the shot, but found Sergeant
Goss .to replace him; Signalman Turner also performed well at
the pole vault and Lance-C.Orporal McMillan threw the discus
well.
The old soldiers' race was won by Major Walker (who only
had some 20 yards to run) despite the fact that the finishing
tape ran up the track at high speed on his approach I
3 Squadron tug-of-war team (in actual fact, the Regimental
team) beat the two other teams in straight pulls and looked
in good shape at their first public appearance this season.
Oh, and the result?
3 Squadron winners, with r and 2
Squadrons close behind.
EntertaiDJUent
The Laarbruch Singers provided another enjoyable evening's
entertainment, with songs from ' South Pacific,' ' Oklahoma '
and 'My Fair Lady,' and the members of the Regiment were
very much in evidence; Lance-C.Orporal Bob Hutchinson and
Signalman Gary Reynolds both deserving a mention for their
good solos.
Departures
Staff Sergeant Nelson left driving his Champ and towing bis
22ft. caravan, loaded with the fruits of a tour in Germany, and
we shall miss him, not only in 3 Squadron, but also from the
Regiment. We wish him and his family well in their new posting
in U.K.
22nd REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 16
Blue Grass '-for us, fairly uneventful
The beginning of May saw the closing stages of the 1 (BR)
C.Orps principal signal exercise for 1967-' Blue Grass.' Apart
from Echelon trying to solve some promotion problems by
felling a tree on the Sergeants' Mess, and the D.S. besporting
themselves in their new blue woolly pullies, the exercise for
22nd, at Rear C.Orps, was happily, fairly uneventful.
The C.Orps Commander dropped in to 2 Squadron's radio
village by Scout, had a few words with .the squire and the local
worthies and departed for I Squadron. There he had a quick
look round 'A' Troop before lunching in the Officers' Me s.
Whitsun was celebrated at the traditional time, and many
of the Regiment took advantage of the excellent weather to get
away for a few days. Among these was a party from the
L.A.D., who obviously spent a very contented time at the
Edersee.
Later in the month, Brigadier Vaux, D .A.Q.M.G., H.Q, 1
(BR) C.Orps visited Churchill Barracks, spending part of the
time with 42 Medium Regiment, R.A., and winding up the
occasion with lunch in our Officers' Mess.
t

2n

The inter- quadron Kno\ les Cup and the inter-Troop Page
Trophy are being contested, but as z Squadron ~ave suffered
the 1 ast turbulence in the past few months, their chances of
u cess are somewhat greater than H.Q. or I Squadrons . .
The v.-ater polo team obta!n~ a walk-ov.C! to put them mto
the semi-final of th 4th D1v1 ion competltl'.-' , and R.Q.M.S.
lent is to be seen leading the team to the L1ppstadt Hallenbad
for morning practice in· case they have to play a match later on.
The tug--0f-war tea:n got in to the D ivisional semi-fin~, but
unfortunately got sorted out by the current Army champ1ons, 3
R.HA.
Hnteltes, l\lnCches and Despntcht•s
From the 'Hatches, Matches and Despatches ' log we congratulate ergean::s Hanlon, Morgan and Wallace and LanceCorporal Connolly on becoming proud fathers of boy , and
.
ignalman Hayes on taking the matrimonial ph:1nge.
Among those departing are Corporal Boag, Signalmen Gmnshaw and Rees to the Hovercraft T rials Unit, and ~.O.II
Hammond on appointment as R.Q.M.S . of 28th Reg1m~t.
Recent arrlvals have included Major Mcintyre from the Brum
Squadron, Lieutenant Hendren from Mons 0 .C.S.i and
Second-Lieutenant Williams from the School of Sigrials;
Sergeant Bradley (R.A.P.C.) from Singapore, and W.O.II
Mercer, Sergeants Cross and Hope from Catterick.
Farewell to the C:.O.
As we close for press, the hand--0ver of Co1IUI1anding
Officers is taking place. We bid an affectionate farewell to
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Beale and wish them good luck
for the future, and extend a warm welcome to LieutenantColonel and Mrs. Dowell.

F.R.A. SIGNAL REGIMENT
B.F.P.0. G9

C:utting it fine
Over the past six months the F .R A. has absor~ed into .its
ranks a number of units of the Federal Guard I. This operauon
was completed with usual efficiency on 31st May and ~o ~ark
the occasion a ceremonial parade was held on 1st June in Little
Aden. On this day the Force was redesignated " The South
Arabian Army," and everyone changed their cap badges. This
was just as well for the British Major, whose old badge had
never really recovered from the soaking it received when he
tried to shrink his green beret. The parade went off well and
was accompanied by martial speeches from most of the Sultans
pre~t. The British Major was saved from a fate worse than
death by Corporal "Pete" Barlow who just managed to get the
P.A. working satisfactorily thirty seconds before the Chairman
of the Supreme Council addressed the multitudes. " For everyone's peace and quiet do test your equipment earlier next time,
Pete!"
Be gets around
Mr. Paul Tapponier, an engineer from M.E.L., is currently
vi ;ting us and helping us to introduce the new C I I SSBs into
service. He is a game fellow and has been nipping 1n and out
of Beavers, Siouxs and other aircraft up-country with reckless
abandon. He has fitted in so well here that we would like him
to stay, but he tells us he has urgent work to do in the Far
East. We don't think the grenade which exploded near him had
anything to do with making up his mind to leave us.
0

lUajor·s bicycle strikes againl
Corporal " Mick" Court has not taken long to get into
trouble. Borrowing the British Majcrr's famous bicycle the other
day he set off for the cold drinks bar but never came back.
Instead a Corporal wearing a bloody lanyard appeared in the
office and reported that " Mick " was at that very moment being
carried away on a stretcher with severe back injuries sustained
by a nasty fall from rhe bike. He was still conscious and was

muttering something about " leather soles ". and " sm<>?th
concrete" and "Why doesn't the so-and-so maior do somethmg
about those bald tyres." The former having checked his runabout was unhaimed turned his attention to the casualt)'., who
by this time was in bed looking as fit as ever but. trying to
appear in pain. He was praising th~ S.M.0., w;ho m a ~t;ak
moment had given him three day~ b~ down. The Bn1!-sh
Major was last seen that day half-hidden m a blue haz.e headmg
for the Medical Centre.
1J11obstruslve worke.-s deso.-ve thanks
Nobody in these notes in the past has ever mentioned our
tame British comcen operators, who are attached tcr H.Q.
S.A.A. from 15th R egiment to operate our re~r link telep,rinte;,
circuit. The present 'unfortunates' are Signalmen . Joe
Taylor and " Geordie " Grant. These chaps uncot;11plammgly
keep this circuit open twenty-four hours a day and little thartks
they appear to get. They do an uninteresting job·well and their
morale never seems to drop. Perhaps not hav~ng R.S.M. ~ear~e
breathing down their gills may have something to do with it.
Anyhow we are grateful to them. .
Several crises
Up-country things appear .to be goi_ng we!.1 except that a
crisis over spares for one parucular set is causmg us to scratch
our heads a bit. The British Major has said some rather unkind
things about a certain firm, wbich shall rem~in nameless, .a?d
has threatened to tell Mr. Wilson what he tlunks about Bnush
export promises. _However, w~ expect him merely to sel! out
his shares and remvest them in his Dead Sea Scroll busmess,
which has also caused him to suffer a few sleepness nights in
the light of recent Middle East events. Another crisis out here
at the time of writing is food . With the port al most out of
action most of the time prices seem to be continually rising.
"Snowy" Holloway, "Mick" K ent . and ".Higgy" Higgerson
are ~olving part of the problem with. their chicken farm at
Habilayn, which is now in full J,Jroducu<?n-. It appears . that the
hens thrive on the various spunous rad1auons emanatmg from
the Telecomms Workshop.
The Navy drops anchor
The arrival of Chief Radio Supervisor Hodgson, Royal Navy,
to train our signallers, who are to be attached .to the South
Arabian Navy, has of course interested us. When he is not
instructing he is based in the British Major's office, which is
beginning to take on a •joint' atmosphere. His light-~e~ted
manner and nautical sense of humour has brought new life mto
the place .though it is doubtful if he has helped to speed up the
work of' P .0 .s (sorry, Staff Sergeants) " Bob" Wherry and
" Ian " Holmes who are supposed to be deeply involved 'in
equipment pr~urement at the time of writing rather than
exchanging service yams. The Chief's flashing lamp causes us
some amusement. He seems to carry this wherever he goes and
everyone is wondering what particular evil genie will appear if
it is rubbed. Unfortunately nobody can get near enough to
try as the Chief guards it carefully. Perhaps we can tell you
more about this pecular piece of. Naval gadgetery in our next
issue.
They more than bold their own
Lance-Corporal " Ted " Wray and his charming wife left
here for good recently. Ted was a diesel specialist in the force
and his departure reduces the E.D. strength to only two,
Sergeant George (the "gob") Foggo and Corporal "Jock"
Cook only remain but ·these two gentlemen seem to be able to
more than hold their own in spite of the now rather thin ribald
comments on the colour of their E. & M. Services lanyards and
disloyalty to the Royal Corps, etc.
Arrivals in Arabia
In addition to the Chiefs arrival we welcome back to Arabia
Lance-Corporal " Ray " Dudding, who has reinforced one of
our Area Workshops, and we welcome for the first time LanceCorporal Dave Burkinshaw and Corporal Dave Poole who for
the .present are working under the friendly guidance of Foreman
Mike Rowlands in the Base Workshops. Ray, Dave "B" and
Dave " P " arrived less Lance-Corporal Roberts who achiev:d
the d istinction of arriving at his place of departure less a certalll
document. We are hurt to think he doesn'.t want to join us but
if he decides to do so can promise him a stimula·ting few months
in the sunshine.
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FAR AWAY

PLACES~UNUSUAL

JOBS

Reports from the Outposts
Corps men venture deep into South ern Arabia
where Eri.ropcans are rurelu seen

Tackling an unusual line laying task in the WaJi
HaJramaut - where time often stanJs still!
STORY BY CoRPORAL

P. G .

RossALL OF

15TH

REGIMENT

.The Wadi Hadhra~aut lies approximately four hundred
~~es from Aden. It 1s an area of South Arabia now rarely
VISlted by E1!1'opeans, service or civilian, but recently a small
party, Captam Graham, Lance-Corporal Brookes, Signalman
Burne.tt and mys~lf, Co!'Poral Rossall, bad the opportunity of
spending a very mteresting week there.
• Staying power ' is not forgotten
A few days of doubt, as to whether or not we could go
followed. the initial briefing. The trip was finally confirmed and
we. hurriedly prepared the nc:cessary stores and equipment, in
which we mcluded a quantity of " staying power," namely
Carlsberg and Tennents beer.
The following morning, very early, we boarded the only
R.A.F. Dakota in the Middle East and a few minutes later
were airborne trundling away from Aden. Except for an hour
spent swooping low over fishing trawlers which were doing a
spot crf illegal fishing, the trip was une~entfu1. About seven
hours, three stops and numerous cups of coffee and squash
later, we bumped down an a small, rough airstrip beneath the
towering cliffs of ·the Wadi Hadhramaut.
The Wadi bed-nee a tremendous river or Jake
The Wadi bed.; presumably at some time a tremendous river
or lake, is a huge flat plain stretching for some forty miles and
varying in width from two to three hundred yards to a number
of miles. Almost vertical cliffs, a thousand feet high in parts,
flank the plain along its length; sea shells have been discovered
on the cliff tops !
The plain, or Wadi bed consists of large fertile areas and
equally large tracts of sand and rock. The exact figure is not
known but probably as many as forty thousand inhabitants
live in the many towns and villages that straggle along its
length. There is an abundance of water beneath the bed of
the wadi and modem pwnps ensure a good supply is brought
to the surface to nourish the many and varied crops.
The principal towns of the Wadi are Seiyun, capital of the
Kathiri state, Terim a famous holy town also in the Kathiri
state, and Shibam in the Gacti state. For many years the two
states Kathiri and Gaeti fought a territorial war and as a result
of the peace and status-quo imposed by Britain, Terim, under
siege at the time, is now an enclave a few miles inside Gaeti
state.
C:ustom arrangements-a form of highway
robbery
The two states have a remarkable system of highway robbery
under ·t he guise of customs arrangements. Any article taken
from one state to the next is subject to customs taxes at each
border post. Terim is in the unfortunate position of being
surrounded by four border posts and suffers accordingly,
particularly as the tax is in excess of 20 per cent.
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A unique happening in the Wadi Hadhramaut-a flood!

Terim, our home during the stay, is perhaps third in the
Muslem _hierarch_Y of holy towns, outranked by only Mecca
and Medina. It is famous for its cemeteries and its theological
seminary. It boasts a mosque for each day of the year and the
tallest mud mosque in Arabia. Its buildings are typical of the
buildings in the Wadi. They are constructed solely out of mud
and wattle and coated with a gleaming white coat. The houses
are. almost all surrounded by high walls and of very similar
design. Some of the larger houses have swimming pools in
the grounds, as did ours; most welcome with sun temperatures
of 120°+.

THE HOLY TOWN OF TERIM
Perhaps third in the Muslem hierarchy of Holy Towns
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We get battered and bruised over some ol the
roughe!it c untry In the world
With the conclusion of the work we packed up our kit and
the next morning, as the " Hadj " was exhorting the people that
"prayer is better than sleep," we passed beneath bis minaret
and left Terim and the Wadi. Eight hours later, battered and
bruised, after a drive over two hundred miles of the roughest
country in the world we reached R.A.F. Riyan. A trip to
Mukalla-twenty miles from Riyan-the capital of the Gaeti
state finished our sight-seeing and a short while later we
arrived back in Aden.

Royal Signals Over/anti Expedition
to Calcutta anti back, 1961
BY CAPTAIN KELVIN KENT

Seiyun-capital of the Kathiri State-the site for the installation

REPORT No. 1-GETIING THINGS UNDER WAY

The local Sult.an shows great interest
The first night we were unable to reach Terim because of
floods so we spent the night in a hotel in Seiyun. The following
morning we began surveying the job and sorting stores and
equipment. The Arabs who we were given for assistants were
very helpful, almost to the point of sabotage. The job offered
no difficulties. We were there to inter-connect a number of
houses by 'phone, despite all the rumours and counter-rumours
our arrival caused. Even the lo::al Sultan showed great interest
in the system.

The Idea
A lost opportunity seldom occurs again, and it is a good
policy to take one when it comes.
A set of helpful circumstances provided all that was required
when I found myself being posted back to Gurkha Signals after
spending a full and interesting year as A.D.C. to Major-General
Deane-Drummond, G.0.C. 3rd Division. Despite the thoughts
of some, this was not as a rest cure! However, a little correspondence showed that my presence was not urgently required
until the end of August and my existing tour was to end in early
June. Almost time to drive out, I thought!

Getting a truck out of the ntud Arabwise!
At the end of the first day's work we set out to drive the
twenty miles from Seiyun to Terim but before we reached the
scene of the previous night's flood we were stopped by a smaller
flood, into which a large lorry had stuck in two feet of mud.
However, we waited around and watched the proceedings.
About twenty Arabs were frantically digging trying to release
the rruck while another forty sat on the banks watching and
yelling advice. It seemed that we were not to reach Terim
that night either. Luckily one of the Residency drivers arrived
and with a few well directed men and a gentle tow pulled the
offending vehicle away. While the mud-spattered Arabs were
dancing and singing we slipped across the flood and reached
Terirn without further mishap.
Each morning we drove to Seiyun, and got the cable up,
followed usually by quite a large crowd of children who
doubtless amazed to see us shining up poles with packs of D 10
on our backs.
The old stone eastle--over two thousand years
old?
At the end of the day's work it was back to Terim for a
swim and a cold beer, very welcome after the hot sun and long
drive. We managed to see the local archeological sight. An old
stone castle at Hussan-Al-Ure reputed .to have belonged .to a
Tribal ruler rwo thousand years ago. Ancient Himyoritic writing
on one of the stones date roe castle at least that old.
We managed also to see Shibam. A town of skyscraper design,
remarkable in that the mud buildings are of ten or more stories
high. We decided that it was worth seeing, but it was a very
dirty town.
Eating with our fingers-not difficult at nil
On our last day, with the lines completed the Arab assistants
invited us to a meal with them. At lunch time we found ourselves sat on a rug on the floor trying frantically to remember
the rules. They are don't point soles of feet at anyone, it's
rude; do remove shoes at door; and most important don't use
the left hand. Despite a few misgivings the meal was very
tasty and not too difficult to eat with the fingers. The theory of
it is that the food is picked up and worked neatly onto the tips
of the fingers, the thumb is then swept from the palm of the
hand pushing the food into .the mouth in a nice neat ball.
In practice the food is just shoved into the mouth anyway
possible.

The initial plan
There it was-quite simple ! I would drive out to Malaya in
some sort of robust vehicle. After all, I thought, if Jock Burns
could manage Aden in his ex-El Alamein jeep, I could get a little
bit further using a proper vehicle !
At this stage, the plan catered for any other soldier(s) who
may have been posted to t:be Far East and who would be prepared to pay their way with me. But also, this was not .to be
so.
In March I met Colonel T. W. Baynes (now Gl Signals at
Southern Command), who bad recently returned from being
M.A. at Rangoon, and be informed me that " there was not
a hope in hell" of getting through Burma. "Forget it," was
the advice offered and, of course, I forgot it, thinkmg that
it would be possible to get as far as India, sell the vehicle and
carry on by air.
Unfortunately, this toO had its snags, becase the 't ax that
would have to be paid on the vehicle in India would probably have been the equivalent of itwice its value. Even my
maths reckoned that this was not a feasible proposition, and
so I had another think. This time, an idea was evolved whioh
was to blossom into a full scale venture on a somewhat larger
scale than originally envisaged.
The final antended master plan, or bow to get
ulcers at 28
Obwously the answer was to drive to India and back--0r
had you already guessed ? The only trouble was that it
needed an outward crew and a return crew, because I would
not have time to do both journeys. It would also cost a lot
more and the admin:stration would be more difficult. But
the idea was born and it only needed one more contributing
factor to get it off the ground : -.ill of the crew should be
Royal Signals-a Royal Signals Overland Expedition !
Fine. A great idea. But it was now mid-March and we
would <have <o leave by mid-June. So preparations were
staned straight -.iway.
Among these were such minor
problems as arran111ing for crew members, raising £1,300,
which I had worked out as the expected outlay, purchase and
overhaul of a suitable vehicle, obt'!li!lling political and military
clearances, visas, routes, insurances, carnet, supplies and other
necessary documents. The only way <to succeed lay in making
it an "Adventure Training Scheme."
All of this would have been difficult enough without anything else on, but as Generals come first, a lot of midnight
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~il was burnt.

Fortunately, the idea was not laughed at by
oo many people and very soon it becam
b d tl
that we were deadly serious and from th.Se a _un an y clear
man
l helped
. '
l
pomt on a great
Y peop e
and provided the assistance wfuch was
so urgent1y needed.
taleer~ps kt?d g~atest single factor is the necessity to underLuckilyis 3 ill Q a:dntS~e alunRder . the sponsorship _of a Unit.
. ,
· · .
1gn
eguncnt supported it in every
possible w~y, and without their help we could not have reached
rne.
e
start
th
The . crew was selected .fairly quickly on the basis of four
~en out ~nd four back, with i:wo. of the outward crew rctumu:_ig. This gave. ':15 the contmUJty required, whilst enabling
5.1X men to participate.
Here they are ·
CaFptain Kelvin Ki:nt and Corporal G~orge O'Brien posted
to ar Ea&t and gettmg off at Calcutta
'
Corporal David M itchell and S ignal~an Stan Gill mak"
ou~ard and return journey.
'
rng
. ,L;ieutenant . J?on Overton and Staff Sergeant Colin For.th
JOllllD,g expedition at Calcutta on completion of Far East toU:
to drnve home.
The vehi~le, chosen after much haggling, was a 1958 Series
2 L.W:B. diesel Landrover. We got it for £215 in A ril and
have srnce ~ne many " mods," including a complete Pres ra
and .t he fittmg of a new clutch, shock absorbers suspen~oJ
canopy, racks and seats.
'
'
The route orj_ginally selected was through Belgium, West
~ghrrnai;iy, Auswtna, Italy, GTeece, Syl'ia, Jordan, Iraq, Iran
_ani~tan, est Pakistan, India and Nepal. All necessary
apphc~uons for clear~ce and visas were submitted not least
of which was 38 copies of " Application for Politlcal Clearance. for Adventure Training," w<i.th annexes A to F as
required by M.0.D.
'
We had not, of course, anticipated a war in the Middle
East, but f?ritunately the detailed route plan, which had been
made out m stages, allowed for an alter.native route through
Turkey to Iran, and so it was reasonably easy to re-submit
the n~w route . . Some pe?ple call this "flexibility."
Whilst all this was gomg on, we were sending out appeal
letters to e".ery c?nceivable source. In all, some 300 were
sent and this realised a total of nearly £500 in cash and a
room _full of stor7~, provisions, oil and lubricants, and other
~ential commodiues.
We have everything from toothpaste
(Signal, naturally !) to thermos flasks.
The Corps genero_us~y decided to give us £200, for which
we .are most appreciative, and I think it is fair to add that
mo~t of the large communications firms who make Service
eqUJpment made worthwhile contcibutions.
We even . had a raffle, which was highly successful and
brought us m £30 profit.
ln all, it sounds a lot of money, but up to date of departure
no less than £700 had already been spent ! The subaccoWJ,tS show Nla.t ~ore than £30 _went on stationary and
postage, :l;l30 on vehicle parts and msurance, £20 on visas,
£75 on miscellaneous hardware, £15 on maps and documents,
£30 on film and £~0 on food, plus more on prepaid ferry
charges and other items. Indeed, the only consolation is
that a non-Army undertaking of this sort would no doubt have
had to s~nd a furthf!r £200 or so to achieve a similar result.
We call 1t co-operauon I

1

Departure
No~, in ~arly June, the dream is coming true. Last minute
work 1s being done and every eventuality, we hope is being
covered.
'
Our departure is from Bulford Camp on 14th June and we
look forward to an ci~teresting and rewarding drive through
at ~east f!leven countne~ on the first stage of a return trip
which will cover an estunated 21,000 miles.

times the amount of paper work than just doing it " off your
own bat," where considerable rWcs are taken if somethin
unforseen happens en route. For guidance in this res~
Co~nds usually put out full dl..-rails on methods of applicaoon at regular mtervals.
2: Do not under-estimate the clerical effort needed. In a
penod of ~o mo~ths we sent out and received nearly 1,000
letter~. T!iis reqUJr~s an efficient filing system and access to
a. typ1~ wuth a prolific output. As this work is all in spare
t.une, his ~peed sh?uld be at least 100 words per minute I
3. .l ot 1s. essential that the Unit know what is going on.
Only m thi~ way can help and advice readily be offered by
L.A.D., Q.M.s and all of the other " essentials"
4. Political clearances usually take at least t~o months and
lon~er fo! .s?me CC!Un~es.
Nothing can even be sent out
until.dthe dlDIUal al?pµcaoon r~ches M .O.D., so three months is
consi ere £?e rrummum period for preparation.
5. Even if. eve~hing else goes well, a lot of good luck and
perseverance 1s s!ill needed, and jf you do not possess a sense
of ~um?ur (which may become twisted) it is not worth
cons.tdenng the original idea.

Faraway Places!
Unusual Jobs!
Why not send us
your story?

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coaches
A vailablejor Military

Advice to would-be plnnnc1·s
~o end, I should like to put forward the following tips
which we have le~t from (sometimes bitter) experience : '
1. Any expedition of this. type should officially be put
through Army channels to avoid embarrassment to Embassies
M.0.D. authorities and the Foreign Office. By doing thi~
"a·bove bo.ard ." support. and C(H)peration can be given and
everyone 1s m. :the p1ctur~.
Another advantage is that
Adv~ture Tro:inmg authority (when given) enables the
or111awser to cl11~ £10 per head aqd full pay and allowances
for all tihose taking part. It does, however, involve many more
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units at short notice
TllLBPHONB:

RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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jump, . 800 ?1• and the 4 X 100 m relay and being runnersup 1D the 1avehn, 400 m and d iscus we beat 5 Infantry Workshops, S OF P and 31 F ield Ambulance to record our name on
the Championship _Shield for the ninth year in the last ten.
O ur team consisted of Captain Steele (R.A.E.C.),
taff
Sergeant Brown, C.Orporal Close, L;uice-C.Orporal Daffern
Lance- C.Orp?ral L avery, C.Orpor~ Cro:-.s (R.E.M.E.), Signal~
Holmes, Signalman Duffy, Signalman Horsley, Signalman
Restan and Guardsman Stone.
Ion ~

11.q. AFNE, KOLSA.S, NORWAY
Plenty happens in the Corp most northerly and very popular
tation in Norway.
It ma seem a little out of place to be still ta~ldng ~ snow and
its problems. However, in these northern latitudes it has only
just left us and still existed in my own garden on 17~ May.
Thi is Norwegian National Day and. come snow or. ram they
still regard it as the day when _ their sU;1111:11er beg10s. Your
cribe found it difficult to subscribe to this idea I

DnngN"ous flooding situation
I am sure that those who have left here since th~ w,inter of
1966 will be interest~ to know that. althoi;gh we dido t suffer
such extreme cold durmg the past wmter (1t only reached -25
degrees Centigrade in the headquarters area) we had even more
snow-and 1966 was a record. This in itself caused a probl~
but the after effects are still being felt. The unusually high
temperatures for Spring in the mountains ~ave ~usc:d a very
rapid thaw creating a very dangerous flooding s1tuat1on. The
floor on the HF receiver station is now well belo~ water level
and the station itself is only approachable by helicopter or by
boat. Several members of the Afnorth Relay have abando?ed
their teleprinters for the more strenuous task of sandbag fillmg.
Beeent nrrivals
Our recent arrivals have included Sergeant Hayton1 Corporals
Holmes and Hutchings, Signalman Edwards and Ma1or Barratt.
Major Toy bas left us and Staff Sergeant Gardner departs very
shortly.
The Signals Security Section is now under Maj~r Worsley,
who has Flight-Lieutenant Blackbum, R .A.F., as his deputy.
Small thought it is, the Section is well represented in local
activities. Major Worsley and Mrs. Worsley we~e runners-up
in the mixed doubles event in the annual badminton .tournament, and Major Worsley is organising tennis for the Headquarters this year.
Flight-Lieutenant Blackbum is President and a founder
member of the newly-formed Kolsas Flying Club.
Sergeant James-Bailey and C.Orporal Crook recently took the
honours in the H.Q. Motor Club Rally but the latt;er bas
obviously decided that motoring is too tame. He is now
learning to fly and is also a stalwart member _of the Oslo Rugby
Club. Sergeant Smithburst, who has also iust left, bas been
very active on the S?ccer ~eld and s?ould be a useful asset. to
lSth Regiment. It 1s a pity they will not be able to pro".1de
him with any snow; be has become an extremely proficient
skier during bis tour here.
W.O.Il (0.R.Q.M.S.) Henry now lords it over the ~taff in
Signals Division and tries to keep _the boat from .rocking too
violently. With a Captain R .N. as his boss be occasionally finds
this difficult! As a stalwart Irishman be has reputedly been
playing his pipes for the Oslo Caledonian Society and also
appeared on Norwegian TV.
C.Orporal Davison bas «cently been back to U.K. an?
successfully passed bis BI C.Omcen Operators Course and is
believed to now play with a local pop group. We hope the
two events are unconnected.
Sergeant James-Bailey is currently studying for bis 'J'.'-. of S.
entrance examination. We hope he keeps up the tradmo_n. of
all those who have taken exams in the past year of not failing.
Not forming a Squadron or Troop we can only give notes of
our individuals and thus hope that we do not fade completely
from the public eye.

200 SqlJADRON, D.F.P.O. 41
Squadron heavily involved
Since the last edition of notes, regretably some time ago, the
Squadron bas been heavily involved both on exercises and pot
bunting in sporting events. Both have been successful.
Our suCC'P88The Squadron bas recently won the following:The Royal Signals B.A.0.R. Rifle Meeting trophy for the
team with highest overall points.

Cricket
9 i;r L. A.D . R.E.M.E. with a strength of only 18, under the
guiding eye of the A.~ . M., W.0.I Chisnall, R.E.M.E., beat
R .E.M E . Iserlohn Garmon by 33 runs to 31 in a very exciting
Craftsman Cup game recently. Man of the match was Corporal
Cross who scored 18 and took five wickets for 16 runs.
A 6-a-sid~ competiti?Jl on Wednesday, 7th, June, produced
a ~and d~y s sport with the Sergeant team beating Administration A m the final. In all thirteen teams took part and the
highligh~ was without a doubt the underhand bowling of our
Second-m-C.Ommand, Captain J. Mills, Royal Signals.

Swimming the FV 43l's in the Weser. (I) All prepared with
Corporal Lee, Signalman Ludlam and Signalman Johnson, and ..•

WINNERS OF THE 1967 ARMY BEAT GROUP CHAMPIONSHIPS
The SHADES OF BLUE from left to right: Signalman Trewhella R.
Signals (lead guitar) Lance-Corporal Pollard R.A.0.C. (Drums)
Corporal Bowes R.A.O.C. (Bass guitar) and Trooper Dutton R.T.R.
(rythm guitar)

Arrivals and departures
~e have said far~well to Captain Ovenden, Lieutenant
Cruickshank, Royal . Signals, and Captain Meier, R.C.T., Staff
Sergeant C.Onstantmou, Sergeant Whittingham, Sergeant
Morgan, Sergeant Rogers, and wish them well in their new
postings, and welcome in their places Captain A. M. Willcox
as C.Ommunications Captain, Captain D. R. Hollington, R.C.T.,
as M.T.O., and ~econd-Lieutenant French as 0.C. A designate,
Sergeant Moore 10 the C.Omcen, and our first and long-awaited
Y. of S., Staff Sergeant Sharrock, our new Chief Clerk.

204 SQUADRON, D,F.P.O. 24
Athletics
After the original meeting being rained off we finally managed
to hold the Brigade Minor Units Championship at Iserlobn on
8th June, 1967. Winning the high jump, weight, 200 m, l,500 m,
(lf in we go with Lance-Corporal Pedder commanding with
- Captain Wilcox and Signalman Pullin as passengers
The Royal Signals B.A.O.R. trophy for the highest placed
team in Exercise "Roadmaster," the B.A.0.R. Road Rally
exercise.
The Army Beat Group cui;> for the performance by .the
" Shades of Blue," who subsequently played in the Royal Variety
Performance for the Army Benevolent Fund.
The 20 Armoured Brigade Pentathlon (six-a-side soccer,
hockey seven-a-side rugby, basketball, tug-of-war) overall on
points 'with individual wins in soccer and rugby.
The 20 Armoured Brigade Minor Units Athletics.
The 20 Armoured Brigade Minor Units Water Polo and
Swimming.
The 20 Armoured Brigade Orienteering Meeting.
Further excitement bas been provid,ed by a w~ek swimming
our FV 432s in the Wesse~- We haven t ~een previous reports of
other Squadrons during this and wonder if we re the first. There
were no real problems except .that Lance-C.Orporal Woodhall
never did manage to get ashore in the. desired place and ~as
daily seen vanishing ro_u nd the bend a mile down stream wav10g
his yellow flag for assistance.
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Work
Our exercise commitments keep us fairly occupied right into
the autumn.

204 SQUADRON SOCCER TEAM
Winners of the lserlohn Garrison Soccer League 1966~67

Left to Right: Bock Row : Corporal Payne (R.M.P.), Signalman Donoughue, Corporal
Cross (R.E.M.E.), Serieant Green (5 D.G.), Corporal Whiucker (R.M.P.).
Corporal McCondochie, Corporal Robson (R.M.P.), Front Row: Signalman Duffy,
Si&nalman McAllister Major J. R. Burrows, R. Sign.ls R.S. M. A. C. Lloyd R.Signals,
Captain W . Steele (R.A .E.C.), Signalman Cook, Lance-Corporal Holman (R.E.M.E.)

\
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206 §4tUA.DHON, B.F.P.O. 17
Since our last notes life bas been as hectic as ever-to prove
it our last ones were in August 1966.
Autumn saw us re-equipping with FV 432s while still trying
to _carry out the major exercises designed, hopefully, in the
beli~ that we would have bad the APCs for almost a year.
Tlieir eventual appearance was on August Bank Holiday Monday, thus endearing themselves from the start.
The individual training season found both us and the FV 432s
still intact, but not without some wondrous shared memories.
A foggy Quick Train heralded ~ an equally foggy, or so it
seems to us now, marathon Chnsunas session. We had just
swa!Jowed our Alka Seltzers when we found ourselves once
agam on the ~orth-west German plain-in the snow this time.
On one occasion we sought refuge from the elements in a
monastry farm, not garden unfortunately, where we helped a
sow to deliver her 12 piggies.
We have remained on exercise or so it seems ever since,
e~c:ept for the odd return to Barracks to receive distinguished
visitors.
Major-General J. A. T. Sharp, M.C., our Divisional C.Ommander, and Briga9ier C. E. Page, M.B.E., C.C. Royal Signals
l (B R.) Corps, paid us brief, but most enjoyable, visits.
Our ordered humdrum existence was shattered when it was
announced that the Unit was moving to Barnard Castle. To
the_ Royal C.Orps a move of this kind is rare, but in true family
regiment style i~ is no~ viewed .with neither dismay nor dislike.
We have an mteresung exercise season ahead with more new
equipment and techniques to absorb. The season will culminate
in a large British/German exercise in which for the first time
for many years a British Brigade with all troops deployed will
come under command of a German Field H.Q.
Our Brigade is very honoured to have been so chosen.

Wives• Club
_Mrs. ~ony B~er and Mrs. Alan Stephenson have, together
with their committee, worked very hard to run an enjoyable
Wives' Club. The membership is high and husbands of the
Squadron are becoming quite resigned to baby-sitting every
second Tuesday of the month.
The Club rooms in the Squadron Social Centre have been
dec?rated by Mrs. Sid Buckley's imaginative poster , and it has
~ kitchen where they can brew up and keep their goodies warm
10 the oven.
.So far, they have had make-up and hair-dressing sessions,
usmg members as models. Now blonde-streaked and white eyeshadowed beauties are a common sight around the place. Among
other activities they have had a meal in a local hotel-a great
success by all accounts. More hilarious probably was the beer/
wine/skittles evening in a local tavern. It is reputed that after
this ev~t a member, who shall be namel~s, drove passengers
home 10 the fog(?) down the cycle path mstead of the main
road.
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Future plans include tea and coffee parties and a film to
which members may invite one friend- female only, we hear!

Old Boys of 206
ome of the old timers still stoutly supportini the Squadron
are :-"'A" Troop : Corporals Bernie Phillips, Tony Salter,
Eddie Turner and Signalman " Spike" Lockwood; "J" Troop :
Corporals " Chlck" Napier and Charlie Brown, L ance-Corporal
" Paddy " Hickey and Signalman Tony Macey· M .T. Troop:
Captain David Brown, R.C.T.
ergeant Len Rann, Corporal
John Plumb and Signalman " Taff " Price; Orderly Room:
Corporal John Powles and Signalman " Jock " Crook, and last
but not least that stalwart of the Q.M.s department, the Q.M.
(Dr. No) himself, Captain (Q.M.) Braid Scots Guards, who is
shortly retiring to a quieter life in Scotland.
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SQUADRON (AIR FORMATION )
D.F.P.O. 69

Squadron Headquarters
and a sad day in the liistory of the unit.
The 1st May saw the transfer of yet another T roop of this
Squadron. ' B' Airfield Troop at Mubarraq, Bahrain, left the
Squadron and joined 15th Regiment (3 Squadron). A sad day
in the history of the unit, but we wish them luck and success
in the future.

R.A.F. So those who did the ground work and have since left
can also puff-up a little. W.O.II (F. of S.) Johnson, Corporal
Bennett, Snock and Lance-Corporal Taylor from 30th Regiment
engineered the exchange installation , whilst Corporal Melhuish,
Lance-Corporal Clark and Signalman Rannie were but few of
the many who did the eternal work.

The ' Globe-Trotters,' of course, nre here
The ' Globe Trotters,' 640 Troop, are here (of course),
Sergeant Davies and his team of ten arrived on 31st December
and were 'at it ' on the 1st January with no time to wasteeven no respect for holidays some folks say I Together with
"B " Troop miles of U.G. cable has been laid by them and
Lance-Corporal Dunkley, recently promoted, is said to have
made at least one joint every day since he arrived .
The Troop stores and office have moved from the old coral
building to the re-furnished Beach Twynham s, ten seconds
from the sea at high t ide-at low it's just like Blackpool without
the lights.

Sharks, Sting Rays, nnd Lobster s (human v ariety)
The monthly dhow fishing trip is still providing a good day
at sea, although the weather is getting warm now. There are
some ver y respectable catches of shark and sting ray, and, more
often than not, about twen ty lobsters of ·t he human variety!
Very shortly the T roop will leave Treble Two and join 255
Squadron. A rather sad momen t for some, no doubt, but the
job is the same and as there is plen ty of it t o do, we look
forward to .t he n ew with exciting anticipation. We always beat
them at hockey and I suppose we will be playing for them
now. The wh ole t hing seems to be a transfer without fees,
but it should be fun.
We have a new Stirn Bar now and ideas to titivate it are
pouring in. We are trying to think of a proper n ame for it.
Being non-alcoholic the writer suggests the ' Dry Joint,' but it
has yet tO be approved.

244 SQUADRON (AIR SUPPORT), B.F.P.O. 18

Can any of our readers bent this?

' B' AIRFI ELD TROO P O F 222 SQ UADRO N
From Le~ to Right : Reor Row : Signalmen Dilks, Humphreys , Lindsay, Johnston,
Holder, Auniier, Rankin , Buchan, Dixon . Second Row : Lance-Corporals Evans ,
Carey, Cerrone, Taylor, Gardner. Parad ine, Ryder, Sic:nalmen Broo ke, Caulfield ,
Blount. Front Row : Corporal Wolff, Corporal Evans, Lance-Corporal Wilkinson ,
Lance-Corporal Holl iday, Sergeant Askham, Captain Day, Sergeant Gilbert,
Lance-Corporal Wyllie , Corporal Butler Corporal Pa rker, Said Mohmed,
Hamed Nuir Sail, Sail Shaikau Musalem ,Mohamed Said Amir

" B " Airfield Troop
-the ' Brown 1obs ' I.eave us for green fields
The Royal Air Force call us ' Brown Jobs,' and recently
five 'Brown Jobs' left Bahrain, by courtesy of a R. A.F. VC-10
for grPen fields in place of ye!Jow sands, and the completion of
their tour.
Lance-Corporal Brown had spent his time in
Masirah, where he had studied turtles and game fishing. Signalmen May and Agrippa had lived in Sharjah, in the Trucial Oman
States, and they were a trifle shy about being photographed,
preferring to back away to Air Movements and claim their seats
instead. Signalmen Sharpe and Jackson, on the other hand,
did not mind and, both being keen hockey players for R.A.F.,
Mubarraq, were well in spinning the tale at their last af.terThe
match drinks-and supping as only they know how!
hockey players of the island will miss them.
Sergeant Morris handed over the Troop Sergeant's l'eins to
Sergeant Askham from Khormaksar. Good wishes to you and
your families in your new stations.
The n~ auto exchange was commissioned on 24th February
and ' the lads ' immediately went up a peg in the eyes of the

We read with interest the article in the April/May WIRE
about Signalman R. J. Snow's troop problems and would like
to ask readers if they can beat this.
After leaving Lippstadt, where we had been living with 22nd
Regiment for a number of years, the Squadron existed for
hree months with the O .C.,' Major J. D. Plummer, S.S.M. J.
Blacklock, Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) R. H . Gurr, Corporal R.
Fortune, C-orporal D . c.onterill, Lance-Corporal J . Thommason,
Lance-Corporal Burns, Signalman C. H. Seabrook and Signalman S. Williamson. A grand Squadron strength of nine ! Any
less in the Corps?

D isappearance nnd re-formation
From the 1st July, the title of 244 Squadron (A.S.) disappears
and re-forms as the Northag Air Support Radio Squadron. We
shall have our permanent home in Belgium and when formed
we will have British, B ~lgian , Dutch and German nationals in
the Squadron. We believe th.is may be the first multi-national
Signal Squadron commanded by a British Signals Officer.
CeNainly the first in B.A.O .R.
The British element are to operate an Air Support Comcen,
whilst other national detachments provide radio links to their
na~ional Corps. The Yeoman is at present tearing his hair
out trying to learn four or five languages.
Roy~ Signals are represented at the Radio Site by the
C.O C. Troop from Laarbruch (late " Z " TToop of 244). This
Troop is now led by Second-Lieutenant Cottman and is known
as the " Swillies." The amount of beer consumed has to be
seen to be believed! Nevertheless a hard working bunch of
chaps.
.
Extract from Exercise "Front Centre 67." Sunray on the
teleprinter to .t he R adio Site.
"Sunray here, fetch Pronto K ." (Silence for three minutes).
"I am sorry, Mr. Pronto is not here; is he an English man?"
Sunray removes hair and takes off in fast moving Rover at
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1,0?0 fee t for .the Radio Site. An influx of Comcen operators
ar.nved on the tst May led by Sergeant Orton. And on the
8th Ma". comm~nced ~ork with Exercise "Front Centre 67.',.
After this exercise an issue of irons was made to smooth out
many problems.

Attention, Iuth llegime11t
In passing, Staff Sergeant Gurr (Y. of S.) seems to remember
248 Gurkha Squadron lifting a Radio Relay/ VHF Command
net _ de t~chm e n t on to Gunong Scrapi in Sarawak in 1965 by
wru:1wmd. Sorry, I5th Regiment, but p erhaps 17th G urkha
Regunent can throw more ligh t on this.
Personal
Births.-S.S.M . and Mrs. Blacklock, a daughter, Julie, at
B.M .H. Iserlohn, on 22nd April. Corporal and Mrs. Cotterill
a daughter, Julie Made, at St. Resalee L iege, on 13th April. '
Departures.- S.S..M. Blacklock. We wish him well in his
new job.
Under Command.-641 Troop, Jed by Major Cooper and
Sgt. Willis.
(It is hoped to include an article from them in our next
notes).
2G2 S QU ADRON, B.F.P.O. I

K ung R e i F nt Choy
~hich being translated (freely) means Happy New Year
Chinese style. The New Year, the year of the Ram, came in
with a bang on 30th January after three full days and nights of
bangs. The firecrackers are exploded to scare away evil sp irits
that may be h anging around. After three days and nights on
the scale of 5th November at home, we shouldn't have an evil
spirit within 200 miles of the Colony. The Chinese persist
using the argument "we had it first," on keeping the lunar
calendar, dividing their year into 13 lunar months. This is fine
but to bring their 13 lunar months into line with the Western
12-month calendar, the Ghinese expect, demand and indeed
sometimes get, .two months pay at Chinese New Year. As I
said, it's 'Kung Hei Fat Choy' for some!
V isit of the Army Commande r
On the 29th March we were p rivileged to welcome on a
short visit the Army Commander, Far East Land Forces,
Lieutenant-G eneral T. C. H . Pearson, C.B., C.B.E., n.s.o. Unfortunately, owing to a very tight time schedule, General Pearson
only visited the Communication Centre and the new automatic
exchange project. We hope at some future date he will be
able to see more of the Squadron at work.
Athletics-a likely candidate for the ' Old nnd
Bold ' team·
W ednesday, 19th April, saw the triangular Athletic meeting
for the Signal Squadrons in Hong Kong. Ably organised by
253 Squadron, the meeting was held at the Boundary Street
Ground, Kowloon, and, as these things go, the afternoon turned
out to be the hottest of the year so far.
The competition was keen in all events, even the old Soldiers'
Race was hotly contested- S taff Sergeant Rhodie beating C.R.
Signals, Lieutenant-Colonel N. G . Gallyer, by a long arm, with
Major W. Batty a close third.
With th is victory behind him Staff Sergeant Rhodie is more
than a. likely candidate for the " Old and Bold " team in the
next Garrison Orienteering competition.
The scores fluctu ated as the afternoon wore on, but eventually
252 Squadron, led by W.O.I (F. of S.) Kimber, repeated their
success of last year and ran out (no pun intended) worthy
winners. Captain (T .O.T.) K. V. Risby and F . of S. Lee, both
of H.Q. Royal Signals and so considered neutral, were the
scorers. The scores when worked out by mathematics known
only to T.O.T. and F . of S. were 252 Squadron 37.28, 253
Squadron 34.03 and 246 (Gurkha) Squadron 29.53. The
peculiar figures were in fact due to percentage figures for
athletic standards of all Royal Signals personnel under 35 being
added .to the scores attained at the meeting. Prior to the meeting
certain standards were laid down for 100, 220, 440, 880 yards
and one mile and for high and Jong jumps. All p.ersonnel under
35 completed each task and on their success or failure decided
the percentage marks awarded-it confused me too!
Soeinl-nn d Cupid is b u sy, too
Cupid was busy again in Hong Kong. It seems we no sooner
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VISIT OF LIEUTENANT-GENERAL PEARSON TO H.Q. LAND
FORCES, HONG KONG COMMUNICATION CENTRE, 29 MARCH
Right to Left : Lieu t enant-Colonel N . G. Gallyer, C.R. Signals,
Lieut enant-General T. C .. H. Pearson C.B., O. B.E., D.S.O., Major
W . Batty, O.C. 252 Signal Squadron, Captain (T.F.C.) R. B. Sutherland

ge t a W .R.A.C. girl trained on switchboard working than away
she goes to get married. However, we are pleased to see both
our girls married boys of the Squadron and so stay in the 252
family.
Congratulations to Corporal and Mrs. Brown (nee Private
Janet L ane) who were married on the 18th February; LanceCorporal and Mrs. Jory (nee Hilda (" Sambo ")Jacobs), married
on the 22nd April; Signalman and Mrs. Kirkham, married on
the 29th April; and to Sergeant and Mrs. Harris on the birth
of their son; Anthony Keith, on 16th April.

l'tfovements
Lots of movement of personnel this quarter. We bade a
reluctant farewell to Major J. W. Ingledow and gave a big
hello to our new O.C., Major W. Batty, and to Mrs. Batty. To
Major Ingledow the Squadron sends best wishes for success
in his new appointment.
To the following who left us, we wish the best of luck in
their new postings : W.O.II (R.Q M.S.) B. V. Link; Corporals Acton, Barrett,
Harper and Waddingham; Lance-Corporals Allen, Dix, Fraser
and Score.
We welcome to the family: Corporals Adams, Andrews,
Greatbanks, Mcintosh and McKay, Signalman Ellis and Kirsop.
Late news-Intern a l Security preblem s
At the time of going to Press .things are slowly returning to
normal after the hectic events of the past few weeks. The
responsibility for the maintenance of law and order was of
course borne by the Civic Police, nevertheless it meant loog
hours for all Royal Signals personnel in the Colony, mainly
spent in waiting about for something to happen.
Our only active engagement was in the battle of the P.A.
systems. A certain Bank, which shall remain nameless, was
broadcasting anti-Government propaganda. As at this time it
was impossible to stop the broadcasting, efforts had to be made
to drown the opposition, and so calls went out for bigger and
louder PA systems. F. of S. Kelly, accompanied by Corporal
Payne and escorted by a police escort with sirens screaming,
ferried down to the Government Information building a borrowed Army Air Corps trials equipment, of 200 watt output.
The installation was completed in quick time and the battle
was on. The loudspeakers at the bank screamed louder and
louder; we countered with a new devilish weapon, a Chinese
opera record, which, in my opinion, will never make the top ten.
The battle raged loud and Jong, but eventually victory went
to the strongest, and the bank subsided inro silence. Casualties
were two burnt-out speakers and a marked aversion to Chinese
opera in certain quarters.
Question, does this qualify as one of the unu ual jobs the
Corps is called upon to perform?
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by Nuffield Trust grants. The neiwork broadcasts between
40 t? 45 hours per week1 with a variety of popular programmes
!angmg. fr~m pop ~us1c to B.B.C. programmes. A recent
mnovatton JS to provide programme advertisement time to local
tr.aders (at a cost) to finance new equipment. The lads (brains) behmd the .network are Corporal Denne (director), Corporal Evers
(he has his own programme), Corporal Atkinson (audio engineer),
Lance-Corporal Elford (own programme), Lance-Corporal Gr~
(record librarian), Lance-Corporal Cro land (embryo audio
man) and the sweet, soothing voice of Pnvate Blackburn
W.R.A.C. Of course, the rest of the Squadron also run JFN
by just listening!

257 SQU ADRON, D.F.P.O. 33
BY STAFF SERGEANT (F.

BLANDFORD REBUILD

OF

S. S.Q.M.S.) J. GARDNER

In business again
April saw the Squadron ' flexing its muscles ' in its new role
during Exercise •• Quiet Wedding," from which much was
learned; but even the dyed-in-the-wool pessimists had to admit
that, for the short while that our equipment has been available
to us, we did extremely well.
The lost sanctity of the

•z•

wagon

W . ll.A. .C.-A S ad F are w e ll to 2:i9

Our new look has created a shortage of heated, lit, boxbodied vehicles, and never was F . of S. Jack Gardner's • Z'
wagon more popular than during Exercise " Quiet Wedding "
(it snowed most days). First, Major Tripp moved in (he's the
boss anyway), closely followed by the S.S.M. O.C. "R" found
it invaluable for off-duty study and relaxation. In moved the
Squadron clerk. Never mind, the kettle was still coping. When
G uard Commander moved in, the Foreman was seen leaving
the " Z " wagon with a bivouac under his arm murmuring, " a
Fozzez ' Z' wagon is no longer his castle."
We do not believe the story currently circulating that, since
?m: re~ he has rewired the vehicle so 'that it is permanently
alive .. .
Congratulations t o :

Are you buying a house ?

WILSON & CO

Captain and Mrs. W. A. F . Morgan on the birth of their
firs t daughter, Samantha Jane, on 21st April.
L ieuten ant F isher on his marriage to Miss Stephanie Willcox,
of Shropshire, on 8th April (also gaining his B.A.0.R. Rugby
colours).
Signalman Parrott on being selected to represent W estern
counties of Germany v. Western coun ties of France in a 10,000
metres r ace at Paris, and winning his event. Also winning the
Westphalian cross-country championship.
W.0.11 (S.S.M.) K . Bunston on not having an acciden t
with his car for 18 weeks-<><>ps ! sorry I spoke!
Amateur radio
Staff Sergeant (O .R.S.Q.M.S.) John Worrall (DL2AH) continues with DX successes-151 counties worked since January.

(INSURANCES) LTD
Have a LOCAL Advisory Service
that can give you skilled and comprehensive assistance at all stages
of your house purchase problem

259

SQUADRON

(COMCAN)

D.F.P.0.
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To: WILSON & CO. (INSURANCES) LTD.,
House Purchase Advisory Service,
27, NEW STREET, SALISBURY.

Please send me, wichouc obligation, full details.
NAME .. .. ... .. .. ... ......... .. ... ...... .... .. ........ .......... .... .

···································· ············ ·········
········ ··· ··· ···· ···· ············ ·· ······· ··············
·································· ······ ·· ···············
······················· ········ ··························

Hockey
Under the managership of W.O.II Butler and Staff Sergeant
Angell, our team had an excellent season by winnin g the
Minor Units Cup and the C.S.O.'s hockey competition. We
were also runners-up in the Minor Units League and the Major
Units Cup (it took 9th Regiment to beat us). Individual rewards came to Staff Sergeant Angell and Corporal White, who
were awarded well-deserved Army Colours.
F oot ball
We were beaten into third place, by one point, in the
Station League and reached the semi-finals in the Station
Knock-Out Cup. Our outstanding players were Lance-Corporal
Whatmough (captain), Corporal Linderbringhs and Corporal
Harper; the latter two have now left us and we shall miss them
as they participated in unit teams all the year round.
S ailing
In preparation for this year's season, Staff Sergeant Wheeler
has put in many hours ' doing-up' the Squadron Albacore, and
he is currently doing well in the l.S.Y.C., Episkopi, points
series, together with L ance-Corporal Davey and Signalman
Jennings. Sergeant Hanman, who recently qualified as a ' C'
helm, spent an interesting six days as a crewman on H ighlight
doing a trip to Beirut.
Golf
The Squadron was represented in the Cyprus Royal Signals
Golf Championships by Messrs. Dracup, Woods, Amott, Scott
and Sergeant Hough and James. The Dhekelia course proved
rather rough going compar ed with the winter greenness of the
Episkopi home course, and we had no successes in the morning
singles competition. However, Mr. Dracup and Mr. Woods
got the hang of the course during the afternoon and were
runners-up in the S tableford fo ursomes.

-- - -- ----------------

ADDRESS

259 SQUADRON HOCKEY TEAM
Winners of the Minor Units Cup and C.S.0.'s Hockey competition

Our previous notes have made mention of the progress towards the co-location of the Army and R.A.F. strategic communication cent.res, and now, as the photograph shows, we are
working together and side-by-side. This relationship, however,
is not destined to be a particularly fasting one, since we are
due to hand over our communication responsibilities by 1st
October, 1967. Undaunted by the future, we again emphasise
our presence by . • •

Orienteering
Six of us, Sergean t Terry H anman, Corporal George Nuttal,
Lance-Corporals John Davey, Colin Crews, G eorge Bain and Jock
H ard ie en tered and completed the 50-mile A.R.l.C. WalkThe route, Episkopi to Troodos and
about Competition.
back again; the weather, from rain to mountain blizzards;
we didn't win but we were through.
Joint Forces Network-ll.A.F., Episkopi
For the past year or so we have been developing into an
entirely new field-thanks w a few enthusiasts who are prepared to devote a lot of their spare time to give pleasure to
others. The JFN is a ' wire ' rebroadcast system serving Army
and R.A.F. barrack rooms, from a nissen hut studio equipped
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HilariOU:

Wives' Club
Still going strong, with evening meetings in Limassol, where
most of our families live, and periodic visits to local light industries, including cosmetics, sweets and canning. The wives,
on their part, have shown their skills and ingenuity in cakemaking, toy-making, and decorating Easter eggs, as part of
the club's varied programme.
Socially
On 12th May a very happy dinner/dance was enjoyed by
all, held to say farewell to our W.R.A.C., all leaving for faraway places.
We followed this with a barbecue on the beach-most of the
lasses were still here, so we enjoyed their company again. O.C.s
and S.S.M.s attending social events on the sea shore have
special parts to play-and into the sea they both went.

REGULATION PATTERN

ROY Al SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home -12/- each plus 1/ 3 post
Abroad-10/9 each plus 1/3 post
Wall Shields 7• x 6' Royal Sl1nals
Bla.zer Bad1e1 °Superior"
Pace Sticks ...
...
. ..
...
...
...
...
...
Serieants Walkin1 Canes, Ball, Pear or Thlmble Cap,
Crested. Home
...
...
...
...
...
...
Abroad ...

31/45/-

130/54/-

44/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specialist in the su pply of Mili tary Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Te lephone: ESHER 63705
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In June, 1966, there were twenty W.R.A.C. members of
259 Squadron, now, one year later, we are down to a total
strength of three l By 6th June, 1967, the last as-n ear-miniskirted-as-we-<lare, green bereted, brown sandalled W.R.A.C.
will have disappeared. A sad time for all of us who have
enjoyed working with such a lively, happy Squadron.
We have had visits from our own D irector, Brigadier
Henderson, and also D .W.R.A.F ., Air Commandant Hill. Apart
fJ:?m .work, accepted as a necessary evil, we have been rockclimbmg at Jameson's Rock and camping in the Panhandle·
toured places of historical interest; clambered over St.
with snow and ice underfoot; and visited the lace-making town
of Lefkara. We visited Malta, and entertained some of the
W .R.A.C. of 235 Squadron over h ere.
Spo~s-wise, we p~ayed our own ver~ion of netball, hockey
and cn cket, and Private Johnstone gamed first place in the
discus on Station Sports Day. Private Blackburn thoroughly
~joyec:t Jler ski course at T~os, although she spent more
tune sm mg down than standmg up. Holidays took us as far
afield as Jerusalem, Malta, Beirut, Aden, Rhodes, Dubrovnik,
Athens, Venice and Crete.
A busy year in which we said goodbye to old faces and
gradually got to know the new; we're sorry to leave, but wish
everyone in 259 much happiness and lots of luck in their new
postings.

36th (EASTEHN) SIGNAL llEGHIENT (V),
\VANSTEAD, E.J I
Comp nhc•nd
All centres have been in a state of great activjty continuing
die process of reorganisation and preparing for annual camp
at Nesscliffe on 24th June. Each Squadron held a full-scale
two-day deployment exercise during May.
These were
generally successful and very useful. Some bugs have been
shaken out of the system and ~ntensive preparation should
ensure the success of the four-day camp exercise.
A principal difficulty has been the time taken to obtain, fit
and become familiar with the new equipment. The Regular
staff, under the direction of W.O.II Guns.tone, have been
working non-stop by day, and T.M. Troop, commanded by
Captain K. A. Christian, in the evening and weekends, to
check equipment and fit out the vehicles. It is hoped that each
Troop will have its proper equipment in time for camp.
First socinl event
The first regimental social event was an Officers' Mess
cocktail party held at the United Services Club, Pall Mall, on
3rd June. In a fine setting the members, numbering just under
200, had an enjoyable evening. The guests included MajorGeneral B. 0. P. Eugster, G.O.C. London District, Brigadier
R. H. E. Robinson, Ropresentative Colonel Commandant, and
Brigadier P. D. Vaigncourt-Strallen, Commander, 12 Signals
Group (V). The Mayor of Redbridge was E_resent, marking
the Regiment's link with the borough. 45 (Essex) Regiment
had a long association with the old borough of Wanstead and
was granted the Freedom of the Borough. Wanstead became
pa111: of the new borough of Redbridge and the Council has
extended the Freedom to the new 36 (Eastern) Regiment.

Buy your
better clothes
at

Moss Bros
Bedford St., W.C.:i.

Covent Garden
01-240 4567.
Open Thur _days till 7 p.m.
Nearest station Leicester Square
Branches throughout the country

....~
18 oz. Scotch Saxony £37.15.0.
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Other occasions
The Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s held a training
weekend at Vange on 3rd/4th June. This was the first opportunity the seniors from all over East Anglia and Kent had bad
to get together. They studied, amongst other things, the role
and deployment of the Regiment and the programme for annual
camp.
On the following day the Regiment was represented at the
Borough Civic Service by the Second-in-Command, Major
B. E. M . Prophet, and Major D. Latham, 0.C. H.Q. Squadron.
Officers of the Regiment attended the Reserve Army ball at
Woolwich on 9th June and had what was probably the largest
Regimental table. In past years the ball has been reserved to
the A.E.R. and this was the fi.r& time it bas been open to all
the Reserve Army.
Some 15 officers attended the Corps
annual dinner and had a thoroughly good evening.
45 (Essex) Squadron did well in the B.A.M.A. London
District rally and its first team was selected for 't he Eastern
Command event.

43rd (WESSEX) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Squadron week-end nt
15th/16th April

Taunton,

(Paragraphs extracted from the Squadron News Sheet,
No. I)
This was the first opportunity for all members of the
Squadron to meet each other. The 0.C., Major L. A. James,
T.D., gave his introductory address, followed by a talk from
Captain E. C. Barker on administration, including the all-important topic-pay! Captain K. D. Brown then gave an outline
of the training programme.
Training was resumed on the Sunday morning with halfan-hour of foot drill, which no doubt caused the neighbours
to have their early morning tea slightly earlier than usual,
An explanatory tour of the training wing was followed by a
visit from the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F.
Ramsbottom, who took the opportunity to introduce himself
to us.
The successful social on the Saturday evening was in no
small measure due to the stalwart efforts of the M.C., Sergeant
Kelly, and ex-S.S.M. Brooks, in charge of the 'Housey-Housey '
session!
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Our. than~s to Sergeant Peggy Allen, the cooks, the civilian
staff, !ncludmg ex-S.S.M. Brooks and ex-R.Q.M.S. Dempster,
and, mdeed, all who helped to make the splendid catering
arrangements.

LIEUTENANT-COJ,ONEL A. C:. GALBRAITH,
O.B.E.
It is with regret that we
announce the death of
Lieutenant - Colonel A. C.
Galbraith, o.B.E.
Chris Galbraith, an exBoy, was commissioned in
Egypt during the war and
granted a regular commission in 1946.
In 1951 he assumed command of uth Air Formation
Signal Regiment, B.A.F.O.
He then commanded 4th Air
Formation Signal Regiment
in the Middle East from
1954 until his retirement in
1958. He was awarded the
O.B.E.

llristol Notes
This detachment i~ all W.R.A.C., and fortunately trains at
Ho~field. Co~mon with H.Q. and 57 Squadrons, who provide
variety m bemg all male I In the Training Centre we have the
use of a lecture r~m, communications centre and adjoining
teleprmter and radio relay room. Unfortunately this set-up
is not so grand as Taunton's, but then we don't have their
iron bars, either!
'
Plymouth Notes
As at Taunton, so at Plymouth. The past few weeks have
seen us in turmoil, since we have had to amalgamate members
from three Squadrons at Raglan Barracks into one detachment
at Lambhay Hill. Our new !<>cation is on Plymouth's historic
H?e, overlooking that formidable monument to past wars-the
Citadel. We could not have chosen a more pleasant location.
Tnunton Notes
. Since the Squadron Weekend, the reconstruction and redecoratl?n o! the centre a.t Burto~ Place has continued. The training
w~g 1~ very near completion, and more of our equipment is
bemg installed. The latest target for the painters has been
the Squadron office.
. Now tha~ _some accommodation is available, we have moved
m and trammg takes place each Tuesday evening under the
capable direction of Sergeant Allen.
The All Ranks' Club is proving to be a popular meeting
place after training, and a good spirit is developing. Sergeant
Perry has already proved that he can change gas bottles with
the best!

Q&hituarp
COLONEL
We

regret

H.

V.

S.

THORNE,

O.B.E.

to record ·the eeath of Colonel H. V. S. Thome,

O.B.E.,

Harold Vaughan Von Suchin Thome ('Potty') born in
1894, was educated at Maritzburg, Dunstable Grammar and
Bedford. He enlisted in 1914 in the Royal Fusiliers, joined
Sandhunt in 1915, in which year he was commissioned into
the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers, becoming Battalion Signals
Officer.

In 1916 he was seconded to the Army Signal Service, serving
in France with 17th, 33rd and 49th Divisions, before commanding (be heavy artillery signals of 'F ' Corps Signals. He
was wounded in 1917, and returned to instruct at S.S.T.C.
In 1920 be served with A.G. 7 (Signals) at the War Office,
and from there be moved to the Rhine, becoming assistant to the
C.S.O. He transferred to Royal Signals in 1922, serving with
' A' Corps Signals and with No. I Company, Egypt Signals.
On promotion <IX> Lieutenant-Ook>nel, in 1936, he was
appo.inited C.S.O., London District, being responsible for ithe
Coronation Communications in 1937. In the early years of
the war he commanded 151 and 152 0 C.T.U.s and No. 2
Command Signals. He spent most of 1942 in the Orkneys,
returning to London, as O.C. District Signals, in December
of that year. His la-st appointment was Officer-in-Charge Royal
Signals Records in 1945, until he retired in 1947.
He died on 26th May. Mr. V. Goodman and Mr. A. V.
lent of the Aldershot Branch of the Association attended the
funeral, and amongst the many floral tributes was one sent
on behalf of the Corps by Association Headquarters.

1'1cNully. It is very much regrel!ted to have to record the
death of Corporal R. McNally, of 207 Squadron, B.F.P.0. 30,
on 21st June, following injuries received as a result of a road
accident at Soltau. Corporal McNally leaves a widow and two
small children, <to whom deep sympathy is expressed.
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Association Notes
COVENTRY
Hon . Secretary: S.

ROBERTS, ESQ.,

BRANC:II

88, Belgrave Road, Wyken, Coventry.

The Branch hns now been re-established
The Royal Signals first came to Coventry in 1937 with a
Supplementary Reserve Squadron of G.H.Q. Signals Regiment;
30 years later the Corps departed on ·the re-organisation of the
T .A., on 31st May, 1967. Coventry has always recruited many
Corps members, being as h is the home of one of the largest
telecommunication manufacturers in the country.
To some people it seemed a pity for Coventry to completely
lose its link with Royal Signals and the result was the reestablishment of the Coventry Branch on 3rd April, 1967.
Seventy present nt first social event
Our 11CCond meeting and first social event was held on the
25th May. The evening was voted a success by all who attended,
some 70 people being present. Member Ron Bache, who belongs
to a local variety group, brought along some of his fellow
artistes and they provided us with first class entertainment
throughout the evening. Hidden talent was displayed by
member Mr. McMillan, who no doubt flushed with the success
of Celtic F.C. gave us some good old Scots songs.
Our thanks are due to the entertainment committee, Messrs.
Bullock, Day and Twigger, and to the Royal Naval Associatioo
at Coventry who provided us with the room and the bar
facilities.
It is very gratifying to watch our membership steadily growing. The Branch members represent 50 years of Signals, ranging
from a member who was in R.E. Signals, through ex-Regulars
and war-time soldiers to young Volunteers still serving. Service
appears to be no barrier and it is pleasing to see how well
members are mixing after only two official meetings.
The Branch are most pleased to welcome Brigadier The Rev.
C. Nettlesbip, O.B.E., T.D., as our President. The Brigadier, who
is now the Vicar of a large and busy parish close to Coventry,
tells us he is looking forward to renewing his active interest
in Royal Signals once again, now that he has settled in bis
new life.
War-time soldiers will remember Brigadier Nettlesbip as C.O.
of 2 Divisional Signals during the Kohima campaign· after the
war be commanded 7th Armoured Divisional Signals and was
finally C.S.0. Western Command before retirement.
FARAWAY

PLACES 1

JOBS 1
STORY

VNVSlJAL

SEND

US

THAT
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Royal Signals Yacht Club

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funtl
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOU NT, 1966

Cruise aboartl the Royal Yacht

A.-General Income and Expenditure

£
ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES
Salaries, National Insurance and
Superannuation contributions
Gratuity to retired Secretary ...
Other administrative expenses

895
1216
1189

Amourus written off
Furniture and fittings

325
70

Subscriptions
Refeipts from Branches . . .
. ..
Sundry income (sale of goods) .. .
Income from investments (gross)
Refund from War Memorial Fund ...
3300

pressions of a Novice by

59

Secon ·lieuten nt N. A. Mackereth

492
1415

Cost of Association Reunions .. .
Loss on publications
Income Tax deducted ...
Excess of Income over Expenditure ...

72

475
£5813

£5813

ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES
Salaries,
national
insurance
superannuation contributions
Postage on welfare parcels

and

Benevolent grants ...
Donations to other charities
Excess of income over expenditure .. .

B. -Benevolent Income and Expenditure
Donations from individuals and branches
Donations from units . . .
. ..
Day' s Pay Scheme (allocation from Corps Funds)
2108
Grants refunded .. .
157
2265
7699
470
5644
£16078

354
1750
13150
824

£16078

It will be seen that in 1966 Benevolent Income exceeded expenditure by £5644.
As a consequence of this, the
Central Committee made a donation of £5,000 in the name of the Corps to the Army Benevolent Fund in May this year.
The Chairman of the Royal Signals Association received the following letter from Field-Marshal Sir Francis Festing, G.G.B.,
K.B.E., D.S.O., D.L., President of the Army Benevolent Fund :
" I have just heard of the cheque for £5,000 sent by the Royal Signals Association to the Army Benevolent Fund, and write
to thank you and your Central Committee for this splendid contribution to the wider cause of Army Benevolence.
I appreciate that this magnificent gift is made possible by the wholehearted adoption .of the Day's Pay Scheme by the serving
officers and soldiers of the Royal Signals, and if it is at all possible, I would b~ grateful if you could conv~y to them the measure
of my own appreciation as President of the Army Benevolent Fund together with that of all connected with the Fund.
If the rest of the Army could but follow the great example set by your Corps, the standard of benevolence throughout the
Army would indeed be second to none."

ALDERSROT

BRANCH

Hon. Secretary: A. V. !ENT, ESQ., III, Gloucester Road, Aldenhot.

General
As it is sometime since notes appeared under the beading
of Aldershot, I thought it was about time we let the Association
in general know that we are still on the map. Mr. Bevan, at
Harrogate, please note that the old uns he mentioned m previous
issues are still as active and also look for notes from this clan.
At the annual general meeting of die branch the following
were elected to serve as branch officials and committee.
Brigadier F. J. Allen, o.B.E., President; Mr. L. V. Goodman,
Chairman; Mr. A. V. lent, Hon. Secretary; Major D. P.
Gardner, T.D., H"ll. Treasurer. The Social Committee of the
Branch were elected as: Mr. A. H . (" Dodger") Green, Mr.
Atkinson and W.O.II B. G. Green, 216 Parachute Brigade
Signals. It was a well-attended meeting and we are sorry to
have to lose our President, Brigadier W. Guise Tucker, c.B.E.,
who after only one year as President has had to give it up.
Auditors for the Branch were elected as Mr. A. H. Green and
Major V. Impey, Royal Signals.
The Branf'h Annual Dinner
This was held at the usual venue at t·he Masonic Dining
Rooms, Farnborough, on 13th May.
Over 90 sat down to dinner, which included many distinguished personages as Corps celebrities. The dinner was
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presided over by Brigadier W. G . Tucker, C.B.E., who was
accompanied by Mrs. Tucker. The new president elected was
also present, Brigadier F . J. Allen, o.B.E., accompanied by Mrs.
Allen. Guests included a very strong contingent from Croydon
Branch led by Major D . Hunneyball and Captain J. R. Way. Ml
were accompanied by their wives and friends.
Also present was Mr. H. C. Davis, a late Hon. Secretary ~f
Aldershot Branch, accompanied by Mr. V. Preece and their
wives. Major M . Ryan, commanding 216 Paa-cahute Brigade
Squadron, and Mrs. Ryan were also present, with a large
supporting party from this Unit. It was a great show and we
look for larger and better numbers next year.
In closing I will say it was great to have two ex-Colonel
Commandants of the Corps with us. Major-General Sir Herbert
Rance and Lady Rance and Major-General M. S. Wheatley and
Mrs. Wheatley joined in this wonderful company. If any
members wishes a full list of <those who attended I have it, as
there are too many to mention here.
The Branch will be represented at Catterick as usual and we
hope to meet some of our old friends there again.

Branch ~feetings
These are held on the first Wednesday of each month at the
South Western Hotel, Aldershot, at 8 p.m. All are welcome
should you be passing through.
VIC AND DODGER
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Having han~ed over my Troop and awaiting an embarkation
l had ttme ~o spare and was asked if I would like
to JOtn the Royal Signals cre:w for a cruise in the Royal Yacht
Blo'!dhound. The opporturuty was too good to miss, though
I did have some qualms over my lack of sailing knowledge.
However, the other m~mbers of the crew were expens, and
though they spoke a d ifferent language translations to layman
terms were readily available.
'
dat~ •.

Frant>ls Drake
The fir~t person I met on joining Bloodhound at Gosport
was FranCJs Drake, a member of the p~rmanent crew whose
na~e made me ap~reciate that only the most ex~rienced
sailors a re employed m Bloodhound. After a brief explanatory
tour of the yac~~· we le~t ~sport for some practice. The talk
no"". moved to )lbs (or is lt gibs?), spinnakers, sheets, tacking,
gybm&, reefing, halyards, stanchions, booms, and so on, all
of which left me somewhat bewildered. All I understood was
that the:: ya0t was about 65 feet long, had two masts, was
Bermud13? ~ 1gged (I happ~e? to hear that), had ten berths
and was m immaculate cond1uon. She certainly was beautiful
to look at.
To Cherbourg with n following wind in beautiful
weather
We:: spen~ the first night off Yarmouth, and early the next
mornmg sailed to Cherbourg with a following wind in beautiful
weather. We wined and dined with the permanent crew in
<?herbourg and stocked up with duty-free cigarettes and
hquor. I had now learnt how to stop a jib; that ties are not
only worn ~und the nee~; that decks are scrubbed and varnished
woodwork is leathered m the early morning. Also that even
on a royal yacht batteries have to be charged.
We had a slight problem in Cherbourg when the customs
wan~ed to .soe the owner's passport, which we did not have
readily available. However, after some explaining in broken
French, they were duly impressed.
We went on to Alderney,, unfortunately having to motor
due to the calm weather, which upset the purists. But then w~

CORPS SPOllT
Cricket
. Royal Sig!1a1s 191 and 72 v. R.C.T. 158 and 105. Match
tit:d.. In this finure some fine bowling by Lance-Corporal
Kilv~gt?ll was a feature of the match. He took 7 for 50 in the
~ mrungs and followed this up with 6 for 53 in die second
mrungs. (Top scorers for Royal Signals: Lance-Corporal Mayes
47{ Second-Lieutenant Coltman 39 and Lance-Corporal Butler
36).
R.M.A. Sandhurst 152 v. Royal Signals 155 for 4 wickets
Royal Signals won by five wickets. Top scorer for the Corps;
Lance~al Mayes 50, Major de Clive-Lowe 28 and Captain
Carr-Smith 25.
R?yal Marin~ 195 and 98 v. Royal Signals 160 and 134 for
7 wickets. A wm for Royal Signals by three wickets. Bowling
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Bloodhound at anchor in Alderney

had to stay in Alderney for 36 hours to let a gale blow itself
out!. We . sailed b.ack to Gosport on the night of 20th/21st
April .. This las~ sail. was most exhilarating and I was told that
th.e wmd was at sJ.Xes and sevens,' which I readily agreed
with, but lat~ I learn~ that this meant 'Force 6 to 7.' Nine
knots under i1b and nussen only was certainly impressive.

Signalling by lnmp to Britannia
~s we were c:mbarked. on H.M. The Queen's Birthday, we
radi~ appropriate greetings and were delighted to receive a
gra~10us acknowledgement.
Another ' signalling success ' was
ac~ev~ when we ~ade a signal by lamp to the Royal Yacht
Bntanma ?ff the Wight. The reply was received by a Naval
Officer .assisted (?) by seven Royal Signals personnel-luckily it
was bnef!
A warm 1nemory for life
The cruise went far too quickly, but it will remain a warm
memory for life. I must especially remember the cook who
never c::ased t~ amaze us with the e.xcellent meals he produced
from his restncted galley;. My thanks go to the permanent
crew 3:11d to the Royal Signals crew for a most enjoyable and
educauonal week.
~o~ Signals Yacht Club Cre:-v: .With the Commodore,
Bngadier A. J. Woodrow, were Bngad1er J. M. Sawers, Major
M. M. Barker, Captain C. J. Crow, Second-Lieutenant N A.
Mackereth, W.O.II F. Orr and Sergeant E. H. Thom~.

Corps: Lance-Corporal KilvingtOn s for 52 and Corporal
Gipsoil: 2 for 32 (o/st. innings) and 2 for 20 and 4 for 41
respectively second mrungs.
f~

Tennis
Corps 9, Welbeck College 9.
Corps 5, Staff College, Camberley 4.
Golf
RM.A., Sandhurst 3, Corps 5.
R.C.T. 8, Corps o.
R.E. 7, Corps x.
Staff College 4, Corps 4.
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The annual Old Comrades' Reunion weekend took place at Catterick
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effectively.
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In fact, from the point of view of the Editor, the reunion from all aspects
reached a new 'high' in smooth running and careful organisation. The only
discordant element was the all-out sabotage attempt by the notorious Catterick
weather on the Saturday evening. No sooner had 'Retreat' started than the
first drops fell from a disapproving sky to build up into showers of some
intensity. As usual the agonizing decision had to be made whether to stop
or go on. Boldly it was decided to continue with the damp but still very
impressive ceremony. Angered by such affrontery rain poured down for the
rest of the evening in monsoon proportions-but with little impact on the
cheerful merrymaking in the various messes. By Sunday morning the
clouds could not squeeze out another drop and Catterick was one of the few
dry places during what was a very wet Sunday throughout the rest of the
country.
Some 600 old comrades and families arrived in Catterick for the
weekend and this number was greatly increased by a large influx on the
Sunday. During the displays on the Messines ground on the Sunday afternoon the mixed crowd of old comrades, serving soldiers, families and
friends of the Cori>s must have been of the order of 2,500 and it was
remarkable to consider that the cheerful comradeship, so very evident,
stemmed from one source-service in a Corps of which we are all very proud.
It was a particular pleasure to have with us on this great Corps family
occasion, the Master of Signals and President of the Royal Signals Association,
Major-General Sir William Scott, accompanied by Lady Scott. Very welcome
too was the Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, and, of course, the newly elected Chairman of the Association, Brigadier
W. G. Tucker. All were very sorry that circumstances prevented the outgoing
Chairman, Major-General L. de M. Thuillier, from attending and a warm
tribute to his services to the Association was paid at the Annual General
Meeting and was received with the acclamation of all present.
What strikes one most about this great gathering? Perhaps it is the
happy meeting again, often after many years, of old comrades-in-arms, quite
irrespective of rank. A typical example was that between the Master of
Signals and his pre-war groom, Driver F. McGregor, now happily retired
in Scarborough. Highlight of this encounter was the $t0ry of how, in the
193o's, Driver McGregor 'mislaid' Captain Scott's charger while preoccupied with certain other activities after a pay parade. A simple and
amusing story and yet so indicative of the spirit that binds all together
on this outstanding Corps occasion.

J. E. Newton, Esq., 59, Water Lane, York.
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Catteritk Reunion, 1967

TALKING POINT-"! thought I felt a drop of rain".
Woodrow and the Master of Signals

Brigadier

THEY CERTAINLY DID !-The umbrella man at a W.O's and
Sergeants' Mess

Report from the Training Brigade
On the 25th January at 10.30 hours sharp the Commander
Training Brigade Royal Signals, Brigadier John Woodrow, called
the first committee meeting of the 1967 'At Home' to order.
Thereafter the committee met with increasing frequency under
the chairmanship of the Commanding Officer of rrth Regiment,
Lieutenant-Colonel Colin Bound, to co-ordinate and control
the administration and the various functions of the 'At Home.'
Major Charles Mawson and Captain Doug Godfrey, Army
Catering Corps, both from 8th Regiment on 5th April, at the
third meeting of the committee produced the suggested menus
for the weekend. As an example the lunch for Sunday, 25th June,
was to be:Soup, cold buffet or curry, a variety of hot .or cold sweets,
coffee or tea, at the cost of 7s. 6d. per head.
The Chairman needed some persuasion that they had done
their sums correctly and not undercosted the meals. Major
Leslie Beaumont, of 24th Regiment, charged with the responsibility of providing the tentage and extra barrack stores required,
as well as me Sunday af.ternoon display, calmly announced his
'order' including 20 marquees and some r,600 chairs.
By the beginning of June most of the bids for accommodation,
meals and church seats had been received from l!he Association
Branches. Some 25 Officers and 480 Old Comrades required
accommodation, and 650 wished to attend the Church Service.
But rhe painters re-decorating Relles Barracks were behind
schedule and would not be finished before July: Could 8th and
24th offer extra aCCOIIln!odation? Yes! Another problem solved.
St. Martin's Church w.ill only hold 880 people, there are
650 Old Comrades, 230 soldiers on parade, 100 seats are required
for members and their families of Training Brigade. The quart
in the pint pot I
The hardest bargaining of all was between the R.S.M.s of
~he .three Regiments agreeing common bar prices. R.S.M. Fred
Kirk of rrrh Regiment confided that he could not underst;md
why the other two were allowed to make such a 1arge profit,
and R.S.M. Jim Crow of 8th Regiment asked a certain Warrant
Officer of 11th Regiment what they spent -their large profits on.
R.S.M. Mkk Malone just wore a satisfied smile.

29'4

A steady s~ream of Old Comrades arrived during the afternoon
of Saturday, 25th June, including Mr. Joe Marr.i on, aged 71,
who came by bicycle from Ohesterfield ! Tl}e time came to
decide whether the wea;rber wa-s .to permit the Ceremony ef
Playing Retreat by the Corps Band and die massed band f<rom
the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate, on Helles Square. It
was raining hard, but with courage, the decision was made that
the Retreat was on. The rain came on with renewed vigour as
if to emphasise .tha.t the decision was w.rong, but just before the
ceremony, eased off sufficient?y to justify carrying on. The
bands under the direction of Captain Clifford Pike gave a
very good display of marching and counter marching between
the brass band, pipe band and drum and bugle band, culminating
in .the climax of the Evening Hymn and Last Post as the Union
and Corps flag-s were lowered.
Af.ter die Retrea.t Ceremony the rain again returned with
tropical force but failed to dampen the spirits of the Old
Comrades and the Warrant Officers and Sergeants who were
entertaining them. It is thought that beer was being consumed
in an effott to prevent floating!
Get 111e to the church 011 thne!
Despite the intensity of the previous evening's entertainment
there was a good turnout of Old Comrades for the pa<rade to
church. Determined to get to church on t.ime the parade moved
off before the Military Police had cleared the road. However,
the quick action of the D.A.P.M. 11aved the day by scooping a
large 'Danish Bacon' delivery van off the road just before rhe
arrival of .the parade. The Master of Signals, Major-General Sir
William Scott, K.C.M.G., c.B., c.B.E., took the salute on the march
past after the service in St. Martin's Chua'ch where otl1e address
had been given by Brigadier The Reverend Charles Nettleship,
o.B.E. The Old Comrade contingent of the parade marched past
with pride, chests thrown out and !heads held high, an excellent
example which was matched in detail by the young recruit
soldiers marching behind . The Parade Commander, LieutenantColonel Colin Bound, was delighted to have on parade under his
command two of his ex-C.S.O.s, namely Brigadier Pat Hobson
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and Brigadier Derek Good, C.S.0. Singapore Base District and
C.S.0. FARELF respectively in 1955/56/57. Who was it that
said he had never seen such a large ' busy ' of Brigadiers on
parad e before? Various people tried their hand at a caption for
a quantity of Brigadiers, such as ' bore,' ' bulk,' 'posse,' and
these were each discarded in turn.
Lunch was served by 8th Regiment in the Vimy C and Vimy
B Sandhurst blocks. In all, about 600 lunches, 600 teas and
100 packed suppers were provided. One Old Comrade was
heard to say ·that the food looked good, tasted good and by
golly it was good !
Sunday afternoon di!SJ•lays were very popular
The weather during Sunday .had relented and 1the display
on Messines s ports ground went according to plan. The display
opened with a PT demonstration by members of the W.RA.C.
Squadron of ground exercises and by Physical Training Instructors of Training Brigade of trampoline and high horse exercises.
This was followed by the Gandale Steeplechase, a new item
of the display devised and performed l:>y .the Driver Training
Troop of 24th Re~iment under the direction of Captain Bob
Meek. It demonsrrared the good driving techniques and skills
attained by trainee drivers and also provided some amusement
and light entertainment. Four Land Rovers driven by trainee
drivers were each topped up with a pint of petrol and drove
round a course of obstacles in the arena, the vehicle which
travelled furthest being the winner. A prize draw was held in
conjunction with this event which resulted in a profit of f.50
being donated to the Royal Sjgnals Association. Special mention
must be made of the success of the W.R.A.C. raffle ticket sellers.
The handsome profit is due in no small measure to their charm
a nd persuasion.
The Pipe Band, Drwn and Bugle Band and the Brass Band
of the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate, then entertained
me spectators with a display.
The Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team gave their
usual highly polished performance and were followed by an
impromptu display by Mr. Hargreaves, a 78-year-old veteran of
R.E. Signals from 1914-1920 who was a D.R. with 14 Indian
Division, who rode a 1915 model H Triumph, 550 c.c. single
cylinder side valve, belt driven machine round the arena in
grea.t style.
Mention must be made of the static displays which were an
integral part of the afternoon. As well as the fun fair stalls
and bar tents, there wa.s a static display of modern equipment,
and a display by the A.A.C. Harrogate of some of die many
hobb.ies open to ·the apprentices. A morse competition and a
teleprinter competition was held, the former being won by a
Mir. Williams, an ex-Infantier ! The Catterick Garrison Amateur
Radio Club, G3C10, continued the tradition of the 'hams'
being par.t of the display, the H.Q. Station of the Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Station having moved to Blandford . Ex-Captain
Bill Windle, G8VG, made the trip from Kent to lend a hand,
this was his first Reunion but by all accounts unlikely to be
his last.
The Display, and the weekend, closed with a shortened form
of the ceremony of Playing Retreat by the Corps Band and
the Harrogate Mased Band for the benefit of those who bad
missed the previous performance.
It gets better and better
The ' At Home ' weekend requires much preparat.ion but
there is great satisfaction to be had from doing a job well.
Comments like " Every year it is better and· this year you've got
better s~ill " confirmed our feeling that we had achieved our
aim-to give our respected forebears the weekend they deserve.
We look forward to their return next year.

=== Spetial Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
A
to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

and his men formed the nucleus or a troop whose task it
had been to expand the land-line communication facmties
for the redeployment of the Army and Royal Air Force in
Bahrain. The citation emphasises how he tackled his task
cheerfully and thoroughly. His unremitting enthusia m
energy and leadership caused the project to get well ahead
of schedule and all worked cheerfuUy for him. His singleminded devotion achieved outstanding results in a short
time and he often mad e decisions exceeding those normally
required of a person of his rank.

- - And to W.O.ll P. A. 1Villlams (R.H.Q. 15th
Regiment) Stan Sergeant ('Y. ol S.) A. C. T.
Taslier (Aden Brigade Troop), Stan Sergeant
!ti. Stanger ('Radio Trtwp) an1t Corporal n.
C. W. Chishohn (lladio Detachment Comd.)
for also being awarded C.-in-C.'s commendations for outstanding service. News of these commendations was
received just in time to get in at stop press stage and we
hope to publish more details later.
- - Mr. 1V. Marriott, aged 71. who served in
H.E. Signals lro111 1914-1917
for cycling all the way from Chesterfield and back to attend
the Catterick reunion weekend OD the 24th/25th June. He
first made contact with the Chesterfield Branch at Catterick
in 1966 of which he became a regular supponer. This year
he announced his intention of attending Catterick again
and although offered a lift by car he firmly announced that
he would prefer to cycle. Senting off en the Friday morning
he staged at York and reached Catterick on the Saturday
afternoon. On Sunday he marched to Church and back
and that afternoon started his two-day return trip going to
Chesterfield. Old soldiers never die . . . !
- - Co1·poral Harl•ins and n.,/.M.S. lent. ol 22nd
Regiment
for both being selected to represent B.A.0.R. in sporting
activities. Corporal Harkins will take pan in the InterServices Gliding Championships and R.Q.M.S. lent will be
.in the B.A.O.R. Water Polo team to play against R.A.F.
Germany and a German Police team in Berlin.
- - Signalman L. A . "11' ells, of 14th Regiment
for achieving an Army title in the triple jump. Now he is
in Germany representing the British Army against the
German Army.
- - Lieutenant C. U ' . Ptdmer. M.n.E., ol canoeing
la111e
for being appointed a Canoe Testing Officer by the Army
Canoe Union. This indicates what an experienced and
capable canoeist he is and he now has the authority to
test and pass candidates as A.C.U. Canoe Instructors world
wide.
- - Major de Clive-Lome, captain of the Corps
cricket team
for being selected to captain the Army cricket team against
the T and AVR side and against a representative Civil
Service XI. Under his skippership the Corps ide, which
contains some really first-class talent both in batting and
bowling, are having a very good sea on indeed and have a
series of very creditable wins behind them.

*

*

*

The foregoing by no means covers all items of ' Special
Mention ' for this month. There must be many more you know
about and which we never heat of. Units, individuals-who
ever you are--if you hear of any Corps news do write in to
the Editor and tell us all about it if you consider that it is
worthy of ' Special Mention.'

~ome

- - ergeant Alan Davicti, attached 255 Squadron
for a well deserved commendation from the C.-in-C., Middle
East. Sergeant Davies was posted to Middle East Command
in January 1967 for an emergency tour of six months. He
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IUUGADIER lU. D. PHIC"E, O.D.E.

All will be very plea ed to hear that Brigadier David Price
has been selected for the appointment of Vice-QuaNerma terGeneral (Major-Genera:) w.e.f. rst ept::mber, 1967.
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The more formal sitle of the 1961 Catteritk Reunion ...
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anti the less formal sitle

A wet night - in every sense of
of the wort!! But young or old,
serving or retired, all hat! a
wontlerlul evening.

I. The combined Corps and Army Apprentices College
Band made a brave show despite some r a in at the
Retreat Ceremony.
1. So did the Army Apprentices College Pipers.

3. The V.l.P. section marched past after chu r ch.
Bowler hat and umbrella drill appears to have called
for some concentration.
4. Old Comrades swing past with great spirit.
S. Last but not least the regular contingent impressed
with their smart and soldierly bearing.

Note for your Diary. Next year's Reunion will be he/J at Catteritk on the 22nJ12JrJ June 1968
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Appreciation is expressed to Mr. ]. K. Hendren, photographer, of 60 Market Place, Richrrwnd, for so kindly supplying us with the
photographs of the R eunion.
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The Signal Ollicer-in-Chiel hantls over
Major-General J. E. Ander on, C.B.E., will have taken over
a S.0.-in-C. by the time this edition of " The Wire" is
ublished.
Our readers will undoubtedly wish to say farewell with gratitude and affection to Ma:or-General Peter Bradley, who has
just handed over as outgoing S.0.-in-C. General Bradley was
born and bred in the Corps, to which he was devoted. As
S.0.-in-C., he never spared himself. The present-day high
morale and standing of the Corps owes much to his personal
in piration. H will perhaps best be remembered as a man's
man. Always very approachable and undersronding, he was
clearly at his happiest amongst the soldiers of his Corps. The
frequent publication of photographs of a smiling S.0.-in-C.
chatting with groups of soldiers was one of the more pleasant
duties of your Editor. There can have been very few unitsif any-that he did not make a point of visiting, in spite of
his many preoccupations at the Ministry of Defence.
News has just come in of Genera1 Bradley's next posting
which is to be Chief of Staff, Allied Forces, Northern Europe,
Norway. All will wish to congratulate him on this important
appointment and our very best wishes go with him for the
future.
Turning now to his successor. Major-General John Anderson
was born in 1916 and went through the Royal Military Academy
at Woolwich, being commissioned into the Corps in 1936.
He served in the U.K. and Egypt until 1939, and from then
until 1942 with the famous 'Desert Rats,' first as a Troop
Commander, then Ad:utant, and finally Squadron Commander
in the 7th Armoured Divisional Signals. After the war he
served in a number of staff and regimental appointments, and
from 1950 to 1952 was Director of the Royal New Zealand
Signals on secondment.
1956 found him back with his oJd wartime Regiment, the
7th Armoured Divisional Signals as Commanding Officer. Since
then he has been principal Staff Officer (Personnel) of the ·
Malaysian Forces, B.G.S. (Signals) at the War Office and Chief
Signal Officer, B.A.0.R.
A happy augury is that his birthday coincides with that of
the Royal Corps of Signals-28th June!
All members of the Corps, serving or retired, will wish him
every success in the new and important tasks that lie ahead of
him.

From our "In" Tray
IN RETROSPE{,'T-A KIND A:'Qt
TU ID UTE

GENEROUS

Sir
For the past two and-a-half years I have served with Royal
Signals in 2nd Division H Q. and Signal Regiment. As most
members of the Corps know, and some regret, the old Divisional
Headquarters Squadron and the Divisional Signal Regiment
have been an integrated unit for about three years.
The
organisation, however, still retained a vacancy for an officer from
any arm or corps to c:r.nmand the headquarters element of ·the
Regiment, and it was to this job that I was posted. Because,
unlike the other two divisions in Germany, our headquar.ters
and its Squadron lived r4 miles from the Regiment itself, my
C.R. Signals felt that a Royal Signals officer should do this
job. This meant that I was put in command of a real Signal
Squadron. Admittedly it cons;sted mostly of the administrative
elements, not unlike a Headquarter Squadron in a Regiment
of my own R.A.C., with L.A.D., M.T. Troop, Cooks, and
so on, but I was particularly lucky that it also included the
Rear Divisional Headquarter Radio Troop and Comhead, and
that I was also expected to co-ordinate Rear Divisional Headquarters in the field, including its communications. I was
\vonderfully well supported by a Royal Signals Seoond-in-Command and Squadron Sergeant Major, very good Troop Commanders, and three excellent Yeomen in tum, not forgetting, of
course, all the other specialists and RD members of the
Squadron.
There are many arguments for and against integration, but
one thing is certain; no element involved in it has tried harder
to make it a success that the Royal Signals in 2nd Division;
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nowhere can it possibly work better than it does in that division.
In addition, the atmosphere throughout the Corps of dedication to tihe ta k of providing commanders with their means of
command has left a lasting impression on me.
From my unique and privileged position during my tour
with Royal Signals, I would like to stress the p.ride I feel at
havin"& commanded a Royal Signals Squadron. It is becaus-e
of this that I would like, through THE WIRE, to thank everyone in the Corps with whom I came in contact, particularly those
with whom I served in znd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
wherever they may now be, for their kindness and friendship
during a very happy tour.
Now that I am back on the staff, and have already been
lucky enough to meet a number of old f.riends in 15th Regiment, I hope that I can repay at least some of the kindness
and help I received in the Royal Corps of Signal-s; I shall
always Temember with pLasure and pl"ide the time I spent with
the Corps-.
Yours faithfully
CHRISTOPHER PHILLIPS, Major,
3rd Carabiniers (Prince of Wales's Dragoon Guards).
Headquarters, Aden Brigade,
British Forces Post Office, 69.

NAlUES, NOT DESIGNATIONS, IN 'THE WillE •
From: Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, C.B., C.B.E.
Sir,
As one of your older subscribers who still reads THE WIRE
from cover to cover, I suggest it would be much more interesting if names could be used instead of titles, both in the
text and under photographs. For example, "The G.0.C.-in-C.
inspects " is far less unbending and less informative than " Major
General Deane-Drummond inspects."
Perhaps, however, this is because I am now one of the 'old
and bold,' but if your readers agree, I believe it would be well
worth the extra trouble and space involve<:!.
After all you do it in many places-why not all?
Yours, etc.,
A. M. W. WHISUER
Baddengorm,
Carrbridge,
Inverness-shire.
26th June.

[We will endeavour to do this but we are in the hands of
our correspondents in respect of personalities unknown to us
here--your qssistance, therefore, please.-Editor.]
THE FOURTH INC:ABNATION OF

MR. lUAGNETRON
Sir,
Perhaps it is ·time I wrote about Mr. Magnetron.
No. r. Produced for 1st Training Regiment, 1948/49, by
No. 2 Squadron by Major (T.O.T.) G. H . R. Flynn and his
F. of S. for Catterick Fair.
No. 2. Reincarnated by the writer in wood, using WS No. 88,
for the East Anglian District Summer Show, Colchester, when in
5 Corps Signal R egiment, and subsequently shown at the Schoolboys' Exhibition, London, in January, 1953, as sponsored by the
then C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Swainson.
No . 3. Redesigned in wood by the writer in February 1953,
using WS No. 19 B sets circuit (from spares). Mechanical side
constructed by the then Captain (T.O.T.) W. N. Coleman.
Radio by the th::n F. of S. Trevor Reece (T.O.T. Retired).
Covered in aluminium and shown at Radio Olympia 1953 and
later featured in arricles in publications, such as The South
China Mail, in far away Hong Kong.
No. 4. For Radio Olympia 1964, when the S.0.-in•C. (the
late Major-Genera:] F. J. Swainson) said to 30th Regiment
proposals, " Why cannot we have Mr. Magnetron again!"
He contains SR A 43 and a transistorised logic circuit. Built
by L.A.D. 30th Regiment in aluminium. Hi; was wired up by
the then W.O.I (F. of S.) Jenkins (now T.O.T.).
He has spoken on steam radio and been interviewed on TV.
No. 5? We will have to see.
Yours sincerely,
R. H. MAXFIELD,
19rh Regiment,
Lieutenant-Colonel.
Changi, c/o G.P.O. Singapore.
THE WIRE, AUGUST.SEPTEMBER 1967
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PUZZLE CORNER No ·1
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You asked for puzzles- you will get them!
We are indebted to Colonel Ronnie PostilJ (late Headmaster
Victoria College, Jersey) for setting our readers the following
puzzle. Another will be published in the next issue of "The
Wire."
990

TROOP

I was warned about them when I took over. The Troop
Sergeant, a reliable man, said : " Some of vhem always tell
the truth, and the others always tell lies." So when I took
a detachment of seven men out I tried to discover which were
the liars.
Abley said that Bloggs had told him that Clott was a liar·
Gummidge swore that Dubbin had said ·that Fluke was a liar'.
Fluke claimed that Cl?tt .had described Egg as a liar; Egg
asserted that Abley said that Gummidge was a J.i.ar; Dubbin
3:ssured me that he had been told by Fluke that Bloggs was a
liar.
Bloggs told me that Abley had said tha.t Clott had confided £?at Dubbin h~d remarked that Egg had alleged that
Gumnudge had described Fluke as a liar. Clott simply said
"Don't believe the other six, sir; they're all liars."
. Which, if any, were truthful.
A first prize of £2 10s. od. and a second prize of £1 will
be awarded to the first two correct solutions drawn out of a
hat from all the correct solutions sent in by readers. The closing
date by which solutions must be received at this office will be
15th OCTOBER to enable our more distant readers to take
part.
Cut out the heading, Puzzle Comer, No. 1, and send it with
your answer to:
The Editor,
"The W ire"
R.H.Q.: Royal Signals,
Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea,
London, S.W.3.
The Aden Story • • • •

A man, a gun anti a ratlio set
" There a.re so many others like 111yself "
The photograph is of Lance-Corporal George Macintosh, of
the 1st South Wales Bord ~rers Signal Troop, on mobile duty in
Aden.
The Battalion arrived in Aden with very little notice immediately after Ohristmas 1966, on a nine months' emergency
tour. One Company is in Francistown, Botswana, where 544
Troop (also parented by this Regiment) provide their rear link
to the R.N. D.C.N. Station in Mauritius.
~o signal .troop existed for the Battalion itself, and 15th
Regunent were ordered to form one at a few days' notice
just as the Battalion were arriving.
'
Sergeant James Murdoch, just arrived in 210 Squadron (24
Infantry Brigade) was post::d in as N.C.0. I.C. the un-numbered
Troop, and L ance-Corpo!l"al Macintosh, who had sewn his first
stripe on a day or two before, was one of those selected as
suitable for such a job.
Lance-Corporal Macintosh is aged 20 and Js soill on the first
tour of •his man's service, having come •to us from the Junior
Lea~ers' Regiment, Denbury, in October 1965. He is now a
Rad10 Operator BII and has volunteered for SAS •ITaining on
RHE.
With 1st South Wales Borderers <he has spent most of his
time at a Rifle Company H.Q., as Company Coinmander's
operator, :in .the Maalla sector of Aden. There, besides quelling
disturbances and facing frequent terrorist attacks by grenade
small arms and rocket launcher, his Company have had th~
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[Courresy Soldier Magazine

difficult task of protecting the many Service families in the
hired flats along the mile of Maalla Straight.
The Company fa constantly ~ngaged in patrols, cordons-andsearches, ambushes and observation over their large area.
'!>-lthough comm~ca.tion ran.ges are short, .the strain on operators
is often severe, with all srauons on a large Battalion net which
never closes.
A similar photograph of Lance-Corporal Macintosh appeared
in the May jssue of Soldier Magazine among those of infantry
soldiers; me group caption rightly remarked, "During my week's
tour of Aden I found ample opportunity to record the alertness
tension and strain of long hours on duty revealed in the fac~
of British sold:iers."
We should add (and Lance-Corporal Macintosh would be the
fir t to agree) that we have a number of other soldiers in the
Regiment and in our Battalion Signal Troops, who are just as
worthy of mention in THE WIRE. We don't often, however, get
a photograph as good as this!
Here is a tribute to them all.
[We are particularly glad to publish this-especially in the
light of recent evenis in Aden.-Editor.]

C:OBPS

DIAIUES

Corps diaries for 1968 similar to the 1967 diary will be
available from Association H.Q. about the end of October.
Order forms have been sent out to all units and Association
branches but individual not in touch with unit or
Association branches hould place their order direct with
Association H.Q. as soon as possible as it may not be
possible to m et hte orders.
Prices in U.K. including postage are: A. Wallets complete
B. Refills only
C. Leather bound diaries

17/-

4/6d.

6/-

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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The Whistler Subaltern's Trophy
This trophy is completed for annually by su balterns
and temporary captains and the winner is adjudged to be
the young officer who has best shown the qualities that
are the hallmark of leadership-what an officer can GIVE
to his Corps and the men under his command.
This year we congratulate Lieutenant Mike Ayrton on
winning th trophy. His citation comes from the Commanding Officer of the 1st Bn. The Royal Welch Fusiliers
to whom he was attached as Assistant Signal Officer and
reads as follows: "Lieutenant Ayrton joined this Battalion. in April 1965
as Assistant Signals Officer.
He has shown himself to be a thoroughly capable and
mature officer who takes his profession seriously. He has
a sound knowledge of his responsibilities.
In 1966 when the Battalion went .to Cyprus as par.t of
United Nations Force, Ayrton set up the communications
of the Battalion, commanding both the Regimental and
Royal Signals elements. He displayed a common sense
and knowledge to overcome the many difficulties which
beset a Battalion operating under the adverse conditions
of a paucity of equipment and difficult oterrain. The
Battalion operated over an area of 1,200 square miles with
two detached Companys and many 'Scattered Plaloon and
s~tion posts.
It was Ayrton's task init'ially ro establish ;the communication network and then maintain it. This he did
most effectively.
Later Ayrton was given command of the Battalion
Reece Platoon, which operated over a wide area in an
independent role. He made a first class job of it.
On one occasion he was under point-blank threat from
numerous automatic weapons in the hands of determined
Turkish fighters. His calmness and resolution assured
that his men never faltered in their duty, and prevented
a tricky siruation from becoming completely out of hand.
More recently Ayrton has been responsible for the
managemoo.t of the Battalion boxing team which reached
the B.A.0.R. semi-final round. He worked with
enthusiasm and vigour and was partially responsible for
the high morale of the team throughout the contest.
Ayr<on is a keen sportsman, a very good mixer and a
sound and fair d isciplinarian. He is a great credit to his
Corps an.d it is a pleasure to have such an enthusiastic,
cheerful and hardworking officer attached to the Regiment.
In all he has done be has shown that he is well above
average for his rank and service, and has been a fine
example to his men." A worthy winner indeed of this
trophy.
Who will be the next young officer to have his name
inscribed on the cup for 1967 I 68?

====~Movements

Second-Lieutenant G . Meakin . ..
Lieutenant J. M. Mcsser-lknnetts
Lieutenant R. Marriott . . .
Major K. H . Olds . . .
Maior W. D . A. Poole . ..
Lieutenant (Tfc.) J. St.P. Pilkington
Captain B. B. ~ostlethwaite . . .
Lieutenant D. C. Podevin
...
Captain A. Rassim
L ieutenan t R. J. G. M . Rumford
Mirjor M. Stears .. .

,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
.,
,,
,,
,,

Major P . A . T albot
. ..
...
Lieutenant (T.O .T.) K. J. W est
Captain L . A- W oods . . .
Major K. W atts
...
. .. . . .
Colonel P. F . Yeatman, M.B.B. ...
Lieutenant D. B. S. Yates

,,
,,
,,
.,
, ,
,,
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To S Sgt.

T o Sgt.

225 Squadron
28th R egiment
235 S.9.._uadron
AAFCE
M.0.D . (D D Signals 4 Air)
2 12 Squad ron

lt'arrant Officers and Sergeants
W.O.I R . A. Lawry
. ..
W .O .I (Y. of S .) J. Druga-n
W .0.J D . R. Armstrong ...
W .O.I (F. of S.) D . P. Alblas . . .
W.0 .1 (F. of S.) 0 . D . Tetlow
W.0.1 (F. of S.) H. Morrison
W.0.11 T . Joyce ...

. .. To ruh R egiment
,, 610 Troop
,, 4oth Regiment (V)
School of Signals (Cadre)
,, 13th Regiment
645 Troop
,, 20th Armd. Bde. H.Q. and Sig.
Squadron

.. .

W.0.II (Y. of S.) D. H . A.
Ald boro:.:gh
W .0 .11 J. B. Rose
.. .
W .O .II P. J. Tompkins .. .
W.O.II R. Hunter
W .O .JI A. D. Page
. ..
W .O .II (F. of S.) L. J. Noakes
W.O .II (F. of S.) F. A. Smith
W .0 .II (F. of S .) R. J. Hoe .. .
W.O.II B. S. Lincoln
Staff Sergeant B. D. Ireland . . .
Staff Sergeant M . Kennington
Staff Serger.11 A. M . Sutherland
Staff Sergeant R. V. Fewster . . .
Staff Sergeant D. Bowman . . .
...
Staff Sergeant D. C . Ri11.hY . . .
. ..
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) J. P. Beasley
Staff Sergeant (F . of S.) W . Sawyer . ..
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) C. Baxter . .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. Gardiner .. .
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) B. Holder .. .
Staff Sergea-nt (F. of S.) D. Thom
Staff Sergeant J . T . Hohum . . .
Staff Sergeant F. Thomas
Sergeant D . A. Ackers .. .
Sergeant N. P. Amos .. .
Sergeant W. Sugden
Sergeant J. R . Moxon .. .
Sergeant R. F. D. French
Sergeant G. S. Lowe . . .
Sergeant W . Smithson . . .
Sergeant D. G. Palmer .. .
Sergeant A. P. Booth . . .
Sergeant G. Greaves
.. .
Sergeant C. N. Lightfoot
se~geant s. J. Jury

'

Sergeant D. L. Morrison
Sergeant T. Wood . . .
Sergeant J. Swann . ..
...
Sergeant A. McMillan . ..
A / Sergeant D. J. T . Poole
A / Sergeant D. R. Sharples
Se~geant A. King . ..
Serge3'0t B. F . Welch .. .
Sergeant P. J. Milne
...
Sergeant D . M. Ferguson

Officers
AUGUST LIST
Captain M. R. Adams . . .
To H.Q., Malta and Libya
Captain P. E. Bruce
., Abu Dhabi Def. Force
Major A . G. Bohannan ...
,, 248 Gurkha Signal Squadron
Captain B. A. Blackwell . . .
249 Squadron
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. C. Baldwin ,, Staff CoUege
Orp!Jlin J. Ba.rreu
. ..
. ..
.. . ,, 229 Squadron
Lieutenant (Tfc.) M. J. Caplan ... ,, 1th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel J. N. Congdon . . .
H.Q., Southern Command
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) R. F. A. Davies ,, r8th Regiment
Major A- H. Dennis .••
,, rst Regiment
Lieutenant K. G . Doyle
,, 18th Re~iment
Lieutenant A. F. Eastburn . ..
20d Regunenl
Captain (T.O.T.) P. W. Foakes
B.A.T.T., Kenya
Orptain G. M. Finney . . .
,, School of Signals
Captain J. M. Gray
.. .
.. .
210 Squadron
Captain M _ Q . M. Greaves ...
,, M.0.0. (Q6d)
Capt.a.in C. T. Garton .•.
,, at Regiment
Major T . E. Grice
...
...
24th Regiment
Lieutenant R. Homby, B.E.M. . ..
., 11th Regiment
Lieutenant L. S. Hood
,, 21st Regiment
Major J. R. Hall . . .
., 249 Squadron
Captain D. J. Jolly . . .
,, 17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
Captain J. U. Liddell ...
. ..
u~h Regiment
Captain (Tfc) G. E. Loudoun . . .
,, 16th Regiment
Major T. C. Livingstone
.. .
,, 17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
Maior P. F. Musselbrook
...
nth Regiment

3rd H.Q . and Signal Regiment
School of Arm y Aviation
21 st Regiment
249 Squadron
Regular Commissions Board
17th (Gurk ha) Signal Regim en t
237 Sq w1d ron (OCN)
7lh R egimen t
2nd R egiment
ISL Regiment
,, "K ~erlfnetach ment, 131h R egt.,

,, 30 Lh Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
,,, 2 ut Reg iment
,, 235 Squadron
,, 16th Regiment
,, 645 T roop
., 71h Regim ent
SHAPE (BAE)
., CAFSO, FEAF
., 30th Regiment
,, 237 Squadron
,, 33rd Regiment ( V)
,, 63rd Regiment (V)
,, 2 53 Squadron
,, 22od Regiment
20d Div. H .Q . & Signal Regl.
,, 257 Squadron
,, 008 Troop
14 Troop
,, 20 Armd. Bde. H.Q. and Sig.
Squadron
,, 4th Div. H .Q. & S:gnal Regt.
,, 24th Regiment
,, H.Q., I (BR) Corps

(Up to the end of 'June)

To W.O.II

To W.O.I
To W.O.II
To W.O.I
To W.O.II

2548944
222226o2
22550785
233II552
2549732
22515452
22998073

A/W.0.I
A/W.O.I
A/W.0.1
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.

Link, B. V.
Collins, L . N . D.
Overton, J. R.
Bloom, S. F .
Leli'Ch , N . H . R.
Shakespeare, D.
Nicholls, R. C.

New
Old
Sen. No. Sen. No.
ll90 II20

.FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTllR
Clarke, D . D .
2549596 W.O.II
Walker, N.
2549504 W.0.II
22839385 S Sgt.
McKeon, D. G.
2549643
22794391
22951237
22773850
22296475

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
A/W.O.l
Esson, J. A.
A/W.O.I
Adcock, B.
S Sgt.
Ral:u, G. P. T.
Massey,
R. T.
s~.
A/ .O .II
Coleman, A. L. C.
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T o Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

23738617
23473865
23471 520
23490119
23782784
235 18766
23833043
22810039
23697527
23657140
23749597
23707512
23697577
23733865
23733880
23733898
23708234
22537699
23733543
237081 75
23733959
23733938
23708219
23733532
237339 4
23675443
22 259939
23697622
23251315
23697526

TECHNICIANS ROSTl!R
Cpl.
Ferrier, R.
Cpl.
Ackers, D . A.
Cpl.
Ande rson, A.
Cpl.
Sloggen , A. J.
C pl.
Royle, P.
Cpl.
Selkirk, B.
Cpl.
Taylor, R. M .
Cpl.
G reen, B. D . M.
Cpl.
Hulme, B. A .
Cpl.
D unster, A. E .
Cpl.
Vince, K . D.
Cpl .
Thompson , J. C.
Cpl.
Skinner, D. A.
Cpl.
D eans, R.
C pl.
Fletcher, J. E .
Cpl.
Huxtable, R. V.
C pl.
Harwood , A.
Cpl.
Miles, T . D.
Cpl.
J ames, D . E .
Cpl.
Bau, J . L.
Cpl.
Turner, A . G.
Cpl.
Scriven, R.
Cpl.
Osborne, D . M.
Cpl.
Harris, K . D .
Cpl.
D elamare, M . J.
Cpl.
Hambidge, D. J.
Cpl.
Money, B. F. C.
Cpl.
Hawthorne, B. A. G .
Cpl.
Cooper, I<.
Cpl.
Neilson, A . G .

FrenchR R. G.
1510 9900
Price, . D .
1520 1o66o
O' Donof.hue, M . C. n 50 n c 20
oon, . T.
1500 n 330
Brunt, J.
1570 JJ420

CHIEP CLERKS ROSTER
23123254 s ~t.
Manson, R. H .
22797000 A / .O.II
O' Neill, B.

5985 12080
5990 121 80
6oo5 7020
6oo7 7120
6oo8 10996
6oo9 11900
001 0 12181
0020 13407
6o23 Il9IO
6025 14007
0028 l2l72
6o35 13575
6o5o 1216o
6o?o 12250
0080 12230
0090 12250
6100 12302
6105 8180
6uo 12333
61 20 12383
61 30 12432
6140 12663
6150 12865
6170 13 n6
6175 12220
6182 n778
6185 117 10
6195 n870
6198 12339
6200 12384

1030
1040

Rayment, J. D .
Harri•, R.
Cathcart, R. E .
M cPartland, M . B.
B~all , I<. A.
J c cry, P. C .
C..umbie, W . J.
Snowdon, D . C.
R os , J . M .

23733932 Cpl.
23733888 A / Sgt.
22794255 Cpl.
238o2074 A / Sgt.
238270 29 C pl.
23722490 A / Sgt.
23473520 Cpl .
23470200 Cpl.
23849008 Cpl.

t p)
Op)
Op)
~Op)

Op)

To Sgt.

AnMrNl STRATIV B ROSTl!R
M cintyre, D.
2253797 1 A / Sgt.
Garland, J.
23835028 A/ Sgt.

13920
13930
r3940
13950
13900
13970
13980
13990
14000

2708o
29340
.2546o
27 209
2746o
2758o
28o90
28140
2816o

3320 5700
3330 5790

INSERTIONS
YEOMAN OP SIGNA!.S ROSTER
T o S Sgt.

22550295 S Sgt.
229585 19 S Sgt.

PhilJips, D. G . W. 1294 38oo (R / O)
Dodman, R. A.
1504 477o(R/ O )

TECHNICIANS ROSTI!R
22453909
22537457

EUiott, w. H .
Hill, N .

Sgt.

3545

3595(Tech)

6190

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
W.O.I
W.O.II
S Sgt..

400
200

310

790
320
840

880
2190

990
3810

l140

SIGNAL CENTRI! SUPERVISOR ROSTBR
W .0 .1
W.0.II
S Sgt.

410
720

W.O .I
W.0.11

120
300
3020
456o

430

530

1050

ll40

OPERATING ROSTER
23666277 A / Sgt.
Yates, L.
13850 27570
22983983 Cpl.
Harrison, B.
1386o 17920
23231582 Cpl.
Elliott, P. w.
13870 23220
23699629 Cpl.
Franklyn, P. H. 1388o 23610
23725834 A / Sgt.
Young, B. E.
13890 24050
23786721 Cpl.
Smith, W. D .
13900 26002
23241570 A / Sgt.
Willcock, W. L.
13910 27040

TECH.'llCIANS ROSTER
Sgt.

313n
476o

4ll0
4835

4270
4953

4390
5015

4533
5315

u98o

ll994

n.µn

OPERATING ROSTER
Sgt.

5510
12810

973n

IJOOO

u 500 Troop
,, 30th Rcgime:lt

., School of Signals (Cadre)
,, 14lh Regiment
,, 253 Squadron
rn Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
171h (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
,, 253 Squadron
,, 14lh Regiment
,, 22nd R:egiment
Army Appren . College, Harrogate
102 Lt. Ad. Regt., R.A., Sig. Tp.,
T. & A.V.R.
249 Squadron
17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
,, Cadet Training Team, No. 3.
,, RM.A., Sandhurst
,, 224 Squadron
,, 223 Squadron
u
222 Squadron
,, 255 Squadron
,, 7 Armd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
11th Regiment

Promotions
To W.0.1

To W.O.II

23480761
2322n404
22776278
22776314
23423105

1240
1250

4090
4100
4IIn
4120

uoo

2020

197n
3720
2710
1090 (SCS)
3270

II70
1940

1280
l430
1740

530
540
1280
1290
1300

850
126o
1270
u96

680
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THE DIPLOMATIC WIRELESS SERVICE HAS VACANCIES FOR EXPERIENCED

RADIO OPERATOR TECHNICIANS
Between the ages of 20-45 years.
Qualifications
Ability to send and receive morse at 25 w.p.m. and maintain basic W /T equipment. Touch-typing
an advantage. Conditions of service include unreserved acceptance of overseas service and shift duties.
Families normally accompany husbands to overseas posts, where accommodation is provided.
Only candidates who can reach the above standard need apply and previous applicants should not
re-apply.
Starting pay, at age 25 and over, £1,035, rising to £1,402 (National rate) per annum. Adequate
allowances are paid whilst overseas.
All first appointments are on a temporary basis and candidates must be prepared to undergo a
medical examination.
Candiclates and both their parents must have been British subjects at all times ince birth.
Write, giving age, qualifications and experience and quoting O.T.67 to the:
Personnel Officer,
Diplomatic Wireless Ser ice,
Hanslope Park,
Wolverton,
Bucks.
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All Canoeists in the Corps please note • ••
We have received the following, information from the
Pr ident of Royal Signals Canoeing (Major R. P. D. Painter).
lle>eords
A comprehensive card index system now exists, howing
details of active canoei ts in the Corps. This reference system
is not yet complete, and will require constant revision to ensure that it is up-to-date, but already it includes several
hundred names and is expanding as information is received.
A card has been opened for each individual member of the
C.Orps who has a participating int.ere t in the port of canoeing,
and about whom details have been received. It is intended that
each card will include the following information:
umber
Present rs-ok
ame

Initial
Present unit and address
Approximate date of next posting (if known )
Details of canoeing qualifications and experience
Details of participation in competition events, and of successes in
the e c"·cnts

If any member of the Corps who is an active canoeist, feels
that his name has not been included in this card index system
or, although already included in the card index, wishes to
notify a variation in circumstances which would give rise to
amendment of his card, he should write to:
The President,
Royal Signals Canoeing,
Room 1332,
Main Building,
Ministry of Defence,
Whitehall, London, S.W.r.

o formal letter is required. He need only put his number,
rank, name, inirials, unit and address on a piece of paper
and add the information which he wishes to be considered
for inclusion on his card, and then put it in post. No formal
reply or acknowledgement can be given in view of the
numbers involved, but by helping in this way a valuable
contribution will be made to the advancement of the sport
in the C.Orps, and it will be very much more simple ito make
selections for representative Corps teams from •t ime <to time.

Competition Equipment iu lJ.K'.
The Corps has purchased the following equipment in 1967:
Two 'Phantom' Mk. II K2's (Avoncraft)
One' Mirage' K2 (Kirton Kayaks Ltd.)
Three KW7 Single Slalom Kayaks
Plus lifejackets and ancillary equipment.
These are stored at 10th Regiment, Beavers Lane Camp,
Hounslow (in a section of the Regimen tal Canoe Store,
and by kind permission of the Commanding Officer, 10th
Regiment). (Picture page 312 in 10th Regiment's notes.)
It is hoped to continue to expand this central Corps equipment holding from year to year, so that a sufficient
quantity of good quality competition boats will be available for Corps participation in competitive events.
Experienced paddlers who wish to enter BCU or ACU
competitions and also wish to apply to use the Corps
boats for individual entries in th.ese events, should make
application, through their unit officer-in-charge of canoeing,
to the President, Royal Signals Canoeing. Consideration
will be given <tO all such applications, but permission to use
the C.Orps boats will be dependent on:
Availability (the equipment will normally be used by
O>rps representative teams).
Recommendation of unit officer-in-charge canoeing.
Experience and proficiency of the applicants.
This equipment is being purchased by the Corps for the
C.Orps, and it is intended that it should be used to
the ~ull by . members of the Corps. However, it is high
qualrty equipment, and we feel that 1t is right that it
shoul~ be ~ed ~y by those capable of producing results m keepmg with the standard of the equipment concerned.
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Trnbting

It is intended to purchase a limited amount of training equipment in due course, in addition to the competition equipment
already mentioned. Much training is already carried out within units, but it is intended to organise courses, covering sprint,
LD and slalom, with the help and m-operation of the Army
Canoe Union. Details will be published from time to time,
and it is hoped that such courses will not be confined •t o U.K.,
but will also be organised on a C.Orps basis in overseas Commands.

ll••1•rese11tation
At present, representatives for Royal Signals Canoeing are
as follows:
PRESIDENT, ROYAL SIGNALS CANOEING,
Major R. P. D. Painter, Royal Signals,
Room 1332.
Ministry of Defence,
(Signals 1 (Army)),
Main Building,
Whitehall, London, S.W.1.
B A.0.R. REPRESENTATIVE FOR ROYAL SIGNALS CANOEING
Major J. A. P. Russell, Royal Signals,
2 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
B.F.P.O. 22.
FARELF REPRESENTATIVE FOR ROYAL SIGNALS CANOEING
Lieutenant C. W. Palmer, M.B.E,, Royal Signals,
18th Signal Regiment,
c/o G.P.O., Singapore. (See Special Mention Column)
Additional representatives may be appointed in due course
to co-ordinate Corps canoeing activities in other O>rnmands.
All members of the Corps who are interested in canoeing
should feel free to write direct to the Corps representative concerned on any matter in connection with the sport. It may
not be possible to reply to all individual correspondents, as
this might place an impossible work load on the representative
concerned. All constructive sug~ions will be most welcome
and notes will be taken of any points raised.
Representatives are available to give all possible advice and
assistance within their power to unit canoe clubs, and to individual members of the Corps, towards the improvement of
facilities and standards of canoeing in Royal Signals. Officersin-charge canoe clubs are asked to give reciprocal assistance
to appointed Corps representatives, towards the organisation
and success of co-ordinated corps canoeing.

How paying by cheque
helps your pay go further

Facilities at 10th Regiment
The Commanding Officer of roth Regiment has generously
offered facilities to C.Orps canoeists at Beavers Lane Camp,
Hounslow, Middlesex. These include the possibility of accommodation, messing, using the gymnasium and help with transport to and from the River Thames. Officers-in-charge unit
canoe clubs should apply direct to the Adjutant, 1oth Regiment if they wish ito avail themselves of these facilities.

Regimental Cummerbunds
Matching Bow Ties and
Gold Cased Cufflinks
Lend a truly d1sttngutshed appearance to
your evening dress en emble. Available exstor·k In the colours of the Royal Signals,
othPr designs avalla ble on suectal request.
Cummerbunds 35/-. Bow ties 13/Gd. Cuft'llnks 25/-. Send cash with order to: Dept. O,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.

Lloyds Bank offers full banking services to all
ranks of Her Majesty's Forces.
When you have a bank account, you'll find
that paying by cheque, automatically having a
record of your outgoings, never carrying unnecessary amounts of cash on you - all help you
to have a clear view of what you're doing with
your money. Help it to go much further.
Lloyds Bank has a long tradition of service
to the army, so you'll be welcomed at any branch.
Ask for our free booklet which explains
how Lloyds Bank can' help members of Her

Majesty's Forces, or, if you like, write to Mr.
E. S. Keyworth, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's
and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.
He is specially concerned with liaison between
the services and the Bank.

~

LLOYDS BANK
FOR GOOD AND HELPFUL SERVICE

Telephone: Queensbury 2471.
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THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially in June
Number of clothing parcels sent
Amount spent in grants and loans

74
20
£1463 7 7

One of the Month's Cases
OUNG Signalman, aged 19, whose mother has been
Y
left with three younger children still at school.
The soldier does his very best to help his mother and
young brothers and sister with a Voluntary Allotment
amounting to two-thirds of his pay. The mother, however, has a great struggle to make both ends meet, and
the children were in need of clothing. The Association
made a grant to provide the children with the necessary
items of clothing, in appreciation of the unselfish efforts
of the young soldier who, in addition to his family
commitments, also manages to contribute to the Day'
Pay Scheme.

One of the Month's Letters
" NOW that I have got over the excitement a little bit,
after receiving your letter, I can write back and
thank you. I don't know how to, but I do from the
bottom of my heart. I never dreamt of people being so
thoughtful as you have been to me and my children. I
cannot thank you enough; in fact there have been a few
tears today, as nothing as exciting as this has ever
happened before."

BAOR. • • • • ?•
-If you are arriving soon, or are here already,
and interested in a new:-

iRIUMPH

EXPORT HERALDS
FROM 431!!
2000 FROM £865 !!
LIST PRICES SLASHED

OR

PEUGEOT

MODELS FROM
£599 FULLY
EQUIPPED!

Then for details of U.K./Germany Delivery, Specl·
fications, Nato Prices, H.P., 'Partex, Cali, 'Phone
or Write to:

Mr. PETER B. DUPLEX
of WALTER HAGEN & CO., GmbH
415 KREFELD
Pestalozzistr.-WEST GERMANY
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28311 cro.J0-12.00 hn.
preferably)

DISTRIBUTOR -

MAIN DE.ALER

The Kvikne hotel at Balestrand in the Sognefjord-colourful setting
for a holiday

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION lUEMDER
ENJOYS :HElUORADLE NORWEGIAN HOLIDAY
Wonderful aet ol kindness by Norwegian
War Wounded Organisation
Through the Association's contacts with the World Veterans'
Federation we were most fortunate to receive one of two
invitations from the Norwegian War Wounded Organisation to
nominate a war disabled member of .t he British Army for a
free three weeks' holiday in Norway.
The Association selected Mr. and Mrs. J. Fernon, of 25,
Raeburn Crescent, Hillhouse, Hamilton, in response to this
generous invitation. Mr. Fernon served all through the war
with roe Corps, until discharged in 1952 with a disability pension.
He has a son, Peter, currently serving with Royal Signals.
Also nominated by the British Limbless Ex-Servicemen's
Association were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis who, by a coincidence, were also ex-Corps.
Mr. Fernon's own account which follows, speaks eloquently
of the generosity of our Norwegian friends.

Norwegian Holida"
When my wife and I were invited by the Royal Signals
Association to go on a sixteen-day holiday in Norway as guests
of the World Veterans' Federation, with all expenses paid, we
were delighted.
You can imagine bow excited we were when we stepped
on board the S.S. Leda at Newcastle-on-Tyne, on !Ith May.
After a pleasant 18-hour journey we arrived in Bergen at 12
noon on rzth May. We were met by a Mr. Bonnanie, Liaison
Officer, and General Moster, Commander-in-Chief of the Army
in Norway. We were taken by car to the Hotel Norge, and
after a super lunch we had a press conference. I was asked
.to broadcast to the people of Norway about my experiences in
the Western Desert during the war, and I told them about
the Royal Signals Association paying our fares, and the fine
work they do in general.
As we were the first British people to be their guests, we were
invited by a Director of Bergen Bank to have dinner mat
evening with some of his friends. We went by cable car to a
beautiful restaurant called Florio, on top of one of the mountains surrounding Bergen-a night to remember. Next day,
after a tour of Bergen, we laid flowers on the graves of our
Royal Air Force pilot~ who lost their lives in Norway during
the war. We then boarded one of the fjord steamers for our
rzo-mile journey along Sogna Fjord to Balestrande, our final
destination. We arrived at 3 a.m. on 14th May, and standing
waiting -to greet us was our host Mr. Per Kvikne, who owns
the Kvikne Hotel. He gave us the most luxurious suite in his
beautiful hotel. After a few hours' sleep we came down to
breakfast, and I stepped outside •to have a look around. The
most beautiful sight I have ever seen confronted me.
Balestrande is a little holiday resort with brightly-coloured
wooden houses nestling at the foot of the glazier called the
Jostedal; it is 480 miles long and r,oooft. thick. Immediately
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GROUP TAKEN ON ARRIVAL IN NORWAY
Standing left to right : Olvar Errickson , Major General Moister,
Captain Alf. Pettersen, Alf. Rogde and Helmer Bonnevie.
Seated left to right : Mr. and Mrs. Davis and Mr. and Mrs. Fernon
across the fjord, a great snow-capped mountain called the
Galuar, and as I gazed on this majestic scene, the blue glint
from the glacier seemed to flash across the mountain's top
and plunge down into the green depth of the fjord. It was
like a setting from one of Hans Christian Andersen's fairy tales.
We were asked to stay for three weeks, and every day was
spent fishing, rowing, tennis and touring, also eating .fabulous
food. We made visits to the burial mounds of great Vikings,
and each one has a legend which makes interesting reading. In
the cool of the evenings we sat on the veranda and drank
Norwegian beer, and as the sun would dip gently behind the
mountain, a gold aura seemed to spring up all around.
The fruit blossom, like sparkling gems, nodding their heads
gently, as they sprayed a delightful aroma all around the fjord.
As night time drew near, Iike a wave of some magic wand,
the Aurora Lights would appear in all their brilliance, and
streak madly across the glacier like some crazy ' Troles ' (Norwegian Leprechauns). These sights were fascinating and made
one feel as though they were in -the imagination.
All too soon came the sad day to depart, and as we stood on
board the fjord steamer and watched Balestrande disappear
in the warm sunshine, I suddenly realised that we had spent
three glorious weeks with the most wonderful people we have
ever met, and I would like to thank each and everyone who made
our holiday so enjoyable, with a wee special thanks to Royal
Signals Association, who must surely have given my wife and
I a memory to cherish for ever!

THE SCHOOL OF SIGNALS,
DLANDFOHD CA~IP
Local contacts already well established
Date line: Blandford Camp, 18th June .
With the move today from Catterick of Major Derek Shaw,
Second-in-Command Administrative Wing, School of Signals,
the great move is over.
" How we moved the School of Signals " is described in some
detail in an article of that title, to be published in the summer
number of The Journal of the Roya•! Signals Institution. These
brief notes are published in THE WIRE for the benefit of readers
who do not normally see The Journal.
The move really started in September 1966 when Planning
Wing left Catterick and moved into hutted accommodation in
Blandford. The Army Works Study Team attached to ·the
School followed in October 1966, and H1gh Power Radio Group
joined them in January 1967 when the new Transmitter and
Receiver Buildings wcre nearing completion. The remainder of
the School had to move according to a very closely planned <imetime extending from tlie day after Easter Monday until today,
18th June, 1967.
Planned instruction continued throughout ·the move and many
students found it quite easy to close their notebooks in Ca·tterick
on a Friday at tea-time and reopen them in Blandford the
following Monday after breakfast.
The great bulk of stores and equipment moved by rail and
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The Corps Band playing Retreat at a ceremony in Blandford
Forum
most of our personnel by road in private cars. Nothing got lost
and the few minor items of damage that occurred were soon
rectified on a ' no cost ' basis.
Despite its complexity it was a smooth move. Readers who
would like to know more about it should consult The Journal.

Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. O '~leara, C.M.,
U.S. Army, says farewell to tbe School
The following farewell message has been penned by
Lieutenant-Colonel Bill O'Meara, who for something over three
years has been the United States Liaison Officer with the School
of Signals. When he left on 19th June he was the oldest officer
inhabitant of the School. During his tour with us he must have
met several hundred Royal Signals officers. They will all wish
him well in his new appointment at Fort Monmouth. Attention
is drawn to his concluding paragraph.
His main job in the School of Signals was as principal staff
officer in the Planning and Combat Development Team. It may
now be clear to those in authority why this Team made such
strenuous efforts to move to Blandford in September 1966 some
seven months in advance of the move of the School. It was
doubtful if Bill O'Meara would have survived another Catterick
winter.

*

*

*

I am writing this in my office in the headquarter block of the
new School of Signals building on my last day of duty with
the School. As it happened I almost didn't see the new offices
but I finally managed two weeks of occupancy, less three days
for one of my routine trips to London.
Having been "here for over three years, I now find myself
me oldest officer, in length of tour, at the School. Sometimes I
feel the oldest in age also.
Of course, my aged feeling may be caused by the many
sacrifices I have made for the Royal C.Orps of Signals while on
this tour; my weekly trips on British Railways sleepers between
Darlington and Kings Cross· my attendance at sports activities
while at Catterick, usually in the pouring rain, heavy fog or
freezing cold; my attempts to uphold the honour of the U.S.
Army at numerous dinner nights, cocktail parties and the like;
my efforts to decode various accents, especially Lancastrian.
Despite tlle foregoing, and in all seriousness, my tour of duty
with Royal Signals, the School of Signals and specifically the
Planning and Combat Development Team, has been most
rewarding and enjoyable.
My duties have required me to work with all of the arms
and services, including membership on committees and working
groups at Ministry of Defence level. This has been of great
personal value, both for career purposes and personal satisfaction.
I have made innumerable friends, I believe both through
duty and socially, that I shall always remember and hope to
see again some day. They include officers, other ranks and
civilians associated with the military and otherwise. I couldn t
possibly start to mention anyone by name because I'm afraid I
would take up the whole issue of THE WIRE aud then I'd be sure
to omit someone.
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I return to the Stat to as umc my duties at Fort Monmouth,
Jersey, with the U . . Army Signal Centre and School. I
v. uld like to take- thi opportunity to extend an invitation to
all to contact me if they are in the States at any time.
In closing I would like to thank all for their kindness and
ho pitality during my tour of duty in England. I would also
like to wam all tlwse subalterns that I haven't seen since they
left the School t1uu I still imend to collect those drinks they
owe me. (Come over and collect chem, Bill.-Editor.)
'~v

TllAINING BlllGADE ROYAL SIGNALS
l ' f it of Signal Officer-in-Chief

REALLY!
Major Power (right) makes a point to the SO-in-C.
Woodrow watches his reaction

DISCUSSION GROUP
The SO-in-C talks to Signalmen Tankard and Dorling. LieutenantColonel Crump, Major Baxter and Corporal Dickason are inte rested
bystanders

Major--General Bradley paid his last visit to us in his official
capacity as Signal Officer-in-Chief on 19th and 20th June.
One of the first places he visited was the Junior N.C.0.s'
Club in IIth Regiment and spent nearly an hour there, chatting
with young men who had just joined the Corps.
In the evening a supper party was held in the Royal
Signals Mess, Catterick, and General and Mrs. Bradley met
the officers of the Training Brigade and their wives. With our
minds always on oommunication systems, and our pride in
showing them to visitors, the Signal Officer-in-Chief was given
instruction in, and then invited to operate, our most recent
acquisition-the juke box in the Green Door Club! Having
dialled his three numbers (and, of course, paying his money)
the Signal Officer-in-Chief listened to Sandie Shaw's "Puppet
on a String." (We really must get tlle latest record by "Cliff
Pike and the Communicators ").
When visiting 24th Regiment, the next day, the S.0.-in-C.
watched a race between two five-man teams erecting the new
Soft. lightweight masts. This race interested the Press and
Tyne-Tees Television, and t heir representatives gave this part
of the programme good coverage.
At a luncheon party given in honour of General Bradley
Brigadier Woodrow presented him with a working miniatur~
~el o! a morse key1 beautifully made by 8th Regiment, with
an mscnbed presentation plaque. A morse key was considered
particularly appropriate in view of the Signal Officer-in-Chief's
view that however sophisticated our communications techniques
become, the Corps must never forget its reliance upon morse
in times of difficulty.

PRESENT TRAINING BRIGADE STAFF
Brigadier

In .the open invitation events were were spurred on by
competition from the 1st Royal Tank Regiment who, we believed, were gauging our strength so that they could beat us in
the Northern Command Meeting. The W.R.A.C. gave us a
fine womanly display in the no-yard relay and, together with
an exciting finish in t he old soldiers' race (marred only by
a nose dive right on the line), really got the spectators cheering. The children, too, were catered for, and in t heir race
all dashed up to the finish to collect their sweets whether
they ·had won or not.
The meeting was won by 8th R egiment by quite a clear
margin, but, in an exciting fight for second place, 24th Regiment
just pipped 11th Regiment. 8th R egiment also went on to win
the Northern Command Athletics Meeting by a clear margin.
A point worthy of particular note is that Signalman Adams,
of 8th Regiment, who won tlle javelin event, has since thrown
in the Army Individual Championships at Aldershot on came
fourth. As he has thrown over 221 feet in practice this season
and the Army record is 224ft. ztin., high hopes are expected
of him.

Training Brigade Swinuning Meeting
Held on 28th June, the Brigade Swimming Meeting was
won by 24th Regiment with 8th Regiment in second place.
(Has anyone noticed that which ever Regiment has organised
the rifle, or athletics, or the swimming .meeting, has also won the
event they organised.
No that's what can be called real
organisation!)
The water polo matches were held in pouring rain and did
not get off to a very good start as no one could find the
water polo hats. After a while R.S.M. Kirk (IIth Regiment)
came to the rescue and the first match kicked (stroked) off. 24th
Regiment won both their matches very easily and uth Regiment gained second place by beating 8th R egiment.
The rain held off in the afternoon and, with tlle W.R.A.C.
forming the bulk of the spectators, they all had much to shout
about when the W.R.A.C . ladies' team were disqualified in
the "Rubber Tube and Paddle Race " when they were in
the lead because technically they were ' swimming ' and not
' paddl1ng.' Oddly enough, the ' biggest splash ' competition
was won by one of the smallest entrants, Signalman Cross, who
displayed admirable power to weight ratio.

T r a ining B rigad e Ath letics Meetin g

Tnilpiece
We include a photograph which we consider possibly represents "the ultimate in military redundancy."
Perhaps not
quite the ultimate, as there is still "one to go!"
(P.S.
B.M. does not stand for Brigade Mother).

The sun was shining and the Corps Band playing with much
gusto at our annual athletics meeting, held on 14th June ensuring a family occasion enjoyed by all.
'

-(See opposite page for the present and a glimpse into the
future when full redundancy has been achieved to the planners'
delight!)
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Athletics
Rain once more greeted the teams. Although the rain it If
did not deter our athletes, the wet grass track proved trying.
However, it did not affect their enthusiasm or determinatioo,
and they produced a much better result than last year.
No outstanding achievements were recorded, but some are
well worthy of mention. Sergeant Paterson won the shot with
a put of 42ft. 2in. and the javelin with a throw of 144ft. 3in.
Corporal Josephs and A/T Guy oomfortably won the ' A ' Team
high jump wirh a jump of 5ft. 6in. each, and A/T Shaw produced the best long jump, with 19ft. 4in. Our javelin throwers
did well to gain a win in both the ' A' and 'B' TeamsA/T Hutton backed up Sergeant Paterson with 125ft. 3in. in
the 'A' Team, and Corporal Barber threw 125ft. zin., and
A/T Moore I 17ft. 5in. in the ' B' Team. On the track, we
won the 'B' Team 4 x 110 yards relay (our 'A' Team was
second), and both the ' A ' and ' B ' Team 4 x 220 yards.
A/Ts Turvey, Robinson, Dixon and Lambert were quite unbeatable in the 'A' Team 4 x 440 yards relay, and our 'A'
Team also won the 880 yards team race-A/T Turvey winning
in a time of zmin. oo.2sec., A/T Robinson finishing seoond in
zmin. o6.4sec., A/T Dixon fourth in 2min. 07.4sec., and
A/T Wood sixth in 2min. 10.zsec. Unfortunately we were
third in both the 1-rnile team races and the 2,000 metres steeplechases, but particularly noteworthy was Lance-Corporal Stanley,
who won the ' A' Team mile in 4ffiln. 35.4sec. and the 'A'
T eam steeplechase in 6min. 27.osec.
Canoeing
M embers of the club had been trammg for rbe Quadrangular Games and the results were most encouraging, as
we won three of the four races. We have also raced in the
Chester Long D istance Race, where Nation and McMahon
paddled their Ribelle into third position; competition here
was very keen.
Demands for canoe moulds pour into our 'factory.' We
are find1ng that 'exporting is fun,' having supplied moulds to
units in Norway, B.A.0.R., Scotland and Wales.
Cycling
In the Quadrangular Games an entirely new race was instituted to replace rhe usual 25 miles road time trial. The new
competition was a 20-lap closed circuit race, and although the
College Team rode well, they only managed to gain third
place, behind Chepstow and Arborfield.

PROPOSED TRAINING BRIGADE STAFF AFTER REDUNDANCY
-actually the lady members of the present staff

ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, llAllROGATE
quadrangular Games, 1967
The Quadrangular Games this year were held at the Army
Apprentices College, Aborfield, on the weekend of 23rd-25th
June. Harrogate's overall position was third in the games,
which covered cricket, athletics, canoeing and cycling.

Crick&t
The first match was played at Car.lisle, when A / T Robinson
took across a team weakened by other oollege acLivi-ties. This
team was fairly predictably beaten quite heavily-Ca<rlisle 162
for 5, Harrogate 52 all out. The remainder of rhe quadrangular
matches were played at Arborfield.
We played Chepstow and, on winning the toss, put them in
to bat. 77 for 7 looked fine, but 147 all out in 35 overs, their
final score, showed that we should not have relaxed so early.
Rain delayed our innings to the Friday. There was hope for
the side, one felt, until Bond was run out trydng to put up
the run rate. We lost, but it was a very good match, where
we had the worst of the weather.
We tried to play Arborfield on the Saturday afternoon, but
gave rain best at about 3.30 p.m. The team was A/T Robinson,
A/T Sergeant Horner, A/T Wilkins, A/T Corporal James A/T
Bond, A/T Wintcip, A/T Davies, A/T Legge, A/T Kailmeier,
A/T Jobling, A/T Corporal Johnstone.
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Swim.ming
Since our new pool opened in February, the Swimming Club
has been steadily building up strength. We had our first
meeting here on 10th/IIth June, when the College sponsored
the Midland and Nortllern Zone Army Junior Championships.
In these A/T
eville (Rawson Squadron) was outstanding,
both the 220 yards and 440 yards free-style in time fractionally above the Army Junior records. Our water polo nets are
due to be delivered any day now, and we shall then concentrate
on training a team for the College.
Padre's Notes
The Rev. C. Rawlinson, C.F., Chaplain, Army Apprentices
College, Harrogate, writes:
As I write this article and look out of my office window,
here at the Apprentices' College, I can ee the new Church
rising from its foundations. In a week or two the roof will
be built and the architect hopes the building will be completed by the middle of December. The Chaplain-General is
ooming on 21st January, 1968, to dedicate the Church of St.
Alban, Soldier and Martyr.
The whole building is a very modern design. It will be
star-shaped, the altar at one end and the congregation sitting
in a semi-circle around this altar. The choir and organ will
be at the back of the Church.
Inside the Church we all hope a central feature will be the
10ft. high glass cross, which will be suspended from the roof
and hang above the altar. This will be made of strips of
glass supported on a steel frame. The light shining through
the glass should give a magnificent colour effect. This cross
is important, because it is our badge of Christianity.
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All of u in th Army wear the badge of our Corps, . Regiment or D::partment. The e badges are part of ~ur history;
part of the tradition of th British Army, of which we are
rightly proud.
la
Alongside our Army badge we must never f~rget to P ce
the first badge most of us received, the Cross, given t.o _us .on
the forehead at Baptism. Thi is our badge of Chnstiaruty.
To this Cro s was fa tened a living man-God's own son, made
man, uuly God.
f
We all wear our Army badge, but we must never ~rget our
other badge, the Cros . Wear it pro_udly, neve; betray lt. . Wear
it alongside to help you through thlS life to life everlamng so
that you may be alway one of Christ's faithful soldiers and
ervants unto your life' end.
no~· al

Si~nnls At Home, 24th/2Sth June
The College was well r-presented at the Royal Signals At
Home at Catterick this year. The Massed B31!dS of the. College
uavelled to Catterick three days be.fore and mdulged m so~e
intensive rehearsing for the event with the Corps Band. Their
smartness and precision on Saturday and Sunday was ample
testimony to their efforts.
A party of hobbie enthusiasts left H arrogate early on. ~1!11day morning with their equipm~~t and se~ up an ex:h1bit~on
on Messines Sports Ground. Sailing, canoemg, mountameenng
and judo were represented, and the grunts and groans of our
judo experts were particularly popular. As the weather was
fine, we were able to exhibit in an op~-s:ided tent,. and the
sailing dinghies and judo mat were out m rhe open air.
A most enjoyable day was had by all and we hope that we
were able to conuibute to rhe enjoyment of the Old Comrades
present. (They certainly did.-Editor.)

3rd REGIMENT, DULFOllD CAlUP
It's been a very busy mon.th and the easiest way to record it
is in chronological order.
At the begirining of the month everyone was l_ooking at
everyone else won<l:ering if he ~ew what was haJ?penmg. W~re
we going to rhe Middle East agam? R.H .Q. sat lilght not 53:Ylllg
anything, not because rhey are reucent but because lh:ey d~dn't
know, but managing all the while to pr~e. a knowmg air as
though they were privy to matters of high liDport. However,
nothing happened so things just went on as usual.

Caleutta expedition
Cap.tain Kent with co-drivers Corporal Mitchell and Signalman Gill, set off from Bulford on their Royal Signals O".erl~d
Expedition to Calcutta on Wednesday, 14th June. Bngaclier
R. H . E. Robinson, Representative Colonel Commandant, very
kindly came down to start them off on their long trek. . Our
latest information is that they had stopped off at Ankara witih a
cracked cylinder head, for which a replacement ha'S been sent
out. They couldn't have picked a better place to break down.

R.S."JI. takes the plunge
On the 16th June a group of' sailors' from the Regiment went
down to Poole to take over Stella Lyra the Corps yacht for a
week's charter. On the Saturday .the C.O. came down for a
sail and course was set for Swanage. It was a nice day but a
bit blustery whh a bit of a swell on at Swan~ge. The ~.S.M.
was :running the dinghy to and from the pier and his first
passenger was the C.0. As the C 0. -stepped out of the dinghy
and onto the steps leading up to the Jetty he pulled up the
painter and tipped the R.S.M. into the hoggin. That is the
R.S.M.'s story. It fa not strictly true. There were other factors
involved such as the R.S.M.'s weight. Nonetheless he managed
to prese~e his dignity1 dress and decorum by coming to the
surface at attention, still wearing his hat and sun-glasses and,
after spitting out a couple of pints of Swanage Harbour,
spluttered to the C.O., "Sorry, sir. I hope I didn't splash you.''
The Regiment's athletics team under Captain Bonaker has
been doing very nicely thank you at meetings with 38 Group
R.A.F. and in Divisional Meetings.
The cricket team too .is doing extremely well this season. So
far they are undefeated and are through to .the final of the
Divisional Cup which is then the quar{er final of Southern
O:mmand. The stalwarts are Sergeant Basham, a batsman, of
course, Signalman Thomas and Craftsman Phillips.
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Iliffe ~lt~tiua
Monday, 26th June, saw rhe start o\ the R~yal Signals Southern
Command Rifle Meeting followed 1~ediately .by the . Corps
Rifle Meeting. Once again 3 H.Q. and Signal Regm~ent dia host
unit and a lot of work behind the scenes, but. this year 3c;>th
Regiment and 5 Brigade Sq~dron h~lJ?Cd out wirh _butt parties.
Lieutenant-Colonel Walsh will be g1vmg full details, we s~all
just mention that we retained the Southern Command Champion
Team trophy and the Gurkha Signal's Squadron Cup from
the Southern Command meeting and the Cacterick Cup and rhe
S.0.-in-C.'s Cup from the Corps meeting. Not quite as good
as last year but very creditable nevertheless . Among the
member of the team were Staff Sergeant Hammond-~aley,
Major Hall, Sergeant Johnson and Sergeant McKenzie, ~
Royal Signals, with W.O.II Brockway, R.E.M.~., Cap.t am
Broadhurst, A.C.C., and Sergeant Ballard, LancashU'e Fusiliers,
to add a touch of variety.
lUnssed )lands
In the middle of all this we had the Corps Band plus the
bands from the Apprentices College at Harrogate down to
Bulford to play R eueat on Saturday, lSt July. We were blessed
with perfect weather and the massed bands looked and sounded
wonderful against the ' Castle' settin~ built ~s year by S.econdLieutenant Wither and the R.P.C. section. Maior-General DeaneDrumrnond, our G.O.C., took the salute and afterwards both
the Officers' and Sergeants' Mess had cocktail parties. Altogether
a first class day.
.
.
" ,, T
roop,
Lieutenant M. M. Ayr.con, now servmg willh C
was the winner of the Whistler Cup for 1966-67. Our congr~tu
lations to him and of course we now expect even better things
from " C " Troop.

Fort George setting for exercise
o notes from 3rd Regiment would be complete without
mention of an exercise and this month. is no exce~tion. y;e
should have gone to a warm place for rh1s one but thmgs bemg
as they are we went up to Fort George near Inverness ~·
Exercise "Estoille." The fiy out took two da);'S 3;11d c;>nce a~m
conditions were made very realistic. The exercise JS still runnmg
and so far is going very well.

4th REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 15
The finished 1•roduct • • •
Many ex-members of rhe Regiment .wi~l remember h~v~g
beard vague promises regarding the rebui:ldmg and modermzmg

OPENING OF NEW COOK HOUSE. THE C.R.A. IS INVITED TO
"CUT THE TAPE"
Left to right : R.S.M. Aitken, C.R.A. (Brigadier G. de E. Colin, M.C.)
C.O., 2-Lieutenant R. L. Collins (with scissors), 2 i/c
(Continued on page 309)
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TOO MANY COOKS SPOIL THE BROTH?
Obviously not in the 4th Regiment judging from the spread.
Sergea nt Doolan 3rd from right

SO-in-C's FAREWELL VISIT
The 'i ntegrated ' Quarter Guard of 4th Regiment under Sergeant
Stark, Signalman Eckett 'blows' the general salute

of our O.R.'s Dining Rooms and Cookhouse. Story has it that
the plans and Works Service for this project were initiated as
far back as 1956. Our hopes rose in July 1966 when, after many
false star.ts, the conuactors 'moved in' and we realised that
some . of us at least would see the ' finished product.' The first
given date of completion was Christmas 1966, this came and
went but we were at last given rhe 'green light' in June 1967.
Such was our jubilation that we asked Brigadier G. de E.
Collin, M.C., C.R.A. 4th D ivision and Commander H erford
Garrison, to 'cut the tape and declare the building officially
open.' This he consented to do, and so on 21st June, accompanied by the D .W.O. Herford, Mr. Cox and representatives
from the Contiractors, the ceremony was performed and the
Brigadier and his officials sampled the wares of our Messing
Depll'l'tment. Needless to say our Messing Officer, SecondLieutenant R. M. L. Collins, A.C.C., and his cooks produced
rhe usual excellent standard .that we have long since become
accustomed to.

Visit of S.0.-in-C.
The highlight of the month for us was undoubtedly the 6th
July when we were honoured by a visit from rhe Signal Officerin-Chief Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, c.B.E., D.s.o., on his
farewell visit to the Regiment. He flew in by helicopter from
4 Guards Brigade Signal Squadron, accompanied by C.R. Signals,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Jackson. We all held our breath as
Signalman B. L. Eckett, the Quarter Guard Trumpeter, blew
valiantly-but all was well.
The R.S .M ., W.O.I R. G. Aitken, introduced Gen:.ral Bradley
to his Mess members in the new Sergeants' Mess and ·this was
followed by lunch in the Officers' Mess.
The S.0.-in-C. was particularly interested in meeting the
Corps pilots of our Flight and later in the afternoon he presented
Long Service and Good Conduct medals to Lieutenant (Q.M.)
C. D. ·Evis, Staff Sergeant C. Nock and Staff Sergeant I.
MacDonald of the Corps and to two 'integrated' members of
the Regiment, Staff Sergeant R. Monk, R.A., and Sergeant R.
Penny, R.E.M.E.
We proudly showed the General our new dining hall and
after seeing a layout of Main D ivision H.Q. on the square the
visit ended with tea in the W.R.V.S. Club, presided over by
Miss Helen Stobbs, W.R.V.S.

Too many communications for the staff
Exercise " Sununer Sales," the annual Corps CPX, came and
went and we communicated solidly. Du.ring .the exercise we had
visits firom nhe Commander-in-Chief and the Corps Commander.
The reports on this exercise have still to be written but one
incident will undoubtedly figure prominently.
The scene was G (OPS)---,the players t he G .S.0. I and
G.S.0. II and watchkeepers-all employed manning telephones
or radios. Another telephone rang and there was no member of
the staff to answer it. We think that this is possibly the first
time that conununications have overloaded the Staff. We intend
to keep it that way.
The exercise was a great success and the C.O. gave us a
' long weekend ' on our return.
Other exercises du.ring the month have been " Drum Beat "
when we produced radio links and communications for 44
Parachute Brigade, and "Eifel Tower," the R.M.A.S . Sandhu.rst
exercise. Our soldiers enjoy .these ' special ' exercises as they
are usually held ~n distant parts and provide a departure from
our normal CPXs.
Ciu1oei11g, survh•nl exorcise~ trekking, cycling
By the time that these notes are being read, in the month of
August, our Barracks should be deserted due to Exercise "New
Horizon," a regimental Adventure Training exercise in which
ten parties each consisting of an officer and rwenty-five enthusiasts
'fan out' from Herford in all directions for 14 days. Their
activities will include canoeing on the Rhine, a survival exercise
in the Friesian islands, trekking in Denmark and Norway and
cycling to Friedrickslafrer. Accounts of their adventures will
be published in due .c?urse.
.
.
At rhe time of writing we are also m the process of formmg
a No. 4 (Denmark) Squadron, a temporary composite squadron
from within the R egiment which, under the command of Major
T. Rigby, will spend 12th-24th July in military training in
Denmark, our hosts during our stay being the Jutland Telegraph
Regiment.
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General activities
Our Canoe Club has started off wi:ll for this season and,
under the guidaitce of Lieutenant Peter Smith there has been no
shortage of volunteers. Likewise our cycling club members are
to be seen most Sunday mornings with wheels oiled and pointing
in some direction or other. A quieter and less publicised activity,
our ' Angling Club,' are also quietly slipping away to the River
Weser at every opportunity. The club has recently suffered the
loss of its captain, Sergeant Moore who has been posted to
200 Squadron. The enthusiasm is still present and credit for
this must be given to Signalman Chapman and his "Charlie"
Troop anglers.
Athletics
Our athletics and tug 'o war teams entered for the 4 Division
Inter-Unit event and Second-Lieutenants Reading and Dick
and Sergeant Williams, R.A.0.C., were entered for the B.A.O.R.
Individual Competition. This was followed closely by the
Morrison Cup Athletic Meeting which this year was held at
Sennelager.
Swimming
We entered a team from1he 4 Division Inter-Unit Competition
at Sennelager and from the experience gained at this event we
intend entering two individuals, Corporal Park and Signalman
McMurray, for the B.A.O.R. Individuals which are to be held
in Berlin later in the season. The nucleu of our swimming
team includes Sergeant Wall, Sergeant Maclachlan, Corporals
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Park, H art, Bom adier Spalding, Lance-Corporal Sewell, LanceCorporal ilveston, Signalmen Mclv!.urray, Clark, Prior and
.Munro.

Canoe Club
The winter postings-.in included a number of experienced
canoeists and as a result the canoe club is bigger than it has.
been for some time.
l11.is i not unfortnnately, as happy a po ition to be in as it
might sound, for the man-to-canoe ratio is something of the
order of chree to one. However, l'his unhappy state of affairs
will be rectified shortly when four new canoes, at present on
order, arrive.
Despite the temporary lack of equipment, and encouraged by
vei:y good weather, training has taken place each weekend and
all members of the club are now, thanks to the guidance of
Signalman "Geordie" Watson, capable canoeists.
Forrunately for the club the specialist Messing Officer is a
member and (probably because he has his own digestion to
con ider) takes a keen interest in our rations. We are still trying
ro coax him into doing the cooking.
The B.A.0 .R. Canoe Race looms large on the horizon and
our days of leisurely canoeing have come to an end.
We are now training ·hard against the current and our new
members are wondering what they have let themselves in for!
Thank to the Q.M . (Accn) we now have new and larger
accommodation and are at present engaged in transforming rwo
cellars into a Canoe Club. The Canoeing Officer now knows
just what hard work distemP"'...ring is.
The future looks bright. We have new club rooms, new canoes
and plenty of keen members. We look forward to the B.A.0.R.
canoe race and to Exercise " R iver Boat," our adventure training
exercise on me Rhine.

As for last year, the Corps will be providing a stand at
r.he above exhibition, which is being held in the Royal
Horticultural New Hall, Westminster, London, S.W.r.,
from 27th to 30th September.
A fuller notice will appear in the next edition, but
in the meantime all ' Harns ' and their friends should
log the dates and also note that the Annual General Meeting of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society will be
held in the exhibition hall on Friday, 29th September,
at 16.oo hours.

Thank You!
AND

The following tubscriptions were mosr µatefully recei1Jed during J-une: [.
$. d.
t IS 6
Army Appreoticcs' College ...
10 0 0
.µnd ReiJID~nt T.A. ...
. ..
8 4 0
Variouo individual donations
Total Receipts

Expendcture durint J-une,

[.19 19

15

Shooting-some very creditable
performances • • •
The Regiment's small bore shooting team has enjoyed a
reasonably successful season. Although winners of B.A.0.R.
championships last year, the team wa.s unable to get into the
top eight positions .in this year's competition. However, we
believe that l St Regiment qualified for the second stage, so
we can take pride in our Corps being represented in the finals.
A fine performance was put up by the team when it was
placed third in March 79 (ARA Unit Team Match) with a
score of 3,391 over 36 cards, an average of 94 per card. They
were unfortunate in being only one point behind the runnersup and eight points behind the winners. Other results to be
proud of were Headquarters Squadron's team coming fourth
in Match 82 (The Company Cup) and Major J. R. Garratt
and Sergeant R. M . Homard sixth and seventh places respectively in Match 76 (the Individual Match). Sergeant Hughes
and Corporal Barber, cwo regular team members, have now
left us. They will be missed in next year's matches.

International Radio En.gh1eering and
Communications Exhibition, 1967.
(Sponsored by the Radio Society of Great Britain)

SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BENEVOLENT FUND

B.F.P.O.

• • • Operationally as busy ns 11!!111RI
The Regiment ha been operationally as busy as usual.
Much hard work was put into a demonsrration of l (BR) Corps
Main H.Q. Communications, given to students of the Imperial
D efence College.
The last rwo weeks of the month were
spent with the whole Regiment, sampling the German countryside on exercises, ' Reduced Price ' and ' Summer Sales.'
The end of the month brought the advance guard of the
Bruin Squadron, of which much will be wr1tten in the future.
Two bears which live in the zoo next door to our barracks
were overheard d iscussing this new magic elixir.

Hatches, matches, despatches and catches
Our hearry congratulations are offered to Major and Mrs.
Peter Gregory on the birth of a daughter, Emrrui Caroline, at
B.M.H. Rinreln on 26th June, and m Lance-Corporal Sydney
Turnbull and Miss Susan Hall on the occasion of their marriage
at the Garrison Church, Herford, on Saturday, 24th June.
During the month we have said goodbye to the following:
Sergeants Southcott and Moore, Bombadier Collins, Corporals
Harvey and Shaw; whilst on the receiving end we welcome:
Captain J. Pertwee from School of Signals, W.O.II Hillman
and Sergeant Dudley and Corporals Jenkinson and Smith.

ROYAi,

nEGDIENT,

June was burstin~ out all over in the lleglment
June has been a month of varying, yet furious, activity in
many direccions for all members of the Regiment.
Within barracks, the last stages of reorganisation are under
way, and Maresfield Barracks is steadily undergoing a transformation.
Major Seymour's hobbies centre is now active
and plans are afoot to build a bowling alley and, if the German
Forestry Commission allow us to cur down the trees, to create
a playing field in North Camp.
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• • • and our talent shows In athletics
Other sports news is that Corporal Forrester and Signalman
Etherington have played soccer for B.A.0.R.; Corporal Holden
and Corporal McMillan came first and second in the B.A.0.R.
Individual Athletics six-mile event and third and fifth in the
Army Individua.J Athletics six-mile event .in U.K. A fine effort
by all of llhem.
The sport currently holding sway is sailing. At odd intervals
bronzed and weather-beaten faces put in swift appearances before departing on further watery ventures.
Lieutenant
Whittaker will confirm that the pace can at times, be hot. Midweek courses are held at the Mohne See Sailing Club and
Helmsman Courses at Kiel.
T.he unit team, ably led by Major GarJ:att, has won through
the first two rounds of the B.A.O.R. Inter-Unit Sailing Competition and are now preparing for the third round, when they
are to meet 4th Division Engineers, last year's winners.
On a rarher different level, our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel W . E. Sherratt and Captain P. A. Lenthall,
have enjoyed the hospitality of the Et"Ste Kompanie, Schutzengeselschaft, Herford Stadt, at the recent Schiitzenfest.
The inv.ita·tion came from Herr Hauptmann Ulrich, who persuaded the Colonel to march a considerable distance around
Herford at the K erzenfest.
We are told that a certain junior Signalman of rhe Regiment
was most impressed tt o see his Colonel waving a dripping and
blazing torch around his head. Captain Lenthall attended the
far less active but equally festive election and proclamation of the
new King and Queen. The link between the H erforder Schiitzen
and the Regiment is an old one that we are proud to maintain.
An award so richly deserved
Members of the Corps who know him will have read with
pleasure of the award of the M.B.E. to W.0.I (F. of S.) Armitage
(Co ntinued cm page 312)
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If you're still In the U.K. and likely to be posted abroad write and ask about the Ford Personal Export Scheme. Another legal tax dodge.
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This tax dodge is perfectly legal.
Here's how it's done.
You're not in the U.K. now. Right?
Hopefully you will return home soon.
But you'll be posted abroad again
within 12 months.
Right so far?
O.K. You can qualify (if not see footnote).
You can have a tax-free Ford and drive
it in the U.K. for up to 12 months.
Unbelievable? Then how about this:
Ford will have the car waiting for
you anywhere you like in the U.K.
When your 12 months is up they can arrange to
ship it abroad for you.
That's Ford's service to the Services.
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in Her Majesty's Birthday Honours Li t. He join~ the Regiment in 1964 when closed circuit television wa ~r mtroduced.
It is for his dedicated work in bringing up this lusty and at
one time troublesome child that be has earned the award.
end on n very sad note • • •
Our final note is a sad one. It is with sorrow that .we ~ecord
the death of Lance-Corporal Mike Bro'.\'ll who died m an
accident whilst jumping with the Rhine Army Free ~all Parachute
Club at Bad Lipp pringe. Our deepest sympathies go to ili;e
parents and -relatives of this promising young N .C .O . for thei.r
tragic loss .
W

10th Regiment, Hounslow
A littl e matter wh ich is now rectified
" Twenty-two years and never a mention in 1!£E WIRE!"
This is the claim of one of our well-known seruors. May we
now with the grace of the Editor, put things right.
'
.
The Army career of Sergeant " Geoff" Garrish began 1!1 J~e
1940 when he enlisted with the K.R._R.C. After ~mpletm,g his
initial training, be transferred to his county. regunent, The
Devonshires ' and in 1941 was posted to India, where he was
once more ~o change cap badge, this time to Royal Signals.
With ' Signals' he was posted to Ceylon, where he underwent
jungle training. Whilst in Ceylon he was employed ~s ,a D.R.,
and it's many a tale we've heard of Geoff ~nd lus Harl:y
Davidson.' The next move was ro Germany m 1945, then m
1946 came 'dem..ob.'
As ' just call me mister ' he managed to ~ur~ive for a few
vears. We're not sure just how he spent ~s tune, but? perchance the excellent way in which he orgaruses Mess Dmners
reflect; a little on this, and suggests high life in hotels.
1950/ 51 saw 'our Geoff'. once m~re in ~niform. By 1952 ~e
was serving in 1 Corps Signal Regunen~ m B.A.0 ..R., and m
1953 was posted to ~e Far East . (a quick mover 1s our lad)
where he saw service m Korea, Saigon, J apan and Malaya.
Back to U.K. in 1956, with 3 Divisional Signals, and in 1957
off to Norway. The years from 196o to 19~3 were spent once
more in B.A.O.R., this time with 16th Regunent. Fro1!1 there
to Cyprus for a short stay, and in 1964 Sergeant Garnsh was
posted to 10th Regiment.
Most of his time in 10th Regiment seems to be taken up
with mysterious visits -to telephone exchanges throughout the
Command (doing checks, he says).
Whilst with us he has been dubbed " The Vicar " and, as
same, his rendering in the Mess of "Gunga ~ " (from his days
in India?) and "Eskimo Nell" are fast becommg legend.
This is only scant mention of what must have been a colourful
career but let's hope it has put the cards straight. Before
Serg~nt Garrish leaves the Corps in the near ~utu~e. 1?3Y "!"e
take this opportunity to wish him all the best m civilian life,
and end simply with, "Well done, Geoff!"

E nd o f an era
This month has seen the end of an era in the history of 10th
Regiment-our first change of command since the R egiment
was re-formed. Lieutenant-Colonel John Ellis, who formed the
Regiment in July 1964, is moving on ~o rn~e up a post at the
M.o.D. and Lieutenant-Colonel Douggie Hibberd, .late of 14th
Regiment, has taken over command. w.e welcome him and hope
that his tour is a pleasant one and wish Colonel John all t~e
best in the future. We're positive that he won't forget his
regiment!
On the 5th May the officers. held a farewi:ll dinner f~r
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Ellis. It was decided that this
should be a Ladies' Night and so, for the first time? all the office~s
and their wives sat down to dinner together. T nbute was paid
to Colonel and Mrs. Ellis for all the work they have put into
setting the R egiment on its feet-including a poetic(?) rendering
from Major Geoff Paris. The evening was a great success and
we hope that Colonel John and Sue w ill visit us again some day.
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THE NEW P.A. EQUIPMENT
left to right : Major M. W. Simms-Reeve (0.C. I Squadron), Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Ell is, .Lieutenant-Colonel D. H . Freeland (C.S.O .
London District), Brigadier R. C. Windsow-Cive (Chief of Staff
London Dist rict) and W.0 . 11 (F. of S.) Noakes

Adrniuistrnth·e Inspection
After what seemed to be ' months ' of pre-admin. inspections
we finally had our Administrative Inspection on 2nd M~y ..
Brigadier R. C. Windsor-Cliv~, Chief o.f Staff London D istrict,
took the Inspection, accompanied by L1eut~nant-Colonel Fr~e
land, C.S .O. London District. Th.e focal pomt. of ·the InspectlO?
was the n"!! w radio and P.A. eqmpment acqwred by the Regiment. The Brigadier showed a keen interest in . the Magneta
PA equipment which is normally held by the Signal (Works)
Troop, Bury St. Edmunds. This is compatible in q?ality and
performance with the ALS .23 but costs only <;>ne-thud of the
price of the fa Her and weig~s 1<?0 lb. as agaU?-st 760 lb. Of
special interest were the radio microphones, wit~ a range of
500 ft., operating in the 88-10? Mc/s b~nd W?rkmg ov~ the
P.A. system with a ~u~er Unu,. and thei.r obvious potential at
sporting and other sunilar functions.
.
Also demonstrated was the Pye FM transc~1ver recen:tly
acquired by the Regiment for use on State occas1on.s, replacmg
the SR B44. This comprises 2 i::ype i;:M 60 eqmp~ent and
12 Type FM rnP equipment. This eq;i~pment ~as s1!1ce been
put through its paces for the Stare V1s1t of King Fiesal and
proved to be very reliable.
.
.
The Canoe Club was also opened for the Inspecnon. T'lus
has expanded considerably since the Regiment became Headquar-ters of the Corps Canoe Club.

T HE CANO E C LUB
l eft to right: WO . I (R.S.M.) Gibson , WO . I I (O .R.Q .M.S.) Singer,
an d Brigadier R. C . W in dso r-Cl ive
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A note froin t h e Serge ants' ;M:ess
" As is our custom, we will dine out Lieutenant-Colonel J. R .
Ellis and dine in Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. H ibberd," thus spake
the R.S .M.
I, as the P .C.C. (one of the lesser gods), was given the task of
organising Operation "Nosh Up." That I had the invaluable
ass istance of Sergeant G eoff G arrish eased the load con siderably,
but it was with r eli ~ f rhat I could give the order to move over
the start line. The personal services of Mr. Thurston, our
Officers' M ess chef (ex-Warrant Officer A.C.C.), ensured that
the dinner was, to say the least, an excellent one. His ' melon
surprise ' certainly surprised the majority of u ~. At the end of
the dinner, Lieutenan t-Colonel Ellis presented the Regiment
with two beautiful decanters, an addition which will certainly
be appreciated by all concerned .
On depar ting to the Ante Room our original Ancien t Briton,
O.R.Q.M.S. " T aff " Sin ger, organised his heathen ritual of " A
g!lille of rngger, Sir? " (I wonder how many AFs P 19545 he has
signed after the numerous games in which his Caps Forage No. 1
have always figured).
The evening ended with the usual round of enter tainment,
during which Sergeant Garrish narrated, at some length, the
amorous achievements of his girl friend, who, I gather is named
Nell and lives in the frozen north !
All in all, it was a ve ry enjoyable event.
11th

REGIMENT,

CATTERICK

CAMP

Visit of the S.0.-in-C.
The visit of the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P.
E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., o.s.o., was by far the most important
of the month. The Regiment turned out a quarter guard
under the instruction of the R.S.M., W.O.I F. Kirk, and Staff
Sergeant Gundersen, B.E.M.
From there the General was
taken all round the Regiment from the Junior Ranks Qub,
where he had coffee and met all the junior N.C.O.s of the
Regiment, then on to watch the Potential Officers of the Corps
struggling over Command Tasks. The S.0.-in-C. saw the
current MPT II Course at weapon training and watched
recruits of 5 Troop on the square. After all this he was taken
to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess for a long, cold
pint with the ' old and bold ' soldiers of the Regiment.

Parades
In addition to the normal pass-off parades, this month we
held a parade in honour of the Queen's Birthday. This was
made up of three Squadrons-the first was made up of cadre
personnel, the second from the recruits, and the third from
the transitees in the Depot Squadron. Unfortunately, we were
not able to have the Corps Band on this occasion, as they had
gone to Leeds for a much bigg~r parade.
There were two pass-off parades for the recruit troops. The
first one was for 4 Troop, and was taken by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel C. 0. Bound. The best all-round
recruit from this intake was
Signalman Robinson. He
was educated at Beacon Hill
Secondary Modern School
in Oeethorpes. On leaving
school he went as an
apprentice electrician; after a
short time at this he decided to follow in his
brother's footsteps and join
the Army, where he felt the
life would be more interesting and varied. Signalman
Robinson has now been
posted to 8th Regiment,
where he is being trained as
a signals technician. We wish
Signalman Robinson
him every good fortune in
the future and hope that he finds life interesting and varied, as
he hoped.
The pass-off parade on Wednesday, 28th June, was taken
by th~ C S.O., Northern Command, Brigadier A. F. Freeman,
M.C.
This was the first pass-off for almost a year that the
rain was so heavy that the wet weather programme had to be
brought into operation , this can be con sidered in two ways.
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Firstly the i odS have been kind on every other pass-off and
let the sun shine for half-an-hour, between 11.00 and 1x.30
hours, or else we just have
tough soldiers in the Regiment who do not mind a
little rain now and then. The
best recruit on this memorable pass - off parade was
• ignalman Edwards.
.Edwards was educated at
Shavington Secondary Modern School. He left when
he was sixteen and went out
to work. He soon found that
the routine in so many
civilian jobs was monotonous
and so, on the recommendations of his father, an exSergeant, and a friend who
Signalman Edwards
was already in the Services,
he decided to enlist.
He
seems to have lost his boredom now! We wish him every success
in 8rh Regiment, where he is going to be a lineman, and hope
that he continues to be well occupied.
~ew

Sold iers f o r old-within the Regiment, of course
TJ:lls month we said farewell to captain Calder, who is
~eavm~ the Af?1Y t? set up his own business in Richmond,
m which we wish him every success. We also said farewell to
Major Ray, who has been Paymaster to the Regiment for the
last eight years--0r maybe more-no one can really remember
when he came, he has been part of the Regiment for so long!
Major Ray is retiring after many years' service in the Army
and he is going to live down in D evon. A gre2t many members
of the Corps will join us in wishing him every happiness in
his retirement. In his place we welcome Major Waites as the
Regimental Paymaster.
Major Waites has come from the
Junior Tradesmen's Regiment at Rhyl. We also welcome Major
Waterworth, who has come from 31st (Greater London)
Signal Regiment 0/) to command Headquarter Squadron.

Special Terms

to all regular and ex-regular
service personnel and units
and messes, at home and overseas.
Let us act as your agents on purchases of all kinds of
electrical appliances, carpets, furniture, bedding,
cutlery, silverware, glass, chinaware, radio sets, record players, tape recorders and tape, typewriters,
sewing machines, cars, car accessories, bicycles,
caravans, boats, outboard motors, yachting supplies,
athletic clothing, golf equipment, camping equipment,
lawn mowers, garden furniture, photographic supplies,
rings, watches, etc.
U you are buying or furnishing a house, write to our
house purchase advisory bureau.
Showroom facil!ties available for furniture, carpets,
silverware, etc. in London and most provincial centres.
All orders placed on suppliers nearest to customer's
address, wherever possible.
H.P. arranged for cars and caravans (home only) on
preferential terms of interest with income tax relief.
PREFERENTIAL CONCESSIONS on all forms of
insurance at home and overseas, including car, kit,
household, whole of life or endowment, enducational,
T erminal Graru: Trust, etc. We also specialise in
advice to service personnel on Insurance Investment
and Provision for E state D uty.

Agency Supplies & Services Co. Ltd.
62 Addington Road, Reading
Tel.: 57151 (4 Jines) (Day) 62627 & 84302 (Night)
Please make a tiote of this address as this adi:ertisement
will only appear at six monrlily intervals.
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llugby--a ltlost Successful

SWEET SMILES OF SUCCESS.
13th. Regiment's Rugby XV. each showing us
a smile. They had just completed one of their most successful seasons with
several creditable performances at the back of t hem
Standint left to right : Lance-Cor poral Rush , Lance·Corpo~I Morrison, LanceCorporal Henderson, Corporal Bra ham, Lan ce-Corpo ra l Ha rrison, Serieant Hill ,
Sicnalman Brooks, Corporal Chalmers, Sergeant Brown, Sergeant Sto r ie, Sergeant Poole and Lance-Corporal Cowell
Kneelin1 left to right : Craftsman Stephenson, Corporal White, Sergea nt Mountford, Corporal Barton, Lance-Corporal HJ.rvey, Signalman Hynes , Signalman
Wilkins, Corporal Meaning, Lance-Corporal Adams
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It has been some time since you heard from us, but a rest
seemed desirable after the succession of notes you bad earlier
in the year. These earlier notes were marked by their recording a death in the Regiment, and it is a feamre of these notes
that this sad record is not to end.
'\'\.• 0.11 W. N. Du.on
Suddenly, from a heart-attack, in mid-February, Bill Dunn
died at the age of 34, leaving a widow and three children.
He will be remembered by many in the RCZ units in Germany,
as it was through his bands they passed for their MPT qualifications. He was an above-average games player and athlete.
That he had a fine future in the Corps is without question,
and his passing is a great loss to us all.

Lance-Corporal Alan Simmons
Returning in his car from a nearby village one night, Alan
Simmons, the H.Q. Squadron Clerk, midjudged a corner and
crashed into a tree, killing himself almost immediately. This
sudden death of one so young-he was only twenry-saddened
us all.
Rhine Area
Cookery Competition

Q . M.S. 'Bill' Baume leader of the Unic
Cookery Team wh ich comprised Lance
Corporals Bill Breeze and Dave Clarke.
They won the Rhine Area Cookery
Competition for the Regiment
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The Regiment came firs.t
in the Rhine Area Cookery
Competition, Unit Team
event. Q.M.S. Bill Baurne
is a great favourite wi~h
everyone, as he has the knack
of applying his prizewinning
standards ro everyday cooking in the dining-hall. Any
event which takes '>lace in
the Regiment and requires
catering, is ably supported
by Q.M.S. Baume and his
staff, who will produce
buffets, small eats, cocktail
eats or multi-course dmners
to order. Visitors to the
Regiment remark on how
well we feed.

Season

We have just completed a most successful season-won 18,
lost nine and drawn two games in the XV's. We even managed 1to keep ,t he rnajoriry of our team for the whole of the
season although for a period in the middle they .seemed ~o
disappear to the four corner of the earth. In spite of this,
the i/c Rugby, W.O.II (F. of S.) Short and his two stalwart
per uaders ( l) Sergeant Hill and Sergeant Pete Mountford,
managed to itum out fifteen bodies on all but a couple of
disastrous and urunentionable occasions. The second half of
the season was the most successful. Notable were a couple
of very hard and close games with R.A.F. Wildenrath, and then
with a spot of the St. George when we tamed the mighry
Dusseldorf Dragons at Birgelen by 14 points :to 5. Cpl. Frank
Batton has played some magnificent games, jinking his way
through solo on numerous occasions; Signalman Chris Hynes
has led t he pack with great success, and many times has
• talked ' the opposing pack out of the game. Sergeant Barney
Hill has been a ·tower of strength as captain, even after
..
Sergeants Mess dinner nights.
In the Rhine Area sevens, we won the plate compeution,
the final being a marathon of forty minutes' duration. One of
the greatest boosts to the players' morale has been that we have
been a much sought-after team; we have been in the happy
state of having to turn down as many as three fo11tures a week,
and can only hope this continues in the new season.
To round off the season, a highly successful dinner was
held in a local hostelry; speeches were short and the rugby
songs long, but not too indelicate for the ladies, who we invited to aittend.
Athletics
We have yet to compete in ,t he Rhine Area and Morrison
Cup athletics meetings, but there are certain indications tha<t
we may do well in at least some events. The B.A.O.R. Individual Athletics Meeting has just been held. In this LanceCorporal Mick Gue won the 1 mile and 3 mile events, LanceCorporal Paul Jarrold won the 3,000 metres steeplechase and
Lance..corporal Oxley won the high jump. We're noi being
cocky about all this, iust quietly confident.

Golf
Tb.is continues as the sport of kings in the Regiment. We
are now proud owners of ·the Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Secretary,
in the form of Captain Don Hazel. Corporal Bill M1lne,
last year'is B.A.0.R. champion, has moved down one place
this year <to be the runner-up, and though our laurels are
wilting somewhat, the keenness continues unabated. To talk
golf amounts to talking shop; indeed, on the last guest night
it was noticed that a putting game bad become an alternative
10 billiards and liar dice after the meal.
Those of us who
don't play, refused to be enticed by this innovation. Afiter
all, someone has to run the Regiment!
W.R.A.C. Ski-iug
Lieutenant Marilyn Whitley is our Assistant Adjutant and 1s
a girl of many pans. On commissioning, she passed out with
the sash of honour, she plays hockey for her Corps in B.A.O.R.,
came second in the W.R.A.C. B.A.0.R. ski-ing championships,
and now wants to leap out of aeroplanes, leaving the opening
of her parachute till the last minutes-free-falling, its called,
I'm told. In spite of all, she still succeeds in looking decora•tive---some people have all the talent.
Hockey
We came top of the Rhine Area Hockey League and also
got as far as the B.A.0.R. six-a-side finals. W ell done, the
old men of the Regiment.

CORPS AUTUMN GOLF MEETING
This wil ltake place at Worplesdon Golf Club on the
19th/20th September. Details from Major J. MoKellar,
243 Squadron, Blandford Camp.
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14th REGHIENT, GLOUf; ESTEll
llt•gimentul jollies
At the end of our last notes we predicted that in the last days
of our Regimental Week, 2 Squadron would win the InterSquadron Regatta and Sid would win the Old Soldiers' Race.
We were only fifry per cent correct.
Sid is one of our more senior civilian employees. Each year
he takes the Old Soldiers' Race very seriously: each year he
wins. The other lighthearted 'race ' involved the Corps Band,
who had been playing earlier in the afternoon for the enjoyment of some of our more remote families who do not often get
a chance to see them.
Apart from that, the rest of the Meeting was serious stuff.
Our role makes it difficult enough to produce an Inter-Squadron
event requiring large teams. But we manage, and helped by
happy weather we all had a very enjoyable afternoon, and at
the end 3 Squadron collected the .trophy. The fact that they
were the host Squadron had nothing to do with the result
whatsoever.
Two individuals stood out: Lance-Corporal P. Assheton, who
is doing preliminary Olympic sprint training with Gloucester
Counry, and Signalman L. A. Wells who has achieved an Army
title in ·the triple jump and is currently in G ermany representing
llhe British Army against the German Army.

Soiling or hot ne••S from Droitwich-011-Sen!
Or perhaps, more properly, '2 Squadron,' for sailing and
Droitwich are virtually synonymous in this Regiment (when
sport is being discussed).
The Regimental sailing season got off ·to a flying start when
the 'A' team managed to wrest the In-ter-Unit Trophy from
S.R.D.E. at the Corps Regatta.
This was a most enjoyable day, when old sailing chums met
again and swapped yarns and, undoubtedly the highlight of the
day was Major Norman Shaw's incredible feat in the individual
event in somehow slipping ·t hrough the field from 4th place at
the second last buoy to 1st place at the finishing line! Colonel
Freddy Ramsbottom was second and Major Charles McDevitt
third.
In preparation for the Corps event we ran an Inter-Squadron
Regatta which was won by H.Q. Squadron-with the C.O.
himself helming a boat, to beat 2 Squadron in a notable reversal
of form.
Half a dozen of the Regiment turned up at Seaview, Isle of
Wight, to sample the delights of sailing Mermaids, offshore, in
the Corps Day there, and thoroughly enjoyed it; as a result of
this, Captain Glydon and W.O.II Hughes were selected to crew
in the triangular match on 6th/7th July.
We had a lighthearted and not too successful day out on
7th June against the Apprentices' College at Chepstow, on the
Severn estuary when the tricky tide caused us to hit more buoys
than we missed !
From 10th-17th June a parry from Robinswood chartered the
Stella Lyra and explored Poole Harbour and the Channel.
On 21st June the Officers' Mess scored a convincing win
over the other two Messes in an inter-Mess contest, designed
to select teams for the Command Regatta.
Western O>mmand Regatta was held at Droitw.ich on 28th
and 29th June1 1967, staged and organised by 2 Squadron with
regimental assistance, and turned out .to be high:iy successful
from a•ll points of view-not least the weather, which was sunny
and windy.
The preliminary events were galloped through on the Wednesday and Thursday; we had two regimental teams (A & C)
in the final and two individuals-Captain Glydon and Staff
Sergeant Conway.
The 'A' team {Major McDevitt Captain Glydon, Lieutenant
Buckley and Lance-Corporal Worth) went on to win the final
team event by :t point, from 17th Regiment R.A., and Captain
Glydon took third individual prize aided and abetted by
Lieutenant Buckley.
But not before some agonising protests were made, heard and
found in our favour!
The Commodore, A.S.A., Western Command, Brigadier J.
A. Sturrock, O.B.E., M.A., said some very flattering things about
the qualiry of sailing and the organisa.tional abiliry hown by
the Regiment.
Thus with the season only half gone the 'A' team on1y needs
to win the West Midland District Regatta to bring oft a notable
treble--we already hold the Corps and Command trophies.
Here's to it!
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Lift•-and one dammed thing after anotht>r
- i n general

It only seems a couple of weeks ago that the
U.N. Mission and the Great Rain simultaneously
descended on Aden, and that your correspondent,
recognising that this was a good moment for
leave, managed to escape to Kenya for a fortnight;
returning only after the damage of both floods
and terrori$tS had been tidied-up. But in fact it is
two months and half a dozen general strikes later.
Those of our readers who know Aden will be interested to
hear that our barren rocks grew a covering of most startling
green after the deluge of April Fool's D ay. Now, all that is
left is a rather cruffy sort of brown fuzz which is probably
the greatest delicacy for the goats.
We have long since lost count of our general strikes. The
drill is pretry slick now; extra communications are manned,
civil labour replaced in messes. Drivers, escorts and others
working outside secure areas draw arms and ammunition, and
off we go again.
About half our families have gone now. One consolation in
this is the enormous efforts which has been made in U.K. ro
receive them helpfully, and this is much appreciated. The
Q.M. is snowed under with M.F.O., and R.H.Q. with movement
papers.
Many men of all ranks have left, their tours shortened under
new rules, and others have taken their place. There have been
too many changes to mention names. As might be expected,
the further the run-down progresses, the greater is becoming
the communication load, and in all parts of the Regiment
we wish we had more men. This stare of affairs looks like
continuing for a long time yet.
~fad

dogs and Englishu1e11
Noel Coward used to sing that song about mad dogs and
Englishmen going out in the mid-day sun. Well, just to show
how right he was, at about 12.00 (Zulu) hours daily, a large
number of this Regiment start dashing about in games of
six-a-side hockey and cricket with apparent enjoyment. (You
may have computed by now that 12.ooZ. hours is 3 p.m. here).
This is very good for morale because it gives everyone a vicious
thirst,, thus swelling the takings of the Kat Club and sundry
Squadron and Troop Stirn Bars. (" Srim" is the local fizzy
drink name). Thus enriched, these funds can buy lots more
sports kit, and so on . . .
Actually, the said funds have recently subsidised two very
successful dances in ,t he Kat Oub, run respectively by 1 and
2 Squadron (must make the most of all The Birds while they're
still here).
A dance? Please submit n defence plan first!
For those who imagine that dances here are like dances elsewhere, we have some news. They're not. Despite our Kat
Club being well within the heavily-guarded camp perimeter, a
defence plan has to be submitted to Brigade H.Q. before
the dance is allowed. This means about eight special sentries.
The anti-drainpipe-mortar patrol (do you mean co say you
don't have one in YOUR unit? What do you do in your
leisure time?) doubles its activities outside the perimeter and
everyone has to be back in quarters by 23.59 hours. But you
should see how much the dances are enjoyed. It's remarkable,
too (not to say flattering) how, despite a securiry ban on all
but the most furtive publiciry, the ' birds ' turn up in astonishing numbers, prepared to dance endlessly with relays of us;
and for those who prefer beer and spectating to twisting and
shaking, there is the attraction 'that the skirts get shorter as •
the hot season gets hotter. (In that case a lot more ice in 1/ie
beer is surely indicated.-Ass1. Editor.)
Traged~·

•••
From the light-hearted note, we mu r change for a moment
to one of great sadness. The two-year-old daughter of Sergeant
and Mrs. MacDonald (R.A.0.C., attached to us) fell to her
death from the window of their flat in Maalla on 25th May.
The flUleral, in Silent Valley a[ Lilltle Aden, two days later,
was attended by many members of the Regiment and their
wives. We all extend to Sergeant and Mrs. MacDonald our
very deepest ympathy in their tragic loss.
(Caminued on page 317)
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The tried and trusted
Triumph Herald is Britain's
most advanced family car

2 Squadron 6oht~s-01a
Lieutenant Hallchurch has finally left, having handed over
"L" (Aden Brigade) Troop during the U.N. Mission and
Deluge Period. It was a lively hand-over, all told, which included, we hear, a burst of automatic fire across the front of
his whicle in the course of a visit to 3rd Royal Anglians in
Sheikh Othman.
Lieutenant Cartwright, his replacement, has been on night
patrol in the same area with that Battalion; apart from rescuing
a badly-mangled man, swept away by rt:he flood, he looks none
the worse.
We n<YW claim to have got our deployment drilh for general
strikes pretty well perfect, having laid on the last one during
a highly successful games evening in the Kat Club without
diminishing the drinking or scoring in any way-for 05.00 hours
next morning.
This games evening was a new idea, in which we invited
Lieutenant Walters' Airfield Troop over from Khormaksar to

do bantle (he having lately handed over our Radio Relay Troop).

The visitors won the games; several charming ladies who
graced the occasion and sold a lot of tickets, appropriately won
most of the raffle prizes; Corporal Fi her, of TM Troop played
the piano that Second-Lieutenant Marks so brilliantly scrounged
from BFBS, and much beer flowed. A return match was fixed
on the spot.
Apart from the sporting i.ictivities already mentioned, we
in this Squadron are playing a lot of squash, while S.S.M.
Cockcroft leads a dedicated band of fishermen, almost daily, to
grapple with anything which moves in the murky waters of
Aden harbour, from crabs to cat fish.
S.S.M. Laing, his
predecessor, can :rest con tent that his mantle has fallen on a
good pair of fisherman's shoulders.
Sto p Press.-Friend.s of Mrs. H ay, wife of Staff Sergeant
(F of S.) H ay, will be pleased to hear that the injuries Mrs.
Hay sustained in a grenad e incident in Maalla were of a very
minor nature and Mrs. H ay is now fully recovered.

(And that's not a lot of bull!)
When a car that's been around for nine years claims that it's the most advanced family car in Britain, you can be sure it's rather special. So let's lay
the Triumph Herald out for your inspection. And remember, these are
just some of the things that keep this beautifully engineered car years
ahead of its time. A steel girder chassis that means strength with a low
centre of gravity for sports car handling. All independent suspension
for adhesive road holding. A robust engine with extra middle speed
punch to clip vital seconds off overtaking time. The protection of a telescopic steering column. 93 %
visibility to cut down blind spots. An incredible 25 ft. turning circle to get you out of the
toughest tough spots. A driving seat with
72 positions. And a bonnet that opens
right up-lights and all-for the serviceit-yourself enthusiast.

Overseas posting? Save tax!
If you are being posted abroad you can take
advantage of generous tax concessions. Ask
your Triumph Dealer about them. Or write
for details (and a free catalogue) to: StandardTriumph Sales Ltd, Personal Export Division,
STANDARD-TRIUMPH INTERNATIONAL LTD
Coventry.
BERK ELEY SQUARE, LONDON, ENGLAND

ijTRIUMPH j
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Triumph puts you safely ahead
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THE MALE ELE MENT TOTAL 723 YEARS SERVICE !
Almost all of the officers, 16th Signal Regiment- for " W ho's Who" see unit not es

16th REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 35
Sport
We seem to have spent much of the month getting fit or
keeping fit. Athletics have absorbed a lot of effort and resulted
in our coming second to 21st Regiment, both in the Rhine
Area Cup and, later, the Morrison Cup. The photograph of
our Corporal Barden jll'St losing to the the 21st Regiment
runner in the 4 x 110 yards relay is indicative of the closeness of the battle (page 318). Our best wishes to 21st R egiment
at the B.A.O.R. Meeting.
Our swimmers more than compensated for the 1966 results,
when we narrowly lost the Rhine Area Competition, by taking
every prize at the 1967 meeting, swimming and water polo.
In the water polo, we went on to play 17th/21st Lancers in the
B.A.O .R. semi-final at Sennelager and 'bowed out.' However,
we will be at the B.A.O.R. swimming finals in Berlin, representing Rihine Area.
We were honoured by the C.S.O. selecting us to organise
the B.A.0.R. Tennis Championships at Rheindahlen. Normally
a big task taken on by Signals Branch themselves but passed
this time to Major Henry Chapman and his assistants. Our
successes in the champion ships were limited to Major Chapman
winning the plate, several dozen tennis balls and two very
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welcome end screens for our own courts. Which shows that
there is joy in every sorrow, if you look hard enough.

S UD1n1er Sales
Once again 1 Corps kindly asked us to join their exerci e,
this time we provided coord communications. Most of the
real work preceded the exercise and there was time to relax
while it was in progress.
Officer s' ;!.'less
Achieving the near impossible, we assembled all but two
of our officers in one place at one time and photographed them.
Captain Brandreth was on leave and Captain Read on detachment. With a few notable exceptions, a good-looking lot
particularly in view of the male element having an aggregate
of 723 years' service behind them.
For those who wish to identify, names, reading from top-left
are: McLaughlin Metcalfe, Edwards, White, Johnston, Gahin,
Leeson, Robertshaw, Cowsill, Hill, Farrell, Sudbury; Hooper,
Windmill, K ennedy, Carling, Massey, Bergelin, Dunkley,
Malone, Granger, Mogridge, Hanson-Lester, Todd; Hutchinson,
Harry, Younge Hodgson, Pritchard, Cattermull, Lucas, Chapman, James Foley, Gel ton, Pearce, Dennis.
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Photofinish-Corporal Barden a close second in the 4 x 110 yards
relay, won by 21st Signal Reg iment

2 lst
.\
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:Late nlglits and fornial occasions at 221Ul Regiment
Lieutenant Colonel John Beale (C.O.)
has some unusual late night rides in the
course of saying farewell to his Regiment

Lieutenant General Sir John Mogg (Corps
Commander) pays a welcome and smiling-visit to the Regiment

~-er~·

warm. note of eongratulation • •
The beginning of this month was highlighred by the annual
A.0.C.'s Inspection ai: Laarbruch which is rhe R.A.F. equivalenr
ro our Adminisrrative lnspecrion. The Inspecting Officer was
Air Vice-Marshal A. W. Hewart, o.B.E., D.F.C., A.F.c., and once
again the Regimenr had the privilege of providing a Guard of
Honour. This was commanded by Captain E. P. Hughes and
included t"epresentatives from the Troops of the other R.A.F.
rations. The Guard of Honour really excelled themselves on
the day of the Parade and the Regiment received a very warm
note of congratulations from Air Vice-Marshal Heward.
Shooting~onuneudable

successes
Our shooting ream had a very good two days at Arsbeck
Ranges this month. The occasion was the Rhine Area Small
Arms Meermg and our results were encouraging to say the leasr.
In the rifle match our 'A' ream were winners with 6o5 points
with W.O.II Turner scoring II9 points and Signalman Yeomans
scoring n8 points. In the Rifle Top Twenty, W.O.II Turner
was placed fourth with 121 points. In SMG competition the
·A' ream were third with 401 points, W .O.II Turner being third
best individual wirh I 11 points, rhree points behind the winner.
Our best success, though, was in the Young Soldiers' Rifle
Match in which our team were the clear winners with 685
points. Our team bas now left for Bisley and we wish them
the best of luck there.
f"ourses
We have finished two Upgrading Courses this month. The
first was the Driver BIII-BII at which 14 soldiers were upgraded
and in our Lineman Biii-Bii Course we had only one failure.
This was the best course we have had so far and the results
were of the highest standard.
Willlllling
We held the Regimental Swimming Gala this month at
Laarbruch. The results were very close but 3 Squadron just
pipped 1 Squadron to the post and won by one point.
.'\.thletles
At the beginnjng of this month the Regiment won the InterWing Knockout Competition for the sixth year running by
bearing Operations Wing in the finai by 36 points. This result
was achieved without one of our best athletes, Corporal Brighton,
who had been selected to run in an international athletics
meeting held at Munich. At this meeting Signalman Turner won
the 100 metres and the pole vault and as well as winning the
200 metres he also established a new station record for t:he race,
his time being 23.5 seconds. Signalman Gumbs won the high
jump and the shor, Signalman Hutchinson won the I 10 metres
and the 400 m&res. Signalman Fry won the 3,000 metres
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steeple chase and Lance-Corporal McMillan won the discuss.
Our relay team won the 4 X 100 m. relay in a time of 46.6
seconds and we also won the rug-of-war.
The Regiment also had seven men represented in the R.A.F.
Laarbruch ream for the Royal Air Force Germany Meeting at
Rheindahlen.
Also taking place this month was the Rhine Area Athletics
Meeting.
It was a keenly contesred competition wiith only two points
separating the rst and 3rd placings at 1the end of the first day.
Both our rug 'o war teams, with what appeared very little effort,
pulled themselves into the finals.
On the second day our sprint and middle distance teams
proved too strong for the opposition. These teams were ably
supported by our field pairs who won the pole vault, hanuner
and the discus, and came second in the javelin, high jump and
hot.
The Regimen t won the championship by 9 points.
Our 88-stone rug 'o war team were defeated in the finals by
17 RVD, by two pulls to one. The roo-stone team had very
lintle difficulty in disposing of 1 RMA with two sl'faight pulls.
The first lasting exactly 8 seconds. We wish them the best of
luck .in the semi-finals of the B.A.0.R. stage.
The athletics team is now preparing itself for the Morrison
Cup and .the B.A.0 .R. team championships. We hope to repeat
our success in both these competitions.

22nd HEGIHEN'T, B.F.P.O. 16
Lieutenant~Colonel

John Beale hands over

connnand
The Officers' and Sergeanrs' Messes bade farewell to
Lieutenant-Colonel Beale at the beginning of June. For the
seniors it was a memorable occasion from the moment of the
Commanding Officer's arrival to the strains of the bagpipes until
his departure in the early hours on a specially constructed
carriage accompanied by a lusty rendering of the Volga Boatmen.
The famous Raymond " -t ake rhree " wasn't heard all evening;
Johnstone got <his tie " BLR'd " playing rugger (what else!) and
even Eric Le Quesne's moustache was pointing downward with
the strain. The Officers' Mess dined the Colonel out the following evening in the traditional manner, and on that occasion
the transport was a lit-rle more roadworthy as the M.T.0 . (with
the reins) and .the Ass istant Adjutant (between the shafts) can
veril'y.
Visit ~f the Corps C:ommauder
Lieutenant'-General Sir John Mogg, Commander r (B.R.)
Co£Ps, paid his first visit to Churchill Barracks to present medals
to four memb-.-rs of the Regiment-the M.S.M. to oux M.T.O.,
Lieutenant Lord, and the L.S. & G.C. medal to Captain Ribchester and Staff Sergeants Landymore and Whitby. A Guard
of Honour commanded by Lieutenan.r Tilson opened and clooed
the proceedings, and included .the regimental t·rurnpeter, LanceCorporal Crowden, using for the first time the beautiful silver
trumpet presented to the Regiment by Lieutenant-Colonel Beale
on his departure. The CorPs Commander also visited " M "
Troop, where he spoke to technicians "spec testing" DI 1 's,
then saw Radio Relaymen and Linemen of "A" and " B " Troops
on a regimental exercise.
Persounlia
We welcome Captain and Mrs. Bushell and Lieutenant and
Mrs. Smith to the Regiment, and congratula.te Signalman
Cranny on his marriage to Miss N. Nugent, and Corporal and
Mrs. Kelly on the birth of their daughter, Susan. Corporal
Harkins of 2 Squadron has been selected to represent B.A.O.R.
in the forthcoming Inter-Services Gliding Championships, and
R.Q.M.S. lent has been selef:ted for the B.A.0.R. water polo
team to play aga inst R.A.F. Germany and a German Police team
in Berlin.

I. "Here's the best of luck"- a farewell toast between C.O. and R.S.M. Raymond.
2. Departure from Sergeants Mess-The c.O. pulls the chain on his "staff car" R.S.M. Raymond, Y of S Johnstone and Staff Sergeant

Moss look on.
J. Departure from Officers' Mess-The blaze of torchlight, singing and the tramp of feet in the late hours!
4. Medal Presentation-General Mogg enjoys a joke with Mrs. Landymore having just presented the LS. and G.C. medal to StaffSergeant Landymore.

S. "Are you quite surel"-General Mogg raises a point with Lance-Corporal Richardson. F of S Duffey and Lance-Corporal Barton on
either side.

Stop Press
The Regiment has just achieved a moderate success in the
Morrison Cup, coming third (dare we say it?) to two "bluntend " Units. More of this next time.
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South Arabian Signal Regiment
D.F.P. O. 6 9

Gettiu u s ed to the ~n''Y Lnrk
We now know why the Royal avy is the senior and oldest
ervice. Mo t mornings Chief Radio Supervisor (CRS) Hodgson
R. ., can be observed taking his class on semaphore. This
instruction looked most peculiar until he actually had some
flags to waggle. We are now expecting him to start heliograph
and are also wondering whether pigeon sevicing is going to
fo rm part of the curriculum fo r rhe
aval signallers.. We
sympathise with them, for at times we get lost in the chief's
phraseology.
Such things as cabins, heads, hoists, goffer
shops leave us cold. For most of us who are so set in the
wavs of the Army, the task of learning rhese new expressions
could well be described as our pons asinorum.
The Chief has settled down and coffee time 1s now more
interesting than ever. War stories are now being swapped
fast and fur iously, with the Royal Navy more than holding
its own. However, the Army scored r ecently when the Battle
of the River Plate came up for discussion, and the Chief's
knowledge of the calibre of H .M .S. Exeter's ma in armament
was found to be wanting.
Work on the new comcen is now proceeding well and it
should be finish ed long before these notes appear in print.
In order ro allow us to expand, part of G Branch had to move.
The G Staff do not seem as friendly to us now as they did.
We presume it is because they have to walk the extra fifty
yards to their offices, and not because the rearrangement
of their numerous locally-purchased intercom equipment was
executed with other than typical Royal S ignals efficiency.
Old stagers d e 1mrt-raw hands arrive
We have now said farewell to two 'old soldiers' of the
Force. Staff Sergeant Bob Wherry left with his wife, children
and Order of South Arabia, but not his car, which we have
now got ro get away for him. Corporal 'Geordie' Harrison left
with his wife and their Aden-born baby son, Mohammed
Mahmoud, who we must emphasise is white and actually looks
like 'Geordie '--poor kid! Corporal T ed Edwards departs any
day now and is in the process of winding up his many business
concerns. He is also a stalwart of the Force and leaves us to do
his Tr course in Catterick. We wish all these folk the very
best of luck; we shall miss them very much. We welcome
rwo new arrivals this month. These are Corporals 'Taff'
Roberts and ' Jock' H arper. We have forgiven the former for
delaying his departure from the U. K ., due to certain documentation problems mentioned in our last notes.
For realism these days one can not do better than to visit
our local AKC Cinema, where we have recently experienced
some mildly terrifying 3D effects added to the normal sound
tracks of such films as ' Tarzan and the Valley of Gold' and
' The Longest Day.' We are appreciative of rhe efforts of
The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, but would prefer not
to see the tracer actually flying overhead as it tends to detract
from the interest of die film.
Calling ex-Radio Technicians

We have often used these columns for recruiting and in tend
doing so again (with the Editor's permission). There are
vacancies for good ex-Class I and II Radio Technicians to
come out here on contract. Full details of salary and term~
of service can be obtained from The Crown Agents, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.r . The technicians requir~d, although
they are not permitted to be serving British soldiers, will all
hold the rank of Sergeant in the S.AA. For those techn ician ~
still serving, there now looks like being a Military Mission here.
The terms of service have not been agreed, but we expect
them to be similar to those of secondment. A number of
volunteers for the Miss!on have already come forward from
within our own ranks and we hope to b! able to give
readers more details of the scheme later.
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ROYAL SIGNALS OVERLAND EXl"EDITION
TO CALCUTTA .\ND DACK
REPORT No. 2

Royal Signals over/anti expedition to Calcutta anti back
Departure scenes

Sit11ation as at time of departure,
15.ao hours, 14th June
Due to the recent Middle East orisis, several side effects
have resulted which, unfortunately, affect the expedition.
The first affects Turkey and Iran, both of whom had
previously given diplomatic clearance through their countries,
but who now may be forced ·to reverse their decision. An
answer is awaited to Foreign Office signals sent yesterday
direct to the Ambassadors concerned.
The second affects West Pakistan, which, being a Moslem
country, may not feel inclined to suppol't British or American
military expeditions.
The present view is that permission
here is doubtful.
India is delaying, pending the decision to be made by West
Pakistan.
The third, but least important, affects Greece, who, inexplicably, has withheld permission up to the last moment.
From this, it appeaTS that in the worst instance Rome is
the furthest it may be possible to go, and in the best instance,
K abul, in Afghanistan, is the limit.
H owever, the decision to go and press on, has been taken
in the hope that all or most clearances will come through in
the end, even if it is after our departure.
(See opposite page)

FARAWAY

PLACES!

lJNlJSlJAL

SEND

US

THAT

JOBS !

STORY

THE NEW

1967 VAUXHALL- VIVA
rree of Purchase Tax!

The brand new Vauxhall Viva•• from £-470 V>uxhall Victor from £:.70.
Six-cylinder models from £809 .

Export home delivery-preferential financial treatment
If you are being posted abroad or returning to England
for re- posting overseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax.
Free of P.T. to all eligible serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facilities arranged.
WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

E.

J.

Baker & Co. Ltd.

BIRCHETI ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telephone Aldershot 24242
Also at : Dorking, Guildford. Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines
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I.

INTREPID VOYAGERS! left to right: Signalman Stan. Gill , Corporal George O'Brien. Captain Kelvin Kent and Corporal Dave

2.
3.
4.

Mitchell.
HOW ON EARTH WILL IT ALL GO IN?-George O'Brien ponders over a very complex problem.
OFF! Brigadier Rex Robinson cuts the tape and sends the expedition on its way.
CALCUTTA HERE WE COME- WE HOPE
.
. .
The passengers are aboard and the stores are lashed down , and the party sets off on its long 1ourney before an admiring crowd.
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Destination
Kulra ...
A Signals desert
expedition involving
a round journey of
1,400 miles to the oasis
of Kufra-and back.
Story by Captain Mike
Adams of 235 Squadron
(Malta).
. . we dug, we swore,
we pulled, we pushed,
we sang, we dug and we
swore again . . .
The party well orr their way-now a tough and desert wise team

Redifon's NEW GR410T
coolly covers the distance
with a turn of the dial

From the Sahara to Southampton ... when the heat is on Redifon's GR410T
frequency flexibility bridges the gap with a turn of the dial. The front-pane/mounted crystals can be changed by the operator in the field ... withoutworkshop
assistance. Specifically designed for military and security forces, this new SSB
transmitter-receiver offers the simplicity of crystal control with the flexibility of
continuous tuning. It provides four crystal-controlled channels and may be
driven by a frequency synthesizer over a range of 2-16 MHz. Redifon's fullytropicalized G R41 OT brings cool economy and efficiency to the most urgent
communication requirements.
For further information, write for our leaflet or telephone:

REDIFON LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION!
Broomhill Road, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18. Telephone : 01-874 7281
A Member Company of the REDIFFUSION Group
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Aim
The aim of this Adventure T:rain.ing Exercise was to reach
the Kufra Oasis in the Libyan Desert, 700 miles from Benghazi.
It was designed to: Give experience of the desert, especially the problems of
travelling and living in it;
P.rovide opportunities to visit places of interest on route
to Kufra;
Promote further inte.rest in photography and natural
history;
Practice radio communications using field equipment.
The exercise was tackled in four phases: Planning, Preparation,
Operation, D ispersal.
The terms of reference were, " 30 Royal Signals personnel
from Malta including a vehicle mechanic and a Medical Orderly
are to go to Kufra in May/June 1967."

Some problems
Some of the outstanding questions which had to be answered
were:How do we get to Libya from Malta without paying, and
when do we go?
What type of vehicles are needed and how do we replenish
POL, food and water?
Wihat systems of navigatfon are best employed over 250
miles of featureless desert?
How and where do we find at least 12 volunteer drivers?
Where do we ger our stores?
The leader of the expedition, Captain M . R. Adams, and
W .O.II (S.S.M.) J. Copley, the expedition's Second-in-Command, ·
spent long 'ho\lis in December answering these questions and
preparing a derailed plan for submission to H .Q. Maira and
Libya.
Preliminary arrangen1ents
The exercise was approved in January this year and political
clearance was applied for by H.Q. Cyrenaica Area. " Q " Movements was the first port of call. L.S.T.s were sailing in early
May ro Benghazi and we could return by air, with ~e equipmen.t following at a later date .b~ L.S.T. No . ve~1cles were
available from the Adventure trammg pool at this tune, so we
a:rran<>ed for three t-ton Land Rovers from 234 and 235 Squadron
and three 3-ton Bedfords from ·the Vehicle Depot, Malta. Much
as we disliked the idea of two different supply systems we were
forced to obtain some stores from Malta and some on our
arrival fa Benghazi.
No difficulty in J(ettlng ,,olunteers
The.re were no problem~ in getting sufficient volunteers. Our
first list bad only three drivers (by trade) and this included
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the Vehicle Mechanic. Everybody on the lis-t, who had a U.K.
driving licence, was then given driving instruction during off
duty hours on 3-ton vehicles by Sergeant Simon of 235
Squadron (DC ).
Captains Desmond Spence and
orman Lane, ~f 235 ~d
234 Squadrons respectively, got to work on supplymg us with
the equipment we asked for.
A liaison visit was paid to H.Q. Cyrenaica Area and invaluable
assistance was obtained. The only snag was that they had
planned an ex!>"'..d.ition at the same time as ours and rhcrefore
certain items of kit were unavailable.
H .Q. Malta and Libya gave us nearly everything we asked
for, but the lack of sand tyres made desert travelling much more
difficult than it need have been.

Problems with L.S.T.s
May was approaching and the Malta political scene was hotting
up. Milirary equipment and key persoI1J!el could not leave the
island. When the situation was resolved we checked on our
L.S T .s. These were not sailing. Further no L.S.T. was sailing
to Benghazi for months to come. Eventually we fou_nd out th'.'-t
L.S.T.s we:re sailing from Malta to Tobruk and vice versa m
the later half of May and early June. H.Q. gave approval and
" Q " Movements were asked to produce their agreement and
arrangements in writing. Thfa they could nor do because we
were Adventure Training "supercargo" so we had to keep our
fingers crossed that no important shipment would appear. One
did, three days from our scheduled date! However, a second
L.S.T. was sailing, so we were still O.K. Next day we were told
« You may yet not go. Some of the stores have not arrived for
the first L.S.T. and, if they go on the second one, then, sorry,
you've missed the boat I '
The O.C. and Second-in-Command of the expedition produced
a whole new dictionary in this 48-hour period ! Information
was not given to the remainder of the party in case they organised
an assault on " Q " Movements. Our expedition by this time
bad acquired an R .A.F. member, Flight-Lieutenant T. J. Couch,
R.A.F., who was to accompany us so he could organise a similar
ei..'J)edition in September, for the. R.A F.
.
When we arrived at the boarding hard we were not su.rpnsed
to find rhat the ship was not there. Three hours later the L.S.T.
Charles Macleod drew alongside and the loading began. As dusk
fell Exercise " SJ...-ywave " lined the decks and paid the compliment due to the C.-in-C. as we sailed out of Grand Harbour.
Flight-Lieutenant Roy Dale, R.A.F., fro~ the Re cue Communications Centre at R.A.F. Luqa, had mstructed the O.C.,
Second-in-Command and fou:r other members of the party in
Astro Navigation for two months previously and we were keen
to try out our knowledge at sea. Unfortunately a storm blew
up and the nights at sea were generally overcast. Corporal
Moore however, spent the voyage on the bridge increasing his
knowl~dge of marine navigation, a subject he was to sit at
G.C.E. level when he returned to Malta.
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Commun ications were established
Captain M. R. Adams (Leader), S.S.M. J. N . Copley (Deputy Leader)
We studied the ship's navigational aids and took a few shots
with the ship's sextant. The ship s officers were most interested
in our bubble sextants which the R.A.F. had loaned to us.
Corporal Moorcraft diagnosed a fault in the radar when this
equipment started belching out smoke!
We missed the centre of the storm and only mild cases of
sea sickness were reported. Corporal Schofield, A.C.C. (235
Squadron cook N.C.0.) and Corporal Woodcock, Loyals (the
medical orderly, ex-regimental cook) did most of the galley
fatigues, resulting in delicious curries and chop suey on the
menu by kind permission of the Chinese crew.

Arriva l in X o rth Africa
We arrived in Tobruk early on the 18th May. That evening
we camped on the beach at the bottom of an escarpment near
ApolloID:1, having travelled 160 miles. Before leaving for
Be:nghazt on the 19th we stopped off at Cyrene and visited the
~abulo?S Sanctuary of Apollo and the surrounding attractions,
including the Temple of Apollo, Greek and Roman Amphitheatres, the Fountain of Apollo, a beautiful grotto and Byzantine
Baths. Many parts of these amazing constructions are over
2,000 years old and the detail, which is still to be seen is most
interesting.
'
We arrived in D 'Aosta Barracks Benghazi in the early afternoon of 19th May.
Saturday was spent fuelling, collecting supplies and making
final preparations for our departure on Sunday. The Mercury
Club. of 245 Squadron had laid on a splendid dance for this
everung and everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves. LanceCorporal Bryson, however, was puzzled that we had travelled
90? . mile~ already and not a great deal had happened. Even
drivmg. his 3-tonne~ from Tobruk to Benghazi had not seemed
very different to hun. He was reminded that Exercise " Skywave" started on the morrow.
Start of our adve n t llJ"e
We !eft D'Aosta Barracks at 09.00 hours. The drive to
Acedab~ was uneventful, the road being rather similar to the
Benghaz1-Tobruk road. The road is mettled and is quite badly
pot-holed in pla~es. ~ts verges 3:1'e generally broken and uneven. It was built durmg the Italian occupation and of course
'
'
played an important part in the Desert War.
_K ufra ~s a long, long way south and we were to leave many
miles be~d. us the battlefields of the last war before we reached
our destmauon. We had been told that Long Range Desert
~oup vehicles and other relics were to be seen where we were
gomg and much conversation was on this topic. W.0 .11 Jack
Copley (former S.A.S.) knew many details of the L RDG hi&tory
'.Wd Lance-Corporal ".Ginger" Dransfield was also very well
inform.~ in this subject.. It is of interest to note that the L RDG
was ongmally a Royal Signals concept. (Brigadier Bagrwld.-Ed.)
When we left the mettled road at Acedabia and moved due
south along the track to Jalo we were faced with strong winds
32'4

Lance-Corporal Bryson, Lance-Corporal Frith, & Lance-Corporal
Innis erecting a 27ft. Telescopic Aerial

Corporal Moorcroft, Sergeant Alden and Lance-Corporal Bryson
making use of a sand channel in the Sand Sea

carrying with them rather irritating quantities of sand. The
convoy h~d to keep closed up, speed was limited and many of
the ruts m the track could not be avoided.
We came across an excellent strip of new tarmac on this
route. This prov~d t<? be part of the. projected Tripoli-Jalo road
du.e . for completion m two years ume. The pleasure of this
dr1Vlng 1!1sted for about 10 miles. We had expected to find the
route without trouble but on occasions the tracks were so
numerous that they confused and the infrequent signs appeared
awa~ from the main drag. We, therefore, set a sub-compass
bearmg and follo~e~ that. We covered 147 miles before making
camp and establishmg communications with Benghazi on our
Cu.

there was a minefield in the area and wondered if one had been
accidentaHy detonated. As darkness came down we thankfully
reached the Esso station. We had to send a Land Rover to the
oasis to collect the man in charge to complete the paper work.

Jake's Cafe
On the 22nd reveille was at 05.00 hours. We soon found the
track and were able to follow it until lunch time. However the
recent winds had obliterated parts of it and the sun co~pass
was used as a check all the time. We were astonished when we
found Jake's Cafe, a tin shack which sold soft drinks tinned
food and a variety of other goods, including diesel fu~l. The
track was deeply rutted but the ruts provided the firmest going
b~use the sand and gravel were firmly packed. The 3-ton
veh1cles had no trouble but the Land Rovers were inclined to
'belly.' We left t?e trac~ altogether and" after much digging
and sand channelling, arrived at a large oil field. We checfed
our. position here and were advised on the best route to Jalo.
This proved most difficult because our tyres cut the surlace sand
all too frequently. Having reached the Aguilla Oasis and refreshed ourselves with cold drinks from a tiny shop we followed
a track to a Mosque outside the oasis and then .,,;ent due east
along another well defined one. This should have taken us to
Jalo but, in~tead, we ended up at another oil field. Jalo proved
to be 14 miles away and we had an extremely difficult wadi to
negotiate. The oil field's M.T.O. offered to show us the best
route. His Land Rover with sand tyres was able to move at
so. m p.h. and he did not once go below third gear, 2-wheel
dnve . .we floundered and bogged down continually. When
the oasis was only two miles away the 0.C. went forward to
recce for the Jalo E_sso Station, where we had arranged to draw
some fuel. The gomg was soft and the oasis itself had to be
av~ided by other vehicles. The petrol station was found two
miles south-west of . the oasis. Then a large military convoy
passed across the hor~n and soon after a Colonel in the Libyan
Army stopp<;d to question us. S~rgeant Alden, who is Maltese,
managed to _mterpret the proceedmgs. The convoy was escorting
an A:ab Prince an~ the Colonel gave us written permission (in
AJ:ab1c~ to pro~eed m ca~e any of his guards stopped us. Whilst
this friendly mterpretauon was going on a terrific explosion
was seen and heard on the outskirts of the Jalo Oasi5. We knew
THE
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Compass and sextants to the fore
On the morning of the 23rd, having refuelled and repaired a
broken governor spring on a 3-tonner, we set off on a sun
compass bearing across a vast, seemingly endless, gravel plain.
The bearing chosen kept to the west of some signed tracks .. This
was done for two reasons. Firstly, the beaten tracks were rather
too near the sand dunes, which stretched due south for hundreds
of miles. Secondly we wanted to add adventure to the exercise
by finding our own way in this incredible vastness of sand.
The day was very hot, the going was excellent, but two of the
3-ton vehicles gave continual trouble, consequently restricting our
speed and progress. And this was the leg on which we had
hoped to clock up 400 miles in a day! We only covered 166
miles by evening, when we camped. The bubble sextants were
used by Corporals Moore, Priestley and Moorcroft. The position
they fixed was in all cases 5 to IO miles east of the dead
reckoning position. The O.C., who was also the navigator,
therefore corrected the sun compasses bearing a few degrees
west for the next few days' move.
In the track of tbe Long B n nge Desert Group s
On the 24th we continued our voyage over the gravel plain.
In the middle of the morning we hit the fringe of the Wadi
Zighen complex. Th·is area is important because it contains the
one natural source of water between Ja.)o and Kufra. We had to
find one of only four landmarks in this area before we could set
our course for r:he next leg. The chosen landmark was Bir Bu
Etla, a large mound about 15 feet high which, so we believed,
stood out from the surrounding sand hummocks and tufts of
vegetation. Each Land Rover moved off in a direction 90°
from the adjacent one for recce for this mound. We did not
find it so the convoy continued on our previous bearing. Af-ter
ten miles or so we found a line of iron posts, spaced at I kilometre .intervals and lying on a line east-west. This was correctly
assumed to be the beaconed route to Bir El Harase.
We turned due east and followed the beacons for eight miles
when we arrived at Bir El HM:ase. This well was the forward
operatin g base of ·the L RDG. It consisted of a number of large
sand dunes and several palm trees and we identified it positively
because we found goal posts of the LRDG's basketball court
stickin g out of the sand. We also found a burnt out L RDG
vehicle and a few other relics. The lunch time conversation s
all centred around the operations of these brave and expert
soldiers.
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A bath in the desert
From here we followed a sun compass bearing almost due
east. At first the going was almost impossible. Very large
hummocks of vegetation and piles of soft sand bad to be
negotiated. The 3-tonners over-heated, they bogged down and
we dug and we dug like slaves. <:We made 130 yards in 1t how:s
at one time in the afternoon). The O.C. recced towards Gebek
Fadic, but two factors ruled this route out. One, because the
firm .route followed the crests of large sand hills and allowed
no room for line about and, two, a certain way out could not
be found.
We camped by a camouflaged wartime Chevrolet, No. 1263592,
which was in an excellent state of preservation. Although we
had to move a lot of sand to find the signs and number on its
tailboard, no rust was evident and the metal work was sandblasted to a coppery colour.

Intense heat n u d frustrat ion
On Thursday, the 25th, between o6.30 and 19 30 hours, we
covered 57 miles and most of these were travelled in the last
three hours. This was a day to remember. The temperature rose
to over 130°F. For most of the day our sense of perspective was
lost. The sand reflected the sun almost vertically upwards and
the contours of the sand sea could not be seen.
The system of movement was : O.C.'s vehicle moved a convenient distance on the bearing or from beacon to beacon. The
other Land Rovers could now make out something of the
contours and tried to find the best route keeping to higher
ground. When they safely arrived at the head vehicle the 3tonners moved. But this was our heartache. Continually they
bogged down and, on one occasion, the three of them sank,
simultaneously, up to their bodywork. We discovered here that
to be of any use to the parry we had to be able to cover 100
yards in even time, in soft sand carrying sand channels and rolls
of hessian. We dug, we sand channelled, we swore, we pulled,
we pushed, we sang, we drank gallons of lemonade, we dug and
we swore again and again and after the longest day in ow: lives,
we got clear of this most hazardous and testing sand sea. The
only reason we got through this nightmare obstacle was because
Lance-Corporals Inni , Frith and Signalman Zammit swore the
most, laughed the most and worked the hardest.
We tried to get out of this sand sea earlier by moving to the
edge of Gabel Gardeba. This proved impossible. The sand was
no firmer and the rocks were large and razor sharp. As evening
approached we entered Gebal El Havaisc. This wa an area of
high volcanic outcrops, the floor of which was sandy and covered
in dark ash like gravel. We meandered our way rather bumpily
through this area until darkness, when we camped. A remark
was made that there was no need to spend millions of pounds in
fl ights to the moon. J ust drop into Gebal El Havaisc!
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At lasl-greeneryf
On Friday, the 26th May, 1967, w ~ arrived at El. Hali-'.ari,
the outenno t oa is of the Kufra area. What a beautiful sight
the rich, green palms were to our very tir~ eyes! Kufra is _i~ a
basin of oval shape about 40 by 20 km. at its longest extrerruties.
Within this area are small villages within lush oasis. El Giof
i the main centre of habitation. An airfield exists on its outskirts
and .is sometimes used by government aircraft. TI1e Arabs a.re
friendly and lead a life of simplicity and devotion to the Sennusi
order. Their life is hard and all food, except for dates, grapes,
ground nuts and a few olives, has to be trucked to them. Very
few animals were seen here. Fresh water i available from a bore
hole, which bas been sunk to the water table at 245 metres.
This water is believed to come from the Tibesti Mountains.
It is cool and perfectly paletable. W e visited the tomb of King
Irdis's father at E. Tac, an old French Foreign Legion Fort,
and also were taken round the King's summer residence.
The .return journey was accomplished more easily, except
that we had lost a 3-tonner after a piston shattered when the
exhaust valve fell into the cylinder. We did a night drive across
the gravel plain using the Pole Star as a reference for our
navigation. The Arabs principle of navigation is-previous
knowledge. This cannot be bettered and we avoided nearly all
the troubles through the sand sea.
We were able to see that the north-eastern edge of the sand
sea bad moved half a mile in the week which bad passed due to
high winds.

Baek to a cri s is
On our arrival in Benghazi we were soon to discover that our
L.S.T. was not sailing due to the current M iddle East crisis.
Eight technicians were left behind to assist 245 Squadron during
the emer_gency. In fact, on the first day of the trouble, all
Exercise " Skywave" personnel were in D 'Osta Barracks and
everybody gave a hand. Eventually fourteen of us flew back to
Malta in an R.A F . C.Omet. All our stores were left in the safe
custody of 245 Squadron.

Sununtng If all up
Many incidents and much useful information have not been
included in this article. However, we learned a lot and gained an
exciting experience.
There we.re two interesting medical cases. One, a skin complaint, due to Jack of water (self imposed) and the other was a
piece of sand textured gristle, an inch long and the diameter of
a rifle bullet which exudes from under the tongue of the person.
Flight-Lieutenant Trevor C.Ouch and Craftsman Maccarthy
worked wonders with the vehicles and their improvisations included a carburettor cooler made from compo tins and working
on capillary action.
Perhaps we should have moved at first light and rested through
the middle of the day. The sand is slightly firmer :in the early
morning and late at night, but other disadvantages, mainly the
time factor, decided against this. Near range radio oom~
rnunications were good. Up to 300 miles on 16 foot, twin V, rod
aerials worked effecrively. Beyond this we used a dipole. The
end-fed was unreliable. The set used was Cu/R210 on CW.
W.O.II Copley actually got through from Kufra on a 62 set.
The t-ton FFR Land Rover, under the strains of the terrain,
showed up some limitations. The control box is very badly
situated and the vehicle battery leads to the ignition system are
vulnerable.
Above all, sand tyres must be fitted. The Arabs at Kufra
laughed when they saw our cross-country tyres. However, we
could not get them and certainly the experience and adventure
was greater because of the lack of sand tyres.
The best recollection I 'll have of this exercise is the marvellous
spirit which developed in the party and which was the main
factor in the compfetion of Exercise " Skywave." Don't get me
wrong, Sergeant "Marty " Wilson will tell you that he only
sold soft drinks and beer in tins in his splendid bar! The spirit
was mental. We learned each others strengths and weaknesses,
made allowances accordingly and gained new respect for one
another. We started out a collection of individuals. We finished
up a team.

SERVICE FOR THE SERVICES
The Dove Plan for the Services has been ca ref~lly formulated
by ex-Service personnel with an intimate knowledge of the
serviceman's motoring needs. It has five main features :-

*
*
*
*
*

New cars without Purchase Tax under the Perso nel Export Scheme
New or guaranteed used cars for home use
Hire Purchase facilities by arrangement w ith NAAFI
Hire cars for short leaves in the United Kingdom
Help and advice given on car disposal when posted

Write to Lt.-Col. B. C. Vaughan for Free Descriptive Brochure

THE DOVE GROUP
44/48 KINGSTON ROAD
WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S. W.19
Telephone : Liberty (01-542) 3456
also at CROYDON and WOKING
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Tiie work of
an
Air Support
Tentatle
•
1n

Soutll Ara/Jia
A Hunter Aircraft with a typical background of th e bare ru gged country we operate in

Here-and we think you will agree-is an excellent little
story. A simple story, but it gives a clear and factual account
of what a young Lance-Corporal takes in his stride in the
course of a day's duty in Aden. Thank you, Lance-Corporal
Mate, for this interesting insight into what happens with an
Air Support Tentacle.
Among the many experiences to be found in South Arabia
which are uncommon elsewhere is that of close air SUPROrt
in real earnest. Apart from supply, movement and liafaon,
involving aircraft from the Sioux helicopters in units' own Air
Platoons and Troops to the huge Beverleys, there is ground
attack by fighters firing rockets and cannon. In the moUilltains
up-country, this is oft:en .the only fire support the Infantry
can call on. Even the Battalion mortars cannot keep up with
the cat-'8nd-'1Ilouse movements of patrol and ambush among the
Jebels.
Air firepower has always been close at hand in this country,
since the first partial pacification of the Protectorates in the
1920s.
It would be misleading to pretend that the ar-ticle below
represents tlle really "sharp end" of Air Support. Every
Infantry Batta.lion out here has its own officers trained and
equipped to call down air strikes, and they do so as a matter
of cours~botll British and F.R.A. 2ro Signal Squadron of
24 Infantry Brigade may well be better qualified than we
·to write about it; they are probably too busy. But we do a
good deal in helping the Ground Liaison Section to train
F.A.C.s (Forward Air Controllers) and A.C.O.s (Air O>ntact
Officers)-<the latter are a tess-trained version of the formerand we have several Tentacles equipped and ready for additional
suppon: of forward troops if needed. Lance-CorporaJ Mate,
Telegraph Operator All, commands one such Tentacle, and here
he tells about. it
L a nce- Corporal Mate's S tor f1

N o t much r oom t o s pare
Our vehicle, a mine-plated FFR 3/ 4-tonner, ca rries just
about everything, bar the kitchen sink. We have to be able
to communicate on HF or VHF, back to Khormmar for air
requests and on the nets of the troops we are supporting;
we have to be able to man pack it u p a Jebel, and talk in the
aircraft. Add rhat u p, and it comes to Cu-C42-A13-A41A43.
Add <tO that the fact that we have to be self-su pporting for
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short periods in every respect, meaning rations, water and
fuel, and you see why there's not much room left on the
vehicle.
We are only allowed to have two men on a mineplated Land
Rover up-country, as the m:ineplating only protects the front
S..'"ats, so it's a bard day's work-driving, operating, man-packing, and brewing-up, of course, in between.
We once weighed a fully-loaded, mineplated Tentacle at the
docks and it was just on 2t tons. I t takes a bit of driving, too,
over soft sand, in the wadi-beds, boulders el~wbere, and even
through water quite often. Quite apart from the immediate
dangers of second-rate driving, it soon wears out the clutch and
steering, and it's no fun transferring all that lot to another
vehicle so that the first one can go into workshops.
two-day c o urse
When we are training A.C.O.s (Air C.Ontrol Officers), which
is our most usual job, we first have to give a lesson in the
classroom on the A43· This is just one of a morning session
of lectures, mostly given by the G.L. 0 .s (Ground Liaison
Officers) in the Gx Section at Khormaksar. Then that afternoon we go down ito Little Aden where, in a steep rocky valley
the studmts direct aircraft in d ummy mikes.
The second day is the interesting one-live firing in the
Wadi Khab Kbab, near the route to Habilayn and D hala.
Sometimes we travel up in a vehicle convoy, and sometimes
by Wessex helicopters, to avoid the threat of mines on t he
much-used final stretch of the track.
A

long da. · ahead
We report at Khormaksar at 06-45 hours-not very early by
Aden standards, but before normal ' works ' anyway-with
three or four A43s for ourselves and the students. As we shall
be using .the sets continuously for several hours, we take a
bank of 12 volt 75 AH batteries, charged, but drained for
the flight, with the electrolyte in a separate jar. There will
be a couple of G.L.0 .s and perhaps eight students. At 07.20
we take off and swing away over Sheikh Othman, with its
rabbit warren of 'Kutcba ' huts and heavily-patrolled streets;
over tihe check points controlling the traffic in and out of
Aden, with their queues of vehicles waiting to be seardled; the
Dannert-wire ' Scrubber Line ' fencing Aden off from the desert
(named, I believe, afte:r the officer who built it-one way of
genting fame, I suppose).
Nexit, after a few fairly empty miles of sand, the road over
A
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A bit of shooting at tho check point
Last week, coming back in the afternoon, we were just in
time for a terrorist attack on Check Point 'Golf,' on the outskirts of Sheikh Othman. OUI leading vehicles were just showing-up for the check Poinit when automatic fire was opened on
it, apparently from a mosque, a couple of hundred yards t~>_ the
right. We de-bussed pretty smartly and took up poo1t1ons
along a wall bordering the road, and watched warily~ while a
brisk litt·le battle took place. The 3rd Royal Anghans surrounded the mosque very quickly, and we saw F.R. A. soldfers
going in to search it (British troops are not allowed mto
JT!OSques, although tourists often go in them). Th~y found
nothing; it made us a bit late for tea, but otherwise there
was no harm done.
Aft0 rmnth of n rio t
A few days later we drove through Lahej just after a fullscale riot. The F .R.A. and Federal GuMd are respDnsi ble for
internal security in Lahej, as it is outside Aden Colony, and
this seemed to have been quite an afternoon 's party-<iebris all
over the street, a few old tyres smouldering and other small
fires, the ever-present stray dogs, and an uncanny silence. N ot
a human soul in sight. Corporal Jones, from the Ord erly Room,
had come with me that d ay as a change from office work, and
be had his money's worth.
which we are flying plunges into the market ~d~s and streets
of Lahej · then for a few miles along the Wadi T1ban, the ~t
watercourse which rises right up in the Yemen and someumes
carries water as far as the sea at Aden. But normally the
thirsty gardens of Lahej soak it all _up.
.
There's not much time for admLnng the view though,
through the open door of the Wessex, with the Air Q.M. sitting
on the step dangling his down-at-heel old <;:hukka boots over
a horrid void (gives me me shakes to see him, mough I suppose he's safe enough with that safety harness on).
A wary eye for hostile tribesmen

As I was saying . . . not much time for dreaming-after
Labej suddenly the bills are near-past the camp a.t Al. Anad,
where a F.R.A. Banalion's tents guard the nearby Junction on
the road-right for Habifayn and Dbala-left for the Yemen.
We bank Lo the right and in a few moments we're down on our
familiar ridge, looking over Wadi Kbab Kbab, which .driv.es
deep into a wild mountain called Jebcl. You can see its silhouette from Aden on clear days, like a great loaf.
It's about 08.00 hours now. Ten minutes before, anomer
Wessex bas landed an Infantry picquet who are now dotted
about in two or three rock sangars to protect us from any
dissidents who might have mean designs on us. It's always
tricky occupying the same ground twice, and Arab tribesmendissident or otherwise-are no fools in tactics.
The first pair of Hunters will be overhead in a1x?ut 15
minutes, so we must set up the A43 pretty fast, while the
students son out their maps, compasses and other gear.
For a F .A.C. course, the students will have to direct the
Hunters on to a target starting from a pre-arranged 'check
point,' which may be quite a distance away. For A.C.0.s, the
Hunters start, as it were, with the A.C.O.s position as reference,
and so the direction is easier.

It can be dangerous
The aircraft often come in terrifyingly low, and sometimes
their fir::-rockets of 2omm. cannon shells-is pretty close,
too. An empty cannon-shell case would make a nasty hole in
you, let alone the shell itself. Once, before I had this job,
one of the students had a webbing strap cut by a bit of flying
metal.
Recently, we had H.M.S. Hermes and Victorious both here
together, and Sea Vixens and Buccaneers added to the show.
We were out nearly every day, and those Fleet Air Arm pilots
are really something; I could have sworn they were going to
take the top off my little A43 mast, several times.
Going by vehicle, of course, is hard work, but often more
interesting. It means an earlier start, leaving Singapore Lines
just as the sun comes up at about 05 45 hours. It's usually cool
and sometimes rather beautiful-if you can appreciate it at that
hour. RV at Khormaksar with the GL people. RV at Check
Point 'Bravo' with students from Little Aden and the armoured
car escort-four or five Ferrets. Reach Kbab Khab about 07.30,
and then a hard climb up with the kit to the ridge.
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Something to • grip ' the folks
I suppose I get out of Aden more than anyone in the
Regiment-me and m y crew. It use~ to be S i gn~ lman ~awlow
(photographed in those n atty bathmg trunks m April~1':1 ay
WIRE), now its Signalman D avis.
I t'-s hard work, dnvm g,
operating and mainuining all the kit, plus gua·r ds and all soots
of extra jobs when the I.S . situation is at ' Red,' but it will
give me something to ' grip ' the folks about when I get homeand you, dear reader, if we meet-I'll have a Carlsberg, if you
insist.

Royal Signals (Gulf)
" The Wire " welcomes to its columns the first notes from
the new Corps set up in the Middle East-Royal Signals (Gulf)
with its C.R. Signals (Lieutenant-Colonel M. D. Scott) fU1d
staff and two independent Squadrons-222 Squadron {Shar,ah)
and 255 Squadron (Bahrain). So the old order changes, and
we say a sad farewell to our friends and supporters in the 15th
Regiment, but we know they will have worthy successors in
Royal Signals (Gulf)-after all, 255 Squadron was the late 3
Squadron of the 15th Regiment and 222 Squadron was recently
that well-known Air Formation Signal Squadron which made a
name for itself in the Middle East.

Connnander,

Hoyal

Signals

(Gull)

This column is bol'h an obituary and notice of a birth-an
obituary for Air Formation Signals in the Middle East an~
notice of the binh of RoyaJ Signals (Gulf). The ghost of Air
Formation. Signals will be with us permanently in the form
of the well-known ' Beaufighter ' shoulder flash, which will
continue to be worn by the two Airfield T roops and Detachm~ts which, even after rhe evacuation of Aden, will be seen
at no less than four airfields in the Middle East. A Roll of
Honour would be too long a document for these notes, because
there would be too many names of ' characters ' to inscribe.
It is fitting, however, that Major Wright's na~e shoul~ be
mentioned as the last O.C. of 222 Squadron (Atr Formauon).
He leaves for Catrterick's cooler clime this month Gune) and
we wish him and his family a safe journey home. He is to be
congratulated on his skill as ' midwife ' during the birth of
222 Squadron (Sharjah).
The new infants have been very lively from bir.ch, and since
they have already amply demonstrated their ability to 'run before they can walk,' great achievements are expec·ted from them.
As can be seen below, they can speak for themselves, too!
One of the bright spots of this monrh has been .the award
of the C.-in-C.'s Commendation to Sergeant Alan Davies, of
640 Troop attached to 255 Squadron (see 'Special Mention_'
column). His award was richly deserved, and he and his
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emergency re:nforcements, who joined us in January, will long
be remembered for their immense labours and the cheerful
way they went about their work.
.
Finally, an enthusiastic welcome to the new members of the
C.R. SagBals team who have recently arrived to supplement
the ex-CAFSO (AFME) staff.
2 22 S (t U ADUON" ( SDAHJAll )
By the tim~ that these notes are read the name of me Squadron
will have changed and the unit will be known world-wide as
222 Sq uadron (Sharjah).

Whe r e we are now
Due to the redeployment and reorganisation in the Middle
East the Squadron is, at present, in the process of moving from
Aden to Sharjah and changing its role to one of 'integrated '
signalling :instead of purely ' Air Formation ' work. For those
who do not know where Sharjah is I suggest a quick look at a
map of the Persian Gulf which will reveal the place about two
hundred and fifty miles east and a little bit south of Bahrain.
Sh arj alh is in th e Trucial St.ates and apar t from oil and desert
the area is famous for its many and beau tiful postage stamps
which r ealise a large proportion of the income of the States.
As a itown Shatjah has not very much to offer but one cannot help bu t notice the building and development which is in
progress all the rime there and in another year it will be quite
a differen t looking place.
Not quite what you expect ht the desert !
Just down rhe road, about twelve miles away from Sharjah,
is another t own. This is called Dubai and consists of modern
buildings with dual carriageways and one-way s treets. To
come across such a place in ·the middle of nowhere and at the
edge of .the Persian Gulf is somewhat of a shock to a person
and the prices in the town create even more of a shock as well
- for example, bed and breakfast in the best hotel in town
{there aren't many hotels anyway) costs £7 15s. od., which is
not the price one connects with the desert and camels.
Anyway it.hat is .rhe future home and area of 222 Squadron
and no doubt everyone concerned will make the best of it and
enjoy it.
We will have some memorie11
The reorganisation of the Squadron has necessitated some
changes and our notes of previous months have indicated what
has been going on. We have loot the airfield Troop at Khormaksar to 15'1'h Regiment and now we have given up the airfield
Troop at Bahrain (or Muharraq to be more accurate) and passed
it across to the Signal Squadron .in Bahrain to take care of.
We wish them luck in the .future and are sorry to see them
go but the good work will continue and that is all that matters.
This means that our efforts will now be in the Sharjah area
in the main, although of course we shall still retain some of
our outpoots of airfields in the Middle East.
To leave Aden has necessitated a great deal of work because
vast quantities of stores, etc., have had to be shipped or flown
out of the place. The day to day probkms of internal security
have not helped either and as ·this is being written the port of
Aden has been closed for more than a week due to strikes and
go slow and is likely to remain closed for some considerable
number of days yet.
.
No one iis really sorry to leave Aden but when that tune
actually arrives rthere are some good memories of the place to
be retained.
255

SQUADRON

(DAllRAIN)

Our reincarnation
On ·the 1st June we came into existence again. For the past
few years we have been masquerading as 3 Squadron of 15th
Regiment. We now re-inherit our old .title and with it a
number of new function.s. On our rebirth we welcome into
the Squadron the Bahrain Airfield Troop from 222 Squadron.
'Two' new Troops have been formed, one 1to provide the communications at a new Anny camp and the other to provide the
technical control of .the island's telephone system and ro carry
out the SWS projects. Although we are basically providing
static communications, nothing on these islands is static for
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long. We also have our Field Troop who seem to spend most
of their time flying in aeroplanes, fishing and s wimming off
remote desert islands and practising like mad for every
eventuality that the Commander and C .R. Signals can devise.
Jufair Troop, together with the Army element in the Joint
Communications Centre whom we parent, are the unsung
workers who shift the Tapidly increasing traffice. Unfortuna tely
we lose during the mont h Sergeant Davies and his thirteen
likely lads who came out on a six-month emergency tour to
entrench literally miles of new cable and install new term inal
equipmen t.

Ge t y our knees brown here
The reader may feel by now that it is all work and no play
here in Bahrain. We do get our fair share of the games and
swimming. It is a pity ·t hat the pool is too small and overs ubscribed at the moment for us to develop a strong water polo
team but we look forward to the day when the standard length
swimming ba th is finally built. There is keen competition
among the fishers .to see who can catch the biggest fish or
perhaps even a shark with a row of pearls inside. Signalman
Stark is the present title holder with a 5lb. grouper. The
Squadron dhow owne rs try bard .ro steer in the right direction
and not •to have to be rescued by the R.A.F. too often.
If anyone wan.ts to get their knees brown among a friendly
Arab community this is the place to see, and smell, the mysteries
of the E ast. Any volunteers?
HEADQUARTERS ROYAL SIGNALS
HALT A AND LIBY i\.
Corps Week was held from Sunday, 25th June, to 1st July.
Due to many other activities taking place on the island we were
unable this ,year to fit ·i n the annual R.E./R. Signals cricket match
and dinner. It is intended that they will take place at a later
date.
On Sunday, 25th June, a Royal Signals ChUich Parade was
held at Tigne Barracks. The G.O.C., Major General A. R.
Leakey, C.B, D.s.o., M.C., and Mrs. Leakey attend::d the service.
At the parade which followed, the G.O.C. presented the
L.S. & G.C. medal to Lance-Corporal G. Bonello of 234
Squadron and took the salute at the march past. The parade
was commanded by Major C. S. Galbraith.
We were very fortunate on having the services of the band of
1 Loyals to provide the martial music.
The next day, 26th June, a very successful All Ranks dance
was ·held at Imtarfa. This was an open air affair which was very
well attended, extremely well organised and much enjoyed by
everyone.
The Corps cocktail party was then held on Wednesday,
28th June. The setting was the courtyard of the old {and now
disused) RM.A. Officers' Mess at Imtarfa. The organisers (235
Squadron) put in a tremendous amount of work in transforming
the courtyard into a semi-fairyland with shaded lighting effects,
fairy lights, flowers and potted palms.
Many of the guests have since remarked on the ' setting ' and
said how much they enjoyed the party. Included among the
guests were H.E. The Governor General and the U.K. High
Commissioner.
The band of the Royal Malta Artillery provided the music.
To wind up the week the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
held their Corps Ball in the Garrison Sergeants' Mess. The
G.O.C. and Mrs. Leakey and the Deputy Commander attended.
A great deal of hard work and thought had been put into the
preparation to produce a wonderful evening. A highlight of
the evening was a raffie draw for a free trip for two from Malta
to Rome. The lucky winner was a W.O .II from the R.A.F.
Altogether a successful Corps Week and although it entailed
a lot of hard work for the organisers they have the satisfaction
of knowing that the results of their labours was much appreciated
and enjoyed and also that they kept the name of the Corps in
limelight.
245

QUADllON, CYllENAICA

The unusual and pressing repercussions of the Israel-Arab
confilct hit 245 Squadron who take all in their stride.

Pence to War
We always have had the tendency to say, " It will never
happen to us.'' The countless exercises and planning that all
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227 SQUADRON ' S NEW HOME

A lonely refugee=cam ps out in Major Jenkins' office
Volunteer telephonists quickly come forward

Units are involved in concerning IS situations, and the format
that we believe will foHow never seem to happen in reality.
Benghazi on Monday morning of the 5th June was all peace
and quiet. At 09.30 hours the news of the Israel/ Arab War
was known to the Headquarters. By 10.30 hours the wellorganised Egyptian mob were on the move. The eX'tent of the
riots came as a surprise to the authorities and residents. The
American and British Embassies were ransacked and burnt.
The American Consul and Staff were locked in their vault for
ten hours.
Aetion S'tations
During this period the Squadron was brought to full alert,
and our daily training for such events came into full play. The
operations centre and IS nets were manned within 15 minutes.
The shift system was reduced to two shifts of twelve hours on
the DCN network, and likewise of all other nets.
Holiday Camp
Within a few hours the two barracks of D'Aosta and Wavell
were ~urned into a safe refuge and we"re having to cope with
neai;ly 3,000 extra men, women and children. These included
724 United Kingdom civilians, 240 Americans, 37 Maltese, IS
Canadians, 4 Australians and a number of other nationalities.
This remarkable community, less the Americans who left after
the first 36 hOUTs, lived in the barracks for .ten days. In this
improvised holiday camp atmosphere were judges, embassy
officials, directors, bankers, oil men. They found themselves
helping with domestic chores of washing up, cleaning lavatOI:ies,
preparing food and generally carrying out the essentials of
living.
Families were lucky if they had a bed between them. Most
men slept on the floors of office corridors and school rooms.

one escort led a party of British soldiers and families to Benina
Airport at the same time that Algerian troop movement was
taking place. When the MIG's started landing, and found
themselves amongst R.A.F. transport planes-the whole affair
was passed off, as Libyan troops moving to the front !
There are the problems as well-the dus~ beat and humidity,
the unavoidable queues, the mosquitos and the ever-present
threa.t of an epidemic. These are but minor details compared
to the two upper most thoughts of all: Will our property and
possessions be safe? And what of the future? For us in Signals
the Corps motto and all it stands for will continue until we
return to normal.

FOR YOUR NEXT LEAVE
LET

Morleys of Kingston
RESERVE YOUR SELF-DRIVE HIRE CAR
800 Latest Morr is and Ford Deluxe Models
so me with Automatic Transmission.
Saloons, Estate Cars and Vans.
4-berth Motorised Caravans.
From :

Winter £5 per week
Summer £10 per week

Including Insurance.

No charge for mileage.

FREE Personal Accident Insurance for Driver and
passengers. Benefits up to £1,000 or £10 per week
Communications
The Signal Centre found itself surrounded with temporary
offices of the American and British Embassies, also having to
cope with their traffic and that of the German Embassy.
It is a time like this that the out-of-the-way posts suddenly
receive all the equipment .that they ilave been crying out for
-amazing that a ship with X and Y equipment suddenly puts
into port, or that aircraft land from nowhere with ucgently
needed supplies. Our thanks must a:lso go to 234 and 235
Squadrons who have done so much to back us up, and fill the
many posts badly needed for such an operation.

Send for brochure to:
76 CAMRIDGE ROAD
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
Telephone: Kingston 9941 (10 lines)
(STD Code 01-546-9941)

Cables: •Karhire' Kingston-on-Thames
also

POVEY CROSS MOTORS
Nr. Gatwick Airport

Amu Ing but serious side of operations
The local CYDEF police force came in.to full operation some
48 hours after the first wave of rioting, but it was noted that
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Do you like to go new places,
To march behind the band?
Do you like to meet new faces,
To shake people by the hand?
Then come to 227 boys,
Come to this joyful land.
Do you like to hear new voices,
To speak a foreign tongue?
Do you like to try new dishes,
To sing a catchy song?
Then come to happy Limburg boys,
Come to this Netherland.
Do you like to work odd hours,
And not to stay at home?
Do you accept your share of troubles,
And face them when they come?
Then volunteer to join us boys,
In work, in play, in fun.

I. Ye Olde Town Gate Maastricht

2. Ye Modern Junior Ranks Club

Have you been East of Suez, or to B.A.0.R. perhaps once or
more? Or have you served in sunny Cyprus, or set foot on some
other foreign shore? Then now is the time to return to Europe
and enjoy serving with AFCENT and 227 Squadron.
In THE WIRE recently we reported we were on the move.
Now we are here in Maastricbt, Limburg, the Netherlands. No,
not Holland. Limburg is not in Holland as was carefully and
politely explained to me the other day after I had passed a
remark to a market gardener about how nice flowers of his were,
and he had replied to the effect that be had imported them from
Holland.
What a glorious time to arrive-Carnival time. What a fine
time we had and what a superb way to forget all the trials and
tribulations of being evicted from France. We have no regrets.
Never a dull moment in Maastricbt, unless of course you are a
complete "square." The people are very friendly and spoil us
with good English. Soccer is the most ·popular of spor.ts in
Limburg. We have played sixteen or so games against local
clubs since our arrival and have now found our level thanks to

3. Ye Ancient Town Hall and Moat

good match making by W.0.I Catton. Marching is another
favourite. Sgt. Smith and his merry men (British and German)
have collected a few tin cans and brass gongs. Ah well! Must
switch off now. Get your applications in.
Ins and Outs follow
We wish to welcom!! the followi ng: W.0.II Nicholson, from
64th Regiment T .A., Corporal Rowlands from 30th Regiment
and Lance-Corporal Beall from I Ith Regiment. We say farewell
to the following and wish them luck in their new Unit :
Lieutenant Hutchison (W.R.A.C.) to 16th Regiment, A/W.O.I
Halbert to 30th Regiment, Corporal Brooke to 14th Regiment,
Corporal Jones to 13th Regiment, Lance-Corporal Williams to
28th Regiment, Corporal Stanley and Private Bushby to ci 'ilian
life.
HELP! Lost between Margival and Maastricht, one brass
head belonging to our "Jimmy" (standard size). Can anyone
help?

HORLEY I SURREY
Telephone: Horley 5461 (3 lines)
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Ql;,\DRON Jl.F.P.O. 2 .J

:uednl Parad••
On Friday 9th June, th e Squadron paraded for presentation
of L . . and G.C. medals to R.Q.M . . J. Ayres, W.G., and Staff
ergeant ( .Q.M.S.) W . Jones Royal Signa~s.
1 he presentation was made y the Brigade Commander
Brigadier D . A. H. Toler, o .B.E., M .C. Also on parade were five
t. .0. members of the Squadron who were presented with
medals for 20 years' service.
The :ca ion was uitably celebrated.
Postings in-a 1•~oblelll o( timing arises
We have recently added another new cap badge to our already
impr_essix~. array-the Royal Green Jackets.
.
In thi case it has added glamour to our weekly drill parade.
Our Household Brigade Adjutant, Captain P . J. Houghton,
W.G., has still not recovered from their first parade on which
they produc..."CI some very strange regimental customs. However,
as ve pride ourselves with allowing all regimental customs . to
survive in the Squadron we will just have to put up with
riflemen doubling past at 180 paces to the minute in a squad
of Signalmen doing 120 paces to the minute and Guardsmen
doing their Chelsea Tread of u6 paces to the minute!
Brigade concentration in Soltau and the
mysteries of nurdling revealed
The concentration of 4th Guards Brigade on Soltau training
area only involved limited participation by the Squadron and
thus time hung heavily.
To counteract this much volleyball was played on a ground
criss-crossed with uee :roots and overhung with branches.
Some unusual results were obtained. In addition a new sport
called ' urdling' was introduced into the metropolis of Brigade
Headquarters by the backwoodsman of the rebroadcast crews.
The rules of Nurdling are fairly complex and variable when
the rule-makers (the rebroadcast crews) are losing. Basically
the game consists of gently lobbing 3 lb. hammers to knock over
eighteen inch metal pegs lightly driven into the ground. Two
pegs are set 19.4 paces apart and the hammer is lobbed from
behind the one to the far end peg. Teams throw alternatively
and the first team to have five nurdles wins .the set.
There are complications which, unless fully understood, will
invalidate otherwise good nurdles. These include failure to wear
the nurdle cap after three nurdles in a row or leaving a five
springe or seven springe (species of 3 lb. hammer) lying on the
court for too many th'.Iows.
The climax of the short nurdling season came when an
officers team was challenged by "A" Troop. The variable
complications overcame .the officers .ream and, although looking
the more skilful side, they were beaten by two sets to one.
Roynl Signals Canoe Heeting-Ilth-14th :tllay
-hy Lance-Corporal B. Holmes
After an early start from Iserlohn, we had a most enjoyable
journey in glorious sunshine to Minden.
After completing a grand tour of Minden, we finally located
the camp site.
Being the second party to arrive, we managed to get a very
good location. We set up our 180 pounders and established a
very comfortable home. It was then everybody down to the
river to find our sea legs. It made a pleasant change to be by
the Weser on a recreational basis rather than a tactical one.
Signalman Holmes, although a novice, seemed born with the
ability to canoe on a fast flowing river, by giving a display of
going astern whilst using a forward stroke.
The following day we met Captain Gray of the 2nd Regiment
who had organised the weekend and he informed us that the
lake that we were camped beside could be used, much to the
delight of Signalman Mitchell and Signalman Holmes.
A very enjoyable evening was spent with the local inhabitants
in the Gasthoff. Dawn brought a rather sluggish reveille, but
after breakfast, concocted by Corporal Vivian and his merry
men, we went once again to the lake.
In the morning, Corporal Vivian, Lance-Corporal Holmes
and Lance-Corporal Dooher, under the instruction of Captain
Gray, sat and qualified as canoe instructors. 204 Squadron now
boast of having a total of four instructors and one canoe within
the Unit.
The egos of Corporal Vivian, Lance-Corporal Holmes, Lance332

Corporal Dooher and Craftsmen Price were shattered when
face d with the challenge of a K I D art. Corporal Vivian ' turned
turtle' no Jess than twelve times, but through sheer determination
he finally managed to achieve the art of staying upright in this
craft.
Around the campfire that night 204 Squadron were the outright winners of the Bawdy Song Competition, but with a strong
challenge from other units the outcome was a very enjoyable
evening.
The n xt m orning the party were face d with the task of
breaking camp and returning to camp.

Rock climbinl{
A Rock Climbing Club is now being formed in the Squadron.
Sergeant Darbyshire with the assistance of Corporal Strugnell
and Signalman McKnigh t, who are experienced climbers, have
been sowing the seed of interest by taking small - parties of
beginners out. There is some very good climbing at Honnetal,
and the mystic arts of climbing are now being passed on. Signalm an (" Titch ') Donoughue-all 5 foot of him-<:omplains his
arms are too short, whilst the more agile-Signalman Dawe,
Si!malman Trayhorn, Signalman Dempsey- have convinced us
th~t Einstein's theory of Evolution ·has some basis. We are
pleased to say no broken bones, just shattered nerves, is the
happy state of affairs at the moment.
lUorrison Cup
We finally ended up in third posmon in the Minor Units
competition.
Up to the second hand-over in the 4 X rro yards relay the
championship was as good as ours with a ten yard lead and our
star runner, Lance-Corporal Daffern, still to come. Enough
said! The man who dropped the ha.ton can still be seen from
18.00 to 19.00 hours daily on application to the guard commandex
2nd Bn. Scots Guards. Our individual winners were : LanceCorporal Daffern, 220 yards in a new Morrison Cup record
time, Signalman Holmes in the High Jump and Lieutenant Bailey
in the 440 yards.
Tail piece
Who is the S.Q.M.S. who forwarded a ' thunderbox ' to
Exercise " Summer Sales " when asked to urgently supply
' desert roses?' Shades of El Alamein !
207 SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. 30
At ho:me to citizens of Soltau
As is customary, we held our celebrations to
mark H er Majesty's Birthday on 9th June, and
this took the form of Beating Retreat by the
bands of the Brigade, and to th:-s function were
invited the people of Soltau, and the extent to
which they enjoyed them selves and appxeciated
the choice of modem, live:y music, was shown
by the generous coverage in the local newspapers the following day.
Athletics and sailing
In athletics, the team has been 1tying hard, but too much
rests on a few stalwarts. Our :results include runners-up in
the Brigade Minor Units Competition and fourth in the
Morrison Cup. The outstanding athletes have been Sergeant
Westerman, Corpoxal Mate and Lance-Corporal - Eaton, but
lack of mention of name doesn't mean lack of effort on behalf
of ·the rest of the team.
Sailing, too, has been a popular activity this year. Apart
from trips to Dummersee, Drakenburg and Kiel, the Squadron
was fortunate enough to charter the Coxps yacht Petasus (complete with Lance..COrporal Black) and have a week's most enjoyable cruising in Danish waters. Highlights of the cruise included being caught in an electrical storm, the passage of
Haderslov Fjord, and the invasion of Assens by Signalmen
Tait and Stevenson.

Fun with FV 432s
Still on the watezy side, the Squadron had a very successful FV 432 ftoation period on tlie R iver Weser at Hameln. It
was all very enjoyable, thanks to the glorious weather, and
the highlight came when we had to rescue three FV 432s belonging to a certain R.E. Squadron, who had managed to
maroon their vehicle on the river bank.
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ON THE JOB
Signalmen Flood and Bell manning a DI I

Distinguished visitors
On 12th June, we had a visit by officers from the Imperial
Defence College, so all our vehicles had a good wash and brush
out for the demonstration.
The 3rd July was an opportunity for us all to meet and talk
to the Signal Offi:::er-in-Chief when he came to visit our Squadron, and, despite the inclement weather, he was able to have
a word with everyone.

Corporal McNally
It is with deep regret that we have to announce the death
of Corporal R. McNally, on 21st June, as the result of a car
accident near Soltau. We convey our deep sympathy to hi~
wife, Christine, and to the two children, Paul and Wayne.
Congratulations
Signalman R. Hammond on his marriage to Miss Janice
Carter; Signalman D. Allsop on his marriage to Miss Margaret
Sharpe; Captain A. C. Stutchbury on his engagement to Miss
Ann Corbett; Lieutenant J. F. Budd on his engagement to
Frauline Elizabeth von Breitenbuch; Corporal R. Bryant on his
engagement to Miss Pam Pollard.

In our
sounding
gramme.
think of

209 SQUADRON, COLCDESTEll
last notes we gave an account of our 'guinea pigs,' _
out the proposed Squadron adventure training proNow two of the parties are back. What did they
the work of the 'guinea pigs '?

" ltfost enjoyable week that I have s11e11t for a
Joug time "
Lance-Corporal Walton, of the Intelligence Section, writes:
The party consisted of Lieutenant Vigurs, of 209 Squadron,
myself, three lads from the Squadron and two from r9th Field
Ambulance, and, of course, not forgetting our driver, 'Lofty'
Burman of the R. C.T.
The barn where we had based ourselves was next to a
hotel, and normally inhabited by shelter-seeking sheep from
the surrounding hills and mountains. That night, after a cup
of coffee in the hotel (no beer on Sundays), we had a grand
dung and rubbish-clearing ceremony, and after about 60
minutes' work had the base camp set up quite co ily. We alJ
had quite an early nigh t in preparation for the next day's
gruelling effort.
The next day was indeed gruelling, at least, that is, for me,
as I am used to an office-type existence, and we conquered
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CAMP AT OTTERBURN
R.S.M. Windebank and Staff Sergeant Bloom try out support weapons
- fishing rods!

such peaks and r.idges as Carnedd, Moel-Siabod and Moel Gild
and finished saturated by very cold rain. We spent that evening
in Betws-y-Coed getting-again-saturated.
We awoke fresh and aching and set off .to conquer more peaks,
for instance Carnedd Llywelyn (rhe third highest peak in
Wales) which we did in swirling mist, to the accompaniment
of roars, as R.A.F. nerveless wonders streaked through rhe
valley beneath us to the south, and we finished slithering
and sliding down a steep mountainside to a welcome cup
of coffee at a tea shack in the valley. The best day of all
was yet to come.
ext day we climbed Tryfan which, from the road, looks
terrifying, and most of the way up it was indeed climbing,
which is much more enjoyable and rewarding than slogging up
steep grass slopes, a-s on the first day. We were accompanied
·this day by a French Army subaltern who proved to be both
fit and incompxehensible. We had a beautiful view from half
way up T.ryfan of the lake at its northerly base called Llyn
Ogwen, with a rainbow rising from one end and dipping into
the water at the other end.
We had no views from the summit of Tryfan because of
mist and we were surrounded by mist most of the way across
the Glyders. We reS{ed after the Glyders at D evil's Kitchen,
a sight not to be missed, and finished the day at the tea shack
we had visited rhe day before.
The last day dawned wet and dreary and arou-sed thoughts
of mutiny amongst all of us, although these were soon drowned
by the drizzle that we encountered at the beginning of our
climb to Crib-Goch (the start of a day's trip around Snowdon
Horse Shoe). We overtook two other groups that morning and
met some wonderful and terrifying sights, glimpsed through mist
and more mist.
We stopped for a beer and sandwiches in the hotel at the
summit of Snowdon and sneered over our glasses at the tourists
who had made the top by way of the train; we arrived back
at the bam by 16.30. We cleared up the barn, leaving it tidy
for the next pMty, before setting off for Colchester.
We arrived back at Colchester at about 01.00 hours after what
was the best and most enjoyable week that I have spent for a
long time.
Fll~ht

to sunny Dartmoor
Exerci e 'Baker's Do2en,' at the end of May was an airmove exercise, and we ' flew ' in that very popular strat
reserve aircraft, the Bedford 3-ton RL, to 'sunny' DartmOOl'.
It was good value as airportable training, bu t better value as
amphibious training-we developed webbed feet!
Our trip to the frozen borderlands of Otterburn in June
turned out to be just the opposite-we had a week of un.
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ENGINEERS

IBM computers
can give you
a future plus
To become a successfu l IBM Data Processing
Customer Eng ineer, you need more than engineering qualifications. You need to be able to talk confidently and wel I to any level of customer management,
and to have a pleasing personality in your work. As
a DP CE, you work in direct contact with your
customers, on some of the world's most advanced
data processing equipment.
You must have a sound electronic and electromechanical background, such as ONC/HNC Electronic or Electrical, or Radar/Rad io/Instrument
Fitters course in the armed services.
You will get thorough training on data processing
equipment throughout your career. Starting salaries
depend on experience and aptitude, but will not be
less than £1,100 a year. Salary increases are on
merit-within 3 years you could be earning £1,750.
Drive and initiative are always well rewarded at
IBM; promotions are made on merit and from within
the company.
If you would like th is chance to become part of a
rapidly expand ing and exciting computer industry,
can maintain a high standard of work in one of the
foremost companies in the world, and are between
21 and 31, write to IBM.
Send details of training, experience and age to
Miss S. A. Jones, IBM United Kingdom Limited, 389
Chiswick High Road, London,
W.4, or simply telephone
01-9951441, quoting reference
DP/W/900.
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We ran the communkations and adnllnisbration for a competition between the anti-tank sections and mortar sections in the
Brigade. It was an enjoyable exercise and time was available
between the 'shoots' for a spot of fishing and golf!
Not all Brigade Exercises are so leisurely.
242 S(tUADRON, EDINHUllGll
PulllnJf off n Football Donbl"
In a Squadron such as 242 Squadron (Scotco) work is of
such a routine order that the writing of WIRE notes is very
difficult, and one really has to wait for the spectacular to
happen. Well, it has . . .
The Squadron, ably supported by our friends (I use the
word reservedly) 170 Provost Company, R.M.P., have pulled
off the football double by winning the Edinburgh Area Minor
Units Football League and Knockout Cup. This was no mean
feat, for ,t he combined male strengith of the two units is only
50. Our average contribution to the football team was seven
regular players; outstanding of these were Signalman Downie,
team captain, Corporal Stanger and Lance-Corporal Wood,
recently transferred to the R.E.M.E. These were ably suppol'ted
by Lance-Corporal Barnshaw, Signalman McDonald, Signalman Brebner, Corpora1 Pickup, Corpora·! Hughes and receIJJtly,
Corporal Laidlaw.
And now for Hae Command Athletic 1'-leeting
We are now looking forward to the Command Aithletic
Meeting, to try and improve last year's result from second
to first. In this competition we will, of course, be on our
own, but no doubt from our ranks of 19 men able to partake in
sport, we will produce a team-anyway the spirit's there if
not the ability.
We welcome Sergeant Balch and family to 242 Squadron and
hope they have a pleasant stay here in Edinburgh, and say
farewell to Sergeant Morrissey and family and wish them
all the best and hope they have a ·pleasant tour in the Far

East.

and brew up some hot ooffee and have a snack. This had the
desired effect, in that it took their minds off their sore feet
and shortened their long faces.
Mt.er forty minutes and having been passed by. the other
two teruns, we were back to normal, propping the other teams
up from the bottom. Having been refreshed, it did not take
us long •tO cattch up on the stragglers from another team who
h?d tried to go k in on~. .When we finally topped the last
hill, we could see our obJecttve, Loch Earn. From then on it
was downhill all the way, but even so, still very hard going
everything being wet and every path a stream. At last ther~
was our S.S.M.'s smiling face and a three-tonner fun of
b~ankets for the lame.
Once again a blistering efforit by our
girls.
Saturday was t<? be a free ?ay with just normal camp chores
to be done, and m the evening a get-together in the canteen.
Four members were court martialled for various offences committed during ithe past week. I dare <to go into detail about
th~se proceedi1;igs, but will . only say that they were found
guilty and pumshed as befittmg the crime.
With •the aid of some visiting T.A. pipers and a bit of sorefoot shuffling, a good time was had by all.
Now back to tlm rigours of civilifimtion

J.t was with regret that we packed up the following morning
and made our weary ways back to the rigours of civilisation
'
i.e., good food, soft beds, no P.T. and the office.
661 SIGNAL TROOP, H.M.S. INTREPID,
IJ.F.P.O. SHIPS
NOTES BY THE YEOMAN

We have not sent in any WIRE notes since
our commissioning in March only because there
has not been a great dea'.l to report.
big Corps occasion
After leaving Glasgow we sailed to Devonport, where the ship was alongside for ten
weeks. During this period we had a great day
for the Corps as far as the ship is concerned.
Brigadier Gray, accompanied by six officers
of the ~orps from Southern ~and visited the ship on
the glorious rst June. A guest night was held in the wardroom, during whi~h the ~r igadier, on behalf of the Corps,
presented a magruficent silver statuette of "' Jimmy" to the
ship, .together with an enormous Corps wall plaque. Both
presenta·tions were much appreciated by the ship and we
hope will symbolise a happy partnership between Imrepid and
the Corps throughout her commissions.
A

The C11ltf1braggan air was so bracing • • •

242 Squadron goes to Summer Camp
for the first time

.

AND THE STORY IS TOLD BY CORPORAL HUGGINS

After a hard winter of slogging away at our various line
and communication commitments, we were blessed with a
week's summer camp at Cultybraggan.
It was with a certain amount of apprenhension that we
started out on this, the first of 242 Squadron's summer camps
in, I believe, living memory. (To old members, please, no·
letters of contradiction). It was emphasised before we left
mat this would be on a trial-and-error basis. No we are
looking forward to next year, and possibly a longer camp.
The half of .t he Squadron which went on the first week's
camp was formed into four competitive teams. These teams
were to compete throughout the camp in all activities. This
included sport, miiltary training and initiative rests.
Each
team consisted of two men and three W .R.A.C. Members
were to take pant in all activities, including firing the SMG,
canoeing, marching (a short bash over a road route and a
long bash over the hills surrounding the camp) and a five-a-side
foorball league.
After the usual preliminaries such as P.T.• gas drill, weapon
training and exacting if somewhat damp river crossings and
watermanship exercises, we appreciated the fifth day of camp
with considerable interest. This was the climax of all the
previous build-up during the first four days of camp-the day
we had all been waiting for-the 15-mile cross-country bash,
carrying the necessary items to sustain us for 24 hours . After
briefing, w~ were set off at 15-minute intervals; ithe team with
lowest points so far the first to go, and so on. My team (spoken
with a cerrain amount of pride) was the first to go, followed
bv Corooral Stanger'-s .ream, then Lance-Corporal Linton,
W.R.A.C. Five miles from the start we met up with Corpor~l
Stanger, and a couple of miles further on we decided to build
a bivouac to put the gir.Js under out of the then pouring rain
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Arrival of C.S.O . and Lieutenant-Colonel Baynes by helicopter on
flight deck
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Before we left Guzz (Plymouth for the uninitiated) 1gnalman
managed to get himself engaged, and the Troop
1s looking forward to his wedding in September.
Our next port of call was Portland, where the ship does
its ' work-up.'
~ummer s

Tb.- • Work-up ' and third d.-gr4•.Th~ 'work-~p' lasts for about five weeks and i designed
to brmg the ship and crew to a peak of efficiency in all aspects
of naval working.
The 'work-up' included an internal security exercise ashore
for which the interrogation team was the 0 .C., the Yeoman'
plus two sturdy guards, Corporal Taylor and
ignalmai{
Campbell. One volunteer prisoner shrieked for the umpire
as soon as he was shown the bare ends of the A13 hand
generator. We kept telling him that we wouldn't really have
used it!
Our portables do their stuff
During this exercise we supplied all the communications with
our portables, and the Naval DS were rather surprised that we
managed to communicate all the time with these funny little
sets.
Our future programme is not quite fixed yet, as our exercises
hav~ been reshuffl~ slightly.
The programme will probably
be JUSt that more mtense, as our future reports will probably
show.

31st (GHEA.Tim LONDON) REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS), HAMMERSMITH
The Re-formed Re~iment c o mes to lif0
Only two months after our formation, we found ourselves
at Burniston, Scarborough, for our first annual camp as a
Regiment.
The taxpayer who felt that he wasn't going to get value for
his money should have been with us. Our first training week
was a very busy one indeed. After an early morning start of
yery gentle physical exercise, we worked through a complete
trade training course until tea-time. Somehow or other we
managed to find time to be spellbound by the R.S.M. on the
square and to be at 'Squadron Disposal ' for the odd minute
or so. Nor were we at a -loss in our spare time. After duty we
played football or sampled the excellent recreational facilities
offered by Scarborough. We even took over one of the larger
ballrooms and held our own Regimental dance.
From time to time we were visited by important personnel
and w:e. endeavoured to show ourselves off in a soldierly manner
and to convince everyone that we knew our stuff. We were
especially pleased to meet our Honorary Colonel, Colonel Reg
Wood, and also Brigadier Erskine, our Group Commander.
Both these officers seemed to take a great interest in all that
we did.
Individual training ended on Saturday morning with the
traditional parade and march past the Commanding Officer,
and for the remainder of the weekend we relaxed and played
football!
On Monday, free from the diversions of the first week,
we put all our energy into passing our trade tests and in preparing for the forthcoming exercise.
!First nuaj u r c•x.-r.,ise Jfo es well
Exercis . 'Yorkshire Ro e' wa a great succe s. Communications were established early in the day and a simulated staff
were hard put to it to utilise the communications available.
The speed-up of establishment of communication fully justified the issue of new equipment.
The weather was boiling hot and all were in shirt Jeeves
sav an improvi-lent Adjutant, who sweated it out along a
cable route in full combat kit.
The issue of polythene-packed, 24-hour rations provided
inter.st for those nor on duty, and there wa muc speculation
on duration of survival on a diet of fish bars, meat bar ,
Mars bars and Smartie .
The unfortunate DS, forced to
share their ration packs, kept visitors amused as they solemnly
counted out Smarties on the Operations Room table.
The second day of the exercise involved a move which we
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managed to complete without undue interruption of communication . We w re till •through ' when the order came to return
to carborough and to prepare to hand over th camp to the
n~xt unit.
Very early on Saturday morning w e left for home. Each
of us knew l:he other ju t a little better and all of us were
cons ious l:hat we bad ma::!e our first camp a success.

Tlumk you-not for!feUing the C oks
Finally, mention must be made of our Regular Army Intructors and of our own admin istrative staff. The former
joined in everytliing that we did and we ai:e most grat::-ful to
l:hem for their help. Our own administrative staff worked very
hard to keep us well fed and in good trim d uring the fortnight.
T he cooks' party was a novel idea and much enjoyed by those
privileged to anend.

36th (E.\STERI\")

llEGllUE~T

(V), WANSTEAD

A good regimental spirit was built 111•
Th: R egimen t was in camp at
e ~cliffe, Shropshire, from
24th June to 8th July. Going to Annual Camp Jess than three
months after the for mation of the Regiment was a mixed
ble sing; more time would have enabled the organisation to be
perfected, but the opportunity to get all the Regiment together
and throw them in at the deep end achieved much.
Those who have many camps to look back on reckon this to
be in the front rank. We worked hard, played hard, built up a
good Regimental spirit and, most important of all, had a very
successful four-day exercise in which all communications were
established in each phase. The task set was not easy, in fact
quire a degree of sophistication was demanded and we can
justly feel satisfied .
Visitors-many and distinguished
As usual visitors seemed to be in and out all the time.
Brigadier Vaigncourt-Strallen, Commander 12 Signal Group
(who perhaps should nor be counted as a visitor), spent several
days with us. We were honoured by a visit from the Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier Robinson, who toured the
Regiment and was a guest at dinner. Visitors from London
District were the Chief of Staff Brigadier Windsor-Clive, and
the C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Freeland, and other visitors included Colonel Wilson, D.D.W.R.A.C., and Colonel Dicker,
Chairman of Norfolk T.A. Association and a member of the
Corps Comminee and the T .A. Council.
An ambitious Regimental Parade went off well, aided on the
day and during rehearsals by the Regimental Band, and the
salute was taken by the Honorary Colonel, Sir Derek Greenaway.
The first week was devoted primarily to trade training with
a drill and general military training course for recruits. The
evenings provided time for inte r-Squadron competitions at
badminton, hockey, netball and football, both 6-a-side and
elevens.
Most members of the Regiment managed to get a free day on
the middle .Saturday but even this proved energetic for some,
as the Adjutant, Captain Woodhouse, :reports.
~fountain reseu~a

:real live adventHre
On Saturday, the 1st July, the only free day of the Camp, real
adventure came to four of the Officers of the Regiment who
decided to expend what little spare energy they had by climbing
Mt. Snowdon (3,56oft.) in North Wales.
After very little sleep due to the main guest night on the
Friday evening, the smaH party set off at 9 a.m. from escliffe
and arrived at l:he Pen-y-Pass Car park at II a.m. After an
uneventful ascent by way of the Pyg Track the party, resting in
the cafe on the summit of the mountain, were beginning to feel
the effects of the guest night and the champagne presented by
the Honorary Colonel, when a rumour started to circulate of an
accident. Supposedly a man had fallen between 30 and r,ooo feet
from the summit.
As little activity seemed to be taking place, and no confirmation could be obtained of the facts, one of the party set off
down the face in the area of the Watkins path, following the
general gaze of an uninformed bystander peering down into the
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cloud . After a 250 ft. descent on free-running scree, a body
could be een a further 200 ft. below. Attending the man was
an experienced moun taineer who worked in the cafc on the
summit.
By shouts between gusts of wind it was ascertained that the
man had possible injuries to his pelvis and could we call out the
mounta in rescue team. This was r elayed by shouts to the
summit (using voice proced ure) where anol:her member of the
party d ashed to the railway station and passed a message to ·the
Pen-y-Syrd H otel (collating point for all mountain rescue calls).
The party then made its way down to the injured man and
spent the time res training ' Alpine Tigers' from sending scree
down onto rhe injured man in th-ir efforts to help.
Suddenly out of the cloud the rescue team arrived from the
Plas y Brenin C.C.P.R. Recreation Centre togeth... r with the
doctor and h elicopter crewman (still wet from a water drop)
from R.A.F . Valley Anglesey. The party offered its services to
the rescue team leader and assisted in carrying the man onto
the Watkins path where he was transferred from the exposurestretcher bag onto a rigid stretcher. The whole operation was
very precarious taking place on very Joos:: scree and in cloud.
Some distance down the Watkin path, at about the point for
the start of the climb to Lliwedd, the party emerged below the
cloud base; this enabled the helicopter crewman, who had gone
ahead, to switch on his homing beacon, transmitting on t he
international distress frequency. The rescue helicopter from
Valley which could be heard circulating in the cloud, emerged
suddenly and hovered for what seemed ages, while the injured
man was transferred to the winch stretcher and lifted away to
Bangor hospital.
Much praise must go to the pilot who held the craft virtually
stationary in gusty winds in cloud, with his blades not more
than 30 ft. from the sloping rock race, and also to ·l:he very able
leader of the rescue team from Plas-y-Brening (their second call
that day).
The officers subsequently m ade their way down the Watkin
path and obta ined a lift up -the N ant G wynant valley to the
Pen-y-Pass hotel, where much spent energy was r eplaced helped
by members of the Strategic Service Signal Squadron who were
seeking adventure.
It is ti me that the Squadrons, 44 (Cinque Ports), 45 (Essex)
and 54 {East Anglian) had some room for reports, but not
wishing to take up too much space let the Cinque Ports lead
off this month.

44 (Cinque Ports) Squadron
The year 1966 to 1967 h as seen some drastic cuts in the old
44tii Regiment, but the result is a Squadron which, in the short
space of time since the reorganisation, !has become firmly welded
into an efficient and composite unit. Much of the cha:racter
of the old 44th remains-the Left-Handed Spanner Club bas
been revived although the spanner bas not yet been presented.
The Squadron is organised into three Control Centres and
one Radio Relay Troop under the command of Major N . Bamford, with Captain M. Berry as his Second-in-Command. On
the P ermanent Staff side, we were sorry to lose C aptain
•• Froggie " French who had done so much for the old Regiment
and the Squadron in the early days of the reorganisation. He
has gone to a post jn B.A.O.R. where we wish him every success.
As a worthy successor, we are very happy to welcome Captain
Jimmy Dignan who has already done much to help the Squadron.
Also we are very pleased to retain the two P .S.I.s from the old
2 (Medway) Squadron-Staff Sergeant V. Marshall, W .R.A.C.,
and Sergeant A. Boothroyd, both of whom are rendering sterling
service.
Camp this year has been the most successful anyone can
remember. The emphasis has been on trade training and building
up Troops. As regards this latter task, it has been difficult to
achieve any sense of Troop identity prior to Camp owing to
the great distances which some of the Squadron have to tr11vel
to the drill hall at Gillingham. By the end of Camp, however,
all four Troops were well integrated, especially 816 Radio
Relay Troop. The four-day exercise also went extremely well
--our communications have never worked so consistently well
before! Much credit for this must go to the new equipment,
especially the C 41, with which we are delighted. The only
major problem we encountered during the exercise was an Austin
K 9 bogged down on the side of a Welsh 'h iU-which, incidentally, showed that there is a use for that third set of aerial
guys-we used them to prevent the vehicle from rolling sideTHE WIRE, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1967

ways down the hill ! On this occasion we were very glad of the
assistance of the R.E.M.E. d etachment who, after two hours'
hard W?rk and n:iucb to every-one's surprise, managed to get
the vehicle out wlth a hand wmch. All in all, th is has been a
very good start to our futur e as an A.V.R. unit.

MATTHEWS
OF STOCKWELL LIMITED

37tb (WESSEX AND WELSH) SIGNAL
REGIMENT (VOLUNTEER}
Cooking np n new R egiment • • •
Take three T.A. Regiments, the book said, simmer gently
and separa.tely for some months, then bring to a rapid boil
in March, 1967; transfer them to a melting pot in War:ren
Camp, Orowborough, in the monsoon season, and after a fortnight- hey presto !-you have a new Regiment. This was an
untried recipe from the MOD Cook Book, which proved,
in practice, to be entirely successful. The three Regiments
were 43 (Wessex), 53 (Welsh) and 57 Signal Regim ents (T.A.).
The resulting dish-37th (Wessex and Welsh) Signal Regiment (V). There is, in fact, a move afoot to change the (V)
to (VG).

N o loss of T. A. s 1•irit
Q uite obviously, the powers that be were well aware that,
whatever ingredien ts were used, the right results would be
achieved, because the loss of the title Territorial Army certainly
would not involve the loss of the T.A. spirit.
There was a suggestion that these notes should be written on
a Squadron basis, but the happenings were R egimental and
not parochial. Even on the run-in from Cardiff, Bristol and
Taunton, i.t was apparent that th ere alr eady existed a feeling
of corporate existence between the crews of ve.h icles bearing
our new unit sign.
Ens ing the uninitiated into the vagaries of
Comee11 workb1g
This was a good star:t, and, working on the th:ory that the
inhabitants of these islands pull together much better in
adversity, cthe Met. Office obligingly laid on a permanen t wet
weather programme. We couldn't fail. So, having made the
point that we're damned good and don't care who knows it,
what did we actually do? Make silk purses out of . . . ?
No, not really, but a t least we made a start on that <tricky operation by introducing, in a pretty ~borough fashion, the uninitiated into the vagaries of Comcen operating, radio relay
and carrier working. The theoretical training of the first week
was put into practice during the second week, and, while no
howling success can be clai med communication-wise, everyone
becam e aware of the problems involved, and managed to get
some way along the path towards a solution of them.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant - Colonel Freddie
Ramsbottom, became acclimatised to <th e oddities of t he
Volunteers quite r apidly-and vice versa! Although his stick
was more often u sed as a baton than a bludgeon, nhere are a
few weals which still require treatment . As is the way with
T raining M ajors, the odd caber was tossed into the works
by M ajor Gemy H eming, but at least we now know why
Scotch humour is known as 'pawky '-it means it is unintelligible to anyone else. W.O.I (R.S.M ) Rose deal t with
' situations ' in the manner known only to R.S.M.s, and it was
found terrJbly difficult to hide from his commanding height.
Visitors-wha t is the collective noun? So many people seemed
to be interested in our birth that we feel a blood test would
not be inappropriate and mighr make honest children of us.
Anyway they all beamed on us, as visitors usually do, let us
hope their impressions were equally happy.
As for highlights, where should we start. The Padre's paper
round-the Plymouth fadies' magnificent effort in Cyclo Cross
(obviously 1they never have ito walk home)~the discovery that
vehicles are akin to lemmings in that they -suddenly get a
suicidal urge and end up in hopeless confusion- the Roaring
Twenties interlude by the W.R.A.C. officers . No, the great
rhing about this, our first camp, was .that we all came away
knowing tbat one of ,t he main objects had been achieved; that
all the components h ad se ttled down and were running very
smoothly together and that this wa1i because everyone worked
and played together with a common aim. We s·hall be with you
again in the future when local Squadron news will be featured.
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ESTABLISHED 75 YEARS

SS Stockwell Road, London, S.W.9
Telephone BRlxton 2026

PERSONAL ATTENTION AT AU TIMES

FORD AGENTS - Over 150 used
cars always in stock
Special facilities for Servicemen, Immediate Delivery,
Insurance and H.P. Finance within the hour on
production of your pay book
* free road tax *
EVERY VEHICLE CARRIES THREE MONTH
WRITTEN GUARANTEE
All enquiries answered
Write to Mr. F. Lancaster (General Manager)
only address at "55" Stockwell Road

CARS FOR SALE
<!&bituarp
LIEUTENANT (T.O.T.) V. DE WITT, H.B.E.,
ROY AL SIGNALS
Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. Tighe, M.B.E., writes:The death of Victor De Witt in Millbank Hospital on 18th
July at the early age of 37 will have come as a tremendous shock
to his many friends in the Corps.
Victor joined the Corps as a boy twenty-three years ago, and
his steady progress through the ranks to Foreman of Signals in
1953, and then to a commission as a Technical Officer (Telecommunications) in 1964, is the dearest indication of his outstanding character and professional ability. Those of us who
had the privilege of serving with him in Borneo, where he was
responsible for the development and maintenance of th e complex
communications at Joint Force Headquarters, will always remember his devotion to duty and technical skill for which he
was so rightly made a Member of the Order of the British
Empire. Victor had a charming personality, with a modesty and
a quiet sense of humour which made him many friends. Having
served with him in Ceylon in 1947, and later in Hong Kong and
Borneo, I know we have lost a truly good companion and a fine
member of the Corps, who had a splendid future ahead of him.
To Molly, his widow goes our deepest sympathy and the
assurance that Victor will not be forgotten by those who were
fortunate enough to know him.

Stop Piret1s. The sad n: ws has just come in of the deaths
of Captain Jeremy Cook, Junior L eaders Regiment; Mr. J . W.
Collett Chairman, Torbay Branch of the A sociation; Mr.
W . May, prominent in the late Uckfield Branch.
Our deep sympathy goe to the next of ki n.
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The entry for both meetings was the highest ever-n2 for
the Southern Command and 128 for the Corps Meeting.
This year the first three matches were hot on the electric
target range (ETR) and the remaining matches on the traditional gallery range targets.
The ETR worked well for the Southern Command Meeting,
but there were far too many electrical and mechanical faults
during the Corps Meeting, so much so that the committee
decided to re.move the match results from the champion team
and champion shot aggregates. The range is six years old,
had nor been well-maintained and the rail strike had held up
spares which were badly needed. However, many of the competitors had not previously shot rhe ETR practices, and this
was a 'must' before going on to Bisley, Ash and Pirbright.
The standard of shooting at both meetings was again very
high, as there are now many Corps shots serving in Southern
Comrr.and, and they train their teams to shoot well.
{'or1•~

~lee tin g

n.-s ults

R oupell
30th Regiment
Class A, Captain D . C. N. G enders, 19th R egiment
Class B, Signalman Ford, 4th Regiment

REAR ZONE BAOR ROYAL SIGNALS MEETING 1967
C ham pion Team: 18th Signal Regime nt
Kneeling left to right: Major Oakes, Signalman Turnb ull, Serge.ant Roth w ell ,
Lieutenant Matthews
St anding left to righ t : Signalman Ballard, Staff Sergeant Sugg, Lance-Corporal
Heard, Ser geant W alker

B.A. D.R. Shooting
Hopes Justifiably El.igk io1· V.K. §11.ccf>nses
Major F. W . Oakes, Captain of Corps Shooting, B.A.0.R.,
writes:
Corps shooting in Germany has been given a new lease of
life this year. The I (BR) Corps Royal Signals units held
a rifle meeting early in April on the Haberloh Ranges, near
Verden, and were able to send an Invitation Team to the
Rear Zone Royal Signals Rifle Meeting, which was shot on
the R.AF. Bruggen Range later that month. The Corps Games
Committee kindly presenl'ed rwo very fine silver cups, one for
each meeting. In late May/early June, the four Rear Zone
Royal Signals Regiments competed against sixteen other units
in h'! Rhine Area Small Arms Meeting and walked away with
all the team and several individual prizes. Some 47 firers are
now preparing to travel to th'! United Kingdom to shoot in
<he Corps Rifle Meeting at Bulford and the Central Meeting
of the Army Rifle Association, which this year will be fired on
Ash and Pirbright Ranges. From the results obtained so far,
hopes are justifiably high for a large export of shooting prizc::s
from the U .K. to Royal Signa·ls units in Germany.

1 (BR) Corps Meeting, I Ith-13th AJtril
The ma in results of this m ~etinir, which was run by 1st
Division H .Q. and Signal Regiment were:
Major Unit Champions.-4th Division H.Q. and Signal R egt:.
Minor Unit Champions.-7th Armoured Brigade H .Q. and
Signal Squadron.
Best Individual: Corporal Parnell, 1st Division H.Q. and Signal
Regiment.
Runn~-up.-Signalman Corcoran, 7th Armoured Brigade H.Q.
·
and Signal Squadron.

Corps shooting - Tiie Bullortl Meeting
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Captain of Corps Shooting,
reports as follows :
The Royal Signals Southern Command Meeting was held
on 26th-28th June, and was followed immediately by the
Corps Meeting on 29th, 30th June, 3rd, 4th July.
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Wli iiehead
3rd Signal R egiment
Class A, Corporal N . Ridgeway, 21st Regiment
Class B, ] / Lance-Corporal Worth, Jun. Leaders Regiment
Roberts
30th Regiment
Class A, Captain D . H . Iosall, 30th Regiment
Class B, Signalman F ox, 216 Para Signal Squadron

Champion Shot
Captain D. H. Insall, 30th Regiment
2nd, Staff Sergeant G. Smith, 13th Regiment
3rd, Captain D. C. N. Genders, r9th Regiment

CORPS SPORT, RESlTLT.
Tennis
Royal Signals 'V. Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. Corps
woo by five matches to four.

Champion Team
30th Regiment
2nd, 21st Regiment
Eighty-five members of the Corps are attending the ARA
Central Meeting, and it is hoped that next month's WIRE will
contain a favourable report on their performance.

{;ri c ket
Royal Signals v. RE.M.E. Corps won by 45 runs.
Royal Signals 169 (Lance-Corporal Mayes 76, Lance-Corporal
Bu tler 32, Staff Sergean t Suett 21).
R E. M .E. 124 (Coorporal K ilvington 5 for 30, L ance-Corporal
Gipson 4 for 47).
Royal Signals v. RE. M atch drawn.
R oyal S ignals 247 for 8 dee. (M ajor de Clive-Lowe 110 not
out, Lance-Corporal Butler 39) and 205 for 6 dee. (Signalman
Maxwell 96 not out).
R.E. 100 for 4 wickets dee. (Corporal K ilvington 4 for 75).
Royal Signals v. R.A.F. Signals Command. Corps lost by
7 wickets.
Royal Signals 89; R.A.F. Command 92 for 3 wicket s.
Royal Signals v. R.A.O.C. Corps lost by an inn:ngs a nJ '.\ I
runs.
Royal Signals 105 and rr 5; R.A.O.C. 25 r

STOP PRESS-AR A l'Ueetin g, U~s l ey
30th Signal R egiment have won the SR(b) Team Cup and the
Brooke Bond Cup. Lieutenant F. W. Matthews, 28th Regiment,
has woo the Roupe!! Cup.
Captain D. C. Genders gained a bronze medal by coming
third in the Queen's Medal and Army Championships, as well
as fourth in the pistol.
Signalman M. Corcoran won the Champion Young Shot.
The Corps T eam woo the Woolwich Trophy and came third
in the M ethuen-the major inter-Servict!ll rifle match. In this
event, first prize went to the Small Arms School Corps and
second prize to the Royal Green Jackets-the Corps Team bearing such d istinguished teams as Royal Navy Air Command
(last year's winners) and R.E.M.E.
Thirteen m embers of the Corps team qualified for the Army
Hundred- the best the Corps has ever done.
The Corps team also won the Mappin for sharpshooting
aggrega te.

Golf
Royal Military Academy, Saodhurst 3; Royal Signals 5.
R.M.C.S . 3t; Royal Signals rt .
Royal Artillery 7; Royal Signals 5.

Owing to pressure of space it is regretted that the detailed
results of the R ear Zone B.A.0.R. and the R oyal Signals
Sout h.em Command shooting have had to be om itted.

Arm y Hundred
21st Regiment
Class A, Captain D . H . Insall, 30th Regiment
Class B, Signalman D. Yeomans, 2Ist Regiment
Methuen
30th Regiment
Class A, Major M . S. Jarrett, 3rd Regiment
Class B, Signalman D . Yeomans, 21st Regiment

GOING NORTH?
Kf>ep ¥our Eyes Open.- ¥ou ltlay Be Travelling Behind Th4> Pine Diesel Elf>ctric Locomotive
Named-•· Royal Signals,.

SMG XXX
Class A, Corporal P . ]. C. D avies, 30th Regiment
2nd, Corporal R. Walker, 28th Regiment
Class B, ]/Lance-Corporal Worth, Jun. L eaders Regiment
2nd, Corporal A. Purkiss, 21st R~iment
Eisley Cup
Winner, Lieutenant P . E . A. Chaddock, School of Signals
2nd, Major G. A. S. Exell, 30th Regiment
3rd, Captain R. ]. Hayward, School of Signals
Revalver XXX
Winner, Captain D. H . Insall, 30th Regiment
2nd, Captain D . C. N . Genders, 19th Regiment
3rd, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh
Para Cup (SMG)
3rd Regiment
Falling Plate
21 st Regiment
Champion Rifle Shot
Captain D. H. Insall, 30th Regiment
2nd, Staff Sergeant G. Smith, 13th Regiment
Best Non Royal Signals Shot
Corporal A. Cox, R.A.F., 14th Regiment
Best Junior Leader
] I Signalman O'Hara
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D.55-"Royal Signals" -Is a 2,500 H.P. 12 cylinder sulzer diesel electric locomotive wit h a maximum permitted service speed of 90 m.p.h.
She was built at Crewe in 1962 and currently works out of St. Pancras on the Midland route to Glasgow via St. Albans, Bedford, Leicester,
Derby, Nottingham, Sheffield, Rotherham, Normanton, Leeds, Settle, Carlisle, Dumfries, Kilmarnock and Glasgow
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR
TEST ENGINEERS
E.M.I. Electronics, one of t he E.M.I. Group of companies,
produce a w ide range of electronic equipment for commercial and mil ita ry use.
The Test Engineer has an important part to play in maintaining the Company's reputat ion f or high quality work in
electronic development.
There are immediate openings in t he Inspection Division for
Test Engineers to test and fa ult diag nose prototype electronic
equipments in accordance w ith draft specifications. This
will involve work on a wide range of eq ui pments including
nucleonic instruments, television systems, and radar systems.
Applicants should be aged 21 -35 an d have minimum
qualifications of O.N.C. or equivalent.
Ex-service personnel, or those who have served apprenticeships in radio and television, w ill be very suitable f or these
vacancies.
Good commencing salaries and conditions including _a
contributory pension scheme and free life assu rance. Grants
towards removal expenses may be made in suitable cases.

Do you qualify for
tax concessions .
on the Rover2000?
You do if you are serving overseas
or going overseas in the next six months,
for that automatically qualifies you
for purchase tax concessions on this
renowned car.
Buy it overseas, or buy it in the UK
(where you can use it for six months
if you wish) and ship it later.
Rover will take care of that for you.
And look what you get : rigid cage
safety construction; cientificall_
designed form-contoured seats; real
leather where it matters most;
Rover's unique development of allround suspension that swallows
bumps and curves; spirited overhead

U!Nlllt:~llEEllll'

IEMI~

Applications to:- P. JONES • GROUP PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
E.M.I. LIMITED • BLYTH ROAD • HAYES • MIDDLESEX • TEL: HAYES 3888 EXT 41 1

camshaft engine ... plus many other
thoughtful Rover features.
And they're all wrapped up in one
of the most stylish bodies in the world.
You can choose from the TC
(Twin-carburettor) ver ion or the
Single Carburettor (Manual or
Automatic) ersion.
There is a Rover Di tributor where
you are serving who' ill be plea ed to
assist and advise you in this pecial
kind of purchase' hich i your privilege:
Or VvTite to: The Rover Co, Ltd,
Solihull,\ arwickShire.

ROVER 2 0 0 0 I

~

Makers of fine car , gas turbines and the world-famous Land-Rover
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As will be seen on page 386 the minutes of the Annual General Meeting
of the Association record that it has been decided with effect from the 1st
January, 1968, to increase the cost of THE WIRE from 1s. 6s. to 2s. a copy,
or an increase in the cost to annual subscribers from 18s. to £1 4s. od.
Naturally, the Association is reluctant to increase the cost of THE WIRE,
especially in present times when efforts at a national .level to hold prices
steady are very much in vogue. However, to a certain degree it is national
policies that have forced this decision on us. The introduction of higher
postal rates has obvious repercussions on our expenses and the period of
" squeeze" has cut back considerably the amount that firms are prepared
to lay out on advertising. Happily, there are now signs of an upward trend
in advertising revenue. Nevertheless, if we want to maintain the present
standard of THE WIRE an extra 6s. a year is the only answer. This should
not be too ruinous when viewed as an extra outlay to the individual of 6d.
per month.
A proportion of our readers also subscribe to the Royal Corps of Signals
Lists (The White List) and the Retired List. They should note that with
effect from 1st January, 1968, it has been decided to publish the White List
twice a year only, in March and September, and that the Retired List supplement will be published with the March issue. The two White Lists issued
each year will cost 16s. (8s. each) and the Retired List will be free to those
who take both. Those who prefer to take only one White List at 8s. may
obtain the Retired List with the March issue at an extra charge of 3s. 6d.
The Retired List supplied on its own will also cost 3s. 6d.
Those who obtain some or all of these publications by banker's order
will shortly be receiving new banker's order forms from R.H.Q. to allow
them to amend their subscriptions to meet the new charges.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
Number of cases assisted financially during July
Number of clothing parcels sent
Total of grants and loans made

46

55
£919

9 10

Retreat In the castle grounds

On 17th August, 1964, the Borough of Richmond presented
the Freedom of Entry to Richmond to t~e Corps. On -r:uesday,
25th July, Training Brigade, Royal Signals, represenung the
Corps, exercised its right to the Freedom of. Entry.
Detachments from 8th, nth and 24th Reglffients, under the
command of Major Malcolm Wise, marched through the streets
of Richmond with swords drawn and bayonets fi.... ed, ~rom Newbiggin to the Market Place, the Corps Ban<! 1eadmg.. The
salute was taken at the Market Cross by H1~ Worsh1~ '1!1e
Mayor, Counciror R. Eaton, who was accompamed by Bngad1er
A. J. Woodrow.

At the market cross

The Square was packed with residents of Richmo~d and
Catterick, and visitors, to see the march-past, after which the
Corps Band played Retreat in the. Ca~tle grounds. It w~s a
most beautiful evening and the settmg m the grounds provided
a wonderful background for the ceremony. Some three thousand
people were there.
Later, the Mayor, Aldermen and Councillors of Ri~ond
gave receptions at which the Mayor present<;d a beautify! ~ld
print of Richmond to comrnen:iorate the occas10?, and Bn~aclier
Woodrow replied by presenung a Corps Shield for d1splay
in the Mayor's Parlour.

One of the Month's Cases
Ex-Signalman, who served throughout the War and with Airborne
Forces at Arnhem, and emigrated to Australia some years ago, where he
worked hard, building his own house and doing his best to make a good
life for his wife and two young children. He died very suddenly in May
of this year. Royal Signals Association and the Airborne Forces Security
Fund made a joint grant to pay the cost of the funeral, and the Army
Benevolent Fund helped with a substantial grant to cleat other commitments, which were mainly for materials used by the man for improvements
w his house.

One of the Month's Letters
« I would like to thank you for al: your efforts in helping me in my
trouble. I can only say that I feel no one could possibly express how
I feel in words on paper regarding my gratitude to you. My wife a,nd
family feel the same way. I only wish I had communicated with you
before. Once again, accept my wife's and my own heartfelt thanks."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
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A sat/ occasion-Last paratle at Junior Leatlers Regiment
Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., the Signal Officer-inChief was the reviewing officer at the final parade of the
Juni~ Leaders' Regiment, held at Denbury Camp,
ewton
Abbot, Devon, on 10th August.
The Regiment, which is being clisb~nded, has been at
Denbury since September, 1955, when. 1t moved there from
Beverley in Yorkshire. Last October ~t was announced ~at
the system of training of young soldier m the Co~s was bemg
changed, and training would be s~read over other Signals establishments and the Army Apprenuces College.
The parade, commanded by .T /R.S .M. K. Beharrcll. consisted of 246 junior leaders, of whom 71 were graduatmg to
adult service.
When the Corps of Drums .performed for the. last time, t~e
ceremony of beating Retreat m the early evenmg, the .Re~
mental Standard was banded over to an escort party of iun1or
leaders going to Harrogate, where it will be laid up. Seven
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pipe banners, given to !he Re¥iment by mayors and chairmen of councils of ne1ghbounng towns and by the local
Caledonia Society were returned for safe keeping.
D enbury Camp has b~en the gateway into the Corps for
thousands of young regu:ar soldiers. There they have learnt. a
way of life and an outlook that bas not only stood them In
good stead, but through them, has helped to build u.i; the high
reputation of the present-day Corps. Very many will hear of
the passing of D enbury with deep regret. However, comfort
can be taken from the fact that much of the Denbury input
will in future be ab orbed by that excellent establishment, the
Army Apprentices' CoJ:ege, Harrogate. The. 'Bo:rs' ' spirit
which has always been such a featur of Corps life, till marches
firmly onwards. We salute all tho e members of the staff at
Denbury who over the years, have dedicated themselves. to
the training of the many admirable young men who are servmg
or have served with the Corps. They have done a wonderful
job.
3-43

Special Mention

From our "Jn" Tray

- - "fflcer Cadet W. G. Lidster now commi.ssioned
i to the Corps
for being p r e s e n t e d
with the British Empire
Medal by Field Marshal
Lord Montgomery at
a r cent Commissioning
Parade at Mons Officer
Before
Cadet
School.
going to Mons, he served
as Corporal Bill Lidster
in the Corps in East
Africa and the F ar East
and was awarded the
B.E.M. in the New
Years' Honours for 1967
for his work as a Corporal with 6o2 Troop.
He had responsib.L.ity for an overseas detachment, a post
normally filled by an officer. The citation speaks highly of
h is inspiring example and qualities of drive and leadership
in hazardous operations during two wurs in the Far East,
setting an example in excess of that required from his rank.

ST. lUAl&K'S f'lltJRnl, SERElURAN
Sir,
Might I be permitted to make an appeal rn those of your
readers who have served in Seremban and remember St. Mark's
Church? Last night, 2nd August, as church members were
having a curry supper in the adjacent King George V Schoolhall, the church was complete!~ gutted by fire. Nothing but the
brick pillars and the foundauons is left. Vestments, records
going back to the last century, pews, prayer books and hymn
books and the organ presented to .t he church by those from
H eadquarters 17 Gurkha Infantry Division who worshipped
there in the 195os-aJl is lost.
The church members are determined that, despite the magnitude of the task, a new church shall be built. The Vicar and
members of the Parish Church Council have asked me, on their
behalf, to make an appeal for financial assistance to those of
Royal Signals and Gurkha Signals who have worshipped in or
who remember this church which, until yesterday, had stood
peacefully in its p:easant surroundings for 64 years.
Contributions, which will be acknowledged, should be made
payable to ' St. Mark's Church,' and addressed to:
The Reverend Charles Samuel,
The Vicarage,
Jalan Gareja,
SEREMBAN, West Malaysia.

-

Sergeant D. Higgins of 515 Airportable Signal
Troop
for gaining a C.-in-C. Mid-East Commendation. Sergeant
Higgins has commanded this Troop for the past three years,
during which time it was engaged on operations in the
Radfan Mountains and on internal security duties in Aden
State and rhe Eastern Aden Protectorate. Sergeant Higgins
voluntarily extended his tour so that be could serve the
rst Irish Guards and his practical experience and accumulated knowledge proved invaluable. His citation records
that he showed himself to be an indefatigable worker who
seemed to have a sixth sense of anticipating and averting
communications crises and who displayed an untiring and
selfiess devotion to duty.

- - Corps Cricket
for providing both captains in the recent Army versus Wil<shire cricket match. The Army, captained by Major S. G.
de Clive-Lowe, defeated Wiltshire, which was captained by
ex-Signalman D. J. Green (Cambridge University, Derby
and Wiltshire), now a schoo:master at Marlborough College.
David Green served at Catterick in 1955/ 56.
- - Colonel Joe Eagle, Commandant Army
Apprentices• College
for winning the Norchern Command men's open singles at
tennis and along with Brigadier Derek Good (Retd.) also
pulling off the final of the Veterans' Doubles.
- - The nnl•nown spectator wearing a Corps tie
at the Embanl•mcnt Gardens 1r;lien the Corps
Band was playing there
for saying, " I am very proud of me Band of my old
Regiment-the nth Regiment."
- - Captain J. H. Wheeler, seconded to A.A.C.
for winning the British Forces in Germany Gliding
Championship.
- - 4th Regiment
for raising over £500 for local charities at a regimental fete.
- - Corps canoeists-particularly those of the
4th and 13th Regiments
for running away with most of the events at the B.A.0.R.
Canoe Championships.
- - Signalman S. Whi.ttick of 216 Parachute
Signal Squadron
for vo:unteering and being selected w join the British
Speleological Expedition to Greece which is to explore
one of the deepest potholes in the world.

P. DAVIES,
Major, Gurkha Signals.
17 Gurkha Signal Regiment,
c/o G .P.O., Seremban, Malaysia.

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL C. V. WALSH
Captain Corps Shooting

CONTACTS WANTED
Sir,
Mr. R. L. Smith, of "Beirnfels," r, Wykin Road, Hinckley,
Leicestershire, wishes to make contact with any of the following
ex members of the 53 Line Section, rst Air Formation Signals,
C.M.F.
If you have the addresses of any of these ex-Signallers would
you please forward them to Mr. Smith?
Lieutenant Jack Godsell, i/c, Sergeant A:.f Pennington,
Sergeant Doug Allison, Sergeant James, Driver Frank Ruth,
Driver James Robinson, Driver Turner, Driver Ernest Ottley,
Driver Sydney Smith.
w. H . COBB,
Major, Asst. Admin. Comdt.
H.Q. Catterick Garrison,
Scotton Road,
Catterick Camp, Yorkshire.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION BENEVOLENT

FUND
The following subscrip1ions were most gratefully received during 7uly:[.

H.Q. Training Brigade (Bottle Stall at ' At Home ' 1967)
83rd (London) Squadron (V), (W.O . and Sergeants' Mess)
13th Regiment (Regimental Pete)
...
. ..
...
. ..
234 Squadron
.. .
...
. ..
...
...
...
...
. ..
234 Squadron (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
St. Martin's Church (Collection at Reunion Service) ...
T . W. Emmerson, Esq.
. ..
Various individual donations
Total Receipts

Expenditure during 'July

...

PllESSURE

OF

s. d.

54

0

0

2
100

0

0

0
IO 0
8 0
43 19
2 10
7 15

0
0
0

0
0
3

£228

4

£919

9 10

3

Sl•ACE

Your Editor, with much regret. has had to cut over four
pages of reading matter from this " Wire" to avoid undue
over-expenditure.
Our apologies to all who have suffered from these cutsthis hurts us as much as you!

The crowning honour of a lifetime of achievement has
come to a crack Army shot and shooting organiser, LieutenantColonel ' Paddy' Walsh, of the Corps.
He has just left by air to represent Great Britain in the
Dominion of Canada Centenary Rifle Meeting.
Paddy Walsh started shooting whi'.e be was a pupil at the
Duke of York's Royal Military School, Dover.
Now he is Captain of the Army VIII, responsible for the
selection of Army teams, of which he is still an active member.
His senior shooting career began at Bisley in 1933, when he was
erving in the King's Shropshire ~ight Infantry. He .was
second in the Army Hundred Cup Ill 1934 and was at B1sley
again in 1935, but then overseas service kept him away until
1959, since when he reached the Queen's Hundred last year, as
we] as on two previous occasions.
.
.
Transferring in 1948 to the Corps, he organised our shoo1!Jlg
from 1949 to 1954, in B.A.O.R., Malaya and West Afnca.
When his Squadron was stationed in Accra, it won the team
championship of the whole of West Africa, despite the opposition of Infantry Battalions.
Paddy Walsh takes particular pride in the progress of .the
Corps in the inter-Service matches .for the Methuen ('.up--they
were fourth in 1965 and 1966, and m the same competmon won
the Woolwich Trophy for the best team from R.A., R.E., and
Royal Signals, from 1964 to 1966. This ~ea: saw the Co~ps
come third in the Methuen and another wm m the Woolwich
Trophy.
.
He has not confined his efforts to the Services-he has shot
for Ireland in all international matches since 1961 and was
.
captain of that country's team . from 1966 to 1968.
His enthusiasm and leadership has brought the Corps mto
the forefron t of Army shooting and our very best wishes go
with him on his Canadian trip. Paddy is shortly to retire, b~t
we hear he hopes to take up an R.O. vacancy and that his
connection with Corps shooting will continue.

5th

INFANTRY

BRIGADE

Members of the Corps w~o have at any time .served in the
5th Infantry Brigade may like to !mow that copies of a ~hort
Brigade History, covering the period 1806-1965,. are available
from the Staff Paymaster, H.Q., 5th lnfan~ Bng~de, Jellalabad Barracks, Tidworth, at a cost of 6/- each, mcludmg postage.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1967
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GOING PLACES!
Sergeants Harry Stickley (left) and John Walker of 640 Troop,
Blandford , who recently left on a 6,000 trip to uninhabited Aldabra
Island in the Indian Ocean. Here they will man a vital rear link to
the outside world on behalf of the six-man team from the Royal
Society. Purpose of the visit-to study wild life. Duration-six
months.

FARAWAY PLACES!
V i'ilJSlJAL JOBS!
THE COUPS GETS THEM ALL RIGHT.
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Clal'ets
and the choice of Hocks, Burgundies and
other wines is almost as dazzling! Saccone
and Speed make a point of offering you a
truly magnificent variety of w ines, spirits
and cigars. The range and quantity may
surprise you-the superb quality will not
That's som·ething you can always expect
from Saccone & Speed. May we send you
our price list? SACCONE & SPEED LTD
32SackvilleSt, London W1. Tel. REGent 2061
Wine Merchants to H.M. Services since 1839

3'45

Movements====
Officer s
ADDITIONS -AUGUST LIST
To nth Regiment
,, 1S1h Regiment
,, 16th Rcgimcm

Major T. G. Boast

...
...
econd-Lieutcnant A. R. Gale
Major J. M. Hewson ...

EPTEMBER LIST
Lieutenant R. Adams
Major M .. M. Barker
.. .
Lieutenant C. B. Byrom
Captain D. E. Burt
Lieutenant A. Burtt
...
Major G. J. Chitty
...
.Major J. C. Campbell . . .
.. .
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Cleland
Captain (Tlc) R. Davidge
Captain P . R. Davies ...
Major P. A. Dally
...
Captain P. C. V. Dolan ...
...
econd-Lieutenant L. G. French
Major J. L. Fleming
Captain I. G raham
.. .
Captain G. A. Gnmger . ..
Captain B. Hampson .. .
...
Lieutenant-Colonel R. T. Hone
Lieutenant-Colonel B. J. Hellier
Major F. C. Lenin
...
...
Second-Lieutenant D . R. Mark
Major (T.O.T.) R. Marsh, M.B.E.
Second-Lieutenant J. P. Munnery ...
Second-Lieutenant P. J. L. Marshrneot
Major S. E. Miller ...
...
...
Captain (T.0.T.) A. D. M artin
L ieutenant D. G . McH. Overton
Captain (T.O.T.) C. K. Ottley
Cap tain (Q .M.) S. G . Pavey,
Captain T. A. Panther . ..
.. .
Major D. D. Ranft ...
.. .
Second-Lieutenan t K. H . R owbory
Major N . B. Robins
...
.. .
Captain G . V. Raynor ...
M ajor C. M. Sinclair ...
Captain I. 0 . J. Sprackling ...
Lieu tenant R. J. H . Swainson ...
...
L ieutenant-Colonel H. A. J. Sturge
Major J. E. W. Thompson
...
Captain P . A . Treseder ...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel D . A. Thu-shy~
P elham
Lieutenant C. G . A. Whitehead
Lieutenant M . J. Bowen ...
Lieutenant I . N. Carruthers
L ieutenant H . J. P . Exon
Lieutenant P. M. Green
L ieutenan t M. A. Rowbory . .
Lieutenant J. F. Stuar t
Lieutenan t C . J . W al ters
L ieutenant G. J. Mann

..
,,
,,
,,
.,
,,
.,
,,
.,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,
,,
,,
,,

24th Regiment
18th Regiment
nth Regiment
19th Regiment
A.A.C. Harrogate
259 Squadron
654 Troop
B.D.L.S. \Vashington
School of Signals
Signals Trng Wing, R. Marines
lSt Regiment
M.O.T. (E.I.D.)
200 Squadron
uth Regiment
7th R egiment
8th Regiment
21st Regimem
H.Q . B.A.0.R. (SX)
24th Regiment as C.O.
248 (Gurkha) Squadron
211d Regiment
SHAPE
2o6 Squadron
219 Squadron
H.Q ., wd Division
233 Squadron
nth Regiment
8th R egiment
210Squadron
7th R egiment
10th Regiment
212 Squadron
21st Regiment
7th Regiment
H.Q ., NORCO
2nd Regiment
J.T.R., Troon
20d Regiment as C.O.
31st (GL) Regiment (V)
37th (W. & W.) Regiment {V)

,, 19th R egiment as C.O .
A.A.C., Harrogate

To 22nd Young Officers'
D egree Course

Warrant Ollleers and Sergeants
W .O .I (F. of S.) J. W eeks
W .O .I L . A. 'Hoyes
...

... To 24th Regiment
,, 220d Regiment

W .O.II (F. of S.) B. W. Thomas
255 Squadron
W .0 .11 (F. of S.) R. W. F.
T hornborough
20d D iv. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
645 T roop
W .O .II (F . of S.} M . A . Johnson ...
W.0 .11 (F. of S . D. E. Rye ...
.. . ,, 24th Regiment
w d Div. H .Q . & Signal R egt.
w.o.rr . of S . D. I. Tombs ...
W.0 .11
of S. R. Stringer ...
. ..
654 Troop
14th Regiment
W .O .II J . F. P. Head ...
...
...
W .0 .II (Y. of S.) T. Lockley
30th R egiment
School of Signals •
.. .
W .0 .11 D. Chambers
34th R egiment ( V)
W .O.II E . W , Osborne .. .
Anny of the Fedn . of Malaysia
W .0 .11 J. Hawey
...
...
8th Regiment
W .0 .11 D. M. N. Eldridge . ..
W .0 .11 (Y. of S.) R. E. N ewson
19th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
30th Regiment
W.0.11 W. P. Smith
222 Sq uadron
W.O.II J . T . Wood
...
w.o.n c . H . Richardson
21 3 Squadron
.. .
I I th Re_giment
W .O .II R. Cockcroft
W.0 .11 J. P. Downey .. .
Camp Commandant Central Staff

g:_

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

J. Morrison

...
C. J . Courtenay
A. J, Yates
...
P. F . Brackston
S. N . Avery ...
R. C. Johnson . ..
J. M oss ...
...
F. R. G1irdner .. .
...
(Y. of S.) A . C. T .
T 8'1ker
Staff Sergeant P. F. Simmonds
Staff Sergeant M . Stanger
·"
Staff Sergeant A. J. E . Irons :::
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Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

,,
,,
,,
,,

School of Signals
6o4 Troop
uth Regiment
School of Signals
14th R egiment
School of Signals •
222 Squadron
210 Squadron

,, t at Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 210 Squadron
7 th Regiment
7th Regiment

D. T. Meeson
...
(F. of S.~ J. N. Howie
(F. of S. E. J. Adams
(F. of S. D. Lugden ...
(F. of S. D. J. Freeston
(F. of S.) M. C. Foulds
(F. of S.) D. G. M.
Kirkham
Staff ergeant G. S. Clark
...
Staff Sergeant R. S. W. Briggs
Staff Sergeant M. J. S. Berriman

,, 4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 8th Re11iment
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
H.Q., Comcan
,, 14th Regiment
,, 35th Regiment (V)

Sergeant F. Gilbert
Sergeant T. Crawley
.. .
Sergeant W , J. Edwards

28th Regiment
4th Div. H.Q. & Sign8'1 Regt .
., Arm:f{ Apprentices' College,

Staff
Steff
Stalf
Staff
tafT
Staff
taff

Sergeant
Sergeant
ergcant
Sergeant
ergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
ergeant
Sergeant

B. G. Wans
R. Theaker

,, 4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
., 12th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig . Sqn.
School of Signals
,, 28th Regiment

.,

Battke~rrogate
15th Regiment
12th Inf. Bdc. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
259 Squadron
19th Regiment
252 Squadron
610 Troop
8th Regiment

A. Anderson
G. F. Brindle ...
E. A. P. Chambers
R . J. A. EdWSTds
C. J. Field
...
J. Goldsworthy .. .

Sergeant F. C. McLoughlin
ergeant D . Moat ...
. ..
Sergeant R. Botham
.. .
Sergeant M. P. Enright .. .
Sergeant F. W. Kendall
Sergeant L. J. Kelly
...
Sergemt H. J. Omnhoney
Sergeant E. S. Storie
...
Sergeant C. K. R. French
Sergeant P. J. Daniel ...
Scrg ant J. M. Humphries
Sergeant J. H. Parkes .. .
Sergeant G. Lile ...
Sergeant J. M. Creevy
Sergeant G. Powell
.. .
Sergeant R. A. Baker .. .
Sergeant D. Haydon
.. .
A / Sergeant T. G. L. Green

"' 1

Sergeimt J. M. Craig .. .
Sergeant C. A. Coultish
Sergeant D. Mackay
...
Sergeant D. L. Conibeere
Sergeant D . W. Gwinnell
Sergeant M. J. Blay
Sergeant D . Gallacher ...
Serge:mt B. T. Shears ...
Sergeant
C. McDermid
Sergeant K. M. Coker
A/ Sergell':lt A. Bailey ...
Sergeant D. I. Wilcox ...

... I
~

..I

N.
R.
J.
T.
A.
H.

Sergeant A. Brighton
Sergeant D. S. Berry
Sergeant 0. A. Brandon ...
Sergeant F. A. Webber
Sergeant E. P. Mahoney
Sergeant T. S . Adams ...
Sergeant R . J. Mathieson
Sergeant M. D. McMahon
Sergeant R. C. Nicholson
Sergeant P. Kinsey
...
A/Sergeant S. J . Chudleigh
A/Sergeant D. J . T. Poole
Sergeant P. J . Bannier .. .
Sergeant J . M. Ashman .. .
A/Sergeant W. J. Parry
A/Sergeant P. D. Cole . ..
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergean t
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Setgeant

D . W . Kennedy
J. Rhind .. .
.. .
L . A. Peake
J . R. G ray
.. .
D . V. F. Hall .. .
J. M. Hammonds
K . G. Jones ...
T . K ll'Y ...
M. V. P ittock
R. C. Scriven
A. Tomlinson
H . D. W oolf ...
R. A . M cEwen
D . J. Finighan .. .
L. R. Crowe .. .
P. C. A. Clifton
G . W . Orton
W. C . Yates

Sergeant C. R. Shaw
Sergeant S. T aylor .. .
Sergeant P. G . Farrell

A/W.O.I

Jagger, R.

To W.0.11

22306220
22249576
22212615
22539892
2256o174
22537252
22569470
22515109

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
A/W.O.II
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Jones, C. D.
Fugill, A. B.
Howe, E. R. D.
Hatcher, A. P . G.
Mead, J. C.
Sim, A.
KeUy, J.
Farmer, G. T.

22771380
22771439
23108464

YEOMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
Dewis. K. H.
A/W.O.II
Newson, R. E.
S Sgt.
Maxted, D. M.
S Sgt.

To W.0.11

.. .

126o

2010

4130 2210
416o 1950
130
4170
4180
56o
4190 1240
4910 6o90 (Op)
4920 8940 ~Op)
4930 8IIO Op)
1310
1320
1330

1240
1300
1320

To W.O .II
gt.

23340178 A/W.O.II
22676589 S Sgt.
23250900 A/S Sgt.

Feher, H. L. H.
Lincoln, B.
Adamson, R.

1000
1010
1280

1100
III4
26oo

*

23730991
23666109
23733844
23675457
23697509
23697524
23804655
23708155
23666385
23849521
23878095
238499u

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

To Sgt.

23241069
2382or25
23697592
23849005
235375r4
23534971

Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.

To Sgt.

23513272
232551 I I
23232179

Cpl.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.

210376oo

INSERTION
TECHNICAL ROSTER
Hughes, J.
Sgt.

30th Regiment

,, 222 Squadron
,, 222 Squadron
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 2nd Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
71st Scottish Engr. Regt., R.E.,
Signal Troop (A.V.R.)
ISt Div. H.Q . & Signal Regt.
1 t Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 259 Squadron
249 Squadron
6th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
SHAPE H.Q. Command and
Support (BE)
,, 245 Squadron
,, 9th Regiment
9th Regiment
16th Regiment
,, 4th D iv. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, R .M.A., Sandhurst
, R.M.A., Sandhurst
,, 28th Regiment
39th Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
224 Squadron
,, nth Regiment (for attachment
to Canadian Army)
,, 226 Squadron
223 Squadron
,, 225 Squadron
,, R.A.O.C. Trade Trg. School,
Clerk Training Wing
,, 223 Squadron
,, 223 Squadron
,, 210 Squadron
,, 224 Squadron
237 Squadron
3rd Div, H.Q. & Signal R egt.
7th Regiment
16th Regiment
16th Regiment
641 Troop
9th Regime nt
,, lSt Div. H.Q . & Signal Regt.
Army of the Fedn. of Malaysia
Army of the Fedn. of Malaysia
Army of the Fedn. of Malaysia
,, Army of the Fedn. of Malaysia
30th Regiment
Army Apprentices College, Harrogate
., 19 Inf. Bde H .Q. & Sig. Sqn
223 Squadron
,, 5 Inf. Bde H.Q . & Sig. Sqn
IIth R egimen t
10th R egiment

Sergeant T. W. T yler ...
Sergemt M . A. Thurgood

223 Squadron
18th Regiment
r4 Y. of S. Course
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Dallow, D.
Gordon, M. E.
Brett, M. A.
Smith, A. W.
Devereux, S.
Thompson, B. \Vl.
Ridgeway, N.
Hyde, \VI. R.
Rutherford, A. M.
Humble, J. R.
Lamb, A. V.
Drew, D. J.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

5942 11830
6o12 13465
616o 13065
6173 14317
6205 II920
6207 12875
6220 12345
6225 12437
6230 13548
6250 136o1
6260 12490
6265 12530

OPERATING ROSTER
Light, M.
Green, T. G. L.
Cooke, H. M.
McDade, J.
Edmund, D. G.
Akehurst, J. G. P.

14010
14020
14030
14040
14050
14o60

27680
28270
28870
29000
23950
29800

FIELD ROSTER
McCaig, A.
Davidson, C. H.
Roberts, T. P. D.

4780
4820
5050

3800
4370
476o

DELETIONS
690
470
700

W.0.11

1560

W.O.II

1050

S Sgt

126o

W.O .II

1350

Sgt.

2110

860
1790

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER
CHltiF Ct.ERKS' ROSTER
UPERVtSORS' ROSTER

TECHNICAL RO!!TER
5005
2850
4725

5157

5235

5440
OPERATING R OSTER
Sgt.

7r30

10790
FIELD ROSTER

Sgt.

N o.
23
24
15
43

1010

1320

This exhibition is being held at the R oyal H orticultural
New Hall, Westminster, S.W .1 (just off Victoria Street) from
27th to 30th September, 1967. Once again the Corps is providing a stand. The central feature of this year's exhibit will
be IDEX, which has been loaned by the Signals Research and
Development Establishment, who conceived, designed and built
the equipment.
!DEX is a highly mobile satellite communication ground
station, capable of two-way working through the ' stationary '
type of communication satellite to any of our ground stations
at Christchurch, in the Middle East and in the F ar East.
This exhibit is particularly timely. since the Amateur Radio
Society have recently sponsored two more satellites (they
have already put three up) as pan of their world-wide space
programme.
Other features of th e Corps stand will be a working ' Ham '
station, provided by the Royal Signals Amateur R adio Society
(RSARS), a crystal m easuring devke, providing an accurate
basic frequency measurement for anyone who wishes to check
his crystals, and a display featuring life at the Army Apprentice
College, H arrogate.
Two imponant times should be logged :

All past and present members of the Corps, their friends and
relatives, are cordially invited to the exhibition. Those who
already members of RSARS and those who are interested in
becoming ' h ams' are particularly invited to the A.G.M.
A limited number of complimentary tickets is held by
the R ecruiting Co-ordinator and may be obtained by writing
to h im at th e follow ing address:
Room OSA, Old War Office Building, Whitehall. London,
S.W .1.

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

SIGNAL CENTRE

May
May
May
May
M arch
March
March
April
March
April
Jan.
March
Feb.
March
April

16.00 hours, 29th September. A.G.M. of RSARS in first
floor committee room of the exhibition hall.

3100
3060

1300
2200

23rd
23rd
30th
nth
1st
29th
29th
19th
29th
5th
19th
rst
16th
1st
19th

12.00 hours, 27th September. O pening of exhibition by Dr.
J . A. Saxton, D irector, R adio and Space R esearch,
Ministry of Education and Science.

REGIMBNTAL D TY ROSTER
W.O.I
W.0.11
S Sgt.

2ng Jan.
2nd Jan.
9th Jan.
2nd Jan.
r6th Jan.
2nd Jan.
16th Jan .
9th Jan.
23rd Jan.
16th Jan.
12th D ec.
2nd Jan.
2nd Jan .
9th Jan .
9th Jan .

(Sponsored by the Radio Society of Great Britain)

TECHNICAL ROSTER
School of Signals

28/29
6o/6r
38/39
27
38
39
15
18
39
46/ 47

L Tech III-Tech RR II
RR Tech III-Tech RR II
R Tech (Lt) III-Tech R II
Lrnn II-I
Clerk R Sigs II-I
Comcen Op II-I
R Op II-I
Tg Op II-I
Dvr R Sigs II-I
Lmn III-II
Cipher Op III-II
Clerk Tech III-II
Clerk R Sigs III-II
E.D. III-II
Tg Op III-II

l:\'TEllNATIOX AL llADIO ENGINEElllNG ,\ND
f'01'11U1JNU °'.' \TIOXS EXHIBITION, 1967

CHTEP CLERKS' ROSTER

A/Se rgeant J . R . L ear
A/Sergeant R. J obes

* No.

19179652

To S Sgt.

Old

Sc>t. No. Sen. No.

To W.O.I

\

F. A. Lock
C. Bland ...
Kelly ...
Keating
J. Tookey
Hagley

n

New

To S

s.

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

(TO END OF JULY)
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTBR

...

.. .

40
19
42
42

==Promotions==

2170

STARTING DATES OF
CONVERSION COURSES
Course
L T ech II-Tech RR I
T g T ech II-Tech TE I
RR Tech II-Tech RR I
R Tech (Lt.)-Tech R I

3030

4414

UPGRADING/
IN CATTEBICK
Finishes
S tarts
25th July
2nd Jan .
25th July
2nd Jan.
25th July
2nd Jan.
25th July
2nd Jan.
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Regimental Cummerbunds
Matching Bow Ties and
Gold Cased Cufflinks
Lend a truly dlstlngulShed appearance to
your evening dress en emhle. Avnllable e'\stock ln the colour ot the Royal Lgnals,
other design available on oeclal re11uest.
Cummerbunds 35/-. Bow tie 13/6d. Cuffllnks 25/ -. Send ca.sh with order to: Dept. 0,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
Telephon e: Queensbury 2471.
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GUDl.:\'G-WEl.L WORTH HAVING A BASU AT
BY CORPORAL GRAY OF

nm

3RD

REGIMENT

On the 14th June a motley band or hope arrived at the
uthern Command Gliding Club at Netheravon to begin an
intensive ten days insuuction in the gentle art of aviating without the a sistance of engines. The "M.B.H." consisted of
Corpora: Gray, Lance-Corporal Dutch, Lance-Corporal Bonner,
Signalman Gordon and Signalman Lawn. Sergeant Falla (an
already accomplished solo pilot) was also there stiiving
desperately to " get his hours in,'' which would enable him to
convert from the rather " hairy " :ooking Grunau 2 to the sleek
looking SJ..]'lark 2. This we are glad to report he succeeded in
doing.
T.-rrlf~· ing

but a wonderful experience
The first few hours were taken up with some blackboard
work on the theory of flight, which Captain Goldney (our now
nerve-shattered instructor), endeavoured to drum into us. We
then took to the air in a T2I Glider for practical experience
of the effects of the controls. This is where the fun began.
Those of you who have never been rocketed up into the atmosphere at about 50-60 m.p.h., on the end of a cable, have no
idea what fear is. I personally tried desperately to prevent my
stomach reaching my brain, gazed disma:.Iy at the fast receding
ground and wondered how on earth anybody could do this
for pleasure. Then I stole a quick look at the left-hand seat, where
sat our confident, smiling instructor, who was actually enjoying himself! At the top of the launch (approximately 1,oooft.),
we cast off, and it was then that the wonder of gliding, the
sheer exhilaration of flying through the air without a sound
was brought home to me. I t rea.:1y is a tremendous experience
and one to be recommended to all have never indulged.
We all managed to get six launches in that day, by which
time I think we had mastered most of our fear about getting
up there. Within a few days we had got the general bang of
the controls, bow to tum left and right and how to make it
go up and down, etc.
Stalls and Spins
We then graduated on to landing, under supervision, and it
was a't this stage that Captain Goldney developed a noticeo that it gave
able twitch and became a fatle vituperative.
one undue cause to worry, but he wasn't his usual calm
collected self. He then graduated us on to stalls and spin~
which made the initial terror of the launch seem like a vicarag~
tea party.
For the uninitiated, a stall happens when the nose of the
g!ider is allowe? to come up, the air speed drops, the glider
stops and then iust falls out of the sky. Instead of leaving the
~ound at 50-60 m.p.h. one starts to travel, nose down, towards
lt at rouglliy the same speed. It is at this stage that pupils
develop a nervous twitch. A spin happens jn roughly the
same way except that one wing is lower than the other
a-'.ld one spirals towards the ground. These are slightly more
difficult to get out of and we aJ wondered seriously whether
we wanted to learn to fly or not. We were informed however, by the now smiling (nay, smirking) instructor that' it was
a necessary part of our training, so, with hearts in our mouths
we carried on.
'
Other thin 'S to learn
Apart from actually .flying, there are many other things to
learn on the g~oun~ wh1~h one must ~o~. Things like running
the launch poillt, s1gnallillg, cable retnevmg and winch driving.
Lan~~CorfX!ral Dutch was the only one of our party to earn
the tJLe of snatcher' on the winch, and after a few failures
which fr!ghtened both instructor and pupil to death, he go~
to be quiet competent.
In spite of these minor setbacks, however, the course progressed and everybody started looking forward to going solo.
I t sho1;1ld be ~entioned that we bad a 'foreigner' on the
course w_1th us, ill the form of Lieutenant Rory Grant of the
Cameromans. H e had come to Netheravon ostensibly to do a
free-fall parachute course. Due to a wound that he sustained
m Aden, however, he was not allowed to jump so decided to
learn how to fl y. He did exceedingly well, was' the first to go
solo and proved to be a popular member of the course. Three
members of the course managed to go solo before we were

beaten by bad weather, and the remainder hope to go at the
earliest opportunity.
Like all good things alas, the course had to end and we hung
up our gliding clothes for that more normally favoured by
Signal Regiments. A thoroughly good time was had by all who
attended it,. and it is hoped that more of them will be sponsored
in the future.
NE\VS
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BY W.0.1 N. L. KINCH

OF 7TH

' DAMS '
REGIMENT

New ~iation opened
Amongst the Amateur Radio fraternity the opening of a new
radio club is a piece of interesting news. With them in mind
we proudly announce this fact.
Your scribe has been unfortunate in three of his postings
during the last seven years in .t hat not one of his new units had
an existing club to jo!n and enjoy. Undaunted, he started
negotiating each time to beg, borrow or steal(?) wire, cable and
(who the beck bas pinched that CII?) equipment. In two cases
that splendid organisation The Nuffield Trust granted the
required sum of cash and yet another club was born. Sufficient
funds were given to purchase a single sideband transmitter, a
good quality receiver, a three-element beam antenna and rotating
gear for it.
Coinciding with the arrival of the gear, a sp~endid new hobbies
centre was opened in the unit lines and a newly decorated
' shack ' was furnished for the station proper with an additional
room for use as an 'electronic workshop.'
. Apart from amateur communicating and rnorse classes, proiects include the construction from kits of transistor radios and
amplifiers. There appears to be an outlet for talent in the
direction of radio model control equipment also.
Row to ereet a beam aerial
The erection of the beam aerial is worthy of some note and
part of the newly discovered procedure might be worthy of use
by other aerial parties(!). The long elements-26 feet acrossw~re assembled inside the 'shack' and passed out through the
Willdow and up onto the roof. So far so good, but at this stage
a distinct shortage of manpower was noted. Then <the 'secret
device' was introduced in the shape of a very attractive miniskirted blonde sister of one of the members, who s~rtingly
clambered up the ladder to the flat roof-followed in quick
time by half a dozen volunteers who ' suddenly' thought we
might n eed their help. The aerial was finally assembled, clamped
to the mast and pushed up to its height of forty feet.
~though the output of the transmitter is only 120 watts PEP,
North and South America have been contacted with ease and
useful contacts have been made with Japan, Aden and India
already. If you are undecided about your next posting-'try us
and bring your licence a:ong. Our next step is to qualify for a
club callsign. 73 es Gud DX de DL5YK (ex ZC4LK).
CORRIGENDA JULY/AUGUST WIRE
Birthday Honours should, of course, have read : M.D.E.
L ieutenant R. D. Allen
W .O.II C. N. Armitage
Major J. M . Ellingworth
Major C. N. Le Gassick
W.O.II S. E . Savage

D.E.M.
Corporal A. J. Oldham
THE WIRE much regrets the unfortunate printing transposition in respect of these awards.
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Confirmation by Bishop of Knaresborough-July, 1967

Farewells
Several officers are leaving over the next two months.
Major C. I. T. Barrow, R.A., Adjutant, leaves to go recruiting
in Southampton; Major P. L. Stackhouse, Foresters, 0.C.
Scott Squadron, is retiring (amongst other jobs he has run the
small bore shooting); Major P. J. Hartshorn, O.C. PC11.?ey
Squadron; Major G. Richardson, R.A.E.C., 0.C. Techm_cal
Education Department, is retiring, and carrying on teaching
at a grammar school; Major E. F. L . Parker, 15th/19th Hussars,
O.C. P.S. Squadron is retiring into banking; Captain J. 0 .
Fisher on retirement; Captain B. B. Post:ethwaite, on posting
to Sin'gapore; Captain G. C. Speight, R.A.E.C., on posting to
Catterick, and Captain (T.O.T.) P. W. Foakes, on secondment
to Kenya.
Finally, this month, we have said farewell to W.0.1 (F. of S)
Davies who is being commissioned and posted to r8th Regi'
ment in Singapore. For the
past four years he has been
employed in the Chief Instructor's Department and
as Assistant Project Liaison
Officer for the rebuilding of
the College.
A first class
administrator, with an excellent knowledge of the
organisation of trade training, it is his work in the
project which has earned for
him a reputation of efficiency
that will long be rememOwing to the frebered.
quent change-over of Chief
Instructor / Project Liaison
Officer, he has been the
'continuity man.' To him
A TOWER OF STRENGTH
W .0 .1 (F. of S.) R. F. A. Davies, now
has fallen the work of liaison
commissioned, will be long remembered
with H.Q., Northern Comat Harrogate
mand, the architect, the
contractor, M.P.B.W., and
the co-ordination of planning within the College .. Never has a
unit been served so well by one man. H_e le~ves with th7 thanks
of all ranks and best wishes for success m his new appointment.
Athletics
We have had a fairly good athletics season this term in spite
of a very damp start. Wet w7ather ruined any chances of
record-breaking performances ill the firs~ . Inter-Squa~ron
Meeting of ·the term and in the College lnd1V1dual Champ10nships Some of o~ own r ecords did go in later meetings
howe~er-A/T Corporal Devitt set .a new 10.2 sec. for the
100 yards and, with A/T Corporal Littlewood, a new 23.3 s~.
for the 220 yards. A/T Turvey broke the 440 ya:ds r~r~ with
52.1 sec., an~ A/T Sergeant Paterson set a new iavelm distance
of 177 ft. 2 ill.
and ·
One member of the permanent staff,_ Serge~n~ Escott,
. SIX
apprentices competed in the Army Senior Ind1v1dual Champion-

To 3 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment U.K.:
A/T Guy, A. R. E. Tech Till (High Jump--s ft. 8 in.).
To 16th Regiment B.A.O.R.:
A/ T Turvey, J. G. L. Tech Till (440 yds., 88o yds-Anny
Junior Colours 1966).
To z55 Squadron. Bahrein:
A/T S.S.M. Bradford, C.J. L. Tech Tlll (Long and Triple
Jumps, 100 yds.-Army Junior Colours 1966).
A/ T Sergeant White, W. N. L. Tech Till (Pole Vault10 ft. 6 in.).
To 7 Armoured Brigade B.Q. and Signal Squadron:
A/ T Corporal Smith, J. R. L. Tech Tiil (Pole Vault, I I ft.
Army Junior Colours 1966).

Swimming
The competitive aspect of swimming is now firmly ~a~~shed
in the Co:llege and we are beginning to produce md!Vl~ual
performers of good class. In a recent ~rps match agamst
R.A.F. Signals Command the College pr~>V1ded the back-bone
of the COrps team and it is a matter of interest th~t all R~yal
Signals personnel who gained a first place were Junior Soldiers
of the College.
In addition, we have one Junior Inter-Service champio?, A/T
Nevi]e of Rawson Squadron, who won the Inter-Service 440
yards freestyle, came second in the 220 yards freestyle, and
helped to win the freestyle team race. ~e has also represented
the Army Senior Team on three occasions.
During the winter season we shall be building for a determined assault on the Army Junior Championships 1968. Basic
3'49
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ships. For the apprentices this was their ~st ta te of keen adult
competition and it sbouJcl stand them ID good. stead for the
future. One made his mark-A/T Corporal Devitt. was sel~ed
to represent the Army in the 4 X IIO yards relay ID the Seruor
Inter-Service Championships.
A number of our athletes went to the Army Individual
Championships Guniors and Youths). The juniors won four
2nd and three 3rd places, and came first in the 4 X uo. yards
relay (for the third consecutive year) .. A/T St~ton ill the
Youths Championship did well to finish second m both the
one mile and the 1,000 metres steeplechase.
The Junior Inter-Services Championships w~re held here this
year and the meeting was a first class one. CoJege athletes who
represented the Army were A/T Dixon (1st in the 880 YS:ds),
A/T Robinson (3rd in the 440 yards) and A/T Corporal Littlewood (3rd m the 220 yards). The College 4 X I IO yards relay
team (A/Ts Corporal Coburn, Gaffney, Corporal Littlewo:OO
and Steel) also represented the Army for the second consecuuve
year in these championships and came first.
Some of our star athletes leave us this t.erm an~ .w.e shoul.d
like to encourage them to keep up athlebcs on JOllllllg their
units, and of course wish them every success; they are:-
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Roya l Naval visit to School
On 7th August we were happy to receive a visit from some
of ou~ opposite numbers at H.M.S. Mercury, Captain J. R.
McKa1g, C.B.E., R.N. (Captain), Commander D. A. P. O'Reilly,
R.N. (Training Commander), and Commander L. L. Grey,
o.s.c., R.N. (Trials Commander).
After a briefing on the structure of Royal Signals and the
role of the School of SigruL.s, our visitors made a tour of the
new School building and of our other accommodation in Blandford Camp. They were very complimentary on the h igh standard
of our laboratories, lecture and demonstration rooms, workshops
and receiver and transmitter sites.

1st REGHIENT, D.F.P.O. 32

ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, HARROGATE-4 x 110 YARDS
RELAY TEAM , WINNERS OF THE INTE R SERVICES JUNIOR
RELAY AND ARMY JUNIOR RELAY
Left to Right : A{T Corporal Littlewood , Mr. C. Allen (coach) A 'T
' '
Gaffney, A/T Steel, A/T Corporal Coburn.

waterCopolllo skills are b~ l~~t and we sha:.l shortly be playing
as a
ege team agamst civilian opposition.

T e nnis
The College can claim a measure of success th.is season We
rc:ached the ~nal of the cmhern Command Inter-Unit Cbamk~s~p beaung H.Q. Vehicle Company and 49 Light Regiment
~ ., oth by 5 matches to 4 on the way. In the final we were
~en by H.q. Northern Command who had taken a winning
1ea w_h en .ram stopped play. In the Northern Command
Champ1onsh1ps the Commandant, Colonel J. W Eagle MB E
E.R.D., won the Men's Singles--a very good pe~forma~ce l .I.,
our team matches the following have represented us._ · n
Colonel J. W . Ea~le, M.B.E., E.R.D., Major R. N. Eie Ma 'or
~A .. S~mer, Ma1or Worts, M.c., Captain E. w:'Pen~y
.A J. Pethybndge, Captain G. W . B. C.Owan and
. ptam
L 1eutenant . I. McKay.

r

Small-bore s hoo t ing
!he College team. bas come second in the Northern Command
~if:l~. League, loomg onjy one m atch to the winners, A.A.C.

R.A.F. VISITORS PAUSE IN MUSEUM
(Left to righ t): Sq uadron-Lead er Brown , Royal Air Force Lia ison
Offi.ce r, G ro u p Captain Davis, D.S.O., D.F.C ., A. D.C. B.A. , R.A .F.,
Assistant Co mmand ant R.A.F. Staff College, Andove r, and Wing
Commande r Glover, R.A.F. Directing Staff, on the occasion of the
computer demonstrat ion given to the R.A .F. Staff College

f On 7th Aug~st, Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Clark, Staff Officer
o . tl_ie Australian Army Staff at the office of the H' h Co
~:fer f f°S· Auftrali~ ~ London, pa}d a farewell vi~t to
Colonel oC C1gnaBs an mtroduced his successor, Lieutenant. . oyce.
Before leaving be said: " We .t horoughly enjoyed our visit
to dthe nell Sch~l1 .and were most impressed with the layout
an exce ent faciliues.
It was of particular interest to us
as atsoour. ownv· S0~1 of Signals moves to new quarters a~
W
ma, ictona.

Regiment holds U .K. end up at International Services
Soccer Festival

WHY DID HE HAVE TO BOR RO W IT!
Sergeant Marcil borrows a West Germany Army hat for a briefing
before shooting at a r ifle meeting. Also in.the picture Major Dobin,
Captain Innocent, W.O. II (S.S.M.) Kingham , Sergeant Donaghy and
Corpo ral Parnell.

G .O.C. MAKES FAR EWELL INSPECTION
Major-General Ward passes by Lance-Corporal Goodfellow, C o rporal Allison and Signalman Mcindoe, Lieutenant-Colonel Borthwick in background .

G.O.C:. takes salnoo
While the composite squadron was tasting the joys of Denmark, the remainder of the Regiment paraded to celebrate
Her Majesty The Queen' s Birthday. Major-General R. E. Ward,
G.O.C. of the Division, took the salute on this occasion~ and, as
it was his last opportunity of address!.ng the Regiment before
leaving us, he thanked all ranks for, as he put it, the splendid
service we had given him. Children from the school and
kindergarten all turned out to watch the parade, and a large
gathering of wives. also came. After the parade, tea and buns
had been ordered for all. but the excellent spread provided by
Captain Smith and his excellent team of cooks deserved a
better phrase.
After a slow star.t, the children really got
stuck in and there must have been many who could not
face much lunch that day.

Visit fro.na the R.A.F. Staff Colle g e
At the request of the Royal Air F orce Staff eo·1ege And 0
the A.D.P.~. <Jt:oup o_f the School of Signals ga~e a' com ~:::
~=~~nration m P rmcess M ary H all, Blandford, on p 3rd
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G.O.C. says: " Thank you for splendid service "

G

tl:;

Corps Museum attracts visitors

s~~t!u1~~e ~fo'vewas .com
! diP?Sed offif 50 d irecting staff and
·
r, mc u ng o cers of 15 d iffere t
fron
n aoons, stretching from the U.S .A. to Thailand ffi
the Army and Ro I N
H Q
, o cers
m
Brigade, and the ./c~ff ~J~ge, ·c;m~~~~~rn Command, 5th
-n:e de:monstrau on team showed ho w a small L and R
_
:~d ~lhorr d20A computer, with visua l disolays and pr:~%
staff
e use as an aid t~ the solution of laborious manual
pr~sses concerned with :
Mamtenance calculation s
Optimisation of re-supply by road
~rcraft ~~ding of a Brigad e
Tuneta~. mg of Transport Aircraft
Submarme Search
Tabular Displays of Aircraft States of Readin ess-D ata
S torage and Retrieval

•

Visit ~f Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. C:lark and
L1eutena:nt-Colonel C. C. Boyce of the n
I
Australian Signals
oya

SCHOOL OF SIGNALS, BLANDFORD C:AMP
Computer
demonstration interests I arge mixed
·
audience
Service

•

120

The v1sHor s were able, m
· the m
· te.rva I, to mspect
·
the Corps
M ess.
useurn and r emam
· ed for 1unch m th e new H eadquarters
M

.A/T West, Rawson Squadron, was, however the ind ivi'dual
wmner.
'

•

soldiers enjoy wonderful Copenhagen

•

S o cc~ er fe~tiv al

.
AN EAR LY VISI TOR TO NEW CORPS MUSEUM
Ma1or-Genera l R. J. Moberly , C.B., O .B.E., for mer S.0 .-in-C. and
Colonel Com manda nt recently visited the School of Signals at
B~andford .. The phot ograph shows him looking wi t h in t erest at
t. e Royal Signals Museum wi t h Mr. W . F. Bailey, Museum Curator
Lieutenant-Colonel T. Cunn ingh am-Bu r le y, G .S.0. 1, and Brigadie~
J. D. T. Brett, Comma nd ant

A ~ery successful International Services Soccer Festival was
held in Rotenburg, which included teams from the West
German Army, Navy, Air Force and Frontier Police, as well
as Service teams from Can ada, Belgium and France. The
Regimen t provided the representation from the United Kingdom
and we certainly shone in the parade through the streets of
Roten burg, the night before the competition, and also at the
dance after the finals. We also did p retty well in the soccer, but
a totally un expected loss to the jubilant Canad ian team kept
us out of the final round. A very pleasant three-day event
where in ternation al relation s were at their best.

A p o ignant m e mory
The summer is the time for the outdoor life, and we have
certainly bad plenty of this. We have had our share of
Command Post Exercises and we each have our own favourite
recollections. P robably the most poignant memory is of our
Chief Clerk, O.R.Q.M.S. Griffiths, who, having just gone
along for a ride in a helicopter on Exercise "Hurst Park," found
himself deserted and still walking some four hours .Jater. A
fortuitous meeting with the M.T.O. saved even more miles of
lonely trudging and an even more violent ' rocket ' to the unfortunate driver whose imperfect map-reading had led to the
unusual sight of the Chief not really knowing wh ich way to
turn!
D a n ish hos pitality
We had a most enjoyable exchange with a composite Squadron of the lst D anish Signal R egiment. Major Alastair de
Bretton-Gordon and 120 men, d rawn from all Troops of the
Regiment, spent the first fortnight of June in Denmark and
Major Bent L ober brought a similar party in the second half
of the month to join us on Exercises 'Hurst Park' and
'Summer Sales.' We were delighted to have their help and
very much enjoyed their bospitaliry and their amusing company.
Danish hospitality is renowned, and our Squadron
certainly tasted it in full measure.
We were able to see
Copenhagen i-n full gala dress for the R oyal Princess's wedding,
and a very fine sight it was.
W e ll plac ed in Dunde swehr s hooting tourney
Another international event was on 10th J une, when we
en tered two teams of four in the Bundeswehr Reservist annual
shooting competition. Bundeswebr weapons were u ed. Thirtysix teams, drawn from the Bundeswehr, Bundeswehr Reserve,
Germ an Police and civilian shooting clubs took part.
Our
two teams were well placed in the honours Ii t and several individuals did well with unfamiliar weapons.
At Bisley too, the R egiment achieved considerable success
when Corporal R. T. Parnell gained twenty-third place in the
Army 100 and S erg~ant J. Donaghy won the Tyro prize in the
Bisley Cup and Silv r Medal match.
A m y ste rious nautl:ny ?
In sailing too, L ieutenant H . M. Vines kippered the regimental en try in the Royal Signals regatta at Kiel and achieved
two first places and one ~cond place in the three races, thereby
being declared the overall winner.
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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
OF SOUTH ARABIA
requires

RADIO TECHNICIAN&
for service in the ~ederal Regular Army on contract gratuity
terms. for a penod of two years in the first instance.
~a?didate_s, preferably ex Class I or Class II Radio Techrucians (Li~~t) with recent practical experience of current
range of Bnt1 h Army radio equipment, should have attained
Corp?ral or Sergeant rank and have a good knowledge of
transi.stor theory. a~d practice and of single side band
t~chruque~. Duties mclude Field and base repairs of Field
signal equ~pment, specification testing and maintenance of
s~all medmm power transmitter :eceiver stations including
simple antenna fields. Commencmg salary, including overseas allowance, £1947 a year plus rations and uniform
allowance. Free passages. Liberal leave.

HEADQUARTERS, BRITISH ARMY OF THE RHINE SIGNAL TROOP
( Left to rlcht)
Corporal Anderson, Lance.Corporal Crawley, Corporal Tilling, Signalma.n Machon, Signalman Hopkins, Signalman Gibson, Si,-nalman Kerr, Corporal
Richards, Signalman Baxter, Signalman Gatesman, Signalman Guest, Corporal Davey, Corporal Fryer, Corporal Smethurst, Lance-Corporal Bursess,
Signalman Dunderdale, Sicnalman Hogg, Corporal Radway, Signalman Wager, Signalman Baggaley, Corporal Snowden, Signalman Bean, Sicnalman
Carr, Sianalman Jones, Corporal Jack, Signalman Wagstaff, Signalman Parker, Corporal Whiting, Signalman Edwards, Signalman Powell, Lance.Corporal
Lord, Signalman Milyneux, Corporal Rees. Signalman Spry, Lance-Corporal Fallon, Signalman Branson, Signalman Richardson, Lance-Corporal Gerrard,
Corporal Aldridge, Corporal Braebaum, Private Jenkins, Private Purcell, Sergeant Esdale, Serceant Andrews, W. 0.11 . (Y.O.S.) Newell, Staff Serceant
Perry, Serceant Walker, Private Mitchell, Private Nicholls, Lieutenant M. C. Youns (W.R.A.C.) and Captain W. R. S. Kennedy (R. Slcnals)

16th HEGl1UENT, B.F.P.O. 35
•

B.Q. B.A.O.Il. Troop
We would have thought tbac our Troop at H .Q. B.A.0.R.,
operating under the eyes of so many senior officers, would seek
no further publicity. However, tthey are gluctons, called on
Public Relations Branch for a photographer and sent the result
down marked " For THE WIRE." Notable is the large number
of bodies unearthed and the high polish on che pavement-it
was raining at the time. Commanding the Troop is Captain
W. R. S. Kennedy and Second-in-Command at the .rime was
Lieutenant Viow Captain) M. C. Young, W .R.A.C.

Apply to

'

CROW~ A~ENTS,

Sub Aqua divers disport themselves in S. France

M. Dept., 4, Millbank, London, S.W.1.,

fo~ applica~1on form and further particulars, stating name, age,

brief details of qualifications and experience, and quoting
reference MI P/64693/WS.

Krefeld I•arnde
We bad, in the Regiment, four spotless characters e:igible for
and awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. The
farewell visit by Brigadier King-Martin was made the opportunity for a parade and presentation of medals. The sun shone,
the parade was impressive and none of the recipients shrieked
when <their medal was pinned to them. The medalists were
Lieutenant P. F. Metcalfe, W.O.II J. B. Rose and W.O.II
L. L . Tucker and Staff Sergeant R. H. J. Brewin.

The SlUG Cup
Together with che other RCZ Signal Regiments in B.A.0.R.
we have had a busy time on the ranges this summer. Our main
success was collection of the Rhine Area SMG Cup and we
show the SMG rerun proudly in possession. Regrettably, as
can be seen, they · had fi]ed and em pried ic before we got them
together for a photograph (overleaf).
Not everyone knows why we are not nowadays using our
range in the Barracks. Ir happened after the SIB visited us.
Apparently a German near the camp bad been standing on bis
porch when the lamp by his head disintegrated. Blandly we
said, "Very interesting but what has this to do with us?" Then
they said another German had been in his kitchen when the
towel took off from the wall and rolled itself rightly on the floor;
in it were boles and a bull t-<>urs. We went quietly.
Forthconting attractions
With great pleasure we have heard that, within the next few
months, we will be visited by both the Corps Motor Cycle
Display Team and the Corps Band. Both lend themselves co
large "Scale entertainment of the Regiment, its families and
German guests.
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3rd llEGIMENT, BULFOllD CAMP
•

BLANDFORD REBUILD

Open Day attracts many visitors

It:s going

!O be a short snappy report from 3 H.Q. and Signal

R~~t this month as we are on leave and the scribe has just

slipped mto the office to dash off THE WIRE notes before dashing
off elsewhere.

THEY HAD JU ST FI LLED AND EMPTIED T HE CUP
16t h Regime nt's SMG Tea m w ith the SMG Cup, Corporal Mu r phy,
Corporal A le xander, Captain Cowsi ll, W .0 .11. Stanhope , Cor poral
Walsh.

EXEllCISE

Are you buying a house ?

WILSON & CO
(INSUIL.\NCES) LTD
Have a LOCAL Advisory Service
that can give you 's killed and comprehensive assistance at all stages
of ycur house purchase problem

---- -- -----------To: WILSON & CO. (INSURANCES) LTD.,
House Purchase Advisory Service,
27, NEW STREET, SALISBURY.

Please send me, without obligation, full details.

············ ·· ······· ·· ···· ······ ··· ··· ·· ······· ··· ··· ···· ··· ··
A.DDRESS

······················............. .... ......... .. ..... ..

············ ········ ·· ······························
······················· ···· ·········· ·· ·· ········ ······ ··
... ... .. ........ ... ........ ... .. ......... ...... ...... .. .
~

:l\Uss Unitm! Kingdom ~races oe<'asiou
The bi~ thing of course was Open Day, he:d on the 19th July.
Once agam t?e soccer ~eld wa~ transformed into a fairground
and the soldiers all domg their best to look like fairground
att~ndant~. The. afternoon's activities were declared open by
Miss Umted Kingdom, escorted this year by Lieutenant R.
Clare, who seems to have got a cocner on this sort of job. We
reckon it's because he is the only officer with a decent umbrella!
The afternoon, though not blessed with very good weather
went off extremely we:l and the many visitors were treated to ~
helicopter display, free fall parachuting, piano breaking by the
"F ''. Troop champion team and all the fun of the fair. In the
evenmg a most successful All Ranks' Dance was held.
Earlier on in the month we had a team at Bisley consisting
of Major M. S. Jarrett, Captain P. Broadhurst, A.C.C.
Lieutenant P. Dickinson, S.S.M. Hi:U, S.S.M. Spalding and
Sergeant Ballard. S.S.M. Spalding got into the Army Hundred
Sergeant Ballard into the Army Thirty and Captain Broadhurst
and Lieutenant Dickinson in the Army Thirty ' Pistols.'
Our cricket team suffered their first defeat at the hands of
13/18 Hussars in the 3 Division final played at T idworth on
Thursday, x3th July.

two canoes kindly loaned by 2 D ivision H .Q. and ignal Regiment. Despite the gruelling programme which had been set us,
we gradually toughened up and, after four days, life became a
little easier. This was perhaps when we received the new
that our long-awaited new canoes had arrived from the U.K .,
and, after customs control, we managed, with the hel p of
13th Regiment, to &et them safely over the border.
The two canoes that were entered for the competition were
Avon craft Hustlers, Mark I II, and were en tered in the non
K2 c'.ass. On the first day, racing upstream for io km., we
were placed first and fourth. The next day saw a 65 km. race
downstream, which proved hard going, as the river was slow.
However, at the finish we dragged ourselves ashore, with th e
' A ' team winning by 39 seconds. We now look forward to
Exercise 'River Boat,' which takes place next month.
Our team included, 'A' Team, Lieutenant Smith, Signalman Watson, Corporal Edwards, Lance-Corporal Lloydignalman
Williams. 'B' Team, Lance-Corporal Gi:bert,
Williams, Signalman Mallinson, Signalman N icholls.
Regime ntal

Anglo • German

Fete

•• DOLPHIN ''

Rheindahlen . Sub Aqua C:lllb sent an expedition ·to the South
of i::rance d urm~ the summer. Five novice d ivers from 16th
Re~unent yr~e i~ the party and x6th R egiment provided the
~m admJillstrauve support for ·the expedition. Below is a
bnef r port by a member of the Regiment.
" In th~ early planning d ays the expedition was intended to
visit I taly, this was changed to M alta and fina lly to Southern
France. T he international _complications were unbelievable and
that. the par ty ever got beyond the F ederal bord er was, in itse:f,
a tribu te to th.at unbe'.1.tab!e quartermaster, Major Monty Trusco.t t. At one ume vehicle m surance alone was going to cost £80
as Army trucks wer e not otherwise covered while in France.
All five of 16th Regiment
no~ice divers were capable
sw=ers, had trained in the
Rheindahlen pool and were
keen. The only other qualification needed was leave of
absence for two weeks. Three
of the p arty were W.R.A.C.
-Second-Lieutenant HansonL ester, Sergeant Trainor and
Lance-Corporal Burton; ,two
were men-Staff Sergeant
Brewin and Signalman Russell.
All were classed as ' sparable'
by the Regiment.
The journey from Krefeld
and back was incidental to the
diving but taking a mixed
convoy of 3-tonners, miniLieucenant Taniya Hanson- Lester,
buses and cars on a round
W.R.A.C. and octopus !
trip of r,800 miles had its
.
exciting moments. The des.tinat1on was Cavelieve, about 30 kilometres west of St. Tropez. This
offere<;t a sandy beach with rock. outc:ops, up to 40 feet of water
close mshore and a good campmg site nearby. By going a:Ong
the coas~ water depths of 85 feet were available and this was
the maximum depth reached in training .
Diving was mai!llY a daylight venture but som~ night diving
was complete~ usmg . underwater torches. This was interesting
not only for us _nov~ . ty b~t alS? because it gave the chance to
s~e fish and marme life which hid from daylight. A total of 257
dives were made by the expedition, averaging abou,t half an
hou:1: each and at no time did emergency procedures have to be
app.ied. The oi;i.ly ~asualtie~ were fish, octopus· and eels-<>ne
of the octopus is pictured m the hands of Second-Lieutenant
Hanson-Lester."

•
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B.A.O.R. Canoe Championship Success
Annual Fete breaks all records
Sailing fraternity in good form

No respite
The lu)l in . the exercise season means no respite for us,
as there are still the numerous amounts of extra mural activities which help to fill in the twenty-five hours a day-<>r is it
thirty-five? Our canoeists have just returned from the B A.0.R.
Canoe Championships, where :they carried off the B.A.O.R.
Team Trophy in the non K2 class; the 4th Division Trophy
for the best team, and Signalman Watson and Lieutenant P.
Smith received the trophy for the second individual canoe. We
also set up a new 10 km. upstream record t ime.
The recently-formed No. 4 (Denmark) Squadron have returned
from Exercise " Northern Light" and a report on their experience
appears elsewhere (page 364).
There has also been activity among the sailing and cricket
fraternity, and we have been re-joined by some of our exiles
who have been on Exercise " Eiffel Tower V,'' Exercise
•• Thunderball " and the return of our two marching teams,
one of which entered for the Nijmegan marches, the other
'fresh' (?) from the 4th Division March and Shoot Competition.
The close of the month saw the annual Regimental AngloGerman Summer F ete, which this year broke all records in
raising the sum of £500, which has been donated to local
charities. Remark heard during the latter half of .the month.
" Oh for the peace and quiet of the exercise season!" No
respite I
f'.Atnoe Club
On 3rd July our canoeists, under the leadership of Lieutenant
Peter Smith, left the comforts of barracks life to ' live on the
river' for one week in pre paration for the B.A.0.R. Canoe
Championships. Our camp for the period was at the Doktor
See, near the town of Rinteln. This site proved to be a gravel
pit with access to ·the River Weser. Soon after arrival training
began in earnest, using two of our own Klep;ier cano~s and
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1967

A VERITABLE HERCULES
The C.O. "tests his strength" watched by the Oberbergmeister,
Mr. Biermann (M.P. at Bonn), Mrs. Jackson and Major Evans (2 i/c),

Saturday, 29th July, was the date chosen, and as is usual
on this day of the year, ·the dawn broke with black clouds,
rolling thunderstorms and torrential rain. However, the sun
broke through as the Oberburger Meister of Herford, his town
officials, and the Commanding Officer gathered at the dias to
dec'.are the fete open.
The aim of the fete was, as always, two-fold, the fostering
of Angl~German relations and the raising of funds for local
charities. We proudly proclaim that these aims were achieved
on this day, with the extra large crowd that turned up to
sample over 40 sideshows and attractions, and the announcement that ·the sum of over £500 was raised, thus breaking all
previous records by 50 per cent.
One of the mysteries of the day was th e technicalities of the
' Computerised FootbaJ Pool,' organised by Major (Q M.)
J. Smith and his department, with its electric plugs and
switches and flashing lights, gas and water pipes, di appearing
into the ground. It is hoped that he doesn't lose his piece of
string and non-magnetic needle. Or is this a wild guess?
:!\larch and Shoot f'ompetltlon
The Divisional March and Shoot Competition.
A team
of 25, ten miles in two hours, 26lb. of kit and some pretty complex rules-all th is on a scorching day. This is the annual
test of fitness and marksmanship which takes the place of
a Divisional rifle meeting.
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The team, under Lieutenant Reading and guided by S.M.I.
Johnson, A.P.T.C., started training about two and-a-half weeks
~efore the ~mpetitioi;i.
The first week's training brought to
light a few export reiects ' and so some fresh blood was introduced including ome volunteer . The rest pressed on. On
the day, one eager-beaver was found not fit on the medical
inspection and in came Signalman Siggins-our last reservew~ ~ad u ed up the o.thers by then. During training, Signalman
Siggins had ome difficulty when he was half-a-mile behind
the others, with only a m ile or so to go, but he refused to give
in and declined a lift.
He com~leted the ten miles-a very creditable performance
on a stinking-hot day.
Although our team comp:eted the march within the time
allowed, they ?"ssed the opportunity to shoot by nvo minutes
(m~ch thumb1~g of the rules refused to budge the j1;1dges).
This was a pity, as we were one of the few teams in the
Division to arrive in a body.
We are buying Lieutenant
Reading a stopwatch! The disappointment wa all the greater
because everyone had practised hard and had we shot only an
average shoot, would have been in the first two or three teams
placed. As it was, we finished seventh out of the eleven teams
and scored higher marks for our turnout at the end of the
march than at the beginning (some stout work by Sergeant
Harvey in the last quarter-mile is suspected as the cause of
this).
We shall know better next year.

Corporal Clark will appear in person, by popular demand,
(lumbered) before Major-General Bradley." He will be prepared
to chat, ad infinitum, about diving, diving kit, rules and
regulations, buried treasure and the like on the 7th July.
Owing to the tiny problem of having to spend the 4th, 5th
and 6th July collecting vehicles from Zeebrugge also the horizon
of ,t he 7th was distinctly cloudy, but with the aid of one faithful
wife, large quantities of glue, paint, feminine intuition, and
curses, the 7th Ju:y dawned clear and sunny.
A reasonable display of diving equipment and trophies was
laid out for the S 0.-in-C.'s peru~al. He was kind enough to
spend a few minutes in conversation, and :;bowed his interest by
a number of very shrewd inquiries and remarks.
Beware, Signal divers, the suave' James Bond' type may well
be one of our senior officers, disporting himself in inner space.
Comment by th~ S.0.-in-C. on entering our rather overcrowded
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, "Good lord, now I
know where all my Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s are!"

WHAT IS IT?
Something of compelling interest attracts everybody's attention.
The S.0 .-in-C. crouches down to see better in 7th Regiment's hobbies' room .

Tai!piece.-Sign~an McMurray, who competed in the
Marching and Shooting Team flew to Berlin later the same
day to take part in the B.A.0.R. Individual Swimming Championship on the following day.

7th llEGIMENT, B.F.P.O. Hi
•

Highlight of montb is S.0.-in-C.'s farewell visit

The S.0.-in-C. paid a farewell visit to the Regiment on 7th
July. After inspecting the Quarter Guard commanded by
Sergeant .Neal he presented L.S. and G.C. medals to . Captain
G. E. Mileham, M.B.E., W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) Meyer, W.0.11 G .
R. Craddock and Corporal R. H. Hutchings.
Gener~! Bradley then met and talked with many members of
the Regiment he comr~~mded for more than three years. He
opened the new Hobbies ~ntre where he spoke to Miss Pat
~ughes, our W.R.V.S. Orgamser, and members of various clubs:
Signalman Eves (Photography Club), Signalman Burton (Art
356

Cricket
The Regiment's cricket team beat 4 Division H.Q. and Signal
Regiment in the first round of the Army Cup by eight wickets.
Corporal Taylor 2 for 3, Private Batson 2 for 10, Corporal
Walwyn 2 for II.
9th JlEGIMENT, D.F.P.0. 53

Swinuning-flash
We ~n~tulate Signalman McMurray, of 3 Squadron, who
was thu:d m the roo metres free sty:e in the B.A.O.R. Compe~tion: He is now looking ahead to the Army Competition,
which is due to be held in the U .K. in late August.
Sailing
.After the hectic ~xercise period of April, May and June, the
sail~s of the Regunent, greatly reinforced by the arrival of
Ma1or M. H.artnett and R.Q.M.S. Marshall, R.A., commenced
senous pracuce at the Dommer See Yacht Club in preparation
for the B.A.0.R. Inter-Unit Competition. Winning our first
match against r (BR) C.Orps Workshops, R.E.M.E., we were
next drawn against 35 Corps Engineer Regiment, R.E., which
pz:oved to be a hard-fought match resulting in a comfortable
wm for us. We now look forward with great anticipation to
the final of the Dommer See zone, when our opponents will
be r D. and D., who narrowly defeated us in this comeptition
last year.
The unit's Baltic sailoi;; have been pursuing a full programme; two helmsmanship courses were completed in June
and two ~ts were entered for the Royal Signals and Divisional
regattas m July. The first helmsmanship course saw Majors
G.regory and Hartnett, Captain Burge, Corpora: Doughty and
Signalman Othen set out for Kiel on the 9th June followed by
Corporal Plummer, Second-Lieutenant Ander~n, S.S.M.
Brooker, Corporal Elderwards and Signalman Kirkham on the
18th June. The exciting stories which are going the rounds
as a result of these courses and their passage to Denmark are
?r too numerou~ to record, but they have ensured a steady
interest and possible enrolment in this popular sport for some
ttme to come.

Motor Cycllng
Between the other activities in July our motor cycle team took
part in the ADAC tria:s at Stuckenbrock. The team consisted
of Lieutenant Davies, Sergeant Payers, Lance-Corporal Lloyd
and Lance-Corporal Clare. Lance-Corporals Lloyd and Clare
came first and third in the NATO class.

•
•

. . • . IT WAS SIGNALMAN MACKIE 'S HOVERCRAFT!
General Bradley and Signalman Mackie get down to details.

C:ub), W.O.~ Kinch (Amateur. Radio) and Signalman Mackie
(Model Makmg). He was pamcularly interested in his model
hover7~aft-like. all models it had worked perfectly just before
the vmt ~ut evidently had stage fright 'on the day.' There is
no trurh m the rumours that Signa:.man Mackie is posted to
SRDE.
Visiting the .gymnasium the ~.0.-in-C. gracefully declined
Arl!l~ Ht:a~eight Judo Champion Corporal Cairn's invitation
to )Om hrm in a three-minute randori !

Lonee-Corporal Clark does his bit
Also in ·~he gymnasium the S.0.-in-C. met Lance-Corporal
Clark who 1s a member of our Sub-Aqua Club. This N.C.O.'s
own notes on the visit are as follows:
On. ~onday? 3rd July, I was in the midst of renovating
my ~1vmg eqml?ment ready for a second trip to Greece. This
en.tailed such. th~gs as scraping and repainting bottles, patching
sults and stripping and oiling instruments when to my horror
out of the wide b:ue yonder (R.H.Q.)-a letter-" LanceTHE WIRE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1967

Water Polo team hit top form
Memorable Open Air Concert at Salamis

Water 1•010
The regimental water polo team has just completed its most
successful season for some years; not satisfied with winning the
League Championship, without losing a match, the team then
went on to take the Inter-Unit Knock-out Cup.
The skipper throughout the season has been Sergeant Jones,
who has enthusiastically led the team selected from the following : W.0.I (Y. of S.) Culbert, Sergeant Cheetham, Sergeant
Northcott, Corporal Goodburn, Corpora: Derrick, LanceCorporal Sharpe, Signalman Boult, Signalman Henderson,
Signalman Hardstaff and Signalman Renwick. Sergeant Jones
bas played for the Army (Cyprus) water polo team in each of
the seasons he has been here, and formerly represented the
Corps in Germany. Yeoman Culbert is also an ex-Army pl.ayer,
and their combined experience has stood the team in good stead.
During the current season the team played six matches,
scoring 52 goals and only conceding 8; top scorer was the
skipper himself.
The Knock-Out Final was played at Nicosia on 7th July,
against the Royal Engineers. Despite the fact that they had
already competed for the Unit individually, in the Inter-Unit
swimming match in which the team achieved a very creditable
2nd place, they were aga in victorious after a grueling match ·
by 5 goals to 2. Sergeant Jones scored a hat-trick with Yeoman
Culbert and Corporal Derrick getting one each.
Following such a successful season the Regiment has entered
a team in the Akrotiri Cup, a knock-out competition played
against the best Royal Air Force teams on the island, in addition
to teams from H.Q. UNFICYP, Comcen (Cyprus), the Royal
Engineers and the Royal Corps of Transport.
The cup has never left its home in Akrotiri, but there are
great hopes that this year it may do just that . . . and perhaps
find its way to 9th Regiment.
Salamis
The Regiment was strongly represented at the SSAFA
Concert, which took place at the ancient and romantic amphitheatre of Salamis on an evening in June, when the Officers'
and Sergeants' Messes virtually ' en bloc' repaired to that
beautiful setting by the sea.
The Concert, the last to be given by the 2nd Bn. Royal
Ang:ian Regiment before leaving Cyprus, was thoroughly
appreciated by all, and I shall not forget Sergeant Bill Gordon's
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SALAMIS
A photographic study at dusk by Signalman Bowles.

rendering of "Serenade" .. . remember Lanza? . . . "Overhead the Moon is Beaming " . . . Can you picture the moon in
a cloudless sky . . • the brilliant stars . . . the lilting music
of a long past Vienna .•. a:J. this and more Salamis has to offer.
The accompanying photograph, of the columns round the
site of the original gymnasium, were taken by Signalman David
Bowles of 2 Squadron, on one of his regular trips to Salamis.
Some of its atmosphere, on a moon:it night, can be sensed in
the picture of its stark columns against the evening sky.

Exhibition Evening
The Sergeants' Mess held a very popular exhibition of local
fashions, pottery, lace and painting on Tuesday, 30th May. To
begin the evening, a Cyprus wine producer offered a session of
wine tasting, and need:ess to say this went down exceptionally
well! No less popular was the parade of the mannequins,
displaying everything from bikinis to evening dress.
Ray Gannon provided the photographs of the models. Ray,
who has been with the Civilian Wing of the Regiment for a
little over two years, has learnt al: that he knows about photography at the Unit Camera Club and there could be no better
tribute to the Club than the excellent standard he maintains.
Having started on a Yashica 635, he graduated to a Mamayfiex C33. Ray does his own deve:oping, printing and mounting
and, generally speaking, prefers to work in b:ack and white.
Owing to pressure of space, the two photographs, with regret,
have had to be omitted.-Editor.

10th Regiment, Hounslow
•
•

Piano smashing contest
Success in Ai-my Canoe Champions.hips

A challenge
This month the Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Regiment challenged the Officers to a ' feat of arms with a difference '
-a piano smashing competition to be followed by a games
evening in the Bruno Club.
The match took place on the square during a games afternoon and th two teams, the Officers captained by Lieutenanteo:onel D. C. Hibberd and the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
by W.O.I (R.S M.) Gibson, proceeded to de troy two pianos,
watched from a safe distance by the referee, Bri15<1dier P. E. S.
Mansergh, o:B.E. The Warrant Officers and Sergeants were
declared the winners, having smashed and ' posted ' their piano
in a very fast six minutes. However, the Officer had their
revenge in the evening when they defeated the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants in a rather less energetic indoor tournament.
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Cbar'.esworth and Signalman Kay. Mrs. Hibberd, assisted by
son Jonathan, presented the cup to Major McQuade and then
everyone. adjourned to the Bruno Club for much-needed
refreshment.
~-cling

The Army and Inter-Service Track Cl1ampionships were held
at _Portsmouth Track on Friday, 16th June, 1967. Congratulations to Lance-Cor~ral Ascough on winning ,t he sprint event
and the 1,000 mer;re time final and on being runaer-up in the
4,000 metre purswt and the 5-mile point-to-point.

llth REGIMENT, CATTERICK CAMP
•
"BANG IT ON " C" SHARP"
Sergeant Yates with hammer raised, Staff Sergeant Prescott steadies
the objective. In the background the officers seem to be ahead in
the piano smashing competition

PIANOS DULY SMASHED, THE TWO TEAMS POSE FOR THE
CAMERA
Le~ to right: Sergeant Newton, Staff Sergeant Prescott, Sergeant
Yates, W.0.1. (R.S.M.) Gibson, Brigadier P. E. S. Mansergh (referee),
Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Hibberd , Captain B. C. Carpenter, Major
(Q.M.) McQuade, Major M. W, Simms-Reeve

Mayor of Richmond takes Pass-Off Parade

The Mayor of Richmond was the inspecting officer at the
pass-off parade of 2 Troop. With the Mayor on this occasion
came th~ Lady Mayor~ss and the Commanding Officer's wife
and family, together with wives and families of some of the
offi~rs of <h:e Regiment, as well as the usual families of the
sol~1ers passmg-off.
Lucki.:y, it was a fine day and so the
lad1e~ were. able to appear in their sauciest bonnets I
During
the mspec~on the Mayor showed great interest in speaking
to the soldiers on parade, as well as the members of the band.
whom he had met on the previous Tuesday.

Mayor impressed by messing
After the parade, the Mayor addressed the soldiers and their
parents. He told them of ~e intere~ting life that they had
chosen. It was not an easy life, he said, but a very rewarding
o~e; He went_o? to strc;ss the importance of the unity between
military .~_nd civil, .e_spe~ally in this area because there were so
many lllliltacy families 10 a small area. The best recruit trophies
~ere presented !Uld tll~n everyone adjourned to have a drink
m the bar, durmg which time the Mayor met many of the
parents. Before leaving for lunch in the Officers' Mess the
~yor looked in at the cookhouse where he was amazed :le the
high standard of food and service.
Having been plied with what he termed to be a first class
~uncb, the Mayor set off with the Commanding Officer, Second~-~mmand and the R.S.M. to see the Regiment at work. He
visit~ the Depot Squadron, then the Weapon Training School.
On his return to Relles, tlie Mayor watched recruits in their
first week of training, drilling on the Square and he visited
O.R. 1 Troop and heard potential officers of the 'Corps discussing
'Problems of Local Government!' To complete .the day the
Mayor was very g,r ateful to 'taste ' the hosp.itality of the
Sergeants' Mess-he had walked a very long way I

~l.T.

The Regiment entered three vehicles in a rally organised by
20 ~quadron. R.C.T. on Saturday, 22nd July, 1967. They set
?ff m the ~ddle of the worst thunder storm for months-It
mches of ram were recorded at nearby London Airpon. The
Land Rover,_ crewed by Signalmen Laidlaw and Kelly, was
forced lO reure through gear box trouble and Corporal Swain
and ~oe-Corporal !"1.artin retired lost but fortunately for t)le
p~estlge of the Regune':1t Corporal Marriott and Signalman
Lindsay managed to finish the course and gained third place
overall.

Canoeing
The Regiment entered a team in the Army Canoe Union
Championships held at Shepperton Island Lock from the 14th16th July and we are pleased to report that Lance-Corporals
Bonner and Bottoms won the 500 metres sprint.

Slx--slde hockey
The regimental six-a-side hockey competition was held on
the square on Wednesday, 2nd August. After several gruelling
matches the R.H.Q./Q.M. team defeated M.T. in the final to
~me hockey champions of the Regiment. The team included
Lieut~ant-Colo1:1el D. C. Hibberd, Major (Q.M.) J. F. McQuade
(captam), Captain B. C. Carpenter, W.0.II Oscroft, Corporal
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Pass Off Parades
The first ~ass:-off Parade of the month on the 14th July was
taken by Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., Commander of the
Training Brigade. This day
turned out to be very, very
wet, so much so, that the
parade was curtailed, and in
the words of the Troop Commander, the Troop " almost
scuttled off the Square."
The best recruit on this
occasion
was
Signalman
Quinton, who is soon to go
to 24th Regiment for training as a Com Ceo Op.
Quinton comes from Belfast
in Nonhern Ireland, where
he was working as a grocery
delivery man. We hope he
Sisnalman R. s. Quinton
de:ivers all bis messages
right!
The best recruit on the 28th July was Signalman West who
comes from South London. West was in the A.CF. at School
where he rose to the exalted rank of S.S.M., after leaving school
he sp~t two years as a telephone fitter, now he's going to be
a Ractio Relay man. We wish him every success.
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Four C.-in-C.'s commendations.
Two Signalmen keep vital infantry rear link through.
Lance-Corporal and Arab friend eliminate tension on
G.O.C.'s visit.

hard month
As usual, I resolved to write THE WIRE notes
in plenty of time, say about the twentieth of the
month. But on 20th June came the tragic
mutinies in the Federal National Guard and
Police, which cost so many casualties, and the
subsequent ' State Red ' (to use our jargon) lasted
for a full fortnight-the longest yet. Now its
relatively quiet again; just a few ' incidents ' each day and an
Administrative Inspection (laughingly supposed to be a minione) in two days time. Which is all intended to explain why
I'm writing in a frantic hurry again.
c.-in-C.'s Commendations
We are all delighted and proud that no less than four of the
Regiment have been awarded C.-in-C.'s Commendations:
W .O.II Williams, Staff Sergeant Stanger, Staff Sergeant ('l. of S.)
Tasker and Corporal Chisholm. They all gained the award for
many months of consistently hard and selfless work in very
trying conditions and fully deserve it. We extend to them our
heartiest congratulations.
Departures
Our families have now all gone, and with them some husbands
who were anyway soon due for R.H.E. The departures are too
numerous to name, and we were sad to lose so many good
friends and charming ladies; but there's one consolation about
our l!ife here-the time passes quickly when you're as busy as
we are.
Maalla Straight, just lately a busy thoroughfare full of Service
families in the tall blocks of flats, is now a ghost town. The
shops are mostly closed, and there is silence and a stink of
garbage. Two battalions of watchful infantry live in the flats,
and nobody lingers.
Operational affairs
As already mentioned, in the world Press as well as here, the
last few weeks have been a hectic time for us. 20th June, with
the mutinies and the expulsion of the British from Crater, caused
much activity behind the scenes as well as all the usual "State
Red " work. Next day there was a brisk fire fight at the Main
Pass, where terorists were firing down on the Marine Commando
picquet from a very solid old fort high up on the rocks. Wat~
ing from our lines we could see the long bursts of Brownmg
fire chiseling at the stone-work. Then two rounds from a
Saladin's 76 mm gun failed because of the extreme angle to the
target. Finally, a Marine Commando popp..,"'<i a Carl Gustav
round through the offending loop-hole and it was all over.
Earlier in the morning, " Goldie," the Somali head labourer
of 1 Squadron, was said to have turned whiter than white when
a spent ricochet passed his head just outside R.H.Q.
Meanwhile movement along the main road to Maalla drew
occasional snlper's fire, which several of our vehicles experienced.
Camp defence has drawn a good deal of attention too of late,
as if there wasn't enough to do. We have sweated away at
digging and sand-bagging. We now have some handsome
sandbagged sangars. It was warm work.
Re-entry Into Crater
Qn the afternoon of Monday, 3rd July, 0.C. 2 Squadron
wall summoned to H.Q. Aden Brigade and told that the Argylls
were going back into Crater at last light-how about communications? An eJi.'tra Brigade command net would be needed
and, incidentally, the Argylls could not provide their usual
rear link.
Fonunately we had already planned for all except the last
twist. At 18~15 hours a helicopter took off with an A41 rebroadcast station (Lieutenant Cartwright and Corporal Day as
crew) which it landed amongst the Arin'lls' mortars. on ~as
Marshag, a high, roe~ promentory w.1th a good view into
Crater in case the fonmdable crags, which surround the town,
should interrupt VHF (you can't do VHF recces in enemy
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territory here, as in B.A.O.R.). Five minutes before H~hour,
at 19.00 hours, Major O'Connor delivered Signalmen Hanley
and Smith with the rear link vehicle to the Argyll . We
couldn't spare an ~.C. O. , but we needn't have worried, for
the link never failed. Four days later, the Argylls exprC$sed
surprise that two Signalmen managed the job on their own,
compared to the six-man crew on the Battalion control station.
No comment.

More of ClaYJtole
Lance-Corporal Claypole has a way of getting involved in
things. Readers of a year ago will remember how he started
his tour here, straight from training as a radio operator, by
being shipwrecked with his CI I on a desert shore. Then,
last August, he turned Bedu during our Exercise ' Nomad
Mercury' to Beihan and back. Now, bearing a stripe and driving
the G.O.C.'s Rover, as o. 2 to Corporal Cartlidge, he's seldom
shon of happenings.
Your newspaper will have told you that on 20th June
some of the worst trouble occurred among the Federal Guard
in Champion Lines, who both fought each other and killed eight
British soldiers, until quelled by a Company of 1st King's Own
Border Regiment.
So when the G.O.C. went to visit them a few days ago, you
can imagine that the atmosphere was tense, to say the least.
Until the Federal Guard Commandant's escort recognised
Claypole-the Arab had been one of our guides on Exercise
'Nomad Mercury.' In the enthusiastic greetings that followed,
all the tension vanished. Claypole seems to have momentarily
taken over the conduct of affairs, but as soon as formality was
restored, the G.O.C. seemed to be pleased, if astonished; it
is not often these days that Arabs rush up to a British soldier
with welcoming handshakes.
So we now add diplomacy to the list of our services rendered.
Stop Press
A most unfortunate, but unique experience for a Signal
Regiment. Signalman Morris, the R.S.M.'s clerk, was wounded
by grenade fragments during the Regiment's annual Administrative Inspection on 13th July. We are pleased to say the
wound is not serious.

18th Regiment
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
•
•

Close ties with H.M.S. Hennes renewed
Footballers and athletes lead rest of Singapore

Our correspondent said a couple of months ago that the peak
of activity had been reached-little did he know what was in
store!
A very full fortnight

The RegimeJlt is officially ' affiliated ' to the 'Far East Fixed
Wing Carrier.' Such an affiliation is an introduction for much
wining, dining and sponing and when the carrier was known
to be H.M.S. Hermes with its own particular association with
the Corps, many plans were made for its arrival in June. Unfortunately at Gan she had to do an about-tum to return to
Aden waters and her arriva in Singapore was delayed for a
few weeks.
A fortnight packed with exchanges followed-officers to guest
nights, Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess ~embers to social
functions and numerous men, women and children were taken
around the ship. An afternoon of sport wi~ teams ~mpcting
in soccer hockey, basketball, water polo, tenms, badmmton, golf
and squ;sh produced some very keen CO!Ilpetition and a close
overall result, the Regiment winning by five events to three.
We have an idea we shall not be let off so lightly on the
return as it will be the rugby season (the ship has one of the
top Navy teams), and ,t he officer who plays squash for the Navy
will no doubt be found to be available I
Many friendships were established during the fortnight. and
it was with much regret that we learnt that she was to sail for
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COMMANDING OFFICERS VISIT HERMES
Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson (18th Regt.) and Lieutenant-Colonel
Maxfield (19th Regt.) with Commander Clarke R.N. discuss a point
of detail

IT WAS WORTH ALL THE SWEAT
18th Signal Regiment football team exhausted but happy after winning the Robinson Cup . Captain Tommy Thompson the Football
Officer in back row.

Hong Kong immediately. We wish all ranks 'bon voyage' and
look forward to seeing them again sometime.
Tai/piece. Many members of the Corps had the pleasure of
meeting again Rear Admiral E. B. Ashmore, c .B., D.F.C., Secondin-Command, Far East Fleer, who flew his flag on Hermes.
Rear-Admiral Ashmore was, until last year, A.C.D.S. (Signals)
at the Ministry of Defence, and toured Far East Signals units
during his tour of office.

Annual funfair nets nearly £500
The annual funfair was he:d on Saturday, 24th June, and once
again the Meil<:tila sports ground resembled a typical English
fairground; cake stalls, coconut shies, bil<:ini clad beauties on
ducking stools, etc., etc. Ingenuity was displayed at every turn
in an effort to extract donations for a good cause.
The funfair was opened by Mrs. Tyacke, wife of the District
Commander, Major-General D. N. H . Tyacke, and a good time
was had by all (in spite of die rain which decided to pour at
interva:s). (A total of 3,888 dollars profit on the fair was distributed to nine funds and charities).
At the end of the afternoon Mrs. Anderson presented prizes
to the organiser of the best stall-the Malay Food Stall, run by
Mrs. Yahya and Mrs. Mansur, and to the best decorated float
which was designed and built by Singapore Guard Regiment.
F oot ball team g a in s fo ur troph ies
The regimental soccer team has had a very successful season
so far, winning the Singapore District League Challenge Cup
Division I and II, the Robinson Cup and the Caldbeck Cup.
For the latter game they traveI:ed to Terendak in Malaysia and
played the 1st Bn. K.S.L.I. whom they beat three goals to one
in a good game appreciated by a large crowd, including over
100 supporters fron;i. the Regiment.
With four trophies in the bag so far the team is well set to
become the Singapore League champions.
A thle t es l ook f o r Arm y reco r d
Weeks of daily training by die unit team under the direction
of Major Fred Stork with W.O.II Home, W.0.II Brice and
C.S.M.l. France as coaches earned the reward not only of the
champion signals unit in the triangQar match but also champion
unit at the Singapore District meeting. Performances worthy of
note were those of W.O.ll Richardson in the 800 and 1,500
metres and Sergeant Pfeiffer in the hammer. It was hoped that
the 4 x 100 metres relay team (C.Orporal Sidek, Corporal Glenn,
Lance-Corporal Abdullah and Signalman Idris) after a time of
44.7 seconds in the triangular match might beat the Army record
of 44.1 at the District meeting but a baton change let them down.

VICTORY SMILES
18th Signal Regiment Athletics team which won the Singapore District Athletics team trophy.

queen's Dirtladay Parade
Over four hundred all ranks were on parade with the band
of the Far East Air Force. The salute was taken by the Ghief
Signal Officer, Brigadier A. D. Brindley, M.B.E., and the parade
was commanded by the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. Anderson. Over a .t housand spectators were present and a1 messes and
clubs were full as thirsts were quenched after the parade. The
parade was covered by a team of six cine photographers and a
sound recording is to be added to produce a permanent colour
record of this annual event.
Personal
Lieutenant" Sandy" Boyack, W.R.A.C., is to be congratulated
on her engagement to Lieutenant Chris Dakin of 249 Squadron.
Three brand new dependants arrived during June-a daughter
for Major and Mrs. C.Ox, a daughter for Signalman and Mrs.
Simms, both on 8th June, and a son for Signalman and Mrs.
Nulty on 12th June.
Captain Frank Brandreth has arrived to take over CDSO
duties from Captain Arthur Batrarn who is leaving the Service
for a quiet Jife in Surrey.
Captain Bob Todd has arrived to take over from Captain
Clive Ottley as T.O.T. in 2 Squadron.
A touch of glamour in the form of Lieutenant Liz Mathers,
W .R.A.C, has arrived to understudy the duties of Assistant
Adjutant. Her prowess as a photographer earned her first prize
in this year's Army Arts and Crafts Exhibition.

Solid State
U~H.F. Fixed Station
for 450 to 470 Mc/s

*Choice of control systems.
*Elimination of relay in tran mitter with the
The Pye F450T u.b.f. base srntion _has a fully
..
exception of aerial changeover.
transistorised transmitter and receiver, for
*Output stage protected against 'no-load' cond1t1on
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circuit eliminates background noise m
The equipment is frequency-modulated, operates
the absence of a signal.
from 450 to 470 Mc/s, with 40 to 60 kc/s channel
*
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*Remote control facilities.

and Pocketfone radiotelephones.
Pye Telecommunications Limited

l
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FAR AWAY PLACES---UNUSUAL JOB

21st REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 43
•
•

Regiment wins Morrison Cup
Tug of war team make B.A.0.R. final for third year

Farew II ''iSit of llhine ~t.rea Commander
Brigadier J. D. King-Martin, c.B.E., n.s.o., .M.c., came to
say goodbye to the Regiment this month and, as his final task,
took the alute at our 22nd M.P.C. III/II pass-off parade. The
drill and rumout was well up to standard, and the occasion
wa marked by the presentation of the Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal to W.O.II Davies. After a last tour round
Laarbruch and lunch with the officers, the Brigadier bade us
farewell for the la t time. Our good wishes go with him.
~lorrison

Cup
This month saw the achievement of one of our ambitions,
namely the winning of the Morrison Cup. Both days of the
meeting were most exciting, and the fina: placings were touch
and go right up to the last race.
Once more the 'old firm ' gave of their best, the two relay
races being particularly worthy of note. Signalman Gumbs
just made sure of the 4 x loo yards relay and Signalman
Hutchinson, running powerfully, made up about loo yards
to win the 4 x 400 yards relay for the Regiment.
A fitting conclusion to a very successful at!Letic season.
Tug-of-War
Th_e heavyweight tug-of-war team once more pulled its
way_ mto the B.A.O.R. finals, only to be beaten by 26th Field
Regiment, R.A., at Sennelager, in two straight pulls.
This is the third year in succession that the team has been
B.A.O.R. runners-up and the fifth year in succession that they
have won the Rhine Area championships.
Disley team
The Regimental shooting team returned from U.K. this
month,_ where, for the third year running, they had improved
on thel! total score.
At ~e Corps Rifle Meeting they came a close second to
the wmners, 30th Regiment. Signa:man Yeomans was best
overall Class ' B ' shot, Sergeant Ridgway was the best Class
'A' shot in the Whitehead Cup match, and the team won the
Army Hundred Cup. At the Bisley meeting Corporal Purkiss
was counted out of the top 30 best shots in the SMG XXX
competition, which was hard luck, considering it was his first
year at Bi~ey. Ser~eant Smith, Signalman Yeomans and Signalman Harns all got mto the Army Hundred, and Sergeant Smith
was selected for the Corps Team. W.O. Turner was a:-so
selected to fire the SMG at the National Rifle Association
Meeting.
Families' Open Day
The families' open day at Laarbruch was held in glorious
weather.
Ev~. ac_rivity on the sta~ion was represented, and 'L' Troop's
cable JOm~g and plumbmg demonstration was very popular.
It was said that numbers of Army personnel watching were
g_rc:nter than the Air Force spectators l Anyway, 'L' Troop
c.aimed to have taught 'D' Troop how to joint!
The flying display was exce[ent and the aerobatics of a
Lightnin~ fighter. s_role the show. A smaller aerobatic display
by the al!field ghdmg club, though unable to compete in noise
level, was also most impressive.
A disp·ay by the R.A.F. police with their dogs and a firefighting demonstration rounded off the day's entertainment.
Everyone agreed that this year's open day was even better
than last year's.

MEMDEllSDIP OF TOE ROYAL SIGNALS
ASSOCIATION
You may be a dedicated member, but what about your friends
w~o are not? Why not put Association Headquarters in touch
with them so that we can explain the aim~ and purposes
of the Association.

South Arabian Signal Regiment
D.F.P.O. 69
•
•

Reports from the Outposts

Billet inspection causes momentary crisis
A new use for aerial mast halyards

Making hay
The ~ast of the families have now left, and the lack of female
companionship is very noticeable, with the faithful husbands
far from b~ing disconsolate, 'making hay' in their various
individual ways. C\f/e hope the wives do not get their hands
on these notes I).
The office has seemed very quiet lately, with both Major
Frank Partington and Staff Sergeant C'f. of S.) Ian Holmes
taking a week off to say farewell to their better halves. One
person was heard to say, though, "Oh why can't a Major on
a week's leave, stay on leave and kave me in peace."
Due to reasons beyond their contro:, Corporals ' Snowy '
Holloway, Mick Kent, 'Higgy' Higgerson and Dave Burkinshaw have had to forego the pleasure of their fresh eggs at
the Habilayn Egg Farm. There appears to be quite a story
concerning ' Higgy ' and the demise of the hens, but no one
will tell me !
Spare that Jtolish
The other day the memories of long-forgotten fears were
aroused when British Admin Staff Detail warned us that our
Commander, Brigadier (Zaim) Dye, was to visit our billets.
These happy homes were puI:ed apart, unbeknown belongings
dragged from dark, dank comers into the light of day with
warm greetings from the owner (unprintable, of course). Rugs
and carpets were lifted, only to find a wooden floor which looked
as if it would appreciate a month's pay worth of polish. The
floor was, as normal, swept, the carpets beaten and relaid and
die surrounding edges left, shyly showing a suggestive gleam
of about a minute's pay worth of po:ish. Then, as usual,
news was received through the grape-vine, and later confirmed, that the visit was to be delayed three days. This went
down well with the troops and, with few exceptions, all away'd
to the mess to drown their sorrows and forget that the same
?Jiracles of endurance would have to be performed again, as
mdeed they were.
The usual praise was given by the
R S.M., but since we have no guardroom, his remarks were
inappropriate. Our R.S.M. Smith also seems to take to
the two Signals chariots-one Austin A.35 (thought to be the
first) .and a Morris _Minor (even older) which are both fu[y
Adei:use~, unconvemble and able to seat I-8 apiece (though
not m sight ~f the R.S.M. or the British Major Signals). Most
of the essential parts seem to work most of the time but it
is still noticeable t~at bo~ drivers, and frequently pas'sengers,
seem to be developrng quite good shoulder and leg musc:esand a remarkable vo:::abulary I
The Naval inRuence
. A new u~ for halyar!1s seems to have been found by the
Signals Adviser. The wmd took a dislike to the Control Store
roof a_nd took half of ~t off. What was left had halyards thrown
over 1t, each end bemg staked and the knots being checked
by the CRS (Chief Radio Supervisor) Hodgson (Chief Instructor to the South Arabian Navy). With overa[ control being exercised ~y the British Major Signals and Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Mike Rowland, how could the project fail I
Since the last notes were submitted we have said goodbye
to Corporal Ted Edwards, another of the old F.R.A. second
·t our boys; he will be sorely missed, if only for business acumen
and money-making ideas
Anyway, we a[ send our best
wishes with him and hope to meet again.
The mission awaits you
Finat:y, the Mission should be mentioned again. Already
about a third of our number have volunteered and been
accepted, which proves Aden could be worse ·t han it is. At the
time of going to print Royal Signals Records has called for
further volunteers in the trades of Radio Technician Telegraph
'
Technician, Line Technician and Lineman.

The wontlerlul world of Suzy Wong
a Hong Kong Cameo
Dy Signalman W. K. Smith, ol 2G3 Squadron
My job-intmense Heope and variety

Place fifty acres of army camp in the middle of. the ri~est
part of town, stmound it with. b~rs, shoi;>s and n~h tourists,
and you have a veritable soldier s paradise. ~h1tfield . B3:fracks Kowloon, Hong Kong, in itself is no paradise, but m its
envir~nment it is certainly an agreeable home.
My life as a Communications C~ntre operator here, in Kowloon, has immense scope and variety. In a call!P where at
night there are f~w English people on duty, the Signal Centre
becomes the easy target for a score of ~elepho~e calls put
through by an operator who is un:der the 1;111press1on that _the
man on the other end of extension 130 1s Harry Lorrame,
the 'Memory Man' himself.
Only yesterday I had a call fro~ the R.A.F. who wanted
to know who won the Grand National; or the woman who
phoned every half-hour to see if her husband'.s 'planeh. was
still in the air-maybe she had an insurance policy on 1ID?
A photog..aphers's dream world
Of course, working shift-work as I do, I have hours _galore
for social life and Hong Kong is a wonderful place if one
just has a littie cheek. Last week I invited mysel! aboard the
P. & O. liner S.S. Canberra, where I met up w1t.1:1 a few of
the crew and between us we had an excellent tlllle. T?e
scenery isn't the best in the world, but there _are. some qwte
picturesque areas and the view of the Peak District by rught,
with its myriad' of lights, is a sight which never ceases to
enchant me.
On the other side of the harbour lies the Island. of Hong
Kong For next to nothing, a bus takes you to Tiger . Balm
Gard~ which is a photographer's dream world. It JS ~e
Chinesd version of Disneyland and there are numerous ~~u
coloured statues of weird and wonderful creatures depict1Dg
Chinese folk tales and religion. It was constructed by the
late Mr. Aw BoQn Haw in I935 at a reputed. c~st of
HK$l6,ooo,ooo, which is £1,000,000, or a lot of entries rn my
pay book.
J 888-wltbout an accident
When friends come up from Singapore, Borneo or ~cao
they undoubtedly get dragged across the water for a nde. to
the summit of the Peak in th~ funicular ~ble car. The nde,
takin eight minutes or so, JS one I enJOY !Dore than _my
guest~ I think. The fact that it has operated sm~e ~888 without ac'cident seems to set most minds at ease, while Jt only reminds me of ·the law of averages. However, when 5,000 separate steel cables, each wound on separate drums, are at work
there is little need for worry.
.
.
Another part of our job is called Inte:"1al , Secunty1 which
is a term derived from the old English controlling the
peasants.' Every so often, a pauol (the Lord. of . the Manor)
tours the farms and villages of the New T_ernton~s and out1 in islands (the 'estate') asking the residents. if th71 are
~ap~y. "Yes," .they reply, and they usu~y are m theu O"".n
little way. Occasionally there are complamts about delays rn
requests for aid being met, but these are few.

.\. story c0flt8 6 /Then there is Wanchai, the narrow strip of waterfront immortalised by the fictitio~s Suzy ~ong. Here, for a modest
outlay (if you are Amencan and nch, but s~dalo?s o~ my
pay), a pretty (sometimes, if you're lucky) Chin~se girl will sit
on your lap and tell you a story of woe and gnef of how she
supports her family in China. It may be true, but at 6/- a
time I think I deserve the truth.
Sportswise, Hong Kong h~s it. ~e even have our own
' Services Special ' on the radio, summmg up t?e V:'eekly sP?rts
events.
Tug-of-war, soccer, badm~ton, swunmrng, cycling,
boxing, judo, archery, sailing, go-kartmg-you make your own
choice, for we can offer all these sport~ a~d many . more arc
to be found.
The latest craze now which 1S caprurmg yo~ng
and old is slot-car racing, and there are three centr~, makm~
•a bomb' out of the public. To use an Army phrase, I lap Jt
up!"
The v.c.-IOs come screaming in
Kai Tak our airport, is going all the way, and now we see
V.C.-10 ai;craft coming and going, and for those who know
me I'll be going in September, to my regret. I may have
to 'work at the next unit I join!
We've had lots of new faces an:iv~ recently! ai;id lost some
old friends, but the bonds of friendship are begmnmg to moul~
the new Squadron together again and, as our cross-Atlantlc
friends would say-" All systems go" (whatever that means).
If you are coming to 253 Squadron ~ the future, may I say
this: "It isn't a holiday camp, bu~ 1t s great fun and ~ost
enjoyable, if you can bear the mosqunoes and cockroaches.

(The Corps covers the world. Here is an e~ellent example
of a Signalman making the most of a good postmg. Well done.
-Editor).

"Quick
AN

Take-off"~===

AIRPORTABLE EPISODE A
DY lath REGIMENT

TOLD

A sudden call from the c.s.o.

It was I3.25 hours to be exact. The C 0. and three or four
officers were having a beer in the Mess before lunch, when the
phone rang. It was the C.S.O. He told the C.O. that there was
trouble at Saiyun in the Eastern Aden Protect<?r.ate . . Local h?theads, incensed at what they believed was Bnush rn~erven~on
in the Israel-Egypt clash, had wrc:cked ~e only radio stauon,
manned by the Hadhrami Bedoum Legion and most of the
government transport, and tom down the . t_elepho~e system
installed by our own linemen on a recent v1s1t (thats another
H~~

.

An Infantry Platoon, which had already been .at short-noucc
standby for another operatioi;i, were t<? fly up .m 3: coupl~ of

Bevedeys. We were to provide a radio rear hnk m a _.mrneplated Land Rover, and some linemen, the whole operauoi;i to
be under the command of a Ro¥al Signal~ ~fficer. On arrival,
the radio could be dismounted rnto a buildmg and the Land
Rover used for the linemen.
The Beverley was due to take off at I5.oo hours--in. n hour
and a half-and the infantry had a head start, ~av~g been
packed and ready foc days, albeit for another destmauon. We
bad no warning whatever.
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A slight defeat!
Monday was the last full day in Aarhus and we u sed this
for a football match against the JTGR. Theirs was a good side
but we managed to scrape into second place on·t he final whistle,
only ten goals behind the winners. Once during the game we
came very close to scoring.
Our last night was, of course, spent in saying our 'goodbye's'
and ' thank you's .'

4tlliek eenfer nee
There was a quick conference over the remaining beer. Lunch
was clearly OUT. Then to the lines, to select the vehicle, men
and store.
Ever got a Land Rover radio detachment ready for an air
move in a hurry? We drove up to Air Movements at K.hormaksar at e ·actly 15.15 hours all present and loaded, except for an
extra bank of batteries which were still being packed. Of course,
we broke many of the rules so laboriously observed upon the
airfields about Salisbury Plain. The Adjutant was still writing
the manifest on his knee as the Land Rover was b4..lng lashed
down· the Land Rover itsel£ was waved straight up the Beverley
ramp antennas up, desertisation kit-jerrycans, sand channels
and the rest-festooning its sides; Lance-Corporal Mate just
pointed it at the Bever! y and roared in and the R.A.F. loading
team lashed it down without a moment's hesitation. Freight
followed, then Captain Graham and his ten men.
Ready to go but where are the other passengers?
There was, however, still no sign of the infantry. The B.G.S.,
who had come to see the party off, was visibly annoyed. A
luckless Land Rover quite unconnected with the operation was
commandeered from its startled driver and loaded. The doors
were shut--at this point the T.O.T. screeched up with the
packed batteries--and engines started. Royal Signals were going
in, not for the first time, ahead of the ' teeth ' arms.
Then they arrived. The B.G.S. had some words with a
rather crestfallen infantry officer, after which a subaltern and
one section were hoisted aboard the aircraft, and we watched it,
with a great deal of satisfaction, at it taxied towards the end
of the runway and finally lumbered into the air, at 16.00 hours.
Not bad really; from our first inkling of the operation, to the
airfield in I hour 50 minutes, beating by a convincing margin
troops who had been alerted days before.
Oh well, it passed the afternoon. My lunch tasted good at
18.30 hours, and for Signalmen Davis and Whittington it had
been a welcome change from 'Jankers.'

Exercise "Northern Lights "
A Compos ite Squadron from the 4th R e g i m ent
enjoy work and piny in friendly D e nmark

(As told 1'11 a member of 4 (Denmark) Squadron
of the &gimeat )
Departure
At 18.00 hours on 12th J uly, the first of 24 vehicles pulled
out of the barracks and turned northwards. The vehic:es carried the person nel of 4 (Denmark) Squadron, which had been
specially formed from represen tatives of every Squadron in
the Regiment.
The four officers, one warrant officer, four
senior N.C.O s and fifty-seven so:diers had n ever worked together before, bur now they were off to exercise with the
Jutland Telegraph Regiment G.T.G.R.) of Denmark, which
consists of four battalions.
As we travelled at a speed consistent with road and weather
conditions, I am sure many questions ran through the soldiers'
minds:
" How much is the beer ? What are the girls like? How
short are the skirts? Wil.: the frequency ranges of the Danish
radio equipment prove compatible with ours?"-especially the
latter I
~t Kiel we .were ~iven a police escort through the city. It's
qmte a sensauon gomg legally across a red set of traffic lights
and at a rough ca'.culation, the convoy earned 173 'endorse~
ments '!
After a night at Kiel, we set off for the border at Flensburg, where we were met by Danish Lieutenant Jorgensen in
a khaki volkswagen~the Army's choice of colour, not his. He
led us up through Denmark and finally into the J .T.G.R.
b3;fracks in Aarhus, just as the 43oth mile appeared on the
mileometer.
The Danish Commander welcomed us to his R egiment, and
the rest of the day was spent moving in.
Equipment impres se
Th~ next day, despite a few ' moving-in hangovers,' we spent
an enioyable afternoon looking at the Danish military equip-
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Grateful thanks
The Danes could not have been more kind or helpful to us
during our stay. As Major Toby Rigby stated in his farewell
speech:" Sixty-six British soldiers have had the honour of visiting
you here in Denmark, and I know that sixty-six will leave
feeling very, very "pro-Danish."

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS
MAY THE BEST SIDE WIN-(and they did-see result in article!)
Colonel Worm-Leonhard addresses the two football teams.
Watching is Major Toby Rigby.

ment on the square. After this we saw a demonstration of
Danish army equipment. Our radio relaymen were impressed
by the C70 and Corporal Bur;y, our line corporal, was almost
delirious over a three-ton truck which was capable of laying
four carrier quads at once and was tough and simple to use
at the same time. Signalman Downes, however, couldn't understanct why a Danish soldier needed a cooker in his personal
kit for sandwiches!

I was told an amusing story about one of their vehiclesan old line-~ayer. Apparently it was once horse-drawn, but
had been converted to mechanical propulsion several years ago.
Until this year, on their annual ' C.E.S.' check, they had
punctiliously accounted for everything, including a large cloth
bag which seemed to serve no useful purpose. On investigation it proved to be " bags, horse, feeding, one."
The foJlowing morning we were t aken around the local sights,
most of which were in ones and twos on the beach. The trip
included a visit to the ' old town ' which consists of a selection
of' PrehistQric Pads '-15th to 17th century buildings-re-erected
in Aarhus to make a village.
After a free weekend the Monday was spent on a motorised
map-reading competition around the Danish countryside. This
provided a very pleasant day in the open air before going on
exercise.

An evening s 1•ent in festivity nnd uniformswn pping
From Tuesday to Friday we exercised with the BALTAP
Signal Company in which we represented a British Brigade put
under command of H.Q. BALTAI,'. We soon realised the difficulties and potential problems of working with an allied army
but all communications worked perfectly and the Squadron
played its part in the exercise admirably. Most of us managed
to have a conducted tour of the Danish set-up in the field and
were all very impressed with their equipment and efficiency.
On the last night of the exercise we moved in to join our
counterparts and the evening was spent in festivity and uniform
swapping.
Back in Aarhus on the Saturday, the Danes were given a
display of British army drill, weapons and working radio equipment. The SLR rifle and Hellerman jointing tool were showstoppers. At the same time, we sent a small party to fire Danish
weapons at the local ranges.
On Sunday forty-one men from the Squadron went on a ferry
trip to Samso an island off Jutland; glorious wea•t her and sea
breezes made it a very pleasant day out.
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D. & G. MANSELL
41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Record Dept. contains the largest se~ection
of records in the district, also sheet music and
musical instruments.

CYPHER VACANCIES IN
DIPLOMATIC WIRELESS
SERVICE
VACANCIES EXIST IN LONDON for men and
women (particularly ex-Service personnel) with
recent experience in cypher work, including teleprinting.
Candidates should be between 21 and 45 years
old, although consideration will be given to exceptionally well-qualified candidates over the age of 45.
Salary is on a scale rising to £1,077. Conditio~s of
service include acceptance of overseas duty and mght,
Sunday and shift duties, which attract additional
allowances.
Candidates and both their parents must have been
British subjects at all times since birth.
All first appointments are on a temporary basis
with a possibility of establishment later. Opportunities
exist for promotion to higher grades.
Apply, giving details of qualifications, to: The
Personnel Officer, Diplomatic Wireless Service, Hanslope Park, Hanslope, Wolverton, Bucks.
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Moss
Bros
ClOVENT GARDEN, W.C.2
mB COMPLBTB MAN'S STORB

Pkase note our Sam Bro'UJ1U
bllu can be broken in
1fPOt1 requat

Open Thursdays till 7 p.m.
Nearest station Leicester Square
Branches throughou t the country
Of!icUU lailors

10

the Royal Signals
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ENGINEERS
HIGHLY MECHANISED BUT SIMPLE
A corner of a Poultry Process ing Factory.

ll' hen Service Days are O ver

Would you like a job in Poultry?
We are indebted lo Colonel P. C. Denholm-Young, late of
the Corps, for the following article. Colonel Denholm-Young
writes with authority on this subject, as a Managing Director of
a poultry fimi.
The Poultry Industry today is a suitable field for the employment of Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s when the
time comes for them to leave the Army and return to ' Civvy
Street.' This is particularly true in the case of those who
have served in the more technical branches, because the man
with a mechanical mind and with mechanical training and
experience behind him has a big potential value in this rapidlyexpanding industry. If he has been a good disciplinarian, then
his value is undoubted, because this robust young industry
is crying out for such men.
IDghly mechanised but not complicated
The .reasons behind this are quite simple. Poultry processing factories are now highly mechanised, but their
machinery is, for the most pa.I1t, quite uncomplicated and easy
to handle. The people who work in these factories, on the
other hand, are large:y drawn from agricultural districts and
are very much less sophisticated than those who Hve in the
big cities and work in larger factories u sing large and highly
complex machines.
.
Poultry processing factories are therefore relatively simple
affairs, staffed by easy-going, uncomplicated people who wou:d
almost certainly be working on the surrounding farms if these
factories had never been built.
A shortage of those prepared to be responsible
for o"tbers
But simple countryfolk do not readily take on the jobs of
supervisors or charge-hands in busy factories. They much prefer
to work hard themselves and dislike being responsible for others.
So this is where the ex-Army leader demonstrates bis special
va:ue.
A man with a mechanical brain, who has had Army experience in Transport or Workshops, and who has been trained
to accept responsibility, can very quick:y be trained for a
responsible post in a poultry factory. True, he would require
to spend some ·time in each department ' learning tlle ropes,'
but this would not take him long if he was blessed with a
receptive mind. In a very shon time, say, after three months,
he should be able to take on the job of charge-hand in a department and be fully responsible for up to 20 other peop e.
Beyond this stage, of course, it would be up t o him. But he
could easily become a supervisor, and perhaps an assistant
factory manager, who knows? He could even end up as a
factory manager himself, with between £2,ooo and £3,ooo a
year and a company car.
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THE DRYING LINE
An Overhead Conveyor Line in a Poultry Processing Factory.

THE FINAL PRODUCT
Birds which have been chilled, on their way to be dried and packed.

Once he has shown both willingness and aptitude and has
made the grade in a junior managerial position, the rest is
up to him . . . . and luck l

being so hung, every bird is stunned electrically and .efficiently.
This process is most hun;ane, and thereafter ~e bLrd knows
nothing and can feel nothmg. Then the ~roat 1s cut and the
dead bird is thoroughly bled before passmg thro?gh a ~ot
tank of water to prepare the carcase for ~e automau~ plucJ?ng
machines which employ ribbed rubber fia1.s to do theLr efficient
work on the feathers.
The plucked bird~ are then P.assed d~ a line of ope:atives,
each of which carries out a different JOb con~emed wit~ the
eviscaration of the non-edible offal. The edibk off:iJ. 1s set
aside for separate packing as giblets, and the non-~1ble offal
is carried away down a water trough for eventual disp~al _to
contractors and processing for high protein meals for an1ma_s.
The feet are cut off mechanically, and the birds ar:: pass~d
through huge coolers filled with water and crush~d ice, after
which they are dried, packed in polythene bags, weighed, sealed
and then blast-frozen at about minus 40 degrees for some two
hours.
The frozen birds are graded, according to weights, an9 are
then packed in large cardboard boxes, which are gross we1ghe?
and then pass::d into a cold store, wher.e they are held until
they can be !oaded into refrigerated Jornes and despatched to
the markets up and down ·the country.

What goes on ••• ?
What is it like to work in the poultry industry?
A poultry factory is usually located in an agricultural
district, like East Anglia, and close to a town or large village.
It has to be near the open country because chickens are its
raw material, and these are drawn from farms and specialised
broi"er sites. It also has to be near a .town or it won'.t be able
to recruit enough labour.
Chickens are ' grown ' -as they describe it-in large concrete and asbestos sheds, a] properly heated and ventilated,
and holding something like 12,000 birds. The tiny, day-old
chicks arrive from the hatcheries in cardboard boxes, and are
then carefully unpacked and looked after for between eight
and ten weeks. By this time their average weight will be
around four pounds, and they are ready for slaughter, thus
making way for another batch of day-old chicks from the
hatcheries.
It will mus be seen that each house should yield about
four ' crops ' a year, and a ' site ' normally consists of four,
five or six houses.
The growing side of the poultry industry is highly-skilled
work for the managers, who usually hold university or technical
college qualifications, such as a degree in agriculture or the
National Diploma in Poultry. This side of the business does
not, however, provide work for very many men, since one
man can look after, say, four houses, or some 50,000 birds at
a time.
The processing side
A growing manager will not, tlterefore, expect to have a
large number of persons under his control.
The processing side of the industry, on the other hand, is
quite a different matter. Here we have factories which handle
10,000, 20,000 or even as much as 30,000 birds per day. A
fairly average size of plant will process about 12,000 birds per
day, and this will give work to about 130 people, of whom
something like 70 per cent will be women.
Factories like these send out lorries loaded with wooden or
steel crates, and tltese go to rthe various sites daily and bring
in the birds which are ready for slaughter. The growing of
the birds is, of course, so planned as to provide birds of the
correct age and weight every week.
A normal load for this type of lorry is around 3,000 birds.
This may perhaps -sound a lot, but very great care is always
taken not to damage the bird s whi:e they are being handled or
transported.
Humane and painless
On arrival at the factory, the birds are hung by the feet
on an overhead travelling conveyer line, and within seconds of
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Rewnrt1s for those pre1mred io learn and work
baroR
This all sounds rather complicated, but in practice it. is
really quite simple, and an intelligent man :Vith ~OJ?e mechan!cal
aptitude should be able to. make the grade m ~1s 1~d?StrY without much difficulty, provided, of course, he 1s w1Lmg to put
in a lot of hard work and to learn the ropes.
Warrant Offic.rs and N.C.O.s, aged, say, between 27 and
42, and who are about to leave the Army_, or have. already left
it, can find out a lot about the poultry, mdu~try ;1D the ~ade
magazine called ' The Poultry Farmer, which is publi~hed
week:y. This trade journal also prints. a compr~he!ls1ve dLrectory of the industry every now and agam, and tbi~ lists proc~s
ing firms and others concerned in the producuon of broiler
chicken.
There are a number of very large firms in this countr)',
and for chat matter, in D enmark, Holland, France and
Germany. But there are also a great mai;iy s1'!1aller firms, many
of them private companies. The field 1s wide open, an~ for
the hard-working enthusiast who has a bent for rnachm~ry
and can get others to work for him, there is a g~ career with
ample prospects waiting for him in the poultry mdusrry.

PRESSURE

OF

SPACE

Your Editor, with much regret, has had to cut over four
pages of reading matter from this " Wire " to avoid undue
over-expenditure.
Our apologies to all who have suffered from these cutsthis hurts us as much as you!
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IBM computers
can give you
a future plus
To become a successful IBM Data Processing
Customer Engineer, you need more than engineering qualifications. You need to be able to talk confidently and wel I to any level of customer management,
and to have a pleasing personality in your work. As
a D p CE, you work in direct contact with your
customers, on some of the world's most advanced
data processing equipment.
You must have a sound electronic and electromechanical background, such as ONC/HNC Electronic or Electrical, or Radar/Radio/Instrument
Fitters course in the armed services.
You will get thorough training on data processing
equipment throughout your career. Starting salaries
depend on experience and aptitude, but will not be
less than £1, 100 a year. Salary increases are on
merit-within 3 years you could be earning £1,750.
Drive and initiative are always well rewarded at
IBM; promotions are made on merit and from within
the company.
If you would like this ch~n.ce to become part of a
rapidly expanding and exciting comp~ter industry,
can maintain a high standard of work in one of the
foremost companies in the world, and are between
21 and 21, write to IBM.
Send details of training, experience and age to
Miss S. A. Jones, IBM United Kingd om Limited, 389
Chiswick High Road, London,
W.4, or simply telephone
01-9951441, quoting reference
DP/W/900.

IBM
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ROYAL SIGNALS TO THE FORE IN UNFICYP
Its a Man's Lile in 644 Troop!

20G S Q UADRON. TIDWORTB
•

An enjoyable trip with the Hampshires to Cyprus

•

T ough going in the Cambrian M arches

A h as t e of livin g nnd working wit h an I nfantry

Datta lion
On 20th J une 15 members of the Squadron left a cold
Netheravon Airfield Camp, the home of the rst Bn. The Royal
Hampshire Regiment, by bus. Then hours later, after a long
night flight, they set foot into a blaze of sunshine in sunny
Cyprus.
The reason why clements of the unit were joining different
Companys of the Hampshire Regiment was to give soldiers a
taste of living and working with a Battalion as an Infantry

bogey time. During the march there were a fe w test to do,
such as a section attack, and assault boat crossin g, a rope
bridge to cross and endmg the whole march with a shoot ing
competition.
Uoy a stenmroll.-.r nud Batten out Wale
The march was as tough as it was meant to be, but our
morale never really ebb"....d, as we had continual witty comments from Private Appleby, who informed us during the
march that when he leaves the Army he's going to buy a steam
rol.er and flatten out W ales.
It was hard work, but looking back it was enjoyable and
weil worth the effort for satisfaction alone.
And so back to commun icating 1

212

P~atoon.

The group from 5th Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron
were attached to 'Y' Company and had a most enjoyable time.
The soldiers were taught and fired all the modern Infantry
Company weapons. Although none had fired such weapons
as the Karl Gustav, they proved expert shots on the first
at<tempt, givin g the Royal H ampsh ire sections a good run for
their money in all the competitions that were run. The soldiers
also experienced field firing. This was thorough:y enjoyed,
though it was strenuous at times.
The party saw quite a bit of the island, starting off at
Dhekelia, where it stayed for four days; here it was able to
visit L arnaca and F arnagusta. Then it moved righ t up to the
north-west comer, to Akamas, where it had a good time field
firing. I t was also an ideal place for swimming, as well as the
occasional visit to Aphrodite's Pool for a coo: clean bathe.
A s nccessful exercise
After Akamas the party left for Evdhimori, its fin al location,
wh ere it was supposed .to stay for a further fi ve days, before
flying back to England. While the Company was in this location it was visited by the G.0.C., Cyprus District, and also
5th Brigade Commander on consecutive days. Two days were ·
spent training and preparing for the Battalion exercise, which
took place just north of Evdhimori. It was an infiltration exercise, on which ' B ' Company had to get through ' A' and
' Y ' Companys' positions, which it managed to do very successful:y.
It was at this location that the Company held its 'smoker'free beer and hot dogs on the beach, with a bit of entertainment thrown in. Each Platoon put on a short sketch, and after
a difficult search, two ' strippers ' were found to add to our
entertainment.

4

I. The troop was vis ~ ted by three mem bers of the Port Troop, SS Signal
Squadron (V) b~sed in Cardiff, who are trained to reinforce any regular
signal troop on United Nations duties.
L~ft to Right: Corpora l K. Wade (Comcen Op, SS Signal Squadron) Capta1~ M. ~· Forge (OC 644 Signal Troop) Lieutenant-Colonel A. R. Wythe
(Ch1.ef Signal Officer U NFICYP) Captain D. M. Davies (OC Port Troop,
SS Signal Squadron) Sergeant R. Morgan (Radio operator, Port Troop, SS
Signal Squadron).
2. Members of the Troop Water Polo Team. Left to Right: LanceCorporal Watson, Signalman Gladwell, Sergeant Orton, Corporal Byrne
Lance-Corporal Mallorie, Lieutenant Steincke (H . Q . Air Movement~
Officer, from Denmark). Front Row: Signalman Craig, Sergeant Orton's
son Mark, Signalman Dyson, Lance-Corporal Morley.
3. The troop manned rebroadcast station is resupplied by air three times
a week. A helicopter from 72 Squadron R.A.F. is unloaded by the Air
Quartermaste r and Lance-Corporal Phillipps.
4. After a morning shoot, some "spare" ammunition is expended by three
teams ea~h consisting of one rifleman and two light machine gunners.
Left to Right: Signalman McKnight, Corporal Porter, Corporal Forster.
S. A touch of colour- Captain Eileen Tye from H.Q. Royal Signals at
Episkopi, visits H.Q. UNFICYP regularly.
·
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SQUADRON,
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•
•

The Signal Officer-in-Chief visits.
Week's summer camp on the Baltic was ' wondedul.'

•

Squadron ' tough ' guys canoe 280 miles in seven days.

Rowbory fam ily • en mnsse '
On 4th July the unit had the honour of being visited by
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. E. M . Bradley,
c .B.E., b.s.o., accompanied by the Commander, Royal Signals,
2nd D ivision, Lieutenant Colonel J. R. Cubberly.
The S.0.-in-C. arrived at 12.00 hours in a Sioux helicopter
of the Brigade Flight, piloted by an ex-member of the Corps,
Captain Tony Standen, Army Air Corps.
After being met by the Brigade Commander, Brigadier H.
M. G. Bond, Major Alan Yeoman, the Squadron Commander,
Captain Paul Webb, the Second-in-Command, and Captain
John Alexander, the Adjutant, the General visited a demonstraThis
tion of the Brigade Command Post and Signal Centre.
was followed by the presentation, on the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess lawn, of the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal to W.O.I (R.S.M.) S. A. M. Peberdy. After the presentation, all adjourned to the Mess to offer their congratulations to the R.S.M. over a glass of beer.
At the Officers' Mess, the S.0 .-in-C. joined the Brigade
Commander, Brigade Staff Officers and the Officers of the
Squadron for lunch. This was possibly a unique occasion for
the Corps, because we have in the unit at the moment two
brothers, Lieutenants Michael and Keith Rowbory, handing
over and taking over ' Alpha Troop.' It was therefore only

They took the high r o a d , we t ook t h e l o w
A week later, eight of us who had been to Cyprus, were off
to Wales to .rake part in the Cambrian March, an annual event
held in the Cambrian Mountains of Wales. The first day's
marching proved r easonably easy going, although at the time
it didn't really seem so. Setting off second, we passed through
the first check point first and kept this position to check point
three. Halfway between CP 3 and GP 4, the 3rd Para team,
who had set out an hour after us, overtook us, and beat us to
CP 4. All that was left for that day was the five miles
to the base camp; the Paras took the high :road and we took
the low road and arrived 25 minutes ahead of them, and that
was after s:owing down for Private Lee (our R. A.O.C. clerk
from Brigade H .Q.) who tore a mu scle in his knee.
R e duced to four, but w e ll unde r bogey time
Lee's injury put the team down to seven, the minimum
number required to take part as a team. Unfortunately, on the
first leg of second day, Lance-Corporal Hall fell d~nvn a hole
and tore his ankle m uscle, that put us down to SL"<, and out
of the competition. H owever, we carried on, just to see if we
could complete the march inside the bogey time. The second
day proved to be an absoiute stinker, and it was on. tftls d~y
that over half the teams fell out. From our remammg six,
Corpor al Cooper and Corporal Waugh dropped out at GP 3, ~d
the rema.ining four, Secon?-Lieutenan t Butler, Corpor~l Snuth,
Signalman Waugh and Pn vate Appleby (R.P .C.) c:ontmued on
and lasted the whole of the march, completing it in well under
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I 00% CORPS FAMILY

Left to righ t : 2nd Lieutenant Keith Rowbo ry. t he S.0.-in C., Major
(Q.M .) Bill Rowbory. Lieutenant Michael Rowbory.
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He left the Army in January, only to re-enlist on 8th May.
He was to have rejoined the Squadron on the 15th.
The Squadron Commander, over thirty serving and several
ex-members of the Squadron attended the cremation at
Darlington on the 16th.
Through these columns, Mrs. Miller wishes to thank most
sincere:y all those, including Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
Bound of nth Regiment, who have been so kind and helpful to
her over this most difficult period.

appropriate that on such a special occasion, their father, Major
(Q.M.) Bill Rowbory, who i Quartermaster of 28th Regiment,
should join us for lunch.
Unfortunately time ran out all too quickly, and after group
photographs had been taken, General Bradley said goodbye
to us all and flew off to Bunde.

Linemen show bow to dt•al with I OOft. cliff
It was decided, as early as January, that this year's Squadron
Camp should be by the sea, instead of at the usual in:and
lake . So, after a recce of the Baltic, v e decided on a camp
site on the coast at Danish iendorf, which is a small village
fifteen miles north of K iel.
On 6th June, after a lot of preparation and packing, the
advance parry of some 50 members of the unit, mounted in
seven-ton trucks, under command of Captain John Alexander,
left for the Baltic to set up camp. The following day the
remainder of the unit, less a canoeing parry of r5, under command of Lieutenant Forbes Stuart, travelled by special train to
Danish Niendorf. The Second-in- Command travelled in comfort, as usual, by air, in a helicopter, piloted by Sergeant "Jeff"
Jukes, of the Corps. The first evening at the camp was devoted to settling in, and the P.R.!. canteen did good business
in the sale of camp beds.
The first morning at camp saw an 'Alarm Stakes' Competition, consisting of striking a r6olb. tent, transporting it up a
1ooft. cliff and erecting it again at the top. After a lot of
very close heats, we eventually came to the final. This was
a very keenly-fought competition and was won by a group
of linemen led by Corporal Jim Rennie. The afternoon was
spent either swimming, sunbathing or leaping in and out and
marshalling our helicopter.
Did they really cross tile Kiel Canal ?
It was an early start on Friday morning for 'an escape and
evasion ' exercise, in which groups of five soldiers were taken out
in closed-down, 3-ton trucks and dropped off at points some
30 to 35 miles from the camp. The groups had to get back
to camp on foot in the quickest possible time without being
detected by the 'enemy.' After being chased across the countryside by a helicopter and Land Rovers, all groups eventually
arrived back. The group with the best time was led by LanceCorporal Freddie Thompson.
When asked to describe his
route, though he unfortunately roused suspicion when he
explained after looking at the map, he had to jump a
smaJ stream at one stage-this stream turned out to be
the 3ooft. wide Kiel Canal. The eventual winning team, all
of whom received beer tankards as a prize, consisted of Corporal
Claude Piggott, Lance-Corporal 'Ernie' Earnshaw, Signalman
' Paddy ' Cantwell, Signalman ' Trevor ' Jones and LanceBombardier 'Jock' Hendrie (R.A./ A.A.C ).
All too suddenly, a wonderful week's summer camp was
over and everybody returned to barracks very refreshed and
very sunburnt, and looking foward to next year's camp.
EXERCISE

' TURN

TURTLE '

De got his feet wet?
This exercise should have been re-named ' Famous Last
Words.' The most interesting being spoken by Signalman Pete
Jarvis after a hard days canoeing, when he attempted to disembark from his canoe, saying " I'm not getting my feet wet."
He missed the bank upset the canoe and promptly fell in the
river. Lance-Corporal Dave Such, the other crew member,
had some interesting words to say on the subject, unfortunately
not printable.
Curious sitting positions
The canoeing exercise was planned in February and took
place in June. It was the warped idea of Lieutenant Michael
Rowbory. Strictly speaking, the exercise was intended to be
a pleasant holiday in -rhe sun, gently paddling down the River
Main; though a smoke screen of training and paper-work
made it seem like an ' Outward Bound' nightmare. Training
was due to start after Easter, so that the canoeists' hindquarters acquired the leathery consistency needed for canoeing long distances in comfort. Unfortunately, exercises inter'vened and the resulting lack of training showed itself in
curious sitting positions of the crews when out of canoes.

Officers Commanding
Major C. N. Last returns to the Squadron afte1 an absence
of only two years from Airborne Forces. He has now taken
over command of the Squadron from Major M. U. Ryan, who
leaves us for the more rarified atmosphere of the School of
Infantry (All Arms Battle Group), where he assumes the
appointment of G.S.0. II (Instructor).

-

--

~-

--

-

THEY SAID THEY WOULDN'T GET THEIR FEET WET
Lance-Corporal David Such and Signalman Pete Jarvis eat their
words!

Lance-Corporal Keith Wells complained this was the cause
of his subsequent ulcer. Funny place to keep an ulcer.
After many crises over recce's equipment, food, and all
the other items that go with an adventure training exercise,
our parry of fifteen intrepid canoeists set off for -t he River
Main on a beautiful sunny day. It proved to be the last sunny
day of the exercise.

Dattli11g against rain, hail and terrifying waves
The first day's canoeing along the upper reaches of the
River Main was perhaps the most interesting, with several
portages and shallows. As our adventurous party progressed
downstream, the• river became much wider and more sluggish.
Large dams every ten kilometres made rather tiring portages
necessary.
Unfortunately, the prevailing wind was from a
north-westerly direction, and for five days the party battled
against rain and hail, not to mention the terrifying waves
set up by large barges. It was everyone's idea of heaven to
have a compo stew waiting for them at the end of a day's
canoeing.
The chef, Craftsman Alan Bishop, with the aid
of Lance-Corporal Jim Powell and Corporal Terry Ingle, produced some super meals, though no one dared to ask how they
made the tea.
In all the distance covered was just over three hundred
kilometres in the seven days allowed which was only thirty
kilometres under the target. This was slightly disappointing
but everybody was pleased with their achievement.
Leisurely holiday in the sun! Surely, it must be warmer
and easier crossing the Atlantic Ocean.
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Communications Troop take on Infantry role
Packs filled with sand on toughening-up marches

The late Lance-Corporal S. Miller
Lance-Corporal Miller was tragically killed by a hit and run
driver near Catterick on lOth May.
A most popu:ar and respected member of the Squadron,
Miller passed his parachute selection course and joined the
Squadron in 1958, serving as a driver and Lance-Corpora·! until
1967.

(;urr e .11.t Training
As <the exercise season progressed, Captain W. J. P. Robins
showed a growing determination to get Communications Troop
away from Aldershot for a few days,_preferably :V~thout so much
as a radio set between them to do infantry trammg, _the thec;>ry
being a change is as good as a rest! The only ume. which
was availab:e was a week towards the end of May during the
Annual Stocktaking, which meant that a number of officers
and senior N.C.O.s had to stop behind in the unit.
Saturday, 19th May, saw Captain W. J. P. Robin s, Staff
Sergeant Wells his right-hand man, Sergeant Bro~n, Serge~nt
C.OWell and some sixty members of the Squadron grimly ere~t~g
patrol .tents in a howling gale on the Braunton B':lfrows Tralll.IDg
Area a few miles west of Barnstaple, Devon. With the tents. up,
Cap~in Robins ca[ed an ' 0 ' Group, in w:hich he explained
that he had chosen Devon because of the good weather, whereupon rain added itself to the wind.
It was decided at a 'high ' level that the ~a~ng ti~e during
the weekend must not be wasted, so hard-dnnk10g was 10cluded.
On Monday the military training started wi~ Section . 3:11d
Platoon Battle D rills, Patrol Work, Ambush Drills :ind Fie,dcrak On the Tuesday, thanks to the co-.operat1on of 18
Amphibious Squadron R.C.T., the Troop :vas mtroduce~ to the
DUKW and -taken for a wet ride. That mght _saw the cli~ to
this all too short stay in the West Country, with an amphibi?us
assault landing onto Saunton Sands at nightfall. The landing
was zestfully opposed by "A" Company, l Royal Staffo!d, who
were defending the dunes in depth. The; _Troop (whi?h was
organised into two platoons), took the posmon ov~looking. the
beach and carried on with an advance to contact 10 the bn~t
moonlight, taking enemy positions with platoon and secuon
assaults as it came under fire .
Inland, a deep penetration patrol w~s cai:ried out w_ith the
object of capturing a prisoner and a v~tal piece of eqwpment.
The exercise ended at about dawn, w;ith the :rroop (son:ie of
whom had covered over twenty miles during the mght),
pleasantly tired.
Annual Camp
Annual Camp this year was held at Penhal~ Camp, near
Newquay, Cornwall. The main idea of camp this year was to
hold a MPC III course for all those nt:wer men:ibers of the
Squadron who had not had the opportumty of d?I?g a course
and to take the rest of the Squadro~ on N~ tra:rung, weapon
training and classification, map read10g, onenteenng, parachute
assault sca:C training and drill. Whatever course they were on,
all the Squadron paraded at o6.!5 h?urs each day for forry-five
minutes of running, PT and swunmmg.
The O.C. was keen to get all members mar~ing fit with our
normal parachute assault heavy loads. This was done by
parading everybody on the bea~, in marchin~ order and be.fore
setting off filling their packs with sand. This system provided
some fairly shattering results.
In the quiet periods of camp, some. thirry m~.l!lbers of the
Squadron were introduc..<>d to the delight of sa1210g at Rock,
some thirty miles north-east of Newquay. Thi~ took_place under
the close supervision of Captain W. J. P. _R<?bms, Lieutenant C.
R Treeby Second-Lieurenant F. P. Wilkinson and Sergeant
K adwell, R.A.O.C., in the completely safe 'Rainbow' cr:U.t.
Despite this, Corporal Newman and Lance-Corporal Baikie
0

HE PICKS THEM!
At the recent Q ueen's Review Staff-Sergeant Studd (Chief Clerk)
of 216 Squadron made quite a splash during a mass drop.

managed to capsize in what could only be descri.~ ~s a light
wind. Luckily no harm came. to the boat and sailing improved
with a progressively better wmd.

235 SQlJADBON, B.F.P.0. 51
• ·Arab-Israeli War has repercussions.
• Corps Week successfully celebrated.
• Sad loss of civilian Comcan Technician.

Lile is 11ot all sandcastles and swimmi11g
Malta may be an island of tranquility for some, but definitely
not for 235 Squadron (DCN), and especially in the last ~~e~
months. Having survived the ' defence cu.ts rundown cns1s,
one would have thought life would resume its even tenure, but
this was not to be.
At least 50 per cent of the military personnel h~ve bee~ to
N. Africa, either adventure training "'.ith Capt:"? ." M~e"
Adams or else assisting 245 Squadron m the crisis 10 Libya
associated with the "'IsraJ!li sprint." We have learnt a lot about
the problems of communication with 'Benghastly.' No:v most
of the people here realise that it is not all • sandcas~ and
swimming ' and that the end of ~e. line is not the most desirable
place to be when Arabs start noung.
Besides " Mike " Adams' trip to Kufra, we _have managed
cllree not so adventurous camps on the nearby island of. Go20
at a hutted camp left over from World War II_. Captam Jan
Hill and the W.R.A.C. went, followed by Captam (T.O.T.) A.
J Lees and Maintenance Troop/S.H.Q., then T.R.C. Troop
~der Lieutenant "Ron" Oliver. If the telephone :it the
camp remains out of" action, 1;his . ca~p makes an enioyable
weekend away from communications.
Personalities
Arri'l:als We welcome the following postings-in, who have
arrived in° the last few months: Lieutenant "Ron" Oliver on
being commissioned; Sergeant Joan Page, W.R A.C., who
replaced Sergeant McKay W.R.A.C.
Departures. S~rgeant ·~Marry" Wilson to 'rough it' in
4 Division and Signal Regiment B.A.O.R.
Sports
Corporal " Paddy " Moore took part in the Syracuse-Malta
Sailing Race, and the boat wh!-ch he was crewii:g was placed
12th on corrected time after be10g 6th over the line.
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A v ry enjoyable Single Wicket Cricket Festival was organised
by Serg-...ant " Don" Shrives and was won by Maintenance
Troop's ' tar,' Lance-Corporal Allington. The runner-up,
Lance-Corporal Smith, S:.>so of Maintenance Troop.

rps '\\·eek
Has come and gone most successfully with a church parade,
an all-ranks dance, officers' cocktail party and sergeants' mess
ball. Th ~ are being reported separately but we must mention
Corporal England's prowess at ' twisting.' This can only be
likened to a Watusi warrior highly impregnated with LSD (not
the Bank of England type).
Obituary
In June Mr. P ete Wright, a Comcan Technician who had also
been associated with the Squadron as a Corporal with the
R.E.M.E. Detachment (now disbanded), was unfortunately
drowned whilst swimming close to the shore near Sliema, Malta.
He was much liked and many tributes were paid at his funeral,
which took place on Monday, 26th June, at the Military
Cemetery Imtarfa. His mother and his sister-in-law were flown
out from U.K. and were looked after by his civilian co[eagues.
Both military and U .K.-based civilians as well as his Maltese
friends were present at the funeral.
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Squadron has ten holders of G.O.C.'s Testimonial

•

Major SWS projects make rapid progress

It is six months since we last published " Wire " notes. A lot
of water (metaphorically that is, because there is no water in
Hong Kong) has passed under the bridge in this time and some
of our highlights are recorded below.

Arrivals and Departures
During the past six months we have said farewell to Major
Henry Hild, R.Q.M.S. R. F. Pearsall, R Q.M.S. E. Thomas,
Staff Sergeant A. Irons and Sergeant D. G . Perry. In turn we
welcome Major Dawson Pratt, R.Q.M.S. G . E. Morrill, Staff
Sergeant N . Wallace, Sergeant R. K. Millar and Sergeant M.
Scott. Many others have departed. We wish them all the best
in their new appointments and we welcome the many reinforcements who have joined us. We have also said goodbye to Mr.
Chan Lew On, a civilian cable jointer who recently retired
after more than thirty years' service with the Squadron.
Honours and Awards
Sergeant Chan Fai and
Lance-Corporal Lai Ngai
Man were presented with
Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal on 27th
Apr i 1 by LieutenantGeneral Sir John Worsley,
K.B.E., C.B., M.C., Commander, British Forces,
Hong Kong. Staff Sergeant
B. F. Chapman has also
received the Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal,
and we are now waiting for
a suitable occasion to
make the official presentation.

Sergeant Chan fai and Lance Corporal Lai
Ngai Man having been presented with the
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal

Squadron Tug·of-War Team has successful season

he has gained the respect and confidence of all who work with
him. He has given of himself unstintingly.
This Squadron now has ten holders of General Officer
Commanding's Testimonial which is a reflection on the loyalty
and strength of our civilian staff.

sws
SWS projects have been progressing rapidly. These are
leading towards the introduction of automatic exchanges on the
military telephone system. A recent highlight has been the
completion of project 309. This involved the laying of 28 miles
of 54 pair PCQT cable between Sek Kong in the New Territories
and Kowloon. Twenty pairs are loaded so in the near future
we shall be able to pension off our ancient but reliable 1+4's
MK II {they don't build them like that these days). ¥ ~yer_y. }1~µ.
of this cable has been buried, a large proportion of it in rock.
Even technicians now know how to wield a pick axe!
Long stretches of cable were laid alongside the British section
of the Kowloon Canton railwdy which entailed working between
00.30 hours and 06.00 hours when the railway ceases work.
This proved a hazardous business and one particular linesman
was heard to remark : " I wish they would pull their so and so
chains while standing in the station."
Other ,,interesting projects have included the laying of submarine cables across the harbour and between Kowloon and
Stonecutters Island, and the laying of cables .t hrough Kowloon
-have you ever tried cable laying in Oxford Street around
17 .oo hours !

Internal Security
Since uth May we have been deployed on Internal Security
duties. Our radio operators have been ful:y committed manning
radio nets and our DRs have motored more miles in the last
three months than they normally do in a year. Occasionally
SDS runs are done by helicopter and on one occasion when
DRs were in short supply the Squadron Sergeant-Major, W .0 .11
Freeman, was seen climbing into a helicopter with a bundle of
packages. For the security of Whitfield Barracks we re:y on
Staff Sergeant Brewer and the technicians and linemen of the
line troop. We can claim to have the first military vehicle to
be stoned in a riot.

Mr. Leung Yan and Mr. Au Ah Minz, two of our civilian
employees, were awarded the General Officer Commanding's
Testimonial on the Queen's Birthday. Mr. Leung joined Royal
Signals as a civilian lineman in July 1938. He escaped to China
on the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong and returned to
the British Army in 1945. He has gained promotion through
the grades of his trade and he is now a L ine Mechanic Grade
II. Mr. Leung's intimate knowledge of the Army telephone network is phenomenal and he appears to know the exact position
of all underground cables. Mr. Au joined the Army in 1947
~d for the past fifteen years he has been employed as a clerk
with the R.Q.M .S. Throughout Mr. Au's twenty years' service
372
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A major cable rationalisation project is tackled.
Corps takes third place in R.A.F. Episkopi sports.
Cricketers head league table.

A real man-sized job
Whilst most units are being reduced in strength, this
Squadron has been building up quite steadily. We are starting
a phase in our history which must be one of the most interesting
so far.
There are many projects in hand, but the biggest is just
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starting at R.A.F., Akrotiri. Called th_e ' Ra~ionalisation of
R.A.F. Akrotiri Cable System,' the proiect yvill take twelve
months before completion.
,
The project involves laying 40,000 yards of cable of fifty and
a hundred pairs. Over 120,000 cabl_e tiles, as well as markers,
joint markers and route markers will be used.
The new system has been so desi~ed to interlock i~to . the
existing one, completing a. complex pg.saw of c?rnmurucatto?s
which is essential on an airfield operaung today s modem au'craft Many systems of communication- telebrief, telctalk and
telephone, as well as landing aids and radars, all use Air
Formation Signals' cables.
This project is coupled with ~ expansion ~f the air~el<l;'s
existing PABX No. 3. from 50,0 lines t~ 900 l;nes. Thi~, 1!1
itself necessitates an IDcrease ID the pairs available to d1str1bute 'these communications. A new battery shop, a new frame
room and several new test points are to be built. ~hcse will
all add to the test facilities and re-route capabiliues of the
landline system.
Much hard work and long hours, starting at seven o'clock
each morning, is taking place and will continue for the next
months. Local contractors produce abo~t a. thousand yards
of trenching each week and we then fill 1t with cable. Backfilling and tiling is again done by local contractors. . .
Testing and recording, cable routes and charactensucs then
fellow each requiring concentration and accurate work from
techni~ians, linemen and jointers.
The project is just beginning and everyone is enthusiastic
about the outcome. We will send further p~ess IeJJ?rtS t~
THE WIRE as time passes and keep reade~s
ID the p1~tut:~
in this vital aspect of the Corps work. It 1s worth bearmg m
mind that this is one of the few tas~~ where truly operational circuits are handled, anc;i the ~bility _of the tradesman
must always be first class. With aucraft m the arr,_dependB?t upon
landline communications, there can be no fumblmg or trial-anderror methods.

Individual athletes do well
Again this year the Squadron combined with ;259 ~quad~on
(now DCN late Comeau) to enter the R.A.F., Ep1sk?p1, Station
Sports. H aving won the cup last year as a Royal Signals team,
we had hoped to repeat the performance once more. How.ever,
the opposition proved to be too strong and we only achieved
third place from Ground Engineers and R.A.F. Comcen (259's
successors).
.
We still have with us some of our stars from previous years
and also some very promising newcomers to ~e Squadron, hardly
yet acclimatised, who put up some credita~le performances.
Lance.-Corporal Don Murray streaked ho;1De m ·the 440 yards
and 880 yards to maintain his excellent ~es of last .year .. In
the long jump, Signalman George Neale failed by an mcre?1ble
tin. to win .the event. The shot putt v.:as won. by Flig~t
Lieutenant ' Tiny' Winchurch-all 6ft. 6t1!1· of hllll-beatlllg
our last year's winner, ,Co!'po;a~ Ian Snuth,, but iliere was
some consolation in that Tmy 1s ex-Royal S~gnals. Corporal
Wayne Collinson was second in a ve~ grueJµng steeplechase,
staying with the winner all the way, JUSt until .the end.
Lance-Corporal Dick Russell, 'Y'ho took part ID three even.ts,
unfortunately injured his ankle ID the steeplechase, ~therw1se
he would have been placed in the h~gh jump. ~ mention must
be made of a tremendous ·t hrow ID the iave~ by Corporal
Romer, of the R.A.F., who made 203ft. . ~1s sh?ws how
standards have improved so much, when 1t is ~ealised that
no one in the U.K. could achieve 20oft. up until about the
time of the Second World War.
..
We can now look forward to the C.S.0.'s Cup Compeuuon
with confidence.
Enthusiastic cricketers gain high repute locally
In the local Minor Units League we are so far unbeaten
after six matches, and so head the league table. !he. standar?
of cricket and enthusiasm shown by the tean; iusufies t~eir
high position, and they have gained a reputation for playIDg
an attacking game. Ably led ~d organised by W.0.1 Stan
Barrett and captained by M:t"· Chris Wood, they all are good allrounders without any parucular star player.
STOP PRESS. With bowed heads, we h'ave to record being bowled out by 259 Squadron in our last game for-and,
we can't really believe it-it's impossible-for SIX!
But it took another Royal Signals Squadron to do it.
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FORCES l:J.K.
TRADE-IN SCHEME
If you are to be posted overseas
soon and wish to dispose of your
present car, we will give you a high
trade-in figure now against any
future purchase
For lull details, write to, or telephone :

WEIR LODGE GARAGE

WEIR

LODGE

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Terylene 12/6
Silk 10/6
Silk 19/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 57/6
Cuff Links 25/- & 57 /6 Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Crested Tankards
Car Badges 35/- & 45/55 /3 & 70/.
Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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The new Regime-a Chaplain's view of camp

De inning
U o"' r n g uin
"You've be n accepted for the new set-up." The words
were matter-of-fact, and although quietly pleased with the
decision, I didn't throw my hat in the air. Almost three happy
years with a Gunner Regiment ·n the West of Scotland
tempered my enthusiasm. For one thing, most of the Gunners
had been my parishioner , and this was unlikely to happen
again. I t would be a case of beginning all over again- something which regu'.ar Chaplains were more than used to, but
which was made ea ier by constant daily contact. For the
T. & A.V.R. Chaplain the contacts were less frequent, and
therefore were more valuable in a sense after they had been
built up over a period of years. Hence the controlled response.
Ileerults top the 500 mark
In due time the word came through that the Regiment of
my attachment was the newly-formed 32nd (Scottish) Signal
Regiment (V).
It consisted of elements of existing Signal
Regiments in Aberdeen Edinburgh and G lasgow, each with
proud traditions of its o wn which might wC:l prove a h indrance
to the common spirit and physical unity of the new creation.
However, it soon became apparent that the new child was to
be born into a much richer home than the older T .A. relations
ever had. For one thing, contrary to expectations, recruitment
presented no difficulty, and numbers were very high indeed,
topping the 500 ma rk. Again, the equipment was there, both
better and more abundant than previously. The scene was set
for camp. Materially and numerically, this was as strong a
Regiment as ever before. Yet its real life depended on less
definab:e qualities, which defied such obvious standard s of
measurement.
T he question was whether an am algam of
numbers, equipment and tradi tions could make a Regiment in
the fullest sense.
lttixJng Glasgow and Edinburgh, to say nothing
o( Aberdeen
By now, camp h as come and gone. The question has been
answered. A Regiment has been formed. The material ad vantages proved a help, but the m aking of 32nd (Scottish) Signal
Regiment (V) does not rest on these things alone. Scarborough
at the Glasgow Fair fortnight did help. But then it might
equally have been a real obstac:e in the eyes of n atives of
Edinburgh and Aberdeen. " Why is it always Glasgow that's
the piper that calls the rune," they might well have asked . A
trivial point, perhaps, but nevertheless indicative of the common
desire to make a success of the new set-up, and to support
a Commanding Officer who transtnitted to others a vision
of what tnight be, given the proper spirit. Local rivalries disappeared.
Indeed, it was diffiCU:t to realise that the 'old
enemies,' Glasgow and Edinburgh, were pulling together, along
with their reputedly tight-fisted brethren from the Granite City.
PJpers foster public relations
This new-found unity was embodied in the Pipe Band, which
displayed such manifest unity for all to see, to the extent, even,
of absorbing -two Pipe-Majors, made it we}l-nigh impossible
for the rest of the troops not to follow the lead that was given.
The Pipers played an important part by fostering public relations in beating the Retreat in several surrounding towns, and
two Pipers were honoured in being asked to play a Lament
at the funeral of the Rev. Ewan McLean, an Assistant Chaplain
General who, regrettably, died in Scarborough during the time
of our camp.
:\lajorlty attain tcehnicnl proficiency
Yet whi:e the pageantry of the pipes provided colourful
interludes, for the Signalman in the ranks and his Officers, the
basic ins truction in drill, uades and techniques continued
systematically from day to day. There were available more
regular technicians than before, and the T . & A.V.R. Officers
provided a nucleus of highly proficient lecturers on varied
aspects of the training programme. No attempt was made
to go out on exercise until the second week, by which time
the men bad come to know one another, and learned some37'4

in tweed from Gieves
A wide range of all-wool West oi England and Scottish tweed
sports jackets from 14 gns.
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A " QUE N CH O F QUA RT ERMASTERS"
During the last week of Annual Camp 1967 at Burniston Barracks , Scarborough
the Q .M.'s conclave photographed above gathered to take a farewell drink off
Captain (Q. M.) D. M. B. Shields.
Do n Shields is a bout to leave the Army after 33 years service. The group
muster well over 200 years service.
Left co right : Major (Q.M.) Jim Bevan, M. M. Camp Commandant, Captain Q . M.
Er ic Mowatt, E.R.D., Volunteer Q.M., Major (Q.M.) Freddy Lunn, Ret<'., Late
C amp Commandan t , Captain Bill Tyers, A.O. 51 (H .) Signal Squadron (V.),
Ca ptain Jimmy Dunbar, M.B.E., A. O . 61 (City of Edinburgh) Signal Squadron (V.),
Majo r (Q .M.) Jim Douthwaite, Q .M. Designate, Captain (Q.M.) Don Shields,
Q .M. 32 (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V.).

thing of the basic discip:ines. A significant aspect of this camp
was the shortage of personnel for general duties; the m ajority
had attained some degree of technical proficiency.
The
Relations with the civilian population were good.
Band helped to create a great deal of interest and goodwill by
beating the Retreat in Scarborough near the end of the fortnigh t. A cocktail party was held, at which the guests were
the officia'.s and d ignitaries of the town. The barracks stood
within the boundaries of Scarborough, thus making us part
of the community, and because of these factors cordial rela tionships were made.

Appointed Tailors and Outfitters to the Royal Signals
HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY
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Tel : 01-493 2276/9
Edinburgh Plymouth Chatham Weymouth Chester Southampton
Bath Harrow Dartmo111h Cranwell Winchester Brockenhurst
Cambridge (A. C. Almond) Londonderry Gibraltar M alta
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OF STOCKWELL LIMITED
ESTABLISHED 75 YEARS

Visitors ploy their port
There was a goodly number of military visitors to the camp
in the personages of a number of high-'l'ankin g officers connected
with the Regiment in an administrative or technical capacity.
In the past, such visits have been formal and almost routine.
There was the feeling this year, however, that each visitor was
conuibuting something that was conducive to the healthy buildup of Regimental life. This was remarkably true of our new
Honorary Colonel, General Whistler, who, with humour and
imagination identified himself with us all.
Courtesy and general friendlines s
My initial qualms, as Padre, proved to be groundless. In
fact there was a veritab:e glut of Chaplains, at one point there
being no less than three in camp. The risk of ' too many cooks '
did not materialise, and fri endships were made, and experiences
shared. All of us were unanimous about the courtesy and
genuine friendliness which was shown to u s throughout the
period ot ·fhe calI!P· Ail of us look forward to n ext year with
real enthusiasm and hope to deepen the connection already
made w ith the Regiment in the more immedia te function s that
lie ahead.

SS Stockwell Road, London, S.W.9
Telephone BRlxton 2026

PERSONAL ATTENTION AT ALL TIMES

Courage
is the Word for Beer

There were the usual incidents that occur in camp life,
as well as the annual features, like sports day and a Regimental Dance. A number of minor accidents occurred; a great
many went home underslept, and the ' stand-down' at the
middle week-end, designed for relaxation, probably added to
the exhaustion of some. But it was all for a good cause. The
new Regiment had come to life in an impressive way.

FORD AGENTS - Over 150 used
cars always in stock
Special facilities for Servicemen. Immed iate Delivery,
Insurance and H.P. Finance within the hour on
production of your pay book
* free road tax *
EVER. Y VEHICLE CAR.RIES TH R.EE MONTH
WRITTEN GUARANTEE
All enquiries answered
Write to Mr. F. Lancaster (General Manager)
only address at •·SS" Stockwell Rood

CARS FOR SALE
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38th REGllUE.i.'\'T (VOL1JNTEERS)
SHEFFIELD
For those of you that don't understand about the new Resecve
Army, stay tuned! We are called 'Volunteers,' and we train
for nearly six weeks spread over each year. We have the latest
vehicles, com.ms equipment and combat dress. We are young.
dead keen, and ready to ' do an thing, go anywhere' at short
notice. We get full pay for days of trainin~ and a bonus of up
to £85 a year, which comes in handy at Christmas. We have
a full social life, which helps to keep our wives happy.

Well, that's the deal. Now what about this Regiment? We
live in Sheffield, Nottingham and Derpy. We have a new
boss, Lleutenant-C.O.!onel John Francis. We have just had a
terrific camp at Scarborough. We are training hard most
weekends, and in between time fitting our C41s into vehicles,
designing a systems control and reorganising our ' homes,' the
three training centres, where a lot of money is being spent to
smarten them up to Volunteer standards.
Now here are a few lines written by a young soldier in
the Regiment, C.Orporal John Boldison, who works on 11 local
newspaper for a living. (Some of you who are o:der in the
tooth may remember his Dad, R.Q.M.S. Jack Boldison, now
retired and settled in Derby).
ANA~V.AL

CAMP

Amongst tales from Squadrons in Hong Kong, Singapore,
Cyprus, and-you name it, we've got one there-this little
chit-chat may seem irrelevant. But don't forget you big boys,
when you real:y need us, we'll be there!
The Regiment met for the first time as one body at Burniston
Barracks, Scarborough, for 15 days' training on 20th May,
r.o become the first Volunteer Regiment to camp, following the
reshuffle on 1st April.
In the old T.A., camps consisted of a few days lectures
and a short scheme to apply newly-acquired techniques. The
camp was shared by W.R. A C. personnel, who ran Comcentres
and added fragrance to the N.A.A.F.I. !
This year the camp was one hundred per cent trade train-

BAOR. •

ing, under the best possible instruction. The practical part
of the training will come after camp, at week-end exercises.
And no W.R.A.C. For the first time in years we are an allmale Regiment.
No human being is happy when tied to a lecture iroom for
a fortnight and, as expected, the highlights of the camp were
an initiative training e.xercise and the camp dance, for which
many first class arrangements had been made, including the
hiring of a super ballroom, terrific band and ' birds ' gS:ore
(you had to fight your way through them!) produced by
some magic by our Padre Hiles.
The second week was highlighted by a night driving rally,
lasting from 10 p.m. to 2.30 a.m., which was a huge success,
and the Squadron socials. Including the mid-weekend 36-hour
pass, the social life was plentiful. Which accounts for a few
inscrutab:e smiles • • .
Came the trade tests . . . with no female talent on camp, a
difference was noted in the early evening activities-if no soccer
matches were arranged, swotting took place on a scale never
before known on camp.
Visits were made by the S.0.-in-C., Major-General Bradley,
and Honorary Colonel, Colonel Jerry Underwood. The Royal
Signals Band came down for our one ceremoniall parade. The
standard was good, although we couldn't afford much time for
practising our drill; there were more important things .to do.
All in all, a great camp for c!earing the doubts which
diseased the men's minds when they signed on, and a spirit
which would take some cracking. It wasn't thought that the
uniting of A.E.R., T.A., Artillery, Yeomanry, R.E.M.E. and
Royal Signals could have proved such a great success.

Typical of the new
Volunteer Spirit
Shot at 38th Regiment's Annual Camp
I. The S.0.-in-C. inspects an alert and soldierly quarter guard.
2. A seductive female found at H.Q. Squadron party (none other
than Corporal Bennett A.C.C.) !
3. The S.0.-in-C. raises a point with Corporal Parkes.
Revill lo oks on.

4. Sergeants' Mess Dinner-"Are you tough enough to join?"

S. Sergeants Mess Dinner-as the evening wears on.

Have y ou placed a standing order for
a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now?

?

• • • •
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30th REGIMENT SHOOTING TEAM, 1967

CORPS METHUEN TEAM, 1967
.
Standing: Major G. A. S. Exel! (Reserve), Staff Sergeant G. Smith (Reserve)
S1ttrng: Captain R. J. Haywood , Captain D. C. N. Genders, Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh (Captain), Captain D. H.
lnsall, Lieutenant D. J. McLean, Major M. S. Jarrett
. .

SROOTl~G-THE

A.ll.A.
MEETINGS

~~

N.R.A.

The Corps results at the two central meetings were better
than ever before. Our ro~l bag of cups was nine; we had
a number of second and thu:d placings, we had two or more
represe_ntatives in every Army team and, most important, we
had thu:t_een members of the Corps in ' The Army Hundred ';
our previous best was nine.
. We won the Woolwich Trophy for the fourth year in success1~n ~nd go~ closer than ever .to winning the Methuen itself,
this tlllle bemg only fifteen pomts behind to finish third.
Our most successful individuals were Captain D.
. N.
Genders, . of 19th Regiment, and Captain D . H. Insat, of
30th Regu:nent_; both were a-..yarded colours for all five Army
t~ams. . Capta_m Genders fimshed third in the Army Cb.amp1~nship to wm the ~.RA. Bronze Jewel, and Captain Insall
finished fo~rth. Captau: Genders also retained the Regular and
T .A. ~1es Cup, which he won in 1966.
Menuon must also be made of Lieutenant F. W. Matthews
of 28th Regiment, who won the Roupell Cup, which was last
won by a member o~ the Corps, Colonel H . J. Thompson, in
th~ 1950s;_ also of Signalman M. Corcoran, of 7th Armoured
Bngade Signal Squadron, who won the Rifle Brigade Cup
awarded to the best young soldier.
'
Our most successful unit was 30th R egiment. Under the
expert leadership of _Captain lnsa:il, they won four cups and
five members . of ~eir team shot in the Army Hundred, to
beat 21st Regunent s record of four members in 1965.
The list of principal successes was as follows;
Roupell Cup.-Won by Lieutenant F. W. Matthews, 28th
Regiment.
Roberts Cup.-3rd, Signalman M. Corcoran, 7th Armoured
Brigade Signal Squadron.
Army Hund~ed Cup.-2nd, Captain D. C. N. Genders, 19th
Reg1ment.
The Anny Championship.-3rd, Captain D. C. N. Genders,
19th Regiment; 4th, Captain D. H. Insall, 30th Regiment.
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The Brooke Bond Cup.- Won by 30th R egiment.
The Rifle Brigade Cup.-Won by Signalman M. Corcoran 7th
Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron.
'
The SR (B) Team Match Cup.-Won by 30th Regiment.
The Eisley Cup.-2nd, Captain D . H. Insall, 30th Regiment.
The R evolver Cup.-Won by Captain D. H . Insall, 30th Regiment.
The Pistol Tile Match.-2nd , 30th Regiment.
The JWethuen Cup.-3rd, Royal Signals.

The
The
The
The

Woolwich Trophy. -Won by Royal Signals.
Stock Exchange Cup.-Won by 30th R egiment.
Mappin.-Won by Royal Signals.
Regular and T.A. Armies' Cup.-Won by Captain D. C.
N. Genders, 19th Regiment.

Rapids Aggregate.-3rd, Captain D. C.

(Back row) Corporal Gregory, Corporal P. G . Mercer, Corporal G. A. Mason, Corporal A . Bell, Corporal R. J. Ellison, Signalman E. Whittaker.
( Front row) Corporal J . B. Greeney, Corporal P. J. C. Ca ti es, Staff Sergeant G. Mc Kie, Captain D. H. lnsall, (Team Captain), Major G. A. S. Exell (Officer
i.e. Shooting), Staff Sereeant C. J. Courtenay, Sergeant M. Skipper, Corporal A. I. Cheese.
WINNERS OF THE FOLLOWING CHALLENGE TROPHIES
ARMY RIFLE ASSOCIATION CENTRAL MEETING
The Brooke Bond Cup, The Revolver Cup, The S.R.( b ) Team Match Cup, The Bisley Trophy, The Tate Cup, The Stock Exchan1e Cup.
ALDERSHOT DISTRICT SMALL ARMS MEETING
The Major Units Rifle Match Cup, The District Pistol '16' Match Cup, The District Rifle 'SO' Match Cup, The Officers S.M .G. Match Cup, The Officers
S.M.G. Team Match Cup, The W.O.s and Sergeants S.M.G. Match Cup, The Squadron/ Battery and Company Team Rifle/ G.P.M.G. Match Cup.
THE ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS RIFLE MEETING
The Champion Tea.m Trophy, The Royal Signals Rifle Association Champion Shot Cup, The Maresfield Cup., The Colonel Commandant's Cup, The
Cheylesmore 1963 Cup.
THE ROYAL SIGNALS SOUTHERN COMMAND RIFLE MEETING
The 14th Signal Re1lment Cup, The Roberts Cup, The 30th Si1nal Re1lment Cup, The S. M.G. Tea.m Match Cup, The Royal Si1nals Southern Command
Champion Shot Cup.

. Genders, 19th

R egiment.

Service Rifle Championship (N.R.A.).-6th Captain D. C. N .
Gen:iers, 19th R egiment; 7th, Captain D. H. Insall,
30th Regiment.

Army ChamP_ionship (second stage) 40 members of the Corps
qua ·1fi~d; final stage, 13 members of the Corps qualified.

SMG XXX Medals.- Awarded to Captain R. J. Haywood,
Sch?Ol of Sign~ls; Staff Sergeant Courtenay, 30th
Regtment; Capram D . C. N . Genders, 19th Regiment·
Sergeant Grieve, 13th Regiment.
'

Army Colours._ Army VIII.

Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh,
Captam D . C. N. G enders, Captain D. H. Insall.
Representative. Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson,
30th Regimen~; Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Ward,
M.0.D.; Capram R. J. Haywood, School of Signals.
Iruernacional. Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson .
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Three esse11tials

Outstanding achievements

Can anyone be taught to shoot? We think that good shots
are made and nor born, but that there are three essentials
necessary for the successful training of any regimenra: shooting team. These essentials are firstly, the backing of the whole
Regiment, from .t he Commanding Officer downwards; secondly,
an enthusiastic and knowledgeable team captain, and thirdly,
a will to win in spire of difficulties. 30th Regiment has been
lucky enough to have all three essentials this year, and the
team has exceeded ~he expectations of even its own optimistic
supporters.
A glance at the team and its trophies will show just how
successful the Regiment has been. Skill at all weapons, by
all ranks, has been the maxim, and prizes have been won
using the S.L.R., S.M.G., L.M.G., revolver and S.R.(b) rifle
by ranks ranging from the Commanding Officer to Signa:man
Whittaker. (Whittaker has no objection to raking his name
thus, because he is one of the five team members to be mentioned in the National Press!).

We consider our most outstanding achievements are the
winning of the Brooke Bond Cup at the A.RA. Central Meeting and the Major Units Rifle Match at the Aldershot District
Meeting. Both these trophies were won in the face of fierce
competition, and neither had previously been won by a Royal
Signals unit. We think that these successes are the resu.lt of
serious training of the ream as a whole, rather than reliance
on a few 'gladiators.'
In bare statistics, the Regiment had eight members in the
second stage of the Army Championships and of these, five
qualified forthe Army 100--a record for a Royal Signals Regiment. One member shot in the SMG XXX and two in the
Revolver XXX. These results are outstanding, but even so
do not record the ' shooting in depth which gave so many
members a mention high up in nearly all score lists.
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One or two little thl11gs that went wrong
So far this has been a story of success, bur what about ' the
379

Sailing in 1th Regiment

Corps Canoeing in top gear

BY

Major R. P. D. Painter, President Royal Signals Canoeing,
reports as follows:
.
During July two Service Canoeing Meeting~ were held, m
both of which the Corps participated with considerable success.
These meetings were : (a) Inter-Service and Army Canoeing Championships and
Regatta, at Shepperton and on ·t he River Wey, from 14th to
16th July, inclusive.
(b) B.A.O.R. Canoe Championships on the River Weser on
20th and 21st July.

MAJOR J. R. GARRATI

Imer-Seruice and Army Canoeing Championships

A LIGHTER MOMENT
The "egg trick." Major Exell holds the egg with 2nd Lieutenant
Lewis (W.R.A.C.) beside him. Corporal Greeney (standing) is
referee. Corporal Mason (inverted) prepares to catch the egg
while Corporals Ellison, Mercer, Gregory and Cheese are highly
amused
ones that got away?' Who fired on the wrong target in the
Para Regiment Cup (it cost us the cup and being placed in
the K.R.R.C. Cup)? Who zeroed the wrong L.M.G.? Who
bulged his revolver barrel? Who knelt on the wrong knee
(which cost him his place in the ' 100 ')? Most of these events
happened on 'Black Thursday,' the Thirteenth of July. Who
says shooting is all skill and no luck?
Fitness we would not originally have thought
possible
Much of our success is due to the enthusiasm and training
methods of Captain lnsall, who has bullied and cajoled the
ream to a state of march fitness many would not have believed
possible earlier in the season. He has been our outstanding
shot, although most other members of the team have had their
moments of glory. We all have early morning memories of
runs to the Kiwi at Bulford; the sand dunes of Aldershot Plain,
and the woods around Keogh Barracks.
Who else would
voluntarily do a seven minuces Robens snap-standing?
Apart from Captain lnsall-and Whittaker-we have mentioned no names. This is quite deliberate. Our stated aim
was for the team to win. It was a team effort throughout
and we recommend this to any Regiment whose future aim is
' six in the 1oo.'
We conclude by adding a contribution from a member of
the team who did not fire a sing:e shot-our charming Team
Adjutant, Second-Lieutenant Penny Lewis, W.R.A.C.
REFLECTIONS OF A TEAM ADJfJTANT

I agreed happily to act as Team Adjutant for 3oth Regiment,
although I had little idea what was awaiting me. I soon found
out. I was handed a stack of squadding cards at the Aldershot District Meeting and told "son that lot." I discovered
that I needed to be a mixture of juggler and magician to ensure
that I didn't detail a firer to shoot an S.M.G. on one range
while he was supposed to be firing an S.L.R. on another range
a mile away. My chief delight was the firer's check list, which
I used before handing over each squadding card-now why
shoU:d they blacken their S L.R. foresights but whiten their
pistol foresights? I came into my own for the L.M.G. match
when a ' No. I ' was deficient of the safety-pin for the handkerchief on bis back-I really could help there!
I found 'stats' an intriguing job and soon discovered that
firers advenised their success or otherwise on returning from
a shoot-the longer their face the smaller the score. I was infected with the team's enthusiasm by hanging round the ' stats '
board waiting .to see how our nearest rivals had fared.
I began to appreciate how much effort goes into rhe training
of the team. Having a certain amount of trouble in getting
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A SERIOUS MOMENT
"What's the score this time!"

out of bed in the morning, I had the greatest sympathy for
the team, who paraded for a run at o6.15 hours daily. I never
did accept their invitation to join them!
I gathered from
tales of various members that j.t wasn't all running, particularly
for one member who accidentally ended up in a gorse bush
(how had he defaulted?).
I realised that psychological warfare entered into shooting.
One day, each member of the team arrived with fir cones,
collected on the morning run. This was apparently the ultimate aid to shooting as an indicator of humidity, temperature,
wind and e:evation. I couldn't discover how it worked, and
neither did opposing teams-it obviously brought us luck, as the
team won a match with the aid of the fir cones that day.
I came away from B1sley with my shooting knowledge im~
proved, but appalled at my ignorance of so many more aspects
of it. I was amazed a.t the quantity of beer contained in a
championship cup, and equally amazed at the speed at which
the beer di_s~pJ2.eared on being passed roun? a team of . dusrythroated sboote:x's. I was glad of the expenence of sharmg for
three weeks in what I've always thought of as a man's occupation.
Up the fir cones !
TEAM

CAPTAIN~S

POSTSCRIPT

Buildj.n.g a shooting .team is no more difficul.t than growing a
pear tree. Choose a piece of firm ground, plant some seed, water
it, prune it a bit and wait for the sunny days. Eventually you
are lei.it with a spray of strong healthy branches. Then you sit
back and see which branches bear the most fruit. You never
can .tell, ·though some of the team were pear-shaped from the
beginning!
Cuttings from this tree will be taken and planted in other
regiments next year. So, other team captains, do please listen
hard to what they have to say!

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax
(Pouie Extra)

each 9/5
" 10/2

T. FROST (Saddlers) BA WTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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(a) Sprint Championships, 14th 1uly
A crew from 10th Regiment (Lance-Corporals ~nner and
Bottoms) won the 500 metres Novices' Doubles (Tourmg Class)
event.
The Army Apprentices College, Harroga~e, ~on both t.he
Junior and the Senior Sprint Team 1:roph1es, m the Spnnt
Championships on 14th July-a splendid performance for the
Corps by both teams concerned.
(b) Long Distance Race, r5th 1uly
Two crews from B.A.0.R. represented the Corps in the event,
using Corps racing Kz's. Captain GraY: an~ La;nce-Corporal
Davis (862) crewed one boat, and came m ?iird m the Ar~y,
in spite of a 15-minute delay over the 20-m.ile. course to rectify
a rudder fault. Signalmen Rowley and Wilk!nson. crewed ~e
other boat and came in fourth in the Army, m spite. of holmg
their canoe at the start of the race, and re~mbarkmg at the
back of the field in a replacement boat .. The performan~es. of
both these Corps crews materially contnbuted to ilh~ wmnmg
by the Army from the Royal Navy ,o_f the Inter-:Ser~1ces Long
Distance Trophy, and they may be m the running for Army
Colours as a result.
A Corps crew (A/T S.S.M. C. Cook (719) ?fA.A.C., Harrogate and L/Cpl. S. Sherman (310) of 3 D1V1s1on H.Q. and ·
sigi{a1 Regiment) came second in the Army ~ the K2 class of
the Long Distance Race on 15th July. This. means that ~e
Corps took second, third and fourth place m the Army m
this race.

(c) Slalom Championships, r6ih 1uly
Lieutenant Theodorson (now at R.~.C.S_.), using a Corps
slalom kayak and competing in a champ1onsh1p ~lalom e':'ent ~or
the first time moved from the Novice to the Seruor class1ficat1on
as a result of his performance, and went through to the finals,
although not ' placed ' in these.

B.A.0.R. Canoe Championships on t1ie River Weser
This is a gruelling Sprint and Long Distance Race held
annually and open to all Army units in B.A.0.R. The 1967
Championships have been dominated by the Corps, and the
results may be summarised as follows: (a) K 2 Racing Class. l?dividual winners Signalmen Rowley
and Wilkinson of 2nd Regiment.
(b) Touring Class. Team winners, arid individual runnersuld h
d
up, 4th Regiment.
(It is interesting to note that the Corps :vo
ave ma. e an
even more ' complete sweep ' of the Tourist class, ha.d it not
been for the fac·t that the 2nd Regiment team were disallowed
due to .the type of canoe they were using. The Avonc.raft '.UK 4'
canoe is classified as within the ne:v Class .4 specificauo~s,_ as
laid down by the British Canoe Umon, .and .1s therefore .eligible
for the Touring Class. BCU Class 4 raung is as follows. (1) Maximum length, 18 ft:
..
(2) Beam at gunwhale, 24 !n. m~:1111um.
(3) Beam at waterline, 21 m. mirumum.
(4) Paddlers must not be s-:!ated more _than 6 ft. apart.
It would seem that the ruling to disa~ow £!1e U.K. 4 for the
Touring Class in the B.A.0.R. Championships w.as based on
the wrong assumption that these boats were K2 racmg kayaks.)
(c) Folding Boat Class. Both Team and Individual winners,
r3th Regiment, wh?se team made a 'clean sweep' of this class
in the championships.
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5 ROLLS IN AND No. I JIB
Just before the start of a race. Major Garratt, Signalman Hooper
and Barratt, Lance-Corporal Sedgebeer.
o

Outstanding feature is number of young soldiers who
take part

By the efforts of a few of the yachtin~ .enthus_iasts a good d~
of interest has been generated in sailing this sea~n. It. is
particularly rewarding to see so mai;iy young soldiers taking
part and gaining their helmsman's rating.
This year the Royal Signals Regatta at Kiel . and the 4th
Division Regatta were in the same week. The Regunent entered
two boats in each Regatta. My 30 square metre yacht was c~ewed
by Lance-Corporal Sedgebeer, Signalmai;i Hooper ~nd S1gn~l
man Barratt and we came second overa.:1 out of e1~ht entries
having finished third in each of the thr~ r~ces. Maior Spear's
yacht, crewed by Lance-Corporals McKenzie and Graham and
Signalman McLaren, came filth overall. !"- h~vy: yach~, she
dropped far back during the first race, sail~d m }.ight .airs, f to
finish seventh, and was unable to make this up m spite o a
second and a fourth in the other two races. Lai;ice-Corporal
Hicking was invited .to crew on one of the 1st Regiment yachts
which went on to wm the Regatta.
Signalman Evans, Signa:man Smith and Signalman Howells,
a:1 invited to crew in other unit boats, completed our parry of
twelve who enjoyed the Regatta.
In the 4th Division Regatta Lan::e-C?rporal Sedgebeer
skippered a 30 square metre ~ p!ace of Maior Spear who was
suddenly taken ill with appendicitis. I am. happy to. report ~at
in spite of the many attractions at Kiel he is 1?3ck with us agau:i
Lance-Corporal Sedgebeer did very well agam~t keen C?mpeution and finished 6th overall out of eight entnes. I skippered
one of the new Dan boats and my c~ew-Lance-Corporal
McKenzie Lance-Corporal Graham and Signalman McLarenfound this' very comfortaqle compared with the 30 square metre.
Although we finished well in each race (1st, _3rd and 2nd
which would have made us a clear second) we retu:ed from the
second race when we found that we had passe? a mark on the
wrong side and were disqualified by protest m the last race.
otwithstanding this we weren't last, and wer- placed 4th out
of five entries.
Everyone enjoyed an e~aratin.g week's spon at that most
splendid inst"tution, the Bnush Kiel Yacht C:ub.
negim.-ntal regatta an outstanding

SUCN'HH

A highlight in our dinghy sailing programme was the Regimental R gatta held at the Mo~n~ee ~ailing C.lub on 14~h July.
Intended as a spur to the trammg given during the mid-week
sai'.ing camps, this Regatta was well upported and turned out
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!O ?e an outstanding succc s. Of the 38 taking part, 27 were
1u~1or ra~s as were half the skippers. Four races were ailed,

hard-pressed by Squadron-Leader Deakin and Sergeant Roye,
but Captain Randel and Major Bamber came back to win
4- 6, 6-2, 6-4.
The afternoon's first match gave the R.A.F. first pair an
easy 6-1, 6--o win over Royal Signals third pair, Captain
Ward and Corporal Francis.
The most hard-fought and interesting match came when
both first pairs met. The R.A.F. were expected to win, but
Captain Randel and Major Bamber found their top form,
and after rt hours gained a convincing two straight sets win,
6-4, 10-8 .
The Royal Signals second pair won one of their three
matches, but the third pair were struggling and did not manage
to win a set.
The final result, after quite a tussle, was a win for the
R.A F. by five matches to four, with Captain Randel and
Major Bamber very satisfactorily winning all three of their
matches.

CRICKET

po1~t bemg counte<!- on the best three results. Lieµtenant
'J h1ttak r won, countmg two firsts and a second; Lance-Corporal
Sedgebeer came co~d also counting two first and an unfo~tunate seventh· Ma1or Adams came close behind, counting a
third and rn;o fourths. The bridge was run by myself and Staff
ergea?t Kitch n plus a host of willing helpers-especially
when 1t came to firmg the cannon and hoping to wake snoozing
spectators on the lawn-in vain! Mrs. Sherratt very kindly
presented trophies to the prizewinners.

. I~ the i:ext edition .I h<;>pe to give an account of our Ba~tic
cru1 . Th1s we are domg m three 30 square metre yachts being
chartered from the BKYC over the Augu t Grant.
Il •.A.F.. IG::VALS CO~OfAND, ~!IE.ET THE CORPS
l::V 0::\'E-DA Y SPORTING TOUHNEY
Golfrrs alone keep Corps Flag Flying
. In the 1966/67 season, the Corps had fixtures against RAF
S1~als Coffi1!1and for rugger and cross-country.
It · ,..:a~
de~1ded. t!Jat m order to further the already cordial relationsh1~ e.x1stmg ~etween us, to ~old a sports da y in the summer

to mclude cncket, golf, tenms and swimming.

The first of

~ese :ports day~ was he:d at Cuterick on 13th July, and it
~s hoped that th1 event may be the stare of similar functions

m the future.

Each Regiment of the Training Brigade acted as host for
olle or more of the R.A.F. teams who arrived in Carterick from
On the following
a oyer the ~l~ntry the night before.
morn!ng .short v1sus of interest to the R.A.F. were arranged by
host Regiments. R.~.F. and Royal Signals teams then met up
over coffee, and while the golf a~d swimming teams looked
over be course and baths, the cncket and tennis got under
way.

Lance-Corporal Mayes and Signalman Lawrence open for the corps.

TENNIS

Cricket-a lively wick t upsets
This ga~e was played on a very green wicket which (and
nobody qu1t.e knows why) the groundsman had watered and
~~ very lively. To be caught on this wicket was something
ne1 er of th: two ~ptains could bear thinking about. However, at ro.4), ~pram S. R. Carr Smith lost the toss and the
Corps was put m to bat.

won 9-4
RM.A. Sandhurst
won 5-4
Staff College
Jost 4-5
R.E.
lost 3-6
R.A.P.C.
lost 3-6
R.A .O.C.
won 6-3
R.E.M.E.
drawn
R .M.C.S.
lost 4-5
R.A.F. Signals Command
won 7-2
R.C.T .
lost 3-6
v. R.A.E.C.
won
6-3
v. R.A.
Selected to play for the Corp in all or some of the above matches were: Lieutenant-Colonels E. N. L. Brown ll'lld T. P. Furlongc, Majors J.
Maclean, L. S. Bamber, M. L. Willway and P. A. Spooner, Captains G. R.
O ehlers, D. A. C. Randel, R . Siderfin, R. Ward and J. R. Goldney.
Lieutenants P. B. Webster, Second-Lieutenants W. K. Butler and J.
Maclean , Corpor:rl Francis and Lance-Corporal Dunster.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

b Ththe p1Co·tch gradually started playing more easily after lunch,
ut e
rps were soon out for 89.

R.·":;r ope:iing pair batted soundly, but by

~~~~~ a;!~~r~':ry°:i={t Kil"hvingron,

The R.A F. had gained a convincing w· b
enough to say that it would have been a dill:' ut were generous
erent story had they
batted first.

By Appointment to the Late King Geor11e V

ROGERS, JOHN JONES LIIDTED
(MILITARY OUTFITTERS)

Mufti and Sporting Tailors
Breeches Makers

REGULATION PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
Home -12/- each plus 1/3 post
Abroad-10/9 each plus 1/3 post

Captain Ward, Corporal Francis, Captain Randel, Major Bamber,

f

3J
:o b~:r~mgo~~r~~~ch~7 s~r:;~ ~~;. ~ce-~i-Po;al J<·n~U:gt~n

It was a great day for golf. The weather was perfect, the fairways and greens wer::: freshly cut and running well, and the
rough was 'as high as an elephant's eye!'
The competition was to be eighteen holes match play singles,
played in the afternoon, with six players a side. As anyone
who has played here will know, the Catterick course is somewhat rambling and physically trying, so as a sporting gesture
to the opposition, an 'orienteering course' of ten holes was
played in the morning. To add a spot of interest to this
livener, it was arranged that the players opposing each other
in the afternoon match played as partners in friendly fourballs. An ideal opportunity to weigh up the opposition-and
hang back for bets?
After lunch in the club house, the first of six pairs tee'd
off exactly on time at 14.00 hours. It was a long, hot afternoon, and a miniature refreshment bar at the 13th was more
than welcome.
It turned out that the opposing teams were very well matched
as the final result showed two wins for Royal Signals, one
win for R.A.F. Signals Command, with three matches halved.
In fact it was a close thing. With Flight-Sergeant Wiseman
and W.O.I Barnaby still to come in, the result was all square.
These two novices (both 18 handicap) played the last three
holes in full view of the club house, where the 'gallery,' armed
with full glasses, passed out the comforting news that it all
depended on this last match. At the 15th, W.O.I Barnaby was
two up; the 16th was halved; Flight-Sergeant Wiseman took
the 17th, and with only one to p:ay, the match and the competition could be saved by the R.A.F. W.O.I Barnaby, however, under great pressure won the hole, and the Corps had
recorded its only victory of the day.

CORPS TENNIS

ro:

right bowlthey were kept well
c ances, one from each bats
man, were not taken, and it took a very good piece of field" by Lance-Corporal Butler to get our breakthrough
p· ld~ng
at forward short leg, he chased a ball to
·d · k.
ie mg
and threw down the · k
m1 -w1c et, turned
by inches. And so at~~~ etht toRrAunFout the opposition captain
e · . . were 43 for 1.
Shortly after resuming play, Captain Carr Smith
.
self on to bowl leg-breaks and prayed for a miracle pHt himcaught and bowled the R.A.F. No
and h
·
e soon
~e t;ory.s, hat t7e remaining ope;i~g batstm~1;; b~~ttd~~~:~
e sips.
n y one more wicket was due to fall
d h
was when, only three short of victory the R A p N an ~

Golf-an excellent day's sport

Results up-to-date

O~r fulning pair,_ Lance-Corporal Mayes (who has had a
success
season playmg for the Army) and Signalman Lawrence
soon ~~~d dt~at t~e ~trugiUe was going to be very tough
ut t 1 th ~t~nnmaaon,_ and a little luck, they managed to
s ay oge er ior 40 mmutes and put on 23 nms before
Lawrence was out ' having a go.' This was the start of a disastrous collapse. By r2.ro Lance-Corporal Mayes had been
bowled f<;>r 9; Lance-Corporal Butler caught for r and Ca ·
Carr Sm1th run out by a brilliant throw hitting the stu~a~
for o. ~ance-Corporal Gipson, with 15, and Staff Ser efnt
Suett, with 13, both added some useful runs but at l~nch
we were 69 for 6, and finding the going very hard indeed.

. The

Swi111111i11g-so111e ~ood 1•e1·for111ances
The swimming match was held at the Catterick Garrison
baths in brilliant sunshine which, with a light breeze, made an
ideal day for swimming. The Royal Signals team was drawn
mainly from the Training Brigade, supported, most ably, by
Apprentice Tradesmen from the Army Apprentices College.
The Royal Air Force team was drawn from numerous units,
mainly in Southern England, and were again well supported
by their Junior T echnicians.
The first three events pointed to a runaway victory for
the R.A.F., but by event No. 6 the Corps had gone into the
lead. The R.A.F. then re-established the lead with only two
events to go.
We had had some notable successes during the course of
the afternoon . The 400 yards freestyle was won in convincing style by A/T Neville. He is the junior inter-Services
champion over this distance and a very good prospect for the
future. A/T Crane has been diving for only three months,
but judging by bis creditable performance in winning the diving
event, he has been practising very hard.
The medley re:ay, the last but one event, was also won

by the Corps and the match was all square. The last event,
the freestyle relay, was a real 'cliff-hanger,' which was eventually won by the R.A.F. by the slim margin of one-tenth of a
second ! The Corps, however, was able to reverse the situation in the water polo, winning most decisive:y by seven goals
to one.

Major Maclean, Major Spooner.

Tennis-not quite goofl enough
Unfortunately the Royal Signals pairs had to be chan ed
d~a~e dlast mom~nt,_ <;>wmg to Colonel Eagle having . to wfthl ' uJ to a leg miury. However, Major Spooner took his
P
aft partnered Maior Maclean to form our second pair
e rst match of the day saw the Corps first pair being

¥b

Wall Shlelds 7• x 6' Royal Signals . ..
Blazer Badees "Superior"
Pace Sticks . . .
...
...
.. .
.. .
Sergeants Walking Canes, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested. Home
Abroad ...

Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals
32/-

45/-

I JO/-

54/-

44/-

ERNEST GOODRICH
Specialist in the supply o( Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone: ESHER 63705
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33 BRUTON STREET, MAYFAIR, W .1
Late of 57 Jermyn Street, London, S.W.I
Telephone:
Telegraphic Address:
Mayfair 7303
"Rogers, Mayfair 7303 London"
Branch: 40a London Road, Camberley. Telephone: Camberley 24071
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Minor Units
Winners, Morrison Cup
Runners-up Shield
3rd
4th
th
6th
7th

211
229
204
207
212
2o6
217

Tug-of-War
Winners, Tug-of-War, Major Units
Winner , Tug-of-War, Minor Units

JOE

COTTERELL

Squadron
Squadron
Squadron
Squadron
Squadron
Squadron
Squadron

59
48
47
43
42
41
28

21st Regiment
229 Squadron

B.A.O.R. CORPS ATHLE TIC MEETING, 1967
Morrison

C11.p

Co pip etiUon

The Morrison Cup Competition was held at the new B.A.0.R.
~thletic stadium, Sennelager, on the 4th and 5th July.
This
1s the first year the competition has been held at this new
B.A.O.R. stadium, and we were all anxious to know just how
' fast ' the track was.
Heavy ~eek-end rain was followed by two days of bright,
~ot sunshme,. and the experts were predicting perfect conditrons. Certainly the stadium looked at its best as the teams
and spe_ctators ~athered f?r the first day's events and provided
a beauriful serung for thls annual _Corps event in B.A.O.R.
The experts proved to be right in their forecast.
The
weather "'.as perfect and the contestants put on a most exciting
match, with several record-breaking performances.
A coI?plete list of the units which took part, and nhe detailed
results 1s shown below. Records were broken in the following
events. (The previous record is shown in brackets):
220 yards (Minor Units), Lance-Corporal Daffern, 204 Squadron, 24.rsec (24.5_sec.); I ~ile (Major U n its), Lance-Corporal
Jan:old, 13th Regrment, 4~m. 26.3sec. ( -- ); 3 miles (M ajor
Unit~), Lance-Corporal Gill, 13th Regiment, I4filin. 50.9sec.
(r 6mm. 29.5sec.) · long jump (Major Units), Corporal Abbott
an~ Lan~-Corpo~ Farr~IJ 16th Regiment, 39ft. 6in. (39ft.
2tm.); ~1scus (Mm?r U~1ts)~ Co!J?Oral S~ith, 212 Squadron,
II6ft. 3m. (112ft. rm.);_ 1avelin (Mmor U nits), Corporal Mate,
207 ~q~~ron 1~6ft. sm. (14~t. 4ffi.); javelin (Major Units),
best md~v1dual, Signalman Scullion, 22nd Regiment, 169ft. 10in.
( 16oft. Sm.).
By a happy coincidence our Signal Officer-in-Chief was
tou.ring _B.A.O.R. at this time, and Brigadier Pentreath, the
C~1ef Signal Officer, B.A.0.R., invited him to present the
pnzes. Our p~otograph shows G eneral Bradley presenting one
of the team pnzes to Lance-Corporal Mogg, of 22nd Regiment,
whose 4 x 880 yards relay team led the field from start to
finish to achieve a very convincing win of over 100 yards.
So ended a most enjoyable and exciting meeting with seven
new records to enter in the historical record of the Morrison
Cup.

FINAL RESULT S
Major Units
Winners, Morrison Cup
2rst Regiment
Runners-up Shield .. .
16th Regiment
3rd
22nd Regiment
4th
1st Regiment
srh
7th R egiment
6th
13th Regiment
7th
2nd Regiment
4th Regiment

"
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125 points
II8
108t
1ort
88
77
68t
68t

FORWARD-ACTING TERROR ERECTOR

llETIRES

Reported rec~n.tly in a local paper was the news that Joe
Cotterell had v1S1ted Crowthorne where he used to reside in
his younger days.

B.A.O.R. CORPS ATHLETI C MEETING
Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., D.S.0 ., presents a winner's
cup to Lance-Corporal Mogg of 22nd Signal Regiment at the B.A.O.R.
Morriso n Cup Meeting.

T. D.12 JS REDIFON'S NEW

E E E ERROR CORRECT OR

Joe has just retired from LC.I. where he was employed after
completing his Army service. Those younger members of the
Corps who do not know Joe will be interested to hear that he
\~S the Co~s' I?OSt famous athlete. He held the Army threemile champ10nsh1p from 1921 to 1928, and in 1926 he broke the
Army record for that distance. He was a:so one-mile Army
champion in 1922, 1923 and 1926.
Joe Cotterell took the A.A.A. four-mile title in 1924, and the
following year he won the England and France 5,000 metres
race. He also won many other minor championships. His
greatest successes were in cross-country running. He was international champion in 1924, and again in 1929; and was national
champion in 1924 and 1925. He was for seven years Army
cross-country champion, and inter-Services champion for three
years. He won the Eastern Command and Southern Command
championships on many occasions. Altogether he represented
the Army in athletics for 13 years.

In .the last war he was transferred to the Army Physical
Training Corps, and he retired ·in 1946 with the rank of Q.M.S.I.
At the height . of h is running career, Crowthome residents
presented him with a cabinet to hold bis many cups and trophies.

and it measures only 6" x 4" x 20"
U nli ke conventional return-path ARO systems, this new
one acts forward on ly. The information signal is scanned by
an encoder in the Transm it Unit which then generates a
stream of pa rity bits equal in number to the information bits.
A decoder in the Receive Unit uses these parity bits to
detect and correct errors. But, because each pa rity bit is
computed from a scanning of the information sign al over a
20 - bit length, the system has the remarkable abil ity to
correct 'burst' errors of as many as 6-information-bits plus
6 parity·-bits, as well as random errors.
The TD 12 operates w ith norma l 5-unit code teleprinter or
data t ransmission equipment, synch ronous or non -syn chronous, at a number of speeds. It is suited to HF and
troposcatter radio links, as well as landline or submarine
circuits. And because of its forward action it is ideal fo r one
waytransmissions such as naval traffic broadcasts, meteoro logical broadcasts, and all forms of data transmission.
For further information please contact the Sales Manager,
Commun ications Division : -

MODERN COVERED WAGON
Last month we featu r ed an article by Lance-Cor poral Mate on " An Ai r
Support Tentacle in South Arabia". Th e phot ograph illust rates
clearly how t he quart is put into t he pint pot in the case of a Land
Rover transported tentacle.
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REDIFON LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
Broomhill Road, Wandsworth, London , S.W.18. Tel : 01-874 7281 .
A member company of the

REDIFFUSION
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Minutes of the Twenty- Second Annual General Meeting, held at Catterick Camp, on Sunday, 25th June, 1967.

Present:
Major-General Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E., Master
of Signals President; Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., Chairman,
Royal Signal Association Trustee Ltd.· Brigadier P. M. P.
Hobson, D.s.o., General Secretary; and some 120 members of
the Association.
In the unavoidable absence of the Chariman, Major-General
Sir William Scott, rook the Chair, and opened the meeting with
the following remarks :
"General Thuillier-your Chairman-who woU:d normally
preside at .this meeting-with much regret is unable to attend.
He sends his very best wishes for a very happy weekend. This
is particularly sad as this would have been his last meeting.
Due to domestic circumstances General Thuillier feels that
he must resign. He is giving up his appointment in London
and will now be :iving permanently in Wiltshire. He feels
quite rightly, that he cannot devote close and proper attention
to Association affairs from such a distance, and you will see
from your agenda that Brigadier Tucker has kindly agreed to
have his name put forward by the Central Committee for
your consideration as his successor. This will be put to the
meeting later on. Brigadier Tucker is a great supporter of
the Association, being President of the Aldershot Branch and
Chairman of the Royal Signals Association Trustee Limited.
As he wocJ..-s in London he is easi:y available to deal with
Association affairs and problems as and when they arise."
" General Thuillier has served the Association for seven
years now-two years as Vice-Chairman and five as Chairman.
He has taken the greatest interest in all activities of the
Association and much is due to him for the healthy state we
find ourselves in today. I am sure you will all join me in
saying how sorry we are to lose him and to wish him a] good
fortune in the future."
" Unfortunately, neither of the two Vice-Chairmen can
attend today either. General Cole was suddenly taken ill
and had to be op..."rated on a few weeks ago. He is still convalescing. Colonel Jones, who is a very busy man, finds it is
quite impossible to get away this weekend. Both send their
greetings and best wishes for a happy Reunion, and are very
sorry that they cannot be present."
"We:come to all who have come for the weekend. Altogether
some 6oo-odd Old Comrades and families have come and 27
Branches are represented. A very good turnout. Indeed, one
Branch has over 70 members present--so no one can say
<the Association is going into a decline.
"Finall:\', I _am sure you would like me to thank, on your
behalf, Bngad1er Woodrow and all members of the Training
Brigade who have worked so hard to make this weekend such
a success. They have ~ad to carry a very heavy load as they
no longer have the assistance of the School of SignS:s which
is now established at Blandford Camp. We are most ~ateful
for all that they have done.
" I will now ask the General Secretary to go through the
agenda for this Annual General Meeting."
I. The minutes of the twenty-first annual general meeting
were put to the meeting and having been duly proposed and
seconded were approved and signed by the President.

General Secretary's Report
3. The General Secretary then Tepor.ted on Association affairs
as follows : (a) Membership
In r966 we. g~ined _72 new Life Members and r27 Annual
~embers. This is a _big drop on our 1965 figures-parricularly
Life Members-but is to be expected as all regular soldiers are
now automatically Annual Members if they contribute to the
Day's Pay Scheme and qualify as Life Members if the sum total
of ~eir contributions is not less than £2 ros. od. during their
service.
386

(b) Branches
We have had a 'shake-out' in our list of Branches amongst
those Branches that are showing little or no sign of life. Branches
chat exist in name only can only be a source of weakness for
the Association.
Th following Branches have been closed: Australia, Canterbury, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Rotherham, Uckfield. Two others
are very doubtful. To offset these, I am glad to say, three
Branches have come to life again and are showing considerable
promise. These are: Derby, Coventry and Torbay. Much credit
goes to the individuals concerned who, on their own initiative,
have done so much to revive these old Branches.

(c) The Future
The reorganisation of the T.A. has resulted in ex-members
looking for an out:et to take the place of their old loyalties and
we are gaining members from this source. Ex-regulars coming
out of the Corps are also showing more signs of interest due to
the new leaflet included in their discharge papers. A number
of Branches have increased their membership this year and the
future looks better than it did a year ago.
The three new Corps Brigadiers commanding T . & A.V.R.
groups have all told the General Secretary that they will do a]
they can to support Association Branches that come within their
areas and it is hoped that T. and A.V.R. membership may
add considerably to some Branches.
(d) Welfare and the Day's Pay Scheme
One hundred per cent of officers and nearly 80 per cent of
old soldiers now support this scheme. Seventy-five per cent of
the income comes to Association funds for benevolent purposes.
As a result we have been ab:e to ' step-up ' considerably our
benevolent work and we have progressed from 'first-aid' to
more satisfactory and comprehensive alleviation in the more
distressing cases which, incidentally, if anything are on the
increase. We look like spending some £9,000 plus on benevolent
aid this year. We have just started a scheme whereby we make
regular weekly grants of up to £1 to our very needy elderly
folk, widows and such like to supplement their meagre incomes.
We have as a start done this for 10 cases and as time goes on
we expect to increase this very effective form of aid.
Because of our increased benevolent income we have been able,
after taking proper care of our own Corps benevolent needs, to
pass on the sum of £5,ooo .to the Army Benevolent Fund in
respect of surplus income foc 1966. This was approved by the
Central Committee in May. It is, of course, a basic concept of
the Day's Pay Scheme that all Corps and Regiments pass on
any surplus they can afford to help less fortunate brothers-inarms whose own Corps or Regimental Associations are not very
well endowed through no fault of their own.
Field Marshal Sir Francis Festing, President of the Army
Benevolent Fund, was kind enough to write to your Chairman
as fotows:" I have just heard of the cheque for £5,000 sent by the
Royal Signals Association to the Army Benevolent Fund, and
write to thank you and your Central Committee for this
splendid contribution to the wider cause of Army benevolence.
" I appreciate that this magnificent gift is made possibl~ by
the whole hearted adoption of the Day's Pay Scheme by the
serving officers and soldiers of the Royal Signa.'.s, and if it is
at all possible I would be grateful if you could convey to
them the measure of my own appreciation as President of the
Army Benevolent Fund together with that of all concerned
with the Fund.
" If the rest of the Army could but follow the great example
set by your Corps, the standard of benevolence throughout
the Army would indeed be second to none."
{e) The staff at Association H.Q. remains the same except
that we have been able to obtain the services of Mr. Sbelbourn
(ex-W.0. of the R.A.P.C.) to fill the vacancy of assistant to the
accountant.
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Gratuity to Brigadier H. R. Firth
When Bri2adier Firth was due to hand over as General
Secretary in 1962 the Central Committee agreed at the time that
he should be granted a Tetirement gratuity of one year's salary
(£1,216) in appreciation of the great work he had done over
14 years in building up the Association to the strong position
it ho:ds today. However, Brigadier Firth stayed on until last
September as Assistant Editor of THE WIRE and the payment
of this gratuity was accordingly deferred until he finally retired.
Thls gratuity has now been paid out of Association General
funds.
(f)

(g) " The Wire "
THE WIRE has had a disappointing year financially in 1966,
finishing up with a loss of some £1,400. The financing of THE
WIRE is delicately poised and it can run into debt surprisingly
quickly. The average number of pages pub:ished is usually 40
to 44 and on this basis it generally balances out financially. In
1966, due to popular support, the Editor received a vastly
increased number of contributions so much so that even after
considerable pruning he found himself having to print 48 and
even 52 page editions. He has felt constrained to do this rather
than lose the considerab'.e good will which now exists by the
very drastic cuts which would have been necessary to bring
down the ·size of THE WIRE to 40/ 44 pages. One extra page
costs about £12 so if this happens every month for 12 months
there is a loss of £12 for one page only. Circulation is not to
blame. Bulk orders remain steady even though one or two units
have been disbanded, and individual orders are on the increase.
Added m the Editor's problems has been an increase in postage
rates and a fall off in advertising revenue-the latter is being
fe:1 throughout the publishing world to a marked degree and is
a by product of the "squeeze." All these circumstances combined to put THE WIRE into considerable deficit. Association
funds have managed to carry this and still show a surplus on
general income and expenditure. Nevertheless, steps are being
taken to stem <this Joss which it is hoped to reduce in 1967 and
to completely eliminate in 1968 by increasing the cost of THE
WIRE from rs. 6d. to 2s. a copy from rst January, 1968-an
increase in a year's subscription from r8s. to 24s. Wbi:e it is
naturally regretted that the price will be increased it is thought
that an extra 6s. a year will not hit anybody's pocket too hard
and will ensure that THE WIRE is kept up to a high standard.
(h) Accounts
The audited accounts which bad been laid before the meeting
showed the following main points : (i) The Association in all was worth nearly £rr5,ooo-an
increase of some £9,000 compared with 1965 due to profit
on the sale of investments and the overall surplus balance
of £6,II9 on the income and expenditure account.
(ii) As mentioned above, there was an overall surplus of £6,rr9
for 1966 despite tlie Joss on THE WIRE and the payment of
a gratuity to the previous General Secretary. From the
surplus £5,000 had been 9Ubsequently passed on to the
Army Benevolent Fund (as mentioned in para • d ' of the
General Secretary's Report, above).
The accounts were then put to the meeting and after being
duly proposed and seconded were approved by a show of hands.
3. The meeting considered the proposal for the automatic
grant of Life Membership after 20 years' annual membership
and a motion .that this proposal should be dropped was carried
by a majority vote.
4. The meeting considered the designs which were on
display for a new Association badge and a motion was carried
by a majority vote accepting the design sponsored by Association
H.Q. As a Tesult of a questionnaire completed by those attending
the Annual General Meeting it was further found that a substantial majority were in favour of an Association tie being
designed which coU:d be worn in addition to the lapel badge to
denote membership.

5. The following gentlemen were elected or re-elected to
the Central Committee: Chairman: Brigadier W. G. Tucker, C.B.E. (vice Major-General
L. de M. Thuillier, C.B., c.v.o., O.B.E., retiring);
Vice-Chairmen: Major-General E. S. Cole, C.B., O.B.E., Colonel
F. E. B. Jones, O.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P.;
Branch Representative: Mr. W. J. T. Rigden (Catterick and
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District Branch), vice Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd) R. W. Atkinson, o.B.E., No. 26 Unit Branch.
In addition the meeting approved the following change in the
composition of the Central Committee:Delete: The Assistant Adjutant General (A.G. rr).
Add: One Ocher Rank Representative nominated by the
Signal Officer-in-Chief.
6. The General Secretary announced that the 1968 Reunion
Weekend would be held in Catterick Camp on the 22nd/2JYd
'June, not the 29th/30th June. This was because the D.R. Display Team had a.:ready been booked over this period for the
Royal Tournament.
7. Captain J. R. Way (Croydon Branch) said that an eloquent
tribute in respect of the services rendered to the Association by
Major-General L. de M. Thuillier as its Chairman had already
been paid by the President, Major-General Sir William Scott.
He felt, however, that he would iike very mus;h to support what
had been said on behalf of all the ordinary members of the
Association who greatly appreciated all that General Thuillier
had done for the Association over the past seven years. This
statement was endorsed by the acclamation of a.:1 present. Mr.
W. T. E. Bevan (Harrogate Branch) proposed that a vote of
thanks be passed to all three Regiments at Catterick for the
splendid way they had looked after Old Comrades during the
weekend. This was carried unanimously.
Finally, Mr. J. Varlow (York Branch) paid a tribute to the
work done by Association Headquarters on behalf of the
Association. This was also carried unanimous:y.
The meeting then closed.

(See overleaf for shortened version of balance sheet and income and expenditure account).
HULL
Hon. Secretary: MR. G. A.

SOAR,

DUANCH
3, Lonsdale St., Anlaby Rd., Hull.

The Hull Branch of the Royal Signals Association has had
a very busy year so far. They meet regularly on the third Thursday each month at the Boiler Maker Club premises on Beverley
Road, Hull, and in addition their committee bolds a business
meeting monthly.
Branch membership is approximately 6o strong and members,
including on occasions their wives, join with other ex-Services
Associations' activities as well as their own. These outings
rake them to a number of :ocal places, including Goole and
Withernsea British Legion, York Branch Royal Signals
Association, Hornsea British Legion, etc.
Close liaison has mainly come about as the Branch Chairman
(Mr. F. Shaw) and Secretary (Mr. G. A. Soar) are delegates on
the Hull and District Joint Council of Ex-Services Associations,
which is also an active and go-ahead body of men helping exService personnel, whenever possible, in the area.
On Sunday, rrth June, members and their wives and families
attended morning service at the Church of The Transformation,
Hull, which is to be an annual event if possible.
The Padre is Rev. Jim Dearden, who will be well-known as
·Major V. J. Dearden, late of the Corps, to personnel who served
in Singapore and other stations before be left to join the
ministry.
DEATHS
BOWSER.-Major S. W. E. G. Bowser (T.O.T.), on the 12th August.
BYRNE.-Signa!rnan J. A. Byrne, of 4th Division H.Q. rmd Signal Squadron,
on the 13th Augu t at Paderborne B.A.0.R. as result of traffic accident.
MILESON.-Signalman M. S. !vl.ileson, of 15th Regiment, on 13th August
as result of injury from grenade.
MILLE .-Ex C.Q.M.S. G. N. Millen, on the 9th August. He served
with the Corps l = 1920 to 1946. He was a Life MCinbcr of the
Association and a founder member of the Torbay Brooch.
D•eP sympathy is expressed
bereavetncnt.

10 1/10

families of the abOtJe in tluir sad

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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ROYAL SIGNAIS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1966

1965

£

1965

Ac UMULATED FUND (including Minor
Trusts):
Balance at 31st December, 1965
Add: Execs of focome over expenditure
for the year
..
..
..

106,429

Execs of income of minor trust over

expenditure for year ..
Profit on sale of investments
..
272 Income relating to a prior year ..
292 - -

20

£

£

I.

£

104,521
- 6,119
21
3,021
9,161

£

5,496
1,453
3,033
305
31

96,010
4
96,014 - -

113,682

106,721
1,133
1,067

258

L<!ss: Excess of expenditure over income
for the year
..
Loss on sale of investments

£
4,626
5,279
1,253
431
31

£
CASH AT BA K ANO IN HAND
..
SUNDRY DEBTORS AND PRSPAYMSNTS
I NCOME TAX REcovnRABLE
STOCKS tN HAND . .
..
..
LOANS TO BRANCH ASSOClATIO s
..
INVESTMENTS AT COST (per schedule
attached):
Quoted (market value £98,134, 1965
£94,511) ..
Unquoted . .

103,708
4
103,712

OFFICE FURNITURE- AT
DEPRECIATION . ,

LESS
528

2,200
MAJOR-GENERAL L. DE M . THUILLIER, Chairman
BRIGADIER P. M . P. HOBSON, Secretary

113,682

104,521

U ORY CREDITORS AND ACCRUED
CliARGES
Non:s:
(I) There is a contingent liability to refund life membership subscriptions lo
certain serving soldiers of the Corps in

2,069

2,178

retirement~

(2) There is a commiunent o f £2,250 relating to the p urchase of Dunlop Rubber Company Convertible Loan Stock.

£115,860

£ 106,590

£115,860

£106,590

AUDITORS ' REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL srG ALS ASSOCIATION AND BENEVOLENT FUND
We have examined the above balance sheet and annexed income and expenditure account with the books and records of the Fund, and we report that in our opinion
they giw: a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Fund at 31st December, 1966, and of the surplus for the year at that date. Lloyds Bank Limited has certified
that i t holds th e securities representing investments, which were registered in the name of The Royal Signals Association Trustee Limited.
(Signed) HOWARD SMITH THOMPSON & CO.

3 F rederick's P lace,
O ld Jewry,
London, E.C.2.
4 th M ay, 1967.

Chartered Accou111ants.

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1966
(A breakdown of this Account into General and Benevolent Expenditure and Income was published in the July/August Wire)
1965

£

£

£

1965
£

£

3,249
1,186
4,435 - 6, 509
1,000
660
320
59

Salaries, N ational Ins ur a nce, Supe rannuation contri butions of headq uarters staff • .
.•
..
Gratui ty to retired secretary . .
Other administrative expenses
BENEVOLENT GRANTS
D ONATIONS:
Army Benevolent Fund
Star and Garter Homes
Shaftesbury Homes a nd
T ra in ing Ships
O thers ..

5,565
7,699
160
220
90
470

AMOUNTS \VRfITEN O FF:
Stocks in han d . .
..
152
30
F urniture an d fitti ngs ..
18 2 - 350
COST OP AssocJATION R EUNIONS
Loss ON P UBLICATIONS . .
..
,.
I NCOME T AX D EDUCTED FROM I NVEST181
MENT INCOME OT R ECOVERABLE
.,
E XCESS OF I NCOME OVER EXPENDITURE ..
£13,696

3,595
!84
1,000

Arethusa

2,039

SUBSCRIPTIONS
..
D ONATIONS FROM IND~VIOUALS

620
3,003
l,216
1,346

£

£
897

A DMINISTRATION ExPENSES:

163
56
1,075
4,973
1,133

LocAL B RANCHES

..

. ,

£
325

ANO
354

.•

RECElPTS FROM REGIMENTS ANO SQUADRONS, R OYAL SIGNALS . ,
RECEIPTS FROM B RANCHES
..
.,
RECEIPTS FROM CORPS FUND (Day's Pay
Scheme)
SUNDRY INCOME:
l ncome from sales of Corps clothing,
122
badges and r ecords of Corps music ..
41
Sundry other income ..
-INCOME FROM P UBLICATIONS
GRANTS R EFUNDED
..
..
INCOME FROM I NVESTMENTS-G ROSS
EXCESS OP EXPENDITURE OVER I NCOME

1,750
70
13, 150
16 1

5
166
1,226
4,850

59
59
492
1,415

~!

72
6,119

;: :.·

£21,891

£ 13,696

£2 1,891

C o nta ct yo ur loca l Fo rd dealer or fi ll in !his co upo n

=1;

and ma l l It to A . H. G . G a r ratt, Ford Moto r C o mpany ltd,
88 Reg ent Stree t, Lo ndon WI.
D ~ ar Mr. G arra tt,
-~ . , , .
Wh e re s th e ca tch?
-_,,
..Tell me abo ut lhe Ford Visit Europe/ Pe rsona l Expo rt
Sch e me fa r
Ang lla _ _ C o rtl na _ _C o rsalr_ _ Ze phy r/Zod lac _ _

i:

;

i

Cost

INCOME R ELATI 0 10 M INOR TRUST
Onu.R INCOME

.

r' •· · ··-- · --- -··- ---- ------------ --- -·· · ··· ···· ······ · ·----·· · ··•·· ··-· ·········· ·········· •

Investment Summary for the Year ended 31st December, 1966
G OVERNMENT SECURITIES
CoRl'ORATJON A D CoUNTY SECUarTIES
DoMJNION A1''D CoLONlAL G oVEJt)o.'MENT secuR1T1rs
BA"IC D E"PO.SIT I NTEREST
EQUln£S

Th is tax dodge is perfectly legal.
Here's how it's done.
You're not in the U.K. now. Right?
Hopefully you w ill return home soon.
But you 'll be posted abroad again
within 12 months.
Right so far?
O .K. You can qualify (if not see footnote).
You can have a tax-free Ford and drive
it in the U.K. for up to 12 months.
Unbelievable? Then how about this:
Ford will have the car waiting for
you anywhere you like in the U.K.
When your 12 months is up they can arrange to
ship it abroad for you .
That's Ford's service to the Services.

Incom e

1966
19,501
7,408
5,034

1965
19,501
14,783
5,034

1966
886
1,01 5

71 ,765

56,692

3
2,972

£ 103,708

£96,01 0

£4,876

-£4,995

26
4,850

22
4,973

£4,876

£4,995

1965
726
758
448
2
3,061

I

L----·------·-·····-·-·-··-···-··--·---·-·····--·--·-·-----··--··-·--·-·-----··-·-.:;.· __.l

If you're stil l In !he U.K. and likely ta be posted abroa d write and a sk about the Ford Pe rsonal Expo rt Scheme. Ano the r lega l ta x dodg e.
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Special Mention

Ylf

MONTHL~

miscellany of Corps happenings which have
A
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

-

IN

THE

Brigadier the Reverend W. D. llowett, late
of the Corps, now Chaplain of the Scillrl
Islands.
for being honoured by a visit from H M. The Queen
during the recent royal visit to the islands.

ASCENDANT

Situated at the centre of Corps domestic affairs, our mailbag is large,
varied and full of interest. Official Corps news and ' grapevine ' gossip flows
in from all quarters, and as time goes by, we cannot help but get a 'feel '
of the state of morale and general achievement of the Corps.

- - Sergeant P. Lasota and l,an<·l'-Corporal P.
Clare of the Corps

for being selected for the Army team which will represent
Great Britain in the International Motor Cycle Trials at
Zakopane, Poland. A further Corps link with the trials is
that Lieutenant~Colonel H. Lloyd Daniel wiJ be in charge
for the Atmy Motor Cycling Association. It is the first
time the Army has been invited to represent Britain.
The photograph below shows one of the riders, LanceCorporal Clare, of 7th Regiment, competing in this year's
three-day Welsh Trial.

We would like to go on record by saying that from our viewpoint, the
Corps would clearly eem to be in excellent spirits and doing a first-rate
job.

THE
THE

WIRE

ROYAL SIGNALS
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The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:
BRIGADIER P. IU. P. ROBSON,

o.s.o.
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Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
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MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
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12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 18/-; single
month, 1/6.
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(New Series)

It is a pleasure to read of how much all ranks are getting out and about,
seeing the world and doing interesting and exciting things. In particular, we
are impressed by the spirit of relaxed camaraderie in which officers and
soldiers jointly participate in a wide variety of enterprises with mutual
friendliness and respect.
We are very conscious of the increasing interest, indeed upsurge, in
Corps sport, achieved without ' special postings ' or undue reliance on a few
gladiators.

Assistant Editor :
:r.1r. L. Wood

OCTOBER/NOVElUBBB,

We are delighted to read between the lines from our incoming mail..:_
our correspondents are usually modest-that the Corps' primary task of
signalling goes extremely well and that there is much outside appreciation
of what the Corps is achieving. It is abundantly clear, too, that the Corps
tradition-the message must go through at all costs-stands as firm as
ever, and an excellent example of this can be found in the article on
page 41r.

1967
No. 10

It is pleasant, also, from our point of view, to receive and publish so
many photographs of cheerful, alert and smart looking young men who are
obviously getting the most out of Service life in work and play.
These are but some of the outward and visible signs that points to a
high standard of morale and achievement in the Corps.
For our own part, it is a privilege and a pleasure to serve a Corps
so obviously in the ascendant.
THE

COUPS

CAllES FOR

ITS

OWN

It is sometimes thought that Association Benevolent Funds go to help
only those who have retired from the Corps. While it is true that the
majority o~ our problems lie in this quarter, for age, infirmity, loss of employment, take their toll nearly always amongst those who are no longer
serving; nevertheless, we find ourselves helping serving members of the
Corps to an increasing degree. In the first eight months of 1967, the Association assisted 19 serving soldiers, or their dependants, to overcome a variety
of problems, and letters we have had back show how much this has been
apprecited, not only by individuals but also by their Commanding Officers.
Where a serving soldier, or his dependants, are in financial difficulties,
the Association will always give careful consideration to the case, provided
it is backed up by his Commanding Officer.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1967

[Courtesy Derek Sotkn

From our "Jn" Tray
FAREWELL

TO WELL-KNOWN
PERSONALITY

C:ATTEBICK

Last month the Corps
said goodbye to Captain R.
S. Hather'.y. 'Dick,' as he is
known to so many, has left
after giving nearly 17 years'
unstinted service to the
School of Signals and
Training Brigade Officers'
Messes. After serving in
the East Lancashire Regiment, he came to Catterick
in 1951 as Me s Secretary
to the School of Signals in
Relles Mess, moving with
them to the Headquarter
Mess a few years later. In
1957 he went back to Relles
Mess with lst Training
Capnin R. C. Hatherly
Regiment,
accompanying
them to Marne Lines when
they became 8th Signal Regiment. He returned to the old Headquuter Mess building earlier this year, when the three T:raining
Regiments dosed their own messes to form the combined
Royal Signals Catterick Mess.
T H E W I R E , 0 C T 0 B E R - N 0 V E M B E R :1 9 6 7

Dick's efficient and painstaking work has earned him the
respect and admiration of staff and mess members alike, and
his me[iculous accounts have proved an object lesson to many
a young amateur auditor. His quiet cheerfulness and ready
sense of humour have made him many friends who, we are
assured, will find a warm welcome at his new home in
Nottingham.
He will be missed in Catterick. We wish him the best of
luck in his new job as Honorary Treasurer to the Nottingham
Council of Social Service.
TOE

BEV.

JOHN

P.

BURROUGH

News of the appointment of the Rev. J. P. Burroughs
as Canon Residentiary of Birmingham Cathedral will bring
back many happy memories to members of the Aldershot
branch of the Association. For five years Mr. Burroughs was
CUiate of St. Michael's Church, Ald~shot and Chap:ain to
the Aldersbot branch. He took a keen interest in the affairs
of the branch and when he left to take up missionary work
in Korea, the branch presented him with a prayer book as
a mark of their esteem. All will wish him success in his
new appointment.
(Continued 01JeTleaf)
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• • • s methlng about that Reunion weekend
ir,
I would like to tell you of the thoughtfulness of R.S.M. J.
Crow to the members of the Glossop contingent, and 18-yearold ignalman R. Foy, of 16th Signal Regiment, on leave.
Foy was asked to com.: to the reunion at Catterick, and
aid "What, to watch a lot of pot-bellied old men thinking
they look like soldiers!" He came, and he could not forget
the organisation and effort that those in authority put in.
When the " pot-bdlied ones " forded the brook in open order
after the parade and converged on 8th Signal Regiment's
Mess and he got introduced to .the R.S.M. who, in turn,
and during the evening introduced the boy to Major-General
Sir William Scott, Brigadier Robinson and Brigadier Tucker,
who spoke at length with him, his admiration of the Corps
knew no bounds.
Coupled to that he is in the picture
behind our Chairman. His final comment was that MajorGeneral Sir William Scott was the smartest soldier on parade.
His cup was full· he had shaken hands with the great man
himself and refused 2/6 a man to shake hands with the
G :ossop contingent after it.
He is a much better soldier for that little incident.
Yours faithfully,

s.

13, Rainow Avenue,
Droylsden, Manchester.

FOY

A SINCERE ' THANK YOU ' TO THE CORPORALS

ME.SS OF 4th REGDIENT
Sir,
I wonder if you would be kind enough ·to pub:ish in your
columns a big 'thank you ' to the following gentlemen from
the Corporals' Mess, 4th Division Signals Regiment in B.F.P.O.
15: M. A. Pearson, 'C' Troop (Lines); D. Shimmons; D.
Archer; Bill Myles; Fr<!.d Layton and A. Dalrymple (H.Q.
Squadron Office).
While on ho:iday in Herford my wife and I were lucky
enough .to spend a couple of very pleasant evenings with .them
and we are very grateful for it. May I also say ' thank you ' to
Sergeant Bob Willox and his wife, Elsie, for ·their very homely
welcome. Thank you, boys.
Best wishe~,
JIMMY HUNTER,

Ex-2nd D ivisional Signals,
Guards Armoured D ivision, 1932-46.
3, Milton Gardens,
Whins of Mi.:<ton, Stirling.

CLEARING TOE AIRl
Dear Sir,
We are in receipt of your letter of the 16th in which you
apply for a position with this company. I note .that you are
due to leave Royal Signa:s after 6 years' service. It may well
be that we can offer you employment when you do leave, but
I cannot help feeling that you misunderstand the obligations
which companies such as ours undertake in respect of their
employees.
We do not provide free laundry services for our employees,
neither do we arrange for your footwear to be repaired.
Employees are expected to provide their own tools and overaLs.
I note that you are married, but I am afraid that it is not
company policy to increase your pay merely because of this
fact. Further we do not provide houses for our employees
(with the exception of the Managing Director) and even if we
did, we would not provide furniture, cutlery, linen, etc. I can
only advise that you contact the local council (I be:ieve its
waiting list is now down to 937). You should be allocated a
house within not more than three years.
I am sorry to hear of your invalid widowed mother who lives
in Glasgow; we are sympathetic to your problems, but the
company does not provide free travel, nor wi!l it grant extra
holidays for such a reason. Your annual holiday will amount to
15 days including travelling time.
Since the company does not feed and accommodate its unmarried employees the question of financial compensation for
the loss of such privileges, if married, does not arise. I note
your enquiry about medical care; there are excellent NHS
doctors in the area, although I should point out that there is
also a waiting list for hospital beds. You also mention the fact
that you have two sons at boarding school. I am rather at a
loss to understand your query relating to assistance with the
fees . Your present employer must be very generous since you
claim that he pays you a considerable sum towards school fees.
I shou:d add that, as personnel Manager of .this company, I
cannot afford to emulate his example.
Company policy encourages participation in sports and other
recreational activities by its employees on Saturday afternoons
and Sundays. We have a flourishing soccer team and facilities
for darts, table tennis and billiards. The local Technical Co[ege
offers a wide range of educational courses in the evenings at
modest cost, but employees over 21 are not .g ranted day-release
facilities. You would be quite free to attend a residential course
during your ho:iday a.t, of course, your own expense.
Fina.Ly, I should emphasise that your suggestion .that we
employ you on a six-year contract cannot be accepted by this
company,' since we operate the standard policy of 0 last-in-firstout.' We will however try to give you two weeks' notice of
redundancy.
We look forward to hearing further from you nearer the date
when you -leave your present employment in Royal Signals.
Yours faithfu:ly,

xxxxxxxxxxx?
(With acknowledgements to an R.A.F. Technical Command
magazine. One or two minor alterations have been made.Editor.)

CHRISTMAS

BEAUTY IN UNIFORM !
On the left Officer Cadet Pamela Grand and (right) Officer Cadet
Gwynneth Eggleston both members of the Signal Troop of the
Queens University Officers Training Corps, Belfast-a photo
taken while at Annual Camp at Otterburn
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APPEAL FOR
CLOT DES

TOYS

AND

For several years, the Corps has, at Christmas,
provided some kind of gift for each member of the very
poorest families known to the Association. If you are
to do the same this year, we must have YOUR
ASSISTANCE NOW. Gifts of toys, books, money,
and clothing from you will alone make this annual present from the Corps to its less fortunate members
possible.
But to be effective, we must have your support early.
Unpacking, sorting, re-packing and posting before Christmas takes our staff quite some time.

PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY AND AS EARLY
AS POSSIBLE

THE WIRE, OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1967

Past Commandants visit the new School of Signals

On the threshold of the new School Headquarters, the Commandants, pa.st and
present pose before their portraits. Left to right : Major General Rawson,
Brigadier Henderson, Brigadier Smijth-Windham, Brigadier Prescot, Brigadier
Brett, Brigadier Straight, Brigadier Power, Bricadier Moore and Brigadier Yolland

On 7th and 8th September, eight past Commandants came
to Blandford to visit the School of Signals in its new home, at
the invitation of the present Commandant, Brigadier J. D. T.
Brett, o.B.E. He had sent invitations to all 13 of the surviving
Commandants, and of these 10 were able to accept, but at the
last moment two had to cry off. The following is a list of
Commandants since the School was formed in Maresfield in
1919, shown in the ranks they held at the rime:
I9I9-I924
Colonel 0. C. Mordaunt, o.s.o.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. R. Bald, o.s.o
1924-1926
Lieutenant-Colonel E. A. Osborne, D.s.o.
1926-1930
1930-1932
Lieutenant-Colonel H. I. Allen, o.s.o.
eo:onel G. G. Rawson, O.B.E., M.C.
1932-1936
1936-1940
Colonel R. A. C. Henderson, M.C.
Colonel C . P. Prescot
1940-1942
Colonel T. B. Gravely, o.B.E.
1942-1945
Brigadier R. T. 0. Cary, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o.
1945-1946
1946-1948
Brigadier F. S. Straight, c.B.E., M.C.
Brigadier G. S. O'N. Power, C.B.E.
1948-1951
Brigadier C . G. Moore, o.B.E.
1951-1954
Brigadier W. R. Smijth-Wjndham, C.B.E., o.s.o., A.D.C. 1954-1957
1957-1960
Brigadier R. G . Yolland, o.B.E.
1960-1963
Brigadier A. F. McGill, O.B.E.
Brigadier T. R. Wa.rburg, C.B.E.
1963-1966
On Thursday, 7th September, having been informal:y entertained to tea in the new Headquarters Mess, the visitors were able
to look around the Mess and sample its living accommodation
and facilities. For many, it was their first sight of this strikingly
modem building; their unanimous approval of its design was
a remarkable and telling tribute to the architect who, designing
for •the needs of the future, has succeeded in satisfying the taste
of those who saw it from .t he standpoint of past tradition and
style.
In the evening Brigadier Brett gave an informa: supper party
in ·t he card room, when he was joined by a few officers at present with ·the School, who had served with one or more of the
visiting Commandants. Among these was Lieutenant-Colonel'
(Q.M.) R. L. J. Shove, whose association with the School goes
back to 1936, when he did a Senior N.C.O.'s wireless course.
He .returned to the School later in 1946 as R.S.M. He had
served, at one time or another, with all but one of the visiting
Commandants.
Af.ter a leisurely breakfast, the next day started with a tour
of the new School building. This inc:iuded a visit to the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess for a cup of coffee with
the R.S.M. and some of the Mess members. Before lunch
rhe Commandants had a long look round the museum under
THE WIRE, OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 1967

Tbe Commandants meet an oldlfriend-the Cable Waggon

the guidance of the Curator, Mr. Bailey. It was with difficulty
that our guests were prised away from the exhibits, for they
aroused so much discussion and interest. Everyone admired
the layout of the museum which, for the first time since its
inception, is now properly housed in a permanent building,
the entrance hall to the instructional b:ock of the School. At
lunch, in the Headquarters Mess, the Corps silver was put on
display and af.terwards memories were revived by the old cable
wagon, which had been taken out of preservation for ·this
special occasion.
As our guests departed, we said a silent 'thank-you' to all
the past Commandants and to those who served under them,
for the superb situation in which we now find ourselves, and
of which we are just:y very proud.

Fifty Years of Signalling
Colonels Commandant of the Corps, past and present,
lunched as their guest Major-General Sir William Scott, Master
of Signals, on 28th September.
The occasion was to mark the 5oth anniversary of Sir
William Scott's commissioning into the Royal Engineers, with
whom he served in .the R.E. Signal Service unti: transferring
into the newly-formed Royal Signals in 1921.
Sir William's connection with signalling has been continuous.
He rose to become Signal Officer-in-Chief, but probably his
greatest challenge was in May, 1940, in France, when he
created a Divisional Signa:s for Beauman Division, itself an
ad hoc collection of individuals, from such spare signalmen and
equipment as could be found in depots and on the lines of
communication. Beauman Division covered the withdrawal of
·the forces cut off by the German thrust from the main withdrawal to Dunkirk. They were themselves evacuated through
Cherbourg. His distinguished service career culminated in
his appointment as Director of Weapons Development in the
War Office, from which he retired in 1955.
Appointed a Colonel Commandant of the Corps the same
year, he was selected in 1961 to be the first holder of the
post of Master of Signals . As such, he presides over the Corps
Committee which governs the domestic policies of Royal
Signals.

KEEP US ~ THE PICTURE
With several thousand individual subscribers THE WIRB
cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes in rank,
decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly.
Thank you.
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Certa Cito
THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

When news of Norman William came
To Harold Godwinsson
From Sussex shore to Yorkshire Moor
Rode Message Bearer Jon.
When nhat
And Drake
He lit the
Did Beacon

Armada sailed from Spain
outfought the Don
fires that warned the Shires
Master John.

Number of cases assisted financially in
August
Number of clothing parcels sent
Amount spent in grants and loans

£

51
1,380

35
2 6

Corporal, 18 years' service, died very suddenly in
B.A.O.R., leaving a widow and two children at school.
A helpful housing authority in the north of Eng:and
provided the widow with a council ·house almost
immediately, and the Association made a substantial
grant to help her to furnish the house.

And when from Ca:ais came the sign
That Waterloo was won
With speed and skill from hill to hill
He semaphored it on.

One of the Month's Letters

His hello Bashed from lonely forts
In India and Ceylon;
The open veldt saw ' victory ' spelt
By Sapper (Signa:S) John.

" I would very much like to express my gratitude for
the prompt and generous action of the Committee. This
kind action will solve my immediate prob:ems, and I
can think of no other organisation which would have
responded in such an understanding manner. I t is with
great reluctance that I leave the Corps prematurely, even
more so when I have had this experience of the Corps
looking after its own."

Cable and lamp and wireless set
He worked bis art upon
The ancient skill continued still
In Sapper John's son John.
Its relay now and satellite
And stranger things anon;
And very soon he'll call the moon,
Signa:.man Johnson. John.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
' PINPOINT.'

®bituarp
ALLAN.-The death took place on 31st August of Colonel
Alexander c :aud Allan, o.s.o., M.C. Colonel Allan was commissioned into the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders in
191 r. After secondment to the R.E. Signal Service during the
Great War, he transferred to Royal Signals. He commanded
3rd Divisional Signals from 1926-1929 and retired in 1934
after holding the appoinnnent of C.S.O. Western Command.
ELLIS.-Signalman Leslie Ellis, on 7th August in B.A.O.R.,
as a resu:t, it is believed, of an accidental fall from a window.
BROWN.-Ex-Corporal A. V. Brown (2303269) on 30th August
at the age of 74 Corporal Brown enlisted in R.E. Signa:s
in 19II and joined Royal Signals in 192-0. He was released
in 1927 and rejoine<i the Corps in 1939. Address of his
widow: 103, Channel Park Avenue, Efford, Plymouth.
HARVEY.-Captain J. J. G. Harvey, at the age of 75. He
enlisted in R.E. Signals in 1914 as Second-Lieutenant, and
between 1914 and 1919 was Mentioned in Despatches. He
was granted an emergency commission in 1939--a commission
be had to relinquish in 1941 as a result of ill-hea:th, in the
rank of Captain.
WOODCOCK.-Ex-Corporal M. Woodcock, at the age of 41.
He enlisted in the Corps in 1945, but was discharged as unfit in 1965. He was a Life Member of the Association. His
widow lives at 33, Legion Court, Green Lane, Morden,
Surrey.
GREENWOOD.-Lance-Corporal R. Greenwood, 264 (S.A.S.)
Signal Squadron on 8th September, as the result of an
accident while taking part in an exercise in Johore State.
HOWSON.-Sergeant Anthony Thorne Howson, on 25th
August in the Bovingron Training Area.
JAMES.-Sergeant D. E. James, 259 Signal Squadron (DCN)
Cyprus-a Life Member of the Association-<>n the 21st
September, as the result of a traffic accident.
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One of the Month's Cases

The little ships of Nelson's fleet
That watched NapoleonTheir flags were read f.rom Beachey Head
By Signal Master John.

=======Movements
('.aptain H. M. Bonaker
}
Capurin P. H. Dale
...
:::
Lieutenant M . S. Davies
A/Captain D . R. Hodges
To School of Signals
Lieutenant M. H. King
Lieutenant J. H. Sweet.man
Captain A. R. J. Ainsworth
C'.apta.in
A . F.
Ccmm
T o R oya1 M '·1·itary C o LI ege oC
Captain R.
C. R.
Hinds
...
Captain S. J. Lockeu
. ..
Science
Captain R. K. Ward
Captain M. 0 . N. Bird
To 18th Regiment
Major J . L. Botterill
,, 10th Regiment
Lieutenant J. F. Byrne . . .
...
•. . ,, 24th Regiment
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) R . C. Boulter ... ,, 19th Regiment
A/Captain A. F. N. Crabtree
,, 30th Regiment
Major A . Contes . ..
,, 9th Reg iment
Major R. B. Carroll
...
4oth Regiment
Major (T.O.T.) P. W . Dale
,, 10th ReS:ment
Major (T.O.T.) W. Ellis
10th Reg;mcnt
Major (T.O.T.) J. Foster
,, School of Signals
Major F. R. Fletcher
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
Captain J. G . Greatrix
,, 30th Regiment
Major J . R . Gibson
22nd R egiment
Major M. E. Golding . . .
...
.. . ,, 63rd S.A. S. Signal Squadron (V)
Captain (T.O.T.) G. L . P. Hudson ... ,, H .Q. , AFCENT Sup. Staff
Captain J. S. Howe
...
,, 14th Regiment
Major (Tfc.) A. F. Hounson ...
,, 10th Regiment
Major (T.O.T.) C. V. lmpcy ...
,, 10th Regiment
Lieutenant G. W. Howard
,, School of Sig,als
Lieutenant R. W. Hanbury
,, 222 Squadron
Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. IDggi ~ ~;
,, School of Signalo
M.B.B. ... ... ...
uth Regiment
Captain R. R. Johnson ...
,, 17th Regiment
Captain (Q .M.) T. Jones
.. .
,, 36th (Eastern) Regiment (V)
Captain (Q .M.) A. A. Kemp .. .
Major J. L. McKellar ...
.. .
. .. ,, 30th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. J . Massey,
,, H.Q., LFPG (as C.R. Signals)
Mai.!:.Bcf.o:r:) A:··G . ·Pritch~d
,, 10th Regiment
,, School of Signals
Major J. E. P. Philp
,,
222 Squadron (as O.C.)
Major R. Plant
...
,, School ol Signals
Lieutenant B. Robinson
,, 24th Regiment
Captain W. Simpson
...
. ..
,, M.O.D. AEPI.
Lieutenant-Colonel W . A. Sykes
,, H.Q., F.E., as Team Leader
Colonel I. G . Swan
(Colonel)
,, 241 Squadron
Major (T.0.T .) F. Speakes, M.B.B.
School
of Signals
Captain D. W . Stubbs ...
,, 633 Troop (British Honduras)
Captain D. G. 0. White
,,
13th
Regiment
Major M. J. H. Williams

···r

Seraeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
SOTgeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

G. Yule ...
R. J. Wherry
D. A. Clarke
J. Finney ...
K. Downton
M. P. Coley ...
A. M. Douglas
K. E. Eustace
F. Jonea ...
W. P. Kent
A. Lynn . . .
. ..
A. D. Maclean
K. H. McNally
R. H. Phippard
C. J. Meredith
S. K. Westwater

Sergeant P . W . Elliott .. .

==,ro•otions ==
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER

New
Old
Sen. No. Sen. No.
To W .0.I

To W.O.II

22540013
21t81758
15002573
22519415
22538396
225378r9
22525332

VISITORS TO B.C.C. LABORATORIES
During a recent visit to the B.C.C. °Clansman" Laboratories at Wembley, the
Ministry of Technology•s Director of Electronic Research and Development
(Telecommunications) Mr. J. S. Shayler and the Assistant Director, Colonel
J. N. Hallett of the Corps, were shown examples of B.C.C. progress in the design
and developme;1t of the ASO and BS I packsets.

Sergeant R. P. Finn

Upgrading Courses in Catterick
tarting datM of Upgradi11g / Conversio11 <:onrses

Course
E Tech Cl II-Tech TE Cl I
R Tech (Lt) Cl II-Tech R Cl I
E Tech Cl III-Tech TE CJ II
R Tech (Lt) CJ III-Tech R c ; II
C Op Cl II-I
Clk R Signals Cl III-II
ED Cl III-II

Starts
13th Feb.
13th Feb.
13th Feb.
13th Feb ..
27th Feb.
20th Feb.
20th Feb.

Finishes
12th Sept.
12th Sept.
4lh July
4th July
26th April
5th April
r:z.tb April
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Sergeant
Sergell'Ilt
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergean t
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
SergeROt
Sergeant
Sergeant

P. A . Winton
J. Molloy . . .
. ..
M. F. P. Little
R. Johnson
.. .
C. Costigan
.. .
A. Mc('.aig
C. F. Hutton .. .
P. R. Sellwood .. .
D. K. Herbert .. .
W. A. Hughes .. .
J. C . Bree
.. .
G. M. Rose
D. G. Dean
T. H. Hassett

,,
,,
,
,,

,,
,,

,,
,,

612 Troop
229 Squadron
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
22nd Regiment
Junior Tradesmen's Regt., Troon
220d Regiment
55 Squadron (V)
22nd Regiment
4 Div. H .Q. & Sig. Regt.
14th Regiment
2 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
24th Regiment
16th Regiment
16th Regiment

TH ·E W I RE , O CT OB ER- NO VEM B E R 19 6 7

A / W.0.I
A / W.O.I
A/W.O.I
A / W.O.I
A/W.0.Il
A / W.O.II
S Sgt.

Burke. T.
Hadfield, K.
Gibbs, F. A.
Rose, M. J.
Andrews, L. M.
Forrest, W.
Teehan, E. P.

12ro 2040
1230 2190
1270 1850
1290 1010 (SCS)
4r40 1920
4r50 2220
4200
750

FOREMLIN OP SIGNALS ROSTER

To W.O.I

22346425

Stock, F. McC.

W.O.II

YBOMLIN OP SIGNALS ROSTER

To S Sgt.

23076681
23019968
22771410
22983141
22999402
22999523
23482137
22845326
22983rr3
22634773
237586o5

OCTOBER
Fed. Armd Forces of Malaysia
37th Re11iment (V)
10th Rcgunent
School of Signals ·
24th Regiment
SHAPE H.Q. Comd and SuppQrt
13th Regiment
School of Signols
R.A .C. Centre
7th Regiment
5 Inf. Bde H.Q. & Sig. Sqn
9th Regiment
16th Regiment
7th Regiment
2 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
240 Squadron
33rd Regiment (V)
237 Squadron
11th Regiment (2 Squadron)
111h Regiment (2 Squadron)
19th Regiment
Sudanese Armd Forces
7th Regiment
12 Inf Bde H.Q. & Sig. Sqn
School of Signals (F. of S. Course
No. 26)
,, 2 Div. H .Q. & Sig. Rcgt.

School of ~ignals (F. of S. Course
No. 26)

,, The Royal Yeomanry Regt. Sig.
Troop (V)
Oxford University O .T .C .
I I Inf. Bde H.Q. & Sig. Sqn
18th Regiment
,, 222 Squadron
223 Squadron
,, A.A.C. Harrogate
226 Squadron
,, Cadet Trg Team No. 25
217 Squadron

Sergeant R. W . Greaves .. .
Sergeant F. J . Loveday .. .
Sergeant N. N. Anderson
Sergeant H . M . Cooke .. .
Sergeant G . Widdowson .. .
Sergeant J. E. Lovell
Sergeant M. G . Evans
A / Sergeant R. S. Ford
Sergeant M . D. Adams

Warrant Officers and Sergeants

W.O.I (F. of S.) A. H. Spurgin
... To
W.O.II (F. of S.) P. Gill
,,
W.O.II (F. of S.) J. C . Lee
A/W.O.U. D . C. Walton
W .O.II S. Tearse
,,
W.O.ll C. Speight . . .
...
...
W .O.II (Y. of S.) S. A. Brice
A/W.O.II 0. Duffy
. ..
,,
W.O.II V. F . M. Thom ...
.. .
W.O.II (Y. of S.) W. G. Gwynne
,,
W.O.II J. R. Markham ...
,,
W.O.II L. Perrier ...
,,
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) C. Campbell ,,
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) A. McBcath ..
Staff Sergeant C. V. Forth .. .
Staff Sergeant B. M. Huxley-Duggan ,,
Staff Sergeant A. W. Pugh . . .
. . . ,,
Staff Sergeant S. W. M. Elliott
Sta.ff SCTgeant J. Raffan
Staff Sergeant K. Ruddy
.. .
Staff Sergeant P. Blunt .. .
.. .
•.. ,,
Staff Sergeant (F. of S .) R. C . Saunders ,,
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) S. W . Allen ,,
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. C. Kelly
Staff Sergeant G. E. Yates ...

\.

f

Ma.-tin, T.
Back. M. R.
Greenhill, W. E.
Coker. K. M.
Lightfoot, C. N.
Adams, T. S.
Mahoney, E. P.
Bland, R. C.
Gallacher, D.
Golledge, A.
McDermid, S. C.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

1590
16oo
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
166o
1670
r68o
16go

8350
10446
10490
10550
nr8o
11350
11650
12r90
13270
13390
13550

(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op}
(Op)
(Op)
(Op)
(Op}
(Op)
(Op}

CHIEF CLERKS ROSTER
To S Sgt.

22515308
23200978
2335 127 4
22548904
23297841

A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
A/S Sgt.

To Sgt.

23722380
23034927
23493379
23733310
23675412
2347396o
23749804
23849815
23849625
237346o5
22999414
23733930
23733978
23733951
23733950
23733883
23733920
23733872

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

To Sgt.

23733899
23675434
23473n3

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

To Sgt .

22242203
22845293
22265088
22821045
22455480
23191063
23470913
23490094

A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

Walker, D .
Worrall. J. T.
Drane, D .
Ewer, D. A.
Williams, B. K .

1300
13 IO
1320
1330
1340

263o(Adm)
2640 (Adm)
275o(Adm)
272o(Adm)
2390(Adm)

TECHNICAL ROSTER

Marsh, R. I.
Nichols, B. G. D.
Owen, L.
Stevenson, W . J.
Murphy, J. A.
Worrall, F. E.
Ross. W.
Calver, A. W.
Laidler, R. A.
Willby. D. J.
Dickason, D. O.
Poultney, D. P.
Cook, P. G.
Steen, R.
Spoaner, F. A.
Godwin, J. D.
Nye, D. J.
Ev<>:ts, J. D .

6o40
6202
62ro
6212
6215
6254
6255
6270
6275
6290
6310
6320
6330
6332
6340
6345
6355
636o

13483
12371
IJ945
10755
II375
14050
13524
13333
13530
12620
5140
12350
1236o
12545
12699
1276o
1286o
13n9

OPERATING ROSTER
Jackson, A. T.
Hazelgrove, R
Bailey, A.

4070 29790
1408o 2 520
14090 16170

I

Fll!Ln ROSTER

Freeman, R .
Hacltcrf J. R.
Lear, • R.
Kynnersley, N .
Baker, F. W.
Mcintosh, D. L.
Brand, J. W.
Bayne, J. M.

4930
4940
<4950

496o

498o
4990
5010
5030
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AlllUY APPllENTICES' t;OLLEGE, BAJUlO(.;ATE
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RBGrMENTAL Durr ROSTER

.0.l

W.0.Il
S Sgt.

700
6o
2370

770
70
328o

1890

2180

316o

Griuluntion Duy
Graduation Day for the Summer Term was held on 9th
August. Major-General D. G. T. Horsford, c.B.E., D.s.o.,
G.0.C., Yorkshire District, was the reviewing officer. The
parade, held on Uniacke Parade Ground, was attended by a
large crowd of relatives and friends.
A/T R.S .M. R. M. R. Graham, who was in charge of
the .parade, gave an excellent performance of bearing and command and was personally congratulated on his performance
and the standard of the parade by the reviewing officer.

FOREMA.N OF SIGNA LS ROSTBR

W .0 .11

W.O.I

930
1530

.O.I

370

950
YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

380

IGNAL Cl;.•ffRE S UPERVISOR ROSTER

W.O.II

1320
TECHNICAL ROSTER

Sgt.

4770

Medals were presented during the parade to:
The British Empire M edal
Ex-Sergeant L. W. Poole, for operations against the enemy
on the Sarawak Border.
The Meritorious Service Medal
W.0.II H. F. Birrell, at present serving with 240 Northern
Command Signal Squadron, for 27 years' meritorious service.

5050

OPERATING ROSTER

Sgt.

11270

Sgt.

2700

An excellent graduation parade
Farewell dinner to senior term

1346o

FmLD ROSTER
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PUZZLE CORNER No 2

i5

[Courtesy: G •oucescer Citizen and Journal

Lance-Corporal Wellman, Staff-Sergeant Hawley and Mr. Amos
await the verdict of the "Squire and his Lady"

--u•a-m11-..nnnu1111111r1D111unnunnuu:111u11wn111nn11anm11111u11nn111J

Here is another puzzle for you to try your hand at. It has
again been set for us by Colonel Ronnie Postill.
llEfJNION

We had 70 present at our reunion last month. Apart from
soft drinks, we laid on whiskey, g'..n and beer. Altogether 25
chaps sampled the whiskey and 23 the beer. Eight had both
beer and gin but left the whiskey alone; five had both whiskey
and gm but kept off the beer; 23 drank gin only; 12 drank
beer only. Two ex-Sergeants (believe it or not!) alone stuck
to soft drinks.
Half those who drank just whiskey and beer went home
the worse for wear.
How many of the party tried all three alcoholic beverages
and how many had whiskey only?
'
A first prize of £1 10s. Od. and a second prize of £1 will
be awarded to the first two correct solutions drawn out of a
hat from all the correct solutions sent in by readers. The closing
date by which solutions must be rece:ved at this office will be
15th DECEMBER to enable our more distant readers to take
part.

Cut out the heading, PUZZLE CORNER, No. 2, and send
it with your answer to:
The Ed:tor,
"The Wire"
R.H.Q.: Royal Signals,
Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea,
London, S.W.3.
82 SQUADllON (llADIO), T.A.V.ll.

Who are we and what do we do?
We form a~ Army Volunteer Reserve Squadron backing up
a ~~ar regiment for 15 days each year plus two additional
trammg weekends, and we get paid £85-£ioo for the privi:ege.
We are drawn from all over the U.K. without regard to
distance
What does the Regiment do?-well, that is a trade secret
but if you were a Special Operator, or a good Radio Opcrato;
or Te!egral?h Operator, you miss the life and think perhaps
you could iust about stand the R.S.M. again for a fortnight ,
why don't you join?
'
" 'Ye,, usually camp in B.A.0.R. ~is year on a day off we
did Amsterdam; next year we will "do " somewhere else.
If y~ are interested in the '.ife and the money, write NOW
to: Maior P. Lancaster, c/o C.V.H.Q., Catterick Camp giving
'
your background, and we will send you the " gen.''

It all started in tht> rt>ign ol Henry VIII •••

Men from 14th Regiment roast Deer in the "a/tie style"
Catering in the Cotswolds

In the heart of the Cotswolds, not far from Gloucester,
there is a tiny village called Cranham. It has two pubs, one
~eneral store .and a telephone kiosk. There are many villages
m the area with much more to offer, but none more appealing
on the second Monday of August every year, for then it is
the scene of the historic Cranham Feast.
lt. aJ started in the reign of Henry VIII when the local
SquJCe ordered deer from his estate to be roasted in the
village to provide his loyal tenants with succulent venison.
The credit squeeze did not prevent the ancient custom being
held in . 1967, and 14th Regiment was again asked to help
by roastmg the carcasses and assisting with less eye-catching
tasks such as manning the car ·park.
Staff Sergeant D. J. Ha.w!ey, A.C.C., and Lance-Corporal
D. E. Wellman, A.~.C., assisted by an Army-emp oyed civilian
chef, started roasung two large deer outside the village at
07.00 hours on a very wet Monday morning, having first reerected their sheltering marquee, which had all but blown
down in the previous night's gale .
By 19.00 hours a[ was ready, •t he weather had cleared and
the B.B.C. television crew were in position to film the arrival
of the 'Squire and his Lady.' (The ' Squire and his Lady ' were
rea~y ~ember~ of the local amateur dramatic club).
Their
arrwal, m a vmtage car, and dres~d in period costume was
very _impr75sive. After ~elivering the centuries-o·d spee~h of
greeting his tenants, the Squire' carved and sampled the first
slice .of venison: . This was the signal for about 2,000 people
to ~ni oy the delicious meat before moving on to other f stivities
wh1ch have helped to make the Cranham Feast so famous in
the. ~est Country. 'I}"lere was a 'no rules' tug-of-war compctm~n and a five miles boundary race, which is the modern
substitute for the old C.."l'emony of ' Beating the Parish
Bo~dary ..' Members of the R~giment took part in both even•ts,
but 1~ nert.her case (they say 1t was a matter of tact) did they
actua ly wm.
Some weeks later the same chefs roasted three deer at the
annual feres at Hawkesbury Upton. This :s another small village
near Badminton .
Despite aJ-1 this veni~n about in the area, we still get bangers
and mash m the Regiment-but beautifuJ:y cooked!

The reviewing officer presented the following major prizes :
Army Commander's Prize (jor all round excellence)-A/T
R.S.M. R. M. R. Graham.
Commandant's Prize (jor conduct, discipline and example)A/T S.S.M. C. W. Cook.
Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award (best all-round tradesman)A/T Bradley.
Colonel Commandant's Award (best all-round soldier/tradesman)-A/T S.S.M. C. J. Bradford.
The Mayor of Harrogate, Miss G. Stepney, presented:
The Borough of Harrogate Prize (jor the best essay written
on local government)-Won jointly by A/T M. P . Gra.y,
A/T J. P. Nation.
The standard of the parade was excellent and was enjoyed
by a large number of friends and relatives. In the afternoon
Major-General Horsford visited the Hobbies and Trades Exhibition.
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SCHOOL OF SIGNAJS, BLANDFORD

('A~IP

Visit o( Mr. H. J. Boyden, M.P., Pnrli1m1entary
Under Secretary for the Army

On Tuesday, 5th September, Mr. H. J. Boyden, M.P.,
Parliamentary Under Secretary for the Army visited the School
of Signals at Blandford Camp.
Mr. Boyden was impressed with the dark brickwork used
both externaJly and internally at the camp, and was very
interested in the new School. He is a former Secretary of Public
Buildings and Works and commented: "' I am on the side of
modem architecture.''
Mr. Boyden and his wife lived at Swanage during the war
years, when he was with the RA.F. "This is something of
a sentimental journey for us, coming back to Dorset," he said,
"' it is a lovely part of the country.''
The photograph shows him chatting with Corporal A. J.
Mallet. In the background is Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. J.
Massey, M.B.E., Administrative Commandant at the School of
Signals.

Senior Term. welcoJned to the Corps

On Thursday, 3rd August, the Co:.Jege gave a dinner for
those members of the senior term who were passing out to
man service in the Corps. The guest of honour wa Brigadier
A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., Commander of the Training Brigade,

A CHEERFUL GATHERING
Senior Term Members-Corps ties very prominent-chatting with
Brigadier Woodrow at the end of term dinner
THE WIRE, OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1967
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Catterick. A number of the College staff, together with their
wives, acted as hosts.
The Commandant, Colonel J. W. Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D., gave
an after-dinner address, in which he welcomed the Apprentices
to the Corps, and introduced the guest of honour. Brigadier
Woodrow then added his welcome to the Senior Term and outlined his views on the development of the Corps within the
Army, giving an encouraging forecast of prospects for all
signallers in the future.
A/T R.S.M. Graham, on beh!W: of the Senior Term, thanked
the Brigadier for his encouraging words, and to the Commandant
and hosts for the dinner.

The Parliamentary Under Secretary for the Army, Mr. H.J. Boyden,
M.P. chatting to Corporal A. J. Mallet, during the Under Secretary's
visit to the School of Signals
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2nd
•

REGDl&~T,

B.F.P.O. 22

That hairbreadth cricket fu1al • • .

•

.S.M. Tony Millar, a notable character, leaves us.

•

.O.'

:lrd
•
•
•

llEGHIENT,

DULFOIW

CA~IP

' F ' Troop (The Pathfinders) cover 60 miles
Bees meet up with the Provost Sergeant
Scraping the bottom of Portland Harbour

wife is ' dined-out.'
S111un1er Cun11•

E . eftin •

cricket

In a heart-stopping final on 3rd September, at Bad Lippspringe, the Regiment won the Rhine Anny Cricket Chalienge
Cup-albeit by eight runs. (See page 428 for full account).
Intense excitement reigned as Signalman Brown prepared to
bowl the la t two balls of the game, with our opponents (and
worthy ones too) needing eight to win. A tall order, and in
the event it proved too much. Brown denied them a run
and, in fa t, had the o. 9 batsman run out off the final delivery.
What a game, and what a season .t his has been. On our way
to the 20d Division Major Units Competition final we beat
H.Q. Regiment (BR) Corps, 2nd Division Regiment R.C.T.,
2nd Fie:d Regiment R.A. and then 24 Missile Regiment. After
seeing off H.Q., B.A.O.R., in the semi-final of the Rhine Area
Challenge Cup, we met and narrowly defeated 22nd Signal
Regiment, in an all-' Jimmy' match, to win the coveted B.A.O.R.
Trophy. A remarkable feature of the season's successful cup
run bas been the batting; we have averaged just over 50 runs
per wicket. Needless to say, our West Indian stars, LanceCorporal Worrell and Crich~ow, have been in the forefront,
and both have bowled and, as usual, :fielded very well also.
But this has been essentially a ream effort. It has been a
happy side and has enjoyed its cricket all through. We have
been fortunate also in having the services from H.Q., 2nd
Division of such players as Lieutenant Geoffrey Burnand
(General Sharp's A.D.C.) and Captain ick Hornby, of H.Q.
R.A., who did much sterling work behind the stumps. Captan:;
Steve Culling, our Medical Officer, and Lance..C.Orporal Jerry
Manton, the 'Man of the Match' in the B.A.0.R. final have
both more than pulled :their weight. And so the 1967 cricket
season ends and me B.A.O.R. Cup once again is with the
Regiment after an absence of a year.
Next year will mean a new look, for at least half of this
season 's excellent eleven will have left us, buc that's the way
it goes. Cricket news apart, it has been an uneventful summer;
we have bad our full quota of exercises to contend with and
usual training bas progressed.
We shall rni

the S.S.H.

One notab~e character who recently departed was our S.S .M.,
one Tony Millar, a great rug-of-war coach and an even greater
member of the Sergeants' Mess boat race team . We wish him
all the very best in the future and at the same time welcome
his relief, S.S .M. K en Josephs, of the Royal Ulster Rifles.
The Squadron will also shortly say farewell to Captain
(Q.M.) Bob Luscombe, who departs for U.K. at the end of
September. Bob, a Royal An.~lian Officer, has been looking
after the S.S.O.'s side of the house, as well as the Squadron's
accounts, and is due to join 24th Infantry Brigade H.Q. and
Signal Squadron at Plymouth. (He is also-for the benefit of
that unit-'<!n excellent cricket scorer).

Mrs. Cubberley is 'dined out'
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The photograph shows
the C.0.'s wife being presented with an engraved
silver dish by Mrs. Paterson
on the occasion of Mrs.
Cubberley being 'dined-ou t'
by the Wives' Club prior to
her departure for England,
where she will be joined by
Lieutenant - Colonel J. R.
Cubberley af,ter he has
handed over command of
the
Regiment early in
September.
Ail members of the Regiment join the wives in wishing Mrs. Cubberley and her
family all the very b est for
the future.

ormally these notes are written by the R.S.M. It was felt,
however, that in order for the out ide world rto gain an accurate
picture of rhe camp from the working point of view, somebody else shou:d pen them. In fairness, it must be said that the
R.S.M. does work; he also sails. Sailing when at summer camp
this year!
Camp was a mixture of triumph and tragedy. It is with
great sadness that we have to report rhat on a night exercise
Sergeant Tony Howson had a heart attack and died. W~
extend to Mrs. Howson and her family our most heartfelt
sympathy at this very sad los .
A feature of camp was the considerable success for ajl ranks
in the weapon training classification, the baU:e efficiency tests
and the exercises.
r and 2 Squadrons set out on r8th August to march about
40 miles. Most marches were successful and, ~n particular
' F ' Troop, who, under the direction of Lieutenant Ti~
(Pathfinder) McCoy, handled about 60 miles.
. The half-way point at camp was a 72-'hour initiative exerc1 e for I and 2 Squadrons, under the direction of Major
Danny Jones. Ten sections set out from Weymouth to obtain
~ormation from places as far apart as Okehampton, Cambridge and Canterbury. Many strange sights were seen, but
probably the best was Sergeant Mac McKenzie posing as a
Unit Security Officer inspecting a Unit's security (somewhere
in England) with the unit's Orderly Officer showing him round.
(The unit was informed of its errors later). The U.S.A.F.
were more on their <toes and arrested Sergeant Dave Patch.
He was later bailed out by our Second-in-Command, Major
Derek Hall.
3 and Divisional H.Q. Squadrons' camp was also a resounding success. Let one of their scribes <ake up the story.
Only 4 0 Dliles
" It's only 40 miles from Blandford to Chickerell," said the
voice. " We can march it in three days. Nice easy stages.
Toughen up the feet."
••Super," said r Squadron. "We'll do it.''
"Yes," said 2 Squadron. "Piece of cake."
" Not," said 3 Squadron, " ruddy likely!"
" In," said Divisional H.Q. Squadron, "a pig's ear!"
Thus, on the afternoon of 20th August, the natives of
Chickc:rell sud~enly gained the impression that they had become mvolved m not only the London to Brighton Old Crocks
Race, but also the retreat from Moscow. On ithe one hand
J?ivisi~nal H.Q. and 3 Squadron, bowling in in their private
limousmes, on the other hand r and 2 Squadrons festooning
the 3-tonners which had been turned out to pick them up with
their b:isters cooling in 't he breeze.
It wasn't long, of course, before we were out on a series of
five-mile bashes-:sort of limbering up for a ten-mile bash.
You bad to ~e quick, though, to catch a fleeting glimpse of our
O.C., otherwise all you'd get was a high-pitched buzzing noise
and a whiff of burning rubber as he streaked pas.t. That's the
trouble with these Boots DMS.
Sergeant 'Flower-Power' Ballard, our iJustrious Fusilier of
Lancashire, was seen to be suffering from bees-in-the-bonnet
whilst on the range. Apparently Lancashire Fusiliers take exception to having the pollen extracted from their hackles. In
fact so great was our Provost Sergeant's umbrage that be took
a pot-shot at a particularly persistent bee with his S.L.R. We
wouldn'<t mind, except that rhe weapon shou'.d not have been
loaded at ·the time. Nor would we have minded if it bad not
been his only kill of the day. Not to put .too fine a point on
it, he got our hackles up.
To swim or 11ot to swim

" Fall out the non-swimmers," said a voice one morning
to the 70-odd beaming faces on parade; 64 beaming faces fell
out.
"' Right," said the voice. " AU you non-swimmers can sit up
to your necks in the water for seven m inutes."
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Forty-eight not-so-beaming faces fell back in.
Ten minutes later saw our swimmers fell in, m three
shivering ranks, on the end of the jerry.
"Right," said the voice. "On the command, taking a full
pace of 36 inches . . . " All went well, except ithat one of the
•swimmers' was really a non-swimmer in disguise. And we
all know what happens whether you can swim or not, when
a voice says "on the command, taking a full step of 36 inches."
Lucky it wasn't an initiative test or he'd have failed.
Two of the sights that all tourists were advised to see during •t he following couple of days were the soles of Corporal
Alan Green's feet, protruding just above water level. He
was searching the bottom of Portland Harbour for a set of
false teeth ejected by Corporal Ted Hutchman as he hit the
cold, cold water. A reward of ro/- had been placed on these
fangs, and the result, as I have said, was a worm's eye vi~w
of Corporal Green's feet--or a bird's eye view-<lepcnding how
you look at it, if you see what I mean.
Of course, it wasn't all bard work like this. Twice the
Squadron visited a local pub, both times descending on the
bowling alley--the old-fashioned type, not this new-fangled
gadgetry. Quite amusing, really, what with our T.O.T., Captain
Julian Jackson, working out the ang:es by logs, and Captain
' Bomber ' Cosgrove relying on brute force. Mind you, the
O.C. Divisional H.Q. Squadron had the best idea. He just
kept rolling the ball down the middle of the pins without
actually disturbing them. Saved picking them up again, see?
Ob well, I suppose :it was quite successful really. Everyone
classified on at least one weapon. No BE Test failures. O.C.
3 Squadron got his golf handicap down two notches. Yes,
I think we can call it successful Which brings us to the end
of the season's report from the cricket team.
Cricket
At the end-of-season party on 7th September, the Secondin-Command Major D. Hall, presented ISt XI eo:ours to
15 players ~ho have helped make this a successful season for
the Regiment. The playing record is played 13, won 9, drawn
3, lost I, knock-out competition.
Not one defeat was in the final of 3rd Division knockout competition~the Regiment rather wryly remembers· it
as a 'run-out' compe·tition at the hands of 13th/18th Hussars.
This is the second successive year the Regiment has lost in
the final but, if Records are kind, most of this year's team
wi11 be there to win it next year at the third attempt.

4th REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 15
•

Regiment spreads itself from Norway lo Switzerland

August has been " Adventure Training" month in ~th
Regiment. o fewer than nine sche~es have .taken place rangmg
from Norway in the north to Switzerland m the south. The
overall exercise was given the name Exercise "New Horizon "
and planning tar,ted as far back a~ December .;ast year when
a committee was formed under Maior R. A. Kmg to make all
the plans.
The aim in addition to the normal " development of leadership qualities, etc.," was to give troop. commanders and rh;eir
soldiers a change of scenery after the rigorous B.A.O.R. sprmg
and early summer exercise season. Nine schemes were planned,
each commanded by a Captain or Subaltern. with up to 20
soldiers of his troop under command. A :ad10 n et controlled
from base in Herford was set up and great mter~st was aroused
in following the day by day progress o~ the vanous schemes.
All troops taking part were back m barrack~ by Augu t
Bank Holiday Weekend a~d we are now gcttmg down to
preparations for our FTX m September/October.
Short accounts of the nine adven ture training schemes
follow:Exercise ee Al(tlne Non1n11 ,.
- lieutenant Jam es Sweetman
Two parties of eight soldiers each went co Switzerland to
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tr k. On arrival in Kandersteg on 12th August we promptly
et up our ba e camp, only just in time, as we had almost
continuou rain for the next three days. However, the weather
then cleared and the trekking parties left on 17th August to
attempt to cros eight passes in the Bernese Oberland in nine
days. This meant climbing a total of 27 500 feet and covering
65 miles. ome of the passes were far harder than anticipated
due to low-:ying snow. On the Loetschen glacier two youths
were killed the day before we crossed and we could see the
guides working by one of the crevices recovering the bodies.
Throughout the nine days of the trek the weather held good
apart from one Alpine thunderstorm which proved yet again
that a bivouac tent is far from waterproof! In spite of bad
feet heavy colds, etc., we completed the trek.

Exerefse H Loeb Piek "
-Lieiaenaru Gordon MacDougal and S econd-Lieutenant
Richard Anderson
The aim of Exercise " Loch Pick" was to survey the numerous
lakes around Plon in the Schleswig Holstein area. With the
h~p of the Commandant of the German
aval School in Pion
we secured a very good camp site on the edge of the Keller
See. The three rubber dinghies (Reece Boats Mk 1) were
enthusiastically launched on every lake in the neighbourhood.
A great deal of interesting information was collected and
recorded in detail. Towards the end of the exercise a visit to
the German Naval base at Kiel was arranged with the climax
a footba;J match against the German Naval School at P ion.
Exercise " Antle llay "
-Lieutenant Michael Ridlington
The aim of " Antic Hay" was to trek over the Bavarian
Alps from Oberstdorf to Rosenheim. The party consisted of
rwelve proud walkers from Romeo Troop and a detachment
from Alpha Troop whose task was firstly to radio d aily sitreps
to H~ord and secondly to provide a mobile base camp to
RV with the trekkers every two days. Despite unpredictable
weather the trek, covering a distance of about a hundred miles
over rough country, was completed in good t ime, and we
managed to spend a coup'.e of days camped by Kochelsee, a
delightful mountain lake, and to visit Munich for a day before
returning to Herford.
Exercise •• Road Runner "
-Lieutenant Michael Rice and Lieutenant Ian Reading
The Regiment's " Tour de Farce " which comprised I 3 keen
cyclists, si.x bikes, accompanying transport and about r,ooo
bottles of beer, made their way to Lake Constance by cycle
relay. Once there, they recovered and cycled back a round
trip of about r,ooo miles. We followed the white line on the
road out of the camp gates, which turned out to be the right
one, ~d landed just south of Kessel on the first night, after
II5 miles. Two and a half days later we arrived sore and
panting in Friedrichshafen, amazed that both ourselves and
the l?ikes had mad~ it. Four days were devoted to recovering,
relaxmg, and makmg ready for the return trip and on t he
morning of Saturday, 19th August, we rode north. That day
saw our first crash. It cost one front wheel, and a certain
amo~nt of blood ~nd skin, t)ie propef!Y of Corporal " Paddy "
Service. He surv1ved to finish the tnp, and will never again
cross a level crossing on that part of his anatomy. We reached
Hammersmith Barracks at ten past one in the afternoon of
Wednesday, 23rd August, with two bikes on the road out of
the six that had tarted the exercise and thirteen sore seats!
Exercise •• Baltic Breeze "
-Major Peter Gregory
The aim of the exercise was to train the four members of
the crew up to Royal Signais Deckhand rating and carry out
practical nav~gation of the waters. of the Lille and Great Baelts.
We left Kiel on nth August m a steady westerly wind and
Vejle was made on the 13th having called at Faaborg and
Assens en route. Engine trouble caused a day's delay there
but in favourab'.e winds and using the spinnaker the long leg
to Aarhus was made on 15th August.
A forecast wmd change to the south produced three hard
days' sailing down th~ ~st coast of Fyn to Fyn's Roved, Nyborg
and Svendborg. This mcludcd a thunderstorm with Force 8
winds and visibility down to 50 yards when passing inside
Rom so.

7th REGIMENT, D.F.P.0.15

A wind hift back to the north producrd a pleasant reach
down to Aeroscobing on the 19th but forced a beat back to
Faaborg on the 20th.
A reach and a beat i.nto Sonderborg on the 21st left only the
long reach back to Kiel for the 22nd. Fortunately the win.d
held until Bulk Light was passed and the cruise ended at Bkyc.
Apart from a short spell of sea sickness on the first day all
four members of the crew gained valuable experience and
earned rhe rating they set out to achieve.

Exercise " Hh•er Boat. ·•
-Lieutenant Peter Smith
roth August. The long awaited day had arrived. After months
of training, Exercise " River Boat" was 'on the road' and at
ro.oo hours. two 3-tonners and a Land Rover, containing sixteen men, SlX canoes, a C1 I (and many other items which need
not be detailed) left Herford for Mannheim.
By I 1th August all vehicles, men and canoes were safely by
the Rhine at Mannheim. The weather was good and we set
off for our first day's canoeing. It was then that we discovered
that the Rh ine can be almost as rough as the North Sea;
Signalmen Craig and Wi.Wams discovered this the hard way by
capsizing twice in the first five kilometres. However we soon
learnt to stay upright and after the first couple of days there
were few capsizes. On these occasions we had a large audience
which showed great interest in our efforts to right the canoes
in midstream-the banks of the Rhine rise vertically from the
river in Koln.
The aim of the exercise was to reach the Dutch border, and
we arrived at the customs control point at Emmerich on the
24th August as planned. In all we covered 452 km. in I I days'
canoeing-hard work but thorough;y enjoyed by everyone. It
is hoped that a similar exercise will take place next year, possibly
outside Germany.
Exercise " Lord of the Flies "
-Lieutenant Peter Dick and Second-Lieutenant Christopher
Shuker
" W " and " B " troops' adventure training project consisted
of an endurance and survival exercise on the Freisian Island of
Nordenney. The main exercise was split into two phases. In
the first phase nineteen men were split up into three enemy and
three patrols of four or five with one man left at base camp.
Each group had to carry its own water jerrycan for a distance
of about 9 km to the end of the island, evading enemy patrols
en route, and p'.ace a mock explosive charge in the middle of
the enemy location without being seen. During the hot d ays
and cold nights spent in the ' shanty town ' area which they
constructed out of driftwood at the far end of rhe island, the
parties learned the intricacies of water conservancy, fatigue and
ration disciplihe on an individual and group basis.
During the n ight march back to base camp the enemy were
led by a tra itor in their ranks into an obstacle area consisting
of concealed pits, rope obstacles and sand holes to add to their
fatigue and discomfort.
The highlight of the second phase of the exercise was a night
march around the island. Although everyone fe.lt that they
would have no trouble in completing the course, many found
the last lap difficult against a strong wind, marching on soft
sand and already tired, but everyone arrived before dawn.
Exercise •• Tenderfoot. "
-Lieutenant Michael Yo/land and Second-Lieutenant
Richard Collins (ACC)
Our party consisting of two officers and ten so:diers stayed
in Norway at a very attractive site beside the R iver Dramsklva,
two kilometres west of Drammen. The rain fell for nearly two
days and the river rose slowly. However, later, the sun arrived
to stay with us until we left.
As our aim was to trek in the mountains the party viewed
the steep climbs with some misgiving. The first day's trek
involved climbing north to the mountain plateau. The days were
spent following the river west to Kokstadelva and wa:king to the
Bergsvatner p~ateau, following the lakes to Krokstadelva. By
this time the party was looking very fit. The last day was spent
following the Fjord south of Drammen to Svelvik, branching up
the slopes to the top, making our way back to the camp via
Storas, the highest point.
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Unit athletes distinguish themselves running for German
Club
Sailing increasingly popular with all ranks
' Ham ' enthusiasts get cracking
Sad demise of W.0.1 (Dog) rngger
During the month the Regiment has seen yet more changes.

This, however, has often been due to people going on leaveat last-and thus substitutes in the various departments around

Regimental Marchers at Nijmegen

Exercise •• Sand Shoe "
--Captain Desmond Lavender
" Sun-drenched beaches and miles of sand is what the notice
said, but I haven't seen it yet." That chance remark by a
soldier is partly what started Exercise " Sand Shoe."
The aim of the exercise was to trek a'.ong the western coast
of Denmark from Skagen to Ringkobing, a distance of approximately 156 miles in ten days.
We started the trek on 12th August at Skagen after a twoday journey to the most northerly point in Denmark.
The landscape at Skagen was desolate with few trees. The
shore line was marked by high sand dunes which incidentally
continued for the next 150 miles.
Two days' trek brought us to civilisation at Tomby Strand.
Another two and we were camping in the Svinklov forest.
Then the weather worsened and we understood why all the
trees were leaning to the east. The waves rolled right up to
the dunes and at times we had to gauge each bound as the
waves receded. We did not see much of the sun but we did
see miles and miles of sand. The Danes were very hospitable
and we were impressed by their high esteem for Britain and
specially for British troops (even if they did think it odd to
'walk ' down the coast).

Nlj111ege11. :i.tarehes 1967
The Regiment sent a team of 14 to the Nijmegen Marches.
The weather was very hot and kilometres in Holland seem to
be longer than everywhere else: we were all g'.ad that we had
followed a rigorous training schedule during June and July.
Despite mangled feet everyone including the cycle orderly
completed the course and came back to H erford with a medal.

Regimental Cummerbunds
Matching Bow Ties and
Gold Cased Cufflinks
a trnly dlstln::utshed appearance to
your e,·enlng dress ensemllle. AvalJable e:\stoc· k In th e colours or the Royal Signals,
other designs available on oct'lul reque~t.
Cummerbunds 35/-. Bow tie 13/Gd. Culfllnks 25/ ·. Send cash with order to: Dept. 0,

t,1•1111

CLUB CUMME.R BUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
Telephone : Queensbury 2471.
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the Regiment have been seeing how the other half live.
We have been endeavouring to make use of any breaks from
exercises to get out and participate in plenty of adventure
training. Sailing, canoeing, swimming, wa:king and free fall
parachuting have all had their place in the month's activities.
At the same time "The Trials Squadron " have continued
to run many courses. Thus we continue to run Messes rather
like a Victoria Station Hotel, but many old acquaintances are
renewed and new friendships begun in the process, as well as
a considerable amount of information digested.
From a sporting point of view the Regiment continues to
flourish. The cricket team has had a reasonably successful
season so far but the weather of :ate has not been favourable.
It is good to see the .teams that will be taking part in the
winter sports beginning to get in trim. The soccer team have
throughout .the summer kept their eye in and have successfully
participated in several local competitions. They are now beginning serious training for the coming season, which we are
confident ·will be a successful one. The rugby team, now
under the watchful eye of Captain Jenkins, have also started
to warm up for future "Success. Final:y, the hockey experts
are also starting to limber up and practice games on the square
are becoming frequent occurrences. Is it possible to win the
Army Cup in all three sports?
The other day a special parade was held on the Regimental
Square which was attended by all the dignitaries in the Regiment. The Parade was held for a promotion. To be more
specific the Regimental Sergeants' Mess Dog ' Digger ' was
promoted from 'D.Q.M.S. to 'W.O.I Dog.' It is unfortunate
that we have to report that since his promotion, W.O.I Digger
has had to be put to s:eep due to his large number of years
rather than the added responsibility. (See obituary at end of
notes.)

Semi-final Westialen athletic championships
In the Westfalen Athletic Championships, held at Herford
on 23rd July, Union Herford surpassed themselves to qualify
for the final. Despite a very heavy track, due to a thunderstorm, Herford scored more points than the winners in last
year's final.
A very remarkable result was achieved by three members of
7th Signal Regiment who, wh[e stationed in Herford, are
running for Union Herford. Corporals George Holden and
Peter MacMillan ran the 5,ooom. side by side and tied for
first place in 15mins. 4rsecs., a good time considering the
conditions.
Their comrade, Sergeant Michael Hall, came
second in the 1,5oom., scoring more points for the Herford
team.

An account of a typical Troop camp- ailini,f
at. the :i.tobncsee by Lance-Corporal :\lorrin
The first introduction that most of us had to sailing was on
our summer camp last month.
We arrived at the Mohnesee Sailin~ Club and pitched our
tents, then had our :ong overdue dinner.
After we had eaten, our Troop. Officer 'filled us in' on. the
events for the coming week. Evidently the rumours of mght
marches and PE tests had not reached him as they had us
(thank heavens!)
ot long after our talk on the basic rules of the road and
useful hints (never spit windward), we all sat on the jetty
watching Lieutenant Exon and our other two instructors practising capsizing drill in the club's Bosun class dinghies. After
she'd ( ai.ors always call boats ' she') been righted amidst
loud applause and cries of " More! More! " she was duly put
over and righted again.
ow it was our turn! Out we sailed from the jetty. It's a
great ex-perience the first time under sail, even in a small
Bosun.

'IOI

~Now! " yelled the helmsman, Pat Gethin, "ltan on the
boom." With the three of us leaning on the mainsail over she
wenr. We warn around to he centre plate and watched as
ju a little pressure was appHed to it, and up she came. In we
climbed over the counter (blunt end) and sailed around and
went over again, or at least we thought so. No sooner were
we all in the water when she bobbed up again. The hardest
thing about capsize drill in these boats is capsizing them by
the looks of things.
Everyone enjoyed their dip and most of us wanted more.
After tea a few of we lucky ones climbed aboard again and
went off for a sail before the wind dropped. Alas, all too soon
it wa time to return and put the boats to bed.
I wa really looking forward to the next morning. The main
topic of conversation that night was definitely boats.
We had been split into two parti~s, one of which would go
out in the morning and the other in the afternoon. The party
not saL.ing were to give a hand around the Club house, gardening, etc. As luck would have it I was in the first par.ty.
So off we went, thr~ of us to a boat, for a morning of
reaching, running and being close hauled. All too soon it was
lunch time and an afternoon of gardening to look forward to.
But I was saved at the last moment by Squadron Commander
Major Holmes, who had driven down to see how we were
progressing.
I think ·that during the afternoon I was at the helm longer
than Major Holmes and I had rea.Jy acquired a liking for
sailing by then.
The next two days soon passed and Friday saw us taking out
the boats we had used, turning them right over and cleaniB.g
them inreadiness for the races on the following Sunday.
After dinner, the tents already loaded away, we set off back
to camp at the end of a very enjoyable week.
And, wonder upon wonder, not one person had moan about
anything.

Am.nteur Radio Club
The recent arrivals of Cap.rain G. Seeney, R.E M.E.
(G3HDD), Lieutenant P. C. Bums (G3WHS) and Lieutenant
(Tfc) M. J. Caplan (G3NWQ) have g:addened the heart of
W.O.I . L. Kinch (DL5YK) until now our licensed ham.
W.O.I Kinch's efforts to form a Club Station finally bore
fruit just prior to the farewell visit of Major General Bradley.
The General caJJed at the shack and· was interested to hear an
SSB Contact between DL5YK and Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society member G3VN in Lancashire. Another VIV
(Very Important Visitor) to the shack was the Garrison Commander, Brigadier Collin, who was most impressed to hear
DX (long distance) stations being worked.
Our three-element rotary beam, towering 50 feet above the
Hobbies Centre, indicates that the club is now in business,
and the allocation of a club caJJ sign should be the signal for
a period of great activity on all bands, all modes. We are particularly keen to contact one of the more way--0ut members
of the Corps: Sergeant John Walker, VQ9JW, way out on
Aldabra Island. Far East Stations should also hear our big
sig on 15 and 20 metres. What say, 9V1RS and 9M2SR?

Corporals'

~less

Our membership has increased enormously with the arrival
of the Trials Squadron, so much so that the Mess is well
partonised every night of the week.
The Darts Cub has increased and we now have two teams
entered in the I (BR) Corps Parts League which starts later
this year.
We have had two darts matches against 4 Division H .Q.
and Signal Regiment Corporals' Mess, one at home and the
other away.
The first game was held in our Mess and we had an easy
victory, 10-4, and it was with great expectations of another
win that we went to 4 D ivision Mess. Alas, alas ! The tables
were turned and we were well and truly defeated 11-2.
Nevertheless, both teams had an enjoyable evening in both
Messes.
'402

Our dances, which are held twice a month, are weJ sponsored and we have proved last month at our " F<lower Dance "
that 7th Signal Regiment are well to rlle fore with the
"Hippies " and "The Flower People."

Obitnnry-W.O.l (D of S) Digger
It is with sorrow that we must report the death of Digger,
who collapsed and had to be put down on 30th August, 1967.
For some nine years he had been the unofficial mascot of
the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess, 7th Signal Regiment, and
held with equal esteem by the whole Regiment.
Digger's history is somewhat vague-he had no AF B 2672but he was initially introduced to the Regiment, then I Corps
Signal Regiment, by Sergeant Andy Barnes of the LAD. He
somehow got himself installed in the Sergeants' Mess when
Andy Barnes left the Regiment and has been a first class Mess
member ever since.
Sergeant Alec McCabe, who for six years years was Mess
Caterer took on the responsibility of looking after Digger and
always ensured that he was proper:y dresed with his coat on
whenever a VIP came to the Mess.
Digger had his ups and
downs. He was promoted
W.O.II
(D.Q.M.S.)
and
later reduced by Court
Martial for defacing Government Property, i.e., the
Mess carpet. He later regained his rank through devoted service and, in fact,
just IO days before his
demise, at a parade in his
honour he was promoted
W.O.I (D of S).
Digger will be sadly
missed in the Mess where
Major W. H. H. Parkes promoting
he was almost an R.E. fix"D.Q.M.S. Digger"'
ture permanently stationed at
the front door during the day.
He hated two things in particular-beat music; he would disappear as soon as he saw a guitar being brought into the Mess
on a social evening; and second:y-putting his coat on; be
would cause consternation when just prior to a V.I.P. arriving
and he had seen his coat brought out Digger would vanish.
He adored Kit Kat (the chocolate variety) and in his younger
days would jump through the bar window for one. Of late he
loved travelling in cars. On occasions, Alec McCabe-who
never learnt-has taken D igger for a walk to Bad Salzuflen,
three mi'.es away, and then had to get a taxi because Digger
did not feel like walking back.
Many members would take Digger home for weekends, but
in particular our thanks are due to Staff Sergeants Eric Le
Quesne and Jim Raffan who have kept an eye on D igger since
Alec McCabe left. Both of them have also since left.
Digger was aged about 14 years when be died which, I
understand, in dog years is somewhere in the region of 90. So
he had a good innings, but his absence from the Mess and
Regiment will take quite a bit of getting used to.

Corps Diaries for 1968
Wallets and Corps Diaries, at the following prices, are
still available, post free, from the Royal Signals Association, RH.Q., Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea, London, S.W.3:
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Our GR. 345 is the only frequency synthesis SSB
Manpack in full scale U.I<. production ...

Available now, the Redifon GR. 345 provides 10,000 channels
between 2 and 12 Mc/s at an output of 15 watts p.e.p. Frequency synthesis with HF SSB operation, AM telephony (!ull
DSB) or CW telegraphy. If you look around hard, you _may_ f1~d
a cheaper Manpack, but you won't find one more flexible in its
applications. We'd like to tell you more about the GR . 345, so
please contact:-

U.K. p:ice Ex-U.K.

17/-

13/-

B-Refills only

4/6

C - Leather bound diaries only

6/-

3/ 6
4/9

A-Wallets complete

REDIFON LIMITED (COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION )
Broomhill Road, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18 Telephone : 01 -874 7281
A Member Company of t he REDIFFUSION Group.
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Mr. Theothoros Nicolaoy-known in the unit as ' N ick' receiving a
certificate from the Commanding Office r, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C .
Bate M.B.E., for gaining second place in the annual Cat ering
Competition

9th

REGIJUENT,

B.F.P.0.
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•

Swinging it at Fig Tree Bay

•

' Nick ' makes the Regiment's mouth water

•

Are the husbands forming a secret society?

Se rgea n~s '

~fess b eaeh barbecue
It was completely in character that, at the last meeting of
the Sergeants' Mess, W.O.s Mason and McKeever should
combine to drag the rabbit out of the hat and produce the idea
of a beach barbecue.
The barbecue was eventually held on 12th August and
was a resounding success, though not without its trials and
tribulations. For instance, it was only a matrer of hours before
the 'off' when a generator was produced after a fran tic search
. . . the prospect of Fig Tree Bay in pitch darkness was regarded as a godsend by but a few; then some had difficulty
dancing in the sand! But these were simply teething troubles
and within minutes everything was 'swinging.'
A continuous kebab sta4 was run from ten o'clock, and
curry apeared at 1 a.m., meanwhile the band kept playing,
and thoroughly exhausted figures kept swaying to the incessant
beat of ' The Four Men.'
A total of 148 arrived at Fig Tree Bay, though perhaps
the only reason for •t he vast turnout was the fact that someone
claimed to have seen Laurel . . . of course it was only the
R.S.M . in his famed pork-pie hat!

Juke-warm pint for a false move by one of its exclusive members,
and only hours before these notes were written came the breakthrough.
I p-rsonally have just seen the membership card of perhaps the most notorious member of the Society, printed in
significant black and signed by the leader. We ask "Is this
the pass to shame?"
When I began my searching enquiry, "X" looked uncomfor·tably around him and then, suddenly taking courage from
the double scotch thrust so generously into his hand, he blurted
out the whole sorry story.
It seems that the Society has but six fanatical supporters:
a President Chairman, Treasurer, Secretary and Entertainments Member (which leaves - - - I made a rapid mental
calculation . . . one .rank and file). Here "X " broke off and
again shot a glance around the room, a gesture I was to become accustomed to in the minutes ahead.
He went on .. . "we meet twice monthly; change the venue
each time, can't afford not to; no one outside the Society ever
knows ... even our wives must be kept in the dark.'' Pulling
hard on a cigarette-unlit I noted-he went on . . . " any
potential member attends one of the regular meetings, then
a ballot' is held. If he's unsuccessful . . . " but he never
finished. He swung round, the whites of his eyes betraying his
fear and stumbled blindly away.
With sang-froid, bred by Bond out of the Vienna Woods, I
slipped on my dark glasses and slowly turned to scan the
newcomer. Then, with a certain presence of mind, I blew
three smoke rings high in the air and slid out in ·t he confu sion which fol.owed.
W hat will happen now no one can guess, but I can finally
disclose the names of the rampant six . . . Bert Ware, Douglas
Crookes, Bernard Norwood, T om M ethven, D ick Lavis, R. P .
L. Smith; already some have fled .
'" W ho are those men, mom," you may hear the kiddies cry.
" They're the Husbands' Club, son . . . see 'em gallopin'
by."

10th Regiment, Hounslow
•

D a rts
Congratulations ·to Sip;nalman Lander and to Corporal
Gipson and Signalman McGregor on winning the singles and
the doubles in the Regimental darts tournament.
L ad les' Club
The Ladies' Club reopened this month and have held two
meetings so far. The second of these ·took the form of a
demonstration by an ' Avon' consultant, and many of the
ladies were treated to a free make-up.
I I t h REGIMEN T , CATTERICK CAJUP
•

New S.0.-in-C. pays visit

•

O.R.l T roop do SO-mile hike

August is the mon th for leave. Instructional Wing had the
bare minimum of courses, but recruit training continued. To
highlight the month, we had a visit from the new S.0 .-in-C.
and one or two new arriva:.S in the Regiment. We also said
goodbye to a number of the old and bold of the Regiment.

Passi11g-off
There were the usual two pass-off parades, the firs t on Friday,
uth August, was taken by Lieutenant-Colonel E. M. T .
Crump, who commands 8th R egiment. The Troop was 7
Troop and the best recruit was Signalman Hunter, who comes
from Rosythe in Scotland . He trained to be an electrical
fitter and worked in rhe dockyard in Rosythe for seven years
b efore following his brothtt-in-law into Royal Signa:.S. Hunter
is now going ·to 8·th Regiment .to train as a technician, and we
wish him every success.
The se::ond pass-off parade in the month was on Wednesday,
23rd August. The inspecting officer was the Commanding
Offic~r of the Regiment, L ieutenant-Colonel C. 0 . Bound.
The Troop passing off was 4 Troop and the best recruit was
Signalman Vines. Vines, who comes from Bristol, has seven
' O' levels, and before joining the Army obtained ' A' and '_B '
certifica tes in the British Gliding Associa tion. H e is now go10g
to OR 1 Troop as a potentia~ officer, and we wish him good
fortune in his training.

Abundance of domestic activities

Barbecue and da11ee
This month the Regiment held its first outdoor dance
a grand barbecue. The preparations seemed endless, as we
were not equipped for the sophisticated outdoor life, but
somehow, on the night, evcrything was ready. It was amazing
to see how much could be begged, borrowed and ' acquired '
to prov.ide a barbecue t h.at workecf, an outdoor stage and,
rhanks to the technical genius of the staff of the T.M. workshops, lighting, and enough wiring for the beat group. The
Met Office at nearby London Airport raised no objections to
the interminable telephone cal:s from the P.R.!. about the
weather-an a11-important factor- and, in fact, were only too
pleased to say ·that it would be a fine evening, and to be proved
right.

Ca t e ring Competition
This year the Regiment had only one entry in the annual
catering competition-Mr. Theothoros icolaoy-kno\vn in <the
unit as ' Nick.'
Owing to the larger than usual entry of the island's cooks,
a preliminary round was necessary, and the top four went
forward to the final. 'Nick' delighted us all by finishing a
close second, and in the photograph can be seen receiving his
certificate from the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
A. C. Bate, M.B.E., on behalf of -the G .0 .C., Cyprus District.
To secure his runner-up position, 'Nick' produced an excellent and mouth-watering dinner consisting of Consomme
Royale, FiJet of Cod Duglere, Entrecote Bordelaise and Peach
Slice Anglaise.
With cooks of 'Nick's ' calibre, it is small wonder that our
kitchen has such a good name.

Cr ick4't

•• Hus h "
At long last we are able to publish the results of one of our
most exciting, at times dangerous, assignments: a venture into
the twilight world of a secret society.
For many months we have watched and waited over many a

At {be time of writing the cricket season has almost finished,
but <the season could not close here without the annual
match between .the C.O.'s XI and The Rest. As usual, the
rules were slightly bent for this game, but even so, The Rest
won the match by six wicke.ts---C.O .'s XI a] out for 70 run s;
The Rest scored 72 for 4.

Cor1•orals' s o cial
The Corporals of the Regiment challenged ·the local branch
of the British Legion to a darts match on z4th August. This
was their first venture in running their own social event,
and we are pleased 1to record a successful evening, which was
supported by many of the Corporals and their wives and girl
friends. However, it seems that our Corporals need more
practice at dar.ts !
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A tree is 1•la11ted
We had three visits this month, the first being that of the
new S.0 .-in •C., Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., when
he visited the Brigade. Having inspected the quarter ¥Uard,
which was mounted for his inspection, he planted a tree 10 the
grounds of the Regiment, then toured the !in~ .before having
a drink in the Sergeants' Mess. The second v1s1t was on the
22nd August, by a number of B.A.0.R. Training Officers.
This is one of a series of such visits for officers from B.A.0.R.
to see training methods in the Brigade.
The ,t hird visit was that of 64 'Q' course, who spent the
morning with the Regiment as part of their visit to the
Training Brigade. It was interesting to note that seven of
these officers were ex-0.R.s 1 from this Regiment. They
were Lieutenant Arthur-Smith Lieutenant Baynes, SecondLieutenant Brazier, Lieutenant Hendren, Second-L!eutenant
Maclean, Second-Lieutenant Marks and S econd-Lieutenant
Taylor.
.
During the month three officers of the Regrment. have
left us : Major Jim Hewson has gone to 16th R_egrment;
Captain Hugh Nealon, who spent thr~e years as Adiutant of
the Regiment has gone on to greater thmgs at ·t he S·taff ~ollege,
and Captain Anne Brown, who spent tw<? years with the
R egiment, h as now gone to Camberley to mstruct W.~ . A.C.
officer cadets. Sergeant Smithson has also left the Re~unent
after three years, during which time he has \".'ork~d rn ~e
documents office. We wish him every success m his postmg
to the Gurkha Signals.
.
As replacements for all these members of the Regiment, we
are pleased to welcome Captain Griffiths and Lie~te~ant
Steane who have both just completed No. 5 . Commumcatto~s
Cours;. Captain Griffiths was with the R~grment before. his
course. We congratulate Lt. Steane on his recent marnage.
We also welcome Lieutenant H ornby, :who has come on co~
miss.ioning from 20th Armoured Bngade.
Sergeant Trut
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REGIMENT WINS GARDEN COMPETITION
Mr. King , head gardener, receives a plaque from Lieutenant-Colonel
Parks, Adm inistrative Commandant

arrived to take over the Documents Office from Sergeant
Smithson.
This month saw the Garrison Gardening Competition,
wh ich was won by the Regiment in keen competition with
the other units of the Garrison.

O.R.l Troop very aetive
The last month has been spent performing the usual run-ofthe-mill assault courses and general officer recruit training.
We have, however, had three welcome breaks, which consisted of weekend ventures away from camp.
The first exercise, ' Elevation,' began on Saturday, 27th July,
when we motored, in typical O.R. 1 we:ither to Keswick . The aim
· was to climb the three highest peaks in the Lake D istrict. We
fa iled. It continued pouring with rain on Sunday, so we
demonstrated our flexibility and motored to Whitehaven and
Workington to sample the local brew in the areas. Monday
dawned with a wonderfully clear sky and we set off to
scramble up Helvellyn and to do some simple abseiling. This
aim was achieved with a minimum of fuss. We returned to
camp on Tuesday morning, once again accompanied by the
sound of large rain-drops.
On the second exercise, " Through,'' we set up our base
camp at Stainforth and enjoyed the company of 20 soldiers
from 2 Squadron, who limped along .and swore. ~at _they v.:ere
enjoying every minu te. On a techmca1 note, 1t 1s ~possible
to communicate in pouring rain between the sumrruts of the
Penney Ghent, Whernside and Ingleborough with a radio set
88A. We tried and failed.
The fina l little jaunt was to complete the Lyke-wake walk from
Osmotherley to Ravenscar, a distance of 40 miles, in 24 hours.
We started out from Osmotherley at 15.00 hours, having' signedin' at the local hostelry. Five hours later we had managed
to cover a distance of 20 miles. Being rather thirsty, we
decided to deviate from the path and visit The Lion Inn.
This break was much appreciated and we recommenced . in
pitch dark and good heart after an hour ~ell-spent strew~g
pieces of our packed meals around the public bar. Progressmg
at a steady walk, we soon stumbled into a series of bogs
and emerged a damp and muddy hour later,_ having_ regained
the track. Arriving at a Youth Hostel, tact:caUy s1t~ted to
disturb one's mental stability, we succumbed to temptauon and
snatched a few hours sleep on a concrete floor. A_t 06.30. we
were woken by the sound of our old compamon-ramhammering on the tin roof of our helter.
We started o and soon met an obstruction in the shape
of Fylingdales Radar Station, which completely b:iffled. our
previously able map readers to the ext~nt of an unmt~nuonal
detour which added a further seven males on to the d1 tance.
We e~entua11y arrived in Ravenscar very foot-sore, . at 11.30
to find our transport waiting to return us to Cattenck. The
p!lst 50 or so miles were summed up by one member of the
party who declared: " I can think of many easier ways of earning the right to wear a b - - tie."

FAR AWAY PLACES---UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts
From Oslo to Dover

Shipping it Green aboard the "Fugue "
of Los Angeles
BY MAJOR L. D. EDINGER, ROYAL SIGNALS, HEADQUARTERS
A.F.N.E., KOLSAS, ORWAY

How it begun • • •
So often, introductions to, ' a friend of a friend,' come to
naught, but for a change I was actually introduced via the
chain, and discovered that not only did the friend of the friend,
a Dr. Brown, have a yacht, but he was contemplating sailing
it back to his home in Los Angeles from Oslo.
Unfortunately time, finance, and various other reasons prevented me from accepting an eventual invitation to help
"Chuck" Brown sail Fugue back to the States, via U.K. and
Gibraltar, hut I did offer to he:p him if he was short-handed,
on the first leg, Norway-England.
Thus it transpired, that on a fine morning on the lst July,
1967, havin2 been photographed by the Norwegian National
newspaper Aftenposten. and taken a 'Bon Voyage' glass of .
champagne, we slipped our moorings off the Royal Norwegian
Yacht Club bound for the Straits of Dover and Plymouth.
The yacht is of Swedish design, built in Denmark in 19(54,
a Laurine 32. A Bermudan rigged sloop al; fibre glass, she
can very comfortably accommodate five.
The crew consisted of the American owner, his wife Eleanor,
Major Ove Jensen, Royal Danish Air Force, Captain Aksel
Birkeland, Royal Norwegian Air Force, and myself: a truly
international crew.

The Royal Corps of Signals have
more than enough to do, with
sites to reconnoitre and stations
to position.
Continuous automatic navigation is vita l. Time spent off the
air is ti me wasted.
Sperry Navigators offer selfcontained automatic position
fixing, visibi lity regardless.

At first we were runui11g with the wind
in g l ori ous suns h ine
A run with the wind for the first few hours in g:orious sunshine down the Oslo fjord gave us a good start from what must
be one of the most pleasant day cruising grounds in the world,
but we could hardly believe that such a wind in our favour
would last very long. The prevailing wind at this time of year
in these latitudes is S.W., right on our nose, and sure enough
by 15.00 hours th~ wind had backed to the south. By then,
we were just entering the Drobak narrows, a neck of water
about six miles long, by width varying from half a mile to a
mile. The Oslo-Newcastle ferry pass-."<i us at almost the
narrowest point and of course the passengers on deck thoroughly
en joyed the sight of us being thrown about in the wake, though
the one person who we knew on board was nowhere in sight!

NAVAL & MILITARY GROUP
SPERRY GYROSCOPE
Division Sperry Rand Limi t ed

Stonehouse, Glos. England
Telephone : Stonehouse 2231

The Royal Signals are
NEVER lost ••• well, hardly ever!
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Variable wea t h er presents t h e crew
with ple n ty o f prn ctiee
Unfortunately the wind soon dropped and we spent many
hours motoring. However, a beautiful sunrise at 03.15 the next
morning -brought a wind with it, and the crew had plenty of
practioe changing headsails and taking in and shaking out reefs
throughout th. day. This was foLowed by yet a further day of
practically no wind, and at one stage I began to feel that I
should have to get off at Kristiansand, the port off the southern
tip of Norway, through lack of time. This did, however, enable
us to complete many of the sma] jobs which the Skipper had
been unable to complete before we sailed; so many so, that he
was chided we were on a 'fitting out' run . It a:so enabled
us to get a good sextant sight, and firmly establish our position
as we entered the kagerak, and by now out of sight of land.
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Now a very confm1ed sea • • •
Yachtsmen are rarely satisfied, and after grumbling about
the lack of wind we were soon grumbling that we had too
much. Early on the morning of the 4th July the wind began to
steadily increase and the barometer slowly began to fall. At
o6.oo it was force 5-6 and the early morning shipping forecast
promised 5-7 but decreasing. By 10.30 it had certainly eecreased
but also veered to the west creating a very confused sea and
making things very uncomfortable below. We were also 'shipping it green' over the bows, and to my disgust even on a
fibreglass boat a few leaks appeared. I was woken from my
slumbers by an earful of water leaking from round one of the
cabin windows. Water also got into the boat through the chain
locker and as the bilge is only a few inches deep this was soon
slopping about and soaked a lot of bedding before we discovered
what was amiss.
Sea-sick p ills are need ed
By l 6.oo hours the wind had again increased and was blowing
force 7, gusting gale force 8. Having had 12 hours of rather
heavy sea, coupled with an uncomfortable motion we felt we
had had enough for the time being. Aksel had o!Ly been sailing
a few times before in the Oslo fjord, and was more than alarmed
at the whole business. The Skipper admitted that a force 7
in the
orth Sea was rather different from force 7 in the
Kattegat and I certainly should have known better than to
forget to take a sea-sick pill as a precautionary measure! Perhaps
the most amusing incident at this stage was to see a seagull
standing on a piece of driftwood looking rather startled at the
waves buffeting his adopted raft.
Reso lution.-11e,Ter a g a in. I w ill d e fln.ite l y
sell my oilskins?
Far from the promised decrease this wind remained with us
throughout the night and by 05.00 I bad reached the stage,
as I invariably do at some time on such trips, of convincing
myself that this really would be the last time, and on return
I would definitely sell my oilskins. Why be so stupid as to be
so uncomfortable? I think Ove a'.so began to think along these
lines after a couple of particularly crafty waves caught him
unawares, and left him sitting knee deep in water in the cockpit!
Afso during his watch he sighted two Danish Rescue vessels
in close company with a R ussian trawler and two other vessels
which somewhat alarmed him.
Around 07.30 there were definite signs of moderation of the
wind though the high confused seas continued. Eleanor was
soon at work with a hearty breakfast-<>f stew-and to make
up for lost time this was followed an hour later by more breakfast, for me at any rate, this time of a more conventional nature.
Bu t t h e wea t h e r .rel e n ts and we get d ried o u t
Two days of delightful weather followed which we put to
good use getting dried out and completing more of the fitting
out! One of the small items done by the Skipper was the oiling
of the Verey Pistol. Many were the comments that followed
this piece of work being done after the rough weather though
he sti.l maintains he would like to see a force 10 " just for an
hour or two!" He atoned, however, at one stage, by helping
Eleanor to produce a mountain of pancakes (breakfast, American
style) which wer~ well up to her usual high stand of cooking.
We were bugged by an American reconnaisance aircraft who
became very friendly when we waved the American ensign at
him. I was able to give the remainder of the crew a bit of
spinnaker drill when for a few all too short hours we had a
breath of a fo:Jowing wind. After this the wind died completely leaving even the log line vertical, but with a blazing sun
we did not complain.
~7

\\'onderful sollln
When, in the evening the wind came up gently, we had some
wond~rful sailing. Not even a cat's paw on the water, but
enough in the air to move us at 4 knots. This period lasted for
about three hours and was really most unusual and e.'{}lilarating,
especially as our bow wave threw up a splendid array of
phosphorescence. This of course could no.t last for ever, and a
shipping forecast at 02.,00 on ~e mornmg o~ the 7.th July
promised us a S. 3-4 wmd veermg N.W. and mcreasmg 4-6.

I g t wet ogain-bnt I should ha'n~ known better
Shqrtly afterwards the barometer ?egan a rapid descent, . the
skies opened and down came the ram. By then we w~re m a
position ro gain something to our advantage from the ude and
with the forecast of a north-westerly we altered course to the
south to pick up some speed. The forecast. proved correct ~d
by :unch time it was about force 5 and mcreased so rapidly
that we were caught off guard and I got extremely wet as a
result of not being suitably dressed. I deserved my soaking! should have known better. Whilst I went below to get dry
and suitably attired, we started to go like a train and in the
following two hours travelled at an average of 7 knots.
The white c liffs of Dover hove i nt o view
A consol and radio beacon fix at 21.00 hours gave us the
N. Hinder Light Vesse'. as being 20 miles on the bow and by
then we were getting well into the shipping lanes, indicating
that we were at least going in the right direction l An uncomfortable nioht ensued caused by a very confused and short,
chopp y sea~ Even the watch below found it difficult to sleep.
H owever, we were all in good spirits at the thought of a bot
shower and a pint of ale on the fo[owing day. At 07.40 on the
8th July the white cliffs of Dover and the French coast hove
into view almost simultaneously, and at II.20, eight days exactly
after leaving our moorings in Norway we entered Dover
harbour· 750 miles as the crow flies in seven d ays. T here, unfortunately, I had to leave the Fugue and her very friend:y crew
instead of going on to Plymouth as I had originally intended.
H owever I subsequently learned that due to lack of wind they
motored for the next two days so I did not miss very much !
lUy oilskins-I have dec ide d no t t o get ri d
of them ofte r all
I t was amusing on my rerum to Oslo to find that due to the
report in the newspaper my neighbour thought I was on my
way to America ! I've also decided after all not to se] my
oilskins!

•• • • • 20 very bromn, very happJI soldiers
r e turned to Jlerford • • • "

==Deep down in the South
Being an account of the very successful Sub 7 Aqua Club
expedition to the South of France by S.S.M .I. Dolphin,
A.P.T .C., of the 7th Regiment.
This was the major expedition to be mounted by Sub 7
Aqua Club for 1967. It began with applications for political
and financ ial clearance, 18 weeks in advance; plans were
made and re-made; maps pored over; routes plotted, equipment checked; stores ind ented for, until finally, on the evening
of 6th J uly, the ad vance party, in the shape of the author,
left Herford to travel the 900 miles to the South of France.

Camp i s et np amid the bikinis
Arriving very tired and very hot, a search began for a suitable camp site, and diving sites for the main group. After
investigating a dozen or more camp sites, at last a large
enough site w:th room for our two 3-tonners, Land R over
and trailer-mounted compressor was arranged at Santa Custa,
La Ciotat, m:dway between T oulon and Marseilles.
The main party, ably shepherded by Second-Lieutenant
D ick Gardner, arrived to be greeted with h ot coffee, to wake
them up, iced coke to cool them off, and bikin i-clad campers to
keep them awake!

A camp was set up, tents pitched, the compressor started,
to pwnp up the aqualungs, and look out Mediterranean-here
we come.

Trninin" drills mad tests
The divers were split into two groups-advanced and beg:nners, coming mainly from 7th Regiment, with elements
from 4th Regiment, 22nd Regime:it, 11th Infantry Brigade
Signal Squadron, and 619 Troop. Under the supervision of
the dive marshal and the senior group, diving began on a
stretch of sand about 50 yards off shore and in about 35 feet
of water. Training drills and tests, includ:.Og removing and
replacing aqualungs under water, circular searches, free
ascents and assisted ascents were carried out.
These last
t\"\'O drills-free ascents-that is surfacing wearing an aqualung, but not using it, and assisted ascents-sharing an aqualung with a partner to ascend to the surface, were to prove
their worth later on in the expedition.
On the social side, the group were a little shocked to find
that a small bottle of coke in the camp site bar cost 2 francs
(about 3/-) up until 20.00 hours and thereafter was 6 francs
a bottle. And the local female population were averse to
dancing with tourists; two of the group, nameless, of course,
each clocked up 18 straight refusals to dance in one evening!
During these early days, Lieutenant Ray Windmill established himself as the spear fisherman of the group, bringing
in a fair quantity of small fish and octopuses, to be cooked
and eaten with relish by some of the divers, whilst others preferred compo to octopus.
Deeper and deeper we go
As d iving progressed, deeper dives were undertaken, further
out into the bay, and reports came in of bigger and better
fish, and on one particular dive came the classic funny remark of the expedition. Whilst searching for interesting areas
to dive in, the author, accompanied by Staff Sergeant Phil
Noble were diving from .the rubber dinghy about two miles
off shore. Descending to 120ft., we swam off on a square
course, using compass bearings and measuring the length of
sides of the square on a time basis. Returning to the dinghy
after half-an-hour, very disappointed at having found nothing
but acres and acres of sea grass, I remarked: " Somebody
ought to get a tractor and mower and cut that lot down."
Quick as a flash, Signalman Barrie Cooke came back with:
" That would be a ' subtracter,' wouldn't it?"
An excelle n t d iving a rea
For the latter part of the expedition we journeyed along the
coast about 10 kilometres to a small, rocky bay called Les
Figueralles. This proved to be an excellent diving area.
The bay swarmed w ith fish, and the steep, rocky sides of the
shore line continued to slope under water, forming caves
and narrow re-entrants which were full of interesting sea life.
There was coral in abundance on the underside of rocks and
cave roofs, scores of shells and very attractive sea urchin shells,
which, L am told, sell in Blackpool for 2/6 as ' Cornish sea
eggs,' and at that price, there's a fortune on the bottom of
Les F igueralles.
Diving in 130ft. of water, Lance-Corporal M cKay was delighted to find a very old earthenware jar, standing about a
foot high and 6in. in circumference, a worthwhile trophy, and,
on returning to shore, found he had also caught quite a large
octopus who had made h is home in the jar! From the pot ...
for the pot!
A
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o f d1·a111a and tra ining 1u1ys off

Then c:ime the proof of the value of the months of training
lectures and the progressive water training that necessarily precede an expedition of this kind and, indeed, why it is called
' adventure training.' A group of three divers, with Lieutenant
Windmill as Dive Leader, were despatched to dive outside the
bay on an exploratory dive. W ith the rubber dinghy providing
safety cover on the surface at the mouth of the bay, the d ive
progressed satisfactody. A maximum depth of lOOft. had been
fixed by the dive marshal. At th is depth, Signalman ' Scouse'
Curran felt his breathing restricted-a normal occurrence, indicating to .the diver that his air supply is running low and
that he should operate his reserve mech anism. This device
gives him enough air to reach the surface, at the n ormal rate
of ascent, 25ft. per m inute. On pulling his reserve lever,
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however- nothing! A quick hand-signal to the dive leader (a
rotating fist, indicating " I cannot operate my reserve ")check the mechanism-inoperative-close. together, grasp companion's harness, starting sharing aqualung~take a breath in,
ren1ove mouthpiece-pass to companion, breath out, regain
mouthpiece, watch rate of ascent, not too fast-breathing restricted-operate reserve-hope there is enough air left to
get us up--call the third diver closer in case we run out againah, there's the surface at last, keep breathing out, phew!
both sweating, and it's not the heat this time.
This was, in fact, only the ninth open water dive of Signalman Curran, and it is to his credit and, of course, Lieutepant
Windmill's that they managed to escape this dangerous situation without panic and were both quite ready to dive again
later in the day.
Throughout the expedition, Second - Lieutenant Dick
Gardner was earning quite a reputation as organiser-in-chief,
ration storeman, POL clerk, outboard engine mender, fatigue
detailer, sunburn curer . . . you name it ! The expedition's
undoubted success was due in no small way to his enthusiasm
and hard work, and he managed to log twenty-odd d ives to
upgrade to Second-Class D iver!

An eerie experience
Towards the end of the fortnight-how the time flew bya night d ive was arranged, a very strange experience when
undertaken for the first time. Underwater, weightlessness, as
experienced by space walkers, and compl~e darkness are unnerv:ng, to say the least. The rubber dmghy was anchored
about 100 yards off shore, and flashing autobahn-type lamps
were fixed on boat and on shore. Underwater torches were
carried and par.ties of two and three divers despatched to
journey under water by compass bearings read by the light
of the torches, between boat and shore. Quite a severe test
of underwater navigation.
Results varied from actually
swimming into the anchor line of the dinghy-some said more
by luck than judgment, to arriving 30 yards down the beach
and walking back.
The fish were attracted to the torch lights and . the
fluorescence of the water was particularly beautiful-a worthwhile experience.
Last d ay
Dur'.ng the last day's diving at Les Figueralles, other unde~
water trophies were found, another earthenware pot, this
time without an occupant, and, in lOOft. of wa~er, an ol~
four-pointed anchor weighing about a hundredweight. This
was brought to the surface by tying a sack, inside whic~ a
toy plastic boat was placed, to the anchor, and then blow~g
up the plastic boat to form a buoyancy bag. After blowmg
up the toy boat, the author had a lift pan of t?e way to the
surface hanging on underneath the anchor as It ascended-a
similar sensation to strap-hanging on the London Und erground. However, as the water pressure on t~e bag d_ecreased,
and the air inside expanded, it became r~ther 1:ike holdmg on to
a rocket ship, and as ascending too qmckly 1s dangerous1 the
anchor was released, and it raced to the surface to be picked
up by the dinghy.
Verd ict-i t was s ma s hing !
Twenty very brown, very happy soldiers, retll!n.ed to Herford
after the expedition, and the concensus of opm1on was aptly
summed up in one word-' smashing!'
A hundred and fourteen dives, varying in duration from
twenty minutes to one hour, and in depth from 30 to 135ft.
were logged, all members being graded or upgraded as a result.
The only outstanding q uestion, ~,sked by one of th_e divers
as we entered the camp gates:
Where are we gomg next
year?"

A Centennial Commission
BY CAPTAIN

G. W. You ' G

x967 was a good year to be posted_ to Canada as the Exchange
Officer in 1st Canad ian Signal R egimen t.
.
The ways that d ifferent sections of the commum~y have
ce' ebrated their coun try's one h undred years of Nationhood
hs"ve been very varied. In many celebrations Signals have been
called upon to play a part.
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The big event of the year has been Expo 67 at Montreal
Although the Regiment has not been participating in any way,
our parent h:adquarters (we are an integrated H.Q. and Signal
Regiment in the field) lies just outside the Expo grounds.
This has necessitated a number of liaison visits. Good use
has also been made of the camping site being run by the
R.C.A.F. Station at the same location!
One of our young technicians and several linemen have spent
the whole summer erecting and dismantling lights for the
Forces Centennial T attoo; by now they have become very proficient at this task, which has meant many two to three-night
stands over a five-month period. This is no mean task for a
spectacle which compares extremely favourably with our own
Royal Tournament or Edinburgh Tattoo, and is an invigorating
experience for those who have seen it. The task is eased
because every community visited has an ice hockey arena,
naturally, and the floor space and settings are therefore a
standard si:ze.
Communications greatly enhanced the success of the world
420 Class Sai ing Championship. Since this Regiment is
stationed in Kingston, on the edge of Lake Ontario, it was
natural to be .tasked for this. This was at a time when our
communications and men were stretched to meet the two main
commitments for this summer, the Pan-American Games at
Winnipeg and the Centennial Voyageur Canoe P ageant.

Pan -Am eric an Si gnal Troop
This Troop consisted of three officers and fifty-seven men,
together with twenty vehicles. The main task of the Regimen t
was to move them as smoothly as possible over the I,440 miles
to Winn ipeg and back. This was accomplished over six days
for each journey. Although the programme for the games
was only from 23rd J uly to 6th August, the T roop was in
Winnipeg for a total of six weeks.
Men were at a premium in the Pan-Am force made u p
from these units loca ted in Winnipeg and the Signal T roop
during this time, so tha t not only did the T roop communicate,
they also formed butt parties for the shooting even ts and
markers for all the long distance events. The p rimary roles for
communications were for the yachting, long d istance equestrian
and running events. Commun ications were also maintained between Kingston and the Voyageur Signal Troop. No gold
medals were won or records broken by the Troop, but their
contribution helped towards the unqualified success of the
games.
J ,es Voy a g eurs
Many of the Cent nnial projects have been aimed at reliving or re-enacting various aspects of Canada's ~istory. F rom
the time of Cabot, Cartier, Hudson an d Champlam, the waterways have been the major routes for the explorers and t;aders.
The fur trade was built up by the voyageurs, those pioneers
who paddled their canoes for months on end to venture across
Canada.
On 24th May, a hundred men from all walks of_ life-professiona: cancers, students, doctors, lawyers, the services, game
wardens Eskimos and Indians, to name a few, set out from
Rocky Mountain House in Alberta to follow the Voyageur
route to Montreal and Expo 67. The e men represented t~e
provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswic~,_ Quebec, qntano,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and Bnush C?IW!lb1a and
the territories of the Yukon and orthwest Terntones. The
d istance to be covered was 3,283 mile , of which some 65
miles was ov~r land between waterway. , where their 1oolb.
cgnoes had to be carried or portaged . T!iey had to arn':'e at
Expo on 4th September, 104 days later, this th~y have achieved
A team con isted of a chief voyageur and mne pad~lers, of
which only six were in the 25ft. canoe at any one time· the
rest moved by road to prepare camp at the next :andfall.
The d istance for each day var!ed between 30 and. 100 miles
and was covered in three ways. There were straight races,
with each canoe timed to give an overall race time for e~ch
t-am; transit days we ~e arranged so that paddler cou_ld enioy
th . countryside through which the}'. pa se<l; the _only s~1pulauon
being to arrive at their de nnanon by a given nm~ and
brigade for saf-ty, when all canoe . travelled t?gether. ~ach
community visited en route arrang!d Jts C~ n~enn1al Celebrations
around the arriva'. of the canoes· at these umes the Voyageurs
staged a demonstration and spr int race, w_here the tim.s for the
sprint were adde? to the ~verall r_ace um_e for the complete
journey
Canoeing enthus13sts will be m terested to know

Now il can be told ...

AIR WORK
SERVICES
LIMITED

--------------·
LES VOYAGEURS
The author with Lieutenant-Colonel Bill Matthews (Chief Voyageur)
and Mike Stewart (solo kayak enthusiast)-see story

that paddling stroke averages were over 50 for a transit, over
6o for a long distance race and well over 80 strokes to the

minute for a sprint, during which time the paddlers changed
sides on the canoe every twenty strokes.
New radio sets do " 'ell
Communications for this pageant were supplied by a composite troop of thirty men. The troop was organised into four
parries-the base camp, advanced road and safety boat parties.
It is interesting that untried equipment was used to meet this
~mmitm~nt, but this was inevitable, since the sets only arrived
m the urut the week before the troop was flown from Kingston
to. Edmonton in A:berW:. All parties operated on the same net,
usmg General Dynamic sets A GRC 106 for the vehicle
stations and Redifon Manpack GR 345 aboard the safety boats.
These are both new HF SSB sets with 400 watts output
for the ANGRC ro6 and 12 watts for the GR 345. As can
only be expected with new sets, there were no repair facilities
available, but enough spares were carried to p.revent not too
many administrative problems back in Kingston.
The sets
worked well. Alt:hough arrangements were made for air search
and rescue calls to be made from .the safety boats, these were
not required. The net provided the Chief Voyageur traveling
with the safety boats, information of weather cha'no-es race
positions and standings and the last-minute admi~is~ative
arrangments for the arrival at each night stop-over point. The
photograph shows Captain Young operating from the safety
boat dunng the race across Lake Nipissing, in Ontario, together
with Lieunenant-Colonel Bill Matthews (Retd.), the Chief
Voyageur and organiser of the pageant, and Mike Stewart, a
one-tim7 lone kayak paddler, who had started out from Rocky
Moti?tam House to ~ollow th.e Voyageurs. Mike had to give
up his lone effort dunng the sixteen days across Lake Superior
when his kayak was damaged.
'
A composite heavy radio detachment, using an American
transmitter and receiver, ca[ed AN/GRC 26D, having an output of 400 watts, completed the radio force. This was used
as a RTT outlet t? .the Canadian Forces Communication System
to pas~ ~ormal military messages, press releases and centennial
comnuss1on traffic. Schedules were also worked to Kingston
and the Pan-Am Troop, and when not on these tasks, W.O.II
Elvin Veale operated as VE3RCC on the 'Ham' band to tell
the wor:d of the progress of the Voyageurs.
The troop carried the only medical supplies for ·rhe whole
pageant of 150 participants, treating all the blisters of the first
few weeks, they also had the only covered facilities for bulk
cooking, which meant they were beseiged in inclement weather
and also to produce mea:s for provmcial team voyageur parties.
It says a lot for men and equipment that both have stood
up to th~ strain of advanciJ?g continuously for 104 days without a ma1or breakdown or m1shap. The tremendous camaradarie
b:tween the paddlers and the signalman 3hows that each
appreciates the importance of the effonts of the ocher in .this
venture; I am proud that I was allowed to travel ancl operate
with them for a few days.
+10

RADIO and
RADAR TECHNICIANS
for OVERSEAS and UK posts
_mm; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ex-Service radio and radar technicians, with
experience of modern mi litary equipments are
required for appointments in the Middle East
and at various locations in the U.K. We are
interested to hear from men with the above
qual ifications who have completed or are due
t o finish their term of service now or in the
near future.
We offe~:

* Staff status
* Pension
& Life
Assu
ranee
scheme
* Refresher training
* Good pros pects
with special additional
terms for overseas
service.

The story of the

Mukai/a
Detachment
of

15th Regiment
Security has, up to now, prevented
us from publishing an account of
15th Signal Regiment's remarkable detachment at the British
Residency, Mukalla. Now it is at
last possible to reveal an episode
which can rank as a small chapter
in Corps history.

The Sultan's Palace at Mukalla as viewed from the Signals Radio Room. It was from
the oalace that the Sultan's bodyguard opened fire direct into the radio room on 10th June.

Background
Mukalla lies about 320 miles eastward along the coast from
Aden. Although not an important port by modern standards,
it has the only jetty between Aden and Muscat, another l,ooo
miles away, and is the only sea outlet for trade from the
interior of the prosperous Arab towns of Wadi Hadhramaut.
Its history goes back for more than a thousand years, and it
is mentioned among the .tales of 'The Arabian Nights.'
A British colonial official, Harold In-grams, brough Mukalla
and the whole of the Eastern Aden Protectorate out of a long
period of blood-feuds and chaos in the 1930s. From that
time, until a few months ago, peace was maintained under
British protection. The Hadrami Bedouin Legion (H.B.L.),
under a British Commandant, patrolled the territory and supported the private armies and police forces of the three Sultanates of Qua'iti, Kathiri and Mabra. A few devoted British
political officers gave unobtrusive advice and assistance, and
there were hopes that eventua[y the whole area would be
uai.ted with the South Arabian Federation.
Egyptian-inspired terrorism in Aden, however, caused agitation and unrest in the Eastern Sultantates, and particularly in
Mukalla. In r965, Major Eales, the Deputy Commandant of
the H.B.L. was murdered. In July, 1966, Colonel Gray, the
Commandant, was also shot and killed. Opposition to the ageing Qua'iti Su:tan showed itself in occasional rioting and
grenade incidents.
Inadequate comniunications

Write now with details of qualifications to:-

Personnel Manager Airwork Services Ltd
Bournemouth (Hurn) Airport
Christchurch Hants

Up to this time, the only radio link between the British
Resident at Mukalla (the senior British official in the territory)
and his superiors was one operated by the H.B.L. to the
Federal Guard in Aden. An alternative was the R.A.F. CW
link from Aden to R.A.F., Riyan, a small staging-airfield, 17
miles away from Mukal:a. A VHF voice radio in the Mukalla
Residency communicated with the airfield,
These tenuous and insecure communications were no longer
sufficient for the many urgent and classified signals required
in times of such stress, and the High Commissioner's Office
in Aden asked M.E.L.F. for help.
R o"al Si gnals talrn a h a n1f.

At first all that was requested was technical help in installing
a Pye SSB 125 civil radio in the Residency, so dlat the
Resident could call for assistance in an emergency. On 26th
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August, 1966, W.O.I (F. of S.) Moore and two radio technicians went to Mukalla to instal and test the set. However,
the only crystals available were those provided for a civil
government agricultural department net in the Federation, and
the frequency proved unsuitab:e for the Aden-Mukalla net.
The party withdrew, bringing back the set.
While better crystals were being ordered from the U.K., the
need for a reliable link had risen sharply, with the threat of
disorder in Mukalla which might necessitate the despatch of
·British troops to restore order, or to evacuate the small British
community. On 7th September, 1966, Lance-Corporal Howard
and Signalman Buck, both Telegraph Operators, with a Cu,
flew in to Riyan in civi:ian clothes, and were taken to the
Residency to set up a temporary link. The Aden station was
in 15th Regiment, Singapore Lines. The Mukalla Detachment was born. This 'temporary link ' was to remain working
at high pressure for nearly twelve months.

First crisis
Howard and Buck had only been there for a few days when
a grenade was thrown among a crowd of demonstrating schoolchildren, resulting in one dead and 57 wounded. In expectation of further trouble at the funeral, next day, a Company of
3 Para was flown into Riyan. The two operators at Muka[a
worked round the clock. Two Cipher Operators joined them.
The Minesweeper, H.M.S. Kildarton, stood offshore to give
support if necessary, and R.A.F .. aircraft swept low over. the
town in a ' flagwave' demonstration. The day passed qwetly,
however, and this force returned to Aden by nightfall.

Resid e n cy l ife

Life at the Residency was quire unlike the normal soliders'
existence. To begin with, the presence of the radio d!!'tachment had to be concealed from outsiders as far as practicable,
so our men had to wear civiJan clothes. The only other
Europeans in the Residen:;~ compo~d were the Res~dent and
his wife, an assi tant, a military adviser (a contract L1eutenantColoncl) and the Workshop Officer of the H.B L. Our men
were given a spare house on the outskirt of the compound an
Arab cook and some furniture, and had to fend for themselves albeit with much help from the other Britons. There
was, however, no normal chain of upply to them. Anything
they needed had to be scrounged from R.A.F., Riyan, or
ordered by air from Aden,
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Off-duty aouvmes were non-existent, and it WP,S a lonely
and monotonous life.
By early October, it became C:ear that the detachment must
be regarded as permanent. In ovember a C15 was sent, to
provide a more powerful set when radio conditions were bad.
It should be added that 1ukalla j most people's idea of a
thoroughly bad radio site. The Residency is overhung by a
teep rock escarpment, with plenty of badly-installed electrical
equipment in the area; the roof is cramped and on several
different levels, making it particularly difficult to erect adequate
antennas; the mountains produce heavy electrical storms.
Meanwhil the Residency continued to be guarded by the
H.B.L., whose loyalty was bound to be questionable by now.
In the radio room on the roof, th operators must often
have wondered whether to be reassured or not by the H.B L.
picket looking dovm at them from the rocks above.
The
nearest British Troops were still in Aden, a long way away.
The Residency buildings themselves were not even protected
by a gate. The compound was shared by Q uaiti government
buildings in which a] sorts of people-friendly and otherwise-might come and go as they pleased. It was vital that
the British in the Residency gave no hint -that they lacked
confidence in the fundamental good intention s of the majority
of the local people, or the ability of the Sultan to keep law
and order. This was the Sultan's sovereign territory not the
British Government's.
The Royal Signals D etachmen t needed steady nerves and a
high sense of duty in these conditions.
Traffic on the link varied, bur civilian officials are not
accustomed to brevity in their ' telegrams,' and as the users
at each end became more accustomed to their new facility, its
use grew.
or did their use of precedences take account of
military doctrine. A 6oo-group FLASH message holds the
record, but long, high-precedence, crypto traffic was always the
rule rather than the exception, and came to be accepted with
good-humoured resignation by all concerned .
0

,

0

A

funeral and a coronation

There had been concern for some months that when the
old and ai:ing Sultan died, a power struggle might develop
which could lead ro general disorders.
The link was therefore very busy when the Sulran died in
November. However, matters went better than feared, and the
n ew 19-year-old Sultan returned from Cambridge and assumed
his father's throne without trouble. His coronation took place
on 30th ovember, and the link carried sonorous messages of
goodwill to and fro. The High Commissioner from Aden was
present and once more H.M.S. K ildarton iay close offshore,
as both a ceremonial and tactful gesture of British interest in the
proceedings. The Royal Signals detachment worked a link
to her, and in addition to such extra work, managed to attend
the huge 'Fadhl ' or traditional dinner, given by the new Sultan
in celebration.

Business as usual
Then back to business. Christmas and the New Year passed
peacefully. Violence and .tension had been less after the
Coronation in November, bur from Boxing D ay until midJanuary, 1967, there was a series of grenade-'throwings in the
town, aimed at terrorising moderates among the local inhabitants.
By now, the detachment permanently consisted of a Cipher
Corporal, a Lance-Corporal and two Signalmen T elegraph
Operators and a Radio Technician. There was a Cn as standby to the C15; another Cu to work on the command rear
link of any intervention force flown-in to Riyan, and an A13 HP
for mobile or manpack use in unforeseen emergenci!!s. The
Ar3, incidentally, worked to Aden quite satisfactorily by day.
Anyone who thinks all this extravagant shou:d remember that
the one Radio Technician was limited t o only the simplest
repairs, and replacements could take up to three days to arrive,
even by 'Priority ' air freight.
Trouble again
In May, the relative peace broke for good. On the 9rh and
13th there was shooting and grenade attacks against Qua'iti
government officals.
On the night of the 15th the Residency compound was
attacked with automatic and rocket-launcher fire from only
about 50 yards away from the house where our detachment
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was living. There were no casualties, and the attackers withdrew under fire from the H.B.L. picket on the escarpment.
ext day it was decided to evacuate British women and
chi'dren, except for the wives of the Resident and the Military
Advisor, who gallantly stayed to help with classified office
work. The Minesweepers H.M.S. Brighton and Punchesion
stood off shore to cover the families' departure, and that night
Puncheston fired a star-shell to illuminate the scene of an explosion in the rnwn and came under small-arms fire herseif.
She put ashore an A4r into the Residency radio room, and
the detachment- strengthened by a second Cipher Operator
and a fourth Telegraph Operator to cope with the now
continuous traffic--continued undeterred.
At about this time a small party of S.A.S., also in civilian
clothes and .trying to look like extra signallers, took post in
the Residency, bringing with them some we:come weapons, including a Carl Gustav rocket-launcher.
By June, popular feeling was further inflamed by the ArabIrael war, and the false tales that Britain had aided Israel.
Sergeant Tatlock, having just completed six months in command of .the 3rd Royal Anglian Signal Troop in Sheik Othman,
where shooting had long been a daily occurrence, was sent to
take command in Mukalla.
On 8th June in a demonstration up-country at Seiyun, ·the
capital of Kathri State, a mob broke into tthe Assistant Resident's compound and wrecked vehicles and the line system
installed by another detachment of 15th Regiment only weeks
before (see TuE WIRE for July-August). The Muka]a link
worked overtme again, since for the first time British Troops
were requested to restore order in the Wadi Hadhrarnaut.
Back in Aden, 15th Regiment were ordered at 13.15 hours to
produce a line party and Air Support Tentacle, without any
warning whatever. Starting from scratch, they emplaned only
two hours later, well before the Infantry Company arrived.
But that's another story. (Also reported in THE WIRE).

• Tricky Satrirday '
On Saturday, 10th June, while the Regiment in Aden were
having a Commanding Officer's inspection, the following signal
was received in the radio room :

by helicopter, where trouble was again brewing. The 15th
Signal Regiment party which had abortively emplaned on the
Sth, actually went this time, and had a few days' hectic work
before driving down to Riyan under H.B.L. escort and air
cover.
The day after the mob's attack on the Mukal:a Residency,
a large explosion wrecked the Eastern Bank. The manager was
unhurt and so was the vault in which reposed the currency
reserves-a million pounds in hard cash. To withdraw these
and the British bank staff would have meant almost total
collapse of business in the territory, 11nd there was a lot more
traffic berween Mukalla, Aden and London before Mr. Clayton,
the managed packed up and left.
A few days later the Seiyun force withdrew after a firepower demonstration by Infantry weapons and the R.A.F.,
which impressed the assembled populace.
On lst July an electrically-detonated mine narrowly missed
wrecking a Residency Land Rover carrying the Assistant Resident on the track to Riyan. From then on, vehicle movement
had to be reduced to absolute essentials; even the rations became difficu:t to collect without offering a predictable target
to mines or small arms ambush.

Tlie last act
By mid-August it had been definitely decided to withdraw
the British Resident and his staff not later than 9th Octoberif they could safely stay that long. There were by now sufficient
S.A.S. at Riyan and the Residency to cover the withdrawal.
Absolute secrecy would be essential, and particularly difficult
to achieve with Arab staff and the H.B.L. guards. Unnecessary
equipment began to be 'thinned-out,' but little reduction was
practicable in the Royal Signa'.s detachment, as their communications might be most vital in the last few hours-or
even minutes.
The H.B.L. were growing increasingly restive. On 28th
August, a grenade was thrown into the garden of our detachment's house.
On 29th August, the Acting Resident signa'..led the High
Commission in Aden that he expected to have to withdraw next
day. At first light next morning Corporal Robjohn with Signal-

"ZZ. FROM MUKALLA TO HQ MIDEAST
UNCLAS RTT. HAVE BEEN UNDER HEAVY FIRE
FOR 15 MINS . REQUIRE BRITISH TROOPS IN
SUPPORT HBL IMMEDIATELY."
Here is Sergeant Tat:ock's account of events:
" I was warned by the British Resident at about 09.30
hours that a demonstration was approaching . . . The mob
arr:ved outside the Residency, where someone harangued them,
getting them more and more aroused. They then broke into
the compound and started to smash cars and trucks. The
guard Ferret tried to gain control, but to no avail. The
mob advanced to directly in front of the Residency ... shouting and throwing stones. At this time I was with the Resident
at the foot of the front steps. Boulders were bouncing off
the wall and one caught the Resident on the wrist. Realising
that the doors were being closed behind us, I withdrew to the
radio room upstairs, where, in accordance with my instructions,
Lance-Corporal Yearsley and Corporal Denniss were on duty.
By now the mob was beating against the main doors and
rocks were bouncing off the radio room. The H.B.L. guard
then opened fire on orders from the Resident. Some of their
shots hit the Sultan's Palace, from which the Mukalla Regular
Army Guard returned fire at the Residency. By now the
three of us were lying on the floor and a great many shots
were passing through the radio room. Fire was becoming
heavy. There is no doubt in my mind that the radio room
was the main target. I was by now lying on my back trying
to ooerate the morse kev which was screwed to the desk.
Th. s - I found difficult, and eventually I tore it off the desk
and we carried on operating from the floor. We were also
able to operate to Riyan from a prone position, quite comfortably. We were under heavy fire for about 15 minutes, and
lighter fire for about 10 minutes afterwards."

Frirther devt>lopm.ents
Tactical H .Q. and one Company of the 1st Bn. Irish Guards,
with a reinforced Battalion Signal Troop from 210 Signal
Squadron, flew to Riyan and sent two platoons on to Seiyun
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man Whelan were driven to Riyan with the cipher machines
and some other unnecessary euipment.
At 14.20 hours the radio room in Aden received a cryptic
message, in clear: "Going now. AR." In ten minutes the
remaining men were aboard the convoy of five Land Rovers,
with all the equipment except one Crr, which had to be
abandoned. S.A.S. men rode in the front and rear vehicles,
bristling with weapons, while a Wessex helicopter with more
S.A.S. covered them from above. They arrived at Riyan without incident, and were flown to Aden that night.
When the Mukalla stationed closed, it was difficult to believe,
in Aden, that this was really the end.
It seemed all wrong to lock up and leave empty the radio
room that had handled so much traffic; from the dramatic to
the trivial, over the last eleven months. But it has happened,
and one realises with a shock just how much the Mukalla
link has meant to us-to the officers and N .C.O.s who nursed
it through its crisis at ungodly hours of the night-to the
operators who came and went on its shifts, and matured under
its tensions-to the technicians who laboured so urgently on
the faults-to people who packed boxes in frantic haste to catch
a fleeting aircraft with every sort of store, from indoor games
to radio gear.
Some of us who are interested in South Arabia max be
sad at the way in which the British flag is being hauled ~wn
in such places as Mukalla, but we are proud of the way in
which men of Royal Signals did their duty.

*

*

*

[Not mentioned in this article, but known to your Editor, was
the fact that the radio room was a wooden hut on the roof,
right in front of the Residency with long glass windows
going down to nine inches from the floor. It was without
doubt the target for the majority of fire from automatic
weapons and rifles. Because of its construction and location,
it was a most hazardous place to occupy. Over 90 bullet holes
were afterwards counted in the walls of the hut, and the
radio set was also hit. Throughout the action the detachment
stood firm and never lost contact with Aden-a fine example
of high morale and devotion to duty.-Editor).
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They made it!

Pictorial Highlights al the Royal Signals Over/anti Expedition

Royal Signals
Over/anti Expedition
reathes Caltutta
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Le~

ON THE KHYBER PASS
to right: Signalman Stan Gill , Captain Kelvin Kent, Corporals David Mitd1ell and Tom O'Brien

1.

St. Peter's, Rome

2.

The Acropolis, Athens

3.

Embassy Swimming Pool, Kabul

4.

Taj Mahal, India

5. Crossing the Ganges, India

Readers will recollect that Captain Kelvin Kent, accompanied by Corporals Tom O' Brien and David Mitchell and Signalman
Stan Gill set forth in a Land Rover some monihs ago to reach Calcutta by O'i:erland route. Unfortunately, their trip coincided with
the Middle East flare-up and it seemed very doubtful if they would get much further than Turkey.
THE WIRE is therefore delighted to report that, in spite of many difficulties, both political and mechanical, they reached
their prinurry desiinaticn and, as we write, the expedition is well on its way back with a partially new crew (Lieutenant Don
Overton and Staff Sergeant Colin Forth) supported by two of the original veterans-D(l'l,-id Mitchell and Stan Gill.
Captain Kent's report to 1lm WIRE reads as follows :
An adventure

a nd a r u gged test o( Jnen and
vehicle
As I write this report of the expedition's outward journey, in
a comfortable room in Seremban, I know only too well that
Lieutenant Don Overton, together with Staff Sergeant Colin
Forth, Corporal David Mitchell and Signalman Stan Gill are
probably fairly exhausted after a hard day's drive in the
stifling humidity of a Pakistan monsoon. They are on their
way back to Bulford Camp from Calcutta, and must surely
be already starting to get that feeling which comes when one
approaches the final stretch. To David Mitchell and Stan
Gill it will be old ground, and to Don O verton and Colin
Forth new, but it's still an advenrure and a fairly rugged test
of men and vehicle.
The journey out was not without incident, and I hope the
photographs will serve to illustrate some of the conditions
encountered.
F aults play ed havoc with o ur budget
Mechanically we were unlucky and suffered two major faults
which played havoc with our budgeted finances. The first was
in Turkey, when we experienced severe overheating and the
dreadful symptom of water coming out of the exhaust pipe.
The cylinder-bead had to be removed (no easy matter on a
diesel engine) and we found that it was cracked. To make
matters worse, we were over 100 miles west of Istanbul at
the time.
A series of tows was arranged and we eventually got to
Istanbul where an expert did a good frieze welding job. The
only trouble was that we had not been able to cure the original
cause of overheating and after only a further 300 miles the
same thing happened again. This .time we counted 13 cracks
in the head and made immediate arrangements to get a new
one flown to Ankara from U K . This was expensive and
despite the super-efficiency of Major Danay Jones at Bulford
meant a further delay which eventua]y put us eight days behind our schedule at Ankara.
The second major trouble occurred during the drive down
from Nepal to Calcutta in which the rear differential housing

virtually disintegrated. As a result of this the crown wheel
and numerous other cogs and sprockets in the vicinity became
l>Omewbat ineffective and we were obliged to limp into Calcutta using the front half of four-wheel drive-yes, we did
remove the halfshaft first!
These two repairs alone set us back over £200 to say
nothing of the additional cost incurred by waiting.
In other respects the vehicle did well. We had a few minor
troubles such as: exhaust pipe fell off (three times); roof rack
welding repaired (four times); ·back leaf suspension broke
(twice); radiator header~ta nk brazed (twice); fuel pipes replaced (four times); fue: pump repaired (once); speedometer
broke (once); dutch adjusted (twice); shock absorbers replaced
(once); steering relay replaced (once); ~uncrures (15).
Apart from that we had virrually nothing to do on the
vehicl..: !

Basically, the plan worked out
The fact that we did arrive in Calcutta on 8th August as
planned proves that the rou te and timings were not impossible.
That is all.
A :or depends on the time of year, the length of time
required for visits and staging in capital cities as well as the
physical state of the vehicle and crew.
Our route took us down through Belgium, Germany (where
we were well looked after by 16th Regiment at Krefeld),
Austria, over the Brenner Pass to Italy, and then by ferry to
Igoumenitsa in Greece---except, that is, for myself who somehow failed to get off the boat at Igoumenitsa and got carried
on for a further 10 ·hours to Patras! No one has rea:Jy been
able to explain this satisfactorily, but the expedition did meet
up again in Greece whereupon David Mitchell and the others
pointed out that the road from Igoumenitsa to Patras was not
quite up to Mx standard.
Athens was the next main stop and everyone thoroughly
enjoyed the opportunity of visiting the Acropolis and other
sights in a holiday .type environment. This city has a lot to
offer and were it not for the lure of Instanbul we would all
have liked to stay longer.
(Continued on page 416)
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Turkey
Although Istanbul has little in common with Athens or any
city west of it the attraction was the same and, apart from the
fact that a cash pound is worth 30 shillings, it is 11 fascinating
city in which the old and the new :ive ide by side in complete harmony. I?dee~, if it is true that he West explains
whereas the East implies then Istanbul must be the dividing
line.
Ankara, the Turkish capital, is completely different and
no~ .fil:e ~ attractive. The Turks there are tremendously
Naaonali ac m outlook and proud of themse:ves and their
country. This fact was in our favour because several Turks
went out of their way to help us sort our the cylinder . head
problem so that we would not be held up in their country.
We are grateful to them.
Afghanistan
From Ankara to Kabul in 1 .E. Afghanistan we drove hard
!O ~ke up the ei~h~ lost days and covered over 3,000 miles
in ~e days. of driving over the worst roads of the journey.
It 1s mteresnng to note that we did not see a single oi; well
during this period!
The Northern Turkey route via the Black Sea and mountainous regions to the East was very bad indeed with for the
most pare, unmetalled rnads inches thick with dust w'hich hid
ruts, corrugations, bumps and potholes. The whole effect on
vehicle and crew was most tiring and although the position
was relieved a little in Iran we were glad of a couple of days'
rest at Teheran. The day's mi:eage on the approach to
Teheran was 645 over the 24-hour period.
Further East the roads got a little better, with the exception of a bad stretch near the Afghan border. From then on
however, we got. on to the newly built Russian/ American road
to ;Kabul and it was a pleasure <o drive on such a well
engineered road.
. We go.t to Kabul exactly on schedule and were looked af.ter
like roya.ty by the D efence Attache there. The stop was well
deserved and we were . able to reorganise our stores and perform some much required domestic administration.
Pakistan
The next country to cross was Pakistan, where the Khyber
PaS;s forms the bo!der. Iot unnaturally this was a great experience, bu~ scerucally not so inspiring as the Kabul GQrge
1ust before it.
OJ:ic~ in ~akis~ we felt the impact of the pre-monsoon
hurmdity which 1s most noticeable after descending from the
hotter, dryer heat of the Khyber. The monsoon had not yet
broken, but we could see it bui:ding up, and it did not take
too long before we knew what it was all about.
India
Through Pakistan via Rawalpindi, where they are building
the grea~ new n;iodern capital of Islamabad, and Lahore, we
crosse;d into India and headed for Delhi. En route, however,
we dwerted to go to Debra Dun, one of the now legendary
homes of the Indian Army.
Unfortunately David Mitchell was not at all well at this
stage and we could not spen~ very long in this .fascinating area,
but for tlle .sake ~f a g~ rught's sleep we decided to drive up
to the IndJa~ hill station of Mussoorie, which is 7,000 feet
above the plain and pleasantly 0001.

Faraway

~0pal

The fo:Iowing day we continued to Delhi and from there
drove south to see the Taj Mahal at Agra and then headed
for Nepal via Benares and Patna (where we were unable to
buy a grain of rice l)
At the Indian/Nepalese Customs and border check point it
soon became apparent that we were the first eve:r U.K. vehicle
to enter East Nepal apart from Army vehicles of the British
Gurkha Recruiting Depot. No one seemed to have :heard of
a Carnet .and eventually we ha? to pay a temporary import
tax. But 1t was all well worth 1t because our stay in Dharan
enab'.ed us all to recuperate a little whilst much-needed work
was being done on the vehicle. For me, especially, it was a
great pleasure to return because I had been Signal Officer
there in 1964.

And so "to Calcutta
In order to keep to our schedule we left to drive south to
Calcutta where all arrangements for the Landrover had been
made at the Gurkha Transit Camp in Barrackpore.
Climate
Throughout the 10,000 miles we experienced temperatures
from 48°F. to n6°F. in the shade.
The coldest was in Southern Germany and the hottest in
Afghanistan, but from Turkey eastwards the day temperature
never went below 80° and for the most part was hovering
around 100°.
The most uncomfortable weather was undoubtedly in India,
where the humidity during the monsoon reduces Westerners
to a hot, clammy state of lethargic humanity.
Conclusion
I could write a lot more about the people and countries that
we passed through, as well as the route, lessons learnt, mistakes made and general impressions, but space prohibits a book
at this stage and if anyone is better fitted to do it, it is David
Mitchell. and Stan ~it who will have completed some 20,000
road miles on therr return and had four months' practical
experience of driving and maintaining the vehicle which they
have already got to know very well.
lt only now remains for me to wish Don Overton and his
able crew the best of luck for their return and I know that
they will benefit from the experience gained in the same way
that Corporal Tom O'Brien and I have on the way out.
Editorial Insert
Extract from Defence Attache, Kabul, Monthly Report
On 21st July, the 3 Division Royal Signals party of one
officer (Captain K. Kent), two N.C.O.s and one Signalman,
passed through Kabul on their way to Calcutta by Land Rover.
The party was on schedule, well organised and well turned
out and in very good heart. Their appearance was in sharp
contrast to that of the many filthy and unkempt beatniks and
'beardie weirdies' of all nationalities whose passage· through
Kabul is an affront to Western civilisation.
The party left on 24th July for Pakistan.
[Captain Kent and Corporal O'Brien made their own way on
from Calcutta to ;oin 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment. We new
hear Captain Kent is in Hong Kong with 246 Gurkha
Signal Squadron.-Editor.]
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UNIT FOOTBALL TEAM
After a highly successful season finished by winning the Singapore
inter-Corps Knockout Competition

18th Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
•
•

Regimental sportsmen enjoy vintage season
Children's party a marked success

Th.is is the point in the Singapore sporting year when the
games seasons change, although the climate varies only slightly.
Hockey and rugby are coming in. Soccer, cricket and athletics
and swimming are finishing. Looking over our recent achievement·s, we find they amount to an impressive record of success
which properly refieots the effort put in by all those involved.

Soccer
As reported in last month's notes, the Regiment won the
Singapore District Robinson Cup and the FARELF Caldbeck
Cup, under the guidance of Captain Tommy Thompson,
R.A.P.C. The Regimental team have maintained their record
of success in representing Royal Signals in the Singapore InterCorps Knockout Competition (Parker Cup) which they won on
2nd September. We have provided, on average, six members
of the Army and four members of Combined Services teams.
Our Malayan team, playing in the M.O.R. Cup, were rurmersup •to the Army Depot Police, whose team provided the fiercest
competition to our first eleven in the Robinson and Parker Cup
Competitions.
Athleth•s
Urged and encouraged by Major Fred tork, the unit athletes have:
- Won the Royal Signals Triangu'.ar Athletics against 19th
Regiment and the combined teams of 237 Squadron (DCN)
and 249 Squadron (FARELF). The track team broke every
-single existing record for this annual event.
-Won the Singapore District Athletics in a most exciting
meeting. The runners-up were 40 Commando, Royal Marines,
19th Regiment were third. We currently have six athletes in
the Army team, which Major Stork is training.

Swimming
The Regiment, which for this evenr amalgamated witl1 249
Squadron, has just won the Singapore District Championship under the leadership of Lieutenant Tony Woodhouse.

Places!

Unusual Jobs!
Why not send us your story?
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It is with great regret that we have to re<:ord the death
of Signalman Martin Mileson, a Telegraph Operator of 2
Squadron. He was killed almost instantaneously in a
grenade attack on Singapore Lines on Sunday, 13th
August.
The funeral was held in U.K. on 23rd August, at
which the Firing and Bearer Parties were provided by
14th Regiment. Wreaths were laid on behalf of the
G.0.C. and C.S.O., M.E.L.F., and 15th Regiment.
Our deepest sympathy goes to his parents.
Corporal Bilson, Signalman Warner and Corporal
Pickersgill were wounded by the same grenade. The
latter has since returned to duty. The two former have
been medically evacuated to U.K., but we are happy
to report that they will soon be fit again.
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Shooting
In the annual Royal Signals Singapore Rifle Meeting, the
3 Squadron team, captained by Lieutenant David Gray did
excreme:y well, winning the Team Championship, the R ifle
Team Championship and the S.M.G . Championship.
Sergeant Abu Hassan, of the same Squadron also emerged
as the M.0.R. Individual Champion
Our Second-in-Command, Major John King, won rhe Individual Pistol Championship for the second year in succcs ion.
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M.O.ll. Children's Party
Sunday, 23rd July, saw 6oo families and children of our
locally enlisted soldiers transported to the seaside for a picnic
and sports day. The organisers, under the direction of Captain
Yahya, excel:ed themselves in the running of games, competitions, a baby show, and in providing an abundance of food and
drink.
The tree-shaded beach at Pasir Ris was a riot of colour
and movement all day-Malay women folk dressed in sarong
and kebaya, Indians in their vivid saris, and Chinese in samfoo.
Amongst the family groups were children, hundreds of them,
all obviously enjoying every minute of it; even the babies,
hung from branches in their kerchief-cradles, slept contentedly
through the day.
Corporal Khalid provided drama and excitement when he
rescued the small son of Signalman Ismail from deep water.
Artificial respiration was successfully applied and everyone
breathed a sigh of relief.
Late in the day the convoy of 3-tonners and coaches moved
its way back again to the other end of the is'.and and discharged its cargo of youngsters to be put to bed, tired but
happy.
News i11 Brief
We welcome to Singapore Colonel Clive Tonry, who has just
arrived to take over as Commander Royal Signals, Singapore.
taff Sergeant H. Price was presented with his Long Service
and (JQod Conduct Medal by Lieutenant-Colonel A. A. G.
Anderson at a parade held in Meiktila Barracks. Staff Price
is presently S.I. of Military Training Wing, 3 Squadron (Signal
Training Centre).
The Regimental summer camp, Exercise 'Evergreen,' is now
open at Kemaman, on the beautiful east coast of Malaya.
During the next few weeks everyone in the Regiment ~ill h~vc
had the opportunity to spend a week under canvas-mcludmg
our W.R.A.C.
We record below in this edition of THE WIRE the sad
news of the death of two of our comrades. W.O.II J. P.
Martell who died on 18th August while attending the Regimental camp, and Sergeant G. D. Mepham, who died on 14th
August as the resu:t of a motor cycle accident.

OBITUAllY
W .0.11 John Patrick ~lnrtl'JI
We re<:ord the sad news of the death of 'I
while serving with 18th Regiment in Singapore.
Born in 1922 'Brandy' Martell had been
nearly all his life. He enlisted into the Infantry
ferred to Royal Signals in 1942 and took part

.O.II Martell,
.
m the Army
in 1940, tran in the Burma

C.Smpaign.
· c1v
· il'1an l'f
· wh'ch
·
h e marne
· d,
After four year m
1 e, d urmg
1
ume
he again joined Royal Signals in 1950. Since then he has seen
service in Korea, Nigeria, B.A.O.R., U.K. and FARELF. It

(Continued over)
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wa while taking part in a jungle training exen:i
that he
ollap d and d ied.
• Brandy' wa widely known in Ham radio circles as the
enrhu ia tic owner of call- ign GM 3 VO
and everyone
who knew him personally wi l remember his cheer[ulness and
his lively sense of humour.
Our mpathie are with hi wife, Alice, and his son, Michael,
in their sad los .

G.-offrey lt••nnis ~te1•luun
Mepham was killed in ingaporD on 14th August
in a mocor cycle accident.
.C.O.
Aged only 23, he was an up and coming young
at the start of his career in the Army. He went ro the Army
ApprDntices chool Harrogate, at 15 and joined man' ervice
in 1961 as a Line Technician. After service in Catterick and
B.A.0.R., he came out to join 18th Regiment as a Sergeant
and a TI tradesman. He has been with 3 quadron (Signal
Training Centre) a an instructor for the past year.
We mourn the loss of such a promising member of the
Corps and extend our sympathies to his family in Dartford,
Kent.
S

r~.-ant

G~ffrcy

21st llEGIIUE~T, ll.1''.P .0. . a~·
• Initial visit of the new Rhine Area Commander
The new Rhine Area Commander, Brigadier J . B. A.
Glennie, c.B.E., o.s.o. A.D.C., paid his first visit to the Regiment this month. He spent the morning at Laarbruch, meeting
personnel from all parts of the Regiment serving on the airfield, then, after lunch, he flew to Wildenrath, where he was
shown round the Airfield Troop and 2 Squadron Headquarters.
This was the Brigadier's first visit to an Air Formation Signal
Regiment and his obvious interest in the Regiment and its
task was clear from the many questions he put to all ranks.
New
We
Hood
them

arrivals
welcome Major (T.O.T.) J. Harwood, Lieutenant L. S.
and Lieutenant R. Marriott to the Regiment and wish
an interesting tour with us.

Tennis treble
We congratulate our Unit Paymaster, }vi.ajar L. Oddie,
R A.P.C., for not only playing in the R.A.F. Laarbruch
Officers' Mess Tennis Tournament, but for reaching the final~
in men's singles, men's doubli:s and mixed doubles matches.
He was beaten in the men's sing:es final in a good game
and won both other matches.
:l2nd

•
•

REGUl~NT.
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An enjoyable trip on " Petasus "
Cricketers lo the fore

K ert'i!ie "'Bowtbru1d
Pxf•urliiion

•·-:t

St•nndinnvinn

Petasus, the Corps boat, sits at the British Kiel Yacht Club
available to charterers from the Corps for the whole summer'.
On Monday, 24_th July, we sr<>?d on the jetty looking at her,
the seven-hour Journey from L1ppstadt behind us.
We had great intentions of wreaking vengeance on the
. orsemen for what they did to us a thousand years ago;
m the eve.nt, the assaul~ .part?' proved not. qui~e strong enough,
an<l; the sight of the rruru-skirts of Scandinavia put terror into
~cir hearts., ~e n:t result was that although we didn't qute
sink to the Hippy level:; of. passing out flowers and playing
flutes (as we saw some domg 10 Copenhagen!) we did precious
little t-errorising either.
In Copenhagen, H .M.S_. f'.yf e took us to her bossom, gave
us bot showers and hosp1tal1ry, and even offered us assistance
with our dic.ky enltine. However, having seen the wonders
of modern science locked away below, we didn't dare ask! In
return for their kindness, we took some of th-e Petty Officers
and Sailors for a trip in Petasus.
We had one memorable emergency when Lance-Corporal
Hodgson locked himself in what the Navy call 'the heads.'
The real problem lay in the fact that no one else could
go to his assistance for laughing. The cabin boy (more often
418

known as ' Kanaka Boy • because of the wonderful knife-cumcutla ss he wore) performed the incredible deed of towing 10
cons of Petasus with her 2olb. of rubber dinghy one day.
Maybe I should add it was because the crew threw him overboard when they saw the outsize in alarm docks h e had
bought.
Sergeant Moody fed us quite magnificently, even if Corporal
Joy did threaten co throw his wife into the pot if she offered
him stew on his return! Corporal Joy was designated 'walking
encyc·opaedia because of his previous service as a telegraphist
in ubmarines. His knowledge and his funny stories al ways
k~pt us both int rested and amused .
Sergeant Raiment tore himself away from a new-born babe
to come with us, and he was allowed occasional turns on deck
when the tiller got too heavy for anyone else, but most of his
time was spent crawling round a mysterious internal combustion engine that refused steadfastly to work as it should.
We ~aw Denmark and Sweden, we ca]ed into places like
Onsvig, which was practically deserted and Copenhagen, where
your eyes almost went crossed crying to follow the min-skirts.
We found paradises like the I s:and of Ven and goggled at the
pin-ups (which none of us would dare) in Swedish shops and
generally sailed the seas. We had too little wind to go up,
too much from the wrong direction coming back. In fact, so
much at one place that our progress left H.M.S. Troutbridge
standing when it came to undignified exists.
At the present moment Exercise ' Highthrust,' another
adventure training exercise, is taking place in Bavaria. A report on this will foJ:ow in the n ext edition.

Cricket
The Regimental cricket eleven met 7th Regiment in the
Divisional semi-finals and defeated them by four wickets.
7th Regiment started badly, losing five wickets for 26 runs,
but made a good recovery to score a total of 1o6.
Alleyne was top scorer for the Regiment with 42 not out,
and the total of ro6 was soon passed after some extremely
lively and daring running between the wickets, inspired by
Corporal Roberts.
Next we played the other finalists, 17 /21st Lancers on
c:heir ground at Sennelager. The Lancers batted first and
beard and young gained five quick wickets for only eleven
runs, but a recovery, ied by their team captain, gave them
a final total of 94 runs.
Lieutenant Coltman and Simmonds batted well and scored
30 and 31 runs each. Then one or two made a brief appearance at th~ wicket, but the score ·rose to 96 runs for a win
by five wickets.
The team were presented with winners plaques, and we now
hold the 4th Division winners' cup for 1967, which was presented by the Divisional Commander.
An account of our battle for the B.A.O.R. Championship
appears in a separate article of this issue.
Samna

In addition to Exercise ' Bowthrust,' the Regiment took part
in the Royal Signals Inter-Unit Regatta ac the Mohne See on
rst August. Living only 20 miles away, it affords ideal opportunities for those interested. This year we were beaten in the
semi-final by our sister Regiment, the 7th, who went on to
win.
In the individual championship, Captain Glydon, on bis first
appearance at rhe Mohne See came third, and Corporal Marshall
was 12th.
Next year we hope to get our own back on 7th. In September we have been busy providing rhe catering for the InterService Regatta and the B.A.O.R. Individual Championships.

Warrant Olllcers' and Sergeants' Mess Kit
Mess kits purchased at reasonable prices. Details .to P.M.C.,
35th (SM) Signal Regiment (V), T. & A.V.R. Centre,
Stoney Lane, Sparkbrook, Birmingham 12.
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Squadron team keeps its end up in Divisional shoot and
march competition.
'
More mysteries of nurdling (or dratting) revealed.

.1.s.s.c. Vhllt
4 Guards Brigade were given the task of orgamsmg this
year's visit to B.A.O.R. of the Joint Services Staff College,
which took place from 1st - Stb August at Sennelager.
Thanks to some excellent work hy our Quartermaster,
Lieutenant Len White, Grenadier Guards, and his helpers the
whole visit went very well.
On the training side of the visit the Squadron looked on
with a certain amount of awe as our immaculately prepared
432s were driven over the tank tracks by, progressively, the
Brigade M ajor, the Brigade Commander and, finally (I see no
ships !), by a Royal Navy Captain !
It was also interesting to see our late Flight Commander,
Major Hickey, A.A.C., as one of the visitors, absorbing the
instruction on the workings of a Brigade Flight !
We took the opportunity, whilst at Sennelager, of putting the
Squadron through both day and night field range work and
also held a very interesting night exercise.
Adventu.r•~

Training
Necessity breeds strange alliances, or so it seems. Thus
began the joint adventure -training of 204 and SO Missile
Regiment Signal Troop at Fusten in Bavaria from 8th to 22nd
August.
We provided the "know-how" in the form of instructors,
whilst the Signal Troop readily volunteered to look after the
administrative side. Our participants were " B " Troop, less
the Troop Commander, Second-Lieutenant M ichael Shaw, who
was unable to join until the end of the first week. His arrival
was somewhat heated, due to his claim of having been given
the wrong map reference.
The main party established camp and everyone embarked
enthusiastically on a training programme which included rockclimbing, canoeing and trekking, ably supervised by Sergeant
Darbyshire, Lance-corporal Holmes and Sergeant Gough.
Two weeks' enjoyable but hard work ended with six novice
canoeists passing out at trained standard.
A wonderful time was had by all ! !
Divisional 1Uarch and Shoot
The Brigade was also responsible for the Divisional march
and shoot competition at Sennelager on 24th and 25th July.
Everything went smoothly and we were particularly proud of
our team, who came fourth out of ren teams in the SMG
section. Led by Second-Lieutenant Michael Shaw, Royal
Signals, and Sergeant Mick West, Grenadier Guards, they were
the leading Royal Signals' team overall and put up a sterling
performance under very trying conditions.
It seems that our old rivals, 4th Regiment, found the going
just a trifle sticky !
Nordling (or e Drnttina' to giv" its corr••t•t
nmue)
Those of you who read our reference to nurdling in our
last notes may also have seen a report in one of the national
dailies recently of the New Forest
urdling Championships
which were held at Bartley, Hants.
Unfortunately, due to exercise commitments, we were unable
to enter our Rebro teams, but the Quartermaster has already
indented for the items needed to train our teams ready for next
season.
Amongst other things, we have asked for d_rat hats. (with eye
holes), mini-smocks and s~ft-solcd m~useskm dratting boots.
We already have sufficient s1x-fooc dtattmg poles and buckets of
whitewash to practise dty rw1s !
Any other unit keen on this sport should contact us as e~rly
as possible so that fixtures can be arranged between exercise
next seaso~. We will keep you posted on progress and also as
to how our application to the uffield Trust for a grant for
this sport gees on.
Sports
The multi-coloured winter sports chart on the R. .M.'s wall
shows that soccer, Rugby and hockey have bulging fixture
lists for the months ahead.
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We arc also looking everywhere for boxing talent to retain
the B.A.0.R. Inter-Minor Unit title we won last year-if you
are a boxer and want to join a top-notch outfit get your application in quick. I am sure Officer-in-Charge Records will view
it sympathetically.
The summer season ended with our cricket team being
beaten by 4 Armoured Workshops, R.E.M.E., in the Divisional
final after a most exciting game. They never recovered from
the two opening batsmen, one an Army player, being dismissed
without scoring !

Comings and ~oing~
We have recently lost, amongst ochers, our "four-foot
nothing" soccer playing boxer, Signalman "Tich" Donoghue,
whose ever-smiling countenance is sadly missed. We hope that
15th Regiment have been able to harness his energy !
Also W.O.II (Y. of S.) Roy Newson, who left us for 3rd
Regiment for the best of reasons-on promotion . And Sergeant
Ted Short, who has gone to 16th Regiment.
New arrivals include Sergeant John Blake, from Malaya,
and Corporal Ian Streeter, a R.C.T. Corps Rugby player, who
should boost our team and add weight to the pack.
Congratulations 1.o
Sergeant Raymond Donovan, who has finally managed to
complete a full n1onth as Sergeants' Mess Caterer. Well done,
young soldier !
Sergeant ""Nick" Wilmott, who successfully passed a short
course on tr•mbola calling, under . . . (you know who !).
Corporal "Badger" Paulley, who managed to wheedle his
way into a "happening" of the local flower people and escaped
unscathetl !
Signalmen Hardy, Hall, Byrne and Taylor for volunteering,
at great personal inconvenience, to attend an M.P.T. III course
run by . . . (you know who !).
The Troop Commander, who managed to "con" the
SCJ,uadton Commander into believing that he had had no leave
for eighteen months-pull the other one, Sir !
The Editor, who was kind enough to find time to dtop us a
line thanking us for our increased sales effort on THE WIRE.
249 SqlJADRON TIES
Past and present members of 249 Squadron (FARELF) are
eligible to wear the Squadron tie.
The tie is dark blue with embossed silver Jimmies. Beneath
each Jimmy are the figures '249.'
The tie is avai'.able in two qualities:
Terylene/Silk
at 14/6 plus 2/- postage
Terylene
at 11/6 plus 2/- postage
Those desirous of wearing this attractive tie should send
their orders to :
The Quartermaster,
249 Signal Squadron (FARELF),
c/o G.P.O. Singapore.
Crossed cheques or money orders covering ties and postage
must accompany orders and be made out to the PRI, 18th
Signal Regiment.
When ordering, pleas!! state the approximate period which
you served with he Squadton.

CORPS

CHIUSTMAS

«;AHll

Description
Folding card with illuminated Royal Signals crest in gold,
silver, green, red and blue on front, tied knot of Royal
Sig als ribbon, inset printed greetings only.
Each in plain envelope.
11/9 per dozen (Home). 9/9 per dozen (Overseas).
Post Free.

Available direct from Gale and Polden Ltd.,
Wellington Press, Aldershot.
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the Middle Ea t Crisis blew up, and we found our time taken
up with seriou problems in Benghazi, and our signal resources
taxed to the limit. We managed to pull through but thanks are
due to 259 Squadron, Cyprus, 235 and 234 Squadrons in M alta
for their prompt assi tance in manpower.
Now with things returning to normal we pass from undt.'!
Command Malta to Cyprus, and Major-General D . L loydOwen, D.S .O., O.B.E., G.0.C. NEL F, paid a visit to the Squadron
on the 2nd Augu t, the day after the change was announced.
We now find ourselves from the D CN e:ement of the
Squadron having been a terminal becoming a T RC between
Malta and Cyprus. Our field elemen t is still fully committed to
I S and the linemen for ever taxed on repairing cu t lines.

Farewell 259 Squadron?
259 Squadron . . . . . in the July-August 1967 'WIRE' we warned readers that we were about to
hand over our role to the R.A.F . ... . well we are now out of a job and we hope these photographs will remind those who served with us of our happy 'Comcan' days

Corps Week

UNIT FALLING PLATE TEAM RECEIVING THEIR PRIZES
Left to right : Major Alan Yeoman, Major Angus Fairrie Q.O .
Hldrs., Signalman Tom Perry, Major Peter Eller K.O.Y.L.1. and
with his back to the camera Major Hubert Reed Kings
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•

Cadets see display of signal equipment

•

Unit team do well at Skill at Arms meeting

Since last writing we have all been very busy painting and
polishing, tightening and <esting our vehicles, arms, instruments
and signal equipment m preparation for that yearly horror,
rhe Unit Equipment Inspection. To celebrate the end of the
inspection we held an all ranks' dance in rhe W.R.V.S. Room
in Quebec Barracks. Sergeant Jack Stagg, A.C.C., and his
team of cooks provided a splendid buffet, and the evening was
enjoyed by all Although officially scheduled to end at 1 a.m.,
the last merry-makers made their way to bed at 4 a.m.
A visit from a parry of two officers and thirry cadets from
Melvi:le College, Edinburgh, Combined Cadet Force saw displays of signal equipment and stores laid out throughout the
camp and dubious senior N.C.O.s of the unit answering some
very sea«:hing questions. Our thanks must go to Captain
Stuart Rogers of the Brigade Flight for giving groups of two
a flight in his Sioux helicopter. The party left us, very impressed, and at least one cadet is thinking very seriously about
joining the Corps.
Lieutenant Forbes Stuart captained a very gallant unit team
of 35 firers in the Brigade SkLl at Arms Meeting. The meet
was not a conventional one and targets ranged from clay discs
to balloons. The unit falling plate team, led by the Officer
Commanding, Major Alan Yeoman, did exceptionally we] in
this knock-out match and won by beating a team from the
Duke of Wellington's Regiment in the final in a time of thirty

I t was a ver y pleasant and welcome break to be ab:e to
partly stand the Squadron down for our Corps Week. W<!
tarted off with a very well organised beach barbecue-<>rganised
by Sergeant Bishop-though the first part of the day was
marred by an IS action. We managed to get every one down
to the ire by 1 o'clock and the spirit of the Squadron was
soon set alight in more ways than one.
The next d ay saw a very good cricket match between the
Officers/Warrant Officers/Seniors and the rest. A well-deserved
win for the men resulted, but only because of t he amount of
beer consumed.
This was followed by a Seniors' cocktail party at which the
Area Commander lost his car. An Officers' cocktail party was
held and a Squadron Dance, ending with a Church Service on
Sunday followed by a very successful Wives' Club luncheon.
It is a sad occasion for us all as this will be the last Corps
Week to be celebrated by the Squadron. Our future in Libya
is very limited, and we are awaiting confirmation of the date
of our withdrawal which is not too far off. There will be much
to do and the run-down of communications phased to the
withdrawal will be an interesting exercise.
For those who have recently left the Squadron, and those
who have served with the Squadron since 1951 with its many
different tit'.es, Cyrenaica District Signal Squadron, Operating
Troop and now 245 Signal Squadron, you may like to know that
we will have left with a job well done from Tibesti, Lake Chad,
Kuffra, Tobruk and all points east and west of Benghazi.

second ~ .
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•

Middle East crisis upsets arrangements

•

D ays in L ibya n umbered

( ' bnn~t• s

....,., _

I. Lance Corporal Cordiner making adjustments
to one of our four 30 KW HSSI Transmitters

2. Corporal Sharp working in the VF room on 6
channel 2 tone equipment

of C on11na11d

3. Signalman Parslow operating System Controlthe heart of the organisation

So far this Squadron has had a very busy and somewhat
exciting year.
We staned off with a good annual Administrative Inspection,
followed by two major unit exercises-The Malta Crisis-and
our first exchange of G.O.C.'s. Major-General A. R. Leakey,
c.B., o.s.o., M.C., assumed command of Malta and Libya from
Major-General J. D. Frost, c.B., o.s.o., M.c., in January this
year.
Plans were all set for a major sea and land exercise invo:ving
units from Malta and the American Sixth Fleet. This was to
be an exciting exercise with a sea landing followed by a hundredmile advance into one of the desert training areas. However,
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4. Signalman Marcroft fitting a matching t ransformer to a feeder route at Receiver Site.

CORPS SOLDIER CLIMBS IN ITALIAN ALPS
Lance Corporal Malcolm Bassey, 655 Signal Troop was one of the lucky vol u nteers
to Join a recent Adventure Training Exercise which took the form of a climbing
exped ition 'in the Italian Alps.
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5. FINIS-Major B. C. Complin presents an
engraved plaque to his successor to mark the
end of an era

Watch this space

...• we've got a new role

208 (COMWEL) SqUADRUN,

e/o G.P.O. MALAC:C:A, MAl,AYSIA
•
•
•

208 (COMWELJ Squadron, Malaysia lace a challenging time both at work anti play
First t here was Exe rcise Gedgley in w hich the Squadron
played its part ; its object w as to establish a rebroadcasting station in a pretty awkward position.
Photo I shows the preparat ion of sto res for a rebro
site and (2) An R.M . Sioux b r inging in supplies.
On the sporting side the Squadr on Athlet ics prod uced
some good results Photo (3) shows Lance Cor po ral
Kemp clearing the bar in the pole vault and (4) the
Squadron reaching the semi-final a t Vo lley Ball
and (S) In the 100 stone Tug-o-War the Squadron were
runners-up.

The fortunate few go to Bangkok for SEATO Exercise
A rebroadcasting site is established at 4,000 feet.
Brigade Week-a very successful affair.

Envy for the fortuunt.e few • • •
Since last appearing in THE WmE the Squadron has taken
part in wee major exercises. A fonunate few were able to go
to Bangkok for SEATO Exercise " Aurora," much to the envy
of the remainder of the Squadron.
Our second was a Nerve Cenrre CPX which was a warm up
for the major Divisional Exercise " Gedgely " in June. An innovation here was the formation of a Joint Signal Squadron
oomprising e:ements of our own Squadron, 17th Divisional
Regiment, 19th Air Formation Regiment, 249 Squadron and
R.A F . Signals which took over all rearward communications
for the Brigade. The rest of the Squadron was concentrated on
providing forward communications to battalions. The distances
to be covered were a challenge to VHF since Brigade H.Q.
was one side of a large range of hills and battalion operations
were some 30-40 miles the other. This involved establishing a
rebroadcasting site on a feature 4,000 ft. up in the Kua:a Pilah
hills, a lift of some 10 Scout loads. This is the first time any
of our detachments have complained of being cold in Malaya.
Brigade Week
On returning from the field we concentrated on training for
Brigade Week. This opened with a Skill at Arms Competition
in which we did not particularly shine. However, we made up
for this in the sporting field. Our record shows first p:aces in
the Minor Units athletics and swimming, and first in the InterUnit golf, not without some help from the Brigade Staff. In
the Inter-Unit 100-stone tug-of-war we were runners-up to
"A" Company 1 R.N.Z.I.R , in the Inter-Unit sailing second
to 4 R.A.R., and in tennis, basketball and volleyball we reached
the semi-finals. The award for the best a:J-round sportsman
of the year has been made jointly to Corporal Friend and
Private Kelly. All in all it was a very successful week in which
the highlight of the sideshows was the free-fall parachuting
where the F.A.C. detachment from 249 Squadron provided
the ground to air communications. Two stray jumpers landed
on the Airportable Store and the Foreman's Workshop. This
was due entirely to wind conditions and is no reflection on the
F.A.C. detachment's communications.
We are now embarked on a period of trade training under
Y. of S. Leech prior to our next exercise in which we are
providing umpire communications for a change.
P e r s onal
We welcome our first Australian R. S.M., W.O.I Rooney,
who is now firmly entrenched. Other arrivals include two other
Australians, Sergeants Bywater (Line) and Judd (R. Op) and
Sergeant Poindestre from the Green Jackets Signal Troop. Back
to their respective homelands have gone W.O.I Lawry and
Sergeants Brieny, Stewart and Elford.
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S IGNAL TROOP ( UNFI CYP ),
Jl.F.P.O. 667

•

Troop comes under wing of 30th Regiment.

•

Water polo, basketball, volley ball, squash, badminton and
soccer keep Troop fit.

A lot of work has been done by the T roop since our last
report. The shift workers, in add:tion to their !lormal commitment now have to help man two detached radio crews, one
of which is a rebroadcast station, suitably remote in the Troodos
hills. This involves a two-week stint, followed by an immediate
return to shift work. It is very much to the credit of all concerned that F orce communications are as good as they are,
under these circumstances. In addition, a lot of off-duty time
has been sp ent refurbishing and redecorating accommodation
and stores. In particular, the clu b h as been r edecorated, under
the guidance of Staff Sergeant Scott, and a fine job h as been
made of it.
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GRE NADE TH ROWI NG
Staff-Sergeant Scott (S.Q .M.S.) Sergeant Coultish (D.S.O.) and
Sergeant Craig (Radio Sergeant) br ief members of the t roop before
grenade t hrowing practice

lst September saw a change-over of responsibility for the
Troop, from 3rd H.Q. and Signal Regiment to 30th Signal
Regiment. In spite of many other commitments, Bulford has
always looked after us well, and many members of the Troop
regret leaving the R egiment there. For some time now, 640
Signal Troop have been producing excellent replacements and
so it is logical to find tha t the next Troop Commander here is
likely to be the present O.C. of 640 Signal Troop, Captain J.
Crow, Royal Signals, who will probably join us early in the
New Year.
Second-Lieutenant J. Craig, Royal Signals, a Territorial
officer, who served with us last year, has aga:n joined the unit
and completed a month's work in a fonnight. H e has recently
graduated from University; we wish him all the best in his
work with the Plessey Company.
Each month the T roop completes a severely marked range
detail on personal weapons. It is gratifying to note that scores
are now beginning to reach a very satifactory level. In addition,
during August, most members of the unit completed a crash
course on the 36 grenade, without incident. Generally speaking,
the bombs were older than the throwers, but all went well.
In spite of trying working conditions sport flourishes. Water
polo and basketball are played twice a week. Volley ball
matches, as part of the Chief Signal Officer's Cup serie , are
p:ayed ever week against other contingent Signal Troops.
Squash, badminton and soccer are played periodically. On
Sundays, one member of the unit can be seen happily plummetting to eanh over Nicosia international airpon. Despite many
s:lent prayers for unplanned entertainment, his parachute has
opened every time so far.
Our congratulations to Signalman A. MacTaggan (detached
from 640 Signal Troop), who was married in England on 2nd
September. At the time of going to press he is on his honeymoon, touring U .K.
· Summer is clearly now over in Cyprus. As the wet weather
moves in, we think of our rerurn to Brita:O and most of us
look forward to Christmas at home, after a hard but very
worthwhile duties with United N ations.

Corps Diaries for 1968
Wallets and Corps D iaries, at the following prices, are
still available, post fre e, from the Royal Signals Association, R.H.Q., Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace,
Che!sea, London, S.W.3:
U.K. price Ex-U.K.

17/-

13/-

B - Refills only

4/ 6

3/6

C - Leather bound diaries only

6/

4/ 9

A - Wallets complete
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621 TROOP, H.H.S. FEAR.LESS

B.F.P.o. snn•s
~ink

•

Radio Relay

does the trick.

•

Farewell, with regret, to the Far East.

Consultation by radio telephone
The ship was anchored off Pulau Tioman, a tropical paradise
some thirty miles off the east coast of Malaya, for a week's hard
work painting and cleaning, before the annual administrative
inspection. The wife of a Serviceman, on ~eave on the island,
was taken ill and was brought to the ship in order that she
might rec::.ive treatment from the ship's medical officer. In
the course of the consultation, the doctor said : " I think I
had ber<er have a word with your doctor in Singapore about
this," picked up his phone and within a few moments was discussing the matter with the lady's regular medical adviser.
Her eyes nearly popped out of her head.
However, such
sophistication of communications is now to be regarded as
commonplace in Fearless . On this o-.--casion, three detachments of Cap{ain Bob M iddleton's Radio Relay Troop, 19th
Regiment, had been deployed at Tanglin exchange in Singapore, at a relay site at Panti West and on board, in order to
give us three telephone lines while we were away from base.
During the same week, Corporal Bert Shaw, our radio technician had an opportunity to mend a Crr (albeit without any
EMER or spares) for the first time for two years. This set
belonged to the launch Uriah Heep, in which the Commanderin-Cbief, Far East, General Sir Michael Carver, was cruising at
the time-Bert is fairly choosey about his customers, you will
understand. Alas, one relay being beyond repair, made it necessary to obtain a spare set, but not before a couple of voioe
messages had been coaxed out of the old one; so we reckon
that Bert does know something about radio after all.
Lively days and n igh ts fro m Singapore to Korea
The inspection passed off and we settled down for a last
maintenance period ~efore embarking on the last four months
of the commission. An exercise and a trip to Bangkok before
we left the Far East, a turn over to I ntrepid, our sister ship,
somewhere near the G u.lf and then a p:easant cruise back to
' Guzz,' we thought. However, we find ourselves sailing for
Aden now, and the prospect of about six weeks moving stores
up to Bahrein is ahead of us. We say goodbye to the Far East
with some regret; those nights whooping it up down Bugis
Street and the idyllic day of the May camp at Mersing are
but memories now. The Armada Club, the Britannia Club
and the Phoenix Club will be all the quieter, not to mention
the China Fleet C:ub in Hong Kong, or the Killin Bar in
Hiroshima. We look to our friends to continue the traditions
and wish au rtn:oir to all those who have looked after us so
well. Comparisons are odious, but in particular, we thank 249
Squadron's Air Support Troop, and especially Lance-Corporals
Joe Farndon and Sandy Catterall for making our Troop camp
possib.e; Lieutenant Clem Palmer and the M .T. staff at I 8th
Regiment for their astounding patience and good humour;
3 Commando Brigade Signal Squadron for their help with sets,
exercises and stores; 252 Squadron for the tours of Hong
Kong, and last, but not least, Corporal Appleyard, R.E., for
looking after us in Inchon.
P ersonal
Just before sailing, the last of -the Troop upgraders returned
from 18th Regiment; we boast now three new MPC II passes,
the top student on the T g AI course and the top two
on the Tg. An course. We welcome Signalman Dougie
Bristow from Army Apprentices' College, and Corporal Davies
from 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment. The latter has come on
attachment for three months.
We bid goodbye and God-speed to Yeoman Di::k Cassling,
who leaves after two years with the Troop to return to 18th
Regiment in a few week's time, but this time with his wife and
family. H e is a found er member of the Troop and has performed innumerable services for the Corps, the Ship and the
Troop during his time with us. H is goodbye party was a
M EMORABLE OCCASION and an account wilJ appear in
next month's notes.
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36 (EASTERN COl\BfAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(V), WANSTEAD
•

High standard of shooting at the Regimental Rifle Meeting

The Regimental Rifle Meeting was held at Purfleet on 10th
September in ideal shooting weather, and Squadrons entered
three male teams and one W.R.A.C. team. Competition was
keen and the standard of shooting was high.
W .0.II Vitry of 54 (East Anglian) Squadron, from Norwich,
shot remarkably we:.1 to win the Regimental Individual Championships and the Individual Award at 200 yards. 54 Squadron
won the 400 yards team competition and the falling plate.
45 (Essex) Squadron carried off the 200 yards and 300 yards
team prizes and, although 44 (Cinque Ports) Squadron did not
come out top at any one range, they bad the highest aggregate
of any Squadron. Their girls won the W.R.A.C. prize.
Other individual prizes were awarded as follows: Best
W.R A.C.,' Private Edwards; Best Recruit, Royal Signals,
Signalman Minshal; Best Recruit, W.R.A.C., Private Giggins;
Individual, 300 yards, Lance-Corporal Birchley.
Much hard work went into the organisation of the event,
and R.S.M. Webb is to be congratulated .for the smooth way
in which it went off.

45th (Essex) Signnl Squndron (V)
The Squadron was formed on 1st April, mainly from 45th
(Essex) Signal Regiment, T .A. However, quite a number of
personnel from other units and sub-units also joined 45 Squadron, principa]y 8oth Signal Regiment, A.E.R., 81 Company,
W.R.A C., and 300 Reisiment, R.A.
45 Squadro,n bas its Headquarters at Brentwood, together with
the 751 Control Centre Troop and Troop Headquarters of 817
R.R. Troop. At the two other Training Centres of the Squadron
are found 752 Troop (Wanstead) and 750 Troop (Colchester).
45 Squadron is commanded by Major P . Hart with Second-inc.ommand, Captain J. R. Wilkins, who has recently taken over
from Captain T. C. Charlesworth. S.S.M. F. A. Bromfield
and S Q.M.S. R. B. Jenkins complete the senior ranks at
S.H.Q., with O.C. W.R.A.C., Captain V. M . Sutton, T.D., and
P .S.I., W.O II H. Jones.
The Brentwood Control Centre Troop (751) Commanded by
Lieutenant E. Phillips, from Wickford, has settled down very
well, being composed of former members of 3 Squadron, 45th
Regiment, and a number of former members of 300 Regiment,
R .A. The :atter are largely training as radio operators and are
putting the finishing touches to their morse for the B.III
trade rating.
The Wanstead Control Centre Troop (752), commanded by
Lieutenant D. J. Thorpe, from Brentwood, is composed almost
entjrely of former H.Q. Squadron and 2 Squadron, 45th Regiment, personnel. They are still urgently in need of W.R.A.C .
Comcen operators, but are otherwise practically up .to establishment.
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30th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
Junior Leaders Regiment, Roya-! Si2t1als .. .
.. .
. ..
Junior L eaders Regiment. Royal Signals (Wives' Club)
...
H.Q. Advanced Base (British Forces), B.F.P.O . 2r (Profit
of a Fete) ...
...
...
...
. ..
18th Regiment (Regimental Funfair) . . .
. ..
. ..
...
British Major (S ignals) South Arabian Army
15th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess)
A'lonymous gift, in Christ's name
Captain N . C . Moody
H . B. Crampton. Esq.
L / Cpl. M . Macdonald
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The cheapest and most convenient way for you, your family, and your car to go home on leave

travel on a British ship by the FREE ENTERPRISE Line
CONCESSIONAL FARES FOR H.M. FORCES
Reduced Driver and Passenger fares are available on Townsend
Car Ferries, Zeebrugge/Dover and Calais/Dover, to personnel
and dependents of British and Commonwealth Forces and
attached civilians, serving in Belgium, Germany, Holland and
Luxembourg.

ASK FOR

__,.f"

FUL~AILS

Ze~e

.-::;11~~·.u

pov?~ Brugge

Dusseldorf•I
Brussels

5th
v.
v.

v.

t ·

TOWNSEND &m~t8rF CAR FERRIES Zeebruggeto Dover&Calais toDover
U.K. Bookings through your nearest Motoring Organisation, Travel Agent or the Townsend Offices at:-

199 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.I. or P.O. BOX 12, DOVER

BY APPOmTMENT TO

Tradition in the mode rn ma nne r
H.J. are well known to all regiments as
makers of fine Service caps, but not everyone may know that we also offer a range of
quality soft felt hats. In fact, we are very
proud of our "softs", and for many years
they have been the choice of discerning
gentlemen who like to feel as correctly-yet
comfortably-dressed off parade as on. We
supply hats to suit every occasion and
taste. Why not call and see the full range?
Or write for an illustrated brochure.

+-

Trials at Blandford
Royal Artillery, Larkhill
Royal Engineers, Blandford
A.D.M.S., Blandford
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CORPS R UGBY FOOT B ALL
NOVEMBER TOUR
November 3rd to
November 7th
November 9th
November nth

Enquiries and Bookings from M!LATRAVEL Offices, local
travel agents, General Steam Navigation Co., m.b.h., Dus~eldorf, lmmermannstrasse 23, Postfach 3432, Furness Shipp.mg
Line, Groenplaats 42, Antwerp or Townsend C:ar Ferries,
Car Ferry Terminal, Zeebrugge or Gare de Transit, Calais

Civil and Military Hatters
40a LONDON RD., CAMBERLEY (Wednesday afternoons only)

38 NEW BOND ST., LO N DON , W .I. T EL : MAYfair 71 n
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B.A.O.R. Canoeists enjoy
extellent season
''Well," said the Admiral, "it's jolly nice to s'ce so many
young people thoroughly enjoying themselves," whereupon he
did a quick Eskimo roll (over the bar, of course), poured a
stiff brandy and ginger ale, and continued " and the very
best of British to you all!"
This colourful scene could hardly have taken place anywhere other ,t han {he Royal Signals (B.A.0.R.) Canoe Club,
Birdwood Barracks, Bunde; where, during the past year,
2nd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment has become the home
of Royal Signals canoeing in Germany.
Fortunare, we have been, in having Major R. P. D . Painter,
Royal Signals (President of Corps Canoeing) on one end of a
telephone line at M.O.D. and Captain J. M. Gray at the
other end (the telephone biJ:s have been something of a problem,
but we hope by now they will have died a natural death) to
keep our B.A.O.R. branch in touch with our R.H.Q.

Canoe Club
in great form
I.

Co r porals Rodn ey Lyo ns and No rman
Siggs in action in a t o ur ing cl ass event.

2.

Signalmen Terry Row ley and Tom W ilkinson being presented w it h t he Individ ual
Championship t rophy after th e BAOR
Weser race .

Devizes-Westminster llace
During March, a representative Royal Signals' team from
B.A.0.R. got together for the first time ever and travelled
from B.A.0.R. to 10th Regiment in Hounslow for a rushed
few days' training for the Devizes to Westminster Rae~.
The Divisional team was a good ' mixed bag' consisting of
nine Signalmen from B.A.0.R., who, a:rhough ass.mbled in
something of a hurry, got on together extremely well and kept
each others morale high throughout. The team was as follows:
Captain Gray, Signalmen Rowley, Wink, Wilkinson, 2nd
Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment; Sergeant Poole, LanceCorporal Gue, 13th Regiment; Signalman Cory, 16th Regiment; Signa:.man Wood, 22nd Regiment; Signalman Barber, 47th
Lt. A.D. Regiment, R.A. (attached).
· Results on paper were not greatly inspiring, for three of the
four crews, due mainly to holes, .tears, or other technical problems, were forced to scratch during the 125-mile course, and
only Captain Gray and Signalman Wilkinson comp:eted the
course, having also sprung a pretty large leak at Marsh Lock,
50 miles from home. However, no individual or team has won
the Devizes-Westminster Race at the first attempt, so time
in recce was not wa~ed. Anyway, watch us in 1968 !

3. Captain Martin Gray and Lance Co r poral
Davis w ith the ir " prize" aft e r t he Inte rservices regatta.

4.

Whitsun camp
Perhaps the most enjoyable function during the year, from
a Corps point of view, was the 1967 Whitsun Canoe Camp.
This took place on the banks of the Weser near Bad Oeynbausen: The location was perfect. It included a large lake
and a convenient p11ivate camping site and plenty of space on
the river bank, and for a change, the weather blessed us with
five days of almost continuous sunshine.
No less ·than eleven different Royal Signals units arrived with
canoes, .tents and compo, and at the final count, 94 canoeists
of mixed standards turned out to join the fun.
Captain Gray ran an instructors' course and finally passedout ten of rwe:ve potentials before we disappeared for home.
Brigadier and Mrs. Pentreath delighted everyone with their
presence and, moreover, came to stay with tent, camping kit
and Benjamin (Golden Labrador).

A gro up of the BAOR Corps Canoe Club
relax at a social evening.

I n ter- Ser vices' llegn tta , U .K.
The next event was the Inter-Services Regatta in U.K.
Four members from 2nd Division (Gray, Davis, Rowley and
Wdlkinson) represented the Corps. Unfor.tunately, the pal'ty
arrived too late to take part in the sprints on the first day,
and also, due •t o the B.A.O.R. race, two days' later, had to depart before the slalom events on the last day. However, the
long distance event was the main target, and, despite many
technical hitches, such as smashed boats, seats and rudders,
the two crews were third and fourth, over what can on:y be
described as an unusual, but nevertheless interesting course.
This was a most satisfactory result, particularly as neither crew
had so much as set eyes on the water before hand.
n.~.O.ll.

(Weser) Race
T he B.A.O.R. Race took place on the 20th and 21st July.
The competivion during t he past few years has been steadily

improving, and on the day, many well-known Army paddlers
started off for the first day's upstream race. At close of play
on the first day, Gray and Davis, from 2nd Division, were
some five minutes ahead of their nearest riva·s, having broken
the existing record by 6 minutes 27 seconds in a borrowed
Avoncraft Phantom K2. On the second day, a 65-kilometre
downhill flog, was full of spills and surprises. In the K.2
class, Gray and Davis had an unfortunate accident seven
kilrnetres from home when it looked ' in the bag,' but Signalmen Rowley and Wilkinson, a:so from 2nd Division, came in
to win the Indiv:dual Championship Trophy.
In the non-K2 event, the Avoncraft 'UK4s,' paddled by
four other members of 2nd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
were disqualified (because the new Class 4 regulations have not
reached Germany), but they had the consolation of knowing
1hat they came 5th and 12th respectively, beating not only all
the non-K2s, but many of the 21 K2s entered as we]
However, to keep the Corps flag flying, Lieutenant Peter
Smith and his merry band from 4th Division H .Q. and Signal
Regiment came in to make sure that the class prize did not
stray from the hands of the Corps.
The collapsible class was also a Corps walk-over. Sergeant
Dave Poole, from 13th Regiment, and bis three fellow paddlers,
t~ok the pants off the remainder of the opposition by winning
outright the individual and team events-a.so in record times.
Significant, therefore, was the message passed on from the
S.0.-in-C. by Major Robin Painter, congratulating our paddlers
in Germany in firmly establishing Corps leadership in the sport
in B.A:O.R.; indeed, hardly anyone else got a look in!

2nd D ivisio n Canoe Dace
The next event in .the racing calendar was the 2nd Division
Canoe Race, on the 11th August. This, a race with a difference,
was a unit team competition in relay style, with three legs, and
six men in a team, hand:mg and taking over the same canoe.
All canoes in tlu: race were the same make and model, no
rudders were allowed, and .to put it in simple terms, all competitors had an equal chance.
2nd Division Signals again swept the board, having entered
twelve men (two .teams) they came first and third out of 12
entered teams.
U .K. N a t ional Championships
The climax of the 1967 canoeing season took place on 2nd
September, with the National Long Distance Championships,
on the River Ouse.
Captain Gray was unfortunately posted to Aden very suddenly, and regiettably 'missed the boat,' but he was well seen
off at the airport by the remaining members of the Royal
Signals .team chosen for the National Championships.
Training commenced in mid-August, and the chosen four,
Lance-Corporal Davis, Signalmen Wink, Rowley and Wilkinson,
together with Lance-Corporal Storey, as reserve, based themse:ves at R.A.F., Henlow, not far from .the R iver Ouse.
After .the first week of training, with times improving daily,
things looked quite satisfactory. The best time over the course
·was only a few minutes slower than the previous national
As a mid-training break, the four Corps paddlers
record.
were 'commandeered' b)' Mr. Bob Vardy (owner of Avoncraft Ltd.), and were smartly transported to Devon to take
part in the Ex estuazy race. Rowley and Wilkinson, again after
a bad start, came in fifth ind ividually, against many top-class
civilian crews. Davis and Wink distinguished themse:ves by
winning outright the Class 4 event in a UK4 by over five
minutes, an d add ed a few more trophies to the Corps collection.
The National Long Distance Race field was by far the
most impressive ever seen in the United Kingdom. World
champions Cuesta and Lopez, from Spain, were the natural
favourites, and competition included the top canoeists from
Holland, Denmark and many other countries. After a massed
start of over 200 canoes (which can only be described as
chaotic) Wink nnd Davis were put out of the race with a
smashed rudder, when they were part of a mall bunch of
the leaders, only some 300 yards from the start. Rowley and
Wilkinson, also holed at the start, gamely paddled on, and
at Thamesford, four miles from the finish were in ninth
position and gaining on the leaders, who were about ten minutes
ahead.
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In a gallant effort to put themse:ves in with a real chance,
they dcddcd to make up two or three more places by shooting
the final weir, which no other crews had attempted. Alas, the
gamble didn"t pay off-the canoe was badly damaged, and with
it the chan
of success-however, a faint heart never won
an international canoe race. The Spaniards kept their unbroken record by beating the best British crew into second
place by almost three minutes.
Stop press news, as a high note to the end of the season,
is that Wink and Storey have continued competing during
their leave and won another Class 4 event at the Boston
circuit on 10th September.
This, then, is a brief summary of our activities in 1967.
It has been a most successful year, full of hard work and fun.
'Admiral' Russell has taken over from 'Admiral' Gray, who
will, we are quite certain, soon have another canoe club
established at 24th Brigade in Plymouth.

*

*

*

"Well, Admiral," said the barman, "how about a few words
to the chaps?" "What, oh yes! Well done! Yes, well done
to you all, you've done a grand job in 1967, keep it up and, er,
er, pour me another glass of brandy and ginger ale, please barman-here's to many more successes in 1968."
B.A.O.n. CrickPt Final at its very best-

nnd rxelting erlck('t
The crowd was tense, and the two Commanding Officers
could be seen suffering from the strain, making polite conversation with C.C.R. Signals, and tactfully positioned near
th _ liquid refreshment tent, should a stimulant be required.
Fifteen runs were required from the last over to win, and
when Brown started to bowl, hard:y a spectator remained in
his seat. Hussey went for a big hit off the first ball bur failed
to connect, this was greeted by cheers by the spectators of 2nd
Regiment, but this was soon countered by cheers from 22nd
Regiment, when the second ball was hit for four, and the
third ball was pu hed for a single. A four off each of the last
three balls, or two sixes, could sti] win the march; it was
possible, but could it be done. There was no contact with the
fourth and fifth ball, bur Jasser firmly hit the last ball, and the
excitement was still nor over, in his eagerness to narrow
the gap he was run out.
G O.C., 2nd Division, Major-General J. A. T. Sharp, M.C.,
presented the prizes.
Both teams, he said, had produced a magnificent game.
possibly the most exciting B.A.O.R. final ever. He congratulated both teams on the high standard of cricket played,
and particularly 22nd Regiment for their aggressive batting in
trying to win up to the very last ball. "Naturally," the General
said, '' it gives me very much pleasure and satisfaction to present the cup to my own H.Q. and Signal Regiment."
TN1i;e

•

2ntl Regiment just scrape home in
tussle with 22ntl Regiment
" A magnificent game " and " possibly one of the most
exciting finals ever "-these were some of the apt descriptions
applied to the match, when two Corps teams, 2nd Regiment
and 22nd Regiment, fought out the final of the B.A.O.R. InterUnit Cricket Competition. The game was played under
Gillette Cup rules and both teams took the field ouietly confident, with some impressive wins behind each of them in the
qualifying stages.
Captain Stokes, of 2nd Regiment, won the toss and elected
to bat and opening with himself and Burnard. With the score at
three, Burnard was run our for o, after a brilliant piece of
fielding by Cummings. Culling came in and started to hit
freely, but w!th his score at 16 was bowled by Beard from a
beautiful bat: that moved in. Worrell then joined his captain
and produced some of the shots that made his uncle, the late
Sir Frank Worrell, famous. After a stand of 67, and after playing a real captain's innings, Stokes was bowled by Simmons for
36. With the score at 104 Alleyne brilliant:y caught Worrell off
bis own bowlin~ for 47, and the score at lunch was 104 for 4.
After lunch, with the score at 145, the sty'ish Crichlow was
bowled for 29 by Cummings. 2nd Regiment then went for
the runs1 a'?-d although Manton continued to score quickly, he
was begmnmg to run out of partners at the other end
At
the end of 35 overs the score was 181 for 8 with Manton 39
not our. 22nd Regiment had fielded brilliantly, giving nothing
away.

~fan

of the

~fnteb

'

Corporal Manton, of 2nd Regiment, was awarded the trophy
of ' Man of the March ' with his 39 nor out and taking two
wickets for 45, but it must have been a very close thing between him, Worrell and Coltman. This was a very great game,
played in the highest traditions of sportsmanship. I r wa's also
a great day for both Commanding Officers, Lieutenant-Colonel
A. L. Dowell, who has just taken over command of 22nd
Regiment, and Lieutenant-Colonel J . R. Cubberley, who is about
to hand over as C.R. Signals, 2nd D ivision .
Fina' ly, a word of thanks to 22nd Regiment who, as the
home ream, were responsible for the excellent administrative
arrangmenrs.

.22nd Regiment opened their innings confidently, with
Lieutenant Coltman, a Corps player, and Grogan. With the
scor!! at 28, after the opening partnership had appeared to be
gerung on top, Grogan was run out after some good backing-up
at the bowling end. With the total at 56 Simmons was our
for 13, but Co' tman continued with his aggressive batting,
hitting the short-pitch ball to good effect, although he was
dro~ped twi7e in the deep field off the bowling of the unlucky
Cullmg. With the score at 66, Worrell took two quick wickets,
and at 88 Coltman was bowled by Crichlow, going for a big
hit. The game appeared to turn in 2nd Regiment's favour
but a·though the scoring rate had dropped, the 22nd Regiment
~eai;n soon showed that their streng!h was in depth.
Good
mnmgs from Roberts, Young and Tmnion narrowed the gap,
and Stokes, using his vast cricket experience, set a defensive
field. With three overs left, it was anybody's game; there were
two wickets left and 30 runs required to win.

Amongst this list may be an appropriate answer to your Christmas
present problem.
Corps Paint Transfers :
10" x 7t''
" Jimmy "--0n background
of Corps Colours (each)
3/-

THE
THE

At a recent meeting of the Northern Ireland Branch of the
Association, Major J. H. A. Patton was formally presented
with a card signifying the granting of Honour Me~bership of
the Association to hlm by the Central Committee.
This was in accordance with Rule 6(e) of the Association,
which specifies that ordinary members who render outstanding
service to the Association may be specially recognised in this
manner.
Major Patton, over many years, has been a great source of
stteng:b to the Association in the Northern Ire:and Branch
of which be was a founder member. His personal interest
and practical help has been outstanding and the award of
Honour Membership has given great pleasure .to all branch
members.

Since the beginning of June, gifts of clothing, books, toys, etc., have
been gratefully received from the following: The Thrift Shop, Catterick Camp
Mrs. E. L . Thoma•
229 Squadron
Colonel J. G. Christopher
A. Walsh, Esq .
Mrs. A. T. Scott
Major and Mrs. G . S. Malcolm
S•aff /Sergeanr IF. of S.) B. Holder
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. I. G.
Swan
Major R. P. D. Painter
M.B.E.
Major and Mrs. R. Lawrence
A. Sto'<es, Esq .
Relatives of the late Lieutenant- Mrs. T. S. Foster
Colonel J , V, Bell (late ISt Cap:ain P. H. Bullard
Major J. L. Donne
Punjll'b Re11;iment, I.A.)
Mrs. C. H. Sroneley
A. E. Stead , Esq.
Major
Wills (R. Australian Signals)
225 Squadron
M iss P. Paterson
Colonel G. D. T. Harris, O.B.B.
Major D. A. Barry
Maior R. Iliffe
Cap ain J. A. Eastgate
Captain (Q.M.) and Mrs J. V.
2 Squadron, 7th Regiment
Harding
Brigadier and Mrs. C. H. Stoncley
Orptain (T.O.T.) J. Bayfield
K. C. Howard, Esq,
Seqieant Hayden
Ma1or J . H. Lane
Mrs. A. Martin
Sergeant R. Johnson
Mrs. Mather
Mrs. D. Turner
Lieute,ant-Colonel J. E. D . Farr,

\VIRE

ROYAL SIGNALS
:: UAGAZINE

As above but mounted on
black plastic (each)

n.s.o.
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1/6

2/8

4/-

4/9

7/6
8/6

In the modern style

u/8/-

Terylene (narrow) Type E (Horizontal stripes).
.
In the modern style

8/-

Terylene

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association
Editor:
BIUGADIEll P. M. 1•. DODSON,

st''

x

Corps Ties-Heavy Weave
Woollen

Corps Scarves-Reppe

25/-

21/-

Woollen

Cravats-Terylene

21/21/-

Corps Cuff Links

u/6

Corps Squares-Reppe

Assistant Editor :
Mr. I •• \\"ood

All correspondence and matter for
publication in THI! WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S .W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
and SLOane 3477, Ext. 143.
MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

Remiuances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 18/-; single
month, 1/6.

Association Buttonhole Badges or Brooches.

(Members only)

3/-

Corps Blazer Badges (Silver "Jimmy," Crown and Motto in gold, as
approved by the Corps Committee) on Black or Dark Navy Blue
background

*35/-

Blazer Buttons-Large (each)

2/3

Small (each)

1/8

Motor Car Badges (enamelled in Corps Cclours), Bumper or Raruator
*30/-

fittings

15/-

Motor Cycle Badges (enamelled in Corps Colours)

32/6

Corps Plaques
L.P. Record of the Corps Band.

(Callers)

27 /-,

(By Post)

30/-

PLEASE SEND CASH WITH ORDERS for all the above articles
except Corps Paint Transfers, for which an account will be forwarded.
*NOTE-Please state which type is required when ordering.

NOVE~ffiER/DECEMDER~

'\'ol. Zl

(New Series)

1067

No. 11

In addition to the above, very attractive Corps ashtrays in toughened
glass with the Corps crest fully illuminated on a dark blue. background
can be obtained direct from Gale and Polden Ltd., The Wellington Press,
Aldershot, Hants, at 7 /6d. each plus 6d. postage.
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1t"

Terylene (narrow) Type D

MAJOR J. H. A. PATTON, M.B.E., M.C., T.D.

CLOTHING
22nd Bat Confidently

A small service-not realised by all-which the Association renders
the Corps is the sale of a considerable variety of " special to Corps " goods.
Listed below are the various items obtainable from Association Headquarters, R.H.Q. Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London,
S.W.3.

Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
A
our ears or have been sent in by readers and
come
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.
'
to

- - Th1> Rt'v. C. Rm U"son, Padre at the .Army
.Apprentfrcs• College
or displaying such infectious Christian enthusiasm for
his church in deciding to fix the Cross at the pinnacle
of St. Alban's-now under construction-himself. With
the aid of a building workman, he was hauled 9oft. by
a crane in a metal bucket to the pinnacle and the Cross
was fixed into position.
On 0e way down the bucket got wedged against the
caffolding and the occupants \-..•ere marooned in the air for
over two hours. (Further picture on page 441.)

- - The Royal Signals Itlotor Cflcle Display Team
for the consistency of their high standard of performance, .ne~er fa i ~g to fa~inate and thrill both military
and civilian audiences alike. As one O.C. puts it: " I
have seen the team many times before but (hese motorcycling experts never fail to thrill, and ~ever fail to excite
in me a sense of pride that they are members of our
Corps"
Recently, the ream has been in Germany giving seven
performances, and attracting audiences of up to 3 ooo
spectators. They had a great success at the Berlin Ta~too
But the sheer eicpertise and the daring of their riding ha~
delighted and thri:led $pectators in such far away places
as the Bahamas, New York and in Sydney, AustraHa.
May good luck go with them. (Further picture on page
447.)

( Front Row ( Left to Right) Mr. John Faherty, Colonel J. A . S. Fearfleld, Group Captain E. W. Pierce, Colonel W. S. Hamilton, Colonel J. J, Moran,
Colonel J. 0. Honeysett, Brigadier-General Thomas M. Rienzi, Maior-General J. E. Anderson, Brigadier P. D. Smith, Brigad ier D. R. Horsfield, Colonel
Robert Sherwood, Brigadier R. G. Miller, Lieutenant·Colonel J. I. Williamson, Group Captain J, D. Robins, Mr. Rudolph C. Reihs
Middle Row (Left to Right) Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd .) LeRoy M. Northrop, Lieutenant-Colonel Adolph J. Zoudlik, Lieutenant-Co:>lonel (Retd.) Frederick
W. Lockwood, Colonel A. T. Burrows, Colonel (Retd .) Kenneth R. Edwards, Lieutenant-Colonel William F. O'Mear~ Lieutenant-Colonel William
O. Keeling, Jr., Lieutenant-Colonel ( Retd.) Durrell B. Hartman, Lieutenant-Colonel W. T . A. Collyer, Lieutenant-Colonel C. C. Boyce, Lieutenant-Colonel
D. C . Ward, Major J . G. Berry, Commander P. T. Lawman, R.N . (Retd.), Captain D. G. Mitchell
Back Row (Left to Right) Major R. E. Wells, Major H. M. Sheridan, Major N . B. Moss, Major A . A. Dacre, Major A. W . Stewart, Colonel (Retd.) W. E.
Starkie, Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) John N. Desanctis, Lieutenant-Colonel Amos B. Shattuck, Lieutenant-Colonel B. J . Coombe, Lieutenant-Colonel
J. M. D. Burke, Mr. Peter T. Maresca, Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. Richards

Royal Signals are this year's hosts

Seventh Quadripartite Signals Communication Conference

Heavenly bodies I

-
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Corporal J.C. Pengc of 31st (Greater London)
Regiment (V)
for possessing all the hallmarks of a true champion pole
vaulter, and for br~ging much credit to the Corps. He is
current Inrer-Serv1~e Ghampion and holds the Army
record .a~ 14ft., which was recorded in July this year in
the Bnush Anny, v. German Army Championships at
Sennelager: He a.so won the Army Championship at
Aldershot m June also of this year.

This photo of the Display Team in action was taken by Corporal
Perkins of 16th Regiment,

The Seventh Quadripartite Signals Communications Conference (QSCC) was held at the School of Signals, Blandford Camp,
from the 18th to 22nd September. Delegates attended from America, Britain, Canada and Australia (ABCA) and, this year, for
the first time, New Zealand sent an observer.

- - Sergeant Creed, Corporal Creed and Signalman Price ol 981 Signal Troop (T) Cardill
for putting up such a noteworthy performance in the
~ough. and gru~lling T . & A.V.R. Vehicle Driving Oiamp1onsh1ps, held m Scotland recently. They crewed an individual entry of one Land Rover and won the Rover
Company Trophy .for the best maintained Land Rover
in the whole competition, and a:so ' The Motor' Trophy
for the best performance by a Land Rover in the overall
co!DPetition, tw~ of the principal trophies in the Championships. That th1~ crew, representing a small unit, could
make t?e l~ng JOU!fley fro;m Wales and compete in the
~hamp1onsh1ps, which r quire the highest and most exactmg standards, and then enforce their supremacy in an
entry of 90, has earned them the highest praise.

The heavy administrative work involved is
amply rewarded
It is inevitable that when such an important conference is
held, a great deal of additional work falls on the sbou:ders
of .the permanent staff, both military and civilian, of the host
establishment. This conference was no exception, but all those
members of the School of Signals involved in its administration were amp:y rewarded by the many words of appreciation
spoken by delegate members at the end of the week. The
fact .that all went so well shouid give great satisfaction to the
Corps, for it will not be the turn of .rhe United Kingdom to
act as host again for several years. The conference, which
is to be held in future at between one and two yearly intervals,
is he:.d a.t the Signal School of each country in tum; nex·t
time Australia will probably be the venue.

-- •
and to • .A • Team of 3Gth Regiment (V)
for being awarded the Challenge Rose Bowl for the best
Royal Signals team in the team competition.

The Conference will affect everyone involved in
111ilitary con1mnn3catio11s
To tlle majority of the Corps, however, whether at the School
or nor, the whole event, even had they known any.thing of it,
must have seemed remote. And yet, in time, its effect on
everyone involved in military communications will be considerable. It is of value, therefore, for al: of us to know
something of what went on.
Top military communicators from the member nations, each
attended by his team of national delegates, met under the
chairmanship of the U.K. Signal Offioer-in-Ch.ief, Major-

*

*

*

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corf!s new~ worthy of special. mention. Something of
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR unit
station, or commarui. Write NOW and tell the EditO-:.
about it and so help keep this a live and interesting
Column.
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General John Anderson. America's chief representative was
Brigadier General Thomas M . Rienzi; from Canada came
Brigadier Paul Smith, and from Australia, Colonel David
Honeysett.
Aims of the Conference
The aims of the conference was to discuss and formu'.ate
S:gnals policy connected with the provision of communications, to meet the tactical and strategic deployments likely to
be imposed, individually or severally, upon the armies of
member nations. At the same time, interoperability be(wecn
similar rypes of communications equipment, regardless of the
ABCA nation of origin, must be ensured. This, in tum,
m ans the compilation and adoption of common ABCA
standards, both for technical parameters and operating procedures, each in itself a major problem. Already much has
been achieved by ABCA collaboration, as is shown by the uniformity achieved by armies in many small, but important
areas, as well a by such major projects as MALLARD and
ACP 125D. A great deal, however, stil remains to be done,
and the QSCC examined what had been done, proposed what
should be done ~nd impelled what is being done.
0

Complete Harmony
It is impossible to judge, so soon what specific results
emerge from this conference, for inevitably a meeting at
level takes time to show its effect. However, that there
complete harmony of purpose betwe_n the de:egations

will
this
was
was
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8riiadier General Thomas M. Rienzi, Commandant United States Army Signal
Centre ~nd School, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, U.S.A., presenting to Br ig~dier
J. D. T. Brett, 0 .8 .E., Commandant, School of Signals, Blandford Camp, a plaque
bearing the U.S. Signal School Crest . Looking on are, right to left, Colonel J. D.
Honeysett, Director of Signals Australian Army and Major General J. E. Anderson,
Signal Officer-i n-C hief

apparent to all who attended the meetings, in whatever
capacity. Many of {he broad policy decisions made by the
Q.S.C.C. now go to subordinate Quadripartite Working Groups
(QWG) which are instructed to examine and process them in
greater detail-but that is another story.

In addition to the work done in conference, however, much
value was obtained from the personal contacts made bet<.veen
officers of the four armies. From these, a greater understanding of each other's difficulties enabled many problems to be
resolved on the spot which might otherwise have mean{ weeks
of corresponden~ . Indeed, the Signa_ Officer-in-Chief made
a point of saying bow fortunate be considered himself to
have met his opposi'e numbers personally, so early in his
tour.
The week was also marked by two ~eroonies One was
the Commandant of the School of Signals, Brigadier J. D. T .
Brett, O.B.E., being presen·t ed by Brigadier General Rienzi, as
Commandant, United States Army Signal Centre and School,
with a plaque bearing the crest of the U .S. Signal School.
The other ceremony was the presentation to Lieutenant0~onel Wil!iam B. Sheaves, Jr., of .the U.S. Signal Corps, who
lS an American Exchange Officer at the School, by Brigadier
General Rienzi of the Second Oak Leaf Cluster to ·the Army
Commendation Medal. The award was made to LleutenantColone.1 Sheaves for bis work with the Directorate of Communications and Electronics, Headquarters, U.S . Army Air
Defence Command, Colorado.
The Social Side
Finally, no report of the conference would be complete
without mention of the social activities of the week. On
Monday a cocktail party was given for the visiting delegates,
on Tuesday a formal dinner night was held in Headquarters
Mess, and on Thursday the visiting delegations held their
drinks party. (The Australians, incidentaJly, worried about what
they were going to do on Wednesday, disappeared from the
~ess and held a private practke session for the Thursday
rught parry). Any doubt about the su::cess of these func tions
was dispelled by the note found on the conference table at
the end of the meeting. It was from one American delegate
~o a coleague sitting next ·to him, and it said, rather movingly:
Please pass me my papers."
And now that the conference is over and the delegates have
to th~ home establishments, all at the School of
Signals has agam sett!~ down to no~!. All, this is, except
fo_r th.~ offic~ w~o, ~avmg b~ the recipient of one of General
R1enz1 s we commg back-slap, estimates his recovery from a
slipped disc to have been retarded by at least two months.
r~ turned
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A pensive moment for Brigadier Woodrow at the Canadian Signals
Centennial Year celebrations

~rigadier

W. G. Tucker, C.B.E., talking to Colonel ' Buster' Stetham
at the Centennial Year celebrations

Close Ti.es with Hoyal Signals

Royal Canatli11n Corps of Signals
Celebrate Canada s Centennial Year
Brigadier W. G. Tucker, representing the Royal Signals
Association, and Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, representing the
serving Corps, were guests of the Canadian Signals Association
at the Centennial Reunion of the Royal Canadian Corps of
Signals at Kingston, Ontario.

From our "Jn" Tray

The reunion was a tremendous success, and it was a great
privilege for the Chairman and Brigadier Woodrow to meet
many old friends.

WIRE

Every occasion during the reunion was meticulously
organised, and perhaps above all the march past of the Veterans
on Church parade was the most impressive.
The invitation, to Brigadier Tucker and Brigadier Woodrow
was a much-appreciated gesture of friendship by Canadian
Signals and the welcome and hospitality extended to them
were a real indication of the very close ties between our two
Corps.

*

*

*

For The Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, the celebration
of Canada's Centennial Year reached a climax during the
weekend 15t h-17th September. During .this weekend hundreds
of past and present members of the Corps met ait Vimy
Barracks to recall old days and renew old friendships.
The list of distinguished visitors to the School is too big
to enumerate. Most were members of the Canadian Signals
Association, but it is p:easanr to report .that Brigadier W. G.
Tucker, C.B.E., and Brigadier A J. Woodrow, M.B.E., were able
to attend on behalf of the Royal Signals Association and the
S.0.-in-C. respectively. Colonel A. V. Brandle, M.B.E., came
up from WashingtOn and was most welcome.
The weekend began on Friday evening with a formal Mess
dinner for officers of the Canadian Signals Associat-ion and
visitors. For those not ait the dinner, an all-ranks get-together
was organised. On Saturday morning a choice of entertainments was offered. For fami:.ies, attractions were a guided tour
of Old Fort Henry or a boat trip through tihe popular 1,000
Islands tourist region.
Pott Henry is situated close to the married quarters area and
dominates .the city of Kings ton It was constructed in ·the early
19th century to ·prot-Ct the naval dockyards and the entrance to
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The Corps Museum, housed at Vimy Barracks, -was opened
on 21St Sept ember, 1963, during the Corps Diamond Jubi:ee.
I t is national in character and repres::nts the Corps as a whole.
I t also d epicts the development of military communications
from earliest times, and some aspects of the work of signal
corps of other nations Included in the Museum is the Corp
Hi ~torical Library, with facilities for private research.
The technical training building has been named after
Brigadier J. E. Genet, C.B.E., M.C., C.B., Chief Signal Officer,
First Canadian Army in the Second World War and first
Hon'Jrary Colonel Commandant of the Corps. Although this
building is primarily the home of technician training, its sphere
of influence embraces much that is covered by our own School
of Signals as well as by the Training Brigade.
The vehicle and equipment display was a representative
se:ection of current equipment. Gloom at seeing the C-52 set
still in use was relieved somewhat by the sight of its replacement. This is the AN/CRC 106, a 440 watt HF SEB set,
which fits snugly into a t-ton vehicle with a C-42. Another
pi::ce of new equipment was the A.."l'/GRC 103 radio relay
terminal which arrived in a Marconi engineer's private car,
complete with moat and corner reflector. This was for demonstration purposes only as the Canadian Armed Forces have
made no commitment to buy this set to date.
On Saturday afternoon a crowd of over 4,000 had gathered
to watch a band performance and superb display by the
Canadian Armed Forces Motor Cycle Disp:ay Team, which
has been touring Canada aU summer. After this, an all ranks
barbecue was held by the lake-shore, which offered the welcome
chance of a swim, cooling after an afternoon temperature in
the high 7os.
On Saturday evening an all ranks dance was held, based on
three dancing areas. Festivities closed on Sunday with a
Drumhead Service on the square, which is renowned for its
size and the c:ump of trees growing in its centre. After this,
a most successful weekend, everyone dispersed with sighs-of
regret by the visitors and relief by the hosts!

. . . and to Brigadier Jock McKee

the Rideau Canal which connects Ottawa with Lake Ontario.
By the end of the century it had become obsolete and soon
decayed. In 1938 it was reopened after restoration. During
summer months guided tours and retreat ceremonies are given
by the Fort Henry Guard, university students who perform
their duties dressed in .the uniform and equipment of an infantry
battalion of the mid-19th century.
The 1,000 Islands describe a stretch of the St. Lawrence
from Kingston to about 30 miles downstr~am. It is dotted
with islands, on which have been bui~t some superb houses,
many owned by millionaire Americans. Many of the isl~ds
are minute; one could be bought for about a dollar, but with
room for a Corps flag only. Indeed one such island does carry
just a U.S. flag. The island is linked by a smaJI bridge to a
larger island, which is the Canadian home of its owner. The
bridge which is about 30 feet in length, is claimed to be the
smalle~t interna.tional bridge in the world.
Alternatives to the tours on Saturday morning were the
showing of historic military films, a visit to the Corps Museum
and Book of Remembrance, or a wander around the technical
training building and .the open air vehicle and equipment
display.
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ARTICLE

NOT

APPROVED

Sir,
The following bas been written only after considerable
deliberation. Irt is not intended to be pompous, nor is it in any
way a criticism of the members of a Reg:ment beset by so many
e:•acting tasks during the past year. I also add we rider that,
although now employed within the M.o.D., my interest has
aJways remained in « fie:d soldiering."
I refer to .. Quick Take Off " appearing in the SeptemberOctober issue of TuE WIRE: an article written in a setting of
continuous IS and of sudden, unexpected demands for
communication, reminiscent of so many theatres in the recent
past .
That an infantry platoon was late to arrive was surely no.t a
point of issue or comparison, and mention of their laxity I find
a little distasteful. Punctuality of Royal Signals was surely
expected and needed no mention. However, might we not
have examined more c:osely our means towards the end requirement?
First, the implied chain of command. One has heard much
criticism amounting to " too many chieftains and too few
Indians.'' The ideal story surely would have been one where
the G.H.Q. Operations Room made contact with the Regimental Duty Operations Officer who. with the assistance of
senior N C.0.s, •stood-to' ·the duty IS radio detachment and
linemen, subsequently informing the Commander of the action
so far taken. The implied gaggle of officers proceeding to the
Unit lines grieved more than just myself.
Second, I understood it to be quite normal practice, when
involved in IS, to maintain :oading list , associated manifest
and waybills for aJ vehicle detachments subject to sudden
moves. Why, then, the implied "flap" in <this instant? One
could continue further, but I decline: I choose to end by
one final comment.
The Regiment has been stretched to more than the limit at
times, and every member must have worked extremely hard
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to have met uccessfully the countless commitments imposed
but n ver m n ion ~d. Here was an example of yet another
worthwhil task. It wa indeed unfortunate tha t the article
wa \\-Titten, and accepted with such implied maladministration
(obviou ly not so) and bias ed toward an apparent ' officer
outlook even to the unfortunate quip in the last line.
I sin:erely believe the artic:e discussed to be demanding of
c:ommen and assure you of my intention to be constructive.
Yours faithfully
K. A. REGGLER
3, Th- Weald,
off Walden Ro:.d,
Chislehurst, Kent.

VACANCY FOil SIGN.AL INSTRUCTOR
There is a vacancy for the post of Signal Instructor co Home
Defence Signal Troops of the Reserve Army in the Birmingham
area. Qualifications must include an operating background,
instructional ability and some knowledge of stores accounting.
The successfu: applicant will be required to enlist into the
T. & A.V.R. in the rank of Staff Sergeant on consolidated rates
of pay of £1,005 per annum.
Soldiers interested who are due to complete their service in
the near future should write for fur.ther derails to the Chief
Signal Officer, Western Command, Queens Park, Chester.

15th

CAmO

REUNION

"Cairo moves to London." It did fur those who gathered
at Williamsons Tavern in Bow Lane, London, on the evening
of 4th October, when the 15th Reunion of the Royal Signals
Officers who served on the staff in Cairo during the last war,
took p:ace.
The many accounts of personal experiences which were related during die evening- conjured up just the right a{mosphere to recall landmarks and events from the attractions of
Opera Square t o the trials and tribulations of the Western
Desert. In all, a thoroughly memorable and p:easant evening, thanks to excellent company and the attentive staff of
Williamson's Tavern.
At the dinner, Major-General Sir Leslie Nicholls presided
and the foJowing officers were present :
Major-General L. de M. Thuillier, Brigadier J. J. Du
Vivier, Colonel J. Reading, Colonel R. W. Bailey, Colonel
J .. R. Sutcliffe, Lieutenant-Colonel P. W. Lonnon, Major S.
D. Allaway, W. Hawking, F. Winter, E. Vast, Brigadier R.
Ridley Martin, Brigadier F. A. H. Mathew, D . C. Blair, W.
G. Roberts, A. D. Rollings, Lieutenant-Colone.I F. A. Felton,
Major D. S. A. Hutley, B. H. Beresford, Lieutenan.t-Co:onel
R. J. Perry, Lieutenant-Colonel W. J. Morris.

PRESENTATION TO MRS. GRUNWALD
Brigadier C. E. Page, M.B.E. (right) C.C Royal Signals, 1st (British)
Corps, presents a Royal Signals brooch to Mrs. M. Grunwald, wif~
of Brigade-General M. Grunwald (left), Chief Signal Officer H.Q.
Northern Army Group

No.
41
31
44

28
16
17
434

Course
Line Tech III to Tech RR II
Tg Tech III to Tech TE II
R Tech (Lt) III to Tech R II
Driver Royal Signals II-I ...
Clerk Royal Signals III-II
Draughtsman III-II

Starts
12/3/68
12/3/68
12/3/68
5/3/68
5/3/68
5/3/68

Finishes
1/8/68
I/8/68
I/8/68
17/5/68
10/4/68
12/4/68

Olllcers

Sergeant T . B. Cooper
Sergeant A. Jones
Sergeant H . D . Salt

Major D . M . F. Barker
•..
Lieutenant D . Carnell ...
Captain M . A. Cornforth
Major A. A. D ocre, M .B.B.
Major C . C. Fowke . . .
. ..
Brigadier K . D . Gribben, M.B. B.
Lieutenant (T .O .T .) J. F. Green . . .
Captain J. A . H ood ...
...
...
Captain (Q .M .) A . G . H arfield, B .B.M .
Captain R. A. H ighB'ITl .. .
Lieutenant D . H unt
.. .
. ..
M ajor J. F. Hart .. .
Lieutenant-Colonel I. H . A .
lllingworth
Major J. A. King .. .
. ..
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) J. B. Jupe
Major (Q .M. ) V. W . G . Kina
0 / C A. H. MacCulloch
...
Major I. MacDonald . . .
. ..
Captain (Tfc.) F . W. Natolie
Major J. B. Prince
...
. ..
Lieutenant E . R . T . Pearse .. .
Major (Q .M .) W . E. Parks .. .
Lieutenant-Colonel H . E . Roper
Captain J. E. Stockill .. .
Captain I. D. Scott
.. .
Captain G. W . Tacey .. .
Lieutenant Q . Vigurs .. .
Lieutenant J . J . Ventham
A/Captain M . P. Walker

To S.H .A.P.E. (a s L t.-Col.)
24th R egcme nt
School o( Signal s
,, 17th GurkhJ> Re giment (as C.0.)
,, 237 Sq uadron
,, Eastern Command (as C.S .0 .)
,. 225 Squadron
,, 222 Squadron
., 36th R egiment
,. 255 Squacron
,, 207 SquadroI'
., 4th R egimen t
,, Cabinet Office
M .O .D. Sigs. 5.
,. 261 Squadron
,. School of Signals
,. 18th R ogiment
205 Squadron (as O .C.)
,. 30th Regiment
School of s·gnals
,. 213 Squadron
II th Regimetlt
,, M .O.D. (ASE) as Col. GS.
,. 16th Regiment
,, School of Signals
,. 9:h Regiment
,, A.A.C. , Harrogate
,. School of Signals
,. 621 Troop ( rl.M .S. F earless).

G.S.O. NortDieru Army Group
At a farewell luncheon given in Rheindahlen by Brigadier
C. E. Page, M.B.E., C.C. R. Signals, of 1st (British) Corps, on
Friday, 8th September, to mark the end of Brigade General
M. Grunwald's three-and-a-half-year tour as Chief Signal
Officer, Headquarters, Northern Army Group, Mrs. Grunwald
was ·presented with a gif.t from the Signal Officers of 1st (British)
Corps.
This gift of a brooch in the form of a Corps "Jimmy" was
to mark die high regard in which General Grunwald has been
held by the Signal Officers in 1st (British) Corps who have
come .to know him well and was also a token of affection for
Mrs. Grunwald.
C:ose co-operation, mutual respect, and professional expertise
have been characteristics of .the association between the Signals
Staff of Northern Army Group and 1st (British) Corps throughout General Grunwald's ' tour of office.
General Grunwald bas now left .to take over his new appoint~
ment as Commander of the German Signal School at Feldafing.

PUZZLE CORNER No. I-WINNERS
The correct solution to the puzzle published in the
August/September "Wire" was:

The winner and runner-up, impartially drawn from a
hat from those who gave the correct solution were:
1st Prize of £2 10s. Od.: Captain N. A. Vandyck,
4th Regiment, B.F.P.O. 15.
2nd Prize of £1 Os. Od.: Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
Noden, 612 Signal Troop, c/o G.P.O. Singapore.
Cheques are being sent accordingly.

W .O .I K. H . Randall ...
W .O .Il R. Jones ...
...
W .0.II L. N. Whitemore
W .O.II H . Bell ...
W.O.II C. C. Stephens
W .0 .II (Y. of S.) R. N . L.
W.O.II A. S. R. Alfred
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O.Sslli."8 ,,

W.0.II (Y. of S.) A. R. Souter
W .O.II G. H . Waters . ..
W.0.II L. Kendrick
...
.. .
A / W .0 .Il M . R. Barnden ...
W.O .II W. Mcintosh .. .
.. .
...
W .O.Il (F. of S .) L . W. Leppington
W.0.Il (F. of S.) R. Wier ...
W .O.II (F. of S.) R. Staniford
Staff Sergeant A. W . Newman
Stafi Sergeant T. Quinn
...
Staff Sergeant R. D. J. Burnett
Staff Sergeant A. Pearson
.. .
Staff Sergeant (Y . of S.) I. R. Holmes
Staff Sergeant P. 0 . Moody
Staff Sergeant J. L. Burgess
Sergeant C. I. Perry ...
Serge:nt T. R. Hanman
Sergeant L . A. Smith ...
Sergeant D. Brierley
Sergea:n
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Se:gea,t
Sergeant
Sergea::t

A. H . R. Bradshaw
A. G. A. Brittenden
C. Coverley
C. M. Doyle ...
G. T. E dwards
I. Fo:bes
. ..
R. Goodwin
G. Hall ...
D. J. Harries
M. Harrison
J. Hou~h
A. Jarrueson
P . S. Jones
R. 0 . Kennedy
K. R. McRae . ..
W. Sugden
. ..

Sergeant E.
Sergeant G.
A/Sergeant
Sergeant G .
Se:geant R.
Sergeant T.
Sergeant J.

N. B. Ferguson
Miller
.. .
A. G. Morgan
D . Cunningham
Geddes
...
H. Dobson
E. Chapman

Sergeant M. J. Scott
Sergeant R . A. Finch
Sergeant L. Yll'tes .. .
Sergeant T. Leslie
...
Sergeant M. D. Stubbings
Sergeant A. S'1npson .. .
A/Sergeant M . J. Boland
A/Sergeant W. D. Dyke
Sergeant
Sergeant
Se:gea,t
Sergell!llt
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,,
,,
,.
,,

R. Collis
D . Mackay
.. .
,T. H . G. Ralph
D. H . Owen ..•

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

.,
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,,

H .Q .. FARELF.
30th Regiment
11th Regiment
210 Squadron
7th Regimeot
18th Regiment
4th Guards Bde. H .Q. and Sig.
Squadron
28th Regiment
tst Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
uth Regiment
uth Re~iment
8th Reguneot
14th Regiment
School of Artillery, Larkbill
20th Armoured Bde. Sig. Sqn.
14th Reg'.ment
22nd Regiment
30th Regimeot
24th Reg'.ment
28th Regiment
3oth Regiment
School of Si!!"als
16th Regiment
Army Apprentices College
30th Regiment
253 Squadron

School of Signals
(No. 27 F . of S. Course)

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
Neu1

Old

Sen . No. S•n. No.
To S Sgt.

22169653 Sgt.
22401 594 Sgt.

To W .O .I

22477959
22289325
22289331
22771341
2549571
22983419
22569917
22776438
22821026
23234330
23236326
23531300
23466246
22776267
23682653
23755734

T o W .O .II
To S Sgt.

To W.O.I

Stoddard, B. J.
Maidment, K .

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
W.O.II
Weir, R.
W .O.Il
Lidstone, I . R.
S Sgt.
Stoddart, T . M.
Sgt.
Chambers, E. A. P.
Sgt.
Jones, K. G.
Sgt.
Pittock., M . V.
Sgt.
Hall, D . v. F.
Sgt.
Brindle, G . F.
Sgt.
Charles, P . M .
Scriven, R. C.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Fmighan, D. J.
Sgt.
Ho:mmonds, J . M.
Sgt.
Field, c. J.
Golds.worthy. J.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Crowe, L. R.
Tomlinson, A .
Sgt.
YROMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
Haves, G.
A/W.O.I
Kent, P. B. R.
A / W.0.1

2548939
2549664

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Orchard, B. E. J.
Rigby, J . P.
Thorpe, G .
Maynard, J.
Merriman, G. c.
Crow, M.
. s.
Edwards, G. T.
Pritchard. A.
Marsh, P. L.
O'Sullivan, G . J.
Edwards. R. c.
Brown-Greaves,
C. J. D.
Cpl.
Morris, S. A.
Cpl.
Carter, B. G.

23849457 Cpl.
23849858 Cpl.
23473417 Cpl.
23675454 Cpl.
23733914 Cpl.
23708176 Cpl.
23733870 Cpl.
23742562 Cpl.
23708899 Cpl.
23878061 Cpl.
23849977 Cpl.
23236232 Cpl.

To Sgt.

. 23722863
23666852

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

0PERATIKG ROSTE"R
Whiffen, E. W.

Cpl.

22537792

Cpl.
Cpl.

22772530

INSERTIONS
ADMlNlSTRATIVR ROSTER
Crump, D. E.
Sgt.

4940
4950

8430 (Op)
244o(Tcch)

1200

148o
1335
t96o
3034
3865
3870
3890
3895
3915
3970
4075
4230
4392
4490
4740
5210
Sgt. Tecll.)

1210

1950
3050
3o6o
3070
308o
3090
3100
3110
3120
3140
316o
3170
318o
3190
(All

550
S6o

830
610

6245
6268
6295
6305
6325
6335
6350
6370
6375
6390
6392

13007
12920
8546
13733
12355
12625
12810
12538
9000
12390
13781

6395 12420
6400 12657
6405 13o64

14100 2866o

FrBLD ROSTER
Hamilton. C. J.
Springer. M. G .

22790350
23659249

5020
5040

4o6o
446o

1500

6o6o

(Op)

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
W.O.I
W.O.II
S Sgt.

810
1330
40

1570

2040

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
980
470
690

W.O.I

,, 255 Souadron
,, 3o:h Regiment
CV H.Q. and Tra:ning Wing
,, 653 Troop
,, 28th Regiment
., 16th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment

., 14th Regiment
17th(Gurkha) Signal Regiment
103 Lanes. Artillery Voluntcen
LT AD Rcgt. R.A. Sig. Tp.
., 9th Reaiment
610 Troop
,, 237 Squadron

=======Promotions

Warrant Officers and Sergeants
F.ARE"WELI. TO BRIGADE GENERAL
M. GRUNWALD

ABLEY, BLOGGS, DUBBIN AND GUMMIDGE,
WERE TRUTHFUL.

Dates of Upgratling1Conversion Courses
in Catterick

Sergeant D. E . Barrow .. •
Sergeant A. Raina
.. .
Sergeant W . J. Moorhead

NOVEMBER

F.UlE'l\' ELL-Al\""D A WELCOHE
W.0.II F:etcher, 13, Butts Mead, Shaftesbury, writes:
I terminate 27 years' service on 20th October this year, and
I would very much like, on behalf of myself and my wife,
to say farewell to all our friends.
But, if any of you wish to contact us after my discharge, I
am to become the licensee of The Hare and the Hounds at
Whitford, r. A.xminster, Devon, and would be glad to see
you there."

=====Movements

Sgt.

4400

Sgt.

IOOIO

Sgt.

3390

TECHNICAL ROSTER
5120
5820
5090
OPERATING ROSTER
10340
FCELD ROSTER

School of Signals
(Y. of S. Course,

o. 15)

CORPS

DIARIES

A number ol Dlarles a•d '1-Tallets •tlJI
., 30th Regiment
30th Regiment
,. 30th Regiment
3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
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ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION

Corps men
march again
at Nijmegen

ANNUAL

LONDON

LECTURE

Thursday, 23rd November, 1967, at 6 p.m.
AN

ALTERNATIVE

TO

ORWELL:

Politico-Military Strt&tegy tor the 1980s

,

by

How to switch

The Right Honourable

LORD CHALFONT, P.C., O.B.E., M.C.
in

(Story submitted by 22nd Regiment)
m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11 11111111111m

NIJMEGEN MARCHES-TWO MILES FROM HOME ON THE SECOND DAY
(From left to right): Signalman Derrick (cycle orderly), Signalman Savage, Signalman
Cunningham, Lieutenant Morris, Signalman Darwin, Signalman Martin, Signalman
Collins, Signalman Monahan (with new recruit), Lance-Corporal Foy, Signalman
Fagan, Corporal Hackett, Lance-Corporal Crowden

Towards the end of April it was decided tha{ 1 Squadron
would enter a team for the Nijmegen Marches. Within days a
team of twenty men was formed and training began. Unfortunately a regular training program.me cou:d not be made
due to -the exercise commitment of the Regiment. By the end
of July, the time of the marches, the team had shrunk to eleven
men, a cycle orderly and a tent orderly, the training having
taken its toll of blisters and bruises.
The Nijmegen Marches is a four-day event when Servicemen and civilians of all nationa:ities march approximately
t\renty-five miles a day. This year it was reported that mere
were thirteen thousand competitors from England, Germany,
France, Holland, Belgium, Norway, Sweden, D enmark, Switzerland, America, Canada, Lu."embourg, Israel and Austria .
Prince Claus of Holland, himse:f, took part.
A frie ndly a t m.os phe r-but, o h? t ltose breakfasts

Once in ijm~en a good time was had by the whole of me
team. The weather was good an<l the local townsfolk were
exceptionally friendly. The team was accommodated in a tented
camp and the field showers, toilets and canteens were luxurious
by our standards. The on:y point that was a subject for criticism
(and it was the whole time the team was there) was the food.
" Cooked meals are provided by the Royal Netherlands Air
Fo_rce. They differ from British .rations consisting largely of
boiled eggs, bread, cheese, salami, potatoes and coffee," said
the stan~g instru~tions for Nijmegen Marches; but they did
not mention the gmger cake, sugar or raw bacon sandwiches.
Fortunately one did not feel like eating a heavy meal at the end
of a march and there were more than enough light refreshment sta"Js on the route. What one could not get used to was
ginger cake sandwiches and coffee for breakfast instead of good
old bacon and eggs and a cup of tea.
Swinging along In high s pirits

. The ~t day's marching went very well . Everyone was in
high spmts and the team was able to complete the march in a
very fast time. One or two had achin g feet but that was the
extent of the damage. The second day, like the first was uneventful and was compl~ted well wi~in the time all~wed. By
now the team had lost its self-consciousness and was swinging
a·ong to the sttains of "T1pperary" and "Ilkley Moor." These
and other good songs were sung with great gusto in an effort
to dr?Wn the ".Yankee Doodle" songs of the colourfull y-clad
Am.ncan contmgents, the harsh marching songs of the
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Bundeswehr and the rythmic whistles of the Belgian paratroopers.
It took two days for the first of the dreaded blisters to appear.
These were rapidly burst and patched up. It was at this time
that the ' I've more blisters -than you" competition started
between Lieutenant MorI'is and Signalman Fagan.
Day three was slightly more in,teresting than the previous
two days due to the fact that me team was marching up and
down fairly steep hills. This made a pleasant change from the
flat monotonous country already covered. Although it was more
tiring, the team was glad to be marching over a more varied
countryside.
Final day the inost enjoyable
The final day was -t he climax of the four days' marching and
by far the most enjoyable. All the Service personnel stopped
three miles out of ,Nijmegen on their way back and changed
into clean uniforms. They then marched the final three miles
behind mi"itary bands of all nations. The English bands included the pipe band of the Royal Air Force. At the end of
the march .there was a march .past and the Nijmegen medals
were pre ~ented. Literally tens of thousands of Dutch people
came from all over Holland to cheer on the competitors on their
final ma rch in and to adorn them with garlands and bouquets
of flowers.
Medals g alore--but w lao w on t h e blister c o ntest?
Two members of the team, Lance-Corporals Foy and Crowden, received crowns to add to .their meda:s for having completed
the marches twice. The remainder of the team, Lieuten ant
Morris, Corporal Hacker, Signalman Monahon, Signalman
Fagan, Signalman Collins, Signalman Darwin, Signalman
Martin, Signalman Cunningham and Signalman Savage received
their first-timers' medals-well earned and well deserved. Signalman Derrick also received a medal for acting as cycle orderly
to the team but, unfortunately, Signalman Hinton, the tent
orderly, came away without a medal.
Later that evening, neutral judges declared Signa·rnan Fagan
the winner of the blisters competition by one small blister.
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THE ASSEMBLY HALL OF THE
ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY
(Entrance in Craven Street, off Northumberland Ave.)
LONDON, W.C.2.
The general arrangements will be as on previous
occasions and the bar will be open before and
after the lecture.
There is seating accommodation for 400, which we
would like to see filled. There will be no reasonable
limit to the number of guests which a member may
bring. Invitation cards and leaflets for your guests may
be obtained from the Secretary, Royal Signals Institution,
Cheltenham Terrace, London, S.W.3. Tickets are not
required by members of the Institution and their accompanied guests, or by members and ex-members of the
Corps.

TH E CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
N umber of cases assisted finan cially in
September
Number of clothing parcels sent
Amount spent in grants and loans . . .

33
40
£ 537 12 2

One of the Month's Cases
Ex Staff Sergeant, 22 years' service. One of his three
children died tragically in a road accident eight months
ago. The Staff Sergeant himself was very seriously
injured in ·the same accident and will not be fit for work
for a long time. The Association made a grant to clear
the funeral expenses and other debts which had accrued
during the man's illness.

One of the Month's Letters
" I want to tllank you most sincerely for your kindness
to my family and myself. I cannot tell you the help and
relief .this has been .ro us. Excuse my short letter, but,
if it were one hundred pages long, I could never say
thank you en ough for what you have done."
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from a good
career •in
•
•
eng1neer1ng
to a better one
••
serv1c1ng
computers
To become a successful IBM Data Processing
Customer Engineer, you need more than engineering qualifications. You need to be able to talk confidently and well to any level of customer management,
and to have a pleasing personality in your work. As
a D P C E, you work in direct contact with your
customers, on some of t he world's most advanced
data processing equipment.
You must have a sound electronic and electromechanical background, such as ONC/HNC Electronic or Electrical, or Radar/Radio/Instrument
Fitters course in the armed services.
You will get thorough training on data processing
equipment throughout your career. Starting salaries
depend on experience and aptitude, but will not be
less than £1,100 a year. Salary increases are on
merit-within 3 years you could be earning £1,750.
Drive and initiative are always well rewarded at
IBM; promotions are made on merit and from within
the company.
If you are between 21 and 31, and would like this
chance to become part of a rapidly expanding and
exciting computer industry, write to IBM.
Send details of training, experience and age to
Mr. D. Dennis, ~BM United Kingdom Limited, 389
Chiswick High Road, London, W.4, quoting reference DP/W/100.

IBM
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Bri•ging •· Swf'etness and Light "
School ol
ignal.s

to

the 11ew

Abreast of the advancing tide of technology -

Tlie 11ew Scliool of Signals is a lin.e con,ce11t

22 W . R.A.C. Q COURSE
Bock Row ; (left to right) Second-Lieutenant Lewis, Second-Lieutenant Feaver,
Second-Lieutenant Kinchin, Second-Lieutenant Noble, Lieutenant Lappin,
Lieutenant Green land, Second Lieutenant Bu tterworth, Second-Lieutenant Moxon
front Row: (left to ritht) Lieutenant Whitley, Lieutenant Sudbury, Second-Lieutenant Ed ington, Second-Lieutenant Hutchinson, Second-Lieutenant Erskine,
Second-Lieutenant Simmons, Second-Lieutenant Crowe
On 15 September No. 22 W .R. A.C. Course assembled at Blandford. The first
W . R.A.C. Course at the new School of Signals. Bringing .. Sweetness and Light"
to the new School the assembly due of the course coincided with an exchange
au-pair visit of Lieutenant Joseph Ferrer of the French Army-full of jo i de vivre.
fresh from visitini the Training Brigade, and a great admirer of the Royal Corps of
Sicn2ls. No. 22 W.R.A.C. Course has Started well, •nd the Course Officer,
Major Dickie Armstroni has a detectable twinkle in his eye when he talks of the
noticeable change of timbre in his voice procedure practices. The photograph
shows the Course outside the Instructional Block

Something about • • •

The New School of Signals

Captain P. J. F. White T.E. Royal Signals and Mr. M. H. Howarth,
M.A., A.M.l.Mech.E .. Managing Director of G. Cussons Ltd. inspect
the first fuel cell owned by the Corps. The fuel cell was presented
by G. Cussons Ltd., who have also presented a Thermoelectric
generator to the School of Signals

theatre, with all the sophisticated equipment that one could
wish for.
As many members of .the Corps will probably recall,
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) John Elston was appointed Project
Liaison Officer at the beginning of the project. Ably assisted
by the Bland.ford Project Staff, Lieutenant-Colone; Ron Shove
and others, he has weathered many storms, and is now well
aware that Rome was not built in a day. He has graduated,
with honours, in architectural interpretership, but hopes not
to pass out as a result of this in the 1970s.

(See page of plwtographs opposite)
Situated eighteen miles from Salisbury and on the outskirts
of Bland.ford Forum, the new School of Signals looks out on
the wide horizon of the chalk downs and the rolling countryside of Dorset.

UHF tower is focal point
Blandford Camp, already steeped in history dating back
from Roman times, has a new look, with the School's striking
modern dark brick buildings relieved by natural wood, its
unique UHF tower and the unusual roundabout of Mendip
scone at the main entrance to Blandford Camp.
The main building of the School houses die Corps Museum
in the entrance hall, well set out, and a source of great interest
to all visitors. The instructional blocks, classrooms and laboratories are of the highest standard, and the high glass windows
allow the maximum natural light.
The second phase is commenced
Work on the new project was started in June, 1964, and the
first phase was completed in May, 1967, when the School of
Signals moved down from Catterick, in Yorkshire. There is
still much work to be done. The second phase, the provision
of office and technical accommodation for 30th R egiment,
~e :.iving accommodation for soldiers and general amenities
m the camp has just started, and it is hoped that it will be
completed in 1969.
Functional comfort and modern techniques
Michael Grice, the Architect, looks on with great satisfaction
as the work progreses. His aim of functional comfort has been
achieved and the Offic.."l's' and Sergeants' Messes have been
compared to nothing less than the Hilton Hotel.
. Centr.~ heating, good li~hting, modem furniture, modern
pme ceilings and labour-savmg floor coverings are on'.y a few
of the assets which make living conditions so good.
One instructor described the classrooms as the best in the
country, and Princess Mary Hall as second to none. The
School of Signals takes great pride in its modem instruction
'438

Ministry of Defence
Telecommunications Personnel
Are you due for Release?
The Ministry of Defence has vacancies in the Whitehall area for Specialist Teleprinter Operators.

Pay

£15 Os. 6d. p.w., if25 and over, rising
£18 Ss. Od. p.w.
Earnings can be increased by an average
of £6 p.w. by overtime working and
shift allowance

Hours

41 gross over a five day week.

Paid Leave 3 weeks a year
Lump Sum payment on retirement or resignation
after more than 5 years' continuous service.

Written applications stating trade proficiency, to:-

Mr. A. J. SMART,
Ministry of Defence, DS 16,
Room 08 , Old War Office Building.
London, S.W.I
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It would be impossible in the confined space of a page of pictures to give any idea of the wide diversity of technical equipment,
the high standard of the 'new look' accommodation and the general amenities of the new School. These pictures can only show:
I. The UHF tower. 2. The main building of the new School. 3. Transmission Group Demonstration Room. Sergeant
Poultney and Signalman Waldron with the C70/ l--4 No. 3 link and new model communications vehicles. 4. Transmitter
Station. Lance-Corporal Barclay maintains a 013 transmitter. 5. The library. 6. The anteroom of the Sergeants Mess.

H. Q. Training Brigade, Catterick Camp

ARMY APPRENTICES' COLLEGE, HARROGATE
•

Junior Leaders come to Harrogate. ·

•
•

The Padre fixes the Cross.
Vis:t of the Minjster of Public BwTdings and Works.

Junior Leade.rs at Harrogate
Ninety-seven Junior Leaders from the now defunct Royal
S-ignals Junior Leaders Regiment, Denbury, arrived at the
College at the beginning of term to complete their training as
radio or comcen operators.
Major E. W. Hunt, now O.C. Penney Squadron, and
Lieutenants Whitehead and Burtt, a·1 ex-Denbury, also arrived
to help wi·th the continuation training.
The boys very quickly settled in and adopted their honorary
title of A/T. Already they are beginning to draw their colours
on .the sporting field.
O'Leary on the football field, and
Martin, Rumbold and Sandy on the rugby field-'cl] ex-Denbury regulars, now playing for the College.
The wider range of hobbies has seen the boys occupying their
time to the best advantage-most boys seem to be going for
model cars, fencing, angling and judo.
With ·the new accommodation and facilities, all boys can
look forward to a very enjoyab:e year to eighteen months'
training before graduating to man service.
College A/T

R.S.M.

A[T R.S.M. A. S. Copeland

I.

Brigadier General Rienzi shows interest in a knotty problem confronting Lance-Corp oral Matthews.

2.

The_Brigadier in the D.11 room at 24th Regiment. With him Staff-Sergeant (Y. of S.) Brown.

3. The S.0.-in-C. planting a tree in Helles Park to mark his first visit.
4.

The presentation of the B.E.M. to Mr. F. B. Cumbers.

The citation is being read by Major D. A. L. Charles.

During his visit to the Training Brigade, General Anderson
saw a selection of belts, crossbe:ts and rifle slings that are being
tried out. The selection of modds chosen for this mannequin
parade didn't, alas, include Twiggy! Even so, Corporals Clark
and Corpse looked most fetching;

Visit of General Ricmzi
Brigadier General Thomas M. Rienzi, Commandant of the
Uni ted States Army Signal School, paid us a one-day visit on
26th September. General Rienzi had been to the Training
Brigade before in r963 and this, added ito his quick-fire questions, really had peop:e on their toes to wi!hstand the " R ienziblitz Mark IL" '"Why do you call it' Helles' Barracks, Major?"
"How do you cook Chicken Maryland?" and, when spotting
the Officers' Mess juke box, concealed (someone thought) in
the cloakroom, " Got a dime, Lieutenant?" all made General
R ienzi a popular and hard-to-forget figure (apart from the fact
that he is 6ft. 6:n. tlll).

The S.0.-in~C. spoke to many of the soldiers as his programme included having coffee in -t he Junior Ranks Club and
taking drinks with the Warrant Officers and S N.C.O.s at
lunchtime. In the evening a supper party was he:d in the
Royal Signals Mess, Catterick, where General and Mrs. Anderson met the officers of the Training Brigade and their wives.
We enjoyed welcoming Major-General and Mrs. Anderson
back to Catterick and look forward to their next visit.

Presentation ol the D.E.1tl. to ~- J<'. IS. Cumbers
On I Ith Oc!ober, Mr. Freddie Cumbers was presented with
the B.E.M. by Major-General R . H. Whitworth, C.B.E., G.O.C.
Northumbrian District. The presentation took place in the
Royal Signals Mess Catterick and was attended by officers of
the Tra!ning Brigade, members of the Mess Staff and Mr.
Cumbers' family. Afterwards all those present adjourned for
a glass of sherry.

Visit of Signal Officer-in-Chief
Major-General J. E. Anderson, C.B.E., the Signal Officer-inChief, visited the Training Brigade on 17th August. The
S.0 .-in-C. planted a tree in Helles Barracks to mark his first
v1s1t. The tree, a Pissardii, commonly known as " Trail
Blazer "-was thought to be most appropriate for the donor.
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This term A. S. Copeland
is A/T R.S.M. He is 19
years old and was educated
at Bellahouston Academy,
Glasgow, where he obta:ned his Scottish Leaving
Since joining
Certificate.
Army Apprentices' College,
Harrogate, he has obtained
fo:.i.r G.C.E. ' 0' Levels
and City and Guilds Ma:ths
' B.' At the moment he is
training to be a terminal
technician. When he leaves
the C-0Jege at Christmas, he
hopes to get a posting to 252
Squadron, Hong Kong.

Chnrch of St. Alban-The Padre goes aloft
With the building of a new Church for .the College, it was
appropriate that the Cross adorning the steeple should be
placed in position by the College Padre, Captain C. Rawlinson.
Lifted by crane in a metal bucket, .the Padre and one of
the builders were hoisted 90 feet to the pinnacle, where they
fixed the Cross. The bucket got wedged against the scaffo:dlng
on .the way down, marooning the occupants for two hours in
mid-air.
Rugby
The rugby season started with our usual first fixture against
Harrogate Colts. An encouraging first game resulting in a
draw. Since then we have played four games, winning three
and losing one.
The team is playing well togeth·er, due mainly to the experience and enthusia= of some members of last year's team
and an influx of new blood. The captain of rugby this year
is A/T Sergeant James (Penney Squadron).
Ex-Corps lU e robers at Harrogate
Since •t he birth of the Army Apprentices' Col:ege, way back
in 1948, there have been a number of ex~Corps members
serving as instrucmrs on the staff.
In the beginning, these numbers were few, but have now
risen to seventeen. In addition, we have a number of instructors ex-R A.F., Navy and Merchant Navy.
These civilians have provided a h ard core of continuity
which is essential to rt he smooth running of any establishment;
although wearing civilian clothes, they form as much a part
of the College as do .their comrades in arms. Their ranks
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The Padre the Rev. C. Rawl insonJ:and one of the builders goes
aloft to help fix the Cross on the pinnacle of the new Church of
St. Albans (See also Special Mention column)

ranged from Major to Corporal; this fact does not in any
way deter the comradeship between themselves and tlie rest of
the CoLe~ staff.
Most of the instructors now Jive in Harrogate and have
settled into the way of life of the Yorkshire folk, despite the
efforts of the weather. Jrt is not surprising to find that quite a
number of the military staff finish their time at the College
and settle in Harrogate-must be something about the place!
Some of the instructors take par,t in extra-mural activity,
helping to run the various hobbies clubs that are part of
Co.lege life. Often, ex-apprentices on leave pay a visit to
Harrogate, mainly to visit girl friends, and, in the majority
of cases pay a visit ,t o the College to see their old instructors.
To the instructors themselves, this is most gratifying, as is
also the fact that the proof of their work is now showing
in the form of posting into the College of N.C.0.s who were,
· only a few short years ago, apprentices themselves.
Most e.x-Corps members have join~d the loca: branch of the
Royal Signals Association and take an active part in welcoming
the s!!Ilior term apprentices into the Corps.
A list is given below of ex-m mbers of the Corps now
servin~ on the instructional side of .the College. Letters from
old friends reading this article would be most we:come.
Mr. D . P. Tyrie, 1929-33 and 1935-~0 (India, Far Bast).
Mr. W. T. E. Bevan , 1936-58 (Far East. Scandif'avia, Europe)
Mr. E . Sladdin , 1931-53 (B.B.F., Far East, India).
/>.k A. K. Steel, 1922-34 and r940-45 (Middle Ea t, Italy, C.C.G.).
Mr. H. Haydon, i932-6o (India, Far East, Middle East, Italy).
Mr. P. Sharp, 1946-49, Boy 49-59 (Europe, Australia).
Mr. N. Ledger, 1938-57 (Middle East).
Mr. J. Tyler, l 941 -49 (Middle East).
Mr. J. Purcell, 1951-53 (Airborne).
Mr. P. Maple, i954-57, Boy 57-65 (Middle East).
Mr. F. B. Eden, 1946-53 (Nigeria).
Mr. M. James, 1943-47 (Far East).
Mr. E. Dodd, 195 1-57-67 (T.A.. T .A.V.R.).
Mr. E. Hill, 1945- 48 (S.T.C., India).
Mr. A. Henderso·>, R.E 19 9-43, R. Signals 1943-46 (B.E.F., [ndla).
Mr. I,. Strange, S.L .I. 1935-44, R. Signals 1944-59 (lndfa, Far East,

Eurooe).

Mr. A. Walley, 1955-57 (Middle Bnst).
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Visits
The Rt. Hon. R. D. Mellish, the Minister of Public Buildings and Works, visited the College on 4th October to see
progress made in the rebuilding programme. He was entertained to lunch in the Officers' Mess and was then conducted
on a tour by Colonel Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D., embracing the
Sergeants' Mess, telegraph operator training gymnasium
swirr..ming pool, squash courts, dental centre, dining room,
living accommodation, churches, cinema and boiler house. The
Minister expressed appreciation of the architectural design and
College utilisation in all ihe buildings he visited.

4th REGIMENT

B.F.P.O. 15
•
•
•

Regiment organises special farewell to G.O.C.
Oberburgomeister (Mayor) of H erford visits and is duly
impressed.
Regiment full stretched on Exercise " Rob Roy " comes
through with flying colours.

Serg e ant~' lJl ess Nows
The G.O.C. leav es i n g r e a t style
It was decided that the Sergeants' Mess would dine-out
the G.O.C. and that the officers would give him a farewell
luncheon. So on 1st September, the Sergeants' Mess entertained Major-General M. Fom:ster, c.B.E., n.s.o., M.C., G O.C.
4th Division to dinner, this being .the last opportunity before
h~ relinquish~ bis present command.
Also present were
Lieutenai;it-Co.onel A. J . Jackson, the Commanding Officer,
and Maior P. J. Evans, M .B.E., .the Second-in-Command.
D uring dinner we were entertained by the Band of the 17th/21st
Lancers. We all enjoyed an excellent meal, although the R.S.M.
appeared. slightly worried until a waiter whispered "the Pipers
have arrived " (somewhere along the line their transport had
been delayed). After dinner, the R.S.M. pr=nted General
Forrester with a si:ver cigar box on behalf of the Mess, and
suitable speeches were made. H aving returned to the ante
room, we saw a splendid display of highland dancing performed by Pipe-Major Anderson and the dancers of the 1st
Battalion The Black Watch. The climax of the evening came
w~en the G.O.C. requested his car, and Colour-Sergeant
Nicholson appeared, resplendent in postilion's uniform, to
announce . " Sir, your. carriage awaits," and sure enough, an
open carna~e and pair appeared at the door complete with
liveried coachman. Accompanied by the Me~ members, the
General left in great style to the singing of "Auld Lang Syne"
and three rousing cheers.

A pleas ant ceremony i s held
At h.~nch time on Saturday, 8th September, Brigadier G . de
E. Collin, M.c., Commander, Royal ArtiI:ery 4th D ivision the
Commanding Officer and numerous other officers of the Regiment were present in the Mess to bid farewell to W.O.I
(S.~.A.C.) John Reyno:ds who is leaving us on commissioning.
As IS the custom on these occasions, R. S.M. R. G. Aitken
presented Mr. Reynolds with a sword. This was borne in with
great pomp upon a silken cushion, but turned out <o be a
ratJ;ier rusty fencing sabre complete with "BER " certificate.
This, however, was swiftly exchanged for the more conventional model which was duly presen ted. E ar~er, on 26th August,
Mr. Reynolds presented to R.S.M. R. G . Aitken for use in the
Mess a magnificent engraved block and gavel which had been
sub;;crib::d .to. by all the. senior ranks of the Roya: Regiment of
Artillery withm the Regiment. This now makes jts appearance
at all our formal functions.
VisU

ol the Oberburgomeister

On 12th September we were honoured with a visit from die
Oberburgomeister of Herford, Dr. Kurt Schober who is a
Member of the Bonn Parliament. On arrival he ~as met by
the. Second-in-qommand, Major P . J. Evans, M.B.E., and the
Adiutant, Captain K. P . Burke. After a short discussion with
the
he then had morning coffee with the officers of die
Regunent. After coffee he was shown a selection of radio and

.c.o.

radio relay vehicles by Major T. Rigby, O.C. 1 Squadron.
Then Major P. D. E. Gregory, O.C. 2 Squadron, showed to
him a layout of Main Divisional Headquarters on the square.
The Oberburgomeister was most impressed with the high
standard of the soldiers' accommodation in barracks, and the
entenaining pictures on the walls in their barracks rooms I
After this he paid a short visit to our Flight l\nd one of the
pilots showed him the essentials of flying a helicopter.
A:s readers will know we have a new dining hall and cookhouse in the Regiment and Dr. Schober was most impressed
w.it\1 the facilities a~l\.fable and the most pleasant aspect of the
dinmg accommodanon. After a short visit .ro the W.R.V.S.
Club, ·t he Corporals' Club and other amenities in the Regiment
the Oberburgomeister had a pre-lunch drink in the Sergeants'
Mess with R.S.M. R. G. Aitken and about 100 members of
the Sergeants' Mess.
Before he left the C.O. presented Dr. Schober with a Regimental Plaque and so ended a most enjoyable visit ·to the
Regiment.

Exercise
This e'.'t!:fcise, which was
years .rrammg, was an FTX
enemy comprised of the 4th
and another Brigade's worth
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A month with a Scottish flavour for 4th Regim ent • • •
There's Highland dancing and the swirl of the pipes for the G.O.C ...
and some Scottish toughness in Exercise 'Rob Roy'

•• Bob Roy ''
the culminati~n of ·the past two
when the Div1sion " took on " an
Canadian Infantry Brigade Group
of NATO units.

A severe test
For the Regiment, the exercise was a severe test of our
ability because apart from providing command and control
communications for 4th Division we had to do likewise for the
"en<:IDY·" In a~di~ion we prov.ided the usual artillery and
umpire ~~UDlcatlons, and bmlt and operated the internal
commU01cauons for two Control Headquarters, required because the e.xercise took place over a very large area of Germany.
Three Squadrons from our neighbours, 7th R egiment, came
under command for the exercise and they also loaned and
operated their CCTV for us. 11 Brigade Squadron provided
forward umpire communications.
Man y visitors
During .the exercise numerous VIPs visited us from the
Commander-in-Chief and Corps Commander downwards but
we were especially pleased to see Air Vice Marshal A. F~en
Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Signals), Brigadier P. F '.
Pentreath, M .B.E., C.S.0. H.Q. B.A.0.R., and Brigadier C. E.
Pag<:, M .B .E., C.C.R. Signals 1 (BR.) Corps.
Our first few days in the fie:d was a signal for the heavens
to o~en an~ we ~ere deluged with rain. On the fourth night a
freakish high wmd blew down many tents in the Control
~e~dquarters Admin Area, including the men's cookhouse and
dmmg tent ( r,061 on ration strength! ), the Sergeants' Mess
and accommodation tents. Then for a week the sun shone and
we had glorious weather.
Radio was s o lid
<?ur photographs show various scenes during the exer_cise,
which was a great success. Communications were sometunes
mor<: than .the staff could cope with. Radio Relay was solid
~ughout an.d the e~ormous VHF radio requirements, shared
iomtly by Maior T . Rigby, 0.C. I Squadron, and Major Dickie
Nice, of .7th Regim~nt, gave the staff all they wanted. All the
HF Rad10 '."as provided by 3 Squadron under Major M. A. T .
Hartn::tt with detachments from 22nd Regiment a:so loaned
{O us.

The last straw
Th.ere will be many amusing tales to be told during the
exercrse but one ·that caused exceeding mirth happened during
a one-<lay truoe when the Brigades were regrouping. Scene was
the Re&;lffiental Command Post, manned at that time by the
Seco1_1d-10-Command. ~nter.. ~e R.S.M., flourishing a large
warnmg order, to exclalITl, Sir, we've got to detail six and
150 for the Armistice Day Parade."
To ~um up, the exercise was a tremendous success. We were
all del ~ghted t~ hear that the G.O.C. had written to the C.O.
and said f!tat the success of !'ur operations has depended on
the ma~~c~nt support provided by the Units under your
command -m other words to all Royal Signals on the ex~cise .
A s atl loss
· Finally, our sincere sympathy goes to the family of LanceC:Orpoi:al Rodger of .1 I Brigad e Squad ron who was tragicaJ.:y
killed m a ·traffic accident during the exercise.
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I.

DEPARTURE IN STYLE. The G.O.C. is driven off in state after being dined out in the Sergeants' Mess. Appa rently R.S.M.
Aitken is having a little trouble with the door! The pipers of the Black Watch and some highland dancers were present
to entertain the G.O.C.

l.

FOCUS ON AN R.S.M. (Exercise ' Rob Roy). Lieutenant-General Sir John Mogg, Lieutenant General Sir Kenneth Darling,
Major-General M. Forrester, hold a discussion with R.S.M. R. G. Aitken.

3.

FOCUS ON A BOOT (Exercise ' Rob Roy'). Corporal Davis has a boot problem afte r the r a in (of course on an exercise
named 'Rob Roy' a man has to be a wee bit careful about things).

4.

THE JOB GOES ON (Exercise 'Rob Roy'). Servicing the vehicles under fielaconditions are(left to right) Signalma n Mcintosh
(the right name in the right place?), Driver Pressley and Corporal Carvell.
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3rd

REGllUENT, DULFORD CAIUP
• Return to the fleshpots.
• World Record for LULU M essage?
The end of September saw the 3rd Divi ion back on the
Continent for the first time since the end of the war. Exerci e .. Overdale" was the trategic Reserve's occasion for this
return to the fleshpots.
J F.H.Q. was based on R.A.F. Gei!enkirchen, with the
Brigad~s down in the Eiffel area of Germany. Not the best
of areas for communications, but, thanks to careful siting of
rebroadcast and relay stations, communications worked o ;tremely we.I th10ughour the exercise. In particular, we must
claim a world record for a LULU message. On Irth October,
Corporal Fallas, of • C' Troop r eceived an emergency air
request. From time of receipt until transmission of the TOT
(time over target) back to rhe fonvard troops took only 35
seconds. This time in cluded processing by the staff and
obtaining confirmation from the F ighter base. A formida ble
example of co-operation between Staff, R A.F. and Signals.
Any chal:enges on 35 seconds?
A word of praise from the C.O.

On the last afternoon, L ieutenant-Colonel P. H . F . Webb,
rhe C.O., made a helicopter tour of his fa r-flung detachments
to give them a word of well-deserved praise. True to the
tradi tions of the Corps, they were all well set-up and had
made themselves as comfortable as possib.e in some pretty
rugged locations. It is amazing how often good communications depend on a Corporal or Lance-Corporal with two or
three men stuck out in some lonely spot, who carry on for
days with very little up-to-date knowledge of how the battle
is going
The airlift into G ermany was provided by R.A.F. Air Support Command, using, for the first time, its Belfast and
Hercules aircraft. The R.S.M. and O.R.Q.M.S. put up a
black by get ting seats on the flight deck of their Hercules
and relega ting the C.O. and Adjutant to rumble seats in the
hold on the r ~ turn journey.
On the sporting side, we must mention Corporal Venus, of
2 Squadron, who won the Army Individual Athletics Championship for the three miles and 3,000 metres sreeplechase in the 1967
Army Athletics Meeting.
We are indebted to the Editor for allowing us to squeeze
these short paragraphs in so late. Now that we are back in
Bu:ford, our next contribution will, we hope, make up for the
last two "precis " which leave, summer camp and exercises
have forced upon us .

7th REGIMEN T , D.F.P.O. 15
•
•

Fine successes at the Berlin Motor Cycle Trials.
B.A.O.R. Inter-U nit Sailing

Warndng-up on " Gay Gordo-n " for " Rob Roy"
There has been a decidedly Scottish flavour to the autumn
exercise season this year with " Gay Gordon " as a small scale
warm-up for " Rob Roy," the big exercise of the year. Our
commitment was small but grew as the war spread and if the
generators we supp.ied, some 5,oooKVA watts, are anything
to go by a large number of people must have been involved.
It also reintroduced us .ro mud warfare and the delights of

I Ith REGIMENT

10th Regiment, Hounslow
•
•

Mot o r Cycli st s of 7th Reg ime nt-some fi ne ridi ng in t he Berl in
Mo t o r Cycle Trials.

Stage three consisted of an eight-mile cross-country speed
section to be completed in 25 minutes, where spils at speed
were common.
Stage fou r was nine hazard s including a ride into and out of
a lake.
And so· to the final n ail-chewing scores the Regiment took:
lst team place (represented by Sergeant Fayers, Sergeant
Atherly, Sergeant Rhind, Lance-Corporal Lloyd.
2nd Individual (Expert): Sergeant Fayers.
2nd Individ ual (Novice): L ieutenant D avies.
Another very enjoyable Berlin T ria: was over and man y
thanks to the organisation and wonderful hospitality of 62
(Berlin) Squadron R.C.T. as hosts and organisers of the trial.

The sub-aqua men get into some • deep water '
C.S M.I. Dolphin, our underwater expert, d ecid ed .t hat more
dive marshals were needed in B.A.O.R. and in this R egiment
particularly. An announcement on B.F.B.S. brought a motley
crew to join Sub-7-Aqua for rhe course, and Staff Sergeant
Stubberfield came to join C.S.M.I. Dolphin on the instructional
side. The first day was lectures from both instru~ors and
students with Signalman Ken Craig from 22nd Regiment out
to show ithat the instructors did not know it all. Day two was
spent at the Doktor See for the shallow dives and the murky
depths produced much amusement for all. The t hird day
deeper water was needed and th e Sorpe See provided it D ives
were done at 70 and 140 feet, except t hat Lance-CorporaJ Clarke
chickened out of the 140 ft. dive (ear trouble, he said). The
Army watermanship training centre at K ie: was rthe nex.t
objective and with Sapper assistance there were sea dives by
day and night. A visit to the Bundesmarine Research Institute
at Kronshagen came neJ!it with dives •to ·the equivalent depth of
3ro feet in the decompression chamber. After a visit to the
manufacrurers of diving suits and accessories at Eckenforde
the course returned to Kiel to prepare for the written exam
of the last day!
Altogether an interesting and well run course with only the
results to come.

recov~y

We d id manage to fit in a few other events, including the
Berlin Motor Cycle Trials. The 7th Regiment Motor Cycle
Team went to Berlin for the Brigade Motor Cycle Trials on
Sunday, September 3.

The B e rlin ~lotor Cycl e Trials
The first 2t days were spent in map reading and famLiarisation of the maze of roads that make up the British sector, and
on Tuesday afternoon final repairs and servicing of the machines
were effected, which was followed by a briefing and the draw
for numbers.
The Trial had four stages and the first began at 07.30 hours
Wednesday with a .thorough inspection of both riders and
machines for roadworthiness and conformity.
Stage two included 23 miles of map r~ding through builtup areas wi th an hour to complete, including checkpoints, and
here the value of earlier practice was shown up.

SA I LING
On the 26th the Unit sailing team met H .Q. r (B.R.) Corps
in the final of the B.A.O.R. Inter-Uniit Sailing Competition.
Major John G arrett led our <team to a clear cut victory and the
sp:endid trophy is now in Signals hands for the first t ime.

That w eekend i n Bolland • • •
L ieutenant David Podevin, one of our newly joined subalterns, had some difficulty in it:aking his troop for a weekend trip
to Holland, or so .the British Frontier Service informed die
Regimen't by phone. The weekend took in most of the high
spots and perhaps the odd low d ive in Amsterdam.
Stop Press: News has just come in that the 7th Regiment has
won the B.A.0 .R. motor cycle team championship for the 6th
year running and that Sergeant Lasota is B.A.O.R. individual
champion.
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Regiment assumes greater responsibilities.
C.O. now needs h is own h elicopter.

Star-ting on the r st October, this Regiment is reorgan~sin~ to
assume additional responsibilities for static ~ommurucauoi:;is
within the old Southern Command boundaries. The mam
change involves the taking under our wing of 251 Squadron
(W.R.A.C.) at Wilton an~ ~~s detach1;11ent at Aldersho.t, a~d
.the assumption of respons1bil1ty for Signal Works Services m
the old Southern Command. Our territory no~ covers .s ome
27,000 square miles from ~ury St. Edmunds m Norfo:k to
Plymouth in Devon, wherem SWS troops, ~mcens and 0.e
larger telephone exchanges are part of thJS Regunent. To vmt
these far flung detachments the Commanding Officer really
needs his own helicopter.
The reorganised Regiment now comprises: R.H.Q . at
Hounslow; Cipher equipmen t troop at Thatcham; r Squadron
at Hounslow (Radio Troop and SWS Southern England); 2
Squadron at Hounslow (Comcen at H ounslow, Horse Guards,
Beaconsfield and Co:chester-telephone exchanges and T ASS

•
•
•

A word that makes the Q.M. look anxious.
Visit of Comman dant, U.S. Signal School.
C.O. gives away bride.

The Quartermaster is beginning to look an anxio~ man.
There is one litt'. e word that is never s~ken .above whispe::ed
level . . . shhh . . . Admin. The date .JS rapidly approaching
and our annual mad fortnight will soon be upon us.
During the past month we have said ~u revoir or f~ell
to several officers. Of these, Lieutenant Mike Ofde has .res1~ed
and Lieutenan t Bob Hanbury is waging war m Sharjah with
222 Squadron. The comment was p~ on. their farewe.!J,
" It wil be interesting to see which one is earning the mos~ 1;11
ten years time." Sergean t Tom H assett a?d Se~eant D ooe
Dean have departed for Germany and we wish their successors
good fortune in assuming their tasks.
The pass-off parade of 5 Troop on 15th September was
taken by Lieutenant-Colonel
E. M. T. Crump, Royal
Signals. The day was very
dull and large cl o u d s
threatened to empty their
con tents and wash out die
parade. Fon unately this did
not occur and the parade
finished in good style.

Best Recruit - 5 Troop
Signalman McC r acken

Sergeants Albon (in the bows) and Widdicombe at canoe practice

terminals within London District and the new Eastern District);
3 Squadron at Alder shot (Comcen s at Al~ersh~t and Shorncliffe, telephone exchanges and TS~ ternunals m new ~outh
Eastern District); 4 Squadron at Wilton (Comcens at W~ton,
Bulford and T aunton, telephone exchanges and TASS termmals
in new South Western D istrict).

Canoeing
" We've spent more money so let's i_nake use of it.," Th~s
goaded, four members of the canoe c.ub ent<:red .this ye~ s
Bri{ish Open Championships at Bedford. (Nothing like startmg
at the top, is there? )
The week prior to the event was spent (our thanks to ~:A :F.
Henlow) in the area of the r ace in an attempt to familianse
the orew with the many hazards of the course.
Unfortunately in the actual race one crew, Sergeants Albon/
Widdicombe, $Uffered a broken rudder system and were unable
to complete the course. Corporal Dool/~ance:Corpor3;1 Bonner
managed to finish, despite Corporal poo. hav!llg to. s~ t on the
bottom of the canoe for the whole sixteen miles, victrm of an
earlier mishap. (Thank goodness h e always stands up at the
bar.)
On 17 th September we entered a crew in the Lea and Storr
L.D. For this we decided on a change of both crew..an~ craf~;
This time we saw Sergeant Alben and Corporal Blisters
Dool in a ' borrowed ' Phantom. A:gain, al.though no .g reat
success was achieved-but great experience gamed- we en1oyed
it, and that's what counts in all sport, we feel.
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CATTERICK CAMP

The best recruit on this
occasion
was
Signalman
McCracken who is now at
8th R egiment training to
become a t e c h n i c i a n .
McCracken hails from Beith,
Ayrshire, where he was a
texti:e student. H e was a
member of the Kilmarnock
Wild Fowlers Club and he
enjoys climbing. All best
wishes for the future go to
him.

Contuiuation Training Troop
Short overnight exercises where so~diers travel nyos or tbJ:ees
are excellent training in map reading and phy~1cal stamma.
The distances covered are considerab:e and th~ t nnes allow:d,
short. This training coupled with. judo, fencing, gymnastics
and trampoline courses at York, sailing at Semer Water, and
military courses within the Brigade enSlJ!C that ~e _young man
who leaves nth Regiment, having soldie~ed with CT Tr?OP,
is not just a trained recruit but a self-reliant and well-trained
soldier.
.
. .
d ·
Continuation weapon and phySJcal trammg ~ <;>mmant
features of the programme with a deal of praCtlce m ~
sufficiency. The majority of these men are capable of looking
after themselves.
This month we bade farewell to L ieutenant E. Summers,
M.B.E., the foWlaer of the " new-look " .C T Troop and ~elcomed
Lieutenant R Homby, B.E.M., as hls successor. Lieutenant
Summers has left for the dizzy heights of I .Squadroi;i Secondin-Command and we wish him as . much JOY pushing paper
as he had pushing Continuation Trainees.
D ooge H owlers-or t h e N o rth E a stern Divi sio n
Police Dog Trials
The Depot Squadron at Hooge Lines w:is again honoured
with the task of looking after the compentors and ~andlers
concemed with the No. 2 D ivision North East~ Pohc~ ~
Trials for 1967. Thus with some 28 dogs and theu hand_ers it
was not without reason that the Squadron was the best behaved
in Catterick for the week.
.
.
It was fascinating to wat~ the d?gs gomg ~ugh their
·paces and demonstrating theII obedience, tenacity, courage,
ability through the contro.!._and trust. of the han~ers.
On the social side a games everung , was eni<?yed and ~e
visitors were entertained in the Sergeants M ess with a splendid
dinner laid on by the M essing Officer.
Before leaving, the police expressed their .gratitude for all
that had been done for them and that they, like us, hope they
wiil return ne~t year.

16th Regiment B.F.P.O . 35

Brigadier-General T. M. Rienzi chatting to the C.O., the R.S.M. and
Corporal Farr in the Corporals Club.

' "isit o( Brigadier General T. 1U. Rienzi
Brigadier General Thomas M. Rienzi visited the Brigade on
the 26th September and left as the most talked about individual
since Hiawatha. He spent a memorable roo minutes in the
Regiment visiting the recruits on the square, CT Troop on
the a.ssault course, OR I .Troop discussing democracy and the
\\.'Or~g parts of the Regunent. An officer of imposing stature
who nnpressed everyone he met. Anglo (nth Regiment)
American relationships improved a hundred fold.
l\·eddiug of Cor1•oral Farr, Royal Signals, and
Corporal ~f. II. Bristow, ,V.R.A.C.
The Regiment had been humming with plans for several
weeks.. Military wedding-guard of honour-Sergeants' Mess
receptJ.on-Staff cars-Press-television. At last Saturday 7th
October dawned. The great day had arrived.
'

WEDDING-CORPORAL FARR AND CORPORAL BRISTOW
The Bride and Groom passing between the Guard of Honour formed
by Junior N.C.O.'s of the Regiment.

. The families of the bride and 'groom had spared little expense
rn tfa:Vcllin.g to C:itterick for the wedding and .the Corps was
well m evidence m the Church with Officers, S.N.C.O.s and
J.N.C.O.s appearing resplendent in blues.
The wedding proceeded without any hold-ups. The C.0.
gav~ '.!way a truly beautiful bride and assisted in verbaJy
forufyrng a very nervous bridegroom.
The. reception was held in the Sergeants' Mess where a
sple~d1d buffet had ~ arranged which was completely
dommated by a masterpiece of culinary art in it.he wedding
cake. The usual short speeche1> were presented and the health
of ~e now Corporals Farr sincerely toasted before the party
conrrnued.
The reception eventually ended and the bride and bridegroom
left the Mess in a shower of confetti, much to the disgu t of
tbe R.S.M.

This member of the Royal Signals Display Team is performing the spectacular 'Fire jump'-a.nd the fine action photograph
was taken by Corporal Perkins of the 16th Regiment. The Display team recently made a tour of Germany (see Special Mention
column), where it attracted some 3,000 spectator(and over at each display

CYPHER VACANCIES IN
DIPLOMATIC WIRELESS
SERVICE
VACANCIES EXIST IN LO DON for men and
women (particularly ex-Service personnel) with
recent experience in cypher work, including teleprinting.
Candidates should be between 21 and 45 years
old, although consideration will be given to exceptionally well-qualified candidates over the age of 45.
Salary is on a scale rising to £1,077. Conditions of
service include acceptance of overseas duty and night,
Sunday and shift duties, which attract additional
allowances.
Candidates and both their parents must have been
British subjects at all times since birth.
All first appointments are on a temporary basis
with a possibility of establishment later. Opportunities
exist for promotion to higher grades.
Apply, giving details of qualifications, to: The
Personnel Officer, Diplomatic Wireless Service, Hanslope Park, Hanslope, Wolverton, Bucks.

(Photo by Corporal Perkins)

The Display Team-a feeling of pride
Our latest highlight has been the visit of the Corps Motor
Cycle Team, which we combined with the Royal Artitery
Band in a Saturday afternoon display and attracted some 3,000
spectators, British and German. Although many of us have
seen the Motor Cycle T eam in other years, the precision,
skill and nerve of the riders always produces a glow of pride
in the Cor.ps. The team has been photographed many times
before, but we reproduce two shots by Corporal Perkins
which make our points more clearly than can words.

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Terylene 12/6
Silk 10/6
Silk 19/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 57/6
Cuff Links 25/- & 57 /6 Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Crested Tankards
Car Badges 35/- & 45/55/3 & 70/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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Visitors
With .the Annual Inspection almost due, we are considering
a midnight flit .to another part of ·the country. However, two
very welcome visitors, in quick succession were Air ViceMarshaJ' Faden and Major-General Tuzo. The A.V.M. is unusual for his exceptional knowledge of all the latest signalling
processes and matched all our specia:ists at the own games.
General Tuzo, our Chief of Staff, made his impression too-his interest and cour.tesy would be hard .to match.
ALS 23-our sincere thanks
To so many people who see little of the Corps, our reputation depends on the performance of public address equipment
at a variety of events. At last we have the P.A. gear for the
job, and in the capable hands of TM Troop, it earns much
praise and .t he odd penny. Our sincere thanks to those responsible for providing ALS 23.

W .R.A.C. reorganisation
We do not want o turn the columns of THE WIRE into a
scandal sheer, so we wiJ gloss over the details and simply
report that all W.R.A.C. have been removed from 28th Regiment and passed into the welcoming arms of 16th Regiment.
Virtue has its own reward. We now have more, many more,
pretty girls ·than any other unit of the Corps and have formed
them into 4 (W.R.A.C.) Squadron, the more easily to keep track
of them. We will make the point better with a massive photograph as soon as we can get them all together.

R. SPENCE & Co.,

LTD.

IRONMONGERS
Telephone 2171/2

RICH M 0 ND

Eltabliabcd 1711

HARDWARE FOR CAMP MAINTBNANCB
LAWN MOWERs AND GARDEN TOOLS
BLECTRIC WASIBNG MACIBNES AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MATIRESSES
PRAMS AND CYCLES
GLASS AND CHINA

*

CALOR GAS AGENTS

Get with it! Order your Wire NOW!
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In the cameras locus - some aspects al Exercise Evergreen

18th REGIMENT
c/o

G.P.O.,

SINGAPORE

Ex. 1vergreen'
was a most
successful anti
ambitious
operation

540 S oldiers in highpowered jung le training

A panoramic view of the camp for Exercise " Evergreen." It was one of the more ambitious
efforts of the Regiment on record, situated beside an excellent palm-fringed beach, with
easy access to good jungle training areas.

I nt roduction
18th Regiment has run an annual
mental or a Squadron basis for a
year's effort is the most ambitious on
fore been decided to devote the
contribution to chis event.

camp, either on a Reginumber of years. This
record, and it has .therewhole of this month's

The AiDl
The exercise had two main aims:
To train our soldiers how to move, live, and, if necessary
'
fight in the jungle.
To provide as complete a break from Regimental routine
as possible for those taking part.
Pre liminaries
An initial reconnaissance was carried out in May and early
June, and an ideal site selected some 26o miles north on the
east coas~ of Ma:aysia, set beside an excellent palm-fringed
beach, with easy access to a good jungle training area at
Kemaman (about six miles north of Chukai, in the State of
Tr~gganu). After ~y fru~trations, the necessary stores and
equ1pm~t. were provided, with the assistance of H .Q., Singapore DlStnct and H.Q., 17th Gurkha Division. The directing
staff and camp permanent staff set off in early August to set
up camp before the arrival of the first trainees on the 15th.
The road journey for the advance party conveying the heavy
st?res was a challenite in itself, crossing five rivers by fer ry
with, amongst other items, a 27 KVA generator in t<:YW. T wo
fully-loaded 3-tonners were flown up from Singapore to
Kuantan-the nearest airfield, some 54 miles t o the south .
On ar:rival, tfie permanent staff worked non-stop, and succeeded m settmg up an excellent tented camp, with attap

mess rooms, shefiers and toilets in good time. Besides providing light, the 27 KV A also ran two much-needed refrigerators.

The T rai n ees
Trainees .flew up from Singapore to Kuantan by Beverley
?r AI:gosy aircraft from. R A.F. Seletar and then completed their
Journey by road. Th1s process continued over the next six
weeks, each party (of up to 100) staying for one week and flying back with the aircraft bringing up the next batch. Many
of our M.0.R.s had never flown before and found this an
interesting experience in itself. On three occasions some of
our W.R.A.C. were included. Over 500 men and 4o women
were trained during the exercise.
Training
The training progr~mme for each batch was designed to give
m~bers. of ·t;he Regiment a complete change from the daily
rouune m Smgapore. The trainees were divided into two
platoons, named 'Berapi~' . an<!- 'Kemuning' (a£ter hU:s they
encountered) and wore d1stmcuve colour bands in their jungle
hats.
. ~e first day was set aside for reception, orientation and
k1t~g out, followed by a full feature film in the cool of the
evenmg. pay two was devoted to field hygiene and health
lectures, foJowed by a ' nursery jungle trek,' during which the
b.asics were. pi:t over.. This. included jungle lore and hand
signals, navigation, basic tactics and demonstrations of basha
building and the setting up of a platoon bivouac. A selfprepar ed compo lunch in the ulu and a final march out to the
main road, to a pick-up point, ended the second day's training.

(Continued on page 450)
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I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Left to Right-Majo r Lycett-Gregson, Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson, Sergeant Wise, Colonel Tonry and Lieutenant-Colonel
Claydon just out of the jungle after watching training oh 'The Nursery trek'. Setting up camp. The camp R.S.M. makes a point or pointer!
Camp R.S.M., W . 0 .11 Stevelman helps Sulong, Self-employed Camp handyman.
Heyho! Heyho! .Its off to work we go!
W.R.A.C. getting into a Belvedere-because they were the firstW.R.A.C. to take part in this type of operations, they became
much publicised both in the local press and at home. Even T.V. was interested!
A pause for the camera.
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We sell
plain clothes too

At 17.00 hours, a trip to the local town (Kemaman) padang
(p:aying fields) for a soccer match against the local championsa popular highlight among the civil population- and thence
back .to camp followed by a late supper and training films.
By now1 a Belvedere or two Whirlwind helicopters had arrived.
The thrrd day's programme was in two sections.

~

•
ttll

The morning saw both platoons complete and compete in
a navigation exercise, inc'uding a fairly stiff hill climb and
descent. The afternoon was devoted to helicopter familiarisation and landing drills. Day four and five completed ·the live
training with Exercise "Berjuanglah " (go to it)-a 30-hour
exercise planned to give each participant a night in the junglemarching, patrolling, ambushing and staging, together with
helicopter drops (roping down) into se:ected LP's. The sixth
day was set aside for relaxation and a return soccer match
in the evening on the town padang. The last day, spent in
winding-up proceedings and the return to Singapore, completed the cycle of training.

h• C OVUN&•w ... o
fOl'fOUIU•

The \ V.R.A.C.
Besides being a major responsibility for Major Gordon Jones
(0.C. exercise) the W.R.A.C. carried out much the same training as the men, although not quite on the same scale. They
climbed hills, did a long march through the jungle, in which
they camped overnight in W.R A.C.-constructed bivouacs, and
took a trip or two in a helicopter. They also provided P.R.
with a scoop, as they were, apparently, the first W.R.A.C. to
carry out this rype of training. As a result, many stories and
photographs have found .their way into the press in U.K.
and even on to TV. Although a little apprehensive on arrival,
they were, almost without exception, sad to leave Kemaman.
Fan1ilies

Several of the farni:ies of the permanent staff managed to
stay at K emaman for a week or two during the exercise, in
two small bungaJows adjacent to the camp. In addition, a
party of seven sons of Royal Signals personnel serving in
Singapore went up with the advance party to help set u p
camp, and accompanied the first W.R.A.C. party in their
jungle training.

Visits

Moss Bros have been tailors to the Services for
over 80 years, a period which has included three
major wars. In addition to providing the necessary
'war paint', we have supplied and still supply the
clothes for more peaceful pursuits, for leisure, for
sport; in fact for all occasions when mufti is the
order of the day. An account with Moss Bros is the
touchstone for being well dressed on all occasions.

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2. 01.2404567
Open Thursdays till 7p.m. Nearest station Leicester Square.
Branches throughout the country

Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson, me Commanding Officer, paid
frequent visits, and much to the chagrin of one or two DS,
lost no time in walking every inch of the training area, up
hill and down dale, in jungle and swamp, including, of course,
a couple of rope-downs from helicopters to L.P.s. " F amiliarisation," the C.O. called it ! He also accompanied Co'.onel Tonry,
C.R. Signals, and Lieutenan t-Colonel Claydon, G.S .0 .1,
Singapore D istrict, on their visit to the exercise on 21 st
September. The two V.I.P.s stayed overnight, and we are
proud to say took fu] ad vantage of a crash programme laid on
for them- jungle-bashin g and helicopter flips, with one ropedown to me summit of a Bukit and a walk back .to base
through the jungle.
Th0 Permanent Staff
Great credit is due to Major Gordon Jones, whose tenacity
and zeal .saw the whole exercise through from its inception
until its fin ish, and to the calibre of the directing s.taff responsible for training \including such stalwarts as Captain Mi:Jer,
Captain Richardson, Lieutenant Palmer and Sergeants Wise
and Davidson) and ·the camp staff (especially R.Q M.S.
McDonough and S.S.M. Stevelman) who supported him so
well. The Regiment is also deeply indebted to R.A.F. Seletar
for the ·provision of the medium range Stol aircraft and helicopters, which made the exercise possible.

Conclusion
Offu;UzI t.Dlors to the R oyal Signals

There is no doubt that the exercise
succes~ and gave both valuable training
' away from it all ' to the majority of the
We will be hard pressed to do better next

was an unqualified
and a good break
soldiers in the unit.
year.
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Solid State
U.H.F. Fixed Station
for 450 to 470 Mc/s

*Choice of control systems.
*Elimination of relays in transmitter with the
The Pye F450T u.h.f. base station has a fully
exception of aerial changeover.
transistorised transmitter and receiver, for
*Output stage protected against ' no-load conditions.
maximum reliability and minimum size.
*High-stability receiver quelch
The equipment is frequency-modulated, operates
circuit eliminates background noise in
from 450 to 470 Mc/s, with 40 to 60 kc/s channel
the absence of a ignal :spacing, and is suitable for use with mobile
*4W nominal r.f. output.
*Remote control facilities.
and Pocketfone radiotelephones.
Pye Telecommunications Limited
.
.
Cambridge, England. Telephone: Cambridge 61222. Telex. 81166.
MRIS
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30th Regiment

•

Three hundred at annual summer camp.

•

Cranwell Cadets get down to it with nippers and blowlamp.

BLANDFORD

CA~IP

• A good time had by all during Regimental Week
1U11nu~r

Cruup
This month near:y 300 members of the Regiment passed
through a week's training at our annual summer camp. The
theme this year was " rossing a wat r obstacle " and the place
wa once again Cochem on the Mosel where friends from
last year were pleased to see us once again.
"Cum, , -ee gaw oop dar!"
Of rhe many amusing moments one or two are worth recountingSergeant Lindsay of 2 Squadron having got his assault boat
with its compliment of 13 men out into mid-stream, discovered
that his six strong men were on the right and the six weaker
men on the left, this resulted in his craft revolving rapidly
round its ax:is-his temper was nor improved when a wag on
shore shouted "Come in number four, your time's up!"
W.0.11 Tompkins, the S.S.M. of 2 Squadron, was cast in
the role of a " friend:y native " during the waterbom exercise
and was to direct the patrol led by Sergeant Lindsay to a RV
on the high ground above Cochem; to make matters more
difficult for the patrol he bad a simulated broken leg and bad
m be carried by them--0n his instructions, in atrocious English,
for the patrol to " Gaw oop dar." Sergeant Lindsay at once
fell into the spirit of the occasion and, turning to his 12 men,
said in equally atrocious Eng:ish, " Cum, vee gaw oop dar ! "
-an order which was met with guttral grunts as they
shouldered the S.S.M and set off up hill.
'Tisit of Cranwell C{Jdets
A party of some 30 Cranwell Cadets accompanied by their
officers visited the station and were scheduled to spend half
an hour with the Regiment, learning about its role and watching
a demonstration of cab:e jointing and plumbing.
This demonstration, given by Corporals Martin and Perkins
under the supervision of Sergeant Marchant, proved so popular
that in a very short while the cadets were rrying their hand
with nippers and blowlamp and the whole party overstayed
their time by quarter of an hour.
Arrivals and departures
This month Major (TOT) M. Hogan and his wife left us,
and the Army, to take up teaching in England and our best
wishes go with them.
New arrivals to this Regiment were Major (TOT) J. Harwood
and Captain E. Hampson.
22nd
•
•
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Regiment gets in some tough training for winter sports.
Early morning dips, climbs to incredible heights, rain,
mud and wind-that's Exercise 'High Thrust, '67.'

Winter sports are now well under way, and anyone up
early enough, can see figures in track suits stumb:ing
through the morning mists. The hockey team has entered
for the B.A.O.R. major units cup, and already have a very
full list of fixtures. The first match this season was a well
fought draw with 204 Squadron.
The rugby team, unforrnnately, have been forced to field
scratch teams on three occasions as, believe it or not, the
Regiment also does some work and some poor lads have been
on exercises, adventure training schemes and such.
The ski team, under the keen leadership of Captain Smith
have started training, too, and our best wishes go with them
to Bavaria, where they will spend the winter 'away from
it all,' but not exactly on a rest cure. About a hundred men
are going; we'd like to think they'll come back as keen on
now as they are at the moment.

Coming and goings
Out go 2 Squadron on Exercise "Rob Roy"; this was
not supposed to involve the Rear Corps Signal Regiment,

'4S2

•

British Honduras, Aldabra Island and Canada! 640 Troop
get around

C.O.: "When am I going to see some WIRE notes? We
don"t seem to have had anything printed for months."
Scribe: "But Sir, what about the General's Day and the
shooting?"
C.O.: "Yes, I suppose we have appeared, but let's not forget
the rest of the Unit. They must have been up to something."
"Up to something?" Well, I suppose Regimental Week takes
pride of place, but I hear reports of people jn exo1ic places, to
say nothing of visitors and a retirement that really must be
mentioned.
ANTICIPATION OF A DUCKING!
A photograph, token at the Summer Fete on September, showing the look of
anticipation on Sergeant Gray's face (L Troop Line Sergeant) as a small boy is
given every chance of achieving a bullseye by W .0.11 Cum min& (S.S. M. I Squadron)
This stall, "Duck the Pongo" made a "cool" £16 and the cake stall, run by the
wives of the regiment, was judged the best ever and netted over £50

but we bad 12 DI 1 detachments out on it just .the same.
Upgrading and conversion courses occupy the training school,
gallantly manned by Y. of S. Johnstone and his small team
of instructors. I Squadron are re-forming in their ' Bruin '
:role and 3 Squadron are simply forming!
The Squadron clubs have had their closing-down parties,
so that we can open a bigger and better Corpor.Ls' Mess
and a Regimental Soldiers' Club.

Oktoberfest
This year, for the first time, the Regiment is holding a
fete. The Corps Motor Cycle Display Team are visiting
the Regiment on 6th October, and the chance to show them
off is too good to miss. We are also having the Gambrai
Band of the Royal Tank Regiment and a gymnastic display.
The publicity posters say ' fun for at,' but each Troop is
working bard to provide a sideshow or stall to help rake in
the loot, which will be distributed to local and Service
charities.
Exercise ~ High Thrust, '67 '-and the best
quote of the month
"There must be easier ways to heaven than by walking there" (L/Cpl. Moore, en route to the Westlich
Karlwendlespitze, 2,soom high. Friday, ISth September).
1967).
Despite all the efforts of the weather, Exercise "High
Thrust" proved a great success. As far as is known, there
were only two fatal casualties, both in Lippstadt, when innocent onlookers asked "how was the holiday."
" High Thrust " was a first attempt at a Regimental Outward Bound Course. Every morning, at about o6.05 hours,
W.O.II Nicholls' stentorian tones summoned the innocent,
some with eyes still closed, to leap into the Walchensee--the
coldest lake in Bavaria. It is a fact, however, that some eyes
were still closed when we came out. On one particularly
glorious morning there was even ice on the hull of our upturned canoe.
There was one glorious night when O.C. exercise sat up
for most of the night worrying his heart out about the section
lost in a blizzard on top of the Beuidiktenwand- a rather nasty
lump of mountain about 2,000 metres high.
Needless to say, ·t he section leader bad decided discretion
was the better part of valour and was sitting in a pub regaling
his happy section with tales of the Radfan !
Our gallant leader entertained us all one morning by successful:y capsizing his canoe three times in as many minutes
in all of two inches of water. Lance-Corporal Walker also provided a merry interlude by turning upside down while abseiling down a vertical cliff some 3oft from the bottom.
In retrospect, I'm sure, however, that all our party felt it
bad been a worthwhile exercise and, at times, almost fun.
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Regimentnl Week
By custom (tradition?) this takes place in early September
and consists of an inter-Squadron ath:etics meeting, an all
ranks' dance, a Sergeants' Mess ball, a band concert, two
Officers' Mess cheese and wine parties, and to cap it all an
Officers v. Sergeants cricket match. I defy anyone to fit any
more in seven consecutive days.
Athletics-including " a hunch of portly 1'.G'ajors "
The first event of Regimental Week was the inter-Squadron
athletics match. Although ·the weather was not .too kind, the
meeting itself was one of the most exciting for years, with the
three top teams neck and neck all the way. The lead changed
hands after almost every event, and wi:h one event to go H.Q.
Squadron, 3 Squadron and 640 Troop were separated by on_y
rwo .points. However, 3 Squadron won the 4 X I Io yards
relay, and so clinched the title for the first time.
Particular mention must be made of the Chain-of-command
Race won by 3 Squadron, who had their c~ea ting better
organised .than anyone else. The sight of a bunch of portly
majors coming charging down the home straight like runaway
tanks is one which is not forgotten in a hurry, especially if one
happens to be holding the finishing tape.
" I don't know if they frighten rhe enemy, bur, by God, they
frighten me!"
Of the more serious athletes, mention must be made of LanceCorporal Law of 640 Troop, who nor oO:y won the mile and
the three miles, but also managed to organise the weaker
brethren of his .t eam at the same time. 640 Troop won both
events convincingly, and we have great hopes for LanceCorporal Law in the Army Championships next year. Of course,
being in 640 Troop, he might not be available but we are
keeping our fingers crossed.
All Ranks' Dance
As all previous members of the Unit will know we are
fortunate in having the Swan Centre for fun::tions of this type.
It was warm, at~ractively decorated, and we had the Roya:
Signals Dance Band. A good time was had by all.
Sergeants• l\fess Dall
All members and the guests were agreeably surprised ~o see
the transformation which S S.M. Stewart, S taff Sergeant Ireland
and our good friend "Yorky" Gibson had carr!ed out. The
two centre partitions have been taken out and we have one
large room to enjoy ourselves in.
Band Concert
By kind permission of the Headmaster, this was again held
in the excel:ent hall of ·the County Modern School in Blandford.
The Corps Band gave us a varied and enjoyable programme,
showing, as usual, their musicianship.
Wine and Cheese Parties
These were held to entertain our frLnds from industry, from
·the local area, from the Ministry of Defence, and from other
Units. In all there were about 300 guests who, from reports
received, had an enjoyable if somewhat liquid evening.
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Officers v. Warrant- Officers and ergeant
cricket match
The last day-Sunday-<iawned dull with a promise of rain
and ther ~ were those amongst us who looked forward to a
cancellation and a quiet afternoon watching the ' tele' after
this somewhat hectic week. The gods were not on our side.
It did rain but cleared up early enough for cricket to start.
The Warrant Officers and Sergeants, as usual, won in spite of
some demon bowling by David Braddock-our Honorary
Member of the Officers' Mess and our one-time University
Lecturer.
640 THOOP

Thr... e VISlts to exotic places in six months-<:an any other
Troop bea t this?

British l!onduras and a naere 2a miles fro•n
the Mexican border
In April and May, five men went off to he:p 73 Field
Squadron, R.E. They were led by Corporal Willock who writes:
Should these notes be accepted by the Editor and printed in
" The Wire " as part of this month's contribution by 640, I'll
be delighted, because these have been my very first attempt. I
was asked to write these notes after spending the whole of April
and the first week of May in British Honduras. (Accepted with
pleasure.-Editor.)
" Four globe-trotters--and Signalman Remmer of I Squadron,
30th Regiment, were selected to accompany 73 Field Squadron
R.E. on the:C five weeks' exercise-Exercise "Pole Vault II"which took place in sunny Centra: America.
The Signals detachment was as follows: -three operators:
Corporal Hawdon, Signalman Remmer and myself; one lineman:
Signalman Mitchell, and Signalman Ayling, our c:erk.
Although the five Royal Signals personnel travelled together
from R.A F . Lyneham to British Honduras, via Gander, ewfoundland and Nassau, Bahamas, we were separated and sent
to different troops after arriving at Belize Airport Camp.
As a ways, the Radio Operators earned their Jiving. Remmer
was sent to join 2 Troop at S tan Creek and I went with 3 Troop
to Orange Walk village, about 60 miles from the capital and a
mere 25 miles from the Mexican border. Corporal Hawdon
and his holidaymakers stayed in Belize with H.Q. Troop.
The following is oO:y hearsay, but the source is so reliable
that I think it's worth mentioning. Our Clerk spent so much
time basking in th~ sun-between the hours of 9 a.m. and
3 p.m., of course-that after only 10 days he was mistaken for
a Creole.
The Engineers helped the Public Works Department to blow
a quarry and also to build a gt-mile road in the jung:e. It was
g·enerally rumoured that the road builders were split into two
teams, each starting at opposite ends-to meet in the middle.
Obviously no-one told the teams that they were only required
to construct a two-way road. I haven't seen it myself, but by
a[ accounts the only known jungle dual carriageway was built
by the PWD of British Honduras, aided and abetted by 3 Troop,
73 Fie.d Squadron, R.E. !

. Aldahra
Yet another first in Royal Signals. Sergeants Stickley and
Walker flew off at the end of July and were established in
Aldabra by mid-August. They are providing the rear link
comrnuni::ations on this lovely coral is:and, for the Royal Society,
who are studying .the rare wild life. They will be there for
about six months.
As readers of Mercury will be aware, they have some of
their own 'ham' equ:pment with them. Call sign VQ9JW.
Canada
Another party-Corporal Mortimer, Lance-Corporal Ambler,
s:gnalman Woodman and Signa:man Pludek are currently in
Canada where th
are providing communications for 32 Field
Squadron, Royal Engineers.
Vis'ltors and L.S. and G.C.1'1.'s
Whilst I'm on about ' 640,' I must mention <heir senior
Yeoman of Signals, W.O.I (y. of S.) F. Cooper, who received
his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal on the 6th July.
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Brigadier H. G. B. Watkins, M.B.E. present ing L.S.&G .C. medals
to W .0.11 (S.S.M.) J. E. Taylor, W.0 .1 (Y. of S.) F. Cooper on the
right of the picture

The occasion was the first visit to the Regiment of Brigadier
H. C. B. Watkins, M.B.E., Commander Dorset Sub District.
The Brigadier gresented both Yeoman Cooper and W.O.II
(S.S.M.) J. E. Taylor of 1 Squadron with their medals.
The Regiment has also been host -to Officer Cadets from the
Universities of London, Cambridge, Queens (Belfast) and
Nottingham. They appear to have had a full and interesting
time, touring 1 Squadron L aboratories, and seeing demonstrations by 3 Squadron and 640 Troop.
Since the cadets :eft in August, most of the Regim'!nt became
involved in Exercise "Unison "-but more of that next time.
The remainder-3 Squadron-have been on yet more exercises
and to Camp.

South Arabian Signal Regiment
(BRITISH ELEMENT),
B.F.P.O. 69
• Wind-up of British Element in sight
• Visit of Racal Electronics Director

Tankards di tributed with abando11
The writing is now well and truly on the wall and the :ife
of the British element of the Regiment is fairly rapidly drawing
to a close. Men hurriedly packing suitcases and leaping for the
nearest VC 10 is very much the order of .the day. Farewell
Jimmy C:ub tankards are being distributed with abandon and
there is not even enough time to christen them. The Club itself
is closed and its affairs are practically wound up. Exodus is the
word on everyone's lips. That being said, however, there are
likely to be a number of us left for a while yet-the hard core
one might say. Whether this definition refers to drinking
prowess or the ability to repair radio sets the writer is not
prepared to divulge. When this hard core wi[ leave we know
not. The Foreman's crystal ball has become excessively cloudy
and will not give a forecast of any kind.
Amongst the most recent departures have been D :ck G illard,
" Snowy" Hol:oway, Keith Reader, Stan Stanton, Bob Porter
and " Higgy " Higgerson. Perhaps ' departures ' is the wrong
word, all these gentlemen are merefy on leave. All prefer the
sands and heat of Arabia to the comforts of service elsewhere
and have opted to join the Royal Signals element of the Mi:itary
Mission which is due to form up in about two or three months
time. W c, who for one reason or anorher are going home (in

ON ALDABRA ISLAND
Sergeants Walker and Stickley provide rear link communications
for the Royal Society which is studying rare wild life. Our photo
shows Sergeant Walker on the set-and do we see some rare wild
life in the background?

Lieutenant-Colonel P. Lowans, ll.E.M.E.
The Regiment has been fortunate, over the past years, in
having "'Paddy" Lowans as Retired Officer in the capadty
of Pay Officer.
On rub May he finally left the Service after 39 years in
uniform, and nine years as Retired Officer We were all very
sorry to see him go and wish he and his wife a long and happy
retirement.
•• Talepiece "
The next time his fr iends meet Sergeant Rosson, they should
remember (if they have the time and can afford the beer) to
ask him about his experiences with snakes.
sha'allah), salute these adventurous spirits and wish them Signal
success in .this their new venture.
A gem of a set
We had two visitors recently. The first to arrive was Bill
Newton of M.E.L. who stayed with us for two weeks and helped
us further to learn the intricacies of the Cr r SSB. Bi] entered
into the spirit of .things but it was unfortunate we were not able
to show him South Arabia. Kept 'virtually a prisoner in camp
he did well to preserve his sense of humour. Our second visitor
was Air Chief Marshal Sir Francis Fogar-ty, who is on the main
board of Directors of RACAL Electronics Limited. Sir Francis
came to see how our new RACAL TRA 906 manpack sets were
performing in· the best laboratory in .the world-the field. Useful discussions took p'.aoe about these little gems of sets, which
are more than holding their own in some of the worst conditions
in the world. If only the same could be said of some of our
standard British Army gear. Photographs were taken of Sir
Francis's visit and should have appeared in this issue, if the
Information Services had not lost the film. This is merely
one example of 'the frustrations of South Arabia, which of
course we take in our stride.
The A.1:.my is now going through a period of intense opera.tional activity. This is affecting the technicians to no extent
and sessions of Egyptian P.T. have been discontinued in the
afternoons. Instead 'the Signals Workshops has become the
gymnasium and wrest:.ing with radios the new sport.
An R.S.M.'s regret
If Corporal John Ovenell (ex S.A.A.) reads .these notes he will
be surprised to know that all Senior and Junior N.C.O.s now
ea.t and drink in the Sergeants' Mess. R.S .M. Smith's one regret
is that he cannot stand you a drink in the bar, John.
Perhaps on this lighthearted note it is appropriate to end
this report.
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Redifon's NEW GR410T
coolly covers the distance
with a turn of the dial

From the Sahara to Southampton .. . when the heat is o~ Redifon 's GR41 OT
frequency flexibility bridges the gap with a turn of the dial. T.he front -panelnted crystals can be changed by the operator in the f~eld ... w1tho~tworkshop
:~~tance. Specifically designed for military and security fo~ces, this n~v:'. SS B
transmitter -receiver offers the simplicity of crystal control with the flex1b1hty ~f
continuous tuning. It provides four crystal -controlled channels a.nd ~ay e
driven by a frequency synthesizer over a range of 2-16 MHz. Red1fon s fully tropicalized G R41 OT brings cool economy and efficiency to the most urgent
communication requirements.
For further information, write for our leaflet or telephone:

REDIFON LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION!
Broomhill Road, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18. Telephone: 01 -874 7281
A Member Company of the REDIFFUSION Group
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FAR AWAY PLACE§---UNUSUAL JOB§
Reports from the Outposts

Exercise •• llirnalaf1an Snail "

or

Helping to ered a hospital in the foothills

of Nepal
Story by Officer Cadet J. H. Griffin,
llhine Company,

n.:!U.A.

Exercise "Himalayan Snail " the notice said, " If you don't
mind hard work for the whole of your summer leave, contact
Captain G. R. Owens . . . "
Perhaps to us who read the notice and applied to jo:n the
expedition the word "Himalayan" had more to do with the
decision than the word "work."
The Mission
Our mission? To construct a issen Hut in the foothills
of the Himalayan Mountains for a much needed hospital to be
staffed by a group of London doctors and nurses.
The Party
The party, under the leadership of Captain Graham Owens,
R.E., consisted of the Second-in-Command, Dr. Odair, a Sandhurst lecturer, and Colone: Samuel, R.A.M.C., the expedition
doctor. Three Sappers from No. 9 Independen-t Pa rachute
Squadron, RE., and twelve Sandhurst cadets, two of whom
were Gurkhas, provided the labour force.
Journey's end and a bit of red tape
Our journey took us to Singapore and Calcutta by air and
then on by train to Paklihawa, a Gurkha recruiting camp in
Southern Nepal. I think this part of the journey had a hardening effect on all of us. The sight of dead, defor=d and
emaciated people was not an uncommon one and must have
altered our outlook on life considerably.
After this rather depressing part of the journey we were all
glad_ to board the DC3 of Royal epa1 Airlines for the last leg of
our ioumey. After half an hour's flying between bills we bumped
down on to the airstrip at Pokhara. At this point we were
expecting a twCKiay march to the site but the plan had to be
changed quite suddenly. Owing to a certain degree of red taping
in the government department concerned we were unable to use
the intended site.
It was decided to erect the building wirhin the walls of
the Gurkha Pension Paying Post llt Pokhara. We were aH
disappointed that we could not complete our task to the full
but it gradually became apparent, as the building progressed'
'
that it would be equally useful where it was.
It would serve as a dispensary, a base and storage camp
for the hospita: (to be erected next year, we hope) and also
extra accommodation for ex-Gurkha soldiers when collecting
their pensions.
The scenle backdrop
The scenery was marvellous. The mountains Annapwna
(26,052 .ft.) and Machappuchare (20,300 ft.) formed a backdrop
to. the ~andscape as .we _looked north towards Chinese-occupied
Tibet from the airstrip. The temperatures rose into the
hundreds but the air was dry and the climate therefore pleasing.
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Every so often, however, the clouds would blow over and
torrential rains did their best to upset our work.
A wall crashes
As ·t hey cleared we would return to our jobs. The Sa.ppers
would set out the ground while we descended 200 f.t. into a
ravine to d ig sand for use in concreting. We hired women to
carry ii: and the size of .the load they would transport quite
astounded us. Soon we had the foundation laid and the rwe:ve
ribs going up began .t o make the building .take shape. Soon
afterwards local rock crackers and masons arrived and began
constructinl! the end walls. In order to economise on cement,
v~y bard to come by in Nepal, they used mud. They had
almost completed one end wall when it began to bulge inwards . Masons leapt from the scaffo:d in all directions as half
the wall fell around them. However, very quickly ,they began
rebuilding, without further incident. Meanwhile we were
cladding the roof with corrugated iron and laying the concrete
floor. The final job, painting the roof, was an easy one and was
soon finished.
An unforgettable journey ends
Our_ stay ~e. to an end only too soon and after a party
to which we mv1ted some of the local Gurkha pensions, we
set off on our return journey. Without the he:p of the British
Ambassador and the Nepalese Authorities our task could not
have been completed. We owe a lot to Captain Gurung, known
to us as Captain Sahib, who was officer commanding the Pension
Paying Post. His help in translating and organising the local
labour was invaluable.
We flew back .to Katmandu where we stayed for a few days
to buy some souvenirs and see the sights, and then back .to
U.K. by way of Calcutta and Singapore. An unforgettable
journey !
(Two of ihe Sandhursi parry are poieniial recruits to the
Corps, including ihe writer, Officer Cadet 1. H. Griffin. Corps
funds contributed £t;o to help offset incidental expenses.- ·
Ediior).

Not quite tli,e Signals' Overland Expedi.tion, but-

Corps 'Ham' Radio men in Luxembourg anti
Andorra have a lively time!
Getting out early before the Police wake up!
By Y. of S.

Lleivcllyn~

of 22nd Regiment

A\mateur Radio Club Andorra and Luxembourg
One club member .threatened ro go by train and another
to hitch-hike with a ro-watt transceiver on his back but
which ever way you look at it, sta,tements such as 'those
made the whole pipe dream p:an of an operating holiday in
Europe a reality. The only problem we bad in January, when
we first planned the trip, and one which was still with us
on arrival in Andorra (seven months and a thousand miles
later) was, who do we get a callsign from? Letters had gone
off by the sheaf, startin!? with the British Consu: in Ba·rcelona.
Each reply passed us on to someone else or another department,
but never to the right one I Sergeant Jim Rayment Corporals
George Miles and Colin Thackwell and Yeoi'nan Dave
Ll:!":'ellyn were .to be heard muttering about writing to the
President of the place, until we found that the Principa::itv of
Andorra is governed by a Spanish Bishop and French official,
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Y. of S. Llewellyn (author of this article) Sergeant Rayment and
Corporal Thackwell. Enjoying a rest in the South of France on
their way to Andorra

neither of which wished to know us, anyway! The only alternative to ·the Andorran call was to use our German callsigns with the portable " in Andorra " tagged on to it. This
would be just as effective.
Andorra and the most fantastic storm ever
We fina[y got away after a hair-raising chase around B.A.0.R.
looking for our big transceiver, at 04.00 on Thursday, 31st
August, with a thousand miles and two days' driving ahead of
us. Lt wasn't exactly <he Signals Overland Expedition, but
there was a remarkable similarity, I can assure you! With
the exception of absolutely awful French roads, even worse
French manners, and a complete :Sek of signpos·ts, the journey
through Bavaria, Switzerland and France was mainly uneventful. Our entry into Andorra was prophetic, -t o say the least.
At 05.30 on Saturday, 2nd September, we entered the State
of Andorra, in the Pyrenees, to the most fantastic storm any
of us have ever witnessed. The lightning streaked down almost
to the road ahead, or so it seemed, and torrents of water cascaded down the twisting mountain pass (about 7,000 feet at
this point) . We did the sensible thing and parked in the
porch of a p.etrol station and slept through it all. We were
to find out :ater that at the slighte&t sign of rain the whole
city of Andorra la Vella (the capital) is plunged into darkness
as the whole light and power system is switched off I This
is not very healthy for transceiver power supplies, as you will
no doub.t realise.

OF INTEREST TO HAMS
Corporal Miles personal equipment set up in Luxembourg

A:though we had a link with Maurice Caplan in Herford
almost daily, we only had one break-through for long-distance
DX, working into Okinawa, Israel and Morocco. With conditions so bad, we decided rhat our trip to Luxembourg,
scheduled for only one day, could be extended to three, and
accordingly, we packed up and skipped out of Andorra early
in the morning of Thursday, 7-th September (before the police
woke up!). Our arrival in Luxembourg coincided with the
close of the tourist season, and the town of Echternach, on
the border with Luxembourg and Germany, was sleeping and
very cold, so again we slept in the cars for the night.
Our power gets cut of(
The following morning we made camp in a well-appointed
camping site, and one of our party set off for home in one
of the cars singing something about " San Francisco " and
love-ins there! Antennas here were inverted vees for 15, 20
and 40 metre ham bands, and our first contact was with
the middle U.S.A., which cheered us up somewhat. After
24 hours' operation, tragedy struck again. The camp site
owner switched us off after he had lost his hair about us burning 6 kilowatts of power during the first day. Under no circumstances would he a[ow any further use of the gear and, there
being no convenient street :ight into which we could plug, it
looked like we had to move or have some relaxation in the
morning sun. With only one small car left, three hefty operators
and two full carloads of kit, there was only one answer to the
problem, and I stili have -t he suntan to show for it!

••You Pirates! Get out!"
Andorra la Vella is a very pretty mountain town, but is Blackpool, Brighton and Margate all rolled into one, without the
beaches . Prices are sky high, even for the most basic things
(bread, eggs and so on) and coupled with this is a dislike of
anything out of the ordinary. The one person we looked forward .ro meeting turned out to be ANTI Amateur R adio . . .
he was the local and (on ly) radio amateur! When we informed
him that we were not just passing through, he nearly went
beserk. Shouting at us in Spanish and jumping up and down,
he informed us that if we were in Spain the po:ice would put
us in jail and confiscate our equipment into the bargain. "We
were pirates," he said, moving into his territory.

• llobinson Crusoe ' is left behind
Our nearest neighbours here were two Belgians who treated
us with hospitality and lots of tea-bag tea. This isn't as good
as Radio Village brew but, served up Belgian fashion, it goes
down very well. The Commonwealth of nations grew into two
Aussies, two Hounslow lads and three out-of-work Radio Hams.
A difference of opinion on something very unimportant sent
one of the Be:g.ians off in a Continental huff (no more tea
for the lads!) and our Aussie friends left for {be U.K on the
·Tuesday. George and Colin left for home with as much as
·they could carry in one car, and that left 'Robinson Crusoe'
Llewellyn writing the draft of these notes in a cold, empty
tent, complete with one tin of salmon, half-a-tin of pipe
tobacco (but :ots of tea) and a fervent hope that at least
someone would return for him someday.

• • • Dot the Fighting 22nd Stayed
Chancing our luck somewhat, we asked what the police
were likely to do if we stayed in Andorra and not Spain.
"They will more than likely throw you out of the country,"
he says. I am very happy to record that the fighting 22nd
STAYED! We set up shop with very professional antennas
and a good assortment of SSB/CW equipment and the will
to work hard . . . if on:y we bad a Union Jack said someone.
All we needed to complete the trouble at the time was a
period of bad radio conditions. We got it. Strength SEVEN
noise and severe shor·t skip signals were the order of the day.
We checked with other stations on the bands and they were
having similar experiences all round Europe. We observed sunspots through filtered binoculars on ~he Tuesday, and counted
about eight major spots with many smaller ones clustered towards the cen·tre of the sun.

And what next next year?
To report that the trip was an enormous success would be
a little from the truth. The club worked hard, attained every
aim we set ourselves, and bad a holiday we won't forget for
a long time. We worked Royal S ignals Amat ur Radio from
rwo ve.ry rare areas, both under some protest, and travelled
we[ over 2,000 miles to complete it. Next year, although my
swan song will have been sung, the amateurs of the Regiment
will more than likely have operated from San Marino, Monaco
and Liechtenstein . . . all very rare areas for the hobby.
Finally, a vote of thanks w Lieutenant Maurice Caplan, without whose efforts we would have been a very :ow power
operation. Thanks also to those many fellows who helped
to pack and ship the gear to us. I hope that the club worked
hard enough to pay you all back in kind.
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• Rothimurchu ski hut in Scotland provides excellent base
for out of doors holiday
As present and ex members of the Squadron will know it is
very hard to get leave, but every now and again the administra-

tion of 0?rporal Finlayson slips up and a few lucky ones escape.
. econd-Lleutenant Butler and party had a very pleasant ho'.iday
ID. Cyprus .an~ a few wee_k~ later Lieutenant Jonas tried to repeat
th1 but ID 1de the Briush Isles. After a week's course in
Mountain Lc;adership at Glenmore Lodge, near Aviemore, he
returned havmg had a very good week hill walking canoeing
and rock climbing.
'

Object two weeks tough outdoor training
Witfi these new found skills .a week later a party of eight left
by rail ~nd roa~ for the Rot~urchus ski hut, which is also
near Av1emore m Invernesshire. The object was to do two
week~' adven_rure trainin&: in. the area with particular emphasis
on hill walking and nav1gat10n through mountainous country.
Thos_e of th~ _party who had. been to the ski hut in the depths
of ~mter ski-mg were very nnpressed by it in the summer, in
parucular the new hut opened in June of this year.
Up in the ndst
The first two days were spent on basic map and compass
work. through thick conifer forests around the edge of Loch
Mor.~ch. Weath~r was wet but .to their discomfort Signalmen
MaLinder and Simpson found that the Scottish peat bog is even
wetter. ~ter these two days the party felt .they were ready for
greater. things. The. next day they set out to walk up Ben
Macdui, he second highest peak in Britain. Thick mist covered
th~ final approach but Signalman Ferguson led them with
evident glee unerringly to the summit with his new-found skill
the compa~s. As there was no cigarette machine at the sumrni~
and the mist was very thick, interest in the view quickly melted
and the party returned down to the hut.

Braemar reached in high spirits
AJ;iother _day was spent doing a local map reading test around
th~ l.1TlII1ed1ate area of the hut and then we all set our for the
Hi¥hla~d Games at Braemar. The route was up the Larig Grue
which. is a deep pass -through the Cairngorn Massif, across an
annoymg boulder field at the summit and on down into the
Dee valley on the far side.
Rain dogged us all the way and the first night was spent
~n;iply ~ro~d a camp fire. Signalman Simpson managed to
igrute ha:f his wardr~be on the fire, an occurence which amused
the party for some ume. The next day the weather was fine and
Bra~ar was reached in high spirits. The most vivid memory is
of Signalman_ Deuchars explaining to a curious American lady
that all Scomsh peasants danced eightsome reels in Boots DMS
and then went o~ to demonstrate his new-found skill. The
spec.tacle of the. Highland Garnes was much appreciated by all
PaT?Cularl}'. toss~g the ~aber. Signalmen Mal:inder and Simpsor{
agarn ~an mto difficulues as strange people kept offering them
sand.w1ches. as they looked S? hungry. A" smiling Sergeant
Halliwell picked up the party m the Land Rover that evening
and drove us back to rhe ski hut.
All take a turn to lead
The next few days were spent in a variety of wa'.ks to the top
of Cairngorm, Loch en eillean, Brareach, Loch Einech, and
seyeral more. These :vere treated as instructional hill walks
with a new person leading each day. Questions on map reading
lectures on mountain first aid, the use of a rope and rop~
stretchers and many other subjects were covered.
1'fuch is learnt
The final expedition was a map reading exercise in small
groups for. the who'.e of th<: first day going through thick woods
to find_ difficult check pomts and finally rendezvousing at a
mountam Bothy for the ni!0t. The. next day after a long
app_roach n:iarch there was a difficult river crossing of the Spey
as it was m spa_te; A lot of lessons were learnt particularly
that a rucksac shdmg down a nylon c'.imbing ro~ always gets
stuck oyer. the fast ~owing piece of the stream and the only way
to get. 1t 1s to ~o m and fetch it. Thanks to the amphibious
behav1ous of Signalmen Waugh and Mallinder all was saved
'
although Ferguson 'really must learn to swim.'
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Aftt:r. two weeks away the party returned having learnt a lot
and en1oyed themselves very much only to find that the O.C.
had thoug~t we were only away for a single week. We advise
anyone gomg for Adventure Training in Scotland to make use
of the excellent facilities provided by the Ski Hut particularly
with regard to the magnificent country that smro~nds it.

Arter 11ote
It was 0 .C. ~pha Troop who was the officer in charge of
the p~rty. He missed three exercises. He now has a far more
experienced Troop Staff Sergeant.

207 SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. 30

•

Introducing some Squadron personalities.
.

Wh~~

to say?

This is always the problem

m wntmg .these notes. On the one hand one

feels that the notes should be different from
the usual, but then again, a balance has to be
maintained as to the factual side. No one is
interested in drill parades, photographs of
hundreds of unrecognisable soldiers viewed
from two hundred yards, vivid descriptions of
times of openings of wireless nets, and so we
are going to try and introduce personalities into our notes,
if we can!
To start with, we must confess to having started the sporting
season very bad.y. On the rugby field we have been unf<;>rtunate to have had 137 points run up against us with only
six for. The 1st Duke of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment put
us out of the Army Cup, despite the sacrifice by Corporal Pete
Jenkinson of his front tooth, but we redeemed our honour
slightly by winning the ' boat race ' afterwards in the record
time of 37 seconds.

The O.C. takes his hoots down !
Association football, too, has seen better days. With two goals
for and 22 against, it is odds-on whether the rugby or the soccer
t~ win the first game. Yet, beware footballers, the O.C.
!'Aaior Benbow, has taken down his boots after (some) years
m reurernent !
Fortunately, not a:l is lost-the hockey team has yet to
l<>?se a game, . and .t his is thanks to Captain Stutchbury,
L ieutenant Odd1e and Sergeant Grist (R.A.P.C.) to only name
three.

That ancient ga01e of • conkers '
, We al5;0 la)'. <;laim to superiority in another sport-that of
conk~rs. . This 1s thanks to ·the strong support by the Adjutant,
Capram Stmmonds, and Staff Sergeant Alan Smith our Chief
Clerk, who incidentally, must be commended for his patience
towards subalterns.
The annual Officers versus Sergeants cricket match was
won by the officers, and despite the vocal support from the
boundary, R.S .M. Bibby had to take the wooden spoon back
to the losers' Mess.
We bid welcome to Lieutenant Hunt, Lieutenant Duckworth
~ ..S.M. ~veil. (R.E.M.E.) and Sergeant Milne, who have all
iomed us m tune to foray out on Exercise "Hell Tank."
Our congratulations to Lance-Corporal Nesbitt and Signalman Flood,_ both of whom have just married very charming
wives. It is rumoured that Corporal Henderson is next in
1ine, if only we could find a wife for him. Any offers?

Tragedy
Finally, we must record two tragic accidents-the first was
the death of Signalman Ellis and the second was .the fatal
accident of Corporal Mate. Corporal Mate was in brief a
first class soldier, a B.A.O.R. rugby player, runn~r-up in the
B.A.O.R. boxing championship, and a first class athlete who
he'.d many of the Brigade athletic records. He is a great
loss to the Squadron and the Corps, and we are sorry to
have lost such a fine man.
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•

Another month of athletic successes.

•

Keeping up with the Marines.

We look back on August as yet another month of successes
in athletics. In the 17th Division Championships, we finished
as winners of the Minor Units Trophy and the 100-stone tugof-war. In the individual events, Lance-Corporal Steers
gained first place in the discus and second in tlle shot, and
Signalman A:exander obtained third place in the 1,500 metres.

Intensive five-week refresher course
On the military side, September saw the end of an intensive five-week refresher course for all operating trades, prior
to the Squadron going out into the field on Exercise "Celto.''
Here, for a chang_, we provided umpire control communications, whilst 3 Commando Brigade did .t he 'fighting.' Nevertheless, some of our operators now know what is is like
humping an A4I in the jungle and trying to keep up with the
Marines.
Off to Australia
Two of our N.C.O.s, Sergeant Hamilton and Corporal Friend,
were fortunate to be 'attached ' to 1 K.S .L.I., when they went
to Austra ia for an exercise. They will be persuaded to write
of their experiences as a special feature on their return. (We
shall look forwards to this.-Editor).
Although the weather seems to change little here, apparently
somebody manages to change the sporting seasons and we
are now playing rugby and football; the former with not a
great dea: of success, but the latter team has so far only lost
to 3 Squadron, R.C.T.
The Squadron was reduced to one bachelor
officer on 1st October, when
Lieutenant Bob Smith, R.A.
Signals, married Captain
Julia Day, Q.A.R.A.N.C., at
Holy
Trinity
Terendak.
There was a full Squadron
turnout and the wedding
was made a particularly
pleasant occasion as the
bride's
parents,
Colonel
(Retd.) and Mrs. R. W.
Day flew out from U.K. a
week before.
Lieutenant and Mrs. R. W. Smith leaving
This month our SecondHoly Tr ini ty, Terendak.
in-Command departs to take
a course in, and later instruct, on A.D.P.S., at .t he School. We
wish Captain and Mrs. Cornforth a] good fortune a't Blandford.

210 SQUADRON, PLYMOUTH
•

The ' Wind of Change ' catches up with us.

•

The last word from Aden.

THE WIRE commiserates with the Squadron. The 'old 210 '
has done a very worthwhile iob-a job that all the Squadron
can be proud of. We ourselves lament the fact that never
again in opening envelopes containing WIRE notes will the
heading '210 Signal Squadron' pop out-it was aways an
augury of some bright and breezy comments on the activities of
the month.-Assistant Editor.

A new • dote-line '
The 'wind of change has caught us ' fair'.y and squarely
amidships. It is not enough that we have been dragged from
our sunny retreat at the foot of the Red Sea (give or take a
few miles), but now having arrived in our new home, in far
from sunny Plymouth, we find ourse'.ves about to be 'integrated.' No longer will our readers turn the pages of THE
WIRE with fumbling fingers and bated breath to learn of the
latest happenings in '210 Signal Squadron, B.F.P.0. 69' In
future ' 24th Infantry Brigade Headquarters and Signal
Squadron ' notes must be the 'piece-de-resistance' for all
discerning readers of THE WIRE.
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Our Guardian Ang4"1 takes a hand
Whi:st we are all looking to the future with great enthusiasm
and interest, I hope we may be excused if, on this last occasion
that our notes will appear under the '210' banner, we look
back into the not too distant past. Perhaps I should explain
that your correspondent, having selflessly volun<eered to come
on the Advance Party, now finds himself sharing a small office
with the other sixty volunteers who make up the Advance
Parties of the Signal Squadron and Brigade Headquarters. On
·the door a hastily contrived notice on second-quality Stationery
Office cardboard proclaims, somewhat prematurely, '24 Inf
Bde HQ & Signal Sqn,' thus proving that we are not only
looking to the future but also that we should have brought a
draughtsman on .rhe Advance Party! Under such working
conditions as these, who cou'.d be expected to write intelligent
notes for THE WIRE?
It may not be generally known that there is a parti~ular
Guardian Angel whose job it is to look after Advance Parties.
Any reader who has ever been on an Advance Party will know
that no body of men is more deserving of, or more in need of,
a Guardian Angel. Let me explain what our G.A. has done.
On to your correspondent's desk-if you can call a six-foot table
(with a broken leg, shared with four others) a desk-has fallen
an envelope, containinit a sheet of foolscap headed ' Alpha
Troop WIRE Notes-to be sent to Plymouth with Unit's airfreight.' This in itself is nothing out of the ordinary; what
does need explaining is .the fact that the rest of our air-freight
left Aden over four weeks ago and has not yet arrived. Surely
our G.A. has intervened. Realising tlie predicament your
correspondent woU:d be in if these notes from Alpha Troop
were left to the tender mercies of the R.A.F./British Railways,
he (or she) must have extracted them from the less important
freight such as Unlt files, Part II Orders, etc., and sent them
by ;post! Therefore, by courtesy of the R.E. Postal Services
and our G.A., our final notes from Aden. The 'orderly withdrawal through the eyes of a junior N.C.0.'

The last word lrom Aden • • •
'Labour Omnia Vincit.' These are the last notes that will
grace THE WIRE from Alpha Troop of 210 (Cream) Squadron.
On the unsung arrival of the Brigade in U.K. we, as a
Squadron, become integrated with H.Q. Company of 24
Brigade.
As we scribes write we are surrounded by boxes of a] shapes
and sizes. We are comforted by .the thought that readers from
other Units who have been similarly placed will be in sympathy
with us in our predicament.
ack ! ) After labouring for hours,
attempting to place over-sized equipment into under-sized
boxes before passing them to our artistic sign-writing department (ably manned by Lance-Corporal Dick Lawson and
Signalman (Muscles) McD=ott), one foolishly expects to rest
on one's laurels. This, however, just does not happen. Through
a cloud of fire and brimstone and a screeching of brakes, an
apologetic voice is heard mumbling, " Sorry lads, but that set
you've just packed . . ." And so the whole process starts in
reverse. The newcomer is our recently arrived (still white, but
showing promise) Sergeant Birrell who, at present, devoid of
hair, may be observed clutching consignment notes and sobbing
softly.
. Lance-Corporals B:ackburn and Knight are attempting to
puzzle out between them the mysteries of vehicle back-loading
and can be easily recognised by their boots protruding from
beneath various Land Rovers. They are assisted (if that's the
right word) nobly by Signalmen Forrest and Mc eil. Completely unacceptable advice is freely given by Signalmen Gi'.kes,
Warren and Swinson-' The Milky Bar Kids '-who are invariably told what to do with it.
Our Troop Officer (pro rem) Second-Lieutenant Powell,
affectionately known as ' Tonto,' has been inundated with
requests to transfer to the shift roster-something unheard of
a month ago. Lance-Corporal ' Tiny' Corr, assisted by Signalmen Ackrill, Spark and Coverda:e, are the four just men on
shift. They don't know what they are missing-or do they?
We still have our commitments, despite the 'run' down. (I'd
like to know who thought up that name.)
This week will see the departure of our Advance Party, who
may be recognised by the bottle of ' duty free • in one paw and
the unceasing cry of' four days to do'! We also have a number
of our married members 'Jiving-in' and tasting the gastronomic
delights offered by our catering staff. They are losing their
surplus weight and will soon be as gaunt as the rest of us.

a
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Du to th• • Rosebowl Tav-.. m' (our Squadron Club) closing
down it is the heart-breaking task of the Rear Party to consume
the remnant of the stock. Ex-member of the Squadron will
be plea ed to know that thi will be performed with the usual
enthusiasm.
It is with regret that on leaving this sandy paradise we have
to lose Captain Whitehead, after such a short stay with us. He
is leaving the workers for a leisurely two years' staff training.
We all wish him the best of everything and hope that his
forthcoming troub:es will be a boy.

•

•

the Troop must have someone lighter! During the trip
Troop Serg~ant Frank Ward was hastily reorganising the Troop
seniority roL- just in case.
646 Troop acquitted themselves admirably on a recent full- .
scale equipment demonstration to the Army Commander,
Lieutenant-Gen eral Sir Thomas Pearson, K.C.B., C.B.E., n .s.o.,
and senior service officers at Tanglin.

249 SQUADRON, F .\REl.F
c/o G.P.O. Sll\'GAPORE
A historic l:nk-up of troposcatter and satellite communications.
Farewell to popular O.C.

Exercise activity has been extremely high over the last four
months, and the Squadron is now taking advantage of the
shon respite from exercises in preparation for the next ons:aught in October.

Farewell to lUajor Lyons
The Squadron reluctantly said farewell to the O.C., Major
J. ~· N. Lyons, who has been posted to the School of Signals.
Maior Lyons spent a hectic two weeks saying goodbye to
the Squadron and Corps Officers, Sergeants and other ranks
at a variety of functions, ranging from formal dinners to a
barbecue at the Dover Road pool. We wish Major L yons
all the best in his new appointment.
The Squadron S:so welcomed the new O.C., M ajor Keith
~lds recently arrived from H.Q. r (BR) Corps. Major Olds
1s no stranger to 249 Squadron or the Far East having previously served with the Squadron as O.C. HF Troop and also
as Adjutant, r8th Regiment and on t he staff at 17th Divison.
~e new 0 C. is a keen sportsman and is currently training
~1th th~ Squadron hockey .team.
wish Major Olds and
his family all the best durmg their stay in Singapore.
The Squadron has also said farewel: to Major Jack Hart
who has l?een post~ to 4th Division H.Q. and Signal Regi~
ment. Maior Han did a lot for the Squadron on the administrative side and will be sadly missed. We welcome the new
Administrative Officer, Major J. R. Hall, ex-C.S ..O.'s Branch,
H.Q., FARELF.

:ne

Squadron

Acti.vities

Exercise • Gedgely •
This exercise was held in West Malaysia to exercise 28th
Commonwea_th Infantry Brigade. A joint Army/ Air Force
headquaners was formed, with ~ associated Joint Signal
Squadron made up from 17th R egiment, 19th Regiment, 249
Squadron, 203 Squadron and 6 TUS (R.A.F.). The Squadron
was comma~ded by. M.ajor Kevin. Kirby, 17th Regiment, with
~e Operations Adjutant, Captam _Don Macfarlane, R. r .z.
Signals, as Second-m-Command. FJ1aht-Lieutenant Hitchings
6 TSU, was O.C. Radio Troop, and :ven wore jungle boots u{
"order to contribute to the joint spirit."
t:he _helicopter backing. was C?nsiderable, with Belvederes,
~lwmds, ~couts and. ~1oux flymg numerous missions, a:ong
with fighter 3.ll'craft. A JOIDt comcen, commanded by L ieutenant
Tony Woodhouse, was established to handle all rearward
traffic, including R.A.F. messag ~ s.
A radio relay detachment on too of Mount Ophir was resupplied by Whirlwind helicopters, flown by R.A F. pilo;ts.
.Jungle Training in the Cameron Highlands
Lieutenant David Gase ran the annual jungle train1ng in
the Cameron H igh:a nds, assisted by Serg:ant Mallabone on
lo.an from 18th Regiment, Serg-....ant Adey, Corporal Har~an,
Signalmen . Rees, Marland and Carley. Sergeant Derrington,
A.C.C., assISted by Lance-Corporal Fawcett and Private Blyth
ran a very successful cookhouse in Slim Lines.
'
The Squadron sent . three separate parties to the Camerons
and. ea?i spent an enioyable week learning jungle tactics and
nav1gauon.
A Squadron he.icopter, piloted by Lieutenant Mike Orwin
~as us~ to teach marshalling drills and also provide familiarisa~
t1on flights for those who had not prevously fl.own.

Combined 237/249 Signal Squadrons Winners of R. Signals Singapore Triangular
Swimming Championships
Bock Row : (left to right) Corporal Black, Second-Lieutenant Bell, Signalman
Ramazo l (237), Corporal Stevenson (237), Corporal Mapson (237), Corporal
Lockwood , Corporal Powell, Lance-Corporal Sadd (237), Corporal Stewart,
Corporal Grey (237), Sergeant Bowes.
Front Row: (left to right) Signalman Hodgkinson, Staff-Serieant (F. of S.) Webb,
Lieutenant Woodhouse, Signalman Meighen, Signalman Wiggins, Signalman
Rouston

Sport
Swinuning
!he Squ a~on has done exceptionally well at swimming
this ye~r, ha.vm~ won the ~oyal Signa:s Triangular Swimming
C:hamp10.nsh1p m combmanon with 237 Squadron. An even
bigger. victory occurred when the r8th Regiment team, which
compnsed a large number of Squadron swimmers won the
Sin~pore District Swimming Championship by' narrowly
beatmg H.Q., 3 Commando Brigade, R.M. and Engineer Base
Group.
. The foll_owing Squa?ro? swimmers swam for r8't:h Regiment
m the SingaP?re D 1stnct Swimming Meeting: Lieutenant
Woodhouse, L ieutenant Case, Second-Lieutenant Bell, Staff
S~rgeant (F. o~ S.) WeJ;>b, Corporal Powell, Corporal Stewart,
S1.gnalman Meighan, S1gna.man Rouston, Signalman Lookie.
Lieutenant Woodhouse and Signalman Meighen broke the
2 x. roo me tres backstroke record by seven seconds. The
Regimental team also broke the 6 x so metres freestyle record.
Shooting
In the Royal Signals Small Arms Competition, the Squadron
team w?n the team sna~ .competition and were runners-up in
the falling plate competition. The overa] team position was
fow;t~ out of ten teams. S7c,ond-Lieutenant Taylor won the
Individual Match II Competition. Team members were Major
Rober-ts, Second-Lieutenant Taylor, Staff Sergeant O'Donoghue,
Corporal Rennoldson, Corporal Dixon and Signalman Rouston.
Hockey
The hockey season has now started in the Far East. The
S9uadron entered two teams in the Singapore District Six-aS1de Tournament on 30th September. · A total of 40 teams
entered, and a high standard of play was produced.
The fo lo':Ving played f?r the Squadron ' A ' team : Major
Olds, Capta:.n Cullen, Lleutenam Storr, W .O.II (Y. of S.)
Macpherson .Ccapt.), Sergeant Markwell, Corporal Couch and
Corporal Leigh.
Arrival of 646 Troo1•
This Troop join~d the Sq1:1adron in July, accompanied by six
very large, mystenou~ packing cases which the Troop O.C.,
Captam Edward Vulliamy, assured us was Troop equipment
and . not .his p~sonal MFO . The Troop has been very busy
settlmg mto ney.r accommodation in ea·cutta Camp and is
presently preparmg for two large-scale exercises to take place
in east and ~est Mal.aysi~W.O.I (F of S.) Pete Swaby
recen~ly had his fir~t rn;Ie 10 !1 Squadron helicopter during an
exercise recce, desp!le pilot Lieutenant Mike Orwin's plea that
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Radio n.,Jay Troop
The months of August and September have seen plenty of
activity in the Troop. Phase II of the tropospheric scatter
trials from Singapore to Terendak has been completed successfully, and now we are preparing for Phase III, from Terendak
to Kuantan The move to Kuantan is to be by sea-<:<>urtesy
of R.C.T. We shall give an account of our nautical adventures
in the next issue.
Captain Tony Hervey has said farewell to the Troop, and
we wish him and his family best wishes in Blandford. We welcome a"S our new Troop Commander, Captain Brian Blackwell
who arrived, rugger boots in hand, delighted to be with radio
relay again.
We are all looking forward to the return of our detachment
from 19th Regiment and 99th Brigade. Already arrangem~ts
are in hand for the biggest reunion party held for some time.
Sergeant O'Brien still copes successfuly '"'.ith his . scatt~red
bodies, while Corpora: Parker frets at not havmg all his vehicles
back under his own wing.
Corporal Petecost is now Mister Pentecost,. but still .liyes
with us for the pres-nt. C'.orporal Stewart has given up dr1vmg
for the time being to take over the .rroop stores.
Finally, a historic note: Thursday, 28th September, the Troop
took part in a link-up of our two newest forms of communications out here. A link was established from Terendak, in
Malaya, to Cyprus, usin~ the Tropospher!c scatter link, and
then the satellite link provided by 647 Troop. Corporal Warren
was delighted to speak to his opposite number in Cyprus,
although the conversation was hardly Churchillian in its
historic content! However, all credit to Foreman Shakeshaft for
his enthusiasm and hard work in the Tropo Trials.
C omce11 Troop
Recent arrivals include the new Troop 0 .C., Lieutenant
Tony Woodhouse, from 216 Para Squadron. Lieutenant Woodhouse is a very keen sportsman and has helped considerably
in the various swimming competitions in which the Squadron has taken part.
Troop Second-in-Command, Second-Lieutenant Garry Bell,
Royal Australian Signals, also a keen sportsman and swunmer,
recently arrived from 2nd Signal Regiment in Melbourne,
Australia, has swelled the unit representatives from •down
und er.' The Squadron now has a 'Kiwi' in S.H.Q., an
•Aussie ' in Comcen Troop and another in Air Suppon Troop
if Lieutenant Storr, recently returned from 2nd Regiment is
included. After a:J, despite vigorous protests he has got a
slight Aussie accent!
Second-Lieutenant Bill T aylor has replaced Lieutenant Storr
at 2nd Regiment and promis'es to bring back a kangaroo skin
as a .troop souvenir l Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) Mick 'ODonoghue,
ex-4th R egiment, has joined the Troop fr~m his ~eoman's
Course at the School of Signals. Sergeant Jun Morrissey has
replaced Sergeant Anderson as .Line S e~geant. Other arrivals
include Sergeants Delamare, G avm, Mornson and Law, and also
Lance-Corporal Davis. Corporal .Mackintosh, .Lance-Corporal
Stannard, Signa:men Clarke and Bishop left us m September.
NORTHAG AIR SUPPORT RADIO SQUADRON,
B.F.P.O. 18
•
•
•

A new Squadron is formed.
Getting to know the River Meuse.
We had 'quite a jolt ' say 641 Troop.

We officia:ly came into being on ·the rst July but by the end
of that month when we were visited by the C.S.0. NORTHAG,
Brigadier General Grunwald, we still had only our British
Element which had been lingering on from February to June
as the rump of 244 Squadron (Air Support).

Our multinational face begins to show
It was not until we reassembled after Adventure Training
and summer leave •t hat our mu1tina.tional face began to show
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Brigadier Pentreath discussing Tougereo life in the N.A.A.F.l.
with Corporal Nobbs, Signalman Seabrooke and Signalman Aussett

itself. By then our Second-in-Command, Commandant. Dantine
(Be:gian Signals Corps), and our Operations Officer, Lieutenant
Boeken, with the whole of th e
etherlands Element had
arrived.
Almost immediately, with. no .time to get ito know each other,
we were out on Exercise " Fast Strike," though not before our
British side had a visit from the Representative Colonel Commandant and Brigadier' Pentreath, the C.S.O. B.A.0.R. In
the hour and a half of which they spent with us, we showed
them as much as we could of our new surroundings and hope
that next time we have such a visit we may be able to show
some signalling equipment as to date the Squadrons has not
arrived. However, as a result of the de:ay our S.Q.M.S., Staff
Sergeant Farmer who arrived on 2nd October, will be able to
ensure that acco~ntwise everything starts on the right foot.

Looking at some • SoJthisticated equipment '
To keep ourselves occupied .until our techn~t;al equi~~ent
arrives we have been doing vanous types of military trammg.
Our first multinational outing included visits to the Belgian
Co[ege of ·Infantry an~ .the Armoured Training. Sch~!. We
were shown various training methods and of parucular mterest
was the Radio Training Wing.
Amongst some very sophisticated equipment, we spotted a
couple of " R 2095 "! In the " museum " were I9. and 62 sets.
During this camp, marches were ~e predominate ~eature
leading up to the long~t-a 60~ !11ght march. Th1~ was
the first time for many and we clidn t lose anyone. Slightly
more difficult was marching through •t he Ardennes by compass
only to a point about 5kms away.
In search of a Grotto
Would you like to visit a Grotto? This question was asked
of one of the memb-rs of the Squadron. Early next rnornl?g
a party set off c:othed in ~irty overalls ~nd. steel helmets with
torches. Vague ideas of this Grotto begmnmg to form.
.
The party climbed up through .rhe b-autiful counn:ys1de
surrounding the River Meuse and looking down over the thicklywooded slopes other memJ;>ers of the ~quadro.n cou}d be seen
·preparing the canoe for a iourney up nver. Five mmutes .later
our guide disappeared and looking ar<?und we saw a pa1r of
boots disappearing in a small hole. This was the stan of three
hours of crawling through holes, edging along crevasses with
uns.."'CD boHoms and climbing up and down steep slopes
running with w'a.ter. The occasional stalagtite and stalagmite
was seen, but after ro minutes the party were more interested
in seeing daylight again.
Meanwhile Lance-Corporals Thomasson and MontgoJ:!lery
set off down ilie Meuse in the canoe. The object of the exercise
was to reach the town of Dinant and back again by I7 .oo hours.
After 5kms of dodging barges and various river craft they
headed for shore and took to sunbathing utterly shattered, but
after a few minutes they were raring to go again and took to
the water. Latex they cam to a lock, and being too lazy to
dmb out of their craft, they decided to go through it.
As the lock gate closed behind them the barge began to
drift towards them threatening to crush them between the hull
and the wall. Lane -Corporal Thomasson (skipper) taking . in
the situation said to his partner (No. r): "Well, Monty It's
either the barge or a climb up the wall.'' So they took to the
barge, cano- and al:, and there they remained for the next hour
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or ~ by which time they were almost at their desti nation.
Half an hour of further canoeing saw them in D inant, and
after a few unsuccessful attempts by a rather beautiful waterkier to overturn them, they made their journey back to base
camp.
Back in barracks the Squadron football team is slowly taking
form, and with the influx of Belgian and Dutch detachments
we are hoping for even stronger teams. First, Works Parade
is presenting a little prob:em, but we are slowly working out
international orders; at the moment attention sounds like
"Umfo Ugg," and it makes the realisation clear that we are
no longer 244 Squadron, but ORTHAG Air Support Radio
Squadron, and truly qusdrinational, though it is with pleasant
memories that the Squadron has given up the Corps titJe.

641 Troop
We are, of course, far and away the oldest inhabitants and
the tenor of our life is well established, even if it received a
slit jolt when we were invited to send some men out on
Adventure Training and ordered to produce some for the
Guard of Honour for the visit of the Representative Colonel
Commandant. We would like to wish good luck and happy
landings to Lance-C.orporal Singleton and Corporal Tennant,
no~ that .the latter is very fa~ away as he is going to marry
a :oca.J grrl and settle down m Tongeren. We would like to
welcome our new Foreman, Staff Sergeant Scriven, and his
family on their arrival from the School of Signals, also LanceCorporal Ellis and Lance-C.orporal Rutherford.

621 Troop 'recce' party enjoying a spot of relaxation: Left to right ;
Signalman Agrell, Lance-Corporal Standley, Midshipmen Malbon and
Goldman
T~p presented Yeoman Cass1ing with a

be.1eve the Customs were delighted too.
night-and morning-was had by ill.

621 TROOP, H.H.S. FEARLESS
D.F.P.O. SHIPS

•
•
•

Farewell to Yeoman Cassling.
Our second birthday.
In reputedly the hottest recorded place in the world.

Yeoman's farewell
First, let us terminate our last WIRE notes with Yeoman
Cassling's farewell party. Provided with an upstairs room
at the Tangle Inn at Singapore, oodles of alcohol an excellen~ buffet and graced with the company of sdme very
beau.tiful women, the Yeoman's farewell party was carried
off m good British Army tradition-indeed, so were a few
of. the Troop! Old friend, and very welcome guest, Yeoman
Hitchcock gave some excellent renditions of Welsh humour
while the ladies were supping coffee (below, of course). The

gold watch; we
In .short, a good

Happy birthday
Last month, on 27th September, to be precise, was our
second birthday. There are only seven of the Troop who
can boast .that they are one of the originals (nasty dig I).
There have lately been a number of promotions in the
Troop: Corpoxal (now acting Sergeant) Pete Hill takes over
the Yeoman's job; also Corporals Brian Mel:or a nd Angus
'the Stool' Macleod (name originated after his fine performance at illhe Y.O.S.'s party, .•where it was debatable
whether ·he sat on the stool or the stool sat on rum). Last
but not least, Morgan ' the Dice,' ' Chip ' Standley and I~
Leitch (alias ' Bruno the Bear ')-now Lance-Corporals. Not
bad going for a sma:.I troop, eh?
Vf.!e are at present being . employed ferrying stores and
veh1cles from Aden to Bahrain. We carried a total of 138
varied vehicles, from 3-ton trucks down to t ractors. En route
through the Gulf we passed the reputed mean hottest recorded place in the world, Elphinstone Inlet where incidentally, a Cable and Wire:ess station used to xebroad~ast messages to India in the 1937 pre-war period.
~e Na~ has already s~rted phase drafting, having been
provided with a new Seruor Communications Officer and
Assistant SCO. This leaves Captain Vann the enviable task
of telling the Matelots how to run their own communications s~-up. We heard a strong buzz that things aren't going
too well your end, 661. Leaming from our mistakes is
O.K., but let's not be ridicu:ous. .
Hope you won't be
another H.M.S. Leviathan I
P.S.-Only another 79 days to go?

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS
HEADQUARTERS
. There are a number of Cypher Operator vacancies
m our London office, for which candidates offering
Cypher or Teleprinter experience can be considered.
Selec~ion can lead to permanent and pensionable
appointments.
Write for full particulars and app/icatlo11 form 10:-

Yeoman Cassling with Rad io Supervisor 'Otto' Parkes aboard
'Fearless'

RECRUITMENT OFFICER (Cy. Op. 16)
Government Communications Headquarters,
A/1004, Oakley, Priors Road,
Cheltenham, Glos.
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The Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D. and the C.S.O., B.A.O.R., Brigadier P. F.
Pentreath, M.B.E., with Officers, W.O.'s and Sergeants of the Squadron
Back Row, Left to Right: Sergeants Hurn, Mason, Craig, Bryson, A.C.C., Smith, W.D., Whittingham, Hardman, O'Riordan, Fox,
R.A.P.C.
Centre Row, Left to Right : W.O.I Catton, Staff Sergeant Brown, Staff Sergeant Driver, Sergeant Smith, L.A., Sergeant Sinnett,
Sergeant Richardson, Staff Sergeant Clavin, W.0.11 Surch, W.O.I. Adcock.
Front Row, Left to Right : W.0.1 Walker, W.0.1. Handley, Captain A. W. Bird, Colonel D. M. Haslehust, Brigadier P. F. Pentreath,
M.B.E., Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D., Major G. A. W. Hickman, W.0.11. Nicolson, Captain R. A. Ellis, Lieutenant
P. J. Walls, W.0.1. Giles.

227 SqUADRON" (AFCENT) B.F.P.O. 18
•

Visits by V.I.P.s

Major-General W. C. Walker, C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., the Commander, British Army Element, AFCENT, paid a farewell
visit .ro ·the Squadron on 31st July, just before leaving AFCENT
to take up the appointment of G.0 C.-in-C. Northern Command.
The General was met by the O.C., Major G . A. W. Hickman,
at the entrance to Tapjn Barracks and insp...<>eted a quarter
guard commanded by Sergeant K. Richardson.
Before touring the unit lines, the General had coffee in
the o:d Royal Netherlands Army Officers' Mess and met the
Officers and Warrant Officers of the Squadron. After receiving
a suitably engraved Squadr-0n plaque, the General spoke of
the Squadron's future, which has been in the balance for
some t ime, and regretted that he was unable .to give us any
definite news. The Squadron is the poorer for his departure.

Visit of the Representative Colonel Commnndant
In September we were pleased ·to act as host to our Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson,
c.B.E., E.R.D., during his visit to AFCE T.
Sergeant K.
Richardson again commanded the quarter guard and Corporals
W. B. Miller and C. W. Peach acted as Stick Orderlies.
Brigadier and Mrs. Robinson took lunch in the o:d Officers'
Mess, where the officers of the Squadron and their ladies were
joined by Royal Signals officers on the staff of H.Q., AFCENT
and of Northag Air Support Radio Squadron and 641 Signal
Troop.
During the afternoon, Brigadier Robinson, accompanied by
C.S.0., Brigadier P. F. Pentreath, M.B."E., made a most compreTHE WIRE, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1967

hensive tour of the barracks and met Squadron personnel at
work in both international and national posts, while Mrs.
Robinson visited some of the married quarters, escorted by
Mrs. Hickman. Unfortunately, our new barrack accommodation was not quite ready, but the Brigadier was able to see
the many improvements that were being made (hot water on
tap and hand bowls instead of troughs).
In actual fact,
Sq~adron personnel moved into this new accommodation two
days later.

.On the sports side
On .the sports side, we field a British ationals (Maasuicht)
football team, as well as providing most of the players for a
Mobile Communications Centre team.
Sergeant Hurn has just formed a hockey team, and they
are now trying their chances in the B.A.O.R. Minor League.
Volley ball practice is a:so under way and we are hoping to
draw German and American troops into a local contest.

Welcome • • •
We wish to welcome the follow1ng: Lieutenant P. J. Walls,
from 28th Regiment; Signalman Walker, from 15th Regiment;
Signa:man N allon, from 19th Infantry Brigade Group and
H.Q. Squadron; Signalman Thirkettle, from 15th Regiment;
Sergeant Smith, from 229 Squadron; Lance-Corporals Meakes
and George from ·the Apprentices' College, Harrogate; LanceCorporal B~dd, from SHAPE; Sergeant Whittingham, from
20 Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron; LanceCorporal Crews, from 18th Regiment; Signalmen Morgan,
Cobban and Potts, from 1 rth Regiment.
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AIRWORK
SERVICES
LIMITED
-------------RADIO and
RADAR TECHNICIANS
for OVERSEAS and UK posts

---------------·
Ex-Service radio and radar technicians, w ith
experience of modern military equipments are
required for appointments in the Middle East
and at various locations in the U.K. We are
interested to hear from men with the above
qualifications who have completed or are due
to finish their term of service now or in the
near futu re.
We offer :-

& Life
* Staff status
* Pension
* Refresher training Assurance scheme
* Good prospects
with special additional
terms for overseas
service.

• • • nnd farewell
\Ye say fa.rewell. to the fo·lowing and wish them luck in
their new uru ts : ~1&11.alman Oxlade, t? 9th R egiment; Corporal
R~ber.ts, to l St D1vm on H .Q. and Signal R egiment; Sergeant
Miller (now S ta~ Sergeant), Signalman Nolan, Lance-Corporal
Thomson, S1gna men Smith and Ross, all to join W.0.II
Ha~b e rt at Blandford; A/S ta ff Sergeant P earce, to Catt~ ri ck for
Chief Clerk's Course; Lance-Corporal Millington to 223
Squadron; Signalman Poulter, to R.A.V.C.
'
Those
who
remember
'Fred,' our guard dog, in
M argival, France, particularly Jack s :ade, his old
keeper, will be pleased to
know we hadn'.t the heart
to leave him behind. He is
spending his last days m
Maastricht,
dreaming of
This is Fred .. . 'dreaming of Frenchmen
Frenchmen instead of
instead of chasing them !
chasing them!

MOlllE SHOOTING SUCCESSE S FOR
30t h R E GIMENT
The following team and individual successes gained by the
30th Regiment Shooting Team, add itional to those already
pub:ished in T HE WIRE, are repor.i:ed :
Dorset County Rifle Association (Full Bore Rifles)
At . the. a~ua~ yrize meeting, held on 24th September,
the fo] owmg md1v1dual results were obtained :
Service Rifie (a).-Coun ty Champion: M ajor G . A. S. Exell;
runner -up: Captain D. H. Insall.
Inter-S7"'ices T eam Match and Falling Plate Match.- xst
30th R egunent.
'
Servi~e R ifie (b).-County Champion : Cap tain D. H . Insall;
2nd, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H . Gilbertson; 3rd, M ajor G. A.
S. Exell.
D orset County Small Bore Rifle Association
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H . Gi.bertson was selected for the
County Tea!Il of 20 in th e B.S.A. County Cup and for the
County IO m th e W estern Counties Bowl.
London and M iddl esex Rifle Association
S eri-'ice R ifie (a)_-The Elizabethan Bowl.- 1st, Captain D .
H. Insall; 2nd, Maior G . A. S. Exell.
Parnell Challenge Cup (team event based on the Elizabethan
Bowl).-;- 2nd, 30th Reg:ment (counted out). Three members of
the Regu:nental Team qualified for the final .
Twenty-ma~ sta~e in the Services Rifle Championship:
Corpo:a.1 .Davies ~1~hed ~ourth. In t he Small Arms Efficiency
Comp-tltlon combmmg rifle and SMG, 30th Regiment were
runners-up to H .M.S . Excellent.

·D EATHS

W rite now with details of qualifications to:-

Personnel Manager Airwork Services Ltd
Bournemouth (Hurn) Airport
Christchurch Hants

CLARK. -Lieutenant-Colonel W. Oark, M.B. B., M .S .M., on t he
October . Home address: 65 , Erleigh Court Drive, Reading, Berks.

15th

MINGAUI_>. -Lieutenant (T .O.T.) S. R. Min~ud , of 255 Squadron,
at. Bahr"'10 on the. 14th September. All ranks, Royal Signals G ulf,
wish to extend their deep~ st sym pathy to Mrs. Mingaud and to their
daughter, Ruth.
BEET. -Lancc-Corporai J. D .
30th September, in Aden.

Beet,

attached

to

15th R egiment, on

RODGE~.-Lancc-Corporal

C. S. Rodger, of nth Infan try Brigade H .Q.
and Signa! Squadron , B.A.O.R. , . on the Ist October, as r esult of a
traffic accident whilst on Exercise ' Rob Roy.'

MABER.-Ex-D~iver R. P ..Maher, who died on 26th September, at

the
age of 65. Dnver Maher 1omed the Corps in 1936 and was released in
1945 .
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40th ( ULSTER) R EGI MENT (V), BELFAST 4
•
•

Why we ARE different.
Our aim was unlty-an:I we have achieved it.

BLANDFORD REBUILD

A1111ual Cam p-b ut w ith n cliffe r e u t emp h a sis
Yes, we too have been .to our Annual Camp; in our case the
Camp was he:d at Crowborough and, while the weather was
not entirely kind to u s, we enjoyed ourselves.
Generally, Unit notes relating to Annual Camp tend w
concentrate upon the fun everyone had, the successful exercise
tha t was h eld, and th e visitors who came to see and compliment
all concerned. These notes wil~ have a rather different emphasis,
because in one major respect the 4oth (Ulster) R egiment is
different.
Most Royal Signals Volunteer Regiments (if not all) have
an element of AVR IIB volunteers to augment their AVR IIA
strength . We too have such an element, but in our case the
AVR IIB element numbers 16 officers and about 140 other
ranks; over 40 per cent of our recruited strength. Again, our
AVR IIA e.emen t is recruited exclusively from the Belfast
area, and so the whole of that element is closely knit. Our
AVR IIB members on the other hand, although derived mainly
from 81st Regiment AER , joined us in fact from several AER
Regimen.ts. Their homes range from Inverness to Cornwall,
their terms of service are such that they meet each other b ut
rarely (indeed, at this Camp many were m eeting each other
for the first time).
Thus the problem, and the principal aim of the Camp, can
.therefore be easily defined; it was to take some 190 c:osely
knit members of the A VR IIA, some u o fa irly closely knit
AVR IIB m embers of the old 81st R egiment, and about 40
other AVR IIB members who were strangers to everyone, and
from this rad ical mixture to produce a Regiment or, to be
precise, within a 14-day gestation perfod, to give birth to the
4oth (Ulster) Regimen t (V).
In order to achieve that principal aim it was obviously
essential that the subsidiary aims, and the means by which they
were tackled, should all contribute. The subsidiary aims were
to carry out trade training up to Class II standard, to hold a
regimental exercise which would include line and HF radio
communications .together with the defence of and attack upon
a simulated airfield and its communications, and last-though
far from least-to have a damn good t ime.
In carrying out trade training we mixed OUI IIAs and IIBs
comp· etely. All linemen, irrespective of Squadron, and
irr-espective of IIA or IIB category were placed in a central
lineman training organisation, and classes within the organisation were fo rmed upon trade standard already achieved; thus
IIAs and IIBs sat alongside each other throughout. The same
system was applied to r adio operators, drivers, technicians and
all other major trades.
For the exercise too, IIAs and IIBs were again well mixed
and worked with each other admirably. (And worked against
each other .too; no bones were broken, but after the second
violent breakout from his " POW Cage " O .C. D efending
Forces ceased ·to be content with removing his prisoners' boots
-he wanted to r emove their trousers too! )
But undoubted:y the major factor in the process of welding
together IIAs and IIBs was their joint determination to have a
damn good time. Crowborough is just sufficiently far away
from the bright lights to ensure that the Officers' Mess, the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, and the J R.C. were
well used, and it was there, basically, that we got to know and
like each other.
Not it hat the bright lights were forgotten ; special buses were
run to Brighton, and the P.R.I. organised an inex·pensive weekend .trip to London, bu t in all these, as in privately arranged
excursions, the IIAs and IIBs never S"!>li t into separate groups.
And so the Camp ended as we a l hoped, with 4oth (Ulster)
R egiment a real unit-and a very proud one. Proud because
we knew that we had achieved unity, and that we could do
our job.
U nity is, of course, a fragile .thing and there are some who
doubt that ours will survive ·the many long months before we
all come together again at Camp next year. Well, we h ave
ideas about that too, but since some of them may possibly
involve bending a few r ules, we wi 1 not tell you about them
until our plan s are accomplished. But we will win . We, IIAs,
IIBs and Regulars are the 4oth (Ulster) Regiment, and whether
we come from Belfast, Inverness or all stations from there to
CornwaJ.:, we are going to keep it that way.
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Are you buying a house?

WILS·ON & CO
(INSURANCES) LTD
Have a LOCAL Advisory Service
that can give you skilled and com·
prehensive assistance at all stages
of your house purchase problem

- - -- -- -- - - - - - - -- - - To: WILSON & CO. (INSURANCES) LTD.,
House Purchase Advisory Service,
27, NEW STREET, SALISBURY.

Please send m e, wiihaut obligation, full details.

NAME ····· ···· ······· ····· ··· ·· ···· ·· ·· ········ ······ ··········· ·· ··
ADDRESS

····· ··········· ··· ····· ·· ···· ···· ······ ···· ····· ········
··· ····· ·· ··· ··· ······ ············ ···· ··· ··· ·· ··········
··········· ······· ······· ····· ········ ·· ········ ·········

.f!IS

GLOS OP AND DI TIUC'I' ROYAL SIGNALS
OLD COMRADES' ASSOCIATION
Hon. Secretary: G. HalJsworth, Esq., 46,
ewshaw Lan~,
Hadfitld via Hyde, r. Glossop, D.rbyshire.
The lleonion Dinner-a night to remember
The 22nd annual reunion d inner was held at the Rutland
Arm Hotel Bakewell, on 7th October and it says much
for th spirit of the Association that nearly 100 Old C-0mrades made their way to this pleasant market .town for the
event.
The President of he Association, Colonel G. J. Underwood,
C.B.E., T.D., D.L., presided. It hJJ.d been hoped that the Master
of ignals and the General Secretary could have attended,
but, although Major-General ir WiJiam Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B.,
C.B.E., and Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., were unavoidably el ewhere, they were very much in the minds of those
present.

A great contribution made
It was just over 28 years since the parent unit, 2nd (North
Midland) Corps Signals (T.A.) bad been embodied and had
mobilised at Bakewell. From that uni! had sprung 4th Corps
Signals and l Ith Armoured Divisional Signals, as well as
the post-war 46th
.M.) Signal Regiment (T.A) and, to
a cxmsiderable extent, the existing 38th Signal Regiment
(Volunteers).
In proposing the toast of the unit, raised by Coloncl Underwood, in Glossop in 1939 Mr. Haydn Bailey emphasised the
great contribution that it bad made to so many other units in
the different theatres of war. Major A. G. Goodman, T.D.,
the Chairman, paid tribute ro the memory of Stanley Metcalfe
and Joe Dewsnap who, as secretary, bad worked so bard for
the Asso::iation, both of whom had died during .the year.
~t was good to see the very sincere and warm reception
paid by all present to Colonel Gerry Underwood, who voiced
the gratitude of all to Major Andrew Goodman, the brothers
George and Frank Hallsworth and Fred Price, who work so
hard for the Association.
All in all, it was a night to remember.

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HI RE
Luxury Saloon Coaches
Availablejor Military
u n i t s a t s h o r t n o t i c e.
TBLl!PHONE: RICHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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The Summing-up
Captain of Corps Cricket takes a look at the past season.
Played 9; Won 3; Tied 1; Drawn 3; Lost 2.
The Corps XI had an up-and-down season, a promising
staN in June ~three wins and a tie); an exciting game, near
tie, against the R.A O.C.; trouble against the Gunners (drawn),
ending with two losses and a draw in the remaining games in
July.

The capped players carried heavy burden
Unavailabiliry and Army cricket calls meant that the team
wer:: at near full strength only against RM.A., Sandhurst;
the absence of Captains Carr-Smith and B:ackwell, the Jack of
a class wicket-keeper, and a dearth of Corps standard reserves,
placed a heavy burden on the five capped players who were
able to tum out regularly.
Of the newcomers, Captain C. T. Garton ( 1st Division
H.Q. and Signal Regiment), Staff Sergeant R. L. Suett (55
Squadron (v)) and Signalman Maxwell (3 H.Q. and Signal
R ~giment) showed promise. Maxwell's 96 not out against the
Sappers showed bow much he had :earnt in his previous outings; regrenably, he is due to leave the Army in the near
future. The season's higblights were the tie against the R.C.T.,
with Brigadier W. M . E. White's diving catch at extra cover,
the climax of that game, and the near tie, three weeks later,
against rhe R.A.C., when the Corps, with one wicket remaining required three runs off the last ball of the match.

Players who did well
Of the established players, Corporal R. Mayes (School of
Signals) in his fifth season of Corps cricket again scored heavily
(438 runs in IO innings), with one century against the Gunners
and three half centuries; be was unlucky not to gain his
second Army Cap. Lance-Corporal Butler ( rot!h Regiment)
enjoyed a better all-round season than 1966. Taking all seven
Gunner wickets that fell for 61, on a perfect batting wicket at
Aldershot, was an admirable effort.
Corpora:S Kilving.ton
(School of Signals) and Gipson (roth Regiment) tog·e.ther with
Butler, =ied virtually all the bowling.
Kilvington's 48
wickets, despite a mid-season bad patch, must be a Corps
record; he ended the season on a high note for the Army
against the
avy with a sustained spell of accurate and fast
bowling. Gipson, with 20 wickets, bowled steadily, his batting,
however, suffered from a lack of concentration and confidence
until ·the last match of <the season (45 out of 105 against the
R.A.O.C ). Second-Lieutenant Coltman, again escaping from
B.A.O.R. for a week, continped ro worry both his own side
and the opposition. Corporil Taylor (Bruin Squadron, 30th
Regiment) was available for three matches only, and was
thus unable to bui:d up his 1966 promise.
Of the remaining regular players, Corporal Parris (3 H.Q.
and Signal Regiment) was an admirable team man who never
quite got going; Signalman Lawrence (8th Regiment) kept
wicket in four matches and had one promising knock.
The captain, Major de Clive-Lowe, with a century against
the Sappers, and absent for three matches, was the only batsman, apart from Mayes to average more than 30, but was not
as consistent as in the past.
. The. wicket-keepin.g task was shared between four players,
mcluding the captam, and was probably the weakest link
in the side; an ex-apprentice, Lance-Corpora: Dring, of 249
Squadron, in FARELF, would, it is rumoured, remedy me
fault.
Captains Carr-Smith and Bailey captained the side on
occasions throughout the season. It is hoped that both will be
available nex;t season, together with Captains Blackwell and
Moss.
Major de Clive-Lowe and Corporal Kilvington were both
awarded Army Caps; Corporal Mayes appeared in four matches
for the Army XI; de Qive-Lowe, in addition, captained the
Army side 1n two matches (both won l) .
Corporal L. A. Worrell (2 H.Q. and Signal Regiment) represented B.A.O.R. and scored 91 for B.A.O.R. against t!he Army.
Sev~n scores of. over 50 were recorded against the Corps,
Captam D. D. Phipps (99) for the Gunners heading .t he list.
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The 15th Signal Regiment Bows Out

The following farewell notes, received from the 15th Regiment, Aden, arrived too late for normal inclusion in
the current "Wire." However, we felt that at all costs we should not be tardy in paying tribute to the demise of
a well-known Regiment of the Corps, even if such a tribute had to appear at the end of ' The Wire ' under 'Stop
Press.'
The 15th Regiment, after a distinguished history, was re-born in Aden in January, 1965, for a brief but eventual
reincarnation of just under three years. From the very start it made its mark and quickly developed the team spirit
and sense of purpose indicative of an efficient unit. During the recent troubled times in Aden the Regiment did much
to enhance the reputation of the Corps by the devotion to duty of all ranks and by the high standard of its signalling.
We shall certainly miss the vivid and lively reports so frequently sent to ' The Wire' by the 15th Regiment. However,
we should not be at all surprise:! if, true to their cat symbol, this Regiment does not emerge again in yet another of their nine
lives. Meanwhile, we are sure all will join us in a farewell salute to the 15th Signal Regiment.-EDITOR
We are sad to say that this is our last report as a Regiment.
From the 1st October, 15th Signal Regiment has been reduced
to a single Squadron for the remainder of the British Army's
stay in Aden.

Final Parade and a G.O.C.•s Tribute
On 30th September, we held a parade to mark the passing
of the old Regiment and the birth of The Aden Rearguard
Signal Squadron. Seventy-two rank and file were inspected
by Major-General Philip Tower, o.s.o., M.B.E., our G.0.C., and
marched past him and Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Polley, the
outgoing Commanding Officer. The :atter commanded the
parade at its opening, but handed over after the inspection to
Major o~Connor, who is commanding the Rearguard Squadron. It was a good parade, and it took a bit of doing in our
circumstances, but we were very proud to hear General
Tower say: " I am not speaking words of conventfonaJ politeness when I tell you that this has been a fine parade, by any
standards-and all the more so in view of the pressure of
work on the unit and the great difficulties imposed by life
in Aden these days. Your performance and standards have
e have come to assume,
always been of the highest, and
rightly, that we shall always have g<iod communications."
The Aden Rearguard Signal Squadron
In case anyone is surprised at the new Squadron's title, we
should ex-plain that as no one else seemed prepared to give
it a proper title, we did it for ourselves. For the rest of our
short life we shall cal: ourselves " The Aden Rearguard Signal
Squadron." Anyone who objects can start an argument, if
they wish, but we shall have disbanded before they've finished
the second round, so why worry?
We shall, of course, retain our Egyptian Cat badge, though
now without the " XV " alongside.
While a Regimental Rear Party clears up a few odds and
ends in our old home in Singapore Lines, the new Squadron
has moved to the R.A.F. Station, Khormaksar, both for living
and the operation of the final communications, with Captain
Stark's 'D ' Troop detached at Steamer Point, apparently
prepared to do a Dunkirk act over Tarwhyne beaoh-which
may explain why they have spent so much time of late studying
the form in that last sanctuary of birds and bikinis.
Of the other Troops, there are ' E ' (Isthmus), commanded
by Second-Lieutenant Neil Mackreth and running Singapore
Lines Message Centre and Army Lines around Khormaksar;
'K' (Airfield), commanded by Second-Lieutensmt Barry Rowe
and providing line communications for the R.A.F. Station.
Then there are 'J' Troop, providing radio for Joint H.Q.
Middle East, and ' L' Troop, with Aden Brigade Radio, now
combined under Lieutenant Mike Cartwright. Lastly, there
are the indispensable 'TM' Troop (Lieutenant (T.0.T.) John
Parkin) and System Control Troop under Lieutenant (T.0.T.)
Roy Edge. The Squadron Second-in-Command 1s Captain Peter
Vailder: (former:,Y Adjutant); the Admin~strative Officer is
Captain Paul Stamp; the QM. is Captain Gerrard, B.E.M.,
and the S.S.M. is W.O.II Cockcroft.
But we have wandered too far from commemorating the
achievements of the Regiment.
A look hack over the post
15,t h Regiment was re.-formed in Aden in January 19651 t:vo
years after disbanding in Cyprus. It absorbed .the exis~g
245 Squadron in Aden and 255 Squadron m Bahrem.
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Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Rayner was the first Commanding
Officer. The Aden emergency bad just begun, with the first
grenades and shootings, and the Radfan operations were in
full swing.
The Regiment had a busy life from the start, with I
Squadron finishing off the installation of the new automatic
telephone system, which extended throughout Aden and Little
Aden, and manning message centres, while 2 Squadron provided radio detachments for a constantly-changing multitude of
tasks, from up-country Arabia to East, Central and S-Outh
Africa, as well as maintaining a trained reserve for contingency plans.
The highlights and crises of 1 Squadron's life have mostly
been the infrequent, but severe, rainstorms that Aden suffers.
The extraordinary deluge of 1st April this year was undoubtedly the most memorable one. While the newspaper headlines were mostly occupied with the visit of the United
Nations Mission to Aden, and the fighting that resu:ted, the
linemen slaved on to restore cables, hindered by debris, sewage, landslides and, almost as a sideshow, terrorists.
2 Squadron established an enviable reputation for globetrotting by continuing to give most members at least one
memorable detachment, ranging from assistance to battalion signal
troops in the Radfan, to Federal Guard forts, LCTs, Ethiopia,
TruciaJ Oman,. Swaziland, Kenya, Mauritius, Mukalla, Dhofar
and Socotra; not to mention some far-ranging Squadron exercises. Laterly, radio has shrunk in range as British troops
have withdrawn into Aden State from further afield, but there
has been mor~ Internal Securiry radio to man since early
this year, when general strikes and attendant large-scale disorders started. General strikes are now pretry quiet affairs,
thanks to the efficiency of Aden Brigade, and its communications.

Eventful Inst days
Lieutenant Cartwright's Aden Brigade Troop manned the
fina~ rear link from Little Aden for the last few days, to enable 210 Squadron to go home; our detachment (LanceCorporal Askew and Signalman Devlin) withdrew with the
armoured cars of the Queen's Own Hussars as the South
Arabian Army took over the area.
The future?
· We can't t~ you much about our future; either because
we're not al:owed to or because nobody knows. But we do
know its not going to be dull. H.M.S. Fearless, with old
friends aboard, has appeared again; the newspapers have revealed that a Commando Carrier, H.M.S. Bulwark, and an aircraft carrier, H.M.S. Hermes, have been warned to join us
soon . The political outlook is hopeful, anp we hope justifiably
so; but things cou:d turn nasry, and we are poised for whatever the next three months may bring. We are proud to go
on carrying the Cat sign until the last British soldiers leave
Aden, whenever that may be, and whether we finally go by
transport aircraft, helicopter or landing C!aft 1 It looks, t~o, as
if most of us will be here, and communicatmg bard until the
very end, whenever that may be.
Stop Press
We have just been awarded three more Commander-inChief's Commendations: to Corporal Hill, for devoted and
unremitting hard work over a very long time in the Q.M.
Stores and to Corporal Downie and Lance-Corporal Yearsley,
for steadiness under small-arms fire at Mukalla.
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How paying by cheque
helps your pay go further
The Royal Corps of Signals have
more than enough to do, with
sites to reconnoitre and stations
to position.
.
.
Continuous automatic navigation is vital. Time spent off the
air is t ime wasted.
Sperry Navigators offer self·
contained automatic position
fixing, visibility regardless.

NAVAL & MILITARY GROUP
SPERRY GYROSCOPE
Division Sperry Rand Limited

Stonehouse, Glos. England
Telephone: Stonehouse 2231

The Royal Signals are
NEVER lost ... well, hardly ever!

Lloyds Bank offers full banking services to all
ranks of Her Majesty's Forces.
When you have a bank account, you'll find
that paying by cheque, automatically having a
record of your outgoings, never carrying unnecessary amounts of cash on you - all help you
to have a clear view of what you're doing with
your money. Help it to go much further.
Lloyds Bank has a Jong tradition of service
to the army, so you'JI be welcomed at any branch.
Ask for our free booklet which explains
how Lloyds Bank can help members of Her

Majesty's Forces, or, if you like, write to
The Manager, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's
and King's Branch, 6 Pall Ma11, London, S.W.l.
He i~ specially concerned with liaison between
the services and the Bank.

Let Lloyds Bank
help you to plan
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This will be the last edition of THE WIRE for 1967 and,
indeed, many of our overs<!as readers will not recei~e their c~py
until 1 968. Your Editor, along with other servi.ce
Editors, has battled, without avail, for some official assistance
to be given towards the more speedy despatch of THE WIRE to
the distant outposts of the Corps. Alas, we are inform<;<1 th.at the
present financial climate is not conducive to any amelioration of
these circumstances. We shall battle on !
Our sincere good wishes go to all our readers, and we are
joined in this by all who serve the Corps here a~ Reg~ental
Headquarters. The steady mpport of those who ~nte ui:ut notes
or articles describing their own personal experiences 1s much
appreciated. Also the tolerance of tho~ who have ha~ to endure
our occasional printing errors. One pomt we would like to make
clear: Under guidance of a Corps Committee rulii:ig, w_e have
been heading unit notes with th::. purely Corps utle, i.e. 4th
Regiment, 207 Squadron. Since going to press, the
mittee bas modified this ruling and a new system of utlmg will
presumably be used in the January issue.
With effect from the lSt January, 1968, the price of !HE
WIRE goes up from r/6 to 2/- a copy-an increa~e of 6/- m a
year's subscri'ption. Rising costs have forced this on us, but
certainly, for the foreseeable future, we should be able to ke:p
up, and even improve, the present st~d~rd of THE Wm:. 1D
this connection we have a little surprise m store for you m the
January/February edition-so watch out!
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All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed 10 THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
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Without doubt, our warmest thanks must go to . all those
generous members of the Corps who have seen their way to
contribute annually one day's basic pay of rank to help Corps
and Army Benevolence. This bas enabled us to step up the whole
concept of Corps benevolence from ' first aid ' to a ~ar m?re
satisfactory and comprehensive alleviation of the many distressing
cases which come our way.
We must, also, pay a tribute to our printers, Messrs. F. J.
Parsons Ltd. They have served us faithfully for very many years
and rake a considerable intt:rest in THE WmE-particularly as Mr.
Levy of their staff is ex-Royal Signals.
In conclusion, therefore, may we wish all in the Corps, serving
or retired, a happy Christmas for 1967 and the best of good fortune
in 1968.
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Special Mention
-

- C1•rporal
attach l'd

Mars hal

J 8 th

D ave y ,

Royal

- - Corporal E. A. Hiil, Corporal L. • •. Doi al~
and l Ance-Corporal G. Yeardl'y of thP I Gtlt

Signals,

R e giml'nt, R.A.

for keeping ' Timmy ' well to the fore among the armed
forces entrants m the annual cross-harbour swim from
Kowloon to Hon~ Kong. The distance is less than a
mi!e-certain:y nm far by marathon standards, but the
swimmers have t('I put up with plenty.
!he current is .ver);' st.ron~, and ferries, sampans, oceangomg cargo vesse1s shppmg m and out of harbour as well
as ships moored in their path, to say nothing 'of piles
of floating driftwood and debris usual in the waters of
busy harbours, al! present a hazard.
Cor~ral Da~ey suc:::essful y dodged all these dangers
and gamed third place-and earns full congratulations
for stamina and 'guts.'

J
:
'jff:••.

R e giment
for being awarded Certificates of Commendation by the
Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, for exceptional service.
Cor~ral Hill is commended. for " his limit! ss energy,
capacity for hard work, and his unselfish attitude and willingness to tackle any type of job " while acting as a storeman. In the case of Corporal Downie and Lance-Corporal
Yearsley, readers will recall the article in the October/
November W IRE, describing the devotion to duty of a radio
detachment which came under heavy fire while acting as a
vital link between the Residency at Mukalla and the outside world. Corporal Downie and Lance-Corporal Yearsley
were members of this detachment at the time. The citation
which describes the dangerous situation in which they found
the!llse.lves, goes on to say " nevertheless, the Signallers
mamtamed steady communications over their two circuits to
Aden and R.A.F. Riyan, passing and accepting not only
situation reports and the vital call for British troops, but
other more routine messages as well.'' The citation concludes: " Their conduct, under the circumstances was
exemplary."

- - Sergeant P. J. Lasota and the !Jlotor Cycling
Team of 7th flegim·ent

J
:.'IJ:
J

for bringing so rr.uch credit to themselves, to their unit
and to the Corps as a whole, by winning once again the
B.A.O.R. Motor-Cycling Championship. This was their
six~h s~cc:ssive victory--:-an achievement for the Corps
which It is doubtful will ever be equa:Jed and more
doubtful if it will ever be beaten.
On top of this, Sergeant Lasota, who is an Army internati?nal rider, won the individual championship. (See 7th
Regunent's notes on page 484).
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- - ~lajor Georg«! Flynn

:.'IJ:

for clocking up no less than 54 years' service with the
Corps, incluaing· 12 as an R 0 . at Catterick.

.\\

iJ:

J

- - The Training Brigade, Catterick

:. :

:~

for doing so wel1 in the recent Northern Command
Orienteering Competition. Regiments in the Brigade
achieved the following results:
rst, 8th Regiment; 2nd, 8th Regiment; 4th, 24th Regiment; 5th, 8th Regiment.

:~

- - Lieutenants D. J. Hen-ning and A. M. Elliott
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Corporal Marshal Davey receiving congratulations after his swim

- - Tim 21st Regiml'n.I
~or so ~losely identifying itself with the R.A.F., for whom
It provides communications. On the athle:ics side the
Regiment is represented in nearly every R.A.F. Laarbruch
ream In particular, the Regiment found 17 members of
the athletics team, eight in the cross-country team and all
the members of the tug-of-war team. It s)lould be noted
here that R.A.F. Laarbruch won the Sir Robert Foster
Trophy for its sporting achievements in 1966/67. The
R!gi:r.ent also provides the Station Volunteer Band,
recently formed and trained by Captain E. P. Hughes of
the Corps. Major L. A. Welton, with a band of helpers,
half from Signals, has been instrumental in getting a
station theatre constructed, aided by a grant from Nuffield
Trust Funds.

- - Lam•f!•Corporal Clin.t«m (23975500) Radio
fl1u•rator of tJ,14 Tr1•op rinder ••om11iand of
Vn.ilNl Nations Forcl's in Cyprus

for skill and bravery under fire at the village of Kophinou
on r7:h September. This has been brought to the notice
of the UN. Force Commander by the Commanding Officer,
1st Green Jackets.
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for being awarded 2nd Class Honours degrees at the
R.M.C.S. on the conclusion of their summer term degree
course. David Henning was also awarded the Corps prize
for the best Royal Signals Officer.
- - Colonrl B. fl. lVood, O.D.E.~ T.D., Hono,.arfl
Colonfll of the 31st (Greater Lo•do•) Sigaal
Regiment (V) and Lieuteaant-Colonel H. L.
Daniel
T.D.~ pro1ninent la Army ~lotor•
Cycling circles

for recently being appointed Deputy Lieutenants of Greater
London.
- - Sergf'ant n. Gibney, Royal Signals necralter
of the ACIO, Southend

fo! recruiting his son into the Corps. And young Jeffrey
Gibney has already passed the entrance examination that
qualified him for training as an Electronics Technician
at Catterick.

*

*

*

The foregoing in no way auempts to cover all ilems of
Corps news worthy of special mention. Something of
particular interesl must have occurred in YOUR unit,
siation, or commcmd. Write NOW and tell 1he Editor
about it and so help keep this a live and interesting
Column.
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From our "In" Tray
• WIRE '

.\RTlt'LE NOT APPROVED-A
RIPOSTE!

ir
I am sorry our little anecdote entitled ' Quick Take-off ' has
so upset Major Reggler (see " From our 'In ' T ray," Nov./Dec.
WIRE). Heaven forbid that THE W~ should change from being a magazine of C.Orps news to a 1ournal of debate (we have
a C.Orps Journal elsewhere) but since Major Reggler seems to
have di cussed his viewpoint with others, and has opened the
bowling, may I take a swipe in return ?
First, it was a story to be read-I hoped- for f~ . It :-vas
not an instructional treatise. Like other wretched ioumalists,
I try to report news which will interest the majority of my
readers, who are Royal Signals soldiers. I. therefore makt; no
apology for reporting the facts .that Royal S1gnals were on tiO?e,
while others were not; that the BGS was therefore cross, while
we were pleased. That Major Reg_gler expects us to be Pl!-llctual
need not prevent us from recording our pleasure at hvmg up
co his exacting standards. Since few of our readers are Infantrymen, few will be offended at a comparison which just happmed
to be true.
Secondly the chain of command. Of course, the Regimental
Duty Offi~r could have laid on the whole thing by summoning N.C.O.s, but he would have been very silly to do so, with
most of the other offic.rs almost within arms length at the
bar. Being pushed for time, we all got cracking strai~ht ~~ay
and saved a good deal of time thereby, rather than mamtammg
the splendid aloofness favoured by Major Reggler, who apparently pictures himself finishing his bowls, or pot, or whate".er,
first. We were not awaiting the Spanish Armada, but catching
an aircraft chalk which had 72 hours' start on us.
Next, preparation. The article clearly says there :was no warning for -this job. NO warning whatever. Our operational role had
never included .the provision of line parties outside Aden Colony
so there was no reason to have one prepared. Lines are scarce,
to put it mildly, in up-country Arabia.
Major Reggler "unde!5t~ds " i~ to 1?e normal .practke, :vhen
engaged in IS, " to mamtam loading lists,. associated manifests
and waybills." I fear he understands too little of the nuts and
bolts of the " field soldiering" _in which he professes such
keen interest.
" IS duties" do not necessarily involve air moves. Our IS
duties were then, and still are, largely confined to the few square
miles of Aden Colony, and you don't need air moves for that.
Nevertheless, the Tentacle was largely loaded already; but
only fools keep detachments at short notice for air moves when
none are remotely likely. It is a wasteful and inefficient pastime,
as mosc people know, and we have had little tiµie to waste here
in the last year.
So there was no " Duty IS Radio Detachment " of the sort
so fondly imagined by Major Reggler. We had, in fact, often
prepared such detachments before for similar opetations, when
required to do so or in anticipation of a requirement. That was
why we were able to react so quickly on this occasio?. Perhaps
Major Reggler would have arranged for us to be g~ven better
warning, but unfortunately he was not here at the tune.
Furthermore, although like many sensible people, we have
used loading lists for a long time-<>ne for every one of the
dozen or so CESs in a Tentacle. Our loading lists fill a complete
binder, and Major Reggler might find them instructive. However, most people know that before you can fill ';IP a manife~t
or waybill, you have to be told what to send. Maior Reggler 1s
apparently unaware of this.
However, I doubt if Major Reggler's alarm at what be considers our operational irregulariti:s will be shared by many

Have you placed a standing order for
a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now ?
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of your readers, who will know that the details of operational
plans seldom go as originally intended. I doubt if my article
really implied " maladministration " to more than a fe:-" who,
like himself, have apparently led somewhat sheltered lives.
As to the " unfortunate quip at the end of the ar·ticle " which
to Major Reggler spelled "an apparent ' officer outlook'" (about
Whittington and Davis being on Jankers, you remember). I
h ave just asked them if they were offended by it, and you should
have heard their reply.
I am sorry to have taken up so much of your space, but
sorrier still that it was necessary.
Yours faithfully,
M . J. T. O'CoNNOR (Major)
The Aden Rearguard Signal Squadron,
B.F.P.0 . 69.

CATTERICK CA:HP-CHD.DREN' S SCHOOL
Sir,
.
Mrs. H alliday completes 25 years as headmistress of h er
school in Catterick Camp in July 1968. In the early days
many will remember her as Mrs. Holt.
In recognition of th i ~ long and continuous service, including
the years of the Second World War, it bas been proposed that
a suitable presentation, probably a cheque, should be made
to her.
I am therefore writing to as many parents as possible, whose
children went to this school, to ask them whether they would
care to make a donation towards this presentation.
However small the amount it will be we:come, but it is
felt that some parents might like to subscribe in relation to
what their children have received from the school.
Cheques and/or postal orders should be sent to Mrs.
Chambers, 3, Whinny Hill, made rpayable to the Halliday
Presentation Fund.
I do hope you will be able to support this appeal for someone who has given a lot to children of Catterick and who is
surely deserving of some recognition.
Yours faithfully,
PHYLLIDA GOOD ,

THE REPRESENTATIVE COLONEL COMMANDANT WITH THE C.S.O. NEARELF, OFFICERS AND SENIOR RANKS OF 259 SIGNAL
SQUADRON
Left to Ri~ht : Front Row : Lie~tenant Jupe , Captain Cox, Colonel Fletcher, Brigadier Robinson, Major Complin, Captain Walter, Captain Hutley
2nd Row. Staff Sergeant Ma1dment, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Carr, W.0.11 (F. of S.) Butler, W.0.11 S.S.M. Johnson, Staff Sergeant Angell,
Staff Sergeant Wheeler
Bock Row : Sergeant Byrne, Sergeant Horne, Sergeant Martin, Sergeant Bolam , Sergeant Bentley

Visit of the Representative Colonel Commandant to Cyprus
Whistle-stop tour for Brigadier and :Hrs. Robinson
The Representative Colonel C.Ommandant accompanied by
Mrs. Robinson, visited Cyprus from 26th t~ 30th October
Arriving at Nicosia on 26th October, they were met by the
C.S.O., NEARELF, and Mrs. Fletcher. After lunching informally with .C.S.\)., UNFICYP a?d Mrs. Wythe, the party
travelled to Ep1skop1, where they retired ear:y in preparation for
the full programme which faced them.
On F:i?ay, 27th October, the Colonel <:ommandant paid
formal VISlts to the G.O C. NEARELF and the acting C.-in-C.
NEAF, and was then taken to the transmitter site at Paramali
by Major Complin, commanding 259 Squadron, where he met
officers and members c•f the Squadron most of whom had been
wit? the Squadron du:ing the last days of its COMCAN rolew~1cb they had filled with su~ distinction for so long-so, inevltably, much of the conversation was proudly nostalgic. The
fu~e was not neglected, and Brigadier Robinson was also
bnefed on the new role of the Squadron when it takes over
the R.A.F. r~dio relay system in Cyprus next year.
The next ~tern was .a visit to the Episkopi element of 261
Squadro~ (Arr Formation), escorted by Major Sjmpson, where
he met lt~ members at work. In the meantime Mrs. Robinson
accompamed by Mrs. Fletcher, was meeting wives of officer~
and men of al: the signal unirs in Episkopi at a coffee party
'
arranged by Mrs. Newell, wife of CAFSO NEAF
The visitors lunched at Flagstaff House, as the guest; of MajorGeneral and Mrs. Lloyd Owen, after Brigadier Robinson had
rounded off his morning tour with a visit. to the Episkopi Garrison Sergeants' Mess.
In ·the evening the C.S.0. and officers of the Corps in Cyprus
were hosts at a well-attended cocktail party, given in the
NEARELF Officers' Mess to mark the Representative's visit.

NEW COLONELS COHHANDANT
Our readers will be glad to hear that two distinguished officers of the Corps were recently appointed Colonels
<:ommandant.
They are Major-General P. E. M . Bradley, C.B.E.,
o.s.o., shortly to be Chief of Staff H .Q. Al:ied Forces
Northern Europe, and Major-General M. D. Price,
o .B.E., who recently took up the appointment of ViceQuartermaster General.
Major-General Bradley has also been appointed
C.Olonel, Gurkha Signals.

Regimental Cummerbunds
Matching Bow Ties and
Gold Cased Cufflinks
Lend a truly dlstlngulshed appearance to
your eYenlng dress ensemble. AvaUable exstock In the colours of the Royal Signals,
other designs avaUable on sneclal request.
Cummerbunds 35/-. Bow tles 13/6d. Culfllnks 25/-. Send cash wlth order to: Dept. 0,

'

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Milis, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.

:Heeting the Corps on 1'1ount Olyuapus
Satur?ay's programme began early with a trip to the Troodos
Mount~ms. There, Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. F:etcher were
entertamed to coffee by Mrs. Bailey, the wife of Captain Bailey,

Telephone: Queensbury 2471.
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Officer Commanding Troodos Leave Centre. Brigadier Robinson
and Colonel Fletcher, in the meantime, drove up to Mount
Olympus to meet our men on the mountain, the Radio Relay
Der_achment of 262 Sqlladron, who were introduced by its O.C.,
Maior Beadon, and the Line Detachment of 261 Squadron
who were introduced by Captain (T.O.T.) Hutley.
'
From Troodos, the party travelled down the northern side
of the range to Nicosia, where they were met by Lieutenant~olonel Wythe, C.S.O., UNFICYP. Captain Forge, command!ng 644 Troop (UNFICYP) who escorted the Brigadier on an
mspection of the Troop and Communication Centre.
After lunch at Lieutenant-Colonel Wythe's quarter the party
lef~ for: 9th Regiment, where the C.S.0. formally 'ha~ded-over'
. B:1gad1er and Mrs. Robinson to the C.Ommanding Officer
L1eute?ant~Colo~el .Bate.. An account of their visit to the Regi~
ment !S given m 1~s umt notes. (Page 485).
_Durmg the mornmg of. Monday, 30th October, the visitors
said goodbye to 9th Regiment and drove to Dhekelia, where
they toured 26~ Squadron (Cyprus) ending up with a buffet
luncheon at Ma1or Be.1don's quarter. There the Co:onel <:ommandant met Brigadier Sir Ralph Rayner, a distinguished exmember of rhe C.Orps in whose Regiment the Representative
had once served as a Captain, and Lady Rayner· their son
Major Raoulf .RaynC!, commands 'A' Squadron,' 1 R.H.G.:
at present statloned m Cyprus.
That afternoon Bngadier and Mrs. Robinson returned to
Nicosia, where they attended a party given at LieutenantColonel Wythe's quarter. Among the guests at the party were
the British High C.Ommissioncr, Sir Norman Costar members
of the High Commission and the Signal Officers of ~he various
UNFICYP contingents.
After an all-too-brief rest, they were taken by C.Olonel and
Mrs. F :etcher to Nicosia Airport. At 2.15 a.m. they departed
for Malta via Athens and Rome.
For us, in Cyprus, the tour was a most memorable occa ion
and of tremendo~s value as a ~orale booster. We hope that th~
knowledge that 1t wa so will compensate our distinguished
visitors for its unavoidable arduousness.
-473

EDINRURGll MILITARY TATTOO, 1067
It is a well-known fact that the Corps, in the form_ of
242 Squadron (Scottish Cornman~~ provide the co~umca
tion facilities at the Edinburgh Military Tattoo. ~hat 1s perhaps Jess well-known is that the Squadron has a.so provided
performers.
'ti d • MTta
1967 found an item in the progra~me. enu e .
11 ry
Horses Through the Ages.' Our contnbuuon consisted of a
pack-mounted 'A' set, ably carried by 'Andy' and crewed
b R.Q M.S. Cage and Corporal Barnshaw.
yFor the pack set and uniforms, our thanks to , the Royal
Signals Museum, and for.' And~' to St. Cuthbert s C.W:S.
Should any readers require copies of the photograph, applications, please to O.C. 242 Signal Squadron, P.O. Box No. 85
General Post Office, Edinburgh I.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\VN
Number of cases assisted financially in
29
October
37
Number of clothing parcels sent
£654 17
Amount spent in grants and loans ...

2

One of the Month's Cases
Ex Staff Sergeant, 35 years' service, died after a lon.g
i:Jness during which all savings were C.'<~austed. His
widow was left with two children, one disabled The
As ociation made a grant to ~ay the funeral costs and set
the widow on her feet financially.

One of the Month's Letters
"How can my wife and I attempt to adequately expre~s
our gratitude to your Committee for the sympatheuc
attitude that was adopted when my case was ~laced be!ore
them. When my wife rea~ your l~t~er, she d1ssolved mto
tears, and I bad difficulty m restrallllll~ ~y own. Perhaps
this may seem maudlin to you, but It is non~ th_e less
sincere, as our reaction was one o~ r~ewed faith Ill the
fact that with all the trouble th~t 1s m the world. t~ay,
there are still those who are gwded by better pnnc1ples
and are devoting their time to doing good. May we long
be spared you and your Committee to <;onunue Y?UI
good work, and I to show .by my efforts m a pr~cncal
way my gratitude for the kmdness shown to me m my
distress."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

3 Royal Green Jackets
30th Regiment
19th Regiment
261 Squadron
M.o.D. Signals 35
H.Q. AFCENT
18th Regiment
30th Regiment
School of Signals
253 Squadron
4 Army Youth Team
School of Signals
2nd Regiment
9th Regiment
nth Regiment (Cadre)
653 Troop
9th Regiment
14th Regiment
21 I Squadron
H.Q. Training Brigade
R.M.A. Sand h u rat (College
Commander)
213 Squadron
28th Regiment
nth Regiment (Cadre)
uth Reg'ment (Cadre)
24th Regiment
36th Regiment (V)
11th Regiment (Cadre)
204 Squadron
2znd Regiment
17th Gurkha Regiment
J8th Regiment

New

To W.0.1
To S Sgt.

To W.O.I

To W.O.I
To S Sgt.

To W.O.I
To W.0.11
To S Sgt.

2548668 A/W.0.1
22373 t24 A/S Sgt.
22325325 Sgt.
22967494 Sgt.
22613333 Sgt.

Corporal Barnshaw, "Andy" with set and W .0.11 Cage prior to the,
afternoon performance

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

In gold and enamel or set with

precious stones, a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a piece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always
in perfect taste . Write now for

details to our military department.

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown jewellers
112 R E GENT STREET· LONDON• W.l
T dcpbone : RBGBNT 7020 (11 I.mes)
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(Y. of S.) E . G. Longstaff

... To
J. A. Raymond ...
M. F. B. Garland
,,
T. A. Pearce
W.O.II (F. of S.) L. J. Noakes
,,
W.O.Il (F. of S.) F. G . D. Aiken
,,
W .0.11 W. W. Easter •.•
W.O.ll J. E. lent .. .
,,
W.0.11 V. Dcclancy
...
,.
W.O.Il M. G. A. Edwards
,,
W.0.11 G. S. MacDonald
W.O.II A. McKeever •. •
,,
W.O.Il R. G. Postlewaite
W.O.II P. D. Stowe
••.
,,
A/W.0.11 J. W. Clarke ...
W.0.11 E. J. S. Cone ••.
W.O.II H. J. Stevelman . •.
Staff Sergeant A. J. K. Hawtin
Staff Sergeant D. Wade •••
..• ,,
Staff Sergeant D. Hehir ...
.. .
Staff Sergeant W. D. Landymorc
Staff Sergeant B. J. Stoddard ...
,,
Staff Sergeant J. Perry •. .
,,
Staff Sergeant T. Keany ...
Staff Sergeant W. K. Jones ...
... ,,
Staff Sergeant W. B. Brown ...
••. ,,
••. ,,
Staff Sergeant F. G. Froggatt ...
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. F. Dyer •.. ,,
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) E. W. Wise ,,
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. A. Callow ,,
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. Hay
,,
taff Sergeant K. J. Crosbie .. .
ergeant J. A. Hume
Serge:rnt G. Higgins
Sergeant J. V. Cook
Sergeant N. P. Amos . ..
Sergeant E. N. R. Ferguson
Sergeant R. Geddes
...
A/Sergeant A. G. Morgan
Sergeant F. J. Moore .••
Sergeant G. D. Cunningham
Sergeant F. C . Harden ...
Sergeant W . B. Dick •••
Sergeant W. H. Leslie •. .
Sergeant J. M. Higgins . . •
ergcant A . B. Hill
.. .
Sergeant W. J. Crombie ..•
.. .
Sergeant D. Connell
Serge:rnt P. H . Franklyn
Sergeant J. A. Scrutton .•.
Sergeant ll. Law .. .
Sergeant W. Eastham
Sergeant W. Escott
.••
Sergeant L . K. Dickey ...
Sergeant D. G . Edmond . . .
Sergeant T. J. M. Peters
Sergeant F. L. Crossley . ••
Sergeant K. P. Derrick •. .
Sergeant S. HarBTeaves •. .
Sergeant J. R. H usbllllld ...
Sergeant L. R. Jukes

10th Regiment
11th Regiment (2 Squadron)
3ISt Regiment (V)
24th Regiment
39th Regiment (V)
School of Signals
16th Regiment
24 Brigade H.Q. & Signal Sqn
2znd Regiment
253 Squadron
7 Armoured Brigade Sig. Sqn
7th Regiment
227 Squadron (AFCENT)
Junior Tradesmen's Regt., Troon
36th Regiment (V)
uth Regiment (2 Squadron)
nth Regiment (2 Squadron)
11th Regiment (2 Squadron)
11th Regiment {2 Squadron)
IIth Regiment {2 Squadron)
JJ th Regiment {2 Squadron)
9tb Regiment
24th Regiment
16th Regiment
39th Regiment (V)
30th Re~iment (3 Squadron)
Jst Regunent
School of Signals
School of S.gnals
10th Regiment
Army Apprentices' College
School of Signals

,, School of Signals
,, 6 Inf. Bde H.Q. and Sig. Sqn
School of Signals
,, 30th Regiment
,, 255 Squadron (Bahrein)
,, 28th Regiment
,. CV HQ & Tmg Wing (8th Regt.)
30th Regiment
653 Troop (Hy AD Regt.)
28th Regiment
28th Regiment
28th Regiment
28th Regiment
HQ 3 Div. HQ & Sig. Regt.
HQ 3 Div. HQ & Sig. Regt.
RMA Sandhurst
RMA Sandhurst
249 Squadron (FARELF)
249 Squadron (FARELF)
A.A.C . Harrogate
16th Regiment
Junior Tradesmen 's Rcgt., Rhyl
22nd Regiment
30th Regt. (for duty for 644 Tp)
2 Div. HQ & Signal Regt.
,, 225 Squadron
,, 7th Regiment
H.Q . Southern Command
653 Troop
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Pearsall, R. F.
Mabbott, F. A
Miller, G.
Firman, J. C.
Walton, C. J.

Old

Sni. No. Sen. No.
1220

1770

496o 111+0 (Op)
4970 2790 (Pd)
3526(Tecb)
4990 898o (Op)

1,980

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTBR
2549755 W.O.II
Gilyeat, J. M.
118o
21027031 W.0.11
Lcppington, L. W. 1220
14478331 W.0.11
Doe, E.
J230
22845429 w.o.n
Smith, F. A.
1250

1330
1520
l5JO
1630

Yl!OMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
22537J66 A/W.0.I
Heasman, G. s.
22771312 Sgt.
Anderson, N. N.
23518848 Sgt.
Widdowson, G.
23697592 Sgt.
Cooke, H. M.

810
570
1700 u76o (Op)
1710 12390 (Op)
1720 14030 (Op)

CJrn!p CLERKS' ROSTER
J4093285 W.0.11
Morrison, J . B.
22212082 A/W.O.ll
Ball, E. T.
22537176 A/S Sgt.
Lee, F. R.

440
J05n
1350

To Sgt.

23846813 Cpl.
23657197 Cpl.
23483635 Cpl.
22967724 Cpl.
23878295 Cpl.
23827299 Cpl.
23776546 Cpl.
23878592 Cpl.

To Sgt.

2n24154
23464978
23547261
23254418

DECEMBER

ROY AL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and enatMI

R£GIMBh'TAL DUTY ROSTJlR

DECEMBER
Lieutenant W. J . Armstrong
.. . To
Lieutenant C. E . Byrom . ..
,,
Captain (Q.M.) W . A. Bain
Lieutenant G. A. J. Barnaby ...
Lieutenant-Colonel F . G . Barnes
A/Colonel W. W. Cock . ..
Captain J. J. Cullen
Major B. A. Canham
..•
,,
.. .
. . . ,,
Captain R. Castle-Smith . . .
Lieutenant (T.O.T .) R . F . A. Davies ,,
Lieutenant P. R. Dick ...
.. .
,,
Major D. A. R Elliott, M.C. •. .
,,
Lieutenant (Tfc) R. M . Ewens .. .
Lieutenant (Tfc) J. D. F. Francia
,,
Lieutenant C. J . Grant ...
...
Caprain G . ]. H. Grist ...
,,
Lieutenant D . M . Hetrecd
,,
Captain R. J. L . Middleton
Lieutenant D . J. Maclean
,,
Captain R. L . Meck
. ..
. . . ,,
Lieutenant - Colonel G . Proudman, ,,
M.B.B.
.. .
..
...
Captain D . A. C. Randel
,.
Lieutenant G . K . Rothwell
,,
Lieutenant V. J. Reed ...
Lieutenant P. D. Smith ...
,,
Lieutenant R. G. S. tokes ...
Major P . D. Templeman-Evans
,,
Lieutenant C. R. Treeby
Lieutenant K. G. Turner
.. .
,,
Captain (Q.M .) J . Wilderspin ...
Lieutenant (T.O.T .) G. D. Willis
.,
Major K . G. White

W.O.I
W.O .I
W.O.l
W.O.I

GOLDSMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS,
G.<UU!.AJU> & CO. LTD.

ROYAL SIGNALS

==,r•••tio11s ==

11·arrant OllicPrN and Sergeanu

111' APPOINTMENT TO KER MAJESTY THE Q IIDN

9 ct. rold and enamel

=-======Movements
omcer11

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Sage, F. M.
Blackbum, K.
Stevens, E. B.
Malcolm, R. M.
Brown, F. C.
Taylor, M. A.
Humphreys, J. G .
Holmes, R

12368
IJ947
J1685
Il405
12720
12869
12618
13032

ADMINJSTRATIVE ROSTER
A/Sgt.
Bradley, D.
3340
984
A/Sgt.
Broolcs, K. E.
3350 3370
A/Sgt.
Papandrcou, A. G. 336o 4710
A/Sgt.
Dunnett, M.
3390 5970

To Sgt.

ROSTJlR
Barnes, W. E.

To Cpl

INSERTIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER
Cpl.
Long, S. J.

F!ELD

23895063

6217
624n
6385
642n
6440
6445
646o
6465

630
102n
254o(Adm)

5000

246o

6820 1458o
(L/Cpl.)

DELETIONS
R EGtMEh'TAL Durr ROSTER
W.0.1
W.O.II
S Sgt.

740

I6oo

730
320

JOO

30

2050

400

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTBR
W.0.I
W.0.Il

II90

W.O.I

390

W.O.I

370

W.0.1

SIGNAL CB ·TRI!
330

1000

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTJlR
400
CHtEP CLERKS' ROSTER
UPERVISOR ROSTER

TECHNICAL ROSTBR
Sgt.

6uo

gt.

J2240

gt.

450

OPERATING ROSTER
FIBLD ROSTER

3930

l 1VTE R ESTEIJ

I ., .

• H i ll '

Cont a ct Capt ai• ( Q.JJI .)
30t h

i91ta l

R.

R ADIO P
A.

We••,

R eg l mP11t,

Dla11dlord Camp,

Dor11et.
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AN EXP EllUIENT IN ANGLO-GE R MAN
l lELATIONS

A view from Down-Under
BY CAPTAIN , •

J.

HARRIS, ROYAL A U TRALIAN S IGNALS

Very shortly I shall be returning to Au~tralia ~aving completed
a nvo-year exchange tour with Royal Signals m B.A.0.R. and
U .K.

Our old friend-the weather
At the r isk of being accused of flogging a dead horse, I wiJ
say a few words on til t weather. To say the least, it is diffi~ult
to adjust to extreme changes of temperature over a short penod.
Fortunately we travelled by ship but, having lef! Frem~~tle <?n
the 5th January with the temperature at 105 F, arnvmg m
London on the 26th Tanuary to temperatures of 20°F can be
disconcening.
After a short stay in London we were flown to Germany
where I was to take up my posting with 4th Regiment. Arrangements for our reception left nothing to be desired and soon we
were comfortably established in the centrally-heated quarter
which was to be our home for the next twe:ve months.

Six interesting months in B..A.O.R.
The first six months in B.A.0.R. were fairly well occupied
with exercises but we managed to visit Holland at Easter, and
attended the Anzac Day ceremony at Cologne.
During summer leave we toured South~ Germany, Switzerland, Italy and Au. tria, covering a total distance of some
4,000 miles.
There was only one major exercise in the second ba:f of
1966 but this did not mean any less work; this was the p~riod
for individual training, loans of detachments to other formauons,
administrative inspections, etc., etc
All in all I enjoyed the posting in B.A.O.R. and, whilst some
allowances were made for being a ' Colonia: ' far from home, I
was not really treated any differently from my British counterparts. This was particularly trUe when there were regimental or
extra-regimental duties to be ~rformed.
On to Catteriek
And so to England; first stop Catterick where the School was
a:ready in the final planning stages for the move. In fact we
were to stay in Yorkshire for just under three months before
moving down to Blandford.
Once again we saw " great deal of the countryside, spending
most weekends motoring over the moors and through the dales.
Tak:ng the opportunity ro do a week's tour of Scotland and the
Isle of Skye which, although fairly rushed, was very rewarding.
The end of April saw us in Blandford although the new
School buildings were not quite ready for take over. However,
by ear y May we took over our office and lecturing accommodaton and then proceeded with -the serious business of settling-in.
New St•bool o f Signals impresses
The instructional facilities offered by the new School are
excellent; rol!er blackboards, roller slide screens, centra: heating,
black-out ven!t!an blinds and etc. Major presentations, demonstrations and conferences are conducted in Princess Mary Hall
which has faci ities for films, slides, vufoils, bar-dimming house
lights, spot lights for main floor and stage, ultra-violet lights,
overhead microphones for .the audience, individual seat lights
and capacity t seat 140; all this in addition to the normal
instructional aids.
Since being at the School I have instructed many and varied
courses (too numerous to mention here) and it is a·ways a
pleasure to see friends from B.A.O R., with t:he inevitable interchange of goss'. p.
Suffice it to say that I, and my family, have enjoyed these
past two years and we will ta1<e back with us many fond
memories of friends and experiences (also h undreds of colour
slides) from both 4th Regiment and the School of Signals.
(Thank you, Captain Harris. Glad you enioyed your exchange
visit and best wishes from all your Royal Signals friends.Editor).
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Contribut e d by t h e ? i la R e gime n t
Anglo-German relations is no different from any other controversial subiect in that more is heard of extreme opinions
than of the moderate centre. This subject is one of the many
that are argued during lulls in the communication battle whilst
isolated on some bleak hill top. Like so many of the others it
had never reached a sat sfactory conclusion as our differing
theories were never put to the test. The opportunity came at
short notice and almost unexpectedly. A spare week became
available in the training programme and it was agreed that this
period which had been allotted the nebulous title of Summer
Camp, be used to apply some of our theories.

Intention
The intention was th at some seven days later we would take
the Squadron -to an arei. comparatively unknown to us and spend
the Summer Camp in trying to further the cause of AngloGerman relations. It appeared a pretty pompous project when
reduced to type so we named it Exercise " Pork P ie " to deceive
friend and enemy.
Off went our Reece Officer to a village we had selected near
Bremen . The reason for this choice was that Bremen is a city
of some size not well known to us in Westphalia and has the
reputation of being similar in atmosphere to that of the South
of England.
The Reece Officer returned with the following :
(a) Promise of barn accommodation on the edge of the
village, including a 15th century farm house (last inhabited 19th
century);
(b) Warning from the local Gasthaus that the owner did not
want soldiers in his bar;
(c) A programme of visits of varying kind s in and around
Bremen. It is interesting to note that some of the visits were
arranged especillly because they were for British soldiers; others
that we had expected were not available for the same reason.

Mntaal frien dline88 b egins to hulld up
The week continued with visits ·to a television studio, to
Siemans, to a ship, to a radio station, all of which had been
arranged at considerable inconvenience to the organisations
concerned, who had where necessary organised interpreters and
usually refreshments of some sort. Visits of this type did a
lot to promote our men's interest in a sid e of G erman life they
had never seen. What was more satisfying from the AngloGerman point of view was the interest :that was being sho wn in
our soldiers. From the first night invita~ions were received for
men to go to German homes for meals and small informal
parties. We were asked if we could send six men to a wedding
in the village. Even the Gasthaus owner had a change of heart
and welcomed us to his pub. Finally, on the last night, we were
challenged to a shooting match. This is very much a social
occasion and was clearly reciprocal to our Squadron party.
It would be pleasant to relate that there were no inciden ts
but that would have been perhaps unreasonable. A young
Guard Commander diJ very well in tactfully dealing with two
thugs who were obviously out for trouble. Various remarks
were passed in the village and in Bremen that showed some
evidence of friction.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that our visit clashed with the
Bremen elections where the National Democratic Party, often
described in the British press at Nazi, gained an 8 per cent
foothold in the local govern ment.

SomethJng worthwhile achie ved
In sp'. te of the minor setbacks we feel that something was
achieved in mutual understanding. It is easy to be cynical and
scoff at a battle for hearts and minds in Germany. Too much
of the prejudice which does exist is of our own making. We
would recommend this type of venture to others who feel that
some measure can be taken to strengthen understanding and
interest. Local authorities are pleased to co-operate and
although ideally a week is the optimum time for an experiment
(we hesitate to use the word course) a programme of weekly
visits could encompass the same sort of object.

An lnterestjng tour

A party of some seventy soldiers of the Squadron arrived in
the village on a Fr-iday evening. The first organised function was
a conducted tour of Bremen the following morning. The guide,
provided by the Tourist Office, set off in a Land Rover leading
two 3-tonners of military tourists A loudspeaker had been
mounted on the Land Rover for commentary purposes. Three
hours were spent examining in great detail Bremen old and new,
buildings and harbour.
The visit was generally enjoyed by the men who, far from
being bored, asked sel!Iching questions and took keen interest
in both cathedral and quay.

JFootball, of course
Next day brought the inevitable football match. This was not
part of the DS plan who had yet to be convinced that football
was a useful means of spreading goodwill. Luckily at full time
the result was a 2-2 draw. Whilst the team captains were
arranging to play on until the next goal, the stake, a crate of
beer, was hurried on to the pitch and the game ended without
detriment to its object.
'
We expected 20 but SO eame
In the evening the officers and senior N.C.O.s of the Squadron ·
were hosts at a cocktail party in the old farm house. What with
the soft candle light and masses of shrubs and flowers hiding the
grime of many years and cunning use of sheets and blankets,
the old house app!ared to have regained a touch of its former
splendour. We expected twenty guests, catered for thirty, and
entertained fifty. Local politicians, the police chief, n eighbouring farmers, a Luftwaffe representative, a Sergeant Major from
the Bundeswehr, bu•iness people f.rom Bremen. They kept
coming and showed no great desire to leave. Curry was eaten
and whisky drunk at a frighte ning rate, conversation flowed
freely. As the local m:wspaper, the Bremen Nachtrichtung, said
the next day, " The British spoke German and the German
spoke English." Quite how this was achieved is still not clear.
(Continued on page 477)
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Courage
is the Word for Beer
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W .R.A.C. TO THE FORE AT SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
Colonel Phoebe Lipscomb, 0 .0 .W .R.A.C. Southern Command, talkini to
Major R. J. Armstrong, Course Officer, and the students ol No. 22 W.R.A.C.
Q Course on 25 October, wit h Lieutenant-Colonel T. Cunnincham·Burley in
Headquarters Mess, Schoo l ol Signals
Left to Right : 2nd·Lie utenanc A. P. Noble, 2nd-Lieutenant P. M. Crow, Lieutenant
H. R. Gr eenland, Colonel P. Lipscomb, Major R. J. Armstrong, 2nd-Lieutenant
D. J. Er skine and Lieutenant·Colonel T. Cunning ham·Burley, Mess President

SCHOOL OF SIGNALS, BLANDFORD CAMP
School of Signals give another ADPS presentation?
At the request of the Assistant Chief Defence Staff (Signals)
the School of Signal~, B.andford, gave an Automatic Data
Processing Systems Presentation on the 4th October on the
occasion of the Joint Signals Exercise "Mercury II" which was
held at H .M.S. Mercury.
The School has become very much the forerunner in the
field of Joint ADP training and it has for some time been a
part of its policy to give these presentations on a Joint basis.
On this occasion the School team was joined by an officer of the
Royal Navy from th.C ADA Rule Writing Group and by an
officer of the Royal Air Force from the Radio Introduction
Unit at the Royal Radar Estab:ishment.
The theme of the presentation was 'The Communicator and
the C-01I1puter' which covered what a computer can, and what is
almost more important, what it cannot do, and described a
number of service applications in Logistics and Command and
Control where computers have been highly successful. In
summing up for the team, Colonel Renton said, "The computer
is with us-are we 'with it.'?"
This remark was sufficient to produce a barrage of questions
and interested discussion which could easily have over-run the
time allowed.

UPGRADl1'TG

COURSES

Course
Tech TE Class II-I
Tech Radio Class III-II
Tech TE Class III-II
Tech RR Class III-II
Comcen Op Class II-I
Radio Op Class II-I
Tg Op Class II-I . ..
ED Class II-I
Driver R Signals Class II-I
Lineman Class II-I
Cipher Op Class II-I
Cipher Op Class II-I
Tg Op Class III-II ...
ED Class III-II
Clerk Tech C:ass III-II
Cipher Op Class III-II

IN

CATTERICK

Starts
23rd April
23rd April
23rd April
23rd April
9th April
2nd April
30th April
9th April
23rd April
2nd April
23rd April
30th April
30th. April
9th April
30th April
2nd April

Finishes
14th Nov.
12th Sept.
12th Sept.
12th Sept.
5th July
14th June
9th Aug.
14th June
28th June
15th Aug.
21st June
28th June
9th Aug.
21st May
28th June
10th May

TRAIXU 'G BRIGADE, CATTERICK CAii.IP
' 'isit of .~rm~· ('ommand r
'1 'e were delighted to w~lcome Lieutenant-General W. C.
Walker, c.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., the new G.O.C.-in-C. Northern
Command. on 23rd Oc ober so soon after he had assumed
mmand The G.O.C.-in-C. had a rapid look at where we are
hou d and something of tht: plans for re-build-Project Vimy.
In the evening the G.O.C.-in-C. auended a Regimental Gu~st
ight in the Royal igna.s Mess, Catterick-the first ma}or
Guest ight since the re-esrablishment of the Mess followmg
the departure of the chool of ignals in June. In a ddi tio~ ro
the G.O.C.-in-C. W- were pleased to have as our guests MaiorGeneral R. H. hitworth, C.B.E. G .O.C. orthumbrian Distr!ct,
Group Captain P. R. Casement, o.s.o., D.F.C., A.F.C, Station
Commander R.A.F. Topcllife, Brigadi r J. H. P. Curtis, M.C.,
Commander 8th Infantry Brigade, Colonel J . A. Langaas,
Commandant of the orwegian Army Signal Schoo:, and the
Commanding Officers of the Ist Bn. The Royal Irish Fusiliers,
the Ist Royal Tank Regiment and the Military Hospital
Catterick.
202 years o( service dined out
In addition to having so many distinguished guests it was a
special occasion as we dined out five Training Brigade officers
whose total service amounted to 202 years! Major Bill Williams,
36 years, Captain George Johnson, A.C.C., 37 years, Lieutenanteo·onel G::orge Lynham 37 years, Major Gordon ation, 38
years, and Major George Flynn, an incredible 54 years, including
12 as an R.O. To th~m all we wish the best of luck and we
can all assure them that they really did enjoy themselves that
n:ght-even if they cannot remember the details.
Norwegian "·isitors
eo·onel J . A. Langaas, Commandant of the orwegian Army
Signal School, visited the Training Brigade on 23rd/24th
October, accompanied by Major R. B. Stene. Colonel Langaas
is well known to all young Royal Signals Officers who have
attended the excellent Wbitesbod course at the Norwegian Army
Signa: School. There bas always been a strong liaison between
the orwegian Army Signal Corps and Royal Signals and it was
very nice to be able to receive and entertain such a senior
representative.
Colonel Langaas did a full tour of the Training Brigade. Our
picture shows him pr~enting a message carrier to LieutenantColonel C. 0. Bound who received it on behalf of the Training
Brigade. The idea is that the carrier of the message, who may
be on horseback, when passing the door of the office to which
he is delivering hur:s the carrier into the door-an unguided
missile with a formidable spike. The sound of the strike attracts
the attention of the occi.:pant. Very nasty if the occupant happens
to be opening the door at the same time! We commend this
method to the Ministry of Defence as a means of easing any
promotion block in senior officers.
Orienteering
" Orienteering? More like a bloody survival course ! " So
uttered more than one competitor during the Training Brigade
Orienteering Competition on 14th October. Fifty-six pairs, split
into two courses, navigated themselves around six miles of
Yorkshire Moor in wet, cold and appalling:y windy conditions.
Without doubt 8th Regiment had the competition well sewn
up coming 1st and 2nd They also produced the fastest times
on both courses-Signalman A. J. M. Muir and Signalman J.
Steer in a time of r hour 23 minutes on course A and Signalman
K . I. Woodford and Lieutenant R. C. K. Baynes in a time of
1 hour 49 minutes on course B. Both these pairs were considerably faster than any other pairs and, as they were from
the same team, won by quite a large margin.
_,ftPrnote
We have just heard that the Training Brigade did exceptionaty
well on the Northern Command Orienteering Competition with
the following results :
1st
2nd
4th
5th
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8th
8th
24th
8th

Regiment
Regiment
Regiment
Regiment

FRENCH ARMY SIGNAL SCHOOL VISITED

General Nizard (the commandant) with Brigadier Woodrow
and Major Thorman at General Nizard's Headquarters during the
official visit of Commander Training Brigade

Again Signalmen Steer and Muir did exceptionally well and
came second overaL. in the pairs rankings only six minutes
behind the winners.

Sapper Sig1mls Guest Night
On 2nd
ovember we had as guests the Chief Engineer
• orthern Command and members of his staff and members of
38th R egiment R.E. at Ripon. Commanding 38th Regiment
R.E., Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Foster had the opportunity of
meeting his brother, Colonel Tom Foster, from Ministry of
Defence Signals 32 who was visiting the Training Brigade for
the day.
It was a great night which included the traditional InterCorps Mess rugger match. Much to -the dis may of Royal
Signals onlookers the Sappers scored try af.ter try and the only
inte.ligable sounds above the grunts of the performers were
cries of " On Sappers." It was not until near the end that it
was real'.sed thS<t over 50 per cent of the ' Sappers ' were, in
fact, from the Royal Corps of Signals.

Com1na11der in l<'rance
The Brigade Commander spent a most interesting three days
at the 'Ecole D'Application des Transmission' from 16th-18th
October. It is quite clear that as with so many Signal Corps
there exists a very special relationship between the French Signal
Corps and ourselves. Throughout the visit the Commander was
ac:ompanieci by Major M. Thorman from 8th Regiment. Feats
of endurance have a:.ready been covered in this article but we
wonder if the Commander qualifies for a special prize by being
subjected to, and getting through, a r2-course dinner-the last
course of which was r.ot cleared away until af.ter midnight.

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS
HEADQUARTERS
There are a number of Cypher Operator vacancies
in our London office, for which candidates offering
Cypher or Teleprinter experience can be considered.
Selection can lead to permanent and pensionable
appointments.
Write for full particulars and application form to :·

RECRUITMENT OFFICER (Cy. Op. 1,6)
Government Communications Headquarters,
A/1004, Oakley, Priors Road,
Cheltenham, Glos.
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Ma1iu varied activities
nial'e rip the Catteric/, sce1ie
(I) THE G.O.C. NORTHERN COMMAND VISITS THE
TRAINING BRIGADE
Lieutenant-General Walker is escorted by Brigadier Woodrow
into the Cypher School
(2) A NORWEGIAN PRESENTATION
Colonel J. A. Langaas, Commandant Norwegian Army Signal
School presents a message carrier to Lieutenant-Colonel C. 0.
Bound (I Ith Regiment) as a mark of the close ties between the
two Corps
(3) A PICTORIAL PRESENTATION
Brigadier A. J. Woodrow presents two Canalletto Prints to the
officers mess. Standing by one of the pictures are (Left to
Right) Lieutenant-Colonel Crump (President), Brigadier Woodrow, Mr. Wilbur (Mess stewar.i) and Major Charles (P.M.C.)
(4) A Fl NE VICTORY
Brigadier Woodrow congratulates Signalmen Muir and Steer,
winning pair in the Northern Command Orienteering Competition. Captain Lockie (Team Captain) looks on
(5) PHYSICAL STAMINA AND MENTAL AGILITY
Two Signal competitors reach a control point in the orienteering
competition
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RUY APPRE~TICES' COLLEGE, HARROGATE
Vi It o( the Signal Officrr•in-Chfef
The eo·1ege was honoured this month by the visit of MajorGeneral Ander on, C.B.E.
The General, who arrived one evening and left after lunch
the following day managed, during his shorr sray, ro attend a
c<r..ktail party in the Officers' Me s revi w a practice graduati n
parade, tour the college, visit the Sergeants' Mess and have
lunch with the officers.
An exhausting programme but very necessary to acquaint the
0.-in-C. with the nww college which provides another showpiece for the Corps.
llegimentnl wedding
The wedding rook place at Killinghall Parish Church on
Saturday, 21 t October, of L ieutenant Charles Whitehead, Royal
Signals, and Miss Anne D odimead of Exeter, Devon. A guard
of honour of officers from the college was formed outside the
church and a further guard of honour of ex-Junior Leaders
(Lieutenant Whitehead's last unit) formed up outside the
Offi~rs· Mess.
The reception was held in the Officers' Mess, attended by 6o
guests including the bride and bridegroom's parent s who had
travelled up from the South of England.
We wish Lieutenant and Mrs. W hitehead all the best for their
future happiness.

scored a hat~trick. A/T Sergeant Warburton in goal and A/T
Harkin, c~ntre-half, played a big part in the victory.
Hockey
This match ended with honours even in a goal-less draw. It
was a good match with the College showing more skill but not
be:ng able to overcome the determination of Carlis:e.
Boxing
In this event Carlisle proved too skilful for us and won by
6 bouts to 3 bouts. Al! our boxers put up a plucky show and
made up for their lack of skill with enthusiasm. Our successes
inc.uded A/T Little who knocked out his opponent ~ the first
minute and A/T Walker who boxed very cleverly to win on
points.
Cross Country
Although w~ had the individual winner, A/T Campbell, we
were just beaten. 'The course was heavy going and Campbell
ran very well rn put in a time of just over seventeen minutes.

Ceremonial departure for Colonel Cubberley

Basketball
A very close game with the Co:l ge just pulling away in the
last fifteen minutes. A/T Robinson played extremely well and
gave his team a good grounding for their victory. Result:
H arrogate 34, Carlisle 27.

DRlJIN Trials-we are impre!uwd
We are fortunate in being involved in the field trials of
BRUIN, the new communications system for 1 (BR) Corps.
Yes, this redoubtable creature has arrived at last on the
North German Plain! We are about to take the field once
more with the BRUIN Tria:s Squadron on the third stage
of the trial. Even at this early stage, operators and technicians
alike, at all levels, have been impressed with the performance
and facilities of the new equipment. It works! Our only
complaint is that we cannot get our hands on our fllil entitlement of kit quickly enough, despite eager raiding parties carrying out sorties across the Channel to Donnington. One interesting side-effect of the new deployment is that officers from
the Comcen can no longer follow the umbilical ten-pair to
find Main H.Q. and the Officers' Mess, when the spirit moves
tllem, nor can they retrace it gratefully to their eyrie when
the spirit has taken them. The alternatives appear to be
either a radio path beam riding machine, which is not covered
by the new drinking and driving 'aws, attendance at the
Second-in-Command's map-reading tutorials, or splendid isolation at the Comcen. Who wants to go to ' Main ' anyway!

Shooting
This resulted in a clear victory for Carlis'.e with the College
team shooting well below their normal standard. A/T Barker
shot well, scoring 95 and 97.
Fencing
Th e result of this event was not decided until the last two
bouts and ended in a win for Car:.isle I9--I7.
Squash
This is the first time that this sport has been included in the
Winter Games. I t was a hard-fought contest with the College
proving too powerful for Carlisle. A/T Hutton played very
well at rst string and put the -team well on the way to victory.
Result: H arrogate 4, Car:isle I.

KODIHA DAY-the big event of the year
. Only those who endured the original battle in 1944 can
have an idea of the upheaval that this battle-cry resurrects
annually as the battle of the rugby pitch. The festivities began,
as usual, with the ever-popu:ar Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess Ball at the Sradtganen. This is held the week before
~he ' Regimental ' wee!<, to give the officers a chance to buy
the collar studs that they can never find, and time to get
their shirts laundered before the next event.
Before the all ranks' dance, on 6th September, many of us
changed horses to join in the annual celebrations of the
Biinder Schiltzenverein
when several individuals were
arrested for not being in charge of dodgems, and Captain
Norman Muir was found outside a local chemist's shop with
the Schiitzenkonig just after breakfast the next day.

Judo
A win for Carlisle by 3 bouts to 2.
2nd
•

WEDDING BELLS
Lieutenant Charles Whitehead and his bride Miss Anne Dodimead
pass through guard of honour

\VINTEll GA.HES
Harrogate versus Carlisle
The Winter Games \'ersus Car:isle were held on the weekend
of 27th/28th October at Carlisle. After a we-ek of heavy rain
we were fortunate in that the weekend weather was fine, but of
course the pitches were heavy. Here is a round-up of the events
held.
Rugby
For the first time this event included a 2nd XV match. The
lst XV match was hard fought, resulting in a win 14 pts. to
8 pts for Carlisle. The 2nd XV had a very hard game and a
very good solo try from A/T Bretherick just clinched victory
by I I points to ro points.
Football
The College team proved too stron~ for the opposition and
had an easy win by 6 goals to l goal. A/T Lance-Corporal Dixon
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Farewell to Colonel Cubberley.

o

Bruin arrives at last.

•

Ambitious programme for the Kohima celebrations.

What's in a name? Like some other Regiments, we have
had our title amended yet again, for the umpteenth t ime, to
something akin to the one we were sporting around 1958 !
This in no way indicates that we are no longer speaking to our
Divisional Headquarters or that we are abandoning H.Q.
Squadron. On the contrary, we feel <that we are so well integrated that it is unnecessary to continue including 'Divisional
H.Q.' when it is synonymous with t he •Signal R egiment.'
There is no rruth in the rumour, however, that an invitation
has been accepted to join the headquarters on their side of the
Wiehengebirge ridge!
To state the painfully obvious, no notes have appeared
from us under any title for some months, and mere are a
lot of other changes and news to catch up on.
Ear:y in September we said a fond farewell to Colonel and
Mrs. Cubberley on their departure to the M .O.D. In tum,
we ex•t end a warm welcome to Colonel and Mrs. Sturge, who
have joined us from the lower numbered division.
The Regiment has undergone a considerable turnover at all
levels of '.ate, and .in .this context note our appreciation to
Records for the influx of Foremen and Yeomen, adjusting us
to our 'BRUIN' establishment.
{Continued on page 481)
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~re not dislllnycd •••
· We were quite . und ismayed by the complete lack of any
mention of the 2nd Division in the official M.O.D. documentary
film of the battle and continued our celebrations with a boxing
match against the local Melle Box Club, which resulted in
an excellent display of boxing and a narrow victory for the
Regiment.
The climax to the ce!ebrations was, as usual, the Kohima
Fere1 on Saturday, 9tll September. This has become the big
Anglo-German event of the Regimental year and, despite inclement weather (to put it politely) many of .t he local population travelled up to the camp. The proceeds, amounting to
approximately DM 4,000, were div.ided between S.S.A.F.A.
and a local home for handicapped children. The afternoon
was brought to an impressive end by the beating of Retreat
by the Band of the 1st Bn. The Devonshire and Dorset Regiment, at which the G .O.C., Major-General J. A. T. ShaIP.,
M.C., took the salute. Many members of the local council,
including the Mayor and . Armtsdirektor were also .present.

We

J.
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While dancing continued in the main tent, the officers
entertained guests of the Regiment at a cocktail party.
· The week was brought to a close with the memorial service
on Sunday, conducted by the Senior Chaplain in the Division,
Rev. R. 0. R. Wood. The G.O.C. again took the salute at
the fo~lowing march past by the Regiment.
One of the happy consequences of Kohima was the invitation extended by the staff of Wittekindshof, the German children's home with which the Regiment has been associated
for over a year. Under the leadership of R.S.M. Paterson,
the Regiment has built a children's playground in desert
island style called the ' Robinson-platz.' On Saturday, 30th
September, .the Director invited a hundred members, inc:uding
families, to the opening ceremony. After visiting the new
playground and leaving the children in the kindergarten, we
saw houses where many G erman spastics spent their entire
lives. We rejoined rne children for tea, followed by a short
play, performed by the patients, and a rousing programme by
their band. The C.O. presented a cheque for DM 2,000, which
will be used to buy neuro-surgical equipment. We had set
off for the afternoon not knowing what to expect, and returned
fascinated, well entertained and moved by the courage and
generosity of the family community of Wittekindshof.

3rd IlEGOIENT, DULFORD

CA~IP

•

Back after strenuous exercise in Germany.

•

Spcrtsmen make their mark.

•

Major Jones plans tougher than ever exercise.

"l."a11ks take the limelight
With the return of R.Q.S.M. Pinkney from Germany we can
reckon that the Regiment is now complete and back in its
own home at Bulford. At one time one wondered if we would
make it. After the first flash of enthusiasm the R.A.F. sort of
forgot about the people left behind after " Overdale " and we had
odd parties of chaps landing at airfields all over the South of
England who would phone up asking, plaintively, for transport
to get down back to camp. On one occasion the transport we
sent was pinched by a Brigadier to move some American troops
over in the U.K. on a liaison visit. This was taken very amiss
by our lot, especially when they found that the TV cameras
were not at Lyneham to greet the 'Thirsty Third ' but to get
coverage of the Yanks. The Brigadier's ears must have been
burning.
Some of the Regiment scarcely had time to change their
socks after " Overdale " before they were off down to Camberley
on Exercise " Calypso Caper." R.H.Q. have had to start a
' hearts and minds ' operation up in the married quarters to
pacify the wives and children who reckon we are trying to get
their husbands and fathers down for desertion.
· One S.S.M . got back and the dog would not let him in the
house. Still things are getting back to normal now and apart
from the odd duty free cigarette still being smoked you would
hardly know we had been away.
· In the throes of many diversions
Back to normal is only a comparative term though for we
are now deep in the throes of trade confirmation, prepara tion
for the U.E.I. and fitness for role inspecrion, M.P.C. courses
and, of course, sport. Have you ever bad that feeling that it's
all happening just as it's all happened before?
On .the sporting sidt we can report that the rugby team have
played six, won four and lost two. Unfortunately, one of the
two lost was our 2nd round Army Cup game where we were
beaten 6 points to 8 roints by 29 Commando Light Regiment
R.A. in a hard, tight game. The soccer team are doing very
well, not having lost a game yet and now through the preliminary round of the Army Cup and to the 2nd round of the
East Wilts Services Cup. The hockey team have finished their
trials and have won their first and so far only game again t the
Wilts Police by a convincing margin. When you think of the
breathalyser test, etc., you would have thought that they would
have been a little more diplomatic.
There has also been a resurgence of boxing in the Regiment
and there is to be an Inter-Squadron match in the next couple
of weeks. More of this next time.
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"lnkh•t' thf' blood run t.~old
Major Danny Jones of 2 Squadron is making na ty noises
again and is organising more of his • Jones' Jolly Jaunts.' The
next lot called Exercise " Cold Turkey " 'Promise to be even
more hard-nosed than ever. The sor.t of things one hears on
the grapevine are •one blanket and a groundsheet per man,'
' should be able to be comfortable in a slit trench for at least
three days,' ' two meals a day are enough for any man.' That's
the sort of thing that you can go sick with. Some of us reckon
that Major Danny could lead an Arctic Expedition. Some of
us wish he would. Major Mike Jarrett has taken the C.0.'s
words on .petrol economy to heart and now rides in.to work on
a Moulton cycle. Mind you, he is one of the few Squadron
Commanders who does not bring his dog to work. It is a very
doggy Regiment the Third, and one of the tourist attractions
is th. R.SM.'s and Provost Sergeant's dogs doing close order
drill.
The Sergeants' Mess had another of their very successful
dinner dances and despite the breath-test had a good time.
Much ribald comment was passed when S.S.M. Jimmy Laing of
3 Squadron, who had been S.S.M. rear details durin~ " Overdale ' innocently remarked that they had had to drink warm
beer' when the power failed. Shades of S.S.M. Phil Johnson,
it's dog rough on rear details. Even R.Q.M.S . Sam R aynor was
.
.
doing Orderly Officer.
A piece of late sports news to finish with. Our L.A.D . beat
the Horse Guards L.A.D. in the 1st round of the Craftsman's
Cup at soccer. Well done, and k"'Cep it up.

4th REGIMENT
B.F.P.O. 15
•
•

Another Squadron is formed.
Visit of new G.O.C.

October has been a very busy month in the Regiment.
As soon as we returned from FIX 'Rob Roy,' we started to

reorganise on to the new BRUIN establishment. This reocganisation involves forming a new Squadron, making five in
all. and old members of the Regiment may be interested to
see the new line-up. This is as fol.lows:
r Squadron {Comcen)-0.C., Major R. A. King.
2 Squadron {Radio)-0.C., Major T. Rigby.
3 Squadron (Comhead)-0.C., Major M. A. T. Hartnett.
4 Squadron {Staff/Training)--0.C., Major P. D. E. Gregory,
who is also Divisional Reece Officer.
H.Q. Squadron.--0.C., Major M . R. Ellis, Worcester Regr.
The Quartermaster, and, for that matter, all the Squadrons
and Troops, are going to be extremely busy for the next two
months, as the changed roles mean major transfers of men,
stores and equipment between Squadrons, as well as the real'.ocation of living, garage and stores accommodation. On -top
of this, the new BRUIN vehicles and equipment are now
arriving.

'\"\'elcomc to the new G.0.(;.
On 17th October, our new G.O.C., Major-General V. F .
Erskine Crum, C.I.E., M.C., paid an informal first visit to the
Regiment. On arrival at R.H.Q. he was met by the Commanding Officer, who introduced him to the Second-in-Command, Major P . J. Evans, M.B.E., and the Adjutant, Captain N.
A. Vandyck, and the R.S.M., W.O.I R. G . Aitken. After a
short discussion in the C.0.'s office, the General was taken on a
conducted tour of the Regiment to see some of its various
activities. Lieutenants Lowe and Ridlington showed the General
our indoor ski run, and perhaps the greatest surprise of the
morning was at the Regimental Pig Farm where, to everyone's
surprise, the numbers appeared to have doubled overnight
from 70 to over twice that number! The General met the
pilots of our Flight and also paid a short visit to the L.A.D.,
where Captain Johnson, R.E.M.E., seemed to be short of
customers! After visiting the soldiers' dining hall and the
Corporals' Mess, the General paid his first visit to the Sergeant-s'
Mess, where well over a hundred members had gathered to
welcome him for a pre-lunch drink. The General left shortly
afterwards and appeared to have enjoyed the morning with us.
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Kirk's victory
R.S.M. had to
as he was due
crack of dawn

was ce'.ebrated in the usual way, although the
leave early on the Friday evening for Herford
to leave with the hockey team for Berlin at th~
on the Saturday morning.

Farewell to Garrison Commander and G.S.O.I
On the 31st October, the Regimental Officers gave a farewell
luncheon to our Garrison Commander and C.R.A., Brigadier
G. de E. Collin, M.C., and the G.S.0.1, Colonel D. W. ScottBarrett, M.B.E., M.c., both of whom are due to :eave us in
the first part of November. We wish them both happiness in
their next appointments.

The new G.O.C. 4th Divisi on , Major-General V. F. Erskine Crum,
C.l.E., M.C., w it h the C.O. and R.S .M. on his first vis it to the
Sergeants' Mess

Sergeants' ~less-Golf, and the Officers pip us
The Sergeants' Mess challenged the Officers of the Regiment
to a golf m atch during the 72-hour stand-<lown which the C.0.
gave us as a reward for Exercise 'Rob Roy.' The match was
held at Bad Salzuflen Golf Course, and on Friday, 13th Octoberof all days-the battle took p:ace. A most enjoyable day was
had, and although the Officers pipped us by a small margin, the
results could have gone either way. Du.ring- the celebrations
in the club house, afterwards, the R.S.M . presented to the
C.0. a trophy which is to be competed for each autumn and
spring in similar matches. In his reply, the C.O. thanked the
R.S.M. and Sergeants' M ess for the magnificent trophy and
for the hospitality of the Sergeants' Mess, who had provided
lunch for both teams.

SPORT
Inter-Services Hockey Champions, Germany
The Regiment became inter-Services hockey champions of
Germany when they defeated the R.A.F. champions, R.A.F.
Gatow, in Berlin, on Saturday, 21 st October. The match was
keen and exciting and extremely fast, although it was played
on grass. The Reg-;iinent held a 1-0 lead at half-time and
pressed for most of the second half, narrowly missing goals
on a number of occasions. The final score was 2-0 in our
favour and Mrs. Lewis, the wife of the Station Commander,
R.A.F~ Gatow, presented trophies to our team. There was a
good turn-out of supporters present, including a fair proportion
from the Regiment, includin:g the C.O., Second-in-Command,
R.S.M. and farni:ies of the players. Next month we hope to publish a photograph showing our team after the match. The
following day, on the Sunday, we played a friendly match
against the Queen's Own Highlanders on ·the Berlin Brigade
ground, and in spite of the celebrations the night before,
we held them to a 1-1 draw. Everyone enjoyed the week-end
in Berlin and returned to Herford on the Monday morning
refreshed (? ).
Golf
The Royal Signals Autumn Meeting was he:d at R.A.F.
Bruggen, on 19th/20th October, and the Regimental side, under
Captain Field, consisted of 14 players. Omgratulations to
Sergeant Kirk for wir.ning the 36 holes Stableford.
Although we had seven teams in the Regimental foursomes,
we were unable to do better than second, and the trophy
went to 13th Regiment, who had organised this most successful meeting. Other prizewinners were Lieutenant.-Colonel
Jackson, Ca'j)tain Field, and Signalman Wilkinson, whilst
Lieutenant Evis very nearly got a prize for being 18 down in
the bogey competition. The Sergeants' Mess, under the R.S.M.,
were well represented in the Regimental team, and Sergeant
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Congratulations
Our congratulations go to Lieutenant Ridlington on the
occasion of his marnage to Miss Rosemary Anne Stuart,
daughter of Lieutl!nant-Coloncl R. C. B. Stuart, late Royal
Signals. Our best wishes go to them in their future married
life. Congratulations, also, to Lieutenant Ian Reading on the
occasion of his engagement to Miss Janette Lyn Taylor,
daughter of Captain and Mrs. Roger Taylor, of this Regiment.
Since his engagement, Lieutenant Reading has :eft the Regiment
on posting to 39th Regiment, Royal Artillery, where we wish
him the best of good fortune.
Arrlva18 and Departures
We have said farewell this month to Captain Peter Burke,
our Adjutant for the past 14 months. We wish him well on
his course at the School of Signal-s. We also welcome Lieutenant
John Edgar, who has joined us from 39th Regiment, R.A., after
handing over there to Lieutenant Reading.
Sadness • • •
Final:y, our deepest sympathy goes to the family of Craftsman McGartland, of our L.A.D., who was tragically killed in
a traffic accident when returning from visiting a friend in
hospital at B.M.H., Rinteln.
7th REGHffiNT, B.F.P.O. 15
•
•

C.-in-C. B.AO.R. visits.
A tribute to two outstanding Corps sportsmen.

A. ~reat motor cyf'ling saceess

Just an average sort of month! In the world of sport our
soccer ~earn wo.n its first roui:id of the Army Cup. The rugger
team did EkewlSe and an arucle on Corporal Cairns, a leading
member of the team, fol1ows this introduction. Corporal Cairns
was' also instrumental in our Judo Team, obtaining third place
in . the B.A.O.R. Championships. The B A.O.R. Motor Cycle
Trials were held on th'! 3rd and 4th of November in which the
Regimental Team 73me first for the sixth successive year. Without doubt the leadmg member of the team ( xst Individual again)
is Sergeant Lasota and an article on him also follows.

Rhine Army dinghy chnmpions
After a very full season's sa;ling, both in dinghies and keel
boats, all the yachtsmen in the Unit were delighted when our
tea~ won the B.A.0.R. Inter-Unit D inghy Team Championship.
Havmg been held by a Sapper Unit since its inauguration in
1963 this was indeed a great victory.
CORPORAL

CAIRNS

Corporal Cairns is a R.R. Technician Class II who passed
out from the Army Apprenti::es' School, Harrogate (as it was
then called), in 1963. While he was there he showed an apptirude
for sport and amongst other things started to learn judo. Since
then he has risen to the grade of 1st K yu (Brown Belt) and is
the current Anny Heavyweight Champion and the B A.0.R.
Open and Heavyweight Champion. He represented the Army
at the las t ational Championships at the Crystal Palace and
also represents B.A.O.R. His ability has secured him entry into
local German Judo Clubs and hence an opportunity to compete
in the German National Championships on 25th November.
Corporal Cairns learned rugby towards the end of his boys'
service from 1961-1963 and in the short time following this
has, as a second row forward, played for the Corps for three
years, represented B.A.O.R. regularly for two years and was
chosen for the Army match against R.M.A. Sandhurst last year.
Lest it should be thought that life is nothing but sport for
Corporal Cairns, it i-s pointed out that in 1966 on a junior
N.C.O.s course at the 7th United States Army N C.O.s Academy
at Bad Tolz he obt!lined 16th place on a course of 132 students.

October has seen 7m Regiment as active as ever. The month
opened with a large proportion of the Regiment under command
of 4th D ivision Signal Regimem helping to provide control
and umpire communications for Exercise " Rob Roy," a 4th
Division FTX involving three brigades.

Display team visits
Forty-eight hours after .the close of this exercise many of the
men who had been our on it were preparing the ground for a
display by the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team.
Regretably, due to the amount of rain that had fallen in the
few days before the display, the planned venue of the J ahn
Platz Herford had .to be changed to Wentworth Barracks' sports
field and therefore the attendance was smaller than expected.
However, a large number of local civil dignitaries and officials
were able to attend, and they were entertained later at a cocktail
party in the Officers' Mess where H.Q. Royal Signals, 2nd
Regiment and 4th Regiment were also hosts.
Everything smart and spruce .
The following week a large proportion of the Regiment were
out on Exercise "' Koala Bear III " The Regiment then prepared for the visit of the C.-in-C. B.A.O.R. on the 18th October.
Naturally a very considerable effort was put into this and not
only were all the vehicles involved on the demonstration looking
very smart, d espite their heavy exercise commitments, but
indeed the whole camp was looking exceptionally spruce.
The week closed with 4 Squadron plus elem_nts of other
Squadrons kaving for Exercise " Merry Mood " where they
provided ·player communications and assisted 200 Squadron to
provide control communications. While .they were away the
remainder of the Regiment successfully coped with specialist
Ordnance and Messing inspections and a brief demonstration
for the Chief of Defence Staff.
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Corporal Cairns-all round sportsman
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Corporal Cairns-current Army Heavyweight Champion-about to
throw his opponent at judo

A tense moment for Sergeant Peter Lasota

More recently he has ridden as part of the 7th Regiment team
who have won many recent trials and are now Army champions.
He is currently B.A.0.R. Individual Motor Cycle Champion.
The Greeves Motor Cycle factory is situated in his home
town so it is perhaps inevitable that his personal machine should
be a Greeves. A measure of his prowess is given by the fact that
he is works supported.
In six months Sergeant Lasota leaves the Army but undoubtedly motor cycle competition will remain a feature of
his life. Corps motor cycling will be much the poorer as a
result of his departure-who is our next star rider?

VISIT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE COLONEL COMMANDANT
A smart Quarter Guard greets Brigadier R. H. E Robinson on arrival. Staff Sergeant H. Simister is l/C

Highlighting the Cyprus tour of the Representative Colonel

qi~ndant, Brigadier R. H. E. Robinson, C.B.E., E.R.D., was

h1s v1s1t to the only n:ajor Royal Signa:s unit on the island9th Regiment.
Brigadier Robinson, who was accompanied by Mrs. Robinson
packed a p:.Ot sized programme into half a pint of time. In th~
two days be spent with us they met countless old friends and
made many new ones.

Many engagements
His first engagement was to attend the last night's performance
of the Mercury Theatre production of " Open Verdict." The
house was packed for a very polished performance, after which
Brigadier and Mrs. Robinson went back stage to meet the
Chairman, Major (T.0.T.) D. Crookes, the producer, Lieutenant
P. B. Webster, and the cast. The evening was rounded off with
a Supper Party rn the Officers' Mess .
On the following day the fates struck with an all-<lay power
cut. However, this was taken in its stride by the household of
the Cornanding Officer who, with commendable flexibi:ity,
produced a camping cooker to save the day .
Following the Harvest Festival service in St. Michael's
Garrison Church, Mrs. Robinson met members of the Guild of
Sr. Helena. Later, joining her husband in the Sergeants' Mess,
ther were entertained to pre-lunch drinks and took the opportunity of meeting Mess members and their families.

. . . and here is Corporal Cairns who is also a fine rugby player,
going for it in a line out. (See art icle on page 483)

.SERGEANT LASOTA
Since its inception, the Royal Corps of Signals has consistently
produced strong and skilful motor cycle teams and the r96o's
are no exception. One of the most competitive riders in the
Corps today is Sergeant Peter Lasota, who is 32 years old and
comes from Thundersley, Essex. He serves at present with 7th
Regiment as a driver instructor.
Sergeant Lasota joined the Army as a boy in 1950 and has
served in U.K., B A.0.R. and Singapore. His sport is motor
cycling and his first success was a second place in the Singapore
Championships of 1952. Since then he has advanced from
success to success and has represented both Great Britain and
the Army in Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Poland and Italy.
Throughout the years 1963-67 he has ridden in both the Scottish
Six Days' Trial and in the International Six Days' Trial-the
' Olympics ' of motor cycling. He has been awarded Army
colours from 1963 to 1967.

. . . and a lighter moment for Sergeant Lasota

Stop Press
7th Regiment seem to be carrying all before them at
rugby. Late news is that they have won the 4th Division
Rugby Cup by beating 17th/21st Lancers 21 pts. to nil, and
now more !ates news has just come in that they have won
through to the B.A.O.R. Final by beating 32 Armoured Engineer
Regiment by 14 pts. to nil.
Great going, 7th!
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Official tou.r of Unit lines
On the Monday with only half the morning availab'.e, Brigadier
Robinson made his official tour of the Regimental Lines. After
inspecting the Quarter Guard commanded by Staff Sergeant H.
Simister, he visited all parts of the Unit and spoke to a large
number of all ranks
Climax to the morning came when he presented Long Service
and Good Conduct medals to Staff Sergeant E. J. Simpson
and Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) E. Milne in rhe Sergeants' Mess
prior to his departure.
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At the same time Mrs. Robinson with equal success visited
the 1:amily Administration 'hub' at Lion House in Famagusta,
meetmg many of the stalwarts who care for the married families
and their welfare. Returning to the Regiment via the 1\.1.MG
Bookshop she spent a very pleasant haU hour with members
of the Regimental Wives' Club.
We had enjoyed the visit and the only regret was that they
could not stay longer. Swift and sure it was and perhaps just
as well-the fates stmck again next day and burnt down the
Officers' Mess.

AERIAL RIGGERS ON PARADE
Brigadier Robinson meets six of the Regiment's Cypriot aerial
riggers. Total service 73 ye1rs with Signals
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10th Regiment, Hounslow
•

C.S.O. ' dined out.'

o

New Trade Training School set up.

o

Hounslow Road Safety Committee beaten in Highway
Code quiz.

Farew ..n visit of C.S.O.
On nth October, Brigadier P. E. S. Mansergh, o.B.E., paid a
farewell visit to the Regiment. He inspected the students of
our currem Military Proficiency Course and presented the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal to Sergeant T. H. Robinson.
At a curry lunch in the Bruno Club, Brigadier Mansergh was
able to m~et all the Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants,
who had assembled for the occasion.

•
This tax dodge is perfectly legal.
Here's how it's done.
You're not in the U.K. now. Right?
Hopefully you will return home soon.
But you'll be posted abroad again
within 12 months.
Right so for?
O.K. You can qualify (if not see footnote) .
You can have a tax-free Ford and drive
it in the U.K. for up to 12 months.
Unbelievable? Then how about this:
Ford will have the car waiting for
you anywhere you like in the U.K.
When your 12 months is up they can arrange to
ship it abroad for you.
That's Ford's service to the Services.

C.S.O., Eastern f'ommand, Dined Out
On 20th Octob-r, the officers of the reorganised Regiment
held their first guest night. The occasion was noteworthy for
two main reasons; firstly, because we were dining--0ut Brigadier
P. E. S. Mansergh, O.B.E., and secondly because among the
many officers of the Regiment present were seven T.0.T.s,
which we feel to be a liberal measure of T.O.T.s.
At the end of the evening Brigadier Mansergh was ceremoniously towed by the officers around the barracks in a
canoe mounted on a trolley, wearing a lifejacket and paddling
furiously.
Training School
One of the results of the reorganisation of the Regiment has
been the formation of the Regimental Training School.
Now that we have an official status, rather than being UKLF
Signal Troop 'with its other hat on,' we hope to be able to
ex,pand our organisation and training facilities and undertake
the tra:ning and upgrading of Comcen Operators (including
W.R.A.C. and civilian operators), telegraph operators, radio
operators and linemen, both from within the Regiment and
from units within the Command who have no training facilities
of their own.
To this end, plans have already b-en submitted for incr~ased
training accommodation and equipment, and we hope that if
' Q' and the Works ServiC'.:S smile on us, we shall soon be
equipped with a model Communication Centre and Tap_ Relay
Centre.
Our first course since the reorganisation i already under way,
and a numb~r of aspiring Class II Comcen Operators can be
seen burning the midnight oil in their attempts to reach the
required standard of teleprinter operating.

r···-~:~·t~~:·;:~·:;:~~·:;~·:~-~~:;~·:~·:~;:;·~-:~;~-~~-~~:~·-···········1
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and mall It ta A. H. G. Garratt, Ford Motor Company ltd,
88 Regent Street, London Wl .
~'
ar Mr. Gorrat1.
Wheres the catch?
•• • _..Tell me about the Ford Visit Evrope/Personol Export
Scheme for

o7

!::

~.: ,

Commissfoning
W 0.I (Y. of S.) J. Davi'.:S was commisisoncd from the
Regiment on 16th October.
John Davies enlisted in the Coxps on 28th August, 1944,
and from basic training he went to 2 Group Training Battalion
at Scarborough, where he trained as an OKL and OKW.
The years from 1945 to 1948 were spent in India with GHQ
Signals, New Delhi, Agra, Mhow and Jhansi. He remained in
India after panition and served as a Cotporal in Bombay.
In 1948 Sergeant D~ivies was posted to User Trials Squadron .
1951 saw him working with the Method of Instruction Team
at rhe School of Signals. In 1953 Staff Sergeant Davies was
posted . to Nairobi for a twelve-mom~ tOU-{. Back home once
more m 1957, he attended No. I Signal "Centre Supervisors'
Course, and from there he was postoo to TRC Boddington,
14th R egiment.
'1959 to I96o was spent in Malta with 235 Squadron, and
from there W.O.II Davies was posted to H.Q., Western Command. After attending No. 2 Y. of S Course, he was posted
to 24th Regiment as a W.O.I, and there he spent his time
training telegraph operators and was in charge of the Trade
Test Team.
Y. of S. Davies came to 10th Regiment early in 1966.

,

•'ufkWJ

::~:--Cortina __Corsalr__ Zephyr/Zodlac _
Aodress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

l: ..........................................................................................5. .... 1•

Hockey
Unlike most units who part1c1pate in this game and report
that ithey have won this and won that, we, as a Regiment,

If you're still In the U.K. and likely to be posted ob road write ond ask about the ford Personal Exporl Scheme. Another legal tax dodge.
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usually have to confess that "we ain't dun newt " and arc
normally on the losing end of a game.
However, on 4th
October, 1967, history was made and is no doubt worthy of
men~ion in the Commander's diary! . . . We WO. a match,
b~armg 18 Company R.A.M.C. by two goals to nil. Rcackrs
will probably comment that there is nothing spectacular in
that-EXCEPT that the last game won by the Regimental team
was on 14th October, 1964.
Did we celebrate? . . . We did!
Strange to relate, our victory three years ago was against a
team from the same unit.
Of that original Regimental team, there is still one stalwan
left, Major (QM.) J. F. McQuade, who is still playing and
wielding a very ' nifty ' stick.
In passing, mention must be made of all the m~mbers of the
Regiment who have played during the last few seasons, whether
or not th~y have been a regular player. Their enthusiasm and
morale, even after such a long sequence of losing games has
'
always been of the highest.
Finally, our new goalk:eper this season, Sergeant Moore,
who as yet is still a novice, has the potential to become a
Co.rps player. With the aid of a few more up and coming
players, the age of miracles may not yet be passed.
Golf v. 14th Regiment
On Friday, 13th October, the Regiment accepted its first
challenge golf match. The match was played on the Painswick
publi:: course, near Gloucester, each team comprising of six
players.
The course offered a decided advantage to the fit player
and also to those with local knowledge, as on many occasions
the route to the gre_ns was obscured by natural hazards.
Superior play and local knowledge gave 14th R-.:giment the
match, but we remain hopeful that a rerurn match may reverse
this result.

Highway Code quiz
A challenge was offered by R.S.M. Gibson to the Road
Saf~y Co:runittee of Hounslow to a Highway Code quiz. The
challenge was accepted and the quiz took place in the Bruno
Club before an audience of 65 on 25th October.
The Regimental .team consisted of Sergeant Widdicombe,
Corporals Lake, Swam and Marriott, and the judges were
R.S.M. E Gibson (10th Regiment), Councillor Miles (Chairman of Hounslow Road Safety Committee), and Serg=t
Garren (Metropolitan Police Road Safety Demonstration Team).
The questions were set by Mr. Vic Jones (late Royal Signals),
the Rood Safety Officer of Hounslow, who also acted as timekeeper.
Prior to the quiz, two films were shown, one • Roadcraft,'
showing how you should drive, and ' Motor-mania,' showing
how you should not dri;re. This was followed by the quiz,
with four rounds of individual questions and team questions,
all based on the Highway Code. The result was a win for
the Regiment, IOI to 80.
L '.eutenant-Colonel Hibberd and Councillor Miles congratulated both teams on their knowledge of the Highway Code
and presented safe-driving trophies to the winning team.
The evening was brought to a close with a talk by Polioe
Sergeant Garrea, on the Breathalyser Test. This was a most
inter<:sting talk, and after an hour of questions, we had to
call a halt to a most interesting and instructive evening.
Rallying
We entered three cars in the ABC Televi ion Club Rally,
whi-:h was ov:r a course of 50 miles, and navigation was by
m1cings, tulip and six-figure map references.
R.S.M. Gibson and Sergeant Widdicombe gained second
ph:e; Signalman Buchana., and Signalman Steven third;
Corporal Spencer and Signalman Lindsay seventh.
We have a few more rallies coming up in the near future,
also driving tests are going to be hdd on 19th November.
lUiUtary I•roficienc;t· t •ourst>s
Military Proficiency Courses are currently being run in the
Regiment. We started with MPC III in cpt-mber and had
one fail, then MPC II October/Novemb-r, with a 100 per cent
pass-we are now in the middle of MPC I and we finish
the y_ar with a MPC III, November/llicember.
The courses include demonstrations of the GPMG and the
Carl Gustav, lectures on ammunition and safety precautions
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given by the Ammunicion Inspectorate, a day on the r~e,
followed by a night exercise. They are well supported, -with
tudents coming from throughout the U.K. and Northern Ireland, also from
orway.
The tandard requir d is high, and chi standard has been
reached by the end of the thre weeks' tra ining.

current theatre problems, including a debrief on Exercis.:
' Mercury II,' made an inceresting two-day study, a.nd was
followed by visits to demonstrations of some of the very m~eresc
ing 'hardware' now in Singapore, on the third day.

0

10th lleftiment Ladit•!j• Club
This month we were very ambitious and held a fashion
how. With fear and trepidation, we arrived at the Bruno
ovember and were very pleasantly surprised
Club on 1st
when a crowd of 200 joined us there, including our guest of
honour, the Lady Mavoress of Hounslow, Mrs. Jansen. The
show was an enormous success and was thoroughly enjoyed by
all the ladies present (the men, of course, were helping to
swell the bar profits, apart from the brave few who joined the
ranks of the spectators-somehow, not attracted only by the
fashions, we feel!).
The clothes were supplied by the Tempo Boutique, of
Twickenham, who also supplied the commentator and three of
the models. The others, we're pleased to say, came from our
own club, and were Mrs. McQuade, Mrs. Hall, Mrs. Milne,
Mrs. Spratt and Miss Brewer. They did a very professional
job, helped somewhat at the start by a spot of 'dutch courage '!
The evening passed all too quickly, and a rather worn-out
committee were pleased to report a good profit to Mrs. Hibberd.
We can now look forward to our Ladies' Club Christmas
dinner next month, and-who knows- maybe another fashion
show next spring? If the men can stand the strain!
18th REGIME~T, c /o G.P.O ~ SINGAPORE
•
Satellite and tropospheric communications studied.
•
Successful -barbecue held.

EX ERCIS E SHO W FO RTH
From ~ft to Ritht :
Fron t Row : Majo rs: G ilbert, O lds, M o urneautc, Cox. Lieute nant-Colo nel
Thu rs by·Pelh•m, Colo nel Maunse ll , Brigadier Brind ley, Co lonel Ton ry, Lie ucenant·Colonels: A nde rson, Winte r. Majo rs: Pratt, Ar mstrong, New man
Second Row: Captains: Jo lly, Seymo ur. Majo rs : Bolt, Leatherland , St e wa rt.
lycett·Gregson, Gallagher, Stork. Captains: Collins, Postlethwai te, W eir
Third Row: Captai n W illingale, lieutenant Devan ny, Ca ptains : Rydi ng, Mille r,
fieldinsl Blackwell. Baker, Macfarlane. lieu te nant W ebb, Fis he r , Mi lls,
Pilkin &ton
Fourth Row ; Y. o f S. Musie. F. o f S. Jones. F. o f S. MacPh erson. Colour
Serceant W hite, R.H. T. or S.: Leach, Lit tl ejo hn.
F. o f S.: Shakes h•rt, Swa by,
Webb, Ferguson, T ruran, T hornbury, Chid ley

C:.S.O. FARELF"s Study Period
The Regiment had the pleasure of organising Exercise ' Show
Forth,' held in Meiktila Barracks from 24th to 26th October.
O ver sixty Officers, Foremen and Yeomen attended and contributed to an extremely valuable exchange of ideas and information. As might be expected , the opportunity was taken
to show forth the wisdom acquired in the theatre on Satel:ite
and Tropospheric Scatter Communications, the D x3 and the use
of helicopters. This, t()j!;ether with up-to-date information on

Soeinl
The Regimental barbecue was held on 8th October, and
despite several heavy downpours of rain, was a well-patroni~ed
and enjoyable evening. The two-hour programme of entertainment inc uded Malay dancing, an exhibition of the Malay are
of selI-defencc, and ' Arabic' dancing by an expert Indian belly
dancer. The Tanjong Pagar communiJ:y cen tre which was
given a 'lion' by the i~~giment last year, recipro::ated by giving
a very spirited exhibition of Chinese Lion dances. The varied
fare included satay, curries, barbecued steak and a spit-roasted
suckling pig.
The Indian Other Ranks
of the Regiment held their
annual Regimental D eepavali celebration on 21st
October. Over 170 peop:e
sat down to an excellent
curry and were -ntertained
by two exquisite Indian
dancers and a versatile band
which was engaged for the
evening. This was followed
by a singing competition, a
very spirited dance by one of
the young Indian lady
gu.sts, and closed with the
garlanding of the Commanding Officer and his wife and
the presentation of prizes.
Great credit is due to Staff
Sergeant Frederick, Corporal
Karam S· i n g h , Corporal
James Rao and Signalman
Kalipan, who were responsible for the organisation of
O ne of the Unit's entertainers at the
the event, and to the generRegimental Barbecue
osity of the Indian Other
Ranks who invited so many
Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Regirnmt and
their ladies to join them.
October also saw the last of an extremely successful series
of formal dinners held in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess for members and their wives. As there are over 170
fully subscribing memb-.ors, only 18 of whom are not married,
and th e mess can on:y seat 70, the reason for having more than
one dinner is obvious! The Commanding Officer and Mrs.
Anderson attended all but the last dinner.
Hockey, rugby and s-epak raga are now in full swing, although
it is too early to make any forecasts on our pot-hunting ability.
The highlights of the month were the inter-Squadron sepak
raga competition, which was won yet again by H.Q. Squadron,
and Major John Cox's personal triumph in the annual Singapore
Rifle Association Meeting. Major Cox won both the Grabum
T rophy SRA Chal:enge Cup and the Governor's Cup. The
Governor's Cup has been won either by the R.A F . or a civilian
since its inception in 1948 until now. Major Kiep Andrews was
the last Royal Signals officer to win the Graburn Cup, in 1959·
Wives' C:lub-and t h e Commandlng Officer ge t s
the woode n s poon
The Regimental Wives, after recovering from the school
holidays, have plunged into a round of varied activities . The
Wives' Club have bad an unforgettable demonstration of Chinese
Cookery and visited an orchid farm which sends 70,000 b:oom s
to U.K. every month.
The Wives' .22 Rifle Club triumphed again at an evening
shoot, husbands versus wives, and off-loaded the wooden spoon
on to the Commanding Officer and his supporters. H owever,
there were individual triumph s, like that of the C.O., having
shor all five falling plates down with four rou nds, used the extra
to shoot down Mrs. And erson's remainder.
A large number of wives swim every week in the D over
Road poo:, under the stern tuition of C. S.M .I . F rance. D espite mutters, " Im sure that man has got a power complex,"
everyone find s them selves swimming up to and ,beyond their
ca pabilities. It is very cheering to sec how man y non-swimmers
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have started. The swimmers amongst us have gained in the
past three weeks, seven silver AS.A. Personal Survival Awards
and many more Bronze AS.A. awards. The Regimental photo~
gra~her was not invited to record the spectacle of Mrs. Anderson
leadmg the contingent off the top diving board-all wearing
husband's pyjamas. (Why not?-Assistant Editor).
We are now getting into gear for Christmas and are starting
off with a 'nearly New Dress Show,' put on by the :adies
of St. Andrew's Cathedral to replenish our wardrobes.
The Daily Tnsk-hut things do happen
2 Squadron, thinking that with bulldm:ers cutting termites
and rats gn~wing, thieves stealing, and lightning ~triking their
cables, nothmg much else could happ:n, found that it could
and did The n ew cables connecting the o d MDF to the new
automatic exchange being installed at Tanglin, proved too
heavy for the wall brackets and ducting erected to carry it
and Iell to che ground. As the cables were stretched this has
meant a non-stop operation to replace them (this ti~e underground) involving laying, jointing and terminating eighty :engths
of cable. Mr. Chan, who is supervising, may be remembered
by former members of the Regiment, and he has his work
cut out to meet the deadline of 31st December. Happily, no
one was under the duct when it fell or we would have had some
gen uine flat heads.
. H.Q. Squadron and 2 Squadron have retained their traditional places as winners of the assault course and barrack room
competitions respectively.
Ex-21st Hegiment have a happy time
A gathering of ex-21st Signa'. Regiment Officers, Warrant
Officers and Sergeants, now serving in Singapore, organised by
ex-officers of 21st Regim ent now with 18th Regiment took
place at Amoy Quee on 26th September. Thirty ex-m;mbers
and their wives attended. The guest of honour was LieutenantColonel G. Horner, 0-mmanding Officer of 21st Regiment from
1963-1966. The arrangements were made by the old S.W.S.
Kin~, Staff Sergeant Holdsworth. It was a very enjoyable
evening.

AIRWORK
SERVICES
LIMITED

------ - ------RADIO and
RADAR TECHNICIANS
for OVERSEAS and UK posts

--------------·
Ex-.Service rad io and radar technicians, with
expe r ience of modern military equipments are
required for appointments in the Middle East
and at var ious locations in t he U.K. We are
interested to hear from men with the above
qualifications who have completed or are due
t o finish thei r te r m of service now or in the
near future.
We offe r:-

& Life
* St aff stat us * Pension
* Refresher training Assu ranee scheme
* Good prospects
with special add itional
te r ms fo r overseas
service.

EX·MEM BERS OF 21st REGIMENT N OW WIT H 18th REGIMENT HEL D
THEIR OWN REU N IO N
Pho to from left to right shows :
Back Row ; Major F. A. Stork , Sergeant Malla bo ne 8 . E. M., Captain W . E. A.
Edmonds, Lieutenant-Colo nel G. A. Ho rn e r , W .0.1 (F. o r S.) Clarke, Captain
P. Chilvers, Staff Sergeant Holdswo rth, C ap tain T. B. Scarff
Front Row: Mrs. Edmon ds, Mrs. Scar ff, Mrs. Ho rne r , Mrs. Chilver, Mrs. H o l ds ~
worth, Mrs. Stork

To lndi v id11nl Subscri bers
HE only way to be certain of receiving your
WIRE correctly addressed is to be sure and let
us know chan ges in your address, rank and such-like,
as they occur. We try to operate a detective service,
but it is fallible l

T
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Write now with deta ils of qua/i~cations to :-

Personnel Manager Airwork Services Ltd
Bournemouth (Hurn) Airport
Christchurch Hants
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A 19th Signal
Regiment
Enterprise comes
to fruition
Newly-built Morgun Ulock
is named ofter World War
II Air Formation Signals
personality.

The fine new block which replaces the three old wood en buildings

Our GR. 345 is the only frequency synthesis SSB
Manpack in full scale U.K. production ...

Available now, the Red ifon GR . 345 provides 10,000 channels
between 2 and 12 Mc/ s at an outpldt of 15 watts p.e.p. Frequency syntl')esis with HF SSB operation, AM telephony (full
DSB) or CW telegraphy. If you look around hard, you may f ind
a cheaper Manpack, but you won 't f ind one more flexible in its
appl ications. We'd like to tell you more about the GR. 345, so
please contact: -

REDIFON LIMITED (COMMU NICATIONS DIVISION)

After serving in India, Malaya, Burma and Saigon, 19th
Signa: Regiment became permanently affiliated to the Far East
Air Force in 1947, with the greater part in Singapore and
detachments in Ceylon and Hong Kong. In 1949, locallyenlisted soldiers, including Chinese, Indians and Malays, were
incorporated in to the R egiment for the first time. The inclusion of the different races necessitated some readjustments,
one of which was the barrack arrangements which, in Changi,
was solved by billeting the British, Chinese and Indians in a
Roya: Air Force block, adjacent to the airmens' mess, and
the Malays in an old Japanese camp near the airfield, where the
Regiment start~d a Malay cookhouse The living accommodation for the Malays consisted of three wooden blocks, each
containing one long upstairs room, holding twenty soldiers, and
two N.::::.O.s in separate bunks. The blocks were, at the time,
probably the worst Service accommodation in Singapore, and
the Regiment was concerned to provide substantiaJy better
living quarters.
After prolonged (very prolonged) negotiations, a plan for a
new barrack block was approved and work started in the
summer of 1967. The site was in Camp Askar Askar Bujang
(meaning bachelor soldiers) on ground between the existing
blocks and R.H.Q. The building was to ac::ommodate a total of
73 soldiers with up-to-date show~rs, cleaning and drying rooms.
In August the work was com.iJ eted, and the Station Commander, R.A.F. Changi, was invited to open the building. The
ceremony consisted of an inspection of a guard of honour, prayers
by the Iman and addr~sses by the Comm3nding Officer (then
Lieutenant--Colonel R. H. Maxfield) and Station Commander,
after which the Station Commander unveiled a commemorative
plaque. After a tour of the building, th.e official guests were
entertained at a cocktail party, and the Malay soldiers and their
families had a film show, followed by a curry supper and dancing.
In seeking a name for the new building, it seemed appropriate
to call it the Morg:m Block, after Colon-I F. S. Morgan, C.B.E .,
D.L., J.P., who spent much of his service with Air Forma:ion
Signals in this area, Europe and U.K. Colonel Morgan passed
through Singapore in June, while work was in progress, and
was ab·e to obtain first-hand details of the project. He suggested
that a plaque bearing the Morgan crest might appropriately be
displayed in the block, particularly as the lion is similar to that

of Singapore, the Lion City. Such a plaque was made, formally presented by the new Commanding Officer, and is now
mounted on the waL at the entrance to the block with a copy
of the letter of presentation and a short explanation of the
association of Colonel Morgan with the Regiment.

The Commemorative Plaque

Broomhill Road, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18 Telephone: 01 -874 7281
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A Member Company of the REDIFFUSION G r oup .
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familiarisation trammg in Troops and Squadrons as we have
received the new 'Bruin ' equipment and the Regiment has reorganised for 1968. The- most important changes have involved
the run-down of 2 Squadron with a reduction in HF radio, and
the formation of a n ~w Squadron (3 Squadron) to provide radio
relay communications throughout the Rear Corps Area. Anyone
who would .ike to hear about the birth pangs of a new Squadron
b eing formed from scratch is invited to mention the subject
casually to Major John Gibson or S.S.M. Mercer or S.Q.M.S.
Ratcliffe, but only if he has at least a couple of hours to spare!
During the last few weeks members of the Regiment have
taken part in the usual crop of formal exercises, among the most
important being " Gay Gordon," "Rob Roy," "Overdale,"
"Merry Mood," "Fug Fury," "Zobel" and "Henne:in." All
these names will revive memories for those who took part, and
other m embers of the Regiment may be surprised to see just
how much work is done!
Meanwhile, as time allows, the Regiment is quietly preparing
for its annual Fitness For Role Inspection; as we go to press
this is only 48 hours away.

21st llEGDIENT, B.F.l•.o. 43

•

New Station Band makes a successful debut.

The month began with ' Minival ' and ended with ' Quicktrain ; took the autumn exercise in its stride; was punc~u.ated
by visits and d partures; saw the final performance of a Mil1t~ry
Proficiency Course and the first performance of the Station
Volunteer Band.
0

Sir Ilobt•.rt Foster Trophy
The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Sir Dennis S.potswood,
K.C.B., C.B.E., D.F.C., o.s.o., came to present the Sir Robert Foster
Trophy to R.A.F. Laarbruch for its sporting achievements in
the season 1966/1967. The Regiment was proud to be represent~ in nearly every sporting activity carried on in the
station, and many of our members, stationed at Laarbruch, were
in the various teams prrsented to Sir Dennis on this occasion; 17
in the athletics team, eight in the cross-country team, and all
the memb::.rs of the tug-of-war team, to mention but a few.
Station Commander takes salute
The pass-off parade of our 23rd MPT III/II Course, this
time run by S.S.M., I Squadron, \V.0.11 Cummins, was notable
on two counts. Firstly, the Station Commander of R.A.F.
Laarbruch, Group Captain K. Stevens, M.A., kindly took the
sa:ute, and secondly, the Station Volunteer Band, formed and
trained by Captain E. P. Hughes, gave their first public performance by playing for this parade.
The day was fine, the turnout and drill of a high standard,
and the band contributed towards making the pass--0ff parade
into an occasion to be remembered.
Inter-Troop cross-~ountry competition
The annual inter-Troop cross-country competition was run
under good conditions, with a field of 84 runners, the highest
number ever to run in this competition and a measure of the
keen inrcrest shown in it. 'L' Toop emerged the winners with
MT and LAD runners-up.
The standard shown augurs well for the coming season.
Aatunu1 Exercise

Once again we took to the highways and byways for our
autumn exercise. ' D ' Troop increased their knowledge of
laying 10-pair cable, rhe airfield troops were scattered to the
wind, and the wires hummed in aJ djrections.
C.A.F.S.O.'s verdict? A most successful and useful exercise.
Departures
The Regiment said goodbye to Major and Mrs. Botterill,
Captain and Mrs. T acey and Second-Lieutenant Davenport
this month, and our good wishes go with them to their new
appointments, and to civilian life in the case of Mr. Davenport.
tation Volunteer Band
During the Summ-::r-at the time we were looking for a
trumpeter (with a trumpet) for our guard of honour for the
annual inspection--Captain E. P. Hughes discovered that the
R.A.F. had a number of band instruments. With the Commanding Officer's approval, the Staton Commander was
approached and agreed to the proposal that Captain Hughes
should run a Volunteer Band, in return for ,the use of the
instruments for Regimenta: functions.
On l~th O::tober, less than six weeks after the first practice,
the Regimental members of the Band played for the Military
Proficiency Course pass-off.
After the parade, tht Band, strengthened by its R.A.F. members, played the ' Retreat ' for the flag-lowering ceremony in
front of the Station Headquarters. Our picture shows the new
band playing for the ceremony.
Special credit must be given to Sergeant Chadwick and
the fift~n members of the Band, who learnt the music in their
own time and turned what is a spare-time activity into a valuable
military asset.
Captain ~ughes be:.ieves v:e are the first Royal Signals Regular
Army Unit to turn out Its own volunteer band since the
Second World War.
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21st REGIMENT VOLUNTEER BAND
Are they the first Signal Regiment to form their own band since
World War 11 !

Soccer
The Regiment was drawn against l R.M.A. in the preliminary
round of the Army Cup at Mulheim.
The result of 5-1 to the RM.A., was no detriment to the
Regiment. fr was a hard-fought, clean game, with the added
hazard of high wind and poor ground conditions.
R.M.A. are a good side and should do well as the competition .progresses, and it is of interest to note that they were in
the final of the B.A.0.R. Section of the A.F.A. Cup last year.
This game marked the departure of our team captain Signalman McCready to ci\'i.ian life (by purchase). Our loss is perhaps Glasgow Rangers gain? We wish you well, Mac, and
thank you for all you have put into R egimental soccer.
Signalman Griggs, our centre-half, has been selected for
B.A.0.R. trials on the 16th November.
Station theatre project
Back in April, Major L. A. Welton undertook to p:an and
cost the . building of a theatre for the station. In the middle
of September, the Nuffield Trust kindly granted £1,200 to
cover the project, and at the beginning of October, construction started. With a band of some fifteen helpers, a
50/ 50 mixture of brown and blue, the empty airmen's dining
hall, offered for the purpose, has l:>een radically changed!
The stage was comp eted in a fornight, and, on going to
press, the auditorium is almost finished, and over 90 cinematy-pe seats (acquired from the Astra Cinema in Berlin) have
been fitted.
It is hoped that the project will be completed be.fore
Christmas, so that rehearsals for the first play can start in the
New Year.
22nd llEGDIENT, B.F.P.O. 16

•
•
•

Birth pangs of forming a new Squadron.
Regimental Ski School established.
' Oktoberfest ' goes with a swing.

The last two months have been busy ones for the Regiment
from every pain{ of view, military, sporting and social.
Training
The new Training Wing is now in full swing under W.0 .I
('l. of S.) Johnstone and Staff Sergeant Landymore. The fifth
MPT course to be held there since August has just started, and
when it ends in three weeks time more than one hundred men
of the Regiment and its affiliated troops will have obtained their
initiai MPT rating or a higher one. At the same time the Wing
has been running 'Telegraph Operator III-II and Comcen
Ope!at-0r III-II courses, as well as 'conversion' courses to give
Radio Operators a second trade of Radio Relayman. Less
formally, but no less thoroughly, there has be-n concentrated
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Sporting activities
The Regimental Rugby XV, after winning its matches
regular:y, struck a thocoughly bad patch in one of the most
important games-the 2nd round of the Army Cup-and were
eliminated by 17 /21 Lancers. It was just one of those days
when nothing went right, but it's all in the game!
Neither the hockey team or the soccer team has really settled
down, but as their cup matches are still in the future there
is time for lhem to do so. Both show plenty of enthusiasm and
sufficient individual skil:; they need only a little luck to begin
to do themselves justice.
Not everyone in the Regiment may know that the Unit has a
.thriving Table Tennis Club and the regimental team is quite
outstanding. Even without Corporal Roberts, the B.A.0.R.
Individual Champion, who was posted in October, they continue
to thrash all comers.
At this time of the year our thoughts turn lo winter sports,
in particular to ski-ing1 The Regiment has taken a hut at
Obertsdorf in Bavaria for some ten weeks, and the advance
party has just taken d<iwn the stores and kit necessary to establish a regimenta: ski-ing school. Between November and
February we hope to give over one hundred members of the
Regiment a fortnight's ski-ing, as well as train a team to do well
in ·the Divisional and B.A.0.R. Championships. More of this
next time.
Soeiul events
The social scene has been dominat~d by the Regimental
' O&toberfest' which, by a happy coincidence, immediately
preceded the Lippstadt town annual celebrations for 'Herbstwoche.' The Regiment held a charity fete to take advantage of
the visit of ,rhe Roya: Signals Display Team, and an official party
of some twenty of the dignitaries of Lippstadt, headed by Frau
Dr Christ, the Deputy Burgermeister, were invited to lunch in
the Officers' Mess, after which Dr. Christ declared the proceedings open The weather was as kind as we could hope for
in October, being dry if somewhat chilly. The Display Team
gave its usual impeccable performance and was admirably
supported by the Cambrai Band of the Royal Tank Regiment,
a high class APTC Gymnastic Team and a skilfu: and entertaining flying display by a local Model Aircraft Club to which
several members of the Regiment belong. The side shows did a
brisk trade, particularly the Wives' Club grocery, cakes, books
and p:ant stalls, and at the end of the day we could all look
· back on a worthwhile job well done. The Lippstadt Director
has since written to thank the Regim-ent for the cheque for
DM 1000 which was the share of the proceeds donated to local
charities.
Two or three Mess functions are perhaps worthy of note. On
Friday, 27th October, the Officers' Mess entertained all the
Warrant Officers of ·the Regiment at a Guest Night, taking the
opportunity to say goodbye to R.S.M. Raymond, who leaves the
Regiment this week on the first stage of his return to civilian
life, and R.Q.M.S. lent, who is leaving on promotion as R.S.M.
of 24 Infantry Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron. The who:e
Regiment wishes them every good fortune in the future.
The Corporals' Mess, which has just settled down in its new
accommodation, has celebrated by holding a series of most
successful functions and now looks set fair to become one of the
social centres of the station.
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We are now eagc:ny looking forward to a v1sit from the
Corps Band 1'\ext week. We have arranged a full programme for
them, including a concert in the Lippstadt Concert Hall at which
we are again hosts to the people of the town. The fame of the
Band has preceded them-we have seen to that- and this
occasion looks like being one of the high spots of the winter in
Lippstadt. A full account of the visit will appear in the next
issue.

30th Regiment
BLA."DFORD CAMP
•

A new role.

•

Regiment dines out old friends.

In this issue, inter alia, we .must report our change of role;
we are no longer 30th Regiment (Trials), but have joined the
' boots and gaiters brigade ' and become 30th Regiment (Strategic
Reserve Support Echelon). This metamorphosis caused a twinge
of regret because through it we have lost l (Trials) Squadron
and the Demonstration Team to the School of Signals, and with
them have gone years of tradition and many old friends.
lleads high and pockets empty
Possibly, ' semi-metamorphosis ' would have been a more
appropriate description of our change, for the nucleus of the
new Regiment is of course 640 Troop, now I (640) Squadron,
and 3 (EW) Squadron, who always have been ' Strat R.' In
fact, on the departure of I (Trials) Squadron to the School of
Signals both 640 Troop and 3 Squadron were ' Strat R ing' in
B.A.0.R. on Exercise "Overdale," from which they now have
returned, heads high, tails up and pockets empty, with plenty
of ' strawberries ' to show for it.
Ready to dash off anywhere
Between the de:parture of the trials element to the School and
the return of 640 Troop and 3 Squadron from " Overdale "
there was a certain shortage of manpower, to the extent that
the following conversation was overheard in R.H.Q.:
R.S.M. to Second-in-Command: "I'll do N.C.O. I.C. Reliefs
if you'll do Guard Commander." But all is now wet:, reinforcements are coming thick and fast (and just as quickly being
despatched to ' faraway places'). By early next year we should
be ready to dash off anywhere at the drop of a tin helmet.
On the social side, the item of major importance was the
Regimental ' Dining Out ' night; this was designed to ' Dine
Out ' the Officers of the elements transferring to the Schoo: of
Signals, and at the same time, we joined with the C.S.O. Southern
Command and his Staff to dine out Lieutenant-Colonel 'Paddy'
Walsh .
The Regimental Mini-Bus was provided to collect and deliver
the officers to and from Salisbury, for it was felt on an occasion
such as this, any breathalyser crystals might well have turned
red, the result when 100 millilitres of alcohol are found in
80 milligrammes of blood.
(Shush! Mrs. B ...... C ...... might read TuE WIR.E.-Assistant
Editor.)

'Paddy' Walsh
Colonel ' Paddy ' needs no introduction here. Surely everyone in the Corps knows him, il not for his shooting prowess,
then for his kindly and genuine treatment of all those who have
served with him.
He :eaves for pastures new after ' n ' years' service, the last
twenty of which were spent with the Corps.
Having said all this, we will not be entirely divorced from
either Colonel ' Paddy ' or our departed elements, for with luck
he will soon be with us permanently and we are 'in Support'
of the School of Signi<s for Demonstration.
UNFORTUNATE FIHE
All will be sorry to hear that news has come
the 9th Regiment Officers' Mess was almost
d_stroyed by fir<! recent.y. No casualties apart
slightly burnt hand are reported, but a heavy
Mess property was incurred.

in that
totally
from a
loss of
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depth-there were the numerous nasties of the sea and sea bed.
Stone fish, so well camouflaged that one only realises they
are there when a touch of their poisonous spines sends a caring
pain up one's arm or leg. Cone shells that have seven recorded
deaths t~ their credit. Sea urchins, with their numerous :ong
black spmes. Butterfly fish and, of course, barracuda and shark.

AWA Y PLACES= UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts

Facing up to a 1'1Jt. sbnrk
Those films made by Hans and Lotte Hass and shown on
television,. wh:re wi~h blatant disregard, Hans' and Lotte have
pl~yed wit~ .cuda . and make sharks look like playthings.
Wnho';lt thmkmg tw1::e of how it really feels to look a 14ft.
shark m the eye, I went down on my first dive. I know better
~ow, and I do not mind admitting that though baby sharks
.ook har_rnless, when 14-ft. of 'mum' swims along I think againchanc~'! mto reverse gear and 'get th e h-' out of it. You will
probably say I shouldn't have shown my fright to the shark·
all I can say is ' you have a go ' and let me know what happened
when you see your first shark.
One of our party was an intrepid underwater cameraman
and at his reque-st, one of the dives was made at a pinacl~
of rock aptly named Shark Island. At 12oft. he got aJ the
film he wanted of sharks, and thank goodness we only made
one dive there.
In a}!, we carri~d <'Ut 19 dives with four men/women on
each dive. Each dive lasted on average about 50 minutes. The
compresser never seemed to stop, and the individual shell
co lections, along with the sme~ of dying shell-fish, grew and
grew. Sun tans became unb~li~vable-Dave Binstead turned
black within two days. No one got burnt, mainly, I think,
becau~e . we all wore some form of shirt whilst swimming, and
hats nd1culous were worn almost continuously out of the water.

Looking a 1411. Sharli

i.a the eye!

Swimming with the
Skarks
or
Overboard and into the green shimmering depths

"Theres a hole in my
bucket, Dear Lisa"

I do not ~hink I can really do credit to that sea. The tints
of blue and green, coral hues, and mil ions of highly-coloured
fish, defy description, but the impression I have now, nearly
four weeks' later, is still as strong. Aft~r quenching our thirst
for the thrill of swimming in such a paradise, we settled down
to cooking, cleaning, washing-up, and at last getting the boys
to bed, and it wasn't long before the rest of us foJowed them.

Ry

Captain J)ouglas

Gt>nders,

19th Re,;fimPnt

Green palm trees, white sand and a sea with wonderful tints of bluey green

C:Orporal Dave Dinste-nd • Cons ' us
It all started on th.: R.A.F. Station at Tengah situated on
~he Western End of Sin~apore Island. Tengah, apart from bemg the home of nume~us R.A.F. types, is also the home of
TTengah Troop, I9th A1r Formation Signal Regiment and the
engah Branch of the British Sub Aqua Club. O~e of the
m~bers of ~.e Club .was Dave Binst'!ad, a Tengah Troop
Brmsh Tech01c1an, and It was he who, with alarming confidence,
conned .the Troop Commander, Doug Genders his wife Judy
and their two sons, Neil and Andrew, into joi~ing the ~lub. '
Passed-out
Anway, after many happy, unhappy, nearly disastrous, succe~s~l and C?mpletely unsuccessful Monday and Thursday
ev~nm,gs leammg how-and how not-to use SCUBA equipm~t m the deepest n.d of t~e station pool, husband and wife
w~re passed out as tramed divers. Then, in August husband
wife, sons, and 20 other members, in::luding Dave' Binsteal
ma~e a rendezvous at the customs pier in Mersing, un·oaded
the1r cars and the stocked-to-the-roo_f 3-tonner on to two fishing
boats _and set out on a seven-~our tnp to Pulai Permangil, about
40 miles south-east of Mersmg. (Mersing is on the east coast
of Ma!aya, about 100 ~iles from Singapore). It was a bit
rough, and . seyer~l bodies were soon leaning over the side
of the two ms1gmficant boats tossing in that horrid sea.
Genuine e • outh Pacific ' Stuff
. Any reader who remembers the long-distance shots of Bali Hai
m the ~.' South Pacific,' will know the kind of scenery we
were en1oymg. To the north lay Pu:ai Tioman and to the
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south ~ula.i Tingi, whilst dead ahead Jay the p eak o;' Permangil,
?Ur ob1ect~ve, a~d beyond lay the twin peaks of Pulai Aur and
Its ~ n¥ s1_ster island of Pulai Dyang. All islands lush with
trop1ca, ram forest and white sandy beaches dott !d along their
sb~res .. As the s~n ~ose past .its zenith we reached our objective.
Af,er _c1rcumnav1gaun~ the island, we realised the rocky shore
and tmy beaches would not take our tents.
A brief barg3:ining n:iatch between us and the skippers of the
two boats, durmg which two of our party lost their balance
(pushed!) and had the first swim of our week's adventure resulted in an agreed pdce and we sailed on to Pulai Aur w'hich
we reached with two hours of daylight left.
'

Help!
It was during one such evening that cry for help came from
the well. It appears that Neil, my thr:e-year-old, was 'helping'
to haul water when he let go, and bucket and rope ended at the
bottom of the we:J.
I think it was Dave who came to the rescue with his spear
gun. After several attempts, which achieved nothing more than
making the bucket more like a sieve, he finally booked the
bucket and brought it up to the top. Every evening after that
the returning wives would, in chorus, strike up the song ' There's
a hole in my bucket ' as they passed the " singlys' " but, and the
ten?rs an~ baritones from the hut would, with laughter, answer
tberr chal.enge.

The daily routine

A Perfect Setting

Pulai Dyang, a sausage-shaped island, is s.parated from
Pula1 Aur by a 300-yard wide channe: which, in its cen:re, is
abo.ut r8oft. deep. I t was a perfect setting for a wond erful
hohda_y._ We ~omehow managed to transfer all the camping
~nd divrng equipment to the white, sandy beach without g! tting
1t wet--some of you may wonder how we transferred the 3 cwt.
compresser from ~oat. to shore-I am afraid I can't help there
tho;igh I know It did not float!
We soon realised we had found pure gold. Hidden just under
the. shade of the coconut trees lining the beach was a deserted
hut, and just behind that was a 3oft. deep freshwa·ter well
Ou~ party ;vas made up of four families and ten 'singlys.'
The_ . smg ~s all took to the shelter of the hut, whilst the
families quickly erected the various tents, ranging from our
r8_olb. men tent to onr. young couple's two-man bivvy. Everythmg was. then dropped and with heels flinging the sand
far and wide, all twenty-two plunged into the sea.
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Cows on a desert i81nnd-wha.tever next?
I hadn't been asleep long when a pi!rcing shriek from my
wife sent me almost through the roof of the tent. During
the past two years out here I had got used to the nasties
that crawl and creep in the undergrowth, but even I wasn't
prepared for the wet and rasp-like lick that I then received.
Cows on a desert island! Never! But sure enough, there was
'Daisy,' having just finished off our tin of b iscuits, looking
round the tent for something else to demolish. On several occasions after that we had similar troub:es with 'Daisy,' but our
tent, fortunately, never suffered the complete demolition our
next-door neighbours found one evening when they returned
. to their tent from a dive.
The days that followed were never dull. We had no cho:ce
about lying in bed in the morning. Our two boys saw to that
when they realised their Dad hated having sea water splashed
over him at 05.45 in the morning.

Domesticity in the evening
Domesticity a:ways returned to our camp at eventide, when
the females of the group collected round the well to wash their
golden locks in fresh water. No curlers were ever seen but
~owel-bedecked wives in file every evening made the r~turn
1ourney from we I to tent amid cries of 'derision?' from the
" sing:ys,'' oggling from their hut.
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Because of decompres ion, we divid ed the day into three
diving periods and split the party into two diving groups.
Group one would div in the morning and then again that
night, whi st group two would dive in the afternoon and then
take group one's place the following morning. We had arranged
for one of the fishing boats to stay with us for the week,
and during the day the divfog party would use her to dive
at various points round the coast of the two islands. The offduty divfog group would do as they wished-laze in the shade of
a coconut tree or snorkel up and down the coral reef admiring
the beauty of it al: whilst searching for shells.

Dnugers, too
We had all been warned of th, dangers of diving in the e
seas. Apart from the horrors of SCUBA diving itself-running
out of air; decompression sickness; becoming light-headed at
THE WIRE . DECEMBER-JANUARY
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THIS IS THE LIFE

Sun , sand, sea and simple things
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•·ond.-rful holiday
It all came to an end far too quickly. Glorious sun, good
food, good company, and beauty which will always remain indescribable but firmly imprinted in the minds of a] who took
part.
The total cost for our family of four was a hundred dollar divid~ by eight and it gives you pounds Sterling, roughly-sod
thst mcludes food and the hire of the boats- just think what
a week in the Bahamas might cost.
Anyone . who has never. experienced SCUBA diving and is
hortly bemg posted to Smgapore can do no better than join
one of the R.A.F. Sub Aqua Clubs at a cost of about three
dol.ars a month. The training is hard, but the enjoyment is
worth every gallon of water swallowed at the bottom of the
training pool.
My Foreman of Signals, Mick Thornbury, and his wife,
Pam, have now joined, and it is on the books that on our
next expedition another 18olb. tent will join the camp on
Pulai Dyang.
"R' hPn thP desPrt easts a rnagic spell

Joumey in the sun entls in leastingantl the swirling tlancing of Betlu women
BY

SERGEA. T

PETER TATLOCK

Secgeant Tatlock was formerly N.C.0.-in-Charge of the
!'lukalla De~chme.nt of 15th Regiment (see October/November
issue). In this article Sergeant Tatlock describes a journey to
Ley,uhn, some 170 miles away from the regions of terrorism
~d . unrest. He£e he meets the Bedu, a. simple, friendly,
digmfied people-and the desert adds its own particular enchantment.

Sergeant Tatlock writes:
You .will already have read something of our Mukalla Detachment 10 an earlier article in this magazine so there is no
n:OO to repeat where it is, or what we were doing there. You
will also hav~ .read something of its hinterland and history in
the same aruc.e. In the July I August issue, Corporal Rossall
gave an account of a line detachment's rare visit to the great
Wadi Hadhramaut to instal telephones.
Our target-an important rendezvous for desert
"tribes
We were, if anything, even luckier. From the Mukalla Detachment, three of _us were offer~d the chance of a trip upcountry to an oasts called LeYJuhn, on the high Joh! or
plateau, which separates the Wadi Hadhramaut from Mukalla
!ind the sea. Leyjuhn, about 170 miles from Muka·la, is an
u;nportant rendezvous for the nomad tribes of the Joh! at the
time of the date harvest. Hundreds of Bedu tribesmen and
their families come in f~o~ the wild rocky tableland to buy
the dates and other frwt JO exchange for their camels and
goats, and. generally to meet and cele5rate in the green fertility
of the oasis.
First soldiers there-and probably now, the last
Only twelve Europeans had ever visited Leyjuhn before so
when . Mr. John Shipman, the Assistant British Advise; at
M~~ la, offered three of us .the chance to accompany him on
a visit there, at. the haryest time, we accepted eagerly. Life at
Mukall.a held. httle yanety,. as you read in the earlier article
ab?ut 1t. Bes:d~, with the impending British withdrawal from
this . whole terntory, we would be not only the first British
sold1ers to go there, but probab:y the last.
. So it was 03t early on the morning of r3th July, we set out
m two heavily-laden I:and. Rove_rs; Join?- Shipman, Doctor
Abdul Rahman, the Pakistam Medical Adviser to the Resident
myself an~ Corporals Jim Reid (Telegraph Operator) and Bob
Young (Cipher Operator). We also carried an LMG with ten
full magazines, food, medica: supplies, and-most imponantfour cases of cold beer in polar packs.
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Our route first took us parallel to the coast, about 20 miles
to the small R.A.F. Airfield at Riyan; then we swung inland'
and after a further five miles began the ;ong climb up to th~
Johl. . The road, ~ough only a rough stony track, was comparatively good gomg by South Ara bian standards and we
ma excellei;it, if bumpy progress. We passed thro~h several
large Arab villages, where we excited much curiosity for as I
ha~e. al~eady ind icated, European travellers have a.~ays been
rarmes m these parts, and rarer still of late.
On the windswept spaces of the Joh!, Bedu men and women
would J?OP up, apparently from nowhere, at the approach of
?ur vehi~les, and ask for anything from matches and water to
JOformatJon about the grazing for their goats and sheep.

Dispensing pills and the ointments
They are . all great gossips and, of course, have litt:e need to
c01-1:nr the time; so they would have held us up for hours at
a rune had w~ allo"."'ed them. _Doctor Abdul was kept busy at
eyery halt, dispensing everythmg f~om aspirin. for imaginary
ailments t~ treatments for really serious complaints. Eye ointment . was ~ great dema_nd, and ~bdu ; .had apparently limitless
supplies of lt. The gratitude of his patients was very touching·
they obviously bel!eved, in many cases, that he had give~
them yea:s more hfe-and perhaps he had. Eventually, after
ea_ch session of talk and doctoring, we tore ourselves away,
wlth many handshakes and cries of " Ma'as Salama " (" go in
safety").
And so, in fits and starts, we reached the Madi Pass at about
rr.oo hours the same day.
Ali's Tea Shop
The M.adi Pa~s is really a series of passes; nerve-racking,
but magnifice~t JO scenery. The narrow track took us first for
about three miles along the edge of a yawning gorge· then we
W01:Jlld down to the wadi-bottom, where there wa~ a large
sp~m~ of clear ~ter. Soon, however, we were climbing again,
this time to dnve for a few more miles along the edge of a
~heer <:Jiff, 2,000 feet high. Then down again in a series of dizzymg ~1sts and turns to the bottom of the wadi where we were
surprised to find "Ali's Tea Shop" and a s~all village. We
got o~t to stretch. o.ur legs and relax, after gripping our seats
on . a[ those terrifymg. bends. We drank pints of Ali's tea,
while Doctor Abdul, tireless as ever, held another impromptu
surgery.
There followed a . last grinding climb up the cliffs, and a
passage thro~gh a line of hog's-back hills, before we finally
emerged agau;i on to the vast plain of rock and sand that is
th~ Johl. This . we celebrated by stopping for a lunch of cold
chJcken, sandw1ch~s and the precious beer, which we could
O?t. have drunk JO the presence of strict MoslellJS without
givmg grave offence, for alcohol is forbidden to them.
Dizzy drivers
It was a\xmr 17.00. hours ':"hen at last we reached Leyjuhnnot bad gomg at all, m the circumstances, and an indication that
bet:veen halts '.li;td mountain passes we had driven pretty fast.
Ir lS not surpnsmg that Land Rovers have a short life in these
parts, and we ourselv.:s were stiff and sore. One should add
ho.wever, that the normal British Army driver has almost every~
~g to re-learn from !he . local Arab one; the latter, for all
his. '.lµparent unconcern 1s, 10 fact, much more skilful than his
Bn~sh count.erpart .in l;>oth avoiding damage to rhe vehicle and
gettmg ro his destmatlon on time. If his British passengers'
nerves ar~ un'!qual to the strain, this, the Arab reckons, is the
1p assenger s fault and not the drivers l
Anywa_y, here we were at last. Abdul was immediately immersed m ~n even 1ar~er treatment-session than before, so,
~ter unloadmg and ~ortii;ig-out our kit, we went for a walk to
mspect our surroundin?s m th<; village, during which we bought
a goat ~or the followmg days lunch, before returning for a
sound mght's sleep.
Dedo tribesmen-fine bearing und slmt•le
dignity
. .AJ:eady we ~ad ~n struck by the fine bearing and simple
d1gn1ty and friendship of these Bedu tribesmen so different
from the surly, ~uspicions of the Mukalla townsf~lk. Here, we
w~re accepted ~ediately and honourably as equals-not,
~d you, as superiors-and greeted with the true courtesy that
is the due of all travellers in Arabia.
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Gl'tting 1•roctil'!ed in ri"ht-hand eating
Next morning we found that a whole series of entertainments. had been arranged for us by the elders of different visitmg tnbes. We were taken to visit the date plantations where
we 'stuffed ourselves' with the ripe fruit. We went shopping
in the suq (market) for mats and other mem:ntoes. We drove
out to the Hadhrami Bedouin Legion (HBL) fort, to be welcomed by Waqil Qaid (Major) Mohammed, the Company Commander, whom we already knew well from Mukalla. There we
drank tea at great length, squatting on his floor and learnt
rhat a fadhl, or feast, was being prepared for us i~ the village
for that night, including dancJOg by the Bedu women.
We returned to the Government rest-house, where we were
staying, for our midday meal of goat and rice, eaten, as usual
!n ·th~ ri~ht hand only .. We were by ?~"':' getting fairly practised
m this difficult art, having been first miuated into it at Mukal:a.

Glancing into past centuries
To regain our appetites before the evening festivities, as much
as from other motives, we walked about three miles later in the
afternoon, to visit the ruins of a fort, built some 2,000
years ago by the ancient inhabitants of the area. They had
been a powerful people who built a fine civilisation from the
revenues of the rich caravans that brought incense from the
coast on their way northwards to the Mediterranean. That
was before improved ships made the land journey unprofitable.
In their heyday these people built great irrigation systems, of
which we now saw the rema ins. But when the incense trade
left them, their riches dried up, and so did the land. The
ruins are still impressive, especially when one remembers that
they had no modern tools or machinery to build with.

The feasting begin"
And so to the evening 'fadhl.' It began, of course, with
the usual dishes piled high with rice and lumps of meat,
which we enjoyed very much. As guests, we had the first pick
of it all, while it was hot; men of low rank, followed by the
women and children, who eat apart, only get the cold and congealed ' seconds,' which can't be so good. The meal was enlivened by a wizened old man who spent a long time pestering
Abdul for a medicine to restore his virility; " I have plenty of
interest in women,'' he insisted, "but no longer the ability."
H e had persistence, at least in argument!

Dancing, and the Corps responds gallantly
Then came the dancing, in the headlight-beams of our
two Land Rovers . The Arab women, dressed in voluminous
black robes, but with many silver ornaments, danced marvellously. These Bedu women go unveiled, unlike those in the
towns, and have much more freedom. On such occasions they
fl irt quite shamelessly. Royal Signals responded gallantly; one
gentleman, asked by an old Arab cron~ if he would like to
marry a Bedu girl, replied, with spirit, "NO! TWO!" and
a certain Sergeant was persuaded to join in the dancing, to
everyone's delight including his own.
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Sad ness and "·h ·ld memoriPs of 011P peo1,1.It was with real sadness that we left next morning to drive
down. the. long. rough road back to the steamy heat and the
scowlmg .mhabitants. of Mukalla. For a long time the three
of u:~ ':"Ill carry VIVld memories of the proud and honest
hospitality of those fine people, and of the spell of their fierce
land .
How sad it is that we will probably never be able to return,
for it looks as if the Eastern Aden Protectorate may soon return
to the bloody chaos in which the British found it.

A MOTORING HOLIDAY TO TEUEilAN
BY SERGEANT

c

A. E. PYLEE, TRIALS SQUADRON
'
SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

.It all rea!ly started in 1952. with an .idea for a motor cycle
trip . to lndJ.!l and ~ack. Serv1ce comrmtments and a growing
fam~y soon I?Ut pa:~ to that idea bur germinated one for a
faffi!ly motoring holiday to Pakistan and India.
Preparations then began in real earnest, visas and ferry
passages, etc., had to be arranged and a few other details had to
be reviewro. We found that our two eldest sons, Phil and
Rodney, could not accompany us because of their service commitments with the Royal Air Force and Royal Signals, so for
the purpose of the )vurney our family consisted of my wife
Celine, the twins Raymond and Geoffrey, our two daughters
Barl?ara and Patricia and myself. We traded in a Taunus 17M
Stauon Wagon for a Ford Transit 12-seater bus this enab:od
us to travel in reasonable comfort and also take en~ugh clothing
both summer and winter, plus food enough to last a troop fo;
at least a week, not to mention extra petrol, water and camping
equipment, including a Calor gas stove.
On r4th August we left 29, Old Farm Road, Poo:e, to catch
the Townsend midnight ferry from Dover to Zeebrugge.

A battle with n tent
We were the first to disembark at about 04.30 hours on the
r5th August, 1967, and reached Aachen in time for breakfast
where w.e startled the cafe staff when we produced two huge
flasks wirh the request that they be filled with coffee. The
usual pleasant journey through Germany and Austria followed
including the first amusing attempt (for the camping site onlookers at least) in erecting our brand new tent. Our o:d tent
had ripped the day we were leaving and one of my older sons
had marked the new tent frames in a code only he could understand. After about half an hour's fiddling about a glance at
the pamphlet supplied a[ the answers and the twins and I had
the tent up in next to no time.
Cheap and exellent accon1111odatio11 i11 Jugoslavia
We rolled into Jugoslavia with the minimum of fuss at the
border and one of the first spectacles we saw was a tractor
towing a trailer loaded with chicken coops through which
chickens were flying out in all directions much to the amusement of a[ and a profit to a lucky few who no doubt had
' pinched ' chicken for dinner that day. A pleasant day was
·spent in Belgrade where the accommodation provided by the
brand new Tourist i ational Hotel was both excellent and
reasonably cheap.
As one leaves Yugoslavia and ent rs Greece the picturesque
sight of a Greek sentry dressed in national costume greets you.
The formalities at the Greek border were conc.uded both
courteously and swiftly. We travelled through Greece on a
Sunday where it seems a local Sunday evening custom for
everyone in the village to promenade on the village main street
oblivious to a] traffic and no amount of honking will hurry
them out of your way.
Unbelievable traffic scenes
We arrjved at the camping site in the Turkish border town of
Edirne at about 21.30 hours on the 21st August and much to
the delight of the children were promptly adopted hy the ca.mp
dogs for the two days we stayed there. We were unfortunate
enough to arrive in Istanbul during the the rush hour both on
the way out and on -the return journey; the drive through that
city defies description. Just before we turned on to the Ataturlt
Bridge we witnessed the unbelieveable sight of a traffic police-497

man shouting to a driver and raismg his eyes and arms to
Heaven. White lines en the road whether broken, unbroken or
double, se-..med to exist only to find work for the road maintenance crews. Taxi drivers performed gymnastics that had to
be seen ro be believed. Turkish drivers on the open road however, were in the main both courteous and considerate. Driving
from Sham un to Trabazon a.ong th~ Black ca coastal road
was v ry pleasant except for the last fifty miles where road
works caus:d a diversion over very bad winding mountain roads.
The road from Trabazon to the Turkish border was also through
the mountains but was rea onably good for most of the way.
Passage through the Turkish and Iranian borders was a slow
business, mainly, I think because only one customs officer
inspected every vehicle coming in or going out of the country
and it app.ared that only one officer was allowed tO sign a]
passports on the Iranian side.

Adopte d b y t .' o foroc ious dogs
After the tiresome formalities at the Turkish/Iran border we
spent the night at a pleasant motel in Maku, about twenty kilometres within the Iranian border wher we were again adopted
by ~he dogs during our stay; they were a pair of ferociousl~king monsters who were as soft as teddy bears with the
children. The next I)O miles to T abriz were on beautiful new
roads which abruptly turned into wide dusty tracks soon after
T a.briz. These tracks at times bordered the new highway being
bu1 t, at the completed but unopened s~tions of which I cast
many an envious glance. These tracks qu ite often ended in a
fork and a guessing game began. H owever, since we reached
T eheran in approximately the normal time taken, we could not
have been lost, or not for Jong. Coming round a bend on one
of these mountain roads I bad to pull u p sharply as a flock of
sheep_bad decided to go into a huddle in the centre of the road.
Honkmg only produced a brief balefu: look from one of them
who then bowed again. A grinning shepherd, standing on a
rock halfway up the slope, infected us with bis mirth and the
only thing left to do was to climb out and shoo the sheep awav
before pressing on.
·
A final marathon drive
Camping sites not being available and the countryside being
rat her desolate we decided to drive on to Zenjan, which we
reached at about 22.30 hours. After a meal and a quick look
at the route, I d ecided to drive on to T eheran 242 mies away.
We eventually reached M ehrabad Airport in Teheran at 04-45
hours the next morning having covered the last 556 miles in 19
hours over some of the roughest roads I have come across and
incl~ding ~tops for ~eals. M y brother-in-law, a chief flight
engm~r w:~ Iran Air, had asked me to GQntact his department
on arnval m T eheran. One of ' his friends who was on duty
promptly marched us acn:~ss to the airport restaurant, in spite
of our protests, where we six d ust-covered 1;cruffs sheepishly took
ou r placc;s surrounded by we[-<lressed passengers. W e had
hard y fimshed our coffee when my brother-in-law and his wife
joined us and whisked us off to his home. A hot bath and all
thought1; of sleep disappeared as we tried to crowd the events
of t!ie last seventeen rars since we had met into a short space
of ume; vodka for breakfast certainly helped us along.
A wonderful month in T e h e ran
, Unfortunately ~y d augh ter Barbara deve:oped an attack of
fl u and by the ume she recovered many sections of our route
thro~gh Pakist~n and India were flooded, consequently I had
to )'.1eld to fam~y. pressure and abandon the idea of going on to
Ind1a The de~s1on to spend a month in Teheran being m ade,
a wonderful t;me was had by all and we were made very
wel~ome by all wh_om we met, and this included a good crosssection of the wor.d from Filipinos and Au stralians to British
and Americans.
Glad to be bac k
We arrived back in England on the r8th October and home
abo~~ 11.~o hours on that day, and were we glad to see the old
fam1.har sights and faces again. We had covered 8,r43 miles on
th~ 1ourney and used 378 gallons of petrol.
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computers
To become a successful IBM Data Processing
Customer Engineer, you need more than engineering qualifications. You need to be able to talk confidently and well to any level of customer management,
and to have a pleasing personality in your work. As
a D PC E, you work in direct contact with your
customers, on some of the world's most advanced
data processing equipment.
You must have a sound electronic and electromechanical background, such as ONC/HNC Electronic or Electrical, or Radar/Radio/Instrument
Fitters course in the armed services.
You will get thorough training on data processing
equipment throughout your career. Starting salaries
depend on experience and aptitude, but will not be
less than £1, 100 a year. Salary increases are on
merit-within 3 years you cou ld be earning £1,750.
Drive and in itiative are always well rewarded at
IBM; promotions are made on merit and from within
the company.
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It would be a trite comment that since July much water
has flowed under many bridites in the Gulf, but this is a
f:a!l;e metaphor, since there are no bridges I Instead, we prefer to say that much cable has been laid and many telephones
have been insta:Jed.
Redeployment from Aden has brought its problems. By far
the biggest is the associated build-up in traffic and demand
for communications. Suffice to say that the newest branch
of the ' Old Team' (Messrs. Scott, Atkinson, Copeland and
Ireland) are somehow coping with a situation akin to the
'Crowded Hour' which used to delight DS and students in
the O.T.W. in Marne Lines.
To be ' with it' in the Gulf, one must know the rules and
join wholeheartedly in the game ' Musical Offices.' Not a new
innovation-the Corps has been participating for years-this
year it has been to tunes from GL.bert and Sullivan.
In domestic matters, we are preparing for the visit of the
Colonel Commandant, which coincides wjth the arrival of
Lie~tenant-Colonel J. A. J. Massey, C.R. Signals, Gulf,
designate.
Lieutenant-Colonel M. D. Scott departs early in November
for a change of scene, to Harrogate and relative stability,
although in this day and age it is conceivable that redeploy~ent <?Ould take place. His staff have considered presenting
hlDl with a year's supply of Omo, purely for the free gifts of
plastic flowers, which he admires so much.
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We regret that news from our part of the world has been
a bit sparse in the past, but we hope to re<;tify <this in the
future.
N ow that we have 'officia:Jy' entered the 'warm weather'
months of the year (temperature varying between 108° and
124 •, with a humidity of about 85 per cent), life is beginning
to improve and the tempo to quicken.
We have been engaged in a fairly large number of projects,
due to the expansion of forces in the Gulf, and still have a
fair amount of work on our plate before completion.
The Squadron football team has been doing well, but regret
that at the moment the other sports seem (O have lapsed
temporarily-possibly due to the weather.
Field Troop are having their usual cushy jobs, but in the
near future will have several exercises.
Included is a report from Field T roop on their la test exercise.

YAS

ISLAND ,

1 967

In September, Field Troop paid a visit to their favourite
desert island , Yas. Yas is a deso!ate, volcanic island, consisting of a central jebal about 400£t. h igh, surrounded by salt
and sand fi ats. The Services use it as a live fir ing range, and
Field Troop usually provides rear link communications for the
Artillery and 'Forward Air Contro12er' courses, which are
normally held twice a year.
A detachment of four, led by Corporal Joe Boyce, spent two
cushy weeks enjoying the sun ( r26° of it), sand, camp
spiders, fiys, sea urchins, sharks compo and Hunter cannon
attacks. Photos of the cam p n ext month- we hope.
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If you are between 21 and 31, and would like this
chance to become part of a rapidly expanding and
exciting computer industry, write to IBM.
Send details of training, experience and age to
Mr. D. Dennis, IBM United Kingdom Limited 389
Chi swick High Road, London, W.4, quoting r~ference DP/W/100.

Sharjah is still the scene of much frenzied activity, the Airfield Troop b eing fully occupied in carrying out project installations, as well as the normal maintenance/fault commitments. The hundreds of little men with picks and shovels
who cover the camp installing sewef'S and power cables, do
much to ensure the faul t party is fully occupied ! The large
earth-moving equipment has also had its fair shar e of watching the fault party turn out to repair yet another cable fault.
The S.H .Q. Troop is well wrapped .up in unpacking and
sorting out the mass of stores and equipment which is arriving
from Aden.
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Rail and larwell
Among the new arrivals to the Squadron are :
R.Q.M.S. Wood, Staff Sergeant ('{. of S.) Gallacher,
Sergeants Barnes Devereux and King, Corporals Robertson and
Taylor, Lance-Corporals Bowkett and Stevenson, Signalmen
Blakeborough, Gregory and Mumford.
We wish ·rhem a pleasant stay in the Squadron and hope
·they will settle in quickly to the routine of things.
Departures this month are: Lieutenant Carnell, Sergeant
Brerton (R.A.P.C.), Corporal Whelan, Lance-Corporal Daley,
Signalmen Bailey and Payne.
We wish 't hem bon voyage and all the best in their new
units. At this point in the notes the Squadron would like to
thank Royal Signals Records for their assistance in giving
many personnel the P\)sring of their choice after leaving Sharjah and a one-year unaccompanied tour.
Social events
A games evening was recently held between the ' Barons '
(consisting of Corpora:s and above) against the ' Serfs' (LanceCorporals and below). The 'Horrible Hairies' Trophy, which
is presented to the losing team was again collected by the
'Serfs ' (captain, Lance~Corporal Daley). This was in spite
of him being told not to bring the trophy along, as he would
only have to take it back again!
We are intending to hold a farewell party for some of our
departing members on the 21st September.
Sport
In spite of the beat, the Squadron is able to furnish both
a football and cricket team. We have entered the football
league against other units in Sharjah. This is due to commence shortly. There are facilities for swimming, basketball,
tennis an d shortly a squash court will be available.
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• A case of ' don't kick the ref?'
• Visit of the Brigade Commander.
The summer months have seen a succession of exercises,
which really can hold little interest for others. However, one
soldier's account of E xercise· ' Overdale,' in Germany, may be
of interest. The sold ier was Lance-Corporal Collins. He must
have been lucky, for all other rebroadcast sites were 'attacked•
by 16 Parachute Brigade. The 'attack' developed into a glass
of beer when it w as discovered we were umpires.
Before Exercise ' Overdale,' we managed to squeeze in a small
ceremony to invite the Bri~ade Commander to present Long
Service and Good Conduct Medals to W.0.I (R.S.M.) Collins
and W.O.I Davies (B.O.W.0 .) Prior to this, the Brigadier inspected the passing-off parade for the M.P.T . Course and presented the O.C.'s Trophy for the best student to Lance-Corporal
McMahon.

• The Laeky • N.C.0.'8 View of ExereiJJe • OverHle ~
By Lance-Corporal Collins
After 2t days of road and sea travel, we finally reached
Umpire H .Q., on the top of a bill in the Eiffel, Germany.
Everyone was looking forward to a couple of days' rest, but
our hopes were soon dashed by Lieutenant Jonas, who informed us that we would be taken out to our RRB sites the
following day and ·r em&in there for the duration of the exercise.
The next morning, after collecting rations and POL, we were
divided into detachments and set off for our locations. Our
detachment was reinforced by 640 Signal Troop and Gunner
Young from 40 Lt. Regiment, R.A.
Very bleak and dismal scene
We arrjved at our location to find a very bleak and dismal
scene, but a quick look around and we found a small cowshed tucked in the comer of a field. We set up shop close
to the shed and started to test out the RRB frequencies. When
the RRB was working O.K ., we set to work on the shed,
and with the help of three bivouacs, made quite a comfortable
living quarter. The next morning Gunner Young and myself
visited the neat1by vi!iage of Lommer"Sdorf. This visit proved
quite fruitful and two bars of compo chocolate changed into

ten eggs and a flask ot milk. We left the village quite pleased
with ourselves and an invitation from the local inn keeper to
return and replenish our water supply when ever we wanted.
I have never known three men drink so much water so fast.

The eews eome home
When things were goin~ fine, the inevitable always happened.
This was in the form of the farmer, who wanted to put his two
cows in our shed. A quick message over the radio and Lieutenant
Jonas was oon with us to take us to a new location. We set
up our station once more, and in pl2ce of a cow shed, we had
two trailers turned on their sides and bivies stretched across
them to make a shelter. Lieutenant Jonas left us with a promise
to try to get us a r6olb. tent; L'1is he did, and things improved
roo per cent.
Thanks to Gunner Young's ability to pick up the basic procedure, we were able to work a three-shift system. This gave
us all plenty of time off and gave each of us a chance to visit
the vil:age for a beer. We accepted an invitation from the inn
keeper to attend the ~rillage dance on the Sunday. Although we
could only spend a couple of hours each at the dance, we had
a very good evening.
Throughout the exercise, the only fault we encountered was
a u/ s coaxial cable. This was right up until the order to return
to base. We received the message, but after ten days, our set
decided it bad done enough and went dead on us, a quick
change of frequency on the secondary set and the message
was ' Rogered ' and we were on our way back.
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An abundance of Summer Camps.
Thoughts turn to Barnard Castle.

Enough of Exercises
To say that nothing has happened since our last notes would
be a masterpiece of understatement-Spring Sales, Soltau,
Summer Sales, Fug Fury, Zobel, Hermeliil-to name just a few
of the odd exercises which we have been involved in during the
last few months.
No more will be said of exercises as we, certainly, have heard
enough about them.
· Somehow this year we have managed to fit in troop summer
camps. ·" J " Troop· g.:Jng to the Baltic for ro days where they
had a very enjoyable time. I am to'.d there is ·DO truth in the
rumour that Second-Lieutenant Munnery ·bought shares in a
Hamburg night club -even though ·that:,city has seen a lot of
him since his Baltic expedition...
The L.A.D. also nl(lVed to the Baltic for camp on something
called Toolbox and have all become judo fanatics since they
discovered· the instructors were fema:e in the l<iel Judo Club.
•A" Troop, no less adventurous, went to the Moselle Valle'y and
what happened there they are keeping a closely guarded · secret.
Postings in and ~tings out have been too numerous to
list here. May we just say good luck to those who have left and
welcome to those who have arrived.

We are the fortunate ones
AU -our thoughts att now directed towards U.K., as is well
known we were the 'fortunate ' ones to be withdrawn from
B.A.O.R. to Barnard Castle. We are in fuct looking forward to
moving home and even the thought of possibly being snowbound for six months of the year does not dampen our spirits.
German ronrses have ceased and language courses are aoout to
start in Durhamese.
·
Two sad losses
The past two weeks have been marred by the deaths of
O:>lour Sergeant Robinwn and O:>rporal Wearing and we extend
our deepest sympathies to all their relatives. They will be sadly
missed within the Squadron.

STOP PRESS: From the Wives' Club.
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Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for :
Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount -Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holtdays,
Hunter. Transit, Television, etc.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. l TD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.

THE NEW

1967 VAUXHALL. VIVA
free of Purchase

Tax !

•

A look at
proble m "'

long-ran ge

RF

(No tes by Corporal 'Geordie' Close)

Exercise • Lon g Hop '
This exercise was arranged during a
Ju] in the main exercise season to enable
' AJpha ' Troop to look at long-range HF
problems and to get away from barracks
durin g the holid ay season.
F ive sta tions were spread out over
Germany, with control station back in
l serlohn. After a hard, ' under-thecounter ' battle, it wa1> 'arranged ' that
my station would set up in the Mosel
Val:ey
• • • an excelle11t location, no
possible doubt whatever!
Sergeant ' Arms ' Lockley, who was to
accompany us, agreed with me that an
excellent location would be close to the
town of Bullay, of wine producing fame.
We arrived in location just in time for
tea, beautifully prepared by our onionloving Sergeant Lockley and his apprentice cook Signalman (' you wash-up ')
Donelly, and after the u sual complaints
from Signalman 'Taffy' Williams, who
hates onions, we finally settled in .

M.P.T. Ill COURSE 1-16 SEPTEMBER
Back row , left to right : Signalmen McDermott, Rodger, Byrne, Trayhorn, Taylor, Hardy, Rowe
Middle row: Signalmen Empsall, Reynolds, Wooff, Hall, Mcintyre, Pratt
Front row : Signalman Law, Lance-Corporal Wilson, R.S.M. A. C. Lloyd, Major J. R. Burrows,
Sergeant Darbyshire, Lance-Corporal Dooher, Signalman Eatwell

Learning a lot about the problems involved
Communications were established the next day, after trying
various aeria: arrays from Signalman Dave Keller's memos, and
we worked throughout the exercise and learned a lot about th e
problems involved.
We also had plenty of time for relaxation, which we spent
playing volley ball (over the dipo:e), fishing and swimming
(until the blonde went home!).
On the Saturday we visited the wine festival in Berncastle,
where a good time was had by all, particular~y our bottle-opener,
Signalman ' Taffy ' Williams.
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The brand new Vauxhall Viva•• from £-470 Vauxhall Victor from £570.
Six-cy linder models from £809.

Export home delivery-preferential financial treatment
If you are being posted abroad or returning to England
for re-posting overseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax.

free of P.T. to all eligible serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facilities arranged.
WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

~·

J.

Baker & Co. Ltd.

BIRCHETT ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telephone Aldersh.o t 24242

Thirty-three members had dinner in the local Chinese
restaurant, thoroughly enjoyed by all. On leaving, heads were
counted--only 32 I

Also at: Darking, Guildford, Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines
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A dinner night In the flelcl
After a relaxed month of August, with no exercise commitments, the Squadron started the autumn exercise period in
September with a roar. A very successful exercise, 'Koala
B::2r,' introduced us to Bruin in the early part of the month.
The last night of this exercise saw the officers of the Squadron
sitting down to a dinner night in the field, organised by the
Mess Staff, Signalman Chas. McO:>y Lance-Corporal Jimmy
Reed and Lance-Corporal Billy King (A.C.C ). It is not known
whether this dinner was to celebrate a successful exercise or
to conform with a dinner night that was being held in barracks
in the Brigade Officer's Mess.
' Alpha ' Troop, later in the month, provided communications
for the G arrison Hunter Trial. This proved to be an interesting
exercise, as radios were allocated to each jump and operators
had lots of practice in passing short sharp messages on a very
large net. At the control station was the Second-in-O:>mmand,
Captain Paul Webb, with the public address microphone at the
ready, giving a running commentary.
••Come ha, Number Three '
The first week in October saw the Squadron deployed on
Exercise ' Glen Corse,' a two-sided Brigade exercise, in which
our opponents were 31 Panzer Grenadier Battalion of the
German Army. The highlight of this exercise was, for the
second year running (please note 20th Armoured Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron), the ' swimming ' of some of our
Armoured Fighting Vehicles 432 across the River Weser- The
THE WIRE. DECEMBER-JANUARY 1967/68

.&. UFO?

Other evenings were spent around the camp fire star-gazing,
encouraged by our starry-eyed friend Signalman ' Twinkle '
Rylance, who swears that he saw a spacecraft land on the nearby
hillside. We put it down to too many onions!
We were so busy during our last day that even the cook
took a spell on the set, but we finally managed to pack up ready
to return to Iserlohn, which we eventually reached, despite ' a
friend ' who took us around G'.:rmany instead of across it.
We eagerly look forward to next year's version of this exercise, but in the meantime we must look out for a cook who does
not like onions !

Officer Commanding, Major Alan Yeoman, crossed in one of
them, and after it bad turned about twice in midstream, a
voice from the distant bank was heard ro shout "come in numb::r rhree, your. time is up."

Working through tltree rebro's
At rest in barracks for a few days and we were out again,
this time to set up Spectator O:>nttol Headquarters for Exercise
,. Merry Mood.' For this we took over completely a gasthof and
several fields and set about the problem of making all visitors
as comfortable as possible. For those visitors who wanted to
go out and see the ' battle,' we provided radio vehicles so
that any last-minute changes in the situation could be passed
to them. To cover the vast area in which the exercise took
place we used three re-broadcast stations. Radio vehicles moving
across the exercise area changed to the appropriate frequency
when operating within the range of one of these. The system
worked very well indeed, but it took a little time to get used
to the five or six second relay changing delay when working
through the complete chain. The Squadron was visited during
the exercise by C.C. Royal Signals, Brigadier C E. Page, M.B.E.
After being briefed on the 'battle' by the Brigade Staff, he
toured spectator control headquaners. Thi included a visit
to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess where he met the
R .S.M., W.O.I Sam Peberdv the Foreman, W.0.I Bob
Thornborough, and R Q.M.S., W.0.II Bruce Howie. This was
followed by lunch with the Squadron Officers and then a visit
to rhe exercise area escorted by Lieutenant Ian Turner, the
Assistant Regimen tal Signal Officer of rst Bn. The Royal
Scots.
SOI
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All round sporting successes-major feature.
Squadron help make Military Tattoo the • best ever.'

\Jt.r an ab enc of some two years from THE ';X,'1RE, we
thought it about rim~ other \! IRE readers knew what 229 were
doing, tucked away in BerJn.
Be ide having the normal crisis that ev~y other uni~ has
CI , Admins., etc., 229 has featured high on the list of
port uc e s . Below i a short account of some of them.
, winanling
Afc!f a uccessful 1966 season, when the Squadron won the
Brigade Minor Units wimming Championships, 229 were set
a formidable standard to live up to in 1967.
In Tune of this v~ar, the Squadron were foiled in their
attempts to regain ihe Brigade Minor Units Championships,
by a very trong •A ' Squadron, r R.T.R.. Undaunted. by
this set-l:>ack, the 1st Di vi ion Championships were . assailed
and, against eight major units, the Squadron excelled itself by
raking third position.

" 'ater Polo
It wa decided, for the first time, to have a Brigade Water
Polo League, and Knock-out Competition. We were y_ery fortunate in having C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel A. Ho.1field to
coach and organise the inexperienced side. By t·he close of the
season, third place in the league, and runners-up in the knockout competition justified the team's efforts.
S o ccer , 1966 / 67
The soccer season started well for us, and by the close of
the season, w. were placed third in the league. Training started
early this season, under the guidance of Lieutenant · R. W.
Simmonds B.E.M., and, to date, we have won two and lost one
match.
Athletics
There were held this year in the Ber:in Olympic Stadium.
The Squadron did extremely well, being narrowly beaten by
a strong 'A' Squadron, l R.T.R.

Hugger
With the arrival of Captain John Barrett, our new Secondin-Conunand there bas been a revival of rugger within the
Squadron. We tarted the season wit1; serious l!aining and won
our first game against lSt Bn. Queens Own Highlanders, beating them 12 points to 10 points.
quntlroJI
September has been a busy month for the Squadron, every
day and most evenings from the roth until the 23rd, membe~s
have b.en seen taking up their positions around the Olympic
Stadium here in Berlin, in preparation for the 1967 British
Military Tattoo. Their efforts were not wasted and the 22nd
and 23rd saw the Tattoo described as "The best ever" in the
German Press-running smoothly thanks largely to the many
and varied communications provided by the Squadron. The
Squadron also assisted the APTC by prov~ding Corporal Butl~
who joined their team to give a very creditable performance m
the PT Display.
Optimism!
If you are a man who can run a four-minute mile, paddle in a
canoe swim well, play soccer, rugby and hockey, and ride a
moto; cycle reasonably well, then we would like to see you. Oh!
just one small point, preference would be made to persons able
to operate . . . !

235 SQUAJUlON (DCN), B.F.P.O. GI
•
•

Visit of the Quarter Master General.
Sappers and Corps battle it out in water sports competition.

235 Squadron said farewe] to Capra.i n M. Adams and Captain
J. M. Hill, W.R.A.C., during August. 1Captain Mike Adams bas
taken up the appointment of Staff Officer Air Formation at Air
Headquarters, Malta, ?.nd Captain Janet Hill has gone to the
W .R.A.C. Training College at Camberley. Captain L. A. Woods
has arrived to take up the appointment of Second-in-Command
and Chief System Engineer and Captain E. K. Anton, W .R.A.C.,
has arrived to take over as Administration Officer and 0.C.
W.R.A.C. S.S.M. (W.0.II) Mcintosh has now left to take over
as R.Q.M.S. (Tech) at 8th Regiment and we welcome his relief,
S S.M. W.0.II Hunter.

lst Divfsion Athletic
In this meeting we did well to finish third in a field of seven
major units. Corporal Lunn set a new 1st D ivision Minor
Units record for the 1,500 metres (4Jllin. 20.8sec.).
T h e ~forris on C np
The Squadron did well once again, and managed to finish
s'!cond in this event; the mainstays of the team being Corporals
But:er, Lunn, Harrison, and Signalmen Wood and Greenwell.
~fotor

Cycling

Splendid efforts by tile wives
The bazaar, held for the Malta Memorial District Nurses'
Association by the join! wives' clubs of 234 and 235 Squadrons
was a great success, over £300 being raised for the fund. Each
Troop be:ped by providing a sideshow, and for several days it
was difficult to get into the DC Workshops of M Troop because
of all the hurried construction going on of mechanical monkeys
climbing artificial trec:s, etc.

V .I.P.s com..

to

see us

Amongst the numerous visitors to the Squadron has been the
Quarter Master Generc:.l, General Sir Alan JoJy, K.C.B., C.B.E.,
D.S.o., on 5th Octob.::r when, together with Major Galbraith,
Captain Spence and S.S M. Hunter, he inspected the Junior
Ranks' Club. Colonel T. J. Winn, C.S.O., D C.N. (Army
Element), visited the Squadron on 1st August and toured the
outstations.
Reports that the T.0.T., Captain L. Lees, is using the Mtarfa
Clock Tower in order to receive Italian television are unfounded. These additions to the Imtarfa skyline are re~y part
of the VHF Radio Relay System which we hope will soon be
connecting our transmitter and receiving stations with the Tape
Relay Centre.
The Squadron is busy with upgrading and conversion courses,
most people being involved either as an instructor or a student
in one course or another. The new trade structure once established should ease manning problems by increasing flexibility.
With Christmas ahead, preparations have already started for
chi:dren's parties and various draws. The Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess is hoping to sell a record number of draw tickets
this year. Certainly some people are taking no chances and are
insuring against disappointment by bulk buying.
To all Royal Signallers everywhere we wish a Very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
S~UADRON,
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Squadron plays vital role in keeping the peace.

•

Assuming responsibility for Police H.Q .?

Tile l o ng hot summer • • •

Canoe ing

502

events

The Royal Engineers/Royal Signals Day was celebrated on
19th September by a Water Sports Competition. The swimming
events were dominated by 235 Squadron with Corporal Moorcroft, Lance-Corporal Hirst and Lance-Corporal Fowler scoring
many valuable ,p oints, ably assisted by Corporals Barrowman,
Wallace and Kernohan. We were not so successful in the sai.ing.
Major Galbraith and Captain Anton ran aground and, although
in the communications race we beat the Sappers at raft building,
we had an accident with our Slidex message. The final result
was Royal Engineers 53 points, Royal Signals 52 points, a narrow
victory for the Sappers.

246 GURKHA

Once again the Squadron entered a team for the Berlin
Brigade Motor Cycle Trials. Bad luck plagued the team, however. Sergeanr Salt was disqualified for being one minute over
the bogey time for the map-reading course, and Lance-Corporal
Stretton joined forces with a prominent pile of rock, thereby
ending hi> chances of continuing. However, Signalman Bailey
took first prize and Signa:man Graham narrowly missed
winning the novice class after some magnificent riding, his
handlebais being held in position by some cord for the latter
pare of the event. This led to a deducation of five points in
the final scrutiny. At present, the new team for the B.A.0.R.
Motor Cycling Championships, under Second-Lieutenant
Montgomery-Swan, to be held in November, are busy practising
for the event.

This is a relatively new feature on the Squadron's sporting
agenda, introduced las• year by some keen canoeists within the
quadron. It has gone from strength to strength, and at the
pre:.ent time of writing we have in the region of 60 trained
canoeists, three canoe instructors and one canoe testing officer.

Squadron dominates swlmmln

235 SIGN AL SQUADRON (DCN)
Major General Sir Allan Jolly K.C. 8., C.8.E., D.S. O . arriving at 235 Signal
Squad ron on the occasion of his visit to the Squadron on the 5th of O ctob er.
U,ft to Right: Captain (Q.M.) D. Spence, Major C. S. Galbraith, O .C. 235 Signal
Squadron, G. O .C. Mafor General A. R. Leakey, C.8 ., D.S. O ., M.C., Majo r General
Sir Allan Jolly K.C.8 ., C.8.E., D.S.O.
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It bas been a long, bot summer in Hong Kong. The riots in
• May were confined to Kowloon and Hong Kong Island but
nevertheless .the Squadron was placed on stand-by. As May
passed into June our degree of readiness fluctuated between
half an hour and four hours depending upon the guesses of the
Staff. While this was happening we moved camp into ne:w
barracks on the north side of Sek Kong and we were sull
sorting ourse:ves out when, on 8th July, the police post at Sha
Tau K ok was attacked from across the border. Headquarters
48 G urkha Infantry Brigade and the ta~tical ~lements of the
Squadron immediately moved to the Frontier police headquarters
at Fanling. While the Brigade ~ommander tried to ge~ autho~iry
to use a Gurkha battal.ion to relieve the beleagued Police Station
we listened to the battle over the police radio. At the height of
an attack the radio went dead and everyone thought the worst
had happened. A wave of re:ief swept over the Headquarters
when a harrassed police officer telephoned some five minutes
later and apologised that bis aerial had been shot away in a
burst of machine gun fire. L ater, the Squadron Commander
and F. of S. Porritt made a VERY quick inspection of the
damage!
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W&rning the otller side
The Foreman and his technicians then set up powerful PA
systems at Sha Tau Kok and the other border crossing place .
These were Ulied to warn the other side of the consequences
of their actions and also to advise them of our counter-moves.
The Squadron is playing a vital role in keeping the peace in
this corner of the Commonwealth.
Once things were more stable, the Brigadier managed to
persuade the po:ice J:.eadquarters to move back with us to
our new camp. A qu:ck check on the implications for the
police VHF radios showed that all would be well and Sek
Kong now has a trulv joint police, government and military
headquarters. Sergeant Kincade and the other cipher operators
are faced with a lot more work and some novel problems-for
instance, not everyone in the Hong Kong government understand mmtary abbreviations and so situation reports are often
very lengthy. Lieutenant Neeve and 'A' Troop view, with some
misgivings the total of 25 antennas on the roof of the headquarrers--only four are our .
The Second-in-Command, Lieutenant Cowan, and 'J ' Troop
have recently been looking into the possibilities of the Squadron assuming the responsibility for a police OH, omnibus telephone line running the length of the border. The police contractor is naturaLy rather reluctant to go that close to the other
side, and this was brought home when the lineman cheerfully reported one day that the line actually goes the other
side of the border fence at one stage. Whether their enthusiasm
also took them across was not revealed.
'l'he naontll brings nanny changes
September has brought many changes. The Squadron Commander, Major P. D. Jones handed over to Major F. C.
Lettin; Lieut.nant Cowan has handed over to Captain K. B. S.
Kent, who joined the: Squadron by way of the Royal Signals
Overland Expedition to India; Lieutenant
eeve shortly departs of Dharan, in epal. Our S.Q.M.S., Staff Sergeant Alex
Morris has done a great job in getting the stores just right
for all the hand-overs-but why did you ask for the address
of my next unit, • Q '?
Although the bombs continue in Kowloon and Hong Kong
all is relatively quiet in the New Territories. It bas been
fascinating to see an IS operation get under way, and a
lesson for all has bec:n the tremendous co-operation between
the Army and· the Government.

259 S QUADRON, D .F.P.O. :i3
The recent tragic death of Sergeant David Elfed James, of
259 Squadron (DC
on 21st September . as the re~ult of a
traffic accident came as a great shock to bis many fnends, all
of whom extend their deepest sympathy to his widow in her
bereavement.
Sergeant James was buried with full military honour on
Saturday, 30th September, at the British Military Cemetery,
Dhekelia. The Reverend (Squadron Leader) W. W . Porter,
c.s.F.C., of Royal Air Force Station Episkopi, officiated at the
Church Service whic'1 was held at St. Andrew's Church
Dbekelia, and at the Interment. Among the many mourners
\Vere: Mr. and Mrs. G. 0. James, parents; Mr. James, brother;
Major R A. Oldham, representing G.O.C. H.Q. ~RELF;
Colone: M. T. Fletcher, C.S.O. NEARELF; Maior B. C.
Complin, O.C. 259 Squadron; Major Beadon, 0.C. 262
Squadron.
Sergeant D avid Elf~d James was born in Runcorn, South
Wales, on 13th January, 1943· He enlisted as a boy soldier at the
Army Apprentices' School, Harrogate, on 30th August, 1957·
He serv d with 28th R giment B.A.0 .R. from 1960 to 1963 and
with 8th Regiment, C11tterick, from 1964 to 1966 when he was
emp:oyed a an instructor. He was promoted to Sergeant on
12th April.

CLOTHING is stil URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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Their role in Aden comes to an end

252 Squadron
show the other side of the
coin in Hong Kong
(But see 246 Squadron notes also)

515 Signal Troop
A ttachetl to the 1st Battalion
Irish Guan/s, say • • •

''Farewell!"
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllililllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli!llllllllllllllllllllllll

THE <.OKPS MOST "DUG-AWAY" AND FORGOTTEN TROOP!
Back Row : Colour Sergeant Matthews (Signal platoon Colour Sergeant), lance-Corporal Bu class,

Lance-Corporal MacNair, Signalman Duffield, Signalman Wilson. Signalman Emmerson, R.S.M.
J. Officer
Front Row : Corporal Mullin, l ieutenant-Colonel J. A. Aylmer (Commanding Officer 1st Bn. Irish
Guards). Sergeant Higgins, Captain R. C. Wolverson (Sisnal Officer). Corporal Vassallo

Captain R C. Wolverson, Signal Officer, 1st Battalion Irish
Guards, writes on the occasion of the disbandment of SIS Troop:
After scanning through several back numbers of "The Wire,"
I was most perturbed to find there was not a single word or
ment:on of SIS Troop. In order to rectify this sad state of
affairs, I was assigned the task of letting the Corps know all
about its most ' dug-away ' and forgotten troop.

A very inopportune moment indeed • • •
On reflection, however, this wou:d appear to be a very inopportune moment to embark upon such an ambitious project
as the death knell has been sounded and the Troop is to be disbanded in August 1967, when its role in Aden comes to an end.
We surely must be th.: first claimed by Mr. Healey's axe I
You may wonder what we did and to what exotic spots we
travelled during our hey-day. The troop was formed to support
2nd Bn. Scots Guards in Kenya during the Independence
troubles. When 24 Brigade moved to Aden, the troop moved
also and continued ro support battalions of The Household
Brigade. 2nd Bn. Coldstream Guards, 1st Bn. Welsh Guards
and now 1st Bn. Irish Guards, a.I passed through our hands.

From r ecent stories in the Press you may thin k
Hong Kong is li ke t his t he whole time (photo I).
In actual fact life goes on much the same as anywhere e lse.

~lore

Troop person alities

Our radio operators are led by Corporal ' Bugsy ' Mullin, ~f
whom it is said he was born in uniform. He has spent most of his
time down country on special expeditions to Aden itself to do
what is n !ver disc osed; but apparently he always had Pronto's
penn:ssion ! Lance-Corporal 'Haggis' McNair, our Jock photographer who joined the troop just before Christmas from I~t
.K.H.A. (also in Aden), is always prepared to spin a yarn of his
war days w:th the gunners around Arabia, over a pint of beer
in his silver tankard presented by I R.H.A. Signalman • ~ordie'
Ddfield, who after Sc:rgeant Higgins is the oldest inhabitant,
is our morse expert. He goes to the Parachute Squadron at the
end of the year Signalman Will Wilson, who joined us from
Germany, has always talked of 'days ro do' and of his 36-hour
shift up at Hab:Iayn. Signa man Roy Emmerson, better known
as 'Dumpy,' claims to be our ace crib player.
These are the present members of the troop. During the Irish
Guards' tour, the following also served with the troop: Corporal
Ferguson-Bayliss, Signalman Williams and Signalman Hal.igan.
We must also mention Staff Sergeant Cull, Royal Signals, who
has been one of the Battalion's Sioux pilots and who has a.ways
shown himseli around us when not away in the clouds.
\\'as i t

The eight goo d little 'uns

For instance t he Squad ron goes bathing (Photo 2)
Left to Righ t : La nce-Corporal Hunt, Lance-Corpora l Roberts, Signalman Howe, Corpor al Hagge r,
Corporal Kennard, Lance-Corporal H ickmott.

We are a small (average height 5 ft. 6 in.) troop which numbers
eight in all. Our undisputed leader is Sergeant Douglas Higgins
(see September/October WIRE), an old and seasoned campaigner
who has commanded the troop for the last three years. It was
not on account of his support for the tobacco export trade that
he was awarded the Commander-in-Ch:ers Commendation for
devotion to duty and exemplary conduct during his tour in
South Arabia, but rather for his outstanding qualities of indefatigabi ity and industriousness. He goes now to B.A.O.R to
serve with 2nd Bn. Stots Guards- truly a mni-guardsman !

They operate new switchboards (Photo 3)
Left to Right : Sergeant Gibbs, Mrs. Angel a T sang,
Corporal Leadbetter.
They enjoy Squadron dances (Photo 4)
Left to Right : Lance-Corporal Mcinerney, LanceCorporal Po r t , Corporal Furey, Signalman Littlefair (249 Sig. Sqn.), Corporal Kemel, (237 Sig. Sqn.),
Corpo ral Downie, Private Harrison.

T h e war stories have to be beard to b e believed
In our technicians' workshop you would find Corporal Arthur
Vassallo, who has recently arrived from Catterick, who, in spite
of no spares and hardly any tools, seems to keep the sets working.
His assistant, also a new arrival, is Lance-Corporal Sid Buglass
who has just returned from Sheikh Othman where he was
repairing sets for one of the Rifle Compan:es stationed there.
His war stories have to be heard to be belLved ! These two
sta:warts replaced Corporal Mungo Park and Corporal Johnny
Noad who left in Mw having compleced their two-year tour
with the troop. Their reputation still lives after them-if only
as hockey players !

And ce rtai nly e njoy trips by boat (Photo 5)
Left to Righ t: Corporal McKechn ie, Lance-Corporal
Ackroyd, Private Ross.
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t• 1n·~·?

Our tasks have, during the last year, been varied and interesting. We accompanLd the Battalion on their tours up-country to
Habilavn in the Radfan. Tuer_, besides manning the rear link,
repair:ng radios, charging batteries, running the message ce~tre,
showing fil:ns. we went out on patrols and ambush operations.
\'{,"as it so:nething akin to envv that the resid~nt signallers from
210 Squadron wat'.:hoo us going for early morning runs round
the aintrip wi·h the L ish Guards signa platoon? The message
centre handled all signals from Area West-in the two tours upcountry over 7.000 messages passed th.rough our hands.
We also prov:ded the rear link of over 300 miles, when the
Battalion mounted an operation in the Eastern Aden Protectorate.
Wh.n the Battalion was finding Little Aden IS duties, we
usuallv mann-d the set on the Brigade nee and helped to man
the Batta ion Headquarters control set-if, however, we look:d
too pale or too fat the Signals Officer sent us out on patrols
and to observation posts.
~ow

abo u t our

s po r t i n~

1•rowess ( i f n n y!)

Our sporting prow.!ss has been limited by opportunity. However, we have found time to sail in the Battalion's two dinghie~,
to swim, to play cricket and hockey.
In one match, our hockey opponents were very talented. We
managed to win 3-0, but as the W.R.A C. caprain said afterwards: " The wind was in your favour!"

sos
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Some Maritime Breezes - from Portsmouth
Dy

\V.0.11

G. SLATER,

i/ c Royal Signals, Headquarters, Maritime Group,
R.C.T., Portsmouth

SEA GOING SIGNALMEN
Life has plenty of variety for 661 Troop aboard H.M.S. Intrepid

Noting our illustrious editor's admonishments to WIRE
correspondents about economy and being unable to include
articles because of aforesaid economies and space, makes one a
trifle hesitant of putting pen to paper, knowing full well that
I possess an unruly pen I I thought, then, that I would include
one sparse paragraph to make up for any verbosity that Y?U
may encounter later on. (Giving you space is always worthwhile.
-Editor).

*

*

*

ROYAL SIGNALS CANOEING

*

Major R. P. D. F. Painter has written to the Editor . to
explain that because of the large numbers of canoemg
enthusiasts in the Corps this has b-ecome a sport of considerable
standing equal to other Corps sports.
Because of this he has recommended, and it has been
accepted, that a sen.:.o r officer of the Corps should take over
the Presidency from Major Painter. The reconstituted
committee will now be as follows:
President, Colonel J. R. Cubb-er'ey; Secretary, Major R.
P. D. F. Painter; U.K. Representative, Captain J. M. Gray;
B.A.O.R. Representative, Major J. A. P . Russell; FARELF
Representative, .Lieutenant C. W. Palmer, M.B.E.
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FORCE'S U.K.
TRADE-IN SCHEME
If

you are to be posted overseas
soon and wish to dispose of your
present car, we will give you a high
trade-in figure now against any
future purchase
For lull details, write to, or telephone:

WEIR LODGE GARAGE
Bridge Road, Chertsey, Surrey
Tel: Chertsey 4264/2047
The Troop also largely runs the ship's internal radio system which
provides all day entertainment throughout the ship

*

*

Of sport alas nothing to brag about With the L.C.T. crews
kept sea-~und 'for most of the time, there are only defeats to
report and no one likes to talk about them. Mind you, there
is a certain amount of sport in Antwerp or Helensburgh, but
for both reasons of economy and tact, I had better not elaborate. I am sure that it would be an aid to. recruiting.

I . :l}

*

*

We are maintaining our B.A.0.R. maintenance trips to Antwerp with almost a bus service regularity. In addition, a vessel
has spent the whole of t~e summ:r months in ~cotJ:md doing
a 'foreign tour' on Hebridean mamtenance. This, p.us KAPE
tours around U.K. has kept everyon-e busy, including the communicators, of course, and except for the most severe of the
recent gales, sailing has continued on these tasks unabated.

The highlight of the day for some-"Tot" time. Signalmen"'Smiler"
Thompson, Geordie Summers and Les Rix enjoy this traditional
naval custom

*

We have had a spi.te of marriages during the past year,
and we would like to extend congratu ations to Signalman and
Mrs. Million, Signalman and Mrs. Le Breton, Corporal and
Mrs. Walkden, Corporal and Mrs. Browne and Signalman and
Mrs. Sm:th-may th-:y be very happy. To follow the natural
sequence, many congratu ations to Corporal and Mrs. Ellins on
the birth of their baby daughter.
A note to future volunteers for a maritime life. Do not, pray,
but put off by the previous paragraph. It doesn't happen to
them all!

*

"The L.C.T.s sail regularly." " They, with equal regularity
return to port."
Now, whilst this is terse, true, and designed to a~al to the
aforesaid Editor's ' Scrooge-like attitude,' I am convmced that
this wi l not do. We positively must give some local colour:
'arrowing tales of battered bows bowing before baroscopebreaking breakers, wintery blue eyes surmounted by salt-encrusted eyebrows. The:n, you can always read ' The Cruel Sea.'
Monserrat is infinitely superior! Where, then, from here? The
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.

Lance-Corporal "Dave" Weston manning one of the circuits in the
ships communications office-Note the fitted C42's

There has been some little comment about the extracts from
the Manua. of Seamanship, which I like to include, so I would
· like to finish off witn one or two more gleaned from that
fascinating volume. I refrain from the official interpretations
and leave you to dwell on some of the fantastic possibilities:
What you you think off : Pussers Dip. Pusser's crabs. Have
' Bum-boat ' and ' Bottomry ' anythin11; in common?
I don't think that ' Grog-blossom ' needs any interpretation,
how many such blossoms have we seen being picked in the
Sergeants' Mess.

A ship has to be cleaned and painted just like a vehicle. Signalmen
" Ginge" Gillison and " Paddy " Doyle add that extra sparkle to
" Our part of the ship"

IMMEDIATE MORTGAGES
95% up to £10,000 and 90% up to £20,000 valuation

Subject to normal income status requirements

IMMEDIATE SCHOOL FEES
A unique scheme provides immediate funds for your
children's education. Full insurance cover and other
Benefits included. Cost spread over ten years or more.

LIFE ASSURANCE PLANS
Conventional or Linked With Unit Trust Investment
We speC::aEse in devising Plans tailored to precise
personal circumstances-vitally imponant to a member
of HM Forces-and to provide all-embracing Family
Protection combined w:th a sound Investment. Future
needs, such as house purchase, funds for children's
education and/or retirement can be included if specified.
For details, write in confidence to :
Lt. Colonel C. B. Johns, RAOC (Retd.),
Services Advisory Bureau Manager,

H. R. MARTIN & CO. LTD.
38 Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks.

WEIR
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Brokers of Insurance to Members of HM Forces
T e/ephone : Reading 56226 and 56227
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87 SQUADRON ADVENTVRE TRAIJ\'IJ\'G IN
THE LAKE DISTRICT
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Amblesi.de greets us with a

The Space Signallers of 647 Troop!
• A far cry from Flag and Helio - now its talk of "Radomes" and "Parametric Amplifiers" as the
modern Corps bounces its signals off a Satellite

The 87 Squadron party assemble at the Adventure Training hut at
Ambleside. On the left, the planner and organiser, Captain Alick
Staples

38tb REGIMENT (V) SHEFFIELD
•
•

Many exercises-and some sad reflections about wives.
No waik-over for the Fusiliers.

Those weeds in our gardens
We seem to have been out on exercise every weekend this
summer! Our wives are resigned to their fate. We don't
even get nagged about the garden any more, as we force our
way through the weeds to the front door on a Sunday evening.
But we are seriously considering the old ' Camp Follower ' idea
to keep the women h:ippy. After all, it would only need an
extra couple of 3-tonnfrs per Squadron, endless tea and a few
thousand fags, and they'd all be content; and we could always
detail the newest recruits to guard them. They expect a
hard time when they join anyway!
We have just enjoyed the second and :ast Regimental exercise
set by the C.O. to see if we could really make it all work for
the first time. Exercise ' Rough Ride ' was set in Lincolnshire
amongst the dead bomber airfields of World War II. We got
out at half strength on Friday afternoon, and we then had
the usual 24 hours of intense work, getting 'the bugs out of
all the equipment.

I. Sergeant Mallett in the TCV,
switching one of the speech circuits
through to the exchange

2.

Cor poral Rusling connecting up the
parametric amplifier

3. Sergeant Foster examining
Servo rack

the

4. Sergeant Ferrier adjustinz the
cooling system in the T ransmitter
cont aine r

647 TROOP,
e/o G.P.O., S INGAPORE

During ~e last few month~, the T roop has worked many
schedules Wlth other earth stations. Operating and maintaining
a complex such as ours has produced several headaches and
occasional delays-most of which were due to awaiting spares
to be flown out from the U.K. However there is a feeling of
achievement amongst personnel of the tro::ip because they have
been ab:e to tackle and solve most of the problems so far
encountered in spite of the advanced nature of the equipment.

A

Per s o n alia
In May S~rgeant Cockerill left us for R.H.E. to attend a
~eoman of Signals course and we take this opportunity to wish
him every success.
We extend a welcome to Sergeants Dixon and Winstanley
and their respective families.
Our congratulations go to: Corporal Smurthwaite who has
now been rna~e captain of the Joint Services soc'cer team;
Corpo!al G~rdiner, who represented the Joint Services athletic
~earn m their successful meet versus Singapore A.A.A., and has
JUSt been awarded his Army Colours; Corporal Forster who
won the Anny 10 mile and 15 mile Cycling Road Time Trials·
Sergeant and Mrs. Ferrier, upon the birth of a daughter.
'
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drizzle

We arrived in Amb:eside in typical Lakeland drizzle during
the early hours of the morning to be greeted by oxtail soup
and rice pudding. Then to a non-mobile bed and sleep. Not
for long, however, as reveille was at six o'clock, and after a
substantial breakfast everyone kitted up, collected sandwiches
and made the trip to the base of Helvel.yn in the threetonner. We gazed upwards and wondered how much of the
mountain was shrouded in mist.
It is surprising how quickly one loses one's breath during
a vertical ascent. Slowly the fringes of the mist got nearer
until we were amongst it, and we all acquired a 'silver fuzz.'
The wind drove the drizzling mist horizontal:y. Figures soon
loose their identities in mist, everyone becomes a shambling,
head-down figure bracmg against the cold and wind.
We struggled by the summit of Hellvellyn without actually
realis:ng that we were there-not at aJ surprising, since all
we could see was mist and the ground dropping away sheer
either side.

Dropping 1,500 feet in five minutes wns most
exbilnrati.ng
By this time we were thoroughly wet and cold. As our
original route took us over the dangerous and precipitous
Striding Edge, we decided to alter course. The new route
meant us sliding down scree. After the initial apprehension
this proved to be a most exhilarating experience. We dr<>pped
about 1,500 feet in five minutes!
Lunch next, and we bounded down the banks of the brook
until we found a fl.at enough area to sit down. It is surprising
just how good sandwiches and biscuits, washed down with
water, can taste when one is really hungry. Our boots and
combat kit steamed as we sat in the warmth of the gul:.y.
A further slithering descent to the main Keswick-Ambleside
road brought an end to our mountaineering. From now on
it was a case of footslogging on tarmac.
Altogether, we marched a good five to six miles, to the far
side of Grasmere before the lorry met us. By this time everyone was feeling the strain, some more than others! To them
the sight of the lorry was the end of the struggle, or so they
thought. When the lorry got to Ambleside, we were formed up
and then had to march to attention back to the centre. This
could have been he fina: straw, but it proved that each individual had more stamina than he .probably imagined.

surprise for the Police Sergeant

To add to the excitement, we had some very real intruders,
provided by the Roy:il Northumbrian Fusiliers, just back from
sorting out terrorists in Aden. They__,perhaps understandablyexpected a walk-over. But we reckon that our general military
training has 'Progressed somewhat from the old 'Halt, who goes
there ' stuff. Not a light or a sentry was to be seen, and hardly a
sound to be heard. We even had pheasants settling in the
cam nets for the night I In most locations we snatched the
intruders before they got through the perimeter. One unexpected capture was a ipolice sergeant in a patrol car who had
pul:ed into our wood for a quiet smoke, and was startled out
of his wits when a Stirling was thrust under his nose. He didn't
know the password, but he certainly used almost every other
word in the next two minutes before he ran out of ideas.
By the Saturday, reinforcements arrived and the communications began to settle down, but we still have ' tail ' troubles
which we never shall get right until our new systems control,
printer and comcen vehicles are a go:ng concern. But it was
all well worthwhile, and the sun shone on us most of the time.
Now we move indoors for a few months to settle down to
steady trade training; a good old domestic sort-out in time for
the administrative inspection and, of course, the happy, but this
year strictly non alcoholic (?) pre-Christmas entertainments.
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Eyes dow n, for the long slog up to the top of Helvellyn
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Steaming hot cofft:e was served and more than gratefully
drunk.
All the ceiling heaters were switched on and the
od:ferous task of drymg-out began. The rush to get everything dry wa made all the more urgent by the lure of going
to the pub.
ure enough, after the evening meal, a room in the local
was fi!l:d with khaki and beer, and the evening developed along
the traditional lines of songs and jokes. Mind you, everyone
turn:d in fairly early that night, and we all slept :ike logs.
The usual early morning reveille, breakfast and the job of
cl ao:Og out the hut and, if possible, aiming to make it
clean r than it was found.

lloyal Signals A111soclntio11 and Benevolent F11nd

•

By Appointment to the Late Kine Georce V

ROGERS, JOHN JONES Ll)IITED
(MILITARY OUTFITTERS)

In thrN• linc-s-the sum1ni11g-up
I feel sure that everyone enjoyed the weekend, even though
we gor soaked to the skin and co.d; when it is all over, then
it all seems well worth while.

Mufti and Sporting Tailors
Breeches Makers

3Dst (GREATER J,O~DON) SIGNAL
REGIMENT (V)
The vear now drawing to a close has seen happenings of
impor:ance ro many pt>ople in all walks of life. To this R egimen t, the past year has been one of birth, in fact it could be
said that th: life of this R:gim:nt has run parallel with that
of the new l:O:r Queen Eli'!abech the Second-welding of
form~r units in to one an d then the launching in April, followed
by fitting-our and trials.
I am sure tha[ theoe trials have proved extremely successful
and that all members of the Regiment can be justly proud of
their achievement so far.
We must, of course, nor forget all those who have left us
through reorgaoisat:on and other commitments and we would
thank th: m for all the help and encouragement [hat they have
given to us. To our Tra:Oing Officer, Major Sinclair, we bid
au revoir, with pleasant memories, we hope to see him around
in the futur:. if he can manage to drop in and to his successor,
Major Thompson, we extend a hearty welcome.
Thoughts on a11 exerciiscIf you will bear with me a lictle longer, I should like to
follow with an 'edited' version of a Sergeants thoughts on a
weekend exercise.
" fh : I ·ad ve3icle of the advance party would dedde to have
a puncture a~ .this spot (on a 4h. 6in . wide track) on - - Common tra;o:ng area. What a start ro a weekend exercise
with th: Lin: Troop? Of course, we had the usual job to do
which was to establish commuoica:ions for the VHF and
Troops and then to camouflag!---again, as usual, with nothing
to use. Anway two miles of cable, one wheel-change and a messtin of stew later, 02.00 hours, we slept Early start 'on Saturday
mor: ~ines and ' eurek1, we were through '; of course that wa~
only the start, this wa~ too good to be true, so we h;d to have
a night move, although the Brigadier and the C.0. did approve
of the L ine Troop's tactical position.
New bcatioo? Io the middle of nowhere, or was it a com~eld behind a school. In rhe dark, who cares? Hooray, civilisauon must be n~, how els: could fish-aod-ch:ps suddenly
appear. Once agam we are ' through,' and I b:gin [O believe
tha[ the new equipment r eally works. Pats on the back for
everyon:.t followed by Sunday lunch of sq:ak and kidney pud.
The C.u. ord:rs close down. Yes, you've already guessed.
O!f goe~ V?F and HF, then Admin.-why grumble, we have
still mamtam:d our rrcord for the Line Troop-first in, last
out"
In c!os:ng, may we extend to all our fellow members of the
Corps our sincere gre<"tin~s for Christmas and for a peaceful

Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals

£ '·

16, CLIFFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1
Late of 33 Bruton Street, London, W.I
Telephone : 01-734 2248
Branch: 40a London Road , Camber ley. Telephone: Camberley 2'4071

22,000
Limbless Ex-Service Men
await a word from you

Total recipts

£41

Bxpenditure durinK Seprem!>er:

... £537

New Year.

Gel with it I OrdPr your WirP NOW I

Another way you can help. Do you know any British Ex-Service
man or woman who has lost a limb and would benefit from
specialist help and advice? Let BLESMA know.

Donations and information: Major the Earl of Ancaster, T.D.•

Chairman of Appeal ( S.4 ) Midland Bank Ltd., 89, Charterhouse
Street, London, E.C.t.

BRITISH LIMBLESS
EX-SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION

(Re1:1 :.u~1 ... u

w. th lne /\aJ,01tal nu.s,aru.e At. l 1~4v and,
as a charity, under the Charities Act 1960).

... "'"'"'o,aa11"e

6 to
12

Expenditure durin11 October :

DAY'

PAY
DOW

13

5

... £654 17

2

£100

SCRE~IE-

DOES

TUE

COOPS

STAND ?

The Corps ha responded most generously to the Day's
Pay Scheme appeal. Over 80 per cent of our soldiers subscribe, and all officers contribute. Io 1966 the Corps spent
£7,700 in helping serving and retired members of the Corps
who had fa[en on bad times. In addition, we were able
to donate £470 to other Service charitable organisations who
were directly assisting members of the Corps, such as the
Star and Garter Home and the Shaftesbury Homes.
After first attending to the needs of our own Corps,
we were able, from our surplus in 1966, to donate £5,000
in 1967 to the Army Benevolent Fund to help general Army
benevolence, in respect of those ex-soldiers whose Regiments
through no fault of their own, have a very heavy case-load,
but on:y slender funds at their disposal. It should be made
·quite clear that such Regiments are in this situation, not
because they don't support the Day's Pay Scheme-they all
support it to the hilt-but because in time of war they have
expanded very greatly, and then in peacetime have reverted
to one single Regiment responsible for the welfare of many
thousands of wartime old comrades.
In addition, of course, the Army Benevolent Fund, on
our behalf, helps to support many charitab:e organisations
such as S.S.A.F.A., who do such sterling work for the Services,
including, of course, ourselves.
During the p:riod 1st April, 1967, to 30th September, 1967,
for instance, the Army Benevolent, Fund made grants as
follows:

The annual meeting of the Branch was held in October and
the following officers md committee were elected to serve for
the ensuing year: President, Major D. T. Huoneyball; viccpresident, Brigadier H. R. Firth; chairman, Captain J R. Way;
vice-chairman, Mr. P. Tarrant; secretary, Mr. K. C. Howard;
treasurer, Major L. S. J. Chalke; social secretary, Miss A. Glover;
committee: Mr. F. r. Cagby, Mr. S. Stanton and Mr. H.
Trevenna.

£104,250

.\nnual Dinner
It was agreed, as in previous years, that the Annual Dinner
will be held at the Norbury Hotel on Saturday, 17th February,
1967, 7 pm. for 7.30 p.m. Full detai:s will be given later, but
at the moment it woultl appear that tickets will be in the region
of 25s. each. Major-G.:oeral E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E., will be guest
of honour. It is asked that you signify your requirements to
the Social Secretary as soon as possible. (Miss A. Glover, 26,
Edith Road, South orwood, S.E.25).
B.A.O.B. GOLFEBS ENJOY SUNNY AUTUMN
~ffiETING

C.S.O. Boles In One As A Preliminary
The Meeting was held this year at R.A.F. Germany Golf
C:ub, R.A.F. Bruggen, in glorious sunshine on 19th and 20th
October. Some measure of the increasing popularity of the game
is indicated by the number of entries-there were 56.
The main competition, the Regimental Foursome Cup, was
won once again by 13th Regiment with 4th Regiment runners-up.
Corporal Milne of 13th Regiment, who is the course record
holder at Bruggen, played very consistently; he had 73 gross in
each of the three singles rounds.

Prize list
Regimental Foursomes.-Wioners: Corporal Milne and
Corporal Skinner (13th Regiment); runners-up: LieutenantColonel Jackson and Captain Field (4th Regiment).
Bogey Singles.-Wioner: Lance-Corporal Key (28th Regiment); runner-up: Corporal .Milne (1 3th Regiment).
Stableford Singles. 1st 18 holes.-Winner: Captain Page (2nd
Regiment; runner-up: Sergeant Kirk (4th Regiment.). 2nd 18
holes.-Winner: Lance-Corporal Key (28th Regiment); runnerup ~ Corporal Milne (r3 rh Regiment). 36 holes.-Winner:
Sergeant Kirk (4th Regiment); runner-up: Lance-Corporal Key
(28th Regiment).
Postscript
Although Brigadier Pentreath was unable to play in the
Autumn Meeting due to absence on duty, mention must be
made of his hole-in-one the previous week at the Bruggen
course.
Brigadier Pentreath was playing with Brigadier Cox and the
feat was achieved at the nth hole. Any further free drinks on
· the Brigadier, we are informed, are now definitely time barred.

National Association for Employment of Regular
Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen

£17,2u

CLOTDING

Schools which care for the children of Servicemen

£18,466

Organisations dedicated to the training of the Disabled

Since the beginning of September, gifts of clothing, toys,
books, ere., have been gratefully received from the following:

£r3,700

Scottish National Service Charities . . .

£10,400

Major C. M. Sinclair
Sergeant F. C. Hayden
Mrs. B. H. P. Barnes
Major-General A. E. Morrison,

During 1967, Corp expenditure on benevolence will prob·
ably be in the order of £10,000, and our average grant per
case will be £16. Over and above this, the Association will
have sent out nearly 600 clothing parcels to our most deserving
cases. These parcels are made up from clothing gifts sent
in by our many friends within the Corps. To estimate their
total value would be difficult, but clearly they make a very
significant contribution to Corps benevolence by saving expenditure of funds on the purchase of clothing for needy
cases. They also materially increase the value of our average
grant per case.

A. E. Stead, Esq.
Lieutenant - Colonel F. M. S.
W inter, M.B.E.
Mrs. K. Swallow
Mrs. D . Price
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. I.
G . Swan
Major J M.
. Lyons
Mrs. J. ·J. M . Nutt
Major and Mrs. K. A . C. Wilson
A. Walsh , Esq.
Colonel G . D. T. Harris, O.B.B.
Major and Mrs. J. H. Williams
Mrs. D . M. Purser
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Hon . Secretary: K . C. HOWARD, ESQ. , 10, Central Gardena, Central Road,
Morden, Surrey.

2

The followin11 donat10>1s were most KTa<efully reccfocd durinK Octo!>er :
£ s. d.
20 0 0
u th Regiment
.
.
•.
I 13 6
Army Apprentices' College
.
.. .
. ..
I 14 0
Jrd Regiment (Warrant Officers and Sergeants)
39 1 10
30th Regiment (Warrant Officer5 and Sergeant )
10
0
0
toth Reg.meat
6 10 0
4tst Regiment (V)
I
2
6
9th Regiment
.
. ..
13 6 7
British Major Signals, H.Q. , South A~abian Army
5 0 0
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. F Paton
1
1 0
R. E. Edwards Esq. .
...
. ..
1
4 0
Various small individual donations

National Service Charities and Organisations

A word of encouragement and a token of help-needed, now,
by British Ex-Service men who have sacrificed a full life.
Many of them are completely unable to help themselves.
Money is urgently needed to help these men conquer their
handicap-money to equip and maintain homes in which
they can be given convalescence, Qr care and comfort in their
old age. BLESMA is not aided by the State. Will you help?

d.

20 0 0
15 15 0
I 15 0
I
0
0
2 16 IO

30th Regiment (collection 3t Corps Band Concert)
O.C., RA TC, Scarborouah
.
. ..
K. J. Williams.I. Esq. . .
...
...
W.O.I ~F . of :>.) R. Scrafton
..
Various small Individual donations ...

THE

HF

SIO

The following donations were mosr gralefully received during S eptember :

Total receipts

new Regiment gc-ts welded into 011e

A

CROYDON .\ND DISTRl(,T BBA

Thank You!

the pub

C.B •• o .B.B.

Mrs. M. S. Wheatley
Mrs. J. Rennie
The Wive ' Club, 3 quadron,
14th Regiment
Major T . F. Jeokinaon
Mrs. J. L. Purdon
Colonel G. J. C. Mos , M .B.B.
Major W. G . Cunnin1th1m
Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Lamb,
T.O.

Mrs. C. E. Page
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. J. J.
H . wallow
W .0 .II C. A. Smith
K. C. Howard, Esq.
.
Major W ills (Royal Australian
Signal )
Major and Mrs. D . H . Bri II'
Brigadier H. R. Firth

Sii

Thank goodne at Roy· r there ar ·till people who
think preci ion engineering comes before mas production.
People running in c\·ery engin for perfect
moothne ~.before it's even fitted into th car. (And then
changing the oil to remove any stray spe k of dirt that
might damage an engine.) All that extra care gives u a
better car to give to you. A car that many countries
have named 'The Car of th Year'. A car that wa a\\·ard d
the .A. Gold Iedal for safety.
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If you're overseas or you're going in the next six
month . it's a car that's a gift with the tax conces. ions
you qualify for.
ee the Rover di tributor in your area. He'll tell you
mor about the car and the tax concessions. Or write
to us: Personal Exports ~~
D partm nt. The Rover L
n
Company Ltd., olihull.
.N
Warwickshire.
....~
_ _o.___ _ _ _ _ __,_

jOVER I
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In an age of mass production
thank goodness a Rover is still a Rover
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